
INHALTSVERZEICHNIS 1993

1. Grundlagen der Geometrie ,03.01. - 09.01.1993

Leitung: Walter Benz, Hamburg

2. Extensions of buildings and geametries ,03.01. - 09.01.1993

Leitung: Francis Buekenhout, Bruxelles
Albrecht Beutelspacher, Gießen
Daniel R. Hughes, Landon

3. Computatianal Methods for Nonlinear Phenomena, 10.01. - 16.01.1993

Leitung: Tassilo Küpper, Köln
Rüdiger Seyde', Ulm
Hubert Schwetlick, Halle
Hans Troger, Wien

4. Combinatorial .Optim1zation ,17.01. - 23.01.1993
Leitung: Martin Grötschel, Berlin

William R. Pulleyblank, Yorktown Heights

5. Optimale Steuerung partieller Differentialgleichungen, 24.01. - 30.01.1993

Leitung: Karl-Heinz Hoffmann, München
Jürgen Sprekels, Essen

6. Asymptotics and Adaptiv1ty 1n Computational Mechanics J 31.01. - 06.02.1993

Leitung: Dietrich Braess, Bochum
Philippe C1arlet, Paris
Erw1n Stein, Hannover

\ .., .•.... \' ~

. ~

7. Partielle Differentialgleichungen ,07.02. - 13.02.1993

Leitung: Gerhard Huisken, Tübingen
Leon Siman, Stanfard
Michael Struwe, Zürich

8. Appl1cable Algebra ,14.02. - 20.02.1993
Leitung: Thamas Beth, Karlsruhe

Benno Buchberger, Linz
Hei~z Lüneburg, Kaiserslautern

9. Curves, Images, Massive Camputation ,21.02. - 27.02.1993

Leitung: Luc Devroye, Montreal
Wolfgang Härdle, Berl1n
lain Johnstone, Stanford



10. Medical Statistic$: Statistical Methods for R1sk Assessment ,
28.02. - 06.03.1993

Leitung: Max P. Baur, Bonn
Robert Elston, New Orleans

11. Mathematische Stochastik ,07.03. - 13.03.1993
Leitung: Josef Ste1nebach, Marburg

Paul Deheuvels, Bourg-la-Reine
Albrecht Irle, Kiel

12. Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen ,14.03. - 20.03.1993
Leitung: Hans-Wilhelm Knobloch, Würzburg

Jean Mawhin, Louvain-la-Neuve
Klaus Schmitt, Salt Lake City

13. Analysis auf lokalsymmetrischen Räumen ,21.03. - 27.03.1993
Leitung: Jochen Brüning, Augsburg

Werner Müller, Bonn
Peter C. Sarnak, Princeton

14. Durchmesser und Volumen von Polytopen ,21.03. - 27.03.1993
Leitung: Friedrich Juhnke, Magedeburg

Günter M. Ziegler, Berlin

15. Combinatorial Canvexity and Algebraic Geometry ,28.03. - 03.04.1993

Leitung: Günter Ewald, Bochum
Peter McMullen, Landan
R1chard Stanley, Cambr1dge

16. Tap1cs 1n Pseudo-D1fferent1al Operators ,04.04. - 10.04.1993
Leitung: He;nz Otto Cordes, Berkeley

Bernhard Gramsch, Mainz
Bert-Wolfgang Schulze, Berlin
Harald Widom, Santa Cruz

17. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Intersection Theory on
Te;chmüller-Spaces , 12.04. - 17.04.1993
Leitung: Carl-Friedrich Bödigheimer, Gött1ngen

E.J.N. Looijenga, Utrecht

18. The Arithmetic af Fields ,18.04. - 24.04.1993
Leitung: Wulf-Dieter Geyer, Erlangen

Mashe Jarden, Tel Aviv



19. Mathematische Grundlagen und numerische Verfahren bei transsonischen
Strömungen, 18.04. - 24.04.1993
Leitung: Cathleen S. Morawetz. New York

Jindrich Necas. Prague
Wolfgang Wendland, Stuttgart

20. low dimensional dynamics ,25.04. - 01.05.1993

Leitung: Gerhard Keller, Erlangen
Zbign1ew Nitecki, Medford

21.

22.

Design of Experiments: Optimallty, Construction, and Applications ,
02.05. - 08.05.1993
Leitung: Ch1ng-Shui Cheng, Berkeley

Dieter Rasch, Wagen1ngen
Friedrich Pukelsheim, Augsburg

Reelle algebraische Geometrie ,09.05. - 15.05.1993

Leitung: Eberhard Becker, Dortmund
ludwig Bröcker, MOnster
Manfred Knebusch, Regensburg

23. Mathematical Problems in Viscoelastic Flows
Leitung: John A. Nohel, Madison

Michael Renardy, Blacksburg

16.05. - 22.05.1~93

24. Differentialgeometrie )m Großen ,23.05. - 29.05.1993

Leitung: Werner Ba'1mann, Bonn
Jean P1erre Bourgulgnon, Palaiseau
Wolfgang Z1ller, Ph1ladelphia

25. Funktionalanalysis und n1chtlineare partielle Differentialgleichungen J

30.05. - 05.06.1993
leitung: Herbert Amann, Zürich

• 26.

27.

Analysis auf kompakten Varietäten ,06.06. - 12.06.1993

Leitung: Thomas Peternell, Bayreuth
Yum-Tong Siu, Cambr1dge

Oifferent1al-Algebraic Equations: Theory and Applications in Technical
Simulation, 13.06. - 19.06.1993
Leitung: Hans Georg Bock, Heidelberg

Peter Rentrop. München
Werner C. Rhe1nboldt, P1ttsburgh

28. Konvexgeometrie , 20.06. - 26.06.1993
Leitung: Rolf Schneider, Freiburg

Jörg M. Wills, Siegen



29. Arbeitstagung: "Quantenchaos" ,20.06. - 26.06.1993
Leitung: Va.G. Sinai, Moscow

Herbert Spohn, München

30. Algebraische K-Theorie ,27.06. - 03.07.1993
Leitung: R. Keith Dennis, Ithaca

Ulf Rehmann, B1elefeld

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

Methoden der Modul- und R1ngtheor1e ,04.07. - 10.07.1993
Leitung: Barbara L. Osofsky, New Brunswick

Robert W1sbauer, Düsseldorf

Nonlinear Evolution Equations, Solitons and the Inverse Scattering TiIIl~orm

, 11.07. - 17.07.1993 ~

Leitung: Mark Ablowitz, Boulder
Benno Fuchssteiner, Paderborn
Martin Kruskal, Princeton
Vladimir Matveev, St. Petersburg

Dynamische Systeme , 18.07. - 24.07.1993

Leitung: Helmut W. Hafer, Bochum
Jürgen Maser, Zürich
Eduard Zehnder, Zürich

Geometrie Methods in Theoretical and Computat;onal Mechanics ,
25.07. - 31.07.1993
Leitung: Klaus K1rchgässner, Stuttgart

Jerrold E. Marsden, Berkeley

Abelsche Gruppen , 01.08. - 07.08.1993
Leitung: Wolfgang Liebert, München

Rüdiger Gäbe', Essen
Paul Hill, Auburn

Konstruktive Approximationstheorie , 08.08. - 14.08.1993

Leitung: earl de 8oor, Madison
Ronald DeVare, Colurnbia

37. Noncommutat i ve Al gebra and Representat ion Theory I 15.08.. - 21.08.1993

Leitung: Gerhard M1chler, Essen
Lance W. Small, San Diego

38. Special Complex Varieties ,22.08. - 28.08.1993

Leitung: Wolf Barth, Erlangen
Antonius Van de Ven, Leiden



..

39. Random Graphs dnd Combinatorial Structures . 29.08. - 04.09.1993

Leitung: Andrew Barbour, Zürich
Bela Bollobas. Cambridge

40. Novikov conjectures. index theorems and rigidity . 05.09. - 11.09.1993

Leitung: Steve C. Ferry, Binghamton
Andrew Ranicki, Edinburgh
Jonathan M. Rosenberg, College Park

41.

42.

Topologie , 12.09. - 18.09.1993
Leitung: John Jones, Coventry

Ib Madsen, Aarhus
Elmar Vogt, Berlin

Mathematical Game Theory • 19.09. - 25.09.1993
Leitung: Joachim Rosenmüller, B1elefeld

William F. Lucas, Claremont
Oavid Schme1dler, Tel Aviv

43. Diophantische Approximationen , 26.09. - 02.10.1993
Leitung: Peter Bundschuh, Köln

Robert Tijdeman, Leiden
Michel Waldschmidt, Paris

44. Arbeitsgemeinschaft mit aktuellem Thema: Nichtabelsche Hodge Theorie.
03.10. - 09.10.1993

Leitung: Kev1n Corlette, Chicago
Martin Lübke, Leiden

45. Invariant ordering in geometry and algebra , 10.10. - 16.10.1993

Leitung: Karl Heinrich Hofmann, Danmstadt
J1mmie D. Lawson, Baton Rouge
Evgen11 Borisov1c Vinberg, Moscow

46. Adaptive Methoden für partielle Differentialgleichungen,
10.10. - 16.10.1993

Leitung: Randolph E. Bank, La Jolla
Gabriel Wittum, Heidelberg
Harry Yserentant, Tübingen

47. Geometrie
leitung:

I 17.10. - 23.10.1993

Victor Bangert, Freiburg
Ulrich Pinkall, Berl1n

48. Mengenlehre. 24.10. - 30.10.1993
Leitung: Ronald B. Jensen. Oxford

Menachem Mag1dor, Jerusalem
Ernst-Jochen Thiele, Berlin



49. Algarithmische Methoden der Diskreten Mathematik ,31.10. ~ 06.11.1993
Leitung: Martin Golumbic, Haifa

Ralf Möhring, Berlin
Raimund Seidel, Berkeley

50. Lehrplankonferenz ,14.11. - 20.11.1993
Leitung: Uwe Feiste, Greifswald

Rudolf Fritsch, München

51. Mathematische Modelle in der Biologie ,21.11. - 27.11.1993
Leitung: Karl Peter Hadeler, Tübingen

Philip Maini, Oxford
Lee A. Segel, Rehovot

52. Nonlinear EQuations in Many-Part1cle Systems, 28.11. - 04.12.1993
Leitung: Jürgen Satt, München

Carlo Cercignani, Milano

•
53. Dynamical Zeta Functions ,05.12. - 11.12.1993

Leitung: Dieter Mayer, Clausthal-Zellerfeld
Sarnuel J. Patterson, Göttingen
David Rue11e, Bures-sur-Yvette

54. Model Selection ,05.12. - 11.12.1993
Leitung: Rainer Dahlhaus, Heidelberg

Ching-Zong Wei, Taipei

55. General Pr1nciples of D1scretization Algorithms, Theory and Applicat10ns ,
12.12. - 18.12.1993
Leitung: Rainer Ansorge, Hamburg

Ph11ip M. Anselone, Corvallis

56. Methoden und Verfahren der mathematischen Physik • 12.12. - 18.12.1993

leitung: Ralph E. Kleinman, Newark ~
Rainer Kreß. Göttingen
Erich Martensen, Karlsruhe



Alphabetisches Verzeichnis aller Tagungsteilnehmer 1993

Der * kennzeichnet, daß der betreffende Teilnehmer einen Vortrag

gehalten hat.

Abdou, Joseph (Paris/F) 42*

Ablowitz, Mark J. (Boulder/USA) 32*

Abraham, Uri (Beer Sheva/ISRAEL) 48

Abrams, Gene (Colorado Sprlngs/USA) 31*

Abresch, Uwe (Münster) 24

Abt, Markus (Augsburg) 21*

• Acquistapace, Francesca (Pisa/I) 22

Adimurthi, Adi (Bangalore/INOIA) 7*

Agarwal, Pankaj (Durham/USA) 49

Ahlswede, Rudalf (Bielefeld) 39*

Alber, Hans-Oieter (Darmstadt) 23*

Alber, Mark S. (Notre Dame/USA) 34*

Albers, Wulf (Bielefeld) 42

Albu, lama (Bucharest/ROMANIA) 31

Alev, JacQues (Par1s/F) 37*

Alex, Michael (Marburg) 11*

Alikakos. N1cholas D. (Knoxv1l1e/USA) 25*

Allen, Beth (Minneapo11s/USA) 42*

Al1go~er, Eugene (Fort Collins/USA) 3

Alsmeyer. Gerold (Kiel) 11*

Alt, Hans Wilhelm (Bonn) 5*, 7*

Alt, Wolfgang (Bonn) 51*

Althöfer, logo (B1elefeld) 39

Altmann, Klaus (Berlin) 15*• Amann, Herbert (Zürich/CH) 7*, 25
Amerik, Ekaterina (Moscow/RUSSIA) 38

Amitsur, Shimshon A. (Jerusalem/ISRAEL) 37*

.Amoroso, Francesco (Pisa/I) 43*

Amou, Masaaki (Maebashi/JAPAN)- 43*

Andradas, Carlos (Madr1d/E) 22

Andreasen, Viggo (Roskilde/OK) 51*

Angehrn, Urban (Zürich/eH) 26

Angel 1, Thomas S. (Newark/USA) 56*

Angenent. Sigurd B. (Madison/USA) 33*
Anselone. Philip M. (Corvallfs/USA) 55*
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Ansarge, Rainer (Hamburg) 55*
Anze11otti, Gabriele (Povo/I) 7*
Ara, Pere (Bellaterra/E) 31*
Arendt, Wolfgang (Besancon/F) 25
Arkeryd, Leif (Göteborg/5) 52*
Arnold, Anton (Berlin) 52*
Arnold, Davld M. (Waco/USA) 35*
Arnold, Douglas N. (Pavia/I) 6*
Arnold, Martin (Rostoek) 27* .'Arratia, Richard (Los Angeles/USA) 39*
Artzy, Rafael (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Asano, Kiyoshi (Kyoto/JAPAN) 52*
Asashiba, Hideto (Bielefeld) 31*
Ascher, Uri M. (Vancouver/CANADA) 27*
Ascheuer, Norbert (Berlin-W1lmersdorf) 4*

Assad1, Amir H. (Madison/USA) 44

Att1e, Oliver (Hamilton/CANADA) 40*

Auger, Pierre (Villeurbanne/F) 51

Aulbach, Bernd (Augsburg) 12

Austin, Mark A. (College Park/USA) 34*

Babenko, Ivan K. (Moseow/RUSSIA) 24

Babron, Marie-Claude (Paris/F) 10

Babson, Erle (Cambridge/USA) 15*

Baccella, G1useppe (L'Aquila/I) 31*

Bachern, Achim (Köln) 4*

Badertscher, Erich (Sern/eH) 13* •8aer, Christian (Bonn) 24

Bailey, Rosemary A. (London/GB) 21*

Bak, Anthony (Bielefeld) 30*

Baker, Christopher T.H (Manchester/GB) 55*

Ba1adi, Viviane (Lyon/F) 20*, 53*

Ba1as, Egon (Pittsburgh/USA) 4*

BaI inski, Michel L. (Paris/F) 4*

Ba 11, Kei th. M. (London/GB) 28*

Ball, Michael O. (Chapel Hi11/USA) 4*

Ballmann, Werner (Bann) 24

Sandle, Catherine (Basel/CH) 7*
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Bandman, Tanya (Ariel/ISRAEL) 26*

Bandt, Chr1stoph (Greifswald) 20*

Bangert, Victor (Frefburg) 24, 33*, 47

Bank, Randolph E. (la Jolla/USA) %*

Bänsch, Eberhard (Freiburg) 6*
Baptist, Peter (Dresden) 50

Bär, Christian (Freiburg) 47*

• Barahona, Francisco (Yorktown Heights/USA) 4*

Baranger, JaQues (Villeurbanne/F) 23*
Barany, Imre (Budapest/H) 28*
Barbour, Andrew (Zürich/CH) 39

Bardos, Claude {Paris/F} 52*
Barlet, Daniel (Vandoeuvre les Nancy/F) 26

Barlotti, Adr1ano (Firenze/I) 1

Barth, Wolf P. (Erlangen) 38

Barthel, Gottfried (Konstanz) 15

Bartoszynski, Tomek (Baise/USA) 48*

Barvinok, Alexander I. (Stockholm/S) 15*

Basarab, Serban A. (Bucharest/RQMANIA) 18

Basar, Estelle (San Luis Ob1spo/USA) 16*
Bast1an, Peter (He1delberg) 46*

Bates, Larry (CalgarYJ Alberta/CANADA) 34*

Bates, Peter W. (Provo/USA) 25*
Satt, Jürgen (München) 52*
Batyrev, Victor V. (Essen) 26*

e Bauer, Thomas (Erlangen) ~

Baumeister, Barbara (Berlin) 2*
Baumgartner, James E. (HanoverjUSA) ~*

Saur, Max P. (Bonn) 10*
Bayer, Margaret M. (Lawrence/USA) 15*
Beals, Richard W. (New Haven/USA) 32

Beals, Robert (Chicago/USA) 8*

Beatson, Rick K. (Christchurch{NEW ZEALAND) 36*
Becher, Heiko (Heidelberg) 10*
Beck, Jozsef (New Brunsw1ck/USA) 43*
Becker, Claas (Bochum) 17

Becker, Eberhard (Dortrnund) 22
Becker, Nikolaus (Heidelberg) 10*
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Becker, Paul-Georg (Köln) 43*

Beckmann, Clemens (Köln) 30

Behm, Sebastian (Potsdam) 16

Beidar, Konstantin J. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 31*

Beirlant, Jan (Heverlee/B) 11*

Belair, Luc (Montreal/CANADA) 18

Bellorno, Nicola (Torino/I) 51*

Beltrani, Guido (Zürich/eH) 7

Belyaev, Alexander G. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 23* •Bemelmans, Josef (Aachen) 7

Benabdallah, Khalid (Montreal/CANADA) 35

Benedicks, Michael (Stockholm/S) 20*, 33

Benilan, Philippe (Besancon/F) 25*

Benz, Walter (Hamburg) 1*

Seran, Rudolf J. (Berkeley/USA) 9*

Berard, P1erre (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 24

Berens, Hubert (Erlangen) 36*

van den Berg, Peter M. (Delft/NL) 56*

Berger, Jürgen (Hamburg) 10*

Berger, Marcel (Bures-sur-Xvette/F) 24*

Van den Bergh, Michel (Strasbourg/F) 37

Berman, Avi (Hai fa/ISRAEL) 49*

Bern, Marshall (Palo Alto/USA) 49*

Bernardi, Enrico (Perugia/I) 16

Berndt, Jürgen (Köln) 47*

Bernhardt, Chris (Fairfield/USA) 20* •Berr, Ralph (Dortmund) 18*, 22*

Berrick, Alan Jonathan (S1ngapore/SINGAPORE) 30*

Bertrand, Daniel (Paris/F) 43*

Bertsimas, Dimitris J. (Cambridge/USA) 4*

Bespamiatnykh, Sergei N. (Ekaterinburg/RUSSIA) 15*

Bessenrodt, Christine (Magdeburg) 15, 37*

Beth, Thomas (Karlsruhe) 8

Beukers, Frits (Utrecht/NL) 43*

Beutelspacher, Albrecht (Gießen) 2*

Beutler, Roland (Stuttgart) 32*

Bey, Jürgen (Tübingen) 6*

Beyerstedt, Ralf (Aacnen) 7*

',')
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Beyn, Wolf-Jürgen (Bielefeld) 3*

Bezdek, Karoly (Budapest/H) 28*

Bialy, M1sha L. (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 33*, 47*

Bichara, Alessandro (Roma/I) 1

Bieber, Götz (Ludw1gsfelde/Struveshof) 50*

Bielig-Schulz, Gisela (Danmstadt) 50*

Bihler, Ursula (Ulm) 3

• Billera, Louis J. (Ithaca/USA) 15*

Bilu, Vuri (Beer Sheva/ISRAEL) 43*

Birge, Lucien (Par1s/F) 9

B1rkenmeier, Gary F. (Lafayette/USA) 31*

Binman, M1khail S. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA) 16*

Bi schaff, Wolfgang (Karlsruhe) 21*

Bisztr;czky, Tibor (Calgary, Alberta/CANADA) 28*
B1ttner, Leonhard (Gre1fswald) 5*

~ .

8ixby, Robert E. (Heuston/USA) 4*

Björner, Anders (Stockholm/S) 15*
Blagoveshchenskaya, Ekaterina A. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA) 35*
Blass, Andreas (Ann Arbor/USA) 35*, 48*

.,;

Blettner, Maria (Heidelbef9) 10*
~ Bloch, Anthony (Columbus/USA) 34*

Block, Jonathan (Philadelphia/USA) 40·
Block, Louis (Galnesv;lle/USA) 20*
Blum, Her1bert (Dortmund) 6*

Bobenko, Alexander I. (Berlin) 32*

e Bochnak, Jacek (Am5terdam/Nl) 22*
Bock, Hans Georg (Heidelberg) 27

Bödighe1mer, Carl-Friedrich (Bann) 17*, 41

Säger, Erwin (Bochum) 15

Sogomo1ny, .Eugene B. (Orsay/ F) 53

Bogoyavlenskij, Oleg I. (Kingston/CANADA) 34*
Böhm, Johannes (Jena) 47

Böhm, Michael (Berlin) 23*, 25*
Bo11eau, Michel (Toulouse/F) 41*

Seiti, Marco (lecce/I) 32*
Bokowsk1, Jürgen (Darmstadt) 28*
Boldt, Axel (Santa Barbara/USA) 37*
Bolley, Pierre (Nantes/F) 16
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Bol1obas, Sela (Cambridge/GB) 39

Bollow, Norbert (Zürich/eH) 7

Balte, J. (Hamburg) 29*

Bolthausen, Erwin (Zürich/eH) 11*

van Bon, John (Medford/USA) 2*

Bonaiti-Pel11e, Catherine (Paris/F) 10·
de Soor, earl (Madison/USA) 36

Borda9, Ljudmila (Leipzig) 32* •Bordemann, Martin (Frei burg) 32*
Borndörfer, Ralf (Berlin-Wilmersdorf) 49*

Borneleit, Peter (Leipzig) 50*

Bornemann, Folkmar (Berlin) 27

Boras, Endre (New Brunswick/USA) 49*

Borovik, Alexandre (Manchester/GB) 15*

Bouche, Thierry (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 26*

Bourguignon, Jean Pierre (Palaiseau/F) 24

BourQuin, Frederic (Paris/F) 6*

Bove, Antonio (Bologna/I) 16

Boyland, Philip (Steny Braak/USA) 20*

Braess, Dietrich (Bochum) 6*, 36, 46*

Brakhage, Helmut (Kaiserslautern) 55

Brandon, Deborah (Pittsburgh/USA) 23*

Brauchli, Hans (Zürich/eH) 3*

Braun, Amizam {Hai fa/ISRAEL) 37*

Braun, Robert H.M. (Bayreuth) 38*

Brehm, Ulr;ch (Dresden) 47 eBrendle, Jörg (Tübingen) 48*

Brenner, Susanne" C. (Potsdam/USA) 6*

Brenti, Francesco (Perurgia/I) 15*

Bricmont, Jean (Louvain-la-Neuve/B) 34*

van Briel, Walfgang (Kleve) 50*

Brightwell, Graham R. (Landen/GB) 39*

Brinkmann, Bernd (Bochum) 17*

Brien, Michel (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 15*

Bröcker, Ludwig (Münster) 22*

Bröcker, Theodor (Regensburg) 17*

Srodski, Guerman M. (Jaroslavl/RUSSIA) 31*

Hrog 1i a, Fabr i z i 0 (P i saj I ) 22
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Brokate, Martin (Kiel)
Bronlatowski, Michel (Parls/F)
Brouwer, Andries E. (Eindhoven/NL)
Brown, Ken A. (Glasgow/GB)
Brown, Ken J. (Edinburgh/GB)
Brownawel', W.Dale (University Park/USA)
Brudnyi, Yuri (Haifa/ISRAEL)
Brüll, L. (Leverkusen)
Brummelhuis, Raymond G.M. (Leiden/NL)
Brüning, Jochen (Augsburg)
Brunner, Henmann (St. John's/CANADA)
Brunovsky, Pavol (Brat1slava/SLOVAKIA)
Bruns, Winfried (Vechta)
Brussee, Rozier (Bayreuth)
Bryant, Robert (Durham/USA)
Buchberger, Bruno (Linz/A)
Buchner, Michael A. (AlbuQuerque/USA)
Buekenhout, Francis (Bruxelles/B)
Buhmann, Martin (Zürich/CH)
Bukovsky, Lev (Kosice/SLOVAKIA)
Bulirsch, Roland (München)
Bullough, Robin K. (Manchester/GB)
Bundschuh, Peter (Köln)
Bungartz, Paul (Euskirchen)
Bunke, Olaf (Berlin)
Bunke, Ulrich (Berlin)
Burago, Vurii D. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Burde, Dietrich (Düsseldorf)
Burde, Gerhard (Frankfurt)
Buresi, Jerome (Rennes/F)
Burger, Marc (Dorigny/CH)
Burkard, Rainer E. (Graz/A)
Burov, Alexander A. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Burstall. Franc1s E. (Bath/GB)
Buslaev, Vladimir (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Busse. Friedrich H. (Bayreuth)
Buyalo, Serge; V. (St. PetersburgjRUSSIA)

5*

11*

2*
37

25*
43*
36*

27
16*

13, 24

55*

23
,15*

38*

24*
8

22
2*
36*
48*

5

32*
43*

50*

9*

13, 24*, 40*
47

17*
41
22*
13
4*, 49*

34*

47

16*

3*
24, 47*

,.1 • .'
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Cabannes, Henri (Paris/F) 52*

Calabi, fugenio (Philadelphia/USA) 24*

Calmet, Jacques (Karlsruhe) 8

Calogero, Francesco (Rama/I) 32* 'I
Cameran, Peter J. (Landon/GB) 2*

Camion, Paul (Le ChesnayjF) 8*

Campbell, Stephen L. (RaleighjUSA) 27*

Camus, Jacques (Rennes/F) 16

Cannarsa, P1ermarca (Roma/I) 5* •Cannings, Robert (LondoniGB) 37*

Cantner, Jasmin (Stuttgart) 34

Cantrell, Stephen (Coral GablesjUSA) 12*

Caa, J1anguo (Ithaea/USA) 47*

Capasso, Vincenzo (Milana/I) 51*

Capel, Hans Willem (AmsterdamjNL) 32*

Carillo, Sandra (Rama/I) 32

Carlson, Tim (ColumbusjUSA) ~

Carroll, Danny (DublinjIRELAND) 35*

Carstensen, Carsten (EdinburghjGB) 6*

Casas, Eduardo (Santander/E) 5*

Casselman, Wil11am (VancouverjCANADA) 13*

Cast1llo-Chavez, Carlos (Ithaca/USA) 51*

Catanese, Fabrizie (Bann) 26*, 38*

Cavaretta, Alfred (KentjUSA) 36

Ceccher;n;, Pier Vittaria (Rama/I) 1

Cerami, Giovanna (Palermo/I) 7* eCercignani, Carlo (Milano/I) 52*

Chang-Claude, Jenny (Heidelberg) 10*

Channel1, Paul J. (Los Alamos/USA) 34*

Chaperen, Mare (Paris/F) 33*

Chatters, Arthur (BristoljGB) 31*

Chatzidakis, Zoe (Middletown/USA) 18

Chen, William W.L. (NSW/AUSTRALIA) 43*

Chen, Zhiming (München) 5*

Chenc;ner, Alain (Paris/F) 33*

Cheng, Ching-Shui (Berkeley/USA) 21*

Cherlin, Gregory L. (New Brunswick/USA) 18

Chjpot, M1chel (Metz/F) 25*
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Cho, Koj1 (Fukuoka/JAPAN) 26*

Chopra, Sunil (Evanston/USA) 4*

Chui, Charles K. (College Station/USA) 36*

C1el1ebak, Kai (Bochum) 33*

C1esielski, Zbigniew (Sopot/POlAND) 36*

Clark, John (Dunedin/NEW ZEAlAND) 31*
Clarkson, Peter A. (Boulder/USA) 32*

• Clayton, David G. (Cambridge/GB) 10*

Oe Clerck, Frank (GentjB) 2

C1erget-Darpoux, Francoise (Paris/F) 10*
Clifford, Peter (OxfordjGB) 9* d

Coburn, Lew1s A. (Buffalo/USA) 16*
Colding, Toby (New York/USA) 24*
Col;n Oe Verdiere, Vves M. (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 24*
Co11et, Pierre (Palai5eau/F) 34
Collin5, Gearge E. (Hagenberg/A) 8*
Collio~-Thelene, Jean Louis (OrsayjF) 22*
Calan1us, Fritz (Augsburg) 45*
Caltan, David L. (NewarkjUSA) 56*
Cannolly, Frank (Notre Dame/USA) 40*
Cook, William J. (Marristown/USA) 4
Cooper, Colin (Landon/GB) 39*
Cordes, Heinz Otto (Berkeley/USA) 16

Corlette, Kev1n (Chicago/USA) 44

e Corne1l, Derek G. (Toronto/CANADA) 49*
Cornuejols, Gerard (P1ttsburgh/USA) 4*
Cortes, Vicente (Bann) 24
Cortinas, Guillenmo (St. Louis/USA) 30
Courcelle, Bruno (Talence/F) 49*
Cax, Denn1s D. (Champaign/USA) 9*
Cramer, Harald (München) 6*
Csaki, Endre (Budapest/H) 11*

Csörgö, M1klos (Ottawa/CANADA) 11*

Csörgö, Sandor (Ann Arbor/USA) 11*

Cunningham, Wil1iam H. (Waterloo, Ontario/CANADA) 4·
Cuntz. Joach1m (He1delberg) 40·
Dafenmos. Constantine M. (Providence/USA) 23*
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Dahlhaus, Ra1ner (Heidelberg)
Dahmen, Wolfgang (Aachen)
van .Damme, Eric (T11burg/NL)
Dana-Picard, Theirry (Ramat-Gan/ISRAEL)
Dancer, E.Norman (Anmidale/AUSTRALIA)
Daners, Dan1el (Zürich/CH)
Danzer, Ludwig W. (Dortmund)
Da Prato, G1useppe (Pisa/I)
Oarius, Paul L. (Leuven-Heverlee/B)
Dassios, George (Patras/GREECE)
Oavid, S1nnou (Par1s/F)
Dav1es, Arthur Russell (Dyfed/GB)
Oavies, P. Laurie (Essen)
Oavis, James F. (Mainz)
Oe Lill0, Silvana (Perugia/I)
Oean, Angela M. (Columbus/USA)
Dean, Carolyne (Ann Arbor/USA)
Debae, Frederick (Louvain-La-Neuve/B)
Debes, Pierre (Paris/F)
Degond, Pierre (Cachan/F)
Deheuvels, Paul (Bourg-la-Re1ne/F)
Dehorney, Patr1ck (Caen/F)
Deimling, Klaus (Paderbarn)
Deitmar, Anten (Heidelberg)
Oejonghe, Herwig (Gent/B)
Dekster, Saris V. (Sackville/CANADA)
Dellnitz, Michael (Hamburg)
Oelon, Francoise (Paris/F)
Del Piero, Gianpietro (Ferrara/I)
Delzell, Charles N. (Baton Rouge/USA)
Demongeet, JacQues (La Tranche/F)
Demuth, Michael (Clausthal-Zellerfeld)
Deninger, Christopher (Münster)
Denis, Laurent (Paris/F)
Denk, Georg (München)
Denker, Manfred (Göttingen)
Oennis, R.Keith (Ithaca/USA)
Op.nzler, Jochen (MünChen)

54*
36*

42*

37*

25*
25*

28
5*, 25
21*
56*

43*

23*
11, 54*
40, 41

32*

21*

37
23*
18

52*
11*
48*

12*
53*
52*
15*

3*
18*
23*
22*
51*

16*

44*
43*

27

20ir

30·
33*
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Desolneux-Moulis, Nicole (Vil1eurbanne/F) 33

Dethloff, Gerd E. (Gött1ngen) 26*

Dette, Holger (Dresden) 21*

Deuber, Walter (B1elefeld) 39*

Deuflhard, Peter (Berlin-Wilmersdorf) 27, 46*

Devaney, Robert L. (Boston/USA) 20*

DeVore, Ronald A. (Columbia/USA) 36

Diacu, Florin (Victoria/CANADA) 33*

• Dickmann, Max A. (Parls/F) 22

tom Dieck, Tammo (Göttingen) 40, 41*

Diekmann, Odo (Amsterdam/NL) 51*

Dierkes, Ulrich (Bonn) 7

Dinaburg, Efim I. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 29*

Dinges, Herrnann (Frankfurt) 50

D1nkler, Dieter (Stuttgart) 6

Dipper, R1chard (Stuttgart) 37*

Ditzen, Achim (Bonn) 48

Ditzian, Zeev (Edmonton, Alberta/CANADA) 36*

Dobner, Hans-Jürgen (Karlsruhe) 56*

Dodziuk, Jozef (New York/USA) 24*

Doedel, Eusebius (Pasadena/USA) 3

Doelman, Arjen (Utrecht/NL) 34*

Dolgachev, Igor (Ann Arbor/USA) 15*

Dolgopiat, Dmitry I. (Moscow Region/RUSSIA) 53

Oombrowski, Peter (Köln) 47*

• Donder, Hans-Oieter (München) 48

Donoho, David L. (BerkeleY/USA) 9*

Dormayer, Peter (München) 12*

Dorning, John J. (Charlottesville/USA) 52*

Dorroh, James R. (Batan Rouge/USA) 25*

Dorschfeldt, Christoph (Patsdam) 16

Doukhan, Paul (Orsay/F) 9*

Dow, Alan (North Vork/CANAOA) 48*

Draper, Oavid (8ath, Avon/GB) 54*

Draper, Norman R. (Madison/USA) 21*

Oräxler, Peter (Bielefeld) 37*

Driessen, Theo S.H. (Enschede/NL) 42

Droge, Bernd (Berlin) 54*
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Elston, Robert C. (New Orleans/USA) 10*

Elzanowski, Marek (Portland/USA) 34*

Embrechts, Paul (Zürich/eH) 11*

Engelbert, Hans-Jürgen (Jena) 11*

Engl, Gabi (München) 27*

Engler, Hans (Washington/USA) 23*

Enos, Michael (Waterloo/CANADA) 34*

el Erbe, Lynn H. (Edmonton, Alberta/CANADA) 12*

Ercolani, N1cholas M. (Tucson/USA) 34*

Erdös, Paul (Budapest/H) 39, 43

Eriksson, Henrik (Stockholm/S) 15

Eriksson, Kimmo (Stockholm/S) 15
~~~.~..

Erkip, Albert (Ankara/TURKEY) 16*

Eschenburg, Jost-H1nrich (Augsburg) 24

Escher, Joachim (Basel/eH) 25*

Esnault, Helene (Essen) 44

Espes1to, Raffaele (Rama/I) 52*

Everitt, W1lliam Norrie (BirminghamjGB) 12*

Evertse, Jan-Hendrik (Leiden/NL) 43*

Ewald, Günter (Bachum) 15*

Faber, Carel (Amsterdam/NL) 17

Fabre, Caroline (Palaiseau/F) 5*

Facchini, Alberte (Bellaterra/E) 31*

Faith, Carl S. (New Brunswick/USA) 31*

e Falcone, Maurizio (Rama/I) 5*

Falk, R1chard S. (New Brunswick/USA) 6*

Fan, Jianqing (Chapel H111/USA) 9*

Faraut, Jacques (Paris/F) 45*

Farkas, Daniel R. (Blacksburg/USA) 37*

Fat1coni, Theodore G. (Bronx/USA) 35*

Fattorini, Hector O. (Los Angeles/USA) 5*, 25

Fay", Temple H. (Hattiesburg/USA) 35*

Faybusovich, Leonid (Notre Dame/USA) 34*

Fe1cht1nger, Hans Georg (Wien/A) 36*

Fe1reisl, Eduard (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 23*

Feistauer, M11os1av (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 19*. 56*
Feiste, Margot (Greifswald) 50*
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Feiste, Uwe (Greifswald)
Feix, Marc R. (Orleans/F)
Fejes Tath, Gabar (Budapest/H)
Fekete, Sander (Stony Braak/USA)
Felcman, Jiri (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)
Fel'dman, Naum Illc (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Feldmann, U.J. (München)
Fellehner, Stefan (Hamburg)
Felshtyn, Alexander L. (Greifswald)
Feng, Q1 (Singapore/SINGAPORE)
Fenner, Trever (Landon/GB)
Ferry, Steven C. (Binghamton/USA)
Fiedler, Bernold (Berl;n)
Fiedler, Thomas (Toulouse/F)
F1eger, Werner (Karlsruhe)
Fieseler, Karl-Heinz (Konstanz)
F1la, Marek (Ames/USA)
Files, Steven (Tucson{USA)
F1mmers, Rolf (Bann)
Finde;s, Wolfgang (München)
Findley, David F. (Washington/USA)
Fine, Jonathan (Cambridge/GB)
Fink, Alan M. (Ames/USA)
Fischer, Chr;stine (Heidelberg)
Fischetti, Matteo (Bologna/I)
Flachsmeyer, Jürgen (Greifswald)
Fleckinger, Jacqueline (Toulouse/F)
Fleckinger, Vincent (Besancon/F)
Flockerz;, Dietrich (Würzburg)
Flucher, Martin (Zürich/eH)
Farnin, Alexander A. (Moscew/RUSSIA)
Fanda, Alessandra (Trieste/I)
Fordy, Allan (Leeds/GB)
Foreman, Matthew D. (Columbus/USA)
Fornaess, John E. (Princeton/USA)
Forni, Giovanni (Princeton/USA)
Fort, Jaroslav (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)
Fortin, Michel (Quebec/CANADA)
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50
52*
28*
4*
19*
43*
27*
55
20*, 53*
48*
39*
40*
3, 7, 12*
22*, 41
11
15*
25*
35*
10
50*
54*
15*
12*
10*
4*
50*
25*
30
3*, 12*
7*
35*
12*
32*
48*
33*
33*

19*

6*
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Fortuna, Elisabetta (Pisa/I) 22

Francoise, Jean-Pierre (Paris/F) 22*

Frank, Andras (Bann) 4*

Franke, Jens (Bann) 13*

Franke, Jürgen (Kaiserslautern) 9, 54*

Frankiewicz, Ryszard (Warszawa/POLAND) 48*

Franklin, Michael F. (Aberdeen/GB) 21*

• Franks, John (Evanston/USA) 20*, 33*

Frei11ng, Gerhard (Aachen) 12*

Frenze', Günter (Güstrow) 50*

Frey, Gerhard (Essen) 8*

Fried, David (Boston/USA) 53* . ~~'~~: .

Fr1ed, M1ke D. (Irvine/USA) 18*

Friedman, Sy D. (Cambridge/USA) 48*

Friedrich, Thomas (Berlin) 47

Frieze, Alan M. (Pittsburgh/USA) 39*

Fritsch, Rudolf (München) 1*, 50*

Froese, R1chard (Vancouver/CANADA) 13*

Fuch1no, Sakae (Ber11n) 48*

Fuchs) Laszlo (New Orleans/USA) 35*

Fuchsste1ner, Benno (Paderborn) 32*

Führer, Claus (Weßl1ng) 27*
Fujiki, Akira (Kyoto/JAPAN) 26*
Fulea, Dan (Mannheim) 44*

e Gaffke, Norbert (Augsburg) 21*
Galbiati, Margherita (Pisa/I) 22
Gallay, Th. (Geneve/CH) 34*
Galochk1n, Alexander I. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 43*
Gambaudo, Jean-Marc (N1ce/F) 20*
Gänßler, Peter (München) 11*
Garcia-Hernandez, Jose Luis (Murcia/E) 31
Gardner, R1chard J. (Bellingham/USA) 29

Gärtner, Bernd (Berl;n) 49*
Gasser, Theo (Zürich/eH) 9*

von zur Gathen, Joachim (Toronto, Ontario/CANADA) 8*
Gather, Ursula (Dortmund) 11*

Gatignol, Renee (Paris/F) 52*
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Ge Zhong, (Waterloo/CANADA)
van de Geer, Sara (Leiden/NL)
van der Geer, Gerard (Amsterdam/NL)
Geigant, Edith (Bann)
Geiselmann, Willi (Karlsruhe)
Geller, William (Berkeley/USA)
Gerards, Bert (Amsterdam/NL)
Gereneser, Laszlo (Budapest/H)
Gerhardt, Claus (Heidelberg)
Geyer, Wulf-Dieter (Erlangen)
Ghanaat, Patrick (Basel/CH)
Ghosh, Subir (Riverside/USA)
Giannakopoulos, Fotios (Köln)
Gichev, Victor M. (OmskjRUSSIA)
Gierer, Sylke (Rostock)
Giga, Voshikazu (Sapporo/JAPAN)
Gijbels, Irene (Louvain-La-Neuve/B)
G111et, Henr1 (Chicago/USA)
Gine, Evarist (Storrs/USA)
Giovannitti, Anthony J. (Hattiesburg/USA)
Girard, D1dier A. (Greneble/F)
Girlich, Eberhard (Magdeburg)
G1roux, Emmanuel (Lyon/F)
Giroux, Gasten (Sherbrooke PQ/CANADA)
G1tik, Mot1 (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Gittel, Hans-Peter (Leipzig)
Givental, Alexander B. (Berkeley/USA)
Gle;ssner, ·Winfried (München)
Gäbel, Rüd1ger (Essen)
Goemans, Michel (Cambridge/USA)
Goldman, William Mark (College Park/USA)
Goldsmith, Brendan (Dublin/IRELAND)
Goldstein, Byron (Los Alamos/USA)
Goldstern, Martin (Wien/A)
Gelse, Francois (Paris/F)
Golubev. Georgü K. (Berlin)
Gelumbic, Martin (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Gornez Pardo, .Jose L. (Sant i aga de Comoos te I a/ E)

34*

9*

17
51*
8*

20

4*

54*

7*
17, 18*
24, 47*
21*

3*

45*
21*
7*, 25*
9*

26*

11*

35*

9*

4*

33*

52*
48*
19*

33*, 34*

8*
35*
4*

24*

35*
51*

48*

52*

9*

49*

31
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Goodearl, Kenneth R. (Santa Barbara/USA) 37*

Goodey, Paul R. (Norman/USA) 28*

Goodman, Jacob E. (New Vork/USA) 28*

Goodman, Timothy N.T. (Oundee/GB) 36*

Goodman, Victor (Bloomington/USA) 11*

Gordon, Alexander Va. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 29*

Gottlieb, Johannes (Karlsruhe) 56*.1 Götze, Friedrich (Bielefeld) 9*, 11*

Grabmeier, Johannes (Heidelberg) 8*

Grabasch, Annette (Tübingen) 51

Graham, Ivan G. (Bath/GB) 55*

Gramsch, Bernhard (Mainz) 16 _re

Gräter, Joachim (Braunschweig) 37*

Gratza, Bernhard (Bochum) 33

Grayson, Daniel R. (UrbanalUSA) 30*

Green, Edward L. (Blacksburg/USA) 37*

Green, Peter J. {Bristol/GB} g*

Greenberg, James M. (Baltlmore/USA) 23*

Gre1ther, Cornelius (Manchen) 30*

Griebel, Michael (München) 46*

Griewank, Andreas (Dresden) 3*, 27*

Grigorieff, Ralf Dieter (Berlin) 55*

Grill, Karl (Wien/A) 11*

Gripenberg, Gustaf (Helsinki/SF) 23*

Gritzmann, Peter {Trier} 14, 28*

e Gröger, Konrad (Berlin) 7*

Gramoll, Detlef (Stony Braak/USA) 24

Gramov, Misha (Bures-sur-Vvette/F) 40*

Grätschel, Martin (Berl1n-Wllmersdorf) 4*

Grove, Karsten (College Park/USA) 24*

Grubb, Gerd (Kobenhavn/DK) 16

Gruber, Peter M. (Wien/A) 28*

Gruet, Marie~Anne (Jouy-en-Josas/F) 9*

Grund, Birgit (St. Paul/USA) 9*

Grüter, Michael (Saarbrücken) 7

Gu. Chaohao (Anhui/CHINA) 24, 32*

Guaschi, Jahn (Bellaterra/E) 20

Guiard. Volker (Dummerstorf) 21*
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Guidetti, Oavide (Bologna/I)
Guillope, Colette (Orsay/F)
Guillou, Lucien (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F)
Guo, Yan (New York/USA)
Guo Bol; ng, (Bei j ;.ng/CH INA)
Gurevich, Saris M. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Gut, Allan (Uppsala/S)
Güth, Werner (Frankfurt)
Guthmann, Andreas (Kaiserslautern)
Guts, Alexandre K. (Omsk/RUSSIA)
Györy, Kalman (Debrecen/H)

Habermann, Katharina (Bochum)
Habets, Patr1ck (Louvain-la-Neuve/B)
Habib, M1chel (Montpellier/F)
Hachenberger, D1rk (Augsburg)
Hackbusch, Wolfgang (Kiel)
Hadeler, Karl Peter (Tübingen)
Hähner, Peter (Göttingen)
Haible, Bruno (Karlsruhe)
Hainz, Günter (He1delberg)
Hairer, Ernst (Geneve/CH)
Hajto, Zbign1ew (Vallado11d/E)
Hall, Peter G. (Canberra/AUSTRALIA)
Hall, Toby (Cambridge/GB)
Hamenstädt, Ursula (Bann)
Hammer, Peter L. (New Brunswick/USA)
Handel, Michael (Bronx/USA)
Hänel, Dieter (Duisburg)
Hanke, Martin (Karlsruhe)
Hanke, Michael (Berl;n)
Hannsgen, Kenneth B. (Blacksburg/USA)
Hansen-Hulse, Jenn;e C. (Ed;nburgh/GB)
Happel, Dieter (Chemn;tz)
Haragus, Mar;ana (Nice/F)
Haran. Dan (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Harder, Günter (Bann)
Hj r"ci 1e, ....01 f Clanq (Be r 1in)

25
23*
41

52*

52*

29*

11*
42*
8*
45·
43*

24*

12*
49*

8*

6, 46*

51*
56*

17
54

27*
22*
9*

20*
13*, 24

49*

20*

19*

56*
27*
23*

39*
37*

34

18*

17*

9, 54*
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Harstad, Ronald M. (Richmond/USA) :12*

van Harten, Aart (Utrecht/NL) 34*

Hartmann, Mark E. (Chapel Hill/USA) 4*

Hartvigse~, David B. (Evanstan/USA) 4*

Haslinger, Jaraslav (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 5*

Hass, Reiner (Hamburg) 55

Hausen, Jutta (Hauston/USA) 35*

• Hauser, Kai (Berkeley/USA) 48*

Häusler, Erich (Gießen) 11*

Hausmann, Jean-Claude (Geneve/CH) 41

Havlicek, Hans (Wien/A) 1*

Haydn, Nicolai T.A. (Los Angeles/USA) 53*

Hebeker, Friedrich-Karl (Heidelberg) 56

Heber, Jens (Augsburg) 47*

Heckman, Nancy E. (Vancouver/CANAOA) 9

Heesterbeek, Hans (Oxford/GB) 51*

an der Heiden, Uwe (W1tten) 51*

Heil, Erhard (Darmstadt) 28, 47

Heiligers, Berthold (Augsburg) 21*

Heinkenschloß, (Trier) 5*

Heinrich, Bernd (Chemnitz) 6

Heinrich, Lothar (Freiberg) 20

Heinrich, Stephan (Kaiserslautern) 55*

Heintze, Ernst (Augsburg) 24, 47*

Heinz, Erhard (Gött1ngen) 7*

e Heinzner, Peter (Bochum) 26

Hejtmanek, H. Johann (Wien/A) 52

Helgason, 5igurdur (Cambridge/USA) 13*

Hell, Pavol (Burnaby/CANADA) 49*

Helmke, Stefan (Hamburg) 44*

Hendy, Michael D. (Palmerston North/NEW ZEALAND) 51*

Henk, Martin {Sieger:~ 14*, 28*

Henn, Hans-Werner (Heidelberg) 17

Henze, Norbert (Karlsruhe) 11

Herbera, Dolors (New Brunswick/USA) 31

Herbst, Ben M. (Bloemfontein/SOUTH AFRICA) 32*
Herrlich, Frank (Karlsruhe) 17*, 44

Hesselholt, Lars (Aarhus/OK) 41*
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Hett11ch, Frank (Erlangen) 56*
Heusener, Michael (Siegen) 41*
Heyde, Chr1stopher C. (Canberra/AUSTRALIA) 11*

Heyer, Herbert (Tübingen) 21
H1bi, Takayuki (Sapporo/JAPAN) 15*
Hieber, Matthias (Zürich/eH) 25*
Hilgers, Ralf-Dieter (Köln) 21*

H11gert, Joachim (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 44*, 45* eHill, Paul (Auburn/USA) 35*

H111, Richard (Bonn) 53*
Hineh, John (Cambridge/GB) 23*
H1rata-Kohno, N. (Tokyo/JAPAN) 43*
Hirsch, Morr;s W. (Berkeley/USA) 12*

H1s1op, Peter David (Lexington/USA) 13

Hobart, Sylvia A. (Laramie/USA) 2
Hodges, Timothy (C;ncinnati/USA) 37*
Hodges, Wilfr1d (Landon/GB) 35*

Hofbauer, Franz (WienjA) 20

Hafbauer, Josef (WienjA) 12*

Hafer, Helmut W. (Zürich/eH) 33*

Haffmann, Karl-Heinz (München) 5, 55

Hoffmann, Werner (Berlin) 13*

Hofmann, Karl Heinrich (Darmstadt) 45*

Hogeweg, Pau11ne (Utrecht/NL) 51*

von Höhne, Hans-Joachim (Berlin) 37*

Holland, Martin P. (Sheffield/GB) 37* eHolm, Darryl (Los Alamos/USA) 34*

Holzapfel, Ralf-Peter (Berl;n) 38*

Hömberg, D;etmar (Ber';n) 5*

Honda, Kin-ya (Orne/JAPAN) 35*

Honerkamp, Jasef (Emmendingen) 23*

Hang, Hoon (Linz/A) 8*

Hopkins, Mike (Cambridge/USA) 41*

Hoppe, Jens (Karlsruhe) 32*

Hoppensteadt, Frank C~ (East Lansing/USA) 51*

Horn, Werner (Los Angeles/USA) 5*

Hornecker, Achim (Freiburg) 47

Hoy, Annegret (Halle) 3*
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Hrusa, W111iam J. (P1ttsburgh/USA) 23*

Hu, Hesheng (Shanghai/CHINA) 24, 32~

Huber, Annette (Münster) 17*

Huber, Catherine (Le Vesinet/F) 9*

Huberich, Markus (Berl;n) 48

Huck, Wolfgang (Konstanz) 41

Huckleberry, Alan T. (Bochum) 26

e Huebschmann, Johannes (Villeneuve d'AscQ/F) 17

Hughes, C. Bruce (Nashville/USA) 40

Hughes, Oaniel R. (Egham/GB) 2
Huisken, Gerhard (Tübingen) 7, 47*
Hu1sman, Johan (Utrecht/NL) 22* .'>

Hulek, Klaus (Hannover) 38

Hungerbühler, Norbert (Zürich/CH) 7*
Huntley, Jonathan (Berkeley/USA) 13*
Hurder, Steve (Chicago/USA) 40*
Hurrelbrink, Jürgen (Baton Rouge/USA) 30

Hutson, V1v1an (Sheff1eld/GB) 12*

Huybrechts, Cec11e (Bruxelles/B) 2*
Huybrechts, Danie1 (Bonn) 38*

van Huynh, Dinh (Pusan/KOREA) 31*

Ichiishi, Tatsuro (Dayton/USA) 42*
11 'ichev, Andrej (Moscow/RUSSIA) 34
I11ner, Reinhard (Vlctoria/CANADA) 52*

e Im Hof, Hans-Christoph (Basel/eH) 47*
Innaml, Nobuhiro (Bann) 47*
Irle, Albrecht (Klel) 11

Ischebeck, Frledrich (Münster) 22*
lsh1guro, Maklo (Tokyo/JAPAN) 54*
Isola, Stefano (Bologna/I) 53*
Itenberg , I1i a (Par; siF) 22*
Ivanov, Alexander A. (Cambr1dge/GB) 2*
Ivanov, Alexandre V. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA) 7*
Izawa, Tatsuo (Sh1zuoka/JAPAN) 31
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Jacob, Niels (Erlangen) 16

Jacroux, Michael A. (Pullman/USA) 21
Jäger, Jürgen Werner (Heidelberg) 46*

Jäger, Willi (Heidelberg) 7* , 51

Jahren, Bjärn (Oslo/N) 41

Jain, Surender K. (Athens/USA) 31*
Jakobowsky, Norbert (Aachen) 7*

Jamison, Robert E. (Ithaca/USA) 49*

Jannsen, Uwe (Köln) 44* el
Janovsky, Vladimir (Prague/CZECH REPUBLIC) 3*
Janson, Svante (Uppsala/S) 39*
Janssen, Arnold (Düsseldorf) 11*
Jarden, Moshe (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 18*

Jauslin, Hans Rudolf (Oijon/F) 29*

Jaworski, Piotr (Warszawa/POLAND) 22*

Jebelean, Tudor (Hagenberg/A) 8*

Jech, Thomas (Un1versity Park/USA) 48*

Jehne, Wolfram (Köln) 18

Jemrna, Umberto (Rama/I) 19*

Jennison, Chr;s (8ath/GB) 9*

Jensen, Christ1an Uwe (Kobenhavn/DK) 18*

Jensen, Ronald (Oxford/GB) 48

Jerrum, Mark R. (Edinburgh/G8) 39*

de Jeu, Rob (Utrecht/NL) 44

Jia, Rong-Qing (Edmanton, Alberta/CANADA) 36*

Jäckel, Karl-Heinz (Bremen) 10*

Johannson, Klaus (Knoxville/USA) 41 e
Jahn, Peter W.M. (Austin/USA) 21*

Johnson, Claes (Göteborg/S) 19*, 46

Johnson, Ellis L. (Yorktown Heights/USA) 4*

Johnson, Jeremy R. (Philadelphia/USA) 8-

Johnstone, lain M. (Stanford/USA) 9*

Jolivet, Emmanuel (Jouy-en-Josas/F) 9*

Jones, John D.S. (Coventry/GB) 41

de Jong, Aise Johan (Utrecht/NL) 44*

de Jong, Peter (Delft/NL) 39*

.Janker J Leo B. (Kingston, Ontario/CANADA) 20

Jo~eph, Anthony (RehovotjISRAEL) 37*
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Jost, Jürgen (Bochum) 7*, 24*
Juhasz, Istvan (Budapest/H) 48*
Juhl, Andreas (Ber11n) 13*, 53*
Juhnke, Friedrich (Magdeburg) 14*
Julg, Pierre (Strasbourg/F) 40*
Jung, Rainer (Freiburg) 40*, 41*
Jünger, Michael (Köln) 4

• Jungnickel, Dieter (Augsburg) 8*
Jurdejevic, Velimir (Toronto, Ontario/CANADA) 45*
Jurek, Zbigniew (Wroclaw/POLAND) 45*
Jurkiewicz, Jerzy (Warszawa/POLAND) 15

Kabal10, Winfried (Dortmund) 16
Kahn, Bruno (Paris/F) 30*

-.;

Kaiser, Uwe (Siegen) 41
van der Kallen, W11berd (Utrecht/NL) 30*
Kalmbach, Gudrun (Ulm) 50*

.,

Kaltofen, Erich (Troy/USA) 8*
v

Kaminker, Jerry (Indianapol1s/USA) 40*
.":;';

Kampowsky, Winfried (Stralsund) 27
t"l."- "

Kanamari, Ak1hiro (Boston/USA) 48
Kannan, Ravindran (Morristown/USA) 4* -
Kaper, Hans G. (Argonne/USA) 3*

Kappe', Franz (Graz/A) 12*
Kaps, Peter (Innsbruck/A) 27*

e Karma, Otto (Tartu/ESTONIA) 55*
Karpenko, Nikita (Münster) 30·
Kashin, Saris S. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 36*
Kashu, Alexei I. (K1sh1nev/MOLDOVA) 31*

Kasparov, Gennad11 G. (Marseille/F) 40*

Kassel, Christian (Strasbourg/F) 40
Kasten, Irene (Kiel) 50*
Katok, Anatole B. (Unlverslty Park/USA) 33*
Katz, M1khal1 (Vandoeuvre/F) 15
Kaufmann, Ralph (Bann) 17

Kausz, Ivan (Köln) 44
Kawohl, Bernhard (Neckangemünd) 7*
Keef, Patrick W. (Walla WallaIUSA) 35*
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Keiding, Niels (Kobenhavn/DK)
Keller, Gerhard (Erlangen)
Kenmoch i, Nobuyu k i (eh i ba IJ~PAN '-
Kerber, Adalbert (Bayreuth)
Kersten, Ina (Bielefeld)
Keune, Frans (Nijmegen/NL)"
Kevrekidls, Yannis G. (Princeton/USA)
Keyfitz, Barbara L. (Houston/USA)
Kharlamov, Vlatcheslav (Strasbourg/F)
Khibnik, Alexander I. (Moscow RegionjRUSSIA)
K1elhöfer, Hansjörg (Augsburg)
Kim, Jong-Uhn (Blacksburg/USA)
King, Oliver H. (Newcastle Upan Tyne/GB)
Kings, Guido (Münster)
K1rby, Reblen C. (Berkeley/USA)
Kirchgässner, Klaus (Stuttgart)
Kirchgraber, Urs (Zürich/eH)
Kirkman, Ellen E. (Winston-Salem/USA)
K1rkpatr1ck, David G. (Vancouver/CANADA)
Kirrmann, Pius (Stuttgart)
Kirsch, Andreas (Erlangen)
Kitazume, Masaaki (Chi ba/JAPAN)
Klaus, Frank (Darmstadt)
Klein, John R. (B1elefeld)
Kleiner, Bruce (Berkeley/USA)
Kleinman, Ralph E. (Newark/USA)
Kleinschmidt, Peter (Passau)
Klin, Mikhail H. (Beer-Sheva/ISRAEL)
Klingenberg, Chr;stian (Heidelberg)
Klinke, Slgbert (Louvain-la-Neuve/B)
Kloks, Ton (Eindhaven/NL)
Klotzek, Benne (Petsdam)
Klötzler, Ralf (Leipzig)
Knapp, Karlheinz (Wuppertal)
Knapp, Michael (Bann)"
Knauf, Andreas (Berlin)
Knebusch, Manfred (Regensburg)
Knelp, Alois R. (Bann)

10*
20, 53*
5*

8*

30
30*
3*

19*

22* e
3*
7* 12*,
23*
2*
17*, 44

41*
12, 34
3* 12,
37
49*
34
56*
2*
23*
30, 41
24

56* e4*, 14*, 15

8*

19*
9

49*

1*

5*

41

10*

29*

22
g*
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Knieper, Gerhard (Augsbung) 13*, 47*

Knobloch, Hans-Wilhelm (Würzburg) 12

Knospe, Heiko (Köln) 44

Kobayashi, Ryoichi (Nagoya/JAPAN) 26*

Kobilinsky, Andre (Versailles/F) 21*

Koch, Herbert (Evanston/USA) 7*, 25*

Köck, Bernhard (Karlsruhe) 30*, 44.' Koelman, Robert Jan (Bochum) 15*

Kaenigsmann, Jochen (Konstanz) 18*

Koepke, Peter (Bonn) 48*

Kohayakawa, Yoshiharu (Sao Paulo/BRAZIL) 39*

Kohlmann, Peter (Dortmund) .- i

47*

Koksch, Norbert (Dresden) 12*
Koller, Dieter (Karlsruhe) 50*

Kolster, Manfred (Hamilton/CANADA) 30*
=-: .~. ~~. ~

Kolyada, Sergei F. (Kiev/UKRAINE) 20*
Komatsu, Hikosaburo (Tokyo/JAPAN) 16*

Komjath, Peter (Budapest/H) 48*

König, Steffen (B1elefeld) 37*
. --.~ ?:.4

Konopelchenko, Saris G. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA) 32*
."-

Koppel berg, Sabine (Berlin) 48

Kornhuber, Ralf (Ber11n-W1lmersdorf) 6*, 46*
~":: .

Karte, Bernhard (Bonn) 4

Kortüm, Wil11 (Weßling) 27*
Kosarew, Siegmund (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 26, 44

• Koschorke, Ulrich (Siegen) 41

Koshelev, Alexander I. (Bonn) 7*

Kosygin, Denis V. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 29*
Kotani, MOtOKO (Bann) 47*
KotschicK, D1eter (Basel/eH) 41*

Kozel, Karel (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 19*
Kozhevnikov, Alexander (Hai fa/ISRAEL) 16*

Kozniewski, Tadeusz (Warszawa/POLAND) 40*

Krafft, 01af (Aachen) 21*

Krämer, Ursula (Düsseldorf) 10*
KrandiCK, Werner (L1nz/A) 8*
KratsCh, 01eter (Rennes/F) 49*
Krause, Bernd (Köthen) 5*
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Krause, Güntr R. (Winnipeg, Manitoba/CANADA)
Krause, Henning (Bielefeld)
Krawczyk, Adam (Warszawa/POLAND)
Kreck, Matthias (Mainz)
Kreiss, Jens-Peter (Braunschweig)
Krengel, Ulrich (Göttingen)
Kreß, Rainer (Göttingen)
Kreußler, Bernd (Kaiserslautern)
Kreuze~, Alexander (Augsburg)
Kreuzer, Edwin (Hamburg)
Krishnaprasad, Perinkulam S. (College Park/USA)
Kr;stensson, Gerhard (Lund/S)
Kroll, Hans-Joachim (München)
Kröner, D1etmar (Frei burg)
Krüger, Tyll (B1e.lefeld)
Kruskal, Mart1n D. (New Brunsw1ck/USA)
Kucharz, Wojciech (Albuquerque/USA)
Küchle, Oliver (Bayreuth)
Kuelbs, James (Madison/USA)
Kuhlmann, Franz-V1ktor (Heidelberg)
Kühnel, Wolfgang (Duisburg)
Kuksin, Sergei B. (Zürich/CH)
Kuku, Aderemi O. (Ibadan/NIGERIA)
Kummer, Martin (Toledo/USA)
Kunert, Joachim (Dortmund)
Kunisch, Karl (Graz/A)
Kunkel, Peter (Oldenburg)
Kunze, Markus (München)
Künzle, Martin (Erlangen)
Kupiainen, A. (Helsinki/SF)
Küpper, Tassil0 (Köln)
Kurdyka, Krzysztof.(Krakow/POLAND)
Kurke, Herbert (Berlin)
Kurzweil, Jaroslav (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)

31*

37
48*

41
54*
42*
56
44*

1*

34*

34*

56*
1*

19*, 23*

33

32*

22*
26

11*
18, 35*

47*
33*
30*

34*

21*

5*

3*

52*
20

34*

3, 12*

22*
17*, 44*

12

•
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Kusner. Robert (Amherst/USA) 47*

Kutev. Nickolai D. (Heidelberg) 7

Kuz'minykh, Alexander V. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA) 1*
Kwapisz, Marian (Gdansk/POLAND) 27*. 55*
Kwasik. Slawomir (New Orleans/USA) 41*

Labesse. Jean-Pierre (Paris/F) 13*
Lafleur. Reiff S. (Storrs/USA) 35*

• Landvogt. Erasmus (Köln) 44
Lange. Harst (Köln) 7*, 52*
Langer. Ulrich (Chemnitz) 6. 46*
Laptev, Ari (Stockholm/S) 16*
Larcher, Gerhard (Salzburg/A) 43* 0~

Larman, David G. (Landon/GB) 28*
Larson, Jean (Ga1nesville/USA) ~*

Laskar, Renu (Clemson/USA) 49*
Lasata, Andrzej (Katowice/POLAND) 12*
Lassak, Marek (Bydgoszcz/POLAND) 28*
Laubenbacher, Reinhard (Las Cruces/USA) 30

Laubin, Pascal (Liege/B) 16*
Laurent, Michel (Marseille/F) ~*

Laurent, Monique {Paris/F} 4*
Lauterbach. Reiner (Berlin) 12
Lauther, Ulrich (München) 49*
Lawson. J1mm1e D. (Baton Rouge/USA) 45*
Le Hang Van, (Bann) 24*• Le Bruyn. Lieven (W1lr1jk/B) 37
Le Dret, Herve (Paris/F) 6
Lee, earl W. (Lexington/USA) 15*, 28*
Leeb. Bernhard (Bann) 24*, 47*
Leeb. Klaus (Erlangen) 8*
Lefmann. Hanno (Dortmund) 39*
Lehn, Manfred (Berl;n) 26, 38, 44*
Lei, Jingan (Wuhan/CHINA) 55*
Leichtweiß, Kurt (Stuttgart) 28*, 47*
Le1mkuhler, Bened1ct J. (Lawrence/USA) 27*
Leipelt, Andreas (Hamburg) 44
Lenagan. Thomas H. (Ed1nburgh/GB) 37
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Lenck-Ackermann, Christine (Braunschweig)
Lendowski, Volker (Bann)
Lengauer, Thomas (Sankt Augustin)
Lenstra, Jan Karel (Eindhoven/NL)
Lenze, Burkhard (Dortmund)
Lenzing, Helmut (Paderborn)
Leon, Jerome (Montpellier/F)
Lerche, Hans Rudolf (Freiburg)
Lesch, Matthias (Augsburg)
Lescop, Chr;stine (Saint-Martin-dJHeres/F)
lesky Jr., Peter (Stuttgart)
Lesselier, Dom;nique (Gif-sur-Yvette/F)
Lester, June A. (Fredericton/CANADA)
Letzter, Edward (College Station/USA)
Letzter, Gail R. (BlacksburgjUSA)
Leugering, Günter (Bayreuth)
Leurgans, 5ue E. (Chicago/USA)
Leuzinger, Enrico (Zürich/eH)
Lev1, Decio (Rama/I)
Leviatan, Dany (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
Lev1chev, Alexandr V. (Novasibirsk/RUSSIA)
Levin, Gerad1 (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Levy, Lawrence (Madison/USA)
Lewis, Debra (Santa Cruz/USA)
Li, Ker-Chau (Los Angeles/USA)
Lichtenberg, Will; (Halle)
Liebert, Wolfgang (München)
Liebling, Thomas M. (Lausanne/eH)
Liese, Friedrich (Rostock)
Liess, Otto (Bologna/I)
Lifanov, Ivan K. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Lifschitz, Yuli B. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Lin, Oennis K.J. (Knoxville/USA)
Lin, Vladimir (Haifa/ISRAEL)
Lindenstrauss, Joram (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Lindner, Jürgen (Erlangen)
Llibr~, Jaume (Bel1aterra/E)
L1oyd, Noe 1 G. (Aberystwyth, Dyfed/GB)

50*

51*

4*

4

36*
37*
32*

11*

13, 40

41*

7*
56*

1*

37*
37*

5*

9*

47*
32*
36*
45*
53*

31*

34*
9*

50*

35
4*

11*
16*

19*

19*

21*
38*

28*

27

20*
12*

• - I
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Loday, Jean-louis (Strasbourg/F) 30, 40, 41

Löding, Wolfgang (Hamburg) 50·

Löffler, Markus (Köln) 51*

löffler, Thomas (Heidelberg) 27

Logofet, 0.0. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 51*

Lohkamp, Joachim (Bann) 24*

Lohmann, Thomas (München) 5*

e- Landen, Stig-Olof (Espoo/SF) 23*

Looijenga, Eduard J.N. (Utrecht/NL) 17*

Laos, Rüdiger (Tübingen) 8

Lopez, Sergio R. (Athens/USA) 31*

Lopez-Gomez, Julian (Madrid/E) 25*
. ~

~_, -I. :-

Lorentz, Kai (Ma1nz) 16

Lorentz, Rudolph (Sankt Augustin) 36*
-~ -. ~..II~; ~.

Lorenz, Martin (Philadelphia/USA) 37*

Los, Jerome (Nice/F) 20

Louveau, Alain·(Paris/F) 48*
..._~

Lovasz, laszlo (Budapest/H) 4 "

Lew, Mark (Philadelphia/USA) 9*
,,'::

Lubich, Christ1an (Würzburg) 27*
",).

LÜbke,'Mart1n (Leiden/NL) 26, 38, 44

Lucier, Brad (West Lafayette/USA) 36*

Lück, Wolfgang (Mainz) 40*, 41*

Luckhaus, Stephan (Bonn) 7

Luczak, Tomasz (Poznan/POLANO) 39*

e Luke, Glenys L. (Oxford/GB) 40

Lumer, Gunter (Mons/B) 25*

Lunardi, Alessandra (Cagliari/I) 25
Lüneburg, Heinz (Kaiserslautern) 8

Lüneburg, Martin (Bielefeld) 8

Lustbader, Edward (Philadelphia/USA) 10*

Lutwak, Erwin (Brooklyn/USA) 28*
Lyubich, Michael (Stony Braak/USA) 20*
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Maas, Ulr1ch (Stuttgart) 27*

Mabuchi. Tosh1ki (Osaka/JAPAN) 26*

Mac Cluer, Jean W. (San Antonio/USA) 10*
MacCamy, Richard C. (PittsburghjUSA) 23*

Macintyre, Angus John (Oxford/GB) 18*

MacKay, Robert S. (Coventry/GB) 20

Mackey, Michael C. (Montreal/CANADA) 51*

Mader, Adolf (HonolulujUSA) 35*

Madsen, Ib (Aarhus/OK) 41* e J

Madych, Wolodymyr R. (Storrs/USA) 36*

Magidor, Menachem (Jerusalem/ISRAEL) 35*, 48

Magnanti, Themas L. (CambridgejUSA) 4*

Mahe, Louis (Rennes/F) 22*

Mahjoub, Ali R1dha (Brest/F) 4*

Mahnken, R. (Hannover) 46*

Maier, Wolfgang (Mainz) 10*

Maier-Paape, Stanislaus (Augsburg) 12*

Maini, Philip K. (Oxford/GB) 51*

Maitre, Jean-Francois (EcullyjF) 6

Major, Peter (Budapest/H) 11*

Majumdar, Dibyen (ChicagojUSA) 21*

van Maldeghem, Hendrik (GentjB) 2*

Malkus, David (Madison/USA) 23*

Mallows, Col;n L. (Murray Hill/USA) 54*

Mammen, Enno (Berl;n) 9*, 54*

Mammitzsch, Volker (Marburg) 11 eMang, Herbert (W1en/A) 6

Mani, Peter (Bern/eH) 14*

Mani-Levitska, Peter (Bern/eH) 28

Manivel, Laurent (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 26*

Mantlik, Frank (Mainz) 16

Marchi. Mario (Milano/I) 1*

Margot. Francois (Lausanne/eH) 4*

Marker. David (Chicago/USA) 22*

Marki. Laszlo (Budapest/H) 31*

Markowich, Peter (Berlin) 52*

Markus, Lawrence (Minneapolis/USA) 12*

Marron. James Stephen (Chapel Hill/USA) 9*

-----~--~--~-------=--------- - - ~
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Marsden, Jerrold E. (Berkeley/USA) 34*

Marshall, Murray (Saskatoon/CANADA) 22*

Martensen, Erich (Karlsruhe) 56*

Martic, Gordana (Basel/CH) 41*

Martin, Paul A. (Manchester/GB) 56*

Martin, Richard J. (Sheff1eld/GB) 21*

Martinez, Maria M. (Paris/F) 10*

e\ Martini, Horst (Chemnitz) 14*, 28*, 50*

März, Roswitha (Berl;n) 27*

Masbaum, Gregor (Par1s/F) 17*, 41
~i

Mason, David M. (Newark/USA) 11*

Mason, Lionel J. (Oxford/GB) 32*

Masser, David W. (Basel/eH) 43*

Mathai, Varghese (Adelaide/AUSTRALIA) 40·

Mather, John N. (Princeton/USA) 33*

Mathias, Adrian R.D. (Bellaterra/E) 48

Mathis, Wolfgang (Wuppertal) 27*

Matsuoka, Takashi (Naruto/JAPAN) 20

Matveev, Vlad1mir B. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA) 32*

Maubach, Joseph (Pittsburgh/USA) 46*

Mäurer, Helmut (Darmstadt) 1*
Maurer, Helmut (Münster) 5

Mauser, Narbert J. (Ber'1n) 52*

Mavra, Baris (Oxford/GB) 40

Mawhin, Jean (Louvain-la-Neuve/B) 12• May, Angelika (Darmstadt) 45

May, Peter (Chicago/USA) 41*

May, Warren (Tucson/USA) 35*
Mayer, Dieter H. (Clausthal-Zellerfeld) 20*, 53*

Mazza, Christian (Fribourg/CH) 39

McCarthy, Randy (Providence/USA) 30·
McConnell, John c. (Leeds/GB) 37
McConnell, Mark (Stil1water/USA) 15*

McConnell, Ross (Boulder/USA) 49*
McGehee, R1chard (M1nneapol1s/USA) 33*

McLean, W111iam (Stuttgart) 55*
McMul1en, Peter (Landan/GB) 2*, 15*, 28*
Mehlharn, Kurt (Saarbrücken) 49*
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Meinel, Reinhard (Jena)
Meissner, Joachim (Zürich/CH)
Meister, Erhard (Darmstadt)
Mekei, Abish (Ulaan Baator/MONGOLIA)
Melkman, Avraham A. (Beer Sheva/ISRAEL)
de Melo, Wellington (Rio de Janeiro/BRAZIL)
Menini, Claudia (Ferrara/I)
Menke, Christoph (Ulm)
Merino, Sandro (Zürich/CH)
Merkurjev, Alexandr S. (Louvan-La-Neuve/B)
Merril1, Stephen (Milwaukee/USA)
Merz, Wilhelm (München)
Messer, Karen (Fullerton/USA)
Metelli, Claudia (Padova/I)
Meyer, Arnd (Chemnitz)
Meyer, Math1eu (Paris/F)
Meyn, Helmut (Erlangen)
Mhaskar, Hrushikesh N. (Los Angeles/USA)
Michler, Gerhard (Essen)
Mielke, Alexander (Hannover)
Mielke, Thomas M. (Coventry/GB)
Mierczynski, Janusz (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Mignotte, Maurice (Strasbourg/F)
Mikhalev, Alexander V. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Miller, John G. (Indianapolis/USA)
Milman, Vital; (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL)
M1lota, Jaroslav (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC)
M1mura, Masayasu (H1gashi-Hiroshima/JAPAN)
Min-Oo, Maung (Hamilton/CANADA)
Mines, Ray (Las Cruces;USA)
M1shchenko, Aleksandr S. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
M1siurewicz, Michal (Indianapolis/USA)
Mitchell, Will ;am J. (Gainesville/USA)
M1ttelmann, Hans ·0. (Tempe/USA)
M1ttenhuber, D1rk (Darmstadt)
M1yakawa, Tetsuro (Fukuoka/JAPAN)

M1yaoka. Yoichi (TOkYO/JAPAN)
Mnev, Nikoiai E. (Sern/eH)

32*

23*

16*

31*

36*

20*
31*

3

25
30*

51*
5*
9*

35*

6

28

8

36*

37

6*, 12*, 25*

41

25*
43*

31*

40*

28*

51*

51*
24, 47*

35*
40*, 41*

20*
48*

3*

45*

25*

26*

22*

•
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Möhring, Ralf Hermann (Berlin) 4*, 49*

Mak, Ngaiming (New York/USA) 26*

Malchanov, Vlad1mir F. (Tambov/RUSSIA) 45*

Moldenhauer. Wolfgang (Arnstadt) 50

Mol', Christaph (Köln) 4*

Monma. Clyde L. (Morristown/USA) 4

Montejano. Luis (Mexico/MEXICO) 28*

e Montgomery, Susan (Los Angeles/USA) 37*

Moody, J. (Coventry/GB) 37*

Moonen, Boudewijn (Bonn) 44

Moore. Gerald (London/GB) 3*

Mora, Teo (Genova/I) 8*

Morawetz, Cathleen S. (New Vork/USA) 19*

Morel1i, Robert (Chicago/USA) 15*

Moreno. Oscar (Rio Piedras/USA) 8*

Morgan, John P. (Norfolk/USA) 21*
-.

Mor1cz, Ferencz (Szeged/H) 36*

Morimoto, Masaharu (Okayama/JAPAN) 30*
J

Morris, Max D. (Oak Ridge/USA) 21*

Morri?on, Philip J. (Austin/USA) 52*
~

··:z~

Morton, Ke1th W. (Oxford/GB) 19*

Moser. Jürgen (Zürich/eH) 33

Muel1er, Bruno J. (Hamilton/CANADA) 31*

Mühlherr, Bernhard (Tübingen) 2*

Mulansky, Bernd (Dresden) 36*

e Müller, Christine (Ber'1n) 21*

Müller, Dietrich Werner (Heidelberg) 9, 54*

Müller, Hans-Georg (Davis/USA) 11*

Müller, Johannes (Tübingen) 51*

Müller, Marlene (Berlin) 9*, 54*
Müller, Peter (Erlangen) 18*

Müller, Peter C. (Wuppertal) 27*
Müller, Rudolf (Berlin) 49*

Müller, Stefan (Freiburg) 7*
Müller. Werner (Bann) 13

Müller, Wolfgang (Bayreuth) 37
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Müller-Stach, Stefan (Essen)
Müller-Quade, Jörn (Karlsruhe)
Mulmuley, Ketan (Chicago/USA)
Muto, Shigeo (Senda1/JAPAN)
Mutzbauer, Otto (Würzburg)

Naddef, Denis J. (Grenoble/F)
Nadiradze, Rein (Heidelberg)
Nagase, Michihire (Osaka/JAPAN)
Najman, Branko (Zagreb/CROATIA)
Nashed, M. Zuhair (Newark/USA)
Natterer, Frank (Münster)
Nazarov, Max;m L. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Neeb, Karl-Hermann (Darmstadt)
Nemhauser, George L. (Atlanta/USA)
Nenashev, Alexander (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA)
Neretin, Yurü Aleksandr. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Nermuth, Manfred (Wien/A)
Nesterenko, Vuri V. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Neugebauer, Gernot (Jena)
Neugebauer, Hans-Matthias (Hannover)
Neuhaus, Georg (Hamburg)
Neumann, Michael (Berlin)
Neunzert, Helmut (Kaiserslautern)
Newell, Alan C. (Tucson/USA)
Nguyen, Quang 00 Thong (Besancon/F)
Niezgodka, Marek (Warszawa/POLAND)
Nijhoff, Frank W. (Petsdam/USA)
N1jsse, Pieter (Leiden/NL)
Nishioka, Kumiko (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Nishizeki, Takao (Sendai/JAPAN)
Nitecki, Zbigniew H. (Medford/USA)
Nohel, John A. (Zürich/CH)
Nolan, Deborah (Berkeley/USA)
Nongxa, Loyiso G. (Chicago/USA)
Norvaisa, Rimas (Vilnius/LITHUANIA)

26, 38*, 44*

8*
49
42*
35*

4*

17

16*

25*
55
9*
37*
45*
4*
30*
45*
42
43*
32*
21*
11*

~

52*
34*

30*

5*
32*

38

43*

49*
20
23*

54*

35*

11*

•

•
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Nowak, Andrzej (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Now;cki, Tomasz (Warszawa/POlAND)
Nussbaum, Michael (Berlin)
Nusse, Helena E. (Groningen/NL)
Nüßler, Themas (Kaiserslautern)

Oberle, Hans Joachim (Hamburg)
Oberst, Ulr;ch (Innsbruck/A)
Oettinger, Hans ehr. (Zürich/eH)
Oettinger, Hugo (Stuttgart)
Ogu;so, Keiji (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Ohnimus, Stephan (Hannover)
Ohsawa, Takeo (Nagoya/JAPAN)
Oikkonen, Juha (Helsinki/SF)
Okninski, Jan (Freiburg)
Okonek, Christian (Zürich/eH)
Olafsson, Gestur (Baton Rouge/USA)
Olech, Czeslaw (Warszawa/POLAND)
Oliver, Robert (VilletaneusejF)
Olshanskii, Gregori I. (Moscow/RUSSIA)
Olshen, Richard A. (Stanford/USA)
O'Malley, Jr., Robert E. (Seattle/USA)
Ooe, Takeshi (Mannheim)
Oort, Frans (UtrechtjNL)
Orsatti, Adalberto (Padova/I)
Orsted, Bent (Odense/DK)
Osofsky, Barbara L. (New Brunswick/USA)
Ossa, Erich (Wuppertal)
Ostermann, Alexander (Innsbruck/A)
Ostmann, Axel (Saarbrücken)
Oswald, Peter (Jena)
Otal, Jean-Pierre (Lyon/F)
Othmer, Hans G. (Salt Lake City/USA)
Ott, Jurg (New York/USA)

42*
20
9*, 54*

20*
17, 44*

55*
8*
23*
50*
26*, 38*

6

26*
35*
8*
38*
45*
12*
3Ö
45*
9*

27*
17, 44
17
31, 35
45*
31

41
27*
42*
36*, 46*
41*
51*
10*
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Ott, Udo (Braunschweig)
Ould-Beddi, Mohamed A. (Montreal/CANADA)
Oevel, Gudrun (Paderborn)
Oevel J Walter (Loughborough, Leics./GB)
van Oystaeyen, Freddy (Wilrijk/B)

Pabst, Simone (Essen)
Pacard, Frank (Noisy-le-Grand/F)
Pach, Janos (Budapest/H)
Padberg, Manfred (New York/USA)
Page, Stanley S. (Vancouver/CANADA)
Päivärinta, Lassi (Oulu/SF)
Pajor, Alain (Paris/F)
Pallaschke, D;ethard (Karlsruhe)
Palmer, Kenneth J. (Coral Gables/USA)
Pan, Victor Y. (Bronx/USA)
Pang, Gendi (Paderborn)
Paras, Agnes (Middletown/USA)
Park, Jae Keol (Pusan/KOREA)
Parnovski, Leonid (Lvov/UKRAINE)
Parthasarathy, T. (New Delh;/INDIA)
Pasciak, Joseph E.P. (Upton/USA)
Pas;ni, Antonio (Siena/I)
Paternain, Gabriel (Bann)
Patterson, Samuel James (Göttingen)
Paulsen, Volkert (Kiel)
Paumier, Jean-Claude (GrenoblejF)
Pawlikowski, Janusz (Wroclaw/POLAND)
Pawlow, Irena (Bann)
Pecher, Hartrnut (Wuppertal)
Pecker, Daniel (Paris/F)
Pedersen, Erik Kjaer (Binghamton/USA)
Pedit, Franz (Amherst/USA)
Pedrini, Claudio (Genovali)
Pega, Robert (College ~ark/USA)

Peitgen, He;nz-Otto (Bremen)
Peleg, 8ezalel (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Pemoinel1i, Flora (Lecce/I)

1*

35

32
32*

37*

35*

7*
28*

4
31*
56*

28*
42
12*
~

32*
35*

31*

13*

42*
%*

~

24*
~*

11
6*

~*

5*
7
22*

30, 40·

47*
30*

23*, 34*

12*
42*
32*

•

•
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Peng, Xiao·Wei (Bochum) 24

Perez-Marco, R. (Orsay/F) 33*

Peri, Carla (Milano/I) 28*

Perie, Goran (Augsburg) 13

Perles, Mlcha A. (Jerusalem/ISRAEl) 28*

Perry, Peter A. (Lex1ngton/USA) 53*

Perssan, Ulf (Göteborg/S) 38

e Perthame, Benoit (Orleans/F) 52*

Pesee, Hubert (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F) 24*

Peskine, Chrlstian (Paris/F) 38*

Peternell, Thomas (Bayreuth) 26
'-~ I ;.

Peters, Chris A.M. (Leiden/NL) 38*

Petkov, Vessel1n M. (Talence/F) 16*

Petrushev, Pencho P. (Sofia/BULGARIA) 36*

Petry, Martin (Grabs/eH) 56*

Petry, Thomas {Berlin} 27

Petsehel, Gerhard (Frankfurt) 29*

Petterson, Rolf (Göteborg/S) 52*

Petzold, linda R. (Minneapolis/USA) 27*

Pfeifer, Dietmar (Oldenburg) 11*

Pfeifer, Eckehard (Dresden) 55*

Pfelffer, Friedr1ch (München) 3*

Pheidas, Thanases (Irak11on/GREECE) 18*

Philippon, Patrice (Paris/F) 43*

Picard, DominiQue (Paris/F) 9*

e· Piekenhain, Sabine (Cottbus) 5*

Pikaart, Martin (Utrecht/NL) 17

Pilz, Jürgen (Fre1berg) 21

Pinkall, Ulrich (Berlin) 24, 47*

P1nkus, Al1an (Hai fa/ISRAEL) 36*

Pirashvili, Teimuraz I. (Bielefeld) 41

Pirashv;li, Te1muraz J. (Tbilisi/GEORGIAN REPUBlIC) 30*

Pitkäranta, Juhani (Espoo/SF) 6*

Plachky, Detlef (Münster) 11*

Plamenevskij, Boris A. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA) 16*

Plant1ko, Rüdiger (Zürich/eH) 44

Plaumann, Peter (Erlangen) 1*

Plaut, Conrad (Knoxv111e/USA) 24*
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Pliss, Viktar A. (St. Petersburg/RUSSIA) 12*
Plohr, Bradley J. (Stony Braak/USA) 23*
Plotkin, Eugene (Ramat-Gan/ISRAEL) 30*
Pöhlmann, Thomas (Bayreuth) 26
Polacik, Peter (Bratislava/SLOVAKIA) 25*
Polden, Alexander (Tübingen) 7

Polemis, Despina (New York/USA) 8*
Pali, Alain (Toulouse/F) 8*
Pol jak, Svatopluk (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 4* e)
Pollack, Ri~hard (New York/USA) 28

Pollicatt, Mark (Coventry/GB) 20*
Polonik, Wolfgang (Heidelberg) 9*
Polterov;ch, Leonid (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 33*, 47*
Polthier, 'Konrad (Bann) 47*
Pammersheim, James (Princeton/USA) 15*
Pönisch, Gerd (Dresden) 3*
van der Poarten, Alfred J. (NSW/AUSTRALIA) 43*
Pop, Florian (Princeton/USA) 18*
Popescu, Sarin (Saarbrücken) 38*
Pop1vanov, Nedyu (Safia/BULGARIA) 19*
Popav, Georgi (Saf1a/BULGARIA) 33*
Pasch, Werner (München) 44*
Pöschel, Jürgen (Zürich/eH) 33*
Potra, Florian-A. (lowa City/USA) 27*, 55*
Pötscher, Benedikt M. (Wien/A) 54*
Potters, Jas A.M. (Nijmegen/NL) 42* e:Poupaud, Frederic (Nice/F) 52*
Powell, Michael J.D. (CambridgejGB) 36*
Prassid;s, Stratas (Nashville/USA) 40*
Prestel, Alexander (Konstanz) 18, 22

Prestin, Jürgen (Rostock) 36*
Presutti, EnricD (RomaiI) 52*
Prieß-Crampe, Sibylla (München) 1*
Priplata, Christine (Jena) 15

Prämel, Hans Jürgen (Bann) 39*
Prößdorf, Sfegfried (Berlin) 55*
Pruss, Jan (Paderborn) 23, 25
Przytycki, Felik5 (Warsaw/POLAND) 20
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Przytycki, Jozef H. (Warsaw/POLAND) tll

Puczylowski, Edmund R. (Warsaw/POLAND) 31*

Puel, Jean Plerre (Palaiseau/F) 5*

de la Puente, Maria Jesus (Madrid/E) 22*

Pukelsheim, Friedrich (Augsburg) 11*, 21*, 54*

Pulleyblank, William R. (Yorktown Heights/USA) 4*, 49*

Pulvirenti, Maria (Roma/I) 52*

e Puppe, Volker (Konstanz) 41

Puschnigg, Michael (Heidelberg) 40*

Quaisser, Erhard (Potsdam) 1*

Quittner, Pavol (Bratislava/SLOVAKIA) 25*

Rabier; Patrick J. (Pittsburgh/USA) 27*

Racke, Reinhard (Konstanz) 7*

Rademacher, Hans-Bert (Augsburg) 24, 47*

Radzik, Tadeusl (Wroclaw/POLAND) 42*

Raggi Cardenas, Francisco F. (Mexico/MEXICO) 31*

Raghavan, Prabhakar (Yorktown Heights/USA) 4*

Raghavan, T.E.S. (Chicago/USA) 42*

Ragn1sco, Orlando (Roma/I) 32*

Ramos, Edgar (Urbana/USA) 49*

Rangaswamy, Kulumani M. (Colorado SpringsjUSA) 35*

Ranicki, Andrew A. (EdinburghjGB) 30*, 40*, 41

Rank, Ernst (Oortmund) 6*

e Rannacher, Ralf (Heidelberg) 6

Rao, Bopeng (Vandoeuvre les Nancy/F) 6*

Raoult, Annie (Grenoble/F) 6*

Rasch, D1eter (Wageningen/NL) 21*

Ratiu, Tudor (Santa Cruz/USA) 34*

Rauch, Monika (Ithaca/USA) 49*

Raugel, Genevieve (Orsay/F) 34

Rav1art, P1erre-Arnaud (PalaiseaujF) 52*

Razon, Aharon (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 18*

Recio, Tomas (Santander/E) 22*

Reckz1egel, Helmut (Köln) 47*

Reddien, George w. (Dallas/USA) 3*

Redjel, Said (Augsburg) 47*

.:p .- ~ .' --..
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Redlinger, Reinhard (Karlsruhe)
Reed, Bruce (Pittsburgh/USA)
Rees, Elmer G. (Ed1nburgh/GB)
Rehmann, Ulf (Bielefeld)
Reich, Sebastian (Vancouver/CANADA)
Reichert, Henrik (Heidelberg)
Reid, James D. (Middletown/USA)
Reif, Ulrich {Stuttgart}
Rein, Gerhard (München)
Reinelt, Gerhard (Heidelberg)
Reinert, Gesine (Zürich/eH)
Reisner, Shlomo (Hai fa/ISRAEL)
Reiß, Rolf-01eter (Siegen)
Reitmann, Volker (Dresden)
Remmert, Reinhold (Münster)
Renardy, Michael (Blacksburg/USA)
Renardy, Yuriko (BlacksburgjUSA)
Rendall, Alan (Garehing)
Rentrap, Peter (Darmstadt)
Renyi, Ma (Bochum)
Revesz, Pal (W1en/A)
Rheinboldt, Werner C. (Pittsburgh/USA)
Richter, Wolf-D1eter (Rostock)
Richter-Gebert, Jürgen (Roßdorf)
Rill, Stefan (Bremen)
Rinaldi, Giovanni (Rama/I)
Ringel, Claus Michael (Bielefeld)
Risler, Jean-Jacques (Paris/F)
Ritter, Stefan (Karlsruhe)
R1zvi, S. Tariq (LimaiUSA)
RObert, Didier (Nantes/F)
Robson, J.Chris (Leeds/GB)
Rae, John (Oxford/GB)
Rogers, Colin (Kensington/AUSTRALIA)
Roggenkamp, Klaus w. (Stuttgart)
Rognes, John {Oslo/N}
ROhlfs, Jürgen (Eicnstätt)

~~bhrl. Helmut (La Jol1a/USA)

25
49*

41

30

27*

46
35*
36*

52*
4

39*
28*
11*
12*
13b 26, 38

23*
23*
52*

27*
33

11*
27*
11*
14*
19*

4*
37*
22*
56*

31*
16*
37*
40*

32*

37*

30. 41*

13

31*
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Roitner, Heinz (Stuttgart) 34

Rokyti, M1rko (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 19*

Ron, Amos (Madison/USA) 36*

Roos, Malgorzata (Zürich/eH) 39*

Roose, Dirk (Heverlee-leuven/B) 3*
Rose, Lauren L. (Wellesley/USA) 15*
Rosenberg, Jonathan M. (College Park/USA) 40*

e Rosenberger, James L. (University Park/USA) 21*
Rosenmüller, Joachim (B1elefeld) 42*
Rost, Markus (Regensburg) 30*
Rote, Günter (Graz/A) 4*
Rothenberg, Melvin G. (Chicago/USA) 40

-::-.

Roubicek, Tomas (Praha/CZECH REPUBLIC) 5*
Roy, Damien (BerkeleyjUSA) 43*
Rucinski, Andrzej (Poznan/POLAND) 39*
Rücker, Heribert (Bergisch Gladbach) 50*
Rudnick, Zeev (Princeton/USA) 13*
Ruelle, David (Bures-sur-Yvette/F) 53*
Ruf, Bernhard (Milane/I) 25*
Rugh, Hans Henrik (Lyon/F) 53*
Ruh, Ernst A. (Fribourg/CH) 24
Ruijsenaars, Siman N.M. (Amsterdam/NL) 32* -

Rundell, William (College Station/USA) 56*
Runst, Thomas (Jena) 25
Ruppert, Wolfgang A.F. (Wien/A) 45*

• Ruppert, Wolfgang M. (Erlangen) 18*
Rüschendorf, Ludger (Freiburg) 11*, 54
Rüssmann, Helmut (Mainz) 12*
Russo, Giovanni (Coppito/I) 52*
Rybka, P10tr (Warszawa/POLAND) 23*

Sapatier, P1erre C. (Montpellier/F) 32*
Sachs, Ekkehard (Trier) 5*
Saff, Edward B. (Tarnpa/USA) 36*
Saito, Kyoji (Kyoto/JAPAN) 17
Saito, Shuj1 (Tokyo/JAPAN) 30*
Salce, lu1g1 (Padova/I) 35*
Salvai, Marcos (Bonn) 24

--- - --------- -
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Samaga, Hans Joachim (Hamburg)
Sanchez Morgado, Hector (Mexico/MEXICO)
Sanchez-Palencia, Evariste (Paris/F)
Sänd;g, Anna-Margarete (Rostock)
Sandri, DominiQue (VilleurbannejF)
Sandstede, Björn (Berlin)
Sangwine-Vager, Jane R. (Moraga/USA)
San Martin, Luiz A.B. (Campinas/BRAZIL)
Sansour, Carlo (Stuttgart)
Santin;, Paolo M. (Rama/I)
Sanz-Serna, Jesus M. (Valladolid/E)
Saper, Leslie (Princeton/USA)
Saranen, Jukka (Oulu/SF)
Sassano, Antanio (Rama/I)
Satsuma, Junkichl (Tokyo/JAPAN)
Saut, Jean-Claude (OrsayjF)
Sauvigny, Friedrich (Cottbus)
Scarpellini, Bruna (Basel/eH)
Schaaf. Renate (Logan/USA)
Schaback, Robert (Göttingen)
Schaefer-Lorinser, Frank (Karlsruhe)
Schaps, Malka (Ramat-Gan/ISRAEL)
Scharlau, Winfried (Münster)
Schätt1, Guido (Zürich/CH)
Scheiderer, Claus (Regensburg)
Schempp, Walter (Siegen)
Scherer, Wolfgang (Clausthal-Zellerfeld)
Scheurle, Jürgen (Hamburg)
Schief, Wolfgang (KensingtonjAUSTRALIA)
Schiehlen, Werner (Stuttgart)
Schimmerling, Ernest (Berkeley/USA)
Schimming, Rainer (Greifswald)
Schinzel, Andrzej (Warszawa/POLAND)
Schippers, Harmen (Amsterdam/NL)
Schlichenmaier, Martin (Mannheim)
Schlickewei, Hans Peter (Ulm)
~chlöder, Johannes (Heidelberg)
Schmid, ,Joachim (Dortmund)

1*

53*
6*

6*
23*

25, 34
28*
45*

34*
32*

34*

13*

55*
4*
32*
23*
7
25*
12*
36*
8*

37*
8*
25*
22*
8*, 34*

32*
3*, 12*, 34

32*
27*, 34*
48*

13*

43*
19*

17, 44

43*

27
18*

•
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Schmidt. Alexander (Heidelberg)
Schmidt, Claus-Günther (Karlsruhe)
Schmidt, Stefan E. (Mainz)
Schmidt, Walter (München)
Schmidt, Wolfgang M. (Boulder/USA)
Schmitt, Bernard (Dijon/F)
Schmitt, Klaus (Salt Lake City/USA)
Schmitz, Norbert J. (Münster)
Schmuckenschläger, Michael (Kiel)
Schneider, Guido (Hannover)
Schneider, Klaus R. (Berlin)
Schneider, Manfred (Karlsruhe)
Schneider, Michael (Bayreuth)
Schneider, Peter (Köln)
Schneider, Ralf (Freiburg)
Schofield, Aidan H. (Bristal/GB)
Schönfisch, Birgitt (Tübingen)
Schönhage, Arnald (Bonn)
Schottenlaher, Martin (München)
Schrijver, Alexander (Amsterdam/NL)
Schröder, Eberhard (Hamburg)
Schroeder, Viktor (Zürich/CH)
Schröer, Stefan (Göttingen)
Schrohe, Elmar (Potsdam)
Schröter, Martin (Münster)
Schubert, Volker (Göttingen)
Schultz, Phillip (Nedlands/AUSTRAlIA)
Schulz, Heiko (Stuttgart)
Schulz, Ralph-Hardo (Berlin)
Schulz, Volker (Heidelberg)
Schulze, Bert-Wolfgang (Potsdam)
Schumacher, Martin (Freiburg)
Schumaker, Larry L. (Nashville/USA)
Schumann, Rainer (leipzig)
Schürmann, Jörg (Münster)
Schüth, Dorothee (Bann)
Schütt, Carsten (Klel)
Schwabe, Rainer (Berlin)

17
44

1*

27*
43*

20
12
11

28
34*
12*
19* ~ ",,' .>L •

26
17, 44*

28*
37*
51*

8*

17, 44*
4, 49*

1*
47 .j.~

17*, 44*
16*
17

53
35*
46*

50

27*
16*
10*
9*

25

17
24*

28*
21*
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Schwachhöfer, Lorenz (St. Louis/USA)
Schwänzl, Roland (Osnabrück)
Schwartz. Niels (Passau)
Schwarz, Günter (Mannheim)
Schwarz. Matthias (Zürich/eH)
Schwarz, Michael (Berlin)
Schwarzkopf, Otfried (Utrecht/NL)
Schweizerhof, Karl (Karlsruhe)
von Schwerin, Reinhold (Heidelberg)
Schwermer, Joachim (Eichstätt)
Schwetlick, Hubert (Dresden)
Sebö, Andras (Bann)

Seeger, Alfred (Stuttgart)
Segal, Mir; (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Segel, Lee A. (Rehovot/ISRAEL)
Segur, Harvey (Boulder/USA)
Seiden, Esther (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Seifert, Bengt (Hannover)
Seiler, Ruedi (Berl;n)
Seiler, Werner M. (Karlsruhe)
Seiler, Wolfgang K. (Mannheim)
Sell, Gearge R. (Minneapolis/USA)
Selten, Reinhard (Bann)
Seno, Hiromi (Hiroshima/JAPAN)
Seppälä, Mika (Helsink1/SF)
Sere, Erie (Paris/F)
Sergiescu, Vlad (Saint-Martin-d'Heres/F)

Serrano, Fernando (Barcelona/E)

Seuchter, Susanne (Bann)
Sevcovic, Daniel (Bratislava/SLOVAKIA)
Seydel, Rüdiger (Ulm)
Seymaur, Paul o. (Marristown/USA)
Shadrin, Alexei J. (Novosibirsk/RUSSIA)
Shah, Kirty R. (Waterloo/CANADA)

Shamir, Ran (Tel AvivjISRAEL)
Shapiro, Jay (Fairfax/USA)

. {~hari r I r~i cna (Te 1 Av iv / ISRAEL)
':harl<ovsky I Al exander N. (K i ev IUKRA INE)

24*

41

15, 22*
34*

33*

5

49*

6

27*
13*

3*
4*

32*
48*

51*
32*
21
6*
29*
32*
17, 44
12*
42*

51*
22*
33

41

38

10*

23*
3

4*

36*

21*
49*

31*

49*

20·

.'

•
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Sharp, Richard J. (Lenden/GB) 53*

Shephard, Geoffrey C. (Nerwich, Norfolk/GB) 28*

Shepherd, Frederick Bruce (Lendon/GB) 4*

Shepherd-Barren, N1cholas J. (Cambridge/GB) 38*

Sherman. Clayton (Springfield/USA) 30*

Sherratt, Jonathan A. (Oxford/GB) 51*

Shidlevskii, Andre i B. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 43*

e· Shiffman, Bernard (Baltimere/USA) 26*

Shmeys, David (Ithaca/USA) 4*

Shpecterev, Sergey V. (East Lansing/USA) 2*

Shustin, Eugenii (Tel Aviv/ISRAEL) 15*

Sibony, Nessim (Orsay/F) 33*

Siburg, Karl Friedrich (Zürich/CH) 33

Sicke'. Winfried (Jena) 25*

Siebert, Bernd (Göttingen) 26

Siersma, Dirk (Utrecht/NL) 17

Silbermann. Bernd (Chemnitz) 55*

Silhel, Robert (Montpellier/F) 22*

S11verman, Bernard W. (Bath/GB) 9*

Simeen, Bernd (Manchen) 27*

Simo. 'Juan C. (Stanford/USA) 34*

Siman, Karoly (Miskolc/H) 20*

Simon, Leon M. (Stanford/USA) 7

Simen, Robert Samuel (Bielefeld) 15*

Simen, Udo (Berl;n) 47*

e Simonett, Gieri (Los Angeles/USA) 25*

Sinai, Yasha G. (Moscow/RUSSIA) 29*

Sinha, Bikas K. (Calcutta/INDIA) 21*
Sinitsyn, Alexander (Irkutsk/RUSSIA) 52*
Siu, Yum-Tong (Cambridge/USA) 26*
Sjöstrand, Johannes (Orsay/F) 16*
Slemred, Marshall (Madison/USA) 52*
Sllvnik, T. (Cambridge/GB) 39

Sloan, Ian H. (Kensington/AUSTRALIA) 55*
Sloane, Neil J.A. (Murray H111/USA) 21*
Slodowy, Peter (Hamburg) 17, 44
Small, Lance W. (La Jolla/USA) 37
Smalo, S.O. (Dragvol1/N) 37*
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Smital, Jaroslav (OpavajCZECH REPUBLIC)
Smith, Patrick F. (Glasgow/GB)
Smith, S. Paul (Seattle/USA)
Sneyd, ·James (Los Angeles/USA)
Snoeyink. Jack (Vancouver/CANADA)
Sobolevskii, Pavel E. (Jerusalem/ISRAEL)
Söderlind, Gustaf (Lund/S)
Sofronov, Ivan L. (MoscowjRUSSIA)
Sakolowski, Jan (Vandoeuvre-les-NancyjF)
Sola-Morales, Joan (BarcelonalE)
Solovay, Robert M. (Berkeley/USA)
Soloveitschik. Mikhail (Heidelberg)
Saltan, Valeriu P. (Kishinev/MOLDOVA)
Sonar, Thomas (Göttingen)
Sarensen, Michael (Aarhus/DK)
Sorin, Sylvain (Paris/F)
Sos, Vera (Budapest/H)
Soshnikov. Alexander B. (Moscow RegionjRUSSIA)
Soule. Christophe (Bures-sur-Yvette/F)
Soulikashvili, Revaz S. (Tbilisi/GEORGIAN REPUBLIC)
Spandaw, Jeroen (Hannover)
Speh, Birgit (Ithaca/USA)
Spenee, Alastair (Bath/GB)
Spielman, Richard (Philadelphia/USA)
Spinrad, Jeremy P. (Nashville/USA)
Spohn, Herbert (München)
Sprekels, Jürgen (Berl;n)
Sritharan, Sivaguru S. (San Diego/USA)
Staffans, Olof (HelsinkijSF)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 1/1993

Grundlagen der Geometrie

3.1. bis 9.1.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von W. Benz (Hamburg) .statt. Im Mittelpunkt. des Inter
esses standen Fragen zur Theorie der Möbius- und Minkowski-Ebenen (miquelsch und auch nicht
miquelsch), der kinema.tischen Gruppen, der Spiegelungsgeometrie, der Konstruktion von Spreads,
der Netze, der fraktalen Struktur von Kreisgeometrien. Die neuerdings interessierenden Problem~

über die Grundlagen der Lösungen der Einsteinschen Feldgleichungen wurden stark diskutiert. Ins
besondere zur Einsteinschen Zylinderwelt und zur de Sitter-Geometrie Wurden Vo~träge gehalten.
Wie bei allen Tagungen über Grundlagen der Geometrie interessierten auch dieses Mal Fragen der
Verbindung von Schul- und Universitätsgeometrie.

Die Qualitä.t aller Vorträge war sehr hoch. Allgemein bedauert wurde, daß wegen der nötigen Be
grenzung der Teilnehmerzahl auf 25, etwa 50 Interessenten abgewiesen werden mußten.

Vo~tragsauszüge

W. BENZ:'

CJtaracterizations of distances in Einstein's Cylinder Universe

The following Theoremean' be proved:

Let C n be the set of points of n-dim Einstein's eylinder UDiverse and let d be a function from
Cn x Cn into the set lR~o of non-negative reals such that

(i) dis a 2-point-invariant of the group of motions of C n
,

(ü) d is additive on admissible point tripies,

(iii) dis locally Lorentz-Minkowskian.
5

Then tfl(:c, y) = I [arccosI::7=1 XiYi]' - (Zn+l - Yn+d' (for all x, y E Cn such that the angle between
(rh'" ,Zn), (Ylt.·. ,Yn) is less than 1r. Here Mecos has to be chosen in [O,r).
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V.G. BOLTYANSKI

On the Hanner numbers

A compact, convex body AI C m.d is sald to possess the (p, q)-intersection property (p < q), if
the following assertion is true: For everycollection Alt , •.• , M q of translates of M, if every p of. the
bodies Mt, ... ,J.\tJq have a. common point, then Mt n ... n M q f; 0. 0 Hanner (a student of Professor
B. Szökefalvi-Nagy) has found a1l the bodies in m.d with (2,3)-inversection property. For example,
in m.3 only affine images of the cube and the regular otcahedron possess this property. Same other
results in this direction were obtained by Lindenstrauss, Hansen, Lima. So, Lima has established that
if 1.\1 C IRd is a centrally symmetrie, compact, convex body with (3,4)-intersection property, then
it possesses the (3,00)-intersection property, Le., (in accordance with a result of the talker). Al is a. ..
direct vector SUffi of convex sets, each of whieh has a dimension $ 2. In the talk the general necessary ..
.and sufficient condition for (p,p + l)-intersection property will be formulated (not published yet).
It follows from this condition that Lima's Theorem can be generallzed to non-symmetrie cases, Le..
if a body lvI C m.d had the (3,4)-intersection property, then it has (3,00 )-intersection property. All
bodies of such a. kind were described in a resent (1992) paper of the talker. .

R. FIUTSCH

Remarks on Bodenmiller's Theorem

The original version of Bodenrniller's Theorem" states that the three cirdes with the diagonals of a
eomplete quadrilateral as diameters intersect in the same two points. We provide a simple proof of an
abstract version of this theorem containing several variations of the .classical result as special cases:
The radical axes of the three Bodenmiller spheres of a complete quadrilateral in a (pseudo-)euclidean
space coincide.

H. HAVLICEK

Spreads of Right Quadratic Skew Field Extensions

Let LIJ( be a right.quadratie (skew) field extension and let P be a 3-dimensional projective space
over [( which is embedded in a 3-dimensional projective space P over L. Moreover let :J be a line
of 'P which carries no point of P. The main result is that - even when L or J( is a skew field
- the fol1owing holds true: A desarguesian spread of 1> is given by the set of all lines of 1> which
are indicated by the points of :J. A spread of Parises in this way if, and only if, there exists an
isomorphism of L onto the kernel of the spread such that !( is elementwise invariant. Furthermore~
a geometrie characterization of right quadratic extensions with a left degree other than two and of .,
quadratic Galois extensions is given.

H. KARZEL

Generalized kinematic groups

Let (G, ·,T) be a kinematic space with the line set.c := {xF I x E G, FE Tl, let * : G - G; x-x·
be a.n involutory antiautolßorphism of(G,·) and let Pe Fix .. such that 'Vx E G: xPx· = P. Thcn
(G,·, F, *, P) is callcd a gcneralizcd kinematic group. (G,·, F; *, P) is a kinematic grollp in thc sense
of H. lIotje if .. is the inverse maI>. Ily "(a,b) =(c,(L):~ 3x,y E G: {c,rL} = {xay,xoy}" wc deHne

a. congruence relation on G. With rcspcct to the trace ~tructurcs, P becolnes an "absolute spacc"



A.KREUZER
Examples oe K -loops

A K -loop (F, EB) is aloop with the following properties for a, b, c E F: there exists an automorphism
00 ,6 with a~(bec)=(aEBb)e 00.6(C), 00 ,6 = 00 ,6$0,60 •6 =id if aeb =0 and e(affib) =(Sa)EB(8b).

These are the properties of the additive structure of a nea.r doma.in (F, EB, .), which was introduced
by H. Katze! in order to discribe sharply 2-transitively groUp8. A. Ungar showed 1988 that m.~ :=
{V E m.3 : IvI< c} (c = speed of light) with the relativistic ve10city addition ia a K -loop. Further
examples are:

'1. For a field (K,+,·) let F = K4 and for x,y E Flet (Zlt%2tZ:hZ.. ) EB (1'1,712,'3,1'.. ) := (Xl +
Yl + (X2 + 2Y2)(X3Y4 - %4Y3),X, + Y2,%3 +Y3,%4 +Y.. ). Then (F,~) is a K-loop.

2. For a map A: m. ~ m.., x ....... >.(z) =: >-~ with '\~'\, = '\~+,.+'\~_, let for (z,y),(z,w) E

IR? (x,Y)EB(z,w):= (x+z,<P(x,z)Y+tb(x,z)w) with <p(x,z) ='\b,\;1>'z+2">'~+2'" tb(x,z) =
A2.. A2"zl+2J:' Then (ffi?, ffi) is a J(-leep.

3. K.M. Robinson and H. Niederreiter gave ror odd primes p, q with q dividing p"J - 1 examples
for Bruck-loops (L, EB) with ILI =pq. It turns out that these loops are K-loops.

3



H.-J. KROLL

A characterization of miquelian Minkowski planes

An automorpbism er of a Minkowski plane M is called a (pq )-homothety if the restriction of er to
the a.ffine derivation A(q) at the point q is a dilatation with fixed point p. The Minkowski plane
.IVf is called (p, q)~transitive, if the group r(p, q) of all (p, q)-homotheties of .1\.1 acts transitivelyon
C\{p,q} where C is a cycle with p,q E C. M is called strongly q-transitive if it is (p,q)-transitive
for every point p of A(q). In 1982 E. Hartmann characterized the miqueli~n ~\'linkowski planes M
by the property

(*) M is strongly q-transitive for all points q.

We will wea.ken this condition and obtain the Theorem: A Minkowski plane J\.1 is miquelian if and e l
only if there is a generator G such that M is strongly q-transitive for all q E G.

A.V. KUZ'MINYKH

Isometrie and similarity mappings characterization and fractals with paradoxical
geometrie properties

1) Let n be a countable subset of the set cf positive numbers, a, b E 11, a 1: b; and let f :
IR" - Rn, n ~ 3,be an injective mapping such that the condition d( ..~,Y) E {a,b} (where

)(, Y E IR", d - Euclidean metric) always implies that d(f(X), f(}'")) E n. Then the mapping

f is a similarity. (If n is the 'set of 3011 prime numbers, then f is an isometry.)

2) "There is a curve M c m." (Le., a subset cf IR" which is homeomorphic to·3o straight line)
which has the following property: for every straight line A eR" the interseetion An J\.1 has
the cardinality of the continuum.

3) There is a connection between the characterization of isometrie (and simil3ority) mappings (see
1) and fractals which are analogous to the curve- M (see 2).

J. LESTER

Centre functions of triangles

Idcntify the Euclideall plane with th~ complex numbers C; then for any triangle ~abc, the number .A.}
[00, a; b, cl (brackets denote a. cross ratio) is called the shape of 6.abc, and determines 6.abc up to ..
(dircct) similarity. Shapes Inay be used to provide simple analytic praofs of many theorems about
similar triang~es.

With respcct to a. fixe<! refcrence triangle ~abc, the triangle coordinate of any point p is [p, a; b, cl.
Ir 1) is a special point of thc triallglc (i.e. if it is defiued in terms of the verticcs and is similarly
siluated in similar triaugles) then (Thcarelo) its triallglc coordinate is a function of its shape. Ir the
special point is a centre, then its function satisfies several symmetry conditions.

These functions, tagether with the various propcrtics of cross ratio, may be used to provc theorcms
abaut special points. Example: thc circumcellLrc, thc llillc-point centre and the two isogonic centres
He Oll a. circle.
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Complex triangle functions can be used to develop a theory of c~ntres; the problem of finding all
triangle centres reduccs to the problem of fhuling all functi~ns satisfying a certain set of functiona.l
equations.

H.MÄURER
Non miquelian inversive planes with inversions tor a1l circles

-Let [( be a. field, U1, U2 E Aut ]( with (al, (2) ~ 712 X, 712 and with Fi = Fix a,( i = 1,2). H
U := Fi . Fi . {k 2 I k E ]{.} is a. proper subgroup of. K* , then

:F:= _~Fl . u I U.EU} U {F2 • U' I u' E K*'U}

(I( U {oo}, {CT(fU {co}) J q E PSL(2,~),f E F},E)

is a non miquelian inversive plane with a.n inversion for every circle.

,'1" .

~~"'. d
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Now many- different properties of the set p. ,.as a subset of the group Aut (P, L, I)), a.nd of the set
.p, as a subset of the group Aut (P, J), are studied.

M. MARCHI

- Automorphis~~' of Inci~ence Loops

A fibered incidence loop wi th parallelism (P,.c, 11, .) is a.n incidence spa.ce with pa.rallelism (P,.c, 11> - ,"
together with a loop structure (P,·) such that the 'set of left multiplications p,. := {aO I a· : P ~
P; x ~ ax, VcE P} is a set of translations acting regula.rly on P. If suitable conditions are fulfilled,
a f~ily J of subsets of P, named "strings" (namely:'J ::{M% I M E L(l), x E P}) ca.n be defined

. such that any two distinct points belong to exactly one string and an .equiva.lence relation "'"",
named "string-parallelism", fulfilling the Euclid's axiom, is allowed. This fact leads us to consider
also the set of right mappings .p := {·al ·a: P ~ P; % ~ xc, Va E P} which is still acting regularly
on P.

U.OTT
Nets and G'eneralized Quadrangleser.We give a. short report a.bout a. joint project with D. Ghinelli.

.Let N = (n, A, I) be a net with the parameters s and t. Thus N admits 82 points and each point
contains exactly 1 + t lines. We choose a basepoint o. Let K be a field.

Definition 1 A function F : n x n ~ [( is called an area function on N tDith volues in K i/ the
/ollowing conditions hold

Al if the points 0, A, B are collin'ear then F(A, B) = 0

A 2 for collinear points A, B we have F( A, B) = - F( D, A)

5
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A3 il A, B, C are the IJoints 01 a triangle then the equation F(A, B) + F(B, C) + F(G, A) = 0 is
equivalel1t to the fact that the points A, B, C are collinear.

In this notation we get the following theorem and conjecture

Theorem 1 lf there exzsts an area function on a nei with parameters sand t (degree t + 1) with
values in GF(t), then tllere is a generali:ed quadrangle with parameters s, t.

Conjecture 1 Let N = .4 be an affine plane 0/ prime order. lf there is an area function with values
in G F(p) then the plane is desarguesian and the area function is (in a certain sense) equivalent to
the symplectic form.

We have the question whether a translation plane of order q can have an area function with values e
in GF(q).

P. PLAUMANN

The lattice of connected subgroups of .an algebraic group

In joint work with K. Strambach and G. Zacher we h~ve stuwed the lattice A( G) of all closed
connected subgroups of an algebraic group (over same algebraically closed filed). Lattice theoret
ical properties which interest us are those which are shared by projective spa.;:es, like modularity,
ato~city, complementarity, the Jordan-Dedekind-condition etc. We classify the groups G for which
A(G) satisfies this properties; in prime characteristic same interesting phenomena arise. Here I want
to mention the following

Theorem: For an algebraie eonnected group G over an algebraically closed field its lattice A(G) is
complementary if and only if G splits over its solvable radical R an~ R is a vector group.

S. PRIESS

Examples of spherically complete spaces

(joint work with Paulo Ribenboim)

Let (r,:5) be a partia.lly ordered set with 0 < '"'f for each "'1 E rand let ~r :f:. 0 be a set. A mapping
d : ~"'( X X -1> ru {O} is called an ultrametric, if it has formally the same properties as a metric, but
iustead of the triangle inequality, the following ane for all x, y E X, i E f: if d(x, y) ~ 7, d(y, z) ~ 7,
then also d(x, z) :$ 1. The set B1{a) = {x E X I d(x, a) :5 1'} is a ball of X, and X is spherically
completc if nB # 0 for every chain B # 0 of balls. In a spherically complete space X, one hase l
a Banach-like Fixed Point Theorem (cp. Priess-Crampe, Ribenboim, Abhandlungen Math. Sem.
Hamburg 1993). Therefore, one is interestcd in exalnplcs of sphcrically complete spaces. Outside
af va:Iuation theory, complcte Boolean algebras (with the symmetrie difference as a distallce) and
fUllction spaces RX (with d(/, !I) = {x E )( I J(x) -# g(x)}) are such spaces.

E. QUAISSER

Investigations to the lnnpping geometricnl representation

At first a.re proposed conditions at thc conccptioll of thc ma.pping geomctrical reprcscntation. 'T'hcn
are given some rcsults oe thc ~~complclc:' rcprcsentalion of lhc plane a.mne ~cametry (and lhe affillc

Ci



geometry with arbitra.ry dimension ~ 2) on basis of ·affine reftections resp. non involutory shears
resp. axial dilatations resp. skcw reßections resp. m-reftections. In last case the necessary condition
for the represcnta.bility results from the reflection geometricallanguage..

In second part is given acharacterization theorem for the respresentability of the plane parabolic
geometry: This theory is representable if all models are translation planes with char #:- 2 and (t, t)
transitivity (with ~eference to incidence structure) .

.H.-J. SAMAGA

Are there fractal structures in circle geometries? .

For -Zn, W E C, the iterat.ion Zn+l = z~ + w leads to the well known Ma.ndelbrot set Me and filled in
Julia sets JC{w). From a geometric~ point of view C fixes the miquelian Möbius plane. There are
further circle geometries over m.. of dimension 2 and 3; to ea.ch of them belangs an algebraic structure..
These structures areID :={a + bt I a,b E IR. 1 t,e2 = O},lR X nl,C x nt,lR x IR x nl,ID x IR,
IR.[X]/ (X3), IR[..-t, Yl/ (X 2 , XY, y 2):-' 'i'~" .

Problem: What are theshapes of ML,JL(W), if L E {ID,lR x IR, ...}? Answer (roughly): Look at a
homeomorphic image of the "Feigenbaum"-function fez) = Z2 + c in the right way and you know
(nearly) everything you 'want! - .

. .

In detail, 2- and 3-dimensional M:andelbrot set~. and ~ 2-di~ensionalJulia sets are illustrated by
theorems andfor (computer) graphics.

M. SCAFATI-TALLINI

Topics on hypervector spaces

We define hypervector spac~ over a fteld K the quadroplet (V, +,0, K), ~here' (V, +) is an abelian
group and

o : K xV ~ P'(V)

is a mapping of K·x·V into the set pi(V) of non-empty subsets of V, such that:the following
canditions hold:

. :(1) Va,bE l(, '1% E V, (a+b)ox ~ (a9 z )+(60%),

e ;.' (2) Va E K, Vx,y E V, ao (~+ y) ~ (ao.x) + (ao y),

.(3) Va,~E l(, '1x E V,.a~{box) = (ab)oz .

(4) Va E K, Vx E V, a 0 (-x) = (-a) 0 x = -(a 0 x),

(5) '1% E V, x E 1 0 x.

Here we explain various properties of such spaces, the geometrie stnictures that· we associate with
them, and the cathegory of such spaces, once given in a suitable way the nations of factor spac;.e and
homom~rpJlism.
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S.E. SCHMIDT

Foundations of a genernlized affine geometry

(A) Concept: We develop an a..x.ioma.tic structure theory of affine geometry which induces the
geometry of all affine submodules of unitary modules (Qver associative rings). We point out
that it is not intended to include "weak affine" geometries (as introduced by E. Sperner and
generalized by H.-J. Arnold), "skew-affine" geometries (as studied by J. Andre) or "generalized
(partial) affine" geometries (as investigated by W. Leißner and F. RadeS) - nevertheless the
latter occur as partial substructures in our set-up.

(B) Main results:

(1) Completion of "affine line systems" to ~'a.ffine c10sure systems".

(2) Algebrai~ation of affine spaces (in our sense) by unitary modules.

E.M. SCHRÖDER .

On O-distance-preserving permutations of affine and projective quadrics

Let (V,lF,q) be a metric vector space. The set:Fr := {IFx I X E V\{O} 1\ q(x) = O} is the quadric
wrt. q of the projective space II := II(V, lF). In the affine space A := A(V, lF), the set :FA :=

{x E V I q(x) + K(X) + a == O} (~ : V .....;. IF linea.r, a E IF) is an affine quadric wrt. q, and

F~ :=:FA U {(IFx) 11 Ix E V\{O} 1\ q(x) = O} is a quadric of the projective closure Il(A) of A.

Assurne :Fr resp. F': contains lines, hut no double points.

For:F:= :Fr resp. :F := FA, points ~\, Y E F are called O-distant (or conjugate or parallel), written
·X ~ Y, Hf the connecting line "Y, Y is contained in :F.

Now assume 4 ~ dirn Il $ 00 in case of :F = Fr resp. 4 ~ dirn A :5 00 1\ IIFI ~ 4 in case of F = :FA'

Then the following theorem !lolds true.

If e.p is apermutation of F with the property

(*) 4Y ~ Y {::> ~1;1p ~ Ylp V~Y, Y E :F,

t hen t here exists an Cl E JF\{O} and a semi-Iinear bijection (<7,!?) of (V, IF) such that q 0 <7 =Cl • !? 0 q el

and )(VJ = X(7 V)( E Fr resp. )('P = OVJ + )«(7 VX E :FA. .

G. TALLINI

(n )-varieties in linear spnces

A (n)-variety 1/ in alillcar space (P, L) is a. subset of P such tha.t:

VI E I~, cithcr I C JJ or Iln III E {O, l,n}

an<.! n-sccant lincs <.10 cxist.

CI
<:'
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/1 is callcd non-singular quasiregula.r if \lz E H the union of the liDes through % either tangent
or contained in 11 isa. subspace rex) #: P (regular, strongly regular respectively if rex) is either a
hyperplane or a prime). Here we outline the foundations of the theory of (n)-varieties, in particular
of quasiregular ones, in a.linear space (P, L), pointing out the properties of alinear space containing
a (n)-variety and conversely. We explai~ several results and open problems on this subject.

H.TECKLENBURG

Low Order Projective Plane~

It is well-known that there exists exacdy one projective plane of order n ror n =2,3,4,5,7 (up to
isomorphism), while a projective plane of order 6 cannot OOst. Pure geometrically with short unified
praofs we show the u~iqueness and existence or non-existence resp. of such planes.

Remark: Using a computer, M. Hall, J.D. Swift, and R.J. Walker (1956) proved the uniqueness of
the projective plane of order 8. It is assumed that this case can be trea.ted directly with our method
so that the use of a computer is 00 more necessary.

B. WERNICKE

Möbius planes and geometry of refiections

At the beginning we refer to results of P. Dembowski, H. Mäurer, and H. Karze!. Geometry of
reflections in Möbius planes was also investigated by E. Molncir (over pythago~eia.n fields) and
K. Lang (over fields of char ~ 2). We give a group theoretica1 system ofaxioms for a miquelian
Möbius plane (independent of chara.cteristic). We need for the proof of the "Berührs~tz"one of the
two orthogonality axioms. So we have a system of three simple "incidence" axioms and one weak
"orthogonality" axiom for a group so that the group plane ia a. Möbius plane·with a reflection in
each circle (H. Mäurer)

H. ZEITLER

A. Conjecture of A. ROSA, concerning systems S(2,4,v)

Areport about joint works with Shen Hao and furthermore an extension of a lecture given 14.12.1992
in Oberwolfach: .

(1) Exact1y '111 == 40,49(36) there exist systems 5(2,4,11) with eztJctlll one sub system S(2,4,r =
1(v- 1)). .

(2) It's possible that within the complement of 5(2,4, r) there exiBts an affine plane AG(2, 3).
Adding a line from 5(2,4, T) to AG(2,3) in the U8~al way a. projectil1e 'plane PG(2,3) is
obtained. ..

Same results of Rees-Stinson are used.

(3) Forall admissible numbe~s v, v f; 13 there exists a S(2, 4, 11) without any subsystem 5(2,4, r).
(The conjecture of A. Rosa.)

Berichtersta.tter: Hans ~ Joachim Samaga.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber c li t 2/1993

Extensions of buildings and geometries

3. bis 9.1.1993

The meeting was led by A. Beutelspacher (Giessen)t F. Buekenhout (Bruxelles) and D.R.
Hughes(London). .
In the centre of interest where questions of classification and characterization of geometries
belonging to particular (e.,,<tended) diagramst embeddings of geqmetries ~nd buildings, -and
geometries related to Coxeter groups. The meeting was very succesful; same of the lectures
stimulatedotber participants to proye new results wbich they· could also present at the
oo~rem~ ,

'There was a common interest witb tbe meeting on foundations of geometrYJ which \Vas held
at the same time, and a joint session was organized.

Vortragsauszüge

B. BAUMEISTER:
Flag-transitive rank 3 geometries, which Me loeally eomplete graphs

c c·
- ~

Let G be a Rag-transitive glOUp on a geometry r of type P L F (P: point, L:
line, F: plane), supposing that the stabilizer of a point has no regular normalsubgroup. It is
already.known that G is finite. Furtbermore we bave !(p = [(F = 1 and tbe groups Gp and
GF are isomorphie (also as 2-transitive permutation groups on Res(P), Res(F) respectively).
We get the nice criterion: If Z(B) =1 and Gp 1- L2(11). A71 L2(8) : 3 of degree 11, 15 t 28
then r is the hypereube.
'''ith help of this criterion and the Todd-Coxeter-algolithm we are able to show: IC one point
is ineident to at most 20 planes tben rand Gare known or G::!! 2· M 22 with Gp '=:! A7. We
eao give a simple geometrical description of this example.
Finally assuming that ODe point is incident with at least 20 planes we get r is a hypcrcube
or G p is a group of Lie-type of rank 1.
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A. BEUTELSPACHER:
Extensions of semiaffine linear spaces

For a non-incident point-line pair (P,i) of a linear spaee 5 denote by r(P, I) the number of
lines of S on P that da not intersect I. The linear space 5 is called H -semiaffine, if H is a
set of integers containing all of r(P, I).
The finite {O, 1}- and {O, 1, 2}-semiaffine linear spaces have been characterized by Dembowski
and Hauptmann, Olanda-Lo Re, respectively.
We consider finite incidence structures 5 such that for any point P of 5, the derivation Sp
is a tOt 1,'2}-semiaffine linear spate. We prove that any such strueture ean be embedded in
a Möbiusplane or an extension of a projective plane. (Joint work with D. Olanda, Napoli.)

J. van BON:
. Same extended generalized hexagons

A few years aga R. Weiss studied geometries of type 0 C where the
hexagon is known and either thick or point thin, under the condition that there exist tbree
mutually eollinear points that are not on a ende. In the case where the generalized hexagon
is the one associated to PSL3 (2) : 2 he also assumed that the stabilizer of a point P induces
this group on the residue of P.
In this talk we discuss the the situation where the stabilizer of P induees a group isomorphie
to 7 : 6 on its residue.

A.E. BROUWER:

(1) discussion of recent results on 7l4 -duality for bioary codes .

(2) the ooly generalized hexagons of order 3 such that its subgeometry far away from the
Bags (p, L o) have three conoected components, is the well-known one.

(3) discussioD of Weetmants results. .
Theorem. Let r be a Taylor graph, not the hexagon. Then locally r graphs have bounded
diameter.

F. BUEKENHOUT:
Generalizing the Alexandrov theorem on spaeetime in special relativity

The Alexandrov theorem for a Minkowski space Mn of dimension n at,ates thai apermutation
of the points preserving o-distances is an automorphism of M,.. The result has been extended
to arbitrary fields, the metric being defined by a quadratic form of index ~ 1 and infinite

2
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dimensional spaces being allowed (J. Lester (1985), E. Schz:öder (1990». Our viewpoint
departs from metric and from a~tomorphisms. \Ve consider any affine space A and a set B of
points at infinity. of A, 'generatiDg a hyperplane at infinity. The Alexandrov space Alex(A f B) .
is the set of points of A equipped· with the collection of sets C(p, B) wherepis a point: of
A and and C(p, B) is the union of &11 liDes of A cODtaining p and apoint b E E!. We get
sufficient conditions on· B in order that Alex(A) B) does uniquely determine alliines of A
and the parallelism. One such caridition is· that B is a nondegenerate polar space of index
~" 1, embedded in the hyperplane at infinity and such that ail tangent hyperplanes have an
empty intersection. . .

P.J. CAMERON:
Ovoids, spreads aad flat georrietries

"If an infinite incidence structure has theproperties
(a) # points per block =# blocks (= Q, say)
(b) giyen a block Band a set S of fewer than Q points disjoint from B. Then" Q points on B
are collinear with no point in S,
then the point set can be pa~titioned ioto ovoids. . 4-

The dass of structures with these properties includes polar spaces over infinite fields, and
infinite near polygons (induding generalized polygons. and dua~ polar spaces over infinite
fields except for type otn)'

Applications inc1ude
(a) a th~rem- ofShult anq Thas on hyperplanes of dual polar spaces doesn't extend to infinite
fields;
(b)"a slight generalization of a construction of Kantor gives many geometries with star dia
grams and residues of the above. form (including Tits geometries).

~r··.. , .....-

C. HUYBRECHTS:
Thecommutativity of the ground division ring of a Dn-geometry

If r is a thick and residualy connected Dn-geometry, n ~ 4,it is weil known that r is defined
over a unique ground division ring which is commutative. A footnote of Tits (1964)"suggests
to give an elementary proof. of this fact. It is easy 10 show that it suffices to tread the· case
of D... geometries. The main step of the proof is to build a null polarity in the 3-dimensional"
projective subspaces ~f r (Le. a polarity 1r such that only point p is incident with 1I"(p» ..
Here is how to construct the null polarities. Consider two end nodes of the diagram D4 and
call elements of these types respectively points and blocks. A block has the structure of a 3
dimensional projective geometry. For any disjoint blocks B ahd B', we find a natural duality
6[J,8' of the residues rB onto r B'. Next, we show that for every block B, there are blocks
B' and D" such that B f B' and B" are pairwise disjoint. The mapping 68".D 068'.D" 060,0'

is a null polarity in rB.
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A.A. IVANOV:
Nonabelian representations of geometries

Let 5 = (P, L) be a point-line incidence system with 3 points o~ a line. A group H is a
representation" group of S ie it is generated by a set oe (non-nec.essary distinct) elements Zp

indexed by the points pEP such that (i) z: =1; (ii) zpzfzr = 1 if p, q, T are distinct
and collinear. If in addition (iii) [zp, z,,] = 1 for all Pt q E P then H is a repnsentation
module of S. It is dear how to define the universal repr~ntation group and the universal
representation module in terms oC generators and relations. Let G:!!! J4 , F2 or F1 and g(G)
be the 2-local geometry having tbe centra! involutions as points. It ia known that a(G) does
oot have a nontrivial representation module, but G is obviously a representatioo group of
tJ(G).
Conjecture. The universal representation graUp8 oCO(G) Cor G:!! J., F2 and F1 are isomorphie
to J4 , 2· F2 and Fit respectively.
A considerable progress in proving tbe conjecture was recently done in my joint work with
D.V. Pasechnik and S.V. Sphectorov.

A. IVIC \VEISS:
Chiral Polytopes

Abstract polytopes are discrete geometrie structures wbicb generalize the classical notion
of a convex polytope. Chiral polytopes are those abstract polytopes which have maximal
symmetry by rotation, in cootrast to tbe abstract regular polytopes whieh have maximal
symmetry by refleetion. Chirality is a fascinating phenomenon which does not occur in the
classical theory. We give the basic theory of chiral polytopes and present same general results.
We Curtbermore discuss the existente oC chiraI polytopes in higher dimensions.

O.H. KING:
C p. geometries

c p.
0-------0------

The geometries in this talk will have diagrarn 0 1 2, they will have a ftag
transitive automporphism group G and will satisfy condition (LL), that two points He on at

most one line. Tbey will also be residually connected. 0 coP· 0 is a special
case of 0 L 0 p. 0 which ia otherwise 0 0 p. 0 . Tbe latter is
more commonly consider in it dual form 0 p 0 0 and all (botb) geometries

are known. In 0 coP· 0 G roust act imprimitivelyon 2-elements.
The embedding of the Petersen graph in Vettor spaces of dimension 4,5 and 6 over GF(2)
leads to geometries on 16,32,32 and 64 points with (ull automorphism groups zt : 55 ,25 : 55,
25 : As and 26 : 55 respectively.
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Consider the collineation graph f of a geometry r ..The neighbourhood graph of a point has
valency 4, 6, 8, 120r 14. Only a small number of graphs arise except in the c~ of valency
4. In that case f is locally the line graph of the Petersen graph and any triangle of r lies in
a circle (2.element).
We note that the examples above (and an exarnple with group 3.A6) arise as quotients of
truncations of quotients of (thin) Coxeter geOmetries of rank 4.

M. KITAZUfvfE:
Same non-split extensions of orthogonal groups

My purpose is to give an explicit construction of the non-split extensions 37 • 0(7,3). and
38 .0-(8,3) which are the point-stabilizer oftheir 3-local geometries belonging to the diägläm

o co. This purpose is not established yet. but same subgrÖups
of 37 ·0(7, 3)has been constructed by using the following function g(x, y) : IF~xIF~ -IF~

due to R.L. Greiss, .

g(X, y) = (Xl - yd(Z2Y3 - Z3Y2)

where x = (Xl, X2. za)t Y= (Yl. Y2, Y3) EJF~. These subgroups are corresponding to maximal
parabolic subgroups of 0(7, 3).

P. lvlCMULLEN:
Changing generators of reftection groups

A group G = (P, ... , Pn-I) generated by involutions Pi which s~tisfy the intersection property

for all I, J ~ N := {Ot .•• , n - 1} underlies. a ftag-tr~nsitive thin geometry. Choosing new
generators for G will lead to different geometries. \Ve discuss systematic ways of ehanging
gent7rators, with particular reference to the esse n :;: 3. .

B. MÜnLHERR:
Embeddings of buildings

Polarities of projective spaces provide polar spaees embedded in these spaees. This situation
is also wellknown for other buildings. Examples are the hexagons fixed by a triality·in D4

or the octagons fixed by a polarity in F4 • . .

In the case of thin buildings • the Coxeter complexes - one gets also other embeddings
which do not eorne from an automorphism ofa diagram. These a~e provided byadmissible
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partitions. So the question iSt whether there exist also thick examples of such embeddings.
Tue main result about this question is the Collowing: .-
Theorem. Every n·gon (3 ~ n < 00) embedded in a building of rark at least 3 of irreducible
type is MouCang.

A. PASINI: üoint work with A. DeI Fra)
Linear-dual·linear extensions of projective geometries

We consider Hag-transitive geometries beionging to the following diagram of rank m ~ 4:
L Le

o 0 0"'0 0 0
r 8 8 8 8 t

With r :5 t < s < 00. By a theorem of Delandsheer, the possibilities that can arise are the.
following:

(1)~ ... o.o---eo:>--o_A--=I;..,.·-ao

(3) oo__--(o:).-__<o)--_c_
e
_"-00

4 4
It is known that (3) characterizes a unique geometry (or H S. We prove that (2) ia impossible.
We" also obtain some partial results on (1), towards a proof of the (oiIowing conjedure: (1)
charaderizes geometries obtained (rom PG(m, q) (for sorne prime power q) by deleting a
hyperplane and the star of a point and, possibIy, by taking quotients.

S.V.SHPECTOROV:
Classification of the Hag-transitive tilde geometries of symplectic type

A tilde geometry ia a geometry which belangs 10 the diagram

«j 0 . . . 0---.0 with· , , • s~anding forthe tripie cover

of the generalized quadrangle of order (2,2) (so that Aut ( Ci tI) :! 3 . 56)' By now
a complete classification of ßag-transitive tilde geometries is available in.a series of papers
or several authors. Starting from a particular characterization of an infinite series of tilde
geometries üoint work with G. Stroth), same ideas of the general classification will be pre
sented.

6
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(or the Thompson group

J.A. TßAS:
The affine plane AG(2,q), q odd, has a unique ODe point extension

Let [be a finite inversive plane of odd order q. I( (ar at leaSt ODe point p of [ the internal affine
. plane Ip is Desarguesian, theD [ is ~iiquelian. Other formulation: tbe finite Desarguesian

affine plane of odd order q has a unique one point extension; this extension is the Miquelian
inversive plane of order q. It follows that there is· a unique inversive plane of order q, with
q E {3, 5. 7}.

S.V. TSARANOV:
A Coxeter' subsystem for 3 D4(2) of tbe Coxeter system

6
~

Y-generat.ors .of the Bimonster giverise to a Coxeter group "

a

admitting the automorphism 1r of order 3 that rotates 3branches. ßut tbe additional" rela
tion (ablclab2c2ab3c3)10 =·1 which defines the Bimonster doesn't admit 1r. Nevertheless in
the Monster 7r cao be interpreted as an inner' automorphism induced by 3e-element of the
.Klonster. Hs centralizer in tbe Monster is the Thomp"&ul group so that it may be considered
as a quotient of . .

6 ". . .
( 6 )+ ..

Wc prove the following results.
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Theorem 1. The subgroup (~4

H. Van MALDEGHEM:
Folding diagrams and fiHing apartments

Consider a building with diagram ~. We know that certain foldings of ~ give rise to lower
rank buildings (see B. Mühlherr's talk). A lot of examples related 10 Generalized Polygons
are known. We present a heuristic argument for the converse: given a generalize4 polygon 5,
under what condition tan one construtt a building of higher rank it naturally lives in? This
can be obtained by considering the apartment of S and appropriately filling it up. Tbis way,
Cor example, we construct the 24-cell out of the usual octagon.

s. YOSHIARA:
Some flag-transitive extensions of polar spaces of non-classical type

The Collowing result ia deseribed together with constructions and characterizations of three
simply connected c.Crgeometries with point-residues non...classical thick generalized quad...
rangles.

Theorem. Let g be a residually eonnected thick geometry belonging 10 the diagram
o C j 0 .

y z r
admitting a Hag-transitive group G. Ir the residue yp at a point pis not the dual of a classical
polar spaee, the one of the following holds:
(1) Q" is tbe sporadie AT-geometry, G =Aut(G):!! 24

: AT and Q ia isomorphie to a geometry
on 16 points constructed in terms of the Steiner system 5(24,8,5) with specified pair of point
and octad.
.(2) G = Aut(g) acts regularlyon the chambers and y + 2 =2e or 3e (orsorne e .~ L.

It is conjectured that the case (2) does not occur.

berichterstatter: J.T.M. van Bon
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I~I
MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n .g 8 b e reh t _. 3/1993

Computational Methods for Nonlinear Phenomena

10.1. bis 16.1.1993

Die Tagung fand ~ter.der L~it"ung-der HeITen Tassilo Küpper (Köln), Hubert Schwetlick
(Halle), Rüdiger Seydel (U:Ini).urid Hans Trager (Wien) statt.

Mathematiker, Ingenieure und Physiker aus Belgien, Deutschland, England, Österreich,
Rußland, Schweiz und .U.S.A. waren der Einladung gefolgt. Es wurden insgesamt 27
Vorträge gehalten, ergänzt .durch einen Abendvortrag.

Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses st~d~n numerische und analytische Methoden zur Unter
suchlplg nichtlinearer Phänomene, doch war~n auch die Anwendungen von gro~r ,Bedeu
tung' bei dieser Tagung. So bepchteten und 9.iskutierten die Teilnehmer übei.nichtlineare
Probleme aus der Technik, der Physik und dei Biologie. Außerdem wurde. Softw~e für
Verzweigungsprobleme vorgestellt und in einem Abendvortrag eine Übersicht über Hamil
ton~sche Störungstheorie gegeben.

Das Progriunm w~ so gestaltet, daß es anregende Diskussionen und persönliche Gesprä~he
zuließ. Die angenehme Oberwolfa.ch-Atmosphäre. und die vorbildliche Organisation des
Instituts trugen w~entlichzum· Gelingen der Tagung bei.
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Vortrap;sa\lszli~e

vVOLF-JÜllGEN DEYN:

Nl.l111erical apprOXillla.tioll of cOlluecting orbits

\Ve consider the nUlncrical coulputation uf orbits which connect steady states 01' periodic
orbits in a paranleter <.lepelldent dynanlical systeln. Such problelus typically arise when
detel1uining the sha.pe and speed of travelling waves in parabolic systems.

Connecting ol'bit~ satisfy a boundary value problein on ihe realline. \Ve analyze the error
causecl by truncatioll to a finite interval and by the choice of boundary conditions.

More specifia.lly~ we consider orbits connecting a steady state to a periodic orbit. It ,vA
be ShOWll that a cl'llcial role is played by the property of ~asymptotic phase' and by •
corresponding foliations of stable und unstable manifolds.

HANS BRAUCHLI:

Bifurcation of the l'onfi~uration luanifold illustrated by the example of the multiply
hinged arch

The plane five-hingecl a.rch is a sinlple luechanislll with t\VO degrees of freedorn. Depending
on thc distance of the two base joints, its configuration space is a sphere 01' a closed surface
of genus four. Near the critical paranleter value, strong singularities of the curvature occur.
The orbits are defleeted by an angle depencling on the discrete curvature.

FRIEDRICH H. BUSSE:

Nunlerical analysis of tertiary anel quarternary solutions anel their stability in cases of
fluid flows in plane layers

SOlne fluid systelns with a high degree uf sYlnlnetry reach a turbulent state of motions
through a sequence of sllpp.rcritical hifurcations. Rayleigh-Benard convection in a layer
heated from below alld the Taylor-Cotlctte systelll ure the priIne exatnples. The basic
state is typically replaced 1>y hy roll-like lnotions representing the secondary state. The
reluaining sY~llnetriesof the llH)tion~ are hroken inn. llluuber of different ways as transitions
to tertiary anti quarternary states occur. The Galerkin Inethod for solving the b;_
eCI uations of 111otioll provides a (Ollvt:'nieut way tn incurporatc all symmetry propertie~

the fluid tlow (lud t.n facilitate tlH~ analysis of its :;tability. Thernlal convection with and
withollt a Inean ~hear provides ll\\lller()l1~excllllpies. Ulliversal tertiary states such as wavy
rolls will he tlisCllsscd in (ktail alld t.ht.·ir (H~(:\lrellt."e ill ditfert~ut experinlental settings \vill
he descrih ed.



Invariant Manifolds in Control Theory

MICHAEL DELLNITZ

Computational Methods for Syouuetry Creatioll

We consider Dynamical Systenls which possess symmetry - PDEs on the line with periodic
boundary conditions, for iostance. An attractor of such a systeIn might have less symmetry
than the fulI symmetry of the problem. In this case there ahvays exist several attractors
which are related by symmetry transfonnations and, varying a parameter, it might happen
that those conjugate attractors collide. Then the resulting attractor has more symmetry
and this phenomenon is called. Symmetry Creation. During the last two years Synimetry
Creation has frequently been fouod ~n the numerical simulation of sev~ral POEs (eg. in
the Ginzburg-Landau equation or in the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation). 1t.' has also
been observed in physical experiments like the Taylor-Couette apparatus or ,the .Faraday
experiment. Based on the Karhunen-Loeve decomposition we will present a numerical
method for the detection of SyinInetry Creation in Dynamical Systems.

DIETRICH FLOCKERZI:

:l,
j

We present same examples how the theory of invariant manifolds has recently·. been used
in the study .of affine nonlinear control problems. First we investigate the p"roblem of loeal
asymptotie stabilization for systems having a well-defined relative degree.-· Sec~ndly we
deal with Ioeal qualitative control problems including various classical control problems.

. Finally, for systems with c;iisturbances, we investigate the error feedback regulator: problem
and present astate space approach to nonlinear Hoo-control. . j

FOTlOS GIANNAKOPOULOS:

Bifurcation Phenomena in-a Model for Neural Dynamics

We present a mathematical model which describes the dynamic~ of a simple neural net
consisting of an excitatory. and an inhibitory neuron. The mathematical model is a system
of two nonlinear. differential equations. We show that the system possesses 'characteristical
nonlinear properties such as hysteresis and bifurcation of periodic solutions. Examples of
hysteresis and Hopf curvesare given.

ANDREAS GRIEWANK:

Derivative Convergence for Iterative Equatian Solvers

When nonlinear equation solvers are applied to parameter dependent problems their it
erates can be interpreted as functions of these variable parameters. H they exist the
derivatives of these iterated functions can be recursively evaluated by the forward mode
of automatie differentiation. Then one Inay ask whether and how fast these derivative
values converge to the derivative of the inlplicit solution function, which may be needed
for parameter identification, sellsitivity studies, ur design optimizatioll.
It is shown here that derivative (:onvergellce is achieved with an R-linear rate far a large
dass of secant updating methods, whose iterates converge Q-superlinearly.' Für a wider
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dass of lllUlt.i-stc'p ("out.raetious Wt·~ ohtaill R-lillear cunvergp.llce of a sinlplificd deriva.tive
npcla.till,~ ~·;('h(-~lne, which is lll()n~ ecouolnica.l and call be easily gelleralized to second lligher
tlc.~riva.tiv('s. \Ve abo fonuulatc a COllstructive critcrioll for derivative l"Ollvergence hased on
the ilIlplicit fUlll't.ioll t!loereill. All theoretical results are coufinlled by lluluel;cal ~xperi-

lnents Oll ~l11all test l~Xcllllpl(~s. .

ANNEGI1ET HO\":

A Ne\v Prineiple for COllstructing Tensor ~:lethods

Tensor Iuethods cOllverge .10eal superlinearly towards regula.r as weIl as singular solutions of
nonlincar eqllatiolls. This property luakes theIn attractive for .solvillg llonlinear equations.
The llew cUllstruetioll prillciple leads to a special tensor lnethod which is characterized by
the following featunes: ,e

loc~l cu bic COI1ver\!v~nce tc)\vards regular solutiollS

. loeal superlillear C:Ol1Vergellce \vith Q-order 1.5 to,vards regular singularities

. llse uf seconcl order directiollal derivatives which keep conlputational casts at a low
level.

This set of useful features c:an be viewed as a further developxnent of the methads due ta
Schnabel/Frank and Griewunk, respectively.
Interesting points für fllrther disc.:ussioll 11lay be: irregular singularities and variants for
globalization.

VLADI11IR JA.NOVSI{\' (jOillt work wich V. Seige):

Qualitative Analysis of Newton Iterations for hnperfect Bifurcatioll Singularities

A silnple bifurcation point of a parnuleter-dependent xnapping F is considered. Given a
slnall perturbation of F ~ the bifurcatioll point luay degenerate ioto a pair of limit points. In
this situation,the perfonnuncp. of Ne,vton luethocls for finding the limit points is studied.
The prior objective of thc analysis are qualitative properties of the basins of attraction.
Center Nlauifold-liki:' Theorell1 for the contillllouS version of the Inethod (Newton fiow) is
proved. Nonnal fnnn of NewtOl1 How Oll the center lllanifold is derived and analysed. Pre
sented llulnerical experilncllts support tlle C()lljc~ct\1re tha.t ilnportant properties of Newton
How are also shared hy Nt~wtoll it.era.tions.

HANS G. I\:APER:

COluplltatioual Nlethods for tlte GiuzIHU',!!;-Laudall Equatioll anel Flux Vortex Behavior
in Hi,l..!;h-teluperatl1re SnpernHHlllctors.

TIll' Hi,!!;h-P('rf()nllalln.~ C(HllP\ltill~ alld COlllllltluicatiolls (HPCC) prog~raln at Argollue is
focuscc 1Oll iLpplicatioIls of lllassi\"(·ly parallt'l arcbitct'tl1n~s in several sciclltific disciplines.
(>tw of t.ll{' ill"<'il.S qf illt('n'sr. is 1l1;lt.cTl,!ls sl'ic'u('(', whl'1"(' t.lu' la),oratory lIas an (~xtellsiv(~

rl'St'arcll p['ogralll in high-Tc' sllpt'rcoudllct.i\·ity. Iu du' C()lltc~xt of th(-: HPCC progralll,
Wt' an' n'sp()llsil)l(~ for lar.!!.;t·-st'all' IlHlIH·ri .."l silllulatiollS of tiux vortc:x hdlf1vior in tlH~



presence of itnpurities. This behavior can he llloueied at various levels; for example, one
can study the llonlillear Giuzbllrg-Landau equation for the order pafa.tueter in the presence
of a luagnetic field and sho\v how vortices are fornled as the result of bifurcations, C?f one
can study vortices directly as interactillg elastic filaments in a random medi~m. 80th
approaches are included in our research prograIn, which' addresses analytical as weH a.s
computational aspects of the problem and is done in elose collaboration with researchers
at the laboratory and universities. I will present somerecent results of this work in my
talk.

YANNIS G. KEVREKIDIS:

Model Reduction for PDEs

W~ study low-dimensi~na1 dynami~ and instabilities in pattern forming systems with
eomplex geometries (e.g. transitional flows). We use techniques inspired from ~he theory
of approxima~e inertial manifolds as weH a.s image ptocessing (Karhunen-Loeve-'- SVD) to
obtain reduced dynamic models on whieh the bifurcation calculations can beperf9rmed. In
particular, we introduceacombination of the two, yielding 10w-dimensiQnal,h'1:ppr~ximately
invariant nonlinear subspaces 00 which the long term dynamies lie. Dur test :examples
include flow.s in eomplex geometries, ~eactioo-diffusionand amplitude equations'!

. . . . ,.~ ~

ALEXANDER KHIBNIK (joint work with Yu. Kuznetsov, V. Levitin, E. Nikol~v):

Designing Software for Bifurcation Problems: Philosophy and Practical Experience
. .

We discuss different aspects of LOCBIF software project. The applied fields we are ex-
perienced with (ecology, biochemistry, chemistry, electrical .. ci~cuits etc.) motivate the
concentration o~ generic vector fields and diffeom()rphisms-with relatively 'low ~umber of
variables aild relatively high numbe.r of parameters (3 or more). Thegraph of adjacency
of singularities up-to codimension three represent the concentrated 'view on·.tha~ how dif
ferent singularities are organized with respect to their unfolclings.- In numeri.cal ().pproach,
this graph is reformulated .using the language of (scalar) test bifureation furictiqns. Then
eontinuation techniques. is applied, whieh ailows us to end up with the code supporting

. "travelli~gJ' alortg· a solution manifold and exploring its stratification. Computer seience
aspects .af the project (tool for defining models, graphie user interface) are discussed as
weH as directions of further .developrilents.

uRS KIRCHGRABER:

Hamiltonian Perturbation Theory - from Poincare to Nekhoroshev.

The purpose of this talk is to review Hamiltonian Perturbation Theory 'äs'it evolved during
the last hundred years since Poinc.~'s famous "~es methodes nouvelles de la mecanique
celeste" was published. The central theme dealt with is the stability of elliptic ~quilibria.

The construction of formal integrals, Siegel's theorem on the divergence of the Birkhoff nor
mal form, the nonexistence of integrals, a. I(AM-result of .J. Pöschel, an examp.1e of Arnold
rliffusion due to R. Donady, the Zehnuer-Genecaud result on the existence of i~fintelymany
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trallsyt~rsal hOlllOt.:.liuic POillt.S are dcscribcd. The Inaill t~nlphasis is on Cl Nekhoroshev-type
l:'st.i1l1att~ of :\. Giol',t?;illi aut! its applieation tu the Trojall a:;teroids.

PETER I\:UNI~EL:

Tt.~st FUllctilH1S 'lud :\\lP;lllcutcd Syst(~lll:;

The llulllcrical <letennillatioll of singular points ,is eOlnnlonly hasecl Oll the use of appropri
ate auglnented systl'lllS. A general rule for the cOllstructi~nof suitable test functions and
related Cl.ugillcllted ~ystenlS is presented. The approach is based on a translation process
applied to results of the so-called recogllition prohlenl in sillgularity t~leory.

HANS D. ~JIITTELfV'IANN:

Stable Capillary Surfaces Ullder Zero Gravity

Syulnletrie cupillury surfaces in a cube are considered nnder zero gravi~y conditions. Only
loeal ll1iniIna of th~ total energy are COlllputecl for eontact angles of 70, 50 and 40 clegrees.
Graphs uf the ellergy, the area allel the pressure versus the vahane reveal several interesting
facts. Particular a.ttention is· paid to nOl1linear phenomena incillding hysteresis and that
for angles below a. bonnd, here 45 degrees~ the liquid creeps along the edges ,vithout limit.
This latter effect call bt~ observed for arbitrarily sluall vohuues in the case of a 40 degree
contact angle. Other ohservations include that up to ten loeal minima exist for certain
voltllnes anel that the vohulle ranges for which various shapes are minimizillg the energy
depend strongly Oll the cOlltact angle.

GERA.LD lVIOORE:

COluputation" and Panunetrisation of Invariant 1tlanifolds

The conlputatiol~of invariant luallifolds for the autollolllOUS system

(+ ) i!:. = E(g)

is often attenlpted 'hy lltilising the dYllanlics on the Inanifold itself, e.g.' a Poincare map.
v\Te ,vould prefer to view the problenl geolnetrically anel (.livoree tlie computation from
these dYUH.IUics.
If JA is a ~-di111ellsi()nal C' I sllb-lllClUifold of RU tlH~n )\..1 is iuvariant ,for (+) if •

(TJ;./\I1 heing; the /;-dirllcllSiolll\.l t.all~(~llt span~ of 1'1 at E i.Lud Ps the othogonal projeetioll
outo a. subspace S of RU), whidt 'provi<lcs n -I-: tXlllations at each point of )\11. The
n~ll1aillill.~ ('qllatious 111 'n 'ssary n'pn'St '11 t a dloin ~ of parallH-~trisatiollof ')\..1. For exaulple,
in t.hc I"01l111101l ('olltiuu;lr.ioll fralllt'\Vork wlll'rc a ll('arby lllClnifol(l /\..1' is already known,
r.hi=-- ,·all ('OIllpll,t.I'ly pro\-id,' t.lll' p:lrallll"t.risar.iolL. i,l'. t.lll~ additioual I.: eqllatioll~ lfiay h(:
t.ilk,'u as

V:f.:.tI E .:\11'.



It is often better, howevp.r~ to iUlpose at least part ()f the paratnetrisatioll direc.:tly.

i) For periodic solutiollS, M is an elubedding of SI in Rn and \ve choose the canonical
arc-length paratnetrisation. ;\1(' only enters via a single phase condition. The final
BVP to be solved is analogous to the usual tinle parametrisation but with vector field
E/IIEII and parameter L (lellgth of curve) rather than period.

ii) For homoclinic/heteroclinic orbits, ;\1( is an embedding of (0,1) in Rn and we again
.. choose arc-Ienght parametrisation. M' now plays n') role. ~The final ~VP is over

(0, 1) with singularities at the endpoints rather than over (-00,00) .as with time
parametrisation.

iii) For invariant tori, M is an embedding _of 51 x 51 in Rn. Parametrisatio~ defined
by conditions on the first fundamental form, e.g. orthogonality coilst~t surface area~

are being investigated.

iv) With stable/unstable manifolds of fixed points, we end up with a quasi-linear hyper
bolie system extending out fram the singular fixed point. In this ease an aP-aptively
ehanging parametrisation is indieated. ..

i) .

FRlEDRlCH PFEIFFER:

Dynamieal Systems with Impulsive and Frictinal Contacts

:;.y -

•

tinil~teralcontact constraints in dynami~al syste~swith impacts and stick-slip-p~enomena
arise from kinematical magnitudes like relative distanee and relative velocity. The end of
the contaet event isindicated by -nonna! co~tact-forces and- tangential c6ns~rai!lt forces~
respectively. Constraints and-eonstraint forces are'complementary in asense, that either
relative kinemati.cs in contaet is -zero and the eorres'ponding constraint forces are ;oot zero,
orVice versa. This property can'be used to salve for mu~tibody systems with man~ contaets
the formal uniqueness problem by the complementarity procedure rromoptimiz~tionthe
ory. The strueture variant character of such systems affords a thourough interpolation of
indicators and constraints. Some practical examples demonstrate the teehnical re1evancy
of the theory.

GERD PÖN.rSC~:

Direet Methods for Computing Bifurcation Points

A nonlinear system of n algebraic eqllations of the form F(y, A, a) = 0 depending on n
state variables y, the control paranleter .A and l unfolding parameters a is considered. It is
asswned that there exist simplesingular solution points (y., A*, a*) at whieh the Jacobian
8y F{y*,).·, 0·) has rank n - 1. .Simple singular points (y*,'\., a*) of this kind are for
example turning points, simple bifurcation points, hysteresis points, pitehfork bifurcatioll

. points ete. They can be characterized by appending the original problem F(y, A, et) = 0
by 1+1 equations f(y, A, 0') = 0 SUCil that (y., A·, 0*) is a regular solution of tl~e cornbined
system. For simple singular points with codimensiou S 2 we constructed robust functio(ls
fj that can be eva1llated and differentiatcd cheaply. By exploiting the special structure of
thc defining equations fä(Y, ,\~ ü) = 0 we dcvel()p~d Newton-type methods for cOInputill~
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the desir('d siillph~ siugula.r point. (y ....\ .. , ü .. ). 111 this way (J-qlladratit'ally eouvergent
ll1(~thods a.n~ oht.aiIll'd whose t~tticit.·lH:Y is deUlo11strnted by a. ulllllt'rical exaluple.

G.\V. n.EDDIEN:

The reduce<l basis luethod n.tll he used to retluce the size of approxitllüting systems \vithout
significalltly incnJ>~L··üllg t.he error iuherent in the uIHlerlying discretization. Given a system
uf e(lllatiolls F(.:) = O. F : Rm+d.~ R"', the recluced basis ll1ethod solves P F( Xo + VdT 

VRY) = 0 \vhere pl = P and Vd T \fR is a. sllbspace of a regular splitting \~18 V of Rm+d.

A lnethud is given for cunstructing; projections that minitnize constants in standard error
estiulates allel 1l1ake thc Illethod Illore robust. It is shown how to select P to achitJA
additional accuracy.in the panulleter T at silnple turnillg points. ..

DIRK R.OOSE:

Scientific Software Aspcrts in Bifnrcation Analysis

In the first part of the talk, th~~ correct status of sofhvare for bifurcation analysis is briefly
reviewed. A.ttention is paid tu the requirellleuts for a (standard) interactive environment
alld for reliahle Ill.unerical ulg;oritluns.
In the secolld part~ an algorithnl is pres~nted for detennining the steplength ~sed in a
continuation proccdure. The algoritlull takes into account the behaviouf of test functions
for bifurcations in order tu illerease the robnstness of continuatioll \V.r.t. undesired branch
switching. This approach also reduces the possibility to overlook important bifurcations.

JÜRGEN SCHEURLE (joint \vork \vith B. Fiedler):

Discretization of AutOllOlllOUS Equations allel HOllloclinic Orbits

One-step discretizations of order p ~uld step size E of autononl0US ordinary differential
equatiollS x = f( A. x) ('an be vie\vcd as tinle - ~ luaps uf rapidly forced, ~on-autononl0us

equations .

X· - j'(' \ -z') + -/1(1(_- \ t c) x' E !Ru, \ E 10, d
- ',' ':':.J ':.~ A. ~" , ,/\ ll\. "'di'

whcre y has period 1 ill t I ~. 'VP st.llcly tlw IH~llavi()llr'()f a lUHlloclinic orhit r = f( t),e,
O..\ = O( f. E m) Hude'r Iliscn·tizati()l1. Ullcler ~(,~llcri(' aSSllluption:-;, r tUrIlS out to break, an
t.be perttlrl)(xl stahle all~.llt11st.al)lt· iuv'lriCtllt luallÜolcls iutenwct eadl other transversally for
sluall positive c whidl illlpli('s I:haot.ic b(~haviollr. Howcvt~r, the tr(lnsvcl~!';ality effects are
t'stiIllated fnnll alH)ve to l)(-~ ('XPOIH~lltially sIllall in~. Fot" eXiLIuple, the length l(e) of the
paraillet(~r illteITal 0.1' ~\-vabH's for which titt' intcrst~('ti()llof t.he Ioeal invariant Inanifolds is
l1Ull-I'lllpty (:auIH~ (~stilHar.c'd l)y

wlwn' C', I/ an~ positi\"(' IOOllst.:lllt.S. TIH' fal:t.or '/ is rt·lat.(~d t.o t.lle llliniluül clista.Il~~(~ frOIl1 t.he
n'al :lxis of dU' pult's uf f( t) iu tllt' l"CHuplc'x f-pltllH'.

s



Our results are visualized by high precision nUJuerical experiInents. The experiments show
that, due to exponential slualiness, hOl110clinic transversality beconles practically invisible
under nomlal circl.ul1stances, already foronly Inoderately small step size.

HUBERT SCHWETLICI( (joint work with E.L. Allgower):

Stable COluputation cf Sinlple Bifurcation Points and Emanating Branches

For detennining simple bifurcatioll of nonlinear systems F(y) = F(x, ,\) =' 0, an extended
system F(y + f.Jd) = O• .w iTvi(y) =0, (i = 1,2) is used where

• Z.' \

This is a generalization of Pönisch's [85] system where only· row replaceme~ts in 8F
are used. The general rank-I-regularization used here allows to choose the parameters
{d,di,ri,wi} such that abound of IIBil1! is small (which increases robustn~s), that
B2 - Bt "has rank 1 (which saves computational costs), arid that also s~~pl~ bifurca
tion points which are turning points with respect to en +l (i.e. where kei?8F(il)J..e n +1

holds) can be computed. An "implementation is described which, from th~~':"viey.rpointof

computational costs, is comparab~e to Janovsky's [89J modifica.tion of Pönisch's: method.
Moreover, the quantities computed during the iteration allow to detennine "the ta;.ngents of
the b~anches emanati~g at the bifurcation point. '

PETER SZMOLYAN:

Bifurcations in Singularly Pertubed Problems

In ibis talk we consider singularly pertubed ordinary differential equations of the fonn:

(1)
x =' f(x,y,~,f.J)

eiJ =g(x, y, E, f.J)
mn' IRK lRP 0 ,(xE1[\. , ,y E , P. E t < e «1 _

d~"

We demonstrate how Fenichel's invariant manifold theory (3DE79) for.' problem (1) can
be used" to understand certain global aspects of the problem. In particular we show that
the existence of transversal singular' (e= 0) heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits implies
the existence of these orbits for small positive values of c. The method is applied to thee:- .. 'travelling wave problem of the Fitzhugh-Nagumo equations. As a s,econd. application we

brießy discuss the bifurcation of heteroclinic orbits in the problem of viscous profiles für
magnetohydrodynamic shock waves (joint work with H. Freistühler, RWTH). We present

.some open questions which could be investigated numerically.

ALASTAIR SPENCE:

The Detection of Hopf Bifurcatiolls in Lar~e Systcnls Arising in Fluid Mechanies·

The talk is concerned with thc detection of Hopf bifurcations in large finite element dis
c.retizations of the Navicr-Stokes and related eql1ations. After linearizaÜon, we need to
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nnd thc sillalll'st l'i.~l'l1va.lt1t'S of Cl. large sparSl~ llollsynulletric hlock-strnctured eigcllvalue
prol)lell1.
A techlliq\le is dl'srilH'd 1>as(~d on "precollliitiolling" llsing Cl gelleralizatioll of the Cayley
trallsforIn. and tlH'll st~l1H.lanl iterative lller.hoc:b ego Aruoldi's llH:thoc.l.

EXcullples an' giVl'll fro1ll fOllr problenl:) in fi\licl1l1echanics~viz .. double-ditfusive cOllvection,'
tlow past. a rylilHkr. t.lll' Taylol" prohlclu, alld How over n backward-facillg step.

ALOIS STEINDL:

Investi~atiollof Codinwllsioll :2 bifnrcations for a Fluicl-collveyillg Pipe with
D N -SYllullctry

Vle. cOllsider a lillearly fluid conveying viscoelastic tube which is supported by n iden~iA'

spnngs.· 
If the fiow rate is inc.reased, the trivial state loses i ts stability. By varying the stiffness of
the sprillgs anel the position of the support~ \ve find various bifurcations of Codimension
2: Takens-B()gdallov~hifllreati()lls~ Hopf/Steady-State nlode interactions and Hopf/Hopf
nlocle iute{·uctiol1s.
Using equivariant bifurcation theory we investigate the bifurcating solution brauches and
their st~bility.

HANS TROGER (joint work \vith G. Xu, A. Steinell):

Nonlinear Stability Analysis of a Low Platefonn Raihvay Car

To calculate the turllil1g point of the aUlplitude curve of a periodic solution in R28 for a
systelu of stiff nonlinenr differential equatiolls is a ehallenging problein. Instead of using
sitnulation of path follc)\villg lllethods lllltltiparalueter hifurcation theory is used to obtain
frenn studyiug still the stl".·ad~·~ state the turllill.~ point of the periodic solution. The obtained
reslllts agree weIl with expp.rinH~l1tal l"esults,'

ANDR.E VANDER.BAU\VHEDE:

Theoretical allel COlnputational Aspects of Nornlal Fonns

Thc llofluul fOrIn reduction of a vectorfield ai one uf its siugularities is usually done hy an
onJ.cr h~ ord~~I~ appr()ach~where f()~' (~ac:h order ,.; one looks fOl~ an appropriate trans~orma_
wluch sllllphfies as Inndl as posslhl(' tltt' I.:-tlt order t(~nll IU .the Taylol' expanSIon of~
v('ct.or fielel. Slldl all appru,u:h leads at..l~adl ()rcl(~r tu Cl so-callcd splittiüg problenl, which in
fact. COllsists in tilldiu.!.?; au tlppl"Opl"iatl' pSl~llcl()-i11Vl~l"Sl~of Cl lille~Lr operator whose dimension

iuc:n:ases rapidly witb r.lH~ dillll'usioll of t.lte phas(' space aud thc order k. In prnctice this
lIas till llOW pnt s(-~\"t'rc n->st.ri .. t.iollS on llorIual fOl'lll calculatiolls, certainly WhCll one wants
t,o work SYIllh()lirCllly~ k('~(-"pillg tl1l' dqh'lldl'll('(' Oll t.lw paralllet.(~rS of tlle ori~inal vp.ctor field.
111 t.l1is talk w(> diSl'llSS .111 appr()al"h~ \);Is(·d Oll f"Ol'U1l'l" work of Cnslllllau allel Sc.ülClers , whic!t
:-'l'c'lllS f.o IH.~ al,ll~ !() h;llldll' rl1l'Sl' prol)Il'llls rat.lll'l" c,tH.(:il~lltly. ';l,l(~ desc.ribe in partintlar
a :-il'lit.tiug al.~(}ritlllJl wllidl a\"oicls r.l1l' l'xpli,·it. l'alndatioll l)f il1v(~rs(~s. V\fe also disCllSS Cl

IltlllllH'r nf ot.llCl" ;lSpt:I·r.S of HOrIll;d rOl'lll (";dnd:d.iollS. SOllll' of whidl are still nlls()lv(~d.
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Bono WERNER:

Test Function for Hopf Points

Test fu"xtctions for certain bifurcation points are scalar functions being monitored during
pathfollo\ving of parameter dependent equilibria a.nd strictly changing sign at the bifurca
tion points of interest. Test functions can be ~lsed fcr detection, computation and path
following of bifurcation points (also of higher codimension).
We present test functions for real and imaginary Hopf points with Hopf nu.m~er v based
on bordered linear systems

(1) ~) (Q(~:V)) = ,(at) .
o ß(A, v) , 0

-~"..
.-_.

with Jacobians A E IR",n and certain vectors T, I defining the ~ordering.

Since the derivatives of the test function cao be cheaply evaluated, Hopf c~!1'es which may
smoothly connect real and imaginary Hopf points via Takens-Bogdanov points;
Examples of. Hopf curves in applications (eutrophicati~n model, 2-box-a.Iuss~lator) are
given.

Berichterstatter: F. Giannakopoulos
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber c h t 4/1993

Combinatorial Optimization

17. - 23.01.1993

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Professoren Martin Grätschel (Technische
Universität Berlin / Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum für Informoationstechnik Berlin) und
William R. Pulleyblank ( IBM Research Center, Yorktown Heights) statt.

An der Tagung nahmen 59 Teilnehmer aus 11 Ländern teil, die in 51 Vorträgen
über neueste Forschungsergebnisse aus dem Bereich der Kombinatorischen Op
timierung berichteten. Die Zusammensetzung des Teilnehmerkreises aus jungen
und erfahrenen Forschern, sowie Vertretern aus Europa und aus Nordameri
ka garantierte, daß ein breites Spektrum der Theorie, der Algorithmik und
der Anwendungen der Kombinatorischen Optimierung abgedeckt wurde. Signi
fikant war, daß viele der Teilnehmer über Forschungsarbeiten berichteten, die
zur Lösung großer und schwieriger praxis relevanter Probleme aus Gebieten bei
trugen, zu denen die Kombinatorische Optimierung lange Zeit keinen Zugang
hatte.
Die bewährte Konzeption des Hauses ermöglichte es in .den Pausen zwischen
den täglichen 4 Vortragssitzungen oder am Abend die vorgetragenen Gedanken
in kleinen Arbeitsgruppen zu vertiefen, gegenseitig neue Ideen auszutauschen,
sowie sich in geselliger Runde näher kennenzulernen. Es wurden Kontakte ge
knüpft, ~ie die eigene Forschungsarbeit positiv beeinflussen werden. Das Insti
tut bot für alle reilnehmer einen idealen Rahmen, um in freundschaftlichem
Miteinander Forschung betreiben zu können.
Ein kleiner mathematischer Wettbewerb forderte von den Teilnehmern auch in
den Pausen oder am Abend einiges an Gedankenarbeit. Die Aufgabe bestand'
darin zwei Max-Cut Probleme auf einem Gittergraphen VOI-' 64 ({noteh zu lösen.
Von den Teilnehmern des Wettbewerbs wurden durchweg sehr °gute Lösungen
abgegeben, die ohne Zuhilfen'ahme von technischen Hilfsmitteln (Computer)
erarbeitet werden mußten. Von zwei Gruppen wurden !leide Probleme optimal



;~~ ._"~ __ t

L i .. ~~~.:n:~. ~

gelöst. Ihre Mühen wurden mit T-Shirts belohnt, die vom IBM Research Center

und vom Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum gestiftet wurden.
Die Veranstalter sowie die Teilnehmer danken dem Hause für die freundliche
Aufna.hme und hervorragende Betreuung während der Tagung.

Die folgenden Vortr~gszusammenfassungen geben einen Überblick über die in
dieser Tagung behandelten Themen.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

N. Ascheuer
Dnline Hamiltonian path problems

We present the results of a joint project with industry that had the aim to op
timize the movements of a staeker crane of an automatie storage system. This
question leads to the solution of anline Hamiltonian path problems. The com
parisan of the anline behaviaur of several heuristics is presented. The questi9n of
determining a lower bound for a good online strategy then leads to ofß~ne COffi

binatorial optimization problems such as Hamiltonian path problems with and
wlthoutadditional constraints (time windows, precedence constraints). Mod
ellings and preliminary computational results are presented.
Partially joint work with A. Abdel-Hamid, -lvI. Fischetti, wI. Grätschel, lvI.
Jünger, G. Reinelt.

A."Bachem
A" parallel implementation of an interior point method

In this talk we" report on a parallel implementation of a primal-dual interior
point method for linear programming. We started with the sequential imple
mentation of the OBI-Code of Lustig, Marsten and Shanno and used a. fan:...in
algorithm to parallelize the numerical factorization of the Cholesky factor. We
show that a. ba.lanced subtree mapping yields a good load baiancirig on a mes
sage passing computer. For a transputer cluster speed ups of 3-5 on 6 proeessors

. give the best relative efficiency. Numerical results on the Netlib examples are
presented.
Joint work with M. Strietzel, M. Wottawa.

E. Balas
On the monotonization of polyhedra

In polyhedral combinatorics one orten has to analize thc facial strueture of less
that full dimensional polyhedra. The preS·cnce or implicit or explicit equati9ns
in the linear system defining such a polyhedron leads to technieal difficulties
when analyzing its facial structurc. It is therefore custorri"ary to approach the
study of such a polytope P through the study of one of its (full dimensional)
relaxations (monotonizations) known as the submissive and the dominant of
P. Finding sufficient conditions for an inequality that induccs a racet of the
submissive or the dominant of a polyhedron to also induce a facet of the poly
hedron itself has been posed in the literature as an important research problem.
Our paper goes a. lang way towards solving this problem. We dcfine a general
ized monotonization of a polyhedron P, !J - 'mon( P), that subsumcs bath the
submissive and thc dominant, and give a 8urFicient candition for an incquality
that defines a facet of 9 - mon(P) to define a facct of P. Far the important



case of the travelling salesman polytope P, in both its symmetrie and asym
metrie variants, we give sufficient conditions trivially easy to veriry, for a facet
of the monotone completion of the TS polytope to define a. facet of the TS
p~lytope itself. The upshot of this research is that all cases in which facets

, of the monotonized polyhedron do not correspond to facets of the polyhedron
itself are pathological in a. weIl defined sense.
Joint work with M. Fischetti.

M. L. Balinski
Rounding proportions: rules of rounding

Fail~re to add to 1 - to be "justified" to 1 - occurs frequently in reported
sets of rounded data. The probabilities for different rules of rounding vectors
and tables to give "justified" resuits under va.rying assumptions concerning the
probabilistic structure of the data are eomputed.
This extends the pioneering work of Mosteller, Youtz and Zahn (1967) and
Diaconis and Freedman (1979) who assessed the probability that eonventiona.lly
rounded proportions a.dd to 1. It is shown that other rules of rounding can
improve upon the eonventional rules in va.ri~us contexts that depend upon the
distribution of the original data. and in the measure of "best".
Joint work with S. T. Rachev.

M. Ball
Integer programs with reliability constraints'

This work focuses on the formulation and solution of integer linear programs
which contain constraints on the reliability of seme system. Typically expres
sions for system reliability are eomplex non-linear functions. The first pa.rt
of this work presents cases for which bounels on system reliability are derived
which ca.n be converted into linea.r constraints by taking logarithms. One of the
results used is abound on the probability that a. random vector is a member of
a polymatroid. Tbe second part of this work involves the use of preprocessing
and reformulation strategies for the resultant integer programs.

.F. Barahona
Computing image distances by network ßows

We present experiments with the Kantorovitch/Hutehinson metric for images.
We use network flow methods to compute it in the case of digital images. We
show exampies when this metric gives' the right answer, we also show eases when
a different metric is needed.
Joint work with C. Cabbrelli, U. Malter

D. Bertsimas
A polyhedral approach to stochastic optimization

We formulate classical stochastic optimization problems (multi-armed band:its,
branching bandits, multiclass queucing systems) as linear programming prch
lems over extended polymatroids, polyhedra that strictly extend polymatroids.
Optimization of a linear objective over a.n extended polymatroid is solved byan
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adaptive greedy algorithm and leads to optimal solutions with an indexability
property. Interesting consequences of our new characterization include a deeper
understanding of Gittins indices far multi-armed bandit problems, the fastest
known algorithm to compute these indices, unexpected connections between
different problems t sensitivity analysis to name a. few.
Joint work with J. Ninö-Mora.
We next provide a. new method based on potential functions to obtain poly
hedra.l and non-linear relaxations of more complicated (typical1y PSPACE
complete) stochastic optimization problems (for example, sequencing and rout
ing of multiclass ·queueing networks). We optimize over these relaxations in
polynomial time using techniques from semi-definite programming and thus
abtain strang lower bounds on the optimal solution. In the dass of systems
which can be formulated as extended polymatroids our characterization is ex
act. Moreover, our approach leads to reformuJation of extended polymatroids
using a polynomiaJ number of variables and constraints. ":"7.;'
Joint work with J. Pascalidis and J. Tsitsiklis. o,;~'.

•

R. E. Bixby
Solving TSP's

In this talk a summary of the results of an approximately five year computa
tiqnal study of the traveling salesman problem are reported. The results of this
work include the solution of 16 previously unsolved real-worId instances from
"TSPLIB," among them an example with 3038 nodes. The computational effort
to salve this .pro.blem was estimated as equivalent to approximately 1 1/2 years .
of CPU time on a SPARC station 2. This instance is by [ar the most difficult.
solved to date and demanded numerous theoretical and practical improvements
in the methods used for obtaining exact solutions to N P-harcl combinatorial
optimizations problems.. Parallelism was crucial to the camputation as were
major improvements in our ability to salve hard linear programming problerris~

However, undoubtedly the most important new developments were theoretical
and involved new separation routines. In one of these, we~ .used the PQ-tree
data structure to examine the collection of all tight subtour constraints for the
current solution vector. In the case that this collection does not have the con~'

secutive ones property, we can derive a. violated comb inequality from a theorem
of Tucker.
Joint work with D. Applegate, V. C1Jvatal, W. Cook.

~. E. BiIrkard
Bottleneck Monge matrices and their role in combinatorial optimiz~
tiOD

A matrix C = (Cij) fulfill~ the bottleneck Mange property, if

(1) max(ci~H Cjk) :5 max(ciq, Cjp) for all 1 :5 i < j :5 m , l:5 P < q ~ n .

1. Ir the cast matrix of a. time transportation problem fulfills the bottlcncck
Monge property, then the North West Corner Rule yiclds an optimal
solution.

5



2. Ir C is thematrix of processing times of an m machine fiow shop problem
where .-C fulfills (1), then the job sequence (n, n - 1, n - 2, ... ,1)
minimizes the makespan.

3. Ir the distance matrix of a bottleneck TSP .fulfills (1)t then there isan
optimal solution which is pyramidal.

Finally we comment on the recognition of bottleneck Monge matrices.

s. Chopr~
Capacitated multi-commodity ftows

Given a graph G = (V, A)t a. set of commodities K (each with a source and
sink) consider the problem of designing a minimum cast network where there
are flow eosts on each are and capacity on each are eao be purchased-in batches
of size C at a cast W a . This problem is shown to be N P-hard even on series
parallel graphs. For the ease with a single commodity (single source and sink)
we give a polynomial time algorithm and a complete inequality description of
the polyhedron for the case where ßow requited is at most the batch-size. For
the general case we describe a family of valid inequalities and discuSs how these
can be used computationally.

G. Cornuejols
Balanced 0, ±1 matrices

A 0, ±l matrix is balanced if, in every submatrix with exactly two nonzero
entries per row and column, the sum of the entries is a multiple of four. This
concept introduced by Truemper, generalizes the notion of balanced 0,1 matrix
defined by Berge. In joint work with· Michele Conforti we extend the notion of
bicoloring to 0, ±1 matrices and we prove that a. 0, ±l matrix is balanced if and
only if all of its submatrices ha.ve a bicoloring. This' generalizes a. theorem of
Berge a.bout bicoloring Ot 1 matrices. We also extend to the 0, ±1 case results
of Fulkerson, Hoffman and Oppenheim on the total dual integrality of the set
.packing and set covering problems when the constraint matrix is balanced.

w. H. Cunningham
Matchings, matchable sets, Hilbert bases

A matchable set of a graph G = (V, E) is the set of end nodes of same matching
of G. If P(G) is the matching polytope of G and Q(G) is the matehable set
polytope, then Q(G) = {All: y E" P(G)}, where A is the incidence matrix of
G. A rational polytope P has the ~ Hilbert property if each z E P has an
expression as a convex combination of vertices of P with coefficients A such
that A is ~ as discrete as x. (That is, qx integral implies mqA integral.) For
m = 1, this is equivalent to {( tJ, 1) : v 30 vertex of P} being a Hilbert basis.
We prave that far any C, Q(G) has the ~ Hilbert property, and moreover Acao
be chosen with at most 3(lVI - 1)/2 nonzeroes. A general result on the l HP
implies only that A need to have at most mlVI" nonzeroes. We conjectur: that
the correct number for Q(P) is lVI + 1. The praof uses the result that for any
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x E Q(G) there exists y E P(G) with y ~ as discrete as x and with y having

at most 3(IVI- 1)/2 nonzeroes.
Part o( this is joint with J. Green-/(rotki.

s. Fekete
Minimum area polygons

The "Minimum Area Polygon" problem (MAP) asks for a. simple polygon with
a. given planar set of vertices for which the enclosed area. attains the minimum.:"
Pick's theorem provides a: relation between the area. of a simple polygon and
the number of grid- points it meetsj this yields a. combinatorial lower bound
for the area of a. polygon .. Considering this bound ~eads to the "Grid Avoiding
Polygon" problem (GAP), which asks for a simple polygon wi~h a given set of
(grid) vertices that does not meet any additional grid points. We prove.that
GAP is NP-complete, implying NP-completeness of MAP. This result answers a
question stated by Suri in 1989. We also show that the respective maximization~:

problems are NP-complete and closely related,to MAP andGAP. We give upp~t~;.
and lower bounds on approximation factars for the "Nlaximum Area Polygon'~;:

problem. Fi,nalJy, we show that it is NP-hard to minimize the volume of the~

k-dimensional races of a simple d-dimensional polyhedron with a given setof
vertices. This answers a. gen-era!ization ,of a question of Q'Rourke.,.

M. Fischetti
Odd cycles and 0, ~-cuts

Given th~ polyhedron P := conv{x E zn :Ax $- b, X ~ Ol, where.A is a
m X n integer matrix ~nd bE zm I a Chvtital-Gomory (C-G) cut is a valid,
inequality forP of ,the type aAx :5. aS, where A E R+, Qj := lL~l Aiaij J
(j = 1, ... , n), and 'aSo :=lL~l AibiJ. In this paper we study 0--1/2 C-G cuts,"·
arising for A E {O,1/2}m. We show that the associated separation problem,~,,~

0-1/2 SEP, has.a pieasant combinatorial structure, and 'can be solved efficie~~ly~.i.'
in the special cases in which A has at most 2 oddcoefficients per ~9W I or at most
2 odd coefficients per coIumn. This generaHzes a r~ult of PaC1berg and Rao.
We '~lso descr'ibe reduction procedure$ [or.0-1/2 SEP, "and outline twQ heuristic

'algorithms. One of the two heuristics turns out~ to' be exact for a subclass
of 0-1/2 C-G cuts, which ·often. contains wide, families of strang inequali.ties
for P. Applications to the Nodc Packi~g, Clique Partitioning,Asymmetric
Traveling Salesman, and Plant Location polytopes~are briefly discussed. Finally,
we present in the appendix a new efficient algorlthm ,for finding a min~mum

weight odd cyde in a digraph.
Joint work with A. Caprara.
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A. Frank
Preserving and augmenting edge connectivity

Generalizing a. theorem of J. Edmonds, we prove the following:
Theorem 1: Let D = (V, A) be a directed graph with a special node r, cal1ed
root, and a subset T of target nodes so that the in-degree of each other node is
30t least its out-degree. There is a family :F of k edge-disjoint r-arborescences
in D so th30t each member of F contains every element of T if and ooly if
din(X) ~ k holds for every X ~ V - r for which X n T ~ 0.
Theorem 2: If D is a. pre-flow digraph (i. e. din(V) 2: dout(v) for every
v E V - r) then for 30ny k there are k eclge-disjoint 3orborescences rooted 30t r so
that each vertex v belangs to min(k, A(r, v)) of them where A(r, v) denotes the •
maximun number of edge-disjoint paths from r to v.
These results are derived with the help of a splitting theorem that generaJizes
an ~arlier result of w. Marler.

B. Gerards
Disjoiilt paths on the Möbius strip

Theorem 1: Let G = (V, E) be 30 graph embedded on the Möbius strip M
such that the collection d t , d2 , ••• , d2k of odd degree nodes lies, in that order,
on the bound3ory of M. Then the foUo~ing h91d:

30) There exist k edge disjoint paths PI,' .. ' Pie such that Pi goes from di
to di+k for i = 1, ... , k if and only if for ea.ch U C V the number of

"indices i = 1, ... , k with I {dil di+le} n U 1= 1 is 30t most the cardinality of
6(U) = {uv E EI u E U, v ~U}.

b) There exist Je edge disjoint paths Pi, ... , P/c such th30t Pt goes from clt to
d2Jc-i for i = 1, ... , k if a.nd only if f~)f each U C V the number of indices
i = 1, ... Je with I {di' d2A:-i} n U 1= 1 is at most the cardina.lity of 6(U).

Similar results have beeo derived for the plane disk (Okamura and Seymour
(1991)) 30nd for the annulus (Okamura (1983), Schrijver (1989)). These three
results by Okamura, Sey~our and Schrijver cao be combined with statement'
30) of Theorem 1 into one, unifying, result.
Theorem 2: Let G be" a graph embedded on the Klein Bottle such that all •
faces of Gare bounded by even circuits. Then for ea.ch w E Ill~ with w(6(v»
even if v E V we ha.ve that

min wT x max Lc odd arcuit Yc

s.t. x(C)~l (C odd circuit) s.t. Lc odd circuit. C3e YC~we (e E E)
x E 7l~ YC E Z+ (C odd circuit)

8
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E. Girlich
Combinatorial classification of polymatroids

We investigate the combinatorial structure of polymatroids

P(r) == {x E R~: LX ~ r(l). 1= N}, JV = {l,2, ... ,n}
iel

where the rank function r(I) : 2N ~ R+ 1 is a submodular, isotone ind nOf
malized function. Edmonds describes the minimal system of facets of a n
dimensional polymatroid. By R(r) we denote the facet-poset, where the sets
I E R(r) are r-closed and r-inseparable. Two polytopes Pt, P2 are combinato
rial equivalent, iff there exists an isomorphism with

Combina.torial equivalent polytopes have the same structural vectors f(P)· =
(!o(P), !l(P)"", fn-dP)), where Ji{P) denote the number of i-faces of the
polytope P.
By H{n) we denote the cone of all rank-functions r(I), which are a positive COfl:1

bination of Boolean rank-functions. H(n) is a simplicial cone. All polymatroid.s
P(r), where r is an element of a. facesof H(n) are combinatorial equivalent.
For all r E .int(H(n)) the polymatroi4 P(r) is combinatorial equivalent with
the permutation-polymatroid.

M. X. Goemans
Approximation through uncrossing

We consider the dass of combinatorial optimization problems which can be
formulated by an integer program of the following type:

",~..

•
subject to:

(IP) x(e5(S» ~ 1(5) 0 -:j; S c V
Xe E {O, I} e E E I

under same restrietions of the functian f : 2v --t N. This dass includes clas
sieal problems such as the Steiller tree, T-join or survivable network design
problems. We present a primal-dual algorithm with a provable worst-case per
formance guarantee. In the case of uncrossable functions with range {O, I}, the
ratio between the valucs of the primal integral solution and the dual feasible so
lution is at most 2. In many cases, the algorithm can be efficiently implemenlcd
(given an oracle for f).
The (implementation of the) algorithm a.s weil as thc structure of the integer
program itself raise a. number of intcrestingissucs. For ~xam[>le, we have derived
a generalization of Padberg and Rao's characterization of minimum od<! cuts
to minimum uncrossablc cuts.
Based on joint work with D. WiJJiamsoll, ll. Gabotv, !vE. lvlihaiJ, V. Vazirani.



M. Grätschel
Packing Steiner Trees

In this talk Ireport about joint work with A. Martin and R. Weismantel
(Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum, Berlin) on the problem of packing Steiner trees into
a. capa.citated undirected gra.ph. This problem arises in VLSI design and mod
els several versions of the routing problem of nets. We transform the Steiner
tree packing problem into a minimization problem over' a polyhedron and in
vestigate the fa.cet structure of this polyhedron. The results of this polyhedral
approach are employed in a cutting plane algorithm. I also report on compu..;,
tational experiences with this method.

M. Hartmann
Finding minimum cast-ta-time ratio cycles

Let"G = (V, E) be a. digra.ph; for ea.ch e E E there is an associated integral
cost Ce a.nd a non-negative integral transit time te• The minimum cost-to-time
ratio eyde problem is to find ..\., the minimum of c(r)/t(r) over a.ll directed
eyeIes r of G. We present a. new algorithm fOI finding ..\- whose running time is
dominated by O(EuEv max{tu" : utJ E E}) minimum cost paths calculations on
a digraph with non-negative are costs. Further, we consider early termination
of the algorithm and a faster implementation in case t(r) > 0 for a.11 directed
cycles r. The algorithm ean be viewed as. an extension of the 0(1 V 11 E I)
a.1gorithm ef Karp for the minimum eyde mean problem. Our algorithm eao
also be modified to salve the reläted parametric minimum eost paths problem
with the same bound on the running time.
Joint work with J. B. Orlin.

D. Hartvigsen
Generalizing the all-pairs min-cut problem

The all pairs min cut (APMC) problem on a. nonnega.ti.ve edge weighted gra.ph
is to find, for ea.ch pair of nodes, a. min cut that separates the pair. Gomory
and Hu (1961) presented a. structural chara.cterization of collections of cuts that
salve the APMC problem. We show how the APMC problem ca.n be genera.lized
to ma.troids and we present several theorems that characterize the structure of
solutions to this more general problem. The result of Gomory and Hu is a.
special cäse of one of these theorems. In particular, we find that the APMC
problem is a. matroid optimization problem.

E. Johnsan
Optimum crew pairing

The problem considered is to partition the flight legs into pairings (touIS of duty
beginning at a crew base and returning) for a monthly airline problem. Werk
has been done with Ranga. Anbil, Rajan Ta.nga. and V. S. Ramakrishnan at
American Airlines Decision Technologies on the domestic daily problem. First,
a linear program is solved Qver several million columns a.nd then an integer
program is solved over a subset of 15,000 columns. The new methodology has
been in use for 1 1/2 years with a rcsulting saving of about $ 2 million/year. A
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long-haul problem has been solved in joint work with Levent Hatay and- Cynthia.
Barnhart for a small package carriage. Exact linear progra.mming solutions
are obtained using column generation techniques combined with shortest path.
Better deadheads are chosen using dual information.

R. Kannan
Optimizing with a membeship oracle

In certain stochastic optimization problems, the feasible conve~ set is given by
a natural membership oracle which returns for any point x in space \vhether x
is feasible. However aseparation oracle (which can be obtained under general
conditions using a. Theorem of Yudin and Nemirovski) is very expensive..We
give a randomized polynomial time algorithm to minimize approximately linear
functions over up-monotone convex sets J«(x E J(t Y ~ X :::} Y E [() in the
positive octa.nt. The a.lgorithm puts an exponential bias funetion on [( and
does a random walk to sampie according to the funetion. The fast convergt;~Ee

of tbe random walk isothe central issue. 7'·

Joint work with J. Mount, S. Tayur. ..
-......

P. Kleinschmidt
Improvements in chromosome classification

Tbe process of classifying hu man chromosomes (karyotyping) can be modelIed
by a transportation problem. We demonstrate how previous attempts in this
direction can be substantially improved by better cost functions for the trans
portation problem. "

M. Laurent
Box integral clutters

Let .c be a dutter on E . .c is said to be ~-integral if for all ~-integral bounds
a, b, all vertices of the polyhedron Q(.c) n {x : a $ x $ b} are ~-integral.

The case d == 1 corresponds to the dassical notion of weak Max-Flow-Min-Cut
property (or Q+-MFMC, or ideal). A binary cluttl?r is the port' of a binary
matroid. We prove (with" B. Gerards) that a binary clutter [, is ~-integral for
some (or for a.11) d ~ 2 Hf .c has 00 Qs. 00 Q7 minor. (Qs is the port of F7t Q7

ois the port of aseries extension of P7). 0 •

Given agraph G = (VtE)t the polytope S(G) = {x: x(F)-x(C-F) ~I F (-1
for F ~ C, C cyde of G, I F I odd} is a linear relaxation of the cut polytope
of G. As a consequence of" the above result, S (C) 0 is box a-integral for d 2: 2
if and only if G is not contractibJe to /(4. We also have same results on !
integral graphs G t i. e. such that al1 verticcs of S(G) aOrc !-integral (with
S. Poljak). Namcly, the I-surn of two ~-intcgral graphs is !-integral; thc 2-sum
of an integral graph and a ~-integral graph is ~-intcgral. Also, the 3-surn of an
integral graph with a ~-integral graph such that thc conunon triangle carries
at least one equality for each vertex, is ~-intcgral. Servcral minimal exc1uded
minors for ~-integrality a.re known. They sufficc for chara.cterizing ~-integral

graphs on n ~ 7 nodes.
Joint work with D. Gerards, S. Poljak.
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Tb. Lengauer
Research problems in bioinformatics

Molecular bioinformatics is a notion describing an interdisciplinary resea.rch
area between biochemistry/molecular biology on the one hand and computer
science/mathematics on the other hand. The aim of this area is to develop
computer-aided methods for analyzing arid, eventually, ;designing large biopoly
mers, especially proteins.
The' function of proteins is governed by the three structural aspects:

- sequence,
3d structure,

. - dynamics. ,
The talk gives an introduction iota all three structural aspects. Then it surveys
existing computer-aided. methods for the analysis of proteins and exhibits their
limitations.
Finally, the talk poses a. few algorithmic problems in the area of the analysis of
protein structure. Among them is a problem of aligning a. protein sequence ioto
a (different) protein structure. The aim is to evaluate how likely the sequence
is to fold up iota the given structure.

T. M. Liebling
Placement of telecom satellites on the GSO

Placing telecom satellites on the geostationary orbit is becoming an increasingly
sensitive issue since that orbit is getting quite c'rowded and satellites interfere
with each other.
The solution of the underlying optimization problem is the basis for the dis
cussions 30t the International Telecommunication Union for the allotments of
service ares to the various member countries.
Our formulation of that problem is

This problem is solved using a partial enumeration heuristic, since it is NP
Hard. For a fixed order of the satellites on the GSO, it becomes the dual of
the LP c·onsisting in finding a circuit of minimum cost to weight ratio in a
graph. Each are of the graph is associated with a cost and a weight (possibly
negative). This LP is efficiently salved using a. version of the simplex method
"A,13 Cunningham". '
Talk based on S. E. Bickerstaff-Spältli's Ph. D. thesis.
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L. Lovasz
The cocycle lattice of binary matroids

We study the lattice (grid) generated ~y the incidence vectors of cocyclcs in a
binary matroid. It is shown that in the dual of this lattice, every denominator is
apower of 2. Matroids for which the duallattice is !-integral are characterized
: they are those matroids that, when embedded in the projective space over
GF(2), contain a. member of the (punctured) Reed-Müller code. This gives a
polynomia.l time aJgorithm to recognize such matroids.
Joint work witll A. Seress.

T. Magnanti
Heuristics, LPs and trees on trees

We .study a. dass of models, known as overlay problems with two sets of vari
ables x and y, related by linking constraints x 5 y. For example, in s.C?me
telecommunication settings y corresponds to a spanning tree and x to an eXn
bedded Steiner tree (or a path). For the general problem, we describe a. heuristic
solution procedure and establish a worst-case performance guarantee for this
heuristic as weIl as for the linear programming relaxation of the model. For
certain models, these performance guarantees are 33%. We also develop heuris
tic and linear programm.ing performanceguarantees for specialized models,··a
dual path connectivity model with a \vorst~case guarantee of 25% and an un
capacitated network design model with a worst-case. performance guarantee
(approximately) proportional to the square of the number of commodities.
Joint work with A. Balakrishnan J P. Mirchandani.

A~ R. Mahjoub
Two-connected spanning subgraphs'and polyhedra

We study the problems of findjng a two-edge (two-node) connected spanning
subgraph of minimum weight. These problems are closely related to the widely .
studied traveling salesman problem and have applications to the design of re
liable communication and transportation .networks. We discuss the polytopes
associated with the solutions to these problems. We give complete descriptions
of these polytopes for the dass of Halin graphs. We show that when the graph
is series-parallel, the polytope associated with the two-edge connected spanning
subgraphs is completely described by the trivial constraints and the so-called
cut constraints. We also discuss same classes of facet defining incqualities of
these polytopes and other polyhedral aspects when thc graph is general.

F. Margot
polyhedral characterizations
A new method for proving integrality of polylOpes corrcsponding to the convex
huB of the characteristic vectors of solutions to sorne combinatorial problems
on graphs defined by composiLions is presenteJ. Thc method is iIlustrateJ
with the Maximum Cut on 2-trces alld has bcen used to dcrivc complcte linear
characterizations for the Independent Set, Strang Co~nectivityOricntation and
Strongly Connectivity problems on serics parallel graphs.



R. Möhring
Path- and treewidth of some perfect graphs

We show that the p~thwidth of a cocomparability graph equals its treewidth.
The proof is based on a. new nation, ca.lled interval width, far a partial order
P, which is the smallest width of an interval order contained in P, and which
is shown to be equal to the treewidth of its cocomparability graph (plus 1).
We observe that determining any of these parameters is .NP-~ard and develop
approximation algorithms for interval width of P whose performance ratios
depend on the dimension of P. Applying similar proof techniques, we also show
that the treewidth of a graph ,without asteroidal tripie equals its pathwidth.
Same' of the results are jojnt work wUh M. Habjb.

c. Moll
The inverse shortest path problem

We consider the following problem: Given a graph G = (V, E), same pairs of
nodes E' C V x V and dista.nces D(v, w) for every pair (v, w) E E'. Are there
.weights for the edges e E E such that the induced distances dw on the gra.ph
correspond to the given distances (dw(v, w) = J)(v, w) V(v, w) E E'). We show
that this problem is NP-complete even in very restricted cases (planarity of
G(V, EuE') , E' C {VI, U2} x V). On the other hand,.we present polynomial time
algorithms for the following cases (E' = {VI, •.• , Vk} X VI E' ~ {va} x V). If we
fix paths for every pair in E', we have to consider the problem .offinding weigh~

such that these paths are shortest paths of given distances. This problem can
be formulated as a linear program. We use this observation for a heuristica.l
approach.
Joint work with A. Bachern, H. Haugs, S. Fekete, W. Hochstättler.

D. Naddef
Using path inequalities in a branch and cut· code ror the symetric
TSP-polytope

In this joint work with Jean Maurice Clochard we present evidence that path
inequalities can be useful in solving symmetrie traveling salesman problems by
branch and cut. Moreover they are the key of a branching strategy based on
subtour elimination inequalities rather than on variables. The problem of the
high density of these inequalities can be dealt with in various manners.

G. L. Nemhauser
The fleet assignment problem: solving large seale IP

Given a flight schedule and set of aircraft, the fleet assignment problem is to
determine which type of aircraft should fly each ftight segment. This paper
describes a basic daily, domestic fleet assignment problem and then presents
chronolagically the steps taken to salve it efficiently. Dur model of the fleet
assignment problem is a. .large multi-c:ommodity flow problem with side con
straints defined on a time-expanded network. These problems are often severely
degenerate, which leads to poor performance of sta.ndard linear programming
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techniqucs. Aiso l the large number of variables can make finding optimal in
teger solulions difficult and time consuming. The methods used to attack this
problem include an interior point algorithm t cast perturbation, model aggre

gation, branching on set-partitioning constraints and prioritizing the order of
branching. The computational results show that the algorithm finds solutions
with a maximum optimality gap of 0.22% and is more than two orders of mag
nitude faster than using default options of a standard LP-based branch and
bound code.
Joint work with C. A. Hanet C. Barnhart t E. Johnson, R. E. lvlarsten. G. Sigis
mondi

s. Poljak
Local maximum cuts

Let G = (V, E) be a cubic graph, and x = (xe) variables associated with the
edges. Consider a. system of linear inequalities consisiing of lVI blocks, where
each block corresponds to a vertex. Every block may have one or ·tw6 possibie

forms:
either Xe > XI + Xg (1 inequality)

or Xe :S X J + X g

X J ~ X~ + X g (3 inequalities)

Xg~~e+x/

where e, ft 9. are edges incident to a common vertex. In addition we assurne

We prove that the system is feasible jf-and only if it has a bounded integer
solution such that 1 ::; Xe ::; 2n for every e. The solvability of the system is
characterized by a combinatorial condition.
As a corollary, we prove that any Iocal search for max-cut on weighted cubic
graphs requires at most O(n2) steps.

w. R. Pulleyblank
Depot scheduling

We discuss a model of the depot operation of a large food seIler. in thc United
Kingdom. We discuss the formulation as weIl as computational results. Thc
model was run on a network of nineteen ,RS/6000's.
This was joint work with J. FOfrest

P. Raghavan
Fun with random- walks

We introduce a two-person "cat and mouse" game played on n points in aspace.
We give a tight characterization of this game in terms of a. synthesis problem
for a random walk on the points. We show that this ::;ynthesis problem can be
solved by invoking eJectric network theory. We apply these results ta obtain
an optimal randomized algorithm for the server problem on a dass of metric
spaccs.
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G. Rinaldi
Vehicle Routing Problems

We consider the problem of finding a minimum length k-tour in a complete
graph. A k-tour is the edge set of the union of k circuits that cover all nodes
of the graph and a11 meet at the same node. We consider both the capacitated
and uncapacitated version of the problem. In the capacitated case a demand
function is defined on the nodes and the total demand of the nodes of ea.ch of
the k circuits iso required not to exceed. a. given capa.city.
We show how the LP relaxa.tion of an integer programming formulation of the
capacitated problem is polynomially solva.ble by means of a. separation proce
dure. for the capacity constraints. An extension of these constraints leads to
the dass of the generaljzed capacity inequalities. We show conditions for these
inequalities to be facet defining. (This is joint work with F. Harche.)
We describe several new classes of validioequalities that can be viewed. as ex
tensions ofTSP comb inequalities, obtained by taking ioto account the capacity
constraints. These inequa.lities turned. out to be very effective in a computa
tional study where some difficult medium sized problems could be solved to op
timality without resorting to enumeration. (This is joint work with Y. Pochet,
L. Wolsey, P. Augerat, J.M. Clochard, D. Naddef, E. Benavent, V. Campos,
A. Corberan, E. Mota.)
Finally, we address the uncapacitated problem. Two operations are described
that, when applied to ~ny facet defining inequality for the TSP, produce facet
defining inequality for the polytope associated with the problem. For some
of the inequalities obtained with these operations we show how the separation
problem can be solved in polynomial time. .

G. Rote
The mice-collecting traveling salescat problem

In the traveling salesman problem for moving points we have given n objects
which move in fixed directions with given fixed constant speeds in same Euclid
ian spa.ce, and a salesperson with an upper bound on her speed wants to visit all
objects as fast as possible. Besides the application suggested by the metaphor
in the title, possible applications inc1ude the refueling of planes during ßights
(approximaiely a two-dimensional problem) and a man who wants to look at
each of n ladies strolling along astreet (a problem in llll).
We present a dynamic programming algorithm that solves the one-dimensional
version of the problem (all points move on a. single line) in O(n4 ) time' and
O(n3 ) space. .
We also give some ideas that might lead to a heuristic algorithm for the two
dimensional problem with a. constant performance guarantee factor.
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In a common paper with Y. Caro and M-. Tarsi we study when various classes
of problems can be solved in ci. g'reedy or - with the terminology of same pt~:,

decessors - in a "random" waY. The results we give are sometimes polynomial
algorithms to recognize greedy instances, for other problems we also give struc
tural characterizations', for yet others we provide N'P-completeness proofs.
In the tal_k. I 'speak in details about a structural characterization of minimal-hy
pergraphs'in which the greedy algarithm does not necessarily lead to maximum
matching, and about. minimal "not-jump-system".

A. Sassano
The p-median polytope

A spanning p-star of a digraph G = (V, E) is a subset F of E with IFI = IVI.- p
and with the property that each ~rc of IFI goes.from anode in a subset S ~ V
with p elements to a distinct node of the set V - S.
Thep-median po]ytope Mk(G) is the convex huH of the incidence vectors of the
spanning p-stars of G. We show that Mk(G) has dimension lVI - 1 and it is a.
"slice" of the vertex packing polytope P(Hc) associated with a suitable graph
HG derived from G(Mk(G» = conv(P(HG)n{x E {O, l}IEI : LeEE Xe = k}). In
addition, we exhibit same basic c1asses -of facet defining inequalities for A-1k(G)
and for two of them we describe exact separation a)gorithms with a polynomial
running time.
Joint work with P. A vella.

P. n .. Seymour
Graph 5-colouring

H. Hadwiger conjectured in about 19'40 that for any integer p ~ O'-·ev~ry .~raph
not contractable to !(p+l is p-colourable. For p ~ 3 this is ·easy, but for p =4 it
is extremely difficult and is equivalent to the four-colaur problem,. as K. Wagner
showed in 1937. In joint work with N. Robertson asn R. Thomas, we show that
also for p =5 the conjecture is equivalent to the (our-colour problem (and hence
true, assuming the 1978 proof of the four-colaur problem by Appel and Haken).
Indeed,without using the föur-calouf problem, we show that every minimal
counterexample is n apex t

" that is, it has"a vertex whose deletion leaves a. planar
graph. Our method is roughly as follows. Let G be a minimal counterexample.
We .prove first that G is 7-connected (almost) and-has a perfect matching'(al
most). The graph obtained by contracting the edges in thc I-factor has average
valency < 8 (for otherwise it would be contractable to [(6, by a result f?f Mader)
and so a random edge of the I-factor is in several circuits of length 3 or 4. Since
these short Circuits cannot be converted to a. [(6 it follows that G is 'apex as
required.

-!t-l,,-.
t'.A. Sebö

Minimally .non-greedy struct ures

•
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B. Sheperd
Lehman's theorem and stable set polybedra

We consider a transformation of covering polyhedra to polytopes which pre
serves the dimensions of faces. This is used together with results of Lehman
°about contraction-minimal matrices to give a linear description for the stable
set polytopes of near-bipartite graphs. These are graphs for which G - N(v) is
bipartite for each node v. This dass contains the complements of line graphs.
The description results in several new dasses of minimal non-t-perfect graphs.

D. Shmoys
An approximation algorithm for the generalized assignment problem

The genera.lized assignment problem ca.n be viewed as the following problem of
scheduling pa.rallel machines with costs. Ea.ch job is to be processed byexact1y
one machine; processing job j on machine i requires time Pi; and incurs a cast
of Cij; ea.ch machine i is available for Ti time units, and the objective is to
minimize the total cast incurred. Our main result is as folIows. There is a
polynornial-time algorithrn that, given a. value C, either proves that no feasible
schedule of cost C exists, or else finds a sched.ule of cost at most C where each
machine i is used for at most 2Ti time units.
We also extend this result to a variant of the problem where, instead of a
fixed processiog time Pij, there is a range of possible processing times for each
machine-job pair,and the cast linearly increases as the processing time de
creases. We show that these results imply a polynomial-time 2-approxima.tion
algorithm to minimize a weighted surn of the·cost and the makespan, i.e., the
maximum job completion time. We also consider the objective of mioimizing
the mean job completion time. We show that there is a polynomial-time alg~

rithm that, given values M and T, either proves that 00 schedule of mean job
completion time M and makespan T exi~ts, or else finds a schedule of mean job
completion time at most M and makespan at most 2T.
Joint work with E. Tardos.

M. Stoer
Survivable network design problem involving multicommodity ilows

The problem is to extend the capacities of a given network such that the traffic
demands ca.n be met in each raHure situation (single edge or single node failure),
oand such that the extension cast is minimal. A cutting pla.ne algorithm using
Benders decomposition and some polyhedral results are presented.
Joint work with G. Dahl.

s. Thienel
Implementation of a branch and cut algorithm far the TSP

We resemble the implementation of Padberg and Rinaldi (1991) of a branch
and cut algorithm for the TSP, yet there are some differences.
Fractional LP-solutions are not only used for the computation of tower bounds,
but also to compute good tours. Thc set of active va.riables is generated and
mana~ed differently. The reduced costs of nonactive varia.bles are computed
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in a hierarchical fashion. Since our algorithms for the sepa.ra.tion of comb and
clique tree constra.ints are less sophisticated t we cannat salve as large prob
lems to optimaJity as Padberg and Rina,ldi could. Because the camputation
of upper and lower bounds is integrated, we can find a. tour with prespecified
guaranteed quality and give satisfiable solutions and lower bounds even if there
is only a limited amount of ePU-time available. Finally we show how this im
plementation for the TSP can be used as a framework 'for other combinatorial
optimization problems.
Joint work wi~h M. Jünger and G. Reinelt.

D. Wagner
A linear-time algorithm far edge-disjQint paths in planar graphs

We consider the problem of finding edge-disjoint paths in a planar graph t s. t.
each path connects two specified vertices on the outer face boundary. "Ve foeus
on the case where the eveness condition is satisfied. The "classical" resüi?
for that problem is the theorem of Okamura & Seymour t which says thata
problem is solvable iff the cut condition is fulfilled. Several algorithms solving:,
this problem which are based on this result are known from the literature. The
best one receives a running time of O(n~ (loglogn)~). -~.
In this talk a new algorithm is presented which requires only O(n) time. The'
approach also yields an alternativeproof for the theorem of Okamura & Sey
mour.
Joint work with !{. Weihe

E. Welzl
Two frameworks for optimization problems

We present two frameworks for solving optimization problems including linear
programming (n constraintstd variables), computing the smallest enclosing ball
of n. points in Rd

, or computing the distance between twon-vertex (ar n-faceiy
-d-po·lytopes. The algorithm developed in the framework can be shown to use a.
subexponential number of arithmetic operations in the unit cost model

expected O(nll2 + eVd.'ogd) I randomized

(This bound reHes on work by Clarkson, Kalai, Matousek/Sharir/Welzl, and
Gärtner).
Here is Gärtner's framework. Suppose we are given an n-element set H with a
linear ordering -< on 2H . OUJ goal is to find thc minimal element in 2H . (ll,~)

is given impli~itely by the following oracle : for F ~ G ~ li, the .oracle eitper
reports that F is optimal in 2G (Le. F = min(2G )) t or it p~ovidcs a set F' I

F' ~ G, F' -< F. (No conditions on (fIt ~) arc required!) ~ Every dcterministic
algorithm requires 2n

- 1 oracle queries in thc warst case, while a randomized
algorithm can solve every such problem with expected (:0(01) orade queries.
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L. A. Wolsey
Polyhedra ror lot-sizing with Wagner-Whitin costs

We examine the single-item lot-sizing problem over an n period horizon with
Wagner-Whitin costs, i. e. 'Pe-l +ht- 1 ~ pe, Pt+l +ge ~ Pe for a.ll t, where Ph ht

and ge are the unit production, storage a.nd backlog costs .respectively.
For the uncapacitated problem with backlogging (BLS) abd the constant capac
ity problem (CLS), an explicit description of the convex huH ef solutions in the
basic stock, ba.cklog and set-up variables is not known for either model. Here we
describe integral polyhedra which which salve the two problems with Wagner
Whitin cests. In addition we obtain combinatorial separation algorithms that
are O'(n2 ) for CLS and O(n3 ) for BLS, as weIl a.s extended formulations with
O(n2 ) constraints and variables in hoth cases.
Joint work with Y. Pochet

G. M. Ziegler
Constructing the Permuto-Associahedra

We construet a family of polytopes KPAn - 1 t the "Permuto-Associahedra". Here
KPAn - 1 is an (n-l)-dimensional polytope, whose vertices correspond to the
complete bra.cketings of permutations of {I, 2, ... J n}, with a natural notion of
adjacency. Qur proofs yield integral coordinates, with all vertices on a sphere,
and include a complete description of the facet-defining inequalitites.
This ·solves a problem of M. M. Kapranov (Northwestern U.), who had defined
KPAn - 1 as a combina.torial object and showed that it corresponds to a cellular

ball.
Joint work with V. Reiner

Berichterstatter: N. Ascheuer
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Tagungsbericht 5/1993

Optimale Steuerung partieller
Differentialgleichungen·

24.01. bis 30.01.1993

Die Tagung wurde organisiert von K.-H. Hoffmann (München) und J. Sprekels (Essen).

Im Mittelpunkt des wissenschaftlichen Programms standen 33- Vortragsbeiträge zur ma
thematischen Theorie, Numerik und Anwendung der Kontrolltheorie partieller Differen
tialgleichungen.
Dabei wurden folgende Problemkreise behandelt: optimale Kontrolle von Gleichungen der
Fluiddynamik, Feedbackkontrolle (Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Gleichung), Parameteriden
tifikation; Simulation und Steuerung von Phasenübergängen, insbesondere mit Phase
Fjeld-Modellen, numerische Verfahfen zur Berechnung optimaler Steuerungen sowie Frage
stellungen im Bereich Shape Opti~zation und Homogenisierung.
Die Tagung wurde mitgeprägt durch eine intensive Diskussion der Vorträge und angren
zender Problemstellungen, die insbesondere auch während der Aben~eit im kleinen Kreis
stattfanden.
Die angenehme Atmosphäre der Tagung, die nicht zuletzt der exze~entenBetreuung.durch
die Mitglieder des Instituts zu ve~danken ist, sei noch besonders erwähnt. Im Namen der
Tagungsteilnehmer danken wir Herrn Prof.Dr. M. Barner und seinen Mitarbeitern
herzlich· dafür.

Vortragsauszüge

H. W. Alt:
M~thematicalmodels of nonisothermal phase transitions I

We consider phase transition models with a given free energy <p(u, w, \7u), where u is the
order parameter and w the inverse absolute temperature. For example (further exa~ples
in Part 11) dynamies are given by

atU + '\J . ; 0,

ate + \l . Ci 0,
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where e(u,w, Vu) is the interna! energy. We postulate an entropy inequality

T := at 8 + \7 . ~ ~ 0

for a.1l solutions of the above system. Here i, q, 8,~ are functions of tL,V, w, {jtU, vu, vv, vw
with chemical potential v = ~. Using the approach of Ia~ional thermodynamics we prove
that there exists a function A = .A(w) > 0 such that after normalization

S + AC{' = we
. a

Wlth e = ow (.AC{') (Gibbs relation),

q=ifo-ie
_ OA_

Pe = 8w P,

_ ( 8.A) _
P. = A - W 8w p.

The flux p= Otu-l/; we call interface flux. Here the index 0 denotes the part of the ßuxes
which vanish if V'v = 0, V'w = O. Moreover

T = ~V (AV) . Jo + \7w . tio ~ o.

We compare these models with those existing in literature, where A = 1 or ..\ = w.

L. Bittner:

Bemerkungen zur Steuerung quasilinearer partieller Differentialgleichungen
erster Ordnung

Gegenstand. des Vortrags sind Differentialgleichungen 1. Ordnung, die durch Charakteris
tikenmethoden in Integralgleichungen transformiert werden. Durch die Charakteristiken
kommen die "ä.ußeren" Argumente t, z, .. auf der rechten: Seite unmittelbar in die Ar
gUI!1ente der Steuerungen hinein, so daß sich die Unstetigkeiten der Steuerungen sofort
auswirken und zu unstetigen Zustandsfunktionen führen können. Im Vortrag wird da
her ein (Produktsummen - ) Typ E U,,(t)Vk(Z, .. ) von Steuerungen vorgeschlagen, der

"sichert, daß die Zustandsfunktionen, wie gewünscht, stetig bleiben. Mit Hilfe von Op-
timalitätsaussagen über ein "Modell - Problem" des Vortragenden wird, des Beispiels
wegen, für ein u.a. von Brokate behandeltes quasilineares hyperbolisches Steuerproblem _,
ein "starkes" Maximumprinzip angegeben. •

M. Brokate

On the Mroz model

We present a formal description and a mathematical analysis of the constitutive stress
strain law for rate-independent plastic ßow due to Mroz. We are particularly interested in
its memory structure, since for the uniaxial situation, the buildup and deletion of memory
is intimately related to the rainflow counting method used for fatigue analysis and the
estimation of damage. We then show how the rainßow method can be generalized to tbe
tensor situation on the basis of the Mroz model.
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(joint work with K. Dreßler and P. Krejci)

E. Casas:
Optimal Control of some equations appearing in fluid mechanics

We consider the problem of controlling the turbulence behaviour of viscous, incompressible
three-dimensional flows. The control variables are the body forces or the heat flux through
the boundary of the dömain occupied by the fluid. The state is the velocity of the fluid and
the cost functional involves the norm of the vorticity of the ft.uid. This norm gives a good
measur~ of the turbulence within the flow. The relation between the control and the state,
that is, the state equation, is described by the evolution Navier-Stokes equations, coupled
withthe heat equation when the control is the heat flux. Dur goal is to formulate an
optimal contral problem, to study the exlst~nceof a solution ud to derive the eonditions
for optimality. To derive the optimality conditions we must consider the s~a1led strang
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. The uniqueness of t'hese 'solutions is known long
time aga, however the exist~nce is still an open problem.T9 overcome this difficulty, we
malte a suitable fonnulation of the control problem, which allows us to prove the~existence

of a solution, under some reasonable hypotheses, and to obtain theoptimality c~nditions.

P. Cannarsa:

Hamilton-Jacobi equations in finite and infinite dimensions and appücations
to optimal control

The talk will be eoneerned with existence, uniqueness and regularity properties of solu
'tions of infinite dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equations. In particular, the'linear-convex
approach and the viscosity solution approach will be described.
The main foeus will be 'on recent results for equations related to optimal control problems
with state constramtsand to optimal boundary control problems.

z. 'ehen:

Optimal boundary controls for aphase field model

The phasefield model describes the phase transitions between two ~fferent phases, e.g.
solid and liquid. In thi~ work we consider first a general boundary c~ntrol problem which
is governed by the phase field model. A necessary condition for optimality is given. Then
two special cases are studied. Under some conditions we prove the uniqueness of the
optimal solutions for a boundary control problem without constraints. For an optimal
boundary control problem with constraints we show a result concerning the so-called
"Bang-Bang-Principle" .

G. Da Prato:

Some results on periodic contral problems

We consider a dynamical system governed by the evolution equation in a Hilbert space

3



H,
y'=Ay+Bu+/(t).

Here A is the generator of a Co-semigroup, u is the control, B E L.:(V; H) is a bounded
operator from the controls space V into H and / is a 211'-periodic function from IR. into
H. We want to minimize the cast

1 2w

J(y,u) = 21r / (Iy(s)12 + lu(s)l2)ds
o

wh~re u. E L~ (V) and

(y,u) E W = {(y,u) : y' = Ay + Bu + /, y 21T-periodic}.

We salve, under suitable assumptions, this problem, using Dynamic Programming argu
ments, and show the relation with Ergodic Control problems.

c. Fabre:

Approximate controllability of the semilinear heat equation

We consider a non linear heat equation (in a bounded and regular open set n in IR")
when the nonlinearity is globally Lipschitz. We consider the case of boundary Dirichlet
conditions and with controls acting in an open subset w of n. Fot an initial data fixed
in Lp(fl)(p ~ 1) (respectively in Co(O», we consider the teachable set at time T > 0
when the controls discribe Loo(w x (O,T)), and we force that the reachable set is dense
in Lp(fl)(p ~ 1) (respectively in Co(O)). For this, we apply a fixed point argument and
then study the linear heat equation perturbed by a potential for which we, characterize a .
control with minimal Loo(w x (0, T))-norm.

M. Falcone:

Recent results in the approximation of optimal control problems

We report on some new results in the approximation of viscosity solutions of HamiIton
Jacobi-Bellman equations related to deterministic and stochastic optimal contral prob
lems. The common framework of these results is Dynamic Programming. The numerical
schemes available for HJB equations a1l have low order of convergence and this is a dif
ficulty when applying the dynamic progamming approach to the solution of real control
problems. A class of high order methods for deterministic control problems can be ob
tained coupling accurate one-step schemes for ordinary differential equations with quadra
ture formulae, the main result is that iC the data of the contral problem are sufficiently
sffiooth (say Cp) and the optimal open-Ioop control is piecewise smooth the schemes are
of order p. Other results deal with the approximation of stochastic 'contral problems
where the evolution is governed by a diffusion process which can eventually degenerate
and of deterministic problems with state constraints. For all the above problems, we es
tablish convergence and obtain approxirnate feedback optimal controls. We present also
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the results of same nUlnerical experiments.

H. O. Fattorini:

Relaxed controls in fluid ftow

We study control problems for fluid fiow described by the Navier-Stokes equations. The
equation can be fitted with ordinary controls or relaxed controls (probability measure
valued controls). The lattet provide automatie existence theorems for control.problems.
The m~n subject of this talk was to show that trajectories corresponding to relaxed
controls can be uniformly approximated by trajectories corresponding to ordinary conttols.
This shows that the relaxed system is close1y related to the original system.

J. Haslinger:

Op~imization of composite materials

Assume a. materiali made from 2 constituents having 2 different heat conductivities. We
study the dependence of the homogenized coefficient"s on the 'shape of the incl~ston. Our
aim is to recover the shape of the inclusion in such, a way that the resulting homogenized
coefficients have a-priori given properties. The main attention is devoted tp the numerical
realization of the problem. We ptesent a new approach, based on the prima! and the
dual variational' formulation, enabling us to state the two sided estimates. of the heat
conductivities and the coefficients of the 'homogenized material.

M. Heinkenschloß:

A multilevel methc)(l (or the numerical solution of a"semilinear parabolic con-
tral pr?blem " .'

In this talk we investigate the nume~ca1 solution o{ an optimal. control problem govemed
by the so-called phase field model, which arises in the description of phase change prob
lems and which is given as a system of two semilinear pa.rabolic equations. Fot the solution
of the optimal control problem we reformulate thenecessary optimality .conditionsas a
compact fixed point problem and apply a multilevel Newton method due to Atkinson and
.Brakhage for its solution. The multilevel newton method works on a sequence of grids and
uses cheap coarse grid information to obtain good a.pproxima.tions {or the Newton step.
This yields a fast linearly convergent metbod which considerably reduces the amount of
work per iteration and also requires fewer data to handle. Other advantages of this ap
proach are that the reformulatio~ as a compact fixed point problem yields a decoupling
or the phase field model and generates functions that only involve the solution of linear
parabolic equations. The work per iteration of the resulting algorithm is linear in the
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number of variables, if fast methods for the solution of the linear PDEs are used.

D. Hömberg:

Phase transitions in eutectoid carbon steel: existence and optimal contral

A mathematical model for the austenite-pearlite and austenite- martensite phase change
in eutectoid cubon sted, based on Seheil's Additivity Rule and the Koistinen and Mar
burger formula is presented. Existence and uniqueness results are established. Necessary
conditions for optimality are derived for a control problem whieh is related to the heat
treatment of steel.
To test the model, the Jominy end quench test has been calculated numerically for the
carbon steels C 1080 and C 100 W1. The results of the numerical ealculations are in good .1,.
agreement to measured physical data..

W. Horn:

The Penrose-FiCe model tor Ising (erromagnets

We consider the system of nonlinear PDEs

, A( rp)
rpt - drp:- so(rp) + -0- 0,

1
Oe +a(i) - A(rp)<Pe 9,

(z,t) E n X [O,T],rl c m.n ,n:5 3 with

so(<p) = Ct(lf'log<p + (1- <p)log(l- rp)) - ~<p2 + (C3 - CI)<P + C.. 2

and suitable initial and boundary conditions. A global existence and uniqueness theorem
is stated and the proo! is being sketched. We pay special attention to the parts of the pIOO!
which give uniform ·Loo estimates on the'solutions and show that there exist constants a, b
such that 0 < a ~ <p(z, t) ~ b < 1. This system can be used to describe Ising !erromagnets.
At the end we make same remarks on the connected Optimal Contral Problem.
(joint work with J. Sprekels and S. Zheng)

N. Kenmochi:

An extended Penrose-FiCe model tor phase transitions

An extended Penrose-Fi!e model for phase transitions in the non-conserved case is dis
cussed. The model is described as a coupled system of two nonlinear parabolic PDEs:

a
8t [p(u) + ..\(w)] - Llu f(t, x), in QT := (0, T) x n,

8w .
fit - ktlw + ß(w) + g(w) 3 A'(W)U in QT

with initial and boundary conditions, where p(u) ~ -~ (the Kelvin temperature) and
w is the order parameter; A, gare smooth functions from IR into m.. and ß is a maximal
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monotone graph in m. x m. with D(ß) = [0-.,0-.] ([0-.,0--] is the domain of the order
parameter). The existence-uniqueness result is proved a.s weil as some results on the
asymptotic stability of the solution.

R. Klötzler:-
Optimal control oe currents

Referring to L. C. Young usual problems of optimal control can be replaced by problems
of optimaJ, contral of currents resp. flows in a domain O. These again are representable
as a general transportation problem (P) subject.1o additive vector-valued set-functions
of bounded variation. The dual problem (D) of (P) is a deposit problem.
It is shown that ma.x(D) = min(P) holds and that this strong duality allows a concept
öf approximate solutions of these problems on the basic of a simplicial partition of n and
piece-wise constant fiows.

B. Krause:

Regularity properties for state and adjoint state oe nonlinear control problems

We study necessary optimality conditions for the solution of controlproblems wlth the
nonlinear evolution eqution . .

iJ + &I~Y + B(y) = u, ioY = Yo

and the cast functional
T

J(y, u) = J(1Iy(t) - Yd(t)lI: + Ilu(t) ~ ud(t)lIf)dt~ in!
o

where A is a positive selfadjoint operator and the control u belongs to a set Uatl. of admis~
sible controls. Assuming that for the state equation there exists at least one admissible
element (y, u) one can prove the exis~ence of an optimal control (y, u). Since i the cast
functional and the estimate

lIB(y)J1n ~ c(l + lIy"~)

of the nonlinear operator B give additional apriori information about the solution fJ
one caD get conditions for the parameters p, q, r, k, 1, m, n such that iI E W~~ = {y E

Lp(O, T; .Hk(n» : iJ E Lq(O, T; HI(O»}. In the regular case (p ~ 2, q ~ 2) with the
assumption

IIB'(y)zlln·::; c(l + lIyll~-l )lIzllm
it is shown that the adjoint state of the control problem is an element of W":.~-'.
The results are used to characterize the solution of Cl control problem for the periodic
thre~dimensional NAVIER-STOKES system.

I{. I<unisch:

Estimation oC state-depend~nt coefficients using convex analysis techniques

In th.e first part of this lecture I ~evisite linear parameter estimation problems formulated
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as bilinear optimal control problems. Under the general assumption that the residue 30t
the minimum is small I argue

(i) uniqueness of regularized solutions,

(ü) convergence of a parallel implement3otion of the auxiliary optimization problem 3oris
ing in the first order au,gmented Lagrangian method,

(üi) quadratic convergence of augmented Lagra~gian-SQP methods.

In the second part we consider the estimation of state dependent coefficients in partial
differential equations. As a. specific example one may consider the estimation of a(.) in

div(a(V'y» = f

!rom measurements Yo for y(a*) with a* the 'true' coefficient. The 30dmissible coefficients
are restricted to lie in a subset of K = {a = Bj Ij : IRn

--. IR convex}. Based on
the conjugacy formula the estimation is cast as a penalty type optimization problem.
Existence and wellposedness is asserted. 'Subsequently the problem is reformulated as an
optimal control problem, amenable to computer implementation.
The second part is joint work with V. Barbu.

G. Leugering:

Control oe dynamic elastic networks of strings and beams - theory and nu
merical simulation

Models of elastic networks of strings, various heams are going to be presented along with
concepts of controlling the transient behaviour of such multilink structures. Numerical
simulations are designed to underline the significance of these models.

T. Lohmann:

Numerical computation of parameter estimates in nonlinear implicit models

Nowadays the use of simulation and optimization techniques to analyse and control real
life processes on computers increases rapidly in science as well as in industry. The basic
model equations have to describe the investigated process qualitatively correct1y. Hut in e
many cases model coefficients (parameter constants or parameter functions) are unknown.
They have to be estimated by observations.
In our talk we present a new numerical algorithm which is able to compute parameter
estimates in nonlinear implicit models like ordinary or partial differential equations. The
O.D.E.-identification probiem is discretized by a boundary value problem approach like
multiple shooting. The P.D.E.-identification problem is formulated as a variational prob
lem. The space-dependent part of the solution and the model coefficients are discretized
by finite elements. For partial differential equations of parabolic type this approach also
yields an O.D.E.-identification problem which depends on the unknown discretization pa
rameters. In each case we get a finite dimensional constrained least squares problem. This
problem is solved numerically by a Gauss-Newton method. Local and global convergence
can be proved. Furthermore, a convenient statistical analysis of the computed parameter
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1··_"
estimates is given. On the basis of the proposed algorithm we developed a numerical
procedure which has already been tested on some examples.

V\'. wlerz:
Modelling, analytical and numerical treatment of the oxidation process of
silicon

Der Oxidationsprozeß von .Silizium ist ein wesentlicher Schritt bei der Herstellung von
Mikrochips. Bei Temperaturen zwischen 700 u~d 1200 oe wird in oxidierender Atmo
sphäre Silizium -in Siliziumdioxid umgewandelt. Die entstehenden Oxidbereiche dienen
hauptsächlich als isolierende Schichten in integrierte:n HaJbleiterschaltungen.
Es existiert eine Vielzahl von mathematischen Modellen zur Beschreibung der physikali
schen und chemischen Eigenschaften dieses Prozesses. Ausgehend von der allgemeinen
Idee, daß ein Gemisch verschiedener Substanzen vorliegt, die teilweise miteinander chemisch
reagieren, werden .eine Reihev~n Modellvorschlägen präsentiert. Impuls- und Massenbi
lanzen sowie D~ffusionsvorgänge führen zu einem umfassenden System. von nichtlinearen
partiellen Differentialgleichungen. - ..
Es werden neben Existenz- und Eindeutigkeitsresultaten auch numerische Ergeb'"rosse der
Simulation des Oxidationsprozesses vorgestellt. Die numerische Auswertung erc~lgte mit
Hilfe des Prozeß-Simulators DIO~.

NI. Niezgo?ka:
State-constrained problems arising {rom non-isothermal diffusive phase tran..
sitions

Systems of strongly coupled evolution equations are considered that extendthe Penrose-
Fife models onto the cas~ of state-constrained problems. This provides the possibility
of accounting for pure phases and applying control -a.ction· by means of some external
fields. The constraints are admitted to be explicitly time-dependent; Fot the conserved
order parameter w (binary case), with p(u) corresponding to Kelvins temperature, the
governing equations assume then the form

p(uh + A(W)t - /i.U h,

W t - Ll{ -vßw +e+g(w) - Ao{W)U} 0, v > 0,

~ E ßt(w)

in (0, T) x n, n c IRN(N ~ 3), where ßt(.) C IR x m. maximal monotone, p('),"\(.),'\o(.),
g( .) loca.lly Lipschitz,. p monotone. Results on the existence, uniqueness and asymptotic
behaviour (as t -+ 00) of solutions are given along with an analysis of the continuity of
system trajectories with respect to perturbations of the thermodynamic potential (ßt,g).
(joint work with N. Kenmochi, C~ba)

1. Pawlow:

Mathematical models of nonisothermal phase transitions 11

We propose a cl~s of La.ndau-Gi~zburgtype models (or nonisothermal phase transitions

9
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which is consistent with the entropy principle. The model formulation applies in particular
to processes of diffusive phase seperation, solidification problems and phase transitions in
shape memory alloys. For the first two groups of problems the governing equations are

atU + \7.10
ate + \7 ·(io - P::)

0, or aeU = -a:v, Cl > 0,

o

where u is the order parameter, e the internal energy, v the chemical potential, 10 the
mass flux, ifo the energy flux, and Pe the nonequilibrium phase interface flux.
For the shape -memory alloys the models reads as

Aa:u - \7.(-(1)
w

at(e + ~(8tU)2) + \1.(% - Pe - ~q.atu)
2 w

0,

°
where u is the displacement vector, (T the total stress tensor, and the function A as in
Part!.
For the class of problems under consideration we study the Lyapunov property and the
existence- of absorbing sets:

S. Pickenhain:

Stability and maximum principle in mathematical control theory

Two vanants of a maximum principle for multidimensional control problems of Dieudonne
Rashevsky-type are shown. The first variant uses smoothness assumptions of the objective
functional in the state variables and convexity assumptions in the control as weil as the
linearity of the state constraints. It is applicable to relaxed control problems. The second
variant assumes stability result with respect to a suitable dual problem.

J.-P. Puel:

Boundary stabilization for the full system of dynamical Von Karman equations e
We consider a thin elastic plate, the vibrations of which are modelized by the fuil system of
dynamical Von Karman equations. This model takes into account the in-plate acceleration
and a term of rotational inertia, and it is written in terms of physical variables without
any introduction of an Airy function. On apart of the boundary we introduce suitabl~

feedbacks so that the energy of the system is strictly decreasing. We prove first the
existence of (at last) one solution of finite energy for the complete system (including
feedbacks). Uniqueness for these weaksolutions is not known. We also prove that for
more regular initial data, there exists a unique strong solution and this result relies on
a careful study of the underlying linear operator. Then, using the method of perturbed
energy, we prove a stabilization result for strong solutions, namely that their energy is
exponentially decreasing in time, the rate of decay being uniform for bounded initial data
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in the energy norm.

T. Roubicek:

Optimal control of a microstructure

An optimal control problem for a microstructure (describing a multiphase system) gov
erned by a nonconvex steady-state variational problem is studied. The controlled varia
tional problem requires a fine relaxation not to loase information.about the microstructure
we are just interested in, therefore a technique of (generalized) Young measures must be
used.' The question about uniqueness of the solution to the relaxed problem, which is espe
ci~y important in context of control, is discussed. An approximation theory is developed
and so~e numerical experience will be mentioned, as well.

E.W. Sachs:

Reduced SQP-methods Cor nonline'ar heat conduction control problems
. ~~.""

A problem is considered which arises in the control of heat conduction processes governed
by nonlinear diffusion equations. We present the discretized form o{such a pro1?lem and
apply a reduced SQP-method for the numerical solution of the optimization ·problem.
This method makes use ef the sparsity and efFers the advantage to approximate second
order information by a quasi-Newton upd'ate which is practicable with regard' to stor
age. The convergence result is a Ioeal l-step q-superlinear convergence rate which is an
improvement over results' achieved previously. The algo~thm is tested on the parabolic
control problem and the results document a sizeable reduction in the number of iterations.

J. Sokolowski:·

Shape sensitivity analysis of· thin shells

Classical.results from control theory and fro~' material derivative method are use'crin order
to optimize the shape (middle surface and thickness) of an elast~c general thinshell. The
attention is concentrated on.the general continuous formulation of the problem. Thus very
general results are- obt3.ined which can be used in the forthcoming works -to analyze the
approximation by finite element method and ·to realize some industrial applications. The
general formulation of the linear thinshell equtions of KOlTER are used. The-derivatives
of the different functionals concerned by the optimization problems were computed. In
addition, the form of the second derivative of cost is ob~ained.

S.S. Sritharan:

Optimal control of viscous ftow

We will report on the recent progress on feedback ~ontrol of Navier-Stokes equations.
Main results are

(1) existence of ordinary and Young M~asure Valued optimal control,
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(2) necessary conditions (Pontryagin Maximum Principle) for the case with target con
straints,

(3) feedback analysis using infinite dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equation (Viscosity
Solution technique).

Current research directions include stochastic dynamic programming of Navier-Stokes
equations using infinite dimensional second order Bellman equation.

D. Tiba:

State constrained control problems; optimal design problems

In this paper (written in cooperation with M. Bergonnieux - Univ. of Orleans, France
and T. Männikkö - Univ. of Jyväskylä, Finland) we study a new form of ilecessary
and sufficient optimality conditions for state constrained parabolic control problems. We
weaken the standard Slater hypothesis and we study also the case of empty interior con
straints. The applications cancern a bang-bang type result and an augmented Lagrangian
algorithm. Numerical results are also commented.

F. Tröltzsch:

Convergence of the Lagrange-Newton method for parabolic boundary control
problems

The Lagrange-Newton method (ar SQP method) salves nonlinear programming problems
through a sequence of quadratic problems.
Under the assumption of second order sufficient optimality conditions the quadratic con
vergence of the method in finite dimensional spaces is known some years.
The proo! of convergence was extended recently to infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces
and, under additional requirements, also to Banach spaces.

These techniques were applied to optimal control problems governed by nonlinear sys
tems of ordinary differential equations. In contrast ta this, the behaviour of the method
remained ·open for nonlinear parabolic boundary control problems.

In the lecture, a first proof of convergence together with an estimate of the corresponding
order is presented for this class of problems.

L. v. Wolfersdorf:

Optimal control problems for memory kerneIs in heat conduction theory

A linear integrodifferential equation describing the hest flow in a material with memory
is considered. This equation contains a pair of time-dependent convolution kerneis that
are unknown. Such kerneis are determined as solutions of an optimal control problem by
using additional data obtained from measurements of average temperature around same
fixed points of the domain over some finite time interval. We show the existence of an
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optimal solution oe this problem and derive optimality conditions for it.

~vI. '{aruanloto:

U nique. determination o( coefficients in one-dimensional wave equations (rom
boundary däta

We consider an initial/boundary-value problem for a one-dimensional wave eq~ation

describing a vibration of astring in a viscous fluid, given by

82u -a 8ü· -8u
p(x)- = -((1(x)-) - k(z)-j 0< z < 1;'~T < t <-T,

8t2 8z ßz 8t

811. 8u"
8z(O,t) == 8z(l,t) = 0 (or ~(O,t) = u(l,t) = 0); -T< t < T,

.811.
u( ~_, 0) = a(z ), . 8t (z, 0) = b(z ) j 0 < z < l.

Here p and .. <7 Me the mass-density and the tension, respectively, which are functions of
the space va.riabl~ z. The. term '-k(z)~ corresponds to viscous drag. t7:.::·

Our problem is: Can we uniquely determine p, (1, k, a, b from observation of u (oi--~) at
boundary· points (0, t) and (1, t)? -
Dur result is: Under some assumptions, the boundary_ data determin~:

(T, k,~, b, if p is known,

p, k, ~, b, if (T is known'~',

p, (T, ~,b, in the inteI~ where k i= 0, if k is known.

The key technique 15 the Gel'fand-LeVitan approach.

Berichterstatter: D. Hömberg
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Asymp,totics and Adaptivity in C()mputational Mechanies

31.01.-6.2.1993

The confer~nce was organized by D. ai~s (Bochum), Ph. Ciarlet (Paris)
and E. Ste~n (Hannover)·.·The parti~ipants carne from numerical engineering,
mechaniCs t and from numericaL or applied analysis. The following interacting

.... tOPlcs wer~ discussed from various theoretical and applied points of view.
The"'~ymptotic properties of two dimensional plate models were one of the

main topics of the conference. Vatious derivations started from a three dimen-
. sional model and led to new (e.g. geometrically exaet) plate models or to the

von Karman equations;. In addition,. existence, regularity and asymptotics of
the solutions of shells and membranes were discussed as weil as related aspects
of their numericalapproximati0!1' The Reissner-Mindlin plate. model gave rise
to tbe discussion of mixed finite element methods arid thc problem of locking.
Appropriate (e.g. stabilizedr'element formulations as weil asrobust multigrid
or preconditioning methods were presented for the solution of the discrete linear
system of equations: The.number of iteration steps i5 small and independent of
same crucial pa"rameter (e.g. the thickness of the plate). .

The second important topic of the conference was the development an<.! ap
plication of adaptive methods which admit an easy computation of solutions
with possible singularities. Their algorithrnic aspects - mainly conccrning the
numerical treatment of the disc'rete equations (e.g. via a multigrid rnethod) 
as weil as their theoretical foundation were discussed. In particular, thc corn
parability of different error indicators in tlte case of a structured meshes and its
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relation to superconvergence phenomenons became important. Adaptive meth
ods were presented not only for linear elliptic problems but applied also Lo ftow
problems, nonlinear shell buckling, localization in plasto mechanics, obstacle
problems, and in dimensional adaptivity.

D.N. ARNOLD:
p2_ pi Stokes Elements
We .investigate the finite element approximation of the Stokes equations us
ing eontinuous pieeewise quadratie elements for the veloeity and discontinuous
piecewise linear elements for the pressure, both computationally and theoret
ieally. This seemingly simple choiee of elements exhibits a surprisingly rieh
variety of stability and convergence behavior depending on the mesb configura
tion. Aecording to the mesh family there may or may not exist loeal spurious
pressure modes (usually associated with singular vertiees) and/or global spuri
ous pressure modes. Of course such pressure modes cause tbe method to faH the
inf-sup condition and in this sense to be unstable. When tbe pressure modes
are removcd from the finite element space, a filtering process which leaves tbe
velocity unchanged, the resulti.ng reduced system may or may not be stable.
For a number of irregular and regular. mesh families we sh,ow it is stable, while
for a number of other families, including the simplest uniform triangular mesh

.generated by three lines, it is not. However the evidente seerns to indicate that
the unstable situations are quite special and not very robust and this element
delivers optimal order velocity approximation in most cases. We conjecture that
the velocity a~proximation is at worst one order suboptimal in any ease.

E. BÄNSCH:
, Algorithmic Aspects of Selfadaptive FE-Techniques far Instationary

Problems .
Adaptive strategies for instationary problems are presented. These strategies
apply to a quite general dass of problems. Our emphasis is on 3D problems.
The following points are outlined: local grid refinement/eoarsening, criteria for
grid modification, interpolation between different grids, overall strategies.
Numerical examples are presented:
• Transient ftow simulation in 3D
• Solidification in undercooled media/dendrite growth in 2D and 3D.

J. BEY:
Adaptive Multigrid Methods with Local Smaothers rar 3D Elliptic
Problems
W~ consider the solution of convection diffusion equations in three spaee di
mensions. These are discretised by a finite volume method applied to a nested
sequence of tetrahedral meshes. Upwinding is used to stabilize the discretization
in the case of dominating convection. The resulting linear system is solved using
an adaptive multigrid algorithm with a loeal Gauss-Seidel smoother. Therefore
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the order of unknowns of each level is properly aligned to the direction of con
vective ftux. This ordering turns out t6 be essential in order to guarantee gool!
convergence rates independent of the proportion of diffusion 'and conveclion
terms.

H. BLUM:

Finite Element Error Analysis 00 Structured Meshes
The consistency error of finite element discretizations allows for a more detailed
analysis and for better estimates on structured meshes composed of uniformly
refined blocks than on -arbitrary regular meshes. These results provide .the basis
for the derivation of various superconvergence properties which cannot hold true
in general. Further, the accuracy can be improved by means of defect correction
techniques. Using certain naturallocal filtering and smoothing procedures, these 
teehniques carry over to mixed and nonconformirig sehemes.

F. BOURAUIN:

SubstructuringMethods Car Fluid·Strncture Interaction :>-

We consider the' problem of elastoacoustic vibrations of a ftuid-structure sys:.
tern in the vicinity of an equilibrium state. The puredisplacement variation~al .
formulation ex.hibit~ a small parameter,ratio of the fluid density to the density
of the solid body. The asymptotic expansion of tl)e solutions with respect ~~~
{ is proved to be rigorous in Sanchez-Hubert and Sanchez Palencia, and leaos
to a natural substructuring algorithm that allows us to compute -the elastic
eigenmodes as simple statie perturbations of the cavity modes in vacua and of
the acoustic modes in the rigid cavity. This algorithnl can take advantage of a
hybrid diplacement-pressure-diplacement potential fornlulation and requires a
fast procedure to compute the forced response of a linear system.

D. BRAESS:

O~ Finite E~ements far Mindlin Plates
When locking free elements for Mindlin-Reissner plates are developed, it ~is~

appropriate to consider this plate model as aperturbation or the Kirchhoff.!....
model. Some folklc;>re onsaddle point problems (mixed problems). with penalty
is misleading. A regular perturbation is always stabilizing while asingular one
is only ir the qu~dratic form for the" variational functional is elliptic on the
whole space. The H~lmholtz decomposition usedby Brezzi and Fortin ad~nits
a splitting such that the singular part refers to a subspace with this property.
We show that the. MITC-elements(or more generally ele~ents which satisfy
the axioms'of Brezzi, Bathe, Fortin) admit a discrete Helmholtz decomposition.
Ta this end a discrete version of the cud operator is defined as a tlistribtitional
derivative with test functions from the finite element space for the strain. With
this, almost optimal error estimates can be derived.

3



S.C. BRENNER:

~Iulitigrid Methods {or Parameter Dependent Problems
~Iultigrid methods for parameter dependent problems will be 'discussed. The
contraction numbers of the algorithm are bounded away from one, independent
of the parameter and the mesh levels. Examples include the pure displace
ment and pure traction boundary value problems in planar linear elasticity, the
Timoshenko beam problem, and the Reissner-Mindlin plate problem.

C. CARSTENSEN:

On Adaptive DEM and BEM/FEM Coupling.
\Ve state same aposteriori euor estimates for Symm's integral equation, for
an integral equation with the hypersingular operator, for same transmission
problem and the symmetrie coupling of boundary elements and finite elements.
\\'e sketch the main idea for a proof of these estimates following the approach
for finite elements due to Erikson and Johnson. Then we present an adaptive
feedback algorithm and discuss some illustrating numerical examples.

H. CRAMER:

Adaptive Analysis of Elastic Structures Using Recursive Substruc
turing
In this lecture an adaptive treatment of problems in plane elasticity using recur
sille substructuring is described. The applied proeedures in tbe different steps
of the adaptive process are discussed. In the first part some frequently used
error indicators and estimators are considered. Their performance is illustrated
by the results of a model problem. This will be followed by a section dealing
with mesh refinement, where the h-process of remeshing is shortly presented.
Finally the solution of tbe algebraic equations using direct solvers is considered.
It is poiDted out thai recursive substructuring is a very w~1l suited solution tech
nique for an adaptive process. Possibilities of parallelization of tbe calculation
are discussed.

R.S. FALK:

Derivation, Asymptotic Properties and Numerical Approximation of
same Two Dimensional Plate Models
Two dimensional plate models derived from Galerkin approximations to two
fonns of the Hellinger-Reissner mixed variational principle are considered.
These include the family of minimum energy models, Reissner's model, and
a new family of models, similar to Reissner's model, which may also be viewed
as complementary energy models. Comparisons are made regarding the bound
ary layer behavior and regularity of the solutions of these models as a function
of the plate thickness t. Uniform in terror estimates are presented for a finite
element approximation seheme for the lowest order minimum energy model.
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M. FORTIN:

Finite Element Methods, Stabilized Formulations and Error Estima·
tion·
Errorestimation and adaptivity are essential for advanced computation, spe
cially for Computational Fluid Dynamics. We are considering a strategy in
which a stabilized formulatian, such as a Galer~in least squares method, can
provide some form of errar estimation.

R. KORNHUBER:

On Adaptive Multilevel-Methods Cor Elliptic Problems
We will give a brief int~oduction to the basic eoncepts for .ffiultilevel precondi
tioning and aposteriori error estimates which are then applied to same elliptie
problems. In particular we will consider the BPX preconditioner in three spaee
dimensions. Using active set strategies, the' solution of obstade problems .can
be reduced to the Sol~tion ofa sequenc~ of reduced linear sub-proble~~t{:.1t
turns out that the basic concepts of multilevel methods can be extended to' tbe
preconditioning of these redueed problems. To allow for loeal mesh refinement
we derive semi-Ioeal and local·a posterori errar estimates, praviding lower ~nd

upper bounds; for the global error. The theoretical results areillustrated· by
numerical camputations.

A. MIELKE:

A Derivation of a Geometrically Exact Plate Model
Weconsider an infiriitely extended thick plate and show that all solutions having
uniformly small strains cao be deseribed by a two-dimensional PDE. It consists
of 9 scalars associated to each fiber. Tbe method is based on a Fourier decompo
sition of the linearized problem. This shows th~t at least a 9-director"'--ffiodel is
needed. The nonlinear problem iä treated by a gener'alized LyapuDOV=-Schmidt
reduction. In' particular, the deformation"energy f~nctional of the plate can be
deduced rigorously from the energy functional of the thre~dimensionalcontin
uum:

E~ SANCHEZ PALENCIA:

.Membrane Approximation for Thin Hyperbolic Shells
Membrane approximation is the limit behavior of shells as the thickness tends
to zero provided that the surface, along with the kinetic. boundary conditions
is geometrically rigid, i.e.. displacements with 1aJJ =0 (-raß= variation of the
coefficients of the first fundamental- form of the surface produ.ced by the" dis
placement u) are ooly trivial displacements. In this case,' the membrane energy
form d~fines a norm on the sp~ce of displacements and we may construct the
spaee V of displacements with finite membrane energy. Functions of this space
are not smoo~ht their non-smoothness depentling highlyon the geometry of
the surface. 'fhe asymptotic curves of the slirfac.e are the characteristics of
the system of the membrane approximation. and singularities may propagate



along them. The corresponding space V ia an anisotropie space of functions
not having traces along the characteristics curves. It is possible Lo eliminate the
normal eomponent of the displacement to get a closer form of the. spaee in terms
of the tangential components. It turns out that the membrane approximation
in the hyperbolie case is such that the strain-stress relation is positive but not
definite-positive: the corresponding energy vanishes for shear (eovaria~t shear
eorresponding to the directions of the asymptotie curves. The corresponding
behavior is rather of a net than of a membrane, but the net is holded by the
boundary conditions.

J .-C. PAUMIER:

On the Locking Phenomenon Cor a Linearly Elastic Clamped Plate
1. A Finite Element method is applied to tbe variational displacement formula
tion of a three dimensional clamped plate. The purpose of this talk ia to study
tbe locking phenomenon which might oceur when the thickness approaches zero.
In this phenomenon, the error in the approximation is not necessarily small and
ean become very large if the thiekness decreases. In tbis talk we give conditions
on tbe Finite Element Method to avoid this diffieulty. Over these c~nditions it
is shown that the convergence of the approximation is uniform as the thiekness
diminishes to zero.
2. To sum up tbe above results in an abstract formulation: u( E V;
~ao(u(,v) + at(u f , v) = b(v) for all v E V, we give a sufficient condition to
have an appr9ximate solution u~ which eonverges, uniformly in !, as h - O.
This is a condition on the limit problem: Uo E G; at(uo t w) = b(w), for aH
wEG wbere G is the kernel of ao (not reduee to {O}).
3. As an applieation of our main result we consider the validity of models like
ttMindlin-Reissner"where the displacement u is a polynomial in the variable

. %3. We give a candition to get models wbich are It asymp~otic-canvergentn(as
the thickness goes to zero the solution converges to the Kirchhoff-Love solution).
This candition consists in taking displacement like polynomial in %3, degree one
for horizontal eomponents and degree two for vertical component.

J. PITKÄRANTA:

Asymptotics Vs. Numerics in Shell Problems
The main characteristics of shell asymptotics are 1) strong dependence of the
geometry of the shell (elliptic/parabolic/hyperbolic) and 2) (in fixed geometry)
strang dependence of kinematical constraints imposed, in same cases even of
the type of loading. Another eharacteristic feature of thin shell problems is
the presence of very different length scales, e.g. in boundary layers. If the
largest scale is chosen as the length unit, and t= thickness of the shell, then
lengt~ scales like t, Vi and even \/i are to be expected in boundary layers. In
standard finite element approximations, the error in the energy norm for p-th
degree elements of size h behaves typieally like lIu - uh'Pll/llu!I ~ G(t)(h/ L)P
where L ia the length scale to be resolved. In favorable cases G(l) is bounded!
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but often C(l) - 00 as t - O. In the warst cases G(t) - ,-I. To have error
< tal thus requires that h < (to/)l/1' LI(G(t»I/1'. If C(t) is large, this suggests
the use of high-order methods~ ,

E. RANK:
A Hierarchical HP-Version
Recently a 'variant of the hp-version as a combination of a high order approx
imation with a domain decom'position method .has been suggested. The .basic
idea can be explained as folIows. In" a ·first step of the analysis a pure p-\'ersion
approximation is performed on a coarse finite element mesh. The coarse mesh is
then covered partially by a geometrically independent fine mesh .. On' the second
'mesh a lower order approximation is performed and the global 'api>roximat~on
is defined as the hierarchical sum of the p-approximation on the coarsemesh
and the h-ap'proximation on the fine mesh. Global continuity of the finite el
ement solution can be guaranteed' by imposing homogeneous conditions att~e_ .,-. ',_
fine mesh boundary. The' hieiarchical nature of the approximation also reflect'i;:"
in the structure of the arising linear equation system and can be used in an effi· ,'[<'

cient solution algorithm. The paper discusses algorithmic details and shows ho\y..~
the hierarchical approach offers tbe possibility ora consistent modeling of local- ':.•
global solution behavior. In ~umeric~l exarnples the efficiency' and accuracy is .
demonstrated.. . .~.. .

RAa BOPENG:

M~guerre • von Karman Equations and "Membrane Model
As shown by Ciarlet-Paumier (1986), the Marguerre von Kcirman Equations ar~

a good approximation of a nonlinear shallow shell model. These equations are
characterized by the spedfic nonlinear terms of derivatives of order. two. " ,-

In this work, we first give a:general existence result and same smoothness
results. Next, in the esse of pure traction , we. study the behavior'of the shell.
We show that the solutions of the sha]low shell converge to the solution of the
membranemoderas.t~eintensity of the traction ~onverges .to infinity. ,:}.ü

A. RAOULT:

Asymptotic Derivation of Plate Models ..
1) Asymptotic derivation when tbe thickness goes to zero of both the linear
plate model and the von Karman model has lang been known. Although widely
used, these models are restricted to the small c.lisplacement range. Moreover ,
they are not frame indifferent.
By applying an asymptotic pracedure to the fuUy non linear system of :JD
elasticity for large loads. we exhibit the nonlinear membrane equations a.s a
limit problem. The energy depends only in the first fundamental form' of the
deformed mid-surface. In this approach, the constitutiye law is a result. The
proper coefficients are not stated apriori. When the orders of rna~nitllde of
the loads are decreased and for a zero· leading resulLant. we ohtain a hending



problem. The energy depends only on the second fundamental fornl. If we go
on with the process, we recover the previous results concerning the von Karman
and the linear model.
2) When using the classical way of deriving the Mindlin-Reissner model by pro
jection on the space of displacements whose horizontal components are affine
with respect to z. and whose vertical component is independent of Z., one has
to modify apriori tbe constitutive coefficients. By comparing tbis (1,1,0) so
lution with the exact solution in a special case, Babuska and Schwah find two
optimal values for k depending on the comparison criterion. We make the fol
lowing remark: if an approximation of U(f) is chosen to be w = UO + f2 u 2 in
the case where u2 cao be computed (specific houndary conditions), then the re
striction to the mid-surface of the vertical component W3 or its mean-value lead
by comparison to the Mindlin-Reissner model to the same optimal values. The
coefficient u 2 is a polynomial of degree 2 in Zz. This is an indication that the
Mindlin~Reissnermodel draws information from such an approximation space
(see the talk by R. Falk).

E. STEIN:

Dimensional Adaptivity in Linear Elasticity
The goal is the including of disturbed solutions in subdomains of beams, plates
and shells - such as at boundary layers, jumps of thickness or areas of con
centrated' loading. - ioto an integrated h-d-adaptive finite element analysis in
order to get an overall reliable and efficient approximation process. Different
strategi_es are investigated, such as an expansion method 2D to 3D subdomains
and a reduction method using h-p-adaptivity in the whole 3D domains with
reduction ta 2D subdomains where the kinematic hypothesis are valid. Up to
now, the h-d- and the h-pt-d-adaptjvity is realized where tbe latter descrihes
2!D refinements with: p-adaptivity in the thickness direction. Crucial problems
are a flexible ID-2D-3D mesh generator as weIl as the apriori and aposteriori
error indicators. D-adaptivity' is initialized if the regularity check in 20 - using
residual errar indicatots - and the apriori estimated decay length~ of perturba
tions hoth become active.
Some investigated problems like a plate on simple columns show the properties
and the efficiency.

A.-M. SÄNDIG:

CalculatioD of 2D and 3D-Singularities Cor Inclusions with Conical
Points
Let O2 be a two- or three-dimensional domain with an indusion {ll in the
interior. The domain 0 1 is polygonal in the two-dimensional case or has a
rotational symmetrie conical boundary point in the three-dimensional case. It
follows from the general theory that the solutions of elliptic differential equations
in ni , i = 1,2, which satisfy eertain transmission conditions on the common
boundary 80., have an asymptotic expansion consisting of singular and 'regular
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terms. The method, how to cal~ulate the singular terms is demonstrated for
different examples, namely for 2D Poissoo equations, biharmonic equations and
for the '20 and 3D Lame equation and for the 2D and 3D Larne equation systems.
The singular terms cao have the following form: T

Q
SieD, tP,t7), i = 1.2, where

(r, D, 11), are the spherical coordinates and r is the distaneeto a eonical point.
The real parts of the expa~ents determioe the regularity of the solutions. They
are calculated numerically for same materials for all openings of the conical
points and the eorresponding graphs show I when oscillating singularities «(\'
iscomplex) and when instabilities in the asymptotics appear (branehing and
crossing points).

B. SEI'FERT:

Mesh-Adaptation in the Nonlinear Finite-Ele'ment-Analysis oi SheUs,
Especially Buckling
h-Adaptivity with a-posterioti errar indieators for incremental stress states..~~
weil as boun-ds for tbe iocremental geometrical non-lioearity provides reliab.ie
and effective non-linear equilibrium patbs for shells with moderate .or ~ven fi
nite rotations. The computation of bifurcation points and braneh-switching is
realized by error contro!. Adaptive refinement into buckle states is necessary
and reali.zed. at branch switching points. ..... "

.."".-.
P. STEINMANN:

Localization Problems in Plasto Mechanies
Tbe accumulation of ioelaStic deformations ioto "ncirrow failure bands is a fre
quently obse~ved 'phenomenon in many different materials. Within c"lassical
continuum theory localization is described as a loeal bifurcation problem at
the constitutive level. Thereby diseontinuity surfaces across which the (spa~
tial) velocity gradientobeys a jump are assumed. The statical adrnissibility
requirement renders the localization condition in' terms of the acoustic tensor .

. Investigations of the acoustic tenso~ in the large strain regime are presented a~d
tbe implications of the aeoustic tensor analysis for the nUlnerical computaqqv.

·,of BVP are highlighted. To this end, h-adaptive studies of a plane tension
problem are presented. FinallYt a regularisation method invoking a micropolar
continuum approach is sketched.

R. STENBERG:

On same Dilinear Fiuite Elements for Reissner-Mindlin Plates
We consider three methods using quadrila"teral bilinear approximations for "t.he
deftection and the solution vector: a c1assical method in which the skew energy
is computed inexactly withthe one point integration rule {reduced integration},
the n MITC4" -element (M ixed Interpolated Tensorial Components) by Bathe
and Dvorkin and a new ,. stabilized" modification of the MITC4. or the three
methods only the last ODe cao be shown to he uniforrnly optimal accuratc with
respect to the plate thickness. In our calculations we try to numerically \'erify



the results or the theoretical error analysis. For regular rectangular meshes the
expected 1085 of accuracy of the unstable method cannot be seen. However, if we
disturb the mesh, the instabilties show up. It is most clearly seen in the shear
force which for the unstable method can be extremely inaccurate (the errar ean
be greater than 100% !). For the stahle method, the mesh distribution have no
significant inftuenee on the accuraey.

R. VERFÜRTH:

APosteriori Error Estimates
There are various ways to obtain reliable aposteriori error estimates for finite
element approximations of elliptie pdes: There are in particular three variants
which are most popular:
1: evaluate the residual of the finite element solution with respect to the strong
form of the pde (originally proposed by Babuska) 2: salve loeal problems of the
same type wit~ Dirichlet boundary conditions (originally proposed by Babuska
and Rheinboldt) 3: salve loeal problemsofthe same'type with Neumann bound
ary conditions (originally proposed by Bank and Weiser). We prove that all
these estimators are equivalent in the sense that they yield - up to multiplica
tive constants which only depend on the polynomial degree of the finite element
functions and on the shape regularity of the mesh - the same global upper and
locallower bounds on the error of the finite element solution.

W.L. WENDLAND, U. GönNER, G. WARNECKE:

Adaptive Finite Element Methods Cor Transonic. Flows
By using elliptic type error indicators, a mesh refinement with h-adaption is
driven for the Glowinski conjugate gradient method for solving the Neumann
problem of the transO~c fuH potential equation for two-dimensional compress
ihle ftows. These we based on localized residuals and ftux jumps across the finite
element edges. Numerical experiments showed satisfactory performance excep t.

at shocks. Based on the condition for selecting the physicaHy correct solution,
an additionalshock indicator is used for moving the Dodes in order to improve
the alignment of the mesh with shock curves. It can be shown that this shock
indicator is ooly active if theshock is within the element or the next neighbor.
Furthermore, for a piecewise smooth solution, optimal order convergence for
the velocity and the family of adapted refinements can be shown. The lecture
presents results of U. Göhner~s PhD thesis, a joint paper by U. Gähner and G.
Warnecke and a joint paper of the three authors.
References; 1. U. Göhner: Adaptive Finite-Element-Methoden für transsoni
sche Strömungen. Dissertation, Universität Stuttgart 1991.
2. U. Gähner aod G. Warnecke; A shock indicator for adaptive transonic flow
computations. Preprint 92-9~ Math. lost. A, University Stuttgart.
3. U. Gähner. G. \Varnecke and W. Wendland: Error indicators for adaptive
transonic ftow cOInputations; in preparation.
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N.-E. WIBERG:

Patch Recovery Based on Superconv~rgentDerivatives aud Equilib
rium
In this paper a postprocessing technique is developed for deterrnining first order
derivatives (fluxes, stresses) at nodal p'oints based ond.erivatives in superconver
gent points. lt is an extension of tbe superconvergent patch recovery technique
presented by Zienkiewicz.. and Zhu. In contradiction to th-at technique alt flux
or stress cornponents are interpolated at the same time, eoupled by equilibrium
equations at tbe superconvergent points. The equilibrium equations and use
of ODe order higber degree of the interpolation polynomials of stresses give a
dr~matic decrease" of tbe error of recovered derivatives even at boundaries.

G. WITTUM:

Adaptivity and ~obustness

Robust solvers are crucial for the fast and efficient solution of ·singularlyp~.~.;:,

turbed problems. On the other hand, singularly perturged problems typica1!Y-.
show loeal phenomena like boundary tayers. Thus they require adaptive loc~(

refinement. In the present leeture we discuss a concept how to combine robusr;7
ness and adaptivity in multi-grid methods and show the success of this concep""f"
applied to special problems. Further we discuss a diffusion problem madelling' 
the drug diffusion tbrough skin and show robustn~ of thelocal mg salver. ";).-

Berichterstatter: C. Carstensen
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Tagungsbericht 7/1993 -

Partiell~ Differentialgleichungen

7~2. bis 13.2.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn G. Huisken (Tübin
gen), Herrn L. Simon (Stanford) und Herrn M. Struwe(Zürich) statt.
Die Teilnehmer kamen .aus der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, den
USA, Russland, Australien, Japan, Indien, Frankreich und anderen
Ländern. Sie vertraten einen breiten Thetnenkreis aus dem Gebiet
der partiellen Differentialgleichungen.

Die Ergebnisse \vurden in interessanter und verständlicher Weise
vorgetragen. Sicherlich gaben a.uch die fruchtbaren Diskussionen vie
lerlei Anregungen..
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Vortragsauszüge:

Hardy Spaces and P.D.E.

by Stefan Müller (Bann)

We consider surfaces M immersed into IRn and we prove that the
quantity JM IAI 2 (where A is the second fundamental form) controls
in many ways the behaviour of conformal parametrizations of :.V[. In
the case when M is complete, connected and JM IAI 2 < 00 we obtain •
a more or less complete picture of the behaviour of the immersions. •
In particular we prove that under these assumptions the immersions
are proper. We also prove that confotmal parametrizations of graphs
of W 2 ,2 functions on m? exist, are bi-Lipschitzian and the conformal
metric is continuous. The work was inspired by recent results of
T. Taro.

Asymptotic Developments by r -Convergence

by Gabriele Anzellotti (Trento)

I consider the following situation: for each c > 0 let Je: Xe ~ IR be a
functional with intima m e = infxe: Je and corresponding minimizers
U g of Jg. I am interested in the problem of describing m e and u€

when c -+ o. I propose the following definition:

DEFINITION: Let (X, T) be a topological space with metrizable topol
ogy. Let :1(0), :1(1), :1(2) , Je: X -+ lR, c > O. We say that the
r -development

holds, if

(i)

(ii)

2



(iii) r · -) . 1 ( 1 )) ;")(T - hm - -(:Jf: - 'mo - ml = :7'.;..
e-O E c

\vhere ',n; = lniux :lei), 'i = 0,1,2.
(Siulilar definitions for developnlellts of any order. 4t\n extension is
possible for ..\::: varying \vith €.) One has the following

THE()REtv(: 4~SSllme that (*) holds and that {ue}E:>o is a compact
family of miniInizers. Then one has:

(2) {limit points of minimizers for c --+ O} C U(2) C U(l} C U(O)

\vhere 'm(i) = minx J(i), U(i) = {u E X IJ"(i}(u) = 'm(i)} =
{lninimizers of J{i)}. .
These' results and other applications to phase transitions are joinf>
\vork",vith Sisto Baldo (Trentö) [to appear Appl. Math. Opt.]. Other
applications to fine elastic structures are joint work with S. Baldo
and D. Percivale [ta appear in Asympt. Anal.].

Global Existence and Convergence of the Yamabe Flow

by Rugang Ye' (Santa Barbara)

The Yamabe flow is a canonical parabolic deformation of a Rieman
nian metric into constant scalar curvature in its conformal'class. We
prove lang time.existence and convergence of the Yamabe flow. ~The ...
key ingredient is a Harnack inequality. Its proof reHes on same global
arguments.· No local version seems to hold. .

Computation of Surfaces of Prescribed Mean
Curvature

by Gerd Dziuk (Freiburg i. Br.)

i\ llew method to conlpute parametrie minimal surfaces is based on
the following formlliatian of Plateau's problem.

Let r he a Jordan curve in three dimensional space. We want to
COlupute a rniuimal surface 'Ü: B ---+ ffi,3 parametrized over the unit

3



disc B in lR2 and spanned in r. If,: aB --4 r is a fixed parametriza
tion of the boundary curve \ve compute zeros of the derivative of the
functional

E(u) = ~ rlV'ül2

2·JB
where u: aB ~ aB is any re-parametrization and ü is the harmonie
extension of ,(u):

10·

ßu=Q'

Ü =,(u)
in B

on aB
This is done numerically using piecewise linear Finite Elements and
Newton's method. H there are no Jacobi fields of a continuous so
lution u, a unique discrete solution Üh nearby exists and the errar
estimate

Ilu - "ÜhIlHl(B) ~ eh
holds. The result is joint work with J. Hutchinson.

Multiple Surfaces of Prescribed Mean Curvature near a
Constant

by Norbert Jakobowsky (Aachen)

Let r be a rectifiable closed Jordan curve in BI (0) C lR3 and
H E CO,1(JR3

, IR). We pro~e the existence of at least two salu
tions to Plateau's problem for surfaces of prescribed mean curvature
H parametrized over B 1 (0) C IR? provided H = Ho + H, Ho E
(-1, 1) \ {O} and 11 H11 L 00 is sufficiently small. This extends the
corresponding results of Brezis-Coron, Struwe, Steffen and Wente
concerning Rellich's conject~re.

Our praof is given in two parts: First, following Struwe, we apply
minimax methods in W 1t2 far smooth r (or polygons) and deduce a
Palais-Smale condition using methods due to Struwe, Brezis-Coron
and myself. Having established the existence of two different so
lutions in this case we then derive the statement by approximation.
As an essential tool in both steps we involve a precompactness result
in W 1t2 (B \ {ql' ... ,qn}); moreover, we use W 1,2 and Loo apriori
hounds for solutions due to Struwe and .'Griiter respectively.
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Sillglliar Perturbation of Dirichlet Eigenvalues

hy i\·Iart.ill Flucher (Bann)

Givell t.hc solut.ions of the Dirichlet eigenvalue problein

in n
on 8ft

\ve provide asymptotic formulas for the solutions ..\T, ({JT on the per
turbed d0111ain flT = n \ Br(x). The first order expansion with re
spect to the capacity cap!? Br(x) = fnrlV"url2 (uT = 1 on 8B r (x),
'Ur = 0 on an) is given by ,~:'

Ar = /\ + )02(X) capn Br(x) + o(eapn Br(x))

-yr = ~ _ tp(x)u T + O(capn Br(x))

unifornlly onf2 T
•

Using the minimax characterization of eigenvalues this is an ex
ample of a r-asymptotic development (see G. Anzellotti's talk). To
gether with an asymptotic formula for the capacity of small balls [1]
we obtain the following approximation for the perturbed eigenvalues:

for n = 2

where Tn denotes the harmonie radius ([2] and [1]). Numerical ex
periments confirm the praetieal usefulness of this formula. One strik
ing feature of the harmonie radius is that its slope at the boundary
is al\vays 2. This property is equivalent with C. Bandle's result
on the boundarv behaviour of maximal solutions of ßu = eU and

n~2 ....

~'U = ·u~.

[1] NI. Flucher: i\n asymptotic formula for t.he minimal capacity
al110ng sets of equal area (Cale. Var. 1 (1993), 71-86)



[2] M. Flucher: Harmonie radius, conformal radius, and Robin
constant (in preparation).

Boundary Regularity of Area Minimizing Currents
with Prescribed Volume

by Frank Duzaar (Bonn)

We consider rectifiable 'n-currents T in IRn which minimize area sub-
jeet to a volume eonstraint whose boundary 8T is represented by an •
oriented smooth submanifolds r of dimensions n -1 in :IRn+1 without
boundary. We prove the following loeal boundary regularity result:

THEOREM,: Suppose T is an integer multiplicity rectifiable n-current
in ffin whieh is area minimizing with respeet to volume preserving
variations in an open neighborh~od of a point a E spt 8T and B =
8T is represented in this neighborhood by an n - 1 dimensional
submanifold r of class C1,Q, (0 < Q :5 1) with multiplieity one.
Then either:

(1) T has density ~ at a and there exists r > 0 such that spt T n
Br(a) is a submanifold of class C1,ß in lRn +1 far any 0 < ß <
~a with boundary rn Br(a) and TLBr(a) is represented by
multiplieity one integration over this submanifold,

or

(2) T has density m - ! at a for some m ~ 2, mEIN and there ex
ists r > 0 such that spt T n Br(a) is a submanifold of class
C1,ß in lRn + 1 for any 0 < ß < ~a with empty boundary
spt T n Br{a) \ spt ßT has exaetly two components. More
over, TLBr(a) is represented by this submanifold taken with
orientation f witli multiplicity m on one of these components
and with multiplicity m - 1 on the other component.

In addition spt T n Br{a) has constant Inean curvature with respect
to the orientatioll induced by f at any point x E spt T n B r (a)
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Uniqllelless of Global Positive Solutions Branches of
Seillilillear Elliptic Problems with Symmetry

by Ha.ll~jörg I~ielhöfer (.A.ugsburg)

vVe consider the problen1

\vhere f2 is same symmetrie domain in lR2 and I: IR+ ~ IR fulfills
1(0) ~ O. We prove: to any c > 0 where I(c) i= 0 there is a
unique solution (A,u) of (1) with signA = signf(c) and lIullex>-.: c.
This ,solution is on aglobai smooth curve {(A, u)} of solutions qf~(l)

\vhich can be parametrized by Ilull oo E (a, b) with 0 ~ a < b ~ 00,

charaeterized by f (c) i= 0 for c E (a, b). The eondition f (0) 2::-~ 0 is
sharp. The behaviour at lIull oo = 0 is discussed as wen. .

•
(1)

~u + AI('U) = 0

'U = 0

'U > 0

in n
on BQ

in Q

A Nonlinear Evolution Problem in Hermitian
Geometry

by Jürgen Jost (Bochum)

The following evolution problem for maps from a Hermitian manifold
...Y" \vith metric C....(o,ß)a,ß=l, ... ,dimev x into a Riemannian manifold N
with Christoffel 'symbols rjk is studied:

(P)

\vhere -i == 1, ... ~ dimIR lV. (P) differs from the standard harJ!lonic
Inap evolution problem in the linear second order term. In particular,
it does not have a variational or divergence strl~cture. If lV has non
positive sectionü.l curvature, solutions uf (P) exist for all time with
tinle independent (~stirnatcs. They cOllverge to a solution of the
correspondillg elliptic .problelll nnless !fit conv~rges to a nontrivial
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parallel section of the pull back of T lV. In particular the elliptic
problem is solvable if there are Da such parallel sections. 4t\.n example
shows that the nonexistence of such sections is indeed necessary, for
the solvability of Dirichlet problems.

The results will appear in:
J. Jast - S. T. Yau: A nonlinear elliptic system for maps from Her
mitian to Riemannian manifolds and rigidity problems in Hermitian
geometry. Acta"Math.

Generalized Evolution of Phase Boundaries

by Yoshikazu Giga (Sapporo)

We continue to study generalized evolutions (obtained by level set
m~thods) of a hypersurface moved by its mean curvature. If the
initial hypersurface encloses a bounded open set, it becomes extinet
in a finite time. We are interested in estimating the extinetion time
from below by geometrie quantities of the initial data. Our main
result says that the extinction time is dominated by two times square
of the volume of the set enelosed by the hypersurface over its area.
The constant two is optimal. This estimate is easy to obtain at least
formally. We adapt the formal praaf to level set equations. This
work is a joint work with my student K. Yama-uchi.

Viscosity Solutions for a Parabolic Mean Cu.rvature
Equation

by Bernd Kawohl (Erlangen)

In the lecture Ireport .on joint work with N. Kutev. We study the
problem Ut - div(DujJl+ I Du 12 ) = 1 in [} x IR+, u = 0 on the
parabolic boundary, for domains Q for which no stationary solution
exists. Otherwise 'U converges ~o those non-parametric solutions.
Numerical evidence suggests (and we prove) that Ut is bounded and
that the asymptotic profile of Ut attains its maximum in a set S?
which solves the geometrie variational prohlem minccn If~1 =: c.
We perturb the differential equation by a -€6.n t.erm and show that

8
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t.he Solllt.ions 1Lf: converge in a suitable sense to a weak viscasity 50

lur.ioll in the sense oE CrandalL Ishii and Lioos. We derive conlpar
ison result.s for lt ~hich allo\v for apreeise description of its growth
on sppcial clOlllains f2, such as balls or cubes. In fact. as t ~ 00,
lt ( t ~ :c) ~ (1 - c) f on fl*, so that in general 'u violates the boundary
conditioil anti goes to infillity even on parts of the boundary.

Global Stability of Large Solutions to the
Tllree-Dimensional- N avier-Stokes Equations

by Reinhard Racke (Bonn)

\Ve cliscuss -the ·H1-stability of mildly decaying global strang 80

lutions to the Navier-Stokes equations in three space dimensions.
Combined \vith previous results on the glo1Jal existence of large so
lutions \vith variou~ symmetries, this gives the first global existenee
theorem for large solutions with non-symmetrie initial data ifl- gen
eral domains. The stability of unforced two-dimensional ßO\ys:'under
three-dimensional pertur~ations is also abtained. (Joint wor~k~ with
G. Ponce, T .. C. Sideris, E. S. Titi) .-

Local existence for solutions of fully noillinear wave
equations

by Peter Lesky jun. (Stuttgart)

Let n- c IRn and mEIN. We study the initial boundary value
problem for

B;u(t, x) + ~4(t, x )u(t, x) + B(t, x )8t u(t, x) ==
2 - -2J(t, x) + g(t, x, Bt u, D:atu, Dxm u )

with homogeneaus Dirichlet boundary condition. Here A(t, x) de
not~s a llniformly strongly elliptic differential operator of order 2m,
B (t, x) denotes a differential operator -of order 1n, an~

fJ;- = {a~: tal ~ m}.

\,TC prove the existence of a T > 0 arid the existence of a unique
elassical solution 1t up to T.



Flow Near the Equilibrium of Quasilinear Hyperbolic
Equations

by Herbert !(och (Heidelberg)

The linearization of a differential equation donlinates the behavior
of ~olutions near an equilibrium-at least locally in time. ,A. Hüpf
bifurcation is an example of a global in time property, which can be
deduced from the properties of the linearization.

Any quasi-linear hyperholic equation

Utt - 8a Ff(x, U, V'U) = w~(x, U, V''U)

u·=o

where U ~ (:), with linearization

in f2

on an

Utt - ~u + 2(1 + '\)Ut + (1 + ,\)2 + e)u - 2v = 0

Vtt - ~v +2(1 + ,x)Vt + {(I + ,\)2 +e)v - 2u = 0

satisfies the assumptions on the spectrum of the generator for a Hopf
bifurcation theorem. The flow, however, is not differentiable with
respect to initial data.

Nevertheless it can be proved that an implicit function theorem
holds, without assuming uniform continuity of the flow. This is the
essential step in proving Hopf bifurcation.

Periodic \Vigner-Poisson System

by Horst Lange (Köln)

The periodic Wigner-Poisson system is the problem to find 1-periodic·
solutions wm(x, t), (x E Q = [0,1]3, t E IR), of

(WP7r)

8wm .
-a- + 'Um . \7 xWfn + fJh(V)lVm == 0t .
~V = 1 - 'n{x, t), 'n{x, t) == L 'IV rn (x, t)

mE ;;zJ
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plus :3-tliuleusionall-periodic boundary conditions on Q; here EJh(V)
is t.hp pselldoclifferential operator givell by

d .) E713 .an Um = ~jT"Tn~ 'm •

By using the equivalence of (vY P1T) to an infinite order cqupled
syst.enl of nonlinear Schrödinger equations ,vith potential V we can
show. t.hat (l'VPrr) has a strang global I-periodic solution sequence
W = (1V1n ) in Cl([O, Tl, W), MT = [1(L2 (Q)) (any T > 0), assuming
initial data to be in W (no smallness candition).

On tlle Solutions of Quasilinear Elliptic Equations with
Boundary Blow U p

by Catherine Bandie (Basel)

Quasilinear equations of the type ~u = eU or uP , p > 1 are studied.
They admit solutions tending to infinity at the boundary. The exact
asymptotic behaviour is established near the singularities o( such
solutions..

It turns out that the solutions and their gradients are asymp
totically independent of the geometry of the boundary. The method
developed uses a coordinate system which Battens the boundar~~ and
is based on a scaling argument.

Existence and Multiplicity of Positive Solutions for
Nonlinear Elliptic Problems in Exterior Domains

by Gi<?vanna Cerami . (Palermo)

The prohlem considered is the following one: find solutions of

(P)

-~'U + AU == u p
-

1

u>o

u E HJ(S?)

11
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·where [} C IR
N

, N' ~ 3, is an unbounded domain having smooth
boundary an f. 0, IR

N
\ n is bounded, A E (0, +00), p E (2, iJ~2)'

More precisely the object of the interest is the study. of the eifect
of the topology of the domain on the number of solutions of (P).

Problem (P) admits a variational formulation. In fact the solu~

tions of (P) can be related to the critical points of the functiollal

UEHJ({})

constrained to He on the manifold

and to 'belang to the positive cone of HJ (Q). However, the lack of
compactness of the enibedding

gives rise to serious difliculties when one tries to use variational meth
ods in a standard way.

After a careful analysis oi the compactness question, it is possible
to prove the following

THEOREM: For any p E (2, ~~2) there exists -X(p) such that VA ~

~(p) problem (P) has at least (catn[ä, lRN \ B§(O)]) + 1 distinct
solutions. Moreover, 'V).. > 0 there exists at least one 'solution of (P).
Note that in the above Statement

g = inf {U E lR: IRN \ f} C Be (0) }

and

denotes the relative category (in the sense of Fadell) in t2 of t2 with
respect to lRN

\ Bg(O).

12
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Weak Solutions of -.6.u = uO: in IRn, Partial Regularity
ReSlllts alld Existence of Solutions witll Prescribed
Singular Set

. "by Fra.nk Pacard (Noisy-le-Grand)

First we give same a-priori regularity for positive weak solut.ions of
-~'lL = 'UD: in bounded domains of lRn. Then we introduce the
nation of statio"nary weak salutions of -uu = uD: and prove that
the Hausclorff diluension of their singular set is less -than or equal to
. _ '2(0:+1) -l·f n±2 ~ ~ -s::. n+l
n (0-1)' n-2 ,,\.A.,",-, n-3·

For exponents a = n~2 \ve build solutions with prescribed singu-
lar set and explaill how to extend the results to exponents Q > n~2.

Semilinear Elliptic Equations with Neumann Boundary
Conditions

by ..L\din1urthi (Bangalore) -""

Let n C lRn (n ~3) be a bounded domain with smooth boundary.
Let ,\ > 0 and consider

-du + AU =.u~

u>o
8u
-=0
8v

The problem is to find conditions on A and n such that {F.x} admits
a non constant solution and to study the asymptotic behaviour of
miniInal energy solutions of (PA). We have:

THEOREM: 3'\* = '\*(D) > 0 such that for all ,\ > A*(Q), (I?A)
adulits a non constant minimal energy solution.

THEOREM: Let U A he a minimal energy solution. Then 3"\0 > ,\*

such" that V,\ > Ao
(a) There exists a unique PA E an such that maxii UA = UA(PA).
(h) .A.s A~ 00, cluster points of {PA} are points of maximal mean

curvature.

13



Closed Hypersurfaces of Prescribed Curvature

by Claus Gerhardt (Heidelberg)

Asymptotically Periodic Solutions of Conservative
Wave Equations

.by Fred Weissler (Villetaneuse)

A famaus result of P. Rabinowitz says that the nonlinear wave equa
tion Wtt - W xx + w3 = 0, where w(t, x) E IR, t E IR, x E [0,7r],
w(t,O) = w(t,1r) = 0, has nontrivial time-periodic solutions. We
would like to understand the behavior of the non':"periodic solutions.
In particular, are they almost periodic, or recurrent; or can they
decay weakly?

.~s a' simpler model equation, we have studied solutions to Wtt 

W xx + Ilw(t)112 w = 0, with the same boundary conditions, and where
11 . 11 is the (spatial) norm in L2 (O,7r). For this equation we can
show that no nontrivial solution can decay to 0 weakly in L2 (0, 7r),
and that trajectories (w, Wt) are always precompact in HJ x L2

.

Moreover, there exist nonrecurrent solutions of the form w(t, x) =
u(t) sinx + v(t) sin 2x where v(t) ~ 0 but v(t) --+ 0 as t --:-" ±oo.

For more general powers ( Ilwllaw ), we can show the existence
of solutions of the same form with v(t) ~ °but v(t) ~ aast ~ +00.
These solutions are asymptotically periodic and hence nonrecurrent.

This is joint work with A. Haraux and T. Cazenave.

Local Estimates and Boundary Behavior of Solutions of
Elliptic Mange-Ampere Equations

by Erhard Heinz (Göttingen) ,

We consider solutions z(x, y) E C 2 (H) n CO(H) of elliptic Monge
Ampere equations Ar + 2Bs + Ct + (Tt - 82 ) - E = 0, D = AC 
B 2 + E ~ J.L > 0, where H = [} n 0, and [}, 0 are bounded open sets
in IR2

. The boundary condition ZlaH = h is imposed on aQ n O.
Furthermore, A, B, C satisfy certain structural conditions, and a

14



convexit.y condition is inlposed on an n O. Set H(d) = [} n Od
alld aSSUllle that. sup H (izi + Iv.:l) $ " < 00. Then it is shown
t.hat : belongs to C 2

,v (H(d)) for d > 0, v E (0,1)- and satisfies an
estiIllate af the form 11=llc 2.V(H(d») :5 e < 00, where e only depends
Oll ;' ~ IL, v~ d and the data. A detailed presentation will appear in
~~.Journal für die reine und angewandte rvlathematik".

Homogenization of Fl~w through Porous Media

by vVilli Jäger (Heidelberg)

The results reported here are contained in a joint paper \vith
.f\. jVlikelic (to appear).

Consider a domain [2~ = [}l U E u Q~, where Ql is the "free"
part~ Q2 is the "parOliS" part~ and E is the interface between Qf and
[}2. The parous part can be generated by translations of cells "or size
E containing a hole ("grain") in the c~nter. We consider a solution
(1.L€ ~ p~) of the Stokes equation: ~ ~

The limit ~ 1 0 ("homogenization" limit) is studied and an expansion
of the solution is derived in the form .

u~(x) = -u°(x) + 'lL~(X,E)c'+ (u2(x) + u~(x,c)) c2 + O(c5/ 2 r··
Pt:(x) = pO(x) + O(e) ~_

\vith respect to L 2 (Q), where (uc ' Pe:) are .natural extensions to p, and
n is the domain obtained from [lc by filling in the holes. (u~:'pO) is
a solution of the original Stokes problem in S]l where uD vanishes on
E. pO is a solution of Darcy's law in the paraus part [}2 of [}:

div(K(\7pO - f)) = 0

and is continuous on E. u 2 is a solution of a Stokes problem in .01

\vit.h prescribed divergence, satisfying the boundary condition

ulL' = vC(\7po - f) on E, v normal.

In .ft2 holds
n'2 = JC(vpo - f).

15



JC and.C ean be eomputed by solving Stokes equations in t~le standard
cello ug and u~ are boundary layer terms satisfying ui (x, c) . --1- 0
exponentially for c 1 0 and x ~ E.

Existence of Solutions far Nan-Isothermal Phase
Separation

by Hans-Wilhelm Alt (Bonn)

We consider the following system for an order parameter 'U~ the chem
ical potential v, and the inverse temperature w > 0:

-v + ~u - "V . <p'p = 0

8t u - \7. (m"Vv) = 0

. 8t E + 'V . (lVw) = 0,

where q>(u, Vu, w) =. wF(u, \7u, w) with Helmholtz free energy F.
From the entropy principle we derive Gibb's relation

S + <P = wE with E = t.P,w

for the interna! energy E and the entropy S. We then sketch the
proof for the existence of a weak solution as described in a joint
paper with I. Pawlow in Ady. Math. Sei. Appl. 1, 319-409 (1992).

Same Implicit Parabolic Free Boundar.y Problems

by Wolfgang Walter (Karlsruhe)

The following problem is considered:

(P)

U xx - Ut = f(t, x, u, u x )

au(t,O) - bux(t, 0) = a(t)

u(O,x) = uo(x)

u(t,s(t)) = ltx(t, s(t))

for 0 < t ::; T,

and 0 < x < set)

for 0 < t ::; T

for 0 ~ x ~ So

for 0 < t ~ T

Here a, b ~ 0 with a+b=l, initial values 'u,o(x) with "Uo(x) > 0 in
[0, so), uo(so) = 0, the input rate a(t) > 0, and the decay rate

16



! = !(f ..l:.n. ll.z) are given. lEthe fight hand boundary x = s(t) we~e

given~ t.he problein would be overdetermined. The problem is to find
a ';free hOllndary" s(t) such that a corresp·onding solution of (P)
exists. Problenl (P) is a sinlple physical model for the penetration
of a. sllhstanc~ illt.O a (one-dimensional) body lying on the positive
x-axis. The substance enters the body at x = 0 and is ;oeaten up"
in the body by a physical, biologieal,. or other process at the rate f .
per tinle unit and length unit. At time t, the part of the body on
~he left of.c = s(t) is contaminated, while on the right of this point
the body is clean.

- The results include existence, uniq~eness and continuous depen
dence on t.he data-in short, (P) is a well-posed problem. Für the
existence proof, the Rothe method (discretization in t) is employed.
This procedure is also used for numerical calculations. The cases
~'f (\veakly) decreasing in t", which results in an increasing ~free

boundary, and also "/ increasing in t", \vhich gives a decreasing free
boundary up to extinction time T* where s(T*) = 0, are consiq:e~ed
separately. \ -

Isolated Singularities of Monge-Ampere Equations

by Ralf Beyerstedt (i\achen)

Let f2 be the unit disc in IR? and z E C 2 (.a \ {O}) a solution of the
Ivlonge-Ampere equation ~4r + 2Bs +.Ct +Tt - 8

2 = E.Assume that
.A., B, C, and E are of class C1,/-L(st) and satisfy AC - B 2 + E~ ~

const > 0, C + r > Q. This talk is conc.erned with the behaviour
of the .solution z at the isolated s~ngular point x == y = O. The
main result is the following: If the singularity is not removable, then
liIu-r LO p(T cos a, T sin a) and limT 10 q{ 'T COS (l, r sin a) are 'continu
<JUS, non-con~tant functiolls of Q and lim(x,y)_(O,O)(r + t) = +00.

Weak Solutions to the Evolution Problem of
p-llarmonic Maps inta Spheres

hy Norbert HUllgerbühler (Zürich)

Let lVI be a compact Riemannian mallifol<l without boundary with

17



metric g. We consider the deformation of a given map Uo: lvI ~
sn C lRn +1 under the heat flow related to the energy E(u) ==
JM*(go.ß g;~ ~ )p/2 dM, i.e. we study the following evolution prob-
lem: '

{

8tU + .QM,pU = lV'ulpu in M x IR+

-u(·,0) = 'UQ on ]\;I

lu(x, t)1 = 1 a.e. on M x lR+

where

_ 1 8 (( ea 8u
i

8u
i
)f.- 1 .~ aß 8u )

L!~.pu - - ..;g 8xo. 9 8xl! 8x tr 2 V gg 8x ß .

We show the existence of aglobai weak solution of (*) by using
Galerkin's method for the penalized energy

Minty's trick, a compactness result and a ma..ximum principle for the
solutions of the penalized equations.

This is joint work with Yunmei ehen and Min-Chun Hang.

Regularity of Solutions ror Parabolic Systems and some
Applications

by A. 1. Koshelev (Berlin) •

The regularity of solutions for parabolic systems in higher dimen~ions
depends not only on parabolicity hut also on the dispersion of the
spectrum of the parabolicity (ellipticity) matrix. The conditions are
unavoidable and in the case of elliptic systems sharp. The sufficient
conditions of regularity lead ta necessary conditions far "blowing up~'

of the solutions. The regularity theory far general quasilinear elliptic
and parabolic systems will be discllssed.
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Maxilnllill Principles at Infinity and a Uniqueness
Theorelll far tlle Helicoid

hy Friedrich Tomi (Heidelberg)

Let 1111 , JE"2 be t.\VO properly immersed minimal surfaces in lR,3 such
that 1111 n J12 == 0. Then the maximunl principle at infinity states
that d(1111 . 2"/2) 2: min{d(81\!I1 ,1\tf2 ),d(1'v11 ,ßM2 )} where d(A, B) de
notes tohe nlinimal Euclidean distance of subsets J.!, B of IR? This
nlaxinlunl principle has been proved by Nleeks and Rosenberg (1990)
nndel' t.he assumption that 81\11 and 8fvI2 are compact, but without
further assumptions on 1\11 , 1\112 than already mentioned above. In a
joint \vork with J. Ripoll I have investigated the case of noncompact
boundaries. "One of our results is as folIows: "Let us assume thatiW1 ,

1\1[2 are disjoint properly immersed minimal surfaces with bo~~'~ded
curvature. and :.1J1 is abandlike", i.e. the intrinsic distance of ppints
of 1\-11 to 8J11 is bounded from above. Then, d(M1 ,lVI2 ) is posItive,
provided ll1in{d(81\11 , J.\;[2), d(1\11 , 8M2 )} is positive. This maximum

- prillciple can be used to prove a uniqueness theorem for certain por
tions of the helicoid with a douqle helix as boundary curve: Let S be
a line segment through the origin in the (x,y)-plane with endpoints
PI, P2 \vhere Ipll, Ip21 ~ co = sinh uo, and Uo is the positive root
of the equation cash Uo = 'Uo sinh Uo· Let H s denote the orbit of 5
nnder the scre\v motion group

cI> t ( x, y ~ z) == (x cos t - y sin t, x sin t + Yeos t, Z + t), - (tE IR).

Then H s is unique within the class of minimal surfaces of bounded
curvature with boundary ßHs and satisfying the asymptotic condi
tion

(x, y, z) --+ 00.

In particular, Hs is the only stable mininlal surface with boundary
DHs satisfying (*).
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Reaction-Diffusion Pracesses of Electrically Cllarged
Species

by Konrad Gröger (Berlin)

Same steps in the manufacturing af semiconductor devices can be
understood as reaction-diffusion processes of electrically charged spe
cies. In the lecture a class of initial bounclary value problems mod
eling such processes will be presented. It will be shown that on the
basis of an estimate for the free energy same questions concerning
existence, uniqueness, and further properties of solutians can be an
swered. lYIa.ny physically relevant questions, however, remain open.
For example, in three space dimensions even existence of solutions
is proved under severe restrietions with respect to the data.

Decay Estimates far Nonlinear Parabolic Equations

by Michael ~iegner (Bayreuth)

If u solves a general nonlinear parabolic equation

Ut - aij(x, t, u, \7U)Uij = f(x, t, u, vu)

on a bounded domain [} with u ~ 0 for t ~ 00, 'U lanx(o,<x»= 0,

~(x, 00,0, 0) ~ 0, then we show that without any growth restrie
tions the following estimates hold: .

i) lu(x, t)1 ~ Ce- AoL , t 2: 0, x E Q

ii) There is same Ta > 0 such that l\7u(x, t)1 ~ Ce-Aat for
t ~ Ta, x E an.

iii) If for t ~ Tl a gradient bound l\lul ~ Cl is known, then
even l\7u(x, t) I ~ Ce- Aat , x E Q.

Here Aa > 0 is the first eigenvalue of the linearization, LG + Aoe = 0
with La = aij(X, 00,0, O)Bij + !ff:(x, 00, 0, O)8i + ~(x, 00, 0, 0)8.
As an application this improvcs decay res1l1ts for nonparametrie
mean curvature flow by V. ()liker and N. Uralt~H~va.
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Qllasili11ear Sillgular Degenerate Parabolic Equations

by A:\l{!Xalldre V. Ivanuv (St. Petersburg)

,v~ prove pxistence of llonllegative Hölder continuous weak solutions
01' C~a,uchy- Dirichlet problenls for sonle classes of singular degenerate
parabolic equations. The prototypes of this class of equations are

1. the Leibenson equation

8u .
-a - div(volul'lvul m

-
2 \7u) = 0t .

Va > O. l > 0, 1 < -m < 2, n~ 1;

.2. the equation of the fiow through parous medium in tur
bulent regiIne

Va > 0, 1 > 0, 1 < m < 2, n = 3; where CO > 0, k ~ 1,
Z = (0,0,1). .

Nloreover~ \ve establish Hölder estimates for weak· solutians of equa
tions of the mentioned classes as weH as some uniqueness theorems
of the Cauchy-Dirichlet problem. --

Diffusion Problems in Electrolysis

by Hermann ~-\m·ann (Zürich)

In the lecture, \ve treat questions on the wellposedness of equations
occurring in the mathematical model of electrolytic processes. These
equations form a system 01 coupled reaction-diffusion equations with
nonlinear boundary conditions~ which satisfies a nonlocal sidecondi
tion. It is shown that the original system is equivalent to a system
of qllasilinear reaction-diffusion equations with nonlinear boundary
conditions, coupled with a quasilinear ellipt.ic boundary value prob
leIn \vith nonlinear boundary conditions. Under certain conditions,
t.his '~nonstandard" ellip~ic-parabülic systenl adlnits a Ioeal solution.
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Leider waren Frank Merle und Gabriella Tarantella verhindert an der
Tagung teilzunehmen; von ihnen sind aber ebenfalls Vortragszusanl
menfassungen eingegangen, die wir nachstehend a~drucken.

Blow-up Points for Nonlinear Heat Equations

by Frank Merle (Paris)

We consider the nonlinear heat equation of the type

Ut = .du +-uP

u(O) = 'P.

For same initial data the solution blows up at a time t = T. We are
·interested in the~ localization and the "number" of blow up points.

Existence and Multiplicity far Semilinear Elliptic
Equations with Changing Sign N onlinearities with
Possible Critical Growth

by Gabriella Tarantella (Pittsburgh)

Motivated by the assigned scalar curvature problem in Riemannian
geometry, we study semilinear elliptic equations with nonlinear term
of the for.rn W(x)f(u). W is a given function that changes sign.
The existence of positive solutions and relative multiplicity is estab
lished under a condition on W (involving the total curvature), which
turns out to be also necessary in the case f is homogeneous. Other
existence and multiplicity results are also discussed.

Berichterstatter: Lutz Wilhelrny
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Tagungsber cht

Applicable Alg~bra

14. bis 20. Februar 1993

8/1993

The 1993 meeting dedicated to thearea of Applicable Algebra was the third0rt
thls -topic held at Oberwolfach after the first~conference .. An~endbare' Algebra ..
in January 1983 and thesecond conferen~e ~. Applicable-At'gebra .. in Jan~ary

1989.

This year' s confer~nce was pl~nned by the three org.anizers Thomas Bet.h
(Karlsruhe), Bruno Buchberg,er (L~nz) and Heinz Lüneburg (Kaisersl~u~ern) to
address areas from Algebra an'd its appHcation~, like Coding Theory, Crypto
graphy, design of. computer algebra syst~ms, digital signal processing, robot
programming, geometrical modelling and abst;act data types. The' e~pha$is. ~as
on such appHcations which require solution methods from typical algebraic
areas such as: ~ithmetics in real, complex, p - adic .and finite fields, discrete
mathematics, number theory, group theory, representation theory, algebraic
logic and algebraic geometry.

The positive atmosphere of Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach
supported by the well- known hospitality of all stuff and the dedication of
Professor Dr. Barner, the director' of the inst!tute, has made it possible to
conclude this conference with an extremely positive feeling by all participants.
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Vortragsauszüge

R.M. BBALS.
Lu Veca AJgorlthma for Matrix Group•.

We consider the following type of problem: given a finite group G of matrices

by a list of generators, determine the order of G, decide membership in G,

find Sylow subgroups and composition factorsof G.

For the case of finite matrix groups over the rationals (and over algebraic
number fields) we solve all these problems in polynomial time by randomized
algorithms. The algorithms are of the .. Las Vegas" type: they use randomiza

tion along the way but the output is certified correct. (There is a negligible

chance that the output will be an honest faHure report.)

These results considerably extend previous results on permutation group
computations into the potentially more significant domain of matrix groups.
Such an extension has until reeently been considered intractable.

In the case of· finite characteristie ODe faces problems like the diserete
logarithm and factoring integers even in the 1 - dimensional case. With some
caveats, our resul ts extend to this case as weil and give further evidence to
the conjecture· th~t . these number theoretical obstacles are the only obstacles

to much more effieient handling of matrix groups. Although we have not im

plemented the algorithms' yet, our results seem to have the potential of consi
derably increasing the parameters of matrix groups that can be handled by

current computers (dimension, order of field of definition). (Existi~g packages
represent matrix groups as permutationgroups, causing an immediate fatal

blowup in the input size unless the parameters of the group are very small.)

Our algorithms b~ilt on a variety of recent randomization techniques, inclu
ding refined random walk techniques, as weil as a statistical analysis of various

classes of finite simple groups. The classification of the finite simple groups

is extensively used, even when the objective is merely to determine the order
of the given matrix group.

This is joint work with L. BABAI.

- !
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P. CAMION.

Towards a Setter Complexltly AJgorlthm to Compute the Minimal Polynomial
of a Matrix.

We are given any matrix A of size nxn over a field K together with the fac
tors in K[x] of its characteristic polynomial 'XA(x) = f t (x)rl .... fk(x)rk. Then two
algorlthms are given to compute the minimal polynomial ~A(x) = f 1(x)St ... fk(x)Sk.

of A.

Both algorithms pass through a block-diagonal form of the matrix. This is
done by successive evaluations of polynomials to matrices of decreasing sizes,
the two first ones bei'ng TIjt'J fJ(A)rJ, ,TIjEJ fj(A)Tj, for a weIl chosen.~::titi~n
of [1, k] into J and [1, k] - J. A lemma leads to the successive refine~r.~nts of
the partition...For the whole computation the complexity is shown to~:.be the
one of evaluating a polynomial of degree n to matrix A. For the fir~t' algq
rithm it is O( n3 1n) and for the second it is O(n3 c(n» where c(n)l:.1o is the

expected number of factors rl ~ r2 + •.• + rk ofthe characteristic polynol'l1.ial.

For the first algorithm, let U(A) = Uo I + ul A + U2A2 + ... + utAt to qe

evaluated, where, for simplicity, t =22k - 1. Denote by B the matrix A2k . Th~n
we write

U(A) =.Uo(A) + BUt(A) ...... + B2k_tU2k_t(AL

It is then seen that U( A) can then be computed with 3( 2k - 1) matrix mültipl~-

cations of size n and n2 t elementary products. 't>-;_

For the second algorithm, then U(A) 8 is first computed for a weIl chosen
invertible matrix B. Passing from U(A)B to U(A) is 0(n3 >. We take far B the
matrix formed by the independent columns

_ {XI,AXI, ... ,Kl xl • x2'Ax2 •... , A12x2' xm.Axm •...• A1mxm ·}

where 1I + 12 + ... + Im = n and where each I, is the largest integer far which
the set of columns of B formed by A11Xt and the previous ones is independent.
The vectors Xl' x2' ... , Xm are taken at random under those conditions. The
function c( n) is the expected number of factors of a characteristic polynomial.
Clearly the expected number for m is bounded from above by c{ n). The cast
of constructing 8 is O( n3 ) as we have to be able to select the successive xi' s
not in the span of the previous vectors.
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G. E. COLUN's.
Some, Aapeeu of Unlvariate Integral Polynomlal Factorlzatlon.

Topics considered include the utilization of special programs for every small
primes and the use of arrays for distinct - degree factorization and Berle
kamp · s algorithm, optimal use of Musser· s factor degree sets, several ~nhance
ments of Wang' s early' factor detection method, a Lehmer - type version of

the modular residue to rational number conversion algorithm, and utilization of ~
the partial factor coefficient bound of Beauzamy, Trevisan and Wang. ..

G. FlmY.
On the Dl8crete LoCarithm In Jacoblau of Curve8.

We are discussing realizations of the cyclic group Cm (m a prime power)

inside' the group of rational points of Pico( C) where C is a curve with arith
metical genus g defined over· a finite field IFq with q elements. To make this
realization interesting for p'ublic key cryptosystems two conditions have to be

satisfied:

1.) Given two rational positive divisors At, A2 of degree g of C one has to be
able to find a divisor A3 with the same properties and a function h of C with
At + A2 - A3 = (h) + gPo where Po ( C(lFq ) is fixed. If this can be done, we
have a fast exponation in Pic~(CL

2.) There must not exist a fast inverse function ··log" of the exponation.

It is easy to see that 'condition 1 is satisfied for curves C of genus 1 (hence
Pico( C) = Ga' Gm or an elliptic curve); by work of Cantor and more recently
by Kampkötter and Spallek one sees that hyperelliptic curves (and especially e
curves of genus 2) can be handJed, tao. lt is obvious that Ga does not satisfy

. condition 2, and the use· of Gm (which leads to the classical discrete loga
rithm in IF:) is at least dubious because of work of Odlyzko.

So the most interesting curves are elliptic curves and curves of genus 2.
The construction of such curves with suitable group of r~tional points in PicO
can be done by random choice and counting points by a Schoof - type algorithm
(till now onty ta(erably fa~t for elliptic curves) or by using the theory of
CM - varieties Qver number fields (implemented far elliptic curves and in pre
paration far curves of genus 2), and it is very easy to find a lot of good .
candidates by these procedures.
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Conceming condition ?: In a joint paper with H. - G. RUCK we show that for
any curve C and any natural number m there is a non degenerate pairing from

Pi~O(C) (IFq<Cm » x Hl(GlFq(C
m

)' Pico(lFq » to 1F:(Cm)/lFq(~m)·m

which dan be computed in O( log In) steps of the type described in L). So if
em. ( IFq , the log in Pico(C) is reduced to the logarithm in IF:, and C· should
be avoided. This applies for instance to supersingular curves.

Behind the pairing mentioned above is the Tate pairing for Abelian varieties
of p-adic fields KOp ' which has values in the Brauer group of K p • _and so it

seems to be necessary to ·study those Brauer groups bo~h over Kl" (and be
cause of the sum formula for invariants lover number neIds' more closely.

J. VON zuR GATHBN.
Factort.nc Polynomlals over Flnlte Plelds.

The factorization of polynomials .·isa fundamental problem in Computer AIg~

hra.. This talk considers polynomi~s in one variable over-.a finite field.. tlle
important ( probabilistic ) algorithm of Cantor and Zassenhaus (1981) can (probably)

factor a polynomial of degree n in IFq[x] with ·an essentially cubic nu:~b~r

O( n2 10g q) of operations in IFq . I present an algorithm that uses an essentiaqy
<Le., disregarding factaTs of' log n ). quadratic number of O( 0 2 + n log q) of opera-
tions. . .

This is joined work with V. SHOUP.

w. GBJSBI MANN.

Selfdual Bues In lFqa.

In this talk weakly selfdual· bases and selfdual bases of the field extension
IFqn over IFq are characterized. An.equivalence of the symmetry of the nxn
matrices (the matrix representations of the multiplication· with elements in
IFqn with respect to the basis used) and the (weakly) selfduality of the basis
is shown.

This concept of duality is used to analyze normal basis multiplication in finite
fields. .
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W. GLBISSNBIL

Chaos in p - adle Fleida.

The convergence of a sequence {Xi} i E lNo defined by the II chaotic equation "'

Xi'" 1 = Xi2 + c' is investigated using the p- adic norm. It is assumed that xo, C E

Qp' One has to distinguish the following cases.

(1) p~'1 (xo,c), k maximal

==) IXi Ip ::: p-ko Vi> io, where pko Ic, ko maximal. •
(2) (xo,c) = 1 and pko Ic, k o maximal

=) Ixll p = 1 V iE lNo.

(3 ) (xo,e) = 1 and p{c.

The sequence {Xi mod p} I (lNo is eventually eyclic. Let 1 denote
the length of the cycle. Choose io such that xI ... t = xI mod p

for all i ~ io. If the cyclic part of {xI mod p} I (No does not
contain zero then Ixll p =1 V i 2: ia. If zero is in the cyclic part
of {Xl mod p} i (lNo then ia is chosen such that xlo =O. Let k

. be maximal with respect to pk Ix1o' The sequence {Xi} I E!NO has
1 distinct cluster points, namely

Yj

with Iyo Ip ·= p-k

with IYJ Ip =1, 1'~ j < 1.

Furthermore, one can derive that far all prime numbers p, q, (p,q) =1, and
for all mEIN 3 nEIN such that pm I (qn - l).

J. GRABWBlBR..

Genet1a In AXIOM.

Non-associative algebras appear in applications e.g. as Lie algebras of symme

tries of partial differential equations. Another interestin~ class of such alge

bras appear if one wants to model Gregor Mendel' s laws of genetic inheritance:

Aa x Aa = ~ AA .. i Aa + ~ aal
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In gametic algebras the different gametes at ... an of a population constitute
a basis (over IR or C). The segregation. rates in sufficiently large random ma
ting populations for the zygots (= products of basis elements) are just the
structural constants:

( k) ~ (k)
(0 :s: Ylj ~·1, 4.k Ylj =1 ~.

Vectors of weight 1 describe populations, the product x. y describes the filial
generation of mating populations x and y. If there are no sexual dependenci~s

these are commutative and non -.associativealgebras. Typical problems to Qe
studied are: idempotents (equilibrial states)~ 'convergence of powers of various
kinds of weight 1- vectorsand classification ~f such algebras for s~all.t~nks.

. In a jC!int work with R. WISBAUER we have implemented a non:~ associ~ti~e

··world" in the computer algebra system. AXIOM· providing ._ca~egorie.s liJ<e
Monad, NonAssociativeMgebra 'and domains as AlgebraGivenBYStructur'älCo~
stants and GenericNonAssociativeAlgebras cind functions which al10w to:'-' solye
typical problems (I~ an identity like Jacobi· s valid? Constr!lct ~.basis '--~f the
middle nucleus).

Trus setting ~llows to easily qefjne arbitrary algebras -of finite rank and
compute with them in AXIOM, and - of -course - can be u5ed to study also t~'e

genetic aIgebra~.

A. GtrnIMANN.
Prlmallty TestlDg Algori~ for Integer Approximation to I-adle;: Roots of Uidty.

Effective tesls for primality aregiven "forintegers N sa~isfying IN -." 11 .s: I-n
( I > 2 a pri~e, 1) an (1- 1) 5t root of unity in Zl).

D.HACHBNBBRGBR.

On the Existence oE Comple~ly Free Elements In it FlnlteFleid.

Let q > I be a prime powert m > I an integer and IFqrn and IFq the Galois fields
of order qm and q, respectively. In 1986, journal of Algebra 103, 141 - 159,

D. Blessenohl and K. Johnsen have proved that there exists an .element w in IFqrn

such that w generatesa normal basis over ~ intermedrate field IFqr of IF... m

over IFq . Such elements are called completely free in IFqm over IFq .
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The existence of such an element is easily reduced to the special case where
m is a prime power. In order to settle the problem in this special case,
Bless~'nohl and Johnsen mainly use representation theory of finite abelian
groups. Al though their proof could slightly be condensed in a supplement by
D. Blessenohl in Jour~al of Algebra 132,· (1990), 154 - 159, it is still involved.

The aim of my talk is to present a detailed anrl constructive proof of the
theorem of Blessenohl and lohnsen by using essentially some basic properties
of cyclotomic polynomials over finite fields. Furthermore, we give a recursive ...
formula for the number of completely free elements 'in, IFqrn over IFq in the .,

case where m is a prime power.

H. HONG.

Topolol)' Analysis of Plane Real Alpbraic C1ln'e8.

We give an efficient algorithm which, given a bivariate polynomial, constructs
a planar graph topologically equivalent to the plane curve defined by the poly

nomial.

The algorithm follows the general structure:

1) finding all .. interesting" points.
2) counting the numbers of left / right branches,
3) connecting up the points according to the branch counts.

The efficiency of the algorithm is due to elimination of expensive opera
tions with real algebraic numbers such as gcd, division. and root bound compu
tation. This is achieved by the theory of subresultants and Sturm sequence.

The current implementation can handle dense polynomials of total degree 16 •
within 1 minute.

T. JBBBLBAN.

Syatollc MultlpredsloD Artthmetlc.

This is an overview of a research aimed at speeding - up Computer Algebra

systems by systolic parallelizatian of the arithmetic of lang integers and lang

ratianals. This is important because lang integer arithmetic tends to consume

most of the computation time in large applications (e. g.GrÖbner bases),
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A new algorithm for exact division (i. e. division with null remainder) was

designed which is also su~table for systolic implementation in the least - signi
Ejcant digits first (LSF) pipelined manner. After binary - shifting the operands
until tl,ey ·become. odd, qo (theLS digit of the quotient) can be found from
Co and ao (the ~ digits of the dividend and 'divisor) by:

bo = {co· aö 1 } .m~d ß·

The process is iterated after subtracting. from the dividend bo multiplied wi~h

the divisor.

A gene.ralization oE the binary GCD algorithm was found t which ;is' also su~

table far systol~c parallelization in LS~ pipelined "manner, and is" also faster
than the currently used GCD algorithms even i~ the sequeh~ial implemeDl:atio~.

After binary" shifting the operands until they become oddt one takes a, b~" ~ t~e
least - significant double - words of the operands ), and ODe finds two .. modul~r
conjugates" x, y which are at most one ward long, with the property _::.t

By this process, one oper~nd is reduced by one word, and then the other ope
rand can he reduced by one word :t>y using the·~·exact division·' scheme. Hencet

all the important algorithms required by multiprecision rational arithmetii:: can
. be aggregated in systolic LSF pipelined manner. "-

J. JOHNSON.

The Coeffldent ,SIgn Varlation Method for Real Root Isolation.

An algorithm far isolating the real roots of a polynomial is discussed".· The al
gorithm is based on Descarte· s rule of signs and a sequence of polynomial
transformations. The transformations correspond to the continued fraction ex
pansions of the raots. This algorithm was originally presented by Vincent
(1836), and modified byAkritas (1978 >. How:~ver, bath of those algorithms have
exponential computing time. We modify Vincent" s algorithm to obtain a
polynomial computing time bound, and compare it to a similar algorithm with
polynomial comp'uting time' due to Collins and Akritas. The behavio~r of" the
algorithm is related to the distribution of partial quotients.
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D. JUNGNICJCBL

Almoat perfect Blnary Sequencea.

Let a:= (an)n c IN bea binary sequence with period v. The autocorrelation coef
ficients C t are defined as the number of agreements minus the number of
disagreements of a with the t-fold shifted sequence -(Cin+t)nclN' For appli
cations in signal processing, ORe would like to have perfect binary sequences,
i. e., c t = 0 whenever t is not a multiple of v. Unfortunately, only the case v = 4

is known;' in fact one generally conjectures non - existence far all larger v. This is
. equivalent to the non - existence of cyclic Hadamard matrices and known to be
true for v< 12100. Recently, J. Wolfmann studied almost perfeet binary sequen
ces where one allows to have C t I o· for one non - trivial congruence class
modulo v. With the help of some theoretical observations, Wolfmann con
structed such sequences with exactly 2m - 1 entries + 1 per period for all v = 4m
(v has to be divisible by 4) with v ~ 100, v I 32, 44, 68, 72, 80, 92. The purpose
of this talk is to report on the following nice observation by my former
doctoral s tuden t A. POTT:

Theorem. An almost perfect binary sequence with f entries ..: 1 per period exists
if and only if there exists a cyclic divisible difference set with parameters

( y 2 f (f- ~ )(f _.!. +1) f- Y )
2' " 2, 2 ' 4'

Corol1sry.. The case f =1 corresponds to cyclic relative difference sets with pa

rameters

( ~ , 2 , i - t , ~ - 1 ).

•

'"

By a classical construction of Base, the affine geometry AG( 2 , q) can be
represented by a cyclic relative difference set with parameters (q + 1, q - 1. q, 1),

A projection argument gives the desired examples for ~ - I an odd prime power. e
Deisarte, Goethals and Seidel (1971) conjectured that these are the only possible .
parameters and verified this far v ~ 452 (using algebraic techniques). Hence:

Corollary. Almost perfect binary sequences with period v ~ 452 and i-I entries
+ 1 per period exist if and only if ~ - I is an odd prime power.

Hence Pott answered the questions posed by Wal fmann.
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E. KALTOFBN'.

Parallel Solution of Sparse Unear Syatema with Symbollc Entrles.

We discuss a variant of ~iedemann's "coordinate recurrence" method, due to
Coppersmith, that' allows the solution of a linear system on n processors in
O(N 2 1ogN) parallel time, N the dimensions of the coefficient matrix, and
2NIn + O( 1) parallel multiplications of that matrix by vectors. The algorithm
uses randomization and computes the solution exactly. All these precise com
plexity measures follow fromourprobabilistic analysis of Coppersmith · s
method.

. ~~~

We also report on e'xperimental results when executing this algorithrii~·on a·
network of· computers. E. g. " we can ·solve a 20000 by 20000 system"~~ith ~

1300000 non - z~ro entries from the finite· field GF( 215 - . 19) on 8 SUN - 4;:'com
puters (rated 28.5 MIPS) in about 57 hours. We propose the challenge of
solvinga 100000 by 100000 system with 10 million no~ - zero· entries from the
field GF(232

- 5) on a network of computers In a reasonable' amoun-t 6f time,
say one week.

A. ltmtBBL
Algebrale Comblnatorlca via Flnlte Group Act10DS..

i -

I

•
This talk was areport on joint work with R. LAUE, R. GRUND and
B. SCHMALZ on the constructive theory of discrete structures (e. g. graphs,'
molecular graphs, t - designs). Emphasize was laid on basic methods which
are particular cases of the Homomorphism Principle: Blocks and orbit transversals
as weIl as double coset methods. As an application of this to t - designs i t
was pointed to the results of B. Schmalz, ~tJo obt.ained complete lists of
designs' with prescribed automorphism group as weH as tri our program system
MOLGEN that allows to generate the molecular graphs that correspond to a
given brutto formula.
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M.IC:uN.
Schur :RIngs over Cycl1c Graupe and AutomorPh18m Graupe oE Clrcu1antGrapha.

Let r =r (Zn t X) be an n - vertex cireulant graph with a eonneeting set X .f. Zn·
This means that r has vertex set Zn and a set { (ata+ x) I a E Zn t XE X } of
ares. r ean be treated as undirected graph if - X =X. We consider the problem
of description of automorphism groups of cireulant graphs. Here the case

n,=p3t p a prime is eonsidered. We use results on enumeration of S-rings .-
(Schur rings) over cyelic groups. The description is recursive and uses infor- .!
mation about the cases n =Pt p2 (KUn / Pöschel)'

All uniprimitive . permuation groups of degree p (~robenius groups) and the

symmetrie group Sp are ealled p - atoms. The symmetrie group Sp2 and the

Frobenius overgroups of (Zp 2 t Zp 2) form the set of p2 - atoms.

Theorem. Every automorphismgroup of a p3 - vertex circulant graph (p an odd

prime) belongs to one of the following types:

a) a wreath product of a p - atom and a p2 - atom or viee versa;

b) a wreath product of three p - atoms;

c) -Sp3;

d) a Frobenius group of degree p3;

e) a 2-closure (in the sense of H. Wielandt) of the permutation group
(G tZ p

3L where G=Zp 3AHt H <Zp 3, (1+p2)EH, (l+p)JH.

There are altogether 1+ 4up + 2u; + u; different groups (here up is a num

ber of divisors of p -1), The strueture of 2 - closures in the ease e) is also
obtained. The ease n =8 requires special consideration t there are 10 automor

phism groups in this case.

w. ICRANDICX.

HIgh PreclIl10D CalculatloD of Real and Complex Polynomlal Roota.

A straightforward implementation of Newton·s method far polynomial real raat

calculation using exact arithmetic on rational numbers is unacceptably slowt

because in each step the length of the iterate multiplies by the degree of the
polynomial. We present an infallible algorithm which keeps ~he length of each

approximation proportional to its accuracy. The resulting speed - up is dramatic.

A further speed - up is obtained by using a heuristic scheme involving floating

point arithmetic and interval arithmetic; the exact al~orithm then serves as a

hackup.
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Next we show how real root calculation can be used for complex root cal
culation. A rectangle which contains exactly one comp!ex root of a univariate
polynomial has to be refined in highly· convergent steps.

The 'complex root is the unique point inside the rectangle where a certain
pair of plane algebraic curves intersect. Eachcurve will usually intersect "the
rectangle in exactly two points. These points can be found by real root cal~u

lation. The tangents to the curve in those points will in most instances form
a triangle with the secant connecting the points, and the triangle will cont~in

the part of the curve w.hich lies inside the rectangle. The intersection of the
two triangles for the respective curves will then contain the complex root." A
new rectangle is construc.ted which contains this intersection. After eacltt-:.such
refinement step an infallible winding number computation decides whether tpis
rectangle does indeed contain the root. These verification steps spend _almost
all of their time computing the points where the curves intersect th~ n~w

rectangle, i. e. they effectivelyprepare the next refinement step. Hence,' only
the time for the last winding number computation is extra time. If the t~n

gent - secant heuristic fails, bisection is used for refinement.

LLmm.
NatUrllche Konat:nlktlonen.

Nach einigen historischen Bemerkungen über einerseits Kollraidev, Robleiap.o,
Saito et al., Maltsiniotis und andererseits Foata, Garsia - Milne, Stanley, Paule,
Feldman - Propp gebe ich einen Vergleich der alten Kürzungsmethode von Tarski,
die eine Prioritätsordnung und einen vollstrukturierten Faktor erfordert, ~it

der neuen von Feldman - Propp, die auf endliche Objekte zugeschnitten ist, da-e für aber nurmehr die Punktierung des zu kürzenden Faktors braucht.

Mit den klassischen Ideen im RUcken und Feldman :. Propps neuer Methode
kürze ich Potenzen mi~ vollstrukturiertem Exponenten, eine Aufgabe, die Feld
man - Propp mit Bedauern nicht bewältigten. Daneben betrachte ich Analoga in
anderen Kategorien (z. B. Vektorräumen ). Dabei stellt sich Banascharskis
CSB - Banach -Satz als im .. natürlichen" Sinne falsch heraus. Aigorithmisch
interessant erscheint die Frage nach der Anzahl der in den Konstruktionen
erforderlichen .. ZeUen ",
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T. MoRA..
Gröbner Baals and the Ward Problem.

I.f computable, Gröbner hases in a non - commutative free algebra allow to solve

the real membership problem and so the undecidable word problem.

It can be seen that the only obstruction "to computability of Gröbner bases
is that they can be infinite. In fact, there is a procedure which halts if and _

only if the Gröbner basis is finite, in which case it returns it. .,

A same ideal has different Gröbner bases, according to an ordering imposed
on the free semigroup. If a dense set of orderings exists (i. e. a set p of
orderings such that if an ordering exists satisfying finitely many given dise
purtion then there is such an ordering in pl, then if an ideal has just a single

finite Gröbner basis, its membership problem is solvable.

There are, however, instances of a solvable ward problem, whose corre

sponding ideal has no finite Gröhner basis at all.

o. MoltBNo.
Improvementa OD the Ax- Katz Theorem, a p-adlc Serre's Bound and WeiChte
of Duala of BeH Codes.

Research Problem 9.5 of MacWilliams and Sloane· s book The Theory oE Errar
Correcting Codes asks for an improvement of the minimum distance bound of
the duals of BCH codes, defined over ~m. m odd. The objective of the pre

sent talk is to give a solution to the above problem by:

( i ) obtaining an improvement to the Ax theorem. that we prove is best e
possible far many classes of examples,

( ii) establishing a sharp estimate for the relevant exponential sums which
implies a very good improvement for the minimum distance bound,

( iii) providing a doubly infinite family of counter examples to Problem 9.5
where both the designed distance and the length increase independently,

(iv) verifying that our bound is tight far same of the counterexamples, and

( v ) in the case af even m we give a doubly infinite family of examples
where the Carlitz - Uchiyama bound is tight. and in this way determine

the exact minimum distance uf the duals of the correspon~ing BCH

codes.
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J. MUJ..LIm-QuADs.
:Parallel Decompoalt1on of 0 - Algebru.

M~tivated from divide .and conquer and pro~uct automata I introduce a .very
general parallel decomposition of n - Aigebras. It even allows the' parts -to
grow bigger than the' original. In spite of the many new 'chances samen - AI
gebras, like natural numbers or finite simple groups, remain undecomposable.

I conclude with an outlook to parallel products that allow the parts to
communicate.

~~%~..
. ~~.

.ll. OBlDlST. ;~
The Solvabillty and the' Constructlve Solution of Unear Systems of·~Part1al

Dlfference EquatJons with ConataDt Coefflclenu - A Survey.

In the talk I dis~ussed. the problems of 'the title. The lecture was pased on
the work- of the Mult1dimensional System Group,. Innsbruck, consisting' of the
speaker and the graduate students "S. KLEON, S. RITKEAÖ, S. WALCH and E.
ZERZ, and in particular on the foUowing. papers' :

(1) U. 0.: Multidimensional Constant. Linear Systems,
Acta Appl. Math. 20 (1990), 1-175.·

.~ . .s .

(2) u. 0.: Finite Dimensional Systems of Partial Differential or Difference
Equations, submitted to Adv. of Math., June 1992.

(3) U. 0.: Variations on the Fundamental Principle for Linear "Systems of
Partial· Differential or Difference Equations with Constant Coef- .
ficients, subm. to AAECC, January 1993.

( 4) E. Zerz, U. 0.: The Canonical Cauchy Problem for Linear Systems of
Partial Diff~rence Equations with Constarit Coefficient~

over the Complete Integral Lattice Zr.

A written report on the results was handed out to several interested colleagues.
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The problems are both canonically formulated and aigorithmically solved by
means of' Gröbner basis methods. The solution 'of the Cauchy or initial value
problem is significant for various applied fields, in particular for digital image
processing, and also for the numerical solution of hyperbolic sY,sterns of par-:
tial differential equaÜons by the method of finite differences. A look into
recent books on difference equations, for instance Kelley - Peterson, Difference
Equations, Academic Press 1991, shows that even for a single equation in two
djmension~ the hitherto existingresults in this area were very rudimentary _

.contrary to the huge body of results on partial differential equation~. •

J. OJCNJNSICI.
llnear Semlgroupa. Result8 and Appllcatlou.

A structure the~rem for an arbitrary subsemigroup- S of the fuH linear monoid
Mn ( K) over a field K is given. It associates to S a collection of at most zn
linear groups Ga: and as many .. sandwich' matrices .. Pa: over these groups. The

strategy is then to study S via the group actions of the Ga:· s on themselves
and on' the matrices Pa:. As an applieation we discuss the growth problem for S.

The elass of ( finite) monoids ofUe type, buHt on a group G of Ue type,
is presented. The basic example being M =Mn(IFq > with G = GLn<IFq )' Such
monoids can be locally .. covered" by a universal monoid IM on G, that admits
a very niee linear representation theory. Moreover, combinatorics on IM can
often be reduced to combinatorics on G. This leads to several consequences that

had not been known even for M = Mn (JFq).

V.PAN.
SupereffectJve Slow - Down of Algebralc Computatlona.

It is customary to measure the complexity of parallel computations by time
and number of processors used. To resolve the problem of the trade- off
between these two measures, we adapt the policy suggested by practice of
computations: we devise the algorithms whose potential work (that is, the product
of time and processor bounds) stays at the level of the best available sequen
tial time bound. and we minimize the parallel time under this assumption.
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We reach .these goals or achieve .a substantial progress in this direttion far
several fundamental problems of matrix and polynomial computations, inclu
ding solving linear systems and. matrix inversion ove~ fields and semirings
(with further applications to computation of paths in graphs), in' the c~ses of

general. triangular and s~ructured matrices, as weIl as p.olynomial division al1d

computation of the square or the .m - th root of a polynomial modulo' apower.
Trus is achieved by ~ombining the tech.ni,ues of stream contractiori, recursive
restarting of computations and' effective slow - down of parallel computations,
which we make supereffective, that. is, we decrease the processor bound hy t~e

factor of s by means of the ,slow - down by 0 ( s) times. 'Part of the work w~s

done in cooperation with F. P. PitEPARATA (on matrix computa~ions) and with
D. BINI (on polynomial computation).

D. PoLBMI.

SIngular Algebralc Curves.

We analyze and compare different met~ods to resolve the ~ingularities" of an
a!gebraic curve (classical method, accessible geometrie method, algehraie lYle
thodL .

Based on the Brilf- Noether theorem we descril-?e two polyn~mial algorithms
for effective~y constructing the Riemann - Roch .theorem, finding the ,~~~n~s,

adding points ,on ,the Jacobiait of a singular curve, construeting algehralc geo
metric Goppa codes' from singular curves.<

A.Pou.
Another Manner to-Enumerate SCN' Baaes.

In the Proceedings of the AAECG 4 Canferenc:e (Karls'ruhe, 1986) we develop a
method to ,canstruct and enumerate Self Dual Multicircularit 'Codes ove'r, ,'~
and ~. We used n - variable polynomials. In .. Error. Carrecting ead'es : Theory
and Applications" (by A. Pali and LLHuguet. Massan 1989 andPrentice Hall
19q2) we generalize these results.
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Here, we apply our formulas to the elementary case (one variable) which
corresponds to self normal bases. That the enumeration cf seN bases can be

expressed in terms cf one variable .polynomials comes from a result of Wang

(1989 ).

The enumeration cf these SeN bases is already published in 1990, by Jung
nickel et al. t but in a different way.

F. SCHASPBIl - LoRlJ'lSJDL
COUtnlct10D of EWptJc Cune Cryptoeyatem8.

Elliptic curves over finite fields are proposed for the construction of one- way
functions. To avoid the efficient applicability of the fastest known discrete
logarithm aigorithms, one is interested in the construction of elliptic curve

groups with certain properties.

Several algorithms to count the number cf points on elliptic curves based
on the algorithm of Schoof are considered. An alternative approach using the
Weyl- conjecture 'ta find exampies of curves with coefficients from small sub

fields is proposed.

• I

Final remarks consider the possibilities to implement· the arithmetic
elliptic curves over finite neids of characterisUc 2 in hardware.

Vi: SCHA.RJ...AU

Conatnlct1oD of Good BlD8l')' Codes.

on

We report on various methods to construct binary linear codes cf moderate
len"gth (n s 127, cr n S 255) explicitely. These methods include improvements of

weil known constructions in coding theorYt e. g. punchering t shortening, X
construction, transfer, Blokh - Zybalov construction. Extensive use of computers
leads to many improvements in the tables of the best known codes. The re
sults are due to my students WIRTZ, SCHOMAKER, BERNTZEN. GRONEICK,

GROSSE. KEMPER.
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w. SCHSMPP.

The Helaenberg Ue Algebra and Neural Hetwom ComputatJona.
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Let G be finite group and F = {A j f. G I 1 s j s t. t 2;" 2; lAi I ~ 2 .}. F is called a
factorization of G if

Sharpness of this estimate is obtctined by examples" like a; b with Ial, Ib I .< ~,

la-bi =8, then define ep(t) = n(t-a)k-l (t-b)m-t, where k+m = 0+1, and

set f{ z) = f: ep( t) dt, g-( z) = f~ «p( t) dt. Then f has k zeros in a, g h~s m zeros

in b, thus 8(f,g) :2: S, and E = g - f = Jabep(t) d"t_ = jo 8n/(~=~).

~m. SCf,g)q(t +t 11+*11
2

), where lJ =nl (l~~ ~j ) I f - gl ;

for E:S: 2- 4n
, the extra factor (1'" O<"l)) is less than -1.065.

A. SCHÖNHAOB.·

Sharp Bounda for the PerturbatloD of Polynomlal Zero•.

Given manie complex polynomials . fez) = IT1': 1 (Z - Ul)' g{z) = Ilt= 1 (z ~ vj )} with
I u11 t IVjl :s: 1 and 11 - norm deviation I f.--gI 1 = E, the problem is to ~i!,d a

sharp bound for ~(f,g)::: min 1t maxi I Ul - V~(i) r. f = in, g = zn - E amounts to
S = ·rvE. Ostrowski's" bound S~(2n-l"'VE -was improved by my 1982 resuJt
S:s: (4 + 0(1» 'VE. Here I present wo~k of!ßY student R. SCHÄTZLE (1990),

s. A. VANSTONB.

Group FactortzatloDs" and th~lr Cryptographlc Slgnlflcance.

The purpose of this leeture is to indieate the role oE the Heisenberg nHpotent

Ue algebra in computational tomography, eomputational holography, and neural
netwo~k computations. In particular its role fo~ fast algorithms implementing
adaptive filter models of neural network engineering are described. A video tapee! will display the underlying hyperbolic geometry.
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Group factorizatians were intraduced in the early 1940' s as a tool to salve
a famous conjecture of Minkowski and then reintroduced in the mid 1980' s as
an algebraic structure on which to base a private key cryptographic scheme.
Our interest is to try to construct a public key system on these structures. In
this lecture we give abrief surveyof knapsack ulike" schemes and then dis
cuss some recent work with M. Qu on group factorizations and how they can
be applied to public key cryptography.

IC. - H. ZIMMIDtMANN.
On the DecodlDg ·of Modular Group Codes.

Glven. K (finite fjeld of characteristic p) and G ( finite p - group >. Then the

augmentation ideal

IK(G) = { ~gEG kgg E KG I L gEG k g O}

of KG equals the Jacobson radical of KG.

Glven. A filtration of IK(G) :

IK(G) = It .2 12 .2 ... .2 IT .2 ...

Le., I j is an ideal of KG and I j Ik ~ IJ+ k for all j, k ~ 1.

8y considering 1jas a linear code in the ambient space KG, we obtain the
following

Reault. If p = 2 then each code I t is completely majority decodable.
(This was known before only far binary Reed - Muller codes.)

In case of p > 2 we can provi~e a lower bound on the number of errors which _

can be corrected by majority decoding. •

Berichterstatter: D. Hachenberger.
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Tagungsbericht 9/19~3

•
Curve~, Ima~es, Massive Computation

-21.-27.2.1~93

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Pr~f. I?r. L. Devroye (Montreal), Prof. Dr.

W. Härdle (Berlin) und Prof. Dr. 1. Johnstone (Stanford) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Inte

resses standen Frag~n zu" aktuellen EntWicklu~gen im Bereich-der Funktionenscliätzung,

deren A.nwendung bei der Image-A~alyseund der massive Einsatz von Computern, den

diese Verfahren zum großen Teil benötigen.

Als Einfü~rung wurden am 'Montagvormittag Vorträg~ zu ~unktionenschätzung in an

gew~dten Studien von B. Silvermann, S. Leurgans, A. ~neip, C.J. Stone und J.S. Marron

gegeben. In diesem Feld, wie etwa Hazardstudien, treten Funktionen in natüi~icher

Weise als Schätzziel auf. Am Nachniittag standen Funktionenschätzungen' in bestimmten

Nichtstandard-Situationen (Abhängigkeit~ zensierte Daten) im Mittelpunkt. Hierunter

fal~en die Vorträge von P. Doukhan, A. Tsybakov, J. Fan und I. Gijbels. Dab~i wurde

auch ein n_eueres Verfahren zur. nicht-parametrischen Schätzung vorgestellt, das darauf

beruht, lokal gewic_htete Polynome anzupassen. Hier ist auf die Vorträ.ge am Dienstag zu

verweisen, die die Reduktion des numerischen Aufwands dieser Verfahren behandelten.

Der Dienstagvormittag war einer Reihe.von Vorträgen über Wavelets gewidmet (I. John

s~one, D. Picard, D. Donoho, M. Neumann), einer neuen und vielversprechenden Metho

dik im B~reich der Signalverarbeitung und Funktione~schätzung. Aus dieser Sitzung

entwickelte sich für Mittwochabend eine infor~elle Diskussi()I~ über (bzw. Einführung in
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die-'T'lC&)."i"(.: 'dci·l\iVavdct.s, die für alle Teilneluner sehr fruchtbar war. Ein weiterer Vortrag

(M. Nusshaunl) beschäftigte sich mit der Aquivalenz von Dichteschätzung und Weißem

Rauschen. Der Dienstagnachmittag behandelte die Implementation nicht-parametrischer

Funktionenschätzer, so daß sie schnell berechnet werden und der intensive Rechenzeit

einsatz reduziert wird (Th. Gasser, K. Messer). Daneben wurden weitere Verfahren zur

Funktionenschätzung und Imageanalyse vorgestellt und ihre Anwendung in Semiparame

trischen Modellen gezeigt (E. Mammen, K.-C. Li, Ph. Vieu, B. Turlach).

Die Frage des massiven Computereinsatzes in der Statistik war Hauptthema des Mitt

wochs. Es wurden verschiedene Aspekte von Markov-Chain-Samplers diskutiert, sowie

deren Anwendung in Monte-Carlo-Studien und Image-Analyse demonstriert (D.D. Cox•.•

P. Green", F. Götze, L. Tierney). Die Sitzung endete mit dem Vortrag von O. Bunke über

Bootstrap, ein rechenintensi~esSichprobenwiederholungsverfahren.

Verschiedene Fragen zur Image-Analyse, wie z.B. Rekonstruktion und effiziente Spei

cherung, standen im Mittelpunkt der Donnerstagvormittag-Sitzung (R. Olshen, L. Schu

maker, C. Jennison, L. Younes, F. Natterer, P. Clifford). Den Nachmittag eröffnete der

Vortrag zu Sieves und Maximum-Likeli4ood von S. van de Geer, danach wurden nichtli

neare und nicht-parametrische Kalibrationstechniken vorgestellt (E. Jolivet, M.A. Gruet).

Weiterhin wurde die (für alle nicht-parametrischen Methoden wichtige) Frage der Wahl

des Glättungsparameters diskutiert (D. Girard, B. Grund).

Der Freitagvormittag begann mit einem Vortrag von P. Hall über die Schätzung von

fraktalen Dimensionen. Dies ist ein neues und hochinteressantes Gebiet in der Statistik

mit vielen praktischen Anwendungen, die ebenfalls vorgestellt wurden. Weitere Themen

waren die multivariaten Dichteschätzung in den Vorträgen von C. Huber, W. Polonik und

Ph. Stark sowie die Regressorwahl in parametrischen und nicht-parametrischen Modellen

(G. Eagleson, M. Müller). Die Tagung endete mit einer weiteren Sitzung über massi_

ven Computereinsatz am Freitagnachmittag. In dieser letzten Sitzung wurden nochmals

Aspekte der nichtparametrischen Funktionenschätzung behandelt (G. Golubev, M. Low)

sowie Bootstrap-Anwendungen vorgestellt (R. Beran, W. Stute).
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Stein Confidence Sets
R. Beran

University of California, Berkeley

In the simplest general trend model, the observations X = (Xl, ... , Xq)T satisfy the
, relation Xi = ~i + Ei, the {Ei} being i.i.d.standard.normal random variables. Estimators
of { = ({}, ... ,{q)T include the classical estimator X, smoothed curve estimators, model
selection estimators ~d the Stein estimators such a.s e. = (1 - W)J~. Dur results
concern the construction and asymptotic properties of Stein confidence sets for { of the
form C. =: {I E IRq: le. - I1 :5 Tq}. We discuss:

1. Asymptotic and bootstrap co~structionsof rq such that PdC. 3 {] = Q +O(q-l(2).

2. Improved bootstrap constructions of rq such that p([C" 3 ~] ~ Q +O(q-l).

3,. Risk superiority of C" over the classical confidence sets cent~red at X.

4. Failure of natural'boatstrap algorithm that resample from N(X, I) or N(e.,·j)~ ,',

-5. Asymptotic geometry of Stein confidence sets:

Bootstrapping in Small SampIe Regression Proble~s

. - o. Bunke
Humboldt University, Beflin

We investigate the small sampie behavior of bootstrap proGedures in parametrie, se
miparametric and nonparametrie regression problems. The approach .is based oq: exact
calculations or a' smaJl variance approximation of the biases in the moments of the boot
strap distribution of the interesting estimator. ,We show that even if a parametrie model
for the regression model is known, there will be an essential bias in the 3rd- and 4th-order
bootstrap moments. Moreover, we calculate additional' bias terms in the case of bootstrap
.procedures based on residuals after fitting by an incorrect linear or nonlinear 'parametric
regression model or by a nonparametric estimator.

A typical example exhibits the possibly disturbing magnitude of such terms in the
case of the variance of the bootstrap distribution.

We discuss modification of bootstrap pr~cedures that may diminish the above men
tioned errors in approximating the true distribution of 'an estimator by bootstrapping.
They are based on' estimates of the first four cential moments of the errar distribution
that have small biases or, in case of the errar variance, have additionally mean square
error optimality properties.

3
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Polygonal Models ror Spatial Pattern
P. Clifford

Oxford University

Let T be a. 2~D region~ and let X be a surface defined on T. The values of X on T
constitute an image or 'pattern. The true value of X at any point on T cannot be directly
observed, but data can be recorded which provide information about x. The aim is to
reconstruct X using the prior knowledge that X varies smoothly over most of T, hut may
exhibit jump disconti~uitiesover line segments. This information can be incorporated
via Bayes' theorem, using a polygonal Markov random field as a prior distribution. In
a similar fashion linear structure in 2-D images can be modeled as a random graph. In
this case the statistical problem is that of efficiently estimating the defined parameter. A
probabilistic basis for such discussions is outlined using base measures which are either
spatial point or line processes.

Monte-Carlo Approximation of Posterior Distributions in
Nonparametrie Logistic Regression

Dennls D. Cox
Rice University, U.S.A.

A prior for nonparametrie logistic regression is constructed by assuming the logit is a
Gaussian process plus a standard regression model with an improper prior on the eompon
ents. Many authors have proposed approximate inferenee using a Gaussian approximation
of the posterior. We wished to assess the aceuracy of this approximation. Analysis of the
posterior tails leads to an importane.e sampling density whieh is a mixture of the Gaussian
approximation and the tail dominating density. Our caleulations show the Gaussian ap
proximation works reasonably weH for marginal inferences about the logit (or probability)
function at a point. Also demonstrated were simultaneous eredibility bands for theJogit.

Massive Adaptation
David Donoho

Stanford University

Let y. =Bi + Zi, i = 1, ... , n, Zi i.i.d. N(O, 1). Let 9~.i ='1tn (Yi), where in =~
and TJt(g) = sgn(y)(lyl - t)+. Now for almost auy reasonable 10ss which is bowl-shaped
a.nd symmetrie, and almost any apriori class e which is bowl-shaped and symmetrie

sup Rn(O:, 6) ;5 " log n·terms" iI!f sup Rn(O, 6).
. See 8 See

Implications include the fact that wavelet estimators based on J2log(n) thresholding
achieve within the log factors of the minimax risk over all Triebel and Besov elasses.

Sinee this ehanges the picture of adaptive estimation - making it seem almost trivial
if we are willing to aceept log terms and Gaussian white noise assumptions, we ·diseuss
the problem of adaptively selecting a basis. Adopting the approach of Coifman, Meyer,
Quake and Wickerhauser, we select a basis by adaptively tiling the time-frequency plane,
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and threshold in that basis. Denoising of Doppler and other mult-frequency chirps works
weIl when the basis is selected using Stein's unbiased risk estimate.

The use of simple thresholding for estimating quadrati.c functionals is also b~ie8y

discussed, along with adaptivity results in inverse problems.

Minimax Rates ror Weakly Dependent Regression Estimates
Paul Doukhan

Universite d'Orsay, France .

Regression estimation is a main tool for tbe general predictor problem. We estimate a
regression function r in a mixing stationary model (Xn , Yn)n=t,2, ... [r(x) =E(Y I X = x)]
using 6-sequence estimates (Walter, Blum (1979)) which include the use of convolution
kerneis, wavelets (Doukhan (1988)) and other projections techniques. Some explicit mo
dels are explicited by their mixing properties (Doukhan' L.N.5. (to appear)).

Extending optimal equivalents for variance of kernel·density estimates (Tra.n (1990))
to our framework yields the MINIMAX bounds for the MISE of estimates of f and T.

A simple by-product .is the y'fl-consistent estimator of quadratic integral funGtion~s of
f and r funder restrictive assumptions. Berbee Reconstruetion Lemma (19j9) allows

. I

to prove uniform MINIMAX rates of this large class of estimates of a ß-mixiJlg prgeess
(in the a.s. and meanseIises). In. the weak dependent case the only result of this. '~lass
was in Bi'rge (1986) eoneerning Dereblin-recurrent Markov chains (this heavy .~ondition is
omitted here).

Variable Selection in Nonparametrie Regression
Geoff Eagleson

University of New South Wales
i. ~'-

As weH as new methods of estimating resp5>D.se- surfaees, attention needs to ~e Pa4d to
the eonsequent inferential problems. This point will be illustrated with a simple exa.rD.ple.
Analyzed by an automatie applieation of tbe additive nonparam~trie regression program
ACE, the results obtained are spurious. To understand why this might be so we study
the behavior of the selection eriterion, R2 , under two extreme null models. Appropriate
permutation tests provide one way of assessing the fits obtained. It may weIl be that
smoothing should -be used to assess goodness-of-fit; different to that whieh is used for
estimating the response.

Localization: A Useful Principle
Jianging Fan

University of No~th Carolina and Chapel Hill

The traditional statistieal model seleetion is based on largely "trials-and-errors". In
this talk, we introduee a simple and useful idea for model fitting.' Tbe smoothing para
meter that governs the model complexity is estimated based on the idea of loealization:
one models loeally the unknown function by a linear function and uses different order
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of approxirnation to iUisess the bias of the approximation. The variance of estimate can
easily be delcrmined by the usual least squares theory. In comparison with traditional
approaches, our method is more efficient and has wider applicability. The idea can be
used to determine the order of approximation at various points and can also be applied
to alllikelihood based model. These models can be in one case the partiallikelihood from
survival analysis data, and in another ease the quasi likelihood funetion from generaJized
linear models. This new idea gives more strength to the statistieal "maximum likelihood
principle" via automatie model selection.

Fast Local Polynomial Fitting
Theo Gasser

Abteilung Biostatistik, Universität Zürich

Among the many methods proposed for non-pararnetric curve and surface fitting, 10
ca! polynomial fitted by least squares turned out recently to have a number of optimality
properties (in a minimax sense). There are a number of other advantages, such as au
tomatie boundary correction. We have developed a fast algorithm for computing these
estimates. It works in O(n) operations, whereas the conventional algorithm needs O(n ~)
operations. Typieally half a second is needed on a SUN Spare IPX to fit 1000 points,
irrespective of the design. Due to an add-substract procedure, numerical stability is a
problem, "in particular for small bandwidths. This problem is "dealt mainly by checking a
stability factor, defined to be the smallest (standardized) Cholesky factar in the normal
equation.

Nonpa"rametric Regression Based on Censored Data
!rene Gijbels

Institut de Statistique, Universite Catholique de Louvain

There are a variety of statistical tools available for modeling the relationship between
response and covanate if the data are fully observable. In ihe situation of censored data
however, those tools are no longer directly applieable. We provide ~ easily implemented •
methodology for modeling the regression relationship based on censored data, without
making any assumptions about its form.. Basic ideas behind the methodology are to
transform the data in an appropriate simple way, and then to apply a locally weighted least
squares regression. The proposed kernel type estimator involves an appealing variable
bandwidth, and as a consequence the procedure automatically adapts to the design of
the data points. The handwidth depends on a tuning parameter which !=an be seleeted
using cross-validation techniques. The methodology is illustrated via sirrl.ulation studies
and a.nalysis of real data sets. Some basic asymptotic results are established.
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On the Randomized Smoothing Parameters Choices
D. Girard

CNRS, University o~ Grenob~ie

We describe how and when we may use the fast randomized versions of the GCV and
CL-criterions' (resp. RGCV and RCL). Even for finite sampie sizes, a simple heuristic
argument shows that, if we are confident that CL can work for tbe problem at hand,
then RCL works too! We show that this can be extended to GCV and RGCV. Next we
deScribe how a few runs of RCL (or RGCV) can produce inferences about the validity of
the final ehoice. This is illustrated by same simulations in a two-dimensional setting.

Sequential Design for Inhomogenous Sobolev Class
G."Golubev

Institute for Proble'ms of InforInation Transmission, Moseow

We are given noisy data }j =J(tj) + ~j~ 1 ~ j :5 n, tj E [0,1], where ~j are i.i.d.
Gaussian variables and the regressio~ function J(.). belongs to a certain inhomogen~us

Sobolev elass. Our aim 'is to reeover the regression funetion minimum IMSE. It isrässuPted
that knots may be sequentially ,chosen. It is proved that optimal rate of eonveigen~e of
IMSE cannot be improved.bymeans of sequential design. Nevertheless it is pointe4' out
the sequential design when we don't know the parameters of the Sobolev elass. '..:- .

Stochas~ic Search in Image Reconstruction
Friedrich Götze

Universität Bielefeld

We i~yestig~te tlie. behaviour of MAP-estiniators' in statistical modeis fOf noise de
g"raded images. Starting from a white Iioise model on pixel err9fS and a Ba:re~i~n prior
(Gibbs-measure) on the set of images whieh uses a nearest neighbor interacti~n we give
an estimate for the aeeuraey of the MAP-estimate for unifofinly,col~red original images.

Furtherßl:ore, stoehastie seareh algorithms approximating th~ MAP-estimate are con~'

sidered. It is shown that in 'easeof aunique and stahle MAP-estimate (in the sense of
Peierls) a logarithmie eooling seh.edule yields a polynomia,J relaxation time until the pro
bability of having met'theoptimal image is larger than' t, say iI~ing'siIIiulated annealing.
TheSe bounds diverge when the amount of smoothing inereases.·.

In case of an Ising-type ·of every function with symmetrie ground states it is shown
that an appropriate Clü~ter algorithm of FKSW type admits a polynomial running time
too. This is a result of E. Weineek whieh is p~t of his 'PhD-theSis.
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Markov Chain Mante Carlo: Posterior Risk, Over-Relaxation
and Sensitivity Analysis

Peter Green
University of Bristol

Two variants of basic MCMC methods were first introduced; Hastings methods using
randomized proposal distributions~ and methods based on partial conditioning. "To quan-
tify the statistical performance of MCMC estimators, the concept of relative increase in
posterior risk was advocated: this is the excess in risk of the MCMC estimator over the
corresponding one based on the exact posterior distribution. To investigate the merits
of over-relaxation and of grouping the variables, the Gaussian case, with deter~inistic

sweeping, was discussed, where an exact representation of the autocorrelation time is
available. This can be used to guide the design of efficient sampling methods, even in the
non-Gaussian case. Among general conclusions are that autocorrelatioD time (i) is reduA
ced by oyer-relaxation; (ii) is unaffected by the sweep schedule, given the grouping; an~
(iii) is reduced by grouping in the case of strong positiveassociation and a non-negative
linear objective functiona.l. Finally, a. key application of MCMC was discUssed: sensiti
vity to the prior in Bayesian analysis. Importance sampling ideas are useful here, and the
infinitesimal version is easy to apply: the .change in an estimated posterior expectation
can be approximated by the empirical covariance between the function of interest and the
log prior ratio.

Nonparametrie Calibration
M.A. Gruet

INRA, Biometrie, Jouy-en-Josas

Statistical calibration analysis provides a way to predict a quantity ~ which is not
directly observable from the observation of another easily measured quantity Z related
to the just one by some dose-relationship. In many situations, the knowledge of the
experimental process can hardly be translated into some parametric model. A tempting
alternative may be provided by a nonparametric modelisation. Let Z = r(~) +e when e is
a centered random variable. The unknown regression function r is supposed to be smooth
and strictly monotone. The available information about r is given by experimental data
l'i = r(ei).+ fi obtained from. a calibration experiment. The €i'S are i.i.d. with zer_
mean and the training sampie {Xi, Yi} is independent of Z. A nonp~rametric method i
proposed for estimating directly the parameter of realinterest e) r being here considered
a nüisance parameter. We propose to estimate eby a solution of the estimating equation

where [( is a convolution kernei, h the smoothing parameter and \[1 an odd function.
The asymptotic properties of the estimate are discussed. Calibration intervals of the type
{~, IHn«)1 :5 c} are constructed. This nonparametrie technique is applied to an important
biological problem, that of estimating the relative potency of a new product relative to a
known one.
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Loss and Risk in Bandwidth Selection
Birgit Grund

University of Minnesota

Currently, there is considerable disagreement whether "loss" ISE or "risk" MISE
should be used in kernel bandwidth selection. In this talk, >we contribute two new ar
guments to the ISE vs. MISE discussion. First, we demonstrate that MISE measures
"risk" in the classical decision theoretic framework; this contradicts the common argu
ment that expected ISE is the only proper decision theoretic risk in baudwidth selection.
Second, we show that bandwidth procedures may display opposite relative performance
with respect to expected ISE and MISE. This defends the commonly adopted viewpoint
that MISE optimal bandwidths are good estimates for the ISE optimal bandwidth.

On the Statistical Estimation of Fractal Dimension
Peter Hall

Australian National University/CSIRO

Fractal models for surfaces form a convenient and readily interpretable way..:of descri
hing roughness. Practical examplesinclude meta! surfaces (e.g. prior to pai.nting), plastic
wrap (roughness inHuences ~he tendency of bacteria to adhere), ~eariIig-and:....sha.ft j>nter
face (lubrication qualities are affected by roughness), etc.. Methods for gathering data
about surface roughness will be described, and new developments of data enhance~ents

will be discussed. Stochastic processmodels for rough surfa.ces will be s.uggested,'and
statistical methods for estimating, fracta! dimension be outlined. The properties'of those
methods, when applied to stochastic process models for' surfaces., will be noted.-

Estitmating Densitieson the Plane: Optimal Balloon Estimates
. c. Hube~ ~.;t"

University of Paris V,France
Joint "work with Peter Hall, Art 'Owen, and Alex Covertey

Given a sampie of n observations from a density fon JRd, a natural estimator of f(x)
is formed by counting the number of points in some region 'R, around x and dividing
this count by the d-dimensional volume of 'R. An asymptotically optimal ch~ice for 'R, is
presented here, with respect to lL2 norm risk. The optimal "balloons" turn to be ellipsoids
with shape depending on x. An extension of the idea, that uses a kernel functlon to put
weight greater on points nearer x is given. Among non negative. kerneis, the familiar
Epanechnikov kernet used withan el~ipsoidal region is optimal. When using higher order
kerneis, the optimal regions shapes are related to Il/' balls for even positive p.
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Stochastic Optimisation: The Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing
and Applications in Image Analysis

Chris Jennison'
Univ~rsityof Bath, UK

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) has been proposed a.s a method for optimising funetions
f(x) of many variables, x = (Xl, ... , Xl), with multiple loeal optima. It operates by
creating a population of veetors x and letting these evolve over time in a manner similar
to natural evolution. In choosing parents for future generations, priority is given for those
with high values of f(x). A "crossover" operation is used in producing some offspring -
the two parent vectors are broken at a randomly chosen point, the first part of parent A
and the second part of parent Bare combined to form one offspring, the remaining parts
are combined to form the other. A small amount of random mutation is also introduced
into each new generation. The vector x with largest f(x) seen in a certain number ofe
generatioI;ls is returned as the solution. .

Tbe algorithm defines a complex stochastie process which is difficultto eharaeterize.
On elose examination, the customary theoretical justifications of the GA are seen to
lack rigour. I.n contrast to the suecesses claimed in many papers, our empirieal studies
have shown that the GA ean perform poorly on very simple problems. In a more complex
problem, searching for a MAP image estimate, the GA is seen to work as a very ineflicient
analogue of Simulated Annealing.

On a po~itive note, we. believe that the problems for which the GA is designed to
be important - even if the GA is not the right method for these problems. There
is a· need for general-purpose methods to find near-optima of functions with structure
f(x) = Ec ~(x) where each ~(x) depends onlyon {Xi: i E c} for a small set c. The
treatment of main effects and low-order interaetions in classical experimental design is
relevant here, but dealing with a very large set of variables and the presence of loeal
optima poses new ehallenges.

Wavelet Shrinkage: Ideal Spatial Adaption and Denoising
I. Johnstone

Stanford University
Joint work with David Donoho, Gerard Kerkyacharian and Dominique Picard

We give first an overview of the method of soft thresholding of wavelet eoefficients in.
the idealized setting of non-parametrie regression on the interval with equally spaced data
and Gaussian white noise errors. Use of a threshold at V210g n standard deviations of the
noise yields estimates that adapt spatially to oscillation and discontinuities and have a
high degree of visual smoothness. Some supporting theorems are present~d in connection
with spatial adaption: wavelet thresholding can be tuned to come within a logarithmic
multiplicative factor of an ideal risk attained by an oracle who knows the optimal set of
coefficients to estimate. This result, valid for L2 global average risk for arbitrary functions,
can be sharpened aver estimation spaces of funetions, can be estimated at a given rate
by other spatially adaptive procedures such a.s piecewise polynomial fits. This exploits
oracle inequalities over weak-Lp balls along with charaeterisations of approximation spaees
developed by De Vore, Jawerth and Popov. Finally, we present same results coneerning
"denoising" and uniyersal near·minimaxity (in L2 ) properties of the estimates over certain
Besov and Triebel seales of function classes.
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Calibration in a Nonlinear Setting
E. Jolivet

INRA, Laboratoire de Biometrie, Jouy-en-Josas
Joint work with M.A. Gruet

Let observe the following data (~, Xi)~ i = 1, ... ,n, (Zj), j = 1, ... , m such that

Yi = f(Xil 8» +Ei, Zj = f(zo,~) +Tlj, 8 E 8, E(fi) = 'E(Tlj) = o.

.We· want to estimate zn using the training set (~, Xi) and th~ responseZj~ We are
interested in set estimates: No consistent asymptotic framework is directly obtainable
for this problem. We propose to consider m = nc5 ,O < {, < l~n ~ 00. Under these
assumptions, various aSymptotic pivots can be derived, and Edgeworth expansion~ can
,be computed. On the other hand simulations can be performed. Although no o'ne of these
two methods provide a definitive answer conceming the actuallevel of the prediction sets
derived, we remark some convergences of the results ~btained byboth ways.

Nonparametrie Estimation or Common Regress,?rs ~.
fo'r Similar ~urve Data

. Alois Kneip'
Wi:rtschaftstheori~-11, Universität' ~onn

The talk is c~~cerned' with data from a' collection of different~ hut related ';fegression
curv~s (mj )j=l,...,~ ,N >> '1. In st'~~isti~al ~ractice analysis- ofs~ch data is most 'freq~e~~ly
based on lowdimensionallinearmodelg. ·It· is then a.ss~rtled that. each regression" '<:ur~~

mj is a'linear. combinaÜon of a small number L- «N of corumon functions gi,: ~. ,gL.
For example, ifall rn/s' are straight lin~ this holds with .L == 2, 91 '=: 1..andg2(~) = x.
In this paper the assumption of "a. prespecifi~d mode1 is' dropped. A nonp~a.rnetri_c me
thod is presented which allows to ~stimate'tbe smallest L and corresponding. functions

,:g1, .•. j'9L .from the 4ata.,. The ,procedure combines' smoothing techniques with~.ide~· re
" .lated to Principal C~mporie~t Analysis; An·asymptotic theory Is presentedwE:ichyields

detailed insigl,1t .i~t9 pr~perties- of the res~ltiIig .~timators.-An application tö' household
expenditure data illiIstrates the ·approac~-...

SmC?oth Curves in Bio~m:~chanics
~ Sue L~urgans'

Rush-Presh!terian-St. Luke's Medi~al Center, Chicago, IL, ySA

Matiy blomechanical measure.ments Me sm~oth cutves recorded on a fine mesh. Ex
ampl~ include joint angles in gait· anaiysis,..foot· pressur~s from pedabarographs', and lum
bar sphere position from Lumbar Motion Monitors. Even though the curves are known

.to be smooth, some data' sets' contain. s~ple~ c~rves that are no't smooth,. because the
computations are not entirely weliposed. 'Some simple plots can assist in the identification
of curves that cannot corr~pond to actual mqtions. The most. important plot superposes
all trials from one subject on one plot. . .

Althoughsmooth principal components are a naturalmethod for such data, the Rice &
Silverman (1991) estimators are not robust t~ unusual (smooth) curves. Sampie inßuence
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functions für smooth eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be used to loeate unusual curves
when multiple trials are available for each subject, srnooth extension of random effects
multivariate analysis of variance can be applied.

Helices in High Dimensional Regression
Ker-Chau Li

Math Department, UCLA, USA

The 'shape of 14-dimensional Boston housing data looks like a helix or slide when
viewed from a three dimensional scatterplot of the output variable (median house price)
against the two projected regressors found by SIR (sliced inverse regression). From the
first viewing angle, a linear fit seems appropriate. But as we spin tbe data, a nonlinear
trend begins to emerge. These patterns are further eonfounded with the curvilinear a.ss~,
eiation between tbe two projeetions shown on the screen as the output axis is turned off
the sight. The helix-like shape of a data eloud highlights a typical nonlinear confounding
problem in regression, rarely addressed in the literature. These are four questions to ask:
How often does a helix occur? How to expose a helix in a high dimension setting? How
seriously does a helix' impair regression analysis and modeling? How to repair it? Stra
tegies based on SIR type analysis are suggested. Demonstration on Mac Powerbook is
given.

A Constrained Risk Inequality with Applications to Adaptive Estimation
Mark Low

University of Pennsylvania

A general constrained minimum risk inequality is derived. Given two densities 18 and
Ja we find a lower bound for the. risk at the point 9 given an upper bound for the risk at
the point O. The inequality sheds new light on adaptive estimation problems arising in
nonparametrie funetional estimation.

Locally Adaptive Regression Splines
E. Mammen

Humboldt-Universität, Berlin
Joint work with S. van de Geer •

A penalized least squares estimate is eonsidered for nonparametrie regression. The
penalty is the total variation of a (higher order) derivative of the regression function.
It turns out that the estimate is a spline with data adaptive chosen knot points. An
algorithm is presented which shows that the estimate is based on stepwise addition and
deletion of knot points and soft thresholding of empirieal spline eoefficients. Global and
local asymptotie results are presente!i. In particular when the total variation of the fune
tion itself is used as penalty, the estimate is at monotone pieces asymptotically equivalent
to the least squares monotone estimate.
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Visual Error Criteria from Qualitative Smoothing
J. S. Marron

University of North Carolina

An important gap between the classical mathematical theory and the practice and
implementation of nonparametric curve estimating is due to the fact that the ~sual norm
on function_ spaces searches something different from what the eye can see visually in a
graphica1 pre~entation. Mathematical error criteria, which more closely follow n visua4 im
pression" are developed, and analysed from both graphical and mathematical viewpo~nts.
Examples from wavelet regression and kernel density are considered. .

A Fast and Easy Smoothing< Algorithm with an Application
to Environmental Monitoring Data

Karen Messer
California State ~niversity

Soil samplingdata from the Nevada Test Site for nuclear weapons are ,prese~ted.

Observations of CS-i37 concentration were taken over a nearly regular grid, with": variable
grid size over an irregular, non-convex sampling region. It is desired to estimate:the total
inventory of CS-137 present, and toestimate a specificconc<entration contonr ("isoplf:7th")
of the CS-137 concentration profile. Originally these data were analysed using Kriging
with a parametric model for the covariance, -with unsatisfactory results. A fast and e~ily

implemented kernel smoothing 'algorithm was presented, and used to' give a boundary
corrected kernel smooth of the data. Error bounds were presented. The smoother is<well
b~haved, arid has-ta recommend it that it is easyto code and to analyse.

. Asymtotic Properties of Model Selection Procedures
Marlene Müller

Humb6ldt University, Berlin

The talk concerns the asymptotic properties of a dass of criteria for model selection in
linear regression models, which covers 'the most weIl known criteria as e.g. MALLOWS'
CP1 GV (cross-validation), GCV ( generalized cross-validation), AKAIKE's Ale and
F PE a.s weH as SCHWARZ' BIC. These criteria are shown to be consistent in the sense
of selecting the true or larger models, assuming Li.d. errors and the possible inadequacy
of the linear model. Additionally we prove that EIe-type criteria select the true model
if the.sample size is converging to infinity. These consistency properties are completed by
convergence results for the risk and 1055 of the estimated regression functions.
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On the Smoothness of Stochastic Image Models
Frank Natterer

Universität Münster

Let Ef(x) = 0 and ~f(x)f(y) = f«x - y) describe an imge f. A 1-0 image f is said
to be scale invariant if

1 1
E 2(f(x,) + f(Xi-t)) 2(f(xj) + f(Xj-l)) = cEf(Xi)f(xj)

for some constant c. One cau show that f is scale invariant iff K(x) = ~-AI~I with some
constant A > O. An image in IR2 is scale invariant if K(x) = e-'\I~I with some norm lxi
in IR2

• It is shown that EllfllHQ < 00 iff Q < i, where HQ is the Sobolev space of order
Q. By computer simulations it is shown that the covariance K(x) = e-,\lzl in fact leads
to images which are more pleasing than images with other choices of K. •

On tbe Asymptotic Efficiency of Wavelet Estimators
- under Arbitrary Error Distr~butions

MichaelH.Neumann
Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics, Berlin

We assume a nonparametric regression model with fixed, not necessarily identically
distributed errors and regular design. Further, we suppose that the unknown regression
function f lies in a certain ball F of some Besov space W~, 1 $ p < 2,p:;5 q.

We show that under the above restrictions the minimaxrisk can" be bounded below
by the minimax risk under Gaussian errors and equidistant design. Here the Fisher

. informations of the Ioeation families derived from the 'error distributions' enter into the
formula of the variance of the Gaussian errors. If, additionally, the error distributions
vary in certain Hellinger neighborhoods of fixed, not necessarily identieal distributions,
the inverses of thc Fisher informations will be replaced by the respective variances of the
central measures. .

We prove that the optimal rate is attained by wavelet estimators with nonrandom
thresholds. We adapt these thresholds by some cross-validation technique and show that
these (random) thresholds are asymptotically as good as the optimal ones. The corre
sponding estimator attains the lower bo.und within certain analytical constants, which_
depend on the particular shapes of the error distributions. •

Asymptotic Equivalence of Density Estimation and White Noise
M. Nussbaum

Institute for Applied Analysis and Stochastics, Berlin

Consider the problem of estimating a density /, defined on the unit interval, from n
i.i.d. observations Yi, i = 1, ... , n. Suppose / is apriori known to be in a set E. We show
that the corresponding experiment is asymptotically equivalent in the sense of Le Cam's
deficiency distance to an experiment
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if E = E~.Al, where E f •M is the set of densities bounded below by fand having a 4th
derivative bounded in L2-norm by M2. Equivalence means that ß(.,.) ---t 0 as n -.. 00

for the deficiency distance ß between the experiments. This generalizes a resul t of Le Carn
(1985) to the infinite dimensional case (E nonparametrie) and has various implications
for asymptotic decision theory in the Li.d. model.

•
Binary Tree-structured Methods ror Image Compression

Richard Olshen
Division of Biostatistics, ~tanford University .

Applications of CART ideas to clustering concern what in the engineering literature is
termed pruned, tree-structured vector quantization (PTSVQ); it is used for compressing
"images. The basic idea is that of "two-meaDs" clustering algorithms applied successively,
that is, in a binary tree-structured manner. The "predictor" at each terminal n~)de is
the centroid of the learning sampie yectors in the node. The depth of the tree averaged
over a suitable learning or test sampie of vectors is the "bit rate." The talk was in part a
discussion of algorithms and in part areport on medical experiments with the_~gorithm-s.

Original and compressed CT ~dMR images were shown. The work is a con:abo~ation
among engineers, radiologists, and statisticians led by Robert Gray. There,-was same
exposition of asymptotic properties of the algorithms, hoth their almost sure consistency

. in a described sense, and an .empirical~tudyof the rates of convergence of "distor~ions"

. of "codebooks'" to their asymptotic values. c::,

Wavelet Shrinkage: Density Estimation in Nonlinear Cases
D. Picard'
Paris VII'

Joint work with D. Donoho, I. Johnstone, G. Kerkyacharian

.. 1~
ßJ.k = - L..J tPJ.k(X.),

n .
t

where 4>,.,p are father, mother wavelet
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J2(n)

L oJ1 (n),k4>J d n).k + L L S6"(i) (ßJ.k)-rPJ.k
k J1(n) k

In the first two questions tbe proposed estimate is:

We present different problems in density estimation of nonlinear type where' a wavelet
shrinkage procedure (or other nonlinear wavelet treatment) achieve the minimax rate of
the problem or some time at least nearly' (up to' a log n-term), whereas it can be proved
that all the linear procedures fail to have the proper rate:

• 1. Estimate /, / E B spq with loss function lIi - fll~/,pl > p.

2. Estimate /, f E Us.
P

B8pq wlth 105S function 111 - fll~/·

3. Estimate J /3.



lt is worthy 1.0 obs(~rve that. the last part of the surn is a nonlinear improvement of the
first part which hchaves just like a classical kernel or orthogonal series methode

Random Sets and Density Estimation
Wolfgang Polonik

Institut für angewandte Mathematik, Heidelberg

By using empirical process theory we study random sets in ur which we caU "empi.rical
generalized -X-clusters". These sets can be used for estimating the"density contour clusters
of an underlying density and also for estimating the density itself..Let F be a distribution
on ~ which has a Lebesgue density f and let Xl, .. . ,Xn be i.i.d. observations drawn
from F. Let Fn denote the. empirical measure of the n observations. For any c1asse
C of measurable subsets of ur the "empirical generalized '\-clusters in C", denoted by
r n •C (..\)' are defined as those sets in C where th~ supremum of Fn(C) - >"Leb(C) over C
is attained. Here Leb denotes the Lebesgue measure. We give· consistency results and
rates of convergence. Moreover, if "r(>..) EC for all >.. ~ 0", then the underlying density
f can be estimated by means of the sets rn,c(..\),'\ ~ O. Consistency results and rates
of convergence of the corresponding density estimator will be given. The assumption
"r(A) E C for all A" can be used for modeling qualitative aspects of the underlying
distribution, as for example modality, symmetry, monotonicity. For a special choice of C,
our density estimator equals the Grenander estimator, which is the maximum likelihood
estimator of a monotone densi ty.

Data Dependent Triangulations and Applications
to Surface Fitting and Image Compression

Larry Schumaker
VanderbÜt University, Nashville, Tenessie .

We consider the space of bivariate Splines Sci(Ll) = {f E cr : fiT, E 'Pd} where 'Pd is
the set of polynomials of degree d and ß is a triangulation i~ m.2. The idea is to adjust .ß
to the data being fit. This can be done by swapping edges in ß to improve some criterion
of interest. For example, using Sf(ß), we can interpolate at the vertices and adjust to.
minimize smoothness of the surface. Altematively, we may seek to minimize i 2-goodness
of fit assuming we are given data at points other than the vertices. To apply these ideas
to image compression, we simply observe that the image can be regarded as a large (say
512 x 512) set of data (Zij E {O, ... , 255}) on a regular grid. To fit the image we begin
with an initial ß, the adjust it. The fit can be further improved by addingnew vertices,
and further compressed by deleting vertices (on triangles). To reconstruct the image, one
simply evaluates the spline on the grid.
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What can we do when the Data are Curves?
Bernard Silverman

University of Bath, England

An increasing number of problems involve functional data analysis where the. data .
points are "curves" or functions rather than numbers or vectors. Extensions of principal
components analysis and canonical correlation analysis to the functional context (Rice and
Silverman, 1991; Leurgans, Moyeed and..Silverman, 1993; both JRSS-B) a.re described. In
PCA, a method involving smoothing is desirahle hut not essential; in CCA smoothing, in
the same form, is essential.. Both PCA and CCA can be used, in different ways, to a.I!alyse
"bivariate" data of the form {(Xi(s), Yi(s)) , i = 1, ... , n}. The methods were illustrated
by referenceto two "sets-of data, one on human gait and one on ozone levels. There are
many other important potential applications.

.ConservativeFinite-Sample Confidence Envelopes:
in Density Esti~ation . .

P.B. Stark
Department of Statistics, UC, Berkeley, CA 94720

Joint work with N.W. Hengartne!

4"'t~: ...

·.. ·5~~~

.-

If a density is known to be monotone or t~ have K or fewer modes, a ~6Ii~er~ative
finite-sarnple confidence region for the density· cau he found by solving ci. fi;}jte ~et of
finite-'dimensional linear progfams." The met~od requires no conventional smoo~hness

. assumptions, hut if the density is Lipschitz (p) in a neighborhood of the point x q:>otai-

ning no mo~es, ".the bounds at x converge .at the rate n -2P+P) .. The method also~ gives
constru~tive .nonparainetric lower confidence ·intervals for tbe number of mo4es of the
density. .

Hazard ~egression

CharleS J. Stone
Department of Statistics, UC, Berkeley, CA 94720

Joint work wit~ Charles Kooperherg and Young Truong

Aversion of hazard regression is discussed in which the log-h~zard functi~n'is ~odeled
as a surn oE functions o.f at most two variables (cov~iates and/or time) with polynomial
splines and their tensor products being used to fit the various functions in the model.
Maximum likelihood, stepwise addition, stepwise deletion and BIC are combined to obtain
the final fit. Rates of convergence for ~onaptive versions of this methodology are also
presented. . .
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Improved Estimation under Random Censorship
w. Stute

University of Giessen, Germany

We briefly review the (very short) history of "Mean lifetimeO' estimation under ran
dom censorship. Bias considerations lead one to modify the Kaplan-Meier estimator. In a
simulation study it is demonstrated that for small to moderate sample sizes the new esti
mator outperforms Kaplan-Meier (though the asymptotics a.re the same). Also confidence
intervals for the mean lifetime are constructed which work pretty weIl.

Regeneration in Markov Chain Sampiers
Luke Tierney. •

,School of Statistics, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455. ,

Markov chain sampling has received considerable attention in the recent literature, in
particular in the context of Bayesian computation and maximum likelihood estimation.
This talk discusses the use of Markov chain splitting, originally developed as a tool for the·
theoretical analysis of general state ~pace Markov chains, to introduce regeneration times
into Markov chain sampiers. This allows the use of regenerative methods for analyzing
the output of these sampiers, and can also provide a usefu} diagnostic of the performance
of the sampiers. The general approach is applied to several different sampiers and is
illu~trated in a number of examples.

Asymptotically Minimax Estimation of Sets and Boundaries
Alexander Tsybakov

Universite Catholique de Louvain

The problem of estimating an unknown set G from the data driven from the distri~

bution indexed by this set is considered. The two particular setups are treated: Tbe
"regression" setup and the "density" setup. For the regression setup the pairs (Xi, l'i);
i = 1, ... , n are sampled such that, conditiona.lly on Xi E G, }ti has the density Pt(-IXd,
and conditionallyon Xi ~ G it has the density P2(.fXd, such that the Hellinger distanceebetween Pt a.nd P2 is bounded away from zero uniformly in Xi' For the density setup it is
assumed ~hat G is a support of unknown probability density, and the sampie X}, ... , Xn

is taken from this density. It is shown that, under general conditions, there exist two
types of estimators wIDch achieve minimax rates of convergence to the true G in Haus
dorff metric and in measure-of-symmetric-difference metric. The rates of convergence
are related to the entropy properties of tbe classes of sets G.
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Discretized Version of Average Derivative Estimators
Berwin A. Turlach

C.O.R.E. & Institut de Statistique, Universite Catholique de Louvain.

Average Derivative Estimation is a nonparametrie method which may be used to
estimate the unkn.own parameter ß in the single index model E[YIX = xl = g(xT ß).
Like most nonparametrie methods it depends on the choice of a smoothing parameter.
Analyzing sampleswill include a variation of this smoothing parameter which may lead
to an enormous amount of calculations which make an interactive analysis impossible. In
this talk we demonstrate how the computational burden can be reduced by discretization
methods, i.e., binning the data. A simulation study shows that in the multivarfate s~tting

histogram binning is preferable over linear binning.

Sieves and Maximum Likelihood
Sara van de Geer
University of Leiden

We consider independent observations Xl, ... ,Xn with distribution deperidi:.i:!g on: some
~nknown par~eter 90 E 8, where e is a given parameter spac~. The sievedtestimator

.9 E eN is obtained by minimizing a loss function L(9) = 2:::1 !8(Xi) over a sieved para
meter space aN. Entropy'methods are used to establish uniform probability inequalities
for L(8). As. example, we show that a. rate of convergence in Hell~ngerdista.ilcef9r the
sieved maximum likelihood estimatorJollows from the entropy with bracketing of the class
of densities endowed with Hellinger metric. '

Additive Model far Repeated Measurements: A Nonparametrie Point of
View

. Philipp~ Vieu
Universite Paul Sabatier, 39062 Toulouse

Tbe aim of this talk is to present a recent paper by Joel Baularan, Louis' Ferre and
myself (JSPI, 1993, in print). In this paper we develop a non-parametric approach, based

.on kernel estimation, to deal with a two-stage model for repeated measurements.. One
of the main interest of the proposed method is that it works weIl for unbalanced data
as for balanced ones, while previous non-parametric two-stage approaches need crucially
a balanced data set. The use of a two-stage model allows to get, in a first stage, an
estimated "mean" curve which is obtained as if all the data where collected from a single
individu·al. Then, in second stage, we ean estimate individual eurves by using not only
the data collected for each individu~ hut aiso the "mean" estimated curve. In fact, each
individual is used to estimate the mean curve, and so information for ea~h individual eao
be used for the other ones.

In ihis work we present asymptotics (ineluding LI, L2 and Loo rates of eonvergence
and optimal smoothing parameter selection). Then two examples are presented. The
first one is a classical growth curve situation, which is a balanced data set. The second
one is a geophysical data set and our method is particularly.relevant on it beeause it is
unbalanced.
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Synchronous Random Fields for Image Reconstruction
L. Younes

Universite Paris Sud

We investigate a class of random fields on a finite lattice which are invariant under
the action of a synchronous probability kernei, i.e. a. transition P(x, y) which factorizes
under the form

II trS(g, x s ),

sES

where S is the given lattice. After reviewing the necessary and sufficient condition for
P to be reversible w.r.t. its invariant distribution, we present an extension of the model
by considering P-dependent Markov-chain with some properties generalizing reversibility
in a proper way. It is then shown how this class of model may be used in practical
applications, namely Bayesian reconstruction of images, even in the presence of blu.
results of experiments are finally given for this last context.

Berichterstatter:

Sigbert Klinke, Marlene Müller, Berwin Turlach
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber c h t 10/1993

Medical·Statistics: Statistical Methods .In
Risk Assessrnent

28.2. - 6.3.1993

The c;:ouference was orgallised by Max ~. Baur (Bonn) and ftobert C. Elston
(New Orleans). There were :15 p~uticipants from Denlnark, France~ Germany~
Great Britain and -theUSA.

The 32 presentatlons on the topic of statisticaJ methodqlogy in risk as
sessment dealt with the two major categories of genetical risks and envi~

ronmental risks; sOlne of the approaches presented included the treatInent of
gene x environment interaction in risk .~sessnlent..

From the viewpoint of statistical 111ethodölogy~ the specific probleins of 1110

delling genetic infonnatiou and estilllating the 1.l1l.kuo\'Ilu paranleters was

~tressed. The specific probleJl1s of falniJy· dat.a. structures, the c9rrespon
ding likelihood forillulations alld the allalytic Inethodologies of segregation
analysis, linkage Cl..l1alysis and a.ssociation a.llalysis wen~ presellted alld rela
ted to techniques of epidelniolo~ic risk assesslllent. hy \vay uf case contral
studies, coliort studies etc:. The a.reas of (Lpplicatio~l ("ovp.rcd cancer, cardil)
vascular diseases C:l.nd a.utoinl~llle disect.Ses at t.he popula.tion level a.s weil <l.S

for individual risk assessnlent in g(~netica.l cOIlIt:,('"lill.~.



Presentations:

Introduction to genetic epidemiology.

lv/ax P. Ba'llr

Genetic epidemiology centers on the clustering of diseases in families. Ge
netic factors transnlitted from parents to children that increase' the risk for
the given disease have to be established. Consequently the datastructure to
be analyseJ consists of indivduals who are related (famili~s) with their di
sease status and additional information about known genetic markers. Based
on the general likelihood formulation incorporating the genotype- phenotype
relation', penetrance, population frequency and transition probabilities, se
gregation analysis tries to differentiate different modes of inheritance, linkage
analysis tests for cosegregation of the disease with regard to genetic markers
and maps the disease gene within the genome, and association analysis tests
for independence of marker alleles among diseased individuals versus controls,
thus pointing to possible linkage. Disease modelling, disease mapping and
'corresponding parameter estimation is the basis of individual risk assessment
in prenatal diagnosis and genetical counseling.

Risk assessment in epidemiology.

Jürgen Wahrendorf

Abrief overview is given about the different steps of risk assessment in epide
miology. The different types of epiQemiologic studies contributing to this are
reviewed and essential definitions of risk and related statistical procedures
are provided. Empirical and logical justification to consider relative risks as
effect measures in epiderrliologic research are outlined.

Likelihood 1912-1992.

Anthony W.F. Edwards

The statistical concept oe likelihood was isolatecl and nanled by R.A.Fisher _
in 1921, although he had iu fact advocatcd its use a.s Cl loeasure 'suitable to
conlpare point with point. hllt incapable of h~illg iuterpreted a.s a probability
distribution over CL regiun. or ur giving a.ny t~stil11ate of ahsolute probability'
in 1912 (whilst still a t~anlhrid~c IlIldl"~rgradHate).

After a. hrief Illention of sorne uf t.he pn~Ct1rsors 01' likclihood. thc concept's
progress [nJin 1911 &.0 the prt~S(~llt is t.raced. with special rt{ercnce to its

.)
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surprisillg appearance in repeated- salnplillg argll11lel1r~ in t.he 19:IO·s. Call
likelihood continlle its separate cxistCllce. or is it dest,illt'rl t.O heCOIl1t~ rll~rdy

anillterrnediary in the lleo-Bay~sian revolution'? \Vhi'lt prohleills .lot~S its
non-Bayesian use pose'? .

Regressive logisti~ mo~els for assessing familial aggre
gation of oesophageal cancer.

ivJaria Blettner, Ifeiko 1!echer

Oesophageal cancers have heen shown to aggregate within fanlilies. To inve
stigate the family ~ggregation and the genetic Inechanisln furt her . detailed
data have bee~ collected of incideot cancer cases (0=:250) in a high-risk area
in China, including the nu'mber of faluily nlelllbers of thre~ successi\;e gene-
rations, their caoc~r iiicidence~ age at diagllosis and causes' of deaths. ·'*h ~

In this 'paper we describe the use of regressive logi.stic 1110<1eis (Bonney~ 198~~~)'
for analyzing patterns'ofJamilial aggregation-. By ll1.odeling the dep~n'den~YF

of the relati ves' phenotype~ (oesophageal c~ncer) Oll t he parents ~ phenotypes ~
their age of onset a~d' other covaria:bles thi~ methods yields adjusted odd-s;
ratios that qu'~ntify familial aggregation ... Estilnated standard errors are ob
tained by taking into account possible correlations among family ·members
following the ideas of Liang ~t'al. (1992). .

'fhe regressive ~odels showed that aluong siblings of the index case the risk'
was significantly elevated if the father or Illother had been diagnosed \vi th .
oesophageal cancer (after adjusting for age and sex). It was 'also found that·
the falnilial aggregation was higber if tbe probands (siblillgs)wereyoung~r

than 60 years c~mp'ar.ed to those older thall 60 years at diagn,osis. ....~r.~

The usage' of regressive models allows one' to investigate' complex patter~
of family dependencyand to investigate gene and envirOlllnent interacti,ons
in complex pedigree,s. However, se,,:"eral lnethodolop;ical problems~ such as.
dealing with missing values aud ascertaillluellt bias, deserve further research.
Süme of these issues are discussed usillg Ollr data and results fronl a SIllall

silllulation study.

Bonney G.E. (1986) Regressive logistic )'noclels fur farnilial djseas(~ aud

-: other bluary trai ts. Biol'netrics, rl:l, (~11-(i2:>.

Liang, K-Y., Zeger S.L., Qaqish B. (1992) Nll1lt.ivar.iil.t.e Reg;rc~ssiun Ana·

lysis für Categorical Data..J.R. Statist.. So('. B, :;/1, :~-40.
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Retrospective assessment of exposure in a case-control
study on lung cancer: Comparison of methods.

The retrospective expOSllre as5es5nlent turns out to be on~ crucial point in
the analysis of case-control studies. In the first part of the talk the exposure
assesslnent of asbestos in a Jung cancer study on occupational risk factors in
Northern Germany is considered to some extent. The result of using detailed
suppJementary questionnaires (SQ) is compared to the application of two
different job-exposure matrices (JEM) to job history. The study includes data
from 391 Inale incident lung cancer cases and the same number of controls
from the general population.

The comparison of the methods is achieved on the basis of individuals and
with respect to the ability of the instruments to detect ~ relationship beiween
exposure and disease (given that asbestos i5 carcinogenic). All three methods
are able to detect such a relationship. However, on the basis of ·individual
comparisons the relative merits are seen. So it is recommended to try to
combin.e the methods in an efficient way. As an example, the performance

.of a modified dual assessment approach is investigated, suggesting an impro
ved consistency of the exposure- disease relationship. However, additional
methodological research is needed in this area.

The second part of the talk presents a preliminary analysis of the available
data on lung. cancer of study subjects and their parents in a case-control
setting.

An Alternative to Gail & Simon's Approach to Testing
for Qualitative Interactions Between Risk Fa~tors and
Treatment Effects.

Stefan Wellek

As did Gail & Simon (1985) we assulne that the effect of the therapy under
investigation on the prognosis of the ith risk group is given by a real-valued
parameter Oi(i = 1, ... ~ A-:), say, für which there exi·sts an asymptotically
normal estimator Bi. Furthernlore, we assulne that con::;istent estirnators (Tl
for the asymptotic variances er; of the Oi are available.. '

According to Peto (1982) a qualitative interaction betweell the risk' factor
and the treatment effects is defineu Lo he present if at least two of the 8i are
uf llpposite sign. If we equate the vilriances of thc Oi with their consistent
t'stilnators~ assessing the data with rc~a.rd t.u (L possihle qualitative interac
t ion leaus tn the problenl uf testi ng Ho : 1&(') ? 0 V I&(k) ::; 0 versus

11. : 1&(1) < U < I&(k), wherc ILi = E(·\[d~ )(j "'>J .lV(lti, I), /t(l) = 11linl$i~k fli,
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}lek) = rnaxi $i~k Pi, and the .ti are nllltllally indepp.udent.

Gail \~ Sinlon derivcd a nlaxinll11l1 likelihood ratio test. for this prohlf"1l1 which

rejects Ho for large values of the statistic luin(Q-(X). (J+(X)L wht're

Q-(X) == L;=l .'<; . le-oo,o)( )(,.). Q+(X) == 2:7=1 )(; . leu.o:>}(.\t}. The ob
jective of th~ present contribution is the derivation of ~tl altt~rnativf" t.est for

(Ho, H1 ) which uses the rejection region
{W(X) > 'wo} == {mill(-.l[(l), X(k») > 'wo} ..

We show that this test has, in conUllOll with Gail & Silllon's test, the propetty

of exhibiting a Schur convex power fllllction. For the critical constaut Wo- Ill~

king {W(X) > wo} an exact" size 0' rejection region, a siluple explicit expres
sion is provided. Simulation results are presented which show that the pow~r

functions of hoth tests are extreluely different except for very sluall values

of k. Typical alternativesagainst which the llew test is Inuch Inore powerful

than Gail & Simon's test are of the form (J.lt,. , . ,/-Lk) = (-( ~~, ... ~ e), (~

2, { 2:: C. A prototype" of an alternative under which the reverse holds tru~.,;.,~~

is seen to be given by (Jlt, ... , J.Lk) = ( -<, ... ,-<, e,"··· ~ E.), :~..., - --
"'---....-''-v-'" '."-~

[k/2J k-[k/2]

Gail, M., Sirrion, R. (1985) Testing for qualitative illterac:tiolls between
tteatme~t effects and patient subsets. Biometrics 41, 36 t: 72.

Peto, R. (1982) Statistical aspects of cancer trials. In Hainan, K.E. (ed),·
Treatment of Cancer. London: Chapman" and Hall, 867-71.

Wolfgang Ur/er

Legal regulations of dallgerolls cheluicals a.re based Oll estimates <;>f risks. Ta
xie effects of chemieals vary from Olle auitnal species to thc other. Heuce,
it is important to kuow abollt the- cbelnical's t.oxicoki·lletics (nptake, distri
bution, elimination Cl,ud tlletabolislll) ill the anilll(\.ls äUti their inter-sp~cies

differences. Knowledge of quantitative luctahulic pa.l'allletcrs ur different spe-'

eies facilitates a species-specific toxicological a.pproa.ch t.o the töxic ".effects

ohserved. Wt". disCllSS a.spects (Jf luetabolislll within livillg or~allislll llsill~

deterministic c;Olllpartnlent.a.1 ülIa.lysis. Base<.! on IhHl-iIlVa....;iV(·~ toxicokinetic
inhalation experiment.s with rats, luaLhelllatical approiLches (Lud lIoll-lillt~ar

regression analysis are a.ppli(~d t.o t.1t~sc:riIH~ t.11t~ nl~t.ab()lic (·hal'act(~rist.ic ur
the hiolo~ical syst.eln. aud t.u tastill1a.t(·~ t.oxicokillet.ic pil.ra.l1lt~t.ers. Pf(~-(~xistin.t!;

data on tlle hydrocarholl propyl(~li(~ (propellc) ill Spragllc- Dawl(~y rat.s w(~re

Ilsed t.u det.(~rtnille t.ht' rates or IIpt.akt~ ilUel t"xhiLlatioll in thi·s sp(~cies.

•
Estimation of toxikinetic parameters. 'q,;•..



M. Becka, H.M. Bolt and W. Urfer (1992): Statistical analysis uf to

xicukinetic clata I,y nonlinear re~ression. Archives of Toxicology, 6f).
·l!lO--t!l:L

Basic genetics für non-geneticists.

Thomas F. Wic7l.ker

This presentation is intended to be an introduction to basic prillciples and
terminology for topies covered during the meeting. In addition, recent advan
ces are presented which call for a statistical treatment and new methodology.
In order to put phenomena and terminology into place a three- dimensional
approach is taken: (i) no. of genes under consideration is 1,2,3 or many,
(ii) gene(s) act in an individual, a. pedigree, or a population, and, (iii) view
is from a genotype or phenotype level. The concepts of penetrance, gene
tic heterogeneity (locus h.vs. allelie."h.), and polymorphie variation (neutral
ys. selective mutations) are explained and illustrated on examples. Special
eonsideration is given to highly polymorphie marker systems, which play an
increasing role in epidemiologie studies on a population basis (association
st~dies), and in genetic linkage analysis and indirect genetic diagnosis, the
principles of which are briefly touched (see eontribution by J. Ott).

Now a fairlydense map of the human genome is available, and the different
views and approach~s~ i.e. physical versus genetic (i.e. based on the analysis
of meiotic recombination events) are stressed. Mapping strategies, methodo
logy, measurements, andheuristic implications are quite different, and a lot
of eonfusion may arise~ if these viewpoints are not clearly disting~lished.

Finally, the population genetie dynamies of highly polymorphie DNA seg
nlents eomposed of reiterated short lllotifs with a variable repeat number are
put into foeus. "These n new" PolY1TIOrphislns eall in my view for a new po
pulation geneties, i.e. an extension of classical eoncepts into ones "far from
equilibrium" - very much analogous to thermodynalnics of living systems
developed some decades ago.

Introduction to segregation analysis and ascertainment
correction.

.Ion Ste.rte

Initially the onc lOCHs, two allclic sitUilliOIl was n)ll:-;ider<~d. Thc possihle
types or olfspring anti their probabilities for t.he ~) dilferent pairs of paren
t.a.1 1l1atin~s were presented. ~l.SSl1lJlillg wlelldcliall inhcrilancc, both for the

ti
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CodOlllinant and th~ recessive case. Für t.he Ia.Lter ("a.se (L",\~rt.ailllliellt" (or

idcntific.atioll) of parental InatinJ~s able to produCt~ recp.ssivp childrell cOllld
only be done throllgh the observatiunof the birth of at least '>lH~ recessiVt~

child. The t.alk disc.ussed eiiffer~nt ways or selectin.e; such falnil~~ data. through
infonnation about recessive dlildren and the probability Inodels for t.llt~ IlUlll

ber or recessivp. children in families in the selected data. giVP.ll the ::wlec.tioll
procedure. The luore general case, where the probability for an abnormal
offspring was unknown and non-menclelian, was then considered and Inethods
to select the Blost appropriate Olodel and estilnate the paranleters were di5
cussed.

Introduction to linkage analysis.

Jurg Ou

In the course of meiosis, hOluologous chromosomes pair up and form points"(jf'''
crossing over, where eacp crossover randomly involves one of the two strandk~

(chromatids) of each honlolog. When one crossover has occurred, two of .'
the four gametes resulting from eacb meiosis are unaffected by the crossov~f'"

while each of the remaining two gallletes eonsist of a piece of chronlosome
originating froln oue homolog and a piece of chromosome originating froln'
the other honl0log. lf the crossover took place bet\veen tw'o polymorphie loei,
its effect may be ~ecognized as a reconlbination iOn an otfspring who reeeived
part of a chromosome from oue grandparent aild another part from another
grandparent. The relative frequency of a recombination occurring between
two loci is called the recombination fraetio"n, 8. lVlap distance, x, is defined
as the expected number of crossovers per strand between two loei. Its un~t of
measurement is 1 Inap unit or cM (centi-Morgan). The generally observa.ble
quantity, 8, is a function of luap distance. x = f( 8), "where f is terlned~·

a map function. It follows frool the chroillosoinal theory of recolnbination
that 0 ~ 8 :s t, alld this is also trtte for 111ultiple c:rossovers. .For slnall
distances, 1 cM :::::: 1% recolnbinatioll fraction. Pairs 01' loei fo'r which (J <
t are called gelletically linked. The objects of liukage analysis are 1) to
estilnate (J and 2) to test Ho : () = ~ Vp.rSHS H. < ~. Various r.olnplicatiöns
lnay Illake linkage analysis diffict1lt~ For exalnplt~-. incolnplete pel)(~tranee

represents of loss of linkage illfonnativeness. which 1l1a.y hp cOlllpensated for
with an. increased salnple size. For exalnple. when pell(~t.l'ance is ollly :'0%,
a rollghly threefold larger saluple size is I'eqII irt~d than with filII penetrance
(J. Ott! Ana.lysis of Hlunall Genetic Lillka.~e. 1991). Ct"net.ic: Iwtero~enei.ty

(adnlixtllre of "liuketl!'l anti "llnlillkt"tl" falllilit~) 1l1a.y I)(~ halldl(~d hy joillt"ly
l~stillla.t.ill.e; t.ht~ iLclrnixt.nl'l' proportion er (lud t,lJ(~ n"COIIII,illaLioll f..action () in
t.he n lillked" faillilies. Cl."lwt.ic risks art~ lIatllrally ca.lclllat,·d a.s

I
I'(!li ..e I, .... .1:J~)

1-'(9& .CI •••.• .r.'I) = .
/-'(.1'1 •...•.I'u)
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where !7i is t.he g(~notypf' or the ·i-th individual. the denominator of t.he fraction
is just. t.h~ pedi.~rep.likelihood~ and the lllunerator is the likelillood assI,uning
t.hat individual,: has ~enotype gi. Multiple testing between Cl. diseas~ and
111. 1l1arkers is not, a. prohlem for tnendelian loci because the increa.."ied type
I error is tHOre thall cornpensated ror by an illcreased prior probability or
linkage (Ott 198.1). However1 for (colup)ex) traits with an unknown Illode of

inheritance. when linkage analysis is used as a tool to demonstrate presence
of disease loci, multiple testing must be allowed for with a more stringent test
criterion. for example, with a critical10d score of 3+ I091O(m) (Kidd and Ott,
1984): Over the whole genome at most Tn :::= 100 independent comparisons
may be made.

Design for the global search of the human genome by
linkage analysis.

Robert C,Elston

It is now feasible to locate an autosomal disease locus on the human genome
by a linkage study in which the whole autosomal genom~ is spanned by
equally spaced polymorphie "markers. Increase in either the number of samp
ling units or the number of markers will increase the power of the study. This
paper determines the optimal spacing between consecutive markers when the
sampling units are 'pairs of affected relatives, This spacing i~ asymptotically
independent of the desired significance level or power, but depends critically
on the "risk ratio factor~1 of the disease locus being sought. A two-stage
procedure, in which at tJ:1e first stage more widely spaced markers and a lar
ger significance level are" used1followed at the second stage by more uarrowly
spaced markers arounJ those significant at the first stage, leads to rouch more
economical designs. A method is described to find the optimal such design
on the assumption that the total cost is deternlined by a cost per person
recruited ioto .the study and a cost per marker assay performed.

Affected sib-pair tests and their relationship to Iod
score analysis.

IlJichael !,'napp

:\ffected sib-pair tests have been proposed t.u detect lillkage between a marker
loclls and a diseasp. with unknowtl 1I1oclt~ or illherita.llce. In its simplest form,
t.hese t.ests r~qllire a satnple 01' affeclptl sihs where for t~ach sib-pair the number
ur rnarker alleles ibd (an he dcteranilled 1Il1equivocally.

11. will I)~~ showll that t.he Illeall t.est is fur Si~llilicalln~ l(.~vel n :S 0.5 equivalent

•



ta the classical Iod score analysis. if il. rec:essive 1l10dc 01' inht'ritil.lln' is iL')SIl

merle Additionally, far sufficient sl11(\1I n the application uf t.lw proport.ion

test is eqllivalent ta Iod score analysis for a. dOlllinallt Inode uf illlwrit.alln~

alld a very rare disease allele.

The computational requirements for calClllating pro
babilities on pedigrees.

Alun Thoma..c;

The computational proble~ of efficient calculatioll of

EE··· E!(V1V2 ... Vm)

where
k

f(u\u"2'" Vm) =II f(8i )

i=1

and
Si C {VI V2 •.. Un }

is discussed in the context ·of probability calculations on family trees. Similar
calculations arise in expert systenls and other cOlnplex stochastic systenls.

An associated .optimalisation problem 'of tria'ngulating a graph so a.s tonli- ....
nimize the size of the largest clique in the resulting graph is known to be
NP-complete in general. Regularity results for graphs arising [roln gene
tic. applications~ including 4-colourability, are derived and used for heuristic
search methods. ..~}.

Constructionof a new genetic map of the human· pseu-
• doautosomal region.

Christine Fischer

Hulnan sex chrOillOS0l11eS X anti Y cOlltiLi 11 two slna.ll h(J1I10I(}~olls r("~gi{)IlS Oll

both the shortand long arlll adja.Ct~llt tu t.he tP.!ol1wres, tllt~ so- call~d pseu
doauto~omal regions. In hoth regions alleles havt." ueen sltuWIl 1.,0 exdlall~e

between X and Y c:hrolllosolllt.'S a.ud a.)"(~ illl1t~rited as if a.lltosolllal. On a.V(~

rage oue crossovcr event occurs at t~adl .na.le Int.~iosis ill c.:ontrast. t.o t1 JnBelt
lcss recornbinatioll intellsity in felllaie IJwiosis. ·'rhcrefore (>11 tllt·~ ba.sis ur t.11t~

CEP H reference panel of faluilies il. St~X s»t"cilic ~(,lId.ic: IIla.p ur t.he pselldo
i\lltosolnal f(~~ion was t'ollst.rl1clecl via. linkil~l~ t.(~chlliq'ws lls.ill~ 11 physically
tlHtppt-d rnarkers. Estinw.Lt-S ror tllt" ItleLI> I('u,e;l.h an- ;IX.S c,M in 11lill{~ "and



.1.2 c'NI in fel11ak·s. TIH' cornparisoll hetween lnale and feluale recolllbinatioll
ratt-~s revpa.ls a. t.elonH·~n'-a.djacellt intervaJ where no difference in Sp.x specifi(
rates can hc.-' seen.

Cross prevalences and adjustment by age: Methodo
logical problems exemplified by family studies.

Wolfgang A'faier

Epidemiological and family studies observed an excess rate of cases with co
occurrence of lifetime diagnoses of two or more disorders (comorbidity). The
analysis' of the strength of association between tW9 disorders and of the cose
gregation in families encounters aseries of methodological problems lacking
a straitforward solution. The most critical issue is age adjustment: Two
disorders with excess comorbidity might reveal very different age at anset
curves~ however the standard measure of the extent of comorbidity - odds
ratio - does not allow age adjustment. A proband or a relative classified as
having only one disorder might develop a second one in the future: however,
it is difficult to huilo. differential age at onset into the available analytic tech
niques. These problems are discussed by reference to psychiatrie data sets.

Association in SLE families:· Design, methods and re
sults.

Susanne A. Seuchter

In order to elucidate the role of the Major Histocompatibility Complex
(MHC) a multicenter family study was performed to investigate the asso
ciations of Systemati"c Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) with MHC markers in a
eaucasian population.

A major problem in the analysis of association of genetie markers and di
seases is the selection of an appropriate control sampie. Rubinstein et al
have proposed the Haplotype Relative Risk (HRR) as a possible solution to
this problem. To assure that disease allel control sampie are obt?-ined from
the same genetic population they CQuüt the parental haplotypes which were
not transmitted to thc affected child as a control salnple. Howe\~er, this
requires thai all parental genotypes a.re. weil knowll. This assumption can
not. be satisfied in InallY fcunily studies. Therefore, we introduce a method
whcrc falnilies with partially unknowll ~enotypes and pedigrees of any size
(l...'icertained through one affcc.ted individual can also he induded. The Ine

thod is based on estinlating the haplotypt~ freqlJ~ncy difrt~rence between the
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translnit.ted aud 11011- t.ransnlitted p;rollp. R(-':-\ldts nhl.ain(·d hy a.pplyillg •. his
nlethud t.o uur SLE falnilies wi}l h(~ pn~sented.

(supported hy BMFT projer.t OlZ1J~804/0).

Transmission tests for linkage disequilibrium.

Richard Spiebna71

A population association has consistently been observed between insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDOM) and the "dass r' alleles of the region
of ta.ndenl repeat DNA (5' Banking Polyulorphisnl 01' 5:FP) adjacent to the
insulin gene on chromosome 11p. This finding suggests the existence of 'a

gene or genes in that region contributing to IDDM susceptibility. However~

several studies that have sought to show linkage with IDONI by testillg for.
cosegregation in affected sib pairs have failed to find evidence für linkage':;{:,
As nIeans for identifying genes for coulplex diseases, both the associat.ion.: ,
and the affected sib pairs approaches have linütations. It is 'well known' that.:
population association between a disease aud a genetic ularker can arise ~ >
an artifact of population structure, even in the abse~ce of linkage. On the'~
other hand, linkage studies with lllodest nUlnbers of affected sib pairs lllay 
fail to detect linkage, especially if there .is linkage heterogeneity.

We considei an alternative method to test for linkage with a genetic lllarker
when population association has been found. Using-data froin families with ,at,
least one affected child, the transmission of theassociated lnarker allele frolll .
a heterozygous parent to an affected offspring is evaluated. This approach
has been used by several investigators, but the statistical llroperties of the
method as' a test for linkage have llot· beeti investigated. In the present
paper we describe the statistical basis "far this "transmission test for linkage:.
disequilibriumn (trallslnission/disequilibriulll test 01' TDT). We then show
the relatiollship of this test to tests of cosegregatiou based on the proportion
of haplotypes or genes identical by desc:ent in affected sibs. The TOT provides
strong evidence for lillkage betwe.en the. !)'FP and sllsceptibility to 'IOD1\1.

The conclusions frolll ihis analysis apply in general to the study of dise~e

associations, where genetic Ilu;'rkers a.re IIs11ally dosely linker! t.o candidate
genes. When a dise~e is found to be a.ssoc.iat(~d witlt such a. tnarker~ the
TDT Inay detect linkage even whell ha.plotyp~ sharing t(~sts do lIot.

Spielman RS, MCGinnis RE, Ewens WJ (19~n Trallslnissioll t.est for
liukage diseqllilibrillln: t.l}(~ iUSlllill ,~P1H~ rt'~ioll iUlll illSlJlill-dep(~lld(~lIt

dia.b(~tp.s ludlitus (lOfHvl). All • .J 1111111 (;(~I}(~t. :'):!: ill pn~ss

Ott J (laHn) Statistkai propt'('t,it·s ur l,tH' haplot.'"p(~ n·lativ(·~ risk. Cl'~IWI.

Epidcllliol fj: 127-1:10
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Case-CoIltrol studies of association: Likelihoods and
power.

• b a likelihood based on tbe 'genetic' model.

In either case: tbe score test for· association is the difference between the
observed number ~f cases carrying the candidate allele (or haplotype) and
the expected number under the null-hypothesis. Analyses differ according to
tbe information avai lable for evaluating expected frequencies and the strength
of their assumptions. Correspongdingly the power of the tests varies.

Power calculations were presented for aseries of case contral designs and
analyses. Family control designs are inefficient as compared with population
based case-control studies, but less so when both parents ~ genotypes are
known. If ooly a single unaffected sibling control is avaiable, a 'genetic'
likelihood is more efficient than a single matched case-control analysis, but
usually not dramatically so.
The relationship between the likelibood-hased analysis and 'haplotype rela
tive risk' methods was briefly indicated.

Genetic risk factors in multifactorial diseases - HLA •
associated diseases - Alzheimer's disease.

Francoise Clerget-Darpoux

The MASC method was proposed to denlonstrate and model tbe role of a
candidate gene in a muitifactorial disease. Infornlation on markers of the
c.:alldidate gene is needecl alld the Illethod Hses the sinnaltalleous information
lltl the marker association and segr~gatiou with the disp.a.s~. It allows one to
test the goodness of fit of variolls J!;t'netic: Illodels in illl easy anel econolnica)
way.

Thc n}(~thod was a.pplierl to a. sanI pie or ·IU) Ca.l1ca.sia.n Insulin Dependent

Diabetes N1dlitus (I DOM) patients ilud tlll~ir rela.tiv(~s. "v~ showed that the

I::!



model whir:h hest expJains all thp ohserva.tions assIlIlIes cl cis ur tran:-- ClHllplp

rnentation of two tightly linked .e;enes within the HLA rp..e;iun. an additional
Inaternal effe(:t, as wp.1I as uther faillilial factors.

The results obtailled by the MASC llletllod pruvide rnles which ,'an bp Ilsp.d

in Illolecular research. In particular. WP. showed that the HLA lllolecult"

corresponding to the cOlnplenlelltation of Arg52( +) aud Asp57(-). recently
proposed as explaining the susceptibility to 100M, does not account for the
overall observations made on the HLA tuarker in IDDiVl patients and their
relatives.

The MASC Inethod nlay also be applied to evaluate the risk for relatives of
an affected individual depending on the available infor111ation.

Epidemiology and genetic analysis of Celiac disease.

Thomas F. Wienker'

Celiac disease is a gastrointestinal disorder. A dietary gluten sensitivitvl'.
is at the basis of the associated mucosal pathology, and accordingly~ it is;"
designated gluten sensitive enteropathy (GSEl, tao. C"enetic factors do play '.
a role, and there is astrang association with HLA-haplotypes. Prevalence
among schaol children is about I" in 2000. Hence, GSE is a nosologically
unique "multifactorial disorder. Familystudies (2,0 pedigrees, 31 patients) are
performed in order" to elucidate the "role of genetic components.· A" number
of neutral polyrDorphisms scatt"ered over the genoilleand 8 loci presumably
implicated in the mucosal immune response (T-ceU receptor genes) have been
typed. ' Preliminary results "of association and linkage studies 'are preselitecr
for discussion.'

Multi-stage m0gels of environmental determinants of
lung cancer risk.

Edward Luslbade1'

Radon and tobacco sll10ke are well est,;l.hlished risk fact,ol"s for IUlIg t:CLlIcer.
Although ill1portant insights into tbe dfects ur radon anel tohacco hav~ heell

derived froln the study uf Ilranil1111 Ininers. qllestiotls a.bollL how the pcLttern
uf exposure affects risk retnaiu. Für (-~xaI11plt~. t,here a.rt~ sll~gestiolls thiLt frac
tiollation of a givell radon clos(~ leads 1.0 iIH:reast'd llirlg ('anC<~1" risk. Such
qnestiolls a.re diHlcl1lt to a..,)St~SS llSillg l:ollvelitiollClI Inet.hods or ana.lysis. Mo
n'ovt-'r~ additional difllclllti(~ a.ris(!wlu.an SLlldyill,t!; t'XpOSIII'(' patt(~rJ1S tu Ill.OJ'(~

t.ha.u Ollt! a.~ellt.. TIIt~ 111a.in J>llrp(Js(-~ ur t.lli:-- P[,(~:--(~lll.a.ti()11 is t.u show I,hat. I)jo
lugically ha.sed IIlt)dds ur ca.n:illu.t!;(~IIt'sis ("all (·(L"iil.," ilH:()rp(JI·at.(~ a.g(! rdat.(~cl



exposnre pat.terns. FlIrt.her~ thc paranleters 01' such Inodels are interpretable
in hiological tenns ;UH.l atrord sOlne insight into the lllechanisms of action of
the a.gent.s.

Quantitative risk assessment with cumulative damage
models in cancer epidemiology.

iVikolaus Becker

Cumulative damage models (CD models) have heen developed in reliability
theory to get a macroscopic description of environment-indueed wear-out
processes of technical devices in order to find optimal inspection and mainte-.
nance strategies. Applied to cancer accurrence in human populations, these
models reproduce the bird's eye view of epidemiology to the etiology of di
seases in as far as they treat the human host as a. kind of "black box" whieh
is subject to environment-driven carcinogenic damages, whereby the precise
biologie nature of these damages remains unobservable. The precise mathe
ma~ical definition and some qualitative properties of these models have been
introduced at a previous meeting on statistical methods in cancer research
in Oberwolfach.

In the present paper, the application to quantitative risk assessment is de
monstrated by two examples. The first is an oceupational cancer study
among stainless steel welders. ML-estimation has been carried out on the
basis of individual data. Goodness-of-fit has been tested by application of a
method which has been developed by econometricians hut has not yet been
used in biostatistics. The second exanlple is the well-known British phy
sieians' study. The fits of three different models (multistage, Moolgavkar
Knudsen, CD) have been compared. It turns out that all models fit the data
comparably weil despite the rather different model assumptions (multistage:
several cellular stages, 00 growth; Moolgavkar-Knudsen: two cellular sta
ges and growth; CD: wear-out, 00 biologie specification). This underlines
the expectation that a simple wear-out mechaoism might be sufficient to fit
epidemiologie data in order to carry out quantitative risk assessment. The
closeness of the CD model to the epidemiologie approach ta disease occur
rence guarantees a straightforward paralneterizatiun in terms of onset~ ces-

·sa.tion and intensity of exposure and, thus, easily alluws risk extrapolatiolls
t)r application to~ e.g., unit risk :tSseSSllleIÜ.

i·1
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Assessment of quantitative exposure variables.

lWa7·til1 Sdunnachr.r

In epidemiology different strategies call be applied for analyzing the effect
of a. quantitatively nleasured exposure variables Oll t.he risk of developing a
certain disease. The most COllUllon approach is to dichotonlize exposnre

ioto present or absent or to define cutpoillts reflectiug different levels or
exposure to analyze a dose response relationship. A less frequently applied
approach cons15ts of assluning a special functional shape of the etfect eJf the
eX!"'OSllre on the log~odds-ratioor log-relative risk of developing the disease.
and exposure can tben be 1l1odelled as a continuotls covariate in a regression
olodel. A vatiety of rules for classifying exposure iota two or Illore categories
are available which range fronl a-priori selected cutpoints to "data-orielltated
rules. A rather common approach is to select a cutpoint for which an effect
- or the IUOSt pronounced effect ~ of the exposure variable on the outcolne
i5 observed. This approach for selection of cutpoints can be labelIed 'dafa~"

and outcotlle orientated' and some adjustment is required to qualify thefili~r::
result. .~

We propose a Inethod for adjustment of ~esult~ derived by variation of the>
cutpoint on a specified selecti~n interval. The method should' be applied to
correct the P-value jf the cutpoint to define different levels of exposure is
selected in a way that th~measure of difference betweell the tw6 grollps of
cases and controls, such as the odds ratio or relative risk. iso maximized.

The various strategies are illustratedwith a case-control study on the asSO-"·:'

ciation between exposure._to magnetic fields and the risk of cancer inchildren
which has been conducted recently in Denrnark. A clinical study on th.e role:
of S-phase fraction for" the prognosis of breast cancer patients serves as'a se-"
cond example in order to illustrate that similar problems also arise ~n clinical
research.

Multistate survival analysis .

,Vie[s !(eiding

Mult1state survival analysis usually involvt-!s a. series or" detailed i'egn~ssioll

allalyses desc:ribing transitiolls ioto variol.l~ st.at(·~s. There is (LU oft(~n neglect.ed
nee.d for thc rnany detailed estilnat(-~s n~slllt.ill.t!; frÖltl such c\.ll analysis t.u ht, re
synthesized into SUIll111ary st(\teIHellts~ such cL." pn.."dictioll .. )1" variolls OIl1.collles

[ronl specified patient hist.ori~s. illt(~grat,ill~ t.IH"~ re'sults ur t.h~ sl)(~~:ific cLllalys(~s.

Arjas altt! Eerola. reccutly proposed <L fralllt"'work rur dYllaln1(: prohcLbilistic.
ca.usality which lIa.s caklllatioll ur sllch prcclietiOIl st.aLCllu'nts as iL f'(~ntrcd

tuo!. We illustrate these pron'dlll"t~s UII dCLt.a frollt a ll\ldt.in·:llt..~r I)(Hl(~ luarrow

f.ra.usplalltatiun stlldy. wilh dc.·atla \Vllil(: ill n'tuissioll aud rdapsp cL" t.(~r1l1iIlÜ.l

I:;



P.Vt.\IJt.s. a.ntl tobt-' tinH' of r(~c()very uf the patienfs platelets to a IJunnal level
and t.lH~ OIlSt-~t 'of aCllt(~ graft-verslls-host disease as internlediatp. event.s, IIsing
Cox regn~ssion Illodeb t.hroughout. Alnong the features illustrated hy the

resulting plots is a stron~ etfect on death while in renlissionif the platelets
do not recove.r during the first three months.

Statistical issues in risk assessment f«?r developmental
toxicity of PCBs.

IJrsula f{rämer

Polychlörinated Biphenyls (PCBs) are stahle environmental contanlinants.
They are complex mixtures of congeners differing hoth in terms of the num
ber and the position of chlorine atoms on the two rings. Among the broad
spectrum of biological effects, developmental-neurotoxicity appears to be a
prominent feature of these chemical mixtures, as can be judged fromexpe
rimental and epidemiological findings. Design and results of the studies in
·Michigan and North Carolina, from which a NOAEL ( no observed adverse
effect level) of 1-3 lng/kg fat is derived, are hriefly summarized. The EPA
(US Environmental Protection Agency) risk assessment, which leads to ~ re
ference dose for the daily intake, ~s critically revised. Design and goals of our
planned study on- peB exposure and neurodevelopmental deficits are given.
Genetic factors certainly determine neurobehavioral development and have
to be considered asconfounding factors.

Visual deficits as a risk for street accidents.

!ürgen Berger

To answer the question if lnore people with visual deficits are involved in
street accidellts, we are designing acase-control study. One problem is to
get adequate controls. A population based sampie looks adequate from the
theoretical point of view hut Inay be affected by two c1isadvantages. 1. Con
trol 'persons may have had accidents berore starting the study- alld do not
report them.2. For the detailed eye exaluination the persons have to come to
the hospital and stay there for :2 to 4 hOllr~. This could reduce the response
rate. 80th facts could bias tllt~· results. Thercfore we decided to formulat~

lllore specific hypothesis. c. g. a.ccidents ignoring sOlnebody's right ~f way

a.re due to a. redllced binoc.ular visual field. and we intend to take persons
iuvolved in other road ftccidents ilS C"ontrols (how('v(~r~ t~xduding all alcohol
illduced accidents). Planillg t.his stuc.ly W(~ used data of v. Ht~benstreit to esti
Illatc the possiblt~ risk. 'The anthor has c:lassined the kinds of 1920 accidents
in "wo groups: i\.ccidellts which luay ht~ rdated 1.0 visllal dcticits, such a.s

lti
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ig;norill~ sOlllebudy's ri.e;ht of way. igl1uril1~ tratfic :iigns. wroll~ly o\"t>rLCLkill.l?;
and thosp. which Inay not he rdated t,o \'isi()l1~ Stratirying for a~(' and IIsillg
the Mantd-Ila.enszel procedure we (-·stitllat.ed a relat.ive risk ur li.7 (9:)% (:.1.:
4.:J - IO.X) for persons with visllal deticits to be iuvolv('d in such killd 01'
accidents.

Project: Genetic epidemiology of breast cancer.

./enny Chang-Claude

The involvetuent of genetic factors in the etiology of breast cancer has long
been recogllized aucl family history has been found to be one of the tllost sig
nificant risk factors for breaSt cancer in epidemiologie studies. Results fronl
many segregation analyses suggest that breast cancer is inherited through
a rare autosomal dominant gene in sonle fanlilies. elose linkage of a breast"if:
cancer susceptibility gene (BRCAl) between 17q12-q21 with breast cancer;t;.
espeeially early onset breast cancer, has recelltly been reported. The Breast;.
Cancer Linkage Consortium, a group of European and Arnericall illvestig;a7~' 
tors, confirmed this finding in 214 breast cancer families including 5; families
with breast and ovarian cancer and provided evidence that tbe BReAI gene,.;.
lies in an interval whose genetic length is estinlated to he 8.:3 cM in tnales
and 18.0 cNI in females.

The purpose of this project is to. investigate the interaction between genetic.
and non-genetic factors in the etiology of breast cancer. The project includes
a linkage study, first of allfor the SRCA1 gene Oll chromosome 17q, and case
control analyses, in which the long-term goal is to identify a gene or genes for
breast cancer alld to understand its role in the developluent of hreast cancer.
in the g~neral population. '"r".....

A hereditary breast cancer family study has been initiated in collaboration
with the Wotnen's Clinic in Heidelberg to identify rnultiple case farnilies
throughout the country which are potentially infornjative for linkage analysis.
Falnilies eligible für inclusioll shonld indude at least. three. hreast. cancer cases
within three generations inwhich a.t least two bn~ast cancer cases are aJive
(in order to nbtain the necessary hiological lllaterial). In addition fatnilies 
with at least two ovariall cance"r cases are abo digihl("~ sinn·~ lillkage with t,l}(~

BRCA 1 gene was observed for hollt tUlnot" types.

In t.hc population-hase<! gcnelic epidellliologic st.udy 01' hre(-lst C,LIIC(~r lIewly
cliagnosed prilnary hn~a..'it cancer j)(\t.ients (11 P to ,:)0 Y(-~il.rs öl' <L1!;e) \Vi 11 b(~

cOlllpa,red witla two control gn)llf>s: a) IIOB· dise(l.:-:t~d sistt~r cOIlt,rol! h) 11011

diS(~(1.S(~d p(Jpllla.tioll-ha.....(~d contrul ('("rsolls frt)lll t.he I.wo st.lldy n~,~i(JllS • 1\:111"

pfa.lz' iLlld 'Fn~ihllrg~ (ra.llclolnly St"'It~('1.(~d a..!!;('-IHiLl.cht"od cOlIl.rolsJ. PiLn~lIts ur
1>r('ast cancer pa.ti(~llts will 1)(0 rc~qllt~s1.(·d t.u provid... CL 1,lout.1 si-Lluplp ill onh~r

1.0 h(~ iLhlt· t.u dislillgllish I)(~tw("(~fl Cl sOllliLI.ic ulIlt,atiull and CL .~(~rJH lil'W'I11l1-
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tat.ion if IH'cessary." Ir a fllrther c.ase of hreast callcer has heen diagnosed in
t.he fcunily. all fcmal(~ farnily menlbers will he requested tu participate in t.he
study.

U se of the regressive logistic models in linkage analysis.

lWaria M. J1artinez

The regressive logistic modeis introduced by Banney (1984~ 1986) are coo
structed by conditioning each individual's observations on those of his al1

tecedents~ using logistic regression for binary traits. The log of the odds
of being atfected is assumed to be a linear function of a major genotype,
the phenotypes of antecedents, and other covariates. They allow simulta
neous estimation of major-gene factors, residual covariation of unspecified
origin, and environmental factors influencing the trait. Demenais (1992) has
proposed an alternative formulation of the regressive logistic models. An
underlying liability to the disease is assumed. The underlying liability is cor
related among relatives. Then, affected persons have liabilities exceeding a
threshold. The probability for a relative to be affected is expressed in terms
of correlation coeffieients among relative's liabilities. Under this formulation,
the p~netrances depend on hoth phenotypes and genotypes of anteced~nts.

We have investigated how the linkage detection is affected by the presence
of residual eorrelation. We ha:ve considered the simple case where the effect
of the disease gene is known, and cOInputed for different disease gene models
the recurrence risks predicted in the presence of residual familial correlation.
Observations are affection status (Y) a~d phenotypes at a marker loeus (M).
The generalized penetrance fUDction is: "P [V, M 19, YR,O] where 9 is the
underlying genotype, YR represents phenotypes of preceeding relatives, and
(J is the genetic distance between the disease gene and the marker loeus.
Our results show that the effect of ignoring residual correlations on linkage
detection depends on the effect of the disease gene. When the effect of the
disease gene is low (genetic variance < 10%) ignoring residual correlation leads
to both a bias on (J and to a decrease in the rnaxinlum expected Iod score. We
have also shown that the two fortl1ulatiorJs of the regressive logistic models
da not lead to similar recurrence risks and these recurrence risks depend on
the ordering of the sibs.

Complex segregation analysis models ..

Uobert r.~. Eislon

( \lolplex se.~n·~a.ti")11 analysis does 1101. ;L')S1lIlH~ "hill uuly Cl. sin~le genetic lna

t.rug type is possible. Tlle p\·olutioH of ,nodds [ur this kiud of analysis is

IK

I
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described allel the c:orresponding likelihoods a.re presented. The tranSlllissioli

probability (generalized lnajor gene) lnodel allows for lIull-~/lelld("lii\.1I t.ralls
nlissioll hllt a.'\Sllllles t.hat a.1I raluilial clependencies are due to the trallSlllission
of underlying discrete types. The nuxed lnodel allows far hoth llluitifac..:torial
and Inajor gene translllitted depelldencies. but assulues thai. all such trans
mission is gaverned by Mendelian laws. The unified Inodel cOlllbines these
two 1l10dels into a luore general luodel that subsurnes each as a special case.
This effectively decreases botb Type' f alld Type II errors in hypothesis testillg
to detect Inajor gene segregation. The regressi ve luodels allow for different
forms of dependence in addition to that due to luajor gene trausluission. In
cl~s A regressive Inodels it is assuJlled that this extra depelldence anlong
the offspring is dueonly to the parental pbenotypes. [n dass 0 regressive
models it is assumed thai in addition all precedi"ng offsprin.g phenotypes are
equally predictive of an offspring's phenotype. This model subsumes the Ini~

xed model as a special case for a continuous phenotype in nuclear falllilies~

The differences for a discrete phenotype. and in targer family structures, ar~

described. .
-i ......

?:.

Genotype X environment interaction in coronary heait~

disease.

Jean W. l\t1.acCluer and John Blangero

Arriong the problems that arise in identifyillg genes that affect risk of coronary .
heart disease are: (1) lack of a well~defined clinical endpaint: (2) the lang tilne .
span over which disease develops; (3) cliIiical (and gelletic) heterogelleity; allel
(4) inability to contral (or measure) envirolunental risk factors. These sanl"e
problems are- encountered for other cOll1plex and COlnmon diseases such as
cancer and autoimmUllediseases. A prohlenl of particular coucern is that an~:
illdividual's response to environmental factors 1l1ay be a function of his/her
genotype, i.e., there nlay be genotype by enviroluuent illteraction. We are
investigating the interaction of genotype auel environment and the effect of

such interaction on risk factors for coronary heart disease tlsing 3 nonhUlnall
prilnate model in which we call control, 01' at least (lleasure, 111311Y of the
f"llvirolllUental variables that are relevant t.o disease sllsc:ept.ibility.

()ur analyses of lipoprotein phenotyp(~S ill pedign~t'd ha!Joons have illdic..:ated
lnallY cases in which the elfe'cts 01' ,t!;euetic varia.lioll CLL spe~ific loci depeud
Ilpon envirOlllllcntal conditiollS. "V(~ h(Lv(~ rOlllId that tlH~ df(~cts of geno

type Oll sertlln ~Ollcelltra.tioIlS ur lipupro1.(~illS (lud apolipoprott~ins lrlay be
Cl. fUllction or diet, age. sex, ur t.elllp(~ra.tlln~. Tlw illtel'actiolls h(~1.\V(~t~n ~p

llotype. (lud ellvirOlllllent involv{~ IIlajor ~(·I)(,S. whose id(~IlLiLi{~s are still 11[1

knowH hut. whit'h a,C(·O\lnt. for c\ la.rgt~ port.iun ur tllt' pht~llot.ypic va.ria.lIn~ in Cl
t.rait; kuowll c:alldidate ~eIWS, such as I.Iw sl.rlld,lIra.l luc·j rOI: apolipoprc,t.(~ills;

I!)



or polygetles. which iLrt-: nHdtiple (unidelltitit'd) loei that have illdividually
snlall' etfl·rt.s. Tht' t·~nVir()l1lncntal facl,ors lllay be either known (and thert~

fore rllPitsured) factors stich as <.liet and temperature, or unknown (randonl,
iud ividual-speci fic) etfcc:ts.

Exanlples nf L'a~h uf these interactions in nonhutuan primates are presented,
and an extension of these studies to coronary heart disease susceptibility in
hUlllans is described.

Supported by NIH grants POl HL28972 and POl HL45522 .

.Genotype environment interaction in carcinogenesis.
• I

Catherine Bonaiti-Pellii

In the case. of diseases with genotype-environment interaction, familial aggre
gation may· be diffieult to demonstrate, particularly when the environmental
exposure iso not very frequent in the population. In such a case, it is possible
to show that taking into. aceount the etivironmental exposures of both· the.

.proband and their relatives can substantially increase the power to detect
familial aggregation.

Statistical methods in cancer epidemiology.

Duncan C. Thomas

Genetie epidemiology might be defined ~ the study of genetie and environ
mental determinants of disease using population-based family studies. Clas
sical epidemiology has used studiesof independent individuals .(cohort and
case-control studies) to examine environmental effects and, in some cases,
familial aggregation through the use of family history covariates. Statistical
methods based on survival analysis have been widely used in this context.
Classical genetics has relied on segregation and linkage. analysis methods to
look at genetic determinants. We have heen developing a class of survival
tllodels to look simultaneously at genetic and environmental influenees in fa

Inily studies. To overCOlne the considerable computational difficulties with
standard li kelihood methods, we have beeil exploring two approaches, oue
hased on Markov Chain wlonte Cario Inethods such as the Gibbs sampier,
anti one based on generalized estilllatin~ equations a.pproaches for marginal
1l1odels in the means, varianccs~ anti covariances of the observed phenotypes.
Both approachcs are illustrated.

Hilpportell r: Rul f Pi HUllers
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MATHEl\tIATISCHE ·STOCHASTIK

7.3. bis 13.3.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von P. Deheuvels (Paris), A. Irle (Kiel) und
, .

J. Steinebach (Marburg) statt. Es war auch diesmal wieder ein besonderes Anliegen,

das breite Spektrum innerhalb der Stochastik aufzuzeigen. Im Mittelpunkt des Inter

esses standen aktuelle Entwicklungen, welche geeignet sind, die Querverbindungen

zwischen Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und Mathematischer Statistik zu fördern.

Schwerpunktthemen waren u.a.

- Banachraummethoden in der Stochastik

- statistische Inferenz stochastischer Prozesse

- empirische und Quantil-Prozesse

- n~chtparametrische Verfahren, Bootstrap

- starke Grenzwertsätze und Invarianzprinzipien

- asymptotische. Entwicklungen, Konvergenzraten.

Es wurden insgesamt 42 Vorträge gehalten, davon fünf Übersichtsvo~träge. Neben

.deIn Vortragsprogramm kam es zu intensiven Diskussionen und wissen~chaftlichem

Gedankenaust'ausch unter den Teilnehmern. Insbesondere hatten auch die jüngeren

Stochastiker Gelegenheit f ihre Arbeit einem fachkundigen Publikum vorzustellen.



M. ALEX:

INVARIANCE PRINCIPLES IN EXTENDED RISK MODELS

In collective risk theory, one is interested in the risk reserve Ru( t), t ~ 0 of an

insurance company, which depends on the initial reserve 'U. > 0" and the time' of

ruin T(U):= inf{t > 0; Ru(t) :5 O}. In the classical case, Horvath and Willekens

(1986) proved strang approximations of P{-r(u) :5 u2x}, Z ~ 0, by the distribution

function of the first-exit time of a Wiener proeess over a straight line.

Extended risk models allowing for risk ßuctuations and including interes.t and in-

ßation funetions are presented, based on models, which were introduced by Gar- e
rido (1987) and GrandelI (1991). Using invariance principles for the composition of

stochastic processes, strang approximations of P{T( 'U) :5 u 2x} by distribution fune-

tions of first-exit times of Wiener processes over curved boundaries can be proved

in these generalized models. It is remarkable that the convergence rates in these

models are the same as in the classieal case.

G. ALSMEYER :

A RECURRENCE THEOREM FOR SQUARE-INTEGRABLE MAR

TINGALES

Let (Mn)n~o be a zero-mean martingale with eanonieal filtration (Fn)n~o and

stochastically L2- bounded increments Yi, Y2, ... , w hieh means that

P{IYnl > tIFn - 1} ~ 1 - H(t) a.S. for all n :2: 1, t > 0

and some square-integrable distribution H on [0, CX»). Let V 2 = Ln~l E(Y';IFn - 1 ) .

. lt is the main result that each such martingale is a.s. convergent on {V < <Xl} and e,
recurrent on {V = oo}, i.e. P{M" E [-c, c]i.o. IV = oo} = 1 for some c > o.
This generalizes arecent result by Durrett, Kesten and Lawler who eonsider the

case of finitely many square-integrable increment distributions. As an application

of our recurrence theorem, we obtain an extension of Blackwell's renewal theorem

to a fairly general dass of square-integrable proeesses with independent increments

and linear positive drift function.
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J. BEIRLANT :

ON THE ASYIVIPTOTIC NORMALITY OF Lp-NORMS OF EMPIRI

CAL FUNCTIONALS

A general Iuethod is presented for .deriving the asymptotic normality of the Lp~

norm of empirical functionals which make use of the neighboring data at a~y point

x of interest. This technique is based on a Poisson representation for the empirical

process together with a Fourier inversion technique for conditional characteristic

functions.· As applieations of this method, the asymptotic normality is established

for Lp-norms (1 ~ p <~oo) of regression and density estimators. In the process

previous results on this subject from the literature are extended and{or sharpened.

E. BOLTHAUSEN :

SELF-ATTRACTING RANDOM WALKS

We consider several models of random walks on 7ld with a self~attractive interaction

of the path. The laws of these self~attractive randorn walks on paths of length T

are given by a density proportional to exp{HT(w)} with respect to the law ofthe-'

ordinary symmetrie random walk, where the "Hamiltonian" HT is large when the

path w is untypically clumping together. We mention same examples which will

be discussed during the talk:

a)

b) HT(W) = -NT)

v ~ 0,

where NT is the cardinality of the set of points visited up to time T.

M. BRONIATOWSKI :

LARGE DEVIATION PRINCIPLES FOR SET-INDEXED PROCESSES

WITH INDEPENDENT INCREMENTS

Let {"'Y"l(A); A E A}l~O be a family of processes indexed by a collection of sets A.

Assume that the process "-"<l has independent increlnents, meaning that Xl(A)

alld ...'(>,(B) are independent when A n B = 0. Assume that, for every fixed
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A E A, (Xl(A))l~O obeys a large deviation pnnciple (LDP) in same Hausdorff

space X. We prove that, under suitable conditions on this marginal LDP, the

processes (Xl (·))l~O obey an LDP in X A . This is based on an extension of the

approach of Lynch and Sethuraman (AP 1987) for functional LDP's for the partial

sum processes.

Two applications: 1) Consider a sampie Xl, ... , X n of real Li.d. r.v.'s and let

M,,(t) = max(XI, ... ,X(ntJ}' 0 ~ t ~ 1, be theextremalprocess. Embedding Mn(t)

in the process JIon(A) = maJeiEnA Xi and applying our result, we obtain a functional

LDP for Mn. Here A is some subset of B[O, 1].

2) Let Pn(A) = n-1 LiEnA 5x• be the sequential empirical measure and let

A ........ Pn(A) be the induced process. We obtain a Sanov-type functional LDP and

deduce LDP's for weighted U-statistics.

(Joint 'work"with Ph.- Barbe)

E. CSAKI:

SOME LIM INF RESULTS FOR TWO-PARAMETER RANDOM PRO-
CESSES ... "

Let Z(:z:, y) be a two-parameter random process and let ßT be a set of (x, y)

depending on T. Small deviation results are applied to study the lim inf behaviour

cf

sup Z(x,y) and 'sup IZ(x,y)1
(Z,lI)EÖ,T (Z,y)EaT

for certain Gaussian processes Z(;c, y) such as Kiefer (empirieal) process and Wiener

sheet. These results are obtained via eigenfunction expansio~ for the Ornstein·

Uhlenbeck process.

M. CSÖRGÖ:

STUOENTIZED INCREMENTS OF PARTIAL SUMS AND SELF-NOR

MALIZED EROÖS-RENYI LAWS

Let X,Xt,X2 , ••• be i.i.d. r.v.'s with E....Y = 0, and assume that X belongs to

the domain of attraction of the nornlallaw. We, jointly with Z.-Y. Lin and Q.M.

Shao, establish Studentized-Increlnents·versions of the Csörgö-Re~esz (1979, 1981)

laws of large numbers for increments of pa.rtial sums of these r.v.'s. We prove that



replacing the nortllalizing constants [c lognJ by the r.v.'s L:~:!~~gnJ(...y? + 1) in the

classical Erdös-Rcnyi strang law of large numbers, a corresponding result remains

true under assunling the existence of the first moment only. Consequently, we lose

the distribution-determining nature of the classical E-R law, though the result is not

distribution-free. For proving our self-normaIiz~dE-R-type law of large numbers,

fY is not assumed to belong to the domain of at traction of the normal law.

(Joint work with Z.-Y. Lin and Q.M. Shao)

s. CSÖRCÖ :

RESOLUTION OF THE ST. PETERSBURG PARADOX

\Ve show that the distribution functions of the suitably centered average gain of

Paul in a sequence of Petersburg games and a sequence of infinitely divisible, semi

stable distribution functions merge together. The approximating distrib~tions are

taken from the family of all possible partial limits, a family with the cardinality

of. the continuum. We derive some theoretical results for this family and further

investigate it by computer-assis~ednumerical methods. As a result,.for any winning

probabilty p E (0,1) of Peter, we propose an asymptotically precise premium

formula for Paul to pay for n games. For any reasonable p, this price is greater

than the "fair priceu suggested by Feller's law of large numbers. Motivated by the

dominating role of extremes, we also consider modifications in which Paul renounces

a few of his largest principal gains. Then another merging approximation is possible

based upon trimmed versions of the original subsequentiallimiting laws. Even if just

the ~ingle largest gain is retained by Peter, the game can be made asymptotically

fair in theclassical sense. The results, when all put together, resolve the 279 year

old paradox by thoroughly explaining the probabilistic essence of the asymptotic

behavior of a sequence of Petersburg games. Graphical and numerical illustrations

will be gi yen.

(Joint work with G. Simons)

P. DEHEUVELS :

STRASSEN'S LAW IN STRONG TOPOLOGIES

'"file classical Strassen (1964) law of the iterated logarithm asserts that if
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{W(t),t ~ O} is a Wiener process, then (with LLt == log(log t V ee)) the set of

functions {(2TLLT)-1/2W(T.)} is almost surely relatively compact in the set

C(O, 1) of continuous functions on (a,1) endowed with the uniform topology. We,

give suflicient conditions tor this result to hold when the uniform topology is replaced

by the topology defined by an arbitrary measurable norm. Moreover, we also give

necessary and sufficient conditions under small restrietions such as assuming that

the norm is lower semi-continuous.

(Joint work with M.A. Lifshits) ,

J .H.J. EINMAHL :

MAXIMAL TYPE T,EST STATISTICS ,BASED ON CONDITIONAL

PROCESSES

A general methodology is presented for non-parametric testing of independence, 10

eation and dispersion in multiple regression. The proposed procedures are based

on the eoneepts of conditional distribution funetion, eanditional quantile, and con

ditional shortest t-frae~j~n. Techniques involved came !rom empirical process and

extreme' value theory. The asymptatic distributions are standard Gumbel.

(Joint work wi th J. Beirlant)

u. EINMAHL :

RATES OF CLUSTERING IN STRASSEN'S LIL FOR PARTIAL SUM

PROCESSES

We provide a detailed description of the rate of clustering in Strassen's functional e
LIL for partial sum processes. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for

eertain convergenee rates in terms of rnoment- type condi tions. Our proof is based

on a new strang approximation of sums of i.i.d. randorn variables.

(Joint work with D. Mason)
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P. EMBRECHTS :

STOCHASTIC DISCOUNTING AND THE BOOTSTRAP

Let (Y'i) and (Zd be independent i.i.d. sequences ofr.v.'s satisfying the moment

conditions: 3p > 0: EIZdP < 1, E/}'t1P < 00. Define the so-called perpetuity

variables:
I

Vi ~ 1: Sl= LZ1 ... ZkY1c.
k=:1

Under the above conditions, 51 ~() ..t. S where S satisfies the randorn equation:

s g (Yi + S)ZI

Explici t (analytical) solut ions are difficult to 0 btain. 'Ve present a bootstrap proce

dure for estimating P{S ~ x}. The method of proo! depends onproperties of the

minimal Lp-distance:

For the bootstrap variable Sl:nn it is shown that dp ( Simnt S) -+ 0 as ~>~

min(l, m, n) -+ 00. Varic:>us examples showing that the method actually works in

practice are given.

H. J. ENGELBERT :

ON ONE-DIMENSIONAL STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS:

SOME RESULTS ON EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS

We consider the one-dimensional stochastic differential equation

Xt = Xo +f a(s,X,)ds +l b(s,X,)dB"t < S(X), (1 ).

where a, bare Borel functions on fO, 00) x IR, (Bd is a- Brownian motion, and

S( X) is the explosion time of ",Y. By absolutely continuous transformation of

probability measure oe space transformation (at least if a does not depend on s),

equation (1) can be reduced to the equation without drift

X t = Xo + l b(s, X,)dB" t < S(X). (2)

In the present talk, we first give necessary and sufficient conditions on b for existence

- as weH as uniqueness in law of the solution to (2) i~ the homogeneous case (b(s, x) =

b( x)). Thcn we discuss several Ilew rcsults in the general, non-homogeneous case.

7



P. GAENSSLER :

ON SET-INDEXED PARTIAL-SUM PROCESSES WITH RANDOM

LOCATIONS

The purpose of this talk is to present a unified approach to empirical and partial

sum processes by studying processes Sn = (Sn(C))CEC with Sn(C) beiJ.lg defined

by

Sn(C):= E 1c(1]nj) en;,· C E C,
iSi(n)

the l1n;'S being random elements (random locations) in an arbitrary sample space _

X, the en;'S being real-valued random variables, and where the index family C is

a Vapnik-Chervonenkis dass of subsets of X. Our main emphasis is on asymptotic

results (as the sampie size n tends to infinity) for the processes Sn such as

uniform laws oflarge numbers (the uniformity being ~.r.t. C) and functional central

limit theOrems containing various results for emp~rical and partial-sum processes as

special cases.

u. GATHER:

PROPERTIES OF ·SHORTESl' HALF-BASED SCALE ESTIMATORS

The paper deals with scale estimators for univariate distributions, which ~re of the

type of Rousseeuw's (1988) Iength of the shortest half.

It is the aim to compare these estimators with ather similar estimators (e.g. Grübel

1988) as weil as to study their properties described by their influence functian,

sensitivity curve and large sampie properties.

E. GINE:

THE NECESSITY PART OF THE CLT FOR DEGENERATE U-STATIS

TICS

Let h: sm ~ IR. be a measurable function (on (sm, Am))» symmetrie in its

arguments, and let ~"(i be i.i.d. S-valued. \Ve prove that if the sequence

{n-m/2l:i.< ...<i..aSn h()(it, ... , )(im)}:=l is stochastically boun~ed, then Eh 2 < 00

and Eh(X,Z2"."Xm ) = 0 X2, ... ,Zm - a.s. (w.r.t. L:( ....y)m-l). And in par

ticular the sequence converges in distribution. The praof uses Rademacher ran-
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dOlltization a.nd dccoupling, Khintchine's inequality (reiteratively) and an argument

of Paley-Zygnlund. It providcs t for m:::: I, a simple proof of E....y2 < 00 <=

CLT for n- 1!2 L?::l )(,.
(Joint work w~th J. Zinn)

F. GÖTZE:

ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION.S AND T~E BOOTSTRAP

Asymptotic expansions up to an error of order O(n- 1 )' are shown to be'valid for

asyrnptoti~ally'linear nonparametrie statistics which admit a Hoeffding exp~nsion

with terms of order O(n- k
/

2
), k =: 0,1,2. These approximati~nshold uniformly

in the dass of statistics with fourth order moments and a Cramer-type smoothness

condition on the sum oC r.v.'s. Here the Bootstrap approximation do~i~;ing Cor

the standardized statistics works up to an error of order O(n -1). ~ .~~..~ ~

This is joint work with V. Bentkus.

For von Mises statistics of order . 2 we show that for twice differentiable kerneis

defined on a Euclidian space and which have infinitely many eigen:values the error

in the functionallimit theorem is of order Op(n- 1j2 ). It is expected that iterated

Bootst~ap methods even yield an error of order 0 p(n- 1 ).

This result is joint work with R. Zitikis.

V.GOODMAN:

LIMIT THEOREMS FOR SELF-SIMILAR PROCESSES

Let W(t) be a standardized Wiener process and kt(u, v) be in L2{m,2) for each

t ~ O. Processes of the form JYt :::: J Jkt(u, v) dW(u) dW(v) have been studied by

Taqqu, Kono, and Mari and Odaira.. M.-O. (1986) impose conditions on kt(u, v)

to give processes having stationary increments and satisfying a self-similar identity:

Xet g eH X t for some index H, 1/2 < H < 1.

M. -0. (1986) 0 btain functional laws 0 f the i terated logari thm for the processes

n-"(loglogn)-l)(nt under these assumptions. Coodman and Kuelbs (1993) re

lax the assumptions on the k t ( U, v) for the FLIL to hold. Here, I give exam

pies, related to the Rosenhlatt process, where special choices of kt satisfy G.-K.

conditions hut not ~1.-0. conditions. Furthermore" a rate of convergence in the



FLIL is obtained for apartion of the Rosenblatt process. The rate is shown to be

o (log log log n )2(log log n )-H/(2+H)) .

K. GRlLL:

BRANCHING RANDOM WALK

The branching random walk is o~tained by superimposing a random walk struc

ture on a Galton-Watson process. We assume that the offspring distribution has

finite variance. and consider only the simple random walk case." From the work of e
Asmussen and Kaplan ·we know that (even in more general cases) the ratio of the

number of particles to the left of x and the total size of the generation tends to a nor-

mal distribution (always~ssumingthat the Galton-Watson process is supercritical,

and conditioned on non-ex~inction). We investigate the .question whether large de-

viation results canbe transferred to this setting. It turns out that for -1 < a < 00,

where 0:0 is the solution of 0:
01 (1 - 0)1-01 = m/2 (00 = -1 for m > 2) there are

no particles eventually at [na], whereas for 0 > Cl > Clo we have that the ratio

of the relative frequenc~..?f particles in [na] and the corresponding random walk

probability converges to a nondegeneraterandom variable W(a:).

A.GUT:

FIRST PASSAGE TIMES FOR PERTURBED RANDOM WALKS

'A perturbed random walk is' a sequence {Zn, n 2:: I}, such that Zn = Sn + {n,

where {Sn, n ~ I} is a random walk (with positive drift) and {{n, n 2:: I} is a

sequence oe random variables, such that en/n~· 0 as n -t 00. •

Let v(t), t ~ 0, be th.e first time a perturbed randoln walk crosses a (general

nonlinear) boundary. We provide limit theorems for the first passage times, the

stopped perturbed random walk and the overshoot as t -1> 00. In particular, these

results are applie~ to the import~nt case when the perturbed random walk is of the

form {ng(Sn/n), n ?: I}, where {Sn, n ~ I} is a. random walk whose increments

have positive, finite mean arid 9 is positive, continuous and, possibly, has further

smoothness properties.

The traditional case considered in nonlinear renewal theory is when the summands

have finite variance and 9 is twice continuously diffcrentiable. We also present some
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results concerning existence of moments and uniform integrability. We conclude with

a. n unlber of exaIIl pies.

E. HAEUSLER :

ON COVERAGE PROBABILITIES OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

BASED ON A WEIGHTED BOOTSTRAP

Erron 's classical nonparametrie bootstrap puts weights on the observations form.

ing a random vector having a multinomial distribution and being independent of

the observations. Typically, this bootstrap leads to two-sided confidence intervals

for which' the actual coverage probability converges at rate l/n to the nominal

level, where n is the sampIe size. Recently, bootstrap procedures employing much

more general weights have been developed. We discuss the coverage probabi,lities of

confidence intervals for the mean based on a specific type of a weighted bootstrap.

C.C.HEYDE:

WHEN DO WE NEED THE LIKELIHOOD ?

Recent developments in the general theory of inference suggest that likelihood-based

methodology can in many cases be subsumed into a quasi-likelihood framework with

considerable advantages in robustness and simplicity of derivation. Qnly first and

second mOment properties are required. Illustrations were given related to~:;REML

estimators, estimating the drift in a diffusion and estimating parameters subject

to eonstraints. The material is from a soon-to-be-completed monograph on quasi.

lik~lihood and its application whose principal foeus is on statistical models which

can be written in a semimartingale form as a signal (involving the parameter of

interest) plus noise.

A. JANSSEN :

PRINCIPAL COMPONENT DECOMPOSITION OF KOLMOGOROV

SMIRNOV TYPE TESTS

The ta.lk deals with the comparison of asymptotic power functi"ons of non-parametric

11



unbiased tests. The bench-mark is the power function of the best two-sided Gaussian

tests (two-sided Neyman-Pearson tests). Each non-parametric unbiased test has a

principal component decomposition given by a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Thus

every test has reasonable curvature only for a finite number of orthogonal directions

of alternatives. As applieation one obtains. results about the curvature of the two

sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. It is shown that these tests pIefer for small Cl

approximately the same direction as the two-sample median rank test, which has

power only for aue direetion of alternatives. The consideration of the curvature can

be used to establish global extrapolations of the power function. It turns out that

-exeept of one direction- the power of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is Hat for small

Q. This explains earlier numerical calculations for that power function.

J. KUEL~S:

METRIC ENTROPY AND THE SMALL BALL PROBLEM FOR GAUS

SIAN MEASURES

We establish a precise li~~, between the small ball problem for a Gaussian measure J.L

on a separable Banach space, and the metric entropy of the unit ball of the Hilbert

space Hp generati.ng JI.. This link allows us to compute small ball probahilities

from metne entropy results, and vice versa.

(Joint work with Wenbo Li)

H. R. LERCHE:

OPTIMAL CHANGE POINT DETECTION

We consider the sequential change point detectio~ problem of Shiryayev. A process

W(t) = B(t) + 8(t - T)+ is observed, B is a standard Brownian motion with

drift 0, T is an" independent exponentially distributed random variable and 8 is

a positive constant. Für a stopping time T of W the risk is taken as

R(T) = P{T < T} + cE(T - T)+,

We show that R(T) = I g(1rT )dP where 9 is a convex function with a unique

minimum p. and 1rt is the posterior probability of a change before t. Then it

12
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follows illlIlleJia.tcly that

Proeeeding from this idea further one can derive a sirnilar result for the case when

9 is unknown. The results give an intuitive support for detecting a change of trends

in a stock market by l~g-likelihood statisties.

F. LIESE:

e ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF SELECTION PROCEDURES

For k populations with distribution funetions F(x-Btl, ... ,F(z-BIc ) one wants to

seleet the population with the largest 9-value bytaking n independent observa~~ons

in each· population. For the probability of eorrect seleetion for- the se~~ence of

localized models F(x - (80 + h1/.JTi,)), .. , ,F(x - (80 + hlc/.fii)) with"sample

size n ~ (X) an asymptotic Hajek-Le Carn bou~d may be established.. The"optimal

sequence of selection procedures depends on the density f{:r; -90 ) w~ch is unknown

in practical situations. An adaptive and asymptotically efficient selection procedure

can be constructed withthe help of a kernel estimate of /(:1:-80). For fixed parameter

configuration Bb ... ,Bk the error probabilities Jor many selection proced~res tend

exponentially to zero. The maximum exponential rate can be explicitely expressed

in terms of the Hellinger integrals of the distributions F(z - 8i ), 'F(z - Oj).

P. MAJOR:

ON THE NUMBER OF LATTICE POINTS IN A RANDOM DOMAIN

_ The investigation of the number of laltice points in a large do~ain is a 'c1assical

topic in number theory. Recently, such questions became interesting also because of

their application in physics. The investigation of finer properties of the spectrum of

the Laplace operator in a domain leads to such questions ..

. We discuss questions of the following type: Let A be a domain with smooth bound·

a.ry in a plane and R be a ra.ndomly chosen number with uniform distribution

in an interval [1, Tl. \Vhat ~an be said about the distribution of the number of

la.ttice points in the domain R.A or in (R + h) A \RA if T -+ 00 1. Some new

results and open problems will be discussed together with the relation of the above

13



problems to physics.

D. M. MASON:

A GENERAL BOOTSTRAP

Let Xt, X" ... be i.i.d. Fand independent of these random variables-let W =
(W1 ,,,, .•• , W",n), n 2: 1, be a triangular array of exchangeable random variables.

Introduce the general weighted 'bootstrapped' empirical distribution function

1 n .

Fw,n(z) := ;;?= Wi,n1{Xi$z}, -00 < X < 00.

'=1

The reason for the inclusion of the, ward 'bootstrap l in the definition cf Fw,n is

that when 'W = (Mt •n ) ••• ) Mn.,,) P.., Mult(n; Iln, ... , 1/n), Fw,,, ;g F: conditioned

on Xl, ... )X,,) where F;: denotes the usual bootstrapped empirical distribution.

The asymptotic properties of this general weighted bootstrapped empirical distri

bution and functionals of it are described. These functionals include the general

weighted bootstrapped mean and empirical process .
..'. ". ~

H.G. MÜLLER:

SEMIPARA:t\1ETRIC MODELLING OF VARIANCE FUNCTIONS

We propose a general semiparametric variance function model in a fixed design re

gression setting. In this model, the regression function is assumed to be smooth

and is ·modelled nonparametrically; whereas the relation between the variance and

the mean regression function is assumed to follow a generalized linear model. AI- A,
most' all variance function models that were considered in the literature emerge as .,

special cases. Least squares type estimates for the parameters of this model and

the simultaneous estimation of the unknown regression and variance functions by

means of nonparametrie kerne! estimates are combined to infer the parametrie and

nonparametrie components of the proposed model. ,The asymptotic distribution of

the parameter estimates is deri ved and is shown to follow usual parametrie rates in

spite of t~e presence of the nonparametrie cOlnponent in the model. This result is

applied to obtain a data-based test for heteroscedasticity nnder minimal aSSUlnp-.

tions on the shape of the regression function.

(Joint work with P.L. Zhao)
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G. NEUHAUS :

TWO SAIVIPLE RANK TESTS FOR CENSORED DATA : AN OVERVIEW

The developnlent of the theory of two-sample rank test~ for censored data is dis

cussed with special emphasis on optimality questions in Ioeal asymptotic models.

Two sorts of rank statistics for testing the equality of failure "time distributions

Ft, F2 of hoth sampies have been suggested by praetitionets: 's'core statistics' and

'observed-expected statistics'. While the first sort extends t.he classicallinear rank

statistie in a straightforward manner to censored data, the second sort is seemingly .

qualitatively different.e It is demonstrated that both sorts of statistics are asymptotically equivalent in 10

cal asymptotic models, the observed-expected statistics being martingale versions of

the score statistics. This entails asymptotic optimality and distributional ~~ults for

bath classes. Moreover, following an idea of Gill (1992), the optimali~ p~?pert~es

of the observed-expected statistics under unequal censoring in hoth samples_ are ex·

plained hy enlarging the usual one-parameter asymptotic model to a two-pa!.ameter

modcl. ~

Finally, conditional (permutation) tests, introduced by the author, are discuss~d.

These tests are finite sampie distribution-free under F1 = F2 with equal censoring

and are asymptotically equivalent to their unc<;Jnditional counterparts also under

unequal censoring.

R. NORVAISA :

A CHARACTERIZATION OF AN ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF

DISTRIBUTIONS ON BANACH FUNCTION SPACES INDUCED BY

EMPIRICAL AND PARTIAL SUM PROCESSES

We consider, as a. sample path space, a B~nach function space of measurable func

tions defined on au-finite measure spaee. One may pose the question of describing

those Banach function spaces where enlpirical and partial surn processes have almost

all their sa~ple paths and induced distributions converge weakly. We would like to

fonnulate a couple of this kinq results proved by applying probability in Banach

space techniques ancl/or strong approxilnalion results.
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D. PFEIFER:

PSEUDO..POISSON APPROXIMATION FOR MARKOV CHAINS

We consider the problem of approximating the distribution of a Markov chain with

rare transitions in an arbitrary phase space by the corresponding pseudo-Poisson

process. Sharp estimates for hoth first- and second-order approximations are ob

tained. These estimates improve also the known results in the ordinary Poisson

theorem.

D.PLACHKY:

CHARACTERIZATION OF DISCRETE DISTRIBUTIONS

The aim of the talk is twofold, namely to characterize some special discrete distribu

tions (for example the Poisson distribution by some estimation-theoretical property)

the unif~rm distribution by stochastic ordering) and to characterize discreteness of

distributions by same general properties (like unique extension, existence of regular

conditional distributions, and continuity from below of inner probabilities).

F. PUKELSHEIM :

THE KIEFER ORDERING OF INFORMATION MATRICES

The Kiefer ordering of information is a superposition of the Loewner ordering and

majorization,

A» B {::} 3 F: A ~ F -< B,

where F -( B :~ F E conv{QBQ' : Q E Q} is the matrix majorization when the _

group Q ~ GL(k), compact) acts by congruence, and where A ~ F :{::} A - F

n.n.d. is the Loewner ordering. We give two examples to illustrate that this is the

right way to combine the Loewner ordering and matrix majorization. One is the

monotonicity of the information ma.trix mapping A » B :::;. CK(A) »CK(B). The

other is rotatable information matrices in second order models, relating to tensor

representation of classical groups (R." Brauer 1937).

(Joint work with N. R. Draper and N. Gaffke)
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R.-D. REISS :

XTRElVIES: EXTREME DAT~ANALYSIS AND ROBUSTNESS (WI~H

SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATION)

In many applications, extremes da not fit to the ideology o~ normal sampies and,

, therefore, such data are omitted or one uses statistical procedures upon which ex

tremes have a bounded influen.ce. The converse attitude is to regard extremes as

the important part of the data. The generalized Par~to distribution~will be taken

for the parametrie modelling of the upper tai! of the distribution..

The software package XTREMES provides graphical representa:tions cf curves such

as generalized Pareto, extreme value or Cauchy-normal densities and q.f.'s. Sec

ondly, data sets may be generated according to thesedensities and in non-i.i.d.

models. Finally, the data may be inspected by means cf parametrie and' nonpara

rnetric methods. An external implementation of new estimators is possibl~. The

performance of estimators may be inspeeted by means of diagrams, plots anq. }\1onte

Carlo simulations of the MSE. .=

XTREMES is menu-driven, runs on IBM-compatible, Pe'sand comes witha user's

guide-manual. The first release is seheduled for May, 1993.

P. Rtvtsz :

BRANCHING RANDOM WALKS

At time t == 0 a' partiele loeated in 0 E 7ld begins a randorn walk. It moves at

time t == 1 with equal probabilities to one of the 2d neighbours cf o. Arriving

at the new Ioeation it produces k offsprings with probability PlI) (k = 0,1,2, ... )

and dies. Each of the offsprings moves independently at time t = 2 to on~ of

its neighbours. Arriving at the new Ioeation eaeh of them produces independently

offsprings and then dies. Rep~ating this procedure we obtain a. bra'nching random

waik. Let A(X, t), (x E 7ld
, t == 0,1,2, ... ), be the number of particles in Z 30t t.

We are interested in the limit properties of ,,\(x, t) as t ~ 00. ~ typical result is

the following: for any x E 7ld and 0 < € < 1 we have

I, rl-( 11 (21rT)d/2 A(X, T) I'1m - -- --- - B = 0
T-~ 2 d m T

where m == Lk:OPkk and B is a r.v., (B?:: 0).
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W ....D. RICHTER:

LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR GAUSSIAN, ASYMPTOTICALLY GAUS

SIAN AND ELLIPTICALLY CONTOURED DISTRIBUTIONS

The influence of certain geometrie properties of a la~ge deviation domain onto the

asymptotic behaviour of the respective large deviation probabilities is discussed for

Gaussian and for special types of asymptotically Gaussian or spherical distributions.

The talk starts with a discussion of the Osipov problem for fixed and the Khintchine

problem for increasing dimensions. In a sequence of steps it follows a comparison

of large deviation theorems for analytically exaet known with only asymptotically e
known distributions. Several types of large deviation limit theorems are dealt with:

starting from those concerning the logarithms of large deviation probabilities up to

those even including an asymptotic expansion.

L. RÜSCBENDORF: -

SCHRÖDINGER EQUATIONS ANP CLOSEDNESS OF SUM SPACES

We determine sufficient '~~nditions for the closedness of sum spaces of L1-functions.

As a. consequenee of Csiszar's projection theorem this implies generalizations of re

sults of Faltet, Beurling and Hobby and Pyke on the existence and uniqueness of so

lutions of some nonlinear integral equations, which were introduced by Schrödinger,

to describe the most probable behaviour of Brownian ,motions conditional on the

observed initial and final state in a finite interval (0, t 1 ). The result is also of inter

est {or a large deviation formula for infinite dimensional Brownian motions related

to Schrödinger bridges and tor the construction of optimal estimators in marginal

models.

(Joint work with W. Thomsen)

M. S0RENSEN :

CURVED EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES OF STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

AND THEIR ENVELOPE FAMILIES

Many important statistical stochastic process Inodels are exponential families in the

sense that the likelihood function corresponding to observation of the process in the

18
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time interval lOt t] ha.s an exponential family representation of the same dimension

for all t > O. Most exponential fatnilies of processes are curved exponential families

in the sense that the canonieal parameter spaee forms a curved submanifold of a

Euclidian space.

Several modern statistical techniques for eurved exponential families use properties

of the fuIl exponential family generated by the eurved model. Examples are methods

based on differential geometrie considerations or on approximately ancillary statis

tics. The interpretation of the full exponential families as stochastic process models

is not straightforward and must be done for each t > 0 .separately. Therefore, the

full families are referred to as envelope families in the stochastic process setting.

A _general result on how to calculate the envelope families is gi~en. Particular atten

tion is devoted to the question in what sense the envelope families can be interpreted

as stochastic proeess models. For Markov processes rather explicit answers can be

given. Diffusion processes and counting processes are studied in particul~; As an

example, the family of Ornstein- Uhlenbeck processes is considered in detail. Also

an application of our theory to a goodness-of-fit test for censored observations is

presented.

(Joint work with U. Küchler)·

J .L. TEUGELS :

REINSURANCE AND EXTREMES FOR A RANDOMLY INDEXED

SEQUENCE ~.-..;..

The theoretical study of reinsurance treaties within the framework of mathematical

risk theory is still in its infancy. One of the main reasons for this meager state of the

art is that reinsurance is: meant to safeguard thecompany from the effects of largee claims while extreme value theory is almost unknown to the praeticing aetuary.

\Ve try to give a fiavour for the problem and indicate a few steps towards an im

provement.
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H. WALK:

ON AVERAGED RECURSIVE ESTIMATION IN LINEAR REGRES

SION

Let the random sequence (An, bn)) of symmetrie positive semidefinite m x m

matrices An and rn-vectors bn be stationary with A:= EA1 positive definite

and b :=Eb1 • For the estimates Xn of (J:= A -lb defined by

X n+1 := X n - an(An+1Xn - bn+1 ) with gains an, the sequence (.Kn) of arithmetic

means is investigated. This joint work with L. Györfi extends results of Ruppert,

Polyak and Juditzky, Pechtl to general An under weak dependence of «An .6n ». e
For an == er > 0 (sufficiently small) one obtains in the ergodie case, especially

under mixing eonditions, a.s. eonvergence of Xn to f} + 50. wi th 60. = o( 1) or

O(JQ) and asymptotic nor~alitywith order 1/.Jn. For an = an--Y (3/4 < I < 1)

under the assumption of a functional CLT for bn - AnB with asymptotic covariance

matrix Sand with Eil Lk=t(A/c - A)11 2 = D(n) and Eil L:k=t(b/c - b)11 2 = D(n),

an invariance principle for :Kn - 8 with convergence order 1/vn and optimal

asymptotic covariance matrix A-tSA-l is obtained.

J. ZINN:

STRONG LAWS OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR QUADRATIC FORMS

Under mild regularity conditions on the normalizing sequence, ;n, and symmetry

of the distribution of the i.i.d. sequence, (Xj ), necessary and sufficient conditions

are given for
1- l: X.Xj -+ 0 a.s ..

"Yn i#i$.n

Preliminarily, one gives necessary and sufficient conditions for

under only In / 00 .

. Berichterstatter: J. Steinebach and M. Alex
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 12/1993

Gewöhnliche Differentialgleichungen
14.-20.03.1993

The conference was organized by H.W. Knobloch (Würzburg), J. Mawhin (Lou
vain-Ia-Neuve), and K. Schmitt (Salt Lake City).

Following a now established tradition the conference focused upon one area of
current research interest in ODE. Tbe organizers had chosen

Asymptotic behavior of solutions and the structure of attractors:.

as the conference title and they were'fortunate to have a positive answer fr~m a
very distinguished selection of the world experts in this area, as 'revealed by th~ list
of participants and the titles of the lectures. A few defections were caused by the
severe weather conditions on the East coast of the USA.

Forty-five scientists from ten different countries followed the Institute's invitat:ipn
to attend the conference. There were a total of thirty-eight lectures presented dUring
the week. Most of them were closely related to the conference title and described
recent important progress in the theory and in the applications.

Several of the lectures were devoted to chaos theory and in particular to recent
progress in shadowing, links with knot theory, chaos and discretization, homoclinic
and heteroclinic orbits, fractals as iterated functions systems, global analysis of

. cellular automata, structural stability, Hausdorff dimension of the attractors, chaos
in retarded differential equations.

There were several contributions to bifurcation theory, i~ particular to secondary
bifurcation of periodie solutions in retarded differential equations, .bifurcation with
sy~etry, bifurcation from singular solutions in elliptic equations, bifurcation in
reaction-diffusion systems and bifurcation from the continuous spectrum.

Progress was also reported on reaction-diffusion systems and population dynam
. ics, with emphasis on the structure of the global attractor, permanence and the

influence of spatial heterogeneity.
The state of the art for important conjectures in dynamical systems and ODE

like Hilbert sixtee"nth problem, Dulac, Markus-Yronabe und Jacobian conjectures
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was described, as weIl as recent progress in fundamental techniques 0/ the theon) 0/
ordinary differential equations like integral rnanifolds, nearly integrable Haamilto
nian systems and linear differential equations and systems.

Some contributions to boundary value problems and periodie solutions were also
presentend, with special emphasis upon dry friction problems, singular second order
functional differential equations, subharmonie solütions, oscillating potentials and
radially symmetrie solutions of quasilinear elliptic equations.

Many of the above mentioned talks were motivated by some applications butf~
ther leetures concentraded more on this applied side and in particular to cardiolo.
and to control theory.

To accomodate so malJ.y lectures, it was necessary to plan a few o~es in the
evening, which were chosen for their historieal, entertaining or general character.
Intense discussions were generated of course byall the lectures, and were continued
late in the evening in the traclitional Oherwolfach tulique spirit~

Such a spirit is of course mostly due to the kind and efficient service provided
by the Institute 1s administration and staff which has to be acknowledged and con
gratulated.

The meeting ,vas adjourned at 3.00 p.m., on Friday, March 19, 1993.

Vortragsauszüge

P. BRUNOVSI(Y :

An example of diffusion driven oscillations of two 2D systems

An example is presented in which it enn be shown analytically that if aue of the
diffusion coefficients is increased the initially stable homogeneous equilibrium 10.
its stability in a pitchfork bifurcation and afterwards astahle periodie orbit bif' •
cates from the nonhomogeneous equilibrium. Up to now this phenomenon has been
established numerically ooIy. This example indicates strongly that the periodie orbit
bifurcates into a stable invariant torus. '

S. CANTRELL :

Reaction-diffusion models for mathematical ecology

We model the interactions of two theoretical populations which are allowed to
move at random throughout a bo\~nded habitat via systems of two weakly coupled
reaction-diffusion equations. The reaction terms in these systems involve parameters

2



which are subject to biological interpretation ~d which are assumed to be spatially
dependent. We examine the effet of spatial heterogeneity on the long-term viability
of each of the populations, whith the aim of quantifying the effect in tequs of the
biological parameters in the models. To this end, we employ the dynamic ~oncept of
pennanence of the interacting populations, conditions for which lead direc.tly to the
spectral theory for linear elliptic boundary value problems, so that the lang-term vi
ability of tbe populations can be expressed in terms of eigenvalues dependipg on the
biological parameters of tbe models in directly quantifiable ways. We give~ number
of examples, and demonstrate for tbe first time via reaction-diffusion equations that
spatial~heterogeneity can lead to coexistence in situations wherein extinction would
result, were the habitat spatially homogeneous. .

K. DEIMLING =

Periodic solutions of dry friction problems

Experiments ·show that in certain cases dry friction has to be modelIed by functions
of the v~locity which are discontinuous at zero: this leads to discontinuov.s ODEs,
the quantitative theory of which can be successfully, developed by: mea.p.s of the
corresponding theory for associated multivalued differential equatiöns. W~ consider
in particular

x" + ox' + JLsgn(x') + ßx =.sint;

and give a complete picture for the 27t"-periodic solutions. in case 0-= O. In the
resonance esse (ß = 1) we find such solutions (with deadzones) which ar~ globally
asymptotically stable, ~rovided J.1. E (11"/4,1). '

P. DORMAYER :

Floquet Eigenwerte und Sekundärverzweigung periodischer Lösungen von
Funktionaldifferentialgleichungen

Wir betrachten die verzögerte Differentialgleichung x'(t) = -af(x{t - 1), er > 0
wobei vorausgesetzt wird daß f : R -+ R glatt und ungerade ist, und x f (x) > 0
für 0 <x .< a ':111d einem 0 > 0 gilt. Es ist bekannt, daßes zu jedem Z E )0, o[
ein er = er(z) und ein x == x(., z): R -+ R gib~, so daß x eine periodische Lösung
.mit Amplitude .z und Periode 4 ist. Wir betrachten die Floqueteigenwerte dieser
periodischen Lösungen und geben Bedingungen für Sekundärverzweigung periodis-
cher Lösungen an. Unser Hauptergebnis ist, daßz.B. für f = sin eine Folge ale ==
er(zk), k E N, existiert, für die gilt: (i) (ale, x(., ':k»)" ist ein Verzweigungspukt, (ii)
0k -+ 00 für k -+ 00 und (iii) Ok+l - 0k ~ 11" für k -+ 00. Damit ist gezeigt,
daßFunktionaldifferentialgleichungen unendlich viele. Sekundärverzweigungspunkte
haben können.
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L. ERBE:

Boundary value problems for singular second order functional differential
equations

We consider BVPs of the fonn

(1) y"(x) + fex, y(r(x») = 0,0 $ x ~ 1

. (2) ay(x) - ßy(x) = Ji(x), xE [a,O], I'y(x) + oy'(x) = v(x), xE [l,bJ. e
Here f : (0,1) x (0,00) -+ (0,00) is continuous and decreasing in y for each fixed x
and integrable on [0,1] in x for each fixed y and satisfies

lim f (x, y) == 00 unifOrmly on compact subsets of (0, 1),
y-O+

J!.~ f(x, y) =°uniformly on compact subsets of (0,1).

The function r(x) is continuous on [0,1] and satisfies inf[o,ll r(x) = 1 and SUP[O,l) TeX)
> O. The functions JL(x}, v(x) are defined on the intervals [a,O] and [1, b] respectively,
where a = min{O~infr(x)},b = max.{l,supr(x)} with /-L(O} = v(l) = O. Existence
and uniqueness results are obtained via a monotone fixed point theorem. The proto
type is the equation involving a function fex, y) of the form fex, y) = p(x)y->', A> O.
(Joint with Qingkai Kong).

W.N. EVERITT:

On a property of the Titchmarsh-Weyl m-coeflicient of second-order or
.dinary linear differential equations

e·C*)-(py')' + qy = AWy on [a, b).

The Titchmarsh-\Veyl rn-coefficient is a Nevanlinna function of the complex spectral
parameter Aassociated with the Stwm-Liouville differential equation

Each m-coefficient is associateduniquely with a self-adjoint operator generated by
(*). The m-coefficients of (*) can be considered as limits of m-coefficients of the
differential equation considered on the compact interval [a, ß], as ß --+ b. The lecture
diseusses the properties of this limit process.

B. FIEDLER;

The global attractor of semilinear parabolic equations

We consider dissipative equations

Ut:=: Urr +!(x,u,ur ), 0 < x < 1,
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- with Neumann boundary co~ditjons. Let AI denote the global attractor. Sy a
gradient structure, AI consists of the set EI of equilibria, and of orbits connecting
equilibria. Let the equilibria {VI, . .. ,VN} = EI be all hyperbolic. Comparing the
orderings of Vl{X), ... ,VN(X) at x = 0, x = 1, resp., defines a permutation 7r E SN'
Using this ODE input information encoded in 7r determines the attractor AI: given
7T', there is a constructive procedure to determine whether or not v, w E EI are
eonnected bya PDE trajectory. This result generalizes earlier work by P. Brunovsky
and the author. It was obtained jointly with C. Rocha.

A.M. FINK:

An example where the dynamics are determined by the averages

Consider the problem:

(1) x' = k1x(u - X - y) - ßIX - CX, y' =: k2y(C1 - x - y) -/hy + cx,

where all constants are positive and ODe is looking at the dynamics in the'quadrant
x,y ~ O. Tbe quantities ~(1 - ß2 and ß = ~ - (~ + c)- determine 'the dynamics
according to their sigris. If the ßi and c are replaced by positive almost periodie
functioDS, then thc dynamics are similar to the system (1) where the constants are
the mean values of the functions ßi and c. A slight generalization is also cqnsidered.

D. FLOCKERZI :

Integral ma(.lifolds in nonlinear control theory

Hy means of examples of qualitative contral problems like, modal synthesis, asymp
totie stabilization and the synthesis of stable periodic solutions, we show how dy
namie feedback can be used ta generate integral manifolds that salve the respecti ve
contral problem. On the other hand we present disturbance attenuation and track
ing problems where an appropriate feedback turns given manifolds jh the extended
phase space ioto integral manifolds with the properties of normal attractivity and
asymptotic phase. Thereby the standard state and error feedback regulator prob
lems ean be solved for nonHnear affine control problems.

A. FONDA:

Subharmonic solutions for some second order differential equations

Same existence results on subharmonic solutions of both scalar equations and con
servative systems are reviewed. In particular, the ~xistence of subharmonics for
a simplified suspension bridge model is illustrated, as weIl as for some equations
modeling the motion of an electric charge in a Coulombian field.

5
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G. FREILING :

Nonsymmetrie matrix Riccati equations

We consider matrix Riccati differential equations

and the corresponding algebraic Riccati equations

0= B21 + B22W - WBll - WB I2W,

(RpE)

(ARE)
·e

where W, B u ,B 12 , B 21 , B22 are matrices of dimensions m x n, n x n, n x m, m x n
and m x m respectively. It is known that matrix .. Riccati equations are playing
an important role in many branches of applied mathematics and in particular in
systems theory; nonsquare matrix Riccati equations appear for example in Nash
and Stackelberg control problems, where the solutions of Riccati equations are used
to detennine the optimal open loop strategies.· .

In the first part of the lecture we present a general representation fonnula for
all solutions of (RDE) with constant coefficients Bij and we show that a similar
fonnula can be obtained if these coefficients are T-periodie functions or are poly
nomially dependent on t or on a complex parameter A. Further we explain how
our representation formula can be used for the description of the phase portrait of
(RDE) and for a parametrization of all solutions of (ARE).

In the second part of our talk we apply our resuits to the investigation of coupled
matrix Riccati equations appearing in open-Ioop differential games.

P. HABETS:

A nonlinear BVP with potential oscillating around the first eigenvalue

In this talk, we consider the Dirichlet boundary value problem

u" + u + f(t, u) = 0, u(O) = u(tr) = 0, (1)

assuming that the potential

F(t, u) = f f(t, s) ds

satisfies the conditions

tim sup (1r F(s, a sin s) ds == +00,
a-+oo Jo

liminf {7f F(s,asins)ds = -00.
R-+OO Jo

6



where

•

We prove there exist sequences (ttn) and (u~) of positive sohltions of (1) such that

Jl.~ <!>(ttn) :::: +00, J~ </J(u:a) = -00,

fn
1f u1'2(t) u2(t)

t/J(u) = [- - - - F(t,u(t»Jdt
o 2 2

is the functiOrial associated with (1), whose singular points are solutions of (1). The
variaiional approach we use extends to different boundary value problems such a.s
the periodie or the Dirichlet .problem for elliptic PDE. 1

M.W. HIRSCH:

. ,Shadowing, asymptotic phase, and stochasticperturbation ,~~
I~~!~\,,: ~

A new "exponential shadowing" theorem is applied to asymptotic ph~e and to
stochastic perturbations. Let X be a complete metric space, f : X --+' X :a contin
uous map, K C X a positively invariant closed set. The distance in~X ~s written
IIx - ylI· Tbe expansion constant EC(i, X, K) is the supremum of all niimbers LI > 0
such that there exists p. ~ 0 for which

x EK,O ~ P ~ p. ~ f(B(p,x» ~ B(vp,f(x»,

where B(p,x) = {y EX: IIx - Yll :$ p}. Define the expansion rate

E(X,j,K) = supEc(!n,X,K)l/n.
n>O

-".,

Theorem 1. Assume flK is uniformly continuous. Let {ak} be a A-pseudo-orbit
in K : this means 0 :5 A < 1 and

limsup II/(an) - lln+l "l/n :5 A.
n-oo

• Suppose &(/,X,K) = J.L and A < rnin{l,J-L}. Then there is a uniqtie orbit i/ny} in
K which is A-shadowed by {ak}; that is : for some 1 ~ 0,

lim sup 11ry - lln+llli/n :5 A.
n-oo

Asymptotic phase. Suppose x E X is attracted to K at rate ..\,0 :5 A < 1 :

limsupdist (r(x), K)l/n :5 A.
n-oo

Theorem 2. Assume I is Lipschitz. Jf A < IJ. = &(/, ){, K). Then x has an asymp
totic phase in K: there is a unique orbit i/ny} in K .such that for some l ~ 0 :

limsup IJ/n+l(x) - r(x)lI l /
n < A.

n-oo
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Stochastic perturbations. Let f : Ra -+ Rd be a Lipschitz vector field with flow
<p = {<Pt}tER. Consider a stochastic process

where the X n , Un +1 are randorn variables on a probability space (O,:F, P) with
values in Rd , and Tn -+ 0 in R+. The goal is to find conditions ensuring that {,X'n }

approaches a solution to ~ = f(x). Assume there is a compact set K C Rd positi~e~

invariantunder <p, such that almost surely X n E K for all n ~ o. Suppose furtnw
that E(Un+lIFn ) = 0, where :Fn denotes the u-field of events up to time n.

Theorem 3. (Michel Benaim). Assume further. :
(a) SUp IIUn +1 11 < 00 almost surely.
(b) limsuPn_oo t!:;n == -0 < 0,

(e) e-0l
/
2 < J.L = SUPt>o &(<pt, Rd, K) = SUPt>o infzEK IID<p_t(cptx )!I1/t,

(d) E An = 00, E A;. < 00.

Tben there eyists a random variable Y : n -+ Rd such tha.t almost surely

J!...~ IIXn - <P"'l+...-h'n(Y)11 = o.

The hypotheses on '"Yn hold if '"Yn = ein for sufficiently small c > 0, or if "'fn =
1 .

nlogn·

Note: Benairn shows the limit set of {Xn } in Rd is a eompaet, conneeted c.p
invariant subset of the chain reeurrent set of cp.

To appear in: "Contral theory, Dynamical Systems and Geometry of dynamics" ,
K.D. Elworthy, W.N. Everitt, E.B. Lee ed., Marcel Dekker. '

'J. HOFBAUER :

Stability of heteroclinic cycles

Robust heteroclinic cycles arise in dynamical systems with symmetry and in eeale
ical differential equations

We associate to sueh a heteroclinic cycle a "characteristie matrix" Al eonsisting
of the external eigenvalues at the fixed points on the eyde. Instead of Poincare
maps we use "average Lyapunov functionsU of the form P = Tl xf' to analyze their
stability. This leads to systems of linear inequalities of the form p > 0, Al' > o.
Matrices A with this property are called "semipositive". For "simple" heteroclinic
cycles (dirn ~VU = 1 at. each point) this leads to a. eharacterization of (in}stability
in terms of M-matrices. A special case are planar heteroclinic cycles where det A =
nAi - Tl J.Li < or > 0 is the condition for (in}stability. More general (multiple)
heteroclinic cyeles are repelling Hf A -I 2:: o.
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v. HUTSON:

Asymptatics far reaction-diffusion systems

R.eaction diffusion equations are frequently used to model problems in genetics, ESS
theory and ecology, when species are both interacting and dispersing. A problem
of major importance in practice is to determine conditions under which a1l species
'ooexist' in the lang term. Adefinition (called permanence) of the ter~ 'ooexis
tence' is now often taken to mean that species densi ties are repelled uniformly by
the boundary (corresponding to zero species densi ties), and i t is not necessary that
the densities should approach stationary states asyrnptotically. A nwnber of tech
niques have been developed recently for tackling this problem, and they h~ve same
mathematical interest in their own right.

In this talk, one of these techniques will be described, and an appHeation given
to problems with zero Dirichlet conditions. Conditions for permanence-' involve the
signs of eigenvalues of certain linear operators. As a bonus, by means of~ ~ed point
theorem, we abtain same of the standard conditions for the existence of stationnary
interior coexistence states. .

F.KAPPEL:

An ODE model for fundamental regulation processes in..the cardiovas"c'u-
lar system .

Based oz:l the four compartment model by Gradins we develop a model for the re
sponse of the cardiovascular system to a short tenn submaximal workload. Basic
mechanisms included in the model are theFrank-Starhing law of the. heart, the
Bowditch effect and autoregulation in the peripheral regions. A fundamental 8S

sumption is that the action of the feedback control is represented by the barorecep
tor loop and minimizes a quadratic cast functional. Simulation results show that
the model provides a satisfactory description of data obtained in bicycle ergometer
tests.

H. KIELHOFER:

Uniqueness of global positive solution branches of semilinear elliptic prob
lems with symmetry

We conslder the problem

ßu + Af(u) = 0 in 11, U = 0 on an, U > 0 in n (1)

where n is same symmetrie domain in R2 and f = R+ --+ R fulfills '/(0) ~ O. We
prove : Ta any c > 0 where f{c} -:F 0, there is a unique solution (..\, u) of (1) with



lIull oo == C. Thi8 solution i8 on aglobai smooth curve {(A, u)} of 8olutions of (1) with
sign A == sign fee). This curve can be parametrized by the amplitude lIulloo E (a, b)
with 0 ~ a < b ~ 00, characterized by fee) =I 0 for C E (a, b). The condition 1(0) ~ 0
is sharp. The behavior at lIulloo = 0 i8 discussed as weIl.

N. KOKSCH:

Compa~ison systems and properties of special integral manifolds

In this talk we consider the ordinary differential system

with f E C1(F, Xl x"X2 }, F·C; [0, 6o}x Xl X X 2 , Xi" = R1li. Let s : Wo -+ X 2 , Wo C;
"Xl, be °a given Cl-function. We introduce the integral manifold M which i8 generated
by the solutions of (*) passing through X2 =" S(XI) at t = O. Let W be the projection
of M into [0, (0) x Xl. Dur aim i8 to find conditions which guarantee that M i8
the graph of a C1-function S : W -+ M. Moreover, we investigate the attractivity
of M and the existence of asymptotic phases in M. These problems can be solved
by using of nonloeal assumptions, quadratic Lyapunov function8 and comparaison
systems.

T ..KUPPER:

On the bifurcation structure of nonlinear perturbations of Hill's equation
at boundary points of the continuous spectrum . . 0

Nonlinear perturbations <;>f Hill's equations have been studied as a first application
of a general operator theoretic approach to treat bifurcation at boundary points of
the continuous spectrum. It has been established that there i8 bifurcation into the
gap at distinguished boundary points. Moreover for °fixed parameters in th

o

e"
there are m distinct solutions where m can be characterized by the number of n"ll'
tive eigenvalues of an associated linear eigenvalue problem. For a dass of nonlinear
Hill's equations with a nonlinearity concentrated on a finite interval [-N, N] we are
ahle to reduce the problem to an auxiliary nonHnear Sturm-Liouville problem with
parameter dependent boundary conditions. The reduction is based on the knowl
edge of the stable/tmstable spaces of the linearized problem. Although the reduced
problem is of Cl complieated nature we ean analyze its bifurcation structure by a
modified Lyapunov-Schmidt procedure. In that way we provide a detailed analysis
of both the reduced and the original problem and we can explain various phenom
ena which occur in connection ~vith bifurcation from the continuous spectrum. In
particular we detect global effects of the presence of continuous spectrum and we
provide a mechanisnl to understMd results on the variou8 numbers of solutions.

lO
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A. LASOTA:

From fractals to differential equations

Our starting point is the observation (BamsIey) that fractals ca.n be defiJ1ed as the
attractors of iterated function systems (IFS). A classical IFS is given by a finite
sequence of transfonnations Si : X ~ X, i = 1, ... , N where X is a locally compact
metric space and by a probability vector Pi : X --+ (0, lL ~ Pi (x) = 1 for x E X.
Every IFS defines a Markov operator P : M --+ M acting on the spare M(X) of
Borel measures on X. We generalize the definition' of IPS by replacing :the finite
sequences Si, Pi, i = 1, ... ,N by families St : X ~ X; Pt : X.-+ [0, I], t eT, where
T is a measure space and fT Pt (x) dt = 1 for x E JY:. Again a generalized rrs defines
a Markov operator P : M --+ M. We proved (A. Lasota, J.A. Yorke) a co~vergence'

theorem which can be applied to this class of operators. In particular;i~J, is applied
to Poisson driven differential equation (A. Lasota, J. Traple) of the f9:IRJ .

dx = b(x)dt +u(x)d&, x ERd,

where ~ is a Poisson process with an intensivity .>t(x) depending on x.

N.G.LLOYD :

Centres and limit cycles in two-dimensional systems

Let the nwnber of limit cycles of the system

X' =, P(x,y), y' = Q(x,y) (s)

e·

be res). Part of Hilbert's sixteenth problem is to obtain information about

Hn = sup{r(s).: P, Q are polynomials of degree ~ n}.

When P 'and Q are polynomials, it is known that res) < 00, b~t it remains unproved
that Hn < 00, even for n = 2. We have recently shown that Hn ~ '0(n2 Iog n).

Tbe talk is designed to highlight the interplay between obtaining information
about the nwnber of limit cycles which cau bifurcate, from, e.g., a critical point or
from the set of orbits forming a centre, and conditions for the integrability of the
system. Two systems will be used as illustrative examples :

(1) x' - y, y' = -x + atx2 + a2xy+ a3y2.- a4x3 + asx2y + a6xy2 + a1y3,

(2) x' = y(x + 1), y' = -x - at x2 - a2x3 - a4x4 - a(1 + ux)xy - wy2.

Necessity of conditions far a centre is proved by computing foeal values, and the bi
furcation of limit cycles can be j~vestigated at the same time. Sufficiency is proved

11 .



S. MAlER

,.

by constructing a Dulae function which is a produet of powers of invariant poly
nomi~s. Both make intensive use of Computer Algebra. In case (1) necessity is
partieularly demanding of resourees. In (2) not "all the cases of a centre are found
by the invariant curve construction, and the method of Cherkar, involving transfor
mation to a Lienard system, ~s used. There are instances in whic~ invariant eurves
do not exist.

e
Convergence for radially symmetrie solutions of quasilinear -elliptic equa~

tions is generic

We prove that radially syrmnetrie solutions w = w(x), x E Rn and n > 1, of

ßw + f(w) = 0,

and of
div(A(IDwI)Dw) + f(w) = 0,

have a definite limit at infinity under reasonable assumptions on the coefficient
function A E Cl (Rt) and for all nonlinearities ! E Cl (R) with a regular value zero.

L. MARKUS:

Hybrid control theory and nonlinear evolution equations

Certain types of nonlinear evolution equations, arising from hybrid control theory,
are proved to be globally asymptotically stable. The hybrid contral systems consist
of an infinite dimensional dynamical system (P.D.E. of a wave or an elastic vibra
tion), linked at the boundary to a finite dimensional dynamics (O.D.E. ofa nonlinear
oscillator), through \vhieh an appropriate feedback controller is applied. The meth
ods involve energy inequalities and Lyapunov functionals. Problems coneernine
rate of decay are difficult, and remain unsalved in sanle cases. .

A. MIELI(E :

Chaos and knots

We give a small introduction to knot theory and braids as rar as they concern
ODEs in 3 dimensions. For a continuous mapping f : D --+ D (= closed unit
disc in R2

) with a periodic orbit {Xl,'.' tXn} (where Xi+1 = !(Xi)) we introduce
the stretching factor as follows. Let ~ be a loop in b = D \ {Xl,". ,X n } and
[,I E 0 1(0) the loop dass. With thc length L([,]) = inf{length(i') : "y E [-r)}, we
define G/([1'1) = tim SUPn_oo ~ log l([fn(')'»)) und the stretching factor G(f; D)

12



suP{G'([il) : [1] E lll(D)}. ,According to Manning (1975) the topological entropy
h(j, D)' always exceeds G(/; D). We apply .this theory to a Hamiltonian system
with an orbit being homoclinic to a saddle-center. Close to the homoclinic orbit we
construct nontrivial knots implying positive entropy in the associated return map.

c. OLECH:

Global ~ymptotic stability and the Jacobian conjecture

G.H. Meisters and the author (1988) proved that the polynomial autono~ous sys
tem on the plan is globally asymptotically sta.hle if the Jacobian mat~x of the
right-hand side is stable for each point. This. result constitutes a con~ation of
Markus-Yamabe conjecture (1960)' in the case n .=2 and polynomia},..vector field,
as well as a contribution to the real Jacobian conjecture. The latterstate~· that the
not vanishing of Jacobian .of a polynomial map impli~s injectivity. This and other
relations between O.D.E. and injectivity was discussed. In partic,ular the 'following
problem was mentioned ; Is the system x' = -x + H(x) + a globally asymptot
ically stable for any constant vector a if H is homogeneous polynomial ;map and
the Jacobian matrix H'(x) is nilpotent. This is a special case of Maikus-Yamabe
conjecture and the positive.answer to this problem for H ofdegree three ~lllead to
the solution of the Jacobian conjecture (Keller, 1939), that the polynomiä.I map with
constant nonzero Jacobian is invertible; that is the inyerse map is also pqlynomial.

K. PALMER:

Shadowing orbits of differential equations

A new notion of shadowing. of a pseud<rorbit, an ~pproximate solution, of an au
tonomous system of ordinary differential equations by an associated newly true orbit
is introduced. Theo a general shadowing theorem forfinite time, which guarantees
the existence of shadowing in ordiJ?afy differential equations and provides error
bounds for the· distance between the true and the pseudo-orbit in terms of com
·ptitable quantities, is proved. Tbe use of this theorem in numerical computation of
orbits is illustrated on the Larenz equations~

H.O. PEITGEN :

Cellular automata, attractors and dynamical. systems

The aim of this paper is to develope tools for the global analysif? of ceIIular au
tomata. We will relate cellular automata (CA) with several associated dynamical
systems, such as matrix substitution systems (MSS) and hierarchical iterated func
tion systems (HIFS). In several wa~s the idea is to use methods and concepts from

13



dynamical systems theory to discuss and understand problems of scaling and self
similarity features of a large dass of CA which includes linear cellular automata
(LCA) in all dimensions and of all degrees. In particular we discuss the following
problems:

- What is the formal description of rescaling procedures ?
- Which are the classes of CA that are scaling ?

For those CA which are scaling we introduce the rescaled evolution set, which cap
tures th~ global evolution of a CA. The next set of problems for which we pro.

answers 18 : '.
~ What are the geometrical invariants of rescaled evolution sets?
- How can one de8cribe and decipher the self-similarity features of the rescaled

evolution set ?
- What is the Hausdorff dimension of the rescaled evolution set ?

The paper is joined work with Fritz von Haeseler and Gencho Skordev from the
University of Bremen.

V.A. PLISS

A class of periodic systems with hyperbolic non'-wandering set

The system of differential equations

dx
jJ. dt = X(x) + J(t) (1)

is considered, x, )(, fERn, J.L > 0 is a small parameter, X E Gi(Rn), J(t) =
JCt - mw), where m is arbitrary integer and w > 0,] E C1([O, w]) and ](0) =I lew).
Let I/15M. Assumptions :

I. There exists a function v(x) with properties v E el(Rn), v(x) -+ +00 as
Ixl-+ 00 and ~X + I~IJL < 0 for lxi ~ r with some positive T.

Consider the family of autonomous systems

dx
dt = X(x) + /(r), (2)

where r E [0, w] is a parameter.
II. All systems (2) are systems of Morse-Smale type without periodie solutions.

Let fi(r)(i = 1, ... , k) be a solution of equation X(x) + f(r) == O. In accordance
with 11 the real parts of the eigenvalues ofaX(t~(T» are never zero. Denote by fkj(r)
those fie,) for which the matrix 8X~~(T)) has k eigenvalues with negative real parts,
k = 0, 1, ... ,n, j ==.1, ... ,,sk, 50+·· ,+Sn = K. Denote by W'(/i(r» and WU(fi('»)
the stahle and unstable manifolds of the rest point !i(') of the system (2).

111. li(O) f/-LR:: Uj~l W'(fkj(W» UWU(/kj(W),

n-l.flt

fi(W) f/- U U W.f(/kj(O»UWU(!kj(O», i = 1, ... ,K.
. k=lj=l

11



IV. All intersections

are transversal.

Theorem. If assumptions I-IV are satisfied then there exists a J.Lo > 0 such that j{

Jl. :5 JJo then the system (1) is structurally stable.

•. V. REITMANN :

Introduction of ametrie tensor in Hausdorff dimension 'estimates of at-
tractors .

The Hausdorff dimension of a compact invariant set of dynamical sy~r~ms on Rie
mannian manifolds is considered. Using a special singular value deco~po~ition for
the linear operators arising from the linearization o{ flows, upper bOÜnds for the
Hausdorff dimension of invari"~t sets are given. .

H. RUSSMANN

Integration in the presence of small divisors

We extend Kolmogorov's theorem on the preservation of quasi periodic moti9n under
small perturbations of the Hamiltonian to those cases in which the frequen~y vector
W = (WI' ... ,wn ) E Rn of the quasi periodic motion satisfies the condition

where < k, W >== kiWI + ... knwn , rkl ==< k, k > 1/2, and n ; [1, oc[~ ]0, oo[ is a non
decreasing continuous function with J~ log O(t)1i < 00. This condition is equivalent
to the condition formulated by A.D. Bruno for differential equations and mappings
holomorphic near a singular point.

R.eferences : A.D. Bruno, Local Methods in Nonlinear Differential Equations,
Springer Verlag

H. Rüssmann, On the frequencies of quasi periodic solutions of analytic nearly in
tegrable Hamiltonian systems, Proc. Euler Intern. Math. Institute St. Petersburg,
Birkhäuser Verlag.

R. SCHAAF:

Bifurcation from singular solutions

Regular positive so)utions of a parameter dependent stationary diffusion problem
with a fast growing source term can approximate sing"ular solutions. More precisely
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we look at
(*)

where Bn is the unit ball in Rn and

n+2
f(u) = (1 + U)P + l.O.t., P > --2' n ;::: 3,

n-

J{u) = (1- u)-P + l.o.t., p> 0, n ~ 2,

J(u) = eU + l.o.t., n ~ 3,

f(u}/u ~ C > 0 for u > o.
Under (more or less) these ~sumptions a singular solution (..\00' uoo ) exists, whieh
under a transformation turns out to correspond to the unstable manifold of a hyper
boHe stationary point of an autonomous ODE in 3 variables. This manifold attracts
solutions coming from the regular regime in fast time. Time estimates are possible
by exploiting a Lie group strueture of the problem in the limit u ~ 00. A more
refined asymptotic analysis shows that (*) has infinitely many solutions for ..\ = ..\00
which berome more and more unstable or else (>"00' uoo ) is approximated by stable
solutions monotically in A.

J. SCHEURLE

Discretization of autonomous equations and homoclinic orbits Uoint with
B. Fiedler)

One-step diseretizations of order pand step size t: of ordinary differential equations
;xl = f(..\, x} can be viewed as time-t maps of

x' = f(A.,x) + fPg(t,..\,!, x), x ERn, A E R,
t:

where 9 has period 1 in t/f. This is a rapidly forced nonautonomous system. ~
study the behaviour of a homoclinie orbit r, f = 0,..\ = 0 under discretizati~

Under generic assumptions, r turns out to break and the perturbed stable and
unstable invariant manifolds turn out to interseet transversally for small positive
t, which gives rise to chaotic behaviour. However the transversality effects can be
estimated from above to be exponentially small in c, if J 1S analytic. For example,
the length 1(c) of the parameter interval A for which the local invariant manifolds
have nonempty intersections can be estimnted by l(f} ~ Ce-21rTJ/f-, where C,l1 are
positive constants. The factor 1] is related to the minimal distance from the real
axis of the poles of r = f(t) in the complex time plane.

K. SCHNEIDER

Melnikov's techniques for singularly perturbed systems
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The existence of a transversal homoclinic orbit in a dynamical system implies the
existence of an invariant Cantor set on which the dynarnics is topologically equivalent
to the Bemoulli shift. Melnikov's method is an analytical tool to prove the existence
of transversal hornoclinie orbits for systems of the type (*) dx/dt = fex) + €g(x, t),
where € is sufficiently small. In order to be able to apply Melnikov's method we
need the knowledge of a homoc1.inic orbit "Y(t) of dx/dt = fex) and a solution 1/J(t)
of the system dy/dt = - f'(/(t))T y which is bounded on R (and =I 0). Additionally
we have to show that the Melnikov integral J~ 'l/J(t)Tg('"'f(t) , t + ta) dt has a simple
zero. If f is higher-dimensional these assumptions can be verified analytically only
in a few cases. In our talk we present problems which lead to singularly perturbed
systems of the type

(*·)dx/dt = fo(x, y) + fIt (x, y, t), fdy/dt = 9o(X, y) + €91 (x, y, t).

We show that by applying results from the theory of invariant manif~fts (**) can
be reduced to a lower order system (*). This approach permits the non~.~utonomous

perturbation tobe almost periodie and can be extended to systems with delays in
the fast subsystem. We present an example related to pattern format~on an'd pu't
same open problems (systems with singular homoclinic orbits).

G.R. SELL

Network .Dynamics and cardiac modeling

We study the dynamics of the pacemaker behaviour in the sino-atrial node of a
mamm~an heart. For each individual cell in the sinus node (i.e., the. pacemaker
node) we use the Noble model, which is a 14-dimensional system of ordinary dif-

- ferential equations representing the voltage and chemical reactions. For the fuH 2D
(ar 3D) network we allow the parameters in the individual reHs to vary with space,
and we introduce a "nearest-neighbor" diffusion for the valtage, with a diffusion
rate r > O. A calculation of the .bebavior of the sino-atrial node was performed on
tbe Connection Machine CM-5 and a video produced, both at the AHPCRC at the
University of Minnesota. This video suggests that the voltage u in" the sinus node
is nearIy homogeneous, Le., independent of spatial dependence. We introduce the
spatial average operatOr M where u = UM +uS , uM = Mu does not depend on space
and MuS = o. We then show that

lIu
s

(t)1I2~ e-
crt llu8112 + g:2' t ~ 0,

where C > ·0, Q > 0, and 11.11 denotes an L2-nonn over the sinus network. One then
has lIuS (t)1I 2 -:-+ 0, as r --+ 00. While lIuS (t)1I 2 is smaIi, the video shows a surprising
change with respect to time t.ln fact the largest values of uS(t) seems to occur at
those times t where OtUM (t) assumes its largest valueS. It would be tiice to develop
a theory which predicts this phenomenon. If one sets uS = 0 in the equations for
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the network dynamies of the sinus node, one ohtains the equations for an "averagefl

cell.' While ODe would like to have a rigorous proof that the single ·reH model of a
sinus cell does have astahle periodic orbit, the numerical evidence of this property
is convincing. We then see that period of the pacemaker node is (approximately)
equal to the period of the average ceH, provided r is large.

This is an ongoing research project, and the collaborators include D. Noble
(Oxford), R. Winslow (John Hopkins), A. Varglase (Minnesota), and M. Marlon
(Lyon).

A. 'VANDERBAUWHEDE

A general reduction result for periodic solutions near equilibria

In this talk we describe and discuss a general reduction principle for periodie solu
tions near an equilihrium in autonomous systems. The result combines the normal
form approach \vith the Liapunov-Schmidt method, and is particularly useful when
the linearization at the equilibriurn has purely imaginary eigenvalues which are in
resonance or \vhich have nilpateneies. Also, the reduced problem keeps the par
ticular structure (such as equivariance, reversibility, Hamiltonian structure, etc) of
the original system. For Hamiltonian systems the reduction result can be, roughly,
described· as follo\vs. Consider a Hamiltonian system, depending on a parameter
A, and such that the origin is an equilibrium for aH A. Given some Au' and same
To > 0, the problem is to describe all sroall T-periodic solutions for T near To and A
near Ao. The result says that such periodic solutions are in 1-1 relation to the small
T-periodic solutions of a reduced Hamiltonian system, which is Sl-equivariant and
which has as phase space the generalised eigenspace corresponding t~ the purely
imaginary eigenvalues which are in resonance with the period To. Moreover, the re
duced Hamiltonian can be calculated by bringing the original one in normal form.
We also discuss an application to the Hamiltonian Hopf bifurcation.

B.O. WALTHER

On attractors of differential delay equations

Consider the equation

(1) x'(t) = -J.LX(t} + I(x(t - 1)))

(J1. ~ 0,1 Cl, 1(0) = 0 and x/ex) < 0 for x # 0) which models a system with one
steady state (x = 0), governed by delayed negative feedback. A solution is called
slowly oscillating (s.o.) if its zeros are spaced at clistances greater than the delay
(> 1).

Theorem. (Work in progress). Suppose J.L == 0 anel f'(x) < 0 for all x E R. Then
the set of initial data tp E C = C([-l, 0L R) so tlJat tlJe corresponding solution is
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s.o. on same unbounded interval [t<p, 00) is open-dense.

This proves an old conjecture (see e.g. a paper by Kaplan and Yorke in SIAlvl
J. Math. Anal. 6 (1975)) on the importance of s.o. solutions. The ph8$e curves
t ....... Xt E C (where Xt{s) = x(t + s) for t ~ 0, -1 ~ s ~ 0) of s.o. solutions belang
to the positively invariant set See of data tp f; 0 with at most one change of sign.

Theorem. Suppose J..I. ~ 0 and f' (x) < 0 for all x E R. Then the global attractor
A C "S oE the restricted semiflow on "S is either trivial (A = {O}») or Ei 2-dimensional
Lipschitz continuous graph in C which ishomeomorphic to a disk and bordered by
the orbit oE a s.o. periodic solution. Phase curves in A converge to 0 or to periodic
orbits BS t -+ ±oo. .

This applies, e.g. to Wright's equation r(t) = -ax(t - 1)l1 + x(t»).

Theorem. (Joint work with B. Lani-Wayda). There exist smooth -C1 .. functions
f : R ~ R,xf(x) <0 for x f; 0, so that A C "S contains chaotic"motioiffJ .

These C1-functions have Ioeal extrema, of course, and J..l. = 0 he~e~. Chaos is
caus~d by a transversal homoclinie point of a Poincare map P : Ir" -S "n ..... H
associated with a hyperbolie unstable s.o. periodie solution y. 'The proof makes use
of the following transversality eriterion (uTransversality by oscillation';). A veetor
X E His transversal to the loeal stable manifold w" eH of P at Ya (Le. X E 'H\Tcpw~

for cp E w") if and only if every nontrivial linear combination az' + bu.J : [0, 'po) --+ R
(z the solution of (1) generated by <p, w the solution of the variational ~uation

v'(t) = I'(z(t - 1»v(t - 1) generated by X) is s.o. on same unbounded: interval
[t4Ib' (0). .

W. WALTER

The simplicity axiom with applications

Following the principle "M8.ke i t simple", a counterexample due to G.W. F. Hegel
(from his thesis of 1801, Universität Iena)" and three examples were given.

I. A simple praof due to Ray Redheffer and the author is given of the following

Theorem. Let I : G -+ R U {+oo} (G C Rn open and convex) be lower semicon
tinuous and IDf(x)1 :5 K in G. Then I/(x) - J(y)1 :5 Klx - Yl in G. Here

DJ(x)'= {p ERn: liminf f(y) - f(x) - p.(y - X) > -oo}
y-% Ix - vl 2

C {p E Rn : tim inf f(y) - f(x) - p.(y - X) .~ O} = f'(x),
!I-X Ix - yl2

(f'(x) is the ususl subgradient).

11. A simple proof is given of the following
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Theorem. Let A be a n x n matrix: and ß < RA, < Q for the eigenvalues oE A.
Then there exists a HjJbert norm 11.11 such that

eßt $ lIeAt tl 5 eQt for t ~ O.

In the case Q = - ß = 6, the norm ~s generated by < ., . >,

~.
111. Another approach to the maximum principle for second order ODEs is given,
hased on the following "

Theorem. Assume that p(x) > 0 a.e.. in J and u,pu' E ACloc(J). If u has a
"nontrivial-Iocal minimum in J, tben (pu')' > 0 on a set of positive measure in J.

The reasoning is different from the usual proof of the maximum principle.

Berichterstatter : J. Mawhin
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

13/1993Tagungsber cht

Math. ForsdN~stltut
OberWOlfach
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) .e
Analysis auf lokalsymmetrischen Räumen

21. - 27.03.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J. Brüning (Augsburg) und w. Müller
(Bonn) statt. P. Sarnak (Princeton), der ursprünglich der Tagungsleitung.an
gehörte, mußte kurzfristig absagen.
An der Konferenz nahmen 27 Mathematiker teil, die aus Deutschland, Eng
land, Frankreich, Kanada, der. Schweiz, USA sowie aus den Ländern der GUS
kamen. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Spektraltheorie, automorphe
Formen sowie asymptotisehe A.spekte der Analysis auf lokalsy':~etrisehen

Räumen. Die Anordnung der Vorträge ließ genug Zeit für a.usgiebige und
fruchtbare Diskussionen. Dies und die angenehme .>\tmosphäre im Mathe~

matisehen Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach trugen wesentlich zum Gelingen
der Tagung ·bei. "

VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

ERICH BADERTSCHER:

The Pompeiu problem on locally symmetrie spaces

Let .Y' be asymmetrie space, G its isometry group. For which bounded. open
subsets n of _Y" is the Pompeiu transform Pof(g) := f f(x)dx a one-to-one

gO

map from C(X) into C(G)?
We define the transfonn Po on arbitrary complete Riemannian manifolds X.
If .Y' is locally isotropie, we completely eharacterize the balls n, for which
Po is not one-to-one on C(X) (in terms of the spherica.l funetions on .Y" and
the fuH Laplace spectrum of X). Nothing is known for balls on more general
spaees X, not even on globally symmetrie spaces of higher rank.
We show that in a loeally isotropie space _X', the collection of sets n, such
that Po is one-to-one on C(.t') as weil as its complement is dense in the
collection of all bounded. open subsets of .Y".



, . ~ !
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If }{ is 110t compact, then it is not known if there exists a Jordan domain n
(not a ball), such that Po is not one-to-one on C(..Y), not even in the case
)( = IR? There are, however, many interesting such examples in the ease X
in locally isotropie and X eompact.

WILLIAM A. CASSELMAN:

Franke's theorem for rank one groups
Let G be a reductive group defined over Q, r ~ G an arithmetic subgroup,
X the symmetrie space G(JR)jK. Around 1914 Borel conjeetured that the
inclusion

induces an isomorphism of cohomology. Here!1Ä is the complex of diffe-
. rential forms on r\X which are also automorphie forms. Wigner's lemma
can be used to modify this to replace 0Ä by nA.o, the subspaee of forms w
annihilated by some power of n o , the augmentation 11 of Z(9). Franke has
now proven this conjecture.
In the praof he introduces another space n~emp of differential forms which
are tempered in the sense of Harish-Chandra, and proves also t~e analogue
of Borel's cOlljecture for these forms.
He also considers the inclusion of n;emp in n·, and in general extends this to
a filtration of n-. But for rank one groups the filtration has degree two, and
the quotient n- jn;emp may be identified with part of the cohomology of the
boundary.
In rank oue, the proof of Borel's conjecture can be deduced from the ana
logue for tempered cohomology and some simple arguments about boundary
cohomology. The proof for tempered. cohomology depends on a. remarkable
theorem about the existence of multipliers on the tempered spectrum.

JENS FRANKE:

On the cohomology of. S-arithmetic groups
In a joint paper 'with Blasius and Grunewald we give a description in terms of
automorphic forms of the cohomology of S-arithmetic subgroups of algebraic
groups over allumber field, where S is a non-empty set of non-archimedean

2
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primes, generalising a result of Borel in the<Q-anisotropic case. The analo
gaus results for function fields were obtained by Harder fifteen years ago.
The result turns out to be relatively simple, compared with the problem of
the analytical description of the cohomology of usual congruence subgroups
for number fields, because in tbe S·arithmetic case the problems caused by
the existence of residues of Eisenstein series disappear. More precisely, Ei
senstein senes which depend on parameters give 00 contribution to the coho
mology of S-arithmetic groups. For simple groups, the only contributions to
the cohomology come from cusp fonns which are "Steinberg" at the pla~es

in S and from constaut function (which for groups of rank > 0 is a residue of
Eisenstein series). It turns out that the decomposition of S-arithmetic co~o

mology into the Steiriberg summand and the suinmand coming from invari~t

forms is rational. Products in S-arithmetic cohomology and restrietion to '!'
arithmetic subgroups for Ts can be described explicitly. As a eonsequen~e,

one gets the fact that in the cohomology of ordinary arithmetic su~groups,
the subspace generated by invariant forins is the image of the restrietIon m~p
from the cohomology of an S·a.rithmetic group, which is a rational subspace.
For groups of equal rank, it is also possible to describe the rational struct~e
on the spare of invariant forms explicitly.. Thus, up to a few difficult-'questi
ans which are related ot Beilinson's conjecture for algebraic number fields,
aur understanding of S·arithmetic cohomology is fairly complete.

RICHARD FROESE (joint work with P. Rislop and P. Perry): ~ ..

Eisenstein series Cor hyperbolic ·manifolds with irratio-
nalcu~ps ~; .
Let 1\{ = f\Hn be an infinite volume geometrically finite hyperbolic mani
fold. The Laplace operator ß on 1\1 has continuous spectrum in the half line
[(n - 1)2/4,00]. The Eisenstein series E(x,·; r) for r are continuum eigen
functions of ~. Theyare initially defined for r in a half plane. The goal
of this work is to prove that E(x,·; r) admit a meromorphic continuation
to all of <C. The strategy of the proof is to obtain a. functional equation
E(x,·; r) = S(r)E(x, .; -r), where S(r) is the scattering operator, and then
show that S(r) has a meromorphic inverse in a half plane. The scattering
operator S (r) is a pseudo-ditferential operator acting on sections of line bun~-

3



les over B = {)oo}v!. When 1\1 has cusps of non-maximal rank, B is 00 longer
compact. In previous work, we showed how to invert S(r) f~r the case of
rational cusps. When these are irrational cusps, this method breaks down
because S( r) has a dense set of thresholds near zero. To handle this case,
we introduce a Banach space which measures the singularities of a mixed
Hankel-Fourier transform of E (x, .; r).

URSULA HAMENSTÄDT:

Harmonie measure, eigenfunctions and rigidity
Let S be a rank-l symmetrie space of noncompact type and let
h = lim ~ log volS(x, R) be the volume entropy of S where S(x, R) is the

R-oo

distance sphere of radius R about X E S. Then

- ~ = -inf { Jrt'2

10 t f E C;;o(S)}

is the least upper bound of the L2-spectrum of the Laplacian 6. on S (here
ß is negative definite). Moreover, ß + tt admits a Green's function and its
Martin boundary can naturally be identified with the ideal boundary as of
S. Namely for ~ E as let (Je be a Busemann function at ~; then e-h6d2is (up
to normalization) the unique minimal positive solution of ß + 'f = 0 with
pole at ~.

Let now 1\1 be an arbitrary compaet Riemannian manifold of negative cur
vature with universal covering M. Let <pt be the geodesie flow on the unit
tangent bundle T l l\1 of 1\1 leaving invariant the stahle foliation W· and the
strong unstablc foliation W·U. If f is a continuous function j on Tl Al and
for ~ E 8M thc restrietion of j to the stahle manifold in Tl J,7\1 determined
by ~ projects to a continuous function je on M. Denote by h the topological
entropy of the goodesic flow on Tl M, let eo ~ - ~ be the least upper bound
for the L2-spectruln of 1M and let Ö be the Lebesgue-Liouville measure on
TIM.
THEOREM: Assume that either

4
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ii)

The bundles Tl-V", TlV"u are of class Cl.l or

lim t log det(d4>'ITW·U(v) == h for 6- almost every v E Tl M.
'-00

-e

Then there is a continuous function f : Tl M ~ (0,00) such that for every
~ E 8M the function fEe- h8d2 is the unique minimal positive ~ - go-harmonie
function on M with pole at ~.

REFERENCES:

A. Ancona: Negatively cUnJed manifolds, elliptic operators, and the Martin
bounclary. Ann. Math. 125 (1987), 495-536.
U. Hamenstädt: Ha':fflonic measures for compact negatively c'UnJed mani
dolfd.9 and rigidity.

SIGURDUR HELGASON:

Fourier transfornls anddifferential equations on sym
metrie spaces

Let .Y == G/ K be asymmetrie spaee of the noncompact type. The defini
tion of the Fourier transform f ~ j on _~ [BuH. AMS 1965]is suggested
bythe analogy between horocycles in .~ and hyperplaDes in ]Rn. Let G ~

lVAK, 9 == m + a +k be Iwasawa decompositions, 9 = nexpA(g)k (A(g) E
ll1),put M = K A

, B = K/M and define the "inner product" A : X xB ~ Al
by .4(g1(, kAI) == A(k-1g). Then f ~ j is defined by

j(h. b) = J!(x)e- i6+Q)(A(z,b))dx ,\ E a". 2{! = sum 0/ roofs> 0.":
r

-The range D()(T can be described explicitly [Ann. Math. 1973]. In the
lecture we discuss application of this to differential equations: Solvability
criteria in the spaces COO(X), D(X), E'( ...\'") and the Schwart'z spare S'(X).
Also a new proof of the extension to ..~ of "Asgeirssoo's:'1 mean value theorem
[Ma.th. Ann. 1937] and criteria for Huygens' principle for the wave equation
on .~. .

5



WERNER HOFFMANN:

W"eighted orbital integrals for groups of real rank one
In the Selberg-Arthur traee formula eertain non-invariant distributions on a
reductive group G oeeur. These are the weighted orbital integrals JM(i, f)
and the weighted characters JM ( 1r , f), whieh are parametrized by the Levi
subgroups M of G, i.e., the Levi components of parabolie subgroups P of
G. In partieular, JG('"Y, f) is the ordinary orbital integral over the G-orbit
through'"Y E G, and Ja(1r, f) is the ordinary eharaeter of the tempered irredu
cible representation 'Ir of G. Using his loeal trace formula, J. Arthur has cal
culated the Fourier transform of JM(i, f) on the discrete part of the Schwartz
space C(G). Moreover, he has defined invariant distributions IM(-r, f) indue
tively on lVf and proved an invariant form of the trace formula in terms of
them..
In the case when G is a semisimple Lie group of real rank one, we ealculate
explieitly the Fourier transform of I M (" f). The result can be expressed in
terms of hypergeometrie series F (s, 1; s + 1; z).

ANDREAS JUHL:

Zeta-functions and secondary characteristic classes
A funetional equation for the Ruelle zeta function of the geodesie flow of a
compaet loeally symmetrie space X of rank 1" is discussed from the point
of view of hyperbolic dynamies and index theory. The zeta function ZR is
defined a.s the infinite product

ZR(S) = II(l - e-sle)-t, Re(s) > h(h = topological entropy of the ~ow)

over the prime periodie orbits. Re denotes the length of the closed geodesie in
.X corresponding to the orbit c. Then,ZR admits a meromorphie eontinuation
to the complex plane and if dim(X) is even it satisfies the equation.

where ~ denotes equality up to an exponential polynoIninal. Here IJ E lR.
is the length of the periodic geodesics in the compaet dual symmetrie space

6
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."(d. l\'Ioreover. the integer 1\10 can be written in the form

Mo = JD,
S(X)

where D is a differential form which is canonically associated to the How
invariant foliations of S(X). D represents a top-degree secondary characte
ristic class. A conject~e is that ~ can" be replaced by =.

GERHARD KNIEPER:

Asymptotic geometry on compact manifolds of neg~

tive curvature

}~Mr(<p)(p) =J <pdp.H
SM

exists aJ;ld is independent of p E 1\1. We caU JJH the -horospherical.measure ,
which In dimension 2 is the' invariant measure for the horocycle How.
Furthermore, we obtain:

The geometry of compact manifolds of negative sectional curvature~,is to a
large exteild determined by its b~haviour at infinity. This idea has· heen e~-

tensively used like in the {amous 'Mostow rigidity theorem. .~.

In this talk we discuss a seleciioI;l of asymptotic quantities like spherical
means of function on the unit tangent bundle and the Patterson-Sulliv~

measure at infinity. ,If r.p : 5j\1 --+ :IR is a continuous"function on the unit
tangent bun~lle of a manifold of negative curvature', the spherical mean ;is
defined by -

J\t[.<p(p) = vol ~.(p) J <pd>..
, ',.' Sl(p)

where. S:(p) == if>r SpM is the ~mage of the fiber Spill of the u~t tingent
bundle SM under the geodesie flow t/Jr : 5 M --+ SM and dAr is the density
of the corresponding geodesicsphere of radius r in the universal cover. '
Using the u;riique ergo,4icit"y of the horospherical foliation we show Üiat the
limit

-e
_J'f'dIJH = j a( \dvOI J J <pdlJp dvol(p)
SM P M SpM

7



where dJ.l.p is the Patterson-Sullivan measure at infinity radially projected
onto the fibers, and

a(p) = lim 2:..-
h

val Sr (p)
r-oo e r

denote the Margulis' asymptotic function, h the topological entropy of the
geodesie flow.
As an applieation we show for the number of lattiee points

.zVr(p,q,t) = {i E r Id(P,i,q) ~ t}

of the group r of eovering transformations that

tim N...,(p, q, t) = a(p)a(q) .
t-oo eht h J a dvol

M

We show that in dimension 2 this limit does not depend on p and q if and
only if the manifold has eonstant negative curvature.

JEAN-PIERRE LABESSE:

Stabilization of the trace formula and L 2-index far 10
cally symmetrie spaces

"Ve eonsider "arithmetie" loeally symmetrie spaces r\G/ K with r arising
from an adilie situation. We diseuss the Hecke-equivariant L2-index of Dirac
operators, from the point of view of representation theory. We give a geome
trie expression for the index in the L2-discrete speetrum using the Selberg
trace formula in the form developped. by .J. Arthur. A completely explicit
expression of the various contributions of conjugacy classes, even for the non
semisimple ones, is conjecutally obtained using the stabilization of the trace
formula which is in progress. Some low dimensional examples can be treated
completely.

JONATHAN MIDDLEBROOK HUNTLEY:

Analysis on GL(3, lR)

Several problems in the spectral theory of the Laplacian in SL3(z)\PGL3(JR)/

8
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SO,(lR) are considered, a.s are several generalizations. Joint work with Bump
shows that, in an elementary way, the Fourier expansion of a cusp form is
determined by Ioeal factors, by exploiting a new theorem on asymptotie ex
pansions ofWhittaker funetions. We also show, in joint work with Tepper,
that the S~lberg conjecture is true for SL(3, 1L). Finally, we show that Weyrs
laws hold forlattices in PGL3 (R). The last result, basedon the Lax-Phillips
method~ holds in ~uch more generality. -

LEONID PARNOVSKI:

Spectral asymptotics of the Laplaee operators on t:Qe
surfaces with hyperbolic ends .
We eonsider the asymptotics cf the sum of the counting funetions of conti
nuous and discrete spectrum cf the surfaces with hyperbolic cusps~~"":Three

terms of this asymptotics are obtained. Also the counting f\mction- of the
resonance set of theSe surfaces is considered and the known estimate of t~e

.remainder tenn is improved.

ZEEV RUDNICK:

Integer points on symmetrie space~

Counting problems for homogeneous spaces of reductive Q-algebraic groups
are considered. The solution iso achieved by an equidistribution result·:~' .
THEOREM: (Duke-Rudnick-Sarnak)
Let G be a semisimpie ~-algebraic group, H C Gasemisimple <Q·su~·group,

and r c q(lR.) an arithmetic group co.mmensurable with G(7L). TheIi 'f()r an
f E Cc(r\G(lR.)) we have

1 J ~ 1 J
vol(r n H\H(JR)) f{hg)dh g-oo vol(r\G(lR.) f(x)dx

rnH\H(IR) H\G r\G(IR)

provided H\G is a semisimple symmetrie space.



LESLIE SAPER:

Intersection cohomology ror the seductive Borel-Serre
compactification
Let X = G/!{ be a Hermitian symmetrie space of noncompact type and
let r be an arithmetically defined group.of automorphisms. Consider two
compactification of r\X in the noncompact case. The reductive Borel-Serre
compaetifications r\X has a rather clear Ioeal strueture, but is only areal
analytic space. On the other hand, the Baily-Borel-Satake compactifica- e
tion r\x'" is a natural compactification as anormal projective algebraic
variety, but has rather complicated singularities. There is a natural projec-
tion map r\X -+ r\X"'. It' was conjectured by Rapoport and independently
by Goresky and MacPherson that there is a natural isomorphism of (middle
perversity) intersection cohomology,'

where JE is a Ioeal system coming from a finite dimensional representation of
G.
The interest in the conjecture is that it would allow one to formulate a
Lefschetz fixed point formula for I H(r\X"'; lE) in terms of Ioeal data on the
~implerspace r\x. In view of the isomorphism I H*(r\X*; lE) ~ H(2) (r\X; IE)
("Zueker's conjeeture", proved by Saper-Stern and Looijenga), one can hope
to relate this formula to the Arthur-Selberg fraee formula.
We have verified the conjeeture aver the three highest dimension singular
strata of r\x"', and have a general argument to prove the conjecture, ho
wever, some details still need to be checked in the latter. (Over the top

I dimension singular stratum, this was joint work ~ith Stern.) The analogous
result for the "weighted cohomology" W H*(r\SX; lE) has been proven by
Goresky-Harder-Mae-Pherson.

RAINER SCHIMMING:

Helmholtz operators on harmonie manifolds
The Helmholtz operator ß + 8 on a harmonie manifold of even dimension
n = 2m + 2 2:: 4 admits a logarithm-free elementary solution if and only if
6 is a root of a certain polynominal of degree m. The roots are explicitly
determined far the isotropie homogeneous spaces, including the two-point

10
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H*(mG, K oo ; COO(G(Q)AG(lR)O\G(A)) ® E)
H*(mG, K oo ; AB ~ E)

H*(G,E)

homogeneous spaces and the Lorentzian symmetrie spaces. As a consequenee
in the latter case, Huygens' prineiple holds for the operator ~ + b precisly
for these m exeeptional values of 6.

JOACHIM SCHWERMER:

Arithmetic groups, and a decompositon of spaces ~f
autormorphis forms

Let G be a connected reductive algebraic gropu /~, let AG be the maximal Q_
split torus in the center of G, and let (T, E) be a finite dimensional algebraic
~epresentation-of G(c). H AE C C::'mg(G(~)AG(lR)O\G(A)) denote the
space of functions of uniform moderate growth which are annihilateg, by'a
power of J. The- annihilator of the dual representation EU in the cent;;~.of t~e
universal enveloping algebra of Lie (h), one ha, following Langlands [191~]

a direct true decomposition AE = EBAEt{p} ranging over the set l of class~s
of associate parabolic Q-subgroups of G. In joint work with J. Franke,'~
refinement

a corresponding decomposition. The individual summand EisEt{Pl•." :=
H*(mo, kOOl AE.{Pl.cp), {P} f: {G} generated by suitable Eisenstein cohomo
logy classes refiects the contribution of the class {P} and the representations
of type <p of the Levi components of P to the cohomology "at infinity" in
H*(G, E). The interna! structure ofthe spaces EisE.{p},." depends on arith
metical data (e.g. automorphic L-functions attached to <po

e ffi
AE = {P} E f <p .4E .{Pl.lp

·of this decomposition was defined where the second sum ranges over the s~t

·cPE.{Pl of classesof.a.ssociate irreducible cuspidal automorphic represe~tat~

ons of the Levi components of elements of {P} subject to some technical
conclusions·. .

This give for the cohomology of arithmetic subgroups of G, dealt· with in the
inclusive limit

-e



BIRGIT SPEH:

Analytic torsion and representation theory
We proved that the analytic torsion of locally symmetrie spaces GIr is zero
unless G has a simple factor with a cuspitial parabolic subgroup P = MAN
with dirn A = 1. Then we gave an interpretation of the torsion as the density
on the unitary spectrum.

ROBERT J. STANTON: e
Geometrie zeta funetions and seeondary invariants
Let X = GI!( be a globally symmetrie space of noncompact type and with
Hermitian structure. Let r be"a discrete torsionfree subgroup of G with
X"= r\XS cornpact. Let (T, V~) be a finite dimensional representation of K
and V the associated holomorphic bundle.
Ta any connected component .J(" of the geodesie flow on SX we associated.
certain characteristic classes depending on V and the sturcture of the normal
bundle to the image of .X'"" in the boundary of the compactification of
X, X ~ Ge / !(e P_. Denoting these elasses by

a.rid letting D" be an appropriate elliptic operator of mixed deRham type,
we define

If i-y denotes the length of geodesics in the class X..., and p...., the generic
multiplieity, and (4), F) a finite dimensional unitary representation of r, we
define the geometrie zeta function

e-zt...,
Z.\.~(z) = exp - L Tr<p("Y)X...,(V)-.

h);te IJ...,

THEOREM: (Moscovici-Stanton)
Z.\,,., has a meromorphic continuation to <C. Moreover, Z~.'P(z) =T~C(g,X)zr+

12
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o(=r) where Th is the holomorphie torsion of 'Y, C(g, X) a constant indepen·
dent of r and

r = 2d + 2Td([.lY])ch(V)[.:t]

for an integer d and the derived Todd elass Td.
A consequence of this obtained from Huzebrueh probability is that for exam
pIe for compact Hermitan locally symmetrie spaces of G:;-dimension 2, Td([X])
is divisible by 8. .

PETER ZOGRAF:

Families index· theorem far puncted Riemann .surfaces
A Ioeal index theorem for families of ä-operators acting on k-differentjaJs on
Riemann surfaces of genus 9 with n > 0 punctures is fonnulated. For tJi~ fir~t
ehern form of the determinant line boundle Ak on the Teichmüller spa~ Tg:n

with Quillen's metric (where the determinant of the corresponding Laplacian
~k is defined as Selberg's Z(k)). The following fonnula holds:

6k2
- 6k + 1 1

Cl("\k) = 121r2 WWP - gwcu•P ;

here WWP is the Weil·Petersson Kähler form on Tg •n , and WCU-rJ is the Kähler
form of a new Kähler metric on Tg •n defined in terms of Eistenstein serie~.

The result differs from the case of compact Riemann surfaces (when n = 0)
by ab additional term (cuspidal defect) equal to - ;w~.".

Berichterstatter: G. Knieper
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14/1993Tagungsber cht

Durchmesser und Volumen von Polytopen

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von Professor Friedrich Juhnke (Technische Uni
verstät Magdeburg) und Priv.-Doz. Dr. Günter M. Ziegler (Konrad-Zuse-Zentrum
für Informationstechnik Berlin) statt. .

An der Tagung nahmen acht Mathematiker aus den alten und neuen Bundeslän
dern sowie der Schweiz teil. Das Format eines sehr informellen Arbeits-Treffens
zu einem eingeschränkten Thema hat sich dabei hervorragend bewährt; in nur io
Vorträgen wurde übet neueste" Forschungsergebnisse und -richtungen diskutiert.
Dabei konnte jeweils ohne Zeitbegrenzung vorgetragen und diskutiert werden.

In diesem Format, das alle Teilnehmer einhellig als ideal empfanden, ergaben
sich sowohl ein reger Austausch von Ergebnissen und Perspektiven, sowie kon
zentrierte Diskussionen, als au~h intensive Arbeit an einigen neuen, sehr erfolg
vP-fsprechenden Ideen zur Durchmesser- und Volumen-Berechnung von konvexen
Körpern und Polytopen. Diese basieren auf völlig neuartigen Techniken (orien
tierte Ivlatroide, Faser-Polytope... ) und versprechen neue Zugänge zu klassischen
Problemen und Fragestellungen, wie der Berechnung von Quermaßen und der
Hirsch-Vermutung. Ein Teil der Vorträge, über die die nachfolgenden Zus"ammen
fassungen berichten, konnten schon auf vor Ort gewonnene Ergebnisse zurück
greifen. Wertvoll war auch der Zugriff auf fast vergessene Quellen der klassischen
Konvexgeometrie, für die wir die hervorragende Bibliothek des Instituts nutzen
konnten.

Die Veranstalter und die Teilnehmer danken dem Institut für die freundliche
Unterstützung sowie die hervorragende Betreuung.



VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

M. HENK:
Finite packings of eentrally symmetrie convex bodies

Let I<. ~ IRd
, d 2:: 2, be a eentrally symmetrie convex body with volUIlle V( 11") > 0

and distance function f. For nEIN let.

Then Cn + K : C" E Pn(K) is a packing of n translates of [(. For p ~ 0 let

ß(K,n,p) = min{V(Cn +pK)ln: Cn E Pn(K)}.

We show. that for each nEIN. there exists a p > 0 such that ~(K, !V, p) is attained
if Cn is' a segment, i.e., Cn + pK is a. ~sausage'. In particular we prove .L .. Fejes
T6th 's sausage conjecture for d ~ .13.387.
(Joint work with· Ulrich .Betke and Jörg M. Wills, Siegen)

FRIEDRICH JUHNKE:
Covering and embedding by ellipsoids of extremal volume

The ellipsoid of minimal volume containing a given set !{ ~ rn.d ('~Löwner

ellipsoid") will be described as the solution of certain nonlinear semi-infinite op
timization problems. Using the corresponding necessary optimality conditions of
the John-Kuhn/Tucker type, we shall prove the uniqueness of the mininal ellip
soid. In special cases the minimal ellipsoid-will be constructed explicitly (using
the optimality conditions).
Furtheron it will be shown that the uniqueness of the minimal eHi psoid turns
out to be also a consequence of certain nonclassical convexity properties of both
the feasible regions and the objective functions of the investigated optirnization
problems.
Similar results will be present~d concerning the ellipsoid of maximal volume con
tained in a' given convex body K ~ lRd

•

PETER KLEINSCHMIDT:
Network flow algorithms in manpower planning

Optimally assigning workers to jobs is often mentioned as a paradigrn of an ap
plication for the assignment problem. However, it is hardly ever used in practical
systems. I will demonstrate the use of variations of the assignmcnt problem
and min-cost-fiow algorithms for manpower planning in several manufacturing
environments.

~-.
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PETER wlANI-LEVITSI(}\:
LocaJly convex triangulations and smooth structures on topological
manifolds

Let us say that a triangulation C of a compact topological manifold !v! is locally
eonvex if für every vertex v of C there exists a eonvex polytope Pu whose bounda.ry
complex is combinatorially isomorphie to the link of v in C. We show that tbe
manifold A1 has a smooth structure if, a.nd only if, M allows a locally convex
triangulation.
We discuss related questions and applications of this result.
(Jo;~t work with lVikolai Mnev, St. Petersburg/Bern)

HORST MARTINI:
Cross-section measures of convex bodies
Let Q be the set of all q-dimensional flats parallel to a given'q-dim,~nsionallinear

,,..,,.~. sub-space or Rd,q E {I, ... ,d - I}. The orthogonal projecti~n of.~·convex,body
K C Rd onto a q-dimensional subspace yields a q-dimensional convex body, whose
q-volume is called the outer cross-section measure of K at this s·ubspace. The
maximum of the q"-volumes of all inters~cti6ns F C K with F E Q is named the
inner eross-section measure of K at tbe subspace in Q.
The lecture contains results on such measures of convex bodies in Rd

, such as
reconstruction results, information on extremal cross-section measures, the role
of such measures in the 'theory of geometrie inequalities and others. In particular,
cone polytopes are intensively studied. .

J1JRGEN RICliTER-GEBERT:
Zonotopes, zonotopal tHings, and oriented matroids
A zonotope can be considered as .the Minkowski-sum of a finite set of line seg
ments. If every such line segment is represented by a vector Vi, then the face
lattice of the corresponding zonotope Z(Vb' •• , V n ) represents the combinatorial
structure of the oriented matroid M(VI, •.. ,Vn ) associated to the vector configu
ration (Vt, . .. ,vn ).

We will present an easy proof for the fact that the one-eleinent liftings of the
oriented rhatroid· M( Vl, ..• , 'Un ) are in one-to-one eorrespondence to the tilings
of Z(Vh ,vnh where the tiles are translates of smaller zonotopes of the form
Z(Wl, ,lUk), for {Wl, ... ,Wk} ~ {Vl, ... ,Vk} (vgl. Bohne & Dress 1992).
Applications, to the theory of fiber polytopes and sphere-shellings will be given.
(Joint work with Günter M. Ziegler)

'S~~~::
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BERNULF \VEISSBACH:
Über Volumina gewisser Polyeder

In Beantwortung einer Frage von H. Lenz (siehe Problenl-Book Oberwolfach )
wird gezeigt: Für d ~ 4 gibt es im IRd Simplexe mit inhaltsgleichen Facetten. Jie
jedoch nicht alle untereinander kongruent sind.
Im zweiten Teil des Vortrags wird die Approximation eines regulären Kreuzpoly
tops im lRd durch achsenparallele Würfel in der durch das Volumen der sym
metrischen Differenz gegebenen Metrik behandelt.

GÜNTER M. ZIEGLER: e
Recent Progress on Polytopes

In these three lectures we gave an account of three areas of recent (and quite
speetacular) progress in the combinatorial theory of polytopes:

1. a discussion of graphs of polytopes, with Kalai 's new bound for the diame
ters of polytopes (getting eloser to the notorious "Hirsch Conjecture"), and
a simple proof for the ease of Oj1-polytopes,

2. an introduction to Gale diagrams: a tool to construct and ~nalyze high
dimensional polytopes with unexpected properties, including non-rational
polytopes and non-isotopic polytopes; this yields the Lawrence construc
tion, and the "Universality Theorem for Polytopes" (Mnev). We construct
a 5-dimensinal polytope (10 facets, 12 vertiees) for which the shape of a
2-face cannot be prescribed, .

3. a new construction, fiber polytopes (Billera & Sturmfels), which can be used
to construct polytopes whose faces correspond to polyhedral subdivisions.
We report about the permut<rassociahedra (Reiner & Ziegler), monotone
path polytopes, and other examples. This should be the first step in ·inves
tigating the ."universal construetions" for a category of polytopes.

In all these topics the decisive break-through is quite recent, and this led to
extensive discussions of current problems.

Berichterstatter: G. M. Ziegler
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•

Combinatorial Convexity and Aigebraic Geometry .

28.03. bis 03.04.1993

The conference was organized by G. Ewald (Bochum), P. Mcwlullen (Landon) and R. Stan
ley (Cambridge, MA).

In 37 talks the current progress of the research wILich relates the fields of Comhinatorial
Convexity and Algebr':Üc Geometry was shown. One may say that this part. of mathematics
is very modern and is getting more and more attention. Not only weil known mathemati
cians were present hut also many young mathematicians, which seems to he very hopeful
for future progress in this kind of mathematics.

The talks addressed many subjects out of the fields of Combinatorics and Algebraic Ge.
ometry. Many results in Aigebraic Geometry are achieved wi th the help of Combinatorics
but also some new results in Combinatorics and Numher Theory are achieved with the
help of Aigebraic Geometry.

Some of the addressed topics are: The Polytope Algebra, Counting Lattice points, The
Ehrhart polynomial, the Cd-Index. Polytopes related to singularitiesand deformations,
Chowgroups of toric varieties, The Picard group of toric varieties, Invariant Theory, h
vectors, Matroids, Betti-numbers, and much more.

After the talks and especially in the evening, there were many fruitful (mathematical)
discussions.



Klaus Altmann:

Deformation of affine toric varieties and ~I[inko\vsi stints ur convex polyhedra

Adeformation of an affine toric variety Y = SpecC[o-V n Zk+l] is called totic if the total
space together with the embedding of the special fibre Y are contained in the category of
totic varieties.
Nloreover, it is called homogeneous if the Kodaira-Spencer map maps the wh~le paramee
space into a homogeneous piece of T~.. . .

In this article we construct a one-one-correspondence bet\veen homogeneous toric defor
mations on the one hand and certain decompositions of affine slices of the cone tJ into a
Minkowski surn on the other hand.·
Finally, we compute the Kodaira-Spencer map and provide some examples.

E.K. Babson:

A Hag vaxiety analog to oriented matroids

An (a) oriented matroid projection on [d] is a rank a oriented matroid on the set {l~ ... .d}.
An (at ... a r ) oriented matroid projection on [d] is a rank at oriented matroid each of whose
covectors is the basis set for an (a2 ... a r ) oriented matroid projection on (d]. These arise
from maps of pseudosphere arrangements if the support in (d1 of every nonzero basis has
order at least 1 + E(ai - 1).

~-\.. Barvinok:

Exponential valuations on convex lattice polytopes •
\Ve introduce a family of valuations defined by certain exponential integrals on convex
lattice polytopes. It turns out that such a valuation can be explicitly expressed in terms
of volumes of races and an additive measure on the supporting r.ones at the faces. "Ve
further use an analogue of ~~Fourier expansion·' for a valuation to compute the Ehrhart
polynomial and the number of integral points in a. polytope. In particula.r~ we show that.
the computation of an arbitrary fixed numer of the hip;hest cop.fficients of the Ehrhart



polynoluial ("'cUl hc reduced in pseudopolynomial time to the computation of the volllmes
of faces. 'vVe also prove some identities for the coefficients of the Ehrhart polynomial.

Nlarge ßayer:

Subdivisions of polytopes and local h-vectors

A.ssociated \vith any polyhedral complex is the h vector, defined combinatorially by Stanley.
(The definition is motivated by fonnulas for intersection homology Betti numbers of the
bo~ndary complex of a rational convex polytope). We are interested in how the h-vector
her) of a polyhedral subdivision of a polytope relates to the h-vector h(P) of the polytope
it~elf. Stanley defined the local h-vector of a polytope relative to a sub'division. The local
h-vector of a face of a polytope measures the contribution of the subdivision of that face
to the difference h(.f) - h(P). A triangulation of a polytope P is shallow if each simplex
in the triangulation is contained in a face of P of dimension at most twice as large. A
shallow triangulation of a polytope has the same h-vector as the original polytope, and
thus the local h-vector of every face is O. We discuss how the Iocal h-"vectörs essentially
locate violations of shallowness. .~.

S.N. Bespamyatnykh

Constnlcting minimum spanning trees in ~~ and covering of the k-cube.

vVe establish a connection between the problem of finding the minimum...spanning trees in
?R~ and the covering of the (k - 1)-cube. The minimum spanning tree in'~~~ can be found
in O(2kkj'k_In(lg n)k-'1.1gIg n) time, where 'Yk-l is the minimum number',of simplices
to cover the (k - 1)-cube (the vertices of simplices are the vertices of.,the cube). The
minini~mspa~ning tree algorithm tlses the region approach of Yao A.C. ~d the minimum
value algorithm of Gabo\v H.N., Bentley J.L. and Tarjan R. E. -

Haiman ~v1. proved that (Tkl/(kl)!)l/kl ~ (Tk/k!)l/k where' Tk is the minimum number of
silnplices to triangulate the k-cube and k ~ 1, I ;::: 1. Scillee J.F. proposed the middle-cut
triangulation~ \vhich gives rs S; 13248. Hence TI. = O(pk k!) where p = (13248/40320)1/8 ~
0.870. It is clear that 'Yk S; Tk· "Ve propose the method of dimension reduction which gives
for instance. T120 ::; 0.145302548.10 192

. Hence '"'fit: = O(pkk!), where

= ;120 1;0 < (0.145302548. 10
192

) ih ~ 0.863258 < 0.864.
p 120 - 0.668950291 . 10199 -

Gahow H. N., Bentley J. L. and Tarjan R. E. diseovered an O(2kk!n(lg n)k-2 Ig Ig n)-time
and O(2k n)-space algorithm for finding the geometrie minimum spanning tree in ~~. We
improve the time bound by a factor O.8~4Ar and show how to reduce space to O(kn).
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L. J. Billera

Prociucts of ~IiIlors

We consider ~(Tn, n) C Rm.n, the Newton polytope of the produet of all minors of an mx n
matrix. By a result of Gel'fand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky, ~(Tn. n) == ~(tim-l x ~n-I ).
the secondary polytope of the product of an (m - 1)-simplex and (11 - 1)-simplex...\ result
of Stu~fels and myself shows this to be the fiber polytope J~ m _ I X ~"_ I P( u. b)dudb wherc

P(a,b) = {_Y' E R mxn I-Y 2:: 0, m x n matrix with row sums (;\, colwnn swns b}

This interpretation of L:(m, n) is used to obtain some infornlation about facets. This is
partially joint work with E. Babson.

.A. Björner

Orbit subspace arrangements and the complexity of some rlecision problems

Let W be a finite reflection group acting in Rn, and let !( he a. subspace obtained a~ the
intersection of some of the refiecting hyperplanes. Consider the orbit lrV(K). Based on
some evidence from the ~·type A" case we propose the optimistic conjectures that

(1) Rn \ U{w(K) : w E W} has torsion-free cohomology (same for c n \ U{w(K)}), ana
more strongly that

(2) sn-l n (U {w( K) : w E ltV}) has the homotopy type of a wedge of spheres (typically of
different dimension).

For ltV = Sn acting on Rn by permuting coordinates (the ~'type A" case) the orbit ar
rangements ltV(K) are naturally indexed by nUInber partitions .x., n( i.e .. .\ = ('\l ~ ... ,'\p).
"\l ~ ... ~ Ap > 0, At + ... + '\p =: n). These conjectures have been verified for
,\ = (k, 1, ... ,1) in joint work with V. Welker, alld also for ..\ = (k, k .... , k). Kllown
results by Goresky and 1tlacPherson and Zie?;ler and Zivaljevic reduce these questions to
essentially combinatorial questions about certain lattices of set partitions.
Finally, we described an application of thc .\ == (k. 1. .... 1) orbit arrangements to a _
tion in computational complexity, relatin~ the sum of Betti Illlnlbers of their comple.t
to the size of so-called linear decision trees (joint work \vith L. Lovasz).
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A. Borovik

Combinatorial Convcxity and Combinatorics of Fla.e; varieties

The talk will Oe devoted to sonle convexity-like strllctures on Coxetcr groups related to
\VP-Inatroid introduccd by Lw!. Gelfand and V.V. Serganova for study of combinatorics
of Hag varicties.

F. Brenti

Combinatorial properties of Betti numbers of some tone vaneties

Let P be a simplieial eonvex polytope. It is then weH known that one ean associate to P a
torie projeetive variety .Y"(P} and that the sequence of even dimensional Betti numbers of
.Y"(P} equals the h vector of P. In this talk we use this result to study, from a combinatorial
and enumerative point of view, (q-analogues of) these Betti numbers in the ease that P is
a Coxeter complex of type ..4n , B n a and D n . While for type ..4n these B.etti numbers are
known to eoineide with classical Eulerian numbers, and thus have.been exiensively studied
from a combinatorial point of view, 'only some results of a combiriatorial nature are known
for type B n , and little is known for type Dn . In this talk we show that .essentially all of the
classical results for Eulerian numbers have analogues for these other Betti numbers. Our
results generalize and unify previous results of Dolgachev, Lunts, Stembridge and Stanley,
and generalize the classical theory of Eulerian numbers and polynomials. As a by-product
of our combinatorial analysis we obtain a combinatorial proof of a simple relation between
these three types of Betti numbers and we are led to several conjectures, b9th of a geometrie
and combinatorial character. about them.

NI. Brion

Embeddings cf homogeneous spaees (some p;eneralizations cf toric varieties)

Spherieal varieties are a class of embeddings of homogeneous spaces; they are classified in
ternlS of ~'colored fans" (a combinatorial objeet, whieh extends the \vell-kno~notion of a
fan).

We stllcly morphisms between spherical varieties, by means of their combinatorial classifi
cation, and of some .ideas of NIori theory.

5
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W. Bruns

On thc computation of a a-invariants

In our lectures we will mainly concentrate on computin~ the a-invarüults uf graded algebras
with straightening laws on upper semi-modular lattices. Let II be an upper selni-tnodular
lattice. vVe may construct a chain in rr u {SX)} as folIows: ~l = PI U ... U J1n are the
minimal elements of II, and inductively ~i+l = VI U ... U V.'f \vhere VI.' •. V, are the covers
of ~i, provided (i =/: 00. The construction stops after a. finite number m of steps. \'Ve call
P(II) = ~l, ••• , ~m the principal chain of IT. (It may of course happen that P(TI) = :G.)

Theorem 1. Let R be a monotonely graded ASL aver a ~eld k on an upper semimodular
lattice II with principal chain P(II) "= ~l,.· . ,~m. Set deg 'Xl = o. Then

a(R) = - L deg ~i.
i=l

The proof uses a standard incluetive seheme~ As a typical application' we will easily prove
a formula for the a-invariant of a determinantal ring.
NIy student ~L Barile has found the eonnection bet\veen the principal chain and Hibi ~s

fundamental faces:

Theorem 3 'Gnder the hypothesis of Theorem 1, the prineipal chain of II is the supremtun
of the fundamental faces of the order complex II (in the set of chains of 11 under its natural
parial order).

~vlark NlcConell

Polytopes~ Finite Projective Geunletry, and Reduction Theory for the SYlnplectic Group

In recent years. relations have elnerged between two areas: the cornbinatorics of geometrie
eonfigurations in projective spaccs. and locally synlmetric spaces (with thcir connections
to Lie groups~ number theory and algebraic geometry). Let P3(p) be projective t~
space over the field of p elements. \vith extra structure coming from a symplectie for~
~IacPherson and I define a set C of configurations in p:J(p), with a partial order coming
from inclusion. The order complex 6 of C has the homotopy type of ...1C/f, where _\ is
the symmetrie space for the symplectic ~()UP G = Sp(4. R) and r <; G is an arithmetic
subgroup. For instance, C can be used in principle to compl1te the interseetion cohonl01
ogy of important algebraic varieties. The configurations in C are beautiful, and ~ is a
polyhcdral complex with interesting cells. The proof of our theorem mixcs techniques from
algebraic ,e;roup differential geometry, and polytope theory (e.~., we hau to shell sonle lar~e

trian~ulatedobjects explicitely).
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B.V. Dekster

The Jung Theorem for the spherical and the hyperbolic spaces

vVe extcnd thc .Jun~ Theorem to the spherieal and the hyperbolic n-spaces establishing a
lo\ver bounu of the diameter of a set there in terms of its circumradius R. In the hyperbolie
ease, the bünnel is the greatest. In the case of the sphere sn, it is also the greatest over
the segment R E (O~ arccos n+\)· For a greater R(~ 7r), we estimate the greatest lower
bound from above and from below. In the spherical case, the greatest lower bound over
the shorter segment R E (0, arceos n~\] was obtained be Molnar in 1957.

• 1. Dolgachev

Flips In Geometrie Invariant Theory And Toric Geometry

The notion of the quotient space ..:Y/ G in Geometrie Invariant Theory depe~4~on a ehoice of
a G-linearized line bundle L on )(. It turns out that, when \ve let L vMy i~; certain closed
convex cone, the different quotients are related by a sequence of some s~~cial birational
transformations which are called flips. We shall annourtce some general results concerning
these variations of quotients obtained in a joint work with Y. Hu. Then we shall give
some applications to the wall geometry of fans considered earlier by ~L Reid, and T. Oda,
H. Park

.A. Duval

The exterior face-ring and a combinatorial decomposition of simplicial complexes

vVe find a decomposition of simplicial complexes that implies and sharpens the Björner
Kalai characterization of the f-vector and Betti ~u_mbers of a simplicial complex. The
proof uses the exterior face-ring of a simplicial complex~ the "exterior algebra version" of
the face-ring. \rVe also present several open problems on generalizations.

vV. Ebeling

Polytope complexes associated to singularities

Let f : (C n , 0) ~ (C.O) define an isolated hypersurface singularity. The intersection ma
trix S with respect to a strongly distinguished basis of vanishing cycles of f is represented
hy ~ graph D. called a Coxeter-Dynkin diagram of f·. This is a graph with edges weighted

7



by integers and with a numbering of the vertices ...~ closed path in D is called a monotone
cy~le if in traversing the path the numbering of the vertices is increasing (except for ~he

last step). \Ve denote by JA (D) the set of monotone cycles of D.
"Ve show that for many f there exist Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams D where only the weights
+ 1 or -1 occur and where the set J\A (D) has the structure of an n-dimensional abstract
simplicial Clr polytope complex. The Euler characteristic of this complex is equal to the
tracp. of the Coxeter transformation. In this way, to each such f there is associated a. dao:;s
of polytope eomplexes.
"Ve study combinatorial properties of this class of complexes. vVe dis~uss the following
conjecture: If f has at least one diagram D with ..-'A(D) a polytope complex then the
minimum over a11 diagrams D with J\.1(D) a polytope complex of the minimal embedding
dimension of JA(D) is equal to corank of f.

•NI. Eikelberg

Thc Picarcl group of a compaet tone variety

In our lecture we explain our generalization of our method for the calculation of the
Picard group we explained at the recent conference in 1989. Now our method applies to
all compact tone vaneties:
Let ..\'"~ be a compact toric variety given by a fan ~TNCDIV(_'Cr;) the group of all T
invariant Cartier divisors, and SF(J.V; r:) the group of all 'support functions' as defined
by T. Oda. Using a special element of T:vCDIV(_YE) which always exists, we present a
formula for the calculation of the Picard group Pic ...YE of a compact variety:

This fonnula provides a formula for the calculation of TNCDIV ()(~) and 5 F(:.V; ~), as
\vell. We explain how to find the special element of TNC DI1/( _y~) mentioned above~ state
our theorem~ and give an outline of the proof. .
By an example we demonstrate our method of calculation. Furthcnnore \veshow what type
of results can be obtained using our formula. It is knowIl! that Pie ..Y"!: may not already
be determined by the combinatorial type of ~ hut dependend on metrical properties of ~
(cf. Dur lecture in 1989). Our results are also on the question what can be said about Pie
_y~ if only the combinatorial type uf ~ is known. •

G. Ewald

On mininlal resolutions of singularities in affine toric 3- ~·arieties

\Ve consider an affine torie 3-variety specC[ä n zn] := 4\17 =: -~~(t7) where f1 is ü lattice
cone generated by 3 linearly independent simple lattice vectors, ä its dual cone~ ~(a) t.he

8
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fan composcd of l7 and its faces. If 51, . ... Sq arc stellar subdivisions which turn E(a) into
a regular fan ~ then by

r; S., 5, .
~(a)+-- +--

! !
.\""~

yq lpt

_'t~(0')-+ -+

aresolution of singularitics is given (rPi torie morphisms, i = 1. .... q). \Ve assume the
resolution to be minimal in the sense that no <Pi is a blowdown. Then we can classify for
q :5 3 all pairs .\!:( 0'), .Y~ explicitely~

K.H. Fieseier

Chern classes for singular tone varieties .

In this talk \ve prove that for a torie variety .Y the Sehwartz-MaePerson Chern class
c.(.Y") = E C2iC.:Y") E H. dd(.y) is given by the formula . ·-.r-

i
:~-~

c.(H) =
ocx T-orbit

[0].

That result originatcs from joint work with G. Barthel and J.P. Brasselet~ hut as \ve
learnt later. on. there existed already an analogous computation by F. EWers. We show
that c. (..Y) In general does not eome from a cohomology dass (via the Poincare duali ty
homomorphism), hut over the rationals. it always lifts (non canonically) to·an intersection
homology class.

J. Fine

Intersection homology Betti ntunbers of al~ebraievarieties and convex polytopes

I wish to present geoll1etric prüofs for the ~Iayer-Vie.toris and the ICI equations for convex
polytapes.
The rest of the talk will be devoted to the following problems
a) verifying the author~sconjecture on the intersection homology Betti numbers of algebraic
varieties

. b) constructing interseetion homology for co~~ex polytopes, without reeourse to algebraic
vaneties
c:) defining generalised Betti n~unbers for convex polytopes~ whieh are to express the Bayer
Dillera equations as duality for'a variant of intersection liomology.

9
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.T. Hibi

A lower bound theorem on Erhart polynomials cf convex polytopes

Let r be an integral polyhedral complex in Rn and suppose that the underlying space
_y =1 r I of r is horneomorphic to the cl-ball. Set "i(~Y", n) = #(TL\ n zn) for n == 1. 2. 3~ ....
It is knawn that iLY~ n) is a polynomial in n of degree Li \vith !.( .Y. 0) = 1. which is called
the Erhart polynomial of .-"\. \Ve define the sequence (~O, b\ ~ 0'2 . ... of integers by

(X)

(l-A)d+l[l+ Li(}(~n),\n] == LD1,\i.
n=1 i=O

Then Oi = 0 for every i > d. We say that o(X) = (0o, 0., . .. ,bJ) in the b-vector of x .•

Theorem 0.1 SUPPo3e that )( i3 '~star-shaped" with respect to same Q' E (_\ - D_\) n zn.
Then

(i) bo+51 + ... + ai ~ bd + bd-l + ... + bd-i,O::; Vi S; (d/2};
(ii) 61 ~ t5 j ,2 S; Vi< d.

R. Koelman

A criterion for the ideal of a projectively embedded toric surfacc
to be generated by quadries

\Ve show that the ideal of a projectively embedded toric surface is ,generated by quadric::.;
if and only if the polygon which correspoIld~ to the embeddin.g has more than 3 lat tice
points on its boundary. .

c. Lee

Convex polytopes, rigidity and stress

\Ve discuss a generalization of classical stress anti infinitesilnal ri~idity to higher-dimension
faces of simplicial complexes. In particular. we mention some relationship tri

the Stanley-Reisner ring
shellability
bistellar operations
the g-theorem for simplicial convex polytopes
the polytape algebra

10
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R. wlorelli

Volwnt"s or latticc polytopes~ Ehrhart polynomials, and Todd classes of tone varietics

Let Tl ;:::;: Zd he a latticc of rank d. We construct a sequence uf messures J.l~Ir, K = 0,1, ... ~ d
\vith the following properties:
1. I' ~~~ is defined ~n the collection of all n-dimensional rational polyhedal cones in ~VR =
:.V 0 Rand takes values in the spaee of rational funetions on thc grassmannian of (d-K+ 1)
planes in lVR ·

2. IJ'::" is linear with respect to subdivisions of cones

N

J..t~fc (U1 U··· U UN) = L 1l~1r (ud
&=1

if the (Ti have disjoint interiors.
3. Il':" is natural \vith respect to isomorphisms of lattices.
4. 1l~1e are given by an explicit formula..
Theorem: 1. For a lattice polytope P ~ lvI l~ R = 1V v 0 R the Ehrnart polynomial
#(P; 71.) == Card(nP n iVl) == #o{P)"+ #dP)n + ... + #d(P)nd is given by.

#K(P) == L AtJ~~K(eF(p)V)vol(F)
F~P dim F=K

\vhcre ~F(P) is the angle eone of P along F.
2. For a completely arbitrary tone variety .Y'!l \vith fan .~,

O'E~ dirn O'=d-K

Peter )':Ic~lullen

Silnple polytopes

. The couditions characterizing the f-vectors of csimple polytopes were proposed by the
speaker in 1!)70. Arollnd 1979-1980~ the charaeterization was established. The sufficiency
of the conditions was proved by Billera and Lee, using a direct (and ingeniotls) construction.
However, the necessity~ proved by Stauley, employed deep results from algebraic geometry,
namely the hard Lefschetz theorem applied to the cohomology ring of the toric variety
associated with a rat"ional simple polytope. In this talk, a proof of the necessity entirely
\vithin convexity will be presented. However, there are striking' paralIeis with Stanley's
praof, and related results on the cohomology ring, which suggest deeper connexions that
remain to be explored.

11
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JarIleS Pomlnershcim

Todd classes of toric varieties and counting lattice points

"Ve give a formula for the Todd dass of a toric variety, which we ase to obtain results about
the Ehrhart polynomial of a convex lattice polytope. In particular. the codimension two
part of the Torld dass is expressed in terms of Dedekind SUlllS". This leads to an expression
for the coefficient of the degree n - 2 tenn in the Ehrhart polynomial of~ n-dimensional
polytope given in terms of Dedekind sums. Another consequence of the Todd dass formula
is new relations among Dedekind sums.

Lauren Rose •

•

Combinatorial conditions for homological dimension of modules of piecewise polynomials

For a polyhedral complex 6. embedded in R~ ~ we consider modules of piece\vise polynomial
functions defined on 6. \Ve describe combinatorial und topological conditions on ß for
these modules to have homological dimension equal to k ~ 0 ::; k ::; d. Ta do this, we make
use of a connection bet\veen these modules and the face ring of 6..

E. Shustin

Glueing of Newton polygons. construction of 3ingular curves und deformation
of singularities

\Ve solve completely the problem of classification of nada.! Illultisin~larities for real plane
al.gebraic curves and for deformation of real plane curve singular points. Our approach is
based on the following generalization of Viro's construction: any finite set of real polynomi
als! whose Newton polygons form a regular subdivision of a convex polygon 6.. determines
areal polynomial with Newton polygon 6. and nodal multisin,~ularityequal to the disjoint
union of nadal m~ltisingularitiesof the initial polynomials.

Robert Simon

The Shellinp; Extension Conjecture

Ir ~ is Cl (pure) rank d shellable simplil:ial coulplex such t.hat 6. is not a uniform matroid
(6 = {F I IFI ~ d} ) does there exist a set B with IBI = tl and 6. u tJ a shellablc simpliciaJ
complex'! A proof of the ahove for 6 vertex deconlposable will be g;iven, and progress on
this question will be presentcd.

12
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Richaru Stauley

Fla~-f-vectorsan<! the cd-index

Thc fiag f-vector of Cl gradcd poset P counts the number uf chains of P whose elements
have specified ranks. If P is an Eulerian poset (e.g., the face-poset of a regular C\V
sphere) then the cd-index <Jl p(c. d) is a noncommutative polynomial in c and d, due to
J. Fine. which efficiently eneodes the Hag f-vector. We conjecture that the cd-index of
a Cohen- NIaeaulay Euierian poset has nonnegative eoeffieients, in which ease this would
give all linear inequalities satisfied by Hag f-veetors of Cohen-~IacaulayEulerian posets.
We prove the eonjecture in several cases, including face-lattices of convex polytopes.

Bernd SturIllfels

Chow cohomology of toric varieties
-:Wt·o··

This leeture deals with ongoing joint work with W. Fulton. We study"-fhe Cbow homol
o,gy groups Ak~Y" of k-dimensional algebraic cycles on a toric variety -,Y~';;modulo rational
equivalence.
If _Y' is cOluplete, then Ak_Yo is sho\vn to be dual to the operational Chow cohomology
group A k ~\, as defined. by Fulton and !vlaePherson. Our Inain result is a combinatorial
description. in terms of ivIinkowski weights, of the ring A.;' _t" = 9 k"4. k .."<.. The subring
generated by the Picard group Pic( ..Y) ~ ~41 X is isomorphie to NIcMullen's polytope
algebra II( P), provided ..Y is projective and P the associated convex Po~!tope.

David 'Vagner

Turic varieties assoeiated \vith finite distributive lattices

Associated with aposet P in the polytope P eonsisting of all order-reversing functions
f : P ~ R with 0 ::; f{p) ::; 1 for all pEP. Tbe tone variety V(D) associated with P
is also defined by the ideal (-Yq-Y'r - ..Xqur-'-"'qnr : q, rED) in k[_"(q : q E 1?L where D is
the distributive lattiee of do\vnsets of P. A subtorus of V(P) corresponds to a generous
sublattice L of D and its closure is isomorphie to V(L). For a downset q E D we determine
the structure of the associated graded ring of the Ioeal ring of V(D) along V([0, q]); as a
eonsequence we show that V(D) is nonsingular along V([0,q]) if and only if P\ q is a forest
of down\vard-branching trees. Order dual results also hold so that V(P) is a nonsingular
variety if and onIy if P is a disjoint union of chains. The technique seems likely to yield
similar information for all generollS sublat tiees L of D. Our hope is that these v~eties

will provide somc leverap;e in d~aling with purely order-theoretic questions.
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Uwe Wessels

Complete fans with ~ d + 2 .~enerators are strongly polytopal

The elose relation between the eonvex geometry of cone systems and the algebraic-geome
tric theory of torte varieties has been used to solve geometrical probleIDs applying algebrruc
taols as weIl a..o.; to provide a geometrical treatment of algebraic objects. Interesting exam
pIes of complex analytic spaces have been found this way, \Ve foeus on minimal examples
of compact~ non-projective toric varieties.
Regarding smooth toric varieties, Oda 1988 provided an ~xaInple of a 3-dimensional non
projective compact torie variety with Picard number 4. Hs minimality has been established
by Kleinschmidt and Sturmfels~ 1989. The minimal kno\vn singular example is given
by a 3-dimensional fan with 6 I-cones. vVe establish its nünimalitYt asserting that any
non-simplicial eomplete fan with d + 2 generators is spanned by a pyramid~ whereas t~
simplicial case is settled by obvious modifications of the Kleinschmidt-Stunnfels proof. •

J .NI. vVills '.' .

~Iinkowski-type inequalities for the lattice point enumerator

Let K C Ed be an Q-symmetric convex body, L C Ed a lattice anu G( K. L) = card (KnLL
Further let

>"i(K~L) =min{.-\ > QI dimaff(.-\K n L) 2.: i} i = 1. ... ,d

11inkowski~ssuccessive minima. vVe sho\v

and, if K strict1y convex
G(I\-~ L.L~ 2r2j.-\.(K. Ln rl

- 1

For >"1 = 1 (i.e. intKnL = {Oll onegets iYlinkowski'sresults G(!(.L) S; 3d and G(K.L) S
2d+ I - 1. Further results in this direction are ~iven.

This is a joint paper with U. Betke and :\1. Henk.

David Yavin

A. chain complex for intersection homolo~y of toric varieties

\Ve present a topologieal description of a (compact) tori<: varicty .\" == .YE as a quotient
P x Tn / _, where P is a ceH conlplex dual tu the (complete) fan ~ which defines .\.
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Tn = Rn /zn is thc n-torus~ and thc relation I"V collapses thc n-torus ovcr each point in a
k-facc F c P modulo thc (n - k )-torus uetennined by thc (n - k )-colle f7 E ~ dual to F.

Usin~ this near-product structure of _t. we show that in order to COlllpute the intersection
homology I H!(.Y:; YJ (for any perversity p and any loeal system ~), it suffices to consider
chains of the form cx t / ..... ~ where c E .sdP ~ and t is achain on the torus. vVe show that. after
suitable geometric interpretation. the bar complex W·.(zn;!C) can be used as a complex
on thc tOfUS .

.-\ndrei Zelevinsky

J\,Ia)cimal mino! polytopes.

For:2 ::; m ~ n the maximal minor polytope IIm,n is the Ne\vton polytope of the product
of all m x m-minors of an mx n matrix of indeterminates. The study of TIm,n was initiated
in a joint work with B. Sturmfels (to appear in "Advances in Math.~') and continued in
joint works with P. Santhanakrishnan (to appear in "Discrete Computational Geometry").
The polytopes TIm,n have several algebraic-geometric applications, including various sys
tems of local coordinates on Grassmannians. This talk eoncentrates on cQInbinatonal and
geometrie properties of IT m .n . We discuss various ways of encoding vertices of II m . n , some
special facets, and a special class of simple vertices.

G.M. Zi~gle~

Constructing the Pernluto-Associahedron

\Ve construct a farnily of polytopes !{P .4.'1-1, the ~'Permuto-Associahedra". Here!{P .4.'1-1
is an (n - 1 )-dimensionaJ polytope, whose vertices correspond to the complete bracketings
of permutations of {I, 2, ... , 11.}, \vith a natural notion of adjacency. This·~solves a problem
of ivLNI. I(apranov, \vho had defined K PA.n - 1 as a combinatorial object and showed that
i t corresponds to a ceIlular ball.

Dur construction combines the construction of the associahedron as a special '~secondary

polytope~' with a compatible action of the permutation group. It can be generalizerl to
yield ~'Coxeter- associahedra~' for the signed permutation groups B n and D n . The proofs
yield integral coordinates. with all vertices on a sphere, and include complete descriptions
of the facei-defining inequalitics.

This is joint work with \:~ictor Reiner (Nlinneapolis).

Derichterstatter: R.J. Kuelnlan
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Topics in Pseudo-Differential Operators
·4. 4. bis 10. 4. 1993

The meeting was organized by
H. O. Cordes (Berkeley)

B. G'ramsch (Mainz)
B. W. Schulze (Berlin)

and H. Widom (Santa Cruz).

In 33 lectures recent results and methods were presented and discussed with empha
~is on the following topics:

Spectral asymptotics of Schrödinger operators, boundary value proble~s on,
singular domains, pseudodifferential operators with singularities, microlocal
analysis and operator algebras.

A variety of applications was indicated, including

quantum mechanics, reflection and diffraction of waves, crystal elasticity and
N-body problems, to mention only a few.

-14 mathematicians from Belgium~ Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain. Hong
I~ong, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Sweden, Turkey and the
United States enjoyed the pleasant atmosphere of the "Mathematische Forschungsin
stitut Oberwolfach" . The lectures and many interesting discussions stimulated fur
ther research and contributed to a renitful exchange of ideas from various brancpcs
of pseudodiffcrential analysis.
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E. L. Basar
Asymptotics of tau-functions and connections to Toeplitz
determinants with singular symbols

(Joint work with C. A. Tracy)
Define the tau function T(t; 0,..\) by the formula

where •
X2k+l = Xl, t > 0,

COS 1f0/2
-1 < 0 < 1 and P.I < ---.

1('

\Ve describe the asymptotics for r(t; 0, A) as t --+ 0+. The asymptotics are of the
form

T(t; 0, A) "J To(O, A)t!(<!'3_8:l) ,

where 0 ~ ~O' < 1 and 0' satisfies 1r
2 A2 = sin ~(O' + O)sin i(O' - 9). The constant TO

is given by

(
tJ A) = 2-2(a 2 -ß2 ) G(l + Q + ß)G(l + Q - ß)G(l - Q + ß)G(l - Q - ß)

TO , G(l + 20')G(1 - 20')

and here 20' = 0', 20 = ß and G(l + z) is the. Harnes G-function satisfying
G( 1 + s) = r( s )G( s). The asymptotic formula is computed using the Widorn op
erator. This operator was fundamental in describing the asymptotics of Toeplitz
determinants with singular generating functions.

M. Sh. Birman
The discrete spectrum in the gaps of the continuous ODe:

Remarks on corresponding ljJdo

The analysis of the discrete spectrum of a Schrödinger operator in a gap of the
continuous spectrum leads to the analysis of spectral asymptotics of t/ldo 's of neg
a.tive order. "Ve disct1ss the case of "Veyl type asymptotics as well as non Weyl type
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situations. In the \Veyl type case the b~haviour of the symbol for large impulses is
sufficient for the main term of the asymptotics. Otherwise the main contribution
to the distribution function is given by the singularities of the symbol (for finit.e
e). This are limit etfects. loeal in~. We also consider problems, when the spectral "
asymptotics, corresponding to local singularities in ~ a.nd to the behaviour for largc
t. have the same order. Such a situation we meet, e.g., in the theory of Dirac op
erators. In the case of perturbed periodic Schrödinger operators the symbol of the
corresponding tPdo contains a periodic in x factor. The corresponding etfects will
be discussed.

R. Brummelhuis
.. Semi-classical spectral estim~tes around a critical energy

• (Joint work with T. Paul (Ceremade) and A. Uribe (Ann Arbor))
Let A = A(x, hD) be an elliptic t/Jdo on a compact manifold (for instance a Schrö
dinger operator). One studies the distribution of the eigenvalues Ej (n) near' an
energy E by studying the asymptotics, as n -+ 0 , of the sums !.~~

(
Ej(n)-E), "('

(1) i'h(<p) = Ei c.p n ,~ E C~(JR).

If E is a regular value of H(x,p) = principal symbol of A, the expansion of (1) in
increasing integer powers of 1i, together with formulas for the leading coefficie~ts,

is known as the semi-classical trace formula (Guillemin-Uribe-Paul-Brummelhu"is).
\Ve have studied the expansion of (1) if E = Ec , ~ critical value of H, under the
assumption that" the set E> of critical points of H is a non-degenerate manifold in
the sense of ~1orse theory. The main resul ts are: ~-

- In the expansion of (1) logarithmic terms log /i-I and half-integer powers of Ti
wil~ appear.

- If codim 0 = 2 , the leading term is Cft-(n-l) log h- 1 • If codim f) > 2,:.the log
appears later in the expansion, hut the coefficient of the leading log term can
still be computed from the Hamilton flow of H. '

-e
The main tools are the singular Lagrangian distributions of Guillemin-Melrose
Uhlmann and a stationary phase lemma for oscillatory integrals with cu~ic phases.

v. Buslaev
Semiclassical integral operators with discontinuous symbols

The initial" object is a semiclassical operator of the form A = O(x)a(~dd )O(x),
l x

where (xf)(x) = xf(x), x E Dl, 0 is the characteristic function of the inte~val'

[-1, +1), a is same hounded disconti I1UOt1S function. The operator A is considered
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as an operator act lng on functions f : [-1, +q .-. (C. The problem is what i8 the
asymptotical behaviour or A -1 when c .-. O. \Ve can give a regular asymptotic

expansion of .4- 1 in terms of operators: a(~dd) on a11 the axis~ on half-axises
1 x

(-'X>,+l],[-l,+oo) and b(~~) on [-1,+1], where alb is a smooth function. The
l dx

corresponding geometrical procedure can be described as some generalization of the·
Schwartz alternating methode Special classes of symbols aare indicated for which
this procedure can be realized explicitely and justified as the asymptotic one.

L. Coburn
Berezin-Toeplitz quantization

The main analytic properties of the Berezin-Toeplitz quantization of JR2n are dis- e
cussed" This quantization ~s given by a map

for f in an appropriate algebra of functions on "phase space" ~n = JR2R, with TJh) a
Toeplitz operator with "symbol" fon a Bergman-type Hilbert space of holomorphic
functions H 2 ((C",dJ1.h,). Here dJ.lh, is family of Gaussian probability measures on <en

,

. In arecent paper with C. A. Berger, we obtained sharp estimates on the. norms
. II T;h) !ICh)' More recently, I have obtained the estimates needed to justify the descrip-

tion of f -+ T)h) as a ~first order quantum deformation" of the algebra .4P + Co in
the sense of F. A. Berezin, M. A. Rieffel, S. Klimek and A. Lesniewski.

M. Demuth
Stochastic spectral analysis for selfadjoint FeIler operators

(In co11aboration with J. van Casteren. Antwerp)
Introducing basic assumption for transition density functions free Feiler operators
are defined as generators of semigroups associated to strang Markov processes satis
fyi~g the FeIler property. Regular and singular perturbations are introduced via the
Feynman-Kac-formula.e. The spectrum of the perturbed Feiler operators is studied
by estimations of resolvent and semigroup differences. That yields Hilbert-Schmidt
and trace class criteria~ continuity with respect to Kato-Feller norms, large coupling
behaviour of spectral data.
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Yu. V. Egorov
On estimates of the negative spectrum of the Schrödinger
operator

Let H = -~ - V(x) be the Schrödinge~ operator in the space fIJ(O} , n c !Rn.
The potential V(x) is real but it can change its gign.
Ta estimate the number IV_ of the negative eigenvalues oe Hone can use a partition
of n in a. surn of cubes n = UQj of different sizes.
Theorem. Let V±{x) = max (O,±V(x)). Let f!-= UQj and

1) J V+{x)Plx - xol2p
-

n dx 5 aJ),n for some p ~ n/2 , j = 1 •...• k;
Qj

2) J V+(x)dx :5 ~ J V_(x)dx for j = lV + 1,··'
Qj - Qj

n

3) E
k=1

max
Zl"'Zk_l
YA:+l'''Yn

J IXk - YkIV+(x)V_(y) dYl ...dYk dx" ...dxn :5 ~. J V_{x)dx
zEQj Qj
YEQ,

for j = lV + 1, ...

Then N_ :5 lV.
Conditions, sufficient for the absence of negative eigenvalues and two-sided estim~tes

of the first negative eigenvalue are obtained in a similar wa.y_

A. Erkip
Fredholm criteria far ~do's_ and some (elliptic) bou"fndary
value problems that are not normal solvable

For a system of 1jJdo's with ~ymbol in the Grushin class sm(IRn
) (slowly-~yarying

as x -to 00) we derive a neeessary and sufficient condition for having ~ne sided
Fredholm inverse. The condition is closely related to the concept of md-ellipticity
of Cordes. a E sm is md-elliptic if for same positive c, R, la(x, <)I ~c( 1+ 1{l)m for all
lxi + I{I ~ R. Several authors have shown that this is necessary and sufficient for the
't/'do Op{a) to be Fredholm. Our proof on the other hand has a loeal character that
enables us to consider certain non-compact manifolds and boundary value ·problems.
\Ve show that if P is elliptic in the classical sense, but not md-elliptic as x -to 00

and if n is a "targe"domain. then no boundary value problem related to P on n is
normally solvable for L2 -Sobolev spaces. The condition for n being targe turns out
to be equivalent to Poincare's inequality being valid on n and characterizes domains
for which zero is in the speetrum of the Diriehlet problem for the Laplace operator.
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B. Gramsch
Frechet algebras in the microlocal analysis and the
propagation of singularities

A theory of special Frechet operator algebras is used to give an approach to the
Weyl-lemma related to elliptic and microlocal regularity. The operational cal-
culus for \{1--algebras leads with pseudoinverses and localizations to an abstract
regularity result using locally some semi-Fredholm operators. Specializing we get
e.g. the following remark: Let n be a region in JR2, A E W~I.z(O), A elliptic in
U = {x E n : Ix - xol < r} C n and X an arbitrary compactly supported coo
vector field on U. For u E L2(O) we assume Au E Deo := {ep E L2(O) : X"ip E
L2(O) "Iv E .DV}. Then u E Doo holds. The operator algebra methods lead to a
microlocal version. Connected to some results of Cordes, Helton and M. Taylor a ~
gener~l definition of a wave front is discussed. The dynamical aspect of the propaga- •
tion ofsingularities can be described ~y using special Frechet algebras on appropriate
spaces. For other aspects of the theory of. "W·-algebras" see tbe talks of E. Schrohe
and W. Kaballo at this conference and in Operator Theory: Adv. App!. vol. 57, 71
- 98 (1992).

G. Grubb
"Weakly parametrie 1f'do-s and Atiyah-Patodi-Singer
boundary problems

(Joint work with R. T. Seeley, Univ. of Massachusetts, Boston)
Consider a first order elliptic differential operator P = COO(X, EI) -+ COO(X, E2 ) be
tween vector bundles EI and E2 over a compact n-dimensional manifold X with
boundary ax = .Y' (e.g. a Dirac operator). Assurne that over a collar nbd.
..-1.(' x [0, cl of X', P = u(8zn + A + XnPt + Po), 'were u is a unitary morphism from
Edx' to E2 Ix', A acts in EIlx' and is selfadjoint, and the Pj are of order j. Consider
the realization PB of P defined by the boundary condition B(utx') = 0, where B =
II> + Ba, TI> being the orthogonal projection ooto the positive eigenspace of A, and
Ba being an orthogonal projection rangeing in the eigenspace for eigenvectors in
[-R, R] (some R) and commuting with A. Then PB is Fredholm, with index

Atiyah, Patodi and Singer determined the index in case Pt = Po = O. The speaker
extended the formula to the general case in Comm. P.D.E 17 (1992) by studying
Tr e- tÖo

, from the point of view of her 1986 book, showing that

Tr e-t~i = e- _ t- n
/

2 + ... + e· _ll-I/2 + e- 0 - (-l)i~TJA + R-(t)
" n 1. " 4 "

with Ri ( t) = O( t3
/
8

) for t - O. Using anoth~r parameter-dependent calcuJus we

e-
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can improve R,( l) to a full expansion

R,(l) '" L(Ci.t + c~.tlog t)t
l
/

2
,

t~l

w1th coefficients C~,l locally determined and Ci,l globally determined.
This is shown via an analysis of the resolvents (~i + 1,2)-1, Here the parameter
J.l enters in special expansions for Jl ~ 00 (a kind of Taylor expansions in == ;;),
besides the usuaJ polyhomogeneous symbol expansions. Playing on both type~' of
expansions, we obtain asymptotic trace formulas in decreasing powers of j.l, some of
them multiplied by log p.
For the APS problem, the application relies 00 apreeise description of (6. + Jl2)-1 in
the Boutet de Monvel calculus, where the Poisson and tra~e operator iogredients '~re
shown to be better behaved (strongly polyhomogeneous) than tbe entering t/idc;>-s
in the boundary (weakly polyhom~geneous)..

N. Jacob
On pseudo-differential operators generating
~arkov-processes

By a theorem of Pb. Courrege any generator of a FeIler semigroup on JR~ which
maps C~(lRn) ioto C(IRn) is restricted to C;'(JRn) of the form

(*) Au(x) = _(21T)-n/2 J ei:rea(X,<)u«)d(,
Rn

where a : IRn
X IRn

-+ fC is a.continuous function which is for any fixed X ,negative
definite with respeet to~. Using ascale of anisotropie Sobolev spaces it is possible
under further conditions on the symbol a(x,~) to show that certaio operators of the
type (*) do extend to a generator of a FeUer semigroup. Moreover, it is possi~Ie

to determine properties of the corresponding Markov-process (,,~dt~O ooly by us~ng

the symbol a(x, ~). . .
'..)t"".

w. Kaballo
Multiplicative decompositions of analytic Fredholm
functions

This lecture was areport on joint work with B. Gramsch. We sttidy families
T( z) E ~ of Fredholm operators on Banach spaces or of elliptic operators in submul
tiplicative 'l1*-algebras Wof pseudo differential operators, which depend analytically
on z E 0; here n denotes aStein manifold.
Assuming that T is homotopic in C(fl, <ft) to an operator function in C(S1, \{I';"'l), we
construct multiplicative decompositions

·T(z) = A(:)(I + S(=)),



where A : n -t> \{I-t and S : n ~ J are analytic; here J is any given "arbitrarily
smalI" (F)-idcal in \{I.

H. Komatsu
Pseudodifferential operators on boundaries of strictly
pseudoconvex domains

Let e = {=; p(z) < O} be a strictly pseudoeonvex (Ioeal) domain defined by a
strictly plurisubharmonie real analytic function p(z, i). The "microfunctions" on
the boundary L: = {z; p(z) = O} is defined by

C(E) := 0(0)/0(0 U E).

Let p(z, w) be an analytic continuation of p(z, z) in a neighborhood of the antidi- _
agonal ~ = {(z,z); z E E} in (C" x ~". A (local) Toeplitz kernel is a function of

L:
the form

T(z, w) = L aj(z, w)P" + L bj(z, w)pi log p.
j=-m-n j=O

The integral operator' with kernel T defines a mierolocal operator T : G-+ C inde
pendent of the representative in 0(0). Ir e is the unit tube Dm." := {x + iy E
fCn; lyl < I}, then these loeal Toeplitz operators are identified with the microdiffer
ential operators ( = classical pseudodifferential operators with analytic coefficients)
on the eosphere bundle S· IRn

.

A. Kozhevnikov
Diagonalization of Douglis-Nirenberg elliptic systems on
manifolds with boundary

It is known, that even the integer powers of the Douglis-Nirenberg elliptic sys
tems (DNE systems) are not systems of the same kind. This fact and also a non
homogeneity of the principal symbol's eigenvalues are two main difficulties for eon
structing the resolvent and the eomplex powers of DNE systems. For the partial
differential systems of a single order the fuH theory has been constructed by R.
Seeley. _

For the DNE systems on a compact manifold without boundary the above mentioned ,.. 
difficulties 'were overcome. It has been pro~ed that a DNE system with elliptie
prineipal minors is siffiilar to some diagonal system and thus the case of the DNE
systems was reduced to the case of single order systems.
The aim of this work is to prove a theorem on the diagonalization of the DNE
systems in the case of a manifold with boundary. This result is an analog of the
corresponding theorem for the case of a boundaryless manifold. [n other words it
has been established a theorenl on the similarity of the DNE system with elliptic
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principa.l nlinors in the case oe a manifold with boundary to the c:orresponding
block-diagona.l systenl.

A. Laptev
Overdetermined system of functions and spectral
asymptotics

We study a second order selfadjoint nonnegative differential operator Ho in L2 ( /Rn).
\Ve assurne that H = Ho - p 2 V ,p2 is a large eoupling canstant and V is a potential
decreasing at infinity. Using a special type of the FBI transform we represent H as an
operator of multiplication in the space L2(JR2n). Combining this representation with
the Berezin inequality for the trace of a convex function of a selfadjoint operator
we obtain a \Veyl type asymptotic formula for the negative spectrum of H when
J.l2 ~ 00. .

P. Laubin
pistributions associated to a 2-microlocal pair of
Lagrangian manifalds

Let )( be a Coo manifold. The purpose of the talk is to define a dass /m,p(}(, Ao, ~i\ 1 )

of distributions associated to a pair (Ao, Al) of Lagrangian submanifolds of .the
cotangent bundle T- 4"'<.' It is expected they play the same role wi th respect to the
second wave front set as the Lagrangian distributions da with respect to the singular
wave front set.
The intersection of the Lagrangian submanifolds does not need to be cle~n hut is
described by a conie Lagrangian submanifold of Tl\oT*.){. They can have rather
general intersection.
\tVhen the interseetion is clean, we get the class defined by Melrose-Uhlmann ~nd

used to construet parametrices to the Cauchy problem for hyperbolic op,,~rators.

Anotherapplieation is concerned with the solution of a strictly diffractive qQund"ary
value problem. We show in the example of Friedlander..:...Melrose that the solution
belangs to a class /m,p in the interior, modulo same Lagrangian distributions.

o. Liess
Decay estimates far the system of linear crystal elasticity

"Ve study decay estimates of the form lu(x, t)1 :$ C t-Ot
, a > 0, for solutions

'U = (u)(x, t), U'2(x, t), U3(X, t)) of the system of erystal elasticity

82 82

-8"2 tl p = LCpqrlJ-aD tlq .p = 1,2,3t X r x~
q,r•.s
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for the case of c.;ubic crystals. At a technicallevel the main difficulties come from the
study of some oscillatory integrals defined on the wave surface of the system. When
we localize an integral near a smooth point of the surface where the total curvature
is nonvanishing then it is classical that we get a contribution of type O(t- 1

) and for
the smooth part it is also easy to see that the estimate will be at least of type c t- 1

/
6

.

Our main results refer to the contributions near singular points. The singular points
can be conie or uni planar. In the first case one gets estimates of the form c t-I /2

and for the uniplanar case of the form c t- 3 /4, provided that one is not too rar from
the isotropie case.

E. Meister
Same multiple-part 'Wiener-Hopf-problems with
applications in mathematical physics

After formulating the 4-wedge transmission problem arising from the scattering of
time harmonie scalar waves (E-polarization vertical to the xy-plane!) by different
materials filling the wedges a "four-part Wiener-Hopf functional equation" in the
LLspace of 2D-Fourier transformed functions 4>;, restricted to Q;, the cross-section
of the j - th wedge arises. Reviewing the concepts of a Toeplitz and 2-part Wiener
Hüpf operator with arbitrary continuous projectors P and bijective linear A's on a
B-space X, necessary and sufficient conditioDS for their invertibility are given in
the context of strang operator faetorization w.r.t. the two invariant subspaces of X.
The sufficient conditions for ~strong ellipticity" of A is generalized for the N-part
problem with Ai elliptic. By means of factorization a reduction to an "(N - 2)
alternating Wiener-Hopf system" is possible. In the special case of N = 3 this is
equivalent to an equation with the product of two Toeplitz operators with inverse
generating A. The case of ~strip diffraction n leads to inverse symbols with almost
bounded symbols for A.

M. 'Nagase
Spectra of relativistic Schrödinger operators with'
magnetic vector potentials

(Joint work with T. Umeda)
Let us consider the operator hW (X, D) defined by

hW(X. D)u(x) =~11eilr-vlo{h (x; Y,~) u(y)dy d(,

where h(x,~) = JI~ - a(x)l2 + m 2 • The operator hW
( ..'<, D) is the Weyl quan

tized Hamiltonian of a relativistic spinless particle of mass m > 0 with a magnetic
vector potential a(x) = (adx),···, an(x)). Ir the magnetic potential a(x) is smooth,
then the operator hW_(_\'~ D) is essentially self-adjoint on C~(mn). Let H be the
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closurc or the operator hW C\', D). The problem is to investigate the spectral prop-
erty of the operator H anu 1ft = H + V(x). Our main theorenl is .

Theorem. 'vVe assume that a{i) and V(x) satisfy

(i) a(x) is bounded

(ii) la~a(x)l -+ 0 (lxi -+ 00) for 0 =1= 0

(iii ) V(x) < D >-1 is a compact operator on L 2 (IRn
).

Then we have
(Jeu (Hd = V(Je88(T)e where T = 2:7=1 (Dx ; - aj(x»2 +m 2.

~1ore detailed results on Hand H1 'can be obtained from this theorem.···

v. M. Petkov .. '.f~·

-Fourier integral operators related to degenerate refl~~ti~g

r~ys

Let n c /Rn, n ~ 3, n odd be a domain with' Coo boündary an and bounded
complement!( = JRn,n C {x : Ixl:5 Po}. Let s(t,lJ,w) E.S'(IRt X sn-l X sn-l) be
the scattering kernel related to tbe wave equation in IR x n with Dirichlet bound~ry
condition on an. For fixed () =1= w we have the relation' .

-e

sing supp s(t,(),w) C {-T..., : ,E .cw,s},
t

where T..., is the sojourn time of, and .cw •8 is the union of all (gerieralized) (w. ())-r~ys

in fi incoming with direction w E sn-l and outgoing with direction () E sn-l.'- If
-T'lf) is an isolated- point of s(t, lJ,w) and if there exists ooly one reftecting (w~~O)-ray

1'0 with sojourn time T...,o one can prove that -T'lO E sing supp s(t, O,w), provided
10 non-degenerate, that is the differential cross-section of '0 is non-vanishing.
\Ve study in this talk the case when 10 isa (w, ()~degenerate reftecting ray under the
assumption that there exists 8 > 0 such that all (w. O);...r~ys 1 having sojourn times
T..., E [T'YO -; 6, T'lo +ö] are reflecting a~d all such, lie in a sufficiently small n~ighbour
hood of 10. By using a dass of Fourier integral operators with weH arranged lo\yer
order symbols, we apply a result of Soga for the asymptotics of osciHatory integrals
with degenerate phase function. Finally, we show that for 10 with the properties
described above we have -T...,o E sing sup~ s(t, O,'w).
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B.A. Plamenevsky
On classification of extensions related to pseudodifferential
operators with singularities

Pseudodifferential operators with diseontinuous symbols on a compact manifold lvf
without boundary give rise to the short exact sequenee

o --+ K,L2(U) --+ W -+ 6 -+ 0 (1)

where 6 is a noncommutative rather eomplicate algebra of operator-valued symbols,
\11 being the algebra of wdo. In reasonable situations (piecewise smooth symbols,
piecewise smooth manifold) the algebra W turns out to be solvable, i.e. there exists
the composition series 0 = [0 C 11 C· .. C !J+l = 'lt such that I i+1/ I j ~

Co( ..~j) ® Je, where .1(j is a Ioeal Hausdorff space, K:. the compact operator ideal. It _
allows tis to form the chain of shprt extensions •

and introduce with the help of Joneda product the corresponding lang extensions.
The talk was devoted to the classification of such extensions and extensions of the
form (1) for some situations. Same index formulas are given in analytic terms and
in terms of the cyclic homology HC(6) for the symbolic algebra 6.

D. Robert
Pointwise semi-classical asymptotics for total
scattering cross sections in N-body problems

(Joint work with X.P. \Vang)
Let us consider N-particles of mass mi > 0, 1::; i ::; LV in the Euclidian space
JRv interacting through pair potentials Vij(x' - xi) where xi E IR" is the coordinate
system for the particle i. The motion is described in the center of mass frame:

N
1 N N ~ ...X"={(x,···,X )ElR :~miX·=O}.

1=1

N

X is equipped with the metric: < x, y >= r; 2m,x' . y'. The quantum Hamiltonian •

of the total system is given by:

P = _h2~r + L Vij(x ' - xi) in L2
( ..\,).

I<i

The Vii are assumed to be decreasing fast enough at infinity. Let a be a cluster
decomposition of {I, 2,'· . ,lV}, #a = 2, alld Cl channel scattering: 0 = (a, E, 4»
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(paif> = Eet>, <P E L2( ..\,0), pa being thc internal IIanliltonian in thc internal contig
uration space .\'0). Let C he the set or threshold of P. Then using an idea of
Enss-Silnon (1980) we can dcfine the total scattering cross section C1.... ( ...\, w; h) far
the incoming scattering channel er as a continuous function in .\ E ]E, +oo[\C and
w E 30' the nuit sphere or .o\1J = .ya.l ( configuration space of the relative motions
of clusters in a ).
Using the completencss property for wave operators provcd by Sigal-Soffer (1989).
we can prove the optical theorem for N-body problems:

(TQ(A,w, h) = hn~A) 'J < (P - A - iO)-l I.eQ,I.eQ> (*)

where: ea = <p(XO) exP(i~xa . w) ,n(A) = JA - E , xO, X a are the projections

of x in ..Y'a, X a ; Ja is the intercluster potential, w E §a'

With (*) and a. non trapping assumption we can prove a semi classical asymptotic
for U a :

+Q (h-~+6o)

for some 60 > 0 , "0" being locally uniform in ...\, uniform in w. (na =dim ..'ra.)'
For N = 2 , (**) was proved before by Yafaev and Robert-Tamura. Recently, Itoh
Tamura proved (**) in the distributional sense in (...\,w), without any non trapping
assumption. But for pointwise estimates like (**) a nOll trapping condition is
necessary in general.

E. Schrohe
A characterization of boundary value problems by
commucators and submultiplicativity of Bautet de Monv~l's

algebra

In 1977, R. Beals gave a characterization of pseudodifferential operators by the be
haviour of their iterated commutators on Sobolev spaces.
In the same spirit, I characterized the crucial elements in Boutet de Monvel's cal
culus, namely the pseudodifferential operators with the transmission" property and
the singular Green operators, by the behaviour of their iterated commutators with
multipliers and vector fields tangential to the boundary on the wedge Sobolev spaces
introduced by B.-W. Schulze.

80th characterizations together show that the algebra of operators of order and type
zero in Boutet de Monvel's calculus is submultiplicative.
In connection with results of B. Gramsch and C. Phillips this has applications for
Oka principle, non-abelian cohomology and K-theory.



B. 'W. Schulze
Continuous asymptotics in the edge pseudo-differential al
gebra

Thc edge problems are analogously to operators in Boutet de Monvel's algebra of
the form

(AJ\) W","Y(l-V) W"-t!,"Y-~(W)

A= TQ: ffi -+ ffi
H"(Y, (CN_) H"-~(Y, (CN+)

where W is the given manifold with edge Y and W"·"Y( W) are the weighted Sobolev
spaces over \tV . There are two leading symbolic levels

O"~(A)(t, x, y, T,~, 7]), the interior symbol

u~(A)(Y,I1), the edge symbol. e
This refers to local coordinates (t, x, y) E JR+ x X x n elose to Y , where JR+ x
..~ = X" is the open stretched mode~ cone, n .~ Y an .open set. The ellipticity is
determined by the bijectivity of hoth symbol components. The singular terms of
the continuous edge asymptotics have the form

!!±.l ..
F'1-~v{<1J>:2 w(t<TJ»«(TJ),(t<7J»-z>}

for a certain

((y) E H"(JR:1, A'(/(, COO(X)), .

[( C {~z < !!fl- f} a. compact set, A'(l(, COO(X)) the space of COO(..Y)-valued
analytic functionals, carried by K, in the canonical (nuclear) Frechet topology, w( t)
a cut-off function, i.e. w(t) E Cö(iR+),w(t) = 1 near t = O.
Theorem. Let A be elliptic, then Au = f E W.t,"Y-~(W) ffi H"-~(Y, (CN+), U E
W-oo .."f(W) EB H-OO(Y, (CN_) , and f having continuous edge asymptotics implies
u E W"+~,"Y(W) EB H" (Y, (CN_) , again with continuous edge asymptotics.

J. Sjöstrand
Asymptotics and estimates for operators and integrals in
large dimensions

(Partly joint work with B. Helffer) e
\Ve describe various results, uniform with respect to the dimen~ionm and sometimes
we give limits when m -+ 00. The methods are based on direct WKB expansions
and on the maximum principle.

1) Uniform WKB-expansions for a non-degenerate point weIl. More precisely we
discuss -!fi:1 + V(x) when V is holomorphic in 81.00, a''''(O, 1) with IVVltoo =
0(1), V(O) = O. vV(O) = O. V"(Q) = D + A, D diagonal~ IIAIIC((~"oo) :5 rl <
ro ~ D.
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2) Extension to thc CtX) case via thc not ion of O-standard functions.

3) Fornlal stationary phase: Under suitable assumptions we show that

Je.-",(r'Yllhdll = e-'1J(x;hllh with 'P O-standard :::} <I> O-standard.

4) Some applications:
a) exp -l(-~6 + V)

b) lim .\(m:h) = A(v; h) "J hf Aj(v)hj if 0 ~ v < ~ and ,,\(rn; h) = smallest
m-co m 0

eigenvalue of -h2ß. + v(m)(x), v{m)(x) = ~ - Elogcosh ~(Xj + Xj+l),
j=l

"m + 1 = 1" (with Helffer).

5) Use of the maximum principle, inspired by Singer-vVong-Yau-Yau. Gives
estimates on the higher derivatives of the log of the 1:st eigenfunctiori for
convex potentials. Ex: for v < ~ we get -r:.~~~.-

6) Exponential decay of correlations for certain "Laplace~ integrals (with HeHfer).

7) Power decay of correlations in a limiting case.

T. Tang
C*-algebras of pseudodifferential operätörs

\Ve study some C*-subalgebras C of .c(L2 (IRn
)) generated by certai~Qth-order p~,eu

dodifferential operators. They have compact commut~tors. The study has impli
cations on the Fredholm Theory and spectral theory of differential operators. It is
along the line of research of Cordes and others on similar algebras on more general
noncompact manifolds, andin particular that of Sohrab on some alge~ras 90 /8..Jl

•

Dur goal is to have a complete descripti90 of the maximal ideal spa<;e of C/ K:. ( K, =
{ compact operators on L2 (lR Jl

)}), and' the symbol map 0~1 C (canonical proj. fol
lowed by the Geifand transform). The difficulty lies in determinin'g these objects at
00. Sohrab overcomes this for his algebras by. constructing the multiplicative lipear
functionals at 00 explicitly. Sy a variation of one of his lemmas, we 'are able to study
algebras that are related to differential operators with more seve're singularities at
00.



N. N,. Tarkhahov
';];he P-N~u,mann problem

1. Koszul 's cOlnplexes.

2. Ellipticity condition.

3. Local exactness.

,.4. 'The P-Neu'mann problem.

'5 .. The main subelliptic estimate in the P-Neumann problem..

6. (Strongly) i\1(·)-convex domains.

7. Solvahility of the P-Neumann problem.

8. Uniqueness of solutions of the P-Neumann problem.

9. The Poisson formula for generalized solutions of the P-Neumann problem.

10. Solvability' of the P-Neumann problem in the Hardy classes.

11. Approximate solving the P-Neumann problem.

12. The particular case i = O.

13. The Lefshetz fixed point formula for Kos~ul's complexes on compact manifolds
with boundary.

14. Conclusive remarks.

H. Triebel
Eigenvalue distributions of degenerate elliptic PDO's:
an approach via entropy numbers

1. If.T is compact from A (Banach space) into itself, then Illkl ::; J2ek, where J-lk
are the eigenvalues and ek the related entropy numbers.

2. If n c Rn is bounded~ then ek -- k- s/n for the compact embedding of the
fractional Sobolev space H;(o.) into Lq(o.) , s > 0, 1 < p ~ q < 00 ,3- ;- >
_!!. ' -

q - -
:3. Based on 1. and 2. one can study the distribution of eigenvalues of operators

of the type, B = b1(x)( _~)-l~(X), where bj(x) E Lvj(n), -ß stands far
the Laplacian with vanishing Dirichlet data. Ir B is invertible, then 8-1 =
b~l(X)( -~)b21(X) has the classical behaviour of the eigenvalues Ak ~k2/n .

.1. Based on 1.. and 2. and the Birman-Schwinger principle one can estimate the
"negative~ spectrutn of operators of Schrödinger type.
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A. Unterberger
Pseudodifferential analysis and representation theory

In recent years, we have develaped the Klein-Cordon symbolic calculus of opera.
tors as part of a program linking pseudodiffcrential analysis ta elementary particle
theory. As rar as the Dirac set of equations is concerned~ we suggest (in vi~w of
the troublesome separation of the space of solutions as the surn of its posi~ive

frequency and negative-frequency parts) to first deforrn the relevant represent~tion

of the Poiocare group ioto a certain representation of same Oe Sitter group. In the
one (space-) dimensional case, the family of representations y/e get is nothing but
the principal series of representations of SL(2, IR). The relevant quantization: rule
was introduced in same recent joint work with J. Unterberger: \Ve describe its main
(rather exotic) features, that are related to the fact that it is the projective, not the
linear, structure on IR that plays a major role in the whole concept. .

D. Vassiliev
Construction of the wave group for boundary value~'f~

problems

Let A be an elliptic positive self-adjoint differential operator of order 2m acting
on a cornpact n-dimensional manifold with boundary. The work is devoted to the
effective (modulo Coo ) construction of the Schwartz kernel up(t, x, y) of the operator
e-itAP, where P is a pseudodifferential cut-off. An abstract lemma characterizing
properties of distributions of the ty-pe up(t, x, y) is formulated. This lemma allo\Ys to
state a well-posed problem for the equation D~mup = Aup. Then Up is constructed
as a finite surn of Fourier integral operators with complex phase functions.

H. "Widom
Random ma~rices and integral operators

In this lecture we describe how Fredholm determinants of integral operatoi?~ari~e in
the theory of randorn matrices. One that arises in many matrix models by "scaling

. in the bulk ofthe spectrurn" is det (! - f{) where!( is the operator on (0, s) with
kernel sin(x - Y)/1r(x - y). \Ve describe the asymptotics as s -+ 00 of this and
related quantities by three approaches:

(1) discretization and the use of Toeplitz matrices;

(2) the connection with a Painleve differential equation;

. (3) eigenvalue asymptotics of the operator.

The kernel (Ai(x)Ai'(z) - AiJ(x)Ai(=))/(x - y) arises by ""scaling a.t the edge of the
spectrum" and analogous results are obtained. (Almost all the "results" clescribed
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are heuristic and so not actually proved.) Finally mention is made of a conjecture
(not the speaker's) relating in apreeise way, the spaciog between eigenvalues of the
Laplacian 00 a ~~general" domain and the spacing between eigenvalues of a random
matrix.

M. Yamazaki
Besov type function spaces based on the Morrey spaces and
the Navier-Stokes equation

We construct new function spaces in the same way as Besov spaces, taking the Mor
rey spaces in place of the standard LP-spaces as the basis. By taking the parameters
suitably, the spaces become strictly larger than the Morrey spaces, yet enjoy heat
kerne} estimates similar to those of the Morrey spaces. On the other hand, our ..
spaces' behave weB for the pullback by orthogonal projections in the base spaces, .
while the Besov spaces do not have the corresponding property in general.
We also show that the Cauchy problem for the Navier-Stokes equation on the n
dimensional Euclidean space admit unique time-global strong solutions, satisfying
the initial condition in a suitable manner, for small initial data helanging to same
function spaces constructed above. As the initial data we can take distributions
which are not Radon measures.

.B. Ziemian
Asymptotic behaviour of solutions to elliptic corner
operators

A generalization of multiple Laplace integrals is proposed in order to study the
asymptotic behaviour of solutions to elliptic equations at infinity. In the constant
coefficient case a representation of solutions as a finite sum of Laplace integrals is
derived in the case of 2 variables, and for a class of eBiptic operators in higher
dimensions.
The proof rests on the extension of the' Leray residue formula, a study of Nilsson
type integrals and on Phragmen-Lindelöf type theorems for entire functions.
Perspective applications to the study of nonlinear elliptic equations are indicated.

ßerichterstatter: F. ~Ilantlik
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht 17/1993

..,

Homology Stability of the Mapping Class Groups and
Intersection Theory on Moduli Spaces

12.4. bis 17.4.1993

e Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Eduard Looijenga (Utrecht) und Carl-Friedrich
Bödigheimer (Göttingen) statt. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses standen Fragen an die Homolo
gie der Modulräume bzw. Abbildungsklassengruppen Riemannscher Flächen. Dabei standen
folgende zwei kürzliche Entwicklungen im Vordergrund:

... ' Im. ersten Teil wurde die Stabilität der Homologie. der Abbildungsklassengruppen b'~w. Mo
dulräume behandelt. Dieses Stabilitätsresultat wurde von Ivanov und Harer gezeigt. Es besagt,
daß die Homologie in einem Bereich, der mit dem G~chlechtg der betrachteten Flächen wächst,
unabhängig von g ist.

Im zweiten Teil wurden die Schnittzahlen von bestimmten stabilen Homologiekla.s~en,den
Mumford-Miller-Morita Klassen, behandelt. Dabei ging es hauptsächlich um' die Vermutung
von Witten über die erzeugende Funktion dieser Schnittzahlen. Diese Vermutung wurde kürz-
lieh von Kontsevich bewiesen. .

Vortragsauszüge

Dietrich Burde:
Abbildungsklassengruppen und Modulräume

Der kla.ssi~che Modulraum Mg besitzt verschiedene Beschreibungen als Raum der ebenen
algebraischen Kurven, als Isometrieklassen hyperbolischer Metriken und als Äquivalenzklas

...'.~en komplexer (bzw. konformer) Strukturen auf einer geschlossenen orientier~en Fläche vom

.-Geschlecht ~ 2. . .
.Für topologisch endliche Flächen E;,r mit r Randkomponenten und s Punktierungen wur

den die Abbildungsklassengruppen r;.r' der Modulraum M;.r und der Teichmüllerraum ~:r

definiert. Die komplexen Strukturen auf der Fläche E~.r wurden hierbei als vollständi.ge.hy- .
perbolische Metriken auf E~,r interpretiert, so daß die Randkurven der Fläche Geodätische
sind.

Eine Parametrisierung von ~~r wurde mit den Fenchel-Nielsen- 'Koordinaten angegeben.
Man erhält mit diesen Koordinaten einen Diffeomorphismus ~~r -+ J1il:-3+2r+. x JRJg-3+r+6.

Mit Hilfe der -Interpretation des Teichmüllerraumes durch quasikonforme Abbildungen kann
man zeigen, daß ~:r für r = 0 sogar eine komplex-analytische Mannigfaltigkeit ist.
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,~ ....-- Di~··Abbi'id~ngskla.ssengruppe r;.r operiert eigentlich. disk~ntin~.li~rlich ~uf dem rreichmüller:-

raum ~~r. Der Quotient dieser Operation ist der Modulraum M;.r. Für r = 0 ist der Modul
raum eine komplexe V-Mannigfaltigkeit und somit ein normaler komplexer Raum. Für r > 0
operiert die Abbildungsklassengruppe frei, und der Modulraum M:,r ist eine Mannigfaltigkeit
und der klassifizierende Raum von r:.r

Für die rationale Homologie hat man H,,(r:,r, Q) ~ Hk(M;,r' Q). Für r > 0 gilt dies
dann auch für Koeffizienten in~. Explizite Ergebnisse sind: Hl(r;,r, LZ) ~ 0 für 9 2: 3 und
H2(r;,r,~)~ Zl",,+l für 9 ~ 5. Dann gibt es folgendes Stabilitätsresultat:

Hk(r:,r; LZ) ist unabhänig von 9 und r, wenn 9 ~ 3k + 1.

Stefan Schröer :
Homologische Stabilität der Abbildungsklassengruppen

Homologische Stabilitätseigenschaften von Familien von Gruppen (z. B. Matrizengruppen,
. Ab.bildungsklassengruppen) kann man hä.ufig durch folgenden abstrakten Stabilitä.tssatz e
welsen:. .

Satz: Sei X ein simplizialer Komplex und r eine Gruppe, die simplizia! auf X operiert,
so daß für eine Inklusion von Simplizes T C (j die Inklusion r.,. c ru für deren Standgruppen
gelte. Weiter sollen folgende Vorausetzungen erfüllt sein (g ~ 0):

(1) X ist (9 - 1) -zusammenhängend.

(2) r operiert transitiv a.uf der Menge der p-Simplizes für p = 0, ... , g.

(3) Für Teer gelte: Hq(ru) '--+ Hq(r.,.) ist injektiv für 2q+ dirn (j :5 9 - 1 und surjektiv für
2q+ dirn (J'::; g.

(4) Für jeden 1 -Simplex (j = (va, VI) gibt es ein 101 E r mit Vo = 101 VI, so daß für
G := {, E r u 11/011 = IOI} gilt: Hq(G) -. Ifq(ru ) ist surjektiv für 2q + 1 ::; g.

Dann gilt: Für alle Ecken V E X ist Hq(rv) --+ Hq(r) injektiv für 2q ::; 9 - 1 und surjektiv
für 2q :5 g.

Der Beweis besteht au~ der Analyse einer Standardspektralsequenz, in der die Homologie
der Stabilisatoren organisiert wird.

Bernd Brinkmann:
Der Kurvenkomplex

In einer kompakten lliemannschen Fläche E (eventuell mit Rand) betrachtet man die Menge
V aller Isotopieklassen einfach geschlossener Kurven ( = Kreise) auf E, die nicht zu einem Punkt
oder nach BE deformierbar sind. Diese Isotopieklassen bilden auf folgende .Weise die Ecken eines
Komplexes C(E):
Co, ... , Cf) E V bilden ein p-Simplex (Co, ... , Cf)) , falls alle Ci paarweise verschieden sind. Es
gilt:

- C(E) ist (lokal) unendlich.
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- dirn C(E) = 3g(E) - 4+ # {Randkomponenten}, wobei g(E) das Geschlecht von Eist.

- C (E) bestimmt einen topologischen Raum IC (E)I (= geometrische Realisierung).

- Die Abbildungsklassengruppe der Fläche operiert auf C(E).

Beim Beweis werden folgende Konstruktionen benutzt:

Jeder Familie {fe : E ~ JR} von nicht degenerierten Funktionen läßt sich (in nicht kanoni
scher Weise) ein Komplex C und eine Abbildung r.p : C -+ C(E) zuordnen. Dabei werden die
Kreise auf E durch Niveau-Mengen der Je konstruiert.

Umgekehrt kommt jede Abbildung r.p : C -+ C(E) für endliche Komplexe C von einer
solchen Familie her. Der Parameterraum P der Familie ist dabei ICI.

Theodor Bröcker: ~..fft·,
per KUI-venkomplex und die Homologie der Abbl1d~ngs
klassengruppe

Folgende Sätze wurden nach einem Manuskript von E. Looijenga. (na.ch van der Kallen) und
N.V. Ivanov bewiesen: .

1. Zusammenhangstheorem: Die kompakte Fläche E habe 0,1 oder ~ 2 Randkomp0
nenten, und es sei jeweils d 5 e, e-l, e-2 mit e := -X(E). Dann kann man jede d-par~etrige
Funktionenfamilie durch eine nicht-degenierte Cl -Familie approximieren. Die Funk~ionen in
dieser Familie haben eine reguläre Niveaukomponente, die weder eine Scheibe noch zusammen
mit einer Komponente von 8E einen Zylinder berandet. Es folgt, daß der Komplex G(L) der
Isotopieklassen geschlossener Kurven auf der Fläche E jeweils (e - 1), (e - ,2) bzw:: (e - 3)
-zusammenhängend ist.

2. Ivanovs Stabilitätssatz: Angenommen die Fläche E ensteht aus einer Fläche R durch
das Anheften von Hosen an die Randkomponenten von R. Dann induziert die Abbildung
der Abbildungsklassengruppen r(R) -+ r(I:) in der q-ten Homologie eine Inklusion (bzw.

_.Surjektion) für 2q ~ g(R) -1 (bzw. ~ g(R)). g(.R) bezeichnet dabei das Gesc~lecht der Fläche
_IR.

Die Beweise sind geometrisch mi t zahlreichen Figuren, durch die die Bedingungen des Sta
bilitätssatzes, über den Stefan Schröer vorgetragen hat, verifiziert werden. Dieser Satz läßt sich
auf die Operation der Abbildungsklassengruppe auf den Kurvenkomplex C(E) anwenden.

Ralf Ehrenfried:
Abbildungsklassengruppen als virtuelle Dualitätsgrup
pen
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Man nennt- ein~ Gruppe r ein-e Dualitätsg~uppe--der -köh-ömologischen- Dimension n, falls es 
einen Isomorphismus H'(f, M) -. Hn_,(r, D® M) für alle i und alle r -Moduln M gibt. Dabei
nennt man D := Hn(r, Zlr) den dualisierenden r -Modul. Die Existenz eines solchen Isomor
phismuses ist gleichbedeutend damit, daß alle H'(r, ~r) = 0 für i =F n und D torsionsfrei
( als abelsche Gruppe) ist. Ist nur eine Untergruppe r' c r von endlichen Index eine Dua
litätsgruppe, so nennt man r eine virtuelle Dualitätsgruppe. Alle torsionsfreien Untergruppen
von endlichen Index haben eine gemeinsame kohomologische Dimension, die dann als virtuelle
kohomologische Dime~sion von r bezeichnet wird.· .

Es läßt sich nun zeigen, daß die Abbildungsklassengruppe r g.r für r > 0 eine Dualitätsgruppe
ist. Im Fall von geschlossenen Flächen kann man zeigen, daß die Torelligruppe (mod p) r: erg
eine Dualitätsgruppe ist. Diese Gruppe ist torsionsfrei und hat endlichen Index in r g • Somit
ist r g eine virtuelle Dualitätsgruppe.

Desweiteren lassen sich die kohomologischen Dimensionen cd r g.r und die virtuellen koho
mologisehen Dimensionen vcd r g genau bestimmen. Es gilt:

cd r a,r = 0 für r = 0, 1

cd r O,r = 2r - 3 für r ~ 2

vcd f 1 = 1

cd fl,r = 2r für r·~ 1

vcd r 9 = 49 - 5 für 9 ~ 2

cd r g.r = 49 - 4 + 2r für 9 ~ 2, r ~ 1

Zum Beweis konstruiert man die sogenannte Borel-Serre Erweiterung ~ des Teichmüller
raumes Tg und betrachtet die freie Operation der Torelligruppe r~ auf dieser Erweiterung, die

eine Mannigfaltigkeit mit Rand af; mit Ecken ist. Dieser Rand ist nun homotopieä~uivalent
zur geometrischen Realisierung des Kurvenkomplexes C(Eg ). Damit lassen sich die Gruppen
Hi(r~, ~r~) und H'(rg,r, ~rg,r) bestirrunen, und deren benötigte Eigenschaften zeigen.

Herbert Kurke:
Deligne-MuIIlford Kompaktifizierung und tautologis_
Klassen •

Der Raum Mg wird hier als Modulraum der glatten projektiven algebraischen Kurven
betrachtet. Erlaubt man gewisse singuläre Kurven, erhält man eine Kompaktifizierung Mg.
Dazu betrachten wir sogenannte stabile Kurven:

Das sind zusammenhängende algebraische Kurven, die gewöhnliche Doppelpunkte haben
und auf dem glatten Teil eine hyperbolische Struktur erlauben (d.h. Komponenten vom Ge
schlecht 0 müssen mindestens 3 Doppelpunkte haben).

Die Konstr.uktion von Mg mittels der geometrischen Inva.riantentheorie wurde skizziert.
Dara.us folgt, ~:iaß Mg eine quasiprojektive normale algebraische Varietät ist. Aus dem stabilen
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Reduktionssatz folgert man, daß Mg projektiv ist. Analog lassen sich die Modulräume M;
von stabilen Kurven mit s ausgezeichneten Punkten konstruieren.

Durch die Betrachtung der universellen Deformation wurde erklärt, welche lokalen Struktu- ,
ren Mg und Mg\Mg haben: Mg ist ein Orbifold und Mg\Mg ist im Sinne von Orbifolds ein
Divisor mit normalen Kreuzungen.

- Global ist Mg \Mg eine Summe von DiVisoren ß;,i < i. Dabei besteht ß; aus den Kurven,
die durch einen singulären Punkt in eine Kurve vom Geschlecht i > 0 und 9 - i getrennt wer~en
können, bzw. durch die Immersion einer stabilen Kurve vom Geschlecht 9 -1 und einen neuen
Doppelpunkt entstehen.

Die tautologischen Klassen sind die Zykelklassen "I = 1r*(~~Mg) im rationalen Chowring

bzw. in H·(Mg, IJ) oder H*(M g, lJ). Dabei ist 1r : Cg -+- Mg die universelle Familie stabiler
Kurven und WCl;;A das relative kanonische Bündel.

Eine topoloitsc~e Interpretation von "I E H·(Mg, lJ) wurde skizziert und der Beweis des
Nichtverschwindens der "I für große g wurde gezeigt. Hierzu werden KonstruktioneD; von ge

Aeigneten Faserungen projektiver algebraischer Varietäten 7r : Z ~ X mit glatten Kurven vom
-Geschlecht g als Fasern betrachtet, so daß 1r.(w~~) ~ 0 ist (nach Miller und Morita).

GünterHarrler:
D~e Vermutung von Witten

Es wurde der kompaktifizierte Modulraum M; der stabilen und mit s Punkten markierten
Riemannschen Flächen eingeführt. Auf diesen Raum sind durch die Punktierungen 5 Gera
denbündel 1:,1, ... ,1:,/1 gegeben. Man inte~essiert sich nun für die Schnittzahlen

{Tdl' ... , rd.} =Cl (.Cl )dt
••••• C/I(-CII)d. ,

wobei natürlich E di = 3g - 3 + s sein muß. Es ist so, dcill wir -wegen der Symmetrie unter
der symmetrischen Gruppe von s Punkten nur die Zahlen V/e = #{i I die = O}, k 1; .... , s
kennen müssen. Wir setzen fonna.l:

(Tdl ~ ... , rd.) = (T~ , ... , r;lc)

Es gilt dann O· Vo + 1 . VI +... + k . IIIe = 39 - 3+ s und Va +... + Vk = s. Man hat p.iermit den
Ausdruck (r;o, ... , r;i) fama! definiert, falls die resultierende zahl g ganz und ~9~ ist. Sonst
setzt man diesen Ausdruck Null. Es ist z.B. (1l) = 1. Betrachtet man die erzeugende Funktion

, ,t~ t~ ~ ~
F(to, ...,ttl) = E ",,' .... ,. (TO '···"Ic ),-e {"' .....v.} Vo· Vk·

so hat Witten vermutet, daß für diese Funktion gilt:

(1) U = :t~F genügt einem System
o

au au 82U
-8 =RtI+l(U'-a,~, ...)

t/l to U"o

von Differentialgleichungen, wobei die R.+1 Polynome in U, :~, ... usw. siri~, die sich aus der
KdV-Hierachie ergeben.
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(2) F genügt der String-Gleichung

8F 2" 8F8t = to + L...J ti+l 8t
l
"o .

Die String-Gleichung hat eine einfache geometrische Erklärung in Termen der Modulrä.ume
M;. Diese wurde erläutert.

Frank Herrlieh:
Eine Zellenzerlegung von M~ x JR~

Ein Bändergraph ist ein Graph zusammen mit einer zyklischen Anordung der Kanten in je
der Ecke. Die Kantenmenge eines Bändergraphen zenallt in Randzyklen (oder Randpoly_).
Man führt ,die Menge M~tcomb der metrisierten Bändergraphen mit n (geordneten) Rand~n
und Geschlecht 9 ein und versieht sie in naheliegender Weise mit einer Orbifoldstruktur.

Man kann in die Randzyklen eines Bändergraphen 'punktierte Kreisscheiben so einkleben, ..
daß eine n-fache punktierte Riemannsche Fläche vom Geschlecht 9 mit fast überall flacher
Metrik entsteht. Umgekehrt findet man nach einem Sa.tz von Strebel zu n Punkten auf einer
Riemannschen Fä.che stets ein meromorphes quadratischen Differential mit geschlossenen Tra
jektorien, das an den vorgegebenen Punkten Pole der Ordnung 2 hat und ansonsten holomorph
ist; außerdem kann man die Lä.nge der geschlossenen Trajektorien um die Pole vorschreiben.
Es folgt:

Satz: M;,comb ist homöomorph zu M; x 1R~.

Mi t gewisser Einschränkung läßt sich dieser Homöomorphismus auf die Kompaktifizierung
fortsetzen.

Man beachte nun das Geradenbündel L,t := xi(wclM;)' (i = 1, ... , n) und ziehe es auf

M;tCOmb zurück. Das assozierte SI-Bündel hat als Faser über einem metrisierten Bändergraphen
gerade das i-te Randpolygon. Die Chemklasse dieses Bündels berechnet man als Krümmungs
form eines Zusammenhangs. Damit kann man eine Volurnenform auf der Faser der Projektion
M;·comb --. 1R~ (also auf Kopien von M;) definieren. Durch Laplace-Transformation mit
positiven reellen Zahlen At, i = 1 ... , n erhält man Kontsevichs Main Identity:

n (2d; - I)!! ~ 1 1 TI 1L (Tat··· Tdn ) TI ,,\2d.+1 = L-J 2#Ecken(G) #Aut G A' + A" '
dl+...+dn=a .=1 G • KADI. a(e) 'Ce) ~

YODG ,.

wobei d = 3g-3+n ist und (rd l ••• Tdn ) die Schnittzahl Ct(.Ct)d l ••• Cl(.Cn )dn
• Die rechte Summe

erstreckt sich über alle 3-valenten numerierten (9, n)-Bändergraphen G.

Gregor Masbaum:
Ein Hermitesches Matrizenmodell

In diesem Vortrag wurde

1 X3 1
log exp(iTr- - -Q/t,(X))dX

'HN 3 2
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berechnet, wobei 11.N der Raum der Hermitschen N x lV-Matrizen ist, und QA(X) =Tr(AX2 )

mit A = diag(A}, ... , AN), Ai > O. Es handelt sich um ein einfaches Beispiel des sogenannten
Feynma.n-Kalküls.

Das Resulta.t ist im wesentlichen

wobei G die Isomorphieklassen von zusammenhängenden 3-valenten Bändergra.phen mit N
kolorierten Ra.ndzykeln durchläuft. Hier ist IGol die Anzahl der Ecken von .G, Gt die Menge
der Kanten von G, und der Propagator ,xe ergibt sich a.us der Kolorierung gemäß

,.\ _'Ai + A;
e - 2 .( .e

4
~ieses Resultat liefert einen Schritt in Kontsevichs Beweis der Witten-Vermutung (vgl. die
'WUMain Identity" in F. Herrlichs Vortrag). .

Guido Kings:
KdV-Hierarchie und Grassmannsehe .:,'~~."

Sei Psd ::::: lE~oo T;(x)D; IN- E IN, D = -/;' Ti E coo(1R)} der Ring der fo~1ren.Pseudo
differentialoperatoren und L = Dn + E~; u,(x, t)D' ein Differantialoperator. Dann existiert

L* E Psd mit (L~qn = L, und bezeichnet L; den Differentialoperatorteil von (L:Y, so ist die
Gelfand-Dikii-Hierarchie gegeben durch. .

8L [1: ]&t = L:;.,L

(für. n = 2: KdV-Hierarchie). Ziel des Vortrags war es, die Hilfsmittel bereitzustellen, um
Lösungen der KdV-Hierarchie zu bestimmen. Die Lösungen werden parametrisiert durch Grass
mannsche. Sei H = L2(Sl, aJ), H± Unterraum der Fourierreihen mit positiven bzw. negativen
Exponenten, so setzt man:

Gr(H) := {W C H abgeschl. Ipr+ : W --. H+ Fredholm vom Index 0, -.~

pr_ : W --. H _ Hilbert-Schmidt}

.Eies ist eine Hilbertmannigfaltigkeit, und es werden Standard-Koordinaten angegeb.en. Für
~ie Theorie der r-Funktionen wird das Determinantenbündel über Gr(H) benötigt. Die Kon-

struktion mittels zulässiger Basen wurde angegeben, und eine Erweiterung 1 --. (C' ~ GLrctl --+

GLretl ~ 1 der Strukturgruppe GLrca von Gr(H) konstruiert, die auf dem DeterminantenbÜlldel
operiert.

Anette Huber:
KdV-Hierarchie und r-Funktionen

Sei r + = {f : I5 -+ a:-I f holomorph, 1(0) = O}. Dieses operiert durch Multiplikation a.uf
der Grassmannschen des letzten Vortrags. Standardkoo~dinaten.sind r + 3 9 = exp(L:'2:1 tizi)

7



(x = td. Weiter sei r~ := {g E r+ !g-lW nH_ =F O}. -D~n ist die Bak~rju~ktion ~~: r~ -+

W (W E Gr(II)) gegeben durch 9 .-.. g(pr;~lw(l)), wobei prg-Iw : 9- 1 W --+ H+"

Satz. Für r ~ 2 existieren eindeutige Differentialoperatoren Pr

so daß für W E Gr(n) gilt ~ = P~1/Jw, d. h. für ZAW C W gilt weiter P",t/Jw = ZA.,pW. In
diesem Falle erfüllt L := Pn die GD-Hierarchie, d. h.

8L [.L ]
8tT" = L+,~ .

Als nächstes werden die Funktionen Tw : r + --+ (C eingeführt, die aus einem Schnitt des
Kodeter~nantenbündel über Gr hervorgeht. (9 ~ ;~~:~~J, wobei q der k~onischeS."tt 
ist, g-lW n H_ ;f; 0.)

Diese Funktion ist holomorph und kann als unendliche Determinante berechnet werden,
nach Parameterwechsel auf gewissen Untermengen auch als endliche Determinante. Es wurde ~

gezeigt, daß die Koeffizienten der Entwicklung von g-l1/Jw von der Form ~ sind, Ei ein
TW

explizit bekannter Differentialoperator. Damit kann der Differentialoperator L von oben explizit
in Termen yon Tw bestimmt werden, seine Koeffizienten sind holomorph. Speziell für n = 2
(KdV-Hierarchie) hat er die Form

Carl-Friedri~hBödigheirner:
T - Funktionen zu Airy-Funktionen

Dieser Vortrag bildete den Abschluß des Beweises der Witten-Vermutun"g. Zur klassischen
Airy-Funktion

,x E IR

wird für reelle Diagonalmatrizen x = diag( XI, •.• , XN) die Funktion

A(x):= r dY exp trH(xY + ~y3)iHN 3 •betrachtet, wobei 11.N der Raum der Hermite'schen (N x N) - Matrizen ist. Dieses Integral
wird a.uf die Funktion a(x) selbst nebst ihren Ableitungen zurückgeführt.

mit
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t:.;~e ...
rt~·! -

(

Man setzt jetzt tk = tk(A) = -ttr(A -1) für ein A = diag()'l' ... , AN), Ai < O. In der Funktion

F(to, ...) = E ~ E (Tdp ... , Td.)td• ..... td.
a S. dl •.•••d.

wechseln wir zu Variablen Tl, T2 , ••• mit ti = (2i + I)!! T2i+t . Aus dem Vortrag Masbaum erhält
man:

exp(F(t(A))) = COIlst A(2~ A2 ) II(>.; + >.;) II >'l = COIlstdet(z;_~~:;))
i<j i det( ...\ )

mit den neuen FUnktionen ZA;(A) := ckA! exp(-t-) ak(2~ A2
), A < O. Diese Funktionen

besitzen eine asymptotische Entwicklung für A= 00. Die Konstante Co kannn so gesetzt werden,
daß zo(O) = 1. Setze Zo := z. Der Differentialoperator D = A-11;. - ~A-2 + .A erfüllt

D 2 z0 (A) = A2zo(A) ,DZk(A) = const Zk+t{.A).

~an kann deshalb die Konstanten c'" wählen durch Zu := >.2kz und Z2k+l := ),.2kD,z. Aus
den Vorträgen Kings/Huber folgt nun, daß exp(F) die r-Funktion für den c'Ll.A2

]- Modul W =
span{z, Dz} C a:«A-1

)) ist mit Anfangswert L = ::2+ 2x. ..;

Eduard Looijenga:
Generalisations of the Witten conject~e

Tbe talk described two "directions in which Witten generalised his conjecture about inter
section numbers on M;.

1) If Tp denotes the T-function of the Gelfand-Dikii hierachy with "initial value" (/;)P + px
(p 2: 2), then log Tl' should be equal to the generating function F" obtained as follows: Given a
genus 9 ~ 0, nEIN and (kl,... ,kn E {O, ... ,p - 2} such that r := ;(2g - 2 - 2::'::1 kd E 7l,
Witten defines a class .' ,

e(p, kt, ... , kn) E H 2(g-1-r)(M';)

so that we can form

fIIiThen after substituting .

t d+l1 = Tdp+k+l(k + l)(p + k + 1) ... (dp + k + 1)
p

we find our generating function

2) The second generalisation involves Witten's expansion relative a simply connected pro
jective manifold M with negative canonical bundle. The expansion has coefficients in the tensor
algebra generated by H:V(M).

9
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Ulrich Stuhler:
Kohomologie von Liealgebren und die Abbildungsklas
sengruppen

Es wurde über ein Preprint von Kontsevich, t'Formal (non)-commutative symplectic geome~

try", berichtet: Seien In, an. resp. Cn die Liealgebren der Derivationen folgender Aigebren: Ln. ==
freie Liealgebra in den Erzeugenden {Pt, ... ,Pn, qt, ... , qn} bzw. An = {Pt, ... , Pn, qt, . .. , qn} die
freie assoziative Liealgebra (ohne 1) in den Symbolen Pi, qi resp. Cn = Q[Pt, ... , pn, Ql, •.. , qn]
(Polynomring in den Unbestimmten), so daß 2:~1[Pi, q,] resp. L:~t[Pi,qi] resp. E?:l dPi 1\ dqi
invariant sind.

Setze hn := In resp. an resp. Cn, limn _ oo hn =: hoo . Dann ist H.. (hoo)Q eine kommu
tative' und kokommutative Hopfalgebra und damit nach einem Satz von Milnor-Moore iso
morph zur freien (im 7lf2-graduiertem Sinne) kommutativen Algebra über dem primitiven
Anteil PH.. (hoo ). Dieser primitive Teil der Homologie wurde mit i) der Gruppenkohomologie
der Gruppe der äußeren Automorphismen ein'er freien Gruppe resp. ii) der Kohomologie_
Abbildungskl.assengruppen bzw. der Modulräume komplexer Kurven resp.. iii) Graphenho.
logie in Zusammenhang gebracht. Es wurde der Beweis für iii) gezeigt (mit einer Lücke) und
der von ii) angedeutet.

Eine Rolle spielt 1) die Tatsache, daß sp(200) C hoo und 2) die Existenz einer weiteren
Beschreibung der Liealgebra als Poissonalgebra in den nichtkommutativen Situationen i) und
ii) .

Berichterstatter: Ralf Ehrenfried, Stefan Schröer
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This conference, under the direction of Wulf-Dieter Geyer (Erlangen) and: Moshe

J arden (Tel Aviv) \vas the second one on this subject held 'in Oberwolfach.

As in the first conference survey.lectures were giyen on arecent central

result in Field Arithmetic. This time it was the theorem of Fried and Völklein

that each PAC Hilbertian field of characteristic 0 is w-free. The "lecturers were

Geyer, Völklein,. and Haran. Then special lectures were given. In one of them

Pop announced his t. Riemann Existeoce TheQrem which implies a generalization

of the Fried-Völklein theorem to arbitrary characteristic. The other talks fell ioto

six categories:

1. Galois groups (Efrat, Fried, Geyer, Jensen, Haran)

2. Real fields (Berr, Efrat, Königsmann, Maciotyre, Schmid)

3. Model theory and logic (Delon, Macintyre, Pheidas)

4. Finite fields (Fried, Müller)

5. Local global principle (Jarden, Razon)

6. Diophantine equations (Ruppert)
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R. Berr: Same applications of the theory of real halomorphy rings

Let !( be a formally real field. By definition, the absolute real holonlorphy

ring H( J{) of K is the intersection of the real valuation rings uf 1{. Thcreby Cl

valuation ring is called real if its residue field if formally real. For H(I() the

following description holds

H(K) = {x E KI3n E N: n ± x E L K 2
}.

Using the ring H(K) E. Becker showed that x E L: K 2 is a surn of 2nth powers iff

v( x) E 2nrv for alLvaluations.v of. K·. This result can by generelized as follows:

Let J: c N and let

LLK2n = {Lx~n'l Xi E K, ni E .c}.
L,

Then for x E L: K2 we have: x E Li: L: K2n iff v(a) E UJAEc 2/-lrv for all

real valuations v of K. For example, let f = .y4(_y" + 1)6 E IR(_Y). Then f E

L: IR(_y)4 + 2: R(X)6 + 2: lR(X)lO. These results are based on the fundamental

relation H(K)* n L K2 c L: K2n for all n E N. This l:an be generelizcd as

follows. Let T C K be a quadratic preordering. Instead of H( K) we now

consider the ring A.(T) = {x E KI 3n ~ N: Tl ± xE· T}. Let S·e K· be a

subgroup such that K2 C S and T = L S == {l: sil .)i ES}. Finally for n E N

let L sn = {L: sil Si ES}. If n E N is odd we get the following results:

(1) A(T)* nT C L sn;

For example, let K = IR( x) and let T = L: K1. + }[ L: I·(l. Then t$; E

~4(T)* nT. Now let S = K 2 U_"<K 2 in order to gct t$; E L IR(x)2n +x" L: R(x):l

for all odd n E N.



Fran.;oise Delon: Groups acting on valued groups

'vVe are intercstcd in retracts of fields, precisely in these structures consisting of

the additive group K+, a multiplicative subgroup G and the action of G on K+.

vVe add a valuation v from K+ on G, commuting with the action of G:

Vg E G, 'Vx E K+: v(g) = 9, v(g. x) = g' v(x).

-e
Let .c be the corresponding language. We prove an Ax-Kochen Ershov principle

for this kind of structures, with the following consequences.

PROPOSITION 1: H (K, v, G) and (L, w, H) are two valued fields with cross

section, and baving the same type of cbaracteristic, then

(K, v, G)r.c == (L, w, G)r.c iff I K/v 1=1 L/v land G == H as ordered groups.

(K, v, G)r.c is decidable iff Gis as an or~ered group.

PROPOSITION 2: Hk is a neid and G an ordered group, let k«G» be tbe skew

power series neid, defined as usual, with its natural valuation and cross-section.

Suppose G is solvable and decidahle as an ordered group. Then k«Gnr.c is

decidable.

PROPOSITION 3: IE A is an ahelian divisible group without torsion, or with pA =
o tor a prime p, and G an ordered solvable group, decidable as an order~dgroup,

then the wel1-ordered vVreath-product WO(AWB) is decidable. .......

Ido Efrat: Profinite groups modulo the real core

._e The talk considered the quotient of a profinite group G by its real core N (Le.,

lV is the <closed subgroup of G generated hy all involutions). It was shown that

if G ~ G K is the absolute Galois group of a field K, then G/ N is torsion-free.

For example, Gal(Qtr /Q) is torsien-free answering a question posed by M. Fried

2



and D. Haran. \Ve presented a Galois-cohomological praof of t.hc following: If

G has a projective open subgroup of index ~. 2 and if G satistles certain condi

tions imposed on an absolute Galois group by Artin-Schreier theory, then G/ JV is

projective (when G = G K(2), this has been proved by Ershov and \Vare, indcpen

dently, using field-theoretical tools). This enables proving a going up property for

real projective groups', duc to Haran, without using Artin-Schreier cohomology.

Mike Fried: Factoring Polynomials in finite ftelds

We give an example. oi an application of the arithmetic of covers that is not an

addition to the inverse Ga.lois problem. F. Chung introduced certain graphs:

n fixed, k a finite field, K/k oi degree n, K = k((). Form of directed graph:

Vertices are a E KX, a -+ ß if P/cx = (+ a for same a E k.

QUESTIONS:

(1) 15 the graph conneeted? (Da the {( +a} a Ek generate K x ?)

(2) What is the diameter? (Least integer such that nt=l (( + a.) runs through

al1 K X
.)

Katz in Math. Ann. 286 (1990) 625-637 shows far same canstant B(n), if

Ikl > B(n), d = ·n + 2 suffices. He gives as an unsolved problem if d = n + 1

does also (d = n trivially does not). We give a quick proof of Katz's result,

then we use Hurwitz spaces to show for each n there exists infinitely many k and

f E k[x], f irreducible of degree n, for which d = n + 1 does not suffices a as

diameter bound. The case n = 3 was quite explicit: the essential ingredient was

construction Of]pl .-+ pI by x ~ m(x) of degree 4 with alternating group ..44 ,_ as

geometrie monodromy group and S. as arithmetic monodromy group.

3
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.Mi-"e Fried: Reminiscences on aperiod of work on the Inverse Galois

Problem

We gave some historical comments on the relations arnong the work of the

. speaker, A.x, Debes, Haran, (Mike) Artin, Harbater, Pop, Jarden, Shimura,

Völklein, Serre, Jensen, Thompson. Here are same of the unsolved problems

discussed in the talk.

Assume all fields are countable of characteristic O.

1. Den.ne K to be R(egular)G(alois)-Hilbertian if for each LIK(t) Galois

with L n f( = K there exists inflnitely many to E K with G(L to / K) =
G(LIK(t».

TUEOREM (Fried-Völklein): If K is Pile, K is RG-Hilbertlan if and only if each

finite group is a quotient of G K .

THEOREM (Fried-VölkIein): If K is PAC, K is Hilbertian if and only if GK is

pro-free* .

Thus Hilbertian and RG-Hilbertian have a complete Galois theoretic char

acterization for the case K is PAC. There is a nation of real Hilberianity that

allows us to characterize existence of certain quotients of G(LI K (t» arising from

specializations L to / K. Consider the exact sequence:

I-G(L/K(t) -G(L/K(t))~G(K/K)-1.

Here k = [( n K. Let H* be the largest subgroup of G(k / K) generated by

images of involutions of G(k / K). Let G· be the largest subgroup of res-1(H*)_e generated by involutions. Then K is real Hilbertian if G* = G(L,./K) for

infinitely many to E K.

• Editorial comment: The easier direction, K PAC a.nd G K free profinite group
implies K Hilbertian~ is due to Roquette.

4



For example the field Qlr is real Hilbertian. Find analogons theorems for

fields that are RG-real Hilbertian and real Hilbertian. See [Fried-Haran-Völklein]

for Cl pretty good start in this direction: GQlr is freely generated .by involutions.,

2. There is a PAC field P/Q that is Galois with group fI~=..! Sn- (Fried-'

Jarden): Thus,

I-Fw ~ G(Q/Q) ~ TI S~ -4 1.
n=2

To get a truly natural field like P it is probably better to use in its place

the composite Q8y
mm of all Galois extensions L/Q with G(L/Q) = Sn for

some n. This, however, has the property that the group on the right of

(*) is a little complicated.. Better yet, try the composite Qa1~ of all Galois

extensions L/Q with G(L/Q) = An for same n.

THE PROBLEM: Is Qalt P.AC?

OTHER TOPICS IN THE TALK. Qtr(i) (The field of complex multiplication);

nonrealizatibility of Dr; as a regular extension of Q(t) [Fried; Review of Serre's

Topics in Galois Theory]; The lifting invariant for covers J"'t( ~ lF i with brauch

cycles as 3-eyeles (the two compenents of the Hurwitz space are both defined

over Q); and the appearanee of arithmetic geometrie group extensions coming

from going to the Galois Closure.

W.-D. Geyer: Fundam'ental and Braid Groups

This was the first of severalleetures about the Fried-Völklein paper on realizing

groups a.s Galois graups using Hurwitz moduli spaees for covers of the Riemann

sphere with given data. In this talk the basie definitions ~d properties of fun

damental groups were developed, the Galois theorem of (unranlified) covers was

studied. This was applied to the theory of ramified covers or the Riemann sphere

5
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1P1(C). Riemann's existence theorem and some corollaries and the branch cycle

argument \vere explained. To deal with deformation of covers of 1P1(C) different

hraid groups were introuuced as fund.amental groups of higher dimensional many

rolds. The full and the pure Artin braid group, and its projective counterpart,

the fuH and pure Hurwitz braid group. The structure of these groups was .ex

plained, especially the operation of the hraid group on the fundamental group of

the punctured Riemann sphere.

• W.-D. Geyer: Realization of l-groups over global ftelds

Scholz (1.936) has shown that over Q every I-group, G with I=/:2 is realizable as

Galois groups. Reichardt (1937) has improved t~s proof, bis version can be found

in Serre's "Topics in Galois Theorey"(1992). All these proofs use the theorY';~'of

cyclotomic extensions as an essential tool. -Safarevic (1954) gave another proof,

overcoming the exception 1 i:- 2, hy using the concept of a Scholz field hut then

developing a huge combinatorial apparatus to solve tbe oc~urring embedding

problems. In this joint work with M-. Jarden under report we try to translate

first the result of Scholz to algebraic functions fields in ODe variable over a finite

field. The cyclotomic extensions do not work there, we had to replace, th~m ~y

class field theory. The finite result give not onIy extensions with given I;..group

G, but we can very precisely control the ramification of the extension (which

explodes in SafareviC's approach), such that we can bound the number and"{by

Cebotarev's density theorem) the degree of the ramfied primes. As a consequence

we get abound to the genus of the field on which the group G acts (resp., to_e the discriminant, in the number field case). The precise result is as follows: Let

[( be a global field, let s be the rank of the global units, r be the I-rank of the

class group. Assume I to be a prime such that (, fi K. Then given a finite set

So of primes in K there is a set SI of r + s exceptional primes such that: Given

6



an I-group G of order im there is aScholz extension LI/\" with Galois group G

such that the ramified field primes in LIK are contained in 51 U {Ql, ... , qm},

where the qi are given by congruence conditions; moreovcr all primes in So split

completely in LIK.

D. Haran: The a~solute Galois group of the fleld of totally real alge

braic numbers QU

The main result: G(Qtr) == b w = the free product of groups of order 2 over the

Contor space ""'(w. Furthermore, Qtl is decidable.

This follows as Qtl is PRC (Pop) and from this:

THEOREM: Let K be a PRC neId, LIK a Galois extension, L not Eorma1ly real,

H a finite group, I ~ H a conjugacy domain of involutions, and 7i": H -4> G( L / K)

an epimorpbism such that

11"(1) = f(LI K) := {e E G(LIK)I c2 = 1, L(e) is not Eormally real }.

Then there exists a Galois extension F of K (x), regular over L, and an isomor

pbism h such that
G(FIK(x)) __h • H

r~
G(L/K)

commutes and h(/(FIK(x)) = I.

To show this, we first construct a point q on the Hurwitz space 'H,jnn that

represent the required extension and h is the case K = IR.

In the general case we partition the space of ordering 4~ ( K) of Kinto dopen

subsets .Y1, ... , )(m, and construct appropriate points q., ... , qm E BinD of the

above type, each for a certain subgroup Hi, i = 1, ... , m, and a certain subset

7
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Ii ~ Ho of involutions. We then apply the PRC property to fined p E 1-l(K) such

that p approximates f]i for each P E .\i. This p gives the desired extension F

and the isomorphism h.

D~ Haran: Schur multiplier and the Conway-Parker Theorem

This talk gave the group-"theor~ticalbackground for the work of Fried and Völk

lein. We defined the Schur multiplier of a finite group G. and being "generated

by commutat·ors". Every finite group is a quotient ·of a group with· the latter

property~ We pro~ed the -Conwa~-pa.rkerTheorem for such groups.

Moshe Jarden: PAC Fields over Subri~gs

This is a.report about a joint work with Aharon :Razon.

8

Remark: A PAC field over itself is just a "PAC field". •

THEOREM: HO is a countable Hilbertian field and K is its quotient field, then

for almost a11 a E G(I()t:, K~((1) and K(ir) are PAC over O.

•Example: 0 = Z and K = Q.

Definition: A field M is said to bepAC over a subring 0,. if fOT every absa

lutely irreducibI~ polynomial f E ..1\1(T, xl and every 0 =1=9 E M[T], there exist

a E 0 and bE M such that I(a, b) = 0 and g(a) =1= o.

_ • The work shows that all algebraic extensionsof Q which are known to

be PAC, except Q(O'), are not PAC over Q. In particular, Qsymm and any finite

extension of Qtr are.not PAC. We don't know of any example of a Galois extension

of Q which is PAC over· 0 except Q.



LOCAL GLOBAL PRJNCIPLE.

Data: In the above notation suppose that 0 is a Dedekind domain, K is a global

ficld, and lvI is an algebraic extension of K which is perfect and PAC ovcr O.

Let VAJ be the set of all valuations of 1\1 which are integral over 0 and let ltV be

a finite subset of V,W'. For each 1} E V.W' let ~"Iv be the completion of Al at l) anti

let 6 M.v be its valuation ring. Finally let V be an absolutely irreducible variety

aver 11;[. •

THEOREM: H'V(OM.u):j:. 0 far each v E V.\1, then V(O) =1= 0. Nloreover, for each

finite subset W OfVM, V(O) is dense in IlwEw V(O.\1,w).

c.V .. Jensen: Prodidhedral extensions of finite numb.er fields

The talk represented joint ,,?ork. with·W.-D. Geyer. Let L = K(jd) be a quadratic

extension of a number field K. Consider the two statements:

(1) Does there exists bp-e~tensionof K which is Zp-extension of L?

(2) L is not totally real.

Then (2) => (1). Also (1) <= (2) if one assumes Leopoldts conjecture for L.

Here Dp is the projective limit lim Dpn', of the dihedral groups of order 2pn.
4--

Several explicit examples and applications were" given.

J. Koenigsmann: Valuations elementariJy deflnable from multiplica

tive subgroups of ftelds

Given a multiplicative subgroup M ~ K x in a field K and a compatible valuation

1) of K (i.e. 1+mv ~ M, where mu denotes the maximal ideal of the corresponding

valuation ring Ou), the question when Du is elementarily definable in terms of lvI

has been asked in various centexts (e.g. by Diller, Dress, Berer, Jacob, Arason,

Ware). If [K X
: 1\1] = 2 and M + 1\1 ~ M (i.e. M is a "half-ordering" of K), one

9
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can show hy introducing a topology induced by M on -K, that there always exists

a valuation definable in terms of At. Using this, an explicit formula for a valuation

compatible with finitely many orderings Pt,· .. , P2 (here lvI = PI n· .. n P n ) can

be given. Also, for any henselian non·euclidian field with n square classes, where

1 < n < cx), this method yields a henselian valuation which is 1st -order definable

in the language of fields.

Angus Macintyre:- The Field of Real Exponeritial Algebraic Numbers-

Joint work with A. J. Wilkie. Wilkie's praof of model completiness of the re

_stricted exponential field is effectivise, by giving effective estimates for' rates

of growt~ for definab~e families of definable functions. Then Schanuel's Con

jecture is used to embed the prime model of real exponentiation, the fiel<!..-:9f
-::-~rj.---~

real exponential-algebraic numbers, into al1 models of a certain recursive ~od;i-
--';-'

complete subtheory of the real field. Combining this with Ressayre's methods

allowing easy transition to unrestrected exponentiation, we prove:

THEOREM: If Schanuel's Conjecture is true, the theory of tbe real exponential

Held is decidable.

P. Müller: Exceptional Polynomials

An outline of the preprint "Schur covers and Carlitz's conjecture" by M. Fried,

R. Guraling and J. Saxl \vas given. The mairi object of this work is to classify

exceptional polynomials as elose aspossible, is particular close enough to prove

Carlitz's conjecture. A polynomial f over in finite field k is exceptio,na! if it

induces a bijection on infinitely many finite extensions of k, of equivalently if no

irreducible (over k) factor of f{x~=~(y) is absolutely irreducible. The latter yields

strang constraints about the points of the arithmetic andgeometric monodromic

groups of f. _Besides possible exceptions in characteristics 2 and 3, the arithmetic

10



monodromy group of an indecomposible (aue mayassume this without 10ss of

generality) is primitive of affine type q, where the degree is apower of char(k),

this information proves Carlitz's which asserts that in odd characteristics the

degree of an exceptional polynomial is odd. Finally, thc. first example of an

exceptional polynomial with non-solvable arithmetic Illonodromic group recently

constructed was given.

Thanases ·Pheidas: Solvability questions in function ftelds

We announced the new result: The existential thearey of the function field F( t)

with char(F) ~ 5 in the language {O, 1, t, +,.} is undecidable.

We surveyed a number of relevant older results and gave outlines for thc

proofs in thc case of C[t] and IR[t] pointing out certain analogies. vVe asked a

number of questions, manly:

(1) Is the theorey of C[t] decidable?

(2) Is the existential theory of e[t] decidable?

(3) Is "ordox > 0" definable in e[t]? Exist. definable?

Floria~ Pop: tRET and Applications

Let K be henselian field with respect to a non-trivial valuations v and S ~ lP~

a finite set of closed points. If S = S X K f< = {x 1'" •• , Zn.} (n.. = 2n, even)

can be organized in pairs PI: = (XI:, Yk) which are permuted by G z and Xl: ~ Yk

v-adically, then setting U for the complement of Sone has:

tRET : Tbe canonical exact sequence 1-11"1(0) --1rl(U) - GK --1 has

canonica11y a quotient of the form 1 - TI - I1~ G K - 1t where •

11



with SI: a supernatural number with all components 00, but the one component

to. p, j[ ch~(J{) = 0, char(K v) = p > O. Moreover, PII has a section a such

that the action ofGK on rr ~ja ais given by (gz,)17 = gl7-lz,Xcyc1(Q-l). Several

appJjcations oE the above theorem were gi yen, like:

(1) H K is a countable Hilbertian P.4C neId theil GK is w-free.

(2) H K is global neid and [(E is tbe field oi totally E-adic numbers [ar some

finite subset E ~ IP(K), then G KE,cyd is w-free.

(3) Wi th the notation from above ~ne· ·bas

when W is the Cantor space and K p is the completion oE K with .respec~

to p E ~.

Aharon Razon: The" Local Global Principle ror PAC ftelds over Sub-

rings

This is areport about a joint work with Moshe J arden. We have p~oved, following

the methods of Roquette et al. for Q, the ~ocal global pri~ciple fo~. ,absolutel!

irreducible varieties defined over a perfect algebraic PAC field lv[ over a Dedekind

domain 0 with a.global quotient field K.

The transition to non;;ugebra:ica1~y closed fields poses some difficulties,

which we have succeeded to overcome. First, far each polynomial h· PE M[Xr..:

we have assured theexistence of an Al-rational root of a polynomiaJ. h' in M(X]

which is T -elose enough to h, where T is a Zariski-close~ set of vaIuations of.. e M wmch are integral ov~r O. Second, for each x E k an<!- each positive integer.

c, we have showed the existence of afinite exte~sion L of K which is c~ntained

in 1\1 such that for each v E T and each u E G(K) there exists bEL with

v(b-- xD') > c. (If j\l/K is normal then this is trivial.) Third, for a ~~nc'tion field

12



of one variable F over l\tf and a function f E F, we have proved the existence of

an M -rational zero of a function 9 in F whieh is T -elose enough to f.

\Ve have Inanaged to overcome these three difficulties using thc PAC prop

erty of A1 over O.

w. M. Ruppert: Solving algebraic equations in roots of unity

Let 1 E C[x,y) be an irreducible polynomial of degree (d 1 ,d2 ). The problem is

to find all «(1,(2) where (1,(2 are roots of unity and 1«(1,(2) = o.
It is weil known that there are infinitely many such solutions iff f = c(x d1 

(yd 2
) or f = c(xd\yd2

- () where ( is a root of unity (Ihara, Serre, Tate, ... ).

H there exist oo1y finitely many solutions in roots of unity a procedure was

sketched how one can actually find them. A consequence is that the number of

such solutians is ~ 22d1d2 - 2dt - 2d2 • The quality of the estimate is indicated

by the polynomial J( x, y) = x dt yd2+ 2 .1 h (x d1 - yd 2 ) - 1 which has 14d1d2Sln 1&

solutions in raots of unity. For the general case, i.e. looking for s<:>lutions in roots

of unity cf fl(Xt, ... ,xn )"= f2(Xt, ... tXn) = ... = fm(Xt, ... ,xn ) = 0 there

exists also an algorithm how one can find them and a structure theorem how the

Zariski closure of these solutions looks like.

Joachim Schmid: Sums of fourth powers of rational functions

In this talk the following theorem was presented: Let" K be a formally real field

such that 3 is a square in K and assume that F1(K) = 2. Then P4(K) ~ 6. Here

P2(K) (resp., P4(K)) is the 2nd (resp. 4th) Pythagarannum~erof the field K.

H. Völklein: Moduli spaces ror covers of the Riemann sphere

These moduli spaces were originally constructed by Fried and Völklein (Math.

Ann. 1991), extending earlier work of Fried (Cornm. Algebra 1977). They are

13
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generalizations of the classical nioduli spaces for simple covers of pt studied by

Hurwitz. The talk described a new construction of these spaces that is not based

on the generalized Riemann existence theorem.

Application include on cxact sequence for GQ:

00

I-Fw -GQ ---TI Sn --+ 1
n=2

where t w is the free profinite group of countable rank (Fried-Völklein, Annal.

1992). Further, Galois realizations over Q of the groups GLn{q) and PUn{q), n

even n ~ q.

H. Völklein: Solvability of regular embedding problems and rat.ional

points on' moduli spaces :~~;

We use the moduli- spaces for covers of the Riemann sphere that were constructed

in joint work with M. Fried. It is shown that the existence of k-rational poin~s"on

certairi twists of these spaces implies the solvability of certain regular embedding

problems over k. This can be used to prove that all embedding problems over a

Hilbertian PAC field of characteristic zero are solvable.

Berichtersatter: ...l\.haron Razon
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Nachtrag zum Tagungsbericht 18/1993 "The Arithmetic of Fields"

Franz-Viktor Kuhlmann: On the valuation theoretical structure of

nonarchimedean exponential fields

This talk was areport on the work of Salma Kuhlmann.

Every ordered field K admits a natural valuation v such that the value of

an element is represented by its archimedean class. v is nontrivial iff the field is

nonarchimedean. If the field admits an exponential f, then it induces a special

structure on the value group G. Note that G as an ordered abelian group also has

a natural valuation VG. If f is just an order preserving isomorphism betweet:! the

additive group of K and its multiplicative group of positive elements (a "weak

exponential"), then it already follows that there exists an isomorphism <p between

the negative part G<o of G and the rank vG(G) of G (as o~ders). If f satisfie~

_ ~certain gro\V~h axioms, ~hen. tJlis_~~y be e~:Rr~s~~~py_~he additi<?nal·property of- .. - _. -- . .; '. - - ~ -

'P to satisfy Va E G: ep(a) < vG(a). Conversely, if the ~alue group G adinits an

order isomorphism cp: C<o ~ vG(G), if K is countable and if its residue field K

admits an exponential, then K admits a weak exponelltial. If Cf' has tlle above
.. I

\

Qlentioned additional property, then J( admits a weakexponential f satisfying.1 additional growth axioms such as \:Ix: fex) > 1 + x.

The valuation theoretical interpretation of growth axioms for exponentials

on nonarchimedean fields was given and the structure induced on the value group

was discussed in detail. Moreover, we exploited the idea to split an exponential

into a left, a middle and a right exponential according to a de~omposition of

the additive group inta a lexicographical sum of three subgrollps, the one on the

right being the valuation ideal and the one on the left a group co~plement to the

valuation ring. Then, the left exponential induces the special st,ructure on the

value group, and the middle exponential induces an exponential on the residue
I

field.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 19 / 1993

Mathematical Foundation and Numerical Methods ror Transonic Flows

18.-24.4.1993

The conference was organized by Cathleen S. Morawetz (New York), Jindrich
Necas (Prag) and Wolfgang L. Wendland (Stuttgart).

The participants came from computational fluid mechanics and engineering, from
numerical and applied analysis. The mathematical foundation of modelling and
computational algorithrns for transonic ftows still remains one of the challenging
frontiers with many open problems. The foIlowing topics have been discussed.

The simplest tllathematical model for stationary transonic flows is the full po
tential equation for isentropic inviscid ideal gas flows. In fact, this is a'limiting
model which already admits change of type, discontinuous shock solutions and the
necessity of an entropy selection criterion revealing already the main difficulties since
existence and uniqueness are still open. Also the correct choice of function spaces is
yet not clear. Nevertheless, several decisive special results have been achieved du
ring the last years in mathematical theory as weIl as for computational algorithms
concerning error analysis, reliability and "efficiency. The improvement of reliable
numerical methods was only possible as far as a new theoretical foundation became
available. The following new theoretical results have been presented:

Aglobai new existence result for the variational problem for subsonic flow enjoy
ing the selection property by Glowinski and Necas provides some new hope for the
correctness of the model and, perhaps, the cxistence of transonic solutions (Gittel):

The rigorous justification of thc Glowinski-Nei:as selection principle based on
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hifurcation analysis of an associated dynamical system (Keytit.z) anti the clarification
of shock retlexion (rvtorawetz).

Since now some compensated compactness results far the stationary variational
transonic fiow model are available, convergence results for the finite element a.p
proximation of the penalized variational formulation have been obtailled iucluding
variational crirnes (Berger and Feistauer) and for the coupling with a linearized far
field model (Berger, Warnecke, Wendland). Moreover, the analysis and application
of error and shack indicators and of errar estimators has been developed (\Varnecke).

Also, finite differences and improved approximation of shock conditions f~r the _
transonic fuH potential equation (Lifshitz) and subsonic potential methods with •
integral equations (Lifanov) belonged to this type of topics.

Because of the entropy production, instationary problems are more complica
ted. Here, many aspects of the Euler equations have been discussed. For the
theoretical foundation, standard Riemann problems and their explicit solution in
higher dimensions as the basis of efficient numerical methods have heen considered
(Klingenberg).

Finite volume methods with their various different aspects still pose many open
problems. Since the functional analysis and appropriate topologies are rigorously
justified only for scalar conservation laws, also the error analysis· for corresponding
methods is still in a preliminary state. For finite volume methods, a first rigorous
error analysis was presented (Morton, Süli) and for one scalar equation convergence
has been shown (Kröner, Noelle, Rokyta). In elose connection with rigorous ana
lysis, there arose many activities in the creation of error and shock indicators and
estimators for the rigorous justification of adaptive feedback algorithms (Felcman,
Kröner, Morton). Model adaptive modifications of algorithnls (Sonar) and a gene
ral theoretical foundation' of feedback methods (Johnson) have also been presented.
Since artificial and numerical viscosity, entropy production, dissipation and stabi
lity on one hand and the relation between computed results and the mathematical
solution of tbe model equations on the other hand is still a largerly open question,
the relation between numerical and physical viscosities in the frarnework of singular
perturbation theory (Tobiska) and the validation of different numerical procedures _
in careful mutual comparison as weIl as in comparison with practical measurements •
was one of the central topics of interest (Kozel, Fort, Hänel). Further problems at
the frantier between mathematical theory and the design of computational schemes
were non-reftecting artificial boundary conditions (Sofronov) and a modified boun-
dary element method combining potential flow and vorticity transport (lemma).
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Also further (ievelopelllcnts of the hodograph method in lligher dimensions
concerning existencc (\nd uniqueness (Popivanov) and time continuous finite eie
Inent Galerkin schemes for the Tricorni problem (Schneider) show the variety of
Inathematical analyses in this field.

The contilluous discussions between practioners and theoreticians turned out to
be particularly stitnulating. Here, a comparison of the fuH potentialtnodel with Eu
ler equations (Schippers), finite difference upwind schemes used for the wake-rotor
interaction in helicopter flow computations (Wagner) aod the various experiences
with a Inultiple-field industrial computational fluid dynamics code (RilI) have been
presented.

After lectures and in the breaks many vigorous discussions developed. Also 00

Thursday evening the whole group gathered for a round table discussiori."on open
problems. We missed J. Necas very much who was not able to come. Although this
was a small conference, the discussions have been rat her vivid and there developed
a particularly cordial and stimulating atmosphere. The wonderful atmosphere was
also due to the staff of the institute whom we all are thanking for the continuous
and friendly care. I want to express the participants' gratitude to everybody who
helped to make possible this stimuating unforgettable conference.

ABSTRACTS:
~.

•
M. FEISTAUER:

Finite element variational crimes in the solution of transonic flow
The paper presents the results obtained in the cooperation of the author with
H. Berger concerning the theory of finite element approximations of two-dimensional
transonic potential flow in a general bounded domain. In the discretization, the basic
finite element variational crimes are committed: the curved boundary is approxima
ted by piecewise linear curves and numerical integration is used. The second law of
thermodynamics is represented by a new improved version of the entropy condition
which leeds to good numerical results. The discrete problem is reformulated with



the aid cf least squares and entropy penalization. The convergence or approximate
solutions to an exact one is investigated in detail.

J. FELCMAN:

Adaptive remeshing for Euler equations
The paper presents a numerical method for the simulation of 2-dimensional inviscid
compressible fluid flow in a channel or in a region around a profile. A finite volume
flux-vector splitting scheme of Godunov type is used to deal with the hyperbalic
problem. Same first and second order methods on triangular, quadrilateral and dual _
meshes are investigated. Tbe comparison of the numerical results using a.n adaptive •
strategy is presented.

J. FORT:

Numerical modelling of steady and unsteady inviscid transonic ftow
A few problems described by the system of Euler equations are numerically solved
by two finite volume methods based on cell centered anclfor ceU vertex schemes of
Lax-Wendroff type. The steady transonic fiow through a plane cascade is solved
as the basic problem; the results are compared with experimental data. The model
of flow through a cascade lying on an arbitrary rotationally symmetrie surface of
variable thickness (S1) and its numerical solution is presented. The unsteady flow
through a cascade with fixed inlet canditions and perioclical time dependence of the
autlet pressure (low frequences) were simulated by hoth methods. We deal with the
influence of some parameters, e. g. the frequency of motions and the distance of the
outlet boundary.

H.-P. GITTEL:

Local entropy conditions in transonic ftows
The transonic expansion procedure for irrotational steady two-dimensional flows of
an inviscid gas past a slirn profile leads to the basic transonic system:

rot(u, v) = 0,

div(~u2,v) =o.

The variational formulation of this problem in a rectangle n = {-a, a] x [0, b] with
appropriate boundary conditions for (u, v) on an = r t u r2 (r t-horizontal part,

4
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r2-vcrtical part) reads a.s folIows: Let

v == {(p, q) E L'l(O .. IR?)Irot(p, q) = 0 in distributional sense, q = 0 in Il-t(r'l)} .

Determine (u, v) E V : JJ((~ul, v) - (uo, vo)) (p, q)dxdy = 0 V(p, q) E V ,
o

where (tlQ, "0) E V is given. The last relation ist the EULER-LAGRANGE-equation
for the variational problem:

J(u, v) := JJ(~U3 + ~vl - (uou + vov)) dxdy ~ min .
o (u.v)EV

We minimize J(u, v) over a closed bounded set K C V which is defined by~bounds

for u- = rnin{O, u} and by the loeal entropy conditon: (u-)% $ M in distributional
sense (with a constant M ~ 0). Tbe functional J is not convex on K and K is not
compact in V. Using compensated compactness methods we are able to prove the
existenee of a minimum of J on K.

D. HÄNEL:

Viscous, transonic flows
A critieal consideration is presented about numerical predictions of viscous, transo
nie flows around airfoils. The numerical simulaton is based on the Navier-Stokes
equations, solved by finite-volume methods with different upwind or central dis
cretizations. The first part of the paper deals with the difficulties a.rising by the
numerical simulation of wind tunnel experiments. Se~eral examples demonstrate
the strong sensitivity of the flow with respect to small disturbanees, the problems
in describing the free or forced transition to turbulence, and tbe uncertaincies near
maximum lift. In the second part of the leeture, numerical problems are discussed,
which refer to the inBuence of the numerical approximations of the solution of the
Navier-Stokes equations.
Several examples are presented, which demonstrate the significant influenee of dif
ferent elements of a method, as they are e. g. Bux limiters, entropy corrections or
rar field boundary conditions.
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u. IE~lMA:

Boundary integral equations for transonic ftows
A boundary integral equation approach for the solution of transonic potentia.l tlows
is presented. The formuJation is valid for unsteady, three-dimensional news. The
nonlinear full-potential equation is derived from the governing equations (conser
vation of mass, momentum and energy) using hoth, the conservative and the oon
conservative forms of the continuity equation. An a.rtificial dissipitation term is
introduced ioto the hyperbolic region of the domain of integration. Several fornls
for this artificial viscosity have been tested and validated by means of the conlpari- _
san with existing numerical results obtained in field methods (i. e. finite-difference, .,
finite-volume, finite-element methods).
The extension of the formulation to rotational inviscid fiows (Euler equations), cur
rently under investigation, will also be outlined. This consists of decomposing the
velocity field into an irrotational field (described as usual by a. sealar potential) and
a rotational field confined with tbe shadows of the shoek wave.

c. JOHNSON:

Numerics and hydrodynamic stability: Towards error control in CFD
We initially review the available error analysis in Computational Fluid Dynamies
and come to the conclusion that the existing error estimates are meaningless in most
cases of ioterest. We propose a new approach to errar analysis in CFD aiming at
reliable and efficient adaptive quantitative error control. This is based on apreeise
analysis of hydrodynamic stability coupled with Galerkin orthogonality. We prove '
a-priori and a-posteriori type error estimates in a model case for pipe flow, formulate
corresponding adaptive algorithms, and discuss the potentia.l of this a.pproach for
adaptive errar control in CFD.

B. KEYFITZ:

Shocks near the sonic line in steady and unsteady flow
We analyze stability of shocks between astate where flow is hyperbolie (superso-
nie) and one where the ftow is elliptie (subsonic) by using bifurcation theory and e
dynamical systems. The key observation is that the strueture of the wave CODe is
opposite to the two cases. In steady transonie flow, the forward wave cone widens
at tbe sonie line to beeome a half"':space; in unsteady flow which changes type it
degenerates to a singular line. One consequence of this is that the viscous profile
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adlnissil>ilitv t:rit(~rion for a steady flow can be described by a. one-dinlensional vec
torfield for ~ll statcs near thc sonic line; the upstrealn state Is always hyperbolic and
the lower-speed (higher density) state IS always downstream. On the other hand,
the self-similar travelling wave solutions for viscous pertubations of unsteady ftow
require a two-climensional vectorfield unfolding, equivalent to Takens-Bogdanov;
the downstream state is always hyperbolic; the upstream state may be elliptic. but
not all elliptic states lead to admissible shocks.

eh. KLINGENBERG:

On two-dimensional selfsimilar gas dynamics
In modelling compressible, inviscid two-dimensional gases through the two-dimen
sional Euler equation, we address questions of 1.) uniqueness and 2.) exist~nce.

.~.g;

1. We consider oblique shock reflection say of a planar sbock impinging>onto a
wedge. Through shock polar analysis one can depict regimes of the parameters
describing the incident shock which allows for two solutions, the so-called
regular and Mach reßection. The author attempts to unify tbe many criteria
in the literature selecting one of these solutions as folIows. Find a relationship
between the given data of the problem.and an angle er, which decribes the first
possibility when the Mach stern may turn the ßow by this angle Q.

2. Next, special solutions of two-dimensional Riemann problems are presented.
Here, the initial datum is constant in wedges meeting at the origin. We give a
complete list of elementary waves, the purported building blocks of the two
dimensional Riemann solutioos. Finally, we show solutions of small perturbati
ons of these solutions, by finding solutions to the selfsimilar, small distl:lrbance
equations.

K. KOZEL:

Numerical solution of inviscid and viscous transonic ftow
The work deals with the numerical solution of several steady and unsteady problems
of outer and inner aerodynamies. The mathematical models are tbe Euler and
the Navier-Stokes equations. Numerical results were computed by finite volume
methods using:

7



a) C-grid, H-grid ur triangular unstructured grids
13) MacCormack or Ni or multistage Runge-Kutta scheInes and sanle TYO type

schemes (MacCorma.ck predictor-corrector, Lax-Wendrotf on step and Hwang
Liu scheme)

"y) cell vertex form for the Ni scheme and cell centered forms for other schemes.

This work presents for inviscid flows:

0) the comparison of results achieved by older type schemes (now TVS) and TVD _
type schemes for channel flows; •

ß) the comparison of steady cascade flows of turbine type (three methods) with
experimental results of the Institute of Thermodynamics of the Czechoslovak
Academy of Sciences;

'"Y) the simulation of unsteady fiows through ~ compressor cascade of 0 FVLR
Köln with Moo = Moo(t) and P2 = P"2(t).

The work also presents numerical solutions of viscous laminar transonic flows for

a) unsteady transonic flows around NACA 0012 with Aloo = 0.85; Re = 104
;

ß) steady transonic flows through a turbine cascade of the VKI Brussels.

D. KRÖNER:

Finite volume methods with loeal mesh alignment in 2-D
For tbe simulation of complex flow phenomena in 3-D it is necessary to use self
adapting-grid techniques and numerical schemes of higher order. Tbe first demand
implies to use unstructured grids and finite volume or finite element methods. Since
it is very easy to include the upwinding discretization to the finite volume scheme we
decided to use this one althougb it is not obvious how to define higher order schemes
in this context. For the Caucby problem of the nonlinear scalar conservation law we
get the convergence of first and higher order finite volume schemes. In the proof we
use tbe theory of measure valued solutions very extensively. a
For more complicated problems like the nonlinear system of the Euler equations of •
gas dynamics we have done some numerical experiments for finite volume schemes
with loeal mesh adaption. In particular, we have used a local mesh refinement
algorithm far the fluctuation distribution scheme of Roe and Deconinek in case of
the shock reflection problem. Furthermore, near the shocks the triangles are aligned

8



•

witlt the tliscolltinuity and this gives a very good resolution of the shocks. This i5 a
methocl which was use.d previously by Kornhuber for linear scalar conservation laws.

l.I. LIFANOV and I.K. LIFANOV:

Numerical solution of boundary singular integral equations and some
problems in aerodynamics and diffractions of waves
1t is known that a lot of problems from aerodynam~csof ideal inviscid fluids and the
diffraction of waves can be reduced to the solution of the exterior Neumann problem
for the Laplace or the Helmholtz equation. These Neumann problems are reduced
to strongly singular integral equations, by using the double layer potential on a
piecewise smooth open and also on a closed curve in the planar case and surfaces
in the spatial case, correspondigly. For these integral equations, numerical ~olution

methods are presented which are analogous to the method of discrete vert~~es .

Y.B. LIFSHITZ:

N umerical simulation of viscous transonic flow over an airfoil
The lecture presents a concise itemize of a new approach to the viscous-invisid
method for the computation of transonic ftow over an airfoil with large Reynolds

. numbers. This method has been ineluded in the AEROFOIL code library used for
the computation of a lot of airfoil flows, which were obtained in wind tunnels ea.rlier
a.nd are known now as a division of the Experimental Data Base for Computer
Program Assessment (AGARD-AR-138). A comparative analysis of the flows over
a.ll the airfoils of the data base allows to conelude that our code and a wind tunnel
simulate the unbouded airfoil flow to about the same extent. The results also point
to the new circuDlstances in the problem of errors arising when the win<r"tunnel
data are transferred to the unbounded transonic flow. The effect of tes"fsection
blockage is extremely important in this case, and an estimation of its impaet on the
aerodynamic characteristics becomes achallenging problem.

C.S. MORAWETZ:

Reflection of a shock at a wedge: Potential theory
The reflection of a weak shock from a thin wedge is studied by solving for the lowest
order term in the framework of a potential flow. The position of the shock and other
properties are derived. It is shown that weak not strong reflection takes place in a
certain regime of parame~ers but the Mach reflection is always possible. The main
idea is to make use of the fact that the standard foliated shock polar shrinks to a

9



simple curve with discontinuous slope as the underlying tlow becolnes sonic; and the
standard limit for weak shocks IS not necessarily to be characteristic. These ideas
corne from Frankl's shock polar and the fact that the underlying flow is partly super
and partly subsonic.
My other work is with the application of compensated compactness to transonic
flow.

K.W. MORTON:

Finite volume approximation of steady transonic flow
Tbe cell vertex finite volume method is a generalization of the classical box dif
ference scheme. For the Euler equations it gives a very compact discretization of
tbe conservation laws, which maintains its accuracy on distorted meshes and is weil
suited to the use of shock fitting or recovery techniques. In this lecture I will show
how it has been developed for the modelling of transonic flows by both the Euler
equations and the Navier-Stokes equations in two and three dimensions: I will show
the need to introduce distribution matrices to combine cell residuals to four node
based residuals and the role that is played by artificial viscosity terms: The aim is to
minimize the latter and I will describe various techniques that may be used to detect
and model shocks and so eliminate the need for second order artificial viscosity. A.n
outline will be given of the stages that will be necessary in the error analysis of the
schemes, as weil as an indication of the present state of progress.

N. POPIVANOV:

Overdeterminated problems ror mixed type equations
Same three-dimensional BV-problem for mixed type equation is considered, which
is similar to a plane problem, investigated previously by C. Morawetz. The three
dimensional problem was posed by M. Protter (1954), but still now there is 00

existence theory. As proved, the cokernel of the corresponding BVP in the hyperbolic
part of the domain has an infinite dimension. Tbe reason for that is the strang
singularity, which appears io the solution of the original problem for an infinite
number of smooth functions in the right-hand side. This singularity appears in the
vertex of the characteristic cone and is not going along the CODe.
To investigate this three-dimensional BVP, we consider a. perturbation, in which we
change the equation only in the hyperbolic part of the domain, and we add some
nonlocal operator which connects each point in the domain with same corresponding
point on the characteristic cone. The existence, uniqueness and infinite differentia-
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bility with rcspect to one variahle are proved. The connection between soll.tions of
the local anti nonlocal problems is established.

S. RILL:

Numerical ftow simulation for complete transport aircraft - its impact
on aerodynamic design
Due to considerable advances in CFG algorithms as weH as supercomputing power
and efficiency, it has become possible to solve the Eu]er and Navier-Stokes equati
ons for complex geometries. At Deutsche Aeropace Airbus the algorithm MELINA,
together with the grid generation system INGRID form the tool package for 3D
inviscid and viscous compressible Aow analysis. Airbus has gained considerable
experience with optimization of aircraft components on the basis of 3D computa
tional fluid dynamics in combinaton with dedicated wind tunnel experi'ifients for
validation of the predicted improvements. The validation experiments for~the IN
GRID/MELINA package with wing / body / pylon / engine / Rap tra:ck~fairing

geometries have shown that the reliability of CFD results is very high even for such
complex geometries. This offers great chances for future developements of eflicient,
safe and environmentally clean airplanes.
The scope of the talk will be a concise itemize of the mesh generation system INGRID
with its newest features and the flow solver MELINA, that has onIy recently been
enhanced to treat viscous fiows. The numerical results that will be presented are
obtained with the solver running in the inviscid and viscous mode. We will discuss
how the 3D simulation data are used in the aerodynamic design process.

M. ROKYTA:

Convergence of higher order finite volume schemes on unstructurea grids
far scalar conservation laws in 20
The lecture presents results obtained by D. Kröner (Freiburg), S. Noelle (Bonn)
and M. Rokyta (Prague). We consider higher order finite volume discretizations for
hyperbolic conservation laws in several space dimensions; and for the specified dass
of schemes we prove the convergence to the uniquely determined admissible weak
solution.
The main tool for proving the convergence is the concept of measure valued solutions,
which was established by DiPerna. Usiog tbe properties of numerical ftux we prove
an LOO~stimateof the approximate sequence. This estimate implies the weak-star
convergence of the sequence to a Young measure. Then we prove that tbe Young
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measure satisfies a set or entropy conditions. Finally, DiPerna~s theory gives us that
the Young measure reduces to the admissible weak solution in the sense oe Kruikov.
As an application, we consider the discontinuous Galerkin nlethod. It turns out that
the method can be viewed as an higher order finite voluIne scheme of the discussed
dass and, therefore, the convergence proof applies to the method.

H. SCHIPPERS:

Numerical modelling oe transonic flow around the NLR7301 airfoil
In this paper numerical modelling aspects will be discussed associated with the _
calculation of inviscid transonic flow around the NLR7301 airfoil. •
At the supercritical design conditons Aloo = 0.721 and 0' = -0.194°, the flow is shock
free, i. e. the mainly subsonic flow has a supersonic region without a terminating
shock wave on its dowDstream side. This fiow can be described hoth by full-potential
theory and by the Euler equations. This testcase is being used extensively by the
developers of computational methods to validate their codes, since the exact solution

. is known from hodograph theory. It appears to be a. difficult testcase, because many
codes are unable to produee shoek free pressure distributions. The effect of numerical
modelling errors as weH as of the shoek free solution are diseussed.
The flow eonditions lwoo = 0.7 and 0' = 2.50 lead to transonic flow with a strong
shock. Here, the full-potential theory leads to results where the shock is located
too {ar aft on the airfoil in eomparison with results obtained from Euler equation
methods. This is mainly due to the negleet of shoek-generated entropy and vorticity.
It will be shown that these phenomena eao be exactly modeled in full-potential
theory by introdueing a Clebsch variable.

M. SCHNEIDER:

A finite element method and stabilization method for a nonlinear Tricomi
problem
Using the Fa.edo-Galerkin method, we prove the existence of a generalized solution
of an initial-boundary value problem for the nonlinear evolution equation

o~ {} $ 2, in a eylinder Qr = n x (0, T), where Tu = YUrr + U llSl is the Tricomi
operator and l( u) a special differential operator of first order. We then show that

12
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the approxilnate gencralized solution of problem (*) converges to the approximate
gencralized solution ur the c:orresponding stationary boundary value problenl far

LT[u]Tu + RT(x, y)ulul q = FT(x, y, u)

as t -+ 00.

I.L. SOFRONOV:

Transparent boundary conditions in windtunnel for unsteady transonic
flow problem
The unsteady flow problem in a windtunnel with circular crass-section is conside
red. The calculation domain with a streamlined body is bounded by front and back
cross-sections. In order to obtain the transparent canditions on these b~l;IJldaries,

the unsteady Euler equations system considered outside the computationa~domain

is linearized around the uniform flow. For this linear system, we investigated the
intial boundary value problems in infinite hemicylinders on the left of the front
cross-section (L-problem) and on the right of the back cross-section (R-problem).
These initial-boundary value problems are solved in explicit form and these solu·
tions are used for the exact transmission condition of uniform ßow from the left
infinity to the inlet boundary (solution of L-problem) and the condition of uniform
ßow perturhed generally speaking by a non-zero vorticity from the right infinity
to the outlet boundary (solution of R-problem). The questions of incorporating
such canditions into a difference scheme used inside the computational domain are
discussed.
[1] I.L. Sofronov, Full Transparancy Conditions on a Sphere for the 3-D Wave Equa
tion. Soviet Math. Dok1.326, No 6 (1992), pp. 453-457.

T. SONAR:

Recovery techniques and adaptivity in the computation of compressible
fluid ftow
A box method for the computation of inviscid, compressible ftow fields is presented.
To increase the order of accuracy of the scheme, polynomial recovery algorithms
are used which allow the representation of the numerical solution a.s being piecewise
polynomial hut discontinuous at the box boundaries.
Two different strategies of recovery are discussed, leading to total variation diminis
hing and essentially non-oscillatory methods, respectively.. Adaptive concepts are
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represented and the use of residllal-hased rennement indica.tors is t>utlined. Nl1nle

rical experiments are shown for steady transonic as weil as for unstcady supersonic
flow fields.

E. SÜLl:

The analysis of finite volume methods ror hyperbolic poblems
Over the last two decades, finite volume Inethods have enjoyed great popularity
in the computational aerodynarnies community and have been widely used for the
numerical simulation of transonie flow problems. In spite of this, the stability and .-
accuracy properties of these methods are not weil understood. For first order hyper- •
holie equations in two dimensions we restate the ceIl vertex finite volume method
as a finite element Inethod. On struetured meshes eonsisting of distorted quadrila-
terals, the global error is shown to be of second order in various mesb-dependent
norms, provided the quadrilaterals are elose parallelograms in the sense that the
distanee between thc midpoints of the diagonals is of thc same order as tbe measure
of the quadrilateral. On tensor product non-uniform meshes the eeil vertex scheme
coincides with the familiar box seheme. In this case~ second-order accuracy is sh9wn
without any additional assumption on the regularity of the mesh~ whieh explains the
insensitivity of the cell vertex scheme to mesh stretching in the coordinate directions,
observed in practiee.

L. TOBISKA:

A note on the artificial viscosity of numerical schemes
In order to give a realistic evaluation of the quality of a numerical solution of a
parameter-dependent boundary value problem, not onIy the influence of the mesh
size but also that of parameters (which are unfortunately often considered as fixed)
has to be taken iota aecount. It can happen - in particular for singularly pertur
bed problems - that the oumerical solution for a. given parameter e and a given
meshsize h is much doser to a continuous solution for a different parameter E:. + JJ,
measured in some norm. The new approach for defining the artificial viscosity of
discretization schemes given in this note is based on this observation. For the one- ..
dimensional singularly perturbed two-point boundary value problems, the amount •
of the so defined artificial viscosity for several stabilized discretization methods is
discussed. Numerical tests show that the artificial viscosity can be reduced by using
special nonuniform meshes.

14
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S. \VAGNER:

Numerical procedures to accurately solve the Euler equations for rotary
wing-ftow applications
Due to the ability of Euler methods to treat rotational, nonisentropic flows and
also to correctly transport on the rotation embedded in tbe ßow field, it is possible
to correctly represent the inflow conditions on the blade in hovering flight of a
helicopter, which a.re significa.ntly inftuenced by the tip vortices.
A robust Euler tnethod was developed to compute the transonic flow around a rotor
blade using the Wake-Capturing method. One of tbe central points of this work
was to prove that the radial change of the transport equation at tbe rotor blade
had to be taken into account in contrast to tbe method used in the calculation of
fixed wings, where the tansport velocity q over the examined control surface of a
discrete control volume is assumed to be constant. This resulted in far.:o...reaching
consequences and completely new algorithms. Furthermore, it is shown tHat also
the very complex starting procedure of a helicopter rotor can be described by the
Euler method presented~

The ~lgorithm based on the procedure is an upwind scheme, in whicb the difference
formulation orientates to the actual, loeal flow state that is to say to the typieal
disturbance expansion direction. Henee, the art ifici al dissipation required for the
numerieal stability is included in a natural way adapted to the real flow state over
the break-up error of the difference equation and has not to be included from outside.
This makes the proeedure robust. An implicit solution is used, where the inversion
of the coefficient, matrix is carried out by means of point-Gauß-Seidel relaxation.
After a short presentation of the basic equations and the numerical solution method
tbe principal results of the method are shown. :.. -

G. WARNECKE:

Adaptive methods for transonic potential ftows
Adaptive methods for finite element discretizations of transonic potential ßow were
diseussed. The adaption was achieved by mesh refinement and a moving nodes
procedure. The mesh refinement was driven by error estimators. These were given
as a residual or, alternatively, by suitable seminorms of the discrete second order
differences of the ßow potential. The talk highlighted the relation of the difference
estimator to distributional derivatives, the asymptotie equivalence of the estimator
and their relation to the error in terms of estimates. For solutions with shocks,
the differenee estimator measures the gradients of the velocity in the H-1-norm. A
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Inoving nodes procedure near shocks was driven by a shock indica.lor. The 111ethod

was rlemonstrated in nllmerieal examples. The results a.re joint work with U. GÜhner.

W.L. WENDLAND:

Analysis oe a FEM/BEM coupling method for transonic ftow computati
ons
This is a joint paper by H. Berger, G. Warnecke and W.L. Wendland.
A sensitive issue in numerical ca1culations for exterior flow problems, e.g. arollnd air-
foils, is the trea.tment of the far field boundary caDditions on a computational domain _
which is bounded. In this paper we investigate this problem for two-dimensional •
transonie potential flows with subsonic far field flow around airfoil profiles. We take
the artificial far field boundary in the subsonie flow region. In the far field we appro-
ximate tbe subsonie potential flow by the Prandtl-Glauert linearization. The latter
leads via the Green representation theorem to a boundary integral equation on the
far field boundary. This det1nes a nonlocal boundary condition for the interior ring
domain. Our approach leads naturally to a coupled finite element/bounclary element
method for numerical calculations. It is compared with Ioeal boundary conditions.
The error analysis for the method is given and we prove convergence .provided the
solution to the analytic transonic flow problem around the profile exists.
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PROBLElVlS RJ\ISED AT THE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIONS:

1. The perturbation analysis of an ahnost sonic flow at the upper part of a profile
hy using a two-diluensionallnodel and hodograph transformation (see also van
Dyke: Cirde Flows) is yet open (C. Morawetz).

2. The interaction of the shock and the sonic line in a transonic flow around a
profile is yet not weil understood. There is a problem with the bijectivity of
the hodograph transformation (C. Morawetz). .~.

Where the interior c:haracteristic meets the sonic point of shock gener~'tion in
the hyperbolic subregion of a transonic flow, the first derivatives of the velocity
admit a logarithmic singularity whereas the presentation in Guderley's book
does not involve such a singularity (Lifshitz).

3. The following perturbation problem needs rigorous mathematical analysis in
cluding discussion of the corresponding hodograph transformations:
Linearize the two-dimensional transonic potential flow about a smooth tran
sonie Garabedian-Bauer shock-free profile by varying:

(a) the angle of attack,

(h) the travelling velocity 1\100 ,

(c) the profile.

This problem creates a singularly perturbed modified Tricomi equation in the
hodograph plane where the bifurcation curve and corresponding estimates of
a small shock need to be analized (Morawetz).
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4. Consider the 2D or rotationally sYlnoletric ;lD inviscid tlow nloc.ielled by thc
Euler eqllations for A-Ioo near to /\-1::.:,.

---'--
Does the drag Cd admit an asymptotic behaviour

This problem can been seen as aperturbation of self similar solutions (Lifshitz~

Morawetz).

5. The uniqueness of the solution to the generalized Tricomi equation

k(y)urz + U ll11 = f with yk(y) ~ 0

and mixed non-characteristic- characteristic boundary conditions is still open
(Morawetz, Schneider).

--+-----+------\--.... X

6. For the perturbation of the transonic solution to the simplified transonic equa

tion
tPztPz: + t/Jv'J = 0

one needs careful analysis of the corresponding bifurcation diagram. (Keyfitz)
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7. The ('xistcnce ur a variational solution u in the Sobolev space I-V] to the Neu
Inann problenl or the transonic full potential equation in a bounded Jomaiu
satisfying wcakly the selection condition ~u ~ K and pointwise bouilded
ness of speed IVal $; lJl < v· is still open. Correspondingly, the question oe
cxistence of Cl finite eletnent solution to the corresponding finite-dißlensional
nonlinear variational problein. which seems to be easier, is also still open (Fei
stauer. \Vendland)

s. For two-dimensional supersonic flows around a profile, the Kutta-Joukovski
condition at the trailing edge is still an unclear problem. If the flow is loeally
subsonic then for the full potential model loeal boundedness of the veloeity
is equivalent to the Kutta-Joukovski condition. For tbe Navier-Stokes and
the Euler equations, viscosity including numerical viscosity produced by tbe
truncation errror discards an additional candition at the trailing edge. Ri
goraus asymptotic analysis comparing the different models and including tbe
supersonic case is needed (Feistauer, Wagner, Warnecke. Wendland).

Berichterstatter: W.L. Wendland
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht

Low dimensional dynamics

25.4. - 1.5.1993

20/1993

Die Tagung ~fand unter der Leitung von G. Keller (Erlangen) und Z. Nitecki (Medford)
- statt. Thema der Tagung waren analytische, metrische und kombinatorische Aspe.kte

·der Dynamik 1-. und 2-dimensionaler dynamischer Systeme. Im Mittelpunkt standen
die allgemeine' Strukturtheorie stetiger Intervallabbildungen und verschiedene Apsätze,
eine Sharkovskiische Theorie periodischer Trajektorien auf kompakten 2-di~ens~'onalen

Mannigfaltigkeiten zu begründen. Die 12 Hauptvorträge wurden durch 15 kürzere B~iträge

und 2 abendliche "problem sessions" ergänzt. ,-
Unter den 42 Teilnehmern aus Europa, Nord- und Südamerika und Japan ..waren viele, die
die beiden oben skiz~iertenForschungsgebiete in den letzten Jahren entscheidend prägten
und nun zum ersten Mal persönlithKontakt. hatten. Darüberhinaus war es für vi~le der
erste Aufenthalt in Oberwolfach. ,-
Zum erfolgreichen Verlauf der Tagung haben die großzügigen Möglichkeiten, die das
Mathematische Forschungsinstitut sowohl für Vorträge als auch für'Diskussionen im kleinen
Kreis zur Verfügung stellt, und die organisatorische Kompetenz und Hilfsbereitschaft der
Institutsmitarbeiter entscheidend beigetragen. Dafür herzlichen Dank im Namen aller
Teilnehmer!
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Vortragsauszüge

V. Baladi:

The spectrum of randomly perturbed piecewise expanding maps
(Joint work with Lai·Sang Young)

Let f : [0, 1] ~ [0, 1] be a continuous, piecewise C2
, piecewise expanding (i.e. there

exists ,\ > 1 with If((r,.,ri+d l ~ A > 1 for 0 =Xo < Xl < ... < XN-l < IN =.
a finite number of turning points), topologically weak mixing map. Let J.lo = Podx _
its unique absolutely continuous invariant probability measure (Po E BV) and TO < 1
be the expontential rate of decay of correlations for observables in SV. We consider a
small random perturbation given by a positive LI function tPl. with support in [-t:, f], i.e.
we study the Markov chain with transition probability p'(x, E) =Js tP"f(x) - y)dy. If
11-( = Pl. dx is an a.c.i.p.m. for the random perturbation a~d Tl. < 1 its rate of decay for
BV observables, we show the following robustness results: If none of the turning points
are periodic, then p( - Po tends to zero in the LI norm as f ~ 0, and Tl. tends to TO

as f ~ 0 whenever T~ > VB, where 0 = limn _ oo r/suPr IUn;'(r)l is the essential spectral
radius of the Perron·Frobenius operator Lo of f acting on SV; in fact we show convergence
of the spectrum of Ll., the "perturbed" transfer operator, to that of Lo in the annulus
v'9 < Izi ~ 1. If periodic turning points are present, stronger assumptions are needed, in
accordance with counterexamples of Keller and Blank.

eh. Bandt:

The Cantor set as Mandelbrot set

The Mandelbrot set seems so complicated since it combines most different structures.
Ir we forget all conformal and metric properties, we obtain the abstract Mandelbrot set
defined by Douady and Thurston as a quotient space of the disko This approach can JA, :J

described also by symbolic dynamics, as was done by C. Penrose, and by K. Keller an.
myself.

A still more abstract approach is explained here. We consider a Julia set as a compact
space with a 2-to-l-map, except for a single critical point. This comprises tree-like quadratic
.J ulia sets and other examples. These spaces can he classified by the branching degree of
the periodic points under the shirt map.
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M. Benedicks:

Non uniformly hyperbolic dynamical systems in the plane

The talk gave a survey of the recent development in the theory of dissipative dynamical
systems in the plane

1) The existence of strange attractors for a positive Lebesgue measure set of parameters
(a, b) for the Henon family

(Carleson & Benedicks; Ann. Math. III (1991)),

2) The existence of strange attractors for one-parameter families of two-dimensional
maps near a homoclinic bifurcation "~~"

<!f$.-c
(Mora & Viana; Acta Math. to appear),

3) The ergodie theory in the preceeding situations: Existence of unique Sinai- Bowen
RueHe measures
(L.S. Young & Benedicks; lnv. Math. to appear),

Also some remarks concerning the "critical set" in these situations, i.e. tangeneies J;>etween
the unstable and stahle foliation were given (G. Ryd, Benedicks) ..This critical set is locally
located on a ca curve a < 1. .

Furthermore some open questions were discussed

(1) Can this theory be extended to the area preserving case, i.e. the 4C.standard map"
family?

(2) Are almost all points in the basin of attraction of the strange attractor"~fthe Heuon
map for the "good parameters" generic for the SBR-measure of 3)?

(3) A kneading theory exists for the ~~good parameters", but can there also be symbolic
dynamics in that case'?

eh. Bernhardt:

On the existence of fundamental representatives of cyclic permutations in
maps of the intervaJ
(Joint work with E. Coven)

The ideas behind the proof of the following theorenl were olltlined.

Theorem: Suppose / is a piecewise wealdy monotone mal' of.an interval. If it has a repre
sentative of a cycle (not a double) then it has a fundamental representative.



Fundamental represeritatives are defined from the fundamental loop in the Markov graph
and have the followi ng properties: (i) They are periodic orbi ts of the correct cycle type,
(ii) associated to each point is a side, and (iii) associated to each p~int and side is a given
orientation.

It was shown how the existence of fundamental representatives lies behind a polynomial
time algorithrn for deciding whether one cycle forces another.

L. Block:

Zero entroy permutations
(Joint work with A.M. Blokh and E.M. Coven)

Given apermutation 1r on {I, ... ,n}, there is a unique piecewise linear map f of the
interval [1, n) to itself such that f(k) = 1r(k) for k = 1, ... n and f is linear on each
interval [k, k + 1] for.k = 1, ... n - 1. We define theentropy of apermutation 1r to be
the topological entropy of this map f. We give several different characterizations of zero
entropy permutations as weil as·a procedure for constructing all of ·them. We also give
some information about the number of zero entropy permutations.

P. Boyland:

On dynamics of. annulus homeomorphisms
(Joint work with T. Hall and J. Guaschi)

Theorem: Ir 4> : A -+ A is pseudo-Anosov relative .to O(x,4» and p(x, <1» = : then

: EInt (p{4»).
This implies an analogous theorem for general homeomorphisms of the annulus with
periodic orbits of pseudo-Anosov type. The main lemma asserts that under the same
hypothesis r;- EInt p( (4») {:::::> T-m ~n has a dense orbi t in A <=:> the leaf attached to

the lift of a ;;-perio~ic orbit is dense in .4. Here T : Ä -+ Ä is the deck transformation 0.,
the universal cover ,A of the annulus A.

rvl. Denker:

Ergodie theory of parabolic rational maps
(Joint work with J. Aaronson and 1\1. Urbanski)

There are two general notions permittillg the stllUY of mcasure theoretic properties of
parabolic rational maps on the Riemallnian sphere. First, the conformal structure can
he describeu hy a measure m on the Julia-set J. Its conformal dimension equals the
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Hausdorff-dimension. The construction principle is originally due t~ S.J. Patterson, here
we give a different approach through dynanlical quantities. Secondly, we introduce ~1arkov

. fibred systems (MFS) with the Schweiger property (SP) (relative to this measure) which
allows to describe the combinatorial st'ructure of the map as weil as the analytic pr~perties

ofm.

The fundamental theorem for MFS with SP states: If the map T is "irreducible" and
conservative, then

(a) T is ergodic

(b) 3p '"V m a·finite, po r- 1 = p. and log~ E LOO(B) for every "goo~" B.

(c) Every "good" B is a Darling-Kac set with continlled fraction mixing.

(d) If T is "aperiodic", then T is exact.

Appl.ied to a parabolic rational map we derive e.g. the following: ~ < ~:< 2; if h ~ 1 then
m is a: multiple of the Hausdorff measure; a criterion when J.l is finite and vari<?us new
ergodie theorems. .vf.

R.L. Devaney:

The complex standard map
(Joint work with N. Fagella)

We study the complex standard family

z -+ Z +er +ßsin z

wh.ere a E C, ß E lR+. When a .is real, the unit circle is invariant, but-this is not ~o for a
o.on·real. We study a special limiting case where ß ~ 0 and the standard family is scaled
to yjeld the family z ~ Azez • We show that .

there are infinitely many curves of A-values for which the Julia ~et is the entire
plane,

. there are infinitely rnany Mandelbrot sets in the A-plane,

there is a special core Mandelbrot set whose "arms" extend to 00.

A.L. Fel'shtyn:

Dynamical zeta function, Nielsen theory and Reidemeister torsion
(Joint work with R. HilI)

We contjnue to study the Reiclemeister an<! Nielsen zeta functions. We prove rationality
and' functional equa~ions of the -Reidcmeister zeta fUllction of an endomorphism of any

. ;t:.;f'~~", ...~:

~~.- '-~~

.. ~
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finite group and of a sdf-Ina.p of Cl. polylwdrol1 wit.lt fiuite fundanlental group. The Sanlf"

results are obtained for.e\'cntually cornmutative endomorphistns of groups, and for evcn
tual1y commutative self-nlaps of compact polyhedra. We ('onnect thc Reidemeister zeta.
funct.ion of a group endomorphisnl wilh lhc Lefschetz zeta function of the Pontryagill
dual endomorphism, and as a consequen(~ obtain a. connection of the Reidemeister zeta.
function with thc Reidcmcister torsiOH. We also obt.ain arithmetical congruences for the
Reidemeist.er and Nielsen nunlbers similar to those found by Dold for the Lefschetz
numbers.

J. Frank~:

The rotation set far taral homeomorphisms

Ir f : T 2 -+ T 2 is a bomeomorphism homotopic to tbe identity and F : ]R2 -+ ]R2 is a lift,
we define p(x, F) = lim *(FN(x) - x). Also define R(F) = limit points of {F"i(:;)-Xi}
where nj -+ 00 and Xi E R? It is known that R( F) is compact and convex and that
if v Eint R(F) is rational there is a periodic point Zo for f such that for z E n-l(zo)
p(X, F) = v. (Here interior is with respect to lR?). We show the same is true when R(F)
is a line segment containing at least two rational points and v E R( F) is rational.

J.-M. Gambaudo:

Boundary of chaos in the Henon map

A (~) infinite]y renormalizable homeomorphism j of the two-disk is an orientation preser

ving map such that there existsan infinite sequence of nested disks ... Dn C Dn - l C D2

satisfying D n , f(Dn ), .•. , jqn-I(Dn ) are disjoint and f9n(D n ) C D n . (Here In is the
number of loops Dn is doing around Dn - 1 before coming back ioto itself).

In this talk, we first discuss same Denjoy theory associated to this type of maps. Mor_
precisely, let I< = nn>o U1~Ol fi(D n }. We give same sufficient cODdition on the smoothnes
of the map and the geometry of !( so that jlK does not possess a wandering domain.
Assuming now that the diameters of the fi(D n ) go to zero uniformly with n, a necessary
candition for Cl smoothness is that the sequence 1.a.. converges.

9n

Finally, we show how these infinitely renormalizable maps occur at the boundary of po-
sitive topological entropy in the Henon model.
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T. Hall:

Period multiplying cascades for diffeo~orphismsof the disc
(J.oint work with J.-M. Gambaudo and J. Guaschi)

An orientation·preserving C·+ t diffeomorphism of D2 with positive topological entropy has
zerOwentropy cascades of periodic orbits of infinitely many distinct types. This generalizes
a well·known result in one-dimensional dynamies.

• M. Handel:

The pseudo-Anosov partial order as the mapping class group of the th"ree
times punctured disk.

Conjugacy classes for pseudOwAnosov elements of the mapping class of the ...~t9ree times
punctured disk are in one-to-one corresponde~cewith cyclic words in the letteJ.:s-L and R
where L and R determine the mapping classes shown below

L R

•

Theorem: A pseudo-Anosov conjugacy class deterrriined by the word W. forces a pseudo
Anosov conjugacy class determined by the word W2 if and only jf W2 is obtained., as a
eyclie word, by removing letters from W•.

S. Kolyada:

Topological dynamics of triangular maps of the square

Let I be a compact real interval and let C~(I2, [2) be the set of a1l continuous maps of
the square [2 ioto itself, which are triangular, i.e. of the form:

F: (x,y)..-. (f(x),g(x.y))

for any point (x~ y) E [2.

We study the topological dynamics of triangular maps o[ the square, in particular the
maps of the type 200 and their topologieal entropy, and lower bounds for the topological
entropy of transitive maps.
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.1. Llihre:

Periods rar transve'rsal maps via Lefschetz zeta runc~ion

We develop a modified Lefschetz number for analyzing if a given period belongs to the
set of periods ~f a self·map. Essentially we work with the Lefschetz numbers for periodic
points instead of the usual Lefschetz 'number for fixed points. If L(/) denotes the usual
Lefschetz number, the Lefschetz numher of period m, l(fm), is defined as follows

l(fm) = LP(d)L(/7)
dirn

where Ldlm denotes the sum over all positive divisors d of m, and p is the Möbiu~ functioe,
We present some theorems.

Theorem A: Let f be a transversal map. Suppose that I(fm) =/; 0 for same m E N.

(a) Ir m is ocid then m is a. period of f.

(b) Ir m is even then either m, or ~ is aperiod of f.

Theorem B: Let f be a transversal map of the n-sphere (n ~ 1) of degree D with IDI > 1.
If m is a positive rnteger and m :/; 2r with r odd, then I has a periodic point of period
m .

. Theorem C: Let M be a compact manifold such that Ho{M;Q) ~ Q, HI(M;Q) ~ QE9Q
and Bq (M; Q) ~ 0 for q# 0, '1. Let 1 : M -+ lvI be a transversal map and let 1*1 be the
endomorphism induced on the first homological level. We denote by t and d the trace and
the determinant of 1.1.
Assume that the eigenvalues of f*1 are real

(a) If (t, d) =f:. (1,0) then the set of periods of /, Per(f), is non-empty.

(b) If t =I 1 then 1 E Per(f)

(cf Ir (t, d) ~ {(±1,0),' (±2,1), (0, d) with d :::; O}, then Per(/) :::) {3, 5, 7, 9, ... }.

(d) Ir (t, d) rt {(±l, 0), (±2,1), (0,0), (0, -1)}, then for any odd q at least one of ea~
consecutive pairs of the sequence q, 2q, 4q, 8q, ... is aperiod of f. • .

Theorem D: Let I : Tn -+ Tn be a continuous map of the n-torus, and suppose that 1.1
has no roots of unity as eigenvalues. If l(fPk) =/; 0 for every prime number p and every
k E N, then Per(/) = N.

rvl. Lyubich:

Structure of quasi-quadratic maps

\Ve :itudy the dynamics of non-renornlalizable S·unimodal maps with non-degenerate
critical point. Our main result says that thc scaling factors characterizing the geometry
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of the map exponentially decrease. lt follows that the return maps near the critical point
are becoming purely quadratic. This resolves the problem of non·linearity control at

, small scales.. As the first applications of this result we prove that quasi.q':ladratic maps
don't have "strange" attractors in the sense of Milnor, and that maps with the same
combinatorics are quasi-symmetrically conjugate. The proofs strongly involve ideas from
holomorphic dynamics and renormalization theory.

.D. Mayer:

Dynamical zeta functions forA~tin's billiard and the Venkov-Zograf f~ctori

zation formula

In t~e thermodyn~mic formalism approach to Selberg's ,theory for Fuchsian groups the
Selberg, zeta function gets expressed in terms of Fredholm determinants of transfer opera·
t,ors for the geodesie flow on the corresponding surface. For the modular gro~~"~PSL(2,Z)
the SeIberg function can be written as Zs(s) = det(l ..:... L,,) det(l + L,,) .,,~ith L, the
generalized Frobenius-Perron operator for the continued fraction map Tx = I/x mod
'1. By using the reduction theory of indefinite binary quadratic forms I. Efrat proved
recently, that the above factorization' of the Selberg fUhcti~n corresponds ex~actly to the
decomposition of the spectrum of the Laplacian on the' modular surface into ev~n and
odd eigenfunctions with respect to the reflection J z:=, ~zlll'in' the upper complex plane.
By u'sing the elose connection between the geodesie flow on the modular surface ~nd the
billiard flow on Artin's billiard table we give a simple dynamical proof of 'E(rat's' result.
This approach shows at the same time, that· the above factorization is a special: case of
the Artin-Venkov-Zograf formula relating the zeta function for a subgroup of.a Fuchsian
group to the ones with nontrivial.representations for the latter one. '

W. de Melo:

SufIivan's renormalization theory

We discuss Sullivan's proof of the contraction of the renormalization operator on the
space of infinite renormalizable maps of bounded combinatorial type. 'We consider, the
space Uof unimodal maps of the interval of the form f = h 0 Q where Q is a quaclratic
polynomial and h a C2 diffeomorphism. The domain of the operator is the open set
V = Va U VI C U characterized by .the following inequalities of the first iterates of
the interval point Co-: f E Va ~J, co d ~I and f E VI <=>s-t3 J3 co 4 ~l' The
renormalization operator 'R : V -+ U is defined by J E Va .....-.+ rescaled (fl~C2.c.l) and

f E Vt ~ rescaled (!lfc3.C6])·
Theorem (Sullivan): There exists a compact invariant subset /\ C V?Q = {f E 'D: In E
'D Vn} such that .-

1. If f E 'D')(J then dist('R,.nf, ,~) -+ 0 a.s n -+ 00.
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2. The restrietion of R to A is a homeomorphism conjugated to Smale's hürse shoe.

3. The maps in A are· real analytic and have holomorphic extensions which are quadra
tic-like in the sense of Douady-Hubbard.

4. For /, 9 E V oo , distance(Rn/, nng) --+ 0 if and only if there exists m E N such that
nm

/ and nm 9 have the same combin~torial type.

M. Misiurewicz:

Minor cycles for interval maps

We consider minor cycles (i.e. periodic orbits) of continuous interval maps. "Minor" stands
for "Minimal Non-Reducible". "Non-reducible" means that there is no non-trivial block
structure. "Minimal" means that our cycle does not force any other non-reducible cycle
of the same period.

In a similar theory for disk homeomorphisms, there is a problem of finding pseudo-Anosov
cycles of a given period with minimal entropy. Here "pseudo-Ano~ov" means that the
homeomorphism is isotopic to a pseudo-Anosov one relative to this cycle. The entropy
of a cycle is the infimum of topological entropies of homeomorphisms exhibiting it. This
motivates a similar question for cycles in interval maps. There the role of pseudo-Anosov
cycles is played by non-reducible ones. Clearly, the non-reducible cycles with minimal
entropy must be minor.

We classify all minor cycles of a given period and then find among tbem the ones wi th
minimal entropy. It turns out that they are all unimodal. The forcing among them gives
the ordering of periods: 4, 6, 3,8, 10,5, 12, 14, 7, ... If we look at the dosest to'} fractions
with a given denominator, we get the same ordering. This can be explained by A. Blokh's
theory of rotation sets for interval maps.

H.E. Nusse: •

The occurrence of Wada basins in simple dynamical systems and the fractal
dimension and uncertainty dimension of basin boundaries
(Joint work with J.A. Yorke)

In dynamical systems examples are common in which two or more attractors (basins)
coexist, and in such cases the basin boundary is nonempty. First, we consider diffeomor
phisms of the plane to itself, for which there are at least 3 basins. A boundary point x of a
basin in called a 11'ada point if every open neighhorhood of x has a nonempty intersection
with at least :3 basins. A basin B is called a ~Vada basin if every boundary point of B is a
\Vada point. Assuming each boundary point of hasin B which is accessible from basin B is
on the stable manifold of some hyperholic periodic orhit. we have: The unstable manjfold
of each of the periodic points that is acccssihlt:" froln hasin B intersects at least 3 hasins
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if and only if B is a Wada basin. Examples of the Henon map and the forced damped
pendulum illustrate the occurrence of Wada basins in simple systems (work in progress).

Now we consider one dimensional maps and two dimensional diffeomorphisms which are
hyperbolic on the basin boundary. We present a result that the box-counting dimension,
the Hausdorff dimension and the uncertainty dimension of the basin boundary, in any
given region that intersects the hasin boundary, are all equal. (H.E. Nusse and J.A.
Yorke, The equality 0/ /ractal dimension and uncertainty dimension lor certain dynamical
systems, Comm. Math. Phys. 150 (1992), 1-21)

M. Pollicott:

Automatie groups and symbolic dynamies
(Joint work with R. Sharp)

Following work of Cannon, Thurston, Epstein et al, we know that the fundame~talgroup of
a compact negatively curved manifold is an "automatie group",: i.e~ the eleme~tsof 1rt(M)
are in bijeetive correspondenee wlth the paths in a direeted graph (the "auto~aton")

starting at a distinguished vertex, the elements of 1rt (1\1) being the concatenation of labels
on edges from a. finite symmetrie set of generators (cf. Lectures of Ghys-de la Harpe)

U~ing the directed graph (with same added edges and .vertices) we define a supshift of
fini te type. . ;

To tbe group theory we add some geometry by eonsidering "weightings" w : 1i't(M) -+ IR
(subje~t to some "Höld~r" assumption). Examples of such weightings are: word length gj

and displaeement ~(gx, x) on Ai. .. :
We aSsociated to the weight function a Hölder function I on the suhshift s~ch that
f + fu +... + fu n

-
t

, n ~ 1, evaluated on appropriate points gives the weightin~s.

By applying well-known results for subshifts of finite type we eail show the following limit
exists:

A = lim E d(gx, x) / E l.
n-+oo Igj=n Igl jgj=n

A.N. Sharkovsky:

Spatial self-stochasticity .

If we have a family oE dynamical systems given hy maps fQ : ){ -+ ~\'", 0" E A, and a map
h : Y -+A where ...Y', Y, Aare some topological spaces, then we obtain a dynamic~l system
on the space ]«Y, ...X") of funetions c.p : Y -+ ~l{ given by the map<p(y) 1--+ Ih(y)(<P(Y»). We
use a special metrie which allows to measure closeness hetween deterministie functi~ns and
random ones in order to complete the space [{( }', .\) by randorn functions. We give some
conditions under 'which the attractor of the dynamical system (in' the completed space)
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contains random functions. Thus, here random functions appear as result of deterministic
evolution of deterministic functions.

K. Siman:

Computation of the Hausdorff dimension of the basic sets of non-invertible
maps

To compute the Hausdorff dimension of the attractor of some near-hyperbolic, 000

invertible maps of the surface e.g. "Yakobson's twisted horseshoe map": F(x, y) = (<p(y).
'x(x - ~)tg(y)) where IIg(y) - 4y(1 - y)llc2 < €, and slanting baker transformation.
(examined previously by Falconer)

we set up some caDditions such that:

a) the maps above and their small perturbations in the first component satisfy these
conditions,

b) under these conditions the Hausdorff-dimension of the attractor can be computed
by the pressure formula.

J. Smital:

Seque~ce topological entropy of chaotic maps

Recently in a joint paper with Franzova' (Proc.Amer.Math.Soc. 112 (1991), 1083-1086)
we proved that a continuous map f of the interval is chaotic in the sense of Li and Yorke
iff it has positive sequence topological entropy hT(f) with respect to a suitable sequence
T of positive integers. •

In the two-dimensional case as expected the si tuation is more complex. We will give some
results concerning triangular maps of the square.

s. van Strien:

Fibonacci maps and invariant measures
(Joint work with H. Bruin)

In this talk we consider S·unimodal rnaps f ur the interval and show that two conjugate
maps with different orders of non-flatness at the critical point can have different metric
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behaviour: oue map may have an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure
while the other does not. In the first part of the talk a necessary eondition for.the e'xistence

'of such a measure was given. Let C-i be the point in the set f-i(c) to the right of and
nearest to c. Let So = 1 and define inductively Si to be the sma1lest integer targer than
5i-1 such that C-Si E (c, C-Si _ 1 ). Let Ai = [esi , csi _ t ]. Ir f has an absolutely continuous
invariant probability measure then

Next this result is applied to maps with the Fibonacci dynamies. This means that 51,52 , •.•

is the sequence of Fibonacci iotegers, 1,2,3,5, .... If in this case we let the order ;of 000

ftatness I at the critical point be 2, tben Lyubich and Milnor have shown that D fi (CI) 
grows sufficiently fast so that the condition of Nowicki and van Strien for the existence
of such a measure is satisfied. Moreover Nowicki and Keller have shown that if the order
I of the critical point with the dynamicsof Fibonacci type is not too much larger than
2 then - even though this condition fails - these measures still exist. We show that for
large I the situation is quite different: the summability eondition (*) is false. Jf

W. Szlenk:

A simplified model of the growth of Baleen Whale population
(Joint. work with F. Bofill)

The internationaf Whaling Commision used the following formula for studying evolution
of-the Baleen Whale Population (see J.D. Murray: Mathematical Biology, eh. 2, §25):

x
R(x) = (1 - JJY . {p + all - (k yn

where IJ is the probability that an individual does not survive to the next r:loment, T is
the time in which a new born individual becomes sexually mature (T = 1 years), and the
function R(x) is of the form

~.

(1) XC+l = (1 - IJ)Xt + R(Xt-T)' t= 0,1,2, ., ..

where p, a, r, kare some constants. To study the dynamics of the process (1) isa difficult
problem. So we propose the following simplification: T = 1, and we replace R(x) by

,3 tent function: foP.\(x) = AX for 0 :5 x ~ t and <,O.\(x} = >'(1 - x) for i :5 x :5 1, and
,\ E [0, 2], IJ = ~. Then tbe corresponding process is equivalent to the following dynamical
system: the phase spaee is Q = (O, 1J x [0, 1] and the map T>.. : Q -+ Q is given by the
formula: T>.(x, y) = (Xlt Yt) where -

XI = y

Yt = c,?.\{x) + (1 - ~)y.

The dynamics of the system (Q, T.\) varies from regular to randorn behaviour while A runs
over its domain [0,2].
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The system has two fixed points, namely (0,0) (a saddle point) and p = (3.3) (a foeus;
stahle for ,,\ < land unstable for .,\ > 1).

Let ß,\ = n~=o T.'(Q)/l-VU(O, 0).

Theorem 1: If 0 < .,\ < 1 then for each point q '# (0,0) holds

i.e. ß.\ = {fi}.
Theorem 2: Let "\0 E [1,2] be a root of the polynome 5.,\3+6..\2-20"\+8 (;\0 ~ 1.10738 ... ).
Then

(i) if AO < A < 5 - v'I3 then ~.\ is a pentagon,

(ii) A = 5 - Vi3 then ~.\ is a quadrilateral,

(iii) if 5 - Vi3 < ,\ < 2 then ~.\ is a hexagon.

Theorem 3: For ~ < ,\ < 2 the system (~.\, T.\) admits an absolutely continuous
invariant measure Jl). and the system (~.\,T", Jl.\) is exact (which corresponds to the
random behavior).

M. Tsujii:

Aremark on Milnor-Thurston monotonicity theorem

We give a proof of Milnor-Thurston monotonicity theorem, which slightly improves the
proof in Milnor and Thurston's paper. We first introduce a formula which retates the
movement of an iterated image of the critical point and the derivative of the so-called
Thurston map. Then, applying the (generalized) Schwarz-Pick lemma w.r.t. Kobayashi
metric to the (complexified) Thurston map, we obtain the theorem. What we want to point
out is that, since the Schwarz-Pick lemma holds for (hyperbolic) complex manifolds, we

have large choice of the domain of Thurston map. In fact, we use this in the final part
of the proof when we consider aperturbation of Thurston map, and avoid the usage o.
Teichmüller's uniqueness theorem, which may be a most difficult part of the proof 0'"
Milnor and Thurston. A better choice of the domain, if exist. would give a more simple
praof and a generalization of the proof.

Berichterstatter: G. Keller
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Problem list:
(Compiled by Z. Nitecki and G. Keller)

P. Boyland: Suppose f : A -+ A is an area- and orientation-preserving homeomorphism
of the annulus. Define the mean rotation number of f as

Pm(f) = jr-trl 0fex) - 1l'1(x))dx,

and denote by p(f) the usual rotation set (= set of rotation numbers for all orbit~ of f).

Question: Can p(f) = [0, rl with r > 07 The answer is probably "no" if fis pseudo-Anosov
relative to-a finite set.

M. Misiurewicz: Suppose C is a smooth, convex oriented curve in the plane, and c~nsider
the following diffeomorphism of C to itself (formulated by A. Blokh): pick a basepoint a
interior to C, and for each x E C take L a.line througha parallel to the' tangent at x
toe; then fa(x) is the endpoint of the segment of C starting from x and ending "at the
first intersection with L. Now, as a varies in the interior ()f C, the rotation numb.ers for la
vary over an intervaJ (0, r+(C)]. Similarly, define r _(C) using the same curve ~ith opposite
orientation. .

Question: Are r+(C) and r _(C) always equal?

A somewhat weaker question is whether r+(C) ~ ~ iff r _(Cl .~ 3. Thishas the fol~owing

geometrie eontent: it is known that r+(C) ~ i if and only if there exists a. circum~:cribed
triangle ABC, with points of tangency to C at A' E AB, B' E E!C, C' E A(7 for w~ich

AA' BB' GC'
AB + BG + CA = 1.

"~i..ii'

M. ~isiurewicz: Suppose. I = I --t I is a continuous map of the interval satisfying

1. Every point of I (possibly with a finite number of exceptiön~)"has at l~ast two
.preima~es under f;

. 2. .f is transitive.

Question: Is the topological entropy of f at least equal to log 27

A. Blokh proved that for a transitive map of an interval, the entropy is at least ~ log 2.
This was generalized to 7}-ods and triangular maps of the square by L. Alseda, S. Kolyada,
J. Llibre, and L. Snoha., who showed that for a. transitive map .of an n-od, entropy is at
least ~ log 2, and for a transitive triangular map of the square, it is at least i log 2. They
also showed that for a continuolls transitive map of the square the entropy (which must
be positive) can be arbitrarily small. .

E. Coven (in absentia) Drop the second assumption, and strengthen the first to allow 00

exceptions. . .
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Question: Same as above.

The second question was posed by Coven some time a.go; with Nitecki, he showed that the
lower bound ~ log 2 always holds; also, there is a counterexample on the interval where a11
but one point have at least two preimages but t~e entropy is zero; this can be used (by
M. Sarge) to create a couoterexample to the second question posed on the cirde.

M. MisiuTewic=: Let Ja denote the tent map with slope a:

Ja(X) = all - xl·

Assume ~ :5 a :5 2; in pardcular, we know fa is transitive 00 [-1, I}. lVlisiurewicz an.
K. Srucks have shown that for (Lehesgue) almost all parameter values a, the trajector~

of the t~rning point 0 is dense in [-1,1].

Conjecture: For "almost every a, the turning point is generic for the absoiutely continuous
measure.

The fo11owing lemma arises in the proof of the result quoted above: let <Pn(a) = (fa)n(o).
Then there exists i > 0 such that for almost aJI a, and for all n sufficiently large, the lap
(maximum interval of monotonicity ) of <Pn containing a has image of length at least f

Question: Does this hold for all a?

J. Franks: Consider a homeopmorphism f of the torus, isotopic to the identity, and F a
lift of f to the plane. Then the rotation vectors of F are defined as for circle maps by

( F) 1
• Fn(x) - x

p x, = 1m .
n-oo n

Questions: Can the set of all rotation vectors for F be a line segment disjoint from the
points with hoth coordinates rational? Equivalently, is there a homeomorphism without
periodic points for which its lift has more than one rotation vector? A stronger question
is: if f has 00 periodic points, does the rotation vector defined above exist for every point?

J.-1\-1. Gambaudo: Let f he a Coo diffeomorphism of the plane, and !( a compact invariant
set. It is known that for every ergodic measure for II/{, almost every point has Lyapune
exponents.

Question: If fl/( is uniquely erg~dic, does, every point have a Lyapun~v exponent?

M. Denker: For f a rational map of the Riemann sphere, expanding (the derivative is
bounded helow away from 1 on the Julia set) and m the maximal measure, it is known
(J. Grigull) that the Erdös-Renyi ergodie theorem holds for Lyapunov exponents: by the
usual (Birkhoff) ergodic theorem.

1 n .- 'L log If'l 0 fJ ~ \" a.lmost everywhere.
n j=l
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However, it is useful to work somewhat independently of the point: the Erdös-Renyi
.theorem says ~hat for all (} sufficiently small there exist constants d." ·and d* such that
(almost everywhere)

1 i+cr' logn .

lim .max -d*l E log(I/'lof})=x+ o ;
n-oo O~I~n-d*logn og n j=i

and similarly

, - 1 i+c4logn .

lim . min -d-- E log(lf'l 0 I}) =X - 0.'
n-oo o~'$n-d..log n '* log n j=i

Question: For which other dynamic~l.systems does such a. result hold?

In order to prove such a result, two problems need to be solved:

1. When does the free energy exist? For Gibbs measures m with potential1/J~t.oneknows
that the free energy' .

c( 4J) = lim !. logJe~p('f rP 0 fk)dm = PU. .p + rP) - PU, ~)
n-oo n. . k=O

exists for every continuous function <p.

2. The system has good mixing - loosely speaking, the spectrum of the Perron-Frobenills
operator is discrete and finite n~ar the unit circle. .

A .N. Sharkovsky: Consider the map f' of the plane defined by

x' = (y - 2)2, y' = xy .

This map arises in the study of the Schrödinger equation (Y.Avishai, D.Berend, MSRI
preprint #06008-91). -rt leaves the triangle ~ with corners (O~ 0), (0,4) and (4,0) invariant.
Denoting its sides by L t (on the y-axis), L'l (on the x-axis) and r (joining (4,0) and (0,4))
one sees that J(L t ) = L2 , f(L 2 ) = {(O,4)} and f(r) = f. Also flf : x ...... (x-- 2)2.

Questions: Has anyone investigated this map? Are the periodic orbits dense in Ll? Is fl~

transitive? Is r the attractor of 116. in the sense of Milnor? Does there exist a point x
such that w(x) is unbounded but r nw(x) f:: 0?

Simulations suggest that r is. indeed the attractor of jl~ in the sense of Milnor. But the
transversal Lyapunov exponent of f on r is

~14
loge4 - x) dx = 0 ..) ~

_"Ir 0 Vx (4 - x)

General question: Undcr what conditions does the avera.ge Lyapunov exponent define the
type of a set?
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J. Franks (comment on computer simulations): The map T on [~' 1] defined by

_ { l~r 0 ~ X ~ ~
T(x) - bf ! < x < 1

r 2- -

has the property that Tn(x) = x for sufficiently Jarge n if and only if x is rational.

J. Llibre: Let 1\1 be a compact C1-manifold and f : M --+ M a C1-map such that
f( M) ~ M and f is transversal, i.e. for all n > 0 the graph of In is transversal to
{(y,y) : y E 1\4} at a11 points (x,x) with fn(x) = x.

Theorem: If f: sn -+ sn is transversal (n ~ 1) with degree(f)" -1,0,1, then PerU)~
N \ {2r : ,r odd}.

In fact, the theorem is true if M is a manifold such that Hk(M; Q) ~ Hk(S"; Q).

Question: 15 there far some n a transversal f : sn --+ sn such that Per(f) = N \ {2r :
r odd}?
Conjecture: No. (For n = 1 either Per(f) = N or Per(f) = N \ {2}.)

Question: Are there a manifold M with the homology of the sphere and a transversal
f : M --+ M such that Per(f) = N \ {2r : r odd}?
Conjecture: Yes.

G. Ifeller: For the map T on [0,1] discussed berore by J. Franks (ar for other maps T
with IT'I ~ 1 and with indifferent fixed points) consider the transfer operator

" f(y)
.cßf(x) = L.-t IT'(y) Iß

J/ET-I x

(ß'?: 0)

acting on the space of functions of bounded variation on [0,1]. We know that the spectral
radius r(!.ß) ~ 1 for a11 ß ~ 0 with equality if ß ~ 1. Furthermore, log r(!..a) equals the
pressure P(T, -ß log IT'!). For maps with two surjective C2 branches T. Prellberg showed
in his Ph.D. thesis that

(1 )
1-ß

log r(L: ß ) = const . I ( ß) . (1 + o( 1))
- og 1- •for ,13 / l.

Questions: Is the result of Prellberg true for more general maps? How is the rate in (1)
related to other dynamical properties of T, e.g. to the wandering rate for the u-finite
absolutely continuous invariant measure as discussed in related work of Aaronson and
Thaler. Note added in proof: O.A. Lopes seems to have related results.

S. f{olyada: Let f be a unimodal map with Sj = 0 (i.e. piecewise linear fractional).
There are three possibilities for the asymptotic hehaviour of typical trajectories: (I) An
attractive cycle, (2) a minimal Cantor set. (:1) a cycle of transitive intervals. A Feigenbaum
like allractor cannol occur.

Quest.ion: Is it possible to have case (2)?
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R. Mac/(ay: Bifurcation of Denjoy minimal sets:
1. Let f be a cont~nuous mapping oe S· with degree 1 and nontrivial rotation interval
p(f) = [Pt,P2], and let w E int{p(f») be irrational. We know f posseses a rotationally
ordered Denjoy minimal subsystem Aw of roation number w (hy cutting off at an apropriate

level B ).
Let Ja = Ta 0 f, Ta{x) = X + a. Let a e = inf{a : w E p(Ja)}'

Question: How does Aw approach the critieal point as a ~ ae?

2. Let f be an area-preserving'twist map of T x JR with zero net flux, possessing a uniformly
hyperbolic x:otationally-ordered Denjoy minimal subsystem of rotation number w. Let Ja =
Ta 0 j, Ta(;, Y) = (x, Y + a). Let ae = inf{a : 3 rotationally-orclered Denjoy minimal sub
system A} ..

Question: How does A disappear? E.g.

_w~ _

W" .
_., ~

eh. Bandt:.Denote by T the m'ap eU
: )--0+ e,2z on the unit circle and let Er be the diameter

through the points e,r arid e'(1r+x). Ex ~Üvides the unit circle ioto two halves, say Land
. R, 'R being the ODe which contains T-(e'.:I:). A kneading sequence (with respect to Ex) is
a.Ssoci~ted with the trajectory of x in the obvi~us way. < • '

Question: Whieh kneading sequences occur? .
;;,;z.....'

N.B.: Not all R, L-sequences occur.a8 kneading sequences. On the other hand tlie kneading
sequences of unimodal maps are realized by those x whose trajectories avoid the are from
e'X to e'(1r-::x) a.n~ "its complex conjugate. .
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The t:ollferellce was orgallized by Chillg-Shui Cheng (Berkeley), Friedrich Pnkelsheiul
(Allgsbllrg), alld Dietet" Ra'lc'h ('Vagellingell).

Varions topics in the neId of designillg experiInents were pre:-:(·.:uted iu 40. talks ea.dl of
whichwas followed by iutensive discussions of the 42 partici pallts (17 freHll Gen{la.llY~

25 fr01n ahroad). The cOlltributiollS induded e.g. optilnal (lesiglls for cOl"relatecl' t'lT()rS~

fractiollal factol'iitl designs, optüllality oE block designs, Plackett aud BuruHLll designs.
Yonden designs, f>robleuls with iuteractillg factol"s. design iLlld a.nalysis of COlllpntcr
experinl{~nts,Bayesia'ü desiglls~ (lesigns for rcsp()ns('~ sllrface 'experiluents, ~lllcl softwan~

for the 11lunerlcal tOlllpntatioil of optilual designs.



Abstracts

MARKUS ABT
Design of COlIl]JU tel" expel"ünen ts

Iu the rccellt literature on COlupllter experiments one of the probleulS cOllsiderecl is
the choice of a.n cll>iu"opriate design. For this purpose several algorithulS have been
proposed, but uo explici t formllias are given up to now. In the present work we
illvestigate ulillear covaliallce fUllctiollS" in one dimension (lud show how exact optitllal
designs call be fonud for several design cri teria. Linear in this context luecU1S that the
obtained predictive function illtel1)olates the observations lillearly. Evell in this rather
simple situatiou it is quite tedious to get reasonable results. An intel1)retation of the e
resllits accordillg to the different distributional assumptiolls is givell.

ROSEMARY A. BAILEY
COllstructiollS for cOlnplex block struct ures

Before an ~xperiInent can be designed, the block structure on the expel;lllelltal t.111.its
Hlust be elucidatecl. 'fhis structllre consists of inher~llt factors, anel their crossillg alld
llestillg relations, \vhich CilU llsefully be represented Oll a Hasse diagraIn. If a11 the block
factors correspond tu raudOlll effects~ then, nudel' llice COIHlitions; the block structnn-.:
deternuues orthogonal hOlllogelleolls strata for the analysis of variallce.

A design is said to be orthogonal if the space of treatI11ellt cOlltrasts is the
orthogonal direct S1.1111 of subspaces eaeh of \vhich lies in oue stratuill. Oue luethod of
constructillg orthogonal designs is PattersOll's design key. Slightly lllüre general-iso the
Abeliall group method~ in \vhieh the treatInellts are identified \vith the elelnellts of cl.l~

Abeliall group G, and~ für each block factar F, the treatIllents allocat~cl to levels of F
a.re all cosets of a sllhgl'Oüp HF of G. The induced Hasse diagralu far the snbgrollps
H F is isomol1)hic to that for the block factors.

o
The order uf G is 110t restricted. to beillg

Cl plillle \)ower, so the. luethod generalizes I3oses's dassie \vork for factorial designs.
The AheliClu grollp Inethod extellds rea,(lily to non-orthogonal designs, hy replacillg

Hcose ts of a subgroup HF" hy '~trallslates of a subset B f'''" Such designs have
orthogo·llal factolial stru.ct.ure: it is easy to calc111a.te their efficiency factol"s (llsillg
cOlnplex eigenvectors) aud to interpret their analysis.

Another usefnl SOHlTe nf COllstructiollS is illutually ärthogonal La.tin Sqnares. Au _
eXilluple is given of an experiInellt l~olllparing 12 feed tl'eatillellts for 12 sheep. The.'
sheep a.re in 3 hünses of -1 sheep, aud the experiUlent heL') :3 periods, with each slHx~p's

trcatluellt changillg after each period.

ROSEMARY A. BAILEY
Sf::Hu-Latiu sqllan~~

Cousi( ler a.n 11 X n array of cells, each of \vhi(:h l:onsists of l: plots. A selui-Latill s'luan~

is all allocatioll of nl: tn~a(lllellts to th(~ t:"lls in such Cl way t.hat each treatIuent OCClli"S

OllCC ·in eadl row (u~ll ()lln~ in cach C:OlUUlll. SOllle cOllstnu:t.ioll lllcthods will he giV(~1l

alld optiIua..lity resnlts discllssed.

I
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WOLFGANG BISCHOFF
()" D-optüunl (J,~...;i~o".'i \\"},,'u t.lH' ()h"i~rvat.i()llS an' c:nn",'l:lf,'d

In the general liuear 1l10dd consider the desi~nill~ prohlenl fot" the GaHß-~lark()\"

cstilllator \vith respect tu tlle D-criterioll. For exact designs Wt~ investig;at(~du: relatioll

of efficiellcy for the correlätcd ca.se aud tbe ll11correlatcd ~ase witb 1.~()lllU10ll \"ariaUCL'.
?vloreover. lower hOl1uds für the efficiency of an exa.ct design are givell in the c..:orrelated
CaciC.

Next, approxiInate desigus are cousidered. Problenls appearing in the corre~ated

case are discussed. vVe argue uuder \vhich conditions an appro:Oluate D-optilual
design for the llllcorreiated case may be cOllsidered a.s approxiluate D-optiInal d~sigll

in the correlated case. Thell we show analogons results fur the least squares estiIuOator.

CHING-SHUI CHENG
Sonle projectioll properties o[ ortllogonaJ arrays

The definition of an orthogonal array imposes an inlportal1t geoIlletlic property:; the
projection of an OA,('\2 t , 2k

, t), an ..\2t -run or:thogonal array with k t\vo-lev~~ factors
and strength t, onto a.uy t factors consists of ..\ copies of the cOlnplete 2t faS~.?li4·,· Iu
this talk, pro jectiolls of an OA( ;\2 t , 2k , t) onto more thall t factars \vill be discllssed.
SOlne general reslllts a.ud their statistical implications ,vill he presented. For~~xali~ple.
if lV is not a Inultiple of 2t+ 1 , then the projection of an OA( iV, 21., t) with .(::c~ t + :2
auto auy t + 1 factors lUllst contain at least Olle colilplete 2 t + lfactorial. This Inay not
he true for the conunonly used regular fractional factolial designs. LIN auel DRr} PEIl
(1993) observed that the projection of the 12-ru11 Piackett-Burluan de~igll ontq' ClllY

four factors is of resolution V. We prove that this üllportallt property holds fqr all
OA(N, 2k

, 2) \vhose size N is not a luultiple of 8.

PAUL L. DARIUS
C0l11puter aided desigll oE experiments

Although current statistical packages are convellient aud p{)\verful tools for statistical
analysis, their usefulness in the planuillg stage of the experilucllt is lillllte(l..>,~vVe 'have
beell working on a sofhvare system aiIlled 30t providing the user \vith Cl luaxinlluu of
sofhvare support durillg the process of desiglling an experitllent. The key elelnents a.re

- an object oriellted sofhvare representation of a design with which the 1lser call
illteract uuder the forni of a structure diagraul,
a \villdo\v hased graphical alld illteractive envirolllll~llt, providillg a: IUllllber of
sinlultalleous and lillkedvie\vs· Oll different aspecis of the current design,

- support for a strategioc approach. signalling probleulS and suggestillg c.hallges.
A prototype has been illlpieluellted ,vith Objectworks/Snlalltalk on a. 51111 \vorkstatioll.

ANGELA M. DEAN
D~sig·lJ.iJ)g experüneuts for drug cOIlJl>inatiou stlulies

Iu a cOlllhinatioll dnlg stndy. se:veral clrllgs "Illay he a<llluuisterecl singly, 01' in
(".olubillatioll with several othcr <.h·llgS. to a u\lll1ber of s11hjects acconliug to a Cl'OSS

over design. A llleasurenlcllt is taken on each of thc clrugs ad~lUllistered in a. givell tüne
p(~ri{)d. ThllS, this is a nltlltiph~ respouse study with factolial lreahueüt COlllbiuatious.
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Ir a drug is not pl'eSellt in the treatment combination adllllnistered to a subject 111

CI. givell tÜlle periorl, thel1 UD Ineasurement is taken on this, particula.r drng in this
particular period. Therefore, depelldillg l1POll the treatm~lltcOlnbillatioll aUUllllistel'ed,
there lllay be a "llllssillg" observation on aue or more of the responses fOf allY given
subject in allY givell tinle period.
A survey is given of recellt wo;rk Oll desigl1illg experiments for dntg combinationstudies.
It i5 ShO'Vll that the lo\ver bound for the average variance of a set of cOlltrasts in the
usual block design setting \vith a single measured response also provides a hOUlld for
a similar set of contrasts in the multiple response setting. The infolulation matrix is
clerivecl for the theoretical optimal block design fot estimating a givel1 set of trea.tment
cOlltrasts in the single response stucly.

HOLGER DETTE
lvljllünax desiglls ill ]jlle;U" regressioll Inode1s

We investigate the geol'uetric structure of Elving's 11ll11l1Uax criteria and I(iefer's
ljJp -criteria in the linear regression model y = f( x)' (J. It is shown that the optimal
designs with respect tu these criteria .are also optünal for ..4.' (J where ..4 is any illball
vector (in an appropl'iate llOrIll) of a gelleralized Elvillg set. The results expla.ill the
particular role of thc A- allel E-optitnality criteriOll and are applied detenllil1illg
the lluuiInax spring hala.nce weighillg design and the llunilnax design fo~ polYllonlial
regression.

NORMAN R. DRAPER
Ivfjxture designs tor four 01' more components in ortllogollal blocks

The problenl of partitiollillg the blends (runs) of four 01' lllore lluxture COlllpOllellts
into t\vo orthogonal blocks whell a quadratic model is fittecl is cousidered. The
solution proposecl by .lOHN (Ulliversity of Texas Center for Statistical Science Techllical
R.cport No. 8, 1984), and described by CORNELL (Experiluellts ,vith Mixtures, Wiley,
1990) is (~scussed allel extendeel. For foul' compOllellts, study oI the charactelistics
of Latill squares oI :?ide foul' leads to reliable rules for qnickly Ohtaillillg designs of
specified kinds. Mixture COlllpollellt values that cause singuhu'ity in the ne,v designs
are identifiecl, allel valne:; that provide designs ,vith highest D-criterioll values, for the
dass oI designs discllssed, a.re obtailled. An illdustrial exaluple illustrates the nse of
thc designs.

MIKE F. FRANKLIN
SOlue alternatives to Latin llypercuhe sanl]>litlg

In SOHle prablenls a desCliptio11 of a fUllctioll I(x) is required. Each Xi is continllOllS
'lud hOlluded above a.ucl belo\v. There are 110 other COllstraillts Oll thc choice of thc
J; i. However, the cost of (h,~tenllillillg I(;J;) {or allY .x is high. Nonnally the lluluhel' of
data. points is chosen a.u(l t.llen the levels <;f each factor chosen to span the nUlge for
that {actor. To ohtaill a fair rlegree of ortho~()nality ht~tween variahlcs, 1"<uldollllsatioll

proccdures a.re built iuto the choice of levels allel clata. poiuts. Oue da.....s uf tlH~se

(lcsigllS is that of Latill hypl~rctlhes. Thc pr()pt'~rties of Clny design are depelulent Oll

the 01ltC0111C of thc rcuulollllsatiou. H<~n~ three iutcrllative COllstnlctiollS are clescribe<l .

alul thc propertics of tlu~ resllitillg designs oUtlillccl.
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NORBERT GAFFKE
SYlluuetric optiJual desjgJls for l1Jultjple cuhic J"{'grcssiou

In the joiut techllical n~p()rt with ß. HEILIGEHS "Cl)111Pllti1t~ opliulal approxiulflrt·

(l(·~sigllS for cllbic regressi"oil Oll 11l1lIti(linu~llSiollalhalls a ud l'llbes" {A ngsl HUg, 1!J!J2}.
we cOlu}>ntcd 1l1ullci'ically <I>p-optilual illval~allt designs (illveuiallt Wilh respect tu
penulI tatiolls €lud sigll chullges of coordinates), and also optiuw.l (thinl order) rotü.tabh~

designs. The talk points ont SOllie of the specific resllits Oll the 1110Ull~1lt luatIiccs uf
illVal~al1t designs, \vhich gave a basis for the algoritilluic cOlupntatiolls.

SUBIR GHOSH
Efficiellt response slu-[ace desiglls witll a SIllall nUluber o[ nJlJS

The talk will present the COllstructioll of second order respOllse surface designs ,vi th
lligher efficiencies thall designs available in the literatlln~. The stanclard optüllality
criteria are cOllsidered _in cOlnparillg efficiencies.

SYLKE GIERER (together ,vith !(. Eilgel)
Optilual designs [or 1l10dels wi tll correla:ted observations ;t!'~\

b5-L

Optitllal block designs are detennilled asSUlnillg hvo special strllctureS'~for the
covariallce lllä.tt~x of the observations, nalnely that the cQvariances het\veei(älld the
yal~allCeS of the observations' depend only on the blocks respectively the tr~atllieuts.

It call be ShO\Vll that the ,veighted least squares estiIllators equal the ordillary
lea.st squares estilllators. The optiIllality criteria t:ol1sidered here are the A - auel
1\1V -optiIuality with respect to a givell set L of cOlltrast vectors. It is pl'oved that
block-block correlatiolls respectively treatInent-treatlueut correlatiolls do Hot ha.v~ auy

illfluellce on the A- and A1V -op"timality respectively A-optitllality. Finally, the'
idea of illvariance is used to find MV -optiulal C -lllatlices in the case of trea.tl~lellt

treatulent correlatiolls.

•
VOLKER GUIARD
Design o[ experiInelJts [ar estilnatioll o[ vanallce COlJljJolJeJJts \\'itlJ .-\l\'OV:.4:.. ilj' tllf;

~:

olle-lvay-dassificatioll under llon-llormality

Let the oue-way ra11dol11 l110del

Yij = JL + (Li + eijt i = 1, ... , a; j = 1, ... ,1l.j; nl + 11.2 + ... + It(i = lV

be givell \vith randoul eff~cts ai alld eij. The first four InOluellts of the distdhutiolls
of (Li alld eij may be finite with kllrtosis 12a alld 12e, respectively. The designillg uf
experüuellts fol' estitnatillg O'~ = V(ai) alld 0'; = V (eij) hy lueallS of AN OVA \vi th
respect to the C-, .4-, anu D-:-optiulality is delnollstrated. In thc dass of cOtll.:rctc
designs \vith given. a alld N it is proved that the ..4- alld D-optinlll111 design is qllasi
halallced if 12e ~ O. For /2e ~ O,ce(a - l)lV ::; cu(lV - l)u alld Ca > 0 01' (;c = 1 «lud
efl = 0 the C -optiullllll design with c' = (ca, Ce) is also CLUeL-ii-lHuallcecl. These resnlts
l~a.1l not he gelleralized to all values of 12e' All exaulplc is givcll with 1'lu = '"Y".!c = -2.
In this exalllpie the optiUl\l111 design is not qluLfii-halcllu;ecl.
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BERTHOLD HEILIGERS
Totally nOIlllegative lllOJUent Inatrices allel E-optimal designs for weig;llted polynoIlual
regression

The finite diulel1siollaluloment luatrices of symmetrie designs over [-b, b] for \veighted
POlYllOllUal regression are totally nonnegative. As a eonseq~ence, the UOllzero
eigellvalues of these l11atrices have multiplieity less 01' equal to two, aud the coordinates
of the eorresponding eigenvectors possess a characteristic sign pattern.

An applieation of this resll1t to a dual problem to the E -optimal design problelu
shows that the optinlal approxiInate designs are supported by the extrelua of the only
equi-oscillatillg \veighted polYllomial over [-b, b] ,vi th leadillg coefficient 1, provided
the experilnental region is 'Slllall ellough', e.g. b 5 1. In particular, by specializing
the weight fUllctioll \ve obtaill results on E-optimality found by PUI\ELSHEIM alldA
STUDDEN (1991). •

RALF-DIETER HILGERS
Optimal designs far mixture aIUoullt experiments

New results extending the \vork of SCHEFFE (1959, 1963), !(IEFER (1961), URANISI

(1964), alld ATWOOD (1969) are presented. The later authors calclllated D-optiulUlll
designs für various regres~ioll lllodels introduced by Scheffe to describe the quantitative
response in llllxture experitnents on the unit simplex. While in his setting the response
depellds only on the proportions of the components, in nnxture amount experünellts the
response also depeucL5 on the total amoullt of the mixture. In this cOlltext the sünplex
has a useful interpretation a.s an aelequate factor space. Aduussibility anel optitnality
of the extended simplex centroid design for models with regression functiolls of the
v- tic type on the q sÜl1plex are illvestigated.

PETER W. M. lOHN
FractioIlal factorial designs

A senllconcluetor el1gineer \vished to carry out a 24 factorial experiUlellt. He had at
his disposal a lot of t\venty \vafers alld so a subset of fOllr heul to be selected to be
dllplicated. The ohviollS approach is to repeat an orthogonal quarter replicate, but
there are alternatives. If the base point is dllplicatecl there are 455 choices for the
other three points. These fell illto llilleteen llOll-isolllorphic sets. Fonr of these sets
gave the saUle best valnc for the D- and A-optilnality critclia. The E-optüllaJ.ity A
criterioll \vas of 110 llse beallse it gave tbe salue vallle for every set. The fonr sets.
that gave the best ValllCS for the D- or .4-criteria are also the fonr best choices for
ollutting frol11 the 24 to provide a resolution V three <luarter replicate with t\velve
points. T\vo of the SPots nf fOHr points are orthogonal qua.rter replicates. Oue gave a.
(lesign that is iSOl1l0rphir to the Srivastava-Chopra design for twellty points. Details
of the l1uderlyillg lllatl;x strnctllre that lea.d to the cxi:;tcuce of fonr llon-isoillorphic
"l)(~st' soltltiollS with the Selllle D-, ..4-, E-valnes an~ discnsst~d.

ANDRE KOBILINSKY
SOHle usefnl tricks in IJuilclinp; efticiellt fLsYIluue.trical hlock factorial rlesiglls

In llHulypractical situations. hlock Ol" fractional factorial (lcsiglls illVolv(: CL ulixtnre or
factol's having different ,\lul possihly COPl;llU~ 11111111)(~rs of lev(~ls.
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Tu hnilcl etficicllt desi~lls \Vi th Hot ton IlliU1Y UIU ts in lhcSI~ aSYl1ulu~trinJ1~a.SI'S. i t is oftt"ll

possihle to tlse s(nll(~ little tricks ~ collapsiug lc.~'·l·ls. nsillg psendofat:lors [01" illst.illlce 

\vhich a.llow to bring hack the cOllstruetiou to that of c.:lassical fa.ctt)J;cJ desip;lls. These

t.ricks are illustratecl Oll SOllle exauiples COllllUg frOlll Cl prol)lt:lll in food lTSI·arch.

OLAF KRAFFT
Oll exact G-optilJHJ!lJ .designs tor qUildl"atic regression

For x = (Xl, X:h ... ,;,.) E I~L 1)" let Si(X) = L~I=l x}, 0 ~ i ~ 4 aüd

·'-
lvl(x) = (;~

S2

The point x· is G-uptitual, if

sup (l,y,y:l}lV/- I (X*)(I,y,y2)' ~ sup (1,y,y2)lVf- 1(x)(l,y,y1)'
yE(-I.i] . yE(-I,I] .

. ~;~;

for ~l x for which A~/( x) is regular. In the talk \ve discuss Cl coujecture cou~~!"nillg the
solution of thi~ probl~ul.. This work has beeIi done together with Nlartill Sc~~aefftJ:.

JOACHIM KUNERT
Optimality oi block design~lvitl1 vaziable block sizes alld r;uldoIU- block ~ffects

vVe ~consi~er thesiIllple block model with ra.ndOln block effects, tlie block effeets
ha,:,illg- varia,llce ol = ·Xu1., \vith q2 the. variance of the errors. It is -a.':iSlIlUed that

the exp~riIllelltercanv~ry the sizes of the block. The HIli versal optiuHui ty of certaili .

designs' for all ,\ over all.designs \vith the salne lluluher of blocks and the S,Ulle ullluber
of observations is shown.' .

It is of illterest to note that if Balallced IllCOll1plete Block Designs COlllpete, thell
they perfOrtll equally.well for'\ = 0 alld ,\ = 00, i.e. in the Olle way clas~"ificfLtioll

lllodel and in the siluple ~)lock lliodel \vith fixed block effects. but they.· perfdl~n ,yorse
fOl~ every ,\ E (0,00).

DENNIS K. J. LiN
Du Plackett. 8.lul BUl'uiau Desiglls

One luajot probleul ~1l indllstrial experiInelltatioll is screening, i.e. identlfyiug those
f~lc't{)rS that lllat ter. in thi.s talk, I \vill present same of lllY reccllt \vork in this area (sollle

joiutly with NonuallDraper), llsiug Placket t anld BllrInClll type designs for illu.stratioll.
Tlte subjects to be addressed illChtde sIllall COlllposite design. COhUllll sel~~cti()ll, alia."i
strllctllre, proje~tioll properties, a.nel sllpersatllra.tt~d designs. TIte straightfor\vanl
extension to other. orthogonal arr~ys is possible, of course.

DIBYEN MAJUMDAR
Tn~ud-[l'ee illld ueady ~i'elJd-[reeI}lockdesigus

[u 1083, YEII au(IßRA DLEV conJec~t1red that a. hinary cOll.uec:te<1 IJlt)(~k desigu with

blol:ks of size k auel CO~lstaut replicatiou 11lulll)(-~r r for eadl treatIllell t, CClll h(~ COHvcrte(1
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to a linear trelld-free hlock design iff r( k + 1) is even. They establishecl the conjecture
for k = 2 alld k = 'U. STtJ FI~ EN, in 1988, gave a fanuly of cOl1llterexaluples for certa.ill
design cla...'ises with k od{1. vVe will show that the cOlljecture is illdeed tl'ue for CL large
lluillber of designs, including all designs with k even, and BIß designs.

vVe also cOllsider situa.tions where r(k + 1) is odd, hellce uo trelld-fi:ee design
exists. Several falnilies of nearly trelld-free designs (definitioil due to YEH, BRADLEY

alld NOTZ) will be identified. For exa1l1ple, a BIB design can be cOllverted to a nearly
trend-free BIß design whenever r(k + 1) is odd.

RICHARD J. MARTIN
Eflicient experiInentaJ designs for dependent data

. Although there is much Cllrrent interest in designing block experiUlellts to take.,
depelldence iuto accoullt, most results have been for particular clependence structures
or on balancillg lleighbollr effects. Results for dependence structures call also depend
crucially on the estimator to be used. However, for large numbers of blocks some
unificatioll over estimatol"s and dependence structures is possible. This \vill be
discussed in the usual case of a linear array of plots within a hlock, and in the
case of a spatial alTay. For a small number of blocks, results depelld on the
particular depelldence strllctllre and estimator used. Goo~ designs usually require
more than neighbollf balance, and may not be constructible by combinatorial Dlethotls.
Exhaustive evaluation luay also be impracticaJ. Recursive methods of construction
\vill be discussed, allel criteria for constructing designs that are reasollably robust to
nlisspecifica.tion of the depeudellce structure.

lOHN P. MORGAN
Pairs of Youclell designs

Let there be bvo p x q ro\V-COlll1ll11layouts, as for exanlple in an agricllltural experünent
in t\~o fields with elillunatiol1 of heterogeneity in hvo directions. If panel q are such
that a generalized Yondell design (GYD) exists, will a pair of GYD's be optilnal for
the llSllal aualysis in the büttOlll stratluu? In general the ans\ver is 110: by uutking
the row alld COhUWl COlllpouent designs inferior to that of hvo GYD's (for which they
are optilllal) it is SOluetülles possible to ohtain unifornl1y better designs. The result
is c.lepelldellt on the valnes of p and q, ho\vever, allel it is also provell that an infinite
scries of pairs of GYD 's is E -optixllal. 111 addition, a lo\ver hOl1nd far the E -efficiellCYe
of pairs of GYD's is faHnd, \vhich is an .4.-efficiency b01.1n<1 ,vithill the equireplicate
da.ss.

MAX D. MORRIS
A.JJ overview of SOllJe recel,t dev~lopnlents in tlle desiglJ iUlfl culalysis oE COlll]JU ter

experiulell ts

The talk hegills with a. definition of "Cclluputer experüncllt", exaluples of genelic
COlllpllter experirllellts, charactelistics which lunke these different frOlll physical
e:q)(~ritllellts,anel SOUle exaluplcs of how convelltiollal statistical iclea'i have heen applicd
in iul lu)c \vays to COlllpntel' l·~xpt.~ritnellts. Latill hypcn':llbe saulplillg, cliHl other
rcUlC l()llll~ed saulplillg plans, are tlH~ll reyiewc~cl. alollg \vi th their statis tical 1110tivatiou
for llse in ll11certaiut)" analysis.
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In the sccolld pa.rt or tlw talk. an approach to the approx..ilnatioll of CCHllputer llL<Hlels
biL'ied Oll the nse or stocha.."itic processes .L"i ;'llu~tcuuocl('ls" is l'X,lllulled frollt (u)t.h

classical anti llayesiall poiuts of ,·iew. A (lt··si~!l optilualilY criterioll has('d Oll (~lltr()py is

discllssecl, allel eXeuupll's of optiIllal designs are prl'seuted. Tlte approa.ch is gelleralized
to accoillocla.te iufonuation ahollt derivatives with l'('speet to inputs. Fiually, SOlUC

ll11resolved problelu'i alld areas of active research are uolect.

RAHUL MUKERJEE (read by C. F . .Teff \Vn)
Oll tlle existence of saturated asymmetrical ortl!ogonaI arrays

For saturated asymmetrical orthogonal arrays the Bose- Bush bOUll(~ luay not be sharp.
We üllprove their bOUlld hy developillg a lle\V cOlubinatorial cOllditioll, \vhich further
lillUtS the choice of integral solutions to the systeul of eqnations in the Bose-Bnsh
approach. For saturated ac;ylwlletrical orthogonal arrays of strellgth hvo, our appi'oach
cau provide a substalltial improvement over the Bose-ßllsh approach. "Ve sho,~ that
a dass of saturated OA(N, Snll (sr)rn 2 ) constnlcted by \\Tu, ZHANG allel \VANG (+D92)
attaills the maximum for m2, a reslut \vhich canllot be proved by the .Bflse-ßnsh
approach. Other applicatiolls include ,:"~:':'"

(i) 12 in the OA(36, 211 312 ) is Inaximum for the 3-syulbol factors, .~

(ii) llonexistence .of a class of arrays of strength foul'.

CHRISTINE MÜLLER
Efflciency of designs [or robust alul non-robust estünatiolJ oE non-lineal' aspects

For estimating a non-linear aspect of a linear lllodel only locally optÜllal designs call

be derived. For classical 11ou-robust estiulatioll based Oll the least squares estitllator
this is well-knowll. For robust estimatioll ba'ied on robust one-step-M-estiluators' thiS' .
also holds and moreover ooly locally optimal robust estitnators can be derived. 3ut
the locally optimal designs and estimators can be llsed for efficiellcy coulparisolls allel
for calculating maximin efficient designs.

In particular far non-robust estimation ma.ximill efficicut designs are de9ved far
the case tbat the supportof the regarded designs is givell and pravides·fÜllearly
independent regressors. "Besides a general result two special results are pl'e~ellted,

which provide ma......a.null efficielÜ designs uuder sitnple couditions. One of these res1l1ts
gives a simple condition so that the u.uiforul design is llHL.xiIuin efficient. The other
result deals with designs with a two-poillt support. The result cOllcerlling llllifol'lu
designs also holds for robust estilllation. SOllle exalnples deillollstrate the appli,cabili ty
of the results.

HANS-MATTHIAS NEUGEBAUER
Bayesian D-optimal design~ tor exponential regression lnodels

\Ve cOllsider the Bayesiall V-optimal design prühlenl for exponential gro\vth 11lOdcls
with ol~e, two or three parailleters. For the one paran~etric lllodels cOllditiollS on the
shape of the density of the prior distrihution and on the rauge of its snpport are giVCll

gnCll"allteeillg that a one point design is also ßayesian D-optilnal withill the da.ss or

all designs. 111 the case of two parauleters the best two point Jesigns are detenllillCd
a.n<.! fnr special prior distributions it is proved that these designs are globally optilllal.
Fillally, the expouential growth lllo(h~1 \vith three parUlueters is iuvestigateu. Thc best



thl'ee point designs a.re c.haracterized by a uon-linear eql1ation anel it is investigate(l if
these designs are also Bayesia,ll D-optÜllal within the dass of all desi~lls.

FRIEDRICH PUKELSHEIM
OptiInality of BIBD's iIl tlle approximate tlJeory

A block design is tl'eated in the approximate theory re1axing the relative frequeucies
nij / n to be cOlltillUOllS weights lVij E [0,1]. Balancedness then means illvariance ullder
the action of an appropriate group, and to this end we sketch the general Irame,vork of
invariant design probleIus. We introclnce the I(iefer ordering, as a superposition of the
1151.1al Loelvller matrix ordering and matrix majorization. Together ,vith ather block
designs, less structured block designs, BIBD's are shown to be I(iefer optiInal for the _
treatment contra.~ts (J .C'. I(IEFER, 1975, and B.I(. SINHA, 1972). Moreover, BIBD's •
a.re distillguished by beiug ulliquely optimal under all matrix meallS, for a maximal
parameter systetu, aIllollg a class of support restricted designs.

DIETER RASCH
Tbe robustlJess of exact locally optimum designs in non-lineal· regression - a case stucly

For a special set of data a lllodel choice in a dass of ten isotonic non-linear regression
Illodels leads to the Bertllianffy fUllction as the best fitted and to the GOlupertz fUllction
as the secolld best fitted fUllctioll. D- alld three C -optitnum designs are detenniued
for the estiInated parallleter. Far three criteria a relatively high robustlless of these
optiulUIn designs agaillst paralneter variation was fOUlld. The remaillillg criteriOIl was

very sensitive. The optinlUUl designs for the Bertulallffy fUllction are very sillular to
the correspollding optimUll1 designs far the Gompertz function fitted to the Satlle data.
Therefore far all criteria a. robustlless against a wrong model selectioll aud except for
Olle C -optimality criterioll also agaillst parameter variation could be stated.

JAMES L. ROSENBERGER
Design problems in calibratioll st udies

This talk \vill discuss the design of experiIllents far nOlllillear lllodels with attention to
thc issues arising in calihrat.ioll studies. The goal of ca.libration is to estüllate the value
of au unkno\vll quautity~ based on the calihration Cllrve of the relatiouship hetweeu
kUOWll standards allel thc observed response fUllctioll. The linear logistic fUllctioll aud
t,he fonr parameter log-logistic curve llsed in the calibration ol ELISA experitllellts ,vill e
be illustl'ated. Both tbe kU{HVll staudards alld thc t111kllOWll (llHl.utities are assayc(l hy
nsillg serial dilutions of thc cluantities, in order to iusure that thc ohserved response
spans the optical dellsity scale. A special techllique referred to as p(u·allel fitting a.llo,vs
thc entire set of llleaSllreluents to be illclude(l in the calibl'ation proccdnre.

RAINER SCHWABE
Optüual designs [or llHHlt~ls \\.j t.ll pitrtlx ülterilctÜJg faetol"s

In llHU1Y experitll~Iltal situations thc CXpt~l"itncnter is fac(~cl ,vith the iufillence of lUOl"C

tItan oue factor. Of ci>nrse, t.he perforluallcc of a.uy expcritllcntal design depcllds on the
l1udcrlying lllodel aud in particnlar Oll thc strllctllre of interact.ious hetweeu the factors
in the situatiou at haud. In the t'vo Ulost 01ltstcuuliug cases of coulplelc prnclnct tyP(~

illteractioll aud.of 110 i11t(·~racti()lls. pro(lnct (lesiglls have SIU)\Vll np to he D-optilual
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for the \vhole lllodel allel tht~ llliU'gillals of tlH~se dl'si~llS an~ tht, D-optüual Olles for dU'
lllcidels eorrespolldillg to the siugle fac.tors. Iu thl" prc'SCIH'(' of partial illt(~rac;ti()llS t lU'
situation is luore cOluplic;üe(l. For a. valit'ty of süuple hut pracf.ically usernl eXilulpll's
pnHluct designs are presellted which are D-optilual. The luarginals of these designs
depeutl 011 the iuteraction strllctnre and hellcc diffcr fraIlI the D-optüllal Olles for the

single factar models.

KIRTI R. SHAH
Optimal block designs flnder partially ßuxecl models

In some situations~ the experimellter has the freedoIll to choose SOllie of. the blocks
at randorn !roln a population of blocks. \Ve fonnulate the problenl of choosing an
optimal design in such situations. We derive SOllle resllits for optimal selection of
randorn blocks \vhen the basic design is a baIanced design or a group divisible d~~igll.
\rVe also cOllsider the problem of optimal selectioll of both the basic design as w~ll ~L'i

the choice of randolu blocks from this basic design.

BIKAS K. SINHA _<

OptiInal estimation of total weigllt in cllelrucal balalJce alU] spl'illg baJa.JJC~ i[esig~,~

We cOllsider chenucal bci.lance and spring balance \veighing designs (without bi~as i'u the
nleasuring instruments) aüd a:ddress the problenl of optüual (Iuost efficiellt) estitnatioll
of total \veight of a nUlllber of objects, snbject to retaillillg estünability of all oJ the
individual weights.. Wealso 'discuss the problem of estiillatiOll of the total distculce
covered by a number of (natural) objects placed alollg a lille 01' along the corner.~_oE a
ploygOllal fellceo The cOllcept of designs \vith string property (circular/noll-circlll~r)is
introduced in this context .

.. The purpose of this talk is to revie\v all the available reSlllts iu this fascillatiug
area of research.

NEIL J. A. SLOANE
Nelv designs

This talk will discuss llew results on the strllcture of quadratic designs, sphericaI
designs, interaction designs, mixture designs, designs ~ith correlated,errors, orthogonal
arrays, covering designs, supersaturated (or search) designs, aud \vill give tables of all
these designs;

~9HN STUFKEN
On dIe COJlstructioIJ· o[ olotlJogonal arrays

We will emphasize various tools for the cOllstnlction of orthogonal arrays. As fractiollal
factorial designs these alTays are heavily used in, especially, illdustrial experiUlclltS.
Otir tools are suitable for the cOllstnlctioll of sYlluuetrical orthogonal arrays as \vell as
for the construction of asYIlllDetricaI orthogonal arrays. Exaulples of th~ use of these
tools \vill be provided.

11
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BEN TORSNEY
COI1Structioll oE optiInal designs tor binary response expel'inlellts lvitl1 tlvo design
variables

D-optiInal designs for tlu'ee paratneter binary response and other generalized linear
Illodels dependillg Oll t\VO design v3.liables are first cOllsidered. These are derived using
a parameter dependellt callonical linear transformation of the design variables which
chu,llges the design problelll to a weighted linear design problem in two design valiables
Zt and =2. This is the approach introduced by FORD, TORSNEY and Wu (JRSSB, 1992)
for the case of one design variable hut a llew feature here is that one of Zl, =2 Inust
be bounded. This guarantees that the problem is further equivalent to a linear design
problem \vith constant vmiallce anel llncorrelated errors for \vhieh the indueed design
space G c m. 3 of SILVEY is b01tllded. His minimal ellipsoid argument is thell applied
to G to i~entify or characterize D-optimal supports. Results are extended to more
thall two design vatiables and to the c-optimality eriterioH. This is joint work \vith
Ralldy SITTER, Ulliversity of Ottawa, Callada.

JEAN-PIERRE VILA
Intensive computillg and bootstrap-based optimal designs in regression

Optimal design criteria for iluproved estimations of parameters or fUllctions of
parameters or model responses in nonlinear regression are considered.

These criteria are based upon exact regions (Gaussian cOlltext) or at least seeolld
order exaet bootstrap cOllfideu(;e regions. In the last case, the critical quantile of the
root used to define the region is consistently estimated by MOllte-Carlo fronl parameter
estiInations and residual saluplillg distribution of a previous lllodel fitting. This la~t

approach is free of allY lllodel approximation alld of any probability distribution
hypthesis for the errol'S ,vhich are jllst sllpposed to be centered alld independent
and idelltically distrihutecl. The specifie fonn of these eriteria (expected nleasure of
c.ollficlence set) as weIl aS the inadequacy of the nsual millilluzillg scheInes suggest the
use of stoahastie approxülla.tioll procedures for their Dlluilluzatioll.

ADALBERT WILHELM
Ntuuerical cOlnputatiolJ of optilnal designs usiIJg gelleralized gradiellts ·

Several iterative lllethods for cOllstrllcting optiUlal designs in linear regression lllodels
have heen prpposed in the last t\VO (lecades. All of thelll are rcstricted to differelltiahle _
ohjective fUllctions. So therc is neither a possibility to tackle singular 1llOluent lnahices •
UOI" is there a way to treat E -optitllality withollt fllrther a~sl1111ptious. In this talk
we ontline a lle\V approa.ch for COlllpntiug optitnal approxiIuate designs ha..~ed Oll the
kllowledge of one gelleralized gradient in each iteration. Onr approa.ch call treat design
problelllS Oll either a discrete 01' cOlltiullons regression range a.ntl allows cOllsideration of
arbitrary linear panulleter systClllS. In the ilnplelnellted version (Fortran 77) oue ca,ll
choose the optiInality criteria CLlllOUP; all luatlix lllea,llS <J?7J ,]J E [-00,1]. NUluel;cal
reslllts for polynollual n~gressioll 11lodels iu(lieate th~1.t thc IuetluHI is of practical
illterest.
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c. F. JEFF WU
C(JllS~l"ucti()lJ 'llHllayout f.t:duuqlle.c.; iu filctorial desi.!;"us: :tU cn"'~lTj(~\\" nfn:C:C:llI. öul'"öUJ("c'S

Faetorial designs call lH~ da.ssifit~(l illto two hroad dass(~s: regular. allel llolln'~Hlar

designs. In regular designs the luatheluatical strllct ure is siIllplt~ aud t.lll"~ 11la.ill c[11l.'stioIlS

(u"e -
(i) assignment of factors,

(ii) choice of good blockiug schemes,
(iii) accomodation of specin.ecl illtera·ctions..
For llonregular designs cOllstructioll of ue\v arrays, especially those \vi th sln~l runs
alld mixed levels, is still an outstalldingquestioll. A llew aspect iso the accolllodatioll
or illtercatiollS l~slng a. new lloti~ll called hiddell illteractiolls. Related topics like
s.upersaturated designs and nearly orthogonal arrays will also he discllssed. .

Berichterstatter: M. Abt (~~ugsburg)
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MATlIE~1ATISCIIES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OllER\tVOLFACH

Tagungsber cht 22/1993

Reelle algebraische Geometrie

9.5. bis 15.5.1993

The fourth conference on real algebraic geometry-. at _Oberwolfach was organized by

professors E. Becker (Dortmund), -L. Bröcker (Münster) and M. Knebusch (Regensburg).

The participants presented their most recent work in the meeting. The lively scientific

atomsphere of the conference resulted in very many stimulating d~scussions.which maybe

will influence future directions and \vill contribute to further progress in the field.

Vortragsauszüge

On filtrations .of sheaves o~ semi-algebraic sets

Ralph Berr, Dortmund

e Let R be areal closed field and 5 c Rn a semialgehraic set. "Ve denote' by Cs the sheaf of

l~ontinuoussemialgebraic functions.~)n5. Now let.F be a subsheaf of es. We will associate

with F a. clirec.~ systcln F,; C F of sllhsheaves with lim F 1: = F.

lt is the aiIn of this approach t.o ase these subshcaves for a more detailed an'alysis of

tohe 11lorphisillS (5, F) --; (T. F') with 5, T scmialgebraic 'UH.l Fe es. F' c CT. Let

.-l: == R[..Y1•••• , .Yn ]. In order to ("Ollstrllct thc sheaves F,: we use the real spectrtlnl of

lli~hl'r level lP-SperA of .-L This spaC(~ has t.he f()llowin~ properties:



Theoreln 1: a) IP-SperA is a. spectra.l space.

b) SperA is a dense subspace of Jr-Sper ..4.

t:) There is an open retra.ct 7i: IP-Sper..4 -+ SperA..

Hence the following cliagram commutes:

lP-Sper A~ Sper A.

1/
SperA

Now let Sc Rn be sernialgebraic, S C SperA the cor..responding Gonstructible subset a~d. "

F Ces' For n E N we associate with S a subspace Sn C IP-SperA and a sheaf Fn on Sn

such that

a) $ is dense in Sn.
b) i": S '-+ Sn extends to a morphism (5, F) -+ (Sn, Fn) of ringed spaces..

Moreover the family (Sn, Fn) forms an inverse system ~nd we have the basic result:

Theorem 2: lim(Sn,Fn) = (S,F).

Now let F~ = rr.Fn , where 7T: Sn -+ SperA (see Theorem 1). 'Then F7: is a subsheaf of F
and F = limF:. For U C S open let I!.(f):= min{n E NI! E F~(U)}. i(f) is called the

level of f. The rings F~(U) and the levels €(f) can be characterized as follows: For a E [T

let h(a) be the henselization of (k(supp(a)), Ci) with respect to the natural valuation Wo

of ä. Für f E F(U) we have

f:U ---+ 11 h(o)(f(o)) -+ U k(o)
oEU aEU

I eatf = ramification index

U.(h(a), w~)). "

Here eat / denotes the ramification of the unique extension uf 'w~ t.o h( 0 )(f(a))

Theorem 3: a) F~(U) = {f E F(U) I eOt/ln for alln E N}.

b) I!(f) = l.c.m.{ecrJla EU}.

Therefore the level of f E F( U) llleasltrCS t.hc n\luification of f on U. Similarly one can

define levels·or morphisms i.p: (5, F) -+ (T, F'). Aga.in this level nleasu~es the ramificatioll

of <po For example~ let S. = {O :::; x, 0 ~ y :S :eil} ~ IR~ , 52 = {O :::; x, 0 ~ y S; x}.

Then f:. (SI, es, ) -+ (52, Cs2 ), [(x, y) t-+ (x, V'!7)] is an isolllorphislll und the level of f is

n.
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A few open problenIS about geolnetry and topology of real algebraic varietie.s

.J. Dochnak, :\.. mstcrdam

Let _'< and },P he a.mne n~al a.l~ebraic varieties a.n<.! let 'RLY. },P) b(~ the space of real regular
u+l

mappiugs frol11 _\ into },P, Let sn = {x E iR,u+l IL: :t'f = I} be thc lluit n-sphere.
;=1

1. Is 'R( sn, Sk) dense in Cf'X)( sn, Sk), where the space of Coo rnappings is equipped

\vith Cco topology'? Or, at least is every mapping f E coo(sn, Sk) homotopic to a

9 E R.(5 n
• Sk). (1t is so if k = 1,2 or 4. or of course if n < k).

2. Does there exist a. regular mapping 52 x 52 ~ 54 of add topological degree?

3. :\ssume that ..Y is' compact connected nonsingular and oriented of dimension n, and

denote

Deg"R.("Y) = {k E Zik = degf , f E 'R.( ..Y, sn)}

where degf is the topological clegree of f. 1s Deg'R.(X) a subgroup of ~?t

(1t is so if n is odd and in such a case Deg'R.(X) is always Z or 2Z. Howev~r no example

of odd dimensional -:Y with Deg'R.( ..Y) = 2Z is known.

If n = 2 or 4~ then Deg'R.(~Y) is also a subgroup of Z. In such a case Deg'R.(X) can be
even an arbitrary subgroup of Z).

4. Let Z be a complex projective nonsingular irreducible algebraic varietyand let ZIR be

its underlying real algebraic variety (which is known to be affine). Let n =. dirne Z (and

, hence dimg ZR = 2n). 15 R.(Z~, S2n )'dense in COO(ZIR, S2n)? (It is so if n = 1. If n = 2

then DegR(ZIR) is aiways Z or 2Z. hut again no example of Z with Deg1t(ZIR) = 2Z is
known. The simplest unknown case is Z = CP' x CP'; then of course ZR ~ 52 x 52;

see question 2). It is known that Deg1t(ZIR) :f:. {O} in any dimension.

5. Find all (n, k) such that each polynomial mapping sn -+ Sk is constant.· (It is known

each couple of the type (2P • k), k < 2P , has this property. Are there others'?). It

:-;uffices to salve this prüblenl far couples of the type (n. 11 - 1). The lowest unknown

~:ase is (48! 47),

6. Describe all regular autoluorphisn1s of IR.pn and sn. Are they all linear'? Unknown

even far 71 = 2.

,. Let Z 1 antI Z2 be conlplex projective algebraic vnrieties. \Vhen their underlying

rc:a.l algebraic structures ZUR a.nti Z21R a.re biregularly isomorphie? (Tbe problem has

been solved for complex nonsingular curves a.nd for"a lar~e family of complex abelian

varieties (Huisma·n)). It is possible to have an infinite family (Zj)jEN of comp~ex

11111tuaBy nonisolnorphic algchraic varictics with aB ZjlR isolnorphic'?

3
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8. Does there cxist an infinite falnily :F of nonisomorphie real algebraic varieties having

the saUle (iSOIllorphic) complexification? The answer is negative for nonsingular real

c:urves (in which case #F ~ 2(v'9+ 1), where 9 is the genus uf the complexified curve).

!J. A.lgebraic elnbeddings of real algebraic varieties in IRpn or Rn. Several open problems.

Example: Let V be a complex projective nonsingular cnrve. Does 1iIR (its real algebraic

underlying surface) embed algebraically iota 1R3 or IRp3?

10. Does there exist uncountably many nonisomorphie complex projective nonsingular

curves V with H t (VIR, Z/2) = H~g(VIR, Z/2)? Here H;lg(VIR , Z/2) denotes the sub

group of Ht (VIa, Z/2) of homotopy classes represented by real algebraic eurves con

.tained in VIR. (It is known that there exist exactly countably many eomplex elliptic

curves E \vith H;lg (EIR, 7l/2) ~ Ht(EfR, Z/2) = Z/2 x Z/2). •

Differential geometry of semialgebraic sets (first steps)

Ludwig Bröeker, Münster

Let S C IR" be semialgebraic compact (for simplicity). \Ve provide S with the intrinsi~

path metric d. Then (5, d) has the strueture of a Rieluann polyhedron. By this we mean

the following:

A. Riemann metric on the siandard simplex ~n is given by a scalar product Gij which is

bounded, Coo on open subsimplices and continuous when passing from ß k ---t' 6.k-l. A

Riemann polyhedron is patched together from Riemann simplices. Under extraconditions,

which hold for semialgebraie sets, ane has a Gauß-Bannet formula in dimension 2.

Jkdw + J kds + L 0'; = 27TX(S)
S sing S .

For instance, in the cube the curvature is concelltrated in the vertices, being ~ at each of

them.

Semialgebraie Riemann-polyhedra appear also in the theory uf the reduction,of semialga..

braie sets via real valuations. •

Local-global principle for semi-Iocal rings in etale cohomology

Jerome Buresi, RCllues

Let A. be a ring, 2 E A-, Hn(A) := H:t (..4, Jl'l) aud c.pIß the ilnage of <p E Hfl( ..4) in Hn(B)
for a. homomorphisnl ..4 -+ B. c.p E Hn ( ..4) is sai<1 to be (-1) torsion free if ( _l)k V <P -I 0

for all k E N. We prove t.he followillg.

4
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Theor~ln: Let..-l b(~ Cl s(~milocalring, 2 E A-. If·;; E Hn(A.) is (-1) torsion free t.hen

therc exi.sts a. real point n :--illch that f,' I~(o) "# O. where k( t.'k) is the real dosure of 0'.

Proof: ßy Arasoll Thcof(~m thc result is true if .-l is a field. So we are redllced to prove

there exists a. rea.l idenl fJ such that <p1.4: is ( -1 )-torsion free wherc ..4~ is the henselization

01 .4 p • VVc have

Proposition 1 (Localization): Let .4 be a ring, u~ u E ..4 such that 2d = 2(u:! + (1) E ..4

then kernel and cokernel of Hn(A) -+ Hn{.4a) are killed by cup-product with (d)

Pr-oposition 2: Let A. be a semi-Iocal ring. If ~ is (-1 )-torsion free, then P = {a E .4,

Vu = 2:7=1 u} such that- u + a E .04,- ~ (u + a) V c.p is (-1) torsion} is a preordering.

The proof is using the property of transversality of quadratie forms over semilocal rings.

Mixing the hvo propositions and picking an ordering a containing P we have that for

p = supp(a) 'PIAp is (-~) torsion free.

Proposition 3 (projection formula): Consider A. ~ m- = B, where P j~monic. Then

there exists a map IV; Hn(B) ~ Hn(A.) such that IV[(b)] = (lV'[b)) with' abu:se of the

notation, and Ve.p E Hn(A.) V1/J E Hm(B) lV(e.pIB V t/J) = <p -V iV(t/J). :....

Proposition 4: Let A be a Ioeal ring and suppose the·ma.ximal ideal m is real. Let -P be

a monic polynomial such that m~ (x'ixJo)x ~ where Po(xo) =1= 0 (P haS a simple root

in k). '~et 1r: m-+.k, x I--+' XO. If-s E B is such that 7T'(s) < 0, then there is u E B sueh

th~t s + u 2 E B·.an~ 1V(U2 + s) < 0

Proposition 5: Let A. be a Ioeal ring, P and 7r as in proposition 4. Ir<;? E Hn(A) is

(-l)-torsion free and the ima.ge of P is on the positive part in k,.then e.ple is (-1) torsion

free, \vhere
1 ~. c (~)

'~\rl = (P) ~-I(OI

k

Let ~\/~ be an algebraic variety. ASSllIue 4\1[' = .Y XiR <C (:onneeted and ...Y(IR) "# ~.

Let .... be the nUIuber of connected cOIllponeuts of .\(IR.) and t the number of cOIupact

·5



connected components. Let bi = dilnHi(~Y"(IR)) \vhen Hi(~y(lR.)) = Hid~sical(-Y(lR),Z/2).

Let 1r: .Yc ~ ..:\. he the projection. Givell an abelian group ~..t and n > 0 an iIltcger~ let

nA = {x E A. Inx = O}.

(1) Zero..cycles

Let C Ho{ ..Y) be the Chow group of zero-cycles Inodulo rational equivalence. Ir ~Y is com

plete, let Ao(.,;r) C CHo(X) be the subgroup of classes uf c.legree O. Let D(.X:) C CHo(-Y)

be the maximal divisible subgroup.

Theorem 1.1. a) CHo(X}/2 ';: (Zj2)t
b) D(JY) = 1T'.Ao(Xc) = 2Ao(...Y) if)( is complete

D(X) = 7r.CHo(.~"'<c) = 2CHo(...Y) if ~y. is not complete.

In the complete case, this is due to eT/Ischebeck (1981) - the proof there is by reduetioa

to the classical case of curves.

Theorem 1.2. Assume JY/R smooth. Then for any integer n > 0, the group nCHO()()
is finite. If ..Y is affine, or if )( is complete and H 1 ( .•:!(, Ox) = 0, then D( ...Y) is uniquely

divisible. If ~1( is complete, q = dimHl (X, Ox), A. = Albanese varieiy of X and 2T is

the number of connected components of ~4(lR), then the order of 2CHo(.Y) is bounded by_
22q+,,-1+T.

The proof uses Roitman's theorem on O-cycles on ..-re.

(2) Partial degenerescence of the Bloch.. Ogus spectral sequence

Let Hi(X): = H~t()(, Zj2). Let 1-li be the Zariski sheaf on _Y associated to the presheaf

U r--+ Hi(U). There is a spectral sequence

E~,q = O'for p > d :::: dimX. If ...Y is smooth, E~,q = 0 far p > fJ (Bloch-Ogus) and

Hi(_y, 1l.i ) ~ CHi(J",<)/2. It is known (see my talk at oberwolfach, ID90, see also Schei

derer's Habilitationsschrift) that

•(}( arbi trary}. This is proved by using the isolnorphi~lll

d

HU(X) 3:: EB Hi( ..Y(IR)) far 11. 2: 2d + 1
&=0

(Artin-Vcrclicr, Cox, atllers, ... ). U~illg the~e facts t,ogethcr with (:olluting arp;tlluents, we

show:

G
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Theorem 2.1. Thc clitfen:ntials in (:~) ending in (1'. f/) with 11 + '1 2: 2d + 1 vanish. Ir .X"

is smooth. t.hey vanish if }J + q ~ 2d. If .Y" is Slllooth and H'1.d-1 (.\c) = O~ they vallish if

P + fJ 2: 2d - 1.

Theorenl 2.~. Let .\jR he slnooth. Hence CHot.Y)j2 = CHd(.Y)j2 3: H d LY,1{d).

a) C Hd( ..y)/"y' ~ H d (.Y"(IR), 7lj2) ~ (Zj2)t (prouf independent of (1)]

b) The cyde Iuap CHd(~Y)j2 -4 H 2d(}() is injective.

c) The group Hd-1( ..y, 'H. d) is finite. It admits a filtration \vhose successive quotients

are: H d - 1 ( ..Y(lR)); I(er[CH d ( ..Y)j2 -+ CHdCYc)/2] ~ (71j2)t-~, \vhere € = 1 if X is

complete und € = 0 if ..Y: is not complete; Image [H 2d- 1(Xc) -+ Hd-1( ...y, 'H. d )).

cl) If H'ld-I (.Yc) = O. there is a surjection:

[for d = 2 this gives a. surjective 2BrX ...... (Z/2}"]
;:~it(

(3) Connection with K-cohomology :f
Let Kj be the Zariski sheaf associated to U 1-+ Ki(r(U, Ox )). From J(-theoty (results of

Merkur'ev-Suslin) we have an exact sequence for )(jR smooth:

o-+ H d- 1 (X, Kd)/2 -+ H d- 1(X, Jtd) -+2 CHd(X) -+ O.

The results of §2 yield another proof o.f the finiteness of nCHd(X) (5. §l). If ~"'( is affine

of dimension ~ 2 or ..Y is complete and H 2d
-

1
( ..yC) = 0, we show

A completely normal spetral space that is not areal spectr-1lm

Charles N. Delzell and .Jalnes J. Madden

.Louisiana State University

A spectral space is said to be completely normal if whenever points x and y are in the

dusure of a singleton {z}, then either .c is in t.he dosllre of {y} or y is in the closure of

{x }.

Let A. he a ring, and let SpecrA denote the real spectrum of' A.. In one of the earliest

alld IIlOSt infiuential papers on the real ~pcctr\lm, Coste and Roy showed that SpecrA

is a. cOlupletely normal speetral space, an<.! they a.sked whether every completely normal

speetral space is the real spectrlllll of SOIUC rin~. Up to the present, all kriown topological

. properties of Spec r ..4 have been conseq\lencc~sof cOlnplete llonnality. In this talk. we gave

:Lll c.~xalnpre showillg that the allswer t.o CostP, a.nel Roy's qnestion is H OO". Our exalnple is
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one-di111ensional. The ideal is to itnitate SpecrlR.[~\]. It \vill a.ppear in .Jollrnal of A.lgebra,

1D94.

On the honl0logy of the space of non-singular real plane algebraic curves

Th. Fiedler, Toulouse

Let )( C CP'l be a smooth real algebraic curve of degree 2k and let 9J1x denote the

connected component in the space of all real smooth curves of degree 2k \vhich contains

Jy..

Let p denote the number of ovals of the real part _YIR = }( n IRp2 which are surrounded by

an even number of ovals and let n- denote the number of ova.ls which are surrounded b_

an add number of ovals and which bound moreover from the outside a surface of negativ.

Euler characteristics in RP2\XIR.

Theorem: .If the curve XIR contains k - 1 ovals which surround one anel the same point

in lR.p2 and if dirn H * (9J1X; Z/2Z) is odd then

_ 3 1
p - n ~ 2k(k - 1) - 2(k - 3).

Remark. For any curve of degree 2k Arnold's inequality holds: p- n- ::; !k(k -1). This

inequality is sharp, even for curves which satisfy the first condition of the theorem. Hence

the theorem implies that from" information about the components of non-singular curves

in the space of all curves oue"ean derive an improvement of Arnold's inequality.

The algebra of the center problem

J. P. Francoise, Paris

I study a generalization of Bautin's theorem to polynonüal vector fields of lR2m of the

following type:

••
where Ai ure Z-independent. Ina neighbourhood of 0:

Theorem 1: The set of .~ so that _\ !las rn fonnal first integrals generically independent

is an algebraic manifold, denotend by C.

Theorem 2: }( has m analytic. first integrals itf 4\ has (:ontinuUffi uf invariant torii. vVe

denotc by Z the set of such vector-fields. Thell Z c c.
~

s
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Theoren~ :i: \Vc~ .:an hOHnd Huifornlly (but thc ooulld CrLUllot be conlpllt(~d) th(~ nllnlbc~r

of invariant t.orii for ~\ 1. C.

Gabrielov theorem far subpfaffian sets

Zbigniew Hajto, Valladolid

In the talk we give an introuuction to the theory of subpfaffian sets. The motivation for

developing that kind of transcendental analogy of subanalytic geometry was the following

question posed by R. Moussu and M. Shiota (Trento, September 1992): "'\tVhat can we get

adding to subanalytic sets the solutions of Pfaffian equationsT'

Driefly, the theory is composed of three parts.

A) Semipfaffian geometry, where basic objects are defined. The bui.lding blocks of Dur

geometry are the interseetions of leaves of Pfaffian foliations with the strata of normal

decompositions of S. Lojasiewicz. This part of the theory'Yas sugge~t!:~ in several

papers of R. Moussu, C. 'Roche and J...:M. Lion. ~~~~'.~

B) Subpfaffian geometry, which includes the analog of Gabrielov theorem ab~ut the com

plement of sub~alytic set. The main obstruction in building a self-contained theory

of semipfaffian sets is the lack of the theorem about the closure cf a semipfaffian set.

However using the theorem about the complement of a subpfaffian set it is possible to

prove that t.he closure of a subpfaffian set is' subpfaffian. The proof of t.he Gabrielov

theOrem is possible if we know that the boundary of a subpfaffian set. E is contained in

~ closed subpfaffian s~t of dimen~ion smaller than the dimension of E .This property

we call subregulari ty of E. . ,

C). The Ul0st technlc~ part '?f tbe theory where the praof that any basic seniipfaffian set

is subregular is presented.

The theorem about ~the_ co~plelnent and its consequence theorem abo~t the. ciosure to

gether with subpfaffian version of finiteness theorem are the fund~entals of the basic

subpfaffian geometry. They form a good starting point far further study of the solutions

oE systems of Pfaffian equations, e.g.

dXI + ./ll-Ji} <Lt:::::: 0
( Xl

dx n + -/!-l- eit == 0
"X n

in lRu+1 • for f analytic in au open set ill IRn~ In this cOlltext. it seems to he valuable to

reprnve the triangulation the~)reIll freHn subanalytic geolnetry and to establish a kind of

l~ql1isiIl.~111aritythcory for 'subilfaffian sets. Finally an illtcrestillg connection \vith the work

of LOH vau den Drics should he IuelltioIlcd ;U:i weIl (1].



[1] L. van (leu Drics, Tarski '5 problem and Pfaffiau functions, Logic ColloquitUll 84, 'VVillie

and \Vihners, e<l., North Holland (1086), 50-90.

Realiiability of cycles on real abelian varieties

Johan Huisman~ Utrecht

If ...J( "is areal abelian variety (that is, X is a complete, geometrically integral, sepatated

group scheme of finite type over IR) of dimension'l1 then it is \vell known that the set of real

points .Y(lR) of )( is topologically the disjoint union of 2i copies of (SI)ll. where 0 ~ i :5 n.

In particular,

dimz/2Z Hn-1( ...Y(IR), Z/2Z) = 2i
. n

In this talk it will be shown t~at one can compute the subgroup H:~1(X(IR),Z/2Z)Ofe
Hn-1(...-Y(IR), Z/2Z) of the codimension-1 cycles that are realizable by areal algebraic sub

variety. As a consequence we will.prove the following.

Theorem: If)( is areal abelian variety of dimension n > 1, then the set of real

points ..-Y(lR) is connected whenever H:i~l (X(IR), Z/2Z) = 0, or H~I~l (..Y(R), Z/2Z) =
H n - 1(X(lR), Z/2Z).

Projective modules over fractional real polynomial rings

F. Ischebeck, Münster (joined work with M. Ojanguren, Lausanne)

Let .4: = IR[X, Y, Z], ~: = {f E Alf(x) # 0 'Ix E IR,3}.

Previous results: Every projective E-1 A-rnodule is free. (0. - 1.). Für f E ~ every

projective AI-module is free. (0. - Parimala). Für f = X 2 + y2 + Z2 there is ~ nonfree

projective AI-module. (Murthy or Eisenbud). Ir the real zero-set Zra(f) has a compact

connected component, there is a nonfree projective A1 -nlodule. (0. - Röver). We prove

Theorem: If ZfR(f) is smooth and has uo eompact conuected component, then every

projective E- 1 At-module is free. (We would like to replace ~-l A.I by AI!)'

~sin~ a global version of Gabber's theorem ~n '."projeetive modules over .lo~alized locae

nngs' we are reduced to show, that every proJcchve ~-lA/(f)-lnodule sphts Iota rank-l

.ones. To this aim we show the following result in differential topolog;y:

Proposition: Let F be a closed CCX>-surface, P E F, F the blow up of F in P, Q E

exceptional fihre of this blow up, ~ a vectorbUlldle on F. Then thcre is a: CCX>-sec.tion in

the pu11 back of f. over F. which is transversal to t.he zero :)ection anu !las its only (if any)
zero in Q.

10
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Counter-examples to the Ragsdale conjecture

Ilia Itenb(~r~) DwlI, Ecole Nonuale Superieure. Paris, Frall\:c

In 1!J06 V·. Ragsdale propose(l the follo\ving conjecture: there a.re two incqualities for a.

non-singular real a.l.f?;chraic plc.ule projective CUfve of degree 2k:

where p (n, respectively) 15 the number of ovals of real point set of given curve lying

inside of even (odd, respectively) number of other ovals (such ovals are called even (acid,

respectively» .

In 1980 O. Vira canstructed curves of degree 2k (where k is even and k 2: 4) with

3k2 - 3k
n= +1

2

and suggested to ehallge the s~cand inequality in Ragsdale c~njecture to in;quality

3k2
- 3k + 2

n< ------ 2

(in this form the statement· of conje'~ture was formulatedin 1938 ?y 1. Petrovsky).

The following theorenl gives counter-examples to the "correcte~" Ragsdale conjecture.

Theorem For each iute.ger positive k > 1

a) -the~~ exists a non-singular re~ algebraic pl?-ne projective cur:c.re of degree.2k with

.~ 3k2
- 3k + 2 [(k - 3)2 + 4]

p-. 2 + 8

b) there exists a non-sin.gular real algebrruc plane projective curve of degree 2k with

- 3k2 -3k+2 ·[(k-3}2+ 4 ]
Tl = + - 1

~ 2 8

([al lienotes the Inaxilnal integer llu~ber uo ,greater than a).

These COllnter-~xalnplesare obtained llsing Viro~s method of construction of real al.gebraic

varieties with prescribed topology.
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Hilbert 17t~ problem and Riemannian vector bundles

Piotr Jaworski - \Varszawa

The aim of tny t.alk was to show that the problctll of represeIltill~ t.he IJositive definite

global real analytic fUllction f tnay be reduced to the IDeal problcln in the neighbourhood

of the zero set of f. Namely:

Assume that there exists a positive integer p and a family uf cOtnponents V1 , V~, . .. of the

zero set of f, such that:

a) 1- 1(0) = UVi, I-I (0) # UVi;
- i:#i

b) to each component Vi there is associated a positive definite analytic ~unction fi such

that: •

i) Vi = li- 1(0),
ii) f /11 ... li is analytic and its zero set is contained in UVj.

i>i
iii) fi is a surn ofsquares of p meromorphic functions defined in sotne neighbourhood

of Vi, analytic outside of Vi,

Then f may be represented as a s~m of k . 2d squares of global lneronlorphic functions~

where d = min{5:26 2:: p+ [fs]}, k = min{,:')'· 2d ~ n + I}.

The crucial step in the proof is the construction of the Riemannian vector bundle, \vhose

transition functions are Pfister matrices of functions fi.

Towards the maximal number of compon~nts of a surface of degree 5 in IRp3

V. Kharlamov, Strasbourg

The problem of determining the maximal number of cOlnponents of a. surface of given

degree m in Rp3 was proved by D. Hilbert yet in 1900. The response is still not known,

except m the trivial cases m s;; 3 und the case ln = 4. In this last ense thc Inaximal number

of components is equal to 10.

To determine the maximal nUluber of conlponcnts it is enollgh t.o r.onsider non-singular

surfaces: by a small variation, ,my singular surface call be replac,;d by öl. non-singular onee

having at least the same number of conlponents.

A standard application of the SUlith and COlllcsatti ineqllalities gives an estimate: the

lluluber of connected components of a non-singular surface of degree rn in IRP3 is less or
:l .. 25

equal to Sm -l8t,;· ± rn. In particular, i t c:an Hot he luore tItan 25 for In = 5.

In 19S1 I cOllstructed a surface of de.~f(~e 5 in IRp:J witlt 21 ccuupoueuts. The proof was

based Oll au appropriate equivariant version uf Horika.wa's t.hcorclIl on t.he lllocluli spnce of

nunleric cluintics.

12
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Reccntly, Itt~llbt'r.~ a.ntl 1 hav(~ t:onstructed areal qnintic with 2~ (:olllponents. It is honleo

morphic to a. nOll-COllnect(~d sum of 21 spheres and Cl 1 spher'c with 7 :Vlöbius bands.
. .

This exa.ruple luay scr\·e. in particular. a.s a counter-cxarnple tu one Arnold's conjecture

conccrning r.he tnaxinlal uumber of eOlnponents of a surface of given degree. Arnold's

conjecture hO\luds hy ~l the nurnber of c:omponents in the case of quintics.

According to one Viro\i conjecture, this number should be less or equal to 23. This

conjecture still remains open.

The hOlnotopy groups of some spaces of real algebraic morphisms

Wojciech Kucharz, ,A.lbuquerque

(joint work with J. Bochnak, Amsterdam)

Let ..Y" and Y be affine real algebraic varieties. Denote by 'R(~Y,Y) the set ~f...~egular maps

(that is, real algebraic morphisms) of X in Y. We consider R(..JC, Y) as aitibspace of the

space C( ..Y, y~) of continuous maps of X in Y endo\ved with the compact op-=en topology.

Let IF denote one of' the fields IR, C or IHI (the quatemions) and let Gn,p(F) denote the

Grassmann variety of p-dimensional IF-vector subspaces of r n
. Here Gn,p(lF) is regarded

as areal algebraic variety.

Theorem: Let)~ be a compact afflne "real algebraic variety. Let i: 'R(X, Gntp(IF)) t-4

C( ..Y, Gn,p(IF)) be the inclusion map. Then for each 1 in 'R(X, Gn,p(IF)), the induced map

is injective for k = 0 and a .group isomorphism for k ~ 1.

Several examples in which i is a weak homotopy equivalence were also given."

vVf condition and Lojasiewicz inequlity

I\.. I\.urdyka, Krakc)\v & ChaInbery

(joint work ·with A. Parllsinski, Sydney)

Let f:)( --. IRh be a fUllction, _'\ ~"IR n. Let $ he a stratification of 4X"' Suppose that I1 S

has t.:onstant rank for each SES. We say that S is a vV, stratification of f iff for every

S~ 5' ES, 5 c 5'\5'. for every IO E S wc have

13



for x ES, ;c' E S' clQse to Xo, where C depends on xo. li is sine of the an.l~le· bet\veen

correspondillg tangent spaces.

vVe prove the following

Theorell1: Let f:}( ~ IR be a subanalytic li.c. graph of f is ~l1ballalytic subset of Rn X IR).

continuous functioll. Suppose also that f is locally boundeu at eru;h .e EX). Then there

exists subanalytic Wf stratification S of function f.

Moreover each such stratification leads to the following Lojasie\vicz type inequality:

Proposition. If SES, Xo E S C /-1 (0), then there exists a constant C ,> 0 such that

If(x)1 ~ Cdist(x, S)lIgradj(x) 11

for each x E ..X" elose to x 0 •

Separation of clopen sets by etale cohomology

L. Mahe, Rennes

Let A be a ring, denote by Hn(A) the group H~(A, JL2)' Colliot-Thelene anq. Parimala

have defined a "signature map" A: Hn(A) -t Cont(Spec r ..4, Z/2) which can be extended

to H*(A): = ~'Hn(A) ~ Cont(SpecrA, Z/2) (the limit being taken under the map

Hn(A.) (~V Hn+l(A)). We give a proof that this A' is surjective. This has been already

proved by Colliot-Thelene and PariInala in the case of a. smooth variety over the real

numbers, and in the general case by Scheiderer and Buresi (independently). The proof

presented here is a copy of the proof of .the analog of the theorem for quadratic forms (The

author):

1) Formal Mostowski 's separation theorem (separation of clopen sets by "Nash func

tions" ).

2) Use of a "localization Theorem" (Buresi) showing that Hn(B) --t HU(B1+,,) is an

isom~rphismmodulo the (-1 y-torsion where ,'; is n. Stun of squares.

3) Use of a trace formula to get control on the Inaps of type HTl(B) -; Hn(B[~YJ/~y4-(~

where d is a unit totally positive on B. •

Model theory and exponentiation

David Marker, University of Illillois, Chicago, USA

vVe ~urvey recent work on O-nliniInal structllres and expoIlcntiation. O-nlillimality implics

struct.llral properties of clennable sets all·alo~olls t.o those of selIlialg;ebra.ic sets. In partic

ula.r \ve show that IR. with exponclltiatioll and rt.'st.ricted allalytic fUIlctions have qualltifi<~r
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elilninatioll (ollce lug is added). This is used to prove O-luiniluality. This is joint work

with L. vall den Dries ;Lud .-\... ~1a.cilltyre.

Separating faluilies aud Bröcker's t-invariant

Nlurray :Vlarshall. Ulliv. of Saskatchewall

Let V· ~ RN be an algebraic set, R real closed, and let S ~ V be a. tixed seIni-algebraic

set. For L= (f},···,fp) E R[t1, ... ,t,v)P and ~= (et, ... ,ep) E {-l,O.l}P, let

U(L,t~J:= {x E \' Isgnfi{x) = ei, i = 1, ... ,p}.

Say 11,"" I p 1S a 3eparating family for S if S = U U(/,~) for same subset ß ~
~E~ -

{-1,0, 1}p. p( S) = The least integer p such that S has a separating family 11, . .. ,I p.

t(S) = The least integer t such that S is the union of t basic. sets. Fix a separating family

/1 , ... , fp a.s above and let Si = the maximum of the stability indi~es of the kasic open and

closed sets U"v(L,~) ~ SperR(lV), ~ E 0, tv running through the irreduc~ble algebraic

setsW ~ V, i = 0, .... d, d = dirn V.

d d
Theorem 1. p(S) ::s L p(Si), t(S) ::; L T(sd, where p(O) = i, p(s) = 4"-1 - 2"-1 + 1 if

i=O i=O

s ~ 1, T(O) = 7(1) = 1, T(2) = 2 and r(s) =p(s)!/(P("~+I)!(P("~-l)!if s ~ 3.

Since'si ::; i by a result of Bröcker, this gives aglobai upper bound for p(S)", t(S) depending

only in d. Concerning lower "bounds we have

Theorem 2. If V = R d , there exists a semi-algebraic S ~ V with p(S) ~ lOg2(ßd- 1(2))+d

where ,8: N' --+ N is determined ß(n) = n(n + 1).

Arrangements of topological planes: criteria of linearity

N. ivInev, University of Bern, Steklov Institute

e In the terminology of orient.ed matroitls, the following theorem is discussed:

All the obstructiollS for linear reprcsentability of an oriented matroid Al (rank ~ 4) live

in hOluotOpy groups of the space of one-element p.xtentions of lvI.

Harnack's theorem for space curves

D. Pecker - Paris 6

Harnack's the~reIll for space curves is t.he following:
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Theorem: If k + c ~ C(d, n) (the classical Castelnuovo bouud) then there exists a. non

degenerate irreducible algebraic curve of degree d in Pu (lR) with k singular isolated real

points, c + 1 :"illlooth connected components homeomorphic to cireles.

This generalizes dassical results by Harnack (n = 2, k = 0) anti Hilbert (11. == 3, k = 0)

alld also lnore recent results on singular curves by Shustill (n = 2) an<! Tannenhatun (n

arbitrary, but complex case).

The proof is si"lnple, we first construct rational curves with lnany real isolated double points

(like for example the curve x = t a , Y = (t - l)b (a, b) = 1). Then \ve simplify the double

points of these curves using only elementary algebra.

The asymptotic values of a polynomial function on the real plane

M.J. de la Puente, Universided Complutense de Madrid

Let f: lR.2 ---+ IR. be a polynomial function and let c("\) denote the number of connected

compo.nents of the level curve V(f - A), ). E IR. It is well-known that if A is a critical value

fo~ f th~"n c may be discontinuous at A. In this paper we define anel study the other values

A, so called restricted a.sy~ptotic values 01 /, at which c may hav~ discontinuities. They

are related to unbounded subsets of lR.2 along which f tencls to A and the tangent plane to

the graph of f tends to horizontal position.

First of all, we study certain properties satisfied by unbounded semialgebraic subsets of

]R2 over which f has a certain behaviour (is bOtlDded, has ,a linüt, etc.). Secondly, we

define asymptotic classes, asymptotic values~ restricted asYlnptotic classes and restricted

asymptotic values of f and prove the finiteness of all of these families. Then the main

result can be proved: for a.given A, which is not a restricted asymptotic value, we prove

the existence of a compact subset B of }R:l such that c(p.) equals ehe number of connected

components of V(J - p.) n B, where 11. belangs to a neighbourhood of ,,\. Finally, we give

same necessary conditions for A to be an asymptotic value.

An invitation to computational real geometry through applications e
Tomas Recio, Universideu tle Cautabria

We present some applications of cOlnpntational real geonlctry in three fields: cOlnplexity,

conlputational geometry und robotics. The work presented here is jointly with several

people of the Ulliversity of Cantabria. We COlllluent brießy SOlne points.

It is shown that in the Lie group SE(3) of ellclidl~all plaeelncllts~ t.lle ~'I~a.tl1rar' Ieft invaria.nt

lnetric is not. computable lllH.ler thc Dhun-Shub-Sulale 1l1()del~ wlten dClncnts of SE(3) are
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consitlered in !R I'!, Even nlorc~: the topological shape of V~r()lloi dia~raIns nndcr snch

distan:ce. is Hot. nlIupntable by the salue 11lOclcl.

On Cl different t.opic. it is ShOWll. that a gelleralized inverse kinematics problem in robotics

(~aIncly ·'t.rac:king:' a. .givf~n scrnialgebraic path of a robot tip to r.he whole configuration

space) is sol \'t~d by lucans of algori thms fo~ thc Elinlination of quantifiers.

Finally, let llS lnention that an algorithm is presented to parametrize a semialgebraic set

in IRn, \vith dOlnain in IRd
t where d = dimension of S, and moreover keeping in the domain

good properties of S from the connectivity point of vie\v.

S moothings of plane singularities

J.-.J. Risler, DMI, ENS, Paris

Let, f = 0 be a germ at Ö E 1R.2 of aplane curve, f~ adeformation by f such that Je = 0

be smooth. \tVhat can be the topological type of {fe = O}?

If {f = Q} has r real branches, {fe = O} haS r '~'non-Glosed" eomponents an~ p ovals.

Theorem I p::; E~-;+l ovals, where JI. := Milno,r number.

Theorem 11 This bound is ~harp when n = 1 and f (locally) irreducible.

Theorem 111 When thebranches havedistinct tangents, there exists a, with 0 $ a $ r-1

and a s~oothing with ft-;+1 -.a ovals..

Theorem IV In the general case there exists a smoothing with e-;+1 .-. b ovals, for same

nUlnber b, 0 ~ b :s; 5(r - 1). .

The method is by blowing-ups.

Purity for real spectra; applications

C. ScheidereL Regensburg

Let. ~Y be an excellent regular scheIne and Z C :-\ a elosed regular suhscheme of eonstant

codiIuension c. Let F be .~ locally COllstant shcaf on ..Yr: = real speetrum of .Y. Let

'H~.. (.\-r, F) he the sheaf on .\r associated to the presheafU ~ HUnz.. (U, F) (U C )(r

open. )

Theorem (Purity). fLi.. (.\n F) =0 far 'tl =1= c, and Hz.. (.\r. F) is Zariski Ioeall)' isomor

phie to Flz...

Tllt~ essential part of the proof is cOllccrnccl with the casc t: = 1, ..1( = specA. with A a.

~trictly rea.l Ioeal ring. First one dOt~S thc (:(unplet.e case nsing Cec:h cohomology alld the
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Weierstraß preparatioll theorem. The general case is inductively reduced tu the cOInplcte

ease, applyiug resolution or singularities and Ruiz's theoreIn on real spectruffi formal fibres.

In the seconu part same applications were :;ketched. For any (noetherian) scheme _Y as

above oue constrncts a complex

o -4 EB HO (sper ~(X),Z/2) -4 EB Hn(sper I';(x}, Z/2) -t EB ...
.rEX(O) xEX(l) xE.~(2)

whose cohomology is canonically identified with H*("Yrl 7l/2). This c9mplex is new even for

algebraic varieties /R, and is quite useful. From it cycie maps c.lq ; CHq( ..J{) ~ Hq(Xr , Z/2)
are constructed which in the classical cases (lR-varieties, compact real analytic Iuanifolds?"

coincide with the Borel-Haefliger maps. This construction permits to give a new proofo~

Bröcker's theorem, saying that on a smooth complete R-variety )( every divisor D with

eP(D) = 0 E H1()((R), Z/2) is rationally equivalent to a divisor D' \vith ID'l(R) = 0.
Here R is an archimedean real closed field. The proof is. purely algebraic and uses no

approximation techniques. Instead fan theory is applied, whieh again uses crucially the

fact that R is archimedean.

Separating ideals

Niels Schwartz, Passau

In his investigation of the Pierce-Birkhoff Conjecture .J. Madden introduced the nation of

the separating ideal (Ci, ß) of Ci~ ß E Sper(.A.) (real spectrtuß of the ring ..4). In a certain

sense (a, ß) measures the distance behveen a anti ,B. Similarly it is possible to associate a

separating ideal (v, w) with valuations v and 'IV of A. To every a E Sper(A) there belongs

a valuation-.vo in. a canonical way. It is trivially true that always (vo , vp) ~ (a, ß). The

geometrie meaning of separating ideals and of the connections between (vo , vp) and (a, ß)
can be made visible very clearly in the real plane. The separatirig ideals can be nontriviaf

only if a and ß (or v and w) have a comnlon center. If this COIUInon center is the origin t.hen

examples suggest that, informally speaking, t.lle separating ideals are small if the degree

of t.angency of the real sepctruDl points is high. This enn be made precise hy introducin.

tangent spaces for valuations and, addi tionally, t.a.ngent directions in the tangent spaces

for points of the real spectrum. lThe new resnlts rcportcd in the lectuf(~ were obtained in

collaboratio~with J. Madden.)

Riemann surfaces, algebraic curves and their period matrices

Nlika Seppii.l~i~ Helsinki

Ilecall tliut the following categories a.re cquivall'llt:
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(a.) cOlnpact .~t"llllS '.J flielnal111 sl1rfaces;

(b) sinoot.h l:olnplcx a1.~cbraic f:llrVp.S of .geuus y;

(c)' periud lilatrices ('.J :< !J).

It is Ollr intt~ntion r.n dev(~lop COlllpllter progranls that can he llsed to study the abovp.

equivalencc of \·ate.~orit~s.

For real algebraic cur\'cs (\Vi th real points) the aboveproblem can be attacked directly:

(I) Real algebraic' curves \vith real points correspond to I(lein surfaces with a non-elnpty

boundary.

(2) Such I(lein surfaces .Y' can be presented in turns of a Fuchsian groups G of the 2nd

kindacting on the nnit disk D. For an orientable X we may choose G in such a way

that D/G = Int4\ (interier of 4\"). Non-orientable·Klein surfaces..:Y can be treated by

first passing to their orientable double coverings.

(3) G being of the 2nd kind, the space of holomorphic 1-forms on )( has a basis that

can be expressed in turns of certain Poincare series of \veight 1. Thi~~llows one to

compute (an approxilnation uf) the period matrix of 4Y. ~V-

The, algorithm sketched above has been coded and implemented in Helsinki.

On a result of B. Segre for real cubic surfaces

R. Silhol, Montpellier

. A smooth real cubic surface in jp3(1R.) can have 27, 15, 7 or 3 real lines.· This is weIl

known since the 19th century. The result of Segre is more subtle. Let D be a line in the

cubic surface .Y, and let P be aplane containing D then P n)( = DuC' where C is an,

eventually degenerated, conic. It cau easily be shown that' P is tangent to ...~ at the 2

points of intersection of D and C. Converseiy if x E D then' the tangent p~a.ne to ..Y" at x

contains D. This defines an involution a on D. But since a realline is holomorphic to 51,
it can have 0 or 2· nxed points. Segre <:alls the line elliptic in the first case, hyperbolic in

the second, and he proves.e.. Theorem (Segre): If X is a smooth real cubic with n lines then,

- 12 are elliptic and 15 hyperbolic if 11 == 27

- 6 a.re elliptic and 9 hyperbolic if n == 15

-- 2 :are elliptic anu 5 hyperbolic if TL = 7

. - 0 a.re elliptic and 3 hyperbolic if n = 3

In lllodern terms this result cau hc~ t!xplaillcd as follo\vs. Fi~ing a. spin structure .on p3.

al.lows t.o select a. da.ss of t~VeIl franlio.t!;s of the nurmal bundfe to ci~c1es clllbedded in 1P
3

.

EVt~ll .aud odd franliügs ditfer hy afHll twist.
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Let 4'[ be Cl. surface elubedded (or ilnmcrsed) in p3 anel let C be cu1 elnbedded circle on _Y.

Then one C~U1 defillc lj{ C) to be the number ruod. -1 of left ha.lf t.urns thc norrnal bandie

to ~~ restricted to C <.loes when moving along C with respect to an (~ven franüng. This

defines a Inap q: Ha (_\, Z/2) ~ Z/4 such that q( n + /1) = q( Cl:) +qUi) +:2(a, 13), where ( . )

is the intersection form. For embedded surfaces in !pJ the isoruetry dass of such a form

is uniquely determined. Retuming to the result of Segre it is easy to show that a line is

elliptic (resp. hyperbolic) iff 'q(D) = 1 (resp. q(D) = -1). Fronl this the theorem of Segre

reduces to an easy computation.

Counting real zeros with multiplicity

Gilbert Stengle, Lehigh University, USA

Let R be areal closed field, f(x) an element of R[x]. To count the real zeros of f \ve can

either manipulate fitself or dually use the algebra AI = R(x]/(f) as the basic datum. In

~he former' 'case the classic method of Sturm gives an algoritlunic procedure for counting

the number of real zeros. In the latter case the Inethocl of Sylvester associates to A.f a

quadratic form with signature equal to the number of real zeros. Each of these counts

1/(f), the number of topological zeros, that is, zeros are counted without multiplicity. vVe
give a formula for j.L(f), the number of real zeros counted with multiplicity. This formula

is semialgebraic in character, depending on numerical attributes of ..4./ as embodied in its

lattice of preC?rderings. (A preordering is a subsemiring containing the squares. vVe also

count ..4 I as an improper ordering.) Our main result is the following.

Theorem: Let AI be the lattice of preorderings of .4./. Let A(f) be the length of AI.

Then J.L(f), the number of real zeros of f cOllnted with muItiplicity, is given by

Jl(f) = A(f3) - ,\(f)
3 .

This is a cOllsequence of the more detailed fOrIllUla:

Proposition: Let 1/odd(!) be the Ilulnber of real zeros of f of odd degree counted \vitho.

multiplicity. Then •
3 1

,\(f) = 2JL(f) - 2LJodd{f).

This in turns follows from the following facts.

1. ,\( x m) = [3~ ]
:2. A((X

2 + a:l yn) = 0 . if u # 0

3. 1\(f9) = A(f) ffi 1\(9) if (!,y) = 1

-1. A is additive on direct sums.
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These inlply t.hat ..\( f) is a sunl L ..\( Xliii). Tht" t.hl"OrCIll follows froul the proposition! sill.ce

VOdd(f3J1l) = Ilntlcl(fUl) ~o t.hat.

A. real version of the Greuel-Le formula

Zbigniew Szafraniec, Gdansk

Let F = (fl, .... ,Jk):Rn -- IRA:, k < n! be a polynomialmapping. Let vV = F-l(O),

Wc = FC1(O), let I C IR [X 1, ... , In] be the ideal generated "by /1"", fk and all minors

aql·II:z,fl ..... fk) h 11 II's th n . TnIn L t Q(F) D[ ]/1
8(Zi

1
,...•~ik+l)' W ere . 1 e arm In h'. e . ~a Xl, •.. ,In •

Theorem.. Assume that dimlR Q(F) < 00 and thät rank DFc()() = k for every x EWe.

"Then there is an explicitley defined linear functional <p: Q(F)·--+ IR. such th~~<\~the quadratic

"form cI> on Q( F) defined by <1>(g) = <p(g2) is non-singular and x( ~V) = "si~~i"Ure cl}, where

x( ltV) is the Euler characteristic of W. ~

Approximation theorems for Coo solutions of systems"

A. Tognoli, Trento, Italy

Let U be an open set of IRn, by COO(U), Cc..J(U) we shall denote the ring of Coo and analytic

real function on T.!. In the following we shall consider the Whitney strong topology on
n '

COO(U). Let (1) L Q:ij(X)tj = pi(X), i = l~ ... , q, Q:ij E Cc..I(U) Pi E CtJ(U) be a linear
j=l ",

system. Then we have the following;

Theorem 1: Any Coo solution (11 ... In) of (1) can be approximated by analy"tic solution

(gI gn). Moreover if 11,,'" fp E CW( U) p ::; n, then we may "assume 91 = li, i =
1, ~ p. Let.Y ~ U be a coherent analyt.ic set, if lilx E C~( ..~), then we may assume

udx = Jilx,i = 1, ... ,n.

Theorem 2: Let" V be a. paracompact rea.l a.nalytic manifold~ then" every closed (exact)

(litferentia.l form ca.n be approxiInated hy analytic closed (exact) differential forms. that

are in thc SC'Llne cohoIllological da.ss.

Real algebraic geolnetry of contral problems

Y. YOlndin, Rehovot

I presented some filliteness reslllts for the an~a.chable see' of a. poly~omial control problenl

l +:). .e ~ I( x ~ u) , .r. u E 1R'2. Certain seInia.l~ebraic tricks. houudiug the hehaviour of thc
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trajectories of t*) huve heen presentcd. In pal'ticular, t.he followiug !conjecture has been

discussed: the rotation of an algebl'aic vector neId arollnd auy algebraic subnlunifold (in a

given time) is "al,gebraically" bounded.

Approximation by abstract Nash functions

Digen Zhang, Regensburg

Let A. be a commutative ring with 1. There are two inlportant :sheaves on the real spectrum

Sper A of A. If A = R(X1,··· ,Xn ], then CA is the sheaf of selnialgebraic functions on lRn
and lVA is the sheaf of Nash functions on IRn. It is \vell kno\vn~ that a semialgebraic

function on Rn is piecewise Nash functions, and is approxirnated by Nash functions Oll RU.
In fact it holds also ror follciwing abstract functions. e
Let U be a constructible open subset of Sper A.

Defin,ition 1: An element f E CA(U) (N'A(U), respectively) is called an ab.stract ~emial·

gebraic (Na:;h~ respectively) function on U.

Proposition 2: Let f be an Nash function on U. Then j(.):[T ~ IlaEuk(Q'), a 1---1'

f(a), where J(O') is the image of Ja in the residue field ,,:V.4,a/mA,u = k(a), is an abstract

semialgebraic function on U.

Proposition 3: Let X be a (pro)constructible subset uf Sper A and f. E C.4(.Y). Then

there are a covering {X.}i::l of )( by (pro)constructible subsets, open subsets Ui of Sper A

and Nash functions I. on Ui for i = 1,··· ,n such that .Y". C; Ui and J(o:) = fi(O') for any

Cl' E ..-Yi .

The main result of my talk is the following:

Theorem 3: Let /, c be abstract semialgebraic fUllctions Oll U with € > 0 on U (i.e.

e:( 0:) > 0, \I EU). Then there is an abstract Nash functioll !J on U such that If - !J I < ~

(i.e. IJ(a) - 9(0')1 < e(O'), Va EU).

To prove the theorem, we use the followin,g abstract wIosto\vski separation theorem.

Theorem 4: Let F, G be disjoint closed subsets of Sper .4.. Then thcre is an abstract_

Nash function on Sper A in the following form. •

where {1i, bij E .04, such that f > 0 Oll F a.lld f < 0 Oll G.

ß(~richtcrstat tel': Di~cn Zhang
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 23/1993

Mathematical Problems in Viscoelastic Flows

May 17 - 21, 1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J.A. Nohel (UW-Madison & ETH-Zürich) u~d

M. Renardy (Virginia Tech. - Blacksburg). statt.

Viscoelastic materials with fading memory exhibit behaYior that is intermediate be
tween the nonlinear hyperbolic response of purely elastic solids and the strongly dif
fusive, parabolic response of viscous ,fluids. A deep understanding of these effects
is fundamental to advanced~terialsengineering and process design involving hig~-

, strength polymers, suspensions, and. emulsions in production of polymers, additives
to lubricants, rubber and plastics, paints, printing inks, magnetic tape' coatings, etc;
process design ineludes spinning of synthetic fibers and injcction molding.

The key to successful mathe~atical modeling of viscoelastic flows is the use and cort
struction of constitutive relations (in some situations replaced or supplemented by
appropriate molecular theory) that reflect the relevant physics and that are comp~

t~tionally.tractable. The complex behavior of steady and unsteady motions of th~e
materials continues to pose, challenging problems in .modeling,. analysis and computa-

- tion. Applied and computational mathematicians and analysts, engineers and scientists
need to develop' qualitative andnumerical techniques for understanding solutions to
the nonlinear equations goveming particular motions, as weIl as effective computational
algori thms and codes that are vital for the comparison of performance of mathematical
models wi th results of careful experiments.

Th.e purpose of the Tagung was to address these issues by assembling an interdisci
plinary groul> of 41 researchers, including younger applied mathematicians, who are
active in or interested in vanous aspects of this fascinatlng field. The resulting 38 pre
seniations are abstracted below under the following headings: (i) experimental meth
ods; (ii) numerical and computational methods; (iii) stability of flows; (iv) modeling
and analysis of particular viscoelastic flows; (v) modeling and analysis of motions of
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viscoelastic solids; (vi) modeling and analysis of thennoviscoelastic materials; (vii) con·
trol problems in viscoelasticity; (viii) related mathematical problems. In additions to
numerous public and private discussions, a much appreciated highlight was a special
session on open problems, four of which are abstracted below.

Abstracts (arranged by topics)

Experimental Methods

JOACHIM MEISSNER:

Experimental Methods in Polymer Rheology

Conventional methods in polymer rheology have made it possible to study such phe
nomena as oscillations and extrusion through capillaries. New experimental methods
giving more insight into the viscoelastic nature of polymer melts are being developed.
But also the increase in precision of conventional methods reveals. important phenom
ena, e. g., the additional elasticity due to interfacial tension in melts of polymer
blends, and opens the way to measuring the two normal stress differences in simple
shear flow even at higher temperatures. By changing the shear direction in a parallel
plate rheometer, the "shear-induced rheological anisotropy" can be studied. Another,
rather new area is polymer melt elongation. It is even possible to change tbe principal
axes of the strain rate tensor during such a test and thereby gaining an interesting
perspective for checking the applicability of constitutive equations.

JOSEF HONERKAMP:

Determination of Relaxation Spectra rar Viscoelastic Fluids

There are several phenomenological equations in rheology relating experimentally ac
cessible quantities to distributions h(T) of relaxation times which are use~ul, e.g., for
characterizing a material. Tbe estimation of these distributions from experimental
data is an inverse (or deconvolution) problem. Tbe naive approach, treating the
problem by least squares, is not consistent; the uncertainties of the esimated values
{h(T0) ,(} = 1, ... , M} increase to infinity by increasing the number M of esimated
values.

To deal with this issue, we have adapted regularization methods, known as Tikhonov
or maximum entropy methods, to rheological problems; we also developed more robust
versions and generalized these to the case when the relation between experimental
quantity and distribution is nonlinear. A nonlinear relation appears if, e.g., one tries
to estimate the logarithm of a relaxation spectrum rather then the spectrum itself.

We demonstrate that nonlinear regularization works better than the linear version
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when determining relaxation spectra from dynamic moduli.

Numerical arid Computational Methods

JACQUES BARANGER and DOMINIQUE SANDRI:

Numerical Analysis of Differential Models ror Viscoelastic Flows

For the Oldroyd B model- in stea.dy fiow (for example), it is known that if the continuous
problem has a sufficiently smooth and small solution, then tbe approximate solution
obtained by FEM and upwinding on a triangular mesh exists; moreover, error boun~s

are available. This has been extended to quadrangular meshes and to a scheme f<?r
unsteady fiow. Some remarks are also made on a decoupled scheme for models with
one and two (ar more) relaxation times, and on the Wbite-Metzner model; many
problems remain open. .

HANS CHRISTIAN ÖTTINGER:

"Smart" Polymers in Finite-Element Calculations

.

.;~.:..

-.

Being able to calculate tbe flow behaviour of complex fluids from molecular models h~
been a long-standing dream of many engineers. The CONNFFESSIT method described
in this talk provides a tool for pedorming such calculations in a very simple and direct
manner. Moreover, this new meth~d allows us to solve problems and to ,determine
"material properti~ inaccessible by conventional methods for calculating the flow of
complex fluids. Tbe key idea behind CONNFFESSIT is to use a. stochastic simulatiQu
of the molecular dynamics in order to obtain the stresses in the fluid required for solving
the momentum balance equation - rather than using some rheological constitutive
equation as in tbe conventional approach. As an illustration of the method, the time
development ofplane Couette flow is studied for a ~iety of models of polymer ;61G"iions
and melts (Oldroyd-B, FENE, Doi-Edwards). Several ~athematical implications of the
CONNFFESSIT approach are discussed in detail.

F. DEBAE, V. LEGAT and M. J. CROCHET:

Numerical Simulation of Extrusion of Viscoelastic Fluids in Two arid Three
Dimensions

During recent years, we implemented different mixed., finite element methods for com
puting viscoelastic ßows. We found that the most efficient methods are: "MIX 1n which
uses bilinear interpolation for the stresses and the velocities and piecewise consta.nt ap
proximation for the pressure; "4 by 4" with 4 by 4 sublinear interpolation for the
stresses, biquadratic for the velocities and bilinear for thepressure~ "EVSS PI-PI-P2
PI" , where we apply the EVSS method with bilinear interpolation for the tensors Sand

3



D and the pressure, as weil a.s biquadratic interpolation for the velocities; and tinally,
"EVSS P2-P2-P2-Pl" in which biquadratic interpolation is used for the tensors S and
D. We campare the performance of these methods for some typical ßows of a Maxwell
fluid (i.e., arouild a sphere falling in a tube, in a corrugated tube, in a 4 to 1 circular
contraction, and in a circular die swell) using the following formulations: Galerkin, SU
(streamline upwinding), and SUPG (streamline-upwinding-Petrov-Galerkin). We also
simulate non-isothermal viscoelastic fiows with multiple relaxation files in experimental
2-~ geometries, and we show most recent progress in calculation of extrusion in 3-D,
and in calculation of the prediction of the shape of the die in order to produce a given
shape of the extrudate.

DIETMAR KRÖNER

Discretization of Convection Dominated Flows

Convection terms playadominant role in many flow problems in computational fluid
dynamies, including, e.g., in computing viscoelastic ßows govemed by the upper con·
vected Maxwell model. In these problems, convection tenns are usually discretized
using the characteristic and other finite element methods; finite volume schemes can
also be used. For a salar conservation law, where only convection terms are present,
the finite volume scheme can be justified by a direct convergence proof, also for a higher
order scheme. For systems, one can still establish the expected order of convergence
if the exact solution is known. We have used this technique to simulate flow problems
with complex geometries in 3-D; mesh refinement and mesh alignment can also be done
easily in this context.

Stability 01 Flows

MICHEAL 'RENARDY:

Linear Stability of Viscoelastic Flows

From a rigorous mathematical point of view, the stability of viscoelastic ßows, other
than the rest state, is largely an open problem. One of the principal issues is the rela
tionship between linear stability and spectrum. Some first results in this direction are
presented. In particular, the linear stability of plane Couette flow of an Oldroyal B .fluid
is discussed. An abstract result of a more gen~ral nature is also given. Unfortunately,
applications of this result are limited to problems in one space dimension.

JEAN-CLAUDE SAUT:

Stability Issues in Viscoelastic Flows

We consider differential models for viscoelastic fluids (mainly of Jeffreys type) with a
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"Newtonian" contribution to the extra stress. In this setting, we review known results
concerning three nations of stabiüty: linear stability, nonlinear stability, and spectral
stability. One of tbe main issues ,(largely open) is the link netween linear stability and 
spectral stability.

YURIKO RENARDY:

Stability of the Interface in Two-Layer Couette Flow of Upper Convected
Maxwell Liquids

The Bow of two superposed liquids between parallel plates, the top plate moving, is
discussed. A basic f10w is (U(z),O) in each liquid, where U(z) is identical to the
Newtonian case. Alinear stability analysis of this flow with 'a Hat interface was studied
by Y. Renardy (88) and Kangping ehen (91). A critical situation may occur for a single
wave number Oe, with other wave numbers linearly stable. One may then cal~~:te the
Stuart-Landau' constant to determine wbether this bifurcation is supercritic'ifiT If so,
one can continue tbe study of weakly nonlinear interactions to see if the t~il.veling

wave solution is stahle to sideband perturbations. The method of analysis '·for the
sideband problem is analogous to that for the two-Iayer Newtonian flow. The amplitude
equations describe the evolution of the traveling wave and also that of the long-wa~e

node (M. and Y. Renardy, Phys Fluids, '93).

Modeling and Analysis 01 Particular Viscoelastic Fluid ·Flows.

JOHN HINCH:

Uncoiling of a Polymer Moleeule by aStrang Flow

Computer simulations have been performed of an isolated random-coiled polYI!!er un
ravelling when it is placed in astrang straining motion. The simulations have several
hundred freely hinged links subjected to a Brownian motion and viscous forces, with
some recent simulations including fu~ hydrodynamic interactions. The stress is fOllnd
to be mainly v1SCOUS ratber than elastic in nature, i.e., proportional to the instanta
neous strain-rate rather than being dependent on it. A rapid build up of this viscous
stress with the total strain is shown to come from the growth of segments of a fully
stretched chain. The evolution of these segments, the growth in their size along with
the reduction in tbeir number, is examined with a simplified 'kinks dynamies' model.
The small elastic component in the stress, seen by suddenly switching off the imposed
extensional motion, is found to be bounded. The above rheological behaviour in tran
sient strong extensional flows is not described by the standard constitutive relations fC?r
dilute polymer solutio~s, such ~ the Oldroyd-B fluid and the FENE dumbbell mod
els. A suitable modification is suggested which gives large strain-dependent visco~s

stresses.
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A. RUSSELL DAVIES:

Corner Singularities in Viscoelastic Flow9

Exact perturbation series solutions are presented for steady, incompressible corner
flows of viscoelastic model fluids in the plane. The differential eonstitutive models are
of the Johnson-Segalman-Oldroyd type, and both reentrant and non-reentrant sectors
are considered. Singular perturbation series are required for reentrant corners, whereas
regular perturbation series suflice for non-reentrant corners.

For reentrant corners, it .is shown that a Stokesian velocity field gives rise to non- •
integrable normal stresses on the walls forming the corner, in the case of an Oldroyd-B
"fluid, unl~s separation takes place at the corner. A non-Stokesian veloeity field to-
gether with viseometrie stress behavior at the walls ia given which satisfies the goveming
equations and no-slip boundary conditions. Tbe normal stresses on the walls are infi-
nite but integ~able.."For non-reentrant corners, the fiow is Newtonian-like away from
the walls.

DAVID S. MALKUS:

Shear-ftow Instabilites in Viscoelastic Fluids

Intriguing instabilities have been observed in experiments involving shear flows of highly
elastie and very viscous fluids. Many researchers have interpreted. these observations
as "slip" or "apparent slip" , i.e. loss of adhesion of the fluid to the wall. This research,
joint with J. Nohel and B. Plohr, offers the alternative explanation that such flow
instabilities have a common origin in bulk material properties rather than in adhesive
properties. One-dimensional shear-flows, pressure and piston-driven flow in a slit die,
as weil as Couette Flow are modeled mathematically as viscoelastic fluids with fading
memory. The goal is to model "spurt" (a sudden inerease in the volumetrie Bow rate)
and related phenomena in pressure-driven flow, oseillations in piston-driven flow at
a. fixed volumetrie ftow rate, and stress relaxation under 'step-strain in Couette ßow.
The same basic system of time-dependent, quasi linear partial differential equations is
used to model all three ftows. The characteristie feature of the fluid model employed,
stemming from the differential Johnson-Segalman-Oldroyd constitutive equations, is
a non-monotonie relation between steady shea.r stress and strain rate. Analysis and
numerical simulations, aspects of which are discussed in the presentations by Plohr
and Pego abstracted below, show that in all three flows, the polymer system changes
state in a thin layer near the wall giving tbe appearance of a slip layer. In Couette
ßow with a step shear strain applied by moving one wall while the other is held fixed,
one observes an anomolous stress relaxation, accompanied by an inhomogeneous ßow
which starts some time after the moving wall has stopped. Calculated solutions are in
good agreement with experiments.
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BRADLEY J. PLORR:

Persistent Oscillations in Piston-Driven Flows of Non-Newtonian Fluids

In their recent experiments on piston-driven ftow at a fixed volumetrie ßow rate o( a
highly elastie and very viscous non-Newtonian fluid, F. Lim and W. Schowalter [J.
Rheology 33 (1989), 1359] have observed pesistent, nearly periodic oseillations in the
particle velocity at the channel wall. This periodicity has been characterized ag' a
stick/slip phenomenon caused when thefluid lails to adhere to the wall.

'The purpose of this work, in collaboration with D. Malkus and J. Nohel, is to offer
an alternative explanation for these oscillations. Tbe basis for our explanation is the
differential Johnson-Segalman-Oldroyd constitutive law that exhibits a non-monotoJie
relation between steady shear stress and strain rate; the eonstitutive model being
used to model piston-driven Bow has also been used successfully to explain.~purt [G.
Vinogradov et 41, J. Polymer Sei., Part A-2 10 (1972), 1061] and related pli~Iiome~a

in pressure-driven flow [D. Malkus, J. Nohel, and B. Plohr, SIAM J. Appl. Math. 51
(1991),899 - 929].

Piston-driven flow is modeled as an instantaneous, globally weH-posed feedhack-cont~ol

problem, the control being the volumetrie ftow rate and the feedback being the press~re

gradient. In the inertialess approximation, the equations governing the flow can be
viewed a.s a continuous family of quadratie ode's coupled by the non-Ioeal eonstraillt
that fixes the volumetrie ßow rate; allsolutions of this system are bounded, even for
large, discontinuous initialdata. Numerical simulations demonstrate that beyond. a
critieal flow rate, the time-asymptotic hehavior is cyclic. Lalge shear strain rates are
observed in a thin, hut maeroscopic, layer near the wall, just as in pressure-driven spurt
flow. .~o,.. '

Further analysis of the inertialess dynamical system links the observed oscillations to
the apparent occurrence of a Hopf bifureation that spawns a periodic orbit beyond a
critieal fiow rate. Ta provide evidence for this, we observe that the dynamical system
admits diseontinuous steady states when tbe volumetrie flow rate is fixed (eorrespond
ing to the wall stress between the steady local shear stress maximum and minimum j,
and we lineanze the system around a. discontinuous steady state witb a single jump.
Parametrizing such discontinuous steady states hy wall stress and fiow rate, there are
regions in parameter spare in which the eigenvalues of the discrete spectrum of the lin
earized operator change from having negative real parts to having positive real parts,
and there is a separating curve along which the real part of the eigenvalue vanishes.
Proving the existence of a stable' periodic orbit beyond a eritical flow rate is a chal
lenging op~n problem.

7



JOHN A. NOHEL and ROBERT L. PEGO:

Nonlinear Stability and Asymptotic Behavior of Shearing Motions of a Non
Newtonian Fluid

The goal is to study the asymptotic hehavior as t -. 00 of solutions to an initial
boundary value problem in one space dimension goveming pressure--driven shear flow
of a highly elastie and very viscous non-Newtonian fluid in a channel, and to establish
the nonlinea.r stability of discontinuous steady states. In this model, the total shear
stress consists of a non-Newtonian part satisfying the Johnson-Segalman-Oldroyd dif
ferential eonstitutive law for the shear and normal stresses, a small Newtonian viscous
contribution and apressure term, and the flow is assumed to be symmetrie about the
centerline. The initial-boundary value problem is globally well-posed in time for initial
data of arbitrary size, and permitting discontinuities in the initial veloeity gradient and
the stresses. ·The key feature of the model is that the total steady shea.r stress depends
on the steady shear strain rate in a non-monotone fashion, resulting in steady states
having diseontinuous stress eomponents and steady veloeity profiles with discontinu
ities in the steady velocity gradient (strain rate). Such solutions are observed in shear
flows deseribed in the presentation by Malkus.

In a regime where the Reynolds number is small compared to Deborah number, we
prove that every solution of the governing system tends to some, possibly discontinuous, ,
steady state as t --+ 00; moreover, we show that discontinuous steady states that take
their values on the increasing parts 'of the total steady shear stress VB strain rate
curve are nonlinearly stahle with respect to symmetrie one-dimensional perturbations
of initial data [J. Nohel and R. Pego, SIAM J. Math. Anal. - to appear]. These results
provide apart of the analytic explanation of the spurt phenomenon described in the
presentation by Malkus.

DANIEL SEVCOVIC:

Explanation of Spurt via Geometrie Singular Perturbation Theory

We study the model problem

(ft. -(f + g( uz ) + 1/2U %z (-1 < x < 0 ,t > 0) ,

with suitable boundary conditions at x = -1,0 and preseribed initial data for v and
u. If v =0, and for a particular choice of 9, the model problem which neglects normal
stresses, has the same behavior in steady shear as the more realistie modelbased on the
the Johnson-Segalman-Oldroyd differential eonstitutive law diseussed in the presenta
tions by Malkus, Piohe and Pego, abstraeted above. Here, the term v2U Z % represents
a small diffusion term modeling stochastic effects of polymer molecules in Brownian
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motion and leads to a rieh structure of steady state solutioos. Using geometrie theory
of singular pertubations, we show that the model problem captures tbe spurt phe
Dornenon on eyelic loading of the pressure gradient f, and it also exhibits hysteresis on

subsequent unloading.

COLETTE GUILLOPE:

Differential Models with an Order Parameter

We introduee a elass of models, the Kwon-Shen models, that are elaimed to describe
the behavior of polymers better than popularly used models. These models contain tbe
Giesekus and Leonov eonstitutive models as partieular eases. An internal parameter,
the rigity parameter, is introduced; it satisfies a differential equation that relaxes wit'~

time. Existence govemed by such a flow is proved for short time, as well as for lang
time provided the initial data are sufficiently smalI. Stable, slow steady flow~ ~re also
shown to exist. ::~~,

JAMES M. GREENBERG:

A Simple Model Car Melt Fracture - Relaxation Oscillations in Polymer
Melts-

We develop a system of equations describing the mean flow of a polymer melt using
singular pertubation methods. Slipping of the melt at the wall of tbe pipe is permitted,
and an evolution equation for'the boundary slip parameter is postulated. The combinep
system govemin"g eross-sectional ßöw a.nd slip parameter is shown to exhibit relaxatiop.
oseillations if the entrance boundary eonditions are properly' tuned.

PIOTR RYBKA:

Modeling Phase Transitions by Means of Viscoelasticity in Many Dimen
sions

We study the initial-boundary value problem for the quasilinear pde

Uu = 'V . (O'(Vu) + VUt) ,

where q is the primitive of a smooth function W, with either no-traction or 00

displacement boundary conditions imposed on the smooth boundary of a bounded
region n in Ir', and with suitable intial data u( x, 0) and u,(x, 0) for x E O. We assume
that the function W is not eonvex. We show global in time existenee of solutions when
q is Lipschitz continous. We also study the stability of equilibria and the asymptotic
behavior of solutions as t ~ 00. Specifically, we show that discontinuities in V'u do
not move.

Modeling & Analysis 01 Motions 0/ Vi3coela.stic Solids
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ATHANASIOS E. TZAVARAS:

Viscoelasticity of Rate Type

The nonlinear system of partial differential equations

9t ~(6,U)V;+1

is a very simple model that ineorporates the basie mechanism proposed for the expla- •
nation of shear band formation in high speed plastic deformation of metals . In this
leeture, I diseuss various resl;llts obtained using techniques of partial differential equa-
tions with the goal of understanding the features of the instability meechanism. These
include conditions on' p,(9, u) and on the strain-rate sensitivity n that lead to a stable
response, as weIl as conditions that lead. to. the development of non-uniform response
of the field variables.

RICHARD C. MAC CAMY:

Differential Approximations for Linear Viscoelasticity

Linear, isotropie viscoelasticity is considered. The models can be described by two
scalar elastic moduli. The idea is to appropriate these moduli in a way what produces
differential models instead. of those having mem9ry terms in the form of integrals. The
approximations are designed to produee tbe same qualitative properties of the exact
solutions, including dissipation, as weil as short and long time behavior.

GIANPIETRO DEL PIERO:

Characterization of the Relaxation FUnctin in Linear
Viscoelasticity in Terms of Work

This contribution is related to a senes of papers by Breuer & Donat, Gurtin & Herrera,
and Day, dating to the sixties, in which various apriori restrietions on the relaxation
funetion of linear viscoelastieity, indueed by general laws of thermodynamics are de
termined. Three elasses of relaxation functions are considered: monotonie, eompletely
monotonie, and exponential. Each of them is eharacterized by a corresponding prop
erty of the work done in partieular deformation processes. More precisely, it is shown
that the relaxation function is: monotonie if and only jf the work done in any rectilinear
monotonie process is decreased by retardation; it is completely monotonie if and only if
the work done in retraced paths is increased by delay; and it is exponential if and only
if the work done in all processes which are closed in stress-strain space is non-negative.
The first and third of these results are original, while the seeond generalizes a result of
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Day. The above results hold under the following assumptions': the restrietion of defor
mation process to any time interval to any interval (-00, t) is a function of bounded
variation, and the relaxation function is Lebesgue integrable on (0,00).

OLOF J. STAFFANS:

We prove well-posedness in a new setting for the the linear viscoelastic equation

Well-Posedness of a Linear Viscoelastic Equation in Energy Space

• v'(t)

a(t)

-D*u(t) + f(t)

lIDv(t) + /:00 a(t - s)Dv(s)do9 , t ~ o.

In this setting, the state oi the system consists of two components: the velocity v(t)
and the Laplace transfonn of the initial function Du(3) ,s < O. The tr~sform is
defined in parts of the left half plane. Different norms of. the second comp~pent are
considered, such as the ~bsorbed energy norm and the interna! energy norm. The
latter is defined for a new class of general relaxation moduli a that includes the class
of completely monotone kernels as a special case, and that can be analysed in detail.
In particular, we characterize the spectrum of the semigroup in terms of a frequency
domain condition, and we show that the growth of the sem.igroup is deterrnined by the
spectrum of its generator.

EDUARD FEIREISL:

Forced Vibrations in Nonlinear I-D Viscoelasticity

We prove the existence oi weak t-periodic solutions to tbe initial - boundary value
problem '.:'!:'

Utj = (u(U.) -!k(s)u(U,.(t - s,x»).,ds + f(x, t)

U(O, t) = U(l, t) = 0

with zero initial data, where f is t-periodic and possibly large. The main ingredients
of the proof are: finding invariant regions for obtaining suitable apriori estimates for
the application of the compensated compactness method.

DEBORAH BRANDON:

Global Existence ror aQuasilinear Hyperbolic Volterra Equation with Semidef
inite Equilibrium Modulus

We consider a nonlinear hyperbolic Volterra equation in one space dimension with a
semidefinite equilibrium stress modulus (i.e., a'(.) - k( oo)t/J'(.) in the notation of the
preseiltation by Feireisel, except that here the material functio~s inside and outside
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tbe integral need not be tbe same!). In joint work with W. J. Hrusa, global existenee
of solutions for smooth ~ata sufliciently elose to equilibrium is obtained via energr
methods. Tbe main difficulty lies in obtaining suitable estimates on terms that do
not involve time derivatives. We make essential use of properties of strongly positive
kerneis that satisfy additional assumptions; the latter are needed to obtain bounds on
the spatial derivative U:r using an appropriate resolvent kerne!. Large-time asymptotie
behavior of solutions, including that of a term involving uz , is also obtained.

GUSTAF GRIPENBERG:

On Some Nonlinear Hyperbolic Volterra Integrodifferential Equations

The goal is to establish the existence of a global weak (distribution) solution to the
initial-boundary value problem for the equation

(.-

•
Vt(t, x)

v(t,O)

I~ k(t - s)(o-(v:r))z(s, x)ds + f(t, x), t ~ 0, x E (0,1),

v(t, 1) = 0,

together with the initial condition v(O, x) = vo(x). The equation can be thought of
as an interpolation between a wave equation and a diffusion equation. The kernel
k is assumed to be locally integrable and log-convex on (0,00), and t:r has only one
Ioeal minimum which is positive. Because of the singularity of k at zero, one cannot
differentiate the equation and apply the technique used in the presentation of Feireisl
(above). The ~rucial part of the proof (and oi the result) is to establish certain apriori
Loo-bounds on the solutions. To do this, the equation is rewritten in the form

iiß*(w -wo)

itß* (v - va)

where ß =--y6 + b, where b is nonincreasing and ß(z) = (2k( Z )-1/2.

HANS-DIETER ALBER:

Existence of Global Solutions to Mathematical Models ror Hardening of
Metals

We consider a system of differential equations modeling viscoelastic behavior of metals
for small strains and large stresses. The derivation of the governing system is based
on the assumption that the state of the material can be characterized by a set of
interna! variables; the resulting constitutive equations take the form of time-dependent
o.d.e's. If the right side of these o.d.e's is the gradient of a convex function, global
existence can be proved by applying the theory of monotone operators. However, such
an assumption is not satisfied in practice by most models, and global existence must be
proved by other methods. In one space dimension, one can sometimes derive an apriori
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LOO bound .which implies global existence, provided one oe tbe constitutive functions
satisfies a suitable growtb condition.

FRANK KLAUS:

An Existence Theore~ rar Miller's Equations

Miller's constitutive equations aim to mo~el tbe inelastic behaviour in solid materials
like steel, aluminium, alloys, etc. The strain E is additively decomposed iota ~
elastic part E - En and a inelastic part En. With the elasticity tensor r, the stress :is
equal to r(E - En). Ta describe the inelastic strain E", Mißer introduces differential
constitutive laws for tbe evolution of E" in terms of the internal variables R (kinematic
hardening) and D (isotropie hardening). The goal is to establish the well-posedness of
the governing system oi the three eoupled differential equations subjeet to Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions. Tbe praof depends on obtaining suitable H~~ ..~nergy
estimates~ In one spare dimension, a global existence result with bounded energy is
given. ..-:.

Modeling and Analysis 01 Thermovi3coela,.,tic Materia~

WILLIAM J. HRUSA:

On Thermoviscoelastic Materials oe Single-Integral Type

We consider a elass of nonlinear materials in which the stress and internal energy
depend on the present values and on the past histories of strain and temperature. We
study two situations regarding the heat eonduction mechanism: (i) Fourier's Law and
(ii) Noneonductors. We show that for constitutive equations of the form

q(t) = u(e(t),9(t)) + 7Ö'(t:(t), 6(t), e(t - r), 6(t - r» dr
o

(and similarly for the internal energy e), it is possible to give simple and direct con
ditions for compatibility with the Second Law of thermodynamics. For motions of
such materials in one spare dimension~we also discuss tbe existence of globally defined
smooth. solutions for smooth data that are elose to equilibrium. Most of th~ results
deseribed here were obtained jointly with Morton Gurtin.

Control Problefn3 in Vi3coela.9ticity

JONG UHN KIM:

Control of Same Linear Viscoelastic Models

The question of exaet controllability is diseussed for two special models: tbe plate
equation with memory and the wave equation with memory in a domain n in 'Rn with
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smooth boundary. The basic tool is the Hilbert Uniqueness Method. The main feature
of the proof is to establis-h a certain "unique continuation property" associated with
each of the two model equations.

ROBERT L. WHEELER (with K. B. Hannsgen & O. J. Staffans):

Rational Approximation of Compensators in Same Contral Problems Cor
Viscoelastic Systems

We study rational approximations of the transfer function P(s) for a linear viscoelastic
rod undergoing torsional vibrations, where input and output are· at the same end of
the rod. An approximation is carried out that is consistent with the theory cf robust •
(HOO). contral for the construction of rational, sub-optimal compensators that approxi-
mate the ideal, optimal compensator. The transfer function can be constructed in the
form P(s) = s-2ß{s)g(B2{s», where B(s) is in general a. transcendental function de-
termined by the viscoelastic stress relaxation modulus, and g(82 ) is an infinite product
of fractional linear transformations; in the ca.se of uniform densities, 9(82

) = cothB.
The approximation takes three steps: First, 9(82

) is approximated by partial products
9N(B2 ). For relevant values of B, convergence rates are analysed in detail. For the con-
trol problem at hand, suitable convergence requires introducing an irrational correction
factor the effects of which must be studied separately. In addition, the fractionallinear
factors in 8 2 appearing in gN(B'Z) roust be replaced by something rational. When the
damping is weak, it is possible to do this by separating the oscillatory modes from
creep modes and ignoring the latter. Numerical examples illustrating the procedure
are given.

Related Mathematical Problems

HANS ENGLER

Similarity Solutions to a Class of Hyperbolic Volterra Intregrodifferen~ial

Equations.

We construct similarity solutions to the Cauchy problem

t
Utt - U:z:% + f a(t - s)u:z(x, s)ds = 0 (t > 0, x E R),

. 0

u(x,O) = sgn(x), Ut(x, 0) =0,

.-
in the explicit form

u(x, t) = \{1 C~riQ) - '1i C~~iQ) ,
under the assumption that a is a certain completely monotone kernel in L1(O, 00) that
behaves like t- er near t = 0, and like to - 2 as t -+ 00; here, 0 < Q < 1 is arbitrary.
The function '1' turns out to be the cumulative distribution o~ a (one-sided) stable
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distribution (with parameter a) in tbe sense of P. Levy. In particular, for er = 1/2,
\{I'(r) = rr- 1/ 2r-3/ 2exp( -1/4r). The asymptotic behavior (as t -+ 00) of these solutions
is also studied.

STIG-OLOF LONDEN

On Some Nonlinear Parabolic Volterra Intregrodiff'erential Equations

Consider the initial value problem

• Ut(t,x)

u(O,x)

f~ a(t - 3)(h(u~))z(s,x)ds + f(t,x), t ~ 0, x E n c 'R."

Uo(x) x E n ,

where h is a given smooth function on 'R satisfying h'(O) > 0, and tbe functions fand
Uo are given. If a(t) == 1, the equation red.uces to the quasilinear wave equation; ir5J(t)~t
is a point mass at tbe origin, tbe equation reduces to tbe quasilinear heat eqti~!ion. tr
a E LlocCR,+), a is positive and in some sense singular at the origin, then the equatio'p
represents an intermediate case between these two extremes. For the purpose of .:~

rough classification, we distinguish three types of kemels: (i) 0 < a(O+) < 00, '-00 <
a'(O+) < 0; (ii) 0 < a(O+) < 00, a'(O+) = -00; (iii) a(O+).= +00, a E LlocCR,+Y.

We analyze the almost parabolie case (iii), taking a convex, and assuming Reo'(m) ~
qllm ä(m)l, m E 'R. First, existence results for streng solutions with small data a~e

established. These are based on lengthy estimates of parameter-dependent resolvent§.
The equation can then be taken in the more general div-grad form. Second, we pro~e
the existence of global weak solutions for data of arbitrary size. Finally we discu~s

regularity of solutions, showing that u~(t, x) ,Ut( t, x) are continueus in t for a.e. x, an~d

also continuous in x for a.e. t.

KENNETH B. HANN,SGEN (with Sergiu Aizicovici, Athens, OH, USA):

Mild Solutions of Abstract Semilinear Volterra Intregrodifferential Equa
tions

Lacal existence of mild solutions is proved for the initial value problem

t
x'(t) J a(t - T)Lx(T)dT + (Fx)(t) (0:5 t :5 T),

o
x(O) %0.

Here L is a densely defined linear operator that (i) generates a eosine family in a Banach 
space or that (ii) is self-adjoint and negative in a Hilbert space. F is a continuous
(nonlinear) hereditary mapping on e([O, Tl). The scalar kerne1a(t) satisfies conditions
that make the resolvent kernel for the linear ca.se (F = 0) compact.
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PAVEL SOBOLEVSKII:

A Model Problem for Stabilizing Viscoelastic Fluid Motion

We consider the initial-boundary value problem

V·v

v(t, x)

v(O,x)

t

f~V + f pexp[-6(t - s)]ßv(s, x)ds + Vp + f(t, x),
°o (t~O,xEn),

o (t ~ 0, x E an),
VO ( x ) (x E fi) ; (p, 1) = 0 . •Here, the unknown functions are v = (Vt, ... , vn ) ,p, and the funtions f ,vo are giveo; n

is an open bounded domain in 'Rn, where n =2 or n = 3, with smooth boundary an,
and f, p, 6 are positive constants.

Under suitable assumptions, it is shown that the above problem is local.ly weIl-posed
in time when n = 3 and globally well-posed in time when n = 2. Moreover, as t ~ 00,

the solution tends to the unique solution to an appropriate limiting boundary value
problem.

MICHAEL BÖHM:

Diffusion in a Finely Structured Medium

Let G be a region occupied by a medium with a doubly porous structure, i.e., G
contains subregions Gt , G2 with different types of pores and permeabilities. Assuming
that the subregions G lt G2 are "weIl intermingled", one arrives at a set of two continuity
equations for appropriate densities. Specification of the coefficients leads to various
types of coupled p.d.e's (and o.d.e's) which are brießy discussed.

ALEXANDER BELYAEV:

Homogenization of a Dirichlet Problem for the p-Laplacian

Consider the following nonlinear Dirichlet problem in an e-perforated domain:

-ßpu~ == -div(IVu~Ip-2Vu~) = f, u~ E n~.

Here, nr == n\U{fT~ + ke : k E zn} ,u~ E w~,p(n~) ,n c 'Rn,
an E COo , 1 < p $ n, f E Lco , T~ c D = {lei :5 ~}, e= ;.

Denote < . >= fD . de ; let

A~ = inf{< IVvlP > / < IvlP >: v E Gper (D) ,v = 0 on T~},

16
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and let w~(~) be the minimizer of this spectral problem, where < w~ >=' 1. Under
suitable assumptions, we study the limiting behavior of the solution u~ to the ab<?ve
nonlinear Dirichlet problem as f ---. 0, and we describe the sense in which the resulting
limiting equation is satisfied by the limit function uo.

Open Problems

MICHAEL RENARDY:

The Stresses oC an Upper Convected Maxwell Fluid in a Newtonian Veloc~ty

Field near aReentrant Corner

We investigate the stresses of an upper convected Maxwell fluid in the neighborhood of
a reentrant 270 degree corner. It is assumed (incorrect1y, of course) that the velocity
field is Newtonian. Both asymptotic analysis and numerical solutions are presented.
It is found that, for a fixed angle, the stresses behave approximately like r-O.74~ which
contrasts with a behavior like r-O.

91 at the walls (the latter is simply the square:.of
the Newtonian shear rate at the wall, where the ßow is viscometric). ,The ~nalY$is

shows that there are boundary layers near the walls, in which there is a transition fr~m

the viscometric behavior at the wall to a rore region where the behavior is dominat~d

by the convected derivative in the constitutive equation. Moreover, our computations
show Iarge" spurious stresses downstream resulting from numerical errors.

JOHN HINCH:

The ftow o~ an Oldroyd Fluid around a Sharp Corner

A similarity solution t/J = r 1+o /(9) is cODstructed for the flow of an Oldroyd fiu'"id
around a 2700 corner. An upstream viscometric region near the wall away fipm ttIe
corner determines the distribution of the str~s across the streamlines in the vicini:ty
of the corner as rl. = -p1 + Gt/J-fJID.!, where ß = 2(n - o:)/{2n - 1 - er) with f "J _on
as 9 ---. 0 (the w~il). Satisfying the momentum equation yields a nonlinear .eigenvalue
problem for /(6) and Q, with the exact solution {} =5/9 and 1(0) = -sin7/3~0. Thus
the velocity is found to .vanish like r S/ 9 and the stress to be singular like r - 2/~ •

KENNETH WALTERS:

Settling in Elastic Liquids

The conceptually simple non-Newtonian flow problem involving the settling under grav
ity of asolid sphere moving along the axis of a cylindrical container provides a number
qf interesting challenges. Experimentally, there are some unusual features that have
yet to be predicted theoretically. For example, for a. Newtonian fluid, the sphere orten
reaches its terininal velocity after travelling no more than a diameter. In contrast,
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thirty or fourty diameters are sometimes required for elastic liquids, with substantial
overshoot. The dependenc~of the drag on the sphere on the Weissenberg number and
on the ratio of the sphere and cylinder radii have not yet been predicted with anything
representing quantitative agreement between experiment and theory.

CONSTANTINE DAFERMOS:

Redistribution of Damping

In viscoelasticity, effects of the memory induce damping. However, the presence of
dissipation is not explicit in every conservation law. For exarnple, consider the simple ..
one-dimensional model system •

a,u - fJ:ev 0

t

f k(t - r)8z u(u)(x, T)dr ,
o

with a given smooth kernel k. This system can be written in the equivalent form

8t u - Bzv 0

t
-k(O)v + f r'(t - r)v(x, T)dT - r(t)vo(x) ,

o

where r is the resolvent kernel of k and Vo is the initial datum of v. Under appropriate
assumptions on k, damping is clearly present in the second equation hut not tbe first.
This causes problems when for instance, we try to construct solutions with shocks to
the above system hy the random choice method of Glimm.

The question is whetber we may red.istribute the damping hetween the two equations
by replaving v by a new variable of the form

t
w(x, t) = v(x, t) + f p(t - r)v(x, r)dT

o

for an appropriate kernel p. For example, note that if

k(t) = Q~be-al - a~be-bt , b =f a, a, b > 0,

the change of variable
t

w(x, t) = v(x, t) + af v(x, T)dr
o

reduces the original system to

B, u - a~ w + au aUo

Ot W -:- 8z 0'(11) + bw 0

in which damping effects are weIl balanced between the two equations.

Berichterstatter: J.A. Nohel
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s her ich t 24/1993

Differentialgeometrie im Großen

23.5. bis 29.5.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von W. Ballmann (Bonn), J .P. Bourguignon (Palaiseau)
und W. Ziller (Philadelphia) statt.

qeometrie überzeugte als idealer kultureller und programmatischer Rahmen, in dem eine
Vielfalt an Fragestellungen und Methoden in produktive Wechselwirkung treten können.

Neben genuin geometrischen Themen wir.cl man ·auch algebraische, analytische, topolo
gische und andere Orientierungen an den Vortragsauszügen erkennen.

Außerhalb cl.es Vortragsprogramms gab es Gelegenheit zu vertieftem fachlichen und per
sönlichen i~.ustausch.

Unter anderen Sch\verpunkten seien hier genannt:

- Starrheit,

- negative Ricci- bzw. Schnittkrümmung,

- topologische Entropie.

- Holonomie,

- isospektrale Deformationen,

- elliptische Operatoren,

- positive Skalarkrümmung,

- isosystolische Ungleichungen.
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Vortragsauszüge

K.GROVE

Curvature and Packing radii

It' seems natural to divide metric invariants into two kinds: (1) Size invariants such as
diameter, volume etc., and (2) Shape invariants like curvature, excess etc.

Typically the shape of aspace will influence its size: ~'Big curvature implies small size".
For example, if curv M ~ 1 then diamM ~ tr.

The size of M can also be measured in terms of its sequence of packing radii, pack2 1\1 ~

... ~ packqM ~ ... "0 where 2· packql\t/ = max(z.....zq)minä<jdist(Xä,Xj). For each.
standard eomparison yields

if curvM;::: 1.

If on the other hand packqM is not too small we have .
Theorem (Grove, Markvorsen). There is an c = c(n) > 0 such that any closed Rie
mannian n-manifold M with sectional curvature curvi\1 ~ 1 and packn +21\1 ~ tr /4 - c is
homeomorphic to sn or diffeomorphic to lRpn.

The proof uses convergence techniques and the following

Theorem (G, M). Any n-dimensional Alexandrov space ..;r with curvX ~ 1 and
packn+1X = tr/4 = 1/2diamX is isometrie to Sr/H, where H. C (71~dn+l (the group of
reflexions in coord. hyperplanes) acts without fixed points on Sf.
Another non-convergence application of singular spaces yields

Theorem (Grove, Wilhelm) Auy n-manifold J\1 with curvAf ~ 1 and packn - 1 l\1 > rr/4
is diffeomorphic to sn.

M.BERGER

Systoles & Applications According to Gromov

In 1949 Loewner proved that, for any Riemannian metric 9 on the 2-dimensional tone
one has ~;::~;; ~ ~, the equality holding exactly ooly for the equilateral Hat torus.

Here Area(g) is the area of 9 and Sys(g) = systole of 9 ,denotes the length of the smallest
curve which is not homotopic to zero.

This Loewner theorem, as Thom remarked in 1962, is the founding stone of a general
program. Namely found universal inequalities relating the various lower bounds for ho
ffiology, homotopy classes. The lower bound of a homology class, for example, for some
Riemannian metric g, is the infiul1ffi of the volume for 9 of the various cycles representing
that class (systole).
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The talk will consist to give a survey of the various results (positive and counter examples)
obtained since Loewner. All major theorems are due to Gromov in 1983 and 1992 - 1993.

Gromov also llse t.he concept of systoles. in the case a general inequality is false, for t\\,O

objectives.

The first is to charact.erize Riemannian metrie on a I(ähler manifold by their oefect (nlea
surin~ their defect) of I\:ählerianity.

The second is a purely geometrie characterization of Jacobians among Bat tori (abelian
varieties ).

w. GOLDMAN

Complex Hyperbolic Geometry

Abisector in complex hyperbolic n-space H~ is the set of points equidistant from a pair
of points. Faces of Dirichlet fundamental polyhedra of discrete grouP§. are regions in
bisectors. Abisector is areal hypersurface whieh is not totally geodesic all.B~ugh it admits
two foliations by totally geodesic submanifolds - complex hyperplanes to:ahd totally real
submanifolds. .~

A construction is given of two bisectors in Hi whose intersection is the union of a complex
geodesie H~ and a totally real geodesic submanifold HJk.. Such an intersection cannot be
transverse; by perturbing it slightly, one obtains disconnected intersections of bisectors.

Another approach to the intersection of bisectors was the orthogonal projection onto the
complex geodesics containing the spine. In particular compare the intersection of a geodesie
with the projection of abisector corresponding to the components of the intersection of
two bisectors. It would be quite interesting to have exact formulas for the .projection of a
bisector in a complex geoedesic.

J. LOHKAMP

On the Geometry of Negative Ricci Curvature

. Negative Ricci curvature (Ric) fulfills a large (and unexpected) variety of flexibility con
ditions.

Besides' the general existence of R-ic < O-metrics on each manifold Mn, n ~ 3 we can get
metrics fulfilling many additional properties. For in~tance: If Mn is open, we can find
such ametrie in each conformal class, or we cau construct lnetrics with negative pinched
Ricci curvature resp. with finite volume and Rie < -const.

Furthermore \ve can approxinu\te any metric by Ric < O-metrics and indeed in Coo_
topology for Hat metries. !vloreover cach hvo Rie < O-lnetrics cUl be 'continollsly deformed
into each other by a path consisting ollly of Rie < Q-ulctrics.
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R.L. BRYANT

A Survey of the Holonomy Problem

The concept of tbe holonomy of a connection was introduced by E. Cartan as a measure of
the global ~'non-flatness"of a connection. Precisely, given a principal bundle B --+ lvI and
a connection \l on B, the holonomy of V at x is the collection of all P;', : B z ~ B x where
I is a (piecewise Cl) loop in M based at x and P;' is the V-parallel translation around /.
Fundamental results are that the holonomy at x, H~, is a subgroup of the structure group
of B, in fact, a Lie subgroup, and that tbe identity component of H~ can be computed by
parallel translation of the curvature of V (this is the Ambrose-Singer Holonomy Theorem).

When the principal bundle is the coframe bundle of M, J ~ !vI, a connection has a
first order invariant, the tor3ion. The connections of greatest interest are the torsicA
free connections, and the fundamental problem is to determine the possibilities for lfI'
holonomy of torsion-free connections.

This talk is a survey of what is known in the case that the holonomy acts irreducibly on
the tangent bundle of M. For simplicity, I assume that 1.\1. is l-connected, so that H is
connected.

First I explain how the torsion-free connection defines a holonomy bundle B ~ J which
is an H -structure on }vf. I then recall the notion of intrinsic torsion for an H -structure,
which is a section of an associated bundle B x poHOt2(h) and remark that the holonomy
bundle B of a torsion-free connection is torsion free (i.e., its intrinsie torsion vanishes).
Conversely, starting with a torsion-free H-structure B, the space of compatible torsion-free
connections is an affine space modeled on the sections of a bundle B x PI, h(1). I survey
the list of irreducibly acting subgroups H ~ GL(V) for which either HOt 2 (h) = 0 (noting
that the standard list omits (Sp(2, R) ~ GL(4, R)) or else hel) =F 0 (~ombined work of
Cartan, Kobayashi and Nagano) and determine which of these can occur as holonomy, and
which of these torsion-free H -structure are necessarily Hat.

In the remaining cases~ where hel) = 0, torsion-free connections with holonomy H are
essentially the same as torsion-free H-structures and the latter problem can be studied
by techniques from exterior differential systems. I review the lists of Berger and point
out serveral new "exotic" examples. Highlights are: Sp(n, R)· 5L(2, R) ~ SO(2n, 2n) can
occur as holonomy, two noncompact forms of E6 can occur as holono~y in m27

, there
are non-Hat SL(p, IR) . SL(2, lR)(~ SL(2p, R))-structures which are related to twistor
constructions, an example of an H ~ GL(6, ffi.) for which the torsion-free equations e
not formally integrable. .

• The spaces h(l) and HOt 2 (h) are the kernel and cokernel, respectively, of the Spencer
map 6 : h 0 V· ~ V ® 1\2 V· where h S; gl(V) is the Lie algebra of H ~ GL(V).
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T. H. COLDING

Ricci diameter sphere theorenl

If (NI, g) is a R.ieuHuluian Inanifold \vith sectional curvature greater than or equal to one
and diam ~ rr, then 1.1,1 is isometrie to the rOllnd sphere by Toponogov~smaximal diameter
theorem. If sec ~ 1 and diam > rr/2 then M is homeomorphic to a sphere by the
generalized sphere theorem of Grove-Shiohama. Ip the ease of Rieci curvature one have
the analog of Toponogov's maximal diameter theorem, namely Cheng's maximal diameter
theorem. It is therefore natural to ask what minimal geometrie condition, if any, togehter'
wioth a Ricci diameter eondition give topological stability.

The purpose of this talk is to answer this, namely we show:

Theorem (C)

Given A > 0 and an integer m ~ 2 there exists an c(", m) > 0 (which can be explicitly
estimated) such that any R.M., of dimension m, whith,

Ric ~ (m - 1), sec ~ - 1\2 anddiam ~ (tr - e)

is homeomorphic to a sphere.

Grove-Petersen proved this with the additional assumption of a lower volume.bound. Their
work generalized a theorem of Eschenburg where a lower bound on the injectivity radius
was assumed. On the other hand, ,A.nderson and Otsu showed independently that if the
lower bound on' the curvature is replaced with a lower bound on the volume then the
conclusion of the theorem does not hold. Namely they showed that sm X sn,- L(p, q) X sn ,
#~= 152 X 52, er;pn and fLpn # (Cpn admi t sequences of metries .with diameter converging
to 7r, volume unifonnly bouncled away from zero and Rieci eurvature greater or equal to
the one of the round sphere of the same dimension. G. Perelman has independently shown
the above theorem.

E. CALABI

e The Weighted Isosystolic Problem for c10sed surfaces

Let AI be a closed surface of genus g ~ 2, , a non-trivial homotopy class of free closed
curves, and 9 a Riemannian metric on M. The Ioeal systole sys.,.(M, g) is the greatest
lower bound of the length of closed paths representing " in terms of the metric.

If r( Al) denotes the set of all free hOlnotopy elasses of paths in lvI (including the trivial
class {e}) ~ and A( lvI, y) the aren of A1 wi th respect to 9, then the systolic ratio p( M, g)
is defined by

p(111.!J) = sup (.4(1\./, !I )/sys"'Y(AJ~ g)).
-rer( An\ {e}
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It is known (Grolnov) that, for each value of the genus 9 there is a positive constant
c(g) > 0 defined by

c(M) = inf p(l'v/,g)
(g)

called the extremal systolic ratio, achieved by at least one extremal isosystolic metric
90, that may be scaled so that either A(A-f, g) or inf"'(sys..,.(lltf, g») is a suitable level. A
weight function p. : r - lR+ is a function, p.( {e}) = 0, p.(I) > 0 otherwise subject to
other suitable axioms (symmetry, strong subadditivity, etc.), that helps define a weighted
(Jl-weighted) isosystolic ratio .

pp(i\1,g) = sup {A(Al,g)J.L2(i)/(Sys"'((1Vf,g»)2} > 0
'Yer{M)\{e}

with the; property that the space of al1 metries 9 in M such that sUP-y( M, g) ~ J.L( I) •
every 1 and A(M,g) $ eis compact (Gromov-Hausdorff topology) and non-empty for any
C ~ Co > 0; there exists th~refore a compact family of extremal or isosystolic metries.
This generalization of the isosystolic problem is essential in order to analyse the structure
of solutions of the original isosystolic problem (unweighted). Indeed, it is important to
know the set of critical free homotopy classes Sp C reM), i.e. the set of , E r(M) such
that, in extremal J1.- isosystolic metric with

sys..,.(i\1, g) = J.L( i)

be finite, and the paths representing the shortest representatives in each critical class I be
in generic position, in order to derive the variational stability equations. Time permitting,
the Euler equations are derived.

Y. C. OE VERDIERE

.UNSTABLE CLOSED GEOOESICS AND SEMI-CLASSICAL LIMITS

Le probleme considere est l'etude du c;omportement asymptotique des fonctiones propres
du laplac'ien sur une variete riemannienne compacte lorsque Aj ~ +00. On introduit les
mes'ures de probabilite Vj = Icpjl2dx et leur relt~vementmicrolocal JJj, mesures de probalitcs
sur le fibre unitaire cotangent, definies par:

DU ä est le prolongement homogene de degre 0 de a cl T* ..Y\O et Op+(ä) est donne par une
quantification positive. Les Jlj sont canoniques a 0 (*") pres. Leurs limites vogues sont

invariantes par le flot geodesique. J

On a le theoreme ergodiquf Jemi-cla.s.sique: si le Hot geodesique est ergodique, il existe une
sous-suite de densite 1 Ajt de Aj teIle que J.lj" tend vers la mesure de Liouville (Schnirelrnan
Zelditch-CdV).

6
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La question est de savoir s~il y a d'autres limites faibles~ par exemple les mesures de Dirac
sur les geodesiques fermees. Rudnick et Sarnak ant prouve qui c'est impossible dans le
cas arithmetique si les :,:;} sont aussi propres pour les operateurs oe Hecke. :'-Ious avons
recemment pro\lve avp.c Bernard Parisse l Grenohle) que des fonctions propres p~uvent se
concentrer sur une .geodesique instable cl'une surface de revolution ä. courbure -1. De plus.
nous avons un resultat qui minore par

k=: _1_
logAj

la vitesse de concentration.

figure

B.LEEB

Closed 3-manifolds with(out) metries oe nonpositive curvature

Thurston's Hyperbolization Conjecture combined with Mostow's lligidity.1'J:eorem asserts
that closed, orientable, irreducible, atoroidal 3-manifolds correspond bijectively to closed
orientable hyperbolic (i.e.of constant sectional curvature -1) 3-manifol.ds. Hence, the class
of hyperbolizable 3-manifolds can be deseribed by simple topological condi~ions.

We raise the corresponding question of existence of ametrie of nonpositivp. curvature. Tbe
right class of elosed orientable 3-manifolds to look at, i~e. where the \vell-known topologieal
obstructions are not present. are irreducible ones with infinite fundamental group. By
the Jaco-Shalen-Johannson topological decomposition theorem, such a manifold 1\{ ean
be cut along disjoint, imcompressible 2-tori ioto pieces whieh are atoroidal or Seifert. A
minimal decomposition is unique. We consider the case eomplementary to hyperbolization.
where the topological decompositon is non-trivial~ i.e. one cuts along more than zero tori.
Then the pieces of the decomposition admit geometrie structures of nonpositive curvature:
the atoroidal pieees admit complete hyperbolic metries of finite volume on their interior
(by Thurston's Hypp.rholization Theorem for Haken manifolds); the Seifert pieces admit
geolnetric structures modelled on Ilfl x m. resp. lRJ according to whether the base orbifold

;



is Euclidean or hyperbolic. We ask when M can be weakly geometrical in tbe sense that
one can put an npc (nonpositively curved) metric on all of J.\I/. We present partial results.
hut do not see an easy-to-formulate criterion.

Existence: If in the topological decomposition of M occurs at least one hyperbolic piece,
then M admits an "npc metric. Hence the delicate case is the case of graph-manifolds (i.e.
manifolds glued from Seifert pieces). The reason for this is that every n.pc metric arises up
to isotopy by putting Bat metrics on the Jaco-Shalen-Johannson tori ~d extending those
into the geometrie (hyperbolic or Seifert) pieces. Hyperbolic pieces are flexible in the sense
that any prescribed Bat metric on tbe boundary can be extended to an npc metric on the
interior. ForSeifert pieces instead, the Bat metries on the boundary tori are interrelated
coming from the fact that an npc metric with totally geodesic Bat boundary on a Seifert
piece splits locally a.s a product. This rigidity can lead to obstructions to the existence of
npc metrics on graph-manifolds. •

Non-existence: We give examples of graph-manifolds with linear gluing graph built fr~
arbitrarily many Seifert pieces which do not admit an npc metric.

P. TONDEUR (joint work with Y. MAEDA / K. U / S. ROSENBERG)

Minimal Gauge Orbits

Consider an isometr~c action of a compact Lie group on a Riemannian manifold (M,g). If
an orbit 0 is of extremal volume among nearby diffeomorphic orbits, then 0 is a minimal
submanifold.

Gauge theory provides an infinite dimensional analogue for this set-up. The Faddeev
Papov ghost determinant gives a regularization of the volume of a gauge orbit, so we can
define what it means for a gauge orbit to have extremal volume among nearby orbits in
terms of the infinitesimal variation of the ghost determinant. This allows to prove that
an irreducible gauge orbit 0 with extremal· volume among nearby orbits has vanishing
trace for the second fundamental form of the orbit 0 inside all gauge fields. Using work of
Fintushal-Stern, this yields the existence of minimal gauge orbits of flat SU(2)-eonnectio~s
Qver certain Seifert homology 3-spheres.

•
l. lOST

Equilibrium between metric spaces

The aim of this leeture ist to generalize the coneept of harmonie maps between Riemannian
manifolds to ~aps betwen metric spaces. Thus, let (M, d) and (N, d) be metric space, lV a
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complete length space. Let J.l be a positive measure on Al, Jl~, (€ > O,x E 1\11) be Ineasures
on M. We define the € -energy of f : lvI -+ lV ns

A typical case is JL~ = Jl I B( x, c). If At/ is a Riemannian manifold, then the usual energy
IS

E(f) = f - lim~_oE~(f)

where the r - limit is taken in the sense of de Giorgi.

If the measures J.l al1d Jl~ satisfy a certain symmetry condition (satisfied if e.g. J.l~ == J1. I
B(x,c), then f is a critical point of E~ iff fex) is the meanvalue of the measure f.J.l~x

for all x E M. This suggests the follo~ing discrete evolution process: Given fo : M -+ N,
define

f: lvI x lN -+ iV by f(x, n + 1) = mean valueof I.C·, n)J.l~ f(x,O):= Jo(x).

This process converges to an €-equilibrium-map, i.e. a critical point of E€ if,lY has nonpos
itive curvature in the sense of .Alexandrov, and certain obvious conditions:'on the measures
Jl~ are satisfied. Taking f-limits then gives critical points of E, Le. harmonie maps.
For the special ease of lvI a Riemannian manifold, such a result was also obtained by
Korevaas-Schoen by a different methode

J. DODZUIK

Spectral degeneration of hyperbolic 3-manifolds

I consider the spectrum of the Laplace operator ~ on compaci hyperbolic manifolds of
three d~mensions. Let l.'\Iln ~ 1"10 be a sequence of such manifolds convergingto a complete
manifold 1\1[0 with cusps and of finite volume. Since Spec(ß, 1\110 ) ::> [1,00) one expects that
thespectra of Mn 's accumulate in [1,00). I discuss the proof of apreeise estimate of the
accumulation rate. If

then



U.BUNKKE

Verklebeformeln rür 71-Invariante und Spektralftuß

\Vir betrachten verallgemeinerte Dirac-Operatoren in der folgenden geometrischen Situa
tion:

D
'1

Abbildung

•
(V, I, < I, », V = KerDN symplektisch.

D i wird mit ein:er APS-Randbedingung unter Verwendung des Raumes Li C V mit Li $..L

I Li = V definiert. Seien l1(D), 1](Di) die 1J-Invarianten der Dirac-Operatoren.

Theorem: 1J(D) -71(D1 )-1](D2 } = m(L t , L 2 }+dimkerD+2d+dimLt nL2 -dimKerDt 

dimKerD2

mit
(1) m(L1,L2 ) = JAut(V.I.<.» r(kL,L 1,L2 }dh, T - Maslovindex

(2) d E 7L - ein Index

Sei LMi = {prVl;?INlcp E kerDi,f./J 11V E EDH(-OO,O)}.~Mi ist Lagrangsch. Sei Di der
Operator auf der Verlängerung von Mi zu einer vollständigen Mannigfaltigkeit durch Auf
kleben eines unendlichen Zylinders. Unter den Regularitätsbedingung R : L2kerDi _ 
{O}, LM1 n LM2 = {O} gilt: Definiert man die selbstadjungierten Erweiterungen D t ~

LM, und D2 mit LM1 und ist der zylindrische Teil von M lang genug, so gilt

Theorem: TJ(D) - '7(D1 ) - '1(D2 ) = m(L), L 2 ).
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H.PESCE

Representation theory alld isospectral Dlanifolds

Since Nlilnor:s famous exanlplc of Bat tori which are isospectral but 110n- iSOlnetrie, one
knows that the spectruln of a elosed riemannian luanifold doesn't detennille t.he manifold.
After this example, other examples arisilig froln number theory were eonstructed (lower
dimensional Hat tori, hyperbolic manifolds ... ).

The situation changed in a dramatic way in 1989 when Sunada gave a general method
to construct isospectral· manifolds. The situation he considers is the following: (lvI, m)
is a closed Ri~mannian manifold, Ht ,H2 C ]( C Isom(M,m) = G and if the following
condition "for each k E K, #([k]K n H t ) = #([k]J( n H2 ) where [k]K = {eke- 1

; e E K}" is
satisfied then the manifolds H t \H and H2 \/v! (with the induced metries) are isospectral
(in fact, they are isospectral for every natural operator: Hodge-De Rham, Lichnerowicz
Laplacian ... ).

In this talk, one shows that this condition is equivalent to the fact that the representations
7r~1 and trI}, are equivalent Crrft is the representation induced by the trivial representation
of Hit i.e. (1rjii(g)tp)(S) = <p(sg) if<p E L~(Hi\I(» and one proves that Sunada's Theorem
can be easily proved by the use of the classical Frobenius reciprocity theorem. Finally one
looks at the converse of Sunada's theorem: assume that finite subgroups H 1 and H2 of
the isometry group G are such that BI \lv! and H2 \ lvI are isospectral, does it imply that
the representations tr~l and 1r~, are equivalent? The general answer to this question is no
hut one shows that it is "generically" true for small groups (i.e. 2 dirn p ~ dinl.NI for each
irreducible representation p of Cl.

L. SCHWACHHÖFER

Connections with exotic Holonomy

R. Bryant gave the first examples of "exotic holonomies", i.e. holonomies of torsion free
affine connections that do not occur on the classically known list compiled by Berger.

These holonomies are P3(Se(2.IR)) <; Gf(IR4
) * and lR· P3(Sf(2,lR)) ~ Gf(IR4

). A
subbundle B ~ F where F is the coframe bundle of a 4-manifold At!4 'and where the'fiber
of B is one of the above representations will be called an H 3 and G3-structure on M 4 resp.

The loeal existence of these structures was sho\vn by Bryant using the method of exterior
differential systems. We give some more global properties of these structures. For example.
H 3-structures eau be neither complete oor eau they exist globallyon closed manifolds.
Moreover, we give descriptions uf those H 3 -structures \vhich admit a 3- or 5-dimensional
symmetry group:
The (unique) space with 5-dilllellsional synlnletry group can be naturally identified with the
space of parabolas in rn? acted on hy .-15f.(2. IR). strnctures with 3-dimensional sYlnmetry

* P3 is the (unique) irreducible represelltation of SC(2. m.) in dinl. 4.

11



groups are realized on certain m? -vector bundles over surfaces E2 , where ~2 carries some
homogeneous bilinear form; e.g. we can choose
_ M4 =T1H 2

- M 4 = TE2 with ~2 = {x 2 + y2 - z2 = I} C m.;2,l) which carries ametrie of sign. (1, 1)

- lW4 = T~2 where E2 = rn.2 with the (degenerate) bilinear form< x, Y >= Xl Yl
- M 4 = T~ut( (;lJPl) where (<<CIP 1) carries the metric with K == l.
The symmetry group of the connection is always the isometry group of the bilinear forms .

.Also, note that in the first and last example (M = TlH 2 or 1.\1 = Taut«(]jIP 1 » the H3 

structure degenerates on the O-sections oi- either bundle.

For G3 -structure, we note that the symmetry group can ooly have dimension four or less.
Thus, any homogeneous G3 -structure must be a left-invariant structure on a 4-dimensional
Lie gioup. These structures can be classified. The underlying Lie groups are Gi(2, IR) an~
a certain 2-step nilpotent group. In particular, since both graups admit compact quotientA
there exist (locally homogeneous) G3 -structures on compact manifold, in contrast to th~
result for H 3 -structures.

G. PATERNAIN

Geometrie eharacterization of the topological entropy of the geodesie ftow

Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold and for (p, q) E 1Vf x A1 and A > 0, let n(p, q, A)
denote the number of geodesie segments between p and q with length < A. If (p, q) E lvI x lvI
is generic, n(p, q,"x) is finite and we consider here ngeodesie entropy" defined a.s

h dei. 1 j
geod = hmsup \" log n(p, q, ,,\)dpdq.

A-+oo '" MxM

Now let htop denote the topological entropy of the geodesie flow on the unit sphere bundle.
Then as a result of combined efforts of the author and Maiie we have:

Theorem hgeod = htop provided the metric is Coo.

As a result for a generie metric elose to the standard metrie on 52, the geodesie entropy
is positive. As a eoncrete example take the following metrie 9 on the ellipsoid

where gE is the metric on E induced by the embedding E C m.J, and f sufficiently small
(a3 > a2 > a. > 0).

12



GANG TIAN

Cone structure of conlplete Ricci-8at l11anifolds at inflnity

This is a joint \vork \vith .J. Cheeger. Let 1.\1 he a complete Ricci-fiat manifold satisfying:
1}" the volulne growth of Br(p) is like eru. where e is a constant, 11 = dimn lvI; 2) the
curvature decays at quadratic order. Bando-I(asue-Nakajima proved that any sequence
of pointed rescaled manifolds (lVI, p, rj2!J) has a subsequence which converges to ametrie
cone (Moo,Poo, 900)' \vhere pis a fixed point of 1\1, lim rj = 00, 9 is a fixed Ricci-flat metric
on M. The problem \ve cancern is whether or not the cone (M'X), Poo, 900) is independent
of choices of {rj }, i.e., the uniqueness problem of the cone structure of M at infinity. We
proved that if M is one of the manifolds given as above and some of tangent cones is
integrable in the sense: the restriction of 900 to one cross-section is integrable! then the
cone (Moo ,PexH9oo) is unique, moreover, in this case, one has the following asymptotic
estimate:

where gN is an Einstein metric on the cross-section which has distance one from Pex>' In
case M is a !(ähler Ricci-flat mailifold, the cone Moo is also Kähler. We proved that if the
dimension of holomorphic I(illing fields on 11,1/00 is one, then lvI'X) is integrable, consequently,
1\1 can be complex analytically compactified.

Le HONG VAN

Symplectic fixed joints, the Calabi invariant and Novikov homology

This is a joint work with !(. Ono. We prove the following generalized Arnolcl conjecture.

Theorem: Let (lv/2n
, w) be a closed symplectic Inanifold. Suppose thatj~s first ehern

classsatisfies the follo\ving mOl1otonici ty condi tion: ...." ...

Inoreover if .A < 0 then the minilual ehern number lV is at least n - 3. Then the number of
fixed point of a symplectolnorphisIn <p isotopic to the identity through symplectomorphism
can be estimated from lower by the sum of the Betti nUlnber of the Novikov homology
over 7L2 , corresponding to the Calabi invariant of <po

It is well-known that symplectonlorphism <.p is exact if and only if its Calabi invariant
= O. In this case theTheorenl (also Arnld conjectnre) \vas partially proved by Conley
Zehllder (1983), Floer (1986 - 1D88) Ouo (lD93). To provc the Theorem we construct the
Floer-Novikov for t.p and prove that

13
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and obtain the Theorem. We also construct Cl. non-trivial application of our Theorem (this
means that our estimate is better than Leftschetz fixed point Theorem).

D. SCHÜTH

Isospectral Deformations

In 1991. the following result about isospectral deformations of 2-step nilmanifolds was
proved independently by Hubert Pesce at He Ouyang:

If Gis. a 2-step nilpotent, simply connected Lie group, gt a continuous family of left
invariant metries on it, and r a cocompact discrete subgroup of G, then isospectrality of
the compact Riemannian manifolds (f\G,gl) implies the existence of a continuous fami_

4>t E AIA(G,f) := {4> E Aut(G)I'v'i E r3a E G : 4>(,) =a,a- 1
}

(almost inner automorphisms of G w.r.t. r) with 4>0 = id and gt = 4>;go'v't. This result
implies that compact quotients, (f\Hm, g) of the classical Heisenberg groups H m (where
r is a discrete cocompact subgroup and 9 aHm -left invariant metric) are infinitesimally
spectrally rigid within the family of Hm-left invariant metries, since there are 00 non-trivial
almost inner automorphisms, i.e. AIA(Hm; r) = Iun( C). In contrast to this fact, we show
that arbitrarily "near" to certain r\Hm , there are nontrivially isospectrally deformable
manifolds, namely:

Theorem: For every ·m ~ 2 there is a cocompact discrete subgroup r of Hm and a 2
parameter family g~ of metries on r\Hm with the following properties: All the g~ are left
invariant with respect to a certain solvable group structure on the manifold Hm, hut ooly
g~ is Hm-Ieft invariant. For every fixed 0: E (0, 1), g~ is a non-trivial continuous isospectral
deformation (t ranges over ffi..); g: is a trivial deformation. For every fixed t E ffi.., g~
(where Q ranges over (0,1]) is a continuous deformation,-which is however not isospectral.
It is an open question whether the Theorem of Pesce and Ouyang holds also in the n-step
nilpotent or solvable case. We can prove the following weaker result:

Theorem: (a) If G is simply connected and solvable with only real roots, and if r t is a
continuous family of cocompact discrete subgroups of G s. t. all the quasi-regular r~pr.
sentations are unitarily equivalent, then there exists a continuous family <Pt E AIA(G;r~
with <Po = Icl and r, = ePtcro)'v't.
(b) The same result holds if G is aI-dimensional exponentially solvable extension of mn

,

if we assume that r t is a C1-family. Here, the resulting 4>t are even inner.
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K.HABERMANN

Twistor spillors on RieUlannian tnanifolds

VVP. study n-dilllcnsional R.ieolannian spin tnanifolds (A1 n
, g), 11. ~ 3~ adluitting non-trivial

hvistor spinors. A twistor spinor is a spinor field <.p E r( S) ~atisfying the differential
equation

for all vector fields }(, .where 'D denotes the Dirac operator. A. Lichnerowicz introduced
the twistor spinors as zeroes of the conformally invariant twistor operator V and started
their systematical investigation.

Twistor spinors t.p (together with Vr.p) correspond to parallel sections in a certain bundle
over l\1 n • Hence the space of all t\vistor spinors is finite-dimensional.

A special class of twistor spinors are Killing spinors <p defined by the equation V' X<P = A..,Y"·'P
for all vector fields· ..l[ and A E ce. If (lvI n , g) admi t5 a non-trivia! I(illing spinar, then
(Mn, g) i5 an Einstein manifold.· On connected manifold5 I~illing spinors";-!have no zeroes,
since they are parallel with respect to V'x - A..,Y. On compact manifolds1=ihe space of all
twistor spinors coincides - up to a conformal change of the Riemannian' rhe"tric - with the
space of all I(illing spinors. Now, t\vistor spinors with zeroes are possible.·~~··

Th. Friedrich proved that the set of all zeroes of a t\vistor spinor is a discrete subset
of Mn. Any twistor spinor defines a conformal deformation to an Einsteiri manifold (on
the complement of .the zeroset). If (l'v'!n, g) is a complete connectedEinstein manifold
admitting a twistor spinor vanishing at some point then (lvf n ,"g) is isometrie either to the
standard sphere, to the Euclidean space or to the hyperbolic space.

Furthermore. we give a sufficient condition for completeness of the metric (which is men
tioned above) on the complement of the set of all zeroes.. In addition to the conformal
invariance of the twistor equation the existence of non-trivial twistor spinors "forces proper
ties of the conformal structure of the manifold. A twistor spinor defines a cqnformal vector
field. Now !(ühnel aod Radenlacher proved that a manifold \vith twistor~:s'pinorhaving a
zero, such that the associated conformal vector field is nOll-.vanishing, is conformally Bat.

s. STOLZ"

Mallifolds of positive scalar curvature

Question: given a compaet, smooth. elosed Inallifold l'tu , does it admit a Riemannian
metric of positive scalar curvature'!

For spin manifolds, thc vVeitzenböck fornulla implies that the kernel of the Dirae operator
is trivial if the scalar curvature is positive. In partieular, the index of the Dirac operator
vanishes. For a spin Inanifold Alu \Vi th fllndalncntal group ;r. Rosenberg constructed a
Dirac operator whosc indpx 0'(1\/) lives in l\-On(C*7r), the real I\-theory of the group
C* -algebra.
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Theorem (Rosenberg-Stolz): Conjecture true for 1r}.i\t/ ~ Zl2.

Conjecture (Gromov-Lawson, Rosenberg): A spin manifold Mn of dimension ~ 5
has a positive scalar curvature metric iff o( M) vanishes. .

Theorem (Stolz): Conjecture is true for simply connected Inanifolds.

This result follows from the Gromov/Lawson. Schoen/Yau surgery Theorem for positive
scalar curvature metrics, and the following result which is proved using stahle homotopy
theory:

Theorem (Stolz): Let Aln be a spin manifold. Then o(A1) = 0 E KOn(lR) iff M is spin
bordant to the total space of an IHlP2-bundle~

e
Theorem (Rosenberg-Stolz): The conjecture is stably true for finite 1r}M, i.e. if i\1n

is spin with 1r = 1r1M finite, and a(M) E KOn (C·7T') vanishes, then M x Px ... x ~ has
"'"k

a positive scalar- 'curvature metric for same k, where the "Bott manifold" B 8 is a spin
manifold with Ä(M) = 1.

C.PLAUT

Beginnings of Metric Geometry in Infinite Dimensions

An inner metric space .Y has curvature bounded below if every point lies in a region of
curvature 2:: k for some k depending (possibly) on X. Dur main example is topological

. groups:

Theorem: Every first countable locally compact group admits an invariant metric of
curvature ~ k for some k~

The proof uses the theory of locally compact groups of Yamabe. The basic theorem is an
extension of the Hopf-Rinow theorem:

Theorem: For each p E X3 dense G6 subset Jp s.t. Vq E Jp , there is a unique, almose
extendable minimal curve from p to q.

Almost extendable means there is a complementary direction in the space of directions at
q. The first application is the global comparison theorem (Toponogov's Theorem) (proved
independently by Burago, Perelman).

Theorem: If )( has curve ~ k then all of ~:r is a region of curvature ~ k. The proof is
by constructive induction when the cOluparison radius is bounded uniformly. From the
uniform case the general case follows by
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Theoreln: If 4\ has CllrV. ;::: 1, contains a spherical set of 2( 11 + 1) cleUlellt.s..\ contains
an n-sphere. This is a generalizatioll of Toponogov's maxinlal din.meter theorenl. \Ve use
it to find sphen:,s in t.he space of dircctiolls. If the size of such sphercs is uOl1uded.. the
Hausdorff diulcnsion is finite~ i.e. the space is a11 Alexaudrov space. Ir not. Olle can find
separable infinite sphen~s at a. dense Gf, set of points.

M. WEBER

Fundamental Domains for Picard... Mostow Complex Hyperbolic Surfaces

Consider Thurston's Description of these surfaces: Take 5 pts. PI, ... , Ps on an ori
ented 52 and "curvatures" Ki E (0, 21r), i = 1 ... 5 with 2: I\.i = 47T. Set S( 1\.1,"" ~,,) =
{metrics on 52: Hat on 52 - {PI' .. P,,}; cone-singularity around each Pi with cone angle
=21r - "'i; area = I} / or. preserving diffeomorphisms of 52 fixing each Pi.

For 'instance, Thurston proves: S( ~, 3sTr , ~, 3
S
Tr, 8sTr) =: S is a complex compact hyperbolic

orbifold of dimension 2. A' fundamental domain is constructed a.s follows: Partition S inta
S = PI U ... U P6 and show that each p. is isomett~i'c to a certa1n comPlex hyperbolic
polyhedron, bounded by bisectors. The combinatorial structure of Pi can -.be described
explicitly in terms of the "'i. For instances, Pi has in the above example 8 faces which are
solid tetrahedra. All these polyhedra can be described quite explicitly.' 'This can be used
to study submanifolds of the S( K.j). One is the fixed point set of the mapping S t-+ SES
which .inverts t4e orientation of S. This turns out to be a 2 - dimR manifald, which is
totally geodesie and non-orientable.

Berichterstatter: V.Cortes (Bonn)
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Funktionalanalysis und nichtlineare partielle Differentialgleichungen

30.5.93 bis 5.6.93

The meeting was organized by H. Amann (Zürich). The central theme of the conference
was the interplay between functional analysis and nonlinear partial differential 'equa
tions. It pres~nted the opportunity.of bringing together specialists of both areas so that
all could learn of and discuss the latest developments in the field: Thirtysix le~tures

were given on a \vide varietyof topics, including the follo\ving: systems of rea~tion

diffusion equations~ dynamical ~ystems, parabolic equations~ "freeboundary pro~leIns.

Navier-Stokes equatiolls. abstract evolution equatious~ and Inodels from biol~gy alld
physics. ' .

\Ve very Inuch regret that Professor Peter Hess. who originally was the co-orgauizer of
tliis meeting, is DO longer \vith uso He died on November 29, 1992. It is onIy fitting that
this~LTagungsberichtnshould be dedicated to his memory.
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Stable transition layers for the periodic bistable equation with small diffusion

N.D.Alikako3. Knoxville

In this t.alk we consider the equation

Ut = t: 2 ,u xx + 'u(l - u)(u - a(x, t))- , 0 < x< I

with Neumann boundary conditions, ')'(x, t) T-periodic in t and for conveniencrA
,(x, t) .decreasing in x for each t. We are interested in those ,'s for which th~
equations

1
i(x) = 2

T

, i(x):= fJ"{(x, t) dt

°
has a (unique necessarily) solution Xo E (0, 1). Under these hypotheses we prove
Theorem (.Joint \vork \vith Xiufu ehen and P eter Hess).

Let {u!:} be a family of uontrivial T-periodic solutions. Then

(1)
x < Xn
x > Xo

Let (2) 'T1 = X~XQ ~ U!(TJ, t) = u~(xo +c77,t), then U~(TJ,t) ----44>(77+ V(t)) as c --+ 0

\vhere 4>(s) = l+e~~/J:i ,lI(t) = l2(t - ,(xo, t)) where the convergence in (1) is
uniform away from xo, and the convergence in (2) is unform over compacts. The main
point in this work is the solution of the "stretched" equation about i: Ut = U7J7J +U(l
U) (U --:,( x, t) ) , 1] E R ~ t ~ o. The existence-uniqueness or nonexistence of travelling
waves is fullly settled. Regretably in Dur considerations the specific nonlinearity is of
paramount importance. Existence of nontrivial solutions presently is established under
the (presumably unnecessary) extra assumption that l'(O~ t) > ! ' ,(1, t) < t for all
t E [0, t]. A rnodification of '1 away from :co to meet this requirement should not
be essential. This work together with previous work of the author with P. Hess ane 
\vork of Dancer and Hess on [Tt = .:2~u + m(x, t) u (1 - tL) strongly suggests that the I

transition of locations of periodic solutions of 'Ilt = ,:2 Utt + f(tL~ X, t) , T-periodic in t,
T

are determined by f(x, u) = +J f(x, u, t) dt.
o



Elliptic equations in LI

Philippe B~ll.ilan, Be.5aUf;()n

VVe consider the probleIn
tE) - dil.'n( I. Du) == fon n . It == () (.)11 Dfl

•

•

\vherc a(x.~) is Ineasurable in .x E n c RN : continuolls strictly lllonot.one in ~ t:: R'\'
and satisnes the Leray-Liolls condition for SOlne 1 < P <x'

We \vant to salve (E) for fELl (0). For simplicity we assume her n bounrJed. In
the linear case (p = 2, a(x, c) linear in ~) it is classical by duality of Di Giorgi-Nash
theorem, that for any f E L I (n), then musts -
(1) .

u E n 1:5q<N(p-l)/N_t W~tq (0) -div a(x, Du) = f E D'(n)

But uniqueness of a solution u for Cl) seems an open problern for lV ~ 3 n non

h ( ') . '. I h l' r .} 1 (' N(p'-l)smoot or a x, ~ non conttnuous. n t e non Inear case. lor p > -' - N l.e. N~ 1 >
1 ), the same existence result has been proved by Boccardo-Gallout: uniquenes·s is a
forteriori open for lV ~ p. If p :s; 2 - N' one can easily see tha t there exists' f ~ E .L 1(n)

such that the problem u E W~ll.l (n)! -diva(x, Du) = f in D'(n) has uo solution. \Ve
give an uniqueness-existence result for (E) in the general r.ase by introducing th~ class

T01,p (0) == {u : n ~ R ·measurable Tk(u) E l'V~'P (n) for any k > 0 }

when Tk(f) = (sign r) min (Ifl, k) in the classical turnover. For 'u E Td~P (fl)

there exists a unique h: n ~ RN nleasurable such that DTk ( u) = hX {I u I< k} for any

k > 0 ~ furthermore h E Lloe (0) iff u E Hl,~': (n) and then h == Du. Für ~eneral
u E T~'P (0.), we will call h the generalized gradient of l.t and denote it by Du. \Ve
prove in the general case. ~~-?

Theorem: For any f E L' (0) there exists a unique solution u E T;'P (f2) s·tIch:.-that

J a(-. Du)· (Du - Dv) :::; JjTh (1t - v)

lu-tll<k

for any u E D( n) , k > 0 .

Furthermore a(·, Du) E LI (0) and -diva(·, Du) == f E D'(O) . These results are
joint wirk with Boccardo, Gallout, Gaziepy, Pierre anu Vazquez; we actnally handle
nnbounded open set n and f dependillg on u.



Multi-spike solutions to a singularity perturbated bistable elliptic equation

P. W. BateJ.. Provo

We cOllsider

(1) {D.'lt - /\g(u) 0 E!1, n bounded open in Rn ,A > 0
aufDn 0 on an

9 is bistable, for exaluplc g( u) = u 3 - U + c for some constant c. We are particularly
interested in solutions which have interior spikes, i.e. u(x) ~ m, a constant, except
at points f. l ,"', f.N E!1 where u ~ ml :F m as Ä ~ 00. We actually consider the
more general problem of finding equilibria to the Cahn-Hilliard equation which have
prescribed average value and 1V spikes:

(eH) {Ut -~(e26u - f(u) in n •
au/an 0 = a6.u/8n on an

where J is balanced bistable nonlinearity, e.g. J(u) = u 3
- tt. Equilibria of (eH)

satisfy (1) with 9 = f + constant and ). = 1/e2
• Since (eH) conserves the integral of

U , we seek solutions \vith a fixed average value, m. We consider m, in the metastable
region: i'(m) > 0 ~ rTl, between the extreme zeros of f. The main idea is to construct
a manifold of IV-spike functions, the manifold parameterized by the spike locations,
~l, ••• , f.N and then show the existence of an "almost invariant" manifold, IV!, as a
graph over the first. The fiow on At] is such that equilibria of that finite dimensional
flo\v correspond to equilibria for (eH). A careful estimate of the fiow on lvI allows one
to deduce the existence of equilibria and to give the asymptotic loeation of the spikes.
These-locations are related to a sphere-packing problem. (In joint work with Paul Fife
and Giorgio Fusco.)

Well-posedness of the dynamic von Karman equations

M. Böhm~ Berlin

The time dependent evolution of the vertical displacelnent U of a claIuped plate and
the associated AIRY· stress function '1J are governed hy the (nonlinear) von I(arman
(vI":) equations. By meallS of nonlinear interpolation luethods, applied to appropriate
regularizations of the initial-bonndary value problem of thc v!(-equations, and a suitable
linü tillg process we show that the map

(initial values u(O), 'Ut(O) )

ß-2 n H 2 +!! x ii~

1-+ solution 'U of vI{

exists and that it is Hölder-continuol1S for oS E (0,2] .

3



Problems illvolving undefinite weight function

K.J. Bn)'wn. Edinb1l,Tgh

The problenl -~u ':= ;\!J(.1.' }f( fL) for .r: E Rn . 0 < IL < 1- wherc y dlangt~S sign Oll

Rn with !J(:r.} < 0 for large lxi and f(u} > 0 for 0 < tI < 1 wir,h /(0):= 0 ~ f( 1 J

arises in population gcnetics. The existence uf solutiolls for vnrio'lls valll~s of .\ «;au he
proved by the method of sub and supersolutions: this existcu('c t.heory is \·ery different
in the t\vo cases n ~ 3 and n = l~ 2. Supersolutions can be contrllcted far all A > 0
and all 11; if 11. 2: 3 these supersolutions ~ 0 as lxi - ·x·. Subsohltiolls can be
constructed providerl

r lV'ul 2dx
\ \. . f { JRn .

.. > A = 111 J 2gu ax
. R"

u E H~(R") and Jgu~dx > O}.

Rn

If n = 1,2 ancl J gdx > 0, ..\ * = 0 .and so there exist solutions for all ..\ > 0; these
R"

solutions -. 0 as lxi -+ 00 if and only if g(x) does not approach P too fast as
lxi -+ 00. If .fRn gdx. < 0 or jg(x)1 = O(lxl-2-~) and n ~ 3 an ine(iYJ.ili.ty of the
form

r lV'ul 2dx ~ Q' r gu2 dx Vu E Cgo (Rn)
JR" JR"

holds; this inegality implies that A* > 0 and may be used to establish none~istence

results when ..\ is smalI. Existence results can also be obtained by proving the bifur
cation of solutions from the zero solution; in order to do so the existence of a principal
eigenvalue for the corresponding linear problem is first inyestigated. A~ appr~priate

space in which to consider these problems is the closure of the Co (Rn) functions in
the norm JRn IVul2dx - ~ JRn gu 2 dx .

Elastic deformation of a membrane by a rolling ball

M. Chipot, Metz

Let (<p, h) be the positive of the center of a ball of radius r sitting on an' elastic
melnbrane n c R2 ((<p. h) E R2

X R). When rlist (<p. Dn) > r the energy of the
configuration is

E(ip, h) = ~ [ l~ul2 - Gh
'2 Jn

where G is the weight of the ball, lt the solution to the obstacle ~robleln

{

U E I~ ~ ~v E ~~ (n): :(x):S h - Jr2 -Ix _,::>12 on B('r',r),X = (O.yl)

U ffillllmIZeS - r IVlJl'" on [(.
2 in



\Ve show that therc l~xists an equilibriulll positive (;,0, h) tnlllUlllzlug E alnong the
(tp, h) ~llch t.hat dist (tp, Dn) > r. hER. (Relnark that this set is not eOlnpact ).
\Ve show in particular that E decreases when i.p 1110VeS towards the interior of n in
certaill din~ctions. (.Joint work with .1. Bemehnalls - RWTH Aachen.)

Population lTIodels with diffusion and the effect of domain shape on the
number of positive solustions

E.N. Dancer, Armidale

In this talk, \ve discuss the existence uniqueness and stability of positive solutions of
the competing species systenl

-~u

-.6.v
u

u(a - u - cv)
v(d - v-eu)
v = 0

in n
on an •

where n is a smooth bounded domain in Rn. Here by stability we mean stability
for the corresponding parabolic system. We include discussion of the case of large
interactions and we discuss briefly the corresponding problem for 3 or more equations.

Eigenvalue problems on RN

D. Daner3, Zürich

We shall be concerned \vith the stability of t.he zero solution of the linear parabolic
problem

on RN X (0,00)
on RN

Amu

{

Btll - ~u

(1) u(· ~ 0) Uo

limlxl_oc u(x) 0,

where Ä > 0 is a parameter. In some weight function and lLo an initial condition. The
stability is understood as stability in the II·Hoc-nonn. The question of stability of the .
zero solution is elosely related to the existence of·a principal eigenvalue for the elliptic·
eigenvalue prohlem

on RNAm<.p

o.(2) {. -Q'P
hmlxl-oc c.p(x) e

Dy Cl. principal eigenvalue we Iuean a A > 0 such that (2) has a positive solution <po The
function,? is then called principal eigenfunction. Theorem. Let m be Hölder continuous
having cOlnpact support a.nd being radially symmetrie. Moreover, suppose that N ~ 3.
Then" there cxists a llnique principal eigellvalue Al > 0 for (2) and the zero solution of
(1) is asymptotically stable \vith respect .ta initial values in

Cn{R N
) := {u E C(R N

): liul u(:J;) = O}
l.cl-rx>

5



if 0 ~ ,\ <: .\ ..-allel 1tllstahle if ,\ ;> ...\ I. \Vt: .~i \',: a sitllple proof l1:-;in.c~ only t.1lc: ,'orrc ·spond·

in~ n~stllt in hO!llHlcd dOlnaills an<.! c:asy cOlnparisoll argtlIlll:nts.
(Joiut work with 1\: ..1. Browll, Edinbnrgh and J. L(;pc~z-G('lInez. ~\'Iadrid,)

Differentiability of senligroups generated by selnilinear operators

./.R. DOTrnh. Baton Rouge

T\vo nations of differentiability in abstract Banach spaces are giveu: f.\-ditfercIltiability
and ,B-differentiability. Under suitable conditions an evolution systenl genera,ted by
an o-differentiable operator is ,ß-differentiable. There is a "good calculus" for d
differentiability (chain rule, ete.). Sufficiently smooth partial differential operators are
a-differentiable if the .Banach spaces are chosen approximately. These nations are ap
plied to semigroups generated by semilinear operators, The differentiability notions
involve a pair of Banach spaees, one densely and continuously embedded in the other.
(Joint \vork with S. Oharu.)

On a free boundary problem in porous media

J. Escher, Besant;on

We consider a standard model for the motion of a fluid in a fully saturated porous
medium. The corresponding mathematical formulati.on leads to a free boundary problem
for the surface separating the dry and the \vet region. This free boundary problenl is
red':leed to aquasilinear equation for the unknown defining the free boundary. V\'e. prove
the existence of a uniquemaximal ciassical solution of this problem. This result i~prove
considerably earlier results due to Kawavada and Koshigoe who proved the exist~nce of
a loeal weak solution.

Life after life Cor quasili~ear parabolic equations

M. Fila~ A mes

We consider two 'classes of parabolic equations with superquadratic growth in the gradi
ent. For one class derivative blowup (\vitl}out -Lco-blowup) occurs on the boundary and
for the other one in the interior. We describe the profile of the s9lution at the blownp
time "and show 'that it is possible to extend the:solution beyond the blowup tÜlle.

(Joint works with G. Liebermann and S. Angenent,)·

6.



Method of sub· and super-solutions rar some elliptic systelns involving the
p-Laplacian

J. Fleckinger.. Toulo'lt.'Jp.

Consider the systeul:

(S) {

-~ 'U.P l

Ui

L aijlujlP-2 Uj + fi
. 0

in n
on an~

where n is a smooth and bounded domain in RN, ~p the p-Laplaciau is defined
by ~pu:= div(lV'ul p- 2 V'u) , p > 1, and where the coefficients aij(l ::; i,j ~ n)
are constaut and aij ~ 0 for i i= j (cooperative systems). We prove necessary and
sufficient condition for the Maximum Principle tosome cooperative quasi-linear ellipti.
systems. involving the p-Laplacian. We also show that under the same conditions,
we have existence of solutions for any fi E LP'. The same condition appears for a
cooperative system defined on an unbounded domain n

(T.a)
(T.b)
(T.c)

(-ß+q)lL
(-~ + q)1J

lim u(x)
Ixl-+oo .

apu + bpv + f
cpu + dpv + 9

lim v(x)
Ixl-+co

xEn
xEn

=O,xEn;u(x)=v(x)=O xEan.

q is a non negative function~ p is a positive function, and p/q tends to 0 at infinity.
(Survey of joint works with L. Boccardo, J. Hernandez, R. Mana.sevich, F. de Thelin.)
(Joint work with L. Cardoulis, A. Djellit, H. Serag.) .

Motion of a graph by nonsmooth weighted curvature

Y. Giga, SappoTo

Geometrie evolutions of curves represented by graphs are studied when the. interface
energy is ·not necessarily Slllooth. The resulting equation is of the form

lLi = g(ux)x

with Ilondecreasing 9 hut not necessarily contil1uous. We adapt the theory fo nonlinear
senügroups to fornlulate the problem and prove the existence of global solution for LiPeschitz initial uata. To avoid technical difficulty we ilupose periodic boundary condition
We also calculate the generator of the evolution when interface energy is crystalline.
It turns out that usual adhoc evolution law for crystalliue interface energy is justified.
Our theory applies to

(i) non adnlissible initial clataand
(ii) nonsmooth energy not necessarily crystalline.

(Joint work \vith lllY student T. Fnlalli.)
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Spectral theory and positive semigroups generated hy differential operators

M, Hir.bt:T. Z',irir:h

Let A p h.~ a. (lifferential operator with C:OIlstant coefficicnts aud llla.xilllal dOluain tlll

LP(R") (1 < p < -:0 ). Assullle that A p generates a positiye ~l'llli~rOllp (Tp(t ~ )''::11

on LP(R"). \\ip show that. in t,his case the spec.tral nlappillg r.heOr(~ln holds. i.c:. \\"('
have etulAp) = t'1(Tp (t))\{O} for a11 t ~ O. ß/Ioreover. thp :-:pt-"l'tnull tj(A p ) cau

be calculated explicitly and we see that in particular '7( A p ) is iudl'pelldent of p.
Applications to the theory of hOllnded imaginary powers an~ gi\+ell.

Invariant far fully nanlinear parabolic equations

H. Koch, EvanstonjHeidelberg

Classical LP estilnates allow a direct approach to center rnanifolds for fully nonlinear
parabolic equations, avoiding the problem of nonconstant domain of generators. It is
crucial to cut off the equation and to work in large Banach spaces.

On the uniqueness of coexistence states for some two species reaction-diffusion
systems

J. "L6pez~ Gomez~ Madrid

We consider the following reaction diffusion models

~~ - dl~U
%T - d2uv

(A - au - bv)u n x [0. X))
(J.l±cu-dv)v

.'

u / an v / an O. i > 0 .
u(x~ 0) uo(x) ~ 0, v(x~ 0) = uo(x) ~ O.

where d i > 0, i = 1,2. a > 0, b > 0, C > 0, d > 0 and n is a boundeq;tdomain of
RN, lV 2::: 1, with regular enough boundary. We obtain the following res~it:s:

Predator-prey model (+): when lV = L we show that the luodel has a unique coexis
tence state (which is stable if t is small enough). [Joint work with R. Pardo, Nladrid.]
When n is an arbitrary ball or annulus of RN we show that the lnodel has a unique
radially symmetrie coexistence state which is nondegenerate. {.Joint work with E.N.
Dancer, }\rmidale and R. Ortega, Granada.] Competitioll lllodel (-): We" characterize
whether the model has a unique coexistence state. When this is the c:ase the coexistence
state is aglobai attractor, so describil1g the rlynamic5 of thc lnode!.
(Joint work with R. Pardo, Madrid and J.C. Sabina. Tcnerife.)
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Regularity via general kerneis and semilinear evolution equations with shocks

G. L'ltm.~r~ Mon.'(

vVe recall SOllle rec<~nt n~sl1lts in lllodelling of periodic heat shocks (with specific applica.
tions to COllullUllieatioll satellites); \vhere ill-posed prohlems arise which can he halldled
using 2-tünes integrnted solutions. In this und other situations one is in fact regularizing
the Banach space equation u J = Au + F(t)·, u(O):= f, (in.t\), via the (convolution)
kerneis I\'(t) = tn-1/(n - I)! We develop a general regularization scheme which con
tains the regularization of the above kind and regularizations the C-semigroup type.
Consider t 1----40 [(!t) E B(~Y) i.e. operator-valued kerneIs, strongly Cl, comniuting and
with [{(t) ..4 = A. [(~i) on D(A). Define Zk = {j EX: 3Vk(t, f) classicaI solution
of v~.= AVk" + I(t)j, Uk(O) = O} and Sk(t)f = v~(t, f) for. f E Zk. Then fo.
f, F(·) E Zk, the ~'variation of constants" formula holds under weak assumptions: 3
a solution Vk of u~ = ..4V k + K(t)f + Fk(t) , Vk(O) = 0, (Fk = [( * F), and (though
Bk (·) , Zk, need not 'be closed, Zk need not be dence) w(t) = v~ is given by

t

w(t) = Sk(t)f +JS~(t - s)F(s) ds"

o

Many i)"roperties can be proved at this very general level; also with some appropriate
additional assumptions. setting 1((0) = C, [{(t) = C + Ko(t) ~ one shows that:

t+s 3

Sk(S)Sk(t) = JSk(r )[('(t + s - r) dr - JSk(r) /\'(t + s - r) dr

t 0

s

+JSo(r")C /\'(t + s - r) dr + So(s)CSI\-c (t) + C Sc(t + s), on Zk n Zc .
()

One of the main question IlO\V is dassify the I(ernels !\t, and cOlllparing the difference
[(t, concerning Uregularizing strength".



••

Floquet theory and center Inanifolds ror ~l1iptic POEs

A. l\fielkr.. HtL71n01Jr.r

VVe (:onsidcr (~lliptic prohlt~nls in a. c:ylincier with periodic: dep(~lld(,Ilce Oll t.lle axial ·~·a1"i

able. StUJyill~ the linearized prohlenl leads tn a. Floqtll,t t.heory which is lllore cOlupli
cated than in parabolic problerns. In fact. systeuls with nondiscrete Floquet. :-ipec'r,fllll1
exist. \Ve sluumarize this theory anel give exaulples where this beha\"ior appears 01"

can be excluded. Thc bifurcation of nonperiodic solutions frolll periodic olles is t.hen

reduced by the help of a center manifold which carries the a tinle-periodic flow. Thus.
subhannonic branching as weIl as the existence of solutions homoclinic to a periociic
solution can be established.

Generic asympt~tic properties in strongly monotone discrete-time dynami
cal systems

J. Mierczyn3ki: Wroclaw

We investigate the asymptotic behavior of a generic point in strongly monotone discrete
time dynamical systems. Such systems are generated. among others. by second order
parabolic partial djfferential equations for which the st:r;ong Iuaximunl principle holds.
and by some weakly coupled systems of such equations. The main tool used are the
so-called p-arcs /p for positive/. that is, totally ordered invariant cOlupact sets dif
feoillorphic to the real interval. The results improve on and follo\v up those r·ecently
obtained by P. Hess, P. PohiCik. P. Takac. I. Terescak. and adlers.

On stability of exterior stationary Navier-Stokes ftows

T. }Jiyakawa: Fukuoka

Stability property is discussed for stationary solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations
in three-dimensional exterior domains. unller the assumptio.ll· that the fll~id velocity
vanishes at x == 00. First. it is shown that the derivatives of t.hc stationary flo\v belon.e;

to· the space L'X) n L~2 . Using this fact,as weil as the well-known properties of thc
stationary flow, it is then shown that the perturbation tends to 0 as· t '--+ 00 in L 2

and Loo, with a definite rate. provided that the stationary flow is small enough.
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Singular perturbations of quasilinear parabolic equations

B. Najrn(J,11., BdlinghtLrn/Zfl,,qreb

Let A.( t, lL) ~ B( t, u) he nnifolTIlly elliptic operators of order 2m a.nd 21n', 111 > 111' •

Let .4e (t, ll) = ~A(t, It) + B(t, u). The Cauchy-Dirichlet problenl

i~l/ + ..4.e (t, 'U~ )U~

lL~(O)
l>c~O

on a domain n is cOllsidered. Under appropriate conditions on the data it is shown
that there exist a solution u~ E C( J, Hq,P) n C' (J, HQ-2m') on a common interval J
with q < m' + *' p sufficiently large. Moreover the solutions u~ converge to uo,
uniformly in Hq,p norm: for every {) > 0 there exists C6 > 0 such that •

lIu~ - Uo Ilc(J,H9'P ~ C6( t:
h

(q)-6 + lI uot: - Uoo I!H9'P )

, { 1where (2m - 2m )h(q) = , 1
m + P-q

q ~ m' + ~-1

m' + ; - 1 < q < m' + ; .

Partial differential equations, dynamical systems

P. Polacik

Parabolic problems of the form

(1)
Ut

ulan

~u+f(t,u,x), xEf2CRN ,

0,

with f r-periodic in will be considered. It is known that a typical solution of such
a problem converges as t -+ 00 to a periodic solution (of period possibly bigger than
r ) . Other solutions. ho\vever. Inay exhibit very COlllplicated behavior. Results on
high dimensional w-limites and chaos in (1) will be givell. Then for a special class of
problems, f = f(t, n), n-a ball in RN it will be shown that all nonnegative bounded
solution converge to a radially synuuetric r-periodic solution.

Stationary solutions via dynamical methods

P. Quittner. BratiJlava

Using dynalnical luethods we prove existence aud lIlllltiplicity reslllts for positive solu-
tiOIlS of the bOlllldary value prohll~nl Ölt = I~ul~ - ..\tL/' in 11. 1L = 0 on an,
wllt'n~ n is Cl hOllu<.led dOlllaill in RN .:2 ~ ]J > 1 tl.lld ..\ > O.
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Elliptic equations in R1 with nonlineacities in the critical range

B. Ruf, Milano

In t\VO dinlt~nsi()ns the nation of critical growth of nonlinearities is l'OIlIlt~Ct('d \vith tolle
inequality or Trlldinger and l\'loser. which states for an H ~ (11) fUll('tioll II t.he intf'
gral In F.Xp( rL 1 )dx is finite. Sufficient ("()uditiollS for the ;.loh·ability uf eqllatioll~ with
nonlinearities \vhich have subcritical and critical growth ar'~ pro\"ided. The proofs rely
on global variational Iuethous. In the application of these n1ethods one enCollllters the

problem of ~'lack of compactness:'; the Illentioned sufficiency conditioIlS enSllr~ r.hat the
critical points of the functional are in the level of compactness.

Stabilität von Raum-periodischen Gleichgewichtslösungen von Reaktjons
Diffusionsgleichungen gegen L2-Störungen

B. Scarpellini, Basel

Gegeben ist ein Reaktions-Diffusionssystem (*)Ut = D6.u + F(u) ~ D = (6jktk). Tk >
c;j,k ::; n und F(u) = (ft{u),"'fn{u)), eine Nichtlillearität die polyriomial ist
in u = (Ut ; ... , u n ); 6 ist der Laplace auf Rm, m ::; 3. Es \vird angenonlmen~

eine hinreichend glatte Gleichge\vichtslösung u = (VI, : , un ) von (*) die bezüglicf1 der
Raumvariablen XI;'" ,Im L-periodisch sei; D6.v + F(v) = c. Es \vird die Stabilität
von v gegenüber glatten - L2 -Störungen untersucht, cl.h. Störungen aus (H 2 (Rm))n.
Es wird gezeigt:. Theorem: Ist v periodisch instabil. so instabil gegen glatten· L 2 _

Störungen. Wichtigstes Hilfsmittel: direkte Integrale.

The periodic parabolic logistic equation on RN

G. Schätti, Zurich

We consider the 'time-periodic version of the diffusive logistic equation of .I?.9R.ulation
dynamics on RN (.N ~ 1) :

'u(a(:c: t} - b(x~ t)u) on RN x· (0. (0)

Uo on RN .

e Thefunctions a and bare assumed to belong to thespace BUcu·'f(RRXR),',.,. E (0,1),
and to be periodic in time t with a given period T > O. wloreover. b is everywhere
positive and a is for large lxi negative and bounded a\vay frolll zero. Depending on the
stability of the zero solution we give a cOInplete description of the a..~Ylnptotic Lehavior
for nonnegative initial values in BLTC(R N ). In particular. the existence of a. nnique
'nontrivial positive T-periodic solution is proved. provideci the zero solution is linearly
unstable.
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Sobolev spaces of fractional order and superposition operators

W. Sickei, .Jenn.

We consider the superposition operator T9 : f -+ G(f) with respect to Sobolev spaces
of fractional order.

.5 = 'm; m integer
s 1= integer

(Sobolev spaccs)
(Besov-Slovodeckij spaces)

We ask for optimal cOllditions o~ G to guarantee an embedding TG(W;) C W;. A

partly positive answer is given. vVe prove (in case 0 < s < J.L +*' J.L > 1 )

•for all f E W: n Loo , where c does not depend on f.

Bounded imaginary powers of elliptic operators

G. Simonett, Los AngeleLq

We consider systems of elliptic differential operators on Rn. Using results on Fourier
multipliers and pseudodifferential operators, we prove the existence of bounded imagi
nary powers, provided the coefficients satisfy same (weak) regularity assumptions.
(Joint work with H. A.mann'and M. Hieber.)

Elliptic equations in infinite cylinders

J. Sola-Morales, Barcelona

Let 0' he a bounded domain in Rn and n = (Sn, 00) X Q'. Let us consider the
following problem

n

L aij(X) [lXiIj + f(\7u.u,X) = 0 in n
t,j=lJ

u(x)=O for (Xt,.r2,···,.L n }EDn'

u(x)='P(Xt,·C2,··· . ..c n ) for :1:0=80, ..pECg(O')

lu(x)l uniformly bounded.

•
We claim that under appropriate slnoothness assumptions on an' and on the functions
(lij(X) anel f(p, .:.x) ~ t.he previous probleul is a weIl }>osed problem, as n.n initial value
problclll in C,':(D.') provided that

13
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(i) ::f{o.:: . .r.) <: 0 for 1=1 ~ :\[0 an<.! sOllle ~\Io > 0

- (ii) if(]'. :: ..r 1I = O(lp11) uniformly Oll .r: E Ü anu bUllUdt'd

(iii) t.lwrc t'xists an -:: > 0 such that

(Joint work with A. Calsina and NI. Valencia.)

The- equatioll of a vibrating plate

A. Stahel~ Biel

In a smooth bounded domain n E R we consider the scalar function lL. which
describes the vertical deflection of a vibratirig plate. A mathematical model of this
physic~ system is given -by the dynamic von Ka.rm~ equations

Ut~ + ~2u = -[u, ~ -2[u, u]]
with appropriate boundary and:initial conditions~ and

(u, v] ~ U rz V yy + U yy V xz ~,2uzy vxy ,~-

Conservation of energy implies 'that Ilu(t)1I ~V:!.2- is globally (\vith respect to t) bounded.
We show th~t IIvlhv4.2 grows at most exponentially. Using a Galerkin apprqxi.n~ation

\ve show that the problem admitts unique. global classi~al solutions for appropriate
initial values.- :
(Joint work with H.- Koch.)

Large':'time behavior of monotone discrete-time dynamical systems

P. Takdc, Na3hville
...... ':\.,..;

Typical examples of strongly monotone dynalnical systems are those generated by· ( 1)
a single parabolic PDE; (2) an irreducible cooperative syst.em of ODE's: and (3) an
irreducible cooperative system of weakly coupled parabolic PDE's. If such an evolution
equatioll is periodic in t.üne, the corresponding period nlap T generates a discret-time
dynamical system {T n

: n 2: Öintege1'} in a. subset .\ of a strongly ordered Ballach
space' V.' The mappi~g T is strongly lllonotone. .i.c.

o:I !! - .I 2: 0 => Ty - T.L E lnt( \1+) V:L. y E .X".

where Int(V+) , d.enotes t~e interior of V+ ~ {u E V -.: ~ ~ O} in V. Using only
the lllonotonicity and differentiability of T a.nd the c.oßlpactness of all trajectoriett we
will show that almost all traj.ectories are stahle a.n<! a.pproach a cyde. VV(~ .~i Vc' a. fnIl



description of t.lu~ S(·~t of a.B stahle (unstahle. res}>.) points. The set ur allllllstahle point
is the union or at lunst (:ountably lllany Lipschitz hypersurla(:es of c:odilllCIlSiou Olle in
V anti henn"~ it has zero Gaussian nleasure. Ul1der additional hypotheses Oll T we
obtain that. every t.ra.jc(:tory cOllverges to a single point. However. if these hypotheses
are dropped. asynlptotically stahle cyc:les can occur. We give a few exaulples of su<:h

cycles.

Blow up ror some degenerate parabolic equations

M. Wiegner, Bayreuth

We consider for p > 2 degenerate parabolic equations of the (model-) type

. lLt==uP(6u+u) on nx(O,T) •

u = 0 on an x (0, T) and u(x, 0) == <pex) > O. If the domain is large (precisely if the
first eigenvalue Al(f2) < 1) then we have hlow up after some finite time and the life
span can be estimated. If Al (n) > 1, then the solution exists for all times and

lim u(x, t)(pt); = W(x) E C2 / p (D.) with ~W + W = _W1
....:

p
.

t-oo

Abstract evolution equations and its applications

A. Yagi, Himeij

We shall adopt an approach of using the semigroup theory towards the strongly coupled
parabolic systems in mathematical bialogy. In this talk two nlodels will be discussed.

Spatial segregation of interacting species.

~~ ::: div[V'( alU + an u~ + a12'UV) + b1C\7<1'(x) )u] + Cl U - /11 u
2

- 112UV

~~ = div[V'(a2V + a21 uv + a22 v2 ) + b2(V7~(x) )v] + C2 V - r21UV -1'22'02

(~n ( a 1 lt + all u 2 + a l'.(Uv) + b1 a~~x) 1L == 0 '
a ',) 8~(x)

an (a2 v + a21 ltV + (L22 V -) + b2 a;- tJ = 0
'U(O, X) == uo( x) and v( O~ ;c) = 'Uo( X)

Aggregation of cellular slilne maId by chemotaxis.

in n x (0,00),

in n x (0, CXJ ') ,

on an x (0.00),

on an x (0,00),

inn. e'
111 nx(o.oo),

tU !1x(O,oo),

on an x (0,00),
iU n.
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On free boulldary problenls für equations of viscous cOll.lpressible ft uids

W. M. Zaiac=kt)lo/{~:i. tVfLT,l{ZUWa

The 11loti0l1 of \'isCO\lS ':olllpressible harotl'opic tluid is considered in a dCHllaill hOllllded

. by a free surfact'. There are ronsidered two cascs: with t.he sunace t.en~ioll and witholll

it. We provp. exist.cIlc:e of .!!:lobai solution which is dose to an equilibrilllll state for <111
tüne. By t.he eqllilibriuffi sr.ate we nlean a solution of the cOllsidered problenl such that
the velocity vanishes. the density is equal constant and in the ease of the surfüce tension
the domain is a. ball.

Berichtersiatter: NI. Hieber
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~·tATIIEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT 0 HER\VOLF ACII

Tagungsber cht 26/1993

Analysis auf kompakten Varietäten

6.6.-12.6.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von T. Peternell (Bayreuth) und Y.-T. Siu (Har
Yard) statt. Thema der Tagung war das Zusammenwirken analytischer und algebraischer
Methoden beim Studium komplex-algebraischer Mannigfaltigkeiten. Schwerpunkte bil

deten: spezielle Kählermetriken (Kähler-Einstein, etc.), Calabi-Yau-Mannigfalti~keiten~
Verschwindungssätze, Hyperbolizität, Mannigfaltigkeiten allgemeinen Typs und "Strömen
(currents), sowie Effektivitätsprobleme für glob~e Erzeugung.

Vortragsauszüge

T. Bandman:

Holomorphic mappings between pro jective varieties oe general type

Joint work with D. Markushevich.

We sketch the proof of the following

Theorem. There exists a function 8 = 8(11., r, k) such thcit tor any pair oE varieties )(, }"
with at most canonical singularities and nef and big canonicalli~e bundles K x resp. K y

th~ number R(X, Y) of rational dominant maps f : )( - - --'f .Y is bounded by .8(n, r, k),
where n = dim(X), k = (Kx)n and r = rx . ry is the pro.duct of inc:!ices oE the varieties
X and Y. .

Corollary 1. For aily two surfaces X, Y of general type we have R(X, Y) ::; 6(h 1 , h~),

where h 1 = dimH1(X, Z);.h2 =. dimH 2 ()(, Z), and 8 is a function depending only on :]
variables.

Corollary 2. There is a function 6, such that {ar arbitrary threefolds ( ...Y. Y) of general
type R(X, Y) ::; ö(r, km), where r = rx . ry and km is the cube oE the canonical dass u{

the. minimal model oE }{.



V. Batyrev :

Variations of Hodge structures on Calabi-Yau manifolds

The talk is devoted to some relations between two different variations of Hodge structures
on Calabi- Yau manifolds and theoretical physics. The two variations are connected by

Mirrar Symmetry discovered by physicists.

T. Bauche:

Asymptotics of certain determinants

Let X be a compact camplex manifold of dimension n endowed with an arbitrary metric
wand L a positive hermitian line bundle over X with a global section S E HO(X,.L). ~
consider ~he asymptotic behaviour of the quadratic form Qk(U) = Ils ® (TII~, where 11·.
is the global L 2 -norm on HO(X, L k ). If >.~ ~ .•. ~ ,\~. denote the eigenvalues of QIc w.r.t.
the' L 2 -norm and cl(L, h) the first ehern ~orm associated to the'metric h of L, we prove

Theorem.

The proof relies heavily on heat kernel estimates.

F. Catanese:

Representation of fundamental groups cf some open surfaces and applications

If F is a Coo 4-manifold, and P an 50(3) topological bundle, we consider the case where
the virtual dimension V - dirn = -2pt - 3(b+ - b1 + 1) is O. For a generic metric 9,

the moduli space M (P, g) has a number of points qM (P) counted with multiplicity, which

yields a COO invariant of M. To calculate qM(P), Kronheimer introduced a theory •

orbifold bundles on orbifold space X, in particular considering the case where Parises
M, aresolution of .JY, by representations p : 1T't(.JY#).~SO(3), X# being the nonsingular
part of X. When AI := S a smooth algebraic surface, we want X to be its canonical
model, and with a lot of singular points. We study the example where X n •m is a double
cover of IP I x IP I branched over 2n horizontal and 2m verticallines, and describe explicitly

all these representations~ showing that in all cases hut one, they are determined by the
Stiefel- Whitney dass W2. Modulo some Ansatz we prove

Theorem. Consider a Horikawa surface (K 2 = 2X - 6) with 161K2
• JE Pt = -6X and

w:! == 1(4) [or all w( = W2( P)), then there is a number a such that qs( P) = 0,1, or Q.
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We need to study the other family of these Horikawa surfaces. and to calculatc t.he

qs( P)'s there. For these we have some examples by U. Persson for which we have calculated
;Tl CrY#), hut not yet the representation p.

K. eho:

Several characterizations cf projective space and hvperguadrics

Joint work with Y. Miyaoka.

The following characterizations of projective space an~ hyperquadrics are well-known:

Siu and Y~u gave a characterization of projective space in terms of the positivity of the
bisectional curvature in. complex differential geometry. Later Siu gave a charact~rization

of hyperquadries in a similar method. Finally Mok gave a characterization of hermitian
symmetrie spaces of compact type.

In algebraic geometry, Mori gave a characterization of projective space in terms of am
pleness of the tangent bundle. Before this there was a characterization of projective space
and hyperquadrics by Kobayashi-Oc~ai. In this talk I give a new characterization which
generalizes Mori's and Kobayashi-Ochiai's results. ~

G. Dethloff:

Hyperbolicity of complements of 3 curves in IP 2

Joint work with G. Schumacher and P. M. Wong.

Conjecture (Kobayashi, Zaidenberg)". Let 1(d1 , ••• ,dle ) == {U7=1 ri : r i is a hyper
surface oE degree di in !PR} and 1-l(d1 , ••• ,dle ) == {r E 1(d1 , ••• ,dic) : n>n \ r is cpmplete
hyperbolic, hyperbolica11y embedded}. Let L:=1 di 2: 2n + 1. Then 71.( d1 , .. :, die) contains
a nonempty Zariski opensubset of l(d l , •.•d le ).

We deal with the surface case (n == 2). The case k ~ 4 of the conjecture is true, for k == 1,2
it is unknown. In the case k == 3 we have the following resuits:

Theorem. (a) Tbe conjecture is true for 3 quadrics (1(2,2,2)).

(b) The conjecture is true for 2 quadries and a line (1(2,2,1)).

(e) The conjecture is true for d1 + d7. + d3 ~ 7, exeept possibly in the cases l(l, l,d),

1(1,2, d), 1(1, 3,3).

In the talk" ideas of the proofs of (a) and (b) are given. P. M. Wüng proves (c) in a seperate

talk.

L. Ein:

Pluricanonical and adjoint linear systems on smooth 3-folds

Joint work with R. Lazarsfeld.

Using cohomological techniques developed by Kawamata, Shokurov and others, "we Find

effective results of Reider-type on freeness of linear systems on smooth projective 3-folds.
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In particular we show that if X is a smooth minimal 3-fold of general type, then ImKX I
is free for m ~ 7.

A. Fujiki:

On the holcmorphic symplectic structure cf moduli spaces of vector bundles on certain

open surfaces

Motivated by the work of Nakajima and Kronheimer we look for a natural formulation for
the existence of a holomorphic sympleetic form on the moduli space of holomorphic veetor
bundles on certain open algebraic surfaces. In fact, this leads to an analogue of Mukai's
theorem in the open case, where the moduli space M in question is that of simple sheaves
framed along the boundary. . ' _

Our main result is: Let S be a compact smooth surface and D a divisor on S such th.

K 5 + 2D is trivial, where K s is the canonical bundle. Then M is smootb and admits a
natural holomorphic symplectic strueture.
Here, the result ean actually be formulated in the category of V -surfaces, and then it is
applicable to tbe case of Nakajima and Kronheimer above.

H. Gillet:

Chow groups cf degen~rations

Joint work with S. Bloch and C. Soule.

If X is a smooth projective variety over a discretely valuated field K, we define analogs of
various groups of forms and currents on varieties over C (whieh has an archimedean v~

luation). These are defl.ned as direct/inverse limits of Chow homology/cohomology groups
of special fibres of models of X· over the valuation ring.
For these groups we prove an analog of regularity of ddc

, and also that the kernel and
cokernel cf ddc can be ~omp.uted on any single model with special fibre a divisor with
normal crossings. -

If X is semistable and we replace Chow groups by homology then we show K er(ddC
) :::::

coker(ddC
).

R. Kobayashi:

Ried-Hat Kähler metrics on affine algebraic manifolds

The talk is about the existence of Ricci-flat Kähler metrics on affine aIgebraic manifolds
of. the form X - D, where )( is a Fano manifold and D is a divisor with simple normal

crossings. Examples of classes of (X, D) such that X - D admits a complete Ricci-ßat
Kähler metric are given and the idea of the proofs of existence are indicated. Finally it is
shown that Van de Ven's conjecture ean be solved using Rieci-Hat Kähler metries on affine
algebraic manifolds.
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T. Mabuchi:

Unigueness and periodicity of extremal Kähler vector fields

Let )( be a compact connected complex manifold endowed with a Kähler dass;. Ir-.:
admitsan extrelnal Kähler metric w in the sense of Calabi ~ then we have a. holomorphic

vector field V,u := v'~ 1 ~ gßa lJauw 8a on _Y, where er'.JJ denotes the scalar curvature of .JJ.

Then we have

Theorem A. Let Wl, W2 be extremal Kähler metrics in the class l' Then there exisis an
e1eIp..ent 9 E AutO (X). such that 9. VW \ = Vw~.

Theorem B. Assume that '1 = Cl (.X"). ~hen the real vector field (Vw)R := Vw ";" v:..,
associated to 'Vw (where w is an extremal Kähler metric in the class -y) is periodic. l.e.~

generates an 5 1 -action.

The pfoof dep~nd5 on a detailed analysis of moment ma'ps associated to (Gm)r actions on
X. We actually use some Q-structures on moment maps and define a Q-bilinear form on

the" Lie "algebra associated to a maximal algebraic torus of .4utO(X). "~:;.

L. Manivel:

Vanishing theorems for ample vector bundles

Let E be an ample vector bundle of rank r on a smooth projective variety ~Y of dimension n.

On the relative Hag manifold Y = Gr(E)~ X live line bundles LP indexed by sequences

p E Nr. If p is decreasing ~nd non-negative, tr* LP = SPEis the. vector bundle on ..Y
associated to E and the irreducible" representations of Ql(r, C) with dominant weight p.

When E is ample, LP also is and we get vanishing theorems using the Borel-Le Potier

spectral sequence and applying Kodaira-Nakano vanishing to LP.
If p is same partition, let l(p) (resp. Ipl) be the number of its non-zero (resp. the SUfi of
its) components. Let X be the permutation of {I, ... , r} reversing the order.

Theorem. (A) Let J.I. and LI be partitions, E arnple of rank T 2: [(p.) + [(1/) on X. Then

(B) Suppose E is nei and that far some partition 1f' o( n, Ix S1r(E) > ~, S1r being the
charaeteristie dass of E defined by the Schur symmetrie Eunction oE weight 1f'. Then for
every partition p such 'thatl(p)"~ l(1r),



Y. Miyaoka:

On characterizations of pro jeetive space

Joint work·with K. eho.

This is a continuation of the talk given by K. Cho. We gi ve a new numerical characteri

zation of complex projective space and smooth hyperquadries. Let X be a Fano manifold

of dimension n over the complex numbers (i.e. (-Kx) ample or equivalent Cl(X) >.0).
Define tbe length I(X) of X as I(X) := min{( -Kx . C)IC is a rational curve C X}. It is

well-known that 0 < I(X) ~ n + 1. Then our theorem ean be stated as:

Theorem. Let X be a Fano manifold of dimension n over C.

If I(X) = TJ- + 1, then X is isomorphie to IP n
•

H I(X) = n, then X is isomorphic to a hyperquadrie.

N. Mok:

e,

Thc gap phenomenon on hermitian Ioeally symmetrie spaces

Let o/r be a hermitian locally symmetrie space of the non-compact type. Conjecturally

there exists a constant € > 0 depending ooly on n for which the following holds:

Let SeX be a compact complex submanifold such that the second fundamental form

~slx is everywhere of norm< €. Then S is a totally geodesic complex submanifold when
X is not exceptional.

A proof of this conjecture is presented in the special case of curves S.

K.Oguiso:

Fibre space structure of Calabi-Yau 3-folds and related topies

The purpose of the talk is to study an algebraic fibre space strueture on a minimal Calabi

Yau 3-fold X via the numerieal strueture on X. More preeisely we construct an algebraie

fibre space stru'cture on ~Y from a pair (X, D) with D a nef effeetive divisor on X and

classify all of them by numerical invariants v(JY, D) and D.C2(X) into 6 types, each of

which actually exists.

T.Ohsawa: e
L2 -cohomology vanishing and stability of harmonie forms

Let ~Y be a reduced compact complex spaee of pure dimension n and H(2)(X) the L 2 _

cohomology of X in the sense of Cheeger.

Theorem 1. H(2)(X) ~ IH(X), where IH()() denotes the (middle) intersection coho
mology. In particular~ II(2)(~Y) is a topological invariant of ."J(.

Theorem 2. If JY admits a Kähler metric, H(2)(X) = Ef:) Hr;r(.-Y:). Here Hei) := ([u) E
1{(:!)('~)lu is of type (p, q)}
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Theorem 1 is a consequence of an L"!. -cohomology vanishing theorem alld 'fheorem 2 is

obtained by generalizing Theorem 1 to certain complete metrics on ~\.rr.g and establishint.;
astability theorem far harmonie farms.

B. Shiffman:

Aigebraie approximation of holomorphic maps and the Kobayashi metric on pro jective

manifolds

Joint work with J. P. Demailly and L. Lempert.

1t is shown that every holomorphic map from a Runge open set n in an affine algebraic

variety into a projeetive algebraie ma~fold ~Y can be approximated uniformly by Nash

algebraic maps from any relatively compact domain f2 0 ce fl. In the case w&en n is
the unit clise, this result can be used to show that the Kobayashi pseudo-distance on )(

can be computed solely in terms of the closed algebraic curves on X. More g~nerally,

when n is the. unit ball in CP, the approximation theorem shows that the p-dimensional

Eisenman metric of a quasi-projective algebraic manifold can be computed in.!~rrris of the

Eisenman volume of its p-climensional algebraic subvarieties. As another applica~ion it is
shown that if 0 0 ce n eS, where S is an affine algebraic manifold and n is '-Runge, and

if E is a holomorphic vector- bundle on 0, then there exists a Nash algebraic7embedding

n t-.+ Z intoan algebraic manifold Z and an algebraic vector bu~dle E over t~ such that
Elo) ~ Eloo. ..

Y. T. Siu:

Effective Matsusaka Big Theorem

In the talk the following theorem on the effective bound for the Matsusaka theorem 1S

presented with a sketch of its proof:

Theorem. Let X be a compact complex mani[old o[ complex dimension n ~~lld L be all

ample line bundle over X and B be a.numerically effective holomorphic line 'bundle over
X. Let K X be the canonica11ine bundle oE X and C be the 9hern number ((n + 2) L +
B + K x )LTl.-l. Then the line bundle mL - B is very ample over )( when m is not Jess
than (24n n C(1 + c)n)n(6n3

)n.

The proof uses the following two new techniques: (1) a numerical criterion for the

existence of global holomorphic sections of a multiple of the difference of two ample line
bundles; (2) the stratification of an unre~uced subspace defined by multiplier ideal sheaves

instead of by finiteneighbourhoods of its .reduction. The precise statement of the first new

technique i~ as folIows. Let Fand G be ample line bundles ~ver X. Suppose

[11.-1/21 .

FTl._ " ( n ) F n
- 2q- 1G 2q+1 >0.

~ 2q.+l
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Then the dimension of global sections of k(F - G) over)( grows as a positive multiple of k n

as k goes to infinity. Here the symbol ((n - 1)/2} means the largest integer not exceeding
(n - 1)/2. The proof of .this statement uses the strang Morse inequality of Demailly. The
use of the stratification by subspaces defined by multiplier ideal sheaves depends on the
vanishing theorem of Nadel.

C. Soule:

Green cu"rrents

Joint work with H. Gillet and J .-B. Bost

Given Y C X, a closed irredueible ,subvariety Y of codimension p in a smoot,h projectivee
vanety X over the complex numbers, a Green current 9 for Y is a current oftype (p-1,p-]
such that, ·if Oy is the current given by integration over Y, ddc 9 + Oy is smooth on J-r.
We prove that these exist, discuss their unicity, and we show that we eau chose 9 = [11],
where 1] is a smooth form on X - Y which is Ll on X and has log growth along Y. We

discuss the possibility of finding 9 = [71] with 1] positive on X - Y. Finally we give an
example of a eurve Y in a 3-fold X such that such positive 9 do not exist.

M. Teicher:

New examples of surfaces of general type with zero signature and finite II,

In this talk we give some new examples of sunaees of general type with zero signature and
finite fundamental group whieh are spin manifolds.

A. Teleman:

Stable vector bundles over non-Kähler surfaces and geometrie structures

We give a eomplete proof \vith differential geometrie methods for the following Theorem
of Bogomolov:

Theorem. .4. elass V 110 surface with trivial second Betti number is isomorphie to either
a Hopf or an [naue surfaee.

Using Lübke's inequality 'we reduce the problem to the following

Proposition. A projectively Rat hermitian metrie on a surface is locally conformally Bat
Kähler.

In the second part of the talk we announce the following

Theorem. Let ()(, g) be a llermitian compact complex manifold and (E, h) a COO her
mitian bundle on it. Then there i.s a natural real analytic open embedding of moduli
spaces

8
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[f 9 is Gauduchon, the image is precisely the set oE g-stabJe bundles in ..\A"impl~( E).

H. Tsuji :

Analytic Zariski decomposition

Let )( be a smooth algebraic variety over C and L a line oundle over .\. It is a fundamentai

problem to study R(.X:, L) = EBr HO (.Y:, L0 r
). Ir L is ample this problem is not so difficult.

hut if L is not, it is hard to study R(X, L). The aim of this talk is to reduce the problem

to the case of "positive sheaves". Namely we have:

Theorem. Let}J( be ci smooth projective manifold and L a big line bundle on )(. Then
there exists a singular hermitian metric h on L such that

(1) curv(h) ? 0 (positivity)

(2) If F(i) is the sheaf of germs of Iocal L2 -holomorphic sectionsof (L0 i ,h0 i ), then
HO(X,F(i)) ~ HO(LflJ(i)) noids {ar al1 i ~ o. (maximality)

(3) For al1 modifications 1 : y --+X, the pair (/* L, j* h) has the propertiJt;'("l) and (2).
(naturali ty) "~"

We call T = curv(h) analytic Zariski decomposition"of L.

J. Winkelmann:

Complex geometry on parallelizable manifolds

Joint work with A.. T. Huckleberry.

Let X be a compact complex parallelizable manifold. By a result of Wang, X = GIr,
with a complex Lie group G and r a discrete subgroup. There always exist abelian Lie
subgroups A of G with closed orbits in )(, herice subnianifolds which are tori.. On the
other hand, up to translation, there are only countably many parallelizable submanifolds.

A submanifold Z C X = GIr has Kodaira dimension zero iff it is parallelizable. In

general, if Z C X = GIr, the pluricanonical fibration may be realized as a quotient by
an action of a Lie subgroup H of G: Z~Y == ZIH. Therefore the base Y is of general
type. Furthermore thi~ implies restrietions on the dimension, e.g. if G is simple, then

codim(Z) 2:: JdimG for all Z c .~ = Glr.
Other results: Let / : C---f.X = GIr holomorphic. Then the Zariski closure of the image
of f is parallelizable. For every compact complex manifold lvI there exists a holomorphic
vector bundle E which is not holomorphically trivial.

P. M. Wong:

Comolement of curves in IP2

Joint work with G. Dethloff and G. Schumacher.

This talk is a continuation of the one given by. G. Dethloff where an outline of the proof

of the case of 3 quadrics was given. [n general we have:



11, ...

Theorem. Let C :::: Cl + C 2 + C 3 be a curve in 1P2 where Ci, i :::: 1,2,3, are irreducible
components. ~~1ssurne that each Ci is smooth and in general position. Assurne further that
the logarithmic ehern ~umbers satisly th'e condition ci - (;2 > 0, and C + K TP 2 > o. Then
every entire holomorphic curve f : C~IP3 \ C is algebraic degenerate.

Note that the assumptions of the theorem are satisfied if degCi = di = d ~ 3, i :::: 1,2,3.

,Corollary. Let the assumptions on C be as in the theorem and assume moreover that
none of the curves passes through the points of tangency oE a common tangent of the other

two curves. Then IP 2
\ C is Kobayashi hyperbolic anc:I hyperbolically embedded in ]p2.

P. Yang:

Extremal ·metrics for the determinant

On a compact Riemannian 4-manifold (M, 90) the conformal anomaly formula for log ~:~i~

for the conformal Laplacian operators Lw and Lo of the pair of conformally related metries
9w = e2wgo splits naturally into two parts. The first of which contains the quadratic form
of the conformally invariant operator P :::: ~ 2 + div{ ~R - Rij )d. We define conformal
invariants kn :::: 1611"2 X - i J IWeyll2 and kp :::: 1611"2 X - tJ ]Weyl!2 and prove that 'if
ko < 3211"2, the log determinant is extremized at a conformal metric 9V which satisfies a
fourth order equation. If kp < 3211"2, the main part of the log determinant is extremized at
a conformal metric gp which satisfies a simpler fourth order equation. In several important
instances we can identify these extremal metries 90 or gp with natural canonical metries.
This is done through uniqueness assertions for the extremals.

Berichterstatter: o. Küchle
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Tagungsbericht 27/1993

Differential-Algebraic Equations:
Theory lind Applications in Technical Simulation

June 13 ~ June 19 1993

The lneeting was organized by H.G. BOCK (Heidelberg), P. RENTROP (München), and
W.C. RUEINBOLDT (Pittsburgh).

The meeting~s 37 talks showed the growing importance of differential-algebraic- equations in
many areas of application like -multibody system'dynamics, chemical engineering, biolnechanics,
civil engineering,or ecology, where DAE models are often a more natural, if not the only way

of describing a system. This has also prompted much theoretical work especially in the fields of
differential geometry and numerical analys'is. The former leads to an understanding of DAEs as
differential equations on manifolds (or: with invariants), and the latter contributes a nunlber of
new discretization schemes for DAEs together with ways to preserve the invariants. All in all.
the results presented at the nleeting clearly demonstrated that DAEs a.re a lively field of active
resea.rch fostered by theory and application alike, from which Inany exciting results are still 1.0

bp. expecteu in the future.

Some of the topics t.aken up during the meeting a.re: Numerical Solution of DAEs with IlJ
Conditioned Constraints, Multistep Methods for Constrained Multibody Systems (MßS). Opti
luization Problems for DAEs with lnvariants, Stability Investigations for Discretization Schemes
for DAEs, Symplectic Integration of Constrained ~lBS, Regularization of DAEs, DAEs versus
ODEs in MBS Dynamics, A New Reduction of the EULER-LAGRANGE Equations, Stabilization
of Invaria.nt Manifolds, DAEs in River Models, Event-Controlled Simula.tion, DAEs in Chemical
Engineering, Numerical Solution of General IIigher Index DAEs, and many rnore.

The Inceting brought together rese~rchers from universities a.nd industry, many 01" whom are
just starting their careers. These young scientists in particular profi ted from t.he participation
01" mauy renowned researchers a.nel the opportllnity for discussions with thenl in the uniquc at
lIlosphere of the institute.
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Abstracts

Numerical Solution of DifFerential.Algebraic Equations with
DI-Conditioned Constraints

L. PETZOLD

University of Minnesota
(Joint work with Y. RES·& T. MALY

We consider the numerical solution of higher-index differential-algebraic
equations with ill-conditioned or rank-deficient constraints. These types of prob
lems arise for example in the solution of constrained mechanical systems, when
a mechanism's trajectory passes through or near a kinematic singularity. \Ve
deri ve a dass of methods for these problems which are· based on minimization
of the norm of the constraints. The new methods are analogaus to trust region
methods of-numerical optirnization. We give error estimates and convergence
and stabilityresults for the new methods, and present same numerical expt<:ri
ments which illustrate their effectiveness.

l\1ultistep and One-Leg Discretizations of Structured DAES

GUSTAF SÖOERLIND

Lund University, Sweden
(Joint work with CARMEN AREVALO, Univ. Simon Bolivar. Venezuela)

\Ve consider various possibilities of discretizing semi-explicit index 1 and :!
DAEs in HESSENBERG form, with special emphasis on order <lnd convergence.
The equations are discretized by multistep and one-le.~ rnethods ad~pl.eJ r.o the
structure of the problem - the system is partitioned t~quation-wiseor variabl~

wise. It is shown how these discretizations are reJated,· anti that they cover a
broad dass ofpossible techniques, including BAUMGARTE stabilization and the
so-calJed indirect approach. In addition. we show that it is possible t.o solve
index 2 problems with explicit methods. resembling the "half-p.xplicit" 1I1ethods
due LO HAIRER. BRASEY and LUBICH. FuH order conditions are given, thus
constructing a comprehensive theory for the order of compound discretizations.
For one-Ieg methods, "order reductionH may oecur: it is hriefly discussed and
demonstrated that this is a resonance etfect, ir difference operators with uni
modular fOOts are applied to the system. An important conclusion is that the
system m~lst not be "overdiscretized", and an example is given showing t.hat it
is feasible to f.onsider treating problems with La~ran~ian multipliers, witholll.
discrctizing the multiplier variables.' .



A Multistage Approach to OptimizatioD Problems Cor
DAEs with Invariants

VOLKER SCHULZ

{Wa, Universität Heidelberg

Typical boundary value problems Cor DAEs with invariants are initial value
problems (e.g. index redueed descriptor-Corm for multibody systems), two point
boundary value systems (e.g. discretizations of PDEs), overdetermined BVP
(from parameter identification) or optimization BVP (e.g. optimal design, di
reet optimal control problems). A fifth type brings additional invariants into
tbe game, which are not an outcorne of tbe system dynamics: BVPs derived
from optimal control problems by tbe necessary Pontrjagio conditions. These
"BVPs really need to be stabilized by invariants. In a multiple shooting method
tbis can be done by projection of the trajectory and its Wronskian to their
invariant manifolds after eacb integration step. A seeond approach is appli~a:;.
ble to multiple shooting and eollocation, which are both standard metbods fooi
the numerical solution of BVPs. Tbe idea ia first of to satisfy the considered
invariant and solve the arising continuity conditions on the remaining space o"f
degrees of freedorn as good as possible. This is equivalent to orthogonal pro
jection of tbe solution at the gridpoints and can be shown to have "very good"
linear convergence bebavior (generalized GAuss-NEWTON method). This ap
proach"leads to a natural frame work not only to treat ordinary boundary value
problems for DAEs with invariants, but also BVP with an objective function to
be minimized.

ß·Blockers for Multistep Methods far
Constrained Multibody Systems

CLAUS FÜHRER & GUSTAF SÖOERLIND

Lund University, Sweden &. DLR, Oberpfaffenhafen

For classification of various approaches to numerically solve Constrained
Multibody Problems by means of multistep methods the dead beat control ap
proach is studied, when applied to the discretized form. It could be shown that
by shifting certain eigenvalues related to the tT-generating polynomial ioto the
origin the dass of so-called half explicit methods are obtaioed.

Shifting other tT-related eigenvalues in the index-3 case results in the weB
known GEAR-GUPTA-LEIMKUHLER approach. The index-reduced index-2 [or
mulation introduces invariantB Lo the problem. These can be associated with
tbe roots of tbe p-generating polynornial. These can be turned into constraints
(o-eigenvalues) by applying the same technique as above resulting in coordinate
projection methods.
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By this technique the relation between coordinate projection and derivative
projection methods, the discrete state space form and others could be shown
for the linear case.

Stability Investigations {ar SemiAExplicit IndexA2-Systems

RÜOIGER WEINER

University of Halle
(with JÖRG WENSCH & KARL STREHMEL)

We consider linear, time dependent DAEs of index 2

y' B(t)y + C(t)z + q(t)

o D(t)y + r(t)

We assume the essential underlying ODE (in the form introduced by ASCHER

and PETZOLD)

V' = (Al + A2)V + g(t)

to be dissipative. Our aim is to derive conditions for the numerical solution to
be contractive for the essential underlying ODE. Under additional assumptions
we obtain for projected RUNGE-KuTTA methods for the difference of numerical
solutions a relation of the form

R the "extended stabilty function". The components determined by A2 are in
tegrated by the underlying RK-method, the components determined by ..\2 are
integrated in a different way, for DIRK-methods explicitly. Stability regions
for cammon RK-methods are plotted. numerical tests confirm the theoretical
results.

Small Perturbations in Differential- Algebraic Systems of
Index 2 and 3

MARTIN ARNOLD

Universität Rostock

The perturbation index of a ditrerential-algebraic system gives an intuitive
measure of the difficulties that have to be expected during the numerical so
lution. For systems in HESSENBERG form, upper bounds for the inftuence of
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perturbations on tbe analytical solution are known from the definition of the
perturbation index. These can be improved substantially for tbe differential
components of the solution. For systems that are linear in the algebraic com
ponents the bounds can be further decreased. If systems in HESSENBERG form
are discretized by suitable m~thods then similar bounds can be obtained for the
inftuence of small errors that arise in tbe implementation on tbe computer (e.g.
errors in the iteretive solution of systems of nonlinear equations and round*Off
errors). Several modifications of tbe discretized schemes for higher index sys
tems bave been discussed in tbe literature. The error bounds can be used to.
prove that some of tbese modifications yield numerical methods that are more
robust against small errors in the numerical solution.

State-Estimation within Multibody Simulation Software

WILtI KORTÜM

DLR - Oberpfaffenhofen

State-estimators (KALMAN filters, LUENBERGER state-observers) are re
quired for controUed mechanical systems such as advanced »mechatronic" ve
hicles. On tbe ather· hand, vehicle system dynamics is modelIed as multibody
systems leading to DAEs. In this presentation, first the tech~ological problem
was stretched. It leads to the request to implement nonlinear state-estimators
within a descriptor (DAE}-formulation of the multibody equations of motion.
In the following abrief survey Of the state-of-the-art of MBS software and its
suitability for implementing state-estimators was giveo. Theo, the different
versions of observers and KALMAN filters and their computational efforts were
pointed out. This included state-observers for descriptor formulations as weil as
tbe so-called EKF (= extended KALMAN filter). Finally, the implementation of
such estimators within a specific MBS-code was sketched and (a) rather targe
lists of open problems hoth tbeoretical and computational were presented with
the intent to create appetite in tbe audience to attack some of tbem ...

oifterential-Algebraic Equations Cor
Hominoid Models and Insulator Chains

PETER KAPS

Universität Innsbruck

We give the equations of motion in descriptor form for three applications:
1. Simultaneous determination of the coefficient of kinetic friction and drag

area in straight running on a slope witb variable inclination.
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2. Determination of tbe reaction forces for an Alpine skier running aver
moguls.

3. Load transposition caused by insulator failure on a double tension set of
high voltage lines. For an insulator string with 33 elements the equations of mo
tion are numerically integrated on state space form as ODE and on descriptor
form using generalized cartesian <;oordinates as DAE. The DAE formulation is
easier aod leads to sborter computing times.

Symplectic IntegratioD of CODstrained Multibody Systems

ERNST HAIRER & LAURENT JAY

Universite de Gene~e

The equatioDs of motion for constrained multibody systems are written in
the Hamiltoniao formalism. For their numericaJ solution we search for methods
which are

a)" ~ymplectic

b) stifByaccurate.

It is shown "that 00 RUNGE-KUTTA methods can satisfy these requirements.
Within tbe dass of partitioned RUNGE-KUTTA methods the combination of Lo
BATTO lIlA and LOBATTO IIIß methods is proposed. It is symplectic, stifHy .
accurate, super-convergent, and the numerical solution satisfies the same con
straints as the analytical solution does. The maiD results with proofs are pre~

sented in the thesis of LAURENT JAY.

BDF Methods for Stift' DAEs: On Stability and Convergence

CHRISTIAN LUBICH

Universität Würzburg

Backward differentiation formulae (BDF) are widely used in the numerical
solution of differential-algebraic equations. This talk Is concerned with stability
and convergence results for such methods. Stiff DAEs of index 1 and 2 are
considered, taking tbe equations of motion of strongly damped constrained me
chanical systems aB an example. Tbe basic assumption is uniform well-posedness
in {,2 of t~e frozen-coefficient Iinearized problems. Hy combining FOURIER and
perturbation techniques, it ia shown that BDF methods produce numerical solu
tions that are 12-stable in the algeb·raic variables, and IOO-stahle in the differential
variables. Convergence of optimal order then folIows.

5
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Half..Explicit Methods Cor .Index 3 DAEs: Pros and Cons

ALEXANDER OSTERMANN

Universität Innsbruck

This talk is coocerned with the numerica1 integration of semi-explicit index
3 DAEs by half-explicit RUNGE-KuTTA methods. These methods only treat
the algebraic variables (and equations) implicitly. hence have computational
advantages compared 10 fully implieit schemes. A ~hort overview, concerning
the convergence properties of such methods is given. It turns out that there
exist half-explicit methods of arbitrarily high order. The implementatioo can
be done in a way very similar to half-explicit index 2 methods. Due to the
fairly high index, the resulting codes are of course more sensitive with respect
10 perturbations.

Regularlzation Car DAEs

ROBERT Q'MALLEY

University of Washington

The e = 0 problem for the index-one DAE

ü = A(t)u + B(t)v + I(t)
o = C(t)u + eD(t)v + g(t)

(m eqns)
(n < m eqns)

(e > 0) is an index-two DAE when CB iso invertible. It is equivalent to the
singular perturbation problem

eü = -BD-1(Cu+g) +e(Au + I)

when D-l exists. Setting

yields the decoupled fast-slow system .

{
ey = -A(t) (y + (In 0] (e'C)-le'g + e (A(~) + I) 1)
z = (A(~) +1)2

whose solution is dear when A(t) has a hyperbolic: splitting.
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Attention to the houndary value problem with

Rou(O) + RIU(l) = S

prescribed is given.

OD IDdex-2 Dift'ereotial Aigebraic Equations

RoSWITHA MÄRZ

Humboldt-Universität Berlin

Linear continuous coefficient index-2 DAEs A(t)z'(t) + B(t)z(t) = q(t) a.s
weH as quasilinear equations A(t)z'(t) + g(z(t), t) = 0 are discussed, where 9 is
supposed to have a continuous Jacobian g~(z, t) and certain part of gaz. t). The
nullspace ker A(t) =: N is assumed to be constant. Let Q denote a projector
into N, P := /- Q. Forming AI(t) := A(t) + B(t)Q, Nt(t) := ker AI(t), Set) :=

{z E lRm: B(t)z E imA(t}},S.(t) := {z E m.m : B(t)?: E imA1(t)}, we may
characterize index-2 DAEs by the conditions .

Denote by QI(t) the projector onto Nt(t) along SI(t), Pl(t) ;= I - Ql(t). Now
the decomposition IRm = N Eil PSI(t) e PNI(t) becomes true, and we may
decouple the linear DAE in its characteristic parts. An analogous decoupling
of integration methods (BDF, IRK) makes their behaviour transparent. In
particular it comes out that the same methods are produced for the inherent
regular ODE iff the projector PI (t) is constant.

For nonlinear DAEs assume the nullspace component Qx to be involved
in the derivative free part linearly. In that C88e, linearization makes sense.
Givena solution z. e C~, the initial value problems A(t),r'(t) + g(z(t), t) =
0, P PI(S)(z(S) - z) = 0 are proved to have C1 solutions for sufficiently small
I P P1(S)(z - x.(S» I via linearization and decoupling. Following these lines,
the BDF is shown to be feasible and weakly unstable but convergent with the
expected order. However, while for linear DAEs the weak instability is related
to the nullspace components QZI ooly, even in nonlinear HESSENBERG form
DAEs the state components P Pi,IXr are also affected by that instability.
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On Stability of Dynamical Systems Described by
Dift'erential-Algebraic Equations

PETER C. MÜLLER

Bergische Universität Wuppertal

Singular systems (descriptor systemst differential-algebraic equations) are a
recent topic of research in oumerical mathematics, mechanics and control theory
as weil. But compared with common methods available for investigating regular
systems ma.ny problems still have to be solved making also available a complete
set of tools 10 analyze, to design and to simulate singular systems. In this
contribution the aspect of stability of motion is coosidered.. Same new results
for linear singular systems are presented based 00 a generalized Lyapunov ma
trix equation. Particularly, (or mechanical systems with holonomic constraints
the well-known stability theorem of THOMSON and TAIT is generalized. Some
additional results are given for nonlinear mecha.nical systems with holono~i.~_

constraints based on the LVAPUNOV theory with respect to apart of variabl~ .
using the Hamiltonian as a LVAPUNOV function. '~

Differential-Algebraical versus Ordinary Differential Equations
in Multibody System DynaIllics

WERNER SCHIEHLEN

University of Stuttgart

DAEs are popular in multibody system dynamics. The reasons are as folIows:
1. standard modeling techniques can be applied,
2. singularities don't occur and as a consequence
3. multistep integration works continuously without any restart.
In principle, DAEs may replace the expert in multibody dynamics simulation"

by the computer. However, DAEsare rar away (rom real time simulations ahd,
therefore, ODEs are still of interest. in multibody system dynamics.

Complex multibody systems are analysed by cutting tbe loop result.ing in
tree topology and kinematic clOsing constraints, i.e. DAEs t which means a stan
dard modeling technique. For tree topology systems nonrecursive and recursive
formalisms like NEWEUL and SIMPACK, respectively, are generating tbe open·
Joop equations of motion automatically. The cOßstraints are given by implicit
equations which can be invetted to explicit equations between dependent and
conserved independent. coordinates using results from kinematics (WOERNLE,

1988). Then, coordinate partitioning is introJuced where two different sets of
conserved independent ~oordinates are controlled by the projection criterion to
overcome singularitites (BLAJER 1991, SCHIRM 1993). The motion coupling or
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the reaction coupling, respectively, closes finally the loop, Le. the DAEs are
reduced to ODEs. Further, the multistep integration code ia modified resulting
in an effieient restart after changing the set of independent coordinates. As
exampie , a torus ehain is cODsidered and simulation results are discussed.

Geometrie Index and Tractabiiity Index

MICHAEL HANKE

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

For fuHy implicit DAEs F(z, z') =0 REICH proposed a reduction process
using geometrie eonsideratioDS. Via this proceSs, a geometrie index can be
defined. RASIER and RHEINSOLDT gave suffieient eaDditions for this approach
to work. At the end of the reduction proeess we arrive at an ODE on a eertain
manifold. This is more than actually needed. Indeed, it would be sufficient to
construct astate space form wbich demands less smoothness properties. One can
modify the geometrie reduction proeess iD this respeet if one has the additional
assumption fulfilled that the kernet of Fy(z, y) is independent of (%, y).

Moreover, it is possible to translate the geometrie conditions iota canditions
in terms of F for the index 2 case. Going this way we arrive at the matrix
chain approach by GRIEPENTROG and MÄRZ. The laUer turns out to be an
(easily computable in practice) analytical counterpart of the geometry behind
the scenes.

On the Existence, Uniqueness of SolutioDB and the Convergence of
Wave Relaxation Methods for DAEs

. r'

•

MARIAN KWAPISZ
University of Gdansk, Polarid

The DAE system

Z'(t)

y{t)

!(Z,%,Z',z',y,y)(t), z(O) = io

9(z, z, z', z'. y, y)(t) •
with the VOLTERRA operators I, 9 was considered.

The existence and uniqueness results for this system were established under
tbe assumption that fand 9 are.LIPscHITZ continuous with LIPSCHITZ coeffi
cients ai and bi, i =1,2, ... I 6. respectively. and that the speetral radius of the
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matrix

I

•••

ia less than one.
It was also shown that uoder the same conditions the waveform relaXation

method (WRM)

l(zl:+1. Zl:t Z}+I' z}, YI:+l, Yi)(t) t %1:+1(0) = %0

9(ZI:+1. ZI:, Z~"'l' Z~t YI:+l, YI:)(t)t

%Ot Yo arbitrarily chosen, converges uni(ormly. It was shown also that for
this method one can get better errar evaluation than for the standard PICARO

iteration (aU indexes on the right hand side are k). It was mentioned that WRM
is suitable for parallel techniques.

A New ReductioD of the EULER-LAGRANGE Equations

WERNER C. RHEINBoLOT

University of Pittsburgh

A new approach is presented for the numerical solution of the EULER

LAGRANGE equations based upon the reduction of the problem to a second
order ODE on the constraint manifold. This procedure differs from the stan
dard index-three DAE-approach and allows to bypass same of the difficulties
encountered with higher index problems. The algorithm guarantees that the
constraints are automatically satisfied and requires a minimal number of eval
utations of second order derivative terms. In fact, second order derivatives are
shown to enter only through the second fundamental tensor of the constraint
ma.nifold. This tensor may be computed either explicitly when second deriva~'

tives are available or via an approximation procedure.. Examples show that the
method compares weIl with other available software.

StabilizatioD of Invariant Manif'olds, DAEs and Mechanical Systems

URI ASCHER
University of British Columbia, Vancouver

BAUMGARTE's me~hod for stabilizing index-reduced mechanical systems is
probably still the most popular stabilization technique. Bowever, the choice of
the parameters of this method is unclear. We argue why the choice of these
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parameters is bound to remain elusive. -We then proeeed to consider a sequence
of improvements. First, eonsider the stabilization of ODE invariants. Then,
discretize the stabilizing term in a special way. The obtained method is related
to coordinate projection. Its effectiveness is demonstrated by examples.

In the second part of the talk DAEs with singularities hut smooth solutions
are considered. A new Sequential Regularization Method ia proposed. to solve
such problems.

Numerical Integration of Constrained Hamiltonian Systems

S. REICH
Institut für Angewandte Analysis and Stochastik; Berlin

Different generalizations of symplectic and/or energy preserving integration
achemes for Hamiltonian systems were considered. These inciude constrained
Hamiltonian systems and the generalized EutER equatioDs on n-dimensional
LIE grOUp8. Especially we looked at techniques thai decompose the given dif
ferential equations inta sub problems that can be integrated exactly. These
splitting schemes cao be analysed eonveniently by the BALSER - CA.MPBELL 

HAUSDORFF formula and result in symplectic and/or energy preserving schemes.

On the Transieot Behavior of Sinusiodal Electrical Oscillators

W."MATHIS

Lehrstuhl rur Theoretische Elektrotechnik (RSE), Wuppertal

The deseription equations of electrieal networks for oscillator circuits are of
the type of algebr~differentialequations. Where the associated solution mani
fold contains at least a limit eyde. The steady-state behavior ean be described
hy averagiog or harmonie balance type methods. In the literature several vari
ants of these methods and their implementations will be discussed. On the other
hand for designers of oscillators its transieot behavior to the steady-state is of
same interest. Especially for the case of erysta! oscillators 00 robust methods
are available till now. In this paper the usefulness of LMS methods (e.g. BDF)
as weil as linear methods based 00 trigonometrie polynomiaJs will be discussed
and illustrated with realistic electrical oscillator networks. Another approach
for considering the transient of oscillatory behavior based on the calculation of
i18 envelop of a solution. We present same ideas and results for extending L.
PETZOLD's method 10 ealculate the envelop of an oscillatory solution.

11
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Numerical Properties of Circuit Models in Industrial Applications

U. FELDMANN

(Siemens t München)
coauthor: M. GÜNTHER (Technieal University München)

Models of electrie cireuits are often diseussed in mathematical literature
about numerieal integration of differential algebraie equatioos. Unfortunately
many results eannot be transf'erred directly to reallife applieatioDS

t
because the

underlying assumptions eitber eannot be cheeked easily or even are not fulfilled.
The purpose of tbe talk i9 10 demonstrate on simple practical examples, how

important numerieal characteristics like index, stiffness and smoothness are af
fected by the scheme for setting up the equations and by tbe accuraey level of
modeling. ',~.

................

Application of ROW' Methods far DAEs and PDEs in River Models

GERD STEINEBACH

. Bundesanstalt fÜI Gewässerkunde, Koblenz

Tbe blaze at tbe Sandoz cbemical factory in Basel in 1986 resulted in large
amounts of c~emieally poIluted water with catastrophic consequences in the
river Rhine. This was the starting-point 10 develop a Rhine alarm model for'
tbe predictioo of the transport and dispersion of a pollution plume.

Tbe model i8 based 00 an analytical approximation to tbe solution of the
underlying convection-diffusion equation. A more detailed modelling of river
proeesses is possible if numerical methods are taken ioto aceount. The meth.,~d

of lines in connection with ROW methods for the time-integration cf the seiiii.:
di8cretized PDEs is used in various applications. To avoid weil known erder
reduetion phenomena, the index-l DAE code RODAS (HAIRER, WANNER,

1991) was slightly modified to· rulfil the additional order-conditions according to
SCHOLZ (1989) and OSTERMANNt RoCHE (1991).
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Simulation Levels Cor Gasftow Networks

GABRIELE ENGL &: PETER RENTROP

Technische Universität München

A network forll)uhuion is introduced for the simulation of gas transmission
systems like a multi-cylinder internat combustion engine. Tbe· components of a
gas~ ftow network (chambers, pipes, connections) and the mathematical model
depend on the simulation level.

Chamber-states are described by ODE systems in time t. Unsteady gas
oscillations in pipes are not taken inta account on a simple simulation level.
A more complex model includes pipes" and the modelling of the pipe ftow by
the one--dimensional EULER equations of gas dynamitS, a hyperbolic system
of PDEs. Aigebraic equatioDS are introduced by· boundary conditions for the
pipe ftow. Semi-discretization of the resulting system of equations leads to a
DAE-system.

The numerical sol~tion is based on a TVD method· for the pipe equations
and a predictor-corrector method for the remaining DAE system. Numerical
simulation results are presented for an internal combustion engine: A higher
simulation level provides more information for an improved charge cyde. .

Descriptor Forms and Numerical Integration Methods far
CODstrained Mechanical Systems

BERND SIMEON

Technische Universität. München

The equati~ns of constrained mechanical motion form a system of index 3.
This descriptor form exhibits various difficulties for the numerical integration.
The first part of the talk concent.rates on a new formulation of the equations
of motion as projecting descriptor form of index 1. The basic idea is a redun
dant second order formulation of the equat.ions of motion. It turns out that
this second order formulation can be transformed ioto an index 1 system ·wbere
certain projectioDs guarantee that. the solution satisfies a11 constraints. In case
of the index 2 formulation, the tranaformatioD leads to an ODE-formulation
where standard methods cau be applied. In the Becond part, implementation
aspects are discu.ssed and practical examples from multibody system dynamics
illustrate the properties of this approach.
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N umerical Methods Car Constramed Hamiltonian Dynamic8

BEN LEIMKUHLER

University of Kansas

~olecules are multibody systems with tiny bodies. We locked at the various
approaches used to handle constraints in the multibody dynamics world and
developed tbese for partide dynamies with one additional requirement: syrn
plecticness. In this way. we get Hamiltonian state· space forrns. Hamiltonian
underlying aDEs (courtesy P. DIRAC) and then, finally and most practically
we fouod direct symplectic di.sc:retizations for constrained systems. We are ap
plying the latter techniques in macromolecular modelling where the constraints
arise through the removal ofthe highest frequency modes (corresponding to X-H
chemical bonds).

Event-Controlled Simulation

PER GaOVE THOMSEN

Technical University of Denmark

In many technical applications the dynamic model may change state. The
changes of state are contralIed by functions that change sign. .The control of
state transition is very important for the simulation process. In the presentation
a strategy of using continuous extensions to the numericaJ solution is suggested
for this process. In the case of ODE systems this is a known strategy, in the case
of DAEs tbe problem of finding consistent initial values for the restart in the
new state leads to a constrained optimization problem. ·New GERK-methods
are llsed for index 1 and 2. Tbe ideas are iIlustrated by a Reador Vessel pr~b-

lern. ;~~:

DifFerential-Algebraic Equations in Chemical Engineering

EOOA EICH

Linde AG, Höllriegelskreuth und München

Tbe dynamic simulat.ion of chemieal plants leads to differentiaI~algebraic

equations with discontinuities in the right hand side and in the variables them
selves. It IS shown for various models of unit operations that the index is in
most cases 2. Higher index problems occur depending 00 the specifications and
may result from control speeificatioDB. Discontinuities arise due 10 the preseoce
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of controllers and valves and tbe change of physical property equations (e.g.
phase changes). Numerical problems as weH as solution approaches are given.
These include the solution of the large nonlinear systems and the treatment of
discootinuities.

Software Tools Car Sensitivity Analysis or Numerical Solutions of
Multibody System Dynamies

JENa YEN

Computer Aided Design Software, Inc., lowa,. USA

Modeling parameters of multibody systems are used to describe geometry
of the constraints, characteristics of applied forces mass-inertia properties of
bodies, etc. Tbe sensitivity of numerical solution with respect to. tbe modeling
parameters is often the key to design improvements, moreover, the sensitivity
information cao be also used for same numericaJ treatments of tbe equations
and for selecting apprapriate numerical integration methods. Tbe parameters
in CAD and CAE are usually determined by either tedious calculation or same
3d hoc measurements. However, the effectiveness of numerical methods for
multibody systems is subject to the modeling parameters. The goal of this
sensitivity analysis of multibody system dynamics is to obtain computational
efliciency of simulation within tbe required accuracy of numerical solutions.
Applying automatie differentiation software tools to multibody system code, a
computer-oriented model is proposed to perform the sensitivity analysis of nu
merical solutions of constrained mechanical systems.

Efficient Integrators Cor Constrained Motion Equations

FLORIAN A. POTRA

University of lowa

By local parametrization of the differentiable manifold defined by the posi
tion and velocity constr&iots the equations of constrained motion are reduced
to a system of (unconstrained) equat.ions in a minimal number of coordinates.
In turn the latter system can be integrated by standard ODE solvers. However I

it is more efficieot not to perform this reduction explicitly but to work with the
constr&ined variables of the original problem. We show different ways for im
plementing efficiently this idea for implicit aod especially for explicit multistep
and RUNGE.. KUTTA methods.
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An Inverse Dynamics AOAMS-STÖRMER Method for the Simulation of
Multibody Sy~telD8 in Technical Applications

REINHOLD VON SCHWERlN

IWR, Universität Heidelberg

The metbod is a result of an attempt at an optimal dovetailing of multibody
formalisms and numerical solution methods, which is ooly possible to arrive at
through c10se interdisciplinary cooperation. The basic approach is to treat the
equations of motion of multibody systems as delivered by multibody fonnalisms
in their inverse dynamics (or residual) form and, in the DAE case, to operate
on the Index 1 system. The solution of the arising linear systems is perforrned

. by a structure exploiting linear algebra method which also leads to a c.heap way
to perform coordinate projection 10 the invariant manifolds. FurthermoreJJ~e

method takes advantage of the fact that the dynamic equations are of~na
order thus avoiding a. 8ubstant.ial amount cf overhead. - ~~

Automatie Evaluation of Taylor Coefficient Vectors and their
J acobian Matrices

ANDREAS GRIEWANK

Argonne National Laboratory

The numerical integration of ordinary differential equations aod differential
a1gebraic equatioos requires the evaluation or approximation of time-derivatives
and Jacobians W.f.t. tbe state-vector. It is shown here that these quantities can
be evaluated with high accuracy aod at an apriori bounded complexity when
the right hand aide and constraints are defined by computer programs. Sparsity
can be exploited and discontinuities can be detected. "~""

ComputatioD of Initial Values for Differential-Algebraic Equations
~n Supercomputers

w. SCRMIOT

Technische Universität München

The camputation of initi.al values for DAEs leads in general 10 a system cf
nonlinear equations. A new method for systems of nonlinear equations is intro
duced. It is based on the extension of KRYLOV-subspace to the nonlioear case
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and on the strategy of minimizing residuaJs. In the difference to linear problems
the determination of a correction vector in the nonlinear KRYLOV subspace leads
to a nonlinear least squares problem. With information from the hierarchical
structure of the method, these problems can be solved very efficiently.

The Numerical Solution of General Higher Index DAEs by a
CODstramt Preserving Integrator

STEPREN L. CAMPBELL 

North Carolina Sta~ UDivers~ty

Many numerical methods exist for solving DAEs. However all of these ap
proaches require same assumptions on index and structure. Most methods re
quire the index to be 1 or 2 .and sometimes 3. A general approach had been
presented before, however, it did not preserve constraints. This talk presents the
first general integrator for higher index DAEs which preserves all constraints,
including the implicit ones. No assumptions are made on the structure. Pre
liminary results from an integrator uoder development are presented.

DAEs Arising in the Simulation of Chemically Reacting Flows

ULRICH MAAS

Universität Stuttgart

Numerical simulation of reacting ftows is achalienging task due to the strang
interaction of ftow field, chemistry &od molecular transport. Mathematical mod
elliog ia performed by 80lving the set of NAVIER-STOKES equations (i.e. conser
vation of mass, moment.um, energy and species mass) which involves an enor
mous numerical and computational elfort due to t.he large number of equations,
the strong coupling, the non-linearit.y and the stiffness introduced by tbe chem
ical kinetics. A numerical model is presented which is based on the method
of lines. Spatial discretizat.ion of the partial differential equation system on
adapt.ive grids leads to a large number of ordinary differential and algebraic
equat.iona. It is shown that this approach allow8 the detailed simulation of re
acting ftows in up to 2 D geometries. However, for practical applicatioRs there is
a need of simplifying t.he governing equatioD syst.em. An approach is presented
which allows to dec.ouple the fast time scaJes of the chemical reactions and thus
enables a reduction of the Dumber of governing equations. The method is based
on an eigenvector analysis of the chemical rate equations. It can be applied
quile generally to ~eacting ftows.
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Solution Properties of Differential-Algebraic Systems Espacially in
the Presence of Singularities

P. J. RABIER

Pittsburgh

A recently developed differential-geometrie existenee theory for general im
plicit differential-algebraic systems (DAEs) has led to new results about certain
c1asses of singularities of the solutions of these equations. These singularities
include, for instance, the so called impasse points for RLC eircuits and they
oeeur also rather frequently in many other applications. Tbe general theory
will be reviewed and, wbere applieable, new results will be presented.

Numerical Treatment of DAEs with Impasse Points . '..

RENATE WINKLER

Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

\Ve consider mainly semi explicit autonomous DAEs

X f(z,y)

o g(x,y)

with x(t) E IRn
, y(t) E IRrn and suffieiently smooth functions fand g. Under .

certain degeneracy eanditions a loeal singularity of g~ causes impasse points,
where DO continuation of the solution exists. Standard codes for DAEs fai!.
in the neighbarhood of such points. Ta overcome this, we applied an idea ~f

P. RABIER and W. C. RHEINBOLDT (1992) for ODEs with certain singular.
points directly to the DAE. We changed the independent variable t, too[.t~
suitable normalizing condition and obtained an augmented quasilinear DAE
with geometrical or differential index).

The last part of the talk was devoted La the numerical simulation of tbe
'jump' to the stable part of M for systems with singularly perturbed background.
Our aim is to find the 'drop' point. For this we propase simply to increase (or
decrease) the values of some component Y' together with a homotopy::'method
for the eamputation of the other eomponents of y in dependence on Y' so long
as we find a new solution of g(Zt y) = o.

Berichterstatter: REIN HOLD VON SCHWERIN
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Konvexgeometrie

20.06. bis 25.06.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R. Schneider (Freiburg i. Hr.) und ~. M.
Wills(Siegen) statt. Sie hatte 45 Teilnehmer, von denen 40 Vorträge hielten. An
gesichts des unverändert starken Andrangs zu dieser Tagung und der vom In~titut

vorgegebenen zahlenmäßigen Begrenzungen waren das vertretbare" Obergrenzen.
\Vie bei der vorherigen Tagung zum selben Thema war man bestrebt. die Bezie.hun
gen zwischen der eher klassischen Konvexgeometrie und der Geometrie der Ba~ach

raume weiterhin zu verstärken. Aus heiden Gebieten gab es wesentliche Beiträge.
Hier sei vor allem auf die Lösung des Busemann-Petty-Problems hingewiese~ so
wie auf die Fortschritte in der Theorie der gemischten Volumina, Approxim~tion

konvexer Körper und Zonoide. Der Anteil an Teilnehmern und Vorträgen au~ der
Kombinatorischen Konvexgeometrie, der Diskreten Geometrie und Computat~onal

Geometry ist, bedingt durch die entsprechenden Oberwolfacher Tagungen~ leicht
zurückgegangen. Dennoch gab es auch hier bemerkenswerte Fortschritte. insb~son

dere die vVeiterentwicklung der Polytop-Algebra (~e\Veis des g-Theorems - Notwen
digkeit der Bedingungen - in diesrln Rahlnen), ~ber auch eine Verbesserung von
Nlinkowskis Schranke für dichteste gitterförmige Kugelpackungen und den Beweis
von L. Fejes T6ths Wurstvermutung in hohen Dimensionen.
\Veitere Beiträge betrafen geometrische Ungleichungen. geornetrische Tomographie.
Polytope, orientierte l\ttatroide, Helly-Typ-Sätze, Arrangements, topologische Me
thoden, jeweils mit Bezügen zur Konvexg~metrie; sowie eine neue Konvexitäts
Struktur auf affinen G rassmann- Mannigfaltigkeiten.
Insgesamt waren die Beiträge sehr vielseitig -und zeugten von der ungebrochenen
Iuathematischen Vitalität der Konvexgeolnetrie.
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K. BALL:

Lattice sphere-packing

It is shown t.hat für each n, there is a lattice in ]Rn that packs Euclidean balls
with volume density 21

-
n (n - 1 )((n). This estimate slightly improves the bound of

Davenport and Rogers. More interesting is that the method is very different from
the existing ones and is technically very simple. e
I. SARÄNY:

The limit shape theorem for convex lattice polygons

Let Pn denote the set of all convex polygons with vertices from the lattice ;Z2 that
lie in the unit square. 'rhis is the same (up to a homothety) a.s the set"of all convex
lattice polygons in the square [0, n]2. A. M. Vershik posed the following beautiful
question: 15 there" a "limit shape" of the polygons in Pn ? The answer is yes: let
Xp(x) stand für the characteristic function of P E Pn , i.e., Xp(x) = 1 or 0 according
to x E P or x 1:. P.
Theorem. There is a ~onvex set C in the unit square such that

r _1_ '" _ { 1 if x Eint C
n':"~ IP I ~ Xp(x) - 0 if x d C

n PEP" 'F

Actually, the boundary of C consists of four pieces of parabolas, each touching two
consecutive edges 'of the square at their midpoint.
Further, let Cn denote the set of all convex polygonal paths with vertices from ~Z'l

that connect (0,1) to (1.0) within the triangle (0,0), (l,OL (0,1). Set r = {(x~y):

VI + vy = I}. There is a limi t shape theorem for Cn as weil.
Theorem. For every f > 0 there is n( €) such that for n > 11.( €)

ti{ C E Cn not in the f-neighbollrhood of r}
ICnl < €.

K. BEZDEK:

On affine sllbspaces (hat. illulninate a. convex set

Let [{ hp. Cl. CUtlV(~X body in Ed
• i.e .. a con1pact COl1vex set wit.h Ilon-empty interior

in Ed. "\fe... say that a point. P E Ed \ /\' illulninates tlu~ hounuary point Q of I\~ if



,....

the open ray emanaling from Q having direction vector PQ nleels the inLcrior of
J{. Let L C Ed \ f{ he a.n affine suhspace in lEd of dinlension 1.. 0 ~ f: :::; d - I.
Then L illuntinates the boundary point Q of A- if there exists a point P,)f L that.
iII urninates Q _ Moreover, we say t.hat t he atfine su bspaces LI, L2 • ..•• L." C Ed \ 1\"
illuminate 1\" if every boundary point of [{ is illuminated by at least one of the
affine subspaces LI, L 2 , •.• , L~. Finally, let 1(( 1\") be thc smallest number of affine
subspaces of dimension elying in IEd

\ !{ that illuminate 1\". where 0 ~ f ~ d - 1. It

is easy to see that Io(f() ~ ld/<) ~ ... ~ /d-d!() = 2, moreover./((K) ~ rm-l.
Theorem 1. Le~ K be a convex body in E~. d ~ 3. Then /( can be illuminateq by
two (d - 2)-dimensioQal affine subspaces, i.e., Id- 2( !() = 2.
Theorem 2. Let P be a convex polytope in IEd such that the inner cone of ~n'y

boundary rOint of P contains some orthant of JEd, d ~ 3. Then P can be illUffil..nated

by two l~ -dimensional affine subspaces, i.e., .,i.~~ .

T. BISZTRICZKY:

Ordinary 3-polytopes

We consider 3-polytopes which are generalizations of cydic ~l-polytopes in the sense
that there is a vertex array (a total ordering of vertices) which is instrumental in
determining their facial structure.
More precisely, a 3-polytope P with V = ex~ P = {.xo, .... In}, n ~ 3, is ordin~ry

if there is a vertex array, say~ Xo < Xl < ... < Xn-l < Zn such thcit for anyJacet F
of P : (01) any two points of V \ F are separated by an even number of P9int~ in
F n V and (02) if F n V = {Yt, ... .Ym} where YI < .'J2 < '" < :tim, then~:F is an
nt-gon with edges (YI1 Y2], [Ym-" Ym] and {Yi' Yi+2], i = 1, ...• m - 2.
If P is ordinary then there is a k, 3 ~ k ~ n. such that [xo, Xi] ([Xn, In-i]) is an edge
of P if and only if 1 ~ i S; k. 'vVe callk the characteristic of P. In addition to being;
able to describe the facets of P, we remark lhat 1..: + [~] ~ J2( P) S; n + k - 2. Ir

k = n then P is cyc1ic; if k = :3 and f2( P) = :l + (~l then P has the least number
of facets for any 3-polytope wi th n + 1 vertices.

J. BOKOWSKI:

Altshuler's sphere M~ revisited

The smallest uniform non-polytopal IIlatroid polytope (dctcrnlined hy the a.uthor in
1978) has played an important role in t.h(~ theory of nriented rnatroids. :\ certain
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one point contraction of it was used as an example throughout the recent research
monograph on orientp.d nlatroids. The face lattice of the determining decisive cell in
the Falkman Lawrence representation of this oriented matroid is polar to a sphere
in Altshulerls list of :l-spheres, the sphere no. 963 with 9 vertices. A new pro
perty can now be added: this matroid polytope has no polar (joint work with P.
Schuchert), thus answering a question posed by Billera. This provides a minimal
rank exarnple for the fact that matroid polytopes have 00 polar. In addition, a new
algori thm for realizing oriented matroids will be mentioned, and interesting aspects
from investigations about neighborly polyhedra (joint work with A. Altshuler and
P. Schuchert) will be given. No neighborly oriented 2-manifold with 12 vertices can _
be embedded in the 2-skeleton of any 4-polytope. Thus they cannot be found as a •
Schlegel diagram of such a polytopein 3-space.

G. FEJES TOTH:

Packing and covering properties oe typical convex discs

The packing density b( (:) of a convex disc C in the Euclidean plane is defined as
the supremum of the densities of all packings of congruent copies of C. Similarly,
the covering density t9( C) of C is the infimum of the densities of all coverings with
cüngruent copies of C. If we restriet ourselves to lattice arrangements, we obtain the
similarly defined quantities ÖL(C) and {) L(C). ~et C denote the space of an convex
discs in the plane equipped with the Hausdorif metric. Let JV'P and lVc be the
subsets of C consisting of those discs C for which ö(C) =1= ÖL( C) and t9( C) :f:. 19 L( C),
respectively. It is shown that iVp and .JVc are open dense sets in C. The result
concerning c~vering is joint work with Tudor Zamfirescu.

R. J. GARDNER:

Intersection bodies and the Busemann-Petty problem

The Busemann-Petty prüblenl. concerning central sections of centrally synunetric
convex bodies, is nqw solved in each dimension. The talk outlines the interesting
history of the problem ,and some of the recent work on it. In particuIar, the speaker's e
positive answer in three dimensions and negative answer for five or more dimensions
a.re sketched. (The negative answet for four dimensions was obtained by Zhang
Gaoyong.) The itnportant ingredients in the solution~ the concept of an intersection
body and the theory of dual Inixed volumes, are also discussed, as weil as the role
of the problem as part of geolnetric tomography. .
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P. GOODE'''' (joint work with Gaoyong Zhang):

Zonoids and mixed volurnes

\:Ve g"ive a. characterization of zonoids by means of incqualities betwcen Inixed volu

meso This follows from various denseness prop.erties of surface area Ineasures. The
results are connected with earlier work of Schneider (1'967) and \Veil (1976).

J. E. GOODMAN (joint work with R. Pollack):

Convexity on affine Grassmann manifolds

We introduce a natural convexity structure on the "affine "Grassmannian" QSk.d which
extends the standard eonvexity structure on lRd (= <B~.d)' and which is invariant un
der the natural action of the affine group A(d, lR) on (!5~.d' This eonvexity struet.ure.
which is defined by means of a duality operator between subsets of Q)~ d ariil families
of convex point sets in Rd, turns out to share a number of propetties ~njoy~d by:. the
sta.ndard convexity structure on lRd • Examples of convex sets9f k:-flats för k > 0
include the k-flats meeting a convex point set in ]Rd, the rulings of"and lines inside
a one-sheeted hyperboloid in IR3, and affine Schubert varieties in <B~.d'

P. GRITZMANN (joint" work with V. Klee):

Closedness of COlle + subspace

When ..J( and" Y are convex subsets of a topological vector space E, an externat
tangent 0/ the ordered pair (..\', Y) is defined as an open ray T that issues from a
point of X n Y, is disjoint from X u Y, and is such that )( Intersects each open
halfspace containing T. We show that if E is a separable normed spac~~;:'"C ~s a
elosed convex eone in E, and L" isa line through the "origin inE, then the vettor
surn C + L = {c + e : c E C, eE L} is c10sed if and only if the pair (C, L) does
not admit any external tangent. When S is a subspace of finite dimension g"reater
than l, closedness of C + S is shown to be equivalent to the nonexistence of external
tangents of a certain "pair (C'. L), where L is a line through the origin and C' is a

.. ' second dosed convex cone constructed from (C, S).
Questions about the closedness of 'sets of the form cone + subs"pace arise from
various optimization problems. from problems concerning the extension of positive
linear functionals, and from certain problems in matrix theory.

.P. M. GRUBER:

Tiling space wi th s.mooth tiles



How weil ean IEd be packed with smooth bodies? If the bodies are convex and of
cJass Cl, then the set. not covered has Hausdorff dimension at least. d - 2. It has
Hausdorff dimension at least d - 1 if the bodies are convex and of dass cw, i.e.
analytic. These estimates are best possible. Related results hold for strictly convex
bodies.
The situation changes drastically, if non-convex bodies are admitted: there is a tiling
of lEd with topological d-cells of class Coo. In addition, for d = 2,3 one may assume
that the diameters of the tiles are uniformly bounded, but the differentiability ag

sumption may not be improved much: for any packing of Ed with bodies having •
connected boundaries of class CW the set not covered has Hausdorff dimension at
least d - 1. There are packings for which equality holds.

M. HENK (joint work with U. Betke and J. M. Wills):

The sa"usage-conjecture for high dimensions

Let B d be the d-dinlensional unit ball. For n E Niet Pn = {Cn : Cn =
{Xl, ... ,Xn}, lxi - xiI ~ 2, i # j}, i.e. Cn + Bd is a packing of n translates of Bd.
Further let Sn = {2u~ 4u, ... , 2nu} for a unit vector u. The sausage-conjecture of
Lasz16 Fejes T6th claims for n E N, p = 1, d 2: 5:

where V denotes the volume.
We show that the conjecture is true for high dimensions, and we even prove that
for every p < 2/J3 there exists a 'sausage'-dimension do such that for d 2: dp the
volume of (conv Sn) + pBd is minimal. Further we show that a similar result holds
for arbitrary centrally synunetric convex bodies.

D. G. LARMAN (joint work with I. Barany, J. Pach and H. Bunting):

Rieh celJs in arrangements of hyperplanes

Let 1-l = {BI, ... , Hn } be an arrangement of hyperplanes in jEd. Then 11. splits ]E,d

into regions called cells. vVe. say that a cell is rich if each hyperplane of 11. meets the
boundary of the cell. The arrangement H. is called convex if it possesses at least ODe
rieh cell. Any arrangernent of ·llines in general position in ]E2 is convex. There exist
arrangements of 5 lines in general position in IE2 which are not convex. What is the
analogous result in lEd ? I conjecture that every 2d hyperplanes in general position
in Ed form a conve~ arrangenlent hut there exist some 2d + 1 which do not. Is there
Cl. Hclly theorem for t:onvex arrangements, i.e.. does there exist k(d) such that if any
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k{d)'suhset üf 1t is convex then so is 'H'? k(:?l =.:) hut 00 finite ~:(d) is known für
d ~:1. I conjecture k( d) = :!.d + 1. It is shown that the maxirTlum possible nu nlber

of rieh cells in 11 is ,....., ~~~~~ (n large).

M. LASSAK:

Approximation oe convex bodies by rectangles

Theorem. Let C be a convex body in th.e plane. \Ve can inscribe a rectangle R
in C such that a homothetic- copy S of R is circumscribed about C. The positive
homothety ratio is at most 2 'a~d ilSI ~ICI·~ 21RI.
The symbol IGI denotes the area of C. We use the following
Lemma. Let P be a parallelogram inscribed in a plane convex body C. Denote
by Si the ratio of the width of C to the width of P for the direction perpendicular
to the i- th pair of paralIeisides ,of P, where i =. l, 2.. Then s1 1 + s2}k~~ 1~ \Ve
have ~(Sl + s2)jPI ~ lei· On the other hand, ICI ~ (2s 1 + 282 - 81S2 .~~ 2)IPI for
SI ~ 2 and S2 ~ 2, and IGI :::; (SoSb - tS~(Sb - 1)J1PI for S!1 ~ 2 anq Sb ~'2 (\~here
{a, b} = {l~ 2}). _. .

Conjecture. Ir P is a parallelotope inscribed in a convex body C in IEd • then
2:t=1 si l 2:: 1, where Si denotes the ratio of the width of Cf to the widthof P for the
diiection perpendicular to the i-th pair of parallel facets -of P ~ where i = 1, ... ~ d.

C. LEE:

Squeezed spheres are shellable

Kalai (1988) showed for fixed d and n that there are "many more:' triangulated
(d - 1)-spheres with n vertices than simplicial d-polytopes with n vertices. This was
done by constructing a large collection of piecewise linear ~pheres, whicli'!~l1e called
"squeezed spheres". Though not aB piecewise linear spheres are shellable, we show
that a11 squeezed spheres are.

K. LEICHTWEISS:

On inner paraBel bodies and evolutions in thc equiaffine geometry

In 1941 T. Kaluza and G. 801 investigated inner parallel bodies of convex bodies in
the plane in order to get a simple proof of the isoperimetrie inequality. In analogy
to this the definition of equiaffine inner parallel bodies as floating bodies of a given
body is given and several properties of these bodies are pointed out in a theoretic
lnanner anti illllstrated with the help of COIrlputer drawings. Iterated infinitesimal
t.ransitions to the equiaffine inner parallel hody 1110tivatc the notion of an affine
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evolution given hy the parabolic PDE ~ = y (x resp. y = position resp. affine
normal vector). The suitably rescaled solutions of this PDE converge to an ellipsoid~

which yields a. new proof of the affine isoperimetrie inequality.

J. LINDENSTRAUSS:

Approximating the Euclidean ball by zonotopes with summands of a fixed length

The talk discussed the problem of approximating the Euclidean ball Bn up to € (say
in the Hausdorff metric) by a zonotope Z = Lf=1 lj where {Ij}~t are segments and
N = N( €, n) is a.s small as possible. In a joint paper with Bourgain and Milman it _
was shown in 1988 that •

(1) N(n,f.) ~ ct(n)f.- 2(n-t)/(n+2).

The proof. of .(1) uses spherieal harmonie funetions. By using a combination of
deterministic and randorn methods it was proved in a subsequent joint paper with
Bourgain that (1) is best possible (up to a logarithmic factor). Namely

One may further ask what happens if we require that all the segments' I j in the
representation of Z have equal length. As noted by Betke and McMullen who first
posed this probleIn it is equivalent to the following question. Find the minimal
lV = iV(f.,n) so that there are {Uj}f=l in Sn-l for which

holds for. every convex body I{ in !Rn (here s( [() denotes the surface area of !{,
V7\-l (P [(, u) the voltune of the orthogonal projection of [( in the direction u, and
c( n) a suitable constaut).
It turns out that (2) is a.lso va.lid in this case. For 11 :$ 6 this was proved by the late
G. Wagner while for general n this is proved in arecent joint paper with Bourgain _
(hoth papers appeared in Discrete and Combinatorial Geornetry vol. 9 no. 2, 1993). •
The proof requires, besides the tools 'used earlier, a quadrature formula with equal
weights for general eontinuous functions defiued on an are in the plane.

E. LUTWAK:

'The ßrunn·Minkowski- Fire~' theory



[n the ea.rly ~tiO's. 'vVm. .1. Firey showed how. for each real p 2: 1 \lnc eOtlld cltdillt'
a.n analog or a ~'1inkowski combination of convex bodies. It is shown that. when
lvlinkowski coolbinations (in the classical ßrllnn-~tinkowski theory) are rcplaced by
these Firey combinations. an extension of t.he classical thp.ory is p·ossible.

H. MARTINI:

Cross~section bodies and related topics

Let L-l(!\' u) denote the maximal (d - l)-volume of a hyperplane section of Cl

convex body [( C ]Rd in direction u. The cross-section -body C!{ of [( is the star set

having .L-l'(K, u) as its radius function with respect to the origin. The inclusions
II( C CI( C III( (where II( is the intersection body and IIK the projection body of

K) are known. We shall give estimates for the ratios of contrary inclusions, n~mely

for Cl and C2 in CI( CcII(K -:- x)and III{ C C2CK. (Here I(J( - x}i;:de'notes
the intersection body of !( generated by hyperplanes through some x ~E int K. )
Further results in that direction- (e.g. with regard to k-dimensional sectio~'s of full

dimensional convex bodie~ in IR.d ) shall be. presented. too. Also an example is given

w~ich shows the diffi~ulty for determining the diameter ·of CI( if !( isa c9nvex
d-polytope (in view of computational approaches). Finally the question is posed
whether the _cross-section body CI{ is convex for an arbitrary convex bod"y.!( c;: }Rd.

P. McMULLEN:

A pplications of the polytope algebra

In the polytope algebra, the subalgebra' II( P) generated by the classes ~'of SUffi

.mands of a simple d-polytope P reflects many of the combinatorial' properti'~s of

P. The existence of a L~fschetz decomposition of n( P) implies the necessity part
of the g-theorem on f-vectors of simple polytopes. In turn, that existence [01

lows from quadratic mixed-volume inequalities, generalizing those of Minkowski

and Aleksandrov- Fenchel. These are proved quasi-combinatorially, without using
the Brunn-Minkowski theorem.

Nt. MEYER:..

Convex bodies and concave functions

Let A be the Steiner symmetral of a convex hody A in IRd with respect to some
hyperplane H; given a convex body _C C .:i, symmetrie with respect to H, <loes
there exist a convex body B c A in ]Rd such that its Steiner ::;ymmetral iJ with

respect to H satisfies B = C? The a.nsw~r is yes i[ d = 2 a.nd generally no. if



d ~ :t \Ve generalize herp. t.his question, and find properties t.hat a dass (! of closed
hounded convex subsp.ts of a Banach space E and a mapping p : tr ~ lR+ should
satisfy in order to obtain the following result:
Theorenl. Let <! and p : (! ~ IR.+ satisfy these properties, and let [{ be a closed
convex subset of [0,1] x E, such that, for every t E [0,1] the set [«(tl = {z E
E; (t, z) E !(} is an element of (!. Suppose that a concave continuous function
f : [0, 1] -+ IR. is given such that

o~ j(t) 5: p(/«t)), for every t E [0,1].

Then, there exists a closed convex subset L of [0, 1] x E such that L c !(,

L(t) = {z E E; (t, z) E L} E ~ and /(t) = p(L(t)) for every t E (0,1].

Some examples and applications are given. For instance if [( C lRd , E = IRd-l and
all the !((t) are homothetical to some fixed convex body G of JRd-l, then for any
concave continuous function f such that

( )
l/d-lo $ f(t) ~ vol (/«(t)) ,

there exists a convex body L C !( such that the L( t) are also homothetical to G
and satisfy:

( )
l/d-l

f(t) = vol (L(t)) .

v. MILMAN:

Inverse Brunn-Minkowski theorem for voillmes and mixed volumes

Helow !( and T are convex compact bodies in Rn, symmetrie with respect to the
origin, D is the unit euclidean ball and Vi(!() = V(I{, ... ~I{,D~ ... ,D) is the i----....-..
th mixed volume of !{. VVe discuss ""isomorphie" geometiric inequalities as in the
following problem:
Question: Is it true that there exists an absolute constant C such that for any [( e
and T there are linear transformations Ur, UK E S Ln and for all 1 < i ::; n

This was proved a. few years ago for the case i = n (so called .• Inverse Brunn
Minkowski inequality"). \\Te discuss an idea of a geometrie proof of this fact and
sorne preliminary results for arbitrary i: ullder ~orne conditions on !( and T the
above inequality is true.
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Another (sinlilar) question~ which also was answered for the' case i = n. lS t,he

following: does an absolute constant C exist such t.hat for every 1\. C Rn t.llere

exists an ellipsoid [1\ such that for any other hody T and any 1 ~ i ~ 11,

~\I;(ri["+ T)l/i ~ II;(/{ + T)I/i ~ C\~(ri[n: + T)'/i

where ri > 0 such that Vi(/\') = Vi(r,cr;)?

L.MONTEJANO:

Applicatioos of topology to geometrie convexity

We shall review how topology - cohomology, duality, fiber bundles, Stiefel-Whitney
classes - has been used to prove same results in geometrie convexity. Essentially, all
these applieations of topology are related with the problem of recognizing pr_oper'ties
of a convex body by means of properties of same of its sections. In this sihse, we
shall review. ~esults of Stein, Kosinski, Mani~ Burton, Schneider, Gromov, Zelinsky,
S~epin, Montejano and som~ others.

J. PACH:

Partitioos oe families of convex sets

Let F be a family of plane convex sets eontaining 00 k + 1 pairwise disjoint members.
Then F ean be partitioned into k4 subfamilies, each consisting of pairwise int~rs
ecting members. This ean be used to settle an old conjecture of Avital-Hanani,
Kupitz, Erdös.
Theorem. (Pach-Töröcsik) Let G be a graph drawn in t.he plane with (possibly
crossing) line segments, and assume that G has 00 k + 1 pairwise disjoirU~io~dges.

Then IE(G)/ ~. k4 IV(G)I· (Here V(G) and E(G) denote the vertex set ~nd the edge
set of G.)
Let F be an n-member family of planeconvex sets,. 00 k of which have a point in
common, and no l can be chosen with empty :J-wise intersections. Katehalski and I
proved that then n ~ 3 (;)e. This implies among' others

Theorem. (Katchalski-Paeh) Let Fand 9 be two n-member families of plane
convex sets such that every member of :F touches every mernber of g. Then either
F or 9 contains at least tn members that have a point in cammon (for some absolute
constant f > 0).

A. PAJOR (joint work with E. Gluskin and M. Meyer):

Zeros oe analytic functions and nornlS oe inverse matrices

L1



Let I{ C IRn be a synlmetric convex hody and T a linea.r mapping such that T( /{) C
[\. (tnd Idet :TI = () > O~ we look für an est,irnate of ..\ such that /{ C >"T(/{). Let kn

he the srnallest constant such that for any n-d imensional normed spacc ~\. and any
invertible linear operator "T E .c(x), we have Idet TIIIT-111 ::; knIlTlln-l. Let .4+ be
the Banach tipace of all analytic functions j(z) = Lk>O akzk on the unit disk D with
absolutely converge~t Taylor series, and let II/I1A+ =-L:k>O lak I; define lPn on {)n hy
<,'n(>'1'.'" An) = inf{lIfIlA+ - 1/(0)\; I(z) = g(z) ni:'(>"~ - z), 9 E A+, 9(0) = I}.
We show that kn = SUp{<p(>'1"'" An}; >'1, ... , An E D}. J. J. Schäffer (1970) proved
that kn ~ ven. We show that up to a logarithmic factor, kn is of the order of JTi
as n ~ +00. This logarithmic factor was removed recently by Herve Queffelec.

C. PERl:

On the minimal" convex shell of a convex body

Let C be a fixed elosed smooth and strictly convex surface in JEd with the origin in
~ts interior. Sy a shell with centre c we mean the set of an points between surfaces
of the form pe + c and aC + c where p, a ~ O. Aminimal-convex shell of a convex
body I< is a shell containing the boundary of [( and far which Ip - 0"1 is minimal.
We generalize results of T. Bonnesen, N. Kritikos and I. Barany on "spherical" shells
to the more general case considered here. Then we extend a result of A. ~ucco on
spherical shells by showing that a typical convex body touches the boundary of its
minimal convex shell in precisely d + 2 points.
Finally, we improve an extension of Bonnesen 's inequality due ta Blaschke.

M. A. PERLES:

A Helly type theorem for almost intersecting families

Let A = {Ai: i E IV} denote a finite family of convex sets in JRd, INI = n. We say
t.hat A is k-almost intersecting (= k-a.i.) if there is a point z common to at least
n - k nlembers of A.
Denote hy hd d) thc corresponding Helly number. i.c., the smallest number h for
which the following statement is true: _
If lAI = n ~ 11., and if every subfamily of size h is k-a.i., then A itself is k-a.i. ..
ho{d) = d + 1 is just ~elly's theorem. Here we show that hdd) = [(d + 1)2/4]
nlax{ kf : k, l integers, k + e= d + 3}.
Für larger k we have so [ar only the weak upper bound h.dd) ~ ~(d + 1)k+l.

s. REISNER (joint work with M. wleyer and M. Schmuckenschläger)

Voltltne oe intersp.ction of fonvpx bodies
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It is proved that for a synlmetric convex body 1\" in jRn. if for SOfne T > O. iA' n

(x + T 1\-)1 depends un IIxllh' only, then 1\" is an ellipsoid. :\s apart of the J>r9of.
smoothness propert.ies of convolution bodies are stuclied. SOfTIe refinements ,)f thf.."
above sta.tement «re provetI a.s weil.

.J. R. SANC\VINE-YAGER:

A generalization of outer pa.rallel sets

Let /{ be a d-dimensional convex body, and f : Sd-l -4 IR. be a non-negative
function. If we extend each outer normal to the boundary of l\" in direction u E Sd-l

distance tf(u), t > 0, then we have a. new family I(tl of generalized outer parape!
sets of !(. The volume of this family is represented by a Steiner- type polynorrpal
whose coefficients are integrals of powers of f with respect to the area measutes.
We show that for all !( and L, !(p(L,u) C I< + L C I<h(L.u)' It follows that ~1r '

and
dV(I<, ... , J(, L, L) :::; Jh(L. u)2dSd_ 2(K, u).

These outer parallel sets are also used to give a geometrie interpretation of dt,lal
quermassintegrals and the "Vulff functional. .

R. SCHNEIDER:

On the intermediate area measures of convex bodies

Let Si(!{,') be the i-th area measure of the convex body'l\ in jEn , thus

für! > 0, where an is the unit ball and Sn-l is the area rneasure of 1(. For
1 < i < n - 1, the set of a11 i-th area measures of convex bodies is not- yet weIl
understood. Results like the following ones (where 'most' refers to Saire category)
add to the impression that intermediate area measures are of a very special nature.
Theorem 1. Let 1 < i < n - 1. For tnost pairs [\". L of convex bodies in En, the
surn S,(!(,,) + S,(L,·) is not ani-th area measure.
Theorem 2. Let 1 S; ·i < n - 1. Für most (onvex hodies !( in JEn, the inequality
Sj(L,·) S; Sj(/\.·) for a convex hody L of dinlension at least i + 1 implies that L is
homothetic to 1(. '



C. SCHÜTT (joint work with E. Werner):

HOlnothetic tloating hodies

Let !{ be a convex body in IRd • The convex floating body 1(6 of !( is the intersection
of all halfspaces where defining hyperplanes cut off a set of volume 6 from !(. We
discuss the proof of the following result. .
Theorem. Let !( be a convex body in IRd

• Suppose there is a sequence 6,,, k E N, of
positive numbers that converge to 0 so that [(Sk (k E N) are homothetic to !( with
respect to the same center of homothety. Then [( is an ellipsoid.

G. C~ SHEPHARD:

Napoleon Bonaparte

Many people claim that Napoleon's Theorem (about equilateral triangles drawn
on the sides of an arbitrary triangle) could not possibly have been discovered or
proved by Napoleon. 811 t this is based on amisapprehension. Napoleon knew a
considerable amount of geometry and the Italian mathematician Mascheroni (1750
- 1800) dedicated his geometry book to hirn.
This talk was concerned with variants and extensions of Napoleon's. Theorem. The
two most important are:
Gerber's Theorem "(1990). lf regular (n/d)-gons are drawn on the sides of an

affinely regular (n/d)-gon, then their centres are the vertices of a regular (n/d)-gon.
Theorem (1993). If Cl, C2,"" Cn are the lengths of parallel diagonals, taken in
order. of a regular {n/d)-gon and P = {VI,"" Vn } is any n-gon. then the n points

(i = 1, . .. ,n),

where the subscripts are taken mod n, are the vertices of an affinely regular (n/d)
gon.
This remains true even if the initial polygon P is skcw in any number of dimensions.

V. SOLTAN:

On Grünbaum 's problenl about inner illumination of convex bodies

A set F C bd [( is called inner illuminating for a convex body J{ C Ed if for every
point x E bd /{ there is a point .'J E F such lhat ]x, y[c int l\.. An inner illuminating'
set F for [{ is called priInitive if no proper subset of F illununates /{.
ß. Grünbaum (1964) posed the followin,;
Problem. Prove that any inner primit.ive illulninat.ing set 01' a convex hody J( C ]ER

has at Inost '2 d point.s.
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One can prove t.he following result.

Theorem 1. Any inner primitiv~ illuminating set of a c:onvex body in JE.l has at
ITIOst 8 points. and only a convex polytope combinatorially equivalent to the :J-<:UOt'
has an inner illnminating primitive set of 8 points (placed at its vert.ices).
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following

Theorem 2. If für a c:onvex body I{ C IE;J there is an inner primitive illuminat~ng

set of at least 8 points. then I{ is a convex polytope combinatorially equivalent to
the 3-cube.

A. VOLCIC (joint' work with 'R. J. Garclner):

Tomography of convex and star bodies

The i-chord function of a star body L c En is defined as ri,L(u) = r~(u) + ri( -u)
when Q E iot Land ri.L(U) = IlrL(u)l i

- IrL( _u)lil when Q rt L. Her~~s.!--(u) =
max{c; c E IR. c· u E L} is the radial function of L. For i E IR\ {o} and 1 ~ ,t-s. n-1.
define for every S E Q(n, k) ~~,

1%,k(L n 5) = ~ Jr~(u)d~k_l(U),
LnS

Theorem 1. If LI and L2 are two star bodies, Q ft aLm, m = 1,2. i E lR\{o}, then
Vi,k(L I n S) = lii,k(L 2 n S) "f/ S E Q(n,'k) iff ri,L

t
= ri,L

1
'

Theorem 2. Ir LI and L2 are two star bodies~ Q rt aLm, nl = 1,2. i :f:. j real~ then
ri,L t = ri,L2 and rj,L t = rj,L2 iff LI n t = ±L2 n t for every line t through Q.

A corollary of this result generalizes a theorem due to Süss characterizing the b~ll.

W. WEIL (joint work with P. Goodey and E. Lutwak):

Functional analytic characterization of classes of convex bodies .;.~

Let C be a. closed convex cone with a compact base B in a locally convex Hausdorff
space ~Y", the~ the following characterizations of C and of the vector space C -C C ~\'

in terms of the dual ~\'"' hold.

Theorem 1. Let A C )(' be dense and x E ~\. Then x E C' {::> x'(x) ~ q Vx' E A
with x'(y) ~ 0 for y E ext B.
Theorem 2. Let A C )(' be dense and x E .\. Then x E C - C ~ 3c(x) > 0 such
that x'(x) ~ c(x)suPYEextB Ix'(y)J Vx' E A. _
Theorem 1 is applied to zonoids and iIltersection bodies and gi ves characterizations
of these in terms of mixed volunles resp. dual mixed volumes,if A is taken to
be a suitable set of differences of surface arca measures (resp. powers of raqial
functions). By Theorem 2. corresponding characterizations of generalized zonoids
(resp. generalized intersection oodies) are obtained.
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B. WEISSBACH:

Zur Approxilnation konvexer Körper in der Radon-Nikodym Metrik

Betrachtet wird die Approximation eines konvexen Körpers [{I C JEn durch An
gehörige der Familie {"\/(1 + x : A > 0, x E JEn} bezüglich der durch das Volumen
der symmetrischen Differenz gegebenen Metrik p. Angegeben wird eine notwendige
Bedingung für beste Annäherung. Für das durch IL:i:l ~il ::; 1 gegebene reguläre
Kreuzpolytop [(I und den durch I~il ~ 1, i = 1, ... , n, beschriebenen Würfel '1(2 gilt

P(I\.,U\2 + x) ~ 2
n (~- ~ (n: Jn+I1(Si: xr+ 1

dX)

mit Gleichheit für x = 0 und A = n~l'

J. M. WILLS (joint work with U. Betke and M. Henk):

Mixed volumes - a new approach to packing

Let K:g, d ~ 2, denote the set of convex bodies !( C ]Ed with 1< = -!( and
volume V(!() > O. For [( E JCg and n E Niet l(i = l( + Ci, i = 1, ... , n, and
Cn = conv (Cl,"" Cn ). If int(!<i n !\j) = 0 for all i # j, Cn is called admissible and
{!\l"'" I(n} a finite packing by translates of I<. For p ~ 0 let

6.([(, n, p) = min{V(Cn + p/()/n I Cnadmissible}.

So p controls the infiuence of the boundary region via the mixed volumes of !( and
the polytope Cn • For!{ c Kg and p ~ 2 holds ß(!{, n, p) ~ fl(I{), where ß(/()
is the volume of an average Dirichlet- Voronoi cell of the densest infinite packing.
So we get a new approach to classical packings. Further for !{ E A:g, n E N and
p :s; (24d3

{1)-1, iJ.(/{. n, p) is attain~d if Cn is a segment, i.e., we have a sausage
theo~em for arbitrary !{. This bound can be improved for special [(, in particular
for the unit ball Bd (cL 1\1. Henk's abstract) .

.1. ZAKS:

On curves contained in rectangles

Let r be any closed curve in the plane. having length 21r. and let R(O) be the minimal
. rectangle in the plane. containing rand having Cl. side in the direction O.

Lt.'o Moser asked (Problenl lv150, see Proc. East. Lansing ConL 1974) if the area
uf R(O), for sOlne (). is at IllDSt.:l. An affirmative answer was given hy E. Lut.wak
(Alner. iVlath. ~vlonthly. 197D).
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Using reflcctiolls. we show the following.

1) The area ur RUJ). for all O~ is at most ;r2/2. 3.nd this hOlllld is best..

2) If R(O) is a square. t.hen R(O) or R(O+;r/4) havc a.rea which is at IHDSt. (~~~..i:! )tr::: ==
<L21 ... , and this bound is hest.

T. ZAMFIRESCU:

On the dimension of convex curves

wtost convex curves (in the sense of Saire categories) are smooth and'strictly cOQ.vex
like the cirde, but not C2 and with vanishing curvature a.e. like the quare. So.
which is more typical, the ciede or the square? An answer via dimension seems
absurd, both having dimension L Thanks to C. A. Rogers, who introduced in 1988
the dimension priht, it is not. The dimension print of the ,circle is triangular . while
that of the square is a line segment. ' .;~~...
Theorem. Most convex curves have the dimension print of the square.
More generally, in Rn:

Theorem. Most convex surfaces have the dimension print of a hyperplane.
These results have been obtained jointly with' Gh. Craciun. .;~.

Another result in ]R3:

Theorem. Most convex bodies cannot escape from some cirde. The ciede can be
chosen to have (arger diameter than the body.

G. M. ZIEGLER:

Two problems on polytopes

\Ve present sölutions to two problems about convex polytopes.
1. Polytopes are not extendably she/lable.
Bruggesser & Mani (1971) showed that polytopes canbe shelled. However, it was
an open pr9blem whether polytopes are extendably sheilable: ~hether one canno~

get stuck while shelling a polytope"? It is easy to see that ~l:.polytopesare extendably
shellable. Here. we present a simple construction that shows that 4-polytopes are
not extendably shellable. For this we embed a non-shellable ball, as given ·by Frankl
(1931) .and Hing (1964), inta the boundary of a 4-polytope.
2. Two-faces cannot be arbilrarily prescribed.

An extension of Steinitz's theorem, due t.o ßarnette lY. Grünbaum (1970), says that
the shape of one facet of a ;3-polytope can he arbitrarily prescribed. This is known to
be false for 4-polytopes, hut one can try to prescribe a 2-fa.ce. It is open whether this
is possible, but we construet a 5-polytope with 12 vertices and 10 facets for wh~ch
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the shape of a. hexagon 2-face cannot be' prescribed. This is done by constructing
the affine Gitle dia..~raIll ()f the pular polytope.

Berichterstatter: . R. Schneider
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QU'antenchaos

T a g.u n g sb e reh t

Oie Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Ya.. G. Sinai (Moskau ) und H.
Spohn (München) statt. Die Arbeitstagung hatte einen so etwas aus dem
üblichen Rahmen fallenden Zuschnitt. Sie fand parallel zur "Konvexgeome
trie" statt und wir hatten 14 Teilnehmer. Ziel war es die Gäste des von der
VW-Stiftung geförderten I\ooperationsprojelds,zwischen Mathematikern aus
der Gemeinschaft unabhängiger Staaten und aus Deutschland, Teilptojekt
"Dynamische Systeme und Statistische Mechanik", unter einer gemeinsamen
wissenschaftlichen Fragestellung und an einem Ort zusammenzufassen. "Vir
haben deutsche Mathem"atiker und Physiker hinzugeladen.

~'Quantenchaos" untersucht, welche Signaturen einem quantenme~hanis

chen Syste~ durGh. die dynamischen Eigenscha:ften (integrabel .... chao
tisch) des korrespori"dierenden klassischen Systems aufgeprägt werden. Eine
dieser Signaturen besteht in der Statistik der Energieeigenwerte und der
zugehörigen Eigenfunktionen. Über Spurformeln (Selberg, Gutzwiller) gibt
es eine Verknüpfung mit dem semiklassischen Propagator und den klassischen
periodischen Bahnen. Für ungebundene Systeme spiegelt sich das kl~ssische

Chaos in der Statistik der Resonanzen und der Stteuzeiten wider. Zu Sys
temen mit zwei Freiheitsgraden haben Physiker ulnfangreiches numerisches
Material und einige interessante theoretische Erklärungen zusammengetra
gen. Sie sind eine Herausforderung an die Mathematik.



Vortragsallszüge

J. BOLTE:

Arithmetical chaos and spectral statistics

The eigenvalues of the Laplacian on a hyperbolic surface coming from
an arithmetic Fuchsian group have been numerically observed to obey unex
pected statistical properties. If the geodesie flow on some surface is ergodic
and Anosov, then the eigenvalues of the Laplacian on that surface are ex
pected to be describable by the statistical properties of eigenvalues of large
randorn Hermitian matrices. This expectation arose in the context of the
semiclassical quantization of chaotic dynamical systems.

The arithmetic hyperbolic surfaces are sh0"Yn to share a special geometrie
feature: the multiplicities of lengths of closed geodesics asymptotically grow
exponentially wi th length.

It is argued heuristically, how the extraordinarily large multiplicities influ
ence the statistics of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian using the Selberg trace
formula. The considerations are carried through in the context of '·periodic
orbit theory". A model for the spectral statistics is iutroduced and compared
to numerically obtained data in the case of the modular group S L(2, Z).

E. I. DINABURG:

Exponential localization for long-range quasi-periodic operators on
ZV . .

We are considering a family of self-adjoint quasi-periodic operat<?fS Ar
acting in e2 (ZV) and depending on x, where x is a point of the phase space
of the dynamicaJ system (51. Tw , Jt). Here Tw = {T:}, n E Zv~w E RII, T;x =
:1; + (ntWt + ... + nvw lI ) (modi) and p. is the Lebesgue measure. We assume _
that in the standard basis of (2(Zv) the l11atrix Ar has the following form, •

where a(n,x) is same C'l-fullctio~ of x for all n E zv, We prove that for
typical wand a.e. x, provided a(O, x) has only two critical points and



Ln;eo ess sUP:c la( 11, x) leP1nl is small enough then Ar has pure·point spectrum
of multiplicity one and all its eigenfuctions decay exponentially.

E. I. DINABURG, Va. G. SINAI, and A. B. SOSHNII<OV:

Schrödinger operator for an electron moving in a uniform magnetic
field and a small periodic potential

Two-dimensional Schrödinger operators with a uniform magnetic field
and a small periodic potential are studied,

1 [( 8 . 2 82
]H = -- - - 'lBy) + - + fOU(X y)2 8x 8y 2 , •

For the special case U(x,y) = cos(21rY) + fl . cos(27rx)(1 + U
1
(Y)), wli~re

€o, f}, and €2 are small parameters and U1 E C 3(Rl), we prove that the
Lebesgue measure of the spectrum of our hamiltonian near the first Land"au

" level J.lo = ~ has the order of fl. The main idea of our work is to reduce
the study of spectral properties of the hamiltonian to the case of a one.
dimensional difference lang-range Schrödinger operator with exponentially
decaying interaction.

B. ECI{HARDT:

Resumming periodic orbit expressions in classical and semiclassical
physics

Numerical results on the resummation of classical and semiclassical Zeta
functions \vere presented. Examples include scattering resonances for a point
particle in a plane \Vi th three disks removed; classical resonances for a sim
ple tent map; resonances and Hausdorff dimension for the Lorenz system;
Hausdorff dimension of the J ulia sets for z 1--+ .:2 + c; diffusion constant in a
linearized standard map.

2
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A. Va. GORDON:

Instability in one-dimensional localization

We consider the Anderson model in olle dimension,

(hwy)(n) = y(n - 1) + y(n + 1)+ V~(n)y(n),n E Z.

Here {V~(n),w E O}neZ are i.i.d.r.v., say, uniformly distributed in some
interval. hw acts in fl(Z). .-
Theorem. There exists, with probability 1, a dense G5 set X(w) eRsuch _
that for any t E X(w) the operator h~ := hw+tco has at most one eigenvalue.
If it exists, it does not belang to the essential spectrum of h~. (Here Co stands
for the multipl.ication opera.tor by the c-function supported at 0.)

B. M. GUREVICH:

Invariant nleasures ~or interacting particle s~stems

\Ve consider an infinite interacting particle system on the real line where
the interaction is described by a. hvo-body potential Uo perturbed by a. three
body potential UI • Both Uo and UI are assumed to vanish at the infinity,
symmetrie, translation-invariant, and smooth exeept that Uo has a singularity
at the origin. The formal Hamiltonian of the system is

HUO.Ul(X):=LP;/2+LUo(lqi-QjJ)+ L U1(Qi,Qj,qk),
i' i<j i<i<k

where )( = ((q}, Pl), (Q2, P2),' .. ) is an arbitrary point of the phase spaee
1\1 of the system. With HUO •U1 .one associates the Liouville operator I:,U

O
.u

1

. acting by (L..Uo.u1f)()() = {f,Huo .u,}, where {.} is the Poisson bracket. Let
:F be a elass of smooth funetion on M. A probability measure 1J on M
is called F-weakly invariant, if Jdp..cUO .U1 f :::: 0 for all f E :F such that
Cuo.u./ E L~. We deal with Gibbs measures (DLR-measures) corresponding _
~o the Hamiltonians of the following general form, _

no

H<t-(.'K):= L L ~k((qil'Pil),···,(qik,Pik))'.Y =((ql,PI), ... ) E M,
k=1 l~io< ...<iA:S;no

where no = no( <p), <P = (<PI, <p.l, ... ) and sOlne reglliarity conditions are im.
posed on <1>1, <P~h ... , <P no ' Let 9 denote this dass of Gibbs measures.



l~' 1)

Thc main result reads as follows: if a measure p. E 9 is F-weakly invariant
for a certain natural dass F of functions, then p. is an equilibrium measure
for Huo.v. that is p. is a Gibbs "measure with Hamiltonian

He~:u: (.X·) = ßHUO ,U1 (X) + L(,Pi + a), X E AI,
j

(ß > 0,1', a being constants), unless UI == 0 and either Uo(r)
Uo(r) = al sinh2 (br), a, b > O.

H. R. JAUSLIN:

Spectral methods for the stability problem of driven quantum sys
tems

We discuss some results on the time evolution of quantum systems uri-der
periodic and quasiperiodic time dependent perturbations. The probleql is
formulated in terms of the spectral properÜes of a quasienergy operator or ~

equivalently, of a generalized Floquet operator. We discuss criteria for the
appearence of pure point or continuous spectrum and their relation witb>the
physical properties of the system.

A.I(NAUF:

Scattering, ferronlagnetisnl, and number theory

It was shown recently by the author that the quotient ((ß - l)/((ß) of
Riemann Zeta functions can be interpretcd as the partition function .qf a
classical spin chain with ferromagnetic lang-range interaction. Becaus~<'of
the ~ong-rangecharacter of the interaction, a phase transition occurs. As the
above quotient occurs in the scattering matrix for the ITIodular domain, there
is also a connection to quantum chaos, the partition function being related
to the time delays of the scattering geodesics.

One open probleIn is now to deduce possible consequerices of the statis
tical mechanics description, and in particular of the ferromagnetic property,
for analytic number theory and quantum chaotic scattering.

4



D. V. !(OSYGIN and Va. G. SINAI:

Laplace-Beltrami operators on Liouville surfaces

The subject of our talk was to explain the results of our joint paper
with A.A. Minasov to be published ~n the Russion journal "Uspekhi". We
consider the Liouville metrics on the two-dimensional torus having the form
ds2 = (U1(Ql)-U2(Q2))(dqf+dqi), where Ut, U2 are two CS-periodic functions
having two critical points. The correspo~dingLaplace-Beltrami operator can
be written as

1 82 82

ß'tjJ= (-1/J+-1/J)
U1(ql) - U2(Q2) Bq; Bq?

For this operator we eonstruet the detailed asymptotic analysis of its eigen
functions and eigenvalues. One of the conelusions of our theory says that the
counting function N(x) can be written in the form

lV(X) = ~rea(Q) x + v(X)X 1/4 + 111(X),
41r

where t9 (x) is a Besicovitch quasi-periodic function and nd x) = o( X1/ 4) as
x ---+ 00. The first part of the theory is based on the semi-classical analysis
of eigenfunctions and in our situation we can estimate the precision of the
semi-classical approximation. The second part describes the application of
number- theoretic methods to our problem.

G. PETSCHEL:

Quantum chaology in fractal spe"ctra: unbounded diffusion and de
cay of correlations

The fascinating self-similar structure of Hofstadter's butterfly as the spec
trum of a I-D model for Bloch electrons in a magnetit field (Harper's equa
tion) has motivated many scientists to study this problem by mathematical
and experimental techniques. We show that the multifractal structure of
the spectrum gi ves rise to new dynamical phenomena. We demonstrate the
occurence of unbounded quantum diffusion, i.e. the width of a wave packet
grows unbounded in time with varianc~ var( t) -- tQ and Q' = 1. It is proposed
that the exponent Q is connected to the fractal dimension Da of the spec
trum by var(t) - t

2Do
, which is consistent with Do = ~ in Harper's equation.

5
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\Vhereas this relation is not confirmed rigorously, we can prove the algebraic
decay of correlations, i.e. C( t) -- t-6 where fJ is given by the generalized di
mension D2 of the spectral measure. For Harper's equation we {ound a weak
decay in the case of absolutely continuous spectrum with fJ = D2 = 0.84 and
an extremely slow decay 6 = D2 = 0.14 in the case of singular continuous
spectrum-. For the kicked Harper model, i.e. the simplest classicallY'chaotic
extension of Harper's equation, we demonstrate that the classical chaos does
not affect the decay of correlations. Thus is is not possible to conclude the
existence of Quantum Chaos from the decay of correlations. We also have
presented a generalization of Harper's equation, which is exact and, in con
trast to I-D models, does exhibit chaos in its classicallimit.

R. SEILER:

Charge transport and the relative index of projectors .~.

The relative index of two orthogonal projectors on a Hilbert space is
. defined as a generalization of the difference of the dimension of their range.

It is applied to the counting of the change in the number 01' electrons beJ9w
the Fermi energy due to the variation of the magnetic fiux by one unit. '":

The model is the independent particle approximation wi th Fermion statis
tics and random impuri ties. A physical state at zero temperature is described
by a spectral projection Pw of a Olle particle random Schrödinger operator

1 2 _
Hw (.4) = 2'0 + Vw,v = p - A~ B = rotA,w E n.

It acts on wavefunctions in L 2 (C, dzdz). There is an ergodie action of Con n.
Ind(Pw , UPU-I), U := ·i arg{=), is weIl deflned provided the integral kerhel
of Pw decays off the diagonal,

For an analysis of such question as the decay of the integral kernel the results
and techniques of E. Dinaburg, Y.Sinai, and A. Soschnikov are probably
usefu!. They have investigated the decay of eigenfunctions for quasiperiodic
potentials together with a magnetic field.

The charge transport defined in terms of the relative index equals the
charge transport given by the ehern number (adiabatic curvature or I<ubo

6



formula). Thc main reason for that is the magnetic covariance of the randorn
potentials

Vaw(X -a) = Vw(x),(x E (,a E (,w E f2).'

A. B. SOSHNU{OV:

Difference quasi-periodic Schrödinger operators: corollaries of 10
. calization

We reinvestigate the techniques used in proving the exponentional 10
calization for one-dimensional difference Schrödinger operators with quasi
periodic potential. In this way we obtain same corollaries concerning the
spectral structure near the boundaries and the existence of bounded, noo
exponentially decayingsolutions .of the eigenvalue equation.

H. SPORN:

Why are atoms, when ·left alone, in their ground state?

We discuss the interaction between matter and the radiation field on a
simplified level. The atom has only two energy levels. The field consists
of at most N nonint~racting photons. The atom and the field are coupled
in the dipole approximation with a cut-off at short distances. It turns out
to be convenient to use labeled photons. Then the single photon space is
( EB L'2(R3

, (Px) with ( corresponding ta the states of nonexistence. The
hamiltonian is

N N

H = EU: +L: Tj +L: O';r EB ~(l + N j )-1/2.

j=l j=1

Here Tj = (-ßj )1/2 is the kinetic energy, Ni counts the nonexisting photons,
except for photon j, and \'j·is defined by e

V ( C ) = ( f t.f3x'\(x)l/.'(x) )
~(x) CA(X)·

\Ve <1escribe joint work with ~1. Hübner and R.A. lVIinlos, In particular
Mourre type estimates and scattering theory.

;



F. STEINER:

Trace formulae and periodic-orbit theory for strongly chaotic sys
tems

The following topics have been discussed: sketch of the semiclassical
Gutzwiller trace formula from the Feynman path integral, reformulation of
the original (divergent!) trace formula. by means of suitable test functions in
order to obtain an absolutely convergent trace formula, applications to the
~yperbola billiard (trace of heat kernel,Gaussian-smeared level density etc.)
using symbolic dynamics for the periodic orbits, discussion and application
of the Selberg trace formula for the geodesie flow on Riemann surfaces with
constant negative curvature, derivation and discussion of the properties of the
Selberg Zeta function, analytic continuation ofthe Selberg Zet~ function and
the semiclassical dynamical Zeta functions '10 the critical line bYr means of a
Dirichlet series, computation of the abscissae of ab~oluteand conditional coo
ve~gence of the Dirichlet series, calculation of the quanta! energies by means
of- semiclassical quantization rules for classically chaotic systems to which the
standard WI(B- and EBI<-methods do ·not apply, importance of and connec
tions to Weyl's law, derivation of ci. kind of "Riemann-von-~1angoldtformula"
for the counting functions of periodic orbits of two chaotic' systems,....

F. STEINER:

Chaotic wave functions

The eigenstates of the Laplace-Beltranli operator on a generic compact
Riemann suface' with genus two have been computed with high accuracy
up to the 20.000 th eigenstate. The eigenfunctions show an extremely COffi

plex structure. The nodal lines are very irregular. The distribution of the
eigenfunctions follows a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
0'2 = 1/area of the Rielnann surface (= 41r), i.e. the eigenfunctions of the
given chaotic system behave in the semiclassical limit als Gaussian random
fünctions. Various statistical properties of the eigenfunctions are discussed.
The question of the existence of "sc~rs" has been addressed. A randorn wave
tnodel is constructed which simulates very weIl the true eigenfunctions.

Berichterstatter: H. Spohn
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MÄTHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Also a project to distribute mathematical books electronically was- described.

The conference was chaired by Prof. Dr. R. Keith Dennis (Ithaca) and Prof.
Dr. UU Rehmann (Bielefeld).

30/1993

Algebraische K -Theorie

June 27-July 3, 1993

T.a.gungsber cht

Math. Forsdu,ingslnstttut
Oberwolfach

E 20 I ci

Applications of K -theory to number theory, algebraic cycles, Chow
groups and intersection theory, algebraic K -theory of special varie
ties, topological Hochschild homology, cyclic homology and Loday
homology, motives.

The program consisted of thirty-two talks.

The following were a.mong the subjects covered:

--
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VortragsauszÜge- .. ","_,_.e

The history of the Novikov conjecture
Andrcw Ranicki I. Edinbur~h)

Thc t.a.lk was o1l1y i\ partial histury of thc Nuvikov cOlljecture. with the wm uf providiu~~omc backgrouud
for r.he r.alk hy Erik P('cl(~rs(·n.

The conjecturc originates from an early triumph of algebrnic K-throry in t.opoiogy: thc application ni
~v ldZ') = 0 in Novikov;s HlGi prauf of tbe topological invariance of the rational Pontrjagin d~:)~.

The Nuvikov conjecturc is that the si.;nature::t of certain types of submanifold.'i nre uomotopy in\'nriant.
The conjectllre relate:i the geometry of manifolds to their underlying homotopy type. Over t.he years. hoth
the :itatements and methods uf proof of the conjecture bave been refined in various <lirections. The progr~:;

of high-dimensional topology in the last 25 years is largely measured in the extent to which the c.onjecture
hns been verified.

The bistor)" starts with the theorem of Hirzebruch (1952) expressing t.he signatUI'c of an orientoo
differentiable 4k·dimcnsional manifold AI

I'7IA.f) = :;i~aturedntersection form. on HH:(A-f: Q)) E Z

in ter~ of the L-genU:i

CL\f) = C(p, , P'2, ... ~ Pie i E H 4
- ( J,f; Q)

uf the Pontria~ndasses Pi = PHi\1) E H ti ( AI), namely

I1(Af) = (C( .\{), ~~"/D E Z

wich ~J1! E H41c ( J,f) the fundamental class.

Thom (1956) used the Hirzebruch signature theorem to denne the C-gellU:i C(l\1) E H(·(}~-f: Q) of an
oriented combinatorial m-dimeIb-ional manifold }J in terms of the ::ii~aturesof 4k-dimeI1:)ional :mbmanifolds
Nd: C .\fm with trivial normal hundle .v x RJ c Af (j = m - -!k). If x E HJ( }..1) is the cohomoiogy das:;
Poincare dual to [.rV! E Hu (AI) then

(.cf AI) LI x. [..W']} = (.c.(~V), [NI) = ·11(iV) E Z c Q .

The TationiU Pontrja~ dasses P-l"\!) E H"-r.!\1: Q) :\te dctermined algebraically by the C-~enus C(At) .

.-\ combinatorial i === P L) equivalence h : J'{' - 1\1 ui combinatorial manifolds pr~erves the submaniiolJ •
stnlcture. :;0 that Cl AI) and p.( M) are combinatorial invariants. .\ homeomorphism of manifolds cannot in __
general he approximnted hy a combinatorial ~uivalence '. by tbe faHure of the Ha.uptvermutun~),~o it i~ not
at all obvio\ls that C.r AI) and p.( AI) are topologl.cnl invariants of tbe manifold M.

The C· genus and the rational Pontrja~~dasSet are not homotopy invariant. A map h ~ Jl' - J-f (Ji"
combinatorialln-(limcnsional mauifolds can he marle trnnsvf'!t'se regular at an arbitrary submanifold ~vn C
Alm with the reitrietion / = h! : lV' = h-'(.V) - iV a. de~ce 1 normal map of n·dimensionalmaniiold:s. In
.~eneral. if h j~ a homotopy equivalence the re:nriction f need not be a homotopy equivalence. In the c~e

11 =4k. :':". ~ IV) = {I} tbe clifference of the si~atllres (Ti LV') - 171 LV) E Z is the surEery obstnlction to havin~

f a. homotopy NluivalP.nr.e. ~ovikov (In67) applicd al~('hraic K -r.bcory to show t.hat if h is a hOmC()InOfl'lhi~TO

thcn nt,lV) = ,.,i lV') E Z, thus provin~ thc topolo~cnJ invariancc of C( AI) ünu p.( AI). The B~~-Hcllcr.Swnu

('omputation Wh( Z') === 0 Wß.') n~ed to ~how that if .V41c C .\fm hDä a. trivial uorwal hlwdle U = N .< RJ
(j === 111 - 4k) then the open suhmanifold U' === h-I ( U) C .\1' is uf the fonn U' = IV' X RJ wi th .N' h~(:ob()retant

f.O N. :wd f11.1V~ = f1I,N'). In eonncction with hi~ prool Novikov forrnulated the followin~ gencr:ili1.atioll of
the .c·~cn\ls.



Definition Let ~\1 be an onented m·dimen3ional manifoltl urith fundamental !JTOUp 7rltl\-/) = :r. QntI Letf : M - ß't( be thr:. d~..... ify1n9 map 01 the uni17er...al COl1er :~. The higher signatures of:\1 an: tAt. mtionalnumberJ

()ne for each cohomnlogy dC1.''' .x E H· (B7r; Q).

Novikov conjecture The hiqher ..,ignatun! an hornotopy invariant: ij 1& : A{' - AI I" a homotopy ~qulT1a[enr.t: 01 manifoldJ then ":c( M) = ":c( Al') E Q for ang :r E H·(B7r; Q), urith;T = ~dM) = :Td M').

In fact. j t sufDccs ta only consider cohomology classes zEHJ (B7r; Q) (j = m - 4.1:) represented by mapsz : Brr - 51. in whic.h esse the higher signature is the signature of the submanifold lVd = (z /) -I (pt.) C 1"J'"with trivial normal bundle !V)( Ri C J{ and {NI = (.t\f1 n fez E H.u(M)

(L:(J\1) U f·(z), {M})
(C(lJV), (N))' = t7(N) E Z c Q .

Arhe ~ignatW'cS of an :Iub:manifolds are homeomorphism invariant. The conjecture predicts 'whic:h submani-folds have homotopy invariant signatures.

Many special c:ases of the N'ovikov conjecture have now been proved, UBing a wide variety of topologieal.algebraic and analytic methods. The methods all factor through the algebraic L- tbeory assembly map

A : H .. (X;L.(Z) - L .. (Z[",.(X)J)

I;OnstructOO in [1} for any space ~Y, witb L.(Z[7rt( ...Y')J) the Wall surgery obstruction groups aud L.(Z) thesimply-connected sur~ery spectrum with 7f'.(L.(Z» =L.(Z). '

Theorem [11 Tht. Nt)viko11 conjeeture hold., fOT 4 graup 1r 1/411d only if the algebraic L-theoMj a..,.,emhly mapA.", : H.(B1r; L.tZ» - L.(Z[1rl) fOT the cluJifying "pace B1f' i.s a rational inje.ction.

The algebraic praof of tbe Navikov conjfdure by Carlsson and Pedersen for a reasonably large dassof groups :r makes use of bounded algebra and topology to prove that A tr is a split injeetion. The bounded.algebra verifies the conj~ture by providing an orga.n.izational principle for the signatures of submanifolds ufmanifolds wi th fundamental group ;r.

Chaptcr 24 of [1] contains a more detailed a.ccount of the history of tbe Novikov conjcetW'e. AppendixC of r1] incluues an a.ccount of the topologiea1 invariance of rational Ponujagin clas:res wing lower K andL- theory, and can be read 8S an introduction to the forthcoming paper of Carlsson aud Pederseil:'
(11 A.Ranicki A.lgebroic L·theoMj tJnd topological manifoJd.3 Cambridge Traets in Mathematics 102, Cam-brid~e University Preis (1992) . .

_e
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E.K.Pedersen (Binghamton) :On the Novikov conjecture
joint \vork with Gunnar Carlsson

Let r be a. gronp such t.hat nr is finite and Er admits tl. compactificat.ion _Y such
that

(i) _Y" is mctrizable.
(ii) _Y is contractible.
(iii) The r -action extcnds to ..\.
(iv) If [( C Er is compact and y E Y = ...Y - Er, thcn for every neighborhood

U of y, there is a smaller neighborhood V so that if y E rand 9 . [{ n [~ -# then
g']<CV,

These conditions are satisfied for many groups e.g \vord hyperholic .groups. Our
main result is that for these groups the assembly maps

Br+ A L(Z) -+ L(Zr)

Br+ A ]«(Z) -. ]«(Zr)

are split monomorphisms of spectra~ thus confirming the Novikov conjecture and the
I(-theory analogue of the Novikov conjecture' for these groups. Since the No\;kov
conjecture is a rational statement~ \ve actually get a stronger integral result.

In joint '\vork with Wolrad Vogell \ve have confirmed the analogous result for
.A-theory.

Condition (i) is not necessary, it suffices that ~Y' is compact Hausdorff. The praof
requires using a generalized Cech theory.

Condition (iv) can be r~placed by a condition expressing that a compact subset
c0n.verges to a set \vhich is homotopically t.rivial in same technical sense.

Condition (ii) can be replaced by the statement that the generalized Cech theory
applied to )( is trivial

Erik I(jrer Pedersen
Dept of Nlath.
Binghamton University
Binghamton NY 13902-6000
USA·
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Normality of Elementary Subgroup FUnctors and Applications
A. Bak (Bielefeld)
(joint work with N. Vavilov)

We deflne a notion of group functor G, on categories of graded modules, which
unifies all previous concepts of a group functor G possessing a nation of ele
mentary subfunctor E. We show under a general condition, which is easily
checked in practice, that the elementary subgroup E( M) of G( M) is normal
for all Noetherian a.nd quasi-Noetherian objects M in the source category of
G. This result includes all previous ones on Chevalley and classical groups G
of rank ~ 3 over a commutative or module finite ring M a.nd setUes' positively
the still unanswered cases,of normality for these group functors, even in some
rank 2 cases.

Whereas the concepts of Chevalley and classical group functor are formed in
a ridged way in the setting of linear algebra, our concept of a. group functor is
simplyan arbitrary group functor Gon a category A of graded modules M, e.g.
a category of rings or form rings, such that G(M) contains homogeneous com
ponents of M in a functorial way. The elementary subgroup E(M) of G{M)
is defined as the subgroup of G(M) generated by the embedded homog~eous
components of M. This construction obviously defines a subfunctor E ~ G. In
the case of Chevalley or classical-like groups G, it is clear that the elemeniary

, matrices define embeddings into G of the ring a.nd form parameter over .which
G is defined and that the elementary subgroup of G is indeed the subgroup
generated by these embedded entities. On the other hand, any Chevalley or
classical-like group is itself embedded set theoretically, hut still functorially,
into a direct sum of copies of the ring over which it is defined. So, we assume
in the general setting that our grOUp8 G(M) embed set theoretically and func
torically into a. direct sum ffiM of copies of M. This extra structure coupled
with a simple, but very important observation is enough to proof our main
result concerning the norm~tyof E(M) in G(M) in just a. few words.'.

The Adams-Riemann-Roch theorem in the higher K -theory of group
scheme actions
B. Köek (Karlsruhe)

Let G/ S be a group scheme. For any G-scheme X / S the q-th equivariant
K-group Kq(G,X) is defined to be the q-th K-group of the exact category
consisting of a.lliocally free G-modules on X.
For anyG-projective G-morphism f : X ~ Y of complete intersectioD we can
define the generalized Euler characteristic .

f. : K(G,X) -. K(G, Y)

Conjecturally K(G, JY:), equipped with the '\-operations constructed by D.
Grayson, is a '\-ring.
Let K(G, X) be the completion of K(G, X) wrt. the Grothendieck filtration.



Theorem: a) (Adams-Riemann-Roch)
Bott's j-th cannibalistic class ei(Tl) is invertible in ko(G, ..~:r)(j-1J. For any
x E K( G, )() and for any Adams operation 7jJi, we have .

in K(G, Y)[j-l].
b) (Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch)
If in addition f. is continuous wrt. the Grothendieck filtrations and if the above
conjecture holds, then f. has a graded degree, and for any x E !((G, _~), we
have

Grf.(Td(Tj) . ch(x)) = ch(f.(x))

in GrK(G, Y)~.

References:
1) D.R. Grayson: "'Extenor Power Operations in Higher K-Theory",
K-Theory 3 (1989).
2) B. Käck, "Das Adams-Riemann-Roch-Theorem in der höheren äquivarian
ten K...:.Theorie", Jour. reine u. angew. Math. (1991).
3) G. Tamme, "The theorem of Riemann-Roch", in M. Rapoport et. al., "Bei
linson's conjectures on special values of L-functions", Academic press (1988).

Improved stability for SKI of an affine algebra
W. van der Kallen (Utrecht )
(joint work with R.A. Raa)

Let A be a non-singular affine algebra of Krull dimension d ?: 2 over a C l-field
k. H char(k) ~ d, assume k is perfect. We show that
1) the map SL,.(A)jE,,(A) -1' SK1(A) is an isomorphism for r ~ d + 1. The
proof is based on a. similar result of Suslin concerning rows.
2) if d = 3 then 'the Vaserstein symbol Unh(A)/E3(A) -t WE(A).is bijective.
Here the target is a Witt group based on altemating forms under "elementary"
equivalence.
3) if d ~ 3 then SLd_l(A)Ed(A) is normal in SLd(A). This uses 2) and bijecti
vity of a univers~ weak Mennicke symbol.

References:
R.A. Rao, W. van der Kallen, "Improved stability for SKI and WMSd of a
non-singular affine algebra", Utrecht preprint 757.
For "failure cf 3) over IR.n see
W. van der Kallen, "A module structure on certain orbit sets of unimodular
rows", Jour. of Pure and Appl. Algebra 57 (1989), pp. 281-316.
This paper also introduces the universal weak Mennicke symbol
Unin(A)/En(A) -+ WMS~(A),n ~ 3. It is universal for the sympletic Men
nicke relations oiLemma 5.4 in

..... )
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Higher class number formulas
• M. Koister (Hamilton)

In the framework of the Lichtenbaum Conjectures, the following two results
can be proved:

Theorem 1: Let PI F+ be a CM--extension of number fields t X the non-trivial
character of Ga.! (F/ F+), nEIN add. Then, for any add prime p

dK;~-2(01"' )-
~(X, 1 - n) ~ UKet ( ) .

11 '2n-l 0F ton

-.

L.N. Vaserstein, uThe structure of classical a.rithmetic groups of rank greater
than 1" f Math. USSR Sbornik 20 (1973) No. 3, pp. 465-492.

K 2 and Gross's p-adic conjecture
Nguyen ,9uang Do (Besanc;on)

Hy a combination of K-theory, Galois cohomology and Spiegelung in Iwasawa
theory, we prove the non-vanishing of Gross's p-a.d.ie regulator which dicta
test in the ease of C M -fields, the behaviour at s = 0 of p-adic L-functions.
Notations: F = a number field, p = an odd prime, F00 = the cyclotomie 7L,,
extension of F, r = Gal (F00 / F), O~ = the ring of p-integers of F00 1 o~ =
its group. of p-units, A~ = the p-group of p-classes of F00' We may suppose
th~t F contains a. primitive p-th root of unity. The main step· ia the following

Theorem:
1) We have a "twisted Kummer" exact.sequence of r-modules:

o-- K3F00 @ ~p/74 -- 0;';: @ ~p/74(1) -- K]O:" @ 74~ A:" @ ?4~;) -- 0
~.~~-.

2) The "twisted Kummer" morphism K oo induces a pseudo-isomorphi~m
Ki0'oo 0 74 '"'-J A~(1) @ 74(1), where K; denotes the wild kerne!.

Via· a result on Brauer groups, this theorem allows us to show that (A'oo)r is
finite, which is one of many equivalent formulations of Gross's conje~ture in
Iwasawa theory. .

References:
B.H. Grass, "zradic L-series at s = 0", Jour. Fac. Sei. Univ.Tokyo 1 A 28,
979-994 (1~81).

L.J. Federer, B.H. Grass, "Regulators a.nd Iwasawa modules", Invent..Math.
62, 443-457 (1981).

(Here, ~ means p-equivalence of rational numbers, and Ket is the etale K-11
.theory af Dwyer-Friedlander. )

.-.
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As an application this yields an easy way of computing K:t for rings of integers
in imaginary quadratic number fields.

Now let F be totally real abelian, ~ = Ga.l (F((p)/ F), p acid. Let n ~ 2,
Xcit a character of c::. with the same parity as n - 1.

Theorem 2: [K4~_1(OF('p»)X : (C~l)C·1U(l"-n)(n - l)Goo ] = ~K4~_2(OF('p»x.
(Here, C~ is a group of cyclotomic p-units~ w is the Teichmillier character,
and Goo := Gal (F((peo)/ F).)

A combination of Theorem 2 wit1;1 either Theorem 1 or the analogous re
sult (Wiles) for n even essentially shows that the Lichtenbaum Conjecture
for F (complex abelian) reduces to apreeise relation between the regulator
maps on cyelotomie elements (Beilinson, Bloch) and the leading terms in the
( -funetions.

Specialization maps on the K-theory of number fields
B. Kahn (Paris)

Let F be a number field, I an ocid rational prime. Choosing an embedding of
F into Cij', we get maps on K -theory:

henee on l-primary torsion .'

(1) K~h-l(F){l} ~ HO(F, K2i-l(~){1}) = If>(F, ~l/71,(i)) (Suslin).

By [1], there a.re eanonical maps

(2)

whose eomposite with (1) is the identity. (For i = 1,2, these maps are isomor
phisms.)

Using a.ppropriate primes of F one can extend (1) to the whole of K 2i- 1(F).
Let S be a set of places of F containing the infinite ones and the ones dividing
l, a.nd let p rt. S. The index

m(p):= [Jrl("(P),<Q,/71 l(i)): HO(F,<I2t171,(i))]

for i:f; 0 st. HO(F,CI2I/71. l (i)) i= 0, is independent of i.

Ooe defines specialization maps

Q~ : K2i- 1(OF) -t HO(F,<I2d71.l (i))

whose composite with (2) is multiplication by m(p) 00 fIO(F, ~d71.I(i)). By
Cebotarev there are infinitely many primes p st. "m(p) = 1. It is not yet known
how a~ varies with p but the speaker has a result which can be interpreted as
saying that in the a.verage under Galois action, a~ ooly depends on m(p).

-..!
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This result 'prompts the following question.
There is a spectrum j (F) such that

, m = 2i - 1 ~ 1
otherwise

-,e

The Q'~ are induced by maps cf spectra

Qp : K(oj;.) ~ j(F).

Question: Does the above result already hold on the level of spectra? Namely,
ia the mai> of apectra

Q: K(op.) ~ j(F)

9t. for al1 p rt 5, one has Lp'-p Q'p' =9 . m(p)0:1
(,...., is conjugation by Gal (F102), and 9 := ~{p' Ip' ,...., p}.)

Reference: [1] B. Kahn, "Bott elements in algebraic K -theory" ,
preprint, Pans 7

Stahle norm groups of p-units, and K 2
·C. Greither (München)

For a numher field F, we consider the stahle norm groups in the projective
system Ü~ (where U~ ia the group of p-units in the n-th layer F", of the
cyclotomic 7l,,-extension of F, and ,...., indicates tensoring with 7l.p and factoring
out torsion). These stahle norm graups turn out to be free aver the group ring
lLpG."" with G.", = Ga.! (Fn / F). (In principle, this follows already from work of
Kuz'min (1972).) This leads to a. description of K 2(OF) involving the stahle
capitulation kerne! H; to wit, we reprove part of a result of Keune (abtained
by "taking coinvariants"), this time "by taking invariants". '.~-:;.,

Next we replace p-units by K3 and show a freeness result for stahle norms,
and a structural description, in analogy with the case of p-units.

Finally we discuss noncyclotomic IIp-extensions. In this setting, the stable
norm groups of p-units don't have such a direct relation with K 2• Nevertheless,
it is perhaps of interest that Galois module theoretic results still can be proved
in this generality.

We us~ results of Levine, Merkurjev-Suslin, Kahn, and Nguyen Quang Do.



J . Rognes (0510): !{4 (Z) == O.

'Thc fourt.h hi~her algehraic !{-group of the rational integers is t.rivial. vVe prove t.his
hy usin~ a spect.nlnl level rank filtration of the [{-t.heory spectrum ]{(Z), dcfined
in [1] :

* ~ Fo!{(Z) --+ F 1l{(Z)~ ... ---+ Fkl{(Z) -, ... -----, j{(Z).

Here the kth stage Fk [((Z) is rou,ghly the subspectrum of J( (Z) built from t,he
category of Z-modules of rank k or less. The spectrum homology of the third stage
F, [( (Z) is computed in [2] to be

H:pec(F3 I{(Z)) ~ (Z, 0, 0, Z/2, 0, Z ff1 (two-torsion), ... ).

This is found using Soule~s calculation of the group homology of GL3 (Z) given in
[3]. Next we prove that the inclu5ion map F3 /(Z) -. K(Z) is four-connected. This
is the more recent addition to these calculations, and is proved using connectivity
results for a certain spectrum called the stable building, which can be thought of as a
spectrum level version of the Ti t5 buildings. Hence the calculation above deterroines
the spectrum homology of the !(- theory spectrum through homological degree four ~

and the result then follows fro~ the .~tiyah-Hirzebruchspectral sequence for stahle
homotopy theory, which appears below.

6

5

4

3

2

1

o

Z/2 0 0 7l/2 Z/2 ? I
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I
0 0 0 0 0 0

Zj24 0 I 0 Z/2 7l/2 ?

Z/2 0 0 Zj2 Z/2
.,

Z/2 0 0 Z/2 Z/2 ?
Z 0 0 Z/2 0 Ze?
o :2 3 4 5

There is a -nontrivial extension in total degree three, and- a nonzero differential
ending in bidegree (3, 1), fram \vhich the result follows. 'These observations about
the spectral sequence follo\v from a comparison \vith Bökstedt's spectrum .JI{(Z),
using; his tvio-complete splittin.~ [4] of flJ !((Z) off from n[{(Z).

REFERENCES

[1] J. Rognes 1 A :Jpectnlm level rankjiltration in IJlgebraic /( -theory, Topology 31 (1992), 813-,,45.
[2] __ , Approximating /(.(2) through degree jive, K-Theory (to appear).
[3] C. Soule, The cohomology 0/ SL:\(Z), Topology 11 (UHR), 1-22.
[·1) M. Bökstedt. The rational homotopy type 0/ n WIl Di1f(-.)l Algebraic Topology, Aarhus 1982.

Proceedings. (I. Madsen and B. Oliver, cds.), Lecture Nolcs in Math .. vol. 1051, Springer
Verlag, 1984, pp. 25-37 .

.lohn Rogncs
Department of NIathematics, Ulliversity of ()slo

Postboks 1053, Blindem
N-03160s10
NOl"\vay
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Linear groups: Abelianizations and imperfeet groups
.A.J. Berrick (Singapore)

This talk presents joint work with D.J.S. Robinson; "Imperfect groups" t J.
Pure A.ppl. Alg. (1993), to appear [B-RJ and with the late Pere Menal (two
artieles in preparation) [B-M].

For a group G, define 1-'(G) to be the least cardinality of a subsetof G whose
normal closure is G. In general, JJ(G) is very difficult to calculate (henee the
Kervaire Conjecture); however: .

Theorem 1 [B-R]: J.'(G) = ",,(Grsh ), the rank of GC1b , when G has an imperfect
normal subgroup N with quotient G/ N of finite composition length.

Here, N is defined to be imperfect if it has no nontrivial perfect quotient.

This is an interesting numerical invariant of a ring R (= 1 for a field, infinite
for lF~[t]). [B-R] calculates the imperfeet radical and residual of GL ,,71. For
other rings: .~~

"{.h, •

Theorem 9 [B-R]: (a) For a. field k, GL "k is imperfeet iff (n, Ikl) = (2',.2) or
{xnlx E k} i: k.
(h) For R commutative sem.ilocal with R---f++ lF~h we have:

.GL "R imperfect ~ "I quotient k of R, {zn Iz E Ir.} 1: k:

=> p.(GL "R) = p«GL "R)4h) = J.'(K1R).
n~3

Calculation of (E2 R)ab and (GL 2R )ab has been made in [B-M] (including re-
lative versions). -.

Theorem 4: Suppose R is commutative with srR = 1.

where T ~ ideal of all elements of R of torsion coprime to G, .
·and L = level([E2 R,E2RJ) = 2:"t.eR(r2 -r)(sJ- s ). Moreover, SKt(R,T) = O.

• The following has not yet been completely checked by the speaker.

Theorem 5: H srR = 1, then

(GL 2 R )4b ~ KIR EB (E2R)j[GL 2R, GL 2R]

where (E2 R)j[GL 2R, GL 2R] ~ R/ LrER R(r'1. - ;')R.

11



Bivariant cycle theory
M. Rost (Bann)

The topic of the talk was the discussion of a theory of correspondences between
vaxieties (including singular ones) aver a field. In particular, this theory yields
for any variety JY· a complex C*(X) which in a way is dual to the complex

C.(X) : ...~ EB K~(K(X)) ~ EB K~(~(x)) - ...
:EX{p) :EXep- 1 )

There are pairings
c*(...Y) @ C*(X) --+ C"(X)

which turn the cohomology H*(X) into an antico~utativering. In case of a
smooth variety the complexes C*(X) and C.(X) are homology equivalent and
the product on H*()() coincides with the usual intersection product for cycles,

Intersection theory via perfeet complexes
R.W. Thomason (Pans)

Motivated by modern techniques in local intersection theory, the known connec
tions between classical intersection theory and algebraic K -theory, and the
superiority of Cartier divisors over Weil divisors, we seek a global intersection
theory on general schemes, possibly singular or not over a field, where perfect
complexes play the role of p-cocyeles.

Heneeforth, we consider only noetherian sehemes with an ample line bundle.
These include all quasi-prajeetive algebraic varieties.

We recall a perfect camplex on ~y is a complex of 0 x-modules quasi-isomorphie
to a bounded complex of algebraie vector bundles ([SGA6]). We seek a filtra
tion of the category of perfect complexes on all ~y

such that CP(X) is the full subcategory of all perfect complexes in some sub-
triangulated category of the derived category D(JY)perf of perfeet complexes. •
Given such a filtration .e·, we define Chow groups considering CP(X) as the _
"p-cocyeles" :

CHb(X) = free abelian group on objects of CP{JY) modulo relations:
[E] + [F] - [E EB F],
[E] - (F] if E is quasi-isomorphie to F,
[E] ,...., 0 if E E GP+l(X) ~ CP(JY), and
"rational equivalence": [Eal - [EI] if 3 H E CP(JY X IPl) s.t. LiicH ~ Eie for
ilc : X -fo X X IPt the sections at 0 and 1.

Lemma 1: a) There is asurjeetion [(0\ CP( ..Y)) ---t-+ C m()().
b) There is a well-defined map

Cm(JY) ~ KO(JY)/image KO(CP+l(.y)).

I"
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(Both homomorphisms send the class (E] of E to (E] J its class in the other
group.)

The first naive guess for a C is to take C:oc:iUn = perfect complexes acyclic off
codimension 2: p. This gives C H;oc:iUn(}() whieh are obviously isomorphie to
the classical Chow gI-oupS for X regular of finite type over a field. However,
this C H;odUn( ) is not functorial on singular X.

Better guess for C: Cfm(X) = {E' in the smallest triangulated subcategory of
D(X)perf that contains a1l ubasic p-coeycles" J i.e. those of the form

where 7f' : Z --t X is a smooth projective morphism,

Je, L,1 J ••• ,.cm

are line bundles on Z, and m ?: p + fibre di~ension of 7r}.

Theorem 1: C H;""( ) ia a eontra.variant graded commutative ring-valuedfunc
tor on the category of noetherian schemes with an a.mple line bundle: '';-2'

CH:m,( ) is a covariant functor for smooth projective maps, where . '-.'
f. : CH;""(X) --+ C H=d(y) for f : X --+ Y of fibre dimension. d shifts degree
by d. ::'~~'

Theorem 2: There is a na.tural surjection

which is an isomorphism if X is either normal, or Cohen-Maeanlay, cr satisfies
the condition S2 of Serre.

Theorem 3: If E is a vector bundle of rank r + 1 on )(, then CH:m(JPt'x) is
a free graded CH~(.~,,!() module of rank r + 1, on the basis {1,h,h2 ,'••-.,h"}
where h is the dass of OPt"(1) E Pie (Il' E'x ).

Theorem 4: (Moving lemma) ..
Ea.ch J: E CH:m(X) is [E'] of same perfect complex E in C~(X) which in
addition is a.cyclie off eodimension ~ p.

Theorem 5: (Comparison)
CH;mJX) ® <Q ia isomorphie a.s a. graded ring to the associated graded of the
"Y-filtration on Ko(X) ®~.

In particular, for X regular quasi-projetive over a field

so our theory agrees rationally with the classical one.

I)



However, for )(/f'a semisimple algebraic group oftype G 2 over an algebraically
closed field, it is known (Grothendieck, R. Marlin) that C H;lusiceJ.( .,{Y) ::;:; 71/2,
whereas CH:m (..t'Y) = O. So we still have to find a better filtration C· than C;Tn'
as this latter works fairly well, but still leaves to be desired.

Weith Filtrations via commuting Automorphisms
D.R. Grayson (Urbana)

We consider a filtration of the K -theory space K(R) for a. regular neotherian
ring R which was proposed by Goodwillie and Lichtenbaum. The filtration has
the t-th stage defined as

where RlA is the standard simplicial polynomial ring over R, and K (R, <G~t)

denotes the K-theory spaee of the eategory of projective finitely generated R
modules equipped with t commuting automorphisms SI, ... , 8 t . The notation
<S~ indicates that mod out by the subspaees where Si = 1, i = 1, ... ,n.

We prove that the quotient W t /W t+1 (delooping of the homotopy fiber of the
map W t +I

-+ W t
) is the geometrie realization of a. simplieial abelian group,

namely

wt/W t
+1 = Id ~ K:(RAci

, ~~)I,

and thus fits in weIl with the program of Quillen and Beilinson to find chain
complexes whieh would provide a motivie cohomology theory, as exposed, for
example, in the speaker's paper "Weight filtrations in algebraic K -theory" ,
to appear in "Motives, Proeeedings of the Seattle Conference", Proceedings of
Symposia in Pure Mathematies, AMS.

We mentioned the possibility of using the resolution theorem of Quillen in this
eontext, arising from the fact that a module with eommuting automorphisms
has a. projective resolution with commuting automorphisms.

We hope that the Adams operations will act on the filtration, and act purely .•.
on W t /Wt+1 at least when R is Ioeal, but a.ll we know is a bit about Wl jW2 ,

namely iro = 0,1T'1 = K I Rl and ir2 = the quotient of K 2 by the central com-
mutators. Also, the map 1T'2(W2 /W3 ) -+ K2R is an isomorphism if R is an
algebraically closed field, and is a split surjection if R is a field which is perfeet
or not of characteristie 2.

14



e Theorem ~: If A = BI 0 Bi is a. division aigebra., ind Bi == exp Bi. and ind BI
is squarefree, then G· K(X) is torsion free.

15

Theorem 1: H ind(A) = exp(A) = r, then

2( ,...., reH X) = -(-)71.2;r
Corollary: For such A,

. r
G'K(..-"'() ~ -(0)71 for each i, 0 ~ i $ dimX"t, r

Let X be a Severi-Brauer variety corresponding to a simple central algebra
A, K(X) = K~(X) the Grothendieck group of X with the topological filtration

... C K(i+l)(X) C K(i)(X) C ... ,

d K(X) := K(i/i+l)(X) 0

Topological filtration for same Severi-Brauer varieties ~ii .
N. Karpenko (Münster) .

where Qi are quaternions. Let Yi be the Severi-Brauer vanety of Q", Y that of
Ql ® Q:z.

Theorem. Let )( be a homogeneous variety over a field F 0 There exist a sepa
rable algebra A aver F and a canonical isomorphism K.J"'C. ~ K.A.

An interesting example of a division algebra A which does not satisfy the above
conditions is a tensor product

Ezamples.
1) Severi-Brauer variety (Quillen's computation),
2) Generalized Severl-Brauer variety (Panin, Levine-Srinivas-Weyman),
3) Projective quadrics (Swan),
4) Involution varieties (Tao).

Algorithm to derive Z(A) from X and a group G a.cting on J"(: We assume G
is semisimple and adjoint. Let P C Gs be a parabolic subgroup (not defl.ned
aver F) such that X s ~ Gs / P. The center of A is a commutative etale algebra
E over F corresponding to the r = Gal (Flep/F)-set WG/Wp .

Panin '5 result on K -theory of homogeneous varieties
A. Merkurjev (Louvan-La-Neuve)

Let F be a field, X be a projective variety defined ~ver F. X is called homo
geneo1J.S if there exists an algebraic linear group G acting transitivelyon X
(G(Fsep ) acts transitivelyon the set X(F.ep)).

-,.



Consider the cycle t := (Yi x Y2 x Y3) - 3 . (Y ~< (2pt)) on )(, where 2pt denotes
a closed point on Y3 of degree 2.

Theorem 3: [tl E C* K(JY) generates (G* K(4'Y)hors, and 2 . [tl = o.

Question: Is [tl equal to 0 or not?
If yes, then there is no torsion, a.nd G* K( ...Y) can be described precisely.
If no, there is only one non-trivial torsion element, and G* !«JY) can be des
cribed as weIL

Polylogarithmic construction of mixed sheaves on mixed Shimura
varieties
J. Wildeshaus (Münster)

It is hoped (Beilinson and others) that the K -groups of varieties over ~ have
a natural interpretation as Ext-groups of "mixed motivic sheavesn

, a category
that is not yet found but should be equipped with "realization functors U e.g.
into the category of mixed algebraic Badge modules a. la Saito or of mixed
l-aclic perverse sheaves (categories which do exist (in the first case) or can be
reasona~ly a.pproximated (in the la.tter)).

In a few cases (Spec «12), C M-elliptic cmves, modular curves) it was (at least)
proven tha.t there is a. subgroup of K -theory whose image ~n Deligne cohomo
logy (=Ext-groups of Hodge modules) has the properties ·predicted in Beili
son's· conjectures.

A common feature of these subgroups (or rather, their images under "reali
zation") is that they anse fram an interpolation process. E.g., the numbers
-Li 1e (cp) E <D/~(k), kEIN, cp a root of unity, a.re "values:' of a one-extension
of Hodge modules (which happen to be variations of Tate-Hodge structure)
on IPI \ {O; 1; oo}. This interpola.tion process was formalized and generalized
to arbitrary mixed Shimura varieties.

e-Bass
R. Keith Dennis (Ithaca)

A project to distribute mathematical books and lecture Dotes electronically was
described. A few of the ma.ny advantages were given (low cost, wide availability,
use by the blind etc). A proposal to distribute an enlarged and enhanced
version of H. Bass's book "Algebraic K-Theory7l, was made.

Aid in the form of corrections, proofreading, updates, and finances are needed.
For information, write to dennis@math.comell.edu

I ~;
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k, k = alg.ebraicThen we apply these results to the particular cases: k
number field, k = IR.

The Chow group of O-cycles on a singular surface C H2(X) is defined" as in
Levine-Weibel [Joum. Reine angew. Math. 359 (1985), 106-120]. Then one
has the following isomorphisms:

H
1
(X, Sh

2
) Ei1 H 1(y, Sh2

) --... H1ey, Sh2
) --t> H 2

(.}(, Sh2) -+ H 2(X, Sh2)~--+ 0
~ _;:7,;

We first extend to singular surfaces a result proved by Bloch-Ogus [Am. Sc.
Ec. Norm. SUpe {1974), 181-202] in the smooth case.

Divisibilty in the Chow group of zero-cycles on a singular surface
C. Pedrini (Genova)

Theorem A: Let X be a quasi-projective surface aver a field containing I/n.
The Chern class ~12 : K 2(U) -+ Ir:t (U, J.&~2) induces "an isomorphism '~j.'"

Applications:

I) H k = k the exact sequence in theorem B yields an isomorphiam

This is areport on a joint ~Rork with C. Weibel. We study the divisibility of the
Chow group of O-cycles on a surface X aver a field k, thus extending several
results known for )( smooth.

Here S h2
is the Zariski sheaf associated to the presheaf U --+ H:t. (U; JJ~2),

where JJ.n denotes the etale sheaf of n tA roots of unity.

Next step is to relate C H2(X) @ 7l/n == CH2(X)jn with C H2(X) ® 7l/n,
where X is the normalization of X.

Theorem B: Assume either that n is prime or that JJn C Rand l/n E R. ·~Then
there is an exact sequence

where 1r : X ~ X ia the normalization, Y = SingX, Y = '7t"-l(y).

Using theorem A and the iaomorphism SK1(Z)jn ~ H 1(Z, Sh2 ) valid for any
Z of dim ~ 1 we also get the following exact sequence:

Hence CJfl(X)jn 3: (71/n)C where c ia the number of proper irreducibole
components of X. In particular C H2( X) is divisible if X is affine.
11) H k is an algebraic numberfield then the above exact sequences show that
for a singular surface X both CH2(X)jn and nCH 2(X) may be infinite. This



contrasts with the smooth case where n.GH2(~y) is a finite group (at least if
H2(~y, Ox) == 0), due to a. result of Colliot-Thelene and Raskind [Inv. Math.
105 (1991) 221-245].

111) k == IR. In this case it is possible to relate C H2()()/2 with topolagical
invariants of ~Y(IR) (equipped with strong topology). In order to da that we first
extend to any rn-dimensional variety such that Y == Sing}( has codimension
~ 2 a theorem of Colliot-TheH~ne-Ischebeck[C.R. Acad. Sc. 292 (1981), 723
725} for smooth varieties. Then, in the case of areal surface, we use Theorem
B to compute C H2 ()()/2. The result is the following:

Theorem G: Let X be areal surface with normalization X. Let E be the
number of proper components of X having no smooth real point. Then

where t == H2(X(IR),71./2) and ~ iso the rank of the cokernel of the map
H 1(X, Sh2

) -+ Hl(J'Y(lR.)", 7l/2}. e is 0 if X is smooth.

Using the above result it is possible to compute C H 2(X) of the so called "real
umbrellas" i.e. real s~aces whose singular locus is a. line sticking out of the
smooth locus.

Finding elements of the tarne kernel
F. Keune (Nijmegen)

Two methods have been described to produce elements of the tarne kernel of
a number field F.

Let p be an odd prime.

1st method: special case: J1.p CF.

Let a be an ideal of 0F. The automorphism ( ~ 1 ffi (-1 of a ffi b@ 0F, where
( E J.1.p and b an inverse ideal cf a, determines an element A cf SL3 ( op) sa
tisfying AP = I. Since SK1(op) = 0 by Bass-Milnor-Serre, it can be lifted
to x E St(3, op). Then xP == K2(OF). This construction determines a map
J.Lp@GI(oF) -+ K 2(OF)/p. A generalization is given by Thom Mulders in his
thesis (Nijmegen 1992).
general case: use the transfer after adjoining J.L1':

Note that if you can find this way generators for K 2(op )/p you also have
generators for the p-primary part cf the tarne kerne!.

2ndmethod: special case: from the short exact sequence

o-t K2 (OF) -+ K2(F) --+ ffik(pf --+ 0
Je
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extract the exact sequence

o -+ JLp ® Cl(oF[;]) -. K 2(OF )/p ~ EB~ -+ JLp - 0.'
jlp

(This has been done by Tate, 1976.)
general case: as with the first method, use the transfer. [By using a power pr
instead of p this leads to

o -+ (~r ® Cl(oF«(pr)[;]))r -+ K2(OF)/pr -+ ( ... ) ~ O.

This makes elase field theory an appropriate tool for studying the tame and
wild kernel. For p,. = 4 this has been done by Boldy (thesis Nijmegen 1991)
for the quadratic case.]

Also in this ease we end up with amap jJ.p ~ CI(oF«(p») ~ K2(OF)/p.

Theorem (Keune, Mulders) These maps c~incide.

Call thi3 map J .
. Theorem (Mulders, based'on an idea by Geijsberts (thesis Nijmeg~n 1991))
The image ofl. consists (under mild eonditions on F) of products of Dennis-
Stein-symbols. ~:~.

Theorem (Mulders) For F not imaginary quadratic 'the ~primary parfi'"of the
wild kemel consists of Dennis-Stein~ymbols.(For p = 2 there remains a little
problem in some cases.)

Stahle K -theory is topological Hochschild homology
R. MeCarthy (Brown Univ.)
(joint work with B. Dundas)

Theorem: (conjectured by T. Goodwillie)
For R. a simplicial ring and M. a simplicial R.-bimodule, the natural map

K'(R.,M.) -+ THH(R.,M.)

is a homotopy ~quivalence.

Two immediate applications of this are:

1) (after wox:k of L. Hesselholt )

H R. .L. s. is a. map of simplicial rings 5t. 'Traf is a surjection with nilpotent
kernel, then for al1 primes p,

K(f); -=-.. TC(f; p); .

2) H.(GL oo(R.), Moo(M.)) ~ ff)l'+q~. Hp(GL oo(R.), T HHq(R., M.)) for all sim
plicial rings R. and bimod~esM. The action on the left is by conjugation, and
on the right oue has the trivial action.

The theorem is proved by writing T H H as the Goodwillie derivative of a func~

tor which approximates K(R. tBM.). This model is motivated by writing T H H

Ir)



as H H(71[M':lQ(R.)], l\1oo(R.») which was done by Pirashvili and Waldhausen.

The ehern character in periodic cyclic ,f:lomoJogy
C. Weibel (Strasbourg)

Theorem 1: The Ka.roubi-Connes "ehern character"

is compatible with the A-operations defined on K.(A) and the A-operations
defined on periodie cyclic homology HP-.(A), in the sense that it sends

This holds for any commutative ~-algebra A, and also for quasi-compact
quasi-separated schemes )(. Induction reduces to the case n = O.

Theorem 2: There is a theory of ehern classes

a.nd a rank map
Ko(A) -+ HPJO)(A) t

such that the associated ehern character

eh: Ko(A) -+ ii: HPJi)(A) = HPo(.A.)
i=O

is the Karoubi-Connes map.

A simple reduction allows us to assume A is smooth over ~. In this case
HP~i)(A) = H~(A), and Hartshornehas constructed a theory of ehern classes

We observe that.Hartshornets Ci are the Chern classes associated to the Karoubi
Connes map.

Question: Ia H PJi)(A) the same as Hartshorne's H~(SpecA)?

On Loday homology of Lie algebras
T. Pirashvili (Tbilisi)
(joint work with J.-L. Loday)

For any Leibniz algebra 9 (deflned as a ~-vector space 9 equipped with a
bilinear map

, I
!
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satisfying the Leibniz rule) Loday const.ructed a new homology theory HL.(g)
as the homology of the chain complex

.»n d "~(n-l)... -+9 -"g -.. ...

The speaker constructed a universal enveloping algebra UL(g) st. one has an
isomorphism

Here, !/IÄc":= g/([x, ::cD, and U(·) means the usual universal envelope of Lie
algebras. The speaker prov~d that if char(K.) > 0 and 9Lie is semisimple then

It is interesting that the universal central extension of si( A) in the category of
Leibniz algebras has kernel HH1(A).

Higher K -theory of modules over finite EI-categories
A.O. Kuku (Idaban)

Let C be a. finite EI-category, i.e.
i) every endomorphism in C is an automorphism,
ü) the isomorphism classes of C-objects and C(x, y), x, Y E C, are finite.

An Re-module is a. contravanant functor

C -. R - mod

where R is a commutative Noetherian ring with 1. For a1l n ~ 0, let (;",,(l7.C)
(resp. K,,(RC») be the Quillen-K" of the category of finitely generat~d"t;(iesp.
finitely generated projective) Re-modules. .

Theorem A: Let C be a finite EI-category, R the ring of integers in a number
field F. Then for.all n 2:: O,K,,(RC),G.,.,(RC) are finitely generated Abelian
groups.

Theorem B: Let C be a finite EI-category, k a field of characteristic p. Then
the Cartan homomorphisms

induce isomorphisms a#er applying ®ll[~].

Remarks: The study of K -theory of modules over EI-categories is necessitated
by known topological applications for n = 0,1. For example, if Gis a Lie group,
then 1r j(G, X), the discrete fundamental category induced by the fundamental
category 1r(G,X) for a finitely dominated G-space X is an EI-category and

~l



finiteness obstructions exist in Ko(71.7rf(G,)()). Also, if C' = Gr G is the orbit
category of G, and X is a G - CW-complex" with round structure, then the
Reidemeister torsion exists in Wh(~ Or G), a. ~uotient of K 1 (~ Gr G).

For details see: W. Lück, "Transformation groups and Algebraic K -theory" )
Springer 1989.

Products of conjugacy classes of two by two matrices
L.N. Vaserstein (University Park)
(joint work with E. Wheland)

The covering number cn(G) and extended covering number ecn( G) were in
troduced in [1] for a simple non-commutative group G. We define ecn( G) for
an arbitrary group G as the least k 5t. for any non-trivial conjugacy classes
Cl,"" Oie in G 5t. the norma1subgroup generated by each Cj contains [G, G]
and any 90 E G 5t. 90 == Cl ..... C/cmod [G, G] we have

.90 E Cl' .... O/c.

For cn(G), we take Ci = C1,j = 1, ... , k.

We compute cn(G) and ecn(G) for

G E {5L2 F, GL 2F, PSL2 F, PGL2 F IF a field} .

For finite F, this was done in [1].

Products of conjugacy clas5es in SL1\<C were stuciied in [2] in connection with
Higgs bundles, hypergeometrie functions, and Hodge structures.

A rigidity theorem was proved and used in our computation.

References: [1) - Z. Arad and M. Herzog, LNM 1112 (1985).
[2] - C.T. Simpson, Canad. M.S. Conf. Proc. 12 (1992).

On K 1 of an Exact Category .
C. Sherman (Southwest Missouri St. Univ.)

Let P be an exact category. In the mod-60's Bass defined a group which
has come to be denoted Kfct.(P), as follows: Let Aut P denote the cate
gory whose objects are pairs (A, er), where er is an automorphism of A; then

Kte~(P) = ([(AIQ.a,)~oJ~~~~l-[(A.Q')})' When R i5 a ring, and P( R) the category
of finitely generated projective R-modules, then Ktci(P(R)) == K1(R), but
in general the definition was fiawed. The correct definition of K 1(P) was, of
course, given by Quillen in '72 when he defined Ki(P) = 7ri+lINQPI Vi ~" O.
For i = 0, he proved that '7rlINQPI = Ko(P) (defined algebraically) by using
standard techniques conceming the fundamental group. Unfortunately, there

e-
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E O---+L~M-.N~O

F : 0 -+ N .!. M ....... L -+ O.

along with an isomorphism e : A EB C fB Y -+ B·ffi D E9 )(. Then we can form
the following loop in IGPI:

.~) R ~ R/(<pp(x») -. 0

.(~) R ~ R/(X -1) -+ O.

o ......., R/(x - 1)
o --t Rf({)p(x)

o= Mo ~ Mt c--;. ••• '--+ lw.,., = M 0 = Ml, C-.+> M~ C--+ ••• Co...+ M~ =~o= No c-+ NI '-+ ... c--;. N.,., = N 0 = N6<....+ lV~ <-+ ... t:.-.+ N~ = N.:.....
equipped with isomorphisms M'+l/M, ~ N,+t/N"Mt+t/Mt ~ Nf+l/N: Vi.
The speakerJs result is a considerable simplification of this description. First,
suppose that we are ~ven two short exact sequences

o -+ A ~ X ~ C -+ 0,0 ~ B.!!.. Y --+ D ~ 0

The next step was taken by Gillet and Grayson in [GG], where they constructed
a simplicial set GP such that ICPI ~ ntNGPt, so that Kt(P) ~ 1I"tIGPI. Using
this, they were able to show that any element of Kt(P) can be described by
specifying two objects M, N, a.nd filtrations

As an example, let p be a prime, e" the cyclic group of order p, R = 7l[Cp] ~
7l[.X]j(xP - 1)~ Gi(R) = K,(M(R», where M(R) denotes the category of a.ll
finitely generated R-modules. WebbJs computation of GI (R)[w] shows· that
GI(R) ia the direct sum of Gtet(R) and an infinite cyclic group; then it ia not
hard to prove that the cyclic group is generated by T(Ep , Fp ), where Ep and
Fp denote the following short exact sequences:

The first step in understanding K 1(P) was made by Grayson in [Gel). B1' dra
~Ring an appropriate commutative diagram in QP J he constructed an element
T(E, F) E K 1 (M) whenever one ia given two ahort exact sequences of the form

are DO analogues of these techniques for 1r2J so it was not clear how to describe
K 1(M) in' algebraic terms.

It was realized early on that there is a natural transformation 1j1 : Ktet
( P) ---..

K 1(P)J which ia an isomorphism when P has the property that a.ll short exact
sequences split (see [Shl) for proof). However, Murthy showed by an example
(based on computations in LamJs thesis) that t/J need not be surjective (see
[Ge]).

-e



It is not hard to show that the homotopy class of this loop is independent of
the choice of cokernels for Q and ß, so we will use the notation G( 0:, ß, e) for
the element of 1rdGPI ~ Kt(P) defined by this loop (where e is a family of
compatible isomorphisms, one for each choice of cokernels). Then we have:

Theorem: Every element of K 1 (J.\1) is of the form G(a., ß, 8) for same a,ß, 8.

The proof is based on a long exact sequence developed by Grayson in [Gr2],
and appears in [82]. In the case that P is an abelian category the speaker gave
another proof in [SI], which is based on same old work of Auslander and uses
Quillen's Iocalization sequence for abelian categories rather than Grayson '5

sequence.

References:
[Ge] - S. Gersten, Higher K-theory of Rings, in LNM 341.
{GG] - H. Gillet and D. Grayson, The Loop Space of the (Q-Construction, lli.
J. of Math. 31 (1987), 574-597.
[Gr!] - D. Grayson, Localization for Flat Modules in i\lgebraic K-Theory, J.
of Alg..61 (1979), .463-49.6.
[Gr2] - D. Grayson, Exact sequences in algebraic K -theory, TI!. J. of Math. 31
(1987), 463-496. .
[Sh1] - C. Sherman, On K 1 of an Abelian Ca.tegory, to appear in J. of Alg.
[Sh2] - C. Sherman, On K 1 of an Exact Category, preprint

Structure of exceptional groups over rings
N. Vavilov (Bielefeld)

Let ~ be a reduced irreducible root system of rank 2: 2, R a. commutative ring
with 1,
E(~, R) the elementary Chevaliey group,
G(~, R) the Chevalley group.
The qualitative behaviour of the functors

Kl(~'R) .- G( 'P, R)jE( 'P, R) ,
K 2 ( ip, R) .- ker(St( cP, R) ~ E (q" R) )

introduced by M. 'Stein for the cases when <P is exceptional was discussed.
(G is assumed to be simply connected.)

Questions: 1) Is E( <P, R) normal in G( cP, R)?
2) Is K 2(<p, R) central in Si(cP, R)?

1) was answered by G. Taddei using a variation of the "localization and
patching" methode The speakeI sketched another proof based on "decomposi
tion of unipotents" imitating Stepanov's simplified proof of Suslin's normality
theorem. This pIoof was obtained jointly with E. Plotkin.
It was then shown how the techniques used. can be modified to obtain an ana
logue of the van der Kallen-Tulenbaer-theorem on the centrality of !(2(<P, R)

e_
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in St(~, R) Cor the types Ei.

Stability questions for the Kt-functor of ChevaJley groups
E. Plotkin

Let E(~,R), G(cIJ, R), K 1 (cIJ, R) be aB in the last talk. The problem is connec
ted with M. Stein's approach to stability of K t ( ip, R), described in the paper
"Stability questions of K t , K2-functors, modeled on ChevalIey groups and re
lated topics", 1978. The stability question for K 1 looks as follows:

Let 6. C ~ be a root embedcling. It induces a homomorphism

Find conditions on R (dependingon 6. C ip) st. 11 ia surjective (resp. injective)!

In the ta.1k, the answer for swjectivity was given for a.l1 natural maximal embed
dings: Surjective stability takes place under stahle ~ange conditions, ab_~lute
stahle range conditions and additional Vaserstein type conditions. ~i;f"

Proofs are based on Stein's diagram technique and the Chevalley-Matsumoto
decomposition. r

The same problem was then discussed for twisted Chevalley groups and the
functor 2 K1, the twisted variant of K t.

Several problems remam in this field. Thefirst of them is to accomplish the
stability of K 1 for a1l embeddings under some "good" conditions.
Another one is: Is it true that ASR(Ro) = ASR(R), where ASR denotes the
absolute stahle range condition t and Ra is the subring of fixed points under
involution.

K -theory with Positioning Map
M. Morimoto (Okayama)
(joint work with A. Bak)

Let G be a finite group and X a closed, l-connected smooth G-manifold of
dimension n = 2k ~ 6. We discuss the surgery obstruction under the weak
gap hypothesis: dimX ~ 2dimX9 C"g E G,g 1: 1). Our surgery obstruction
group Wn(G) ia determined by the data:

Q {g E G Ig2 = 1 and dimX9 = k - I} J

S {g E GIg2 = 1 and dimX9 = k},

a {X~ iH :5. G,dimX~ = k}/JY~ "'-J JY:: if X~ = X: (as sets).

" Rough Theorem: Let f : X -+ Y be ~ degree 1 G-framed map. Then f deter
mines an element u(f) E Wn ( G) having the property:



0'(/) = 0 {::::::} / is G-framed cobordant rel. to the singular set Ug:;el .Lyg to
/' : )( ~ Y being a homotopy equivalence.

For the study of the surgery obstruction, in particular for applications of the
theory to topology, the action of the Bumside ring f2(G) on Wn(G) is very im
portant. FOT this reason, we introduce the Grothendick-Witt ring GWo(71, C, e)
and the special Grothendieck-Witt ring V'GWo(71, G, 8). Then H i-t W~(H)

is a Green module aver the Green .functor H 1--+ vGWo(71, G, 8) under a
certain hypothesis.

Applications: (1) H n ~ 6 then sn admits a smooth one fixed point action from
As.

(2) (Laitin~n-Morimoto) If G ~ 9:(V'P, q), then G acts smoothly on a sphere
with exactly one fixed point.

Simplicial determinant map and the second term of the weight fil ...
tration
A. Nenashev

We have the maps

det : KoX --+ Pic ....Y" and det : K 1 X ~ r(4Y' 0:]) ,

where X is an irreducible scheme. Let WO = GPx denote the G-construction
and Wl be the union of components of rank zero in it. The speaker constructed
a simplicial set T such that

1roT ~ PicX, 1rlT ~ r(X, 0x) and 7rm T = 0 for m ~ 2

and a simplicia.l map
det: W 1 -+ T

which induces the above two determinant maps on the homotopy groups. The
homotopy fibre of this map was described to be the simplicial set W 2 • Avertex
in W 2 is a pair (P, pI, 1/J) w here P and pt are vector bundles on X such thai
rank P = rank P' and 1/J : det P .....::.... det P' is an isomorphism (det P denotes
AraDkP P); avertex connection (Po, P~; .,po) to (PI, Pt, tPl) is a pair of ahort exact
sequences

(Po ~ PI -+ PI/0; p~ --+ P; -+ PI/o )

with equal cokernels such that the diagram

"~J ! •

det PI

Wt L1
det P{

----+ det Po ® det Pllo
LWo ® 1

----+ det P~ ® det Pllo

commutes, where the horizontal isomorphisms are naturally induced by these
short exact sequences. Thus W 2 yields the SK-theory of )(, i.e. '
1rOW 2

9t ker«(rank, det} : Ko)( -+ 7l ® Pic..tY),
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""1 W2 ::! ker(det : KIJ~ ~ feX, Gi)),
11"mW2 = K]X Car m 2 2.

Mixed motives and filtrations on Chow groups
s. Saito (Orsay)

-Let X be a. smooth projective variety Qver <Da.nd let CH'f'(X) be the Chow
group· of cyeles of codim. r on X modulo rational equivalence. We are intere
sted in the structure of C Hf'(X). The case r = 1 is weil understood smce Abel
and Jaeobi: let CHY'(X)hom C CHY'(X) be the subgroup of cyeles homologi
cally equivalent to zero. Then CHY'(X)/CHf'(X)hom ia finitely generated and
C H1 (X)hom haB a. natural structure of abelian variety.

The case r 2:: 2 in general turns out to be very complicated by the following
theorem of Mumford.

Theorem (Mumford): Assume dimX = 2 and pg = dimHO(X,1"rZ) i: O. Then
A 2(X) := CIP(X)hom cannot have a geometrie strueture in any reaso~able

sense.

In contrast with this Bloch proposed the following

Conjecture: Let X be as a.bove and assume pg = o. Then the Albanese. map
induces

AJ(X) ~ Alb (X) .

(In partieular A2(X) has a geometrie strueture.)

By these two statements one may naturally wonder if there exists a. way for
CHf'(X) to be imluenced by cohomological invariants of X. This guess is
precisely formulated by Beilinson in termsof mixed motives. His conjectural
formulation has may interesting consequenees on CW(X), among which the
most notable is the existence of a filtration "'

CW(X) = ~CIr(X) :) FltCJr(X) :) ...

which satisfies
1) FkCHY'(X) = CHr(X)hom,
2) Fl.,CHr(x) = Ker(CHY'(X)hom !. JY'(X), where Jr(x) is the interme
diate Jacobian and P ia Griffith's period map.
3) GrFMCHf'(X)~ is "controlled" by H2f'-"(JY, ~),
4) 3N >o F~CHr(X)(JJ = O.

In the talk a certain filtration

was defined in an explicit manner and· the following were proved:
(I) The above filtration satisfies all the expected properties except possibly

')
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one admits the Hodge conjecture then this is the only possible filtration which
c~ arise from Beilinson's story of mixed motives. In particular one conjectures

DT(JY) := n F"CJr(X)fJ2 = O.
II~O

(11) In the context of CHf'(X)fJJ./Df'(X) several conjectures on algebraic cycles
which seem intractable at present can be proved. In particular, Bloch's con
jecture is easy.
(lI!) Mumford's non-representability result is generalized in this context.

For example we prove

Theorem: Let JY. = Xl X X 2 X .•• X X"" where Xi is one of the following:
1) dimX, ~ 2,
2) abelian variety,
3) smooth complete intersection C lPN ,

4) flag variety.

Then the following conditions are equivalent for v ~ 1:
1) IfO(X, 0x) = 0,
2) GrFC Ho(X) ~ 0,
2')~ GrFCHo(X)(Q < 00,

3) There exists f : Y ~ X 5.t. dim Y ~ v - 1 and tha.t

CHo(X)~ C Im(f.; CHo(Y) ~ CHo(X))(Q + FV+lCHo(X)~.

Corollary: For X as a.bove -the following are equivalent:
1) Ao(X)/Do(X) is representable, i.e. 3 Abelian variety A s.t.
Ao(X)/Do(X) ~ A.
2) JIO(X,nx)=0 \/v ~ 2.

A simple counterexample to the Hambleton-Taylo~-Williamscon
jecture
D. Yao (Ithaca)
(joint work with D. Webb)

Let G be a finite group, <QG = il, EndD, (Vi) the Wedderburn decomposition
where Vi runs over all distinct irreducible QlG-modules a.nd Di := En~G(Vi).

Let b., be a maximal 7l-order in Di . The HTW-conjecture says that there is
an isomorphism

Gn (71G) ~ ffiGn (D.i [~]) , n ~ 0,
i

where w, := hi/Xi, h, is the order of the image of G in EndD.(\'I) and Xi is the
dimension of a.ny component in the complexification of Vi. The conjecture was
made based on similar formulas obtained for finite a.belian groups, nilpotent

e-
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groups! dihedral and quaternion groups and groups of square-free order given
by Lenstra, Webb and Hambleton, Taylor, Williams themselves. Howe)'er. a

.simple counterexample is provided by 55: Using Kenting's results, the speaker
computed the rank of G1 (71SS). It is 7, hut the conjectura.l value of the :a.nk
is 13. So t"he conjecture does noch hold in general.

Beric=-terstatter: J. Wildeshaus (Münster)
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g s b e r ich t 31/1993

Methoden der Modul- und Ringtheorie
4.07. - 10.07.1993

The conference was organized by Barbara Osofsky (New Brunswick) and
Robert Wisbauer (Düsseldorf).

The heyday of the use of module theoretic methods to describe and study
properties of rings was from the fifties to the seventies. By the end of this
period it was feIt that to some extent these methods had been exploited ex
haustiveIy. At :that time ring theorists began to concentrate more on special
areas of the subject such as representation theory (of finite dimensional al
gebras), noethcrian rings and group rings. This resulted in the appearance
of regular conferences on these topics.

Meanwhile quest.ions in general module theory continued to interest peo
pIe worldwide. Here the emphasis was on the stucture of modules themselves
independent of the structure of the underlying ring. For example, one aspect
of this was Lo find structure theorems for classes of modules with semisimple
modules aS a prototype. It has turned out moreover that these general stud
ies orten have -an im pact upon the more specialized fields mentioned above.
Unfortunately, cOIllrnunication in this "kind of research \'w·as not very weH orga
nized. The purpose or this conference was to promote hetter cooperation and
appreciation or current work in general module theory. This was certainly
achieved.

Forty-rour mathclnaticians frorn twcnty-one different countries accepted
the invitat.ion 1.0 cOlne. many or them Ineeting for the first time. In thirty
five lecturcs t.hcy prcscnted their ideas and during a problem session open
questions were dist:llsscd. All participants agreed that the conference was
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a great suecess and they expeet that it will have astrang impaeton their
future work.

It was expressed by all that the friendly atmosphere, the excellent faeil
ities, and the perfeet service provided by the Institute made the stay most
enjoyable. There was an overall desire for a similar meeting to be held in
due course.

Vortragsauszüge

G. AORAMS

Smash products and skew rings ror finite semigroups
.. Let R be a ring graded by the finite semigroup S; let S· denote S\ {z} where

z is the zero element of S. The ~mash produci ring H#S· is the subring of
M1s-1(R) g~ven by

R#S· ~ {A E M,s-,(R) I Ar,y E E R t for each x,y ES·}.
tES, tll=r

If A is any unital ring and (7 (resp. ')'): S· ~ Ring(End(A)) is an action
(resp. reversing action) of S as endomorphisms on A, we mayform the skew
semigroup ring S *0' A (resp. A *"y S). We give conditions which ensure that
these are normalizing extensions of A. We then describe the strueture of the
resulting ~star-smash'" rings. Moreover we investigate the structure of rings
of the form ··smash-star" for naturally arising actions of S on R#S·.

P. ARA.

On simple regular rings
It has been proved recently by K.R. Goodearl that there exist simple regular
rings R such that 1\0(R) has nonzero torsion. However, a11 known examples
of simple regular rings are strictly unperforated. which means that nA -< nB
implies A -< B for all finitely generated projective modules A and B (C -< D
means that C is isomorphie to a proper submodule of D). In joint work
with K.R." Goodearl and E. Pardo we show that the strictly unperforated
simple regular rings are exactly the simple regular rings which satisfy the
weak comparability condition introduced by K. Q'Meara.

H..~SASHI8A
On the Nakayama conjecture
Let A be a comlllulativc artinian Ioeal ring with maximal ideal m and assume
that A cont.ains t.hc rcsidue field k = Alm. Pul D := Homk( -, k).

2
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(1) Assurne that IA/(x)1 :5 2 far some x E m. Then Ext1(DA, A) = 0
implics that A is sclf-injective.

(2) Assume that IA/(x)l :5 3 for same x E m. Then Exti(DA, A) = 0 for
i = 1 and 2 implies that A is self-injective.

G. BACCELLA

Semiartinian Von Neumann regular rings
Semiartinian right V -rings, which we call right SV -rings, form a special dass
of von Neumann regular rings. We characterize these rings by the fact that
every factor ring imbeds as a subring ina direct product of right fulllinear
rings containing the soele. If R is a semiartinian ring with all primitive
factor rings artinian, then the condition of being an· SV-ring is left/right
symmetrical and is equivalent to being regular. On the other hand, if R is a
right and left SV-ring, then all primitive factor rings of R are artinian.
For right SV-rings whose proper ideals are prime we show that the c~~~ition

of being unit-regular. is equivalent to being directly finite. On the oth~i hand
we show that there exists a directly fini te right SV-ring which is not· unit
regular. Furt.hermore we provide two constructions:~·For any given ordinal
~, the first. one gives a prime, unit-regular right SV-ring of Loewy length
e+ 1, which is not a left V-ring, and is hereditary if ~ is a natural number;
the second one gives a directly infinite right SV-ring of Loewy length e+ 2,
which is not a left V -ring. These constructions are general enough to produce
a wide supply of SV-rings, starting from given ones.

K.I. BEIDAR

On quasi-injective modules of finite length
The report is devoted to the following questian, posed by C. Faith ip. 1967
(LNM 49). -Let 1~1 be a right R-module of finite length satisfying the double
annihilator condition SRM = S (.) for finitely generated A-submo~ules,

where A = End (M). What can be said about the structure of M?
Let iV be a simple right module a'nd D = End(N). We set dim(N) =
dimD(N). Further. let 0 = Mo C Mt C ... C lWt = M be a composition
series of M. \Ve set. deg(NI; N) = I{l ~ i ~ t I A1i/Mi - 1 ~ N}I.
Theorem.
Let L be a right R-module with a finitely generated soele Soe(L) and A =
End( L). Assume that L satisfies the double annihilator relation (*) for cyclie
A-submodulcs, and deg(Soc( L); lV) ~ 1 for any simple R-module IV with
dirn{ LV) = 1. Then the mapping Q : End( L) ~ End(Soc(L)), given by
o(f) = flSoc(Lb is surjective.

G.F: BIR~ENMEIER

Essential supernilpotence
J. Fisher dcrillcs an ideal L or a ring R to be essenl-illlly nilpotent if it contains

3
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a nilpotent ideal N of R which has nonzero intersection with each nonzero
ideal of R which is eontained in L. He then shows that the prime radical of an
arbitrary ring is essentially nilpotent. E. Eslami and P.N. Stewart extended
Fisher's results on essential nilpotency.
The purpose of the talk is to generalize the concept of essential nilpotency
to a theory of essential supernilpotency. We define an ideal ji(R) whieh is a

closed essential extension of p( R) (where p denotes a supernilpotent radical
property) and develop its basic properties. We then apply our theory to
several large classcs of rings including Ba.er rings, eS-rings, F PF-rings, and
perfeet rings. Our theory not only encompasses the work of Fisher, Eslami, _
and Stewart, hut also yields various decompositions of the aforementioned .,
rings which generalize results of C. Faith, S. Page, and Y. Utumi.

G. BRODSKII

On local Morita equivalences and dualities
It is proved that different Morita-type theorems on equivalences and dualities
between subcategories of an abelian eategory and a module category have
dualizable generalizations, in particular the following generalization of the
Gabriel-Popescu theorem.
Theorem.
If S is a ring, U is a left S-object of a coeomplete locally small abelian cat
egory C with surjective map S -+ Endc{ U), Je ~ C is a. linearly cocompact
hereditary fuH subcategory and ker(un -+ /() E Gen(U) for all nEIN and
K E K" then the following cODditions are equivalent:
(1) U is a. X:-generator (i.e. K, ~ Gen(U));
(2) the funelor hU = Hornc{ U, -) : C -+ mod-S and its left adjoint fune
tor tU : mod-S -+ C induce an equivalence between the full subcategories
Je ~ C and hU(JC) ~ mod-S.

A.W. CHATTERS

Isomorphisms and matrices
Recent work has shown that many rings which are not originally presented
as fuH matrix rings are, in fact, fuH matrix rings. We shall consider same
of these cxarnplcs and show how to calculate matrix units in them. This
work also raises questions concerning how to decide whether two rings are
isomorphie, if the matrix rings Qver them are isomorphie.

J. CLARK

When is a self-injective semiperfect ring quasi-Frobenius?
This is areport on joint work with D. van Huynh (to appear in J. Algebra).
We show that a right seJf-injective serniperfect ring R is quasi-Frobenius if
and ooly if cvery uniform submodule of any projeetive right R-module is
contained in a finitely generated s~bmodule.
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A.. FACCIIINI

Finitely generated p'rojective modules over a self-injective simple
regular ring of type 11
Linear ca/.egories are those abelian categories C such that when we construct
the Grot.hcndieck group Grot(C) we loose as little information as possibJe
(which happens if and ooly if C is skeletally smalL two .objects are stably
isomorphie if aod ooly if they are isomorphie, and a1l exaet sequences split),
and for which thc Grothendieek group Grot(C) is a totally ordered archi
median complete group. A linear category C is either a null category (in
which case Grot(C) = 0), or it is isomorphie' to' the category vect-k of all
finite dimensional right vector spaces over a division ring k (in whieh case
Grot(C) ~ Z), or it is isomorphie to the category proj-R of an finitely gen
erated projective right modules over a right self-injective simple regular ring
R of type 111 (in which case Grot(C) ~ IR). Over such a category proj-R all
the theorems (or, better, most theorems) of linear algebra hold: everY.,b,Q.bject
has a (finite) basis, the dimension is areal number, every endomorphis#t has
a determinant with the usual properties, every matrix ~as a rank, thi~..' rank
is the greatest order of the nonzero minors, Cramer~s rule, Rouche-Capelli's
Theorem...

c. FAITH

Maximal module theorems
A ring R is a .,.i.ghl max ring if every right module M # 0 has at least
one maximal subrnodulc. Although there is an extensive literature on max
rings it appears 1.0 have escaped noticc that it suffices to check for maximal
subrnodules of a ::jingle nlodule and its submodules in order to test fOf a max
ring; na~ely, any cogenerating module E of mod-R. Furthermore, another
test is Lo check the submodules of the injective hull E( V) of each s!ffiple
module V (*). ·As a corollary we conclude that R is right max whenever
E( V) is noetherian for each simple right R-module V.
Another import.ant t.est for a right max ring R is transfinite nilpotence of,the
radical of E in the sense that radQ E = 0 for same ordinal 0; equivalently,
there is an ordinal 0 such that radQ(E( V}) = 0 for each simple module V.
This holds iff each power radß(E) (or radP(E(V}))'has a maximalsubmodule,
or is zero. It follows that R is right max äff every nonzero (subdirectly
irreducible) quasi·injective right R-module has a maximal submodule.
We apply (*) and a t.heorem of Harada and Ishii, and another. of Kurata to
characterize a right. max ring R via the endomorphism ring A of any injective
cogenerator E of rnöd·R; namely, AI L has.a minimalsubmodule for any lelt
ideal L = anoAJ\.-f for a submodule (or subset) 1~/ =F 0 of E. We deduce that
R is right max whcncver A is a left Loewy (= semiartinian) ring.
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D. VAN HUYNII, J.I(. PARK

Characterizations of rings by their modules
Wepresent results recently obtained jointly with Y. Hirano and H.K. Kim.
Let R be a ring.
(1) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) R is semilocal,
(ii) every semiprimitive right R-module is es,
(iii) every semiprimitive finitely generated right R-module is quasi-continuous.
(2) R is semiprimary right and left SI iff every semiprimitive countably gen
erated right R-module is a direet SUffi of an injeetive module and a projective
module..
(3) R is a ring direet SUffi of a semiprimary right and left SI-ring and a right
C S-, right SI-ring with zero right soele iff every cyelie semiprirnitive right
R-module is a direet sum of an injective module and a projective module.

S.K. JAIN _

Weakly injective modules
The concept of weak relative-injectivity of modules was originally introdueed
to obtain a characterization of semiperfect rings over which each cyclic right
module is cmbcddable as an essential submodule of a projective module
(C EP-rings). In analogy to a eharacterization of quasi-Frobenius rings, a
ring R is right C E P if and only if R is right artinian and eaeh indecom
posable projective right R-module is weakly R-injective. An R~module Al
is ealled weakly injective if for each finitely generated R~module N, and for
each R-homomorphism l.f) : N -+ E(J\1) (where E( M) is the injective huB of
M), there exists a submodule X' of E(M} such that r.p(N) C X ~ M.
Among others, we consider the questions: For which rings is it the case that
each weakly injective module is injective and when are the direct summands
of weakly injective modules again weakly injective? Rings over which direct
sums of weakly injective modules are weakly injective are precisely those
rings over which each eydic module has finite uniform dimension.
Rings over which every right module is weakly injective are called right
weakly semisimple. Weakly semisimple rings are semi pri rp.e , right noethe
rian, left Goldie over which quasi-injectives are injective. We also address
the questions: Which abelian groups are weakly injective as Z-modules?
More generally which modules over hereditary noetherian prime rings are
weakly injective?

A.I. !(ASHU

Morita contexts: some aspects and applications
The questions about the applieations of Morita contexts to the study of tor
sion theories. localizations, and lattices are elucidated. If we have an arbi-
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trary Morita conlcxt (R.R i/s,s VR , S) then 'it determines a lot of remarkable
classes or rnodules in catcgorics RJ\I( and SJ\It of left R- and left S-modules.
Hom-funct.ors detcrmine the different relations between the torsion theories
of thc cat.egories uM and sJVf.
The main rcsults cancern the questions on relations between the lattices of
submodules of the components RRR, RUS , S VR , sSs of the given Morita coo- .
text. The different lattice isomorphisms between the lattices of submodules
(defined by t.he associated radicals) are indicated. Some mappings which re
verse the inclusions give us Galois connections. The conditions on Morita
contexts to have antiisomorphisms between the distinguished subsets are
given.

G. !(RAUSE

Standard prime ideals of modules over noetherian algebras of finite
Gelfand-Kirillov dimension
Let k be a field. let. Rand S be noetherian k-algebras of finite G~~fand

Kirillov dirrlcnsion, and let sMR be abimodule that is finitely generat~d on
hoth sides. A rigid slanda'rd prime bi-factor series 'o/}d'is a sequencirof S
R-subbimodules 0 = Bo C 8 1 C ... C Bi - 1 C Bi C ~ .. C Bn = 1\1 such that
for each -i, t.he right annihilator in R of BilBi - 1 is the unique right associated
prime ideal Pi of this sub-bi-factor, and such that GK(RjPa) ~ GK(RjPj ),

whenever 1 :5 i :5 j ~ n. .'

It is shown that all unrefinable such series of iW häve the same length, called
the right standard length 0/ M, and that for. each prime Pi' its multiplication

. in any t.wo such unrefinable series coincide. Furthermore, the right, sta~dard
length is the same as the left standard length. ,
Applications are presented that deal with "lying over" for prime' ideals for
the case whcn S is an extension of R, and SR is finitely generated. ':"

L. LEVY

Torsion modules over HNP-rings
We complete t.he basic theory of finitelygenerated modules over a hereditary
noetherian prirne ring (H IV P-ring) by showing t.hat every such module is the
direct surn of right ideals aod homomorphic images of right ideals.
We also show why 00 clear picture has ever been given of what indecompos
able niodules of finit.e length aver such rings look like. We da this by proving
that the category of such modules (for suitable H N P's) is wild in a very
strang sense. (.Joint work with L. Klinger.)

S.R. ·LOPEZ-PERMOlJTIl

Weakly projective and weakly injective modules
A mo<1ulc :\-1 ·is said 1.0 be weakly IV -p,·ojectil'e if it has a projective cover
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'Fr : P(i'rf) -* M and for each homomorphism r.p : P(M) ~ N there exists an
epimorphism q : P(A1) -. M such that cp(kerq) = 0, or equivale~tly there
exists a hornomorphism ..p : M ~ IV such that ij;q =!.p. A module 1\1 is said
to be weakly projective if it is weakly iV-projective for all finitely generated
modules fV. Weakly N -injective and weakly injective are d~fined dually. We
study rings R over which every weakly injective right R-module is weakly
projective. We also study those rings over which every weakly projective
right module is weakly injective. Among other results, we show that for a
ring R the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) R is left perfeet and every weakly projeetive right R-module is weakly
injective. •
(2) R is a direct surn of matrix rings over loeal QF-rings.
(3) R is a QF -ring such that for any indecomposable projective right module
eR and (or any right ideal I, soc(eR/eI) ~ (eR/eI)(O) (or some cardinal 0'.

(4) R is right artinian and every weakly. injective right R-module is weakly
projective.
(5) Every weakly_ projective right R-module is weakly injective and every
weakly injective right R-module is weakly projective.

L. MARK!

Martindale's Theorem and Posner's Theorem for GPI-rings
Martindale's Theorem characterizes prime rings with a generalized polyno
mial identity in terms of the central closure of the ring. We give an internal
characterization of these rings by means of Goldie-type eonditions. Using a
new nation of order, prime rings satisfyi"ng a GP I are proved to be the same
as left orders in primitive rings satisfying a GP I. The latter result is basec;i
on the following theorem: "
A ring R is a left ord~r (in our sense) in a primitive ring with nonzero soele
iff R is prime, left non~singular, and has a uniform left ideal.
The notion of left order we use here is a modification of left orders in the
sense of J. Fountain and V. Gould. (Joint work with P.N. Anh.)

A. MEKEI

Subalgebras of finite codimension
rhe main topic of the talk is the following:
Theorem.
Let R be an infinite dimensional algebra over the field Fand A a subalgebra
of finite codimension, dimF( R/A, +) < 00. Then R is a semiprime algebra
if and only if A is a semiprime algebra and, either R has an essential ideal
which is semiprime as a ring and has non-trivial intersection" with A, or
R is of type R = I{ (B I. l\~, 1 ideals of R, dimFl\' < 00, K is semiprime as
a ring and I ~ A.
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c. MENINI

Realization theorems ror categories of graded modules over semi
group-graded rings
Let S bc a scrnigroup and let R be an S·graded ring. Firstly we show that
the category R-gr of S-graded left R-modules is a Grothendieck category
for which we explicitly present a system of finitely generated projective gen
erators. Afterwards we consider, for a given subset X of S, the category
(R, ..\")-gr consisting of those graded left R-modules whose support is con
tained in ..\" and we note that this is a TTF-class in R-gr. We prove that
the category (R, .X")-gr (and hen'ce, in particular, R-gr) is equivalent to the
category Gen(A I x) of left A-modules generated by the idempotent left idea.l
Ix of A, where A is a suitable ring. When X is finite Gen(AIx) coincides
with A-mod and A = R#X. These results stern from more general categor
ical results. Namely we prove an analogous result for any TTF-class TJ in a
Grothendieck category C having a system of small projective objects.i:;which
generate v .

.~.v. MIKHALEV

Isomorphisms and anti-isomorphisms of endomorphism rings
Let A and B be rings and M and N a right A-module and a right B-module
respectively. Let f : End(MA ) -+ End(NB) be either an isomorphism or
an. anti-isomorphism. The Baer-Kaplansky problem is to characterise all
such mappings f. The problem has a lang history including contributions
from Eidelhcit~ iVlackey, Rickart, Wolfson, Morita, Stephenson, Mikhalev
and Celuskin. A related question is to describe all isomorphisms and anti
isomorphisms 9 : GLm(R) --. GLn(S), for given rings R, S. Recent progress
is report.ed.

B.J. MÜLLER

Self-injective and continuous rings
Vtle are interested in rings which are, on both sides, self-injective or continuous
or es. We discuss briefly ring-direct decornposition properties which follow
from such assumptions. In particular we are interested in the question of
whether, for a twosided self-injective ring R (where Z(RR) = J(R) = Z(RR)
holds) the equation Z2(RR) = Z2(RR) is true. We show that the existence
of a. counlerexanlple is equivalent to the existence of abimodule with many
injectivity- and balanced-ness properties (reminiscent of Morita duality). We
ask whether such abimodule can exist.

5.5. PAGE

Relative (quasi- )continuous, discrete, and T-discrete modules
We fix a torsion theory T and define the not ion of aT-summand of a module
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M as a submodule A such that there exists a. B so that A ffi B is r-dense.
From this follows appropriate definitions of the Cour types of modules men
tioned in thc tit.lc. These then lead to many decompositions type theorems.
For a ring R we dcnote by Ji(R) the sum of all T-sma.ll submodules of R. We
introduce T-densely-projective modules and end with the following theorem:
Every R-module has a T-densely projective cover iff
(i) R/ J{(R) is T-quasi-semisimple(every T-closed submodule is ar-summand),
(ii) J(R) is r-small,
(iii) r-decompositions of R/Ji(R) lift to r-decompositions of R.
(Does R/1\( R) in this case have finite r-corank?)

E. PUCZYLOWSKI

On dimensions of modules and lattices
The talk consisted of two parts.

1. In 1978 Lanski asked the following questions: Suppose R is a ring with
involution * and ~ E R. Denote by S the subring of R generated by the
symmetrie elements.

(a) Suppose RR has Krull dimension. Does then s5 have Krull dimension?
(b) Let J\1 be an artinian R-module. Is M artinian as an S-module?
In 1992 K.I. Beidar, P.F. Smith, and myself proved that if R is noetherian
with respect to all twosided *·ideals and M is an R-module, then the Krull
(dual Krull) dimensions of Rl\1 and sM caincide. In Oberwolfach we proved
that the questions (a) and (b) are answered in the affirmative.
2. In the second part some results and questions related to a question of
AI-Khazzi and P.F. Smith will be discussed.

F. RAGGI

On a special kind of injectivity
Same relative properties on R~tors induce niee partitions of this lattice. We
have studied several of these, like for instance being relatively injective with
respeet to a torsion theory. The classes of equivalenee give us a great deal of
information about the ring and about the category R-mod.

S.T. RIzvl
On continuous rings and modules
Let NR be a fixed module, then for any module A1R we define

A(N, M) = {A ~ lW I f()() ~e A for some .\[ ~ N,f E Hom(X, M)}.

We eaB a module AI Lo be N-continuous, N-quasi-continuous, or N-CS if it
satisfies the well-known continuous module definitions (Cd and (C2 ), (Ca)
and (C3 ), or (Cd respcctively for the rncmbers of the family A(N, M). It is
easy La see that Arl is (quasi- )continuous iff M is iV-(quasi- )continuous iff A1

10
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is 1\11 -( quasi- )continuous. We provc th~ following:
Theore111 l.
Let At be JVi-continuous. i == 1.2, ... ,n. Then l~J is EBi=1 ,Vi-continuous.
Theore'l1J 2.
!vI = EBi:: I J\.J; is IV-continuous iff each lVli is lV-continuous and
Mi is Arinjcctive VAj E A(N, M j ) for aB i 1: j.
The above theorerns, as a corollary, provide an alternate proof of a result of
Müller and Rizvi, namely: M = EBi=l Mi is continuous iff Mi is continuous
and l\lj -injcctive for all i # j.
Theorem 3.
(a) Every finitely generated R-eontinuous module is continuous.
(b) If R is noetherian, then every R-continuous module is continuous.
For a module M we define T(M) = {N 1 M is N-continuous} and
IF(M) = {.\ I Hom(lV, ..X') = O,YN E T}. T(M) is closed underhomomor
phic images, submodules, finite direct sums and group extensions." ;~~.:.'

Theorem 4. -.::;'~,;.

(T{M), IF(Af)) is a hcreditary torsion theory iff M =TffiF, where T. E T(M)
and F 'E JF(A1). In this ease T is (T-continuous, henee) continuous:i;'·, '.
Theorem 5.
R is a right V-ring iff every right R-module is S-continuous for every simple
module S. (Joint work with K. Oshiro.)

H. RÖHRL

Convexity theories and r-convex modules
Let rebe the set of all infinite sequences Q. == (o}, 02:' ..)with entries
from IR satisfyi ng (i) supp( 0 .. ) is finite, (ii) O'i ~ 0 Vi EIN, (iii) Ei 0'. = l.
A conve;e lTlodult is a set .\ together with operations

r x .\."N 3 (0., x·) ........ L O'ixi E OV such that

(1) ~j6j.ii = xi Vi E IN,
(2) EiOj(EifJj;r.j) = Ej(~iOiß})xj for o .. ,ß~,ß~, ... Erc and x· E ~N.

The Klein-llilbert parts relation ""-I, defined' by x -- y := 3u, v such that
x, y E (u, v) := {ou + (1 - a)v : 0 < Q < 1}, is a congruence relation and
is compatiblewith the homomorphisms between eonvex modules, where a
homomorphism "\ -+ Y" is a map f : .l{ -+ Y such. that

f(L Q;xi
) = L oif(xi

) Va. E rc and x· E )(~.
i

The .category of convex modules and their homomorphisms, denoted by rce,
is an ab·e1ian. category. -- gives rise to a fUßetor

J\ 1/ : rce -:.. rce' by J\ J/(.\) := .'(/ ""-I •

11



The canonical rnap qx : .\" --+ A' H(."<.) is a natural transformation q- : id --+

J{ /1. Define dH(.x,.'I), the Harnack distance, by dH(x,y):= max{IIYllx, II X lly}
where IIYllr := inffo I 0 $ 0 ~ 1 and 3z : y" = az + (1 - o)x}. dH is a pseu
dometric, and dH(X, y) = 0 <=> there is a line / (i.e. injective image of IR) in
X with x,y E /.
Theorem 1. EquivaJent are
(i) X is discrete (i.e. ~ is discrete on X),
(ii) Vx, y (x, y) has precisely one point,
(iii) supp(o.) =supp(ß.) ~ Ei QiXi = Ei ßiXi , (iv) x f:. y ~ dH(X, y) = l.
Theorem 2. _

The full subcategory rcCdis of all discrete convex modules is an ext-epi· _
refiective subcategory of rce with reftection /(Hand reflector q_.
Theorem 3. Equivalent are
(i) X is open (i.e. ~ is indiscrete), (ii) XI -- ha.s only ODe element,
(iii) X = iot.~ := {y IT/z E }( 30 < Q $ 1 and t E )( : y = oz + (1 - a)t},
(iv) dH(x,y) < 1Yx,y E 4~.

Theorem 4.
(i) Ir C" is open and D is discrete then each homomorphism C --+ D is con
stant, (ii) if C is such that for all discrete D every homomorphism C -+ D
is constant then C is open, (iii) if D is such that for all open C every homo
morphism C -t D is constant then C is discrete.

J. SHAPIRO

Generating the ideal of relations of certain integral semigroup rings
We examine certain integral semigroup rings that arise in the study of Min
kowski rings of polytopes. The semigroups are abelian, torsion free and
finitely generated and hence the semigroup ring is naturally the homomorphic
image of the integers with a finite number,of indeterminates adjoined. We
are interested in finding a finite generatin"g set for the ideal of relations, in
particular, determining when the semigroup ring' is a complete intersection.
When the semigroup is generated by four elements that satisfy rational rela-
tions of dimension two, we have a method of finding a minimal generating set. _
In general, we can characterize when the semigroup ring is a complete inter- _
section in terms of the existence of a certain defining set of integer relations on
the semigroup. These results extend some work of J. Herzog, "Generators and
relations of abelian semigroups and semigroup rings", Manuscripta Math. 3
(1970) and H. Bresinsky, "On prime ideals with generic zero Xi = t n ,,,,

Proc. AMS Vol. 47, No. 2 (1975). (Joint work with K. Fischer.)

P.F. SMITH

Chain conditions Cor free modules
Free (abelian) groups satisfy ACe" (ascending chain condition on [ree n-
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generat.cu suogroups (Baumslag-Baumslag). Conversely, if A is a torsion
free abelian group which satisfies Ace", for every positive integer n, then
every countablc subgroup of A is free (Pontrjagin).
Let R be a ring (wiih identity) and lvI a fight R-module. We say that M
satisfies ilCen , for same given positive integer n, if every ascending chain of
n-generated submodules terminates. It is known that a ring R is right perfect
if and only if every right R-module satisfies ACCl1 in which case every right
R-module satisfies ACC", for every. positive integer n (Jonah).
Theore·m. (M. Elisa Antunes Simoes-P.F. Smith)

Let R be a right Goldie ring with DCC on right annihilators and let n
be a positive integer such that every -finitely generated free right R-module
satisfies ACe". Then every free right R-module satisfies Ace".
This theorem generalizes results of Renault and Baumslag-Baumslag. It
also answers an open problem in P.M. eohn 's book "Free rings and their
relations" .

P. VAMOS

The structure of linearly compact integral domains .
The structure of linearly compact rings (and modules) is unknown in general.
This problenl goes back a lang way and was posed explicitly by Zelinsky in
1953. In 1970 ~1üllcr showed that rings with a Morita duality are linearly
compact; recently Anh (1992) established Müller's conjecture that in the
commutativc case thc conve~se is true so these two classes of commutative
rings are t.he same.

For same tirne only t.wo classes of commutative linearly compact rings were
known: maximal valuation rings and complete loeal noetherian rings. In 1977
Vamos showcd that a certain pull-back or lexicographic extension 0(- these
two is againlincarly compact and conjectured that every linearly compact
integrally c10scd integral domain arises this way. This has been pro~~d by
his student ~1cCuire. The talk concentrated on this result and linked the
problem to power-series representations and the structure of linearly compact
modules, generalizing many previously known results.

N. VANAJA

Generalizations of regular modules
Suppose R is a ring with identity, M a unitary right R-module, M* =
HOffiR( M, R) and S = HOffiR( NI, M). The module 1\1 is called regular if
m E mM*(rr,.), "tim. E M. This has been generalised by Ramamurthi and
~tabuchi. We call AJ a RlVR-fflodu.le (weakly regular module defined by
Ralnarrlu~thi) if

13



and a lvlWR- module (weakly regular module defined by Mabuchl) if

m E SmlW-(m) = Smlv/-(Sm), 'Im E M.

We study the properties of RWR-modules and compare them with those
of MWR-modules. Every subrriodule of an RWR-module M is semiprime
in M and the converse 1S true if M is I-projective. For a finitely gener
ated projective R",'R-module, it5 endomorphism ring i5 a right weakly reg
ular ring. If MR is an RWR(MWR)-module then sM 15 an MWR(RWR)
module. We also study the properties of the modules AI for which m E
SmRM-(SmR), Ym E M.

J. VIOLA-PRIOLI

Ducompact filters and prime kernel functors
Topolog1zing filters of right ideals closed under taking arbitrary intersections
(usually called jansian filters) have been extensively studied mainly in rela
tion with torsion theories of special types.. Here, for· any given ring R, we
introduce a map 4> : {right ideals of R} ~ fil- R by means of which topolo
gizing filters that are dual to the jansian filters are obtained. This provides
a new in5ight into fil- Rand, when restricted to right chain rings R, <P estab
lishes a one-to-one order 'reversing correspondence between completely prime
ideals of Rand prime kernel functors. The distribution of prime kernel func
tors is thenanalyzed. (Joint work with J. Galan and A.M. Viola-Prioli.)

B. WILKE

Properties of a ring as a module over the skew group ring
Let R be a ring with identity and G a group acting on R as automorphisms.
Then R is a left module over the skew group ring R. G. When G is a finite
group, there are well-known results giving necessary and sufficient conditions
for R_GR to be a projective R. G-module respectively to be a generator. We·
give a characterization for R to be a self-projective R • G-module respec
tively a selfgenerator. In this case the category u[R_cR] is equivalent to the
category of lefl modules over the fixed ring RC (where U{R_aR] consists of
all submodules of R_cR-generated modules). Further results concern factor
rings R/ I of R for G-invariant twosided ideals I. There are examples for a
ring Rand a group G such that RaGR is self-projective and a selfgenerator
but not a projective generator. .
Finally we consider the following question:
Which assumptions on Rand G imply thal we get a ring structure on the
quasi-injective hull of the R. G-module R?

M.F. YOUSIF

(Quasi- )continuous rings with restricted chain conditions
A ring R is callcd a left C S-rillg if cvcry left ideal of R is essential In a
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direct sumnland ur. R. R is called lelt continuous if R is a left eS-ring and
if every lcft ideal of R which is isomorphie to a direet summand of R is itself
a direct surnmand of R. R i5 called left quasi-continuous if R i5 a left C S
ring and jf land J are left 5ummands of R with I n J = 0, then .[ 6 J is
a summand of R. Every eontinuous ring is quasi-continuous and there are
examples oe qu~i-continuous rings which are not continuous. A welJ-known
result of Y. Utumi asserts that a twosided continuous twosided artinian ring
is quasi-Frobenius. We will show that Utumi's result can be extended to
quasi-continuous rings with DCC on essentialleft ideals. Utumi's result was
also extended by Jain, Lopez-Permouth and Rizvi to rings with ACe on
essential left" and right ideals, by Camillo and Yousif to rings with ACe on
annihilators, and by Ara and Park to rings with R/SOCRR left Goldie. In
all of these results the assumption that R is twosided continuo"us has not
.been weakened. On t.he other hand a result of Armendariz and Park asserts
that a left. self-injective ring with R/SOCRR (or R/SoeRR) is left Goldie is
quasi-Frobenius. We show that all of the above mentioned results':~fan be
extended to one singular unifying result. (J~int work with K. Nichol~on.)

J. ZELMANOWITZ

Orders in semiprimary rings and a question of K.I. Beidar
The concept of ~;,dominant submodules" was introduced for application to
the study of orders in artinian rings (N is called a dominant submodule 0/
M if ann(L) = ann(L n 1'1) for every submodule L of M). In extending
consideration ta orders in semiprimary rings, ane" encounters the question:
If R is a Ieft order in a semiprimary ring Q and T i5 an ideal of R, must QT
be an ideal of Q? .
Far brevity call a left order with this property a steady left order, otherwise
unsteady left order. (Far instance left o~ders in left noetherian rin~ are
aiways steady.) Earlier, K.I. Beidar had asked a closely reiated questibn:
If R is a PI-algebra with ciassical quotient ring (or Ore localization) Q, must
R be steady?
We can characlcrizc stcady left orders in semiprimary rings by means of ehain
cODditions and dorninance relatiollships of left ideals. We also produce a elass
of examples of P l-algebras which are unsteady orders in semiprimary rings,
thus answel'ing Beidar's question in the negative. (Joint work with M.S. Li.)

Berichterstat.t.er: Bernd \Vilke
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Problem Session

G. BACCELLA

A ring is callcd a right SV-ring if it is a semiartinian right V -ring.
1. Find modules MR (R any ring), as general as possihle such that End(A'!R)
is a right or left (or bath) SV-ring!
2. Ir R is a right SV-ring then every right R-module is QF-3' (i.e. it
cogenerates its injective huH). The converse is true if R has all primitive
factor rings artinian; is it possible to remove this restriction?
3. Ir R is a right SV-ring and T E tors-R is any hereditary torsion theory, e
then thereexist.s a module RA such thatLr = {MR I A@Rl\{ = O}. Moreover
RA can be chosen to be semisimple. Characterize those rings whose torsion
theories arise in this way!
4. Are right SV-r~ngs hereditary? (True in the case of finite Loewy length.)
5. Which right SV-rings satisfy general comparability?
6. Which right SV-rings are unit-regular?
7. Which groups can appear a.s Ko{R) for right SV-rings?

G. BRODSKII

Characterize rings aver whi~h every right module IS a direct SUffi of
AB5--modules!

J. CLARK

1s there an example of a ring in which every left ideal is idempotent hut with
a right ideal which is not idempotent?

A. FACCHINI

Let R be an associative (non-commutative) ring with 1, M a right artinian R
module, E = End(iWR) its endomorphism ring with Jacobson radical J(E).
Then we know that the ring EIJ(E) is semisimple artinian, hut we know
that E is not necessarily noetherian (neither on the left nor on the right),
that it can have infinite Goldie dimension~ and that the semisimple EIJ( E)
module J(E)/J(E)2 can be not finitely generated.
Suppose R is a ring, MR an artinian module and suppose that its endomor
phism ring E is commutative. Must E have just a finite number of minimal
prime ideals? .
Reference: R. Camps, A. Facchini, The Prüfer rings that are endomorphism
rings 0/ artinian modules, to appear in Comm.Alg.

J .L. GOMEZ PARDO

Let R be a left hcreditary ring. [t is known that if E(RR) is finitely presented
then R is left artinian (and with ~Iorita duality).

e-



.'

Ir E( H/?) is just. ~sullled to be finit.ely generated, must then R be left ar
tinian?
Rcfercncc: .LL. Gorncz Pardo, N. V. Dung, R. Wisbauer~ COTnplete pure
-injectivily f.Ultl enf[ol1lorphism rings, to appear in Proc.AMS.

S.l(. JAIN

1. Let R be regular. Suppose each cyclic R-module has a cyclic injective
huH. 15 R self-injective? It suffices to show cl(IEBJ) =cl(I)q)cl{J) for right
ideals I, J.
2. Suppose .each· proper cyclic module is quasi-injective. It is known that
such a ri~g is either prime or semiperfect. Characterize such rings when R
is prime! Complete characterization for the seiniperfect case is known. Also,
if R is a domain, then it is known that R is right Ore.
3. Suppose 1\1 is weakly injective and continuous. 15 M injective? (True if
M is finitely generated. ) ..~.
4. Suppose each R-module is weakly injective. 15 R hereditary? R i~:,known

to be semiprime right noetherian and left Goldie.:"
5. Characterize rings over which products of weakly projective modules are
weakly projecti ve! . ..~, 1

S.R. LOPEZ-PERMOUTH

A ring is called a right QI-ring iE every quasi-injective right module is injec
tive.
1. Boyle~s conjecture: A right QI-ring is right hereditary.
2. "Is every right QI-ring a left Q1-ring?
3. What are the rings over which every right module is weakly injective?

B.J. MUELLER

Let R be a right and left uniserial prime ring. Does this imply that~,R is a
donlain? ~.

S.S. PAGE

Find thestructure of the ··rest" of the FPF-rings! It is known that a noethe
rian F P F-ring -is a product (finite) of Dedekind rings and a quasi-Frobenius
ring. The commutative FPF·rings are fairly weB understood as are the
regular F P F-rings. All these rings have a "nice" arithmetic.

S.T. RIZVI

1. Isevery right C! S semiprime ring right non-singular? It is knowl) that if
·R is right quasi-continuous and non-singular then R is semiprime.
2. lf R ~s Lwosjdcd es and non-singular, is R semiprime? It it known that
if R is right.CSand non-singular or serniprimc t.hen R is a Baer ring.



~. '.

P. Vt\MOS

lvlajor pl·oble'rns
1. Determine the limits of ~knowable theory"!
• Undecidable problems, i.e. B. Osofsky's result on the projective dimen
sion of rational functions.
• Kaplansky's t.est problems f~r general rings, this leads to the area of for
which modules will the Krull-Schmidt theorem hold? For which ones (pro
jective, injective, etc.) da we have a set of complete invariants?
2. Determine the extent (in terms of rings, modules) of existing effective
metbods, i.e. localization --+ completion etc. _
Esoteric minor problems _
1. "J will denote a Morita equivalence. If R "J ll'P does there exist a ring
S such that S ~ sop and S "J R?
2. Let R be a valuation ring (chain ring), commutative, with P minimal
prime such that the canonical.map, R ~ Rp is injective. Is R a factaf of a
valuation domain?
3. Characterize commutative rings R satisfying:
(i) R has a unique (anly one) prime ideal;
(ii) there is a function L : {submodules of finitely generated R-modules} ~
JR+ such that L is additive over short exact sequences and L(R) = 1.
4. Is there a ring extension A of IR such that RIR = A JR is the onIy simple
left A-module and AIR is injective?

M.F. YOUSIF

1. . Let R be a left self-injective ring such that R/SOCRR has a.c.c. on left
annihilators. 15 R a QF-ring?
2. Let R be left continuous with R/SOCRR left Goldie. 1s RIeft artinian?

J: ZELMANOWITZ

A module is called a minimal qi-,nodule if it contains no proper quasi-injective
submodule.

1. Ir M is a minimal qi-module is End( AI) a di vision ring'?
2. Ir A1 is a minimal qi-module must ,\;I contain a non-zero compressible
submodule?

_ M.
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'Nonlinear Evolution Equations, Solitons and the Inverse Scattering Transform

11. bis 17.07.1993

This conference was the third in aseries being held in Obenvolfach and was organized by Professors
M. Ablowitz (Boulder), B. FUchssteiner (Paderborn), M. Kruskal (Princeton) and V. Matveev (St.
Petersburg) .

. The participants presented their most recent work in the meeting. This and. the marvelous sur
rounding again created a lively scientific atmosphere with very many stimulating discussions which

. certainly 'will inftuence future directions and will.contribute to further progress in the field.

The lecture program covered a broad range of topics such as integrability in multidimensions,
inverse problems, continuous and discrete systems, partic1e and quantum systems, algebraic. an<!
geometrical aspects of nonlinear evolution equations as weil as computational and algorithmic as
pects~ Painleve analysis ~nd Darboux transformations, Solitons and Positons, Surreal Numbers,
soliton equations in relativity and differential geometry and various fields of applieations from the
study of water waves over symplectic jntegration to numerical chaos. Furthermore, in' two sessions
the computer algebra packag~ 'rvhtPAD' was expertly rlemonstrated by Dr. Waldemar Wiwianka.

To our rleepest regret we have to inform the conference participants that Dr. Wiwianka tragically
died in a traffie accident shortly after the meeting.



VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE

M. Ablowitz:

Numerical Chaos, Roundoff Errors and Homoclinic Manifolds

The Nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS) is computed using various numerkal algorithms. De
pending on a parameter in the initial conditions we find two aspects of chaos~ The chaos in the
first case, tising a "standard" numerical" algorithm is due to inadequate giid refinement, anel in this
case good spatial temporal chaos is observed. The chaos disapppears as the mesh is refined. In this
parameter regime, if we use a numerical scheme suggested by the inverse transform (t'integra.
discrete NLS") numerical chaos is not seen. In the other parameter regime, another - and perha.
more troubling - situation occurs. Here temporal chaos is generated by mioiscule errors~ such as
those due to roundoff. The development of this temporal chaos occurs for both "integrable discrete:'
as weil as higher order Fourier split-step methods. The fundamental analytical features inherent in
this problem will be discussed. Other equations possess simiIar characteristics. These observations
apply equally weH. to them as weil.

R. Beutler

Positon Solutions of the Continuous and the Discrete Sinh-Gordon Equation

It has been shown for several integrable equations that they have solutions with very interesting
properties, the sc>-called positon solutions, which are slowly decuying and oscillaÜng at iofi nity in
contrast to solitons with an exponential decay. After their mutual interaction positons reCl>ver

their original shape without suffering any phase shifts. Solitons pass through positons withollt he
ing shifted too, while the positons get changed by the solitons in a predictable way. The derivation
of positon solutions is sketched for the ease of the Sinh-Gordqn equation and a discrete version of
it. Their properties are discussed in detail. For the discrete ease the positons are non-singular.
which i5 in contrast to the positon solutions discovered so fa~ for other nonlinear equations. It is
shown that in the 'continuum limit the results of the discrete Sinh·Gordon equation reducp. t.o those
of the continuous case.

A. Bobenko:

Surfaces in Terms of 2 by 2 l\tIatrices: Old and New Integrable Cases _i
Surfaces in a :3-dimensional Euclidean space a.re considered. The moving frame for a general surfa" I

i5 described in terms of quaternions 1/J E H•. This description characterizes the spin str\1ctllrr~ of
the immersion. The spin structllre of the minimal surt"aces is given in t.erms or the W(~i{~rstraß

representation. Integrable (~nses ami their defomlation families a.re presente<l. Some uf th~se ea..,;es
are weil known, some are not weil known anrl some are possibly new. It i5 shown, in partk\1lctr~

that the surfaces with harmonie inverse mean eurvnture

L
iJzUz(fj) = 0

a.re integrable. Here Z is a conformal variable of the lirst fundamental form. We show also t.hat
for all integrnble ea.•ws considered th(~ irnnlP.rsion fnnctloTl is givp.n hy 1!J- l -!lx'I;, when! A is t.lw cor
responding spect ral parameter. " .'



then

M. Boiti

A new approach to the initial value ·problem of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili I equ3tion

It is shown that the theory of the Inverse Spectral Transform can be founded on a new mathemat
ical object, called resolvcnt. In the specific example of the Kadomtsev-Petvinshvili I equation it is
shown that all the relevant quantities in the theory, the Jost and the advanced/retarded solutions
together with the Spectral Data, ean be obtained as a particular reduetion of the resolvent. The
resolvent satisfies a Hilbert-like identity, that can be used to derive the orthogonality aod the ana
lytic properties of the .Jost solutions, the charaeterization equations for the Spectral Oata and ean
also be used to solve the inverse problem. .e (Joint work with F. Pempinelli; A. Pogrebkov, Steklov Mathematical Institute, Moscow, R.F.)

L. Bordag:
Qualitative Investigations of the Three Phase Solutions of the Sine-Laplace Equation

We give a complete description of aH real three phase solutions of the sine-Laplace (SL)"equation.
We get smooth real solutions and singular solutions expressed through 3 dimensional O-funetions.
All singularities of the solutions are vortices (with topological charge 81i") and anti-vortices (with
topologieal charge -81f). The points, where the solutions are singular. form chains a~d these chains
build up an almost periodic structure. We found one- and two-periodic solutions.
We developed a computer program for clirect computation of the parameters of the Riemann surfaces
and give graphieal representations for all types of solutions. This program can be used not ooly for
hyperelliptic surfaces, but for surfaces with genus> 3 too.
The real solutions of the SL equation are of interest in eonnection with superconductivity and
superfluidity, as weIl 3S in geometrical applicatioos;
(Joint work with M.V. Bahieh, Steklov ivlathematical Institute, St. Petersburg, R.F.)

M. ·Bordemann:

2-dimensional nonlinear sigma models: Zero curvature and Poisson structures

Nonlinear sigma models are solutions of the action funetional

8[4>1 = ~ I dt dx rfv hij (4)) 81'4>' FM';

Le. psendo harmonie maps 4> : rn.1, 1 - (M, h) wherc ;vl is a homogeneous Riemann maoifold
(M = G/H).
1. Define the current w.r.t. the isometry gronp G by

jJj{</JHe) = -hij(</J)81!4i (f.Al)i(t/J)

.)

LI! = 1 ~ >.2 (jJ& + )..(*j),J

gives a zero eurvature represehtation Le. (dL)~v + IL,,, Lvi = 0 if and only if j\1 is a Riemannian
symmetrie space (iden goes bock to Pohlmeyer (Hl76), prouf uy Giden-Forger (1979) and ext~nded

version by MB, Forger, Laartz, Schiper).
2. Using the symplectic strl1cture of the initial eonditiotls, there is a Lax represp.ntation:

D(x, A) := Üz + L·,(x. A),



11'1'

Le.
iJ -= (D, Lai

and a classical r-matrix:

2J1. J.LC a(cP(x)).
d12 (X, Yj Al Jt) = --2 (-\- + --\-) 6(x - y)

1 - J1. '" - J.L l - AJ.l

(C denoting the Casimir in g 0 g for semisimple g, a(lj>(x)) denoting .4.d(g(x))a.4d(g(:c)-l) where
a is the involutive automorphism of g fixing the subalgebra and 4>(x) is represented by g(x) E G)

such that W' -
The computation of higher Poisson brackets of the d's and D's yields a closed algebra in spite of
~he field dependenee of d. The r-matrix d does not satisfy the classical Yang-Ba.xter equatioo l but

[d 12(X, y;'\, J1.), d13 (X, z;'\, 11)] + [d 12(X, Yi'\, J1.), d23(y, z; JL: 11)] - [d I 3(X: z; A, v), d~2(Z,Y; V l JL)!

2J1. 2~= [-1--2 C120(X - y) + -1--2 C130(X - z), d13(X, z; A, v)]
-lL - J.L

211 2v
-[ 1 _ v2 C130(X - z) + 1 _ 112 C230(y - z), d l 2(X l Y; A, Jt)].

R .. K. Bullough

Quantum Groups, q-Bosons and Quantum and Classical Integrable Lattice Models

Tbe "quantum groups" arise as natural algebraic structures underlying both the quantum anel
classical integrable dynamical systems. So far their role is llnderstood in this context only in
one space and one time (1 + 1) dimensions. In simplest form they arise as defornlations ("'}
deformations~') of simple Lie algebras. Thus q-deformed 8u(2) (or sl(2)) is, for generators 8-r.
S-, SZ (corresponding to Cartan-\Veyl basis e! f~ h), the universal enveloping algebra deformation
Uq (sn(2)) with generators satisfying s1tq (2)

(1)

where 'box' x, namely [xl, is

Evidently when q 1, [xl - :l~, and the suq(2) al,:;ebra (1) is 8u(2). "Dual" to this is t.he
q-deformed monodromy matrix T which satisfies Irrl ,:y T2 = T2 0 Tl Rund R is the quantum
R-matrix (and labels 1, 2 label spaces). The elements of T form a quantum group und ttwre is a
'co-lnultiplication' ~T == T(?JT or (6.T)ij = Lk ~k0Tk.i (where (~is now !co-multiplication') which
is isomorphie to the quantum grollp formcd by the Tij . Likewise S1Lq (2) has a co-mllitiplicatioll
isomorphie ta the deformed algebra .-.uq (2) and both the Tij an<! the algebra 81Lq (2) an"! Hopt"

algebras, co-algebras with antipodes (l(:tin~ like, hut different froru, inverse elements. The T;;
remain c<ralgebras (with c:o-rnultiplication) when sp~~trn.1 pararnet.ers A~ /L E Q~ are int.rochw('(l:
T - T(A) and RT1 0 T2 = T2 c~ Tl R - R(>",Jt)T(A)~) T(Jt) = T(Jt) (~'r(A) R(A, Jt). This can t)(~

seen as a. quantum integrahility eondition since the matrix trilcc is ILi(A), Li(Jt) I = 0 whp.rp 4i('\)
(and lnLi('\)) are generators of qllantllul integrable Hanliltonians i/ conlInutin~ with thn Li{A).

·1



The q-bosons arise Lhrongh 'group contr~ctionl of the large dimensional representations of stL'7(2):
three independent elements a, a+ I N = IN+ satisfy -

(3)

and this is evidently the appropriate q-deformation of the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra. To avoid
eomplieation we ehoose q = e"', i E IR. On the Hilben spaee 1{ spanned by the ln( n = 0, 1,2, ... :
where .1Vln(= nlnL, oneproves for algebra (3) that a+a = (LV], aa+ = [N +-1) nsing the 'box'
notation (so [NJ depends on q!). Then on 1{: aa+ - q-la+a = qN also, i. e. for fixed q (3)
becomes invariant under q -+ q-l. This algebra extends to a lattice of M points nnder periodic
boundary eonditions M + n = n, e. g. an, a"j;,"Nn = Nt satisfy (3) for each n and elementse commute ror different m, n. By canonical transfonnation Bn '= q-'-!Nfta", B;; '= (Bn )+

(4)

(5)

J "

and on 11M : [Bn',B~] = l-QB"/;Bn, Q= 1_q-2 with lVn = -!,",/-lln(l-QBnB"/;). All elements
commute on differeJ?,t sites.
We have eonstructed a .number of quantum iattices whieh are quantum integrabl.e. A fundamental
Olle, whieh uses q-bosons eqn.(3) as dynamical variables, has a loeal Hamiltonian which however
involves interactions on 4 sites n, n + 1, n +2, n + '3. But a simpler one derivable from this is the
q-boson 'hopping model' .

.... ' _ 1 M . +
Ho - -? L {(Bn- 1Bn + h.c.) - 2Nn }.

- n=l

We bave solved this quantum lattice model ,(N., _B. it iso bilinear in the q-bosons (4) aod becomes
nonlinear to all orders' in terms of ordinary canorIically quantised bosons) - solved it in detail for
eigenstates and eigenenergies by the so-called 'algebraic Bethe ansatz' and we have calculated its
free-energy in thermodynamic limit.
By canonicaL transformation to the algebra (4) taken on 1tM

: Ho ~ fIt = ~~ I:~=l {(Bn-1B% +
h.c) - lln(l -.:. QB;tBti]} and the solution of Ho solves also 1ft • The semi-cla~~ica1 limit of the

~ .
algebra (4) on 1{M is

• l"_.~.r-'I.

{Cn,N\~" = )C, I {C\IN,} = -)C" {C"C,} = )[00 - EiC,C,J"
00 -

N, =. - EI'I\[oo - e,C,c,l; (6)

(7)

[·,·1 are parentheSes aod {... } is the Poisson bracket. The 'q-bosot)s' (6) are now classical q-bosons.
The equatio'ns of·motion derived from the semi-clnssical limit of H1 is then

·8
-2z ßt Cn = (Cn - 1 + Cn +d(l.- 2,G'~Cn) - 2C~Cn

which is the classical integrable Ablowitz-Ladik lattice. All of the quantum models· become the
quantum Nonlinear Schrödinger model in approprintc continuum limit :ind 'Y > 0 is the repulsive
ense. By combining a classical non-integrahle term (lCt:C~ (or Cl. quantum non-integrable term
oB;tB~ in the quantum case) with the c1assical ur quant.llIn Ablowitz-Ladik Hamiltonians it he
comes possible to investigate classicnl or <1uantum ehnos and the breakdown or integrability in these
terms.- classical or quantl~m KAtvl theory for J\-1 dcgrces of frcedom inc1uding M -+ 00 in therm~

dynamic limit. The quantum Inttices in terms of the q-hosons- are strongly cOllpled ordinary bo8on



systems for targe enough 111 becoming weakly coupled for smnlll')'l > O. Their correlation functions
have been calculated by conformal field theoretical rnethods and (for the repulsive cases) show a.
zero temperature tphase transition t of super-fluid type Le.· correlation functions asymptotically
algebraic ~ asymptotic exponential decay for small T (temperature) > U.
(Joint work with N.~1. Bogolinkovt Steklov Nlathematical [nstitute~ St. Petersburg; G.D. Pang; .1.
Timonen, Dept. of Physics, University of Jyväskylät Finland)

F. Calogero

Solvable Dynamical Systems (Classical, Nonrelativistic "Many-Body Problems") in
Multidimensions e
An extension to multidimensions of (a generalized nation of) Lagrangian interpolation is llSed to
introduce finite-dimensional matrix representations of the (partial) differential operators. It is thus
possible to extend to a multidimensional environment various results which were obtained in the L
past by exploiting such a representation in a one-dimensional context. These applications include
the construction of remarkable matrices, convenient techniques to solve nllmerically eigenvnlue
problems and partial differential equations of evolution in rnultidimensions, and the manufacture
of (completely or partially) solvable dynamical systems~ including same that look like (classical.
nonrelativistic) "many-body problems~' in multidimensions:

These "Newtonian" equations of motion are generally rotation-invariant and possibly also translation
invariant, in lV-dimensional space. Cases with iV = 1 and iV = :1. and with n = 3 and n = .:I
("few-body problems") have been exhibited t together with their complete solutions. The ~~forces:~

Fj are appropriately-chosen~time-independent~ functions of the '~particle coordinates" ~ anel of
their velocities ~j.

Bibliography:

(1) F. Calogero: "Interpolation in ffillltidimensions. a convenient finite-dimensional matrix rep
resentation of the (partial) differential operator~, and same applications.~' .J.Nlath.Phys. (in
press).

[2J F. Calogero, J. Xiaoda: "Solvable (nonrelativistic, classical) n-body problems in mllitidimen-
sions 1." J.Phys.A:lIIath.Gen.(subrnitted tn, June 1993). _

[31 F. Calogero, J. Xiaoda: "Solvable (nonrelativistic, classical) n-body problems on thf~ Une 1.1
'

J.Math.Phys. (submitted to..lune 199:1).

H. W. Capel

Integrable quantum mappings

A review is given of a (nonultraloeal) Yang-ßaxter structure associated with integrable quantnnl·
mappings. The quantum mappin~s are generatc<.l by unitary operators which preserve the fnnda.
mental commlltation relations und which provide the canonkal transformation associated wit.h tlu~

discrete-time evolution. The integrability is established by finding a sutficient number of qnantllrn .
operators which are invariant unrler the mappin~. As examplPos of the Yang-Baxter strHctllrc~ W(~

present the intcgrable mappings associated with the lattice ~nalogues of the I{orteweg~leVrips anti

,j
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modified Korteweg-de Vries equation together with their quantum invnriants.

P. A. Clarkson

Nonclassical Symmetry Reductions and Exact Solutions of Nonlinear Partial Differ
ential "Equations

In this lecture I discuss nonclassical symmetry reductions and exact solutions of nonlinear partial
differential equations. These are calculated using an adaption of the technique first introduced by
Bluman aod Cole [J. Math. Mech., 18 (1969) 10251 in their stu9Y of symmetry reductions of the
linear heat equation~ The associated determining equations for the infinitesimals are an overde
termined nonlinear system of partial differential equations whi~h are solved using the method of
differential Gröbner Bases: The examples considered are:
(i) the nonlinear heat equation

.'.~-.~~'

.;:f~""
Utt + 'Uxz +OtLxUxt +ßtLtUxx - tLx%Xx = 0

Ut = U xz + 1(11.),

for which several new symmetry reductions are presented for /(u) a cubic and classified in tenns
of -the roots of the cubic; and
(ii) aBoussinesq-type equation

.~.

where a and ß are arbitrary constants, for which a ;'twO-soliton17 solution is generated from a oon
classical symmetry in the case when er = ß, even though the equation appears to be non-integrable
for all choices of a and ,B except the linear case when er = ß == O.
(Joint work with Liz Mansfield (BollIder & Exeter))

A. P. Fordy

Hamiltonian Flows on Stationary Manifolds

We consider the relationship between the Hamiltonian structures of a bi- (or multi-) ,Hamiltonian
system of PDEs and those of thejr stationary ftows. For simplicity, the lecture is presented in the
context of the KdV hierarchy. . - .
In" the usual Jormtilation (Bogoyavlenski and Novikov) the first Hamiltonian stn~c~ure of the KdV
hierarchy gives rise to a Lagrangian formulation of the stntionary flow. This reqtiires the writing
of the kernel of the Hamiltonian operator as the variational derivative of some.local functional~

which is not possible for the second Hamiltonian structure. G·iven the Lagrangian formulation, a.
(generalized) Legendre transformation gives fonnulae for canonical variables aod the Hamiltonian.
The first integrals obtained from the 'fluxes' q are the usual I<dV integrals, but written- in terms of
the canonical variables. The second Hamiltonian structure is constructed by means.of the Miura
map and its differential consequences, when restricted to the finite dimensional stationary manifold
(Antonowicz, Fordy, Wojciechowski). With this construction there is not apparent relatioriship
between the Hamiltonian stnlctures of the KdV hierarchy and those of their stationary flows. An
alternative construction involves,reversing the role of x and t, so that we treat x as the evolution pa
rameter (Fllchssteiner and Oevel; Antonowicz and Dlaszak). In this case the Hamiltonian structure

. i8 a square matrix whose size equals the x-order of the particular flow (3 x 3 for the KdV equation).
Whereas the n8ual phase space is just the jet spacc generated by u and its x-derivatives, now we
us~ t.he jet space genernted by any set of coordinates on the stntionary manifold ((~.g. the canonical
coordinates) and their t-derivatives. The resultiog Haßliltonian structures reduce ta exactly these
or the stationary equations, when we take t-derivatives to be zero.

7



This whole procedure is clarificd and systematized by considering the speetral problem zero
curvature representation of the given equation, when written in terms of these new coordinates and
when the x or t roles are reverse<l (Fordy and Harris). The resulting spectral problem is polyno
mial in the spectral parameter, and a highly reduced form of the general case. It is then not so
straightforward to use aH the standard constructions, but they enn he done.

B. Fuchssteiner

The Camassa-Holm and similar equations

R.ecently, for the description of bores as well as for solitons, Roberto Camassa and Daryl Holme
derived from first principles of water wave theory the equation

Vt - Vxxt = -3vvx + 2vxxv + VrIxV .

They gave the Lax pair for that equation, proved its integrability and bihamiltonian structure. In
the present lecture it is shown that the Camassa-Holm equation is related to a factorization with
respect to terms obtained from a rescaled KdV-recursion operator. Ta be precise: The Bäcklund
transformation

relates the CH-equatioD to
Ut = (f)1(U)<p2"1 (u)ux

where ept(u) aod cP2(U) are the following sums of the KdV-recursion operator

<1>1 = (DuD- 1 + u), and ~2 ~ (D2 - I)

The same method applied to Gardner's equation yields the modified CH-equation as weIl as other
generalizations.
Further application of this method gives the bihamiltonian :jtructure of the new equation, as weIl as
its Lax pair, the action angle map and, by hodograph link, a. transformation to the KdV-hierarchy.
The hodograph link provides additional information about the master symmetries ·and the (2+ 1)
dimensional generalizations.

C.H.Gu
Integrable systems and solitons in space-time IRß + 1

Integrable systems in IRR +1 of the form

8<t>
öt = V( P, ..\14> (L)

are considered, where q>, ·.Ii, P, V are LV x lV matrices. N[oreover, Ji 's are diagonal eonstant
matrices, P is off-diagonal and V{ P, ..\1 is a differential polynomial of P and a polynomial of thp
spectral parameter A of rn-th degrre.
From the integrability condition of thp systmn (1), we construct the (~xplidt p.xprp.ssions for VI p! ..\1
anti obtain nonlinear evolution p.<1uations [ur P.
lt is proved that the Darboux transformation for obtuiriing explicit solutions to the AKNS syst(~m

in IR 1+1 is valid for system (1). FOf the ca.se of u(N), single and rnultisolitons are constructed. It is
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proved that the interaction of solitons is elastic if we consider the amplitude or the complex-valued
solutions.

B. Herbst

Symplectic integration of finite dimensional Harniltonian systems and numerically in
duced chaos

Since symplectic integrators are designed to preserve the character of Hamiltonian ftows they tend
to be very efficient numerically. However, they are in general nonintegrable and spurious numer
ical chaos may oceur in the vicinity of homoclinic orbits. Analytical arguments, based on the
Melinkov function, as weIl as direct numerieal measurements show that the width of the chaotic re
gion decreases exponentially fast in the discretization parameter. This implies, aod is coofinned by
numerical studies, that the qualitative behaviour (suitably defined) of symplectic integrators does
not depend on their order of aceuracy. Tbis is not the case for general (nonsymplectic) integrators.

J. Hoppe .~~

The Dynamics of Relativistic Membranes and Higher Dimensional Int~g;~bility

1. I would like to explain how to increase (by one or two) the continuous (space tl~~j dimensions
of almost aoy dass of (integrable) systems whose dynamics can be written in terms of lV x N
matrices.
2. The light cone gauge description of a relativistic membrane moying in Minkowski space ean
be greatly simplified by performing a field dependent change 01' variables which allows the explicit
solution of all constraints aod a Hamiltonian reduction to an 80(3,1) invariant 2 +1 dimensional
theory of isentropie gas-dynamics.
(Joint work with M. Bordemann)

·.-1

H.Hu

Darboux transformation in differential Geometry

The c~nstructionof harmonie maps R i •1 ~ S3 with single soliton or multi-soliton·P.p~~pertyis con
sidered. Tbe solution of Sinh-Gordon equation and the con~tructionof time-like surl~ of constant
menn curvature in R2•1 are discussed. These results are obtained by using Darboux transformation
methods together with some other techniques.

B. Konopelchenko

ä-dressing in multidimensions: algebraic curves and nontrivial background

Recent new results obtained by the 8-dressing method are reviewed. 2 + I-dimensional aod three
dimensional nonlinear integrable systems are discussed. Generalization of the ä-d~essing method
associated with the nonlocal ä-problem on algebraic cu~es of nonzero genus is considered. An
integrable nonlinear system on the torus and a 2 + l"-dimensional integrable generalisation of the
Landau-Lifshitz equation are presented. The embe<lding of the Harry Dym equation into the
8-dressing scheme which allows to bypass the probl(~m with the essential singnlarity of the eigen
function is discussed. The extension of the iJ-dressin~ t(x~hniC1\1e which covers the case of nontrivial
backgrounds in presented. The KP, mKP, DS, Ishirnori and the 2 + l-dilnensionaJ integrable gen
eralisation of the Sine-Gordon equation arc considered as examples.
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The Darboux-Zakharov-Manakov three-dimensional system is diseussed. This system has impor- .
tant applications in the differential geometry of surfaces~ .hydrodynamics and other fields. The
ß-dressing method provides a wide dass of exact solutions of the DZM system on the background
of the wen~known 1 + I-dimensional principal chiral field model equations. In the sealar case such
solutions of the DZM system provide infinite and rieh c1asses of systems of three surfaces with
eonjugate coordinate lines (old important problem of the theory of surfaces - Darboux ... ) and
infinite dass of hydrodynamical Hamiltonian one-dimensionalsystems introduced by Dnbrovin and
Novikov.

M. Kruskal

Surreal Numbers

The surrest numbers are a vast generaJization of the real numbers and also of the ordinal numbers
(with their commutative Hessenburg arithmetic), yet also markedly simpler to define and prove
properties of. Tbey were diseovered by John H. Conway (as described in his book "On Numbers
and Games") as certain special combinatorial games, but received their name from Donald Knllth
(in his short mathematical noveI "Surreal Numbers~' ).
A surreal number can most simply be constructed as consisting of arrows. T or L arranged in
a sequence with the order type of some ordinal number (i. e. a well ordered sequence, finite or
infinite). They are ordered in size lexicographieally (so TT l<TT<TTT1, for example, because 1 is
less than blank, which is less than T). They also have a quite distinct partial ordering we caH
"earliness": x is earlier than y (written x < y) if x is a proper initial segment of y (where '~proper;~

permits x to be null but not equal to V).
Addition is defined by transfinite recursion to have, at every stage, the earHest value consistent with
the surn being a monotone-increasing function of each argument~ with respect to the sums of a11
earlier pairs of arguments. Multiplication and other arithmetic fllnctions have simiIar definitions;
and turn out to have all properties that could reasonably be hoped for, as weH as some entirely new
ones (involving earliness). It is striking that these properties, even three expressing equalities (such
as the commutative, associative and distributive laws of addition and multiplication), follow from
such adefinition based on inequalities (such as monotonicity) when combined with the ··earliest"
requirement.
The surrest numbers include the usual real numbers (0 is the null sequen~e, 1 i5 T, -1 is 1, 2 is TT 1 ~
is TL j is T!T1Tl ' ..), infinite numbers (the earHest positive one~ called w, is TlT .. '), infinitesimal
numbers (the esrliest positive one is T111 "'), and (literally) innumberable combinations aIA
extensions of these. Earliness leads to a lot tnore strl1cture than is familiar to uso 
An elaborate theory of surreal functions can be developed; the one serious missing ingredient at
present is integration and related concepts. Ir that can be remedied, there should be impnrtant
applications to conventional mathematics~ in particular to a rigorous treatment of "asymptotics
beyond a11 ordersu

, the attempt to interpret asymptotic expansions with terms beyond the first
infinitely many (such as exponentially small terms after infinitely many powers); this is already a
growing field with contributions by R. B. Dingle, M. Berry, .1. Ecalle, H. Segur and many others.

J. LeoD J..

Aigebraic Propertiel of the d-Operator and General Integrable Systems

(t is shown that a quite general space anel t.ime dependence of the spectral transform generically
leads to a true (that is polynomial in the spectral variable) nonlinear evolution equation..The
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method makes nse of same simple algebraic properties of the 7J operator a.nd its inverse. The re
sult is applied to physically interesting applications including the solution of initial-bonndary value
problems for coupled wave equations.

D. Levi

Levi-Civita theory for irrotational water waves in a one-dimensional channel and the
Korteweg-de Vries equation

We review Levi-Civita theory far water waves that reduces the theory of irrotational water waves in
a one dimensional channel with fiat bottom to the study of tbe solution of a nonlinear differential-
functional partial differential equation for the complex velocity function. .
We show how, by considering small perturbations in a shallow water chaonel, the ditrerential
funetional-partial differential equation ean be reduced to a system of eoupled Korteweg-de Vries
equations in 2 + 1 dimensions for the horizontal and vertieal components of the velocity vector. Sy
requiring that the vertical eomponent of the velocity vector is smaH compared to the horizontal
on~ the obtained system reduces to the standard Korteweg-de Vries equation.

s. De Lillo

Forced C-integrable equations: The nonlinear difFusion-convection case

A nonlinear diffusion-eonvection equation is eonsidered, where the forcing is introduced through
a time dependent boundary condition at the origin. This model, also known as Rosen-Fokas
Yortsos equation descr~bes a twö phase flow in a porous, semi-infinite· m.edium. \Ve solve the
initial/boundary value problem witb a general initial datum and a boundary condition at the ori
gin representing a time dependent flux. The problem is redueed to a linear integral equation of
Volterra type in one independent variable; in same cases _of applieative interest this equation ean
be solved by quadratures.
(Joint work with F. Calogero)

L. Mason

Global solutions of the self-duality equations in signature (2,2) and the inverse scat
tering transform

First, a programme is revie\ved that (1) attempts to classify integrable systems in one and t.wo
dimensions as symmetry reductions of the self-dual Yang-l\rlills equation and (2) attempts to derive
the theory of these equations from the Ward constrllction for solutions of the self-duality equations
from holomorphic vector-bundles on twistor space.
In order to address the second part of the programme, solutions of the self-dual Yang-Mills equations
on S2 x S2 in signature (2,2) are studied as the 4-dimensional analogue of the rapidly decreasing
boundary conditions for nonlinear evolution equations in 2 + L dimensions.
The general solution is shown to give rise to a holotnorphic vector bundle on CIP3 together with a
t\visted analogue of a map from lRIP3

-+ GeIC; (G is thc gauge group). The first part of the data
projects out an instanton and genp.ralizes the 'discrete spf'Ctrllm' of the IST and the second part
gencralizes the scattering data (or reffecUon co(~fficient). This data determines the original solution
anel provides a paradigm in 2 + 2 dimensions of tlw inverse scattering transform.

LI
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V. B. Matveev

Supertransparency and related Nonlinear phenomenae

There are two spectral mirac1es which are not widely known to the people working on solitons and
spectral theory. One is the possibility to have in a linear problem a trivial scattering operator, Le.
S = I for a nontrivial potential. Everybody knows that this ,miraclc never occurs for the dass of
smooth rapidly decreasing potentials. The other exotic miracle is connected with the occurence of
discrete eigenvalues embedded in the continuous spectrum of linear operators. The last phenomenon
als~ eannot be realised for the dass of rapidly decreasing potentials. In the case of the difference
Schrödinger operator aod in many other cases it is pOssible to eonstruct a multiparametric family of
potentials leading to coexistence of the aCore mentioned miracles. The associated initial data for the .
integrable nonlinear evolution equations generate the remarkable explicit solutions called Positoe
for the reason of their eonnection with positive eigenvalues in the continuum in the. Schrödinger
case. In a collision with a soliton, the position aquires two phase shifts but the soliton remains
unchanged.
A brief summary of the results concerning positons and their properties in discrete and continu
ous systems is presented. FUrther details are describect in the talks of R. Beutler and A. Stahlhofen.

G. Neugebauer and R. Meinel

The Einsteinian Gravitational Field of the Rigidly Rotating Disk of Dust

The gravitational field of a uniformly rotating stationary and axisymmetric disk consisting of dust
particles i8 presented as a rigorous global solution to the Einstein equations. The problem is formu
lated as a boundary value problem of the Ernst equation and solved by means of inverse methods.
The solution is given in terms of linear integral equations and depends on two parameters: the
angular velocity n and the relative redshift z from the center of the disko The Newtonian limit
z « 1 represents the Maclaurin solution of a· rotating fluid in the disk limit. For z - 00 the
'exterior' solution is given by the extreme Kerr solution. This proves a conjecture of Bardeen and
Wagoner (1969, 1971).
(Ta appear in 'The Astrophysical .Journal Letters ')

F. W. Nijhoff

Integrable Lattice Systems and Discrete Painleve Equations

In this talk I give a status report on discrete Painleve equatios. Two approaches are exploited: tlA
method of similarity reduction on the lattice, and the de-alltonomitations of integrable mapping~
In the similarity reduction approach one considers an integrable lattice equation, for instance the
lattice (potential) modified KdV equation

P(Vn •m Vn.m+l - Vn+l.m vn+l.m+d = q(v~,m 'lJn+l,m - vn,m+l 'lJn+l.m+d, (1)

and one imposes on this equation a compatible! nonautonomous similarity constraint

n Vn+l.m - Vn-l.m + 'In Vn.m+l - Vn.m-l = 0.
Vn+l,m +tJn-l.m lJn ,m+l +1Jn ,m-l

(1)

The system consisting or lattice eqnation (I) and similarity constraint (2) carries an isomonodrnmic
deformation problem. In the full continuum lirnit this systp.m goes over into the potent.ial rnodifip<t

KdV equation and a linear similarity constraint, leading to a roollcion to the Painleve 11 equation. ;4'
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As such~ the system (l)+(2) can he considered to be a lattice version of the Painleve II equation.
even though one cannot salve explicitly for a similarity variable from the nonlinear constraint (2).
However~ a partial continuum limit gives a reduction to a discrete version of the PU efluation (for
special parameter value).
Other discrete Painleve 'equations have been derived using various methods, but not in aJl eases
an isomonodromic deformation problem was given. I present a method that has yielded in same
cases such isomonodromic deformation problems starting from integrable mappings. They are
called ,ude-autonomized" versions of reductions of a lattice GePfand-Dikii hierarchy. A particll]arJy
interesting example is a new isomonodromic deformation problem of a q-difference equation, the
compatibility of which yields the discrete Painleve 111 equation.
Finally, a q-deformed version of the discrete Painleve I equation w~ presented.

W.Oevel

Darboux Transformations as Gauge Transformation

A framework for a systematic interpretation of Darboux transformations as gauge (dressing) trans
formations is suggested. In terms of the pseudo-differential symbol a- I linear problems of the form
tPt = M<j> are left invariant by the transformation M --+ M = (TlvlT.... 1 ) + T tT- 1 = (TA1T- 1)+,
~here T is a suitable pseudo-differential operator satisfying the dressing equation .....

( 1)

I,

Here, the subscripts ± denote the projectioD to the positive/negative differential orders of the op
erator. The operator equation (1) admits the following solutions:

Darboux transformation: T = </>. a. </>-1 ,
adjoint Darboux transformation: T = 1/J-IT • a- 1 . t/JT ~

binary Darboux transformation: T == 1 -l/>/f2('l/J, 4J) . a- 1 . 'l/)T.

Her~ 0, defined by nx("p~ </1) = 7./JT cl> and a suitable compatible time-derivative, is a bi-linear potential
integrating the "squared eigenfunction" t/lT cl> withan eigenfunction 4> and an adjoint eigenfunction
1/J (Le. rl>t = M<j> and "pt = -M·1/J). These simple transformations ean be iterated with several
(adjoint) eigenfunctions and giye rise to more complicated gauge operators, which are typically
parametrized. in terms of Wronskian determinants. A "squared eigenfunction:' symmetry of the
scattering problem is shown to genernte a ftow, which provides the binary Darboux transformation.
(Joint work with W. Schief)

G.D. Pang
On the quantum analogues of classical (2 + l}-dimensional integrable systems

We briefty review same of our recent works on the quantum analogs of classical (2 + l)-dimensional
integrable systems. These works include: (1) Exact solutions ta the eigenvalue problem of the
quantized Davey-Stewartson I (DSI) system (2) Conservation laws of the quantized DSI system (3)
Thermodynamics and correlation functions of the C}uantized OSI system.
(Joint work with F.C. Pu, Institute of Physics, Chinese Academy of Science, Beijing, P.R.China.
and B.H. Zhao, Graduate School, Chinese AcndClny uf Sdenc(~, Beijing, P.R.China)
wlain References:
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F. Pempinelli

Soliton solutions of the Davey-Stewartson equations

It is shown that the Oavey-Stewartson III (DSIII) equation, in addition to the so called DSI and
DSII equations, is S-integrable and admits localized soliton solutions with properties similar to
those of the OSI equation. Ivloreover, by introducing" generalized Bäcklund gauge transformations~

soliton wave-soutions are found for the Hamiltonian OSI equation.

o. Ragnisco.

Recent results on discrete integrablesystems

The lecture consists of tbree points.
In the first part, a few results are recalled concerning the relation between Painleve equations
(continuous and discrete) and non-isospectral flows of soliton equations. In particular, it is shown
that the discrete versions of Painleve I and Painleve II are stationary versions of suitable oon
isospectral flows of the Volterra and the discrete mI<dV hierarchy respectively.
In the second part, a method for constructing integrable maps is briefty described: it amounts t.o

pick-up stationary fiows of integrable evolution equations on lattices with "'self-consistent sourees" :
as an example, a discrete version of the Neumann system is presented and its integrability is
discussed: a Lax representation is provided, and a sutficient number of independent invariants in
involution is exhibited.
Finally, a model of integrable evolution equations on a one-dimensional lattice, the so-called "''1\1
lattice" , is briefly described. Tbe associated hierarcby is bi-hamiltonian, and the first hamiltonian
strueture is the canonical one; the usual rational R-matrix exists. n.1oreover: the model admia
a vector generalisation and ean be considered as an integrable diserete version of the vector NLW
hierarchy, to which it reduces in a suitable continuum limit.

c. Rogers, W. Schief

On a Novel Class of 2 + i-Dimensional Systems

This survey describes developments emanating from areinterpretation and generalisation of a dass
of infinitesimal Bäcklund transformations introduced by Loewner in 1952 is a gasdynamics setting."
A novel class of integrable 2 + l-dimensional CQuations is constructed which encorporatps, in parw

ticular, 2 + I-dimensional versions of the principal chiral fields model, Toda Lattice and notably
the sine Gordon equation. The general class is conveniently parametrise<.lin terms of four matrices..
An auto-ßä.cklund transformation is constructed for the :1 + l-dimensional sine Gordon equation,
the so-called KR equation, via aversion of Moutnrd 's theorem. The auto-Bäcklund tr~nsformati()n
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itself eonstitutcs a new integrable 2 + L-dimensional system incorporntingin a one-dimensional
reduetion an SIT ~ystcm.

[t is noted that the Znkharov-Mnnakov system and it5 sealar version~ the Darboux system of cla.c;sical
differential geometry, sit naturally within the Loewner system. The observation that the scaJar
Zakharov-Manakov system represents a squared eigenfunction symmetry of the 2 + I-dimensional
AI(NS system leads to a more general result wherein two important subcases of the Loewner system
may be regarded as squared eigenfunetion symmetries of the broad multi-component KP and mKP
hierarchies of 8ato Theory.
Finally, the celebrated HKX transformation of general relativity is set in tbe eontext of the Loewner
formalism. This Ulustrates the fact that tbe linear infinitesimal Bäcklund transformations origi
nated by Loewner may be seen as infinitesimal Darboux transformations.
(Joint work with B. I(onopelchenko and W. Oevel) .

s. Ruijsenaars

Sine-Gordon solitons VB. relativistic Calogero-Moser par~icles .~~

Tbe behaviour of the N-soliton solution to the classical sine-Gordon (sC) equatiqll,'<p'1 - <p = sin CI'
is reminiscent of an interaction between N relativistic point particles such that the set of momenta
is invariant under a eollision and such that the scattering phase shift is factorized in terms of the
2-particle shirt. At the classical level this intuition ean be concretized in terms of (a specialization
of) so-ealled relativistic ,Calogero-Moser (CM(rel» systems, a new dass of integrable lV-partic1e
systems, diseovered in collaboration with H. Schneider (1985).
After recalling tbe main features of these systems and the classical sG solitonjCM(rel) particle
correspondence, we described how the systems eanbe quantized such that integrability is preserved.
The commuting quantum Hamiltonians are buHt up from products of multiplication operators and
shifts along the imaginary axis. Thus, the problem of explicit joint diagonalization reduces to the
searcb f9r appropriate solutions to systems of anaJytic difference equations.
We presented explicit solutions to this problem for the 2-particle case. All of these solutions and
same fllrther tests are in agreement with the mathematicnlly heuristic, hut widely accepted lore
concerning the quantum sG field theory. In particular, the scattering anel bound'~state spectrum
ussociated with the quantized particle systems agrees with that of the sG theory, in' agreement with
the expected physical equivalenee' of the particle theory and the field thoory at the quantum level.
The existence of unitarizing joint eigenfunctions for general N and general coupling eonstants with
the expected Harish-Candra type asymptotics has not yet been prova!, though.

P.C. Sabatier

Nonlinear equations satisfied by solutions of a linear equation

We start from n linear integral equation E and deduce by elementary linear algebra non-linear
evolution equations that are satisfied by the solt1tions of E when a given linear evolution is imposed
to its kernel. The solutions 4> which are considered are N x N matrix valued funetioDs und depend
on lH variables, these figures beiog arbitrnry integers. Specifically, E has the form:

11 d17()...A) r

~ -= 1 + -k ~ A f(A, '\:11) cf>(;\, 11) (E)

where (1), 1, T are N x lV matrices, k E C t thc intc~ration is on C2 , where (/0 is a measnre of
compa.ct support. A first stndy shows what linear operators L a.nd what linear evolution uf T are

l5
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cornpatible and lead to the equali ty

L~ = / / _~~ A T(L<p)

for which we assume that the only solution is Lif> = 0 (Le. we shall consider only the da and T such
that this is true). It is shown that both the order of Land the linear evolution of T ean be chosen
with much arbitrariness and L can then be constructed algorithmically. The coefficients of L ean
depend on x, t, and even on functionals of~, so that LCI» = 0 is already a non-linear relation. From
several relations of this type, it is possible to find non-linear equations independent of k for the
asymptotic value of k(if> - I) as k ~ 00. Almost a11 known integrable equations ean be obtained
in this way. Their matrix generalization (with constraints in most cases) are obtained on the sam_ t
foot and without additional work. Algorithms could work on a computer. .

P.M. Santini

An ele~-:ntary geometrie charaeterization of the integrable motions of a curve

We show that the following elementary geometrie properties of the motion of a curve select hierar
chies of integrable dynamics:
(i) The curve moves in an N-dimensional sphere of radius R;
(ii) The motion of the curve is nonstretching;
(iii) The dynamics is independent of the radius of the sphere.
For lV = 2 we obtain the mKdV hierarchy, for N = 3 we obtain the NLS hierarchy and for !V > ;~

we obtain integrable multicomponent generalizations of the above hierarchies.
(Joint work with A. DoIiwa, Institute of Theoretical Physics, \Varsaw University, Poland)

P.M. Santini

Cellular automata in multidimensions

We develop a general rnethod to construct nonlinear cellular automata in arbitrary space dimen
sions frorn the compatibility of pairs of linear operators, giving exarnples in 1 + 1, 2 +- 1 and :3 + 1
dimensions. These cellular automata possess a lot of constants of motion and exhibit a vast array
of coherent structures, hoth particle-like (Le., localized in space) and wave-like (not localized).
(.Joint work with M. Bruschi, Dipartimen~odi Fisica, Universita ~'La Sapienza", Roma, Italy) •J. Satsuma

On diserete soliton systems

There are many types of discrete systems: semi-discrete, fully-discrete, quasi-diserete and ultimate
discrete. Some of our recent resl1lt.s on such <liscrete systenls are given in my talk.
(1) Trilinear form
[t is weil knwon that the most important ~oliton systems are written in terms of bilinear form. W{~

would claim that some soliton systems are natl1rally expresse<.l by trilinear form. A typical exarnple
is the Broer-Kaup system~ for which we can show the exist.ence uf solutions p.xhibitin~ fusion and
fission of solitons by means of the trilinear form. ~:Iorc()ver. for some discrete soliton systems, in
particular nonautonomous systems. trilinear is quite essential. An example is the nonautonomOHS
discrete KdV equation which arises in a discussion uf t.he (;omplete integrability of fully-discrete
systems by the siogularity confinement Inethad.

l6
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(2) q-difference Toda eql1ution
\Vp. propose a q-dirference version of the 2D Toda lattiee equation. Through a suitable reduction,
it reduces to the q-cliffcrence version of the cylindrieal Toda lattiee equation. We show that the
reduced equntion admits solutions expressed by the q-Bessel function.
(3) Soliton cellular a.utomaton
A soliton cellular automaton, which Takahashi and myself proposed three years ago, is considered
to be the simplest soliton system at present. The system eonsists only of solitons and possesses
infinitely many time invariants. Recently we fouod that the existence of time invariants enn be
explained by using eombinatorics. The procedure is discussed in the last of my talk.

W.Scherer

A. Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation for Quantum Mechanies and Some of its Solutions

Recently. a family of nonlinear Schrödinger equations deseribing the time evolution of a quantum
mechanical system has been derived by Doebner and Goldin. Various nonstationary solutions of
this family of equati~ns are pr~ented. These solutions include quasiclassical ~aves which dis
play damping and energy dissipation (wbere the energy is defined as (E) := (T/J I Ho'l/J), where
Ho .= - ::ß + V is the linear part of the nonJinear Schrödinger equation). Th'e solutions also
include solitary waves displaying the behaviour of free particles.
(J~intwork with P. Nattermann and A.G. Ushreridze)

A. Seeger

Bäcklund Transformations are Alive and Kicking!

The main message of the contribution is that notwithstanding the recent emphasis on the inverse
scattering technique, the Bäcklund transformation approac~.cOQtinues to be· extremely useful for
the treatment of "practical" problems in the theory of integrable systems. This is"'iUustrated by a
recent treatment of the perturbed breather solution of the Enneper (sin~Gordon)c;:~uationl>y E.
Nfoser (?). . ~~

In a historical s~rvey the appearance of the Enneper equation. ;.~~

;Jlu alt' .
8x2 - fJt2 = 51n l' (1)

in physies is traced. It goes back to an attempt· by L. Prandtl (1913) to derive a model for
iIIiperfections in crystals. (The sine-term nccounts for the spatial periodicity of crystals). It waS!
however, not published in a journal nntH 1928 a.nd (independently) rediscovered by U. Dehlinger
1928/29. The model is essentially the same as that discussed Iater by .J. Frenkel (7) and T.
Kontereno (?) (1938/39) who included time t explicitly without, however, searching for dynamic

. solutions. _An important contribution to the physical significance of the model was made in 1940
by U. Dehlinger and A. Kocbendörfer (1). .
In 1948 U. Dehlinger asked the present speaker to look into the p05sibility 'whether the model
could be extendcd to inclllde tLolltside perturbations". I renlizcd that mueh eould be gained by
"~continuization" of the spatial ??? variable. Using Cl Lagrangian approach, eq.' (1) was derived.
To the best of my knowledge this was the first t.ilne that LI{J. (1) was written down in a physicai
context.

l7
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in his theory of surfaces of constant negative curvature. [suspect that. U. Dini (?) was aware of (2)
even before or least simultaneously with Enneper, but in his very extensive writings on differential
geometry of the late 1860ies I could not find an explicit statement of (1) or (2). In 1881 L. Bianchi
discovered, by entirely geometrie reasoning, what was later called the "Bianchi transform" , a special
case of the transformation discovered by V. Bäcklund in 1883. The decisive discovery in the field~

in my mind, is the formula by Bianchi giving explicitly solutions in terms of two different Bäcklund
transfonns of a common starting solution of (1). For Bianchi this was a "side produc"t" of his pro_
(1892) of his '~heoremo di permutabilite ", but actually it meant that (1) is completely inr.egrable.
I discovered the significance of the results of Bäcklund, Bianchi and Darboux for physics during my
Ph.D. werk (1949/50), which was mainly concemed with working out aperturbation theory based
on tbe kink solution of (1) and the extension of the results obtained on (1) to tbe so-called Peierls
(1) model (in which a non,..linear integrt>differential equation takes the place of (1».
In subsequent work together with H. Dortb (?), who did his Diplomarbeit on the subject~ the con
sequences of the "superposition principle" for (1) were workerl out ful1y. We cal1ed the persistent
solutions of (1) "Eigenbewegungen" as an extension of ';Eigenschwingungen" ("characteristic
vibrations"). We distinguished between .ttranslatorische Eigenbewegungen" ('"solitons:') and ~;os

dIlatorische Eigenbewegungen" ("finite-amplitude waves"). Fbr the latter I [ound both the moving
and standing varieties. The Bäcklund transform for the moving finite wave were publishro, those
for the standing wave (work with Z. Wesolovski) are unpublished.
For the t'translatorische Eigenbewegungen l1 we found the N-soliton solution (including the breather:
which was studied in detail) and the collision laws. The analogy to elastic particle collisions was
recognized, also the suitability of the theory for ??? problems in statistical mechanics (work which
has continued up to the present).
The perturbation theory mentioned at the beginning makes intensive use of a linearization of
the Bäcklund transformation which allows us to solve both the initial-value and the perturbation
problem even if the homogeneous perturbation equation is not separable. By this approach E.
Moser (?) has recently given a complete solution of the perturbed-breather problem. It revealed a

number of surprising features as weH as the inadequacy of the scrcolled "adiabatic approximation.
Literature:

In a search of the first appearance of (1) anywhere I found that Enneper (1870) wrote the eqllation
in the form

• A.Seeger in ~'Continuum Models of Discrete Systems (ed. by E. Kröner (?) and K.-HA
Anthony), University of WaterlooPress.-

• E. Moser, to be published.

(As the handw~tingwas difficult to rend, some words might be wrongly guessed and therefore are
indicated by a ?, G. Oevel)

H. Segur

The Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation and water waves

The nonlinear partial differential t~\lation duc tu KadonltSp.v and Petviashvili (KP) generalizes the
famous KorteweF;-<.le Vries equation to Lwo spatial dilnensions plus time. It is completely integrable, .
and it also descrihes approximately the evolution uf waves of rnoelernte amplitude in shallow water.

18
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This talk snrveys work done in n joint theoretical-experimental program to llse cxact KP solutions
to describe wnves in shallow water. The survey includes detailed comparisons among cxact solu
tionsof the KP N:}uation. laborntory <fata of waves in shallow water, and field ohservations.
(.Joint worl< with .1. Hamrnack t D. IvlcCallister anel N. Scheffner)

W.M. Seiler

Formal Theory of Partial Differential Equations: Applications to Symmetry Theory

The problem of dctermining the number of arbitrary functions (and the number of their argu
ments) in the general solution of an involutive-system of partial differential equations is treated. A
necessary criterion for the existence of an algebraic representation of the general solution is given.
As appIications normal systems and gauge. systems are considered. For normal systems the loss
of generality in a symmetry reduction is determined~ for gauge systems the number of physically
distinguishable arbitrary functions in the general solution is computed.

A. Stahlhofen _ _~?

Supertransparency and Related Nonlinear Phenomena 111: The modifii4..Korteweg-de
Vries equation . .... ~:~

The mI<dV -equation provides again a simple example that the miracles mention_EXI in the talk by
V. B. wratveev hold also for continuous linear. matrix operators.
The positon solutions of this equation exhibit in principle the same characteristic features as those
mentioned in tbe two talks before leading now to positive eigenvalues embedded in the continuum
of the Dirac operator. When extending the Darboux Transformations underlying this construction
to higher orders, one obtains again positon solutions of a more complicated structure -having the
same properties as before or exotic solutions like Negatons representing ~ loosely speaking - soliton
componnds of mKdV. The properties of these solutions aS weIl as thEür internctio~ behaviour are
discl.1ssed. -

H. Steudel

Relation~ between integrable systems by Darboux pairing

[t is showo that a "Darboux pair" with respect to the Sturm-Liouville problem - Le., two solutions
connected by a Darboux transformation -.. is equivalent to une solution to a Zakharov-Shahat
problem (with r = q). In a.n analogous way we found that a Darboux pai~ \vith· respect to the
AKNS-problem is equivalent to one solution for some rnore general spectral problem which we call
a :~'V-problem~'.

The extension of this concept to I.inear systems with t~o independent variables leads tu a method to
generate new integrable nonlinear equations (ar systems of such equations) by "Bäcklnnd pairing1'.
Snrprisingly many examples wef(~ fOllnd, physically applicable integrable equations are connected
in t.his way. Two new integrable equations of MKdV aud nonlinear Schrödinger types are derived
by this procedure.

)D



Y.B. Suris

General quadratic Poisson brackets on Lie groups and bi-Hamiltonian structure of
Toda and relativistic Toda lattices

\Ve introduce a general quadratic Poisson bracket on the Lie group. With the help of this hracket
we obtain the interpretation of the Toda, discrete time Toda, and relativistic Toda lattices aoS the
restrietions of one and the same bi-Hamiltonian system to two different low-dimensional manifolds~

whieh are Poisson submanifolds with respect to two brackets simultaneously.

M. Wadati

Integrable particle systems with long-range interactions

We consider quantum integrable particle systems with long-range interactions.
1. For the quantum Calogero-Moser model, .

we construct a set of conserved operators [1] and another set of operators, named boast operators.
from its Lax operator. We prove that each conserved operator satisfies both the Lax equation
and aremarkable relation named additional relation. Sy using thern, we show that ehe conserved
operators are involutive [2, 31. Moreover, the conserved operators and the boost operators constitute
the U(l) current algebra {2, 3].
2. Spin -~ particle systems with lang-range interactions' are considered in one dimensionalspace.
Conditions for the integrability of the systems are shown through the quantum inverse scattering
method {4]. Among the solutions, integrable spin particle systems, which we eall the XXZ-type
model and the Ising-type model, are newly fouod. A set of conserved operators is obtained from the
Lax operator. Further, the ground state is shown to be the solution of a Knizhnik-Zamolodehikov
like equation [5). For the SU('Y) Calogero-Moser spin system~ we obtain aseries of new conserved
operators from the Lax operator. These operators realize ehe su(/) Kac-Moody algebra. The
coexistence of U(l) and SU(,) currents corresponds to the charge-density separation in thp- modpl
[61·'
References:

[li H.Ujino,K.Hikarni,iVI.Wadati: J.Phys.Soc..Jpn.61(1992)3425.

[21 M.Wadati,K.Hikami,H.Ujino: Chaos t Solitons & Fractals, in press.

[31 H.UJino,M.Wadati,I'.Hikarni: .J.Phys.Soc.Jpn. in press.

[41 K.Hikami,M.Wadati: J.Phys.Soc.Jpn.62(1993)467.

151 K.Hikami,wl. Wadati: Phys.Lett.A173( 1993)263.

IGI K.Hikami,M.Wadati: J.Phys.Soc ..Jpn. in press.

Oerichterstatterin: Gudrun Oevel
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Tagungsber c h t 33/1993

Dynamische Systeme

lB.i. bis 24.7. 1993

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von H. Hafer, J. Moser und E. Zehnder (ETH Zürich) statt.

Vortragsauszüge

s. ANGENENT:
Examples of singular solutions of mean curvature ßow

.H asymmetrie cardiod-like eonvex plane curve evolves by its curvature, then it will form
'a cusp like singularity in finite time. The rate with which the curvature becomes 00 is

In ln.,.,s
J(t) = (1 + 0(1» ~. The shape of the cusp thus formed js y = (~ +o(l»/n7n l (Le.

the cusp is very Hat cusp.) I also showed same embedded rotationally symmetrie sol~tions

to the mean curvature flow whose curvature does not become 00 at the rate suggested by
scaling.

v. BANGERT:
Closed geodesics on S2

The talk complemented J. Frank's talk in that it explained the remaiping part of the proof
of the existence of infinitely many cJosed geodesics on any Riemannian S2. Same iodications

Jof the ideas and methods in the recent results of N. I1ingston were given. The results give
a new variatiooal proof for the above-mentioned fact and moroover an estimate of growth of
the number of closed gcodesics as a function. of their lengths.

M. BL\LY:
llopC's theorem for convex billiards

[n the present talk I consider billiards in convex compact planar domains. The main result
statcs that if the phase space of the billiard ball map is foliatcd by not nuU-homotopic con
tinuous invariant curves then the domain is circular. The rcsult solves in part the Birkhoff's
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conjecture that only elliptic domains billiards are integrable. Thc variational nature of this
result can be stated in the following form: the only convex billiards without conjugate points
are cireular. In this form this ia analogous to E. Jlopf's theorem on Riemannian metric
without conjugate points on T2.

M. CHAPERON:
Invariant manifolds and normal forms

We sketch tbe (simple) praof of a generalised stable manifold theorem and e..'Cplain how various
normal form. resuJts can be deduced from it.

A. CHENCINER:
Lagrange reduction or the N body problem and relative equilibria

This ia a common work with ft.... Albouy, based on concepts he introdueed in his thesis. We
represent n masses up to translation and rotation in some Euelidean space by asymmetrie
tensor B E 1J 0. 1>, where tbe "dispositions" space 1) is defined aB the space of elements 
(Ut, ... ,Un) ofRn whose "center ofmass" ia at O(Emi%, = 0). Endowing'D with the scalar
product Li::l mi Xi 1/i, we think of B aB the symmetrie endomorphism of the Euclidean space
1) defined by the matrix

(0 ..~~rli),
where rij is the distance between the muses mi and mJ. The potential is a funetion on
1) ®. 1) whose derivative at B is an element of (1) ®. 1»*, that is a. quadratic form on 1).

Representing it by asymmetrie endomorphism A of 1J (the "Cayley matrix") we get the
redueed Newton equations in

V2~.1>23~ = (~ ~.),D=D.+D.. ,B·,C,D1E1>~.1>.D .. EA21>:

iJ =2D., C = -(AD. + D.A) + [A, Da] ,D. =C - ~(AB + BA) ,Da = -![A, B] ,

with first integrals H =.~ trace C + weB) (the Hamiltonian) and spectrum (J~) (invariants

oe the angular momentum) (J = (~ ~I). In the case oe 3 bodies, these a.re exactly the

10 equations and 3 integrals of Lagrange's 1772 "Essai Bur le Probleme de trois corps". Note
that this reduction considers together n-body problems in HP' for a.ll p (it ia enough to take
p'= 2( Ja - 1». Looking at singular points, we find a necessa.ry and sufficient condition for B
to be realised in same Euclidean space aB a relative equilibrium, namely [A, B] =O. This is
equivalent to B being a critical point of the potential function restrieted to the isospectral
manifold of B (Le to tbe set of B~ defining the same "solid body", Le. having the same
ellipsoid of inertia).



K. CIELIDAK:
Elliptic methods ror homoc:linic orbits

(Joint work with E. Sere) Let AI be a compact Iliemannian Coo manifold and /1 E CCX)(st x
T- M, ffi.) a tinlcdependent lIamiltonian having a hyperbolic critical point %0 and satisfying
certaill growth conditions. Associated to H and the natural symplectic structure on T* M
we have the Hamiltonian system x = XH(t,Z).
Let C := {x E C~ntr. (IR., T- M)lx = XH(t, x), z(t)t ~ +00 as t -+ 00J. The time translation
defines a.n action of 7l. on C.
Theorem: U 1rt(.:\.J) is finite, then CI7l. is infinite.
The theorem is proved by studying the space ...Y of "gradients flow lines" associated to the
action functional. Arguing indirectly, we assume that C171. is finite. Then X turns out to be
compact up to integer translations in time, which implies that the cohomology of X must be
trivial above some dimension. On the other hand, by solving a boundary value problem for
the Cauchy-Rlemann operator, we can show that the 7l2-Alexader-Spanier cohomology of the
loop space f1.M injects iota X. A result of Sullivan on the cohomology of flkf th~~ provides
nontrivial cohomology in )( for infinitely many dimensions, yielding the desired con~~~~~t!?n.

J. DENZLER:
On nonpersistence ol breathers for the perturbed Sine Gardon equatiori-

UP to one exception, and as a consequence of 1st order perturbation theory only, it is impos
sible that a large portion of the breather family

• msinwt 2 2
U (x,t;m) = 4 arctan wcoshmz,m +w = 1,0< m,w < 1

could persist under any nontrivia.1 perturbation of the Sine Gordon equation of the form

Uu - U zz + sin U = e.6(u,e) = e6(u) + O(e2 )

where 6 is an ana.1ytic functio~ in a neighborhood of u = O. This improves results by Birnir,
McKean, Weinstein by allowi.ng the domain of analyticity of .6 to be arbitrarily smaIi. 
For the exceptional one-dimensional space of perturbation functions, nonpersistence can also
be proved by 2nd order perturbation theory, whereas all 1st order necessary persistence
conditions are satisfied in this case. The persistence of any single breather remains an open
question; for each, an infinite di~ensional space of perturbation functions exists for which
1st order information is not sufficient to ruJe out persistence.

F.N. DIACU:
Collision and near-c:ollision solutions of the 3-body problem with Maneff's grav
itational law

We consider the 3-body problem given by quasihomogeneous potentials of the form ~v =
u + V, where U and V are homogenous functions of degree -a anu -b respectiveJy, with
1 $ (1 < b. Using ~IcGchee-type transformations we ltlow up the tripie collisioD singuJarity
and paste instead a collision manjfold C. We show lhat the system has 10 nonhyperbolic



equilibria, all on the collision ma.nifold, which correspond to central configurations (c.c.), and
which depend on b. V is taken of the form

V = const· L a(mi,mj)
1~i<j~3 ( dist (mi, mj»b '

where mi, i =1,2,3 are the masses and a is a symmetrie, positive function, i.e. a(mi 1 mj) ==
a( rnj 1 mi) > O. There are 5 c.c., 3 collinear and 2 triangula.r ones. The triangular c.c. are
equilateral if and only if a(mi' mj) = const ·mimj. For b 1:- 2 every triple-collision solution
tends to a c.c.. For b = 2 we first consider the rectilinear problem. Note that tbe case
a = 1, b = 2 corresponds to Maneff's gravitational law, which explains, witb a very good
approximation, the perihelion advance of Mercury as weIl as tbe motion of tbe Moon. We
show that for b = 2 there exist solutions which tend to a tripie collision without forming a
asymptotically a c.c.. The i80Celes problem, of the same case b = 2, is Curther studied, and •
the same type of triple-collision orbits are discovered. Due to the collision manifold technique,
information on the behavioul of near-triple-collision orbits is obtained. The center manifold
is studied aB well aB tbe network of homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits. For an anisotropie
Maneff law, we show that there is a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation of the equilibria on the
collision manifold.

J.P. ECKMANN AND C.E. WAYNE:
The stability of travelling waves

We consider parabolic equations of the form Ut = U zz + uF(lul) on the line, for F(e) such
aB 1 - eor 1 - e2• There is a critical travelling wave u(z, t) =. f(x - ct), c = 2JFlö).
To determine its stability under complex perturbations, consider initial conditions ua(z) =
/(x)(1 + r(z»eirp(z). Define the "energies" E", = f 0'(l8;rI2 + 18;cpI2). We show that when

er satisfies (tri - (c + 2/'/I)er)' S 0, (for example O'(z) = f2(z)eCZ(1 + j ~dy», then if
z

the initial values of r and cp are small, for some K >> 1 one has

1 1
8t Eo S -2Et; 8t (KEo+Et ):5 -2(Et +E2 ).

This implies that ep and r tend to zero in the moving frame, as t ~ 00 and, as a consequence,
u(z, t) ~ f(z - a).

Y. ELIASHBERG:
2-knots in symplectic geometry

The talk ia devoted to unknotedness phenomena in 4-dimensional symplectic geometry. Typ
ical results are:

1. Any w-positive 2·disc ß embedded in tbe standard symplectic (Rt,w) with the bound
ary in m,3 =alRt ia unknotted.

2. Any Lagrangian torus T C T-T2 which ia homologous to the O-section ia isotopic to the
o-section.



The second result is joint work with L. Polterovich.
One can dcfine, Ilsing symplcctic tools, a lopological invariant for 5 2-knots in m.:'. Its cxact
camputation is. probably, a. difficult problem.

H. ELIASSON:
Biasymptotic solutions Cor perturbed integrable Hamiltonian systems

An integrable Hamiltonian system in d degrees of (reedorn has, for a generic perturbation, an
invariant hyperbolic tOfUS of dimension d - 1 whose stahle and unstable manifolds intersect
along at least d different orbits. The unperturbed Hamiltonian is supposed to be integrable
in action angle variables and satisfy the usual non degeneracy condition. The existence of
such invariant tori is well·known and not at aJ.l restricted to dim d - 1. The intersection
problem is totally different. It is not a perturbation problem but is solved by identifying it
with the number of critical points of a function on a (d - 1)-dimensional torus. This method
only works for tori of precisely this dimension.

J.N. FORNAESS AND N. SIBONY:
Holomorphic dynamics in higher dimensions

We study Fatou Julia theory in IPk
, k ~ 2. Let f : lPA: -. pk be holomorphic map f = [fa:

.•. : fk]' fi are homogeneous polynomials of degree d ~ 2. We define the Fatou set of t as
the domain of equicontinuity of <fn ) and the Julia set a.s the complement of the Fatou set
in IP It• Let G = lim in log f.F"1 where F = (fa, ••. , fA:)' There exists a (1,1) positive closed
current T in pA: such that n*T = ddcG. Here n : Ck+l ~ IPk •

Theorem 1. Support T = Julia set. J ia connected. The Fatou components a.re domains of
holomorphy, here k ~ 2. .
Corollary 2. The criticai set intersects J. Ir (fn,) is equicontinuous then (fn) is eq~continous.
Theorem 3. H T' = T 1\ .•• /\ T then support T' is connected provided 21 ~ k. IP-Itl supp T'
is k - I pseudoconvex. The Hausdorff dimension of support T' ia > 2(k - I).
Theorem 4. H JJ = T k

, the- measure IJ is mixing a.nd of maximal entropy, moreover 'i;'~ = dA:1'.

G. FORNI:
Destruction of invariant c:urves by analytic perturbations

We give converse KA~l results in the analytic topology on the stability of invariant curves
of exact area-preserving monotone twist maps of the annulus 51 x llt, following ideas and
techniques developed by M. Herman and J. Mather. \-Ve obtain the following theorems:
Theorem A: Let..., be an invariant curve of rotation number w E m.\~. Let (Pn/qn)nEN be
the sequence of approxiInants of the continued fraction expansion of w. Then, if

the curve 7 can be ~destroycdn by an arbitrarily "sma.ll" anaJytic perturbation ("small" in
the analytic topology).
Theorem B: If, furthermore 7 is embeddcd in lhe completely integrable family, the condition



on w becomes

J. FRANKS:
Rotation vectors rar surface difreomorphisms

This talk considers homologieal rotation veetors for area preserving diffeomorphisms of com
put surfaces which are homotopic to the identity. There are two main results. The first is
that if 0 is in the interior of the eonvex hull of rotation vectors for such a diffeomorphism
then I has a fixed point of positive index. The second result asserts that if f has a vanishing
mean rotation vector, then I has a fixed point of positive index.

E. GIROUX:
Distinguishing contact structures on T3

The main, result is the theorem whieh shows that on the 3-torus T 3 there exists- at least
2 non-isomorphic tight eontact struetures. This is the first example of two non-isomorphie
tight contad struetures on a 3-manifold. The main idea of the proof is to pass to the
symplectization a.nd to study the set of exact embedded Lagrangian tori there via a theorem
of Gromov. -

A. GIVENTAL:
Mirror symmetry ror projective spaces and Floer homology

DisCUBSing quantum eohomology of Kähler manifolds eonstructed by string theorists, as a
counterpart of Floer homology, we describe symplectic properties of correlation differential
equations, relate the so caJled mirror conjecture, usually formulated for Calabi-Yau manifolds,
to the property of the differential equations in order to have hypergeometric solutions, and
verify the conjecture in this extended. form for eomplex projective spaces.

H. HOFER:
The W~tein conjecture in dimension three

A contact form A on a closed three dimensional maniCold M is a I-fonn ~ satisfying ~" dA
ia a volume. We call ~ over twisted if there exists an embedded <lisc D C M3 such that
ToD c {laD where { = kern (A) ~ M is the eontact structure aBsociated to~. Moreover
one assumes T%D #; {z for a1l % E lJD. If such a disc does not exist we call A tight. The
following theorem is true, W here X is the so ca.1led Reeb-vectorfield associated to A defined
by A(X) = l,dA(X,·) =0:
Theorem. The ODE z = X(x) has a contractible periodie orbit provided one of the following
is true

(a) M = S3
(b) 1r'l(M);eO
(c) ..\ is over twisted.



This salves rnallY ca,ses of thc Weinstein conj~cture (in dimension 3) which claims that for
every pair l Al."\), AI c10sed and ,.\ a contact form, the associatcd )( admits periodic solutions.

A. KATOK:
Differentiable rigidity of smooth action of 7l.1c and IRIr;; k ~ 2

Consider an action of the Abelian group m./c or 7l.1c , k ~ 2 by diffeomorphisms of a compact
manifold. Among Anosov actions of RA: there is a natural dass of principal actions which
are described by a uniform algebraic construction. Prime examples are suspensions of 71.."
actions by automorphisms of tori and nilma.n.ifolds and Weyl chamber ßows. For a principal
Anasov action the first untwisted cohomology with Coo (Hölder) coefficients trivia.lizes. via
Coo (Hölder) coboundaries. This implies the existence of ooly trivial time changes and Hölder
rigidity of the action. For Weyl chamber f10ws and in many other cases Iocal Coo rigidity is
also proven.
Any Anosov action of 7ln -

1 on T n
, n ~ 3 is differentiably conjuga.te to an action by auto-

morphism. _ ..~~~.;....~ .
Then we consider ergodie invariant measures of 7l./t: and lRJe actiom (not necessarilyjAnosov)
with non-vanishing·..Lyapunov exponents. Two crucial phenomenon which are ~.r~~ted to
appear are
(i) cocycle super-rigidity
(ü) in the case if the measure has positive entropy in one-dimensional directions, absolute
continuity of the measure itself.
Both these properties are proven for 71.2 actions on 3-dimensional manifolds under the as
sumption that any two Lyapunov exponents are not proportional.

S.·KUKSIN:
Capacities for PDE's

We develop a theory of symplectic c~pacities for infinite-dimensional phase spaces '~~~;~pplY
it to study Hamiltonian partial differential equations. We prove a squeezing thearem for
Hamiltonian PDE's and discuss physical the meanings of the assertions.

J. MATHER:
• Variation~l construction of connecting orbits

Let M be a. compact, smooth manifold, TM its tangent bundle, T = m./Z, and L : TM xT ~
IR a C 2 "Lagrangian". Suppose L satisfies a Legendre condition. has superlinear growth, and
its Euler-Lagrange vector field EL is complete. For c E HI(M, lR) choose a closed I-form
7Jc on AI whose de Rham cohomology dass is c. Let a(e) = min{f(L - 71c)dJlIIJ is an EL
invariant measure }. For m, m' E Al set hc( m, m') = min fd (L - 7Jc)( d...,( t), t)dt, the minimum
taken over curves in 1\'1 such that ...,.(0) = m,...,.( 1) ::: m' Let h~ denote the n-fold conjunction
of hc with itselI, h.~ ::: nl!..~ inf h~, ~c(m) = h;;o(m, m),L:c = {m E MIBc(m) = O} and

n;(m) :: mjn{h~(m,e) - h~(~,f)I{,!' E Lc}. Let ~VL :: {c E l/l(M, L)I the inclusion
Ji'(L;, nt) - fil(AI, nt) is the zero homomorphisnl}, where L; ={m E J\-IIB~(m) =O}.
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Theorem. WL, is op~n. If c and c' are in the same connected componcnt of \-VL, the thcre
exists an EL,·trajectory whose o·limit set is in the set Ale of c-mimmal trajectories and whose
w-limit set is in ~/d'

R. MC GEHEE:
Resonance surt"aces (or forced oscillators

A two-parameter family of planar diffeomorphisms can be written x t-+ I,,(x), where x E IR?
iso a point in the state sp~e and I' E m.2 is a point in the parameter space. The qth order
"resonance surfa.ce" is the set orall points (2:,1') such that z ia aperiodie point (or fp(x) with
least period q. The projectioDS of these surfa.ces into the parameter space are standard objects
of study in bifurcation theory and include, for example, the so-called "Arnold tongues".
Computer visualization methods were used to generate video pictures of some resonance
surfaces for a family of diffeomorphisma related to forced oscillators. These pictures illustrate
some recent results concerning the global structure of resonance surfa.ces.

R. PEREZ-MARCO:
Fixed points, holomorphie vector flelds and eirele difl"eomorphisms

We present same recent eonstructions relating three different problems: singularities of halo
morphic foliations in the Siegel domain, dynamics of neutral holomorphic fixed points and
analytic circle diffeomorphisms. The first construction üoint work with J.C. Yoccoz) shows
the existence of singularities for holomorphic vector fields. The second construction obtains
analytic clrcle diffeomorphisms from indifferent fixed points. These constructions had several
consequences among which they avoid to make different proofsfor the linearizability results
and determine the optimal linearization conditioDs.

L. POLTEROVICH:
Sympleetie paekings and. algebraie geometry.Ü~~twork with Dusa MeDuff)

Let M be a symplectic manifold of volume 1. What is the maximal volume which can be
filled inside M by k disjoint equal standard symplectic balls? This quantity, which we denote
by v(M, k), can be computed precisely for certain M and k. In particuJar, v(B2", m") = 1
(that ia Juli fillingexists), and v(Jr', 8) =288/289 (in this case we ha.ve pacJ:ing obstroctions). •
It turns out that the symplectic packing problem ia closely related to severa.lsubjects of alge.
braic geometry. Our cODstructions of full fillings a.re based. on symplectic versions of complex
blowing up and holomorphic branched coverings. The computation of packing obstructions
in dimension 4 in maD:Y cases can be reduced to the study of ra.tional exceptional curves on
complex surfaces.

G. POPOV:
Invariants oe the period spectrum of contact maniColds

CODsider a contact manifold (M, (J) where M is a smooth compact manifold of dimension



2n + 1, n ~ 1. and (1 is a contact (onn on it. The contact vector field )( is defined by the
inner products i( ..Y')O' = 1, i(X)dO' =O. Thc period spectrum C(l\1,O') is the set of periods
of all periodic trajectorics of )(. We are concerned with invariants of the period spectrum
for continuous dcformations a. of the contact form 0'... The main result says, that for any
deformation u .. such tbat thc period spectrum remains constant, the KAM invariant tori of
.Y'o associated to an clliptic trajectory 70 of X o persist along the deformation, and the cantact
one-forms 0'.. are conjugated to each other on the union of the tori.

J. PÖSCHEL:
Cantor manifolds of q uasi- periodic oscillations for a nonlinear Schrödinger equa-
tion

We consider the nonlinear Schrödinger equation

with Dirichlet houndary conditions, where m E IR, a.nd / is real analytic near 0 E ,C with
1'(0) # O. We show that for all m E IR and all n ~ 1, through u == 0 there existJinva.riant
manifolds with a Cantor set structure, consisting of real analytic invariant n-tori which ca.rry
t-quasi-periodic solution of (*). These manifolds are locally perturba.tions of corresponding
invariant linear spaces of the linear equation with / == 0, and they are asymptotica.lly dense
as one approaches u == o. - These results are based on an infinite dimensional KAM theory.
This is joint work with Sergej Kuksin.

M. SCHWARZ:
A muliiplicative structure on Floer cohomology

We consider the Floer cohomology onF* for a closed symplectic manifold (.i\{Zn, w) satisfying
WI 1r2{ u) = cll1r2(u) = o. The chain groups with coefficients in 71 2 are generated by the 1
periodie solutions of a Hamiltonian system for H : S1 x ffi., aJ1 assumed to be non.d~enerate.

The coboundary operator is defined by counting mod2 the solutions of the nonlinear PDE
8.. u + Jotu + V H(t, u) = 0, u : IR X SI -+ M, which connect I-periodicsolutions.
The content of the talk was to construet a generalization of trus S1-cobordism from·m. x 51
to any surface with ,cylindrical ends. Starting from a eompact sunace ~: of genus 9 with p
boundary components oriented as incoming ends and q components as outgoing ends, it is
possible to set up an analogous PDE consisting of the Ö-operator +a zero-order Hamiltonian
term on ea.ch cylindrical end. Unrler generic conditions the set of solutions with ends fixed in
p + q periodic solutions is a finite dimensional manifold, comp,act in dimension O. Counting
these solutions finally defines an operator Z(E;) : ®q 11 F- - fiJPH~ of degree 2n(p - 1+g).
By a °decomposition result this js reduced to the basic elements e = Z(E~) E H FJ, m =
Z(E~I : HF- 0 11 F· - 11 F-) and ß = Z(E~) : (lI F- EB n F-)2n - 7l2t where m is a
multiplication, e the unit and ß a non-degenerate bilinear form. The methods are base<! on
the analysis for the non-linear elliptic operator DJ.
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s. TROUBETZKOY:
Coding polygonal billiards

We code the forward orbit of a. point by the sequence of sides which it hits. We show that the
symbol sequenee uniquely determines the point x if and only if the orbit of x is not periodie.
As a. coroUary we get an improved version of a theorem of Boldrighini, Keane and Marcletti:
for any x either the orbit of z is periodie or the closure of the forward orbit contains at least
one vertex. As a second corollary we get that the topological entropy of polygonal billiards
is zero, simplifying Katok's proof of this fact. A final coroUa.ry is the positive expansiveness
of the billard flow (up to periodie families) in phase space. In higher dimensions (polyhedral
billiards) additional phenomena oceur.

M. VIANA:
Persistence attractors displaying multidimensional (nonuniform) expansion

We describe a construction of smooth transformations with multidimensional expanding be
haviour: several positive Liapunov exponents (at· almost every point). Our construction is
based. on coupling uniformly hyperbolic systems (expanding maps, solenoid maps, ...) with
transformations which combine some expanding behaviour with very strang contractions
(quadratie maps, Henon maps, ... ). The systems obtained in this way are not uniformly
hyperbolic and yet this behaviour is rather persistent: every transformation in a full neigh·
borhood also has (the same number of) positive Liapunov exponents.

E. WAYNE:
The renormalization group and long time aaymptotics 01 dispersive equations

We eonsider the nonlinear dissipative and dispersive equations

8tu = Mu + a:u + uP{Jzu, zER, t 2: 1 .

The linear operator M is given by (Mur(k) = -lkI2tJü(k). (Here Adenotes Fourier transfor
mation). Such equations arise as models of the propagation of waves on the surface of a ft.uid.
We use renormalization group methods to prove that 8Olutions of these equations converge
to a universal form aB t .... 00. More precisely, for sufliciently small, smooth, initial data, and
for i < ß :5 1, P 2: 2, we find a. (ß-dependent) function /- (z) such that u( z, t) .... J';f- (~ ) •
ast ~ 00. This ja joint work with J. Dana and K. Promislow.

L.-S. YOUNG:
LyapuDov exponents of quasi..periodic cocyclea

This talk ia about the Lyapunov exponents of S L(2, lR)-valued coeycles over rotations of the
cirde. We hope that analyses of tms type will lead to a. better understanding of whether
geometrie stretching corresponds to positive Lyapunov exponents for, say, a.rea preserving
diffeomorphisms of surfaces. Our main results are" roughly as folIows:
We consider (Tat At), where (Ta: Si -+ Si ia rotation. by 211"0, and Ar : 51 ~ 5L(2, IR),
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t E [0, 1), is a ~cneric l.paramctcr family of Cl maps satisfying 1I",(x)11 =:= A anu 1I~f1 ~ A
Cor some large A. \Vc prove that

1. The set {(o. t) : (Tn , At> has exponents ~ ± log A} has nearly Cull measure,

and if (Ta; Ac) is not uniCormly hyperbolic, then:

2. The c10sure of {Ca, t) : Q' = ; and A9(x) is elliptic for a positive measure set of:r E SI}
has ncarly full measure.

Both sets tend to full measure as A~. 00.

':, ~ .. ,

Berichterstatter: E. Zehnder
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This conferenee was organized by J.E. Marsden (Berkeley) and K. Kirchgässuer (Stuttgart).
The main topics treated were

• Mechanieal/geometrie aspects of numerieal integrators (symplectic integrators, energy
momentum integrators, other numerieal algorithms using geometrie itleas).

• Ginzburg-Landau equations, modulation equations, problems with i"nfinite space
domains (ineluding nonlinear waves, fronts, shocks, and pattern fornlation, both
analytieal and computational).

• Limlting problems (thin domains, small dissipation, surface tension, fronts).

• Dynamical systems and geometrie approaches in mcchanicsand eontrol theory (in
eluding bifureation theory, constraint theory and geometrie phases).

• Bridges with pure mathematieal areas of geometrie mechanics (including symplectic
geometry and topological aspects of mechanics).

The organizers and all the participants of this confereilce want to thank the
Oberwolfach Institute fol" providing a stimulating atmosphere ror discussion
and the exchange of ideas.
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Abstracts

Solitons and geometrie phases
Mark S. Alber

This paper develops a new complex Hamiltonian structure for a new family of umbilic
soliton-like solutions and homoclinic orbits for a class of nonlinear integrable equations
such as the nonlinear Schrödinger, Sine-Gordon and Korteweg-de Vries hierarehies oi
equations. In particular, this yields Hamiltonians and angle-representations on the Don·
compact invariant varieties for the n-dimensional separatrix solutions. These representa·
tions are used for investigating tOransition through a homoclinic orbit of the sine-Gordon ~
equation ~d for d~cribing breather-kink interaction. 1t is also shown that the Hamiltic. ..
nian flow associated with homoclinic orbits introduced by Devaney for the C. Neumann
problem of tbe motion of a particle on the n-dimensional sphere in the field of a quadratie
potential coincides with tbe soliton x-flow of the KdV equation. This result, together
with the methods of complex geometry and asymptotic reduction, leads us naturally to
the introduction of homoclinic and separatrix geometrie phases.

Almost Poisson Integration of Rigid Body Systems
Mark Austin

This work was completed in collaboration with P.S. Krishnaprasad and L.S. Wange In
this talk, we describe the numerieal intregration of Lie-Poisson systems using the mid
point rule. Since such systems result from tbe reduetion of Hamiltonian systems \vith
symmetry by Lie Group actions, we also present examples of reconstruction rules for the
full dynamics. A primary motivation is to preserve in the integration proeess various
conserved quantities of the original dynamics. A main result of this paper is an O(h3 )

error estimate for the Lie-Poisson structure, where h is the integration step-size. Results
from numerical experiments were presented, pointing out good (i.e. energy, momentum
conservation), points and weaknesses of our algorithm (i.e. extension of attitude period).
The talk concluded with a few remarks on our tatest work - embedding extrapolation
techniques inside traditional Newmark Integrators.

Nonholonomic Reduction
Larry Bates

The geometrie structure of Hamiltonian systems with nonholonomic constraints, re·
produced under reduction by symmetry, is described.

Several examples of such mechanical systems will also be demonstrated, and we discuss
some of the subtleties of their reduction, reeonstruction and dynamieal hehaviour.
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Gradient and Hamiltonian flows in infinite dimensions
Anthony M. Bloch

e

-e

In this talk, which builds on earlier work with R. Brockett, we discuss the relationships
between certain classes of PDE of Hamiltonian and gradient type~ In particular, we
consider ftows on adjoint. orbits of the group of area preserving differmorphisms of the
annulus. This group may be seen in some sense as an infini te-dimensional model of
SU(n). We discuss ftows oI single bracket type which are Hamiltonian, of double bracket
type, which are gradient with respect to anormal metric, and describe their relationship
to the dispersionless Toda lattice equations, a completely integrable system. In ~dition,

we describe the connection of this circle of ideas to an infinit~imensionaJversio~ of the
Schur-Ho~-Costantconvexity theorem for SU(n).

Integrable Problems in the Dynamics of Systems of Coupled Rigid Bodies
0.1. Bogoyavlenskij

Several classical problems of dynamics' are shown tobe integrable fo~'~lhe special sys
tem of coupled rigid bodies, introduced in this work and called Ck-central configurations.
I~ is proven that dynamics of an arbitrary quadratic potential is integrable in the L~ouviIle

sense in terms of theta-functions on Riemann surfa.ces. Hidden symmetry'of the inertial
dynamics is disclosed. Separation of rotations of a. space station type orbiting ~ystem,

.being a Ci-central configurationof rigid hodies, is proven. '

On symmetry and symmetry breaking ip' rigid body dynamics
A.A. Bourov' ..

R.S. Soulikashvili

It is weIl known that inertial properties of a rigid body' such as the Jocation of the
center of mass a.nd the values of the inertia moments play a specific role i'trt~ its dynamics.
It is also weIl known ,that tbe equality between two or three principal moments of inertia
implies specific dynamical properties of the body. Such original dynamical properties of
~ rigid- body which admits the specified discrete group of symmetry is brightly exposed
treating motion of a. such body in the Newtonian, force field. For this force field the
expressions of the principal moments of inertia are explicitly involved both in the expres
sions of the moment of inertial forces and the torques of the active forces. We discuss the
dynamical properties of such systems and wide opportunities in their dynamics which are
interesting both from theoretical and applied viewpoint. We also discuss certain classes
of discrete symmetry breaking.
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Renormalization groups and front propagation
J. Bricmont

We consider the problem of the stability of fronts and profiles in the Ginzburg
Landau equation. This problem has a lang history, starting with the work of Kolmogo~ov
and Fisher on tbe real-amplitude, version of that equation, which ia also a prototypical
reaction-diffusion equation.

We prove stability of the slowest front under complex perturbations. We also study
the "universal" pattern which is created by having different stationary solutions at infinity
which are both stahle.

Truncations of Infinite Dimensional Lie Aigebras Associated with the Vlasov •
Equation

Paul Channell

Various sympleetic integration teehniques have been developed for Hamiltonian dy
namics and, more recently, Li~Poisson integration techniques have been discovered for
Hamiltonian systems with noncanonieal hrackets. However, many Poisson Hamiltonian
systems, such as the Vlasov-Poisson equations, ideal magnetohydrodynamics, and elas
todynamics are infinite dimensional and the first step in numerical simulation must be
truncation to finite dimensional systems that are also Poisson. Though a general solution
to tbe truncation problem does not yet exist, we exhibit a systematic sequenee of finite di
mensional Poisson truncations for the Vlasov-Poisson equations. Upon implementation
the truneation_ and Lie-Poisson integration has been benehmarked against an n-body
code with great success even with low order truncations. For long time simulations the
results show exeellent energy stability.

Quasi-periodic solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equation
Arjen Doelman

Tbe Ginzburg-Landau equation is a modulation equation which appears in a very
general class of nonlinear stability problems at near-eritieal conditions. The equation
has real coefficients if it is based on an underlying problem with arefleetion symmetry. a
The real Ginzburg-Landau equation has a family of stationary quasi-periodic solutions.•
We show that this is not a typieal feature of the real equation: there is a family of slowly
traveling quasi-periodie solutions to any weakly eomplex Ginzburg-Landau equation.
This family merges with the stationary family in the reflection symmetrie limit. Further
more, it is shown that all quasi-periodic solutions are unstable solutions of the full PDE.
The relation between quasi-periodic solutions and soHtary, front-like, waves is discussed
briefly.
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Connections on Frame Bundles of Higher Order Contact and its applications
to the Theory of Uniform Material Structures

Marek Elzanowski

•

We deal with linear connections on the bundles of holonomic frarnes of a differentiable
manifold. Given a k-order connectioo 00 the bundle of holonomic k-frames we discuss
the conditions for its simplicity a.nd local flatness, specially if a given co-nnection" is locally
generated by a section. We prove that not only any curvature free k"'-Order connection on

. a holonomic frame bundl~ which is a prolongation has a vanishing torsion but also that
any simple 'k-order connection which is either clirvature free or. has a vanishing torsion
is locally flat. We also show how these connections induce lower order connections and
what are the relations between them in the context of simplicity, prolongation and local
flatness. We show ~ow linear epnnections of k-order appear in the theory of co~tinuous
material structures.

Constructive Motion Planning and Time-Optimal Control "'ol.li
Satellite-Rotor System with Drift . -

Mike Enos

We consider those motions of an asymmetrie rigid body, with-an internally eontrolled
rotor spinning about its long priricipal inertial ~is, for which the system has a pr~cribed,

constant, and nonzero ~otal angular momen~uin..
The problem we consider is one of constructivecontrollability, i.e., we seek to e~plicitly

construet a simple motion of the~body with given endpoints in 50(3), whi~e .additionally
demanding that the motion "looks" a certain way: In particular, we look for.·~ p~th that
is in-a given homotopy class of an appropriat~ restrietion of 50(3).

'We show that with appropriate feedback 'from the rotor we-can ~'straighten out" the
dynamics and explicitly obtain such a motion, which is expressible in terms o6ele~entary
funetions of time. . .-?

We also give a full analysis of the time-optimal problem with this system on a class
of paths of the above type. "

• Convection Patterns and the Geometry of Singularities for the Phase
Diffusion Equation

Nick Ercolani

We consider the phase diffusion equation for pattern forming PDE's in two spatial
dimensions. Such equations arise as modulation equations for periodic structures such as
rolls in Rayleigh-Benard Convection. In this work the microscopic equations are modelIed
by the real SwiCt-Hohenberg pde: We + (~ + 1)2w - Rw + w3 = 0;
the associated stationary phase diffusion is

V· (kB(h») = 0,

5
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when k = va. The level eurves 8(x, y) = const describe the rolls. Pattern defects
oeeur at plaees where va = 0 or is undefined. We find that generically such defects are
Legendrian singularities of type AI, A2 , Dt in Arnold's classification. These singula.rities
are also shown to be quasi-confonnally equivalent to generic singularities of quadratic
differentials in the regime where the phase diffusion equation is elliptic. The classification
is based on the method presented in "Multi-valued Solutions and Branch Point Singulari·
ties for Nonlinear Hyperbolie on Elliptic Systems", R. Caflisch, N. Ercolani, Hou, Landis;
CPAM, Vol XLVI, 453-499 (1993).

Hamiltonian Structure of generalized affine-scaling vector fields
, L. Faybusovich _

We consider dynamieal systems that solve matrix semidefinite linear programming
problems. We discuss geometrie properties of these veetor fields. Hamiltonian structure,
invariance properties"ete. We also consider algorithms based on these geometrie properties
and diseuss their eomplexity estimates.

Local Stability of Critical fronts in Non-linear Parabolic Equations
T. Gallay

For the real Ginzburg-Landau equation and similar non-linear parabolie equations on
the realline, we study in some "details the (non-linear) stability of the slowest monotonie
front solution. In p~tieular, we show that sufficiently small initial perturbations of
the front decay -to zero like t-3/ 2 ( as t ~ (0) in appropriate weighted norms, and we
compute explieitly the leading term in this asymptotie expansion. The proof is based on
the Renormalization Group method for parabolic equations (see the talks by J. Bricmont
and A. Kupiainen), and requires a careful analysis of the linear operator 8; + ,(x)8x in
the equation for the perturbation.

Singularities of salutions of partial differential systems and Lagrangian
varieties

A. Givental •

We elassify singularities of multiple-valued solutions of higher order systems of partial
differential equations in the case when projeetions of the corresponding integral manifolds
of the Cartan distribution in the jet space to the space of independent variables have only
Whitney singularities.
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Beyond the Eckhaus instability in Ginzburg-Landau's equation
A. van Harten

Ginzburg-Landau's equation is found in non-linear stability theory for a large dass
of problems from hydrodynamics, rea.ction diffusion theory, etc. In the system a control
parameter is taken just above a criticallevel. Tbe basic state is weakly unstable a.qd it is
perturbed with a pattern proportional to the critical mode. The amplitude modulation on
a long time- and spare scale is described by Ginzburg-Landau's equation, which contains
ooly two parameters a, b e IR. Special solutions to Ginzburg-Landau's equation are
known: spa.ce periodic solutions if a = b = 0, space-time periodie solutions if a2 +b2 > o.
These solutions are stable, if their amplitude R satisfies a condition defining the ~khaus

stability hand. Crossing the stability limit for R gives rise to in~erestingnew phenomena,
which will be discussed in this lecture. The instabili ty mechanism has an intrinsic relation
with the dynamics of solutions beyond this stability limit. In case of side-band inst~bility

tbe governing equation becomes either a gradient-like phase equation, if a = b, or a
perturbed Korteweg-de Vries equation, if a -:fi b. In case of non side-band instabÜity a
modified non-Iocal Ginzburg-Landau type of equation is found. '~:'~..

A new completely integrable shallow water equation
D.D. Holm

By using an asymptotic expansion directly in the Hamiltonian for Euler's equations
in the shallow water regime, we deriv~ a new completely integrable equation,

where u is the fluid velocity in the x- direction, [( is a constant related to the critical
shallow water wave speed, and subscripts denote partial derivatives. This equation'.is bi
Hamiltonian and thus possesses an infinite number of conservation laws in involution. It
follows from isospectrality and compatibility of a linear system of equations for a. complex
function '1'(x, t),

(
lu - U r % + !() ) 1

Wzr = 4' - 2;\ '1', 'I1 t = -(u +,\ \{Ix + 2'ux 'l1.

The soliton solution for this equation has a limiting form as [( ~ 0 that has a disconti
nuity in the first derivative at its peak.

Conditional stability of solitary waves propagating in elastic beams
A. D'ichev

The nonlinear transverse oscillations of an unextensible elastic beam are considered.
The Hamiltonian form of the governing equations reads

(

i a SE )Tt = a(F;;:

( 1) vi = 2... SE Jor Ti,." = 1
t a( 6"i "

E = ~ .coo{ViVi + TiTi()de, .
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(Ti,V i E X (Hilbert space». Here Ti, i = 1,2,3 are the components of the vector
tangent to the beam,. v'-of the velocity vector, eis the Lagrange length of the beam
and summation is assumed under repeating indices. The system (1) has solitary wave
solutions

<)u = {TOt, voi},
r; = 0,

Tot = 1 ~ 2cosh-2 me, r; =2 cosh-2 me sinh m{
pO = Poo - Gm2 cosh-2 me, m2 "= p~ - v2 > 0

(p-pressure in the beam, v > o-velocity of solitary wave)
po ---. p~ at infinity
Hy stability of a solitary wave we mean the following: a solitary wave tPv is called stahle
if for all c. > 0 there exists D> 0, having the following property: If IIU(O, e) - if>vllz <6.
and U(t·, e) is a solution of (1) in some interval [0, to) then U(t)can be continued to a
solution on 0 :5 t < 00 and

sup inf inf IIU(t), T(s)G(cp)~vllx < f
t>O aeRrpeS'

Where P( s) is a translation and g(ep) is a. rotation around the x' axis of cartesian Euler
coordinate system.

Theorem: If.the solution of Cauchy problem for (1) exists (in a certain sense), then
the solitary wave in question is stahle.

Local and Global Bifurcations in Multibody System Dynamics
E. Kreuzer

Multibody system dynamics is world wide a very active area of research for both
improving and extending modeling and simulation procedures as weIl as analysing the
stability with respect to variable design parameters. Different types of nonlinearities in
engineering mechanical systems cause problems in the stabili ty analysis. Many mechani-
cal systems consist of linear components with local nonlinearities introduced for example
by noillinear springs, nonlinear dampers, dry friction and backlash. Such nonlinearities
may be desirable to avoid excessively high responses or stresses but also undesirable
because of e~tensive wear or noise problems. Global nonlinearities originate from geo-a
metrically or kinematically nonlinear behavior often observed in mechanisms, rohot, and.
vehicle dynamies. The performance of a technical system depends on its dynamical be
havior which can be predicted using mathematical models for the multibody system and
the excitation. Neither the system parameters nor the excitation are precisely known;
both may even vary during operation. Moreover, if the structure is to require a control of
system parameters there may be smooth or drastic changes in the qualitative behavior:
so-called local and global bifurcations.

The stability analysis of periodic motions is based upon Poincare maps which have
to be approximated analytically if local bifurcations are studied in a general form. The
global analysis requires normally large scale numerical simulations. By means of a com
bined computer aided num~rical-symbolicalapproach a systematic analysis of bifurcation
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pbenomena is visible. A single degree-of-freedom oscillator with backlash and a complex
model of a crane ship serve as examples for tbe different tools discussed in the lecture.

Constraints, Reduction and Contral
P.S. Krishnaprasad

In the realm of classical mech~cswith exogenous variables, the Lagrange-d'Alembert
principle occupies a central place. Recent investigations of this principle in the setting of
nonholonomic constraints have lead to a deep understanding of the geometrie underpin
nings of the subject. Specifically, it has hecome possible to treat in an intrinsic manner,
questions of reductioD in the presence of nonholonomic constraints with symmetries. The
reduced systems so obtained', are subject to both externat forces and fictitious for~es (e.g.
forres associated to the curvature of a connection that encodes the constraint). "In this
talk, we present the general theory under twokey hypotheses and discuss a variety of
examples. The theory of principal bundles with connections is used in an essential way
in this theory. While prior work in this area due to KoiHer, and due to Marsqen and
Scheurle has been a source of inspiration, the work reported here is joint wi~!I. Fui Yang
and W.? .Dayawansa, and a basic reference is the 1992 Ph.D. thesis of R. Yang.

Nonintegrability of classical Zeeman Hamiltonian and related Hamiltonians
M. Kummer

.e

We prove that the Hamiltonian H of the three dimensional hydrogen atom i~ a uni
form static magnetic field B does not have an integral which (i) is real analytic·on the
phase space M of the system; (ii) is in involution with the component M3 of the angu
lar momentum along B; (iii) is functionally independent of Hand M3 an~f (iv) has a
meromorphic (single-valued) extension to the complexification of M in q:6 . .This follows
from the fact that tbe Hamiltonian KM for two degrees of freedorn obtained by fixing
M3 at certain nonzero values M and reducing H W.f. to the rotational sym-iri;try about
tbe magnetic field, has a complexification which is nonintegrable in the Ziglin sense.
We prove this nonintegrability by demonstrating that for each such M the monodromy
group of the normal varia.tional equation along a. certain complexified phase curve of [(M

.is not Ziglin, using Churchill and Rod's adaptation of Kovacic's algorithm ~o the Ziglin
analysis. Analogous arguments prove that the Hamiltonian of tbe Stormer problem is
nonintegrable in the same sense.

Renormalization groups and nonlinear PDE's
A. Kupiainen

We use renormalization group (RG) ideas, borrowed from Statistical Mechanjcs, to
study long time existence and asymptotics of solutions of parabolic nonlinear PDE's. The
long time asymptotics is govemed by fixed points of the RG transformation defined in a
spare of initial data and equations. Data. and equations lying on the stable manifold of
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a particular fixed point have the same asymptotics. A detailed analysis of the difFusive
decay and blow-up of t.he nonlinear heat equation is presented.

Conserving algorithms on Lie groups
D. Lewis

We consider two classes of conserving schemes for Hamiltonian systems on Lie groups:
symplectic integrators and energy-monentum conserving algorithms. We derive general
conditions for conservation of the energy and/or the symplectic form for a family of
momentum conserving algorithms and use these conditions to design conserving algo
rithms for several specific Hamiltonian systems, including systems with highly nonlinear •
potentials. We note that conserving algorithms on vector spaces need not generalize to
conserving algorithms on nonlinear manifolds. For example, ODe possible generalization
of the mid-point rule leads to a symplectic algorithm, while another results in an energy
conserving algorithm. For the f~ee rigid body, we construct a simple algorithm which
conserves"the energy, momentum, and the symplectic form. For non-integrable systems,
such algorithms are generally believed not -to exist (Ge and Marsden 1990). In fact, we
see that for a class of momentum conserving algorithms, conservation of the symplectic
form implies conservation of kinetic energy - such algorithms are clearly inappropriate
for systems wi th a nontrivia! potential.

The reduced Euler-Lagrange equations and nonholonomic systems
Jerrold Marsden

The Euler-Poincare equations for a Lagrangian I on a Lie algebra gare shown to
be the reduction of the Euler-Lagrange equations for the corresponding left invariant
Lagrangian L : TG --+ IR. Tbe work of Marsden and Seheurle on Lagrangian reduction
as a generalization is reviewed.

The second part of the lecture concerned the link between the reduced Euler-Lagrange
equations and the equations of a nonholonomic system. We consider the Lagrange
cl'Alembert equations for such a system with symmetry. Assuming only that the con
straint distribution and tbe orbit of the group action intersect nontrivially, a synthesis
of the constraint connection and the mechanicaI connection and a covariant-constant e
conservation law associated to the symmetry are constructed.

Towards a Universal Description of Patterns
A.C. Newell

Patterns of an almost periodic nature appear alt over the place. One sees them in
cloud streets, in sand ripples on Hat beaches and desert dunes, in the morphology of
plants and animals, in chemically reacting media, in boundary tayers, on weather maps,
in geological formations, in interacting laser beams, in wide gainband lasers, on the surface
of thin buckling shells, and in the grid scale instabilities of numerical algorithms. This
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lecture, which will use examples from fluids and optics, deals with tbe dass of problems
into which these examples fall, namely with pattern formation in spatially extended,
continuous, dissipative systems which are driven far from equilibrium by an external
stress. Under the inßuence of this stress, tbe system can undergo aseries of symmetry
breaking bifurcations or phase transitions and the resulting patterns become more and
more complicated, both temporally and spatially, as' the stress is increased. The goal
of theory is to provide a means of understanding and explaining these patterns from
a macroscopic viewpoint that hotb simplifies and unifies classes of problems which are
seemingly unrelated at the microscopic level.

Asymptotic Stability of Solitary Waves
R.L. Pego

We show that the family of solitary waves (1-solitons) of the KdV equation is expo
nentially asymptotically stable, when measured in a local sense relative to a fram~.,moving

with the solitary wave. Our methods yield the same result for a class of generai~dKdV
equations with flux f(u) = uP+1/(p + 1), for p = 2 and generic p with 3 ~ p <:~~. ~ (The
solitary waves are unstable for p > 4). The solution is decomposed into a m~dulated

solitary wave, with time-varying speed c(t) and phase i(t), and a radiating perturba
tion. As p'~ 4-, the local decay or radiation rate must decrease due to the pre;sence
of a resonance pole associated with the ·linearized evolution equation for solitary wave
perturbations.

'Symmetry and Instability
T. Ratiu

In this talk tbe role of symmetry and dissipation in instability phenomena fOI: relative
equilibria of Hamiltonian systems will be explored. ~..._

A Gauge Theory of the Cosserat Continuum and the Direct Approach to
Shell Theory

Carlo Sansour

The deformation of classical continua is completely described by tbe determination of
tbe displacement field. Contrasting this, non-elassical continua exhibit a microstructure
tbe description of which necessitates the inclusion of further fields independent of dis
placements. Cosserat continua are characterized by a microstructure which is des~ribed

by means of an independent field of rotations. The talk is intended to discuss the ~truc

ture of the strain measures of such continua.
First, tbe rule of rotations within classical continua is discussed. Hereby a basic ge

ometrie structure of tbe stress and strain tensors inberent in classical theory is made
apparent. A standard approach to Cosserat continua is then cc;>ntrasted by that of gauge
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theory. The strain measures of the Cosserat continuum are achieved as gauge transfor
mation of a connectio~ defined on the tangent space of a set representing the body. The
fact that the Lagrangian is DO more independent of the gauge transformations within con
tinuum theories which necessary differ from that weIl established in theoretical physics.

Further, it is shown that shell theory, as a. method of dimensional reduction, can be
achieved by considering a two dimensional Cosserat continuum. The strain measures of
the shell are then taken to be the Cosserat deformation tensors.

Symplectic integration from a numerical analyst's point of view
J.M. Sanz-Serna .•

I presented numercal experiments that compare the performance of symplectic inte
grators with that of standard codes. While currently available symplectic methods do
not appear to be competitive in quantitive problems, they outperform standard software
in qualitative simulations.

I advocated the backward error interpretation as a rationale for using symplectic inte
grators. Finally 1 reported work by L. Jey (Geneve) on high-order symplectic integration
of constrained mechanical problems.

Quantum computation in ultrasonic chaos physics
- From nonlinear macroscopic phenomena to quantum chaos -'

w. Schempp

Among macroscopic quantum phenomena, the quantum Hall effect is best known. It is
less known that magnetic resonance imaging in computer assisted biomedical diagnostics
and acoustic cavitation noise in ultrasonic acoustic physics are macroscopic quantum
phenomena, too.

In the Esche experiment of irradiating a liquid with sound of high intensity at a
single frequency, aperiod doubling route to chaos can be observed. Tbe response of
the nonlinear dynarnical system to the ultrasonic pumping oscillations admits a weIl
structured broadband Fourier spectrum.

It is the purpose of the paper to mathematically explain quantum computation in .
ultrasonic acouustic chaos physics and to describe the trans'ition from nonlinear macro- ..
scopic phenomena to quantum chaos in terms of tori actions on the compact Heisenberg
nilma.nifold which is a principal circle bundle over the flat two-dimensional torus.

Numerical Integration of Mechanical Systems with Constraints
W. Schiehlen

~1echanical systems like vehicles, engines, robots or spacecrafts may be modeled as
multibody systems consisting of rigid material bodies, joints, bearings or wheels and
springs, dampers and controlled actuators. Multibody systems with closed kinematical
loops may be described by diffeent sets of coordinates and constraint equations. For the
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dynamical analysis the loops are cut and differential-algebraical equations of index 3 are
obtained. The transformation to differential-algebraical equations of index 1 results in
numerical instabilities..

Another possibility is to apply a representation of the multibody system in the Rie
mannian space with the metric of the system's inertia matrix .1.\1. Coordinate partitioning
leads then to a tangent subspace of motion and a constraint subspace of reaction. In par
ticular, the inertia matrix is transformed to a reduced inertia matrix of motion and a
reaction matrix of the constraint forces. The open loops may be closed- by motion Coupling
or reaction coupling, respectively..

The minimal number of coordinates of the tangent space results in singularities which
means loss of controllability.. For singularity avoidance a projective criterion due tc? Blajer
(1991) and Schirm (1993) is presented. The projective criterion uses scalar products on
the inverse metric.. According to the projective crit~rion the minimal coordinates,chosen
for the numerical integration code by Shampine-Gordon (1975)is modified properly to
overcome a restart when changing coordinates.. As an example a spatial torus chain is
considered.. The projective criterion indicates clearly the ~ingularities. -_-~~ i

11i~(

The Ginzburg-Landau approximation
Guido Schneider

We consider parabolic systems close to the threshold of instability defined o~ cylin
drical domains. The unstable Fourier modes are concentrated at non-zero wave ntimbers
and the real part of the associated eigenvalues is positive of order O(e2 ).

It is known that the set which can be described by the so called Ginzburg-Landau
formalism is attractive.. Solutions of the original system can be approximated vi~ solutions
of a formally derived Ginzburg-Landau equation on a time scale of order O(~iei) ..

Here we construct a Generalized Ginzburg-Landau equation for which the approxi
mation property holds on time sca1es of length O(1/e3

).

Hodge Theory on manifolds with boundary and applications
G .. Schwarz

The Hodge decomposition theorem for differential forms w E nk ( M) provides a useful
tool for solving boundary value problems.. Here the problem ow = W with the (000

standard) boundary condition WlaM = ct>18M is studied, and a solution theorem is given.
The problem is motivated by a special question in elastostatic; its reformulation in

terms of vector fields is important in the study of the Navier Stokes equations..
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Conserving Algorithms of Hamiltonian and Dissipative Systems
J.L. Sima

This talkaddresses the design of numerical schemes that inherit the conservation
laws present in Hamiltonian systems and the dissipative property, characterized by the
presence of absorbing sets and an attractor, for dissipative dynamical systems.

For Hamiltonian systems, two general classes of methods are described: (1) Symplec
tic integrators, which are schemes designed to preserve the symplectic character of the
Hamiltonian ftow, and (2) Energy-momentum algorithms, which are schemes designed
to preserve the Hamiltonian and tbe momentum map (for systems exhibiting symme-
try induced by the symplectic action of a Lie group in phase spare). It is shown that •
symplecti~ algori thms which we A-stable (and B-stable) for any t1t can exihibit severe
Blow-up leading therefore to useless results. Energy-momentum methods, on the other
hand, produce stablesolutions for any ßt. This behavior is verified by a comprehen-
sive set of numerical experiments in infinite dimensional systems varying from nonlinear
elasticity and nonlinear rods to nonline~ shells. The same behavior is observed in finite
dimensional systems.

For dissipative systems, the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in particular,
schemes are described which are linear within the time step and inherit the same attractor
as tbe exact dynamical system. The performance of these schemes is tested by numerical
experiments.
References:

1. Simo & Tarnow (1992), "Exact energy and momentum algorithms for nonlinear
Elasto-dynamics." ZAMP

2. Simo & Ammo (1993), "Stability and lang term behavior of transient algorithms
for the incompressible Navier Stokes equations." CMAME

Triangulated Vortex Methods for 2-D Euler
J. Strain

We presented a new type of vortex method for computing 2-D incompressible inviscid _
fluid fiows. Dur "triangulated vortex method" moves N points with the (approximate) 
fluid velocity, so the vorticity is constant at each point, and reconstructs the velocity
with a triangulation-based approximation to the Biot-Savart law. Our method has three
major components; adaptive initial triangulation, fast Delaunay triangulation, and ve
locity evaluation with a modified fast multipole methode Numerical experiments show
that the TVM achieves smaller errors in less CPU time than either standard vortex-blob
methods or Larangian finite element methods. Dur test cases include both smooth and
discontinuous initial vorticity fields and both stationary and nonstationary solutions.
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Spectral stability oC Boussinesq solitary waves
M.I. Weinstein

Considerthe problem of lang, small-amplitude surface waves in shallow water for
a 2-D incompressible, irrotational and inviscid fluid. A system of equations which ap
proximates the dynamics ia tbe Boussinesq system, which governs u(x, t), the vertically
averaged hori~ntal fluid velocity, and (x, t), the free surface elevation.

We prove the linear spectral stability of small amplitude solitary waves of this system.
Tbe eigenvalue problem.is studied using the Evans function, D(A), an analytic function
whose zeros in tbe right half plane correspond to eigenvalues~ and whose zeros in the left
half plane correspond to "resonance poles". Small amplitude solitary waves correspond
to, the "KdV (Korteweg~eVries) limit". In tbe KdV limit, we prove that the Evans
function for Boussinesq converges to that for KdV. I

The latter we have shown, in previous work, to have no nonzero eigenvalues of reso-
nance poles. . ,

Local and global structures of caustics in constrained variational.pro~lems

Zhong Ge

In a variational problem, the caustics are the bifurcation set of the extrema~s. The
caustics in constrained variational problems enjoy many special properties. The relation
with the curvature Clf the variational problem is studied.

Report and abstracts edited by:

-e

Dr.Heinz Roitner
Mathematisches Institut A
Universitä.t Stuttgart
Pfaffenwaldring 57
D-70569 Stuttgart, Gennany
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J\belsche Gruppen

1. 8. bis 7.8.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R. Gäbe} (Essen), P. HilI (Auburn) und

W. Liebert (München) statt. Sie brachte 48 Teinehmer aus Au~tralien, Deutsch

.land, England, Finnland, Irland, Israel, Italien, Japan, Kanada, Rußland, Südafrika,

der Tschechischen Republik und den USA nach vier Jahren zusammen.

Aktuelle Forschung auf _dem Gebiet der Abelschen Gruppen zeichnet sich stark

durch Wechselwirkung mit ,anderen Teilgebieten der Algebra, der LogikfModell

theorie und der Mengenlehre aus, worauf beachtliche Erfolge der letzten 20 Jahre

beruhen. Deshalb ist es nicht verwunderlich, daß unter den Teilnehmern namhafte

Vertreter dieser Grenzgebiete zu finden sind, die nicht nur als. Zaungäste ihr

Interesse bekunden, sondern hier Forschu~g betreiben und über wichtige neue

-Ergebnisse vortrugen, die die Kenntnisse über Abelsche Gruppen in Breite undeJ Tiefe weiter vergrößern. Exemplarisch sei hier auf die Berichte von Magidor und

Blass verwiesen. Ersterer gab einen Uberblick zu. einer gemeinsamen Arbeit mit

Shelah, wo gezeigt wird, daß der Funktor Bext2(G,T) für: Torsionsgruppen' T im

allgemeinen auch .unter Hinzunahme der verallgemei~ert_e~ KontinuuIDshypothese

GeH nIcht verschwindet; er ist 0 für Gruppen bis zur Mächtigkeit Nw ohne zu

sätzliche Mengenlehre (Dugas, Hill, Rangasw.amy). und für b~liebige' Mächtigkeiten

unter V = L (Fuchs, Magidor). Dies hat großen Einfluß auf die homologischen

Eigenschaften von Butlergruppen, die man mit Bext( , ) definieren kann.



Durch Fortschritte in der Darstellungstheorie partiell geordneter Mengen und bes

sere Kenntnis ihrer Anwendung auf Butlergruppen wurden zahlreiche neue Resul

tate möglich, die im Falle von endlichem und zahmem Darstellungstyp zu Klassi

fikationen bis auf Quasiisomorphie und bei stark unzerlegba.ren Abelschen Gruppen

zu solchen bis auf Isomorphie führen. Zerlegungsverhalten konnte dadurch genaue~

studiert werden. Es sei besonders betont,. daß erstmals russische Kollegen aus

Moskau und St. Petersburg über ihre interessanten Resultate zu dieser Frage

,vortragen konnten.

Diese genaue Kenntnis über Anwendungen aus der Darstellungstheorie machte auch

die Antwort auf eine Frage von Vamos (Exeter) aus der Ringtheorie möglich,

wonach "Nagata-ähnliche" Ringe nur 1, 2, 3 oder unendlich viele unzerlegbare

Moduln endlichen Ranges haben. Neben neuen Resultaten über p-Gruppen konnte

der Ulmsche Satz über Warfieldgruppen hinaus verallgemeinert werden, was bei

den klassischen Sätzen von Ulm und Leptin Verallgemeinerungen des Satzes von

Baer-Kaplansky zur Folge hat. So war es auch möglich, ein altes Problem von

Kaplansky zu lösen: Isomorphie von Endomorphismenringen ist auch in Fällen,

in denen der Ring die Gruppe beschreibt, nicht immer "induziert". Auf der anderen

Seite konnte ein Realisierungssatz von Butler und Zassenhaus für Ringe als

Endomorphismenringe auf Dedekindbe~iche elwe~tert werden; es wurden neue

Sätze zur Daistellungstheorie vorgestellt, die hier Anwendung haben sollten. Und

es wurden zahlreiche Sätze auf ihre Übertragbarkeit a.uf Moduln über z.B. nicht

perfekten Ringen untersucht, was zu komplexen Resultaten führte.

Zusammenfassend Iä.ßt s~ch sagen, daß sich die durch "Wechselwirkung" entstandene,

allen bekannte stürmische Entwicklung des Verständnisses Abelscher Gruppen

fortsetzt. Durch die jetzt schon fast zwei Jahrzehnte anhaltende Bewegung ge

langen wir zu einem grundsätzlich neuen und mehr sytematischen Verständnis

dieses Gebietes. Die präsentierten Ergebnisse spiegeln diese interessante Entwicklung

wider; einen Teil von ihnen werden die Tagungsleiter in einem Proceedingsband der

American Mathem.atical Society in der Reihe Contempora.ry Ma.thematiCJ veröffentlichen.
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Vortragsauszüge

R. Gäbel :

Endomorphism rings of modules of prinjective type

Sims~n [to appear in J. Pure Appl. Algebra] gave .a characterization of the modules

in question for finite representation type by means of 110 minimal partially ordered

sets serving as counterexamples. If R ~ 0 ia a commutative ring and I is a finite

poset, then Cil deno~es -.the cl~ss of R-modules of prinjective type. Its objects are

tuples of R-modules and distinguished submodules with given-R-homomorphisms

M = (Mi, (Ti; : i,; EI, i~j) where (Ti; : Mi -+M;, and' mo~J:Usms are tuples of R

homomorphisms ip = (ipi)iEl with ipi: Mi -+ Mi' for a11 i E I compatible wi~h the

(Ti;, (Ji;' for ~y M' E Cl]. We will show Ooint work with W. May) that any;:~~'=(1, <)

which is not of fmite representat~on type has the property that auy algebra:. A over

R can be realized as End M =A for a suitable M.

This has many applications in model theory. The. proof is based on techniques

coming from abelian groups, representation theory and combinatorial methods

developed by S. Shelah.

W.May:

The Baer - KaplanskY Theorem for mixed modules

A versio~ ~f the Baer - Kaplansk~ Theorem is given for certain mixed modules.

Theorem: Let R be a discrete valuation domain and M a mixed R-module such

that 1 :5 torsion-free rank of M / pWM ~: No' If N is another R-module such

that EndR M ~ EndRN, then M ~ N.

The isomorphism of the endomorphism algebras need not be induced, since,

in answer to a question of Kaplansky, EndR M may have outer automorphisms.

B. Goldsmith :

_Endomorphisms and automorphisms of pure subgroups oi the Baer-Specker group

2No NA family (!J of 2 pure subgroups Gi of the Baer-Specker group P = Z 0 is

constructed with the following three properties: (i) each Gi E q, is slender;

. - 3 -



(ii) End Gi = Z e Eo(Gi ) (split extension), where Eo(Gi ) is the ideal of finite

rank endomorphisms; (üi) if i ~ j t .then every homomorphism from Gi to Gj

is of fInite rank.

An automorphism cp of CL pure subgroup G of P is said to be a tran.svection if

CI' -1 is of finite rank. The transvections form anormal subgroup TG in Aut G.

We derive the following: If H is a countable torsion (not necessarily commutative)

group which ia the automorphism group of a torsion-free abelian group, then

there is a pure subgroup G of P such that Aut G = TG 0 H (split extension).

This is joint work with A.L.S. Corner.

A. Fomin:

Torsion-free abelian groups. cf fmite rank up to quasi -homomorphism

A description of' fmitely presented modules aver the ring of uDiversal numbers

is given. 1t yields a new category which is dual to the ~tegory of torsion-free

abelian groups cf finite rank with quasi -homomorphisms a.s morphisms.

G. Viljoen :

Completely decomposable pure subgroups of completely decomposable abelian

groups

A general sufficient criterion for the complete decomposability of a pure subgroup

in a completely decomposable group is due to Dugas and Rangaswamy [Areh.

Math. 58 (1992), 332-337]. Dur ohjective is 10 establish a necessa.ry and sufficient

condition for a pure subgroup of a completely decomposable torsion-free group

to be again completely decomposable. We establish this by making use of ideas e
developed by Bica.n and Fuchs [to be published]. This is joint work with L. Fuchs.

A. Mader :

Almost completely decomposable groups with cyeHe regulating quotient

In joint work with C. Vinsonhaler two questions about the group8 in the title

were salved in the primary case: (1) The possible direct decompositions were

- 4 -
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determined and shown to be unique up to isomorphism. (2) The possible quo

tients modulo regulating subgroups were fuHy described.

00 Mutzbauer :

On the splitting of loeal mixed groups

This is joint work with Elias Toubassi. Local mixed abel~~ groups are deter

mined by gener.ators and relations as extensions of torsion by torsion-free groups.

For the torsion a straight _basis is used. There exists a' necessary and sufficient

splitting' criterion for the special dass _of Ioeal groups which are extensions of

~ direct sum of cyclics by a torsion-:'free divisible group. This criterion is genei-

alized to its utmost limit, the dass of all p -loeal mixed groups G with ar

bitrary torsion t G and a torsin-free quotient G /t G of finite p-rank.
:t;.~! '-,=

ToGo Faticoni :

Decomposable almost compietely decomposable abelian groups

Let X be -~ almost completely decomposable abelian group of fmite rank. Let

r'T = rank (X(T» for each critical type T of X, let t =* critieal types of X, and

let, (r l , ... ,rt ) = r(X) be such that (ri ) ='(r'T) after suitable enumeration of the

T' 5.' Let m denote the least numher of cyclic summands in a direct SU!~ de

composition of A/X" where A ranges over aB regulating hulls of X. We" use

a new matrix for X to determine those rank sequences (rl' ... , rt) tha(!~~a.tisfy

, r(X) = (r l , .... , r t ) ~ X is decompopsable.-We give a survey of the decomposable

and indecomposable X's when m = 2, and in the case t = 3. This is joint work

with P. Vom.

M. Droste:

McLain-groups over arbitrary rings and ~rderings

Given a ring R a.nd a partially ordered set (5, s), we can define the McLain

group G(R,S) comprising ~ll· upper triangular matrices l+(raP)a<ß where

raß E R for Q <ß in S and almost a11 raß = O. Multiplication is induced by the

- 5 -



usual matrix multiplication. We relate group-theoretical properties of G(R, S)

to properties of R and (5, :5). Under sui~ble aBsumptions on R and ~, we solve

.the isomorphism problem for' McLain-groups G(R, S) and determine their auto

morphism -groups. A construction of suitable posets (5,:S) l~s to the follow-

ing results: (1) For each prime p, there exist continuously many countable char

acteristically simple loca.lly fInite 2-groups G( F2 ,S). (2) For each countable

group H, there are .continuously many countable locally finite 2-groups G ~

G( F2 ,S) such that Aut(G)jLinn(G) ~ H. Here Linn(G) denotes the group of

all automorphisms of Gwhich are locally inner, i.e., act like conjugation on each

finite subgroup of G. This is joint work with R. Gäbel.

L. Fuchs :

Butler groups without eH

•
Some of the main questions in the th~ory of Butler groups of infinite rank are

answered by using a new approach. This is based on a new concept introduced

by Bican-Fuchs.

. A pure subgroup A of a torsion-free group G is said to be No-prebalanced if for

each pure B with A < B S G, rk BjA = 1, the lattice ideal .3AlB (in the lattice

of all types) generated by t(J) for rank one subgroups J c B\A is countably

generated. An No-prebalanced chain from A to G is a continuous well-ordered

ascending chain of No-prebalanced subgroups Aa such that IAa +1 / Aa I :S No for

each Q.

Theorem 1. There is an No-prebalanced chain from A to G if and on1y if in a

balanced-exact sequence 0 -+ H -+ A ~ C -+ G -+ 0 (with completely decomposable

C) H ja a B2 -group. •

Theorem 2. A Bt-group is a B2-group exact1y if it admits an No-prebalanced

chain from o.
Theorem 3. A pure subgroup A of a B2-group G is again a B2-group if and

only if there is an No-prebalanced cha.in from A to G.

- 6 -
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M. Magidor :

GeH does not imply Bext 2 (G,T) = 0 for torsion-free G, torsion T

In a paper hy Dugas-Hill-Rangaswamy ·it was proved that, as~uming the con

tinuum hypothesis (eH), Bext 2 (G,T) =0 for every torsion-free G and torsion

T, provided IG I :5 N(J. In a paper by Fuchs and Magidor the same conclusion

.was derived using the generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH) and the combi

natorial principle 0 for arbitrary group8 G. Is 0 necessary for- this resul t ?

Theorem(Assuming the co·nsisteny of supercompacts). The~ is a model of GeH

in which fot same torsion-free G of cardinality Nw+1 ~ and same torsion T,

Bext 2 (G,T);e o. This is joint work with S. Shelah.

A. BlaSs:

Same cardinal numbers from ahelian group theory

N (N ) .
(1) Let II = Z .0 and E = Z 0 = free group generated f~r aE N by the sequences

ei = (O, ... ,O,~,O, ...) with 1 in the i-th component. Then:

b: ~ minimum size ~f.a family of maps f: N ~ N unbounded w.r.t. eventual

majorization

~ minimum size of G:5 II such that every homomorphis~ G-+ Z ~hilates

a11 hut fmitely many ei

~ minimum size of infinite rank G:s II with no homomorphism onto-:E

~ add CL): = minimum number cf sets of Lebesgue measure 0 whose union

is not of measure o.

(2) Suppose G is a group such that, for every countable K:s G, the divisible part

d(GIK) of GIK is countable. Then, for K:5 G of infinite cardinality /\', we have the

following upper bounds foi t~e cardinality of d(G/K) under the indicated hypotheses:

a) if K< Nw ' then Id(G/K)I:5 K.;

b) if cf(,,) ~ w and if there is no inner model with measurable cardinal (or· just:

covering l~mma over model of GeH), then Id(GIK)I:5 ,,;

c) if cf(K) = w and if there is no inner model with measurable cardinal, then

'd(GfK)1 :s ,,+;

.- 7 -



d) if IC =Nw and if Chang"s conjecture at Nw : (Nw+1 , Nw ) -. (Nt, No) holds, then

Id(GjK)1 ~ Nw ;

e) if K, = Nw and if V =L (or just: O(Nw)), then Id(GIK) I:5 Nw+1 , but not :5 Nw •

w. Hodges :

The role of abelian groups in first order model theory

The first major program of model theory was to classify various types of structure

up to elementary equivalence. Thus W. Sznielew' (1955) gave invariants charac-

terizing elementary equivalence classes of abelian groups. Since about 1965 the •

emphasis has been the other way round: to classify up to isomorphism the struc-

tures in a given elementary equivalence class. Thus Vaught asked whether the

number of isomorphism types of countable structures in an elementary equiva-

lence class is either ~ No or = 2No . The question ia still open, but the nearest

approach 10 a counterexample ia A.I. Marcev's Theorem (1949) that the number

of 'orderings of countable discretely linearly ordered abelian groups is Nt. More

interestingly, abelian groups appear in B.I. Zil"ber's analysis (1984) of totally

categorica.l structures (whose elementary equivalenee classes eontain ODe isomor-

phism type of each infinite cardinality). They appear both as underlying geome-

tries and as binding groups. Some fundamental structural questions then reduce

to cohomology.

J. Oikkonen :

Ehrenfeucht-Fraisse games and non-structure results for abelian groups

One can use th~ Ehrenfeucht-Frais~ games to measure similarity oi structures. •

These games lead naturally to a notion of a universal equivalence tree of a struc-

ture A. If A has a universal equivalence tree, then aversion of Scott height can

be defined for A. Hut there are (assuming eH) uncountable structures with no

universal equivalence trees. It can be argued that such a structure cannot have

any invariants in a certain very general sense. Therefore the existence oi struc-

tures with DO universal equivalence tree in a elass St of structures is a very streng

non-structure res~lt for St in the sense of the non-strueture theory of S. Shelah.

- 8 -
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We prove this kind of a non-structure resul t for abelian p -groups. From the

point of view of Shelah's stability theory our result is interesting since we obtain

a non-structure result for a stable theory with NDOP and NOTOP.

c. Vinsonhaler :

A Dedekind version of a ~ theorem cf Butler

A theorem of M.C.R. Butler says that if E is a locally-free torsion-free fmite

rank Z-algebra, then E ~ Endz(G) where G is a locally free Z-mod~le with

rank G = rank E. In this talk we show- that the ring of integers Z may, in most

cases, be replaced with a subring K o~ an algebraic number fiel~. The .exceptional

cases occur when tbe K-al~ebra E modulo its nil radical is a subring of an al

gebraic number field. A Galois group condition may be used to chtt~äcterize

these exceptional cases. . t:

L. Nongxa':

Balance<! Butler groups

Finite rank Butler groups which can be embedded aB balanced subgroups' of

completely decomposable groups are considered. These can be subdivided into

classes, called B(n)'-groups, 'which form a strictlydecreasing chain. It is shown

that some well-known results for Butler groups have analogues in these classes.

We show 'that a minimal indecompOJab1e B(n)-group is an almost coinpletely

decomposable group with· rank and the critical type-set both equal to n + 2. ,This

. group is embeddable as a balanced subgroup of a completely decomposable

group of rank (nt 3
)., A decomposition theorem is established for B(n)-groups

with n + 2 critical types. We characterize finite lattices Tsuch that a11 T-Butler

groups in B(n) are (almost) completely decomposable, and we derive' necessary

and sufficient conditions for G [A]'s to be B(n)-groups. This is joint work with

C. Vinsonhaler.
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M. Dugas :

Near-isomorphism of Butler groups

We show that the classification of, Butler groups up to near-isomorphism can

be reduced to isomorphism of representations of posets over rings of the form

Z/pkZ and near-isomorphism of uniform Butler groups which in many cases

are uniform a.c.d. groups. We also study uniform, block rigid a.c..d. groups with

three critical types.

D. Amold :

Indecomposable modules cf finite rank over a discrete valuaticn ring

Co-purely indecomposable modules (duals of pure submodules of the completion)

are examined. While classification is not yet complete, results up to date are

sufficient to resolve a conjcture of P. Vamos: The supremum of the ranks cf

finite rank torsion-free indecomposables is 1, 2, or 00. We show that the con

clusion ia 1, 2, 3, or 00.

A. Giovannitti :

Pure subgroups of separable groups

We conjecture that ~*-groups defmed in 1991 are precisely the class e* of pure

subgroups of separable groups. Towards this, we show that if an ~·-group ad

mits a set of cotypes that satisfy a technical condition related to properties (a)-(c)

of Albrecht-Hill (1987) (called r-acimissable), then it is an <e*-group. Thus

direct sums of groups of this form are in 15*. In the countable rank case we can e
show that every ~*-group is a direct sum of such groups. For tbe uncountable

case, we still need to show that an indecomposable ~·-group either admits a

r-admissable family or is separable. If a conterexample can be found, it will

have a corank one completely decomposable summand with a divisible quotient.

Other related results are given about ~·-groups which tend to confirm our

conjecture .
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K.M. Rangaswamy :

Properties of 8 2 -groups

A number of properties of B2 -groups which are strikingly similar to free abelian

groups were outlined. Examples are: (i) If 0 = GO < GI < ... < .Gn < ... is a counta

ble chain where, for each n, Gn is a B2 -group and is pure in Gn+I , then uGn is

agam a B2 -group. (ii) If a torsion-free group G is an extension of a ~-group

by a totally projective group, then G is a B2 -group. (iii) A B2 -group is always

ab.solutely No-prebalanced. A TEP subgroup of a free abelian group is always

a direct summand. Investigation of the analogous property for B2 -groups leads

to the following characterization: Assume eH. Then a torsion-free abelian group

G is a B2 -group if and only if Bext1 (G, T) = Bext2
( G, T) = 0 for a11 torsion

-~~:=--\,
groups T. '-'.

~~~

c. Metelli :

On B(l)-groups

Let B{t) be the class of abelian groups that can be 0 btained as quotients of a

completely decomposable abelian group of finite rank over a pure subgroup of

rank n. (The class of finite rank Butler groups is then the union of the .,cIasses

B(n) for n = 0, 1, 2, ... ). In a joint work with Clorinda De Vivo, we show that

the strongly indecomposable members of BÜ) are uniquely determined~\up to

quasi-isomorphism by their rank and type-set; thus completing the charäcteri

zation initiated in Fuchs - MeteUi On a cla.s.s 0/ Bui.ler groupJ [Manuscripta Math.

71, (1991)].

w. Ullery :

Quasi -isomorphism results for finite rank Butler groups

If Alt ... , An (n2: 2) are nonzero subgroups of the additive group of rationals Q,

the cokemel of the diagonal map nA, ...... E9 Ai is called a bracket gr01J.p. In a

recent paper, D. Arnold and C. Vinsonhaler showed that bracket groups G and

H are quasi-isomorphie if and onIy if rank !.,.eM G(r} = rank !.,.e'M H(r) for
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a11 finite sets of types M. In joint work with H.P. Goeters and C. Vinsonhaler

we improve this result by showing that the bracket groups G and H are quasi

isomorphie if and only if rank G(7") = rank H(7") for each type 7".

A. Yakovlev :

Anomalous direct decompositions of torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank

Let !J)l be a category of torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank. For every

prime p we construct a new category !Dlp and a functor Fp : !J)l ..... mtp ' Let !JJlo

be a ca.tegory with the same objects as ~ and with quasi-homomorphisms as e
morphisms, and let Fo : ml .... !J)'lo be the canonical embedding. We also construct

a uni1Jer.salcategory ~ and functors Gp : !JJ1p .... it and Go : !J)'lo ..... !JR. All these

categories (except ml) are Krull-Schmidt categories: their objects have unique (up

to isomorphisIDs) direct decompositions into sums of indecomposable objects.

Using some properties of tOO diagram of the constructed categories and functors

we establish a ane-to -one correspondence between group8 in ~ and vectors in

the cone of a certain fmite -dimensional lattice, wbere direct sums of group8

are taken 10 the sums of the corresponding vectors. So we can exhibit a11 tbe

anomalities of direct decompositions of torsion-free abelian groups of fInite rank.

E. Blagoveshchenskaya :

Direct decompositioDB of torsion-free abelian group8 of finite rank

This talk deals with the complete solution of problems 67 and 68 in L. Fuchss
monography Infinite Abelian Group.s. At first these problems were solved in the

class of r-groups introduced by the author: e
Theorem 1. For the existence of a r- group of rank n admitting both a decom-

position into sums of indecomposable summands of ranks Ti and ,; (n =Tl + ..
.. +r" = 11 + ... + 't) it is necessary and sufficient that Ti 5 n - t + 1 and I; 5 n-j + 1

for all i, j.

Theorem 2. Suppose 1< n1 < ... < n.. < n. Tben there exists a r-group of rank n

admitting decompositions into sums of n, indecomposable. group8 for a11 i ~ j

if and oo1y if n1 ~ n/(n-nJ + 1).
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The r-groups have played the decisive role in tbe solution of Fuchs "s problems

68 (with A. Yakovlev) and 61 for a11 torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank

by analogous results which have more intricate formulations than the two

theorems above.

P. Hili :

Totally projective p -groups - revisited

First,· a review ofAxiom 3 and its contributions to the structure of abelian

p-groups is given. Then a new characterization of totally projective groups iso

added to the list of the" known results. An application of this new characteriza

tion to modular group algebras. demonstrates that V(G)jG is totally. projective
.. :;·.~4·~ "

when G is an abelian p -group ~f cardinality NI·
-... II";-:V~

D. Carroll :

Transitivity ·properties in abelian groups

In Kaplansky" s definitions of transitivity and fuU transitivity, a p -group was

.(fuUy) transitive if whenever a pair of elements x and y satisfied ce~·::condi

tions, there existed an ~utomorphis~ (endomorphism) of the group mapping

x to y. Here we discuss' the ideas of k-transitivity and fuU k-transitivity (k a

positive integer). A p-gtoup is ~fuUy) k-transitive if whenever there exi~~~~~,~erta.in

subsets X and Y each of cardin~lity k with corresponding elements satisfying

certain conditions, there is an auto1p-orphism (endomorphism) of the group ~hich

maps the elements of X to the corresponding elements of Y. There exist groups

which are transitive and fully transitive hut neither k -transitive nor fully

k-tr~sitive for any k > 1.

J. Hausen:

Abelian p-groups determined by the Jacobson radical of their endomorphism

rings, I

Let G and· G' be two abelian p-primary groups and let K(G) and K(G') denote
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the maximal torsion subgroups of the Jacobson radicals of their endomorphism

rings. It is shown that every ring isomorphism "p : K(G) ~ K(G') is indueed by

a group isomorphism cp : G -+ G' provided G is unbounded modulo its maximal

divisible subgroup. Thus, two p-groups with unbounded basie subgroups are

isomorphie if and only if the Jaeobson radicals of their endomorphi~m rings are

isomorphie as rings.

P. Schultz:

Abelian p-groups determined by the Jacobson radical of their endomorphism

rings, TI

It is shown that if G has an unbounded basic subgroup, then G is determined

by the torsion ideal of the Jacobson radical of its endomorphism ring. On the

other. hand, if G is B (f; D, where B is elementary and D divisible, then G may

not be so determined. In this talk it is shown that if G = BEB D where B is

bounded hut not elementary, then G is determined hy the Jacohson radial of

its endomorphism ring.

K. Honda:

Reduced abelian p -groups, I

The purpose of this paper is to prove completely' and affirmatively my eonjecture

in my paper Plain Global Ba..seJ 0/ Abelian p-Group3 in the Proceedings of the Perth

Conference on Abelian Group Theory (1987).

Let A be an elementary abelian p-group and A = Ao ~ Al ~ ... ~ Aa ~ ... > A). = 0

a. smooth descending chain of subgroups of A. We ca.n consider A a.s a. va.lued _

veetor space of length A over the field GF(p). As usual, we define the Ulm in-

variant Ua for every Q < ~ to be the rank of the factor group Aa / Aa+1. As in my

above paper, we define the pseudo-diagonal invariant q.., for any limit ordinal

'Y< '\. Further, for any limit ordinal '1 <,\ denote by r.j the sum of all ca.rdinals

tL..,+", W here n is any fmite ordinal such that '1+n < A.

Existence Theorem. If q.., ?a r..,* holds for any limit ordinal 1< A, then there exists

a. reduced abelian p-group G such that the soele of G is isometrie to A, both

G and A eonsidered as valued. vector spaces.
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P. Keef :

On pet -injective. abelian groups

In the category of p-loeal abelian groups, the injectives for the functor pet Ext

are discussed. For example, it is shown that if er = ß+"Y and G is po -injective,

then rP G is p7 -injective and G/pßG is pQ -injective. Of particular importance is

a l~ng exact sequence involving the maps po Extk(A/B, G) -+ pQ Ext(A;G)

when B is a subgroup of petA.

s.& F. Kuhlmann :

Valued and ordered abelian groups :- some recent developments and applica.tions

In our joint talk, werecalled the notion of a valued abelian group and its ~~~leton.

We hinted at connections to the theory of valued fields, in particular conterning
.. . ,-

immediate extensions. We described recent applications to two prominent problems

from model theoretic algebra:

1)' The 'unknown model theory of the power series field Fp((t). Following an

idea of L. v.d. Dries, the key to this problem may lie in its structure as a valued

model ~er a ring 0/ additive poly_ial.s. However, the ring in question is very

bad: althoughheing left euclidean, it is not even right Ore. We define a valued

model to be a valued abelian group carrying also a module structure. This

permits to introduce axioms for the compatibility between valuation and 'module
• .,l-~

structure acCording to the special situation. -./~.

2) The structure of a nonarchimedian exponential field K. The value group G of

K is peculiar: a11 its compon~nts are equal to tbe additive groui> of the residue

field, and G admits an order isomorphism -from G< 0 onto rank G. We illustrated

by two examples: In the countable case, these groups have a canonical structure,

enabling us 10 give a simple procedure to construct non-archimedian exponential

fields from archimedian ones. For power series fields, the construction problem

reduces to that of producing such groups which are-Hahn products.

Finally, we axiomatized these groups (contraction group-,) and mentioned their nice

model theoretic properties.
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L .. Salce :

Totally ordered and realizable abelian groups

Report on the joint paper with S. Bazzoni: Cla.sJ .semigr01Lp 0/ valuation domain.s

and quotient.s 0/ totally ordered complete abelian gr01LpJ. The class semigroup of a

commutative domain R is the monoid ~(R)/~(R), where ~(R) is the monoid of

nonzero fractional ideals with the usua.l multiplication and ~(R) its subgroup of

principal fractional ideals. Denore it by CS(R). If R is a valuation domain, e(R)

is a Clifford semigroup, whose non-trivial subgroups are associated with idempo-

tent prime ideals L of R. Such a subgroup GL is isomorphie to I'(RLl/IY..RLl, where •

r(RL) is the value group of the localization of R at L, and r(RL) is its comple-

in the induced order topo.logy. The ahelian group8 GL arising this way are charac-

terized as folIows: they öre divisible of size ~ 2No , or cotorsion, or arhitrary,.

depending on whether P has an immediate. predecessor in spec (R), or whether it

is a countable or uncountable union of p"rime ideals.

J .. Trlifaj :

Modules over non-perfect rings and their extensions

Properties of modules over a ring R differ substantially depending on whether

R .is a perfect ring or not. The latter alternative often bears resemblance 10 the

particular case R = Z. In the. present talk, the dependence is studied for three

important notions coming originally from abelian groups: that ·of a (Whitehead)

test module, of an almost free module, and of a slender module.

The scheme works perfectly for the test modules: t~re is a. proper class of test

modules provided R is perfect. There is no test module provided R is non-perfect, •

under the assumption of a uniformization principle UP.

For almost fre~ modules, differences may appear: there exist non-perfect rings

and strongly It-free modules which are not Jt-free, for any regular uncountable

cardinal Jt. Of course, this does not happen for R = Z. For the slender modules,

the situation can be quite different: there exist countable hereditary and non-perfect

rings such that all nonzero semisimple modules are slender (quite unlike the

case R = Z).
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s. Files:

Endomorphism rings of loca.l Warfield groups

We prove an iS,omorphism theorem for the andomorphism rings of p-local War

field groups. Precisely, if G and H are reduced Warfield groups and the map

cp: End G -+ End H is an' isomorphism, then G~ H and ;p is topologica1, i.e· t

bicontinuous with respect to the finite topologies. Two immediate corollaries :

(1) Every automorphism of End G is topological if G fs a reduced Warfield group.

(2) Simply-presented groups are determined by their endomorphism rings.

W. Wickless :

A clas's of mixed groups
-v-.

We consider the ciass ~ of reduced mixed groups G defined as follows~;-:-G is

self-small and G/T is divisible. The class q; is'-~garded as a fuU subc:at~b'ry of

the category. viiALK. For any type T = [<kp>], with T> type Z and kp <~ for

a11 Pt we construct a ca~egory equivalence between that category of loca11y free,

torsion-fre~ groups H such that H has no rank one summand of type T and

outer typ'e H:5 T t with ma.p~ quasi-homomorphisms, and a suitable subcategory

of~. This equiyal~ncegives u~ examples of Krull-Schmidt mixed group categories

on which there is a 'Warfield duality.

R. Lafleur :

Typesets and cotypesets of finite rank torsion-free ahelian groups

We give new necessaryand sufficient conditions for cotype-sets of groups of rank

n. Using these, we ca.n produce for every n~ 3 an example of a set of types

which is the cotypeset of a rank n group but not the cotype-set of any higher

(or lower) tank group. We also give for every n~ 3 an example of a set of types.

which is the typeset of a rank n group hut not the type-set of auy higher (or lower)

rank group. Also new necessary conditions for cotype-sets of rank n groups were

given, as weB as dual necessary conditions for type-sets of rank n groups.
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R. Mines :

Representations and duality

Let I be aposet and let K be a field. A topological repreJentation of lover K is

a pair V = (V, V(.» where V is a vector space o.ver K having a Hausdorff linear

topology and V(.) is a functor from I into the lattice of all closed subspaces of

v. A map f: V .... V is a continuous linear map from U to V that induces a

natural transformation from the funetor U(·) to V(.). A type is a representation

T = (T, T( .» where T = K. Let ~ be a set of types. We give cardinality invariants

for indecomposable cokemels of the maps n T -. n T. e
Te~ Temt

T. Fay:

Categorica.l compactness relative 10 idempotent closure operators

We study categorica1 compa.ctness with respect to a. elaSs ~ .in the category of

not necessarily associative rings. In doing so, we also obtain results for other

categories: associative rings, groups, R-modules, and, of course, abelian groups.

If lJ is an isomorphism closed elass of objects, eontaining the zero object, and if

A is a subobject of B, we defme the lJ-closure of A in B tobe the intersection

of a11 I which are normal in B and satisfy BII E ~. This notion gives rise to a

Hoehnke type radical. In the ca.se 'that lJ is elosed under subobjects, this closure

becomes an idempotent closure operator. An object G is called lJ-compact provided

for every object H, the second projection map "2 : Gx H ..... H maps ~-closed

subobjects onto ~-closed subobjects of H. We investigate the nation of H(3)-closed

which is a generalization of the notion of H-closed topological space and that of

absolutely dosed developed by Dikranjan and Giuli. H(lJ)-dosed objects are _

alwa.ys lJ-compact but the converse may fail. The theory of categorical compact-

ness with respect to the class ~ is developed and a number of new examples

are given.

s. Pabst :

An N1-free R-module G with trivial dual

Let R be a commutative ring with IRI < 2No and let S~ R be a multiplicatively
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closed subset containing 1 such that R is S-reduced and S-torsion-free. It is shown

that there exists an Nl-free R-module G with Hom(G, R) = O. G is constructed

as a s~bmodule of a.n algebraically compact R-module Bcontaining an R-module

B freely generated by a binary' .tree. Moreover, B is an R-module, where R
is a ring containing R as a. subring such that R is an algebraically compact

R":"module.

P. Yom:

A characterization of a class of Richman-Butler groups

In this talk, using the concept of a. quasi-representing graph of a Butler group,

we give the tWD-vertex exchange for a Richman-Butler group G(AI , ... ,An )= the

kernel of the summation map 1:: Al EB ••• e An ~ Q whe~ A; ~ CQ and n~~~XThis

. leads _00 a characterization theorem for a class of CT-groups. We also ~ve an

upper bound of the number of maximal types in the type -set and a conjecture

for an upper bound of the number of type representations quasi-isomorphie to

.a. given strongly indecomposable group G. This partially solves Problem 3 of the

Fuchs -Metelli paper On a cla33 0/ Butler groups [Manuscripta Math. '71 (1991»).

A. Paras:

Abelian groups 305 noetherian modules over their endomorphism rings

Given an abelian group G and its endomorphism ring E, equip G with an E-module

structure by defining a·g = a(g) for a E E and gE G. A group G is an E-noetherian

group if G, viewed as an E-module, is noetherian, Le., every submodule of G

is finitely generated. Up to quasi-isomorphism, the group strueture of E-noetherian

groups is characterized as a direct surn of strongly irreducible groups, i.e., every

nonzero fully invariant subgroup is quasi-equal to the group. There are groups

G whose endomorphism rings are left noetherian but are not E-noetherian. We

show that the endomorphism rings of E-noetherian groups are necessarily left

noetherian.
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J. Reid:

Decompositions of a.c.d. groups

We consider the class of a.c.d. group8 G having rigid critical type-set and having

the property that for tv a critical type, kv = rank. G(tv )' then G(tv)' contains a

summand of G of rank kv-1. For such groups G, any decomposition of G into

t indecomposable summands must satisfy max(kv ) ~ t ~ (Lkv)-m where m =
card(Tc,,(G». Such groups G have 'computable' endomorphism rings. This leads

to consideration of ~atrix rings A over pid "'s R (subrings of Q) consisting of

kxk-matrices A=[aij] with aij=O (mod q). ;>1 (q a fixed prime in R); We e
classify the sets of mutually orthogonal idempotents with suro 1 in A with respect

to equivalence by conjugation by elements' of the unit group of A, and we apply

.the result to classify direct ,decompositions of certa.in a.c.d. abelian groups.

Berichterstatter: W. Liebert
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber c h t 36/1993

•

Konstruktive Approximationstheorie

S.S bis 14.8.1993

Tagungsleiter: C. de Boor (Madison)
R. DeVore (Columbia)

The conference brought together researchers from approximation theory and related ar
eas, such as finite elements. functional analysis, harmonie analysis! and partial differential
equations. This resulted in many stimulating lectures and informal discussions. Some of
the themes addressed in the lectures \ve.re: the construction of Schauder bases eonsisting
·of trigonometrie pol)~nomials; frames and ,\ravelet deeompositions; solution cf an infinite
system of linear equations and approximation po\ver of shirt-invariant spaces: radial basis
functions and seattered data interpolation; image processing and noise removal; interpo
lation of op~rators and !{-funetionals; ~ppr·oximationin the complex; neural net\vorks
and ridge funetions; shape-preserving and Bernstein operators; spllne functions and spline
projectors; s~bdivision and computer-aided geometrie design.

The lectures ref1ect the continuing use of constructiye approximation in the development.
of \\·avelets and multi-resolution as weH as in the theary of radial basis functions and
scattered data interpolation. Significant adyances on long-standing questions in spline
theory and subdivision \Vere also reported~ as were results in the emerging areas of neural
networks and hyperbolie-cross approximation. .



Vortragsausziige

Rick Beatson:

FAST EVALUATION OF 3-DIMENSIONAL POLYHARMONIC SPLINES

Far-field expansions and error estimates are prcsented for t.he (1'1 + 1)-harmonic spline

N

s(x) =L djlx - xil 2m
-

1

j=l

in 3 dimensions. These are related to the multipole expansion ur the potentili.L to which e
the equation above reduces in the case m = O. In combination with suitable hierarchical
divisions of space, these expansions allow fast evaluation of these radial basis functions~

anti of the associated matrix-vector products

N

L: djq)(Xi - Xi), -i = 1~ ... ,iV.
j=l

Similar expansions are also presented for the d-dimensional generalized multiquadric

N

s(x) =L dj(lx - Xj 12 + c2 )(2k-l)/2

j=l

where k E N.

Hubert Berens:

ONE MORE TIME - BERNSTEIN-DURRMEYER

The following result is weIl known:

Let f E C[O, 1] and let Bn ! be its Bernstein polynomial of degree n, n E No. Then,

f is convex ~ Bnf(x) 2:: Bn+1f{ x) ~ ... 2: fex) on [0,1]

<=> limsuPn n{Bn(.x) - [(x)} ~ 0 on [0, I}

There is no analogous result Car Bemstein-Durrmeyer polynomials (even with Jacobi
weights). In 1987, W. Z. ehen considered the following modification:

n

Vnf = L uJc 1 n(!) Pt.n,
k=O {

J(O), k = 0,

vk n ( f) = 71p •. n UI_- 1. 1 ~ k ~ n - 1,
, plt.n W l .

/(1), k = n..
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\vhere PIc.n, 1 S; k :5 n. are the ll-th Bernstein basis polynomials and w(x) = E( 1 - x),
.I E [0, I}. This polynomial, on the oue hand, has all the basic properties attributed to
Durrmeyer polynomia1s~ on the other hand it is, in some way, closest to the Bernstein
polynomials, in particular it satisfies ehe equivalences stated above for the Bernstein poly
nomials.
In his doctoral thesis, Th. Sauer extended Chen's modification to functions on the standard
simplex Sm := {u = (uo, Ul, ... ,Um) E IRm+1 I Uk ~ 0 and E Uk = I}, red.iscovering a
polynomiaf'transformation, say, Vnf, f E C(Sm) and n E No, which had been defined

eearlier by T. N. T. Goodman and A. Sharma. For this sequence, he proved:

The follotJJing .statement3 are equivalent:
(i) f i3 .subharmonie w. T. t. U on Sm; i. e., f i.s 3ubharmonic in the interior of Sm ~

toeU a.s in the relative interior of itJ 3ubface3 (w. T. t. the restrietion 0/ U to the
face.s), where U is the elliptic differential operator

(ii) Vn/(u) ~ Vn+1 f(u) ~ ... ~ f(~) on Sm.
(iii) limsuPn n{Vn(u) - Jeu)} ~ 0 on Sm.

For the Bernstein polynomials on Sm, the implications (ii) => (iii) => (i) had been proved
by H. J. Schmid already in 1974; the implications Ci) => (ii) and/or (i) => (iii) are still
open.

Yuri Brudnyi:

REAL INTERPOLATION OF SOBOLEV COUPLES

L~t W;(Qn) be a "homogeneous" Sobolev space on Qn := [0, l]n C JR". The problem of

describing all real interpolation spaces of the couple (Wpkoo, Wpkt1 ) goes back to the beginning
Aof the sixties. It relates to same essential problems of analysis (embedding and extension
.properties of Sobolev type, quantitative approximation, PDE's, etc.). For the solution of

this problem, we have to find the K -functional of the above couple. In the lecture, we
present the solution in the embedding case W;tt C W:oo and describe some ideas of the
proof. In particular we desenbe a covering theorem of new type that ia the key point of
the proof.

This is joint work with Natan Kruglyak.

Martin Buhmann:

LEAST-SQUARES APPROXIMATION WITH RADIAL BASIS FUNCTIONS

\Vt' srudy least-squares approxiInatioll hy radial hiL'iis fUIlcr.ions. i.c. approximations from
spaces ~panned by radially ~ynlnlctric fUIlctiolls f.1(!1 . -..c j IL~ j. The.r j are givcn centres.



whl'rt, WP. ('()n~idcr hot.h t.he c·aSt." whc'u t.hey lit~ on a ,1!;rid and whc,tl rhc,'Y an~ s('attercd in
jRu, hut. satisfy a wt·:ak n:~1l1arity condition. The illll('~pr()duct.s \\'ith rc:;pc,(·t to which r.he
least-scluares prohlenl is considerp.cl are discff~te aud 5oholev. i.t~. tuay involve dcrivalivp.
infornlation. For the n()tl-ff~gular data case. the exist.ence of orthonurmal bas~s of the
radial function space is established. In the ~ridded centres n.L'iC. orthonortnal hases are

constructed and favollrable estimates for the least-squares t~rr()rs are found: they decrea.sp.
a.s powers of the grid·spacing.

The work on scattered centres is joint work with Nira Dyn ~d David Leviu from Tel-.-\viv.

Charles Chui:

WAVELET FRAMES

The recent development of frames of the affine group will be discussed. This will in
clude: (1) the what and why of frames; (2) necessary frame conditions; (3) sufficient frame
conditions; (4) generating frames from oversampling; (5) affine operators; (6). identifica
tion of Bessel sequences; (7) oversampling theorems; (8) dual frarnes; (9) \Veyl-Heisenberg
frames; (iO) inultivariate results.

Zbigniew Ciesielski:

FRACTAL FUNCTIONS AND BASES

Two hases on the cube [d are described: Haar functions supported by dyadic cubes and
the interpolating diarnond Schauder basis. By means of the coefficients of these Schauder
and Haar series, sufficient conditions are given for the existence and the calculation of
the box dimension of the graphs of the sums of the corresponding series. Applications to
Weierstraß, Tagaki, and to fractional Brownian motion are presented.

Wolfgang Dahmen:

•

REFINEMENT EQUATIONS

Refinement equations pJay a pivotal roJe in several areas such as computer aided geo- e
metric design and wavelet analysis. After briefl"y describing some important consequences
of the validity of the most familiar version of refinement equations, based on scaling by two,
similar questions are addressed with respect to several other related functional equations.
Specifically, the regularity of solutions for more general scaling matrices as weH as prop
erties of solutions to certain co~tinuous refinement equations (characterizations, stability,
reproduction of polynomials~ approximate evaluation) are discussed and some examples
a~e presented. For instance. one ean c:onstrllct C'ompactly supported Coc;-functions \vhose
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Laplacian can be written as a finite linear combination of its shifted dilates. Subdivision
techniques are important ingredients of the analysis of all these problems.

Zeev Ditzian:

K-FUNCTIONALS AND REALIZATIONS

Some expressions which are realizations of the Peetre K -functional Kr(j, tr)p fq:r. 1 S p :5
00 are still useful meas~s ~f smoothness for 0 < p < 1. This is joiilt researcl{~thV.H.
Hristov and K.G. lvanov. ."".-

Nira Dyn:

RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION APPROXIMATION: FROM GRIDDED CEN
TERS TO SCATTERED CENTERS

Approximation in the L oo{ IR d)-nonn from aspace spanned by. a discrete set of.t~anslates
of a basis function 4> are studied. Attention here is restricted to functions t/> whoSe Fourier
transform ia smooth on JRd\ {O}, and has a singularity at the origin. Examples of s~ch basis
functions are the thin-plate splines and the multiquadrics, as well as other types öf radial
basis functions that are employed in Approximation Theory. The above approximation
problem is well-understood in case the set 3 of points used for translating 4> forms a lattice
in IRd, and many optimal and quasi-optimal approximation schemes can already be found
in the literature. In contrast, only few, mostly specific, results are known for a set =: of
scattered points.

• The main objective of this paper is to pr~vide a general tool for extending approxima-
tion schemes that use integer tran~lates of a basis function to the non-uniform c~. We
introduce a single, relatively simple, conversion method that preserves the approximation
orders provided by a large number of schemes presently in the literature (more precisely,
by almost all "stationary schemes"). In anticipation of future introduction of new schemes
for uniform grids, an effort is made to iInpose ooly a few mild conclitions on the function
<jJ, which still allow for a uni:6ed error analysis to hold. In the course of the discussion
here, the recent "results of Buhmann, Dyn, and Levin on scattered center approximation
are reproduced andimproved upon.

The talk presents joint \vork ,vith Amos Ron.
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Hans G. Feichtillger:

EFFICIENT METHODS FOR GABOR EXPi\NSIONS (NEW METHODS)

Let us define the tinle~frequency shirt operators for functions in LOl(IR.) as folIows:
Tz; J(:) = J( x - ;'), i.e. translation by x. alld the modulation operator or frequency
shift Muf(z) = exp(21ritLZ)' J(=).

Given some building block g, i.e. some ~'nice~' (smooth and weil decaying) function. we
are asking for so-called Gabor expansions, i.e. any f E L:!(IR) should be expanded in a
series involving as building blocks ooly terms of the form JJui Tzt 9 ~ with (Xi, ud points
in the time-frequency·plane (identical with 1R 2). Since the resulting "sequence' (lvlui Tx.9)i
is typically non-orthogonal, there is the question of the choice of the coefficient ~sequence'

(aj) (which should be square integrable) such that

f= LaiMuiTzig.
iE!

In the talk, it is pointed out that the coefficients can be taken to be of the form aj =
(/, M Ui TZih) for a suitably chosen "dual" window h, which can be determined iteratively
from g. For the: finite-dimensional case (signals are interpreted as functions on the cyclic
group of order n), numerical experiments have shown that the conjugate gradient method
appears to be the best method. The choice of other subgroups of the time-frequency plane
(besides the usuallattices which are products of subgroups of the two variables, time and
frequency) gives more !reedorn to design families of building blocks (Gabor atoms) of the
above form, with better time/frequency localization of the dual window.

Tim Goodman:

A GENERALIZED VARIATION DIMINISHING PROPERTY

It is shown that if T is a totally positive m x n matrix of rank n and .4. is an n x r
matrix, then under certain conditions, the number of sign changes in the consecutive r x r
minors of TA is bounded by the corresponding number for A. A sufficient condition is
that a1l minors of order r - 1 from the first r - 1 coluinns of A are positive, hut this can
be relaxed if T has an appropriate band structure. Applications include bounds on the
numher of inßections or on the number of changes of sign of torsion in spline curves or
limiting curves of subdivision schemes.

This is joint work with Jesus Camicer and Juan Pena. •

e'
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Rong·Qing Jia:

THE TOEPLITZ OPERATOR AND ITS APPLICATIONS

Let A = (aij )iEI.iEJ be a (possibly infinite) matrix. It is assumed that each row of A is
finitely supported. The Toeplitz theorem says that the system of linear equations

L aijXj = bi .(i E I)
jEJ

• is consistent if and only if all its finite subsystems are consistent. It is shown that the
Toeplitz theorem can be applied to the study of solvability of linear partial differential and
diff'erence equations with constant coefficients. These results, in turn, are applied to L p

approximation (1 :5 p :5 00) of shift-invariant spaces. In particular, this algebrai~~_~pproach

leads to the following characterization of approximation order: H S is tbe shift·~ihvariant

space generated by a compactly supported function 4> in Lp ( lR.") with ~(O) :/:~~: then S
provides approximation order r if and oo1y if S contams all polynomials of (totaJ) degree
less than r.

B. Kashin:

ON RANDOM SETS OF UNIFORM CONVERGENCE

The talk is devoted mainly to P. Ulyanov's problem about the possible "density" of sets
of uniform convergence. Here, the set (j of integers ia called a 'set of uniform convergence
(U.C. set) if, ~or each continuous function f with a Fourier se~es of the fonD .:-:

fex) = E lek) e2,nk%,

/tEer

this senes converges uniformly. .
• Until now, ooIy U.C. sets of the. density :5 (log lV)k are known, meaning that, for any

known U.C. set (j and some k,

. L :5 (logN)k, N = 3,4, ... o'

kEern[-N.N]

In the talk, it is shown (it is the result of joint work with L. Tzafriri) that any random
set of i~tegers of density greater than log lV is not a U.C. set.

This subject is treated as a ·particular example of a theorem about the possibility of
rlecreasing the operator no~ by restrietion to aspace spanned by part of a given basis.
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Burkharrl Lenze:

ON LOCAL AND GLOBAL SIGMA-PI NEURAL NETWORKS - r\ COM
MON LINK

In general~ therc is quite a difference bp.twpen t.he llsual threp.-layer feedforward neural
networks \Vith ioeal basi::; functions in the hid<len processin~ dt'Illcnts and those with
standard sigmoidal transfer functions (often called global basis functions). The re~on

for this difference can be seen in the ridge-type arguments which are commonly used.
It is the aim of this contribution to show that the situation completely changes when,
instead of ridge-type arguments, we use so-called hyperbolic-type arguments. In detaiL we
show that the usual sigmoidal transfer functions cvaluated at hyperbolic-type arguments
usually called sigma-pi units - can be used to construct iocal basis functions which vanish
at infinity and, moreover, are integrable and give rise to a partition of unity, hoth in _
Cauchy's principal value sense. At this point~ standard strategies for approximation with .
local basis functions can be used without giving up the concept of non-Ioeal sigmoidal
transfer functions.

Dany Leviatan:

SHAPE PRESERVING APPROXIMATION IN L p

This is joint work with V. Operstein from the Technion, Haifa. We prove a direct
theorem for shape preserving Lp-approximation, 0 < p < 00, in terms of the classical
modulus of smoothness w2(f~ t)p. This theorem may be regarded as an extension to Lp of
the well-known pointwise estimates of the Timan type and their shape preserving variants
of R. DeVore, D. Leviatan and X. M. Yu. It leads to characterization of monotone and
convex functions in Lipschitz classes (and more general Besov spaces) in terms of their
approximation by algebraic polynomials. Specifieally, we prove the following

Theorem. For every function f E Lp[-l, 1], 0 < p < 00, there exists a sequence oE alge
braic polynomials P/c o{ degree not exceeding 2k , preserving monotonicity and convexity,
such that

11

f - P/c 11 < C II
W

2(f, 2-
k

)p 11
W(P2.) lp(L p ) - w(2- k) t" ,

{or every majorant w : ß.+ --.~ satisfying

(ar same A1 ~ 1. The constant C =C( AI) depends on AI, and iE p < 1, also on p..
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R. A. Lorentz:

TRIGONOMETRIe WAVELETS: A SHORT SURVEY

Three different types of wavelets which consist of trigonometrie polynomials have been
constructed recently. First, those of Lorentz and Sahakian are described. They fann
an orthogonal (Schauder) basis of C(K), the space of continuous 21r-periodic functions
equipped with tbe uniform norm. Their most important property is that their degreese have minimal growth: for each t: > 0 there is such a wavelet basis Tn with

deg(Tn ) $ (1/2)(1 + e)n.

Then the wavelets of Chui, Mhaskar are described. They are obtained by taking a
modified partial sum of the Fourier senes expansion of the Haar wavelet. One obtains a
non-orthogonal trigonometrie wavelet for which the coefficients of the decomposition and
reconstruetion equations ean be explieitly given.

Finally, Privaloff's wavelets, which were investigated by Prestin and Quak;" are de
scribed. As translates of ade la Vallee-Poussin kernel, they form an interpolatory (Schauder)
basis of C(K). .

Also, a new orthogonal wavelet basis for the trigonometrie spaees of Chui, Mhaskar is
presented.

Brad Lucier:

REMOVING GAUSSIAN NOISE FROM IMAGES USING NON'-"ij'lEAR
WAVELET FILTERS ~ ...

Certain "night vision~' cameras amplify low levels of light to allow ohjects that cannot
be seen by the unaided human eye to be seen using tbe camera. These cameras amplify any

_ noise caused by thermal oscillation; this noise adds to the pixels in the image independent,
• identically distrihuted Gaussian random variables with mean zero and fixed variance.

We propose to remove some of this noise by applying a nonliilear filter to the wavelet
eoeffieients of the noisy, observed image. This filter is derived as ~he solution of a non
quadratic minimization problem related to K -functionals. The associated linear filter used
to remove Gaussian noise is called. nonparametrie spline approximation. We prove that our
nonlinear method achieves the same rate of noise removal to within apower of a logarithm
of the oumber of pixels as the nonparametrie spline method, hut for a much larger class
of nonsmooth functions. Thus~ our method is particularly suited for noise removaJ from
ima~es which are intrinsically not smooth.

These methods are nearly t he same as sOlne Inethods denved by David Donoho and
(ain Johnstone: they pf()\-e \c\.riol1s optilludity results in \fl.rious ~tatistical settings for
these Inethods.

This is joint work \vith Rouald A. DpVore.
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w. R. Madych:

THE RECOVERY OF IRREGULARLY SAMPLED BAND LIMITED FUNC
TIONS VIA TEMPERED DISTRIBUTIONS

We show that band-limited functions can be recovered froIIl their values on ccrtain
irregularly distributed discrete sampling sets as the limits of piecewise polynomial spline
interpolants when the order of the spline goes to infinity. This is an exten:;ion of the
classical case when the sampling sequence is a lattice which waS considered by L. Collatz,
w. Quade, I. J. Schoenberg, and others.

To be more specific:
• The Paley-Wiener dass PW1f is the collection of those square integrable functions whose

Fourier transform has support in the interval -7r ~ eS; ir.

• The sampling sequence (Zn: n E Z) is such that the corresponding sequence (e-i%"~: _
n E Z) of exponential functions is a Riesz basis for L 2 ([-1r, 1r)). .,

• For f in PW1f , the function 51:(/, x), -00 < x < 00, is the unique spline of polynomial
growth and order 2k which interpolates f on {xn }.

Theorem H / is in PW"" then liml:_oo 51:(/, x) = f(x) in L 2(1R) and uniformly in x.

Remarks: -
• The estimates used to prove this can be applied to obtain similar results for wider classes

of f's .
• This work was done in collaboration with Yu. Lyubarskii (Kharkov).

Avraham A. Melkman:

CONVERGENCE OF NON-NEGATIVE STATIONARY MULTIVARIATE
SUBDIVISION

Consider the stationary subdivision scheme v(n+l) = Av(n), v(O) E loo(Zd), with Ai,j =
Ci-2j, Ci ;:::: 0, LiEZcI Ci-2j = 1 for a.ll i E Zd, and Ci = 0, i r;. n. DenoteI:= {i : Ci > O},

and IN := {E~;l ti2 i : ti E I}. Let r have the property that for any k the set {(Au)i :
i E k + r} is determined only by the values {Vi: i E Pie + r} for same plc. Then the
subdivision scheme converges if and only if, for some finite JV, to each i there corresponds
a j such that i + i - j 2N EIN for all i Er.

This leads to an investigation of IN for various choices of n. In particular l in the •
univariate case we conjecture that, unless n is obviously bad~ limn - oo :b IN = conv( I).
Multivariate analogues of this statement are discussed.

This is joint work with Alfred S. Cavaretta.
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H.N. Mhaskar:

DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION BY NEURAL NETWORKS

Let u : IR -t IR. A. network consisting of n neurons in one (hidden) layer is simply a
function of the form

n

'"' c·u(w· . x + b·)~ J -} - }
j=l

a where Cj, bj E IR. YLj E IR~, S 2: 1 being an integer. By repeating this process, we get
• neural networks with more than one layer. For example,

m n

L 1'iO"(L Ci;U(Ylj . ~+ bj) + Bi)
i=l j=l

is a neural. network having m + n ~eurons, n in the first layer and m in the second.
We show that if (j satisfies the conditions

lim u(x) = 1, lim u(x) = 0, . ((T(x)1 :5 K(l + (xf)k, x E IR,
%-00 x lc %--00 XC

then networks with more than one layer can be constructed to yield the usual Jackson rate
.of approximation. If k ~ 2, networks that yield a nearly geometrie rate for approximation
of analytic functions ca,n also be constructed.

We then show that a network with a single hidden layer has severe limitations in approx
imating the characteristic function of the unit cube. on compact sets of IR". Restricting our
attention to the approximation of 21r-periodic functions, we examine the approximation
power of networks with one hidden layer in terms of the degree of trigonometrie approx
imation of the function involved and that of (T. Some dimension-independent bouilds a.re
also given.

Ferencz Moricz:

. SATURATION CLASSES FOR STRONG APPROXIMATION BY DIRICH-
.•LET INTEGRALS

Let f E LP(JR), for some 1 :5 p $ 00, and

1 Im sin vtslI(f,x) := - fex - t)-- dt
1r III t

be its Dirichlet integral, and for 1 :5 A ::5 00 and T > 0, let

h}(f,p) := 11 { f l T

Is~(f, x) -f(x)IP dv } 1/1' 11.\.

It is CMY to see that the saturation order is O(T-1!P). However~ it is tough to determine
t.he saturation class

S; := {f E LP n LA : h.9·(f.p) ::: ()(T-1/P), T -+ ·Xl}.

()tlf Inain reslllts are:
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Theorem 1. If! E L'! n L'"X}. theIJ f E 5:;0 j{ :lud c)uly iE

i
CO j!(x + u) + f(.r - IL) - 2f(.r:) ,"! I - L'XI-----------1 t ,Il t: .
Oll'

Theorem 2. If f E LP n L>" for some :2 :S p < x. 1 < ,\ <: ~:"C. tllt~n S},\ = F~~:, the
Lizorkin- Triebel spaee.

'Bernd Mulansky:

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF DATA DEPENDENT TRIANGULATIONS

In bivariate scattered data interpolation by piecewise polynomials. the quality of the
interpolant depends on the specific triangulation of the data sites. We report on num,er
ical experiments coneerning the construetion of data-dependent triangulations. Ta find a
global minimum of the corresponding combinatorial optimization problem, the method of
simulated annealing is used.

Peter Oswald:

STABLE SPLITTINGS OF FUNCTION SPACES AND THE FAST SOLU
TION OF VARlATIONAL PROBLEMS

Many iterative solvers for variational problems are based on appropriate splittings of the
underlying Hilbert space. For Sobolev spaces, the theory of such splittings is essentially
a byproduet of known descriptions via decomposition Dorms. The talk gives an introduc
tion to the abstract convergence theory of additive and multiplicative Schwarz methods
and describes the typical applications to finite element discretizations of elliptic boundary
value problems in polyhedral domains. We touch on some problems of actual interest: de
eompositions for Sobolev spaces with weights, splittings for divergence-free finite element
discretizations and for nonconforming subspaees.

Pencho Petrushev:

A NEW MODULUS FOR HYPERBOLIC-CROSS APPROXIMATION

The L p(l'd) approximation of functions f by trigonometrie sums Tn of exponentials
with frequencies from the~ hyperbolic cross {k = (k1 , •.. , kd) : Ik1 ••. kdl ~ n} has received
a lot of recent attention because of its various optimality properties. However, there has
as of yet been no convenient characterization of the approximation order by such trigono
metrie sums. In this talk~ we introduce a new modulus of smoothness in Lp dependin.~ on

•
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mixed diffcrences and use it to characterize the approximation classes for hyperbolic-cross
approximation in Lp(yd) for 1 < p < .;:x).

This is joint \vork with Ron DeVore, Sergei Konjagin, and Vladimir Temlyakov.

Allan Pinkus:

SOME DENSITY PROBLEMS IN MULTIVARIATE APPROXIMATION

e We consider the following idea for approximating multivariate functions. Let '" be a
family of reasonable, "niee", smooth functions in C(Rn). Set

G. := span {g(4)(.)) : <P E~, 9 E C(R)}.

This space G. is our approximating set. For example, if tP = {~?=1 aiXi : 'v'(ab ~~.'. ,an) E
]Rn}, then G. is the space of Ridge Functions (plane waves). The main example we consider
here is the following. Let h be a polynomial in n variables. Set

i.e., the set of translates of h. For n = 2, Gtt contains a1l polynomials if and only if DZ1 h
and D Z2 h are linearly independent. The analogous result seems to be true for n = 3, hut
is not valid for n ~ 4. .

M'. J. D. Powell:

AN ITERATIVE METHOn FOR THIN PLATE SPLINE INTERPOLATION

Thin plate spline interpolation to functions of two variables is useful in many applica
tions, because there are few restrietions on the positions of the data points. Further, same

_ smoothness properties are achieved. naturally, because the interpolant minimizes a second
- derivative norm subject to the interpolation conditions. On the other hand, full matrices

occur, and the nwnber of data points, n say, may be very large. The~eforewe approximate
each Lagrange function by a Lagrange function of interpolation to a small subset of the
data. Thus each approximation usually has far fewer than n thin plate spline terms, and
the approximations provide an initial estiinate of the required interpolant which can be
improved by iterative refinement. This procedure has been applied to several test prob
lems. Same of the numerical results are presented~ in order to illustrate the numbers of
iterations and the amount of computation of the metpod. They suggest that interpolation
to tens of thousands of scattered data points in t\VO dimensions may soon become a routine
calclllation.



J ürgen Prestin:

POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION AND WAVELETS

We consider a wavelet dccomposition of L~.( -l~ 1), whcrc IV is thc Chebyshcv wci~ht.

Therefore, we use scaling functions defined as fundamental polynoJnials uf Lagrallg;e inter
polation at the zeros of (1 - x'J.)Un (x), where Unis the Chebyshev polynonlial of the second
kind wi th degree n = 2j - 1. Hence the scaling functions are polynomials of degree ~1.

We construct corresponding polynomial wavelets of degree 2i+ 1, which span the orthog
onal spaces Wj . Then we describe decomposition and reconstruction algorithms for the
nested polynomial spaces in a suitable matrix/vector form. Furthennore. we discuss'Riesz
stability and dual scaling functions and wavelets. This approach is strongly related to the
recent results of C.K. Chui/H.N. Mhaskar~ A.•~. Privalov, R.A. Lorentz/ A.A. Sahakian

. and J. Prestin/E. Quak in the trigonometrie case.

Ulrich Reif:

SINGULAR SPLINES - A NEW METHOD FOR GENERATING FREEFORM
SURFACES OF ARBITRARY TOPOLOGY

When using the standard parametrie smoothness conditions for n Bezier patches sharing
a vertex, only the regular case n = 4 leads to nondegenerate nonperiodie solutions in
the space of Bezier points and consequently to smooth surfaces. So, until now, these
smoothness conditions were thought to be too restrictive for the case n =1= 4 and geometrie
smoothness conditions were used instead. -Since the concept of geometrie continuity is not
eompletely satisfying, the class of singular splines is introduced which provides the trivial
solutions in the space of Bezier points when the standard parametric smoothness conditions
are used. The corresponding degenerate Bezier patches (so called D-patche3) are shown to
be smooth under eertain eonstraints on the neighboring Bezier points of the singular point.
In particular, these points mllSt be coplanar. The spline space constructed is invariant
under subdivision, and this opens up for the first time the possibility of constructing
subdivision algorithms with a known limit surface for meshes with arbitrary topology.
Further, a linear map for projecting a set of arbitrary eontrol points to the space of control
points satisfying the constraints (the so called qu.a..8i control point,,) is given and a family
of real-valued B-spline functions is constructed.

Amos ROß:

THE ADJOINT OF A WEYL-HEISENBERG FRAME

Let (K, L) be a pair of lattices in Rd and let! E L'l(R d
). Consider the set

.Y := {ivl,Tt!: e E L. k E !{},

•

•
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with Tz : f r-+ f(· + .l'), AI, : f ~ elf, el : x ...-. ei1r
. Associated with .Y' is the operator

Rx def1ned on a dense subspace of e2 (-y):

Rx: c~ L C{X)X.
rEX

If Rx is boundecl, then 4~ is called a Bessel set; if, in addition, the range of Rx is closed,
then X is a frame. A frame whose corresponding Rx is injective is a Riesz basis.

We introduce in this talk the notion of the adjoint X· of a given .J(. With

K := {k E IR d
: k· eE 21rZ, Vi E K}

the lat tice dual to K,
• :."' ..':i.-.

We prove basic relations between X and X·.
The talk represents joint work with Zuowei Shen.

E. B. Sa1f':

OPTIMAL RAY SEQUENCES OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

Given two compact disjoint subsets EI, E2 of the complex plane, the third problem of
Zolotarev concems estimates for the ratio sUPzEE, Ir(z)l/ infzE E2 Ir(z)1 where r is a rational
function of degree n. We consider, more generally, the infimum Zmn of such ratios taken
over the class of all rational functions with numerator degree m and de~ominat9rdegree
n. For any such "ray sequence" of integers (m, n); that is, m/n -+ .A, m +n -+ oo3~~e show
that Z:J~m+n} approaches a limit' L(.A) that can be described in terms of the solution to a
certain minimum-energy problem with respect to the logarithmic potentiaL For example,
we prove that L{.A) = exp{-F( r», where T = >"/{.A + 1) and F(T) is a concave function
on (0,1] and we give a formula for F(T) in terms of the equilibrium measures for Ei U Eie and the condenser (Et,E:;), where Ei,E:; are suitable subsets of E 1 ,E2 • or particular
interest is the choice for >. that yields the smallest value for L(.A). In the case when EI, E2

are real intervals, we provide for this purpose a simple algorithm for directly computing
F{T) and for the determinat~onof near optimal rational functions Tm". Furthermore, we
discuss applications of our results to the approximation of tbe si"gnum function and to tbe
generalized ADI iterative method for solving Sylvester's equa~ions.

Robert Schaback:

LOCALIZED INTERPOLATION BV "RADIAL" BASIS FUNCTIONS

For ··radiar~ basis function interpolation of :-:r.atterecl data in IR d. [he error bounds kno\vn
~() far l'cUt 1)t" rctained f'vcn if t he interpolaut is C"alculated llsin~ only a few neig,hborin~data
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points around p.ach (~valuati()11 point. This approach ha~ rnauy ('o[npllt.atiollal ;\dvanta.!!;es.
hut produce~ non~nlo()t.h iIltc'rpoliLIltS. RL'stdt~ illelnde ('rror "Ollllds. \·oll\"(~r~enc.::e onh'rs,
and numerical methods. Nuruericnl exalnpl(~s are provided.

Alexei Shadrin:

ON LP BOUNDEDNESS OF THE L1. SPLINE PROJECTOR

Let T be an arbitrary knot sequence on IR and PT be the orthogonal L2(lR) projector
onto the space of splines oforder r with knots from T. Then clearly Pr is a norm-one
operator on L2(IR). A. conjecture of de Boor is that PT is also boullded on LiX) with a
bound depending only on r. We show that for eaeh T there is an f = f(r) > 0 such that
Pr is bounded as an operator on L p for all p satisfying Ip - 21 < f and with norm bounds ._
depending only on r. •

Herbert Stahl:

NORMALITY IN NIKISHIN SYSTEMS

We diseuss simultaneous rational approximants to a vector (/1, ... , fm) of analytie
functions, and explore the connection of their definition with the multiple orthogonal
ity of the common denominators of the approximants. For a special system of Markov
functions, namely for the Nikishin system, we prove the normality of all multi-indices
n = (no, ... ,nm ) with nj ~ max(nl, ... ,nj-I), j = 2, ... ,m. Nonnality means that the
Hermite-Pade polynomials of type 11 are unique up to a non-zero eonstant factor. The
normality result is the basis for investigations of the convergenee of simultaneous rational
approxi~ants. .

Joachim Stöckler:

LOCALIZATION PROPERTIES OF NON-STATIONARY WAVELET BASES

Wavelets have proved to be a very effective mathematical tool for analyzing funetions
f with certain irregular Ioeal behaviour. For instance, a wavelet with m + 1 vanishing •
moments can be used to detect the Ioeation of a point Xo at which a function is only
m - 2-times continuously differentiable while it is in C m

-
I in a deieted neighbourhood of

Xo· The effectiveness of such methods depends very much on the localness of the wavelet t/J.
When a single wavelet 1/J is used to generate an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R), this localness
is sacrificed, if m is required to be large.

By the notion of ~'non-stationary~' wavelet bases \vhich use different generators 1/;j on
different scales, we gain freedorn in designing orthonormal bases for L 2 (R) with good
Iocalization properties. The functions l!Jj are taken as (infinite) c:ombinations of shifts of
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one function eP \vith respect to the lattice 2- j
-

1Z. Their 2- j Z-shifts define an orthononnal
basis of a shift-invn.riant sl1bspace ltVj of L'2(lR) whose orthogonal sum gives all of L:l(IR).
In particuIar, if tP is an even function whose Fourier transform is positive and decays
exponentially, \ve' obtain analytic wavelets Wj. With such a basis we can detect Coo_
singularities of a piecewise analytic function. As a measure of localness we give quantitative
estimates for the standard deviation of"pj and tßj. The results are given in tenns of certain
decay parameters of the function 4>. Surprisingly different results are obtained for the case
of the multiquadric and the Gaussian function .•V. Temlyakov:

APPROXIMATION OF MULTIVARIATE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

The problem of finding an optimal and universal system of approximation is discussed.
The problem of optimization is investigated for classes of functions with bOuDd~ mixed
differences. This investigation is based on the concept of width: Kolmogorov width and
orthowidth (or, Fourier width). The concept of universality is introduced and "applied to
the study of the anisotropie Nikol'skii classes. As a result, we get that the approxi:mation
by means of tngonometric polynomials with frequencies in hyperbolic crosses is natural.

Vilmos Totik:

APPROXIMATION ON THE BOUNDARY AND STRlCTLY INSIDE

•
Let K be a compact subset of the complex plane with connected complement and f a

continuous function on K which is analytic inside K. We are interested in the,problem
of approximating 1 by near-best polynomials for which the approximation is better inside
K, i.e., we ask if there are polynomials Pn such that 111 - Pnlf ~ CEn(f) and at the same
time locally uniformlyon compact subsets of the interior of K we have If(z) - Pn(z)1 :5
Ce- cn En(f). The ans\ver to this problem is YES if K is bounded by an analytic curve,
and NO if iis boundary has an ex~erna1 angle smaller than 'Tr at some point Zo. In fact, in
the latt~r case the polynomia1s Pn can exist only when f is analytic at· zo. Possible rate of
approximation in the form I/(z) - Pn(z)1 :5 Ce-cnw En(f) is discussed along with related
results concerning Ioeal improvements of the order of best polynomial approximation for
arbitrary compact sets.

Joe Ward:

p-NORMS OF RADIAL BASIS INTERPOLATION MATRICES

\V(' cii~cllsS results eoncerning Ip houncls Oll IIA- 1 IIp . 1 ~ p ~ :G. where

( . "
.-l = f) ( :r j - ,e Ic ))

j.k=1



is independent of n.

...,

is thc iu"C'rpolatiou luatrix associatf~d wit.b :l rCldial basis fllllcrion (ur. rhf) 0 illlel scauf'red
distinet da.ta {.r) }~I= 1 . Hf're . W(' sp.·cify that I) i:i ..ith('r an ord(~r-I.t'r()or ordcr-OIU' rhf. [t

is known that the hOlluds on II.-l- ' II:! are iudepPIH.il'llt of 11 allel dt'ppnd (~xa.ct.ly on (i>. dll.'
dimension tl and t.lH.' nlinilnal separation 'J.

\tVe show, in "ase 0 deenys to zero "sufficielltly rapidly" as il.rll -- ·x. that lIA-I !I p ·

1 ~ p $ 00, is indepelldent of fl. and a.gain depends exactly Oll (j. r.he dilnell:;iou d a.nd (1·
!\tIoreover. in special cases, we can apply preconditioning techuicl\H'S to d~'Inonstrate that

even if 4> grows at inf.nity, 11 A. -1 Hp is independent of n, where 11. denotes the cardinality
of the data set. As a :--ample result~ we obtain another proof of a theorem of :\1. Powell.

Namely, if tD(x) := Jc'l + IIxll 2 and .-ln := (6(i - j») no • °then tl..J.;;-llloo ~ /\, whl're 1\
1,)=1

Yuan Xu: •
MULTIVARIATE ORTIIOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND APPROXIMATION

In this talk! report recent \\"ork of mine on the subject of multivariate orthogonal poly
nomials and its application to approximation. The main results concerning multivariate
orthogonal polynomial include: three-term relation in a vector-matrix form which leads to
a Farvard's theorem that characterizes the orthogonality; definition of block Jacobi ma
trices which, through an operator-theoretic approach, makes it possible to establish the
existence of orthogonal measure; t he common zeros of multivariate orthogonal polynomials
which are identified as joint eigenvalues of truncated block Jacobi matrices; new fonnula
tion of the characterization oi Gaussian cubature formulae which enables us to find two
classes of weight functions that lead to Gaussian cubature formclae, the latter one provides
a positive answer to the question proposed by Radon in 1948. Results concerning approx
imation include: asymptotics of Christoffel functions; uniform convergence of partial sums
and de la Vallee Poussin means, where the measures of orthogonality are subject to certain
conditions hut kept general otherwise.

Kang Zhao:

APPROXIMATION ORDER ACHIEVED BY SEMI-DISCRETE CONVO
LUTION

Without appealing to the argument of polynomial reproduction~ we show how to con
struct a function from a given shift-invariant subspace in L 2 with which the corresponding
semi-discrete convolution mapping achieves the approximation order provided by the shift
invariant subspace if it also provides some simultaneous approximation order.

Bericht~rstatter: R.A. DeVore
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15.08. bis 21.08.1993

Die Tagung wurde organisiert von G.Michler (Essen) und L.Small (San Die
go). Teilgenommen haben 50 Mathematikerinnen und ~Iathematiker aus ·10
.ländern (Belgien, Deutschland, Frankreich, Großbritannien, Israel, Mexiko,
Norwegen, Rußland, USA und Weißrußland).

Die behandelten Themen waren ungewöhnlich breit gefächert und regten
intensive Diskussionen und vielfältige Zusammenarbeit an.

Die (insgesamt 32) Vorträge (die weiter· unten genauer dokumentiert sind)
und die informellen Ankündigungen beschäftigten sich mit Ringtheorie, end
lich-dimensionalen Algebren und ihrer Darstellungstheorie, endlichen und
unendlichen Gruppen, Lie-Algebren und dem neuen und sehr aktuellen Ge
biet der Quantengruppen, vor allem aber auch mit Zusammenhängen zwi
schen diesen Gebieten und Anwendungen von Ergebnissen· aus einem die
ser Gebiete auf Fragestellungen eines a.nderen Gebiets. Gerade die Quanten
gruppen wurden unter sehr verschiedenen Fragestellung~n und Sichtweisen
betrachtet und d~r bisherige Stand dieser Theorie wurde kritisch diskutiert.
Die eingesetzten Methoden entstammten neben den genannten Gebieten vor
allem der Kombinatorik, der algebraischen Geometrie und der TheOrie der
quadratischen Formen.
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Vortragsauszüge

J. Alev: . Rigidity of finite group actions on U(g), 9 semisimple

Let A 'be aC-algebra aod G a finite group of C- automorphisms of A. We say
that A does not admit Galois embeddings into itself if AG is not isomorphie
to A for any G. The classical theorem of Chevalley-Shephard-Todd asserts
t~at C[)(l"" ,.Y',,] (polynomial algebra)admits Galois embeddings ioto itself •
(when G is generated by pseudo-reflections). A result by Dicks and Formanek
shows that the tensor algebra of a finite dimensional space V does not admit
Galois embeddings into itself. We show the same result for the Weyl a.lgebra
A.n(C) (algebra of differential operators on affine space An) and for U(g), the
enveloping algebra of a semi-simple Lie algebra g.

s. A. Amitsur: Applieations of polynomial identities to group
representations (joint work with L. Small)

Let k be a field and G = < 91, ' ,. ,9r > be a. finitely generated group (not
necessarily finite), The study of the finite dimensional representations of G
is 'reduc~d to the study of maximal ideals of PI-images of the group ring kG,
and finiteness problems of affi~e PI-rings.

Consequences of thi~ approach yield general results like Weil's theorem on
the finite number of representations of groups with eompletely reducible re
presentation (Fark~) .and, the g~n~ra1ization of Vinberg's theorem on the
field of representations of a group.

Spin representations of symmetrie groups atc. Bessenrodt:
eharacteristic 2

Let Sn be a double eover of the symmetrie group Sn, Le. Sn has a eentral
involution z such that Sn/<z> ~ Sn. An irreducible charaeter of Sn is called
ordinary or spin aceording to whether it has z in its kernel or not. The asso
date elasses of spin characters of Sn are labelIed canonically by the partitions
of n into distinct parts. For an odd prime p, Morris conjectured a combina-

2
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torial a.lgurithnl Oll the labels giving t.he distribution or ttwse chclraclers inl.o
p--hlocks which was provcd hy Hunlphreys and Cabaues; then t.he flurnher or
spin anJ Inodular spin characters was computed hy DIsson. alld for p = :1
and p = .) results on the shape of the decomposition matrix werc ohtaineu
in work of Bessenrodt, Morris and Olsson resp. Andrews. Bessenrodt a~d

DIsson.

In recent joint wo~k with Olsson, such results were now also obtained f~r the
case p = 2, where the previous methods could not be applied. A"n explicit
formula for the number of spin characters in a given 2-block was presen
ted. Using this, we proved a coojecture of Knörr and DIsson, describing the
2-block distribution of spin characters combinatorially. Based 00 this, we

obtained an analogue of James' result" for, the decomposition matrix or-Snj~"

generalizing also a theorem of Benson; in particular, the position and vaJue"
of the least (w.r.t. lexicographical ordering of the column labels) non-zero
entry in each row was determined.

A. Boldt: Characteristic polynomials of Coxeter matrices

If a path algebra with relations is b~ilt up from two subalgebras in a certain
natural fashion, there is an easy relation between the involved Coxeter p'o~

lynomials. This le~ds (especially in the "hereditary case) to several formulas
for those polynomials and also to efficient ways to compute them.

To be more precise, the main result is as folIows: If k is a field, if r 1 and r 2 are
quivers having exactly ODe common point r, r := r 1 U r 2, and I C kf iS'~~n

ideal generated by relations which do not involve any paths properly passing
through r, then we have (using the notations A := kf/ I, Ai := I~rh, Äi :=

I~~~~t{~\), and XA for the characteristic polynomial of the Coxeter matrix of
an algebra A )

XA = XA 1 XÄ, + XÄ 1 XA, - (T + l)XÄtXÄ,

provided tbe Cartan matrices of the algebras Aland 1\2 are nonsingular.

3



A. Braun: Localization, completion and the AR property

:')'

The relations between the properties mentioned above are investigated pri
marily in the context of Noetherian P.1. rings.

R. Cannings: Differential operators on curves (joint work with
M. P. Holland)

Suppose R is the coordinate ring of an affine curve singularity aver C. Let
R, R+ be the integral and unramified closures of R respectivelyand let R- be
the conductor of n+ into R.· We construct invariants of the curves as folIows:

•
(1) the subspace system:

Deformations of group algebras of low dimen-

where the R- (mi) are the primary components of R- in R;+.

(2) the finite dimensional factor of the ring of differential operators on R,
D(R)jminideal ~ End(9t).

Main Theorem: Fix R, m ~ 1 and A a ~ite dimensional algebra then there
exists R such that

T. Dana-Picard:
sion

According to Maschke's theorem, if G is a finite group and K a field of •
characteristic p not dividing IGI, th~ group algebra /(G is semi-simple. In
1974, Donald and Flanigan conjectured that if pilGI, then KG deCarrns to a
semi-simple algebra, and proved it (or abelian G.

In our talk, we recall the results obtained since then (Schaps 1989, Michler
1990, Gerstenhaber-Schaps 1992, Erdmann-Schaps 1992, Meir-Schaps 1993)
in various cases. Then we give explicit examples of semi-simple deformations



für G = :\" antI (l = (C3 x (::d ><J (~'1, the latest with 1 different actions ur
C·l ·

Finally wc expose a possible strateg)' for searehing answe~s to the Donald &
Flanigan problem, using the knowledge on Ioeal subgrollps of G.

R. Dipper: Representations of Hecke algebras of type Bn. and
D n (joint work with G. James and G. Murphy)

The simple modules for ·Hecke algebras 1iQ,q of type Bn were constructed,
under certain restrietions on Q and q, in a previous paper by G. James
and myself. Using new ideas~ introduced ~y G. Murphy for the type A~c~e,

we now remove these restrietions. We present a collection of modules, of
which the nonzero ones form a complete set of pairwise nonisomorphie simple
modules. A conjecture is formulated as to which of these mo~ules are nonzero,
and is proved in many special cases.

Further results: 1) If f{,Q,q is semisimple, a complete set of primitive ortho
gonal idempotents is calculated and Young's seminormal form (Hoefsmith's
thesis) is derived.
2) The decomposition matrix of 1lQ ,q "is unitriangular.
3) (Conjecture) Block structure of 'H.Q,q.
Similar methods apply to Hecke algebras of type Dn • Here one mayaiso use
an embed~ing of 'H.q(Dn } into 1i1,q(B".).

P. Dräxler: On tameness of not "locally support finite k-categories

Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field k a:ld
P an indecomposable.projective A-module satisfying dim/cEndA(P) = 1.
We refer to two previous results of ours. Firstly tarne representation ty
pe of A can be characterized by the tameness of the subspace category
U(I(, HomA(P, -» where K denotes the full subcategory of A - mod gi
yen by all V such that Ext~(V, facP) = O. Secondly under suitable as
sumptions about P the vectorspace category (K, HomA(P, -») decomposes
into two parts. These parts are equivalent to (A" - mod, R- ®A. -) resp.
(A' - mod, HomA.(R+, -)) where A", A" are proper subalgebras of A depen-

5



ding on P.'

We explain and i llustrate on examples how these results can be applied to
prove the tameness of not locally support finite k-categories. Categories of
this kind occur frequently as coverings of finite dimensional k-algebras.

D. Farkas: Ring theory in symplectic geometry •

A project undertaken with 'G. Letzt~r is described which looks at algebraic
constructions in classical and noncommutative symplectic geometry. A 'bi
furcation' t,heorem for Poisson algebras is proved and results about various
types of derivations for rings of differential operators are presented. As an
illustration, a 'symplectic argument' is used to show that if B is a regular
affine domain then 1 E {grB,grB}.

·K. Goodearl: Is it time to define algebraic quantum groups?

I discuss the current lack of any axiomatic definition of algebraic quantum
groups (i.e., quantum coordinate rings of algebraic groups) and related pro
blems, illustrated by the case of compact quantum groups, for which an
axiomatic definition is known.

J". Gräter: Bezout orders in semisimpJe' Artinian rings

An order R in a semisimple Artinian ,ring Q is called valuation order or order
of higher rank if R is Bezout and R/J(R) (semisimple) Artinian. These orders
generalize many other types of valuation orders defined before, e.g. R is a
total valuation ring if Q and R/J(R) are division rings and R is a Dubrovin •
valuation ring if Q and R/J(R) are simple Artinian. The results obtained so
rar deal with localizations of orders of higher rank, the connection between
the overrings and semiprime. ideals, arid the decomposition of these orders. H
Q is finitely generated over its centre then a precise description of valuation
orders in terms of their centres can be given.

6
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E. L. Green: Quantum algebras

•
We present Cl. constr~ction or a Hopf algebra structure on certain path alge
bras. We show that ie A is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra over a fidd' l{
such that A/rad(A) ~ K x ... x K then there is a path algebra and ideal I
such that A ~ [(r/ land there is a Hopf algebra structure on l{r ,given by
the construction such that I is a Hopf ideal and the Hopf structure on l\-r/ I
induced by A ~ !(f/ I is the 'same' as' the construction up to first order error
terms.

D. Rappel: Piecewise hereditary algebras

i
I
I ~

I

Let A be an artin algebra over a cotnmutative ring R. Let modA b-e':"the
category of finitely generated feft A-modules. For an. abelian category,::;,A we
denote by Db(A) the bounded derived category of A. We call A piecewise
hereditary ifthere exists a hereditary abelian category 11. such that Db(modA)
and Db(1t) are equivalent as triangulated categories.

We will present certain restrietions both on A and 11. in this situation. For
example 11. has almost split sequences and its Grothendieck group is free of
finite rank. And Ais of finite "global dimension and representation-di~ected
if it is representation-finite. '

Let 'H. now be in one of the rollowing classes of examples. Either 1t is the
module category of a hereditary artin algebra H,or is the category of co
hereut sheaves associated to a weighted projective curve in the sel);~e, of
Geigle/Lenzing. The main theorem ~se~ts that a piecewise hereditary al
gebra A is. tilting-cotilting equivalent to a quasi-tilted algebra. Recall that
an artin algebra A is ca.lled a quasi-tilted algebra if it is the endomorphism
algebra of a tilting object in 'H. Thisgeneralizes previous results by Rap
pel/Rickard/Schofield and Assem/Skowronski.

.....;
·... 1"

T. J. Hodges: Multi-parameter quantum groups

Let G be a simply connected, conne~ted, semi-simple complex algebraic
group. For each cocycle p on the,integral weight lattice P and for each q E CX

;



we define a multi-parameter quantum group <Cq'P[G]. Assume q is not a root
'of unity. The group of one-dimensional representations of Cq.p[G] iso isomor
phie to the maximal torus H.The H-orbits in Prim Cq,p[G] are indexed by
the double Weyl group W x w.

H.-J. von Höhne: Bipartite posets of finite prinjective type •
(joint work with D. Simson)

Let k be a field and (/,~) a finite partially ordered set equipped with a
bipartition I = 11 U 12 such that the incidence algebra kI has the form
kl := (~~) ~here A = kI1 and B = kI2 • Then prin kl denotes the category

of finite dimensional prinjective right kl-modules X that is where X (:)

is projective aver A and X (:) is injective aver B. Our main result is the
following:

Theorem: The following conditions are equivalent:
i) The category prin kI has only finitely many indeeomposable objeets (np
to isomorphism). .
ii) The quadratic form qI : 2;1 ~ Z

q/(x) := Ex~+
iEl

E
i<i

"i EIl or ijE12

XiXj - L XiXj

1I3i<je12

is weakly positive, that is qI(x) > 0 for all 0 ~ x E NI .
. iii) The poset I does not eontain as a full bipartite subposet a critical bipartite
poset (which are described completely).

Let C be an n x n symmetrie integer-valued matrix conveniently realized
in the form {(0, ß) }erJJe,.- : 'Ir C ~•. If (er, er) E 2N+ for all a E; 'Ir then the
Kac-Moody Lie algebra 9c is defined. I.M.Gelfand has asked if one may
construct a quantum deformation Uq(gc) of U(gc) as for the integrable case
(2(0, ß)/(er, er) E N-, Ver :F ß) considered by Drinfeld and Jimbo.

Consider the a5sociative algebra on generators Xer, Y-{1 : er, ß E 1T' with relati-

A. Joseph: Encoding the Cartan matrix .'
8
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r:

ans
XnY-iJ - q-(o,ß)Y_ßXQ = 6o .iJ •

The subalgebra {j- (resp. Ü+) generated by the Y-a (resp. xe-) : a E if', is
a free algebra graded by -N1T (resp. N1f). Define a skew derivation 6_0 on
Ü+ by XII ...... XIIY-{J - q-(II.P)Y_I3XII. Then Y-Q ...... fJ- o extends to an algebra
homomorphism of fj- into End(Ü+) and l/- is defined to be its image.
Similarly U+ is defined. This leads to a non-degenerate bilinear form<,' on
u- x U.+. From this one shows that U± admit spezializations to enveloping
algebras U( n±) and that 9 := n- tB ~ EI) n+ ~ gc. Combining c.p with the
Drinfeld-Rosso construction gives a Hopf algebra Uq(g) specializing to U(g).
On joint work with G. Letzter the Shapovalev determinants of Uq(g) were
shown to factor and their factars almost completely determined. Their Jiner
analysis should settle j{ 9 ~ gc. Conversely this hypothesis is sho~ri~' to
remove the ambiguities in the above factors. .

s. König: Exact Borel subalgebras of quasi-hereditary algebras

•

Exact Borel subalg~bras of quasi-hereditary algebras are designed to playa"
role analogous to thatof Borel subalgebras and Borel subgroups in Lie theory.

.The defining properties are in analogy to solvability and Poincare-Birkhoff
Witt theorem. Strong exact Borel subalgebras moreover encode character
theory.

Strong exact Borel subalgebras are shown to exist for .the algebras to bi9~~S"
of category 0 of a semisimple complex Lie algebra and for generalized Schur
algebras to semisimple algebraic groups.
The proo! goes in three steps: Firstly, necessary and sufficient conditions are
proved for a subalgebra to be an exact Borel subalgebra of a given quasi-

. hereditary algebra. Secondly, explicit constructions of exact Borel subalge
bras are giyen for the algebras mentioned above (for generalized Schur. alge
bras this construction is due to Leonard Scott). The third step is a general
construction having an exact Borel subalgebra as input and astrang exact
Borel subalgebra as output.

Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture and Lusztig conjecture are reformulated as state
ments about the structure of these subalgebras. This is an application of

9



abstract Kazhdan-Lusztig theory of Cline, Parshall and Scott.

H. Lenzing: Wild canonical algebras and automorphic forms

Let k be a field, 21 a fuH subcategory of modules over a k-algebra A. For each
k-linear endofunctor F : 21 -.. 21 and object X E 21

00

A( F; X) = ffi Hom{X, F" X)
,,=0

is a Z+-graded algebra with multiplication u" . Um := (F"'un ) 0 Um.

Theorem 1. Let k = C and ß be a Dynkin diagram, G a corresponding. binary "
polyhedral group, A a path algebra of an extended Dynkin quiver Li, TA
the inverse Auslander-Reiten translation for A-modules, X a projective A------module of defect -1. Then the completion A.(TA, X) is the surface singularity
of type ß, describing the singularity of C2/G in the origin. Also A(Ti , ..:r) ~
C[X,y]G.

.'
Theorem 2. Let k = C and A be a canonical algebra (sense of C. M. Ringel)
attached to a weight sequence (Pt,." . . ,Pt) E Nt and a sequence Al, ... ,At of
pairwise distinct members from lPt (k). Assume A is wild.
Let G be a Fuchsian group of the first type with data Pt, ... ,pt, At, ... , At,
i.e. G is a discrete subgroup of the automorphism group of 14 = {i E C I
Im(z) > O}, f4/G == 1E\(k), there are exactlyt orbits At, , ~t E Pt(k) with
non-trivial stabilizer group that are all cyclic-of order" Pt,. ,Pt respectively.
Let F = TA be the Auslander-Reiten translation for A and X a rank one
module over A (s.t. T

n X :/: 0 for n 2: 0). Then
A(T, X) = algebra of entire G-automorphic forms on 1H4.

Inparticular, A(r, X) is commutative, finitely generated over k and Goren- _
stein of Krull dimension 2. •

E. S. Letzter: Prime ideals in quantum matrices at pt" roots of
unity

When q is a primitive teh root of unity over a field k there is a copy of

10



•
O(A'fn(k)). the classical coordinate ring of 11 X n matrices. cmbedded within
the center of Oq(J\1,,(k)), the quantum coordinate ring of n x 11 tnatrices.
Letting t = p be an odd prime number, we study the resulting surjection from
spec Oq(AJn(k)) ooto spec O(.M,,(k)) , proving that the fibers are exactly the
orbits of the (Zp)" x (Zp)" action on specOq(Mn(k» 'arising from ~ow and
column multiplication of the variables by powers of q. The same conclusion
holds for Oq(GLn(k» .

G. Letzter: What bilinear forms tell you about quantum groups
. (joint with A. Joseph) : ':~~$~

Let Uq(g) be the quantized enveloping algebra associated to the Kac-M~(j·~y
algebra g and indeterminate q. We discuss two bilinear forms on Uq(g): Ros
50'S form and Shapovalev's form. Using these forms, we factor the.shapovalev
determinant and then prove the following conjecture of Drinfeld: simple Uq(g)
modules of highest weight q>' specialize to simple U(g) modules of highest
weight ..\ for all ..\ E ~Q'

M. Lorenz: Grothendieck groups of invariant rings (joint w~rk
with K. A. Brown)

Let S == k[Xl~ .••, zn] be the polynomial algebra over the field k and let G:})e
a finite subgroup of GLn(k). Then G acts on S via linear transformationsh>f

the space of variables V = EkXi' and we'let R = Sa denote the algebra
;=1

of G-invariants in S. Our main result is a description of the Grothendieck
group Go( R) nnder the hypothesis th~t char k 11 GI:

Theorem. Go(R) == Go(kG)j L lncfk (H)(OH • G*(H)).
li:H~G G

Here, G·(H) =< [M] E Go(kfVG(H)) I MB = (0) >z ~ Go(kNG(H» and
O:H = L( -l)i[Ai V(H)] E Go(kNa(H)) where V(H) =< v - v" I v E V, h E
H >k ~ V. We discuss some applications and special cases of this result.

11



J. Moody: Braid representations

Indecomposable coalgebras and pointed Hopf

Let Li be a Bi-equivariant local system on Xi = C \ {I, 2, ... , n}, with all
compatibly nested LI C L2 C L3 C ....

Let e = number of values of i such that Li defines an effective interseetion
theory for curves in Xi, 10 = number of values of i such that Bi acts faithfully
on a fibre of Li, 1 = number of values of i such that Bi acts faithfully on
H:(Xi , Li). Then e ~ / :5 e +2/0 • So, when the fibre actions aren't already _
faithful, e determines f to within a finite range. •.

The case of abelian monodromy has 10 = 1. Details of the generalization to
nonabelian monodromy can be found in an upcoming paper of D.Jong.

s. Montgomery:
algebras

For any coalgebra C, we construct a graph fc as follows:
a) vertices are the simple subcoalgebras of C
b) edges SI ~ 82 if Ll-1(C ® SI +82 ® C) ;f; SI +S2
C is link-indecomposable if reis connected.

Theorem: C = ~ Ca, where the Ca are link-:-indecomposable.

Corollary: C is i~decomposable if and only if C is link-indecomposable. Thus
any C is a direct surn of indecomposable coalgebras.

Theorem: Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra with G = G(H), the group
like elements. Let' N· = {x E (j I x E H(l), the indecomposable com
ponent of H containing I}. Then N <J G, H(l) is a subHopfalgebra, and
H ~ H(l)#f7k(G/N). .
This theorem can be applied to the pointed Hopf algebra Uq(g).
The results generalize classical work of Cartier-Gabriel and Kostant when H •
(and C) are cocommutative.

12



M. L. Nazarov: Young's symmetrizers ror projective represen-
tations of the symmetrie group

As early as in 1911 Issai Schur discovered a non-trivial central Z-z-extension
T", of tbe symmetrie group Sn.. That is, the group Sn. posesses projective re-
"presentations which cannot be reduced to linear ODes. However, no explicit
construction of the irreducibles had been known until the recent time. The
analogue of Young's orthogonal form was produced in [~L L. Nazarov, J.
London Math. Soc. 42 (1990) 437-451]. The analogue of Young's symmetri
zers has been still unknown.
As recently as in 1986 Ivan Cherednik {aund an alternative deseription of

"Young's symmetrizers based on the repres"entation theory of the affine Hecke
algebra of the series A. This a.pproach provides new multiplicative expressi
ons for the symmetrizers. The same approach allows to find their projective
counterparts. But instead of the group Tn one should consider a central"'~x

tension of the hyperoctahedral group Sn t><Z2, and construet an appropriate
version of the affine Hecke algebra.

F. van Oystaeyen: Schematic algebras: Grothendieck topologies
and quantum sections (joint work with L. Willaert)

Hoping to provide a first answer to a question of M. Artin we define a class
of noncommutative graded algebras having a geometrie theory of Proj. Most
algebras recently studied in quantUID"-ring theory are in this elass, e.g. Weyl
algebras, rings of differential operators on varieties, enveloping algebr~~.~_of

Lie algebras, colour Lie super algebras, certain gauge algebras and Wift~n

gauge algebras, innocent quantum spaces and gauge algebras iterated from it,
twisted homogeneous coordinate rings ... . The covering property in terms
of Ore sets defining schematie algebras allows to obtain a structure sheaf
on a Grothendieck topalogy defined on the set of 'wards' in Ore sets where
ST = {3t, SES, tE T} for Ore sets Sand T. This topology is ·'n~n

commutative' because the exa.ct funetor on R - mod, QT Q5(:= QST) is in
general different from Qs QT and QSVT where Sv T is the Ore set generated
by Sand T. For a word w we have Q'AH for w' < w wehave a ring (or module)
morphism Qw,(R or M) -+ Qw(R or M). The section theorem then states
Qk+(R or M) = limQw{R or M) and Qw(R or M) limQww,(R or M)

- -w'
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expressing t,he fact that we da have a sheaf on the Grothendieck topology
and a correspondence ~coherent sheaves on this site' +-+ Proj (R).

The topology is 'quantum-eommutative' because for quantum-sections:
(QsQT(R or M))" = Q~vTq(R or M) > (QTQs(R or M»".
The sheaf of quantum sections on the site is easily defined and it is a (nega
tively) fil tered sheaf wi th a coherent ideal in degree -1 such that modulo this
coherent ideal we get the projective structure sheaf of the associated graded
ring. Since properties of being schematic, or of being an Auslander regular .'
ring, lift from the graded ring G(R) to the Rees rings R, it is clear that the
class of schematic algebras and the subclass of regular schematic algebras are
probably the desired classes of non-commutative 'geometrie' rings.

c. M. Ringel: The Hall algebra approach to quantum groups

Let ß be the Cartan matrix of a Lie algebra of type An, II)n, ~, 1&:1, Es. The
isomorphism

Uq(n+(6» ~ H.(~)

(here, ~ is obtained from 6 by choosing"an orientation, and H.(6) denotes
the corresponding twisted generic Hall algebra) is used in order to derive

properties of Uq(n+(.~). By definition, H.(~)has a. free Z[v,v-1]-basis con

sisting of the isomQ~hism·classes of finite length k~-modules (where k is
same fixed field), thus we abtain in this way a basis of Uq(11+(ß)}which.turns
out to be a PBW-basis. These basis elements are iterated v-commutators,
starting from the simple modules. In the case of A3 , we deal with the problem
of describing Lusztig's canonical basis explicitely. In particular, the tight mo
nomials can be related to certain tilting sets in the stable module category
of the preprojective algebra of type A3 •

J. C. Robson: Hidden matrix rings üoint work with L. S. Levy
and J. T. Stafford)

We investigate subrings of an n x n-matrix ring which, despite appearing
otherwise, are themselves fuH rings of n x n-matrices; that is, are hidden

14
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luatriccs. In general, this problem is subtle, but wc give rairly conlpiete results
in a number of situations. For exampie. we prove:
Theorem A. Let /( be an ideal of a ring R. let T = (Rij ) he a tiled subring of
!\Jn(R) containing LW",( K), let Rii =Rij for all i and j and Rii / I{ ~ N[",( D)
for some ring D. Then T ~ ftlln(S) for some specific ring S.
The subtleties are illustrated by:
Theorem B. Let JH[ be the ring of integer quaternions. p be an odd prime and
R = IHI + !\-f2 (plHI) ~ lW'2(1HI). Then R ~ L\12 (5) for some rin'g S if and onIy if
p == l(mod 4).

K. W. Roggenkamp: On the global structure of regular orders
of dimension two (joint work with Y. A. Drozd)

Let 0 be a regular domain of dimension two with field of fractions K" and
A an O-order in a separable K -algebra A. A is said to be endo-regular
(semi-endo-regular) if gldim End,,(M),= 2 for every finitely generated (in
decomposable) Cohen Macaulay module M. These conditions are inherited
by localizations and completions at max(0). For endo-regular orders the
converse also holds, and we give a complete description of them. In case 0 is
loeal we also describe tbe semi~ndo regular orders. Globally we give examp
les, based on algebraic geometry, which show that the converse implica~ions,

are not true.

M. Schaps: Hecke algebras and liftable deformations of group
algebras üoint work with M. Gerstenhaber) .

Let k be a unitary commutative ring (e.g. Z) ~d kn = k[q, q-l][[2];;1, ..., [n];;l].
We give a simplified approach to tbe q-Scbur decomposition of Vt8)n, V =
< Xl,'" ,Xtl. >, by constructing an orthogonal basis (with invertible square
norms) for v~n which is compatible with the action of the q-Hecke algebra
'H. and of Uq(s[d(kn )), thus proving that 1-l is semisimple'over a11 of Spec(kn ),

without the need to construct idempotents and matrix units explicitely. Eit
her approach demonstrates that the· Hecke ,algebra is a global solution of the
Donald Flanigan problem for Sn, i.e. adeformation of kSn which is semisim
pIe at the generic point of the fiber over each prime. Sy contrast, for Dn ,
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there is agiobai 0 F-deformation, but it is a nontrivial deformation of the
Hecke algebra.

A. Schofield: Moduli spaces of representations of quivers

Let Q be a quiver; 0 an indivisible Schur root,' < 0, 0> < o. Then there are
smooth projective moduli spaces of representations of dimension Q. Work
in progress suggests that these have tilting bundles. Thus we realize the e
diagonal D. : M --+ M x M as the degeneracy terms of a map between
tensor-decomposable bundles on M x M; from this we construct aresolution
of ß by tensor decomposable bundles. It remains to calculate suitable Ext
groups ..This reduces to a calculation of Ioeal cohomology in the unstable
locus which has to be completed.

s. O. Smal,,: Quasi~ilted algebras

A finite dimensional algebra A is called almosthereditary if it satisfies the
following properties, (i) gldim A ~ 2, (ii) for each finitely generated indecom
posable A-module X, either pdAx :5 1 or idAx :5 1. This talk gives different
characterizations of these algebras both in homological and also in nonho
mological terms tying them to tilting theory in locally finite dimensional
hereditary abelian k-categories for a field k, and thereby identifying them
with the class of quasitilted algebras. Results showing that this class of alge
bras is stahle under skew group constructions and by forming endomorphism
rings of projective modules, are also given.

s. P. Smith: The center of the 3-dimensional and 4-dimensional •
Sklyanin algebra üoint work with J. Tate)

Let d E {3,4}, let E be an elliptic curve over a fixed algebraically closed
fieldk, fix an identity 0 E (E, +), and let TEE be such that dT =1= o.
Let A = Ad( E, T) be the d-dimensional Sklyanin algebra associated to this
data. Let Z(A) denote the center of A. Then A is a finite Z(A)-module
if and only if T is of finite order. Suppose that T is of finite order, n say.
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Define S = Proj Z(A), let A be the quasi-coherent sheaf of O.s-algchras
determined by .4, let Z denote the center of A and let SpecZ denote the
projeetive seheme determined by glueiog the loeal sections of Z. 'vVe describe
Z(A), SpecZ and the Azumaya loeus of A on specZ. For example, if d = 3,
SpecZ :::: p2 and the non-Azumaya loeus ·is isomorphie to the isogenotts
curve EI < T >. When d =4, SpecZ is a singular, normaL rational 3-fold.
We deseribe Sing(SpecZ). which is also the. non-Azumaya locus of A.

J. T. Stafford: Graded rings of Gelfand-Kirillov dimension 2
(joint work with M. Artin)

..~;.):_~

Let R = EB R; be a graded domain with dimlcRt < 00 where k is' an alge-
i>O .

braieally elosed field write gr Q(R) for the graded quotient ring of R; thus.
gr Q(R) ~ D[ZZ-l U ] for a. division ring D.
Theorem 1. If R is as above and fini tely generated as a k-algebra, wi th
2 :5 GK dimR ~ 2 + E (f = ?4 will dQ) then D is the function field o.,~ a

_(commutative projective nonsingular) curve X.
Moreover GK dimR :5 2; indeed for same constant c. dimR; S ci Vi. In a
manner analogous to Serre's Theorem in the commutative case one can d~s-

, cribe R geometrically. For example: " .::', ...
Theorem 2. Let R be as in Theorem 1. If Ro = k and R is generated by"~R1 ,

then R is a 'twisted homogeneous coordinate ring': .
R ~ (B,,>o HO(y,.c ® ... ® "c(Jn-l) up to a finite dimensional vector ·space.
Here Y is a curve birational to X and .c is an invertible sheaf over X. .--

L~ Unger: The simplicial complex of tilting modules

Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field k and modA the category
of finitely generated A-Ieft-modules. .
T E modA is called a tilting module if the projective dimension of T is
finite, if Ext~(T, T) = 0 for all i > 0 and if th~re is an· exact sequence
o ~ AA -+ Tl -+ ... -+ Ti -+ 0 with Ti in the additive closure of T.
The set of tilting modules forms a simplicial complex E, and we rep~rt on
properties of E such as shellability, connectedness, structure of links and
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constructability of L. We also mention the relation between tilting modules
and functorially finite subcategories of modA and answer Lwo questions of
Auslander and Reiten.

A. Zalesskii: Group rings of locally finite groups and represen-
tation theory

Let GI C G2 C ... be an infinite sequence of finite groups and F a field.
Let FG denote the group algebra of G over F. If M is an FG-module then
we write Irr(M) for the collection of all regular constituents of M (not
counting the multiplicities) and we write Irr(FG) for M = FG, the regular
FG-module. Let Si C Irr(FGi) be a subset. We.say that {Si}i=I,2, ... is a.n
inductive system if S, = {Irr(p IGi) : p E 5i+1 for all i = 1,2... (p IGi
denotes the restrietion of p to Gi). Several results are presented which assert .
(under various assumptions on Gi) that Si is either IGi or Irr(FG i ) for all
i (we call such systems trivial). Inductive systems are of some interest !rom
-the point of view of the representation theory. Another motivation to study
them is the connection with ideals of group algebras of locally finite groups.
Put G =Lim Gi (the direct limit).
Theorem. There' exists a natural 1 - 1 correspondence hetween tw<rsided
ideals I of FG with FG/ I semisiInple and the inductive systems.

B. Zinunermann-Huisgen: Affine varieties 'oC uniserial modules
over finite dimensional algebras

Given an infinite field K, the finite dimensional path algebras modulo rela·
tions, A = Kr / I, allowing only finitely many isomorphism types of uniserial
modules are characterized. The problem arose in connection with approxi·
mations of modules hy modules of a simpler structure. The question is not
new, however, hut has been raised by Auslander on many occasions, the first
time (so he told me) at the AMS winter meeting in 1975.
T.he crucial preparatory result if of a general nature: For any algebra A =
Kr/ I, it assigns to each path p e Kr\] an affine algebraic variety V(p),
together with a natural surjection
• : V(P) - {iso types of uniserials U in A - mod with pU # 0 and length (R)
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=length (p) + l}.
which~ in many cases is a bijection. Conversely, each \rariety \./ oc.curs in this
fashion~ and its geometry strongly impinges on the structure of the corre
sponding family of uniserial modules.
The description of those algebras A for which a) each of these varieties \l(p)
is either empty or consists of a single point, or b) there are only finitely many
isomorphism types of uniserials, includes explicit structural descriptions of
the uniserial modules arising in these cases.

Berichterstatter: Steffen König
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Special Complex Varieties

22.-28.08.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von W. Ba.rth (Erlangen) und A. Van de Yen" (Leiden)
statt. Sie beschä.ftigte sich mit der Untersuchung spezieller komplex-algebraischer Ma.nnigfal
tigkeiten (Kurven, Flächen, dreidimensionale Mannigfaltigkeiten). Insbesondere Calabi-Yau
Mannigfaltigkeiten standen wegen ihrer Beziehung zu modernen Entwicklungen im Zentrum des
Interesses, vor allem bei den stattfindenden Diskussionen.

Vortragsauszüge

P.M.H. Wilson:
Classification Problems ror Calabi-Yau Threefolds

We review first same previous work of the speaker on Calabi-Yau threefolds, and Calabi-Yau
models (Le. complex projective normal threefold~ which .a.re dominated by a. smooth Calabi
Yau). For}( a Calabi-Yau model, we havedefined 'on PiC(4~) a. cubic form CD ....... D3) and a
Linear form (D ..... r D . C2(X); here f : X -+ X denotes a desingularisation of ~y..

In PiCR(X) =Pic(X) (8l m. we have the cubic cone W· = {D; D3 = O} and the nef cone K.
Away from W·, K:. is locally rational polyhedral, with codim T faces (~ W·) corresponding to
birational contractions ~ : X - X with p(X) = p(~~l- T.

We propose that one should study Calabi-Yau minimal models (Le. with 8i. c W") and llse
the linea.r form C2 for classification purposes. For X a. Calabi·Yau minimal model, we have 3
possibilities:

(1) C2 is the zero form on Pic( ...Y').
(2) C2 non-zero but C2 . D =0 for same D.
(3) C2 • D > 0 VD E K, - "minimal C'y model of general type~'.

We briefty discuss (2) and (3) (except possibly in very special cases, (2) will yield a fibre
space structure on X), before describing the proof of the following result (which implies that in
case (1), )( is the finite quotient of a. torus). .

----~----~-----------~ -~---~--
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Theorem. (Shephercl-ßarron, Wilson) lf}( is a eomplex projective 3-fold with canonieal
.~in9ularities and with J('( numerically trivial and the Q-Chem dass C2("Y) trivial as a form on
Pic(X), then X is isomorphie to the quotient 0/ an abelian ,'J-fold by a finite group aciißg /reely
in eodim 1. Moreover, if C2 as defined above is trivial aB a form on Pie{ X), then the sam.e result
holds but with the group action being free in codimension 2.

A. Teleman:
Moduli spaces of stahle holomorphic bundles over non-Kähler surfaces

We introduce the concept of stability for bundles over arbitrary hermitian compact manifolds
and we explain the Kobayashi-Hitchin eorrespondenee in the general hermitian case. We show
that this correspondenee gives areal analytic open embedding of the moduli space .MljE(E,h)
ofirreducible HE connections (in a hermitian Coo-bundle (E,h» in the moduli space MSimPle(E).
of simple holomorphic structures in E. As application we point out the openness properties of
the stability coneept: with respect to the bundle, the hermitian metric- on the base and the
complex structure on the base.

We give, finally, explicit descriptions for the Donaldson compactifieations of the moduli
spaces of instantons over primary Kodaira surfaces, elliptic fibre bundles and over the blown up
(standard) Hopf surface.

M. Zaidenberg: .
Exotic structures on ~n, n ~ 3, of positive Kodaira dimension

An exotic cen is an affine algebraic variety which is diffeomorphic but not isomorphie to ce". By a
theorem of C.P. Ramanujam (1971) there exist no exotic (;2; however, there is a lot of examples
of smooth contra.ctible affine algebraic surfaces non-isomorphie to C2 (Ramanujam, 1911; Gurjar
& Miyanishi, Sugie, tom Dieck & Petrie, Zaidenberg, 1987-1992). First examples of exotic cen-s
for n ~ 3 arized as product-structures X X o:;n-2, where X is a surface as above, due to a. remark
of Ramanujam. They are of logarithmie Kodaira dimension K, = -00, while for X oflog-general
type X X cen - 2 is even non-biholomorphic to Cn (Zaidenberg, 1990). Non-produet exotic «:;".
s have heen constructed recently by severaJ. different methods (Dimea, Kaliman, Russell, tom
Dieck, 1990-1993). Most of them, being quasi-homogenous hypersurfaces in ce"+l, have positive
Kodaira dimension; in partieular, there are exotic ce3 ·s in ce4 of R. = 2 (Kaliman, Russell). tom ,-
Dieck remarked that a product of several contractible SIDooth surfaces of log-general type is a
log-general type exotic cr;n; however, no example of exotic cen being a hypersurface in Cn+1 is
known, that has log-general type. . .•

Most of known hypersurfaces in C4 diffeomorphic to C3 have been proven to be exotic even
having K. = -00 (Kaliman~Makar-Limanov, 19~3). Out there are still some ofthem which are not
distinguished from (:3; for example, this is Xo ={(x, y, z, t) E 0:;4 I X +x2y+z3 +t2 =O}. H 4Y'O is
isolnorphic to ce3 (or at least some of these quasi-homogenous 3-folds), it gives eounterexamples
to both of the linearization problems for regular embeddings ~2 t..- C3 and for C· -actions on
Q~3. Otherwise, an important reduction of the linearization problem for C--actions would hold
( RusselI).



R. Brussee:
(-l )-curves, (-1 )-spheres, and the Van de Yen conjecture

A (-1 )-sphere is an oriented smooth 2-sphere in a 4-manjfold 1..,1 with self intersection -1.
Conjec=ture 0.1. (Friedman and Aforyan) Let .X. be an algebroic surface with Kodaim

dimension K, 2:. 0, then every (-l)-sphere is rotionally homologous to a C~l)-curtJe up Lo sign.
Theorem 0.2. Conjecture O. J is true if Pg > 0 and ane of the following conditions holds

(i) bt(X) = 0, PgK~in == 0 (mod 2) and IKminl contains a reduced divisor.
(ii) there is no dass in NE(Xmin) with sei! intersection (-1).

Here NE is tbe Mari cone, Le. tbe closure of the positive cone generated by effective divisors.
More generally we have

Theorem 0.3. 1/ X is an algebmic surface with pg > 0 then up to sign every (-1 )-sphere
is rationally homologous to either a ( -1 )-curve or a dass C E NE( ..~) with C'l = -1.

The proof is based on two observations: tbe divisibility of the Donaldson-Kotschik ~k

polynomials by (-l)-spheres, and the pureness of 4-k in the natural Hodge structure on
Sd H 2(X). The theorems then follow from an application of the Dona.ldson and Q'Grady non
vanishing theorems.

The pureness cf the Dona.ldson polynoInials is also useful for understan4~~~ cf the
Kronheimer-Mrowka classes Ki, on algebraic surfaces. One caß prove that the Ktonheimer·
Mrowka. dasses a.re in the Neron Severi group, and that they are closely related to thecanQnical
dass.

K.Oguiso:
Calabi-Yau MoisheSon 3-folds whose cubic forms vanish identically

Theorem. Generic Calobi· Yau threefolds 01 type (2,4) contain smooth, infinitesimally rigid

rational curves of each degree.

As an application, we construct a Moishezon Calabi-Yau ~hreefold whose cubic for~ is iden·
tically zero and covered by effective algebraic one-cycles homologous to zero.

-,

V. Lin: .,'
Holomorphic mappings between m'anifolds of polynomials without multiple
roots

For each natural m 2: 3, consider the domain Gm ctm consisting of aß points z = (Zt, ... , zm)
for which the polynoInial in one variable t Pm(t,z) = trn + zltm- t + ... + Zm h~ no multiple
roots. The following two problems arise naturally in a connection with apart of the13th Hilbert
Problem concerning superpositions of a.lgebraic functions:

A. Describe holomorphic mappings f : Gn - GIc for a.ll pairs n, kEIN, n, k 2: 3.
B. Describe holomorphic mappings f = (11, .. " flc) : G" - G k which satisfy the following

candition (*): .
(*) For every point Z = (ZI, ••• ,=n) E Gn the polynomials Pn(t.z) = tn + Zttn-t + ... + Zn

and plc(t,/(z» =t" + fl(Z)tk-t +... + flc(z) are coprime.

A mapping J : G", - GIc is called splittable if it is homotopic to a composition godn : Gn ~
ce- 2- GIc , where dn : Gn - (:- = C\{O) is the standard polynomial mapping defined by the
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discriminant dn(=) of the polynomial Pn( t, z), and 9 is a continuous mapping. Holomorphic
splittable mappings have a. simple explicit description, and the Main Conjecture is that (with
a. few exceptiaüs) thc condi tion n f= k implies that any holomorphic mapping is splittable.
This Conjecture is proved for n > maximum(k, 4), and also for 4 < n < k under condition
k 1= n,n(n - l),n(n - 1) +1,(11 - 1)2 mod n(n - 1). An explicit description of a.ll unsplittable
holomorphic self-mappings Gn - Gn (n f; 4) is obta.ined a.s weil.

As to the problem B, it is proved that for n > 3 there is no holomorphic mapping f : Gn 

GI: which satisfies' (*). The praof involves some analytic properties of the Teichmüller space

T(O, n + 1).

s. Popescu:
Some non general-t"ype threefolds in ]ps

The purpose of the talk, which outlines joint work in progress with Wolfram Decker, is to •
describe the construction of some new examples of 3-folds in IPs , which are not of general type.
Motivation for our seareh are the existent classification of 3-folds in ]ps (eomplete up to degree
11) and the following finiteness result, in the vein of the result proven by Ellingsrud and Peskine
for smooth surfa.ces in ]p4:

Theorem. (Braun, Ottaviani, Schneider, Schreyer) There are only finitely many /amilies 0/
smooth 3-folds in ]ps, which are not 0/ generol type.

A precise bound for the degree da of the non general-type 3-folds in IPs is not known. The
evaluations used in the proof of the above theorem. yield only something like da ~ 100000. In
any case, do ~ 18. sinee we succeeded in constructing the following examples:

Theorem. There exist families 01 smooth S·folds X C lPs with the following invariants:
1) d = 13, 1T = 18, pg = 1, which are blown-up Calaby. Yau 3·folds,
2) d = 17, 1T = 32, pg = 1, which are blown-up Calaby. Yau 3-folds, with a minimal model a

complete intersection (1,1,1,1,1)2 in IP I x ]pI X IP I
X ]pI X IP I

,

3) d = 18, 1T =35, pg = 0, h2(Ox) = 1, X =2 and with Kodaim dimension K(X) = -00.

F. Catanese:
Nodal surfaces and irregular surfaces

Let X be a. projective surface /{; with singularities Pt, ... ,pr nodes (~ C2
/ ± 1), let 1r : S - X

be a minimal resolution of singularities, Ai =1T-1(Pi), X# = ~Y - {Pt, ... ,Pr}. A subset N is
sa.id to be 1) even if LiEN' Ai == 0 (2) in H 2(S, 7l), 2) topologically half-even ir 3D E H

2
(5,71)

with LiEN' Ai + D ;: 0 (2), 3) algebmicully half-even if such D is of type (1,1). Sets of type 1),_
2) a.re determined by a topological map H 2(X#, 7l.) - (71./2)2 = !i:, and we obtain interesting
binary codes, an example being given where

a) )( = M/i, i an involution with isolated fixed·points on a smooth manifold, and

b) At[ = Cl x C2, i = (it,i2), Ci/i; ~ lP I .
We caU the resulting S a generalized Kummer surfa.ce Sn.rn (here n - 1 =genus(Ctl, m 

2 =genus(C2». For generalized Kummer surfaces we ean actually compute 11'1(X#), which is
generated by elements € i; of order 2 (i = 1, ... , 2n, j = 1, ... ,2m). From trus we determine all
the conjugacy c1asses of SO(3)·representations dividing them ioto two categories:

I) p: 1T1C\"#) = 1T' is hooked if 3(i,j) s.t. Ci; = p(cij) =1. (i~k) s.t. eile #; 1, (h,j) s.t. Chi # l.
11) non hooked, and these are either vertical (Cij =civj) or horizontal (Ci; =cj'Vi).

4
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Theorem. 11 p : 1r -. 50(3) is hooked, p /actors through the Klein group (1l./2fl C

50(3) and is determined by its Stiefel ~Vhitney dass W2. Else! p vertieal - a representation 0/
< 1t, ... ,12n I 7? = I, rr-Yi = 1 >.

Now, to each such p, one associates an orbifold bundle E# on X'. such that E# / )(# has
a canonica.l extension to 5, according to Kronheimer. Actually, this construction works more
generally for R.D.P.'s. We have the following:

Theorem. (Kronheimer et al.) Let X have An-singula.rjties~ then the eanonical exten~ion

preserves V-D=VIRTUAL-DIMENSION, in case V-D=O, preserves qs(E) = qx(E#) (number of
points eounted. with orientation for a gener~ choice of a Riemannian. metric on S). Moreover,· the

(1 0')V-D equals -2pr -3(b+ -bi + l)+eko(k), O(k) =# of points where p(local gen.) = 0 e(k) .

We .hope to be able to complete the proof of the following .
Claim. For n = 3, m := 2, if Pt = -6X, W2 has' (W2)2 == 1(4). 3a 5.t. (V·D being =0)

qs(P(Pt, W2» = 0,1 or a.
·With this we hope to distinguish differentiable struetures of non deformation equivalent

Noether-Horikawa surfaces. What is finally the eonnection with irregular surfaces? It js as
follows: for an even set of type 1) (or 3)), there' is a canonical double cover p : M ~ X ra.rnified
precisely 30t the nodes in M (and on D in ease 3». Define.J by P.(OM) = Ox E9 :7, 'thus
multiplicationgivesa. symmetrie bilinear map :7 x .1 ~ 0 x, and .J is loca.lly free except at N.

Generalizing classical constructions, Barth showed that such .J is gotten (if X i's;a surface
in P = 1P3 or a 3-fold).as Coker(a) : E ~ EVfl) L, whereE is a veetor .bundle, L a liri~ bU'~dle;
and a =t Q. It is still op~n the eonverse

Problem. Do al1 these even sets in X C lP3 anse this way?
The case where E is split was solyed by the author in '79, showing that then the converse

holds, and this ca.se is characterized by Ht(.J(i» = 0 '10 :S i ~ d;4 (d.= degX). A ge~era

lization of these ideas lead the "author to find· explicit equations for canonical rings of su~faces

of general type with q = O. Recently, using the method provided by the Beilinsons's sp~ctra.l

sequence, together with Schreyer, we proved the following: .
1) Let' p : M ~ X C ]p3 be birational, and associated to V C HO( KM)
2) Assume X is not a quadric, write HO(K) ~ V ffi W, HO(2K) =Sym2 (V) E9 W'.:·
3) Set E ~ (W' ffi OP3( -2» ffi (HI(K) 0 Ol( -1» E9 W V ® n~; then we have the following
Theorem. (-, Schreyer) .1 = P.OM has a self-dual (0 = t o ) resolution 0 --+ O( -5) ffi

E V
( -5) 2. 0 EB E --+ :J --+ 0, and a satisfies (R.C.), Le. the sheaf of ideals generat~d by

submaximal minors of 0 equals the on"e generated by maximal minors of a', .obtained from a by
removing the first lOW). -

Conversely, if Ct satisfies (R.C.), Cl: = t a , det a is irreducible, then :J is a sheaf of rings, and
if "R = EI) HO(j(i)), M == Proj(R.) is a eanonical model of a surface of general type provided
M has R.D.P. 's at most as singularities; plus a degree condition is verified. Can this method be
applied to solve the above problem?

R.- P. Holzapfel:
. ··Decomposition hierarchies of. abelian threefoldscorresponding to Picard mo-

dular surfaces .

We look for a partial answer of the following general problem: Which elliptic curves sit il1 w.hich
abelian varieties? By means of the classification theory of endomorphism algebras the (fine)
decomposition types of abelian varieties are intr?duced and; moreover, specialisations ~f them
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via families of abelian varieties and their restrictions to smaller base spa.ees. The central result
in dimension 3 is the following:

Theorem. There are precisely five decomposition types 01 abelian threefoids corresponding
to (points 01) Picard modular -<>ur/aces. The hierorchy structure 0/ them is giuen by three spe
cialisations 01 codimension 2 and three 01 codimension 1.

The precise description of the types yield a criterion and a. method for discovering non-trivial
elliptic eurve families sitting in families of our abelian threefolds. By example we show th~l.t it
happens over curves inside of the moduli surfaces and not. only over boundary components of
compactifications.

Observe that the celebrated Taniyama conjeeture is also a subproblem of the general one
above; and also our subproblem has an arithmetic applieation. By additional use of Theorems
of Wüstholz (Shiga), Shimura-Taniyama, Schneider and Feustel we find a rather short way to
prove that the projective arithmetic degree (relation) of algebraic Picard integrals is 00 (tran-.
scendental) or ~ 6, where the latter ca.se happens if and only if the Ja.cobian of the underlying
Picard curve is of CM (complex multiplica.tion)-type.

S. Müller:.Stach:
Syzygies and the Abel-Jacobi map for cyclic coverings

There has been recent interest to give explicit bounds for the degree of a.mpleness needed in cer
tain theorems of Hodge theory like infinitesimal Torelli, (generalized) Noether-Lefschetz theorem
and others. We first look at the ca.se of complete intersections on a.n arbitrary variety, where
a.ll the results a.re connected with Nori's theorem (Inv. 1993). We give an overview of known
results and then give a proof of the following theorem about cycllc coverings:

Theorem. Let X be a smooth projective 3-Jold, A very ample and f : Z -+ X be a cyclic
covering of degree N, branched along a smooth and general section s E HO(X, ANd ). If either

(a) (X, A) =(]p3, 0(1», d ~ 5 or
. (b) X :/; ]p3, d ~ 3ro + 13, ro = min{r E 71. I wx1 ® Ar nef}, then the image 01 the
Abel.Jacobi map fOT Z, '1' : CHhom -+ J2(Z) is contained in r J2(X) modulo torsion.

C. Peskine:
Gonality and Clifford index of smooth complete intersection twisted curves in
1P3 ((C)

Let C be a smooth twisted curve in lP3, complete interseetion of two surfaces. Let L be a line_
l-secant to C and assume that C has.no (I + l)-seeant line. lf H is a. plane containing L, theW
divisor D = H n C - Ln C belongs obviously to a. peneil of degree dOC -1.

B. Basili (Pa.ris 6) has proved the following results:
1) The gonality of C is dOC -I.
2) If ~ c C is an effective divisor, belonging to a peneil computing the gonality, there exists

a. line L such that the positive divisor a + Ln C is aplane section of C.
3) The Clifford index of C is dOC - I - 2, except if dOC = 9 in which case I = 3 and

Cliff(C) = 3 is computed by Oe(l).
To establish this result, Basili studies the index of speciality of a group of points embedded

in the projective space. r c IP n , then e(r) is the largest n such that r does not impose dar
conditions on hypersurfaces of dOn.

fi
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Theorem. Let r c IPJ be a group 0/ points. Assume that r is analytically plane, i.e. Ihr

tangent space to r in a point is 0/ dimension ~ 2. Let t be an integer such that the sur/aces 0/
degree ~ t containing r intersect in a scheme 0/ dimension 0 or in a reduced in-educible curve

0/ degree ~ dar/t. Assume dar ~ it with i ~ t. Then

1) e(r) ~ i + t - 3
2) e( f) = i + t - 3 <==> r is the complete interseetion 0/ sur/aces 0/ degrees 1, i, t.
3) e(r) = i + t - 4 ~ there exists a plane H such that e( r n H) = e( f) with a list 0/

ezceptions oll /or i '$ 4. ,
Using this theorem, Basili considers a moving divisor of degree '$ d - 2 on a smooth twisted

complete intersection C of degree d. Assuming that an effective divisors strictly contained in
this divisor do not move, she is able to prove that this divisor is contained in aplane. The
residual divisor in the corresponding plane section has to be on a line. The computation of the
Clifford index becomes then an easy application of arecent result of Coppens and Martens.

D. Huybrechts:
Moduli spaces of stable pairs (framed modules)

(joint work with M. Lehn) A framed module on a smooth projective variety consists of a coherent
sheaf E together with an homomorphism Q : E ~ Eo, where Eo is any fixed cohereI!t!.sheaf on
the variety. ~i:

There is astability condition for such objects which allows to construct moduli spaces for
semistable pairs as a projective scheme by using Mumford's GIT. ·~t

A couple of examples for such moduli spaces is given by specializing Eo to the t-rivial line
bundle or to a trivial vector bundle on an effective divisor. These two cases correspond to Higgs
pairs and framed vector bundles, resp. .

The change of an extra parameter 0 on which the stability condition depends is explained in
the case of the Hecke correspondence for vector bundles on a curve.

S.A. Stn"mme:
A residue formula of Bott with applications to enumerative geometry of. twi-
sted cubic curves

( .. t k ·th G Elli d) Th l" ul' thi J G( ) "" G('T1(:z:). Tn(:z:~)JOID wor Wl • ngsru e torm a IS s: X EI, ••• ,en = L...-:z:EXG:· tlJl (:z:) ~,,(z

where X is a. nonsingular projective n-dimensional variety with a C--action with isolated fix
points, and E is an equivariant rank-r vector bundle with Chern roots Et, ••• , Er, and G is a.
symmetrie homogenous polynomial of degree n in r variables. The Wi( x) are the weights of (C*

on Tx(x), and Ti(X) the weigths of E(x), for any fixpoint x E .Y: (Bott, J. diff. geometry 1,
1967).

Let Hn be the Hilbert scheme component parametrizing twisted cubic curves in IPn (and their
ftat degenerations). Then Hn is smooth projective of dimension 4n, and has 130 (n:l) fixpoints
for the na.tural action of a. maximal torus in GL(n + 1), hence same number of fixpoints for
suff. generall pa.rameter subgroup (:- ~ GL(n + 1). Thus any zero-cycle on Rn which can be
expressed a.s the top Chern dass of,some natural rank-4n vector bundle on Hn , can be easily
evaluated by Bott's formula., even without knowing the cohomology ring structure of H n • We
used this to compute the number 317206375 twisted cubics on a general quintic hypersurface
in 1P4 and 1345851984605831119032336 twisted cubics on a general degree 9 hypersurface in
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1P7 • During our stay here we also computed the number of elliptic quartic curves on a. general
hypersurface of degree k + 1 in IP Ie (k =4,5,6), the results are:

k # elliptic quartic curves on hypers. 01' deg k + i in jpk

4 3718024750smooth (+2875 x 1185 plane binodal quartics)
5 387176346729900
6 81545482364153841075

The first of these numbers confirmes a predietion eoming from mirror symmetriy eomputa-

tions.

C.Okonek:
Complex 3-folds from a topological viewpoint

(joint work with A. Van de Yen) Our aim is to understand the classification of complex 3-folds _
from a topologicaJ. point of view. •

1. Topological classification: This has been developed in 30 series of papers by Wa.ll, Jupp,
Zabr; we reformulate their results and thereby transform the classification into a.n arithmetical

moduli problem.
2. Arithmetic 0/ cubic forms: The a.rithmetic dassification of integral cubic forms is - up to

finite indeterminency ;... equivalent to the homotopy classification of l-connected 6-dim. manifolds
with torsion free cohomology. There are two essentially different steps: i) a.lgebraie classification,
which ean be handled by GIT; ii) arithmetical classification, for which we use reduction theory
of a.lgebraic groups to obtain finiteness results.

3. Cubic forms 0/ complex 3-folds: We discuss almost eomplex structures and show that all
triplets (a,b,c) E 71.3 satisfying the unitary cobordism relations can be realized by l-connected
almost complex manifolds. We prove that the existence of Kähler stMJctures implies a certain
non-degeneracy condItion on the associated cubic form: its Hessian must be non-trivial. Fina.lly
we construct exa.mples of complex 3-folds whicll give infinitely many deformation types in a fixed
COO-type.

N. Shepherd-Barron:
Foliations of algebraic varieties

Given a foliation :F on a complex algebraie variety X, a problem is to deeide whether the
leaves of :F can be completed to projective subvarieties of X. The aim of the talk (describing
some partia.l results of Ekedahl, R. Taylor and the speaker concerning vector fields in Abelian
surfaces) was to describe how reduetion mod 'P ean sometimes be used to attack the problem, as.
in Miyaoka's theorem that (roughly speaking) :F has algebraic leaves if Cl(:F) is positive and in
Katz t proof of Grothendieck's conjecture for the Gauss-Manin connexion. One point that arises ".
is that sometimes (as with. the results of Miyaoka and Katz) reduction modulo an arbitrary
infinite set of characteristics is sufficient, while at other times (e.g. for Abelian varieties over 30

number field K) it is necessa.ry to consider almost a.ll primes and to use the action of the full

Galois group Gal(<<>'/ K).

Ct
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R. Braun:
Conic bundles in 1P4

(Report on joint work with K. Ranestad.) A smooth surface S in IP 4 is called a. conic bundle.
if there exists a morphism p : S - C onto a smooth curve C, such that every fiber of p is
embedded in IP 4 as a eonic. Classically known are 2 examples: dei Pezzo surfaces of degree -t
and Castelnuovo surfa.ces of degree 5. Same years ago Ellia and Saechierastated the Theorem:
These are the only conic bundles in IP4. The talk gave an outline of another praof, which is
a.chieved in 2 steps:First we show, involving the method of generic initial ideals, that the degree
of S does not exceed 42, and secondly by geometrieal reasoning we exclude the remaining cases.

W. Ebeling:
Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams of the simple isolated complete intersection singu
larities

Let (X,x) be an isolated complete intersection singularity (icis) of positive dimension n > °
defined by an analytic map germ f : (C"+k,O) -+ ((:k, 0). The singula.rity (X,x) is called
simple if in a.ny deformation of (X, x) only finitely many isomorphism types of singularities
occur. V.I. Arnol'd has classified the simple hypersurface singularities (k = 1). ~lUs result
was extended to general k by M. Giusti (1977). Apart from hypersurface singul~iiies 'only
singularities of space curves (n = 1, k = 2) a.ppea.r in Giusti's list~ Giusti has given some
diagrams for the simple spa.ce curve singularities. It is, however, not completely dear what his
graphs mean: how is bis basis related to a distinguished one? In former work, we have' already
shown for each singula.rity of Giusti's list except Zg and ZlO that there exists a Coxeter·Dynkin
diagram corresponding to a dintinguished system of generators ofvanishing' cycles which co'nta.in
Giusti 's diagram as a subgraph. . ,

In a joint work with .S.M. Gusein-Za.de we compute Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams with re~pect

to distinguished systems of generators ·af vanishing cycles for' the remaining singularities Zg and
ZtO and show that the above result is also true for these singularities. The calculation is based
on the use of real morsifications.

c. Peters:
Geography of simply connected spin-surfaces

We consider minimal complex projective surfaces of general type. The basic topologicaJ. invariants
a.re c~ and X and we know the restrictions on pairs (x, y) = (X, c~):

(*) x > 0, y > 0
2z - 6 ~ y ~ 9x

.Results of ehen, Persson, and Xiao imply that almost a.ll integral points in the (x, y)-plane
satisfying (*) occur. Moreover quite a la.rge part is realised by simply connected surfaces.

Since the topological type of such surfaces is completely determined by the tripie (e?" X, w),
where w is the modulo 2 reduction of the canonical dass, a natural and easily verifiable question
is whether the previously constructed surfaces have w == 0 mod 2 (spin sur/aces) or not. It turns
out that most of them are not spin there remains the problem of constructing simply con'nected
spin surfaces in the region (*). '

Together with U. Persson and Xiao G. we have faund some partial answers. First of aU.
the region 2x - 6 ~ y < 8/3% is forbidden. Secondly, a1l surfa.ces in the region 16/5x' < y <
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8x - Const.x2/ 3 occur (ir same congruence relations dictated by topology are satisfied).Finally
we have infinitely many simply connected spin surfa.ces with positive signature. For the latter,
the calculation of the fundamentai group is much sifilpler tha.l foi' the hithertc known sl!rfaces
considered by Moishezon-Teicher (that also are spin and have positive signature).

J. Spandaw:
Very ample polarizations on complex abelian varieties

The results in this talk were obtained in collaboration with O. Debarre and K. Hulek. We work
over tC.

- The starting point is the following

Conjecture. (Debarre) Let (A, L) be the generic polarized abelian variety of dim = 9 > 2
and type (1, ... ,1, d). If d > 9 then ILI is base point free and the associated morphism ~ : A ~ _
lPd - 1 is an embedding outside a closed subset of dimension 2g + 1 - d. •

In view of a result by Van de Ven/Debarre, this would be optimal. For d ~ 9 + 2 the
statement is that ~L is birational onto its image. This can be proved. For d ~ 2g + 2 the
conjecture asserts that L is very ample. Here we only have a partial result:

Theorem. Let (A, L) be the generic polarized abeIian variety 0/ dim = 9 and type

(1, ... ,1, d). lf d > 29 - ~ then L is very ample.

The theorem is proved by degenerating (A, L) to a (polarized) (]P~)g-l-bundleover an elliptic
curve modulo some gluing. As shown by Kolla.r, our result in dimension 3 implies the following
version of a conjecture by Griffiths and Rarris: for d odd, d 2: 9, the degree of any curve on a
very general hypersurface of degree 6d in ]p4 is divisible by d.

Berichterstatter: Th. Bauer
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

TAGUN.GSBERICHT 39/1993

Random graphs and combinatorial structures

29th August - 4th September

. Organizers: A. D. Barbour (Zürich) and B. Bollobcis (Cambridge)

Tbe aim of tbe meeting was to bring together pure probabilists, interested in proba

bilistic combinatorics in order to test their weapons, combinatorialists, wishing to apply

powerful results in probabitity theory to standard problems in combinatorics, people study

ing probabilistic combinatorics for its own sake, and computer scientists, eager to apply

probability theory, extremal combinatorics and probabilistic combinatorics to their prob

lems. The mixture worked extremely well: tbere was plenty of interaction, to the benefit

of all the parties. Tbe main topics discussed in the twenty seven lectures were the refine

menta andapplications of the Stein-ehen metbod, the probabilistic analysis of algorithms,

Ramsey and anti-Ramsey questions about graphs, percolatioD in the plane and in the cube,

hereditary properties of graphs and hypergraphs, and applications of point processes to

large subgraphs of random graphs.

ABSTRACTS

Rudolf Ahlswede (Bielefeld)

Higher order extremal problems

The theory of write-~fficient memories (WEM) has led to novel combinatorial opti

mization problems.

I. Instead of maximizing for instance the length of antichains, we maximize now the.

·length of "cloud-antichains" (Äi)~l' where Ai C 2[n] and one of the following conditions

holds for all i =F j:

(1) Type (3, V) : 3Ai E Ai with Ai not comparable to Ai for all Ai E Aj.

(2) Type ('1,3) : 'lAi E Äi3Aj E Aj with Ai not comparable to Aj.

(3) Type (3,3) : 3Ai E Ä i 3Aj E A j with Ai not comparable to Aj.

We also consider the cases where the clouds are disjoint. There are analogous problems

for the relations "comparable", "intersecting" and "disjoint" and all problems can also be



formulated for k-graphs.

Most cases have bcen settled exact1y or at least asymptotically. This can be found in

Preprint 92-037 of SFD 343 (with N. Cai and Z. Zheng) where also many other problems

and conjectures are formulated.

11. We proved a "Diametrie Theorem in the Average" for general distances in sequence

spaces (Preprint 93~003 of SFD 343, with I. Althöfer) and also a "Cros~-dialnetric Theorem"

for any number oe sets (Preprint 93~079, with N. Cai).

Richard Arratia (University of Southern California)

From permutations via large deviations to the Ewens Sampling Formula •

The results in this talk should hold throughout the logarithmic class of combinatorial

structures, hut so far they have ooly been proven for pernlutations. For permutations, a

construction called the FeUer Coupling removes one layer of conditioning, and makes proofs

easy_ In detail, let IP =Pt be the unifonn measure on Sn, with probability l/n! for each

permutation, and, under Pb let {l, {2, _.. be independent with Pi = P({i = 1} = 1-P(~i =
0) = 1/2. Let Ci(n) be. the number of i-cycles of aur permutation,so that l: iC,(n) = n.

Tbe coupling is Ci(n) = #i-spacings in ~1{2 ••• ~nl. The total number of cycles is thus

K n = C1(n) + ... + Cn(n) = {t + ... + {no For any (} > 0 consider "tilted" or "twisted"

measures PB with dPe/dP = Ce,nOKn. Under Pe, the joint distribution of (C~n), ... , ein»
is called the Ewens Sampling Formula; and ~i is Bernoulli, wfth IPe({i = 1) = ()/(() + i-I),

the {i still independent. For simplicity, we state our results for k = r(} log n1with (} > 1.

Theorem. a) lflogb/v'logn ~ 0, then

dTV(L1C1 ••• Ch(n» I K 2:: k),

L9(Cb .... Ch) -+ O. [Recall that bin -+ 0i/f dTV(.c9(Cb ... • Cb), .c9(ZJ, ...• Zb» --+ 0,. .
with Zi independent Poisson variables with mean (9/i).)

b) IE.(Ci (n) I K n ~ k) --+ 8/i.

c) Iflogb/logn -+ 1, dTV(.c1(Cb+l, ... ,Cn ) I K n 2:: k),.cS(Cb+l, ... ,Cn(n))) -+ O.

d) For tE (0,1), IE:1(L:'$nC Ci(n) I K n ~ k),...., 8tlogn.

The rcsults are joint work with Darbollr and Tavarc.
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Graham Brightwell (London School of Economics)

. Random graph orders

The randorn graph order Pn •p is defined by (i) putting a randorn graph Gn •p on the

vertex set [n] = {I, ... , n}, (ii) interpreting an edge ij, with i -< j in [n), as a relation

i < j, and (ili) taking the transitive closure. The talk surveyed the basic structure of Pn •p

for different ranges of p = p(n); the new results we presented were obtained jointly with

Bela Bollobas.

The height Hn,p of Pn.p has been studied by Newman, by Albert and Frieze, and by

Alon, Bollobas, Brightwell and Janson. ~ewman proved that, if p -+ 0 with pn/ log n ~ 00,

ethen Hn,p ie asymptotic to epn. H pn/log n --+ 0, then the height is almost detennined; if

. (:)ph-l -+ 00, then a.s. Hn,p ~ h, if (~)ph-l -+ 0, then a.s. Hn,p < h and if (:)ph-l -+ c,

then Pr(Hn.p ~ h) -+ 1 - e-c
. If p is a fixed constant, then Alon, Bollobas, Brightwell

and Janson proved that there are positive constants p, = J.L(p) , (j2 = (j2(p) ;~Ch that

(Hn,p - J.Ln)/qvn -+ N(O,I) in distribution. The function J.L(p) is not known. ::e: ~ .
. -:;.'-

Study of the width Wn,p of Pn,p shows up a change in the structure neu p =-·c/logn.

If plogn -+ 00, then large antichains are rare, and Wn,p ""'J y'21ogn/log(1/(1 :),)): If

plogn -+ 0, and pn -+~, then 3.S". ~.455p-l < Wn,p < 2.428p-l. '.-

Colin Cooper (pniversity of North London)

On the 2-cyclic property of 2-regular digraphs

A digraph D is 2-cyclic if every pair of vertices is in a directed cycle of D. Bemiand and

Lovasz [75] asked if there was a natural number k, such that every strongly-k-coIinected

digraph D is 2-cyclic. Thomassen [89] proved by direct co~tructionthat DO such k exists.

We prove that for the space~ (n) of 2.regular digraphs on n vertices with the uniform

_ -Ameasure, the following properties occur far a.e. D E lD(n):

- (i) D is strongly-2-connected,

(ü) D is 2-cyclic.

The proof makes use of the space Sn X Sn of pairs of random permutations with

.swtable transformation of measure, and is effected by exploiting the cycle structure of

these permutations.
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Walter Deuber (Bielefeld)

Paradoxical decompositions in mctric spaces

Banach and Tarski showed that the unit ball in IRJ is paradoxical. Here we considcr

two subsets of ametrie space as equivalent in case there exists a bijection cP :.)( f-+ Y with

sUPx d(<jJ(x) , x) < 00. This equivalence has been investigated by Laczkovich (1990/1991).

Here we show that a set X is paradoxical iff it has exponential growth rate, a rcsult which

we obtained jointly with M. Simonovits and V. Sos. Exponential growth rate of·X is

defined as folIows: tbere is k E IR such that, for every finite Y C J"'(, INI.:(Y) n XI ~ 21YI,
where Nk(Y) is tbe k neighborhood of Y.

Martin Dyer (Leeds)

Randamized. greedy .matching

Consider the following algorithm for selecting a "Iarge" matching in a graph G. First

choose a vertex of G at random, and then a randorn edge incident to this vertex. Delete this

edge and its vertices from G. This gives the first matching edge. Now repeat until there

are no edges left in G. Let J.L( G) be the size of the matching produced in expectation, and

m(G) the size of a maximum matching in G. In joint work with Jonathan Aronson, Alan

Frieze and Stephen Suen, it is shown that if p(G). = J.L(G}/m(G) then infop(G) > t + c

for same € ~ 10-4
• This is rather surprising since tbe alternative strategy of choosing an

edge at random each time is known to give p(G) = ~, the warst case bound. The result

confirms a conjecture of tbe speaker. Same discussion of related results is presented.

Trevor Fenner (Birkbeck College, Landon)

The key distribution problem far secure networks

In order to reduce the key distribution and storage costs of providing (;) keys to

enable any pair of users i and j, in an n user communication network to cOffirllunicatc

securely, we consider the Set Intersection Schemes (515) introduccd by Mitchell and Piper

(following a selcction of BIom). Each user i has a subset Si of a global set K of k subkcys,

and users i and j communicate using Si n Sj as thc·cryptographic key. This schemc is a

SIS ie it ia seeure agaiust any other user; this requircs that for c.U1Y distinct users i, j and

4
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t, we have

Previously published SIS have needed k to be of order n. We show that k must satisfy

k ~ 210g2 n, and use the probabilistic method to prove the existence of an SIS with

k :5: 1310g:l n. This scheme can be generated randomly and checked for security in O(n3k)

time. It can also be derandomized in the same time. We give computational results to

demonstrate the feasibility of these schemes and consider some improved versions. Ir w

users· collude against users i and i, condition (*) is replaced by

Si n Sj g;; Stt U St2 U ..• U St_ .

eIn the talk we present joint work with Dyer, Frieze and Thomason: we show that the lower

bound on k increases by a factor of w, but the SIS generated by the probabilistic method

yields an increase in k by a factor of about w3 . The closure of this gap is an open p,oblem.

Alan Frieze (Carnegie-Mellon)

Perfeet matchings in random hypergraphs

~et G(n,r,s)denote the set ofhypergraphs H = (V,XI,X2 , ••• ,Xm ), m ='rn-such

that lXii =sfar 1.:5 i :5 m and I{i : i e XjH =r far all i E V = [sn]. A perfect matching

of H is a set {Xi, i E I} ofn disjoint edges which together cover V. The main result of

the talk, proved jointly with Colin Cooper, Mike Malloy and Bruce Reed, is that if H is

chosen uniformly at random from G,

n~ Pr (H has a perfect matching) = {~

where
logr

·e
Tbe proof uses a generalization- of the configuration model of Bollo"bas to uniform

hypergraphs and the "Analysis of Variance method of Robinson and Wonnald.
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Jennie Hansen (Heriot-Watt University, 'Edinburgh)

Factorization or a random characteristic polynomial over a finite field

Presenting joint work with Erie Schmutz, we consider a non-uniform measure on

the monie polynomials of degree n over a finite field, where the probability assigned to a

polynomial f is just the proportion of invertible matrices over the field whose characteristic

polynomial is f (call this measure Qn). We consider the (joint) distribution of the variables

01,0:2, ... wrt Qn, where o:,(f) = # irreducible factors of I of degree i.

Theorem. There exist constants Cl and C2 such that {or aJ1 positive integers l, n witll

Cl log n ~ I ~ n aud B ~ N,,-I, we have •

where Pn is the uniform measure on the monie polynomials oE degree n and An

(0:1+1, 01+2,· .. ,an).

The "intuition" for this result comes from the observation that there exist independent

2'1,2'2, ... s.t. Qn(a:l = ml, ... ,On = m n) = P(ZI = ml, ... ,Zn = mnl L:~ kZk = n)),

where Zm is"nearly" Poisson(lfk) far large m. The praof relies on identities of Stong (and

Kung). This work is closely related to reeent work by Arratia, Barbour and Tavan~.

Svante Janson (Uppsala)

Point processes in random graph theory

Point processes are useful for describing events that may happen more than onee

during the evolution of a random graph. A point process is a random subset of some

suitable space, usually a subset of Rd, such that there are on1y finitely many points in

each compact subset; it is tcchnically convenient to regard the point process a.s a random .'

measure by putting a unit mass at each point. Oue application is to the numbcr of

multicyclic components that appear during the evolution: a point with coordinates (x, y)

is placed in the upper half plane if a new multicyclic eomponent of order yn2/ 3 is creatcd

at p =n-1 + xn-4/ 3 •

Other aspects of the evolution may be studicd by more general random measurcs

whcre a point mass of suitable weight is put at each point. For example, the e~olutioll of
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unicyclic components may be studied by putting a mass z at (x, y) if a unicyclic component

of order yn2/3 ja created at p = n-1 + xn~4/3, either by adding an edge to a trce (then

z =y), or by joining a tree of order zn2/ 3 to an existing unicyclic component. This leads

to an easy proof that tbe largest unicyclic component during the evolution is Op(n2 / 3 ),

by a simple expectation computation.. The evolution of trees can be studied. similarly, by

putting a ma.ss min(y, z) at (x, y + z) if two trees of orders yn2 / 3 and zn2/ 3 are joined at

p = n-1 + xn--4/3.

Mark Jerrum (University of Edinburgh)

_Rate of convergence of the Metropolis algorithm on random problem instances

Tbe Metropolis algorithm (simulated "anneal.ing" at constant temperature) ia a simple

stochastic strategy for searching tbe space of feasible solutions to a combinatoriifoptimi

sation problem. The idea is to perform a random walk 00 feasible solutions that is biased

towards solutions of .lower cast. Despite the simplicity of tbe algorithm, it is di.fficult to

prove rigorous results -about its effectiveoess for specific optimisation problems. Tius talk

reviews what is known about the perfonnance of the Metropolis algorithm applied to ran

dom problem instances; the optimisation problems considered are: maximum matching,

maximum clique, and minimum bisection width.

Peter de Jong (Technical University of DeIft)

Random graphs and H~effding decomposition

A short introduction to Hoeffding decomposition was given and a centrallimit the

orem far (a finite stUß of) homogeneaus sums was stated. As an example tbe Hoeffdinge decomposition was applied to the number oe cliques in a random graph G(n,p). (See

Barbour, Jo08Oo, Karonski, Rucinski (1990». By calculating and comparing variances,

those homogeneous sums could be identified that dominate tbe variance. It tums out that

in sorne situations ("elose to" Poisson), the Hoeffding decomposition does not result in a

finite swn of homogeneous sums with finite variance, in which case the method for proving

central limit theorems breaks down.
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Yoshiharu Kohayakawa (Sao Paulo)

The diameter and connectivity of randam subgraphs of the cube

The n-dimensional cube Qn is the graph whose vertices are the subsets of [n], whcre

two such vertices are adjaccnt if and only if their symmetrie difference is a singleton. Let

M = )E(Qn)l, and write Qr = (Qt)r for a random Qn_process. Let t(J·:) = r(Q'"; f ~ k)

be the hitting time of minimal degree at least k. In joint work with Bela Bollabas and

Tomasz Luczak, we show that the diameter dt = diam( Qt) of Qt is a.e. Qr behaves as

folIows: dt starts infinite and is first finite at t(l), it equals n + 1 for t(1) :5 t C t(2), and

dt = n for t ~ t(2). Further results on the diameter and on connectivity are givcn.

Hanno Lefmann (Dortmund)

Same anti-Ramsey results

We .consider restricted colourings of the k-sets of an n-set X and we are interested in

the largest subset where the set of all its k-sets is totally multicoloured. It is shown that if

every colour class is a (u, k, h) partial Steiner system, then the largest totally multicoloured
Ir-la 1

subset has size at least Ck •n 2X=i (log n) n::T and this is up to constant factors best possible.

From tms one obtains that every n-set of any group contains a Sidon-set (1st and 2nd

kind) of size at least cn,1/3(log n)I/3 (joint wo~k with V.Rödl and B.Wyocka). Relat~d is

the problem of detennining tbe size fd(n) of tbe largest subset of the n d grid with mutual

distinct distances. Improving earlier results of Erdös and Guy, in joint work with T. Thiele

it is shown that /2(U) ~ C2n2/3 and /d(u) ~ Cdn2/3(logn)1/3 for d ~ 3.

Tomasz Luczak (Poznan)

Sparse anti-Ramsey graphs

In this joint work with Y. Kohayakawa, we show that for every k thcre exists a graph

G such that the girth of G is k and whcnever edgcs of G are properly colourcd one may

always find in Ga cycle CA; oflength k such that each edge of CI;; is coloured with a different

colour.

More generally, for givcn graphs G and H, write G ~'I H if any proper cdgc-colourings

of G leads to a totally multicoloured copy of H. Furthcrnlorc, let d2 (H) = :~Z~=~ dcnote

8
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thc 2-density of H and call a graph H strictly 2-balanced if d2 (H) > InaxF~H d2 (F). We

prove that for every strictly 2-balanced graph H and a nat~al number I there exists a

graph G such that G ~a H and G does not cont~n any subgraph F with Icss than l

vertiees and 2-density d2(F) > d2(H).

Hans-Jürgen Prömel (Bonn)

On sparse triangle-free graphs

In 1976 Erdös, Kleitman and Rothschild proved that almost eve~ triangle-free graph

ia bipartite. This res~t gives essentially, oo1y some infonnation about graphs with ap-

aroximately m = n2 /8 edges. The aim of the present talk is to st"udy the behaviour of

triangle-free graphs with less than n 2 /8 edges. Let .r~.';'(K3) denote the set of triangle

free graphs on n vertices with m edges, F n (K3) = Um .rn •m (K3), and let Bn b.~~Jhe set

of al1 bipartite graphs on n vertices. Then the Erdös-Kleitman-Rothschild result":nay be

rephrased by saying that Prob[G e BnlG E Fn (K3 )] = 1 ~ 0(1). We prove' the following

result.

Theorem. There exist constants Cl, C2, C3 > 0 such that

(1) Prob[G e BnlG e F n •m (K3 )] =1- 0(1) form ~ cln7/ 4 10gn

(2) Prob[G E BnlG E F n •m (K3)] = 0(1) tor c2n ~ m ~ c3n3/21ogn.

This is a joint result with Angelika Steger.

Gesine Reinert (University oe Zürich)

A weak law of large numbers via Stein's method, and applications

Random graphs and epidemie models are closely related, see e.g. the construction by

- __.Ball and A.D.Barbour (1990) for the Reed-Frost epidemie. Here, a general stochastie

epidemie with non...Markovian transition behaviour is considered. The health states of the

individuals are weakly, in a mean field sense, dependent. Ta obtain the average path be

haviour for the population size tending to 00, we develop a weak law of large numbers for

empirical measures of independent random elements on a locally compact space with count

ahle basis. Tbe proof employ's Stein's method (St~in 1972) in the generator generalization

9



by A.D.Barbour (1990). We also get the rate of convcrgence in a Zolotarev semimetric.

Generalizations with respect to the independcllce are straightforward. These allow 118 to

finally detennine the average path behaviour of the general stochastic epidelnics. The

method may apply to random graph problems with dependent edges as weIl.

Malgorzata Roos (University of Zürich)

Stein-ehen method Cor compound Poisson approximation

One of the aspects of the eompound Poisson Stein-ehen method in its 'loeal' fonnu

lation was presented:

dTV('R(W), CP(A)) :5 ~(A) L((Ela)2 + L ElaEIß) + L E(IaIß» + C~(A)4>,
aer ßer:·ur~ ßer~

where r~", r~ are appropriately defined neighbourhoods of dependence, lj) measures how

strong the long range dependence is and c'1 (A), ~(A) are constants coming from the Stein

ehen method.

An application from reliability theory dealing with the two-dimensional m-consecutive

k-out-of-n system was given. The order of the upper bOWld on thc failure of Poisson ap

proximation and an improved result, obtained when the compound Poisson 'Ioeal' approach

was considered, 'were discussed.

Andrej Rucinski (Poznan and Emory University)

Ramsey properties of random graphs

•

Recently, Röd! and myself proved that p = n-1/mg>, where

(2) eH - 1
mG = maXHCG.'VH 2:3 VB _ 2'

is the threshold for the property K(n,p) ~ (G); for every graph G exccpt for star forcsts, -. 

and for every number of colors r. Ouring my talk I attempted to outline the ideas of

the proof. Compared to Rödl's talks in Kcszthely and Poznan, more details have bcen

revealed.

In the follow-up discussion with Erdös, Lefmann and Sos we realizcd that the same

filethod gives the following rcsult: For a set of integers A we writc A -+ (k)r if ev

ery r-coloring of A results in at least one monochromatic k-tcrm arithmctic progression.

10



Then Vk >= 3 Vr >= 2 3c,C > 0 such that almost al1 Cn1-i".!o.l)-element subsets A or
{I, 2, 00.' n} satisfy A ~ (k)r and almost all cnl-~-element subsets A do not satisfy

A ~ (k)ro

Vera Sos (Budapest)

Hereditary extended properties and quasirandom graphs

Many attempts have been made to clarify when an individual object would be called

random and in what sense and how random-like objects can be generated in a non-random

way.

• Chung, Frankl, Graham, Rödl~ Thomason and Wilson started a new line of in~esti-

gations, where they gave some characterization of random-like graph sequences (and also

of random-like sequences on other structures). Chung, Graham and Wilson listed a class
. .~,PP

of graph properties, all possessed by random graphs and at the same time eq~~ent to

each other in sorne well-defined sense. (On) is ca1led quasi-random, if it has any arie (and

consequently all) of these properties.

In this joint work with M. Simonovits, we concentrate on the fact that sufficiently

large spannedsubgraphs of random graphs must also be random-like. Hence a 'property

which is not "hereditary" in that sense cannot be quasirandom. However in some cases

if we consider tbe "hereditary extension" of the property,·it becomes quasirandom. In

particular, we prove the following. result.

Theorem. Let L be a fixed sample graph with v = ~(L) vertices.
~ ,

If every spanned subgraph an. of On contains ..\mV + o(nV
} (not necessarily ~duced)

copies of L, t~en (gn) is quasirandom, with edge probability p = p("\). I.e. we get the

following.

_ eCorollary. If tbe above holds [or same L, then it holds tor any otber graph A..

In our approach we use what we proved earlier - that quasirandomness can be char

acterized also via the Szemeredi-partition of graphs.
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Angelika Steger (Bonn)

R.andom l-colourable graphs

In our talk we investigate properties of the class of all l-colourable b'Tuphs Oll n vertices.

where 1= l(n) may depend on n. Let G~ denote a uniform cho~en element of this class, Lc.

a random l-colourable graph. For the random graph G~ we study the property of being

uniquely l-colourable. Surprisingly, it turns out that not only does there exist a threshold

nmction I = l(n) for this property, but this threshold is the chromatic numher of a random

graph.

In a second step we further restriet the class of graphs Wlder consideration to the

class of alll-colourable graphs on n vertices with m = m(n) edges. Here we show that it

m = cn2 for some constant c > 0 then again there exists a threshold function 1= 1(n) for

this property, where this threshold now corresponds to tbe chromatic number of a random

graph with edge probability p = 2c. If m =o(n 2 ) we prove a weaker result, namely, we show

that if m/e ~ nlogn then a random graph G~,m is almost surely uniquely l-colourable.

The results are joint work with ~.J.Prömel.

Charles Stein (Stanford)

Exchangeable pairs with applications to random graphs

This was primarily an expository lecture on the material in my paper in the Pro

ceedings of the Sontheast Asia Probability Conference held in Singapore in 1989, with

some speculative remarks on applications, rather than a presentation of results. Using

an exchangeable pair, a heuristic argument was given for a result that Frieze presented

at the 1989 Poznan conference, with a more precise bound for the error. Let WH be the

number of copies of a strictly balanced graph H in G(n,p) and let AH = E(WH), so that

AH ::::: nv(H)pe(H) /IQ(H)I, where Q(H) is the automorphism group oe H. Then the relative e 
errar of the Poisson distributio~ with parameter AH as a pointwise approximation to thc

distribution of WH out to 2AH is Q(e(H)2n2v(H)-2pe(H)-l), where thc implied constant is

absolute. The basic idca is that the relative error (departure from Poisson) in the compu-

tation of P {W = w} / P {l-V = w - I} is of thc order of the ratio of the expected nunlber

of copies of H that share an edge to thc cxpcctcd numbcr of copics. This finst be mul-

tiplied by the expected nwnber of copies of H to gct the pointwise errar in the Poisson

12



approximation Cor IP{W = 'flJ}. It seems possible that the method of cxchangcable pairs is

applicable to a problem discussed by Prömel.

Simon Tavare (University of Southern' California)

Random combinatorial structures and the Ewen8 sampling formula

I focus on tbe behaviour of counts (Cl, ... , Cn ) whose joint law i~ that of (Z1, ... ,Zn)

conditioned on t7 iZ, = n, for independent random variables Zl, Z2,.... This dass

includes combinatorial objects such as asS~mblies (pennutations, mappings), multisets and

selectioDB (factoring polynomials over finite field), in which the Z, are Poisson, Negative

_inamial and Binamial respectively. The special case in which the Zi are Po(8/i) rar

some 9 > 0 is known as the Ewens Sampling Formula. We consider the -'domain of

attraction' of tbe E.S.F., those in which iEZ, ~ 9 and I~ -11 = O(i-'7) f~~, sorne

1 > O. Two discrete approximations are provided. For small component co~ts, we

get dTV(.c(Cl1 ••. , Cb), .c(Z~, ... ,Zb) = (} (* + b), ß = min{l, 1, 8}. Whereas fcl~ large

component c~unts, we have dTV~.c(Cb+l"'.'Cn ), 'c(Cb+l" .. ' C:») =O(log2 b/1fJ): where

(Ci, ... ,C:) is the E.S.F. Th~ reswts imply a wide ~ety of other functional limit

theorems, such as functional limit" laws Cor components of sizes $ n, 0 $ t ~ 1, and

corresponding results for the large compo~e~t~,where the limit law is the Poisson-Diricll1et

with parameter 9. Rates of convergence are available..There is one moral to this tale: don't

diVide by n too 800D. This is joint work with Richard Arratia and Andrew Barbout.

Andrew Thomason (Cambridge)

Projections of bodies and set systems

Presenting joint work with Bela Bollobas, w.e show that, given a body K C Ir', there is

-. ~ reCtangular parallelepiped B with IBI '= IKI and IBAI ~ IKAI rar an A C {I, ... , nl,KA
denoting theprojection of Konto the subspace spanned by the basis vectors indexed by

A. In consequence"; if C is a multiset of subsets of {l, ... ,- n}, such that every element

i ia in exactly k members of C, then IKIl: ~" llAEC IKAI. Discrete analogues are that

1.1'1l: :S I1AEcIFAI i~~F is.a set system on {l, ... ,n} and.-fA = {Y nA : Y ~ F}.

Moreover, if a subset "S C {l, ... , n} is chosen by selecting each element independentiy
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with probability p, then if Prob(Sn A E FA) :5 pclAI then P~ob(S E F) ~ pcn. Finally, it

folloW5 that if P i5 a: hcreditary property of k-uuiforol set systems, and if thc probability

that a random set system (on an n-set) have P be p(C:1"), then Cn-l ~ Cn . In particular,

limn~ooCn exists.

Bernd Voigt (Frankfurt)

Logit models: some remarks on theory and applications in the airline business

A short introduction into stochastic deeision models is givcn. In particular, Proba

bilistic Choice Theory is explained. Probit and Logit Models are compared. Same remarks e
on practieal applications and problems were added.

Ingo Wegener (Dortmund)

Graph representations for random Boolean functions

Ordered binary decision diagrarns (OBDDs) are the state-of-the-art dat~ structure

for Boolean functions. The size of the representation may depend heavily on the chosen

ordering of tbe variables. Henee, the sensitivity of a Boolean function f defined as the

quotient of the OBDD size for the warst ordering of the variables and the OBDD size for

the best ordering of the variables is of interest. Tbc sensitivity is exponential for addition,

comparison or storage aceess but it is very elose to 1 with very high probability for random

Boolean funetions. For random Boolean functions the size of read-anee branching programs

eannot be much smaller than tbe size of OBDD's with high probahility.

John C. Wierman (Johns Hopkins University)

Percolation theory

The eritical probability or percolation threshold is an important quantity in percü

lation models, hut the exact eritical probability values are known for only a few periodie

graphs in twü-dimensions. A new construction is shown which produces infinitely many in

finite planar sclf-dual graphs, which have bond pcrcolation critical probability 1/2. Sharp

bounds for critical probabilities have bccn obtaillOO for sevcrallattices using a substitution
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method. These bounds are 8ufficiently sharp to observe relationships betwcen features or a

graph and its critical probability. A good approximation may be based on the arithmetic

av~rage vertex degree, z, by Pe ~ ~. Non-regular graphs with regular duals are empirically

observed t.o satisfy pe < ~, although this has not been proved.

Berichterstatter: B. Bollobas
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NOVIKOV CONJECTURES, INDEX THEOREMS AND RIGIDITY

5-11 SEPTEMBER 1993 -

The meeti~g was orgaoized by S. Ferry (Bioghamton, NY, USA), A~ Ranicki (Edinburgh, Scotland, UK)
and J. Rosenberg (College Park, MD, USA). The object of themeeting was to bring together topologists,
analysts, and geometers with related interests. There were 38 participants from Australia, Canada, France,
Germany, Great Britain, Hong Koog, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, and tbe United States.

Tbere were 24 ofliciallectures, 3 informal evening lecttires, and a (marathon) problem ~ion. Tbe organizers
were pleased with tbe Iively discussions which accompanied many of the talkS. The meeting proved to be
timely, since many participants were using analogous methods in different contexts. In particular, the relation
between tbe index theoretic and bounded topological approaches to the Novikov Conjectures became much
clearer during tbis meeting: This interaction has resulted in a program for uniting the analytic, topologieal,
and algebraic' approaches to the subject. In contrast with same "interdisciplinary" meetings, there was a
great deal of informal interaction between experts in very different fields.

A volume of conference proceedings is planned which will indude both research and expository papers,
together with an annotated problem list and bibliography.
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VORTRAGSAUSZÜGE - ABSTRACTS OF TALKS

The Borel conjecture for manifolds with bounded geometry

One ean pose the question: given a map between manifolds of bounded geometry, i.e. sectional eurvature
bounded in absolute value, inje<:tivity radius below J when is this map deformable to a smooth quasi-isometry?
This question is in fact related to a form of the Borel eonjecture. One can define a homology tbeory
H:I (X; G) where G is either a normed group or metrized spectrum, and aversion of surgery theory L~g(X),
botb of which depend on the Riemannian metric of X. Ir X is uniformly eontractible and the assembly map

A : H:/(X;L) - L:'(X)
is an isomorphism then the answer to the question above is "always" if the map between manifolds is
surjective and efl'ectively proper Lipschitz. This "Borel eonjecture" is true for X = Rn.

J. BLOCK:

Variations of Rpe's <:oallle homologv theorv e
Putting [P type uniformity conditions on tbe cycles in tbe coarse homology tbeory there is a relationsbip
between tbe vanishing of the homology grOUp8 and the presenee of isoperimetrie inequalities. For example,
Weinberger and I prove that H~I (X) = 0 if and only if X is not amenable (HU I corresponds to the eoo
condition),. in the sense that for all U ~ X

area au > 6 > 0
vol U -

with 6 independent ofU. The vanishing of the higher-dimensional homology groups is related to isoperimetrie
inequalities for higher codimension subspaces.

U. BUNKE:

On the Glueing Problem for the Index and the 'tInvariant

We contribute to the index theory of Dirac operators equivariant witb respect to the action of same C·
algebra. We extend the theory of Mishchenko-Fomenko to real operators on complete manifolds and real
graded algebras. We prove a relative index theorem. Let M. = Vi UN W., i = 1,2 be partitioned manifolds
with Dirac operators as above which are invertible at infinity, and assume that neigbbourhoods of the
partitioning manifolds N (together witb all relevant structures) are isomorphie. Then one ean form M3 =
Vl UN W2 and M4 = V2 UN W1 - We obtain

index(D l ) + indexeD2 ) =indexeD3 ) + index(D4 ).

An application is to show that the index of tbe spin-Dirac operator twisted with a 8at C· -bundle on a
eompact manifold does not change under isometrie cutting and pasting at hypersurfaces eanying a metric of
positive scalar eurvature. Another application is to show that the map R.(r) - K.(C;(1r» suggested by S.
Stolz is weil defined. Here r is a finitely presented group and R. (11') is tbe group of bordisms of positive scalar
curvature metrics in dimension.. Similar analytic tecbniques can be applied in order to prove a glueing
Cormula (or rrinvarianta. In fact, consider in tbe geometrie situation above all manifolds to be compact an~
all Dirac operators to be the usual selfadjoint ones. Then tbe reduced "..invariants are defined as •

q(D) == 'l( D) - dim(ker D) .

We prove

1f(Dl) +1f(D2 ) + ;;(D3 ) + ij(D4 ) = I E 271 .

Under certain conditioDS we ean show the vanishing of I in the adiahatie limit.
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F. CONNOLLY :

Ends of G-manifolds and Stratified Sets

This is joint work with ß. Vajiac.

When is a G-manifold the interior of a compact G-manifold?

This is equivaJent to asking when the stratified spaee M/G (in the sense of F. Quinn) is the interior of a
compact stratified space. Since stratified spaces have good induetion properties, the right question to ask is:

Let X be a stratified space with a single tarne, "'l-stable, end l. Assurne uX (the union of all stra~ except
the top stratum) is already the interior of a eompact stratified spaee Y. Is X = Int X, for seme eompact
stratified spaee X, for which uX =Y?

The answer will involve Ka(fZ"'l(l». Here "'l(l), the fundamental group of i , is defined as Lim "'1(N\lTN), as
N ranges over neighborhoods of l. Also, tri, the "singular part" of l has controlled K-groups, Ki(lT!, p), i $ 1.
Here pis the projection Holink(X,aX) - aX. The indusion i : Holink(X,erX) - X\aX induces a map
a : Ki(ar, p) - Ki(Z"'I(i».
It would seem natural to follow Siebenmann and Quinn, by taking stratified space neighborhoods N of l

such that lTN ia an open eollar for ur. (A stratified spaee neighborhood of l is a neighborhood N of l, which
is also a stratified spaee with compact boundary; the boundary is the frontier of N in .X.) It would then
seem natural to try to make handle exehanges aerass öN\uoN in the hope of making (N, uN) acyclic. But
this proeess fails at the first step as ia seen in the first part of:

MAIN THEOREM Let ,X he a stratified space with a single tame, 1rl-stable, end. Assume uX":= Int (Y) for
some compaet stratifiedspace Y. Assume dim(X) ~ 6.
A. There is an ohstroction fr-l(l) in K_1(Uftp) which vanishes iff l admits arbitrari/y small stratified space
neighhorhoods N. In this case, N can be taken so that N naX is a collar for Ul. "';-;-' -

B. If er-lei) = 0, there is a second ohstruction aa(!) in KO(Z"'l(l»/a(Ko(al, p»). This obst~dion vanishes
iff X = Int X for some compact s'tmtified space X for which aX = Y.

One eould state the theorem for more than' one end, and also without assuming a completion of tbe singular
set has been chosen. This would make tbe statement more difficult to read.

J. CUNTZ:

Thc excision problem in Deriodic cydic cohomology

This is joint work with D. Quillen.

Given a (n~n-unital) algebra aover a ~eld of characteristic 0 set

C"(3) = {(n + 1) -linear functionals on ax 3 x ... x 3} ,

Cn (3co ) = lim C"(3i:)
-;+

where a:::> 32 :> 33 :J ... are tbe powers of 3. Extending the eoncept of H-unitality introduced by Wodzicki
we say t~at ais approximately H-unital if the complex (Gn«(Joo), b') with the usual b'-operator 'is acyclic,
aod prove tbe following:

THEOREM For every ezact sequence 0 - ,3 - A - A/3 - 0 with a approzimately H -unital there is a
siz-tenn ezact sequence

where Hp· denotes periodic cyclic cohomology.

We are able to show that virtually all algebras of interest da satisfy the,condition of approximate H ":unitality.
Specifically, the following algebras are approximately H-unital (but not H-unital):

• principal ideals in polynomial algebras,
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• algebraic or C"-suspensions of approximately H -unital algebras
• the Schatten dass ideals l"(H) .
• tbe ideals 1A and qA in the universal extension 0 - lA - RA - A - 0 and

the universai spiit extension 0 - qA - QA - A - O.
These facts imply important, previoualy uoknown, properties of HP- like &tt periodicity and existence and
i80morphism properties of ehern characters.

J. EICHHORN :

Rigidity of the index on open manifolds

Let (Mn, g) be open complete, (5, ( .., .), V) - M a Clifford bundle, D the generalized Dirac operator. D
depends on V',g, D = DV ". Let 1D be the corresponding index form, m a functional on ID, A an operator
algebra, <; a eyelic cohomology dass, IndD E KiA, indtD = (ID,m), inddD = (IndD,<;) the topological or
analytical index respectively. Rigidity amounts to the descriptioD of the a.dmissible variations of V, 9 such
that [ID], Ind D, ind,D, indaD remain unchanged. We always assurne g, V of bounded geometry up to order
1:, V E C(k). The key approach is to introduce suitable Baoach or Sobolev topologies by means of uniform
structures on C(k), thus obtaining spaces C2,r(k). The choke of the uniform structure has to be adapted
the choke of i, A, m, ,. Then we obtain many rigidity theorems, e.g. the following: •

THEOREM Assume (Mn, g) open, wmplete, 0/ bounded geometry up to order 1:, k ~ r > I + 1, V, 'VI E C(k)
,V 1 Ecomponent 0/ V C c2,r(k), D = DV, D1 =DV 1 , Sand D gro.ded, D : {lO.2,1(S, V) _ gO,2,O(S) =
L 2 (S) Fredholm. Then Dl u Fredholm too and -

indoD+ >= inddDt·

REMARK: For V, VI E e(k) arbitrary or other topologies this is in general definitely wrang. On compact
manifolds this is a!ways trivially true.

S. FEJ.tRY (chail) :

Informal session on the topological invariance of rational Pontrjagin classes

The theorem under discussion is:

THEOREM (Novikov) 11f : M - N u a homeomorphism between closed smooth mani/olds, theR I- (p(TN» =
p(TM), where p(TM) anel p(TN) are tAe tottd Pontr;agin classes 0/ the tangent bund/es in H- (M; Q) and
H-(N; Q), respeetivei,.

Hy material in Milnor-Stasheff, the theorem follows immediately (rom the following elaim:

CLAIM A 11 I : W' - W =V X Rot u a homeomorphism between smooth. mani/olds with V closed, then the
signature 01 fhe tronsverse inverse image 01 V ia that 01 V.
By "the transverse inverse image oe V", we mean tbe inverse image j-l(V), where j is a. smooth approxi
mation to 1 which is transverse to V.

Claim A follow8 from the stronger claim below:

CLAIM 8 1/1: W' - W = V X IRi U a bounded homotopy equivalence (over IRi) between smooth maRi/olds
witA V closed, then tAe sigl1tdure 01 t1Je tronaverse inverse image 01 V ia that 01 V.

Claim B follows from a bounded version of Brow.der'9 M x IR Theorem. This theorem is more-or-less equival~
to the simply-connected version of Quinn's End Theorem. _

BOUNDED SPLITTING THEOREM 1/I : W' - W = V X IR" is a 60uncled homotoPJ equivalence befween $mooth
mani/old8 with V dosed and simpl, connected, dirn V 2: 5, then 1 ia boundedl, dose ~o I' : W' - V x IR·
so that I' is tronsverse to V x R·- 1 X {O} and

1'1: ,-l(V x 1ll1 - 1 X {O}) - V X IR"-l X {O}

is a bounded homotoP!1 equivalence over IRi-I.

For general V, the splitting obstructioD lies in K_.(Zrl(V» which is zero for V simply connected by Ba..8Ir
Heller-Swan. Claim B follows by splitting k times and using the homotopy invariance of signatures of closed
manifolds. Ir the dimensions get too low. we cross with Cp 2 and proceed.
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REMARK. Chaosing to prove Claim B instead of proviog Claim A directly canfers the technical advantag~

that all constructions are carried out in the smooth category.

A detailed discussion of S. Weinberger's aoalytic proof of the same theorem followed. Key 'points in the
discussion included the observation that the topologists' L~dt,(Z) and the analysts' K.(C·(M)) (= the

_ [(-theory of the bounded propagation algebra) are c10sely rel~ted, as weil as the following theorem:

THEOREM The Novikov Con]'ecture is true for 7r if and only if there is a non trivial finite group G so that lor
every lree homologically trivial action 01 G on a connected smoolh manifold J"A with 1rl(M) =7f, the higher
signaturt! 01 M vanishes.

M. GROMOV:

Geometrie reftections on the Novikov conjecture

The simplest manifestation of rough geometry in the Novikov eonjeeture appears when one looks at a fibrewise
rough (eoarse) equivalenee between two veetor bundles over a given base, where the fibres are equipped with

~. metrics of negative eurvature. Such an equivalence induces a fibrewise homeomorphism of the associated
., sphere bundles and henee, by Novikov's theorem, an isomorphism of the Q-Pontrjagin classes of the bundles.

What is relevant of the negative curvature, as we see it nowadays, is a eertain largeness of such spaces.
More generally, if X n is a contractible maniCold admitting a cocompact group of isometries (or more general
uniformly contractible space) one expects it to be rather large in many cases, e.g. admitting a proper Lipsehitz
map into Illn of non-zero degree. An example of an X without such maps to Rn may eventually lead to a
counterexample to the Novikov conjecture. On the other hand, there is a growing list of spac~ where such
a~is~~~ ,

A purely analytico-geometric counterpart of the Novikov eonjecture for X is the claim that the non-reduced
L2-cohomology L2 H-(X) does not vanish. A similar conjecture can be stated for the Dirae operator (instead
ofthe deRham complex): the square ofthe Dirae operator on X contains zero in its spectrum. Both properties
express the idea of the "spectral largeness" of X, and the latter is c10sely related to the non-existente of
ametrie with positive scalar curvature quasi-isometrie to X. The non-existence of such ametrie on X is
yet another version of the Novikov eonjecture which is orten somewhat easier than the original Novikov
conjecture, as one can combine here operator-theoretie techniques with the minimal. surface approach of
Schoen and Yau.

S. HURDER:

Exotic index theory aod the Novikov conjecture

The "method of descent" using operator aJgebras from the "coarse Novikov Conjecture" to· the Novikov
Conjecture for groups ia described. This proves: :x~}

THEOREM. Suppose Br is a finite complex and the universal covering Er admits a compactifieation X so
that

(a) r aets continuously on X
(b) X is contractible
(e) compact subsets 0/ Er translate 10 small suhsets near ax
(d) X. is metrizable.

(These four conditions are the same as in Erik Pedersen's talk. For t~is talk, we add the extra hypothesis)

(e) r is a generalized duality group; that is, ax is a (Cantor continuum possibly) wedge 'oj spheres.

Then the operator algebra assembly map 0/ Mishehenko and Kasparov p.: K.(Br) - K.(C;(r)) is injective.

REMARKS.

A. Conditions (b), (c), & (d) imply that the coarse Novikov Conjecture of John Roe is true for Er.
B. It is likely that the homology condition (e) above is not necessary - a suitable use of Poincare duality

should eliminate this.
C. Hypotheses (a), (b) & (d) ean be weakened (see the Remark below), but 00 examples are known where

the more general hypothesis is needed.
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D. Injectivity of 11 is stronger than the rational injectivity of the algebraic assembly map; for example,
it haa applications to the non-existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature on closed manifolds M
with ;';'i(~\!) = r.

Idea of proof - 1) Introduce familiesof Roe algebrtJ$ associated to the balanced product 1f: Vr = Er Xr Er 
Br to obtain a C·-algebra ce(r, r). Then

THEOREM. There ia a natural map 01 algebras x: C;(f) -+' C·(f, r).

2) Form the separable corona 8ft f = 8X x r Ef -+' Bf which is a fiberwise compactification of Vr. Then

THEOREM. There ia a natural (trtJnsgressed) indez pairing

K·+1(oftf) x· K.(C;(f,lf'» - KK.+.(Vr,Br)

which caß be evaluated via tAe Conraes-Skan.dalis foliation indez theorem tor the fibration 1f: Vr - Br.

3) For each a E K·+l(öf) we obtain the exotic index map

p(a) =X x60: K.(C;(r» - K.(C-(f, r» - KK.+.(Vr, Bf)
Hypotheses (b) &. (e) imply there are suflicient c1asaes a E K· (Oft r) to detect all of the dasses in the imag~
of the l1-map, proving injectivity. •

REMARK. The above method applies 10 any separable corona compactification of Vr, from which more
general results p088ibly follow.

P. JULG:

K K-groups and the Baum-Connes conjecture for SU(n, 1)

This is joint work with G. Kasparov.

Kasparov has introduced the ring R(G) = KKG(C, C) for locally compact group G. We show that if
G =SU(n, 1) and K = U(n) a maximal eompact subgroup of GI the restriction map R(G) -+ R(K) is an
isomorphism. This proves in partieular the Baum-Connes conjecture for discrete subgroups of SU(n, 1).

The proof uses the geometry of the natural boundary (eontact structure, Rumin complex of differential
fonns) and a Szegö map sending same forms in the Rumin eomplex to the L2-eohomology of the symmetrie
spaee.

R. JUNG:

Relations between elliptic bomolon and the Novikov eonjectures

Let M be a closed oriented manifold with fundamental group 'Ir, and f : M -+' Blf' be the classifying map of
the universal covering. The rational fonn of the Novikov conjecture 88ks if f.(L(M) n [MD ia a homotopy
invariant (where L(M) is the total Hinebrucb L-class of M).

This expression is obviously a bordism invariant which can be writteIi aa a natural transformation O~o(B1r) 
H_(811'; Q(t]) , [M, f) ...... L.(M, I). The index t indicates that ODe keeps track of the dimension of the manifold
using an indet.erminate t of degree 4. The total L-class has excellent multiplicative properties as e.g. given
by the 1957 theorem of ehern, Hirzebruch, and Serre. From this ODe gets rigidity for the total L-class
in fibre bundles: Ir p : E - B is a fibre bundle with fibre F s.t. '!"1(B) acts triviallyon H-(F;Q), the~
p.(L.(E» = sign(F) . L.(B), i.e. the invariant does not see the non-triviality of the fibre bundle. . •

Definition: Let T. (X) be the submodule of n~o(X) eonsisting of singular manifolds I : M - X in X s. t. M is
a fibre bundle with fibre Cp2, haae BI aod structure group the full group of isometries o( C'p2 . Furtbermore
the map f has 10 be coostaot. along the fibres, inducing a map 7 : B - x, and the singular manifold
7:B - X has 10 be zero-bordant in X. Denote by ell~o(X) the quotient ell~o(X) := n~o(X)IT.(X).

Then L. is trivial 00 T., so it gives an invariant of the classes in ell~o(X).

THEOREM Elto(X) := eleo(X)[(Cp3)-I] ia 0 multip/icative generolized homology theory with coeJJicienb
Elf;° = Z[', ,-1]. Away from tAe prime!! there ia an isomorphism El~o(X)[t] .:! KO.(X)[!l given hy
the Sullivaß orientation cleus. At the prime 2 after modi/ying the invariant L. by 2·torsion it gives an
i$omorphism Eleo(X)(2):!! H.(X;~2)[t,t-l]).
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This means that the dass of [M, f] in Ell~o( ...\) is rationaJly equivalent to the invariant L,. But sißce EIl~o
is integrally defined there ia additional torsion information in this dass. So ODe can ask the following

Questioo: Suppose the Novikov conjecture is true for the group 11". Ja the dass [M, f] in Ell~o(X) a homotopy
invariant?

Examples:

1) 11" = 7C' : There is 00 torsion in Ell~o(B11"), so the answer is yes.

2) 7( =7l/27l : Ell~o (Br) has ooly 2-torsion that cao be detected in H. (87l/2Z; Z/271) and is given by
Stiefel-Whitney dasses, so again the answer is yes.

This idea of defining elliptic homology theories was first used by M. Kreck and S. Stolz in defining an elliptic
homology theory starting from spin bordism and using fibre bundles with fibre IHIP2

.

J. KAMINKER :

Duality for C·-algebras of hyperbolic dynamical systems and the Novikov conjecture

This is joint work with I. Putnam.

A hyperbolic dynamicalsystem, such as asubshift offinite type, has two C·-algebras, Fr-' and R- associated to
it. They satisfy a form ofSpanier-Whitehead duality. This says that there is an element Ä E K K(R,U (i!) R- ,Cl
which induees an isomorphism

®Ä : Ki(nu) - K'+ I (tl-) .
This duality ia an isomorphism for sub-shifts offinite type, generalized solenoids and Anosov diffeomorphisms
of the torus. The algebras ~ and R- are generalizations of Cuntz-Krieger algebras. ~

The relation of this to the Novikov conjecture is the following. The Novikov conjecture, in ä strong form,
can be viewed as the statement that the C·-algebra Co(Br) is Spanier-Whitehead dual to C;(r). lf r is a
finitely presented Fuchsian group, with limit set S1 and eontaining parabolic elements, then. the action of
the group r on (a slightly modified) Si is orbit equivalent to a dynamical system of the type considered
above. There ia a diagram relating the Novikov eonjeeture duality between Co(Br) and C;(r) to the duality
between the algebras Ir and R- obtained from the dynamics on the boundary.

G. KASPAROV :

Groups acting on boHe spaees and the Novikov conjecture

This is joint work with G. Skandalis. '..

Let 6 be a positive real number. Consider a o-geodesic metric spaee X. We will eall X 6-bolic if the following
two eonditions are satisfied:

B61. Let x, y, z E X and a be a 6-middle point of {x, y}. Then p(a; z) ~ max(p(z, z),
p(Yt z» + 26. Moreover, for any r > 0 there exists R(r) > 0 such that for any R 2: R(r), if p(z, z) :5 R,
p(y, z) :5 R, arid p(x, y) ~ R/2, then p(a, z) :5 R - r. "

862. For any r > 0 there exists R > 0 such that for any quadruple of points a, b, Cf d E X satisfying the
eonditions: p(a, b) + p(c, d) :5 T, p(a, c) + p(b, d) ~ R, and p(a, c) :5 p(a, d), one has; p(b, c) :5 p(b, d) + 26.

MAIN THEOREM Let X be a discretebo/ic metnc ·space such that for any r > 0 "the numher 01 points in
each ball 01 radius r is hounded hy a constant which depends only on r. Then for any discrete group acting
isometricaJly and proper/y on X the Novikov conjectut't ia true.

T. KOZNIEWSKI :

On the Nil and Unil graups

This is joint work with F. Connolly.

We describe the Nil and UNii groups (Nil(R, a) of Bass and Farrell, Ni/(R; B1. B2 ) of Waldhausen,
UNilqn(R; B., 8 2 ) of Cappell) in terms of a polynomial extension category Aa[t]. The deseription implies;

10 80th Nil groups above are special cases of the same construction.
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2° In the geometrie eases there is an isomorphism

UNil~n(R;Bit B2 ) = Lf(Ao[~])

L2-Betti numbers and Novikov-Shubin invariants

We investigate the L2-Betti numbers and the Novikov-Shubin invariants of a finite CW-complex. The L 2
_

Betti numbers are defined to be the von Neumann dimension or the L2-cohomology. If X is a compact
Riemannian manifold, they agree with the limit for large times of the von Neumann trace of the heat kernel
of the Laplace operator 00 the universal coveriog and the Novikov-Shubin invariaots measure how fast it
approaches its limit and in particular whether there is a gap in the spectrum at zero.

THEOREM 1 üoiot with J.Lott) Let M be a eompact orientable eonnected 3-manifold with prime decompo
sition

where L f ( ) i::J thc: \rVall-Ra.üicki L-gruüp.

In the "universal ease" UNil~n(R) := UNil~n(R;R, R) we obtain the following computations:

3° Let R be a division ring with involution.

(i) If the eharacteristic of R is #; 2 I then UNilgn(R) =O.
(ii) Let R be a perfeet field of characteristic 2. Then:

- Ir the involution on R is nontrivial then UNil~n(R) = o.
- If the involution on R is trivial then UNilqn(R) =E:O=o R.

4° Let R be a Dedekind domain of cbara.cteritie 1:- 2 with involution. Assurne R/2R is aperreet ring. Then:

(i) Ir the involution is nontrivial or n is even then UNil~n(R)=O.
(ii) If the involution i8 trivial and R/2R is aperfeet field then the natural map UNil~(R) - UNil;(R/2R)
is an isomorphism.

w. LÜCK: •
M =MIÖM2U ... UM,..

Asaume that 7I"l(M) i3 infinite and each Mi ia finitely covered by a maRifold whieh i8 Haken, Seifert or
hyperbolic. Then

(1) The L'-Betti numhers are such tAat

h~2)(M) 0

,. 1
b~')(M) r -1 +~ :l't(Mi) + CGrd{C E :l'o(8M) IC =5')

h~2)(M) b~2)(M) - x(M)

h~2)(M) 0 .

(!) TAe Novikov-Shuhin invariants are all positive and ean be computed exp/ieitly for p = 0,3 for all M
and for p = 1, 2 for Seifen Gnd h,perholie manifolds.

The following three results answer quest.ions by M. Gromov.

THEOREM 2 I1 the eompact mani/old M fihers over SI, oll its L2-Betti numhers vanish. .&
THEOREM 3 Let 1 - d - r - r - 1 be an enen"ion 01 infinite finitely presented graups. Suppose"
that 11" contains an infinite eyclie sa6group. Then:

b~2)(r) =O.

THEOREM 4 Let X be a finite CW-complez with residually finite fundamental group 11" =1rl(X), i.e. there
is a sequence 0/ nested normal subgroups ... c r2 C r1 C ]I" in r whose intersection is the trivial subgroup.
Let Xm be the finite eovering tJSsocialed 10 rm and h,(Xm ) be the ordinary Betti number. Then KazhdGn's
inequa/ity ia actually an equality, i. e.

8
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We mention the following corollary of Theorem 3

COROLLARY 5 Under the assumptions of Theorem :1 we have:
(1) The deficiency off (which is the maximum of the difference 01 the number 01 generators and the number

01 relations of any presentation) is bounded by l.
(!) If M is a closed orientable 4.manifold with fundamental group 1I't(M) =r, then:

sign(A/) ~ X(l\f) .

V. MATHAI:

Homotopy invariance of n-invariants and their generalizations

Let X be a closed, oriented Riemannian manifold of odd dimension with fundamental group 11'. Let R'Ir denote
the space of a11 unitary p-dimensional representations of 'Ir. To each smooth map 9 : N~R7r I define a
generalized q-invariant 7], of X. Here N is a closed, oriented Riemannian manifold of even dimension. In
particular, for the map 9 : SO-R7r, 11g = '1g(N)(O) - '1g(5)(0), where SO = {S, N} and '1tf>(0) denotes
the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer q-invariant for tbe <;6-twisted tangential signature operator B @ <p of X. In this
paper, I study the homotopy invariance of 7]g. Recall that a smooth map 9 : N - Rr is said to be null
eobordant if N =8M and g extends to a smooth map 9 : M -Rr. One result which I prove is that for
any nu11-cobordant map 9 : N -Rrr, if, (modulo 1) is a homotopy invariant of (X, g).

J. MILLER:

Signature operators and surgery noups "'~

We study the connections between signature operators, surgery obstructions and K-theory.~in a general
eontext. Let A be a Ce-algebra with unit. A r-complex is a Fredholm complex of Hilbert A-modules,
equipped with an involution with the properties of the Bodge * operator. Such a complex has a Fredholm
signature operator S with Ind S E K,(A), i =n(mod 2). Let Bn(A)"be tbe bordism group of n-dimensional
T-complexes, and L"(A) the symmetrie surgery group. Tbe main result is that there are isomorphisms

IodS: B"(A) - K,(Al. 1 tr' : Bn(A) - L"(A) 1 m : L"(A) - K,(A)

such that Ind S = mtT.- In the situation where A = C*1r, 'Ir = 1rt(M) for a closed manifold Mn 1 and the
complex is tbe deRham complex of M with coefficients in a 8at C*1r-bundle, this shows that Iod S is a
homotopy invariant. Products in the various groups are also discussed.

A. MISHCHENKO :

On analytical torsion over C* -algebras

This is joint work with A. Carey and V. Mathai.

Let N be a non simply connected compact smooth simplicial manifold , with 7r = 1rl(M), dirn M = n.

Let p : 1r - C"'[7rJ be the regular representation. Ooe can associate to the representatioo p the de Rahm
complex, the simplicial chain complex and the de Rham homomorphism

I : {lP(M; E) - cP(M; E)

with the eylinder Cyl(M, p) an acyclic complex. The problem discussed in the Iecture is to extend the
notion of analytic torsion due to Ray and .Singer to arbitrary C· -algebras with a trace function, espeeially
to C·[1t'J. We affer to consider the torsion of the acyclic Cyl(M,p) as an analog of the torsion of Ray
and Singer. Generalizations of the technique and the independence of the choice of Riemannian metric are
discussed.
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E. PEDERSEN :
Controlled algebra and the Novikov conjecture

This ja joiot work with G. Carlssoo.

If f is a group with finite Hf such thaI. Er admits a compactification X satisfying:
(i) the f -action on Ef extends to X,
(ii) X is contractible (at least in tbe Cech sense).

(iii) compact subsets in Er translate to smaH sets near boundary,

tbeo the K- and L.theory Novikov conjectures hold for f. The proof for metrizable X uses the fact that
controlled algebra produces Steenrod homology theories. The metrizability condition is removed by mapping
to Ceeh homology.

S. PRASSIDIS :
K -theory rigidity of virtually nilpotent groups

Let r be a virtually nilpotent group, that is a group which fits ioto an exact sequence:

I-N-r-G-l tt
where N is a finitely generated, torsion !ree, nilpotent group and Gisfinite. Using Maleev's eompletioD, we
can construet ~ cocompact action of r on Rn where n =vcd(r) =h(N). Notiee that N acts Creely and the
quotient Mr =RA/N is a eompact manifold. The main result of the project is the following:

THEOREM With the above notation

(a) K[;:(Mr) = 0, /or i :5 -1.

(6) ['IGI is odd then the /orget control map KC~(Mr)c - Kfh(Mr) ia a split monomorphism /or i :5 l.

(c) [I (GI is odd then iI·(Z/2Z; Kld't'(Mr» =0 /or i :5 1.

Here the K-gr.oups are the equivariant K·groups ofSteinberger-West and Kl =Wh, Ko denotes the redueed
Ko-group. The Z/2~actionin (c) ja given by inverting the h-eobordisßl8.

For the proof, we use the fibering apparatus construction introduced by Farrell-Hsiang to translate the
problem to one with control over a erystallographie manifold. We eomplete the proof using the expansive
maps and the classifieation of the erystallographic groups. Notice that part (a) is immediate consequence of
the vanishing results for lower K-groups given by Farrell-Jones.

M. PUSCHNIGG :
eycHe cohomology and the Novikov conjecture·

In this exp08itory talk the role of eyclie cohomology in several approa.ches to the Novikov conjecture was
discussed. It cau be summarized by the following eommutative diagram:

L.(c;(r»~ K.(C;(r) ~ X) --EL.... HC.(C;(r) ~ X)

1 1 lA2

K.(Cf 0XOO) ---E!L.... HC.(cr 0XCO)

Indezl lAI
h.(Bf;L) ----+h.(Br,OOlJ) _ ....c......h_...., h.(Bf, HC.(C)

The assembly map Al is always injective and should be used to imply the injeetivity of the corresponding
assembly maps in K- and L.theory. This is obstructed however by the vanishing of eyelie homology for
(stable) C·-algebras, which forees the map A, to be zero.
The first approach (due to ConnerMoscovici) overcomes this diffieulty for hyperbolie groups by replacing the
group C·-algebra C;(r) by smooth subalgebras C"(r) (r E N) whieh possess "enough" eyelie eohomology
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to detect the image of the assembly map. (This requires delicate estimates using the hyperbolicity of the
group.)
Tbe seeond approacb (due to Connes, Gromovand Moscovici) is based on the observation that in the diagram
above the indusion er - C;(r) may be replaced by any asymptotic morphism er - A (for a suitable C·
algebra A) that arises as the monodromy representation of an "aJmost Bat" bundle (Le. a sequence of bundles
(E", V,,) of f.g. projective A-modules in a fixed K-theory dass, with curvatire tending to 0). A modified
version of cydic homology has to be used to make the diagram weil defined in the asymptotic setting. The
"asymptotic cyclic cohomology" turns out to be a sensitive invariant of C· -algebras (in contrast to the other
cycJie theories). For example, there exists abivariant Chern character eh : KK·(-,-) - HC;(-, -) that
becomes an isomorphism under complexification on a large dass of C· -algebras. In particular, there are
sufficiently many asymptotic cocycles aod "almost Bat" bundles over Bf to veriry tbe injectivity of the
K -theory assembly map for a large dass of graups r eontaining aJI tbe eases where the K -theory Novikov
eonjecture was known so far.

A. RANICKI:

Aigebraic Novikov for analysts

Tbe talk addressed analysts to the extent that it concerned the reduction to algebra of the original Novikov
conjecture on tbe homotopy invarianee of the bigher signatures. Tbe reduction also strips Novikov's proof
of the topologicaJ invarianee of rational Pontrjagin classes to its algebraie essenee. The assembly map in tbe
Wall compact surgery obstruction graups of a spaee X

A : H.(X;IL.(tz» - L.(Z[il"t(X)])

is defined in [2] by sending a sheaf r of Z-valued quadratic forms over X with compaet support to tbe
Z[il"t(X)]-valued quadratie form q !p!r, with p : X-X the universal covering projeetion and q : ,,~-{pt.}
the unique map. Tbe Novikov conjecture holds for a group 1r if and only if A is a rational injection for the
classifying spaee X = Brr. The loeally finite assembly map in tbe X -bounded quadratic L-group~of ametrie
space X

A'l : H~/(X;IL.(Z» - L.(Cx(Z))

is defined in [2] by analogy with A, with Cx (tE) the Pedersen-Weibel category of X -graded free tz-modules
andbounded morphisms, and L.(Cx (Z» the Ferry-Pedersen bounded surgery obstruetion groups. If 1f is
a group with finite B1r and A'l is a rational isomorpbism for tbe universal eover X = Etr of Btr tben the
Novikov conjeeture bolds for 1r. In particular, A is an isomorphism for X = BZ" = 1'" and A'l ia an
isomorphism for X = E71" = IR", giving the algebraic proo! of the Novikov conjecture for the free abelian
group tr = zn and also of the topological invariance of tbe rational Pontrjagin classes. See [1], [2] and [3]
(perhaps in reverse order) for more extended accounts of the algebraic theory aod its applications.

[1] A.R., Lower K - and L-theory, London Math. Soe. Lecture Notes 178, Cambridge Uni~ersity Press
(1992).

[2] A.R., Algebraic L-theory and topological mani/olds, Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics 102, Cambridge
University Press (1992).

[3J A.R., On the Novikov conjeeture (preprint circulated at tbe conference, and submitted to the eonference
proceedings) .

J. ROE:

Coarse geometry and index theory

Coarse geometry is the study of metric spaces )( up to same concept of 'lalge seale equivalenee'. For example.
tz and IR should be equivalent in coarse geometry. Given any generalized homology or cobomology theory on
the category of loeally compact spaces and proper maps. one ean define an assoeiated coarse theory on tbe
category of metric spaces aod coarse maps; one way to do this (though not always applicable) is to define
the 'coarse S-theory' SX. (X) of a space ~\ to be the ordinary S-theory of anyuniformly contractible space
coarsely equivalent to )(.

There is a natural map from ordinary S-homology to coarse S·homology. The thesis of tbe talk was that
this map in K -homology should be thought of as a generalization of the Atiyah-Singer index. As evidenee,
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note that if M is a compact manifold then KX.(M) = Z and the 'co&rSening' mapdoes indeed asaociate 10
any elliptic operator (thought of aa defining a dass in K.(M» ita UBual Fredholm index.

Qne Ca!! the!l make a 'met~t;C)njecture' to the eff'ect that the coarsening map on K -homology should enjoy
alt the good properties of the usual index. For instance, the dass in K X. of an invertible elliptic operator
should vanish; the dass of the signature operator should be invariant under suitable homotopy equivalences.
These imply more f&miliar versiollB of the Novikov and positive scalar curvature conjectures.

One can attempt to prove them by introducing an analytic model for coarse homology. This is the K -theory
of the translation algebra C·(X) of locally compact finite propagation operators on a Hilbert 8pace 1l over
X (that is, the continuous functions on X act on 1l by bounded operators). There ia an assembly map
p: KX.(X) ~ K.(C·(X» and one can conjecture that IJ is an i80morphism (or, more cautiously, that it is
injective or rationally injective). This should imply the conjectures above.

One hopes that because the coarse category is much more ftexible than the eategory of groups, more rapid
progress will be possible on these conjectures. In joint work with N. Higson and G. Yu, I have verified the
strong conjecture (isomorphism) for cones on finite polyhedra and for Hadamard manifolds, and the weak
conjecture (rational injectivity) for hyperbolic metric spaces in the sense of Gromov.

J. ROSENBERG :

Ana.lytic NoVikov ror topologists

We explain for topologists the "dictionary" for understanding the analytic proofs of the Novikov conjecture,
and how they relate to the surgery-theoretic. proofs. In particular, we try to explain the following points:

Why do the analytic proofs of the Novikov conjecture require the introduction of C*-algebras?

Why do the analytic proofs of the Novikov conjecture all u.se K-theory instead of L-theory? Aren't they
computing the wrong thing?

How can one show that the index map IJ or ß studied by analysts matches up with the assembly map in
surgery theory?

Where does "bounded surgery theory" appear in the analytic proofs? Can one find a correspondence between
the sorts of arguments used by analysts and the controlled 8urgery arguments used by topologists?

E. TROITSKY :

On the homotoDY invariance of same hisher simatures

THEOREM Let e 6e 0 comple% vector bandie Ol1er 81(, such that e is trivial off the l·skeleton 01 B1r. Then
the higher signatare

(L(M)JM(Ch(en, [M])

is an oriented homotopy invariant, where rl(M) =r, /M : M - B1r is the classifying map.

Two approaches to the proof of this theorem are discussed. One of them probably can be generalized and the
author is dose to proving this theorem for the 2·skeleton instead of the I-skeleton. This is more interesting
because of the homotopy structure of Br.

•CO&rBe geometry and tbe Novikov conjecture

I discU88ed joint work with Steve Ferry on the "Prindple of Descent" which enables one to deduce Novikov
type results (for various fUDctors) from bounded versions on the asaociated met.ric spaces. Nonetheless,
we also give an example of a uniformly contractible manifold (i.e., (M, d) is a metric space and there is
a functioD I such that the indusion Bc(r) C Bc(/(r» IS null.homotopic for all coneentric balls) which
is not boundedly topologically rigid. - For this example, the bounded propagation speed algebra also has
interesting K·homology.

S. WEINBERGER:
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B. \VILLIAMS :

Transfers: K-theory versus 1I0motopy Theorv

This is joint work with W. Dwyer and M. Weiss.

Let p: E - B be a fibration where the tibers are finitely dominated, and where B is a connected CW
complex. Let S be an associative rin~. Let 4J : 1Tl(E) - GLn(S) be an S-representation of 4>. The
representation <P determines an element 4J E K'(S)O(E), where K'(S) denotes the K-theory spectrum for the
category off.g. modules over S (not necessarily projective). Ir F i9 a fiber ofp, tben iJ xl'l(B) Hi(F,q,) - B
represents an element hi(p, </» in K'(8)0(B) (where iJ denotes the universal cover of B).

THEOREM If p is a differential fiber bundle with compact fibers, then

p!(~) = L (-l)ihi(p,t/J) .
i

Here p! denotes the Becker-Gottlieb transfer for p.

The key step follows from the Orthogonal Calculus of Weiss.

Thi; theorem implies results of Bismut-Lott and Becker-Schultz which were originally proved using index
theory. (Notice that if S is the real or complex numbers, then~ determines a Hat bundle on E.) Furthermore,
this result i8 not 'true for general fibrations even when S, is the integers.

References:

Bismut,J .-M. and Lott, J. : Flat vector bundles, direct images, and higher analytic to~iOh.:{p.~eprint).

Becker, J. C. and Schultz, R. E. : The real semicharacteristic of a fibered manifold,Quart.J;.~Matb. Oxford
(2) 33 (1982) 385-403. ,{ .:~

M. YAN:

The role of signature in periodicity

In the classical surgery theory, the normal invariant lives in the L-homology theory (induced from the
surgery' obstruction spectra), which turns out to the the real K-homology theory 'after inverting 2. The Bott
periodicity in the K -theory then suggests that we should have 'a similar periodicity in tbe surgery theory.
However, tbe usual Bott periodicity in K-theory is induced from tbe Dirac operator. This is not compatible
with the periodicity in the surgery obstructions, which is accounted for by tbe signature. Heuce' in order to
obtain a periodicity for the structure set, we need to use the signature operator instead of the Dirac operator.
Although it does not produce periodicity in the K-theory, it does do so after inverting 2. As a consequence
we obtain the periodicity of tbe structure set after inverting 2.

Equivariantly, the equivariant Dirac operator still provides the periodicity in the equivariant K -theory. As
explained before, we should use the signature operator instead. Ir the group is of odd o!p.er, then the
signature operator indeed produces periodicity in K -theory. M6reover, for actions of finitegroup8, we still
have the identification of the L-homology theory with K-theory after inverting 2. AB a consequence, we have
the periodicity of the structure set for odd order group action, after inverting 2.

Such kind of periodicity of the structure set is certainly limited: 2-tor8ion isignored, the group has to be
odd order. So what is the role of signature in my periodicity, which is true integrally for actions not ooly of
odd order groups, but also even order groups, and even same compact 'Lie groups?

I obtain the periodicity in a rather geometrical way. A key step is the following situation: Let E-M
be a bundle of closed manifolds, and let M be the boundary of another manifoJd N J such that 1ftM =
7J'1 N. Then crossing with E kills any surgery obstruction. This is dosely related to Atiyah '5 analysis of
the nonmultiplicativity of the signature. [n general, if the signature of M is zero, it does not necessarily
follow that the signature of E is zero. However, Atiyah expresses the signature of E in terms of universal
characteristic classes over the classifying space of the fundamental group. Therefore, the condition "'I M =
7J'1 N implies that the characteristic dass extends over N, and then the signature of E is zero. In fact, the
fundamental"" - 1f' theorem in the surgery theory says that such is the case even when we ~iew tbe signature
as an element in the surgery obstruction group, instead of a simple number. .

The simple situation as above can be further generalized to certaio stratified union of many (isovariantly)
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1r - 1r pairs. Atiyah's computation generalizes correspondingly.

I.w~~~d !ik~ t~ e~phasise th~t the vanishing of the signature should be fo.r p~rely algebraic reasoo. Lacki.ng
suatlnea &Igeoralc symmetrie grüüpö, ft'€ ca.n only perform oür constructlcn m an ad ho~ way= , truly wlsh
that somebody would work out analgebraic definition of Lä.

Berichterstatter: A. Ranicki
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MATHEMATISCHES 'FORSCHUNGSINSTITU.T OBERWOLFACH

T ag u n g s b e r eh t

TOPOLOGIE

12.-18. 9. 1993

41/1993

• . The conference was organized 'by J.D. Jones .(Warwick),I. Madsen (Aarhus) and E.
V9gt (Berlin). 51 participants from Europe ~d the Uni ted States atierided the conference.

Among the 20 tal~s there was a' series of 3 talks, given by M. Hopkins, on connec·
tions between algebraic geometry,. formal groups and stahle homotopy theory. Besides
s~able homotopy theory, the main topics of interest were low dimensional topology '(3
and 4-manifolds, knot ,theory) and K-theory and its relation to (topological) cyclic- and
Hochschild~homology. .

In a short, talk A.S. Mishchenko described the project of the Encyclopaedia of Mathe-
matical Sciences. .



~_. ··VO'rtragsauszüge

M. Hopkins:Moduli Spaces oC Cormal groups and Stable Homotopy Theory

This was aseries of talks beginning with a general description after Quillen, Morava,
Lubin-Tate, etc. of the moduli space of commutative, I-dimensional formal group laws,
and the orbit structure of the action of the form~l diffeomorphism group of the line, and
ending with applications to stable homo.topy theory. The applicatioDs incl.uded

(1) A formula (due to Devinatz-Gross-Hopkins) for the dualizing complex in K(n)-
local homotopy theory. e.,

(2) A discussion of how, by systematically demanding that an objects have Eoo-struc-·
tures, and that a11 maps between them' respect the Eoo~structure, the correspon
dence between formal gro~p laws and spectra could be rigidified. This leads to the
result (Hopkins-Miller) that the stabilizer group Sn acts on En., and leads to' the
constr~ctionof new cohomology theories. (EOn , ~tc.).

(3) The work of Ando and Ando-Strickland-Hopkins relating Dyer-Lashof operations
to isogenies.

w.. Lück:L2-methodsand applications to /(-theory and ~topology

We introduce basic notions about von N·eumann algel?ras like von Neumann trace,·
von Neumann dimension, Fuglerde-Kardison determinant and give applicatio;ns. The'
algebraic /(0 and [(I of a von Neumann algebra are computed by Roendam and Lück. As
aconsequence ODe gets:
Theorem. Let H be a finite normal subgroup of the (arbitrary) group· r. Then the map
induced on.Whitehead groups

Wh(H)~ --. Wh(f)

is rationally injective.
We introduce for a finite connected CW-complex X with yanishing L2_B~tti numbers

and positive Novikov-Shubin invariants its combinatorial L2-torsion p(2)(X)·E R>o. It
behaves like a multiplicative Euler characteristic. Given an irreducible 3-manifold with e -
infinite fundamental group M which is non-exceptional, it is the product of the.invari· .
ant applied to' the hyperbolic pieces in its decomposition by incompressible tori .. It is
cOiljectured thatthe logarithm of the invariant is -t;. Volume. This would follow from
the conjecture that analytic and combinatorial L2-torsion agree and would relate these
inv~riants tO.Gromov's simplicial volume. . .

T. tom Dieeck:Knot theories and root systems

Classical knot theory is related to the series (An) of DYllkin diagrams. There are'
similar theories belonging to other series of (affine) root systems andWeyl groups and
more general Coxeter groups. In the l~\lk, the case of the scrics (8ft ) was presented in
detail. A diagrammatic description oC B·knots via sYlnmetric knots was given. There
exists a Temperley- Lieb a.lgebra of type 8 n and a Kaufflnan bracket ror B·knots. More
genera.l invariants are constructed with thc hclp oe representations oe Hecke algebras.
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There exists a natural class of such representations on tensor powers of modules which
are contructed using R-matrices. They lead via quantum traces to two variable polynomial
invariants of B-knots. The Hecke algebra representations have a natural generalization
to representations of tangle categories.

B. Kirby:Dedekind sums and the signat"ure cocycle

If s(a, c) denotes the classical Dedekind sum, then we give a new, more topologieal,
definition of a function S{a/e), S : Q U 00 --+ Q U 00, where S(alc) = 12sign{c)s(a,c).
Let a/c = -I/al - l/a'l - 1/03 ~ ... - I/an be a continued fraction. Let M be the
intersection 'matrix for the 4-manifold defined by plumbing according to the weighted

graph 01 a'l °3 .•. --!!.". Then S{a/c) =3signature(M) - .t ai +~, where bfd =
1=1 ...

-1/4t- 1/ a 'l- .. . -I/a"_I' Note that A = (:) E 8L{2, Z) and that rr'(A) = 3ti(M)-Lai
is the negative of the classical Rademacher tp funetion, tp : SL(2, l) -+" Z, which satisfies
tp(A)+cp{B)-cp(AB) =- sign(CACBCAB) where CA is the lower left corner of A E SL{2, Z).

The signature 2-coeycle u, u E H 2 (SL(2, Z); Z) = Z/12 is defined as u{E), where E
is the 2-torus bundle over a pair of pants with monodromies A and B.

@
AB

00
A B

{
sign b if A = (~~)

Let II{A) = '
" ," sign c(a + d - 2) otherwise

Theorem.u(A, B) = - sign (CACBCAS) + II(A) + II(B) - v{AB).

The proof involves caleulating the J.'-invariants of the torus bundles TA, TB and TAB
over the circle (= aE) which then gives u(E) ~odulo8. But IO'(E)I :5 3 and I~(A, 8)1:5 4
so mod 8 implies "equality. v(A) is the signature of the obvious bordisni between TA ande the lens spare LA- 'P(A) is related to the ,,-invariant of LA' .

W. Meyer and R. Sczech have made calculations via algebraic methods which can be
reduced to that of the Theorem.

J .P. May:Commutative algebra in stable homotopy theory

This talk was 'based on joint work with Tony Elmendorf and Igor Kriz and with John
Greenl~s.

Work in stabl~ homotopy theory requires that one have an additive, triangulated,
stahle homotopy ·category of spectra. It must be symmetrie monoidal under the smash

,product. This allows one tho define ring spectra R in terms of unit maps S --+ Rand
products R 1\ R -+ R, anc:l it allows one to define R-module spectra M in terms of maps
R 1\ M -+ M.

For more refined work, one wants ring and module spectra that are defined in terms
of diagrams that commute on the pointset level rather than just up to homotopy. The
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appropriate notions are Aoo and, in the. commutative case, Eoo ring spectra. arid' their
modules.

A new category of S-modules was described. It has" an associative and commutative
smash product, I\s, and it gives a. model for the stable homotopy category. In it, one can
redefine Aoo and Eoo ring spectra in termso( maps S ~ R at:td RAsR --+ R of S-modules.
One can redefine Eoo modules in terms of maps R I\s M -+ M. Moreover, when R·is"a~

Eoo ring spectrum, there is a commutative and associative smash product over R, AR,
that takes values in R-modules. In fact M AR N is defined via a coequalizer diagram •
exactly like that defining the tensor product ofmodules aver a commutative algebra. . r

This theory yields quick new constructions of the spectra usually eonstruc;:ted from
MU by the Baas-Sullivan theory of manifolds with singularities or the Landweber exact
funetor theorem.

Moreover, these constructions work equally weIl for G-spectra, where G is any'compact
Lie group. One"obtains equivariant versions of "8F, "E(n), k(n), J«(n), and so on in this
fashion.

Further, when G acts freely on a finite produc"t of unit spheres of representations,
for example when G is nilpotent, there.is a completion theorem for the computation
of M.(BG) and M*(BG) in terms of "Ioeal cohomology and homology groups" for. any
EoO module over M UG with underlying nonequivariant spectrum. M. "This applies to
M = MU, BP, E(n), k(n), J«n), etc. Understanding of calculations will require a
better understanding of equivariant cobordism groups than is presently available'.

I. Madsen:Topological cyclic ~omology

For an equivariant Sl-spectrum T and a subgroup C of 51 there are two kinds of fixed
point spectra, both equivariant Si / C-spectra:

TC(W) = T(W)c -and (>cT(W) = lilllnvcT(V ffi W).
v

Here W is a C"":fixed SI-representation and V runs over all 5 1-representations. There is
an obvious map of spectra from TC to <flcT. Let PC : Si -+ Si /C be the isomorphism e 

. whieh sends z E 51 to I\VZ, and let p~Tc, p~~cT be the associ~ted 51-spectra

p~Tc =PcT(Pc1)*, p~~cT = Pc~CT(pCl)*

Definition 1 T is called eydotomic if there is an 5 1-homotopy equivalence
<Pe : p~~cT -=... T such that 'Pe... = 'Per 0 tpc, where er denotes the cycli~ group of order
r.

There are two "maps cP, D : TCr. ~ TC., namely

and D : TC... --+ TC., the inclusion of fixed sets. They COlnmute, and one defines
Definition 2 TC(T) = holi!!l TC,.. .

+,D .

The homotopy fiber of TCfT) -. T is profinitely cOlnpletc ano TC(T)~ ~.hol~TCpn.
+,D
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The topological Hochschild homology functor T H H(R) ~f Bökstedt's, defined for a
ring R or more generally for a. "functor with smash product" is a cyclotomic spectrum.
Definition 3 The topological cyclic homology of R is the (-1 )-eonnected cover of
TC(THH(R». Denote it TC(R).

The cyclotonic trace gives a. map (of spectra)

trc: K(R) ~ TC(R)

which turns out to be a strang invariant of Quillen's K -groups, or more generally of
Waldhausens A-theory (which is K(R) for a certain functor with smash product). H R
is finite over Z then TC(~)~ ~ TC(R0 Zp). The corresponding statement for K-theory
is not true at all, so let us restriet attention to rings R of the following type:

(4) R =~ RfIn, R/ I semi-simple Fp-algebra.

These rings inelude the complete valuation rings of positive residue characteristie. A the
orem of Gabber and Suslin asserts that K(R); ~ I«R/ I)~ when i 1: p. One conjectures
that

tre : K(R)~ --+·TC(R)~

is a homot-opy equivalence for the rings in (4). The conjeeture is true when R = F is a
finite field, and can thus be stated in relative form as a cartesian square

It is rumored that (5) has been proved to be cartesian when I is a nilpotent ideal by
Goodwillie and McCarthy.·

This would give that the ~ontinuousversion of the above conjecture is true: KC(R)~ ~
TCC(R)~. On the other ha.nd, .

KC(R): ~ K(R): and TCc(R): ~ TC(R)~-.
(5)

K(R): TC(R)~

1 1
K(RfI); - Te(R/I);.

when R is a diserete valuation ring "and Dedekind domain of residue characteristie Pt
and (5) would" imply that K(R)~ ~ TC(R)~ in this case. Application of the loca1ization
theorem in K -theory then gives a "ealculation" of K -theory of local fields of characteristic
zero in terms of TC of their integers.

M.odulo a stieky detail, not totally resolved at this time, TC(l,) = (im J V L im J V
L bu)~ for.p :> 0 - this is the expected value of I«lp)~ according to the Quillen
Lichtenbaum conjecture for this ring.

Finally it seems interesting to attempt to make TC an endo eunetor on the category
of Eoo-ring spectra, and to evaluate Tc(n)(Fp). In partieular, what is TC(2)(lp)?

References

1. M. Bökstedt, W.C. Hsiang, I. Madsen: The cyclotomic trace and algebraic K -theory
0/ spaces, Invent. Math. (1993).
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2. M. Bökstedt, ~. Madsen: Topologieal cyclic homology 0/ the integers, preprint,
Aarhus Univ. (1993).

3. L. Hesselholt, I. Madson: Topological eyelie homology 01 finite fields and their dual
numbers, preprint Aarhus University (1993).

C .. Lescop:Generalized Surgery Formula .for the Casson-Walker Invariant .

The Casson-Walker invariant of a rational homology 3-sphere presented by a framed .•~
link in 53 is given as an explicit function·of.Alexander polynomials and linking numbers
associated with this link. This function extends naturally to all framed links in 53 and can
be directly checked to define an invariant of closed oriented 3~manifolds. This invariant is
a combination (becoming simpler and simplerwhen the 1st Betti nu~berof the presente4
manifold increases) of already known invariants.

M .. Boileau:Degree onemS:ps and bundles over 51

This is a joint work with S. Wang (Peking Univ.). We study proper non-zero degree
maps between 3-dimensional compact orientable irreducible, 8-irreducible.manifolds.

If M is abundle 'over SI with ~omologically irreducible rational monodromy and M
atid N have the same "first Betti numbers, then any degree one map f : M -+ N is properly
homotopic to a homeomorphism.

We apply the proof of this result to construct infinitely many closed hyperbolic ori
entable 3-manifolds with the property that no tower of abelian coverings contains a.bundle
over SI. The Betti number of the manifolds can be arbitrarily large. "

J .. Rognes:The map G/O ~{lWh~ill(.) is an infinite loop map

We prove that the map G/O ~ nWhDiJ1 (*) which was constructed by Waldhausen
and proved to be a rational equivalence by Bökstedt, is in -fact an infinite loop map if •
we use a multiplicative infinite loop space structure on the target. As an appli.cation wc -
investigate the obstruction to improving Bökstedt's two-primary results on splitting the
etale K-theory space J1«(Z) off from I«(Z), to the unlooped space or spectrum level.
Weprove that this can be done, after completing at the prime two, 'if the. unit map
SG -+ K(Zh~ factors through the Adams e-invariant SG -+ JfiJ. Finally we detetmine
the algebra of spectrum self maps of J K(Z) completedat two, and prove that two times .
Bökstedt's splitting map is infinitely deloopable. Hence twice the unit map SG -+ f«(Z)fiJ
factors through the Adams e-invariant, as a spectru~ map. .

S .. Kwasik:Unitary nilpotent groups and sta~ility of pseudo-isotopies

Let Mn be a closed maniCold and let C(Mn) be the pseudo-isotopy space of Mn. The
group 1I"oC(Mn), n ~ 5, was computed by Hatcher-Wagoner and Igusa in terms of highe~
algebraic K-theory invariants.
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In partieular it fol~ows that all pseudo-isotopies on Mn Me stable i.e. the suspension
map Ek : 1foC(M") -+ 1roC(M" x fle) is an isomorphism (n ~ 5).

It turns out tbat there is a new phenomenon in tbe case of low dimensional manifolds.
Namely, there exist stable and unstable pseudo-isotopies. The unstable ones are not
detected by the K-theoretic Hateher-Wagoner invanants hut arise from the exotie UNil
groups of S. Cappell. In particular: Let M3 = Rp3#Rp3.

Theorem. The suspension map Eie : 1roC(M3r~ 1rOC(M3 x [Ie) has infinitely generated
kernel and cokernel with

00

UNih(Z1 * Z1) =EB Z1 C ker EA:.
i=l

G. Matic:Embedded surfaces in 4-manifolds ' .

In this talk, I presented joint .work with D. Kotschick, cf. [1].
One of t~e outstanding problems in four-dimensional topology is to find the minimal

genus of an oriented smoothly embedded surface representing a given homology class in a
smooth four-manifold. For an arbitrary homology class in an arbitrary smooth manifold
not even a conjectural lower bound is known. However, for the elasses represented by
smooth algebraic curves in (simply connected) algebraic surfaces, it is possible that the
genus of the algebraic eurve, given by the adjunction formula "

1
g(C) = 1 + 2(C2 + CK),

is the minimal genus. This is usually called the (generalized) Thom" conjecture.
We prove severaI results concerning this problem.
Firstly, using branched covers and Donaldson's theorems A, Band C on spin manifolds

with bt ~ 2, we prove a lower bound on the genera of surfaces representing certain divisible
classes in 4-manifolds. As a special case, we obtain:

Theorem 1. Let 1:d be a smoothly embedded sur/ace representing d times the generator
01 H2(CP1, Z). 11 d is even, d > 2 and ~d is odd, then g(Ed ) ~ ~Jl + l.

This improves the best previously known bound by 2, and proves the Thom conjecture for
degree 6 curves in CP2. In forthcoming work of Lee and Wilczynski it is shown that the
'lower bounds given by Hsiang-Szczarba and Rokhlin are realized by topologically locally
Hat surfaces, for all d which are even or powers of an odd prime.

Corollary 2•. For d even, d > 2 arid 4d odd, the topologically locally flat sur/aces 01
genus 9 = ~J2 - r representing d times the generator 01 H2(CP2, Z) constrocted by Lee
and Wilczynski are not smoothable.

Secondly, if. a suitable branched cover has bt ~ 3, then we prove that its Donaldson
polynomials give ohstruetions to doing surgery on an embedded surface. This idea was
already used by Donaldson to prove that surgery can n~t be clone on ample complex curves.
We generalize. (and reprove) his result to show that under more general assumptions
surgery can not be done to produce a countercxample to the Thom conjecture.
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Theorem 3. Let X be .a simply c.onnected smooth complex algebraic sur/ace and B C X
a smooth algebraic curve. Then surgery can not be done on B if eithe'r

1. the selfintersection number. 8 2 is positive, or

e. [B] is divisible in H2(X, Z).

The second part is probably the more interesting one, because, unlike the recent results
on this problem due to Kronheimer and Mrowka, it applies to complex CuIves of non- •
positive selfintersection. Although the first part looks like a.n immediate generalization of . J

Donaldson's result on ample curves, his proof does not generalize, primarily because for
non-ample B the fundamental group of X - B is not necessarily Abelian. By necessity,
our proof is~ rather different. Themain difference is that instead of using Donaldson's
vanishing theorem for his polynomial invariants of connected sums, we use. the following,.
theorem which says that certain hor:nology 'classes can not be represented hy spheres.

Theorem 4. Let X be a smooth closed oriented 4-mani/old with b1(X) = 0 and bt(X)·
.odd' and > 1.. Suppose X contains a' smoothly embedded 2-sphere S 0/ zero seljip,tersection
with [SI :f: 0 E H2(X, Q). Then all Donaldson invariants 0/ X vanish.

This theorem was first proved for the SU(2) Donaldson invariants of simply connected
manifolds by Morgan, Mrowka. and Ruberman (unpublished).

References

[1] D. Kotschick 'and G. Matic, Embedded sur/aces in /our-mani/olds, branched covers,
and SO(3)-invariants (submitted).

P. Teichner:Embeddings of 2-compiexes inta R4

In 1932 van Kampen defined an obstruction o([() for the existence of an embedding e ..
of an n~dim. simplicial complex I(R into R2n. He gave an (erronous)proof that.o(!() = 0
·is sufficient for [(n '-+ R2

n if n ~ 3. In 1957 Wu and Shapiro gave a correct prooC. of
this fact using the Whitney trick. In 1991 Sakaria showed that o(/() is also the precise
obstruction for n = 1 i.e. for the planarity of graphs. We (joint withM. Freedman &
S. Kruskal) give an example of a 2.,...complex /(2 (::! V51) with o(/() = 0 hut which does
not embed iota R4. This seems to be the first known exampLe but we already get a large
family of such 2-complexes so that we expect that o( J() is very far from being sufficient
for n = 2. Roughly, o( /() only sees linking numbers hut not the higher J-L-invariants of
Milnor.

A. S. Mishchenko:On the project of Encyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences

This is some information on the project or Encyclopil.cdia of Mathematical Sciences.
The projcct is divided ioto series ur c.lilfcrcnt topics Oll Inathc111a.tics. One or them should
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be devoted to topology. Ea.c;:h series eonsists of several volumes, each of them approxi
mately 240 pages longe Each volume should be published in Russian and English. Tbe En
glish version will be published by Springer-Verlag. As of now, I know at least 50 volumes
were published in Russia and most of them translated. and puhlished by Springer-Verlag.
The main conditions for authors: describe the certain part of topology with historical
observation,' give a ~mplete list of necessary notions, and the most important theorems.
Everything' should be illustrated with examples. Tbe number Gf essential examples should
be as large as po,ssible. Complete proofs should in most cases not b~ included. ·One should
describe the main ideas. The text should he understandable for nonspecialists like physi
eists and should be interesting and useful for specialists. For more iIiformation please
contact Alexander S. Mishchenko.E-mail: as@mish.mian.su

Two volumes on .Topology were published.
CONTENTS of volumes "Encyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences" on TOROLOGY

~

Volume 1. ;~~~.

1. S.P.Novlkov: A general overview of Aigebraic Topology.

2.· D.B.Fuks: Homologies and homotopies in certain standard classical manifolds.

. Volume 2.

1. O.B. Fuks, O. Viro: General a.ccount on homology and homotopy theories

I have sOme suggestions hut part of them may not be valid now.
Suggestions:

1. O.B. Fuks and Ju.B. Rudiak: On the calculation methods in homotopic tapology,
(prepared, 5 signatures).

2. M. Farber (together with pazytnov) about Morse theory of I-forms, vector fields,
etc. (Novikov inequalities)..

3. J.-Claude Hausmann: The homotopy theory of smooth manifolds. (Poincare dual
ity, difference between Poincare duality spaces and manifolds, h and s-cobordisms,
Hirzebruch signature formula, manifolds and asphericity (Novikov conjecture), etc.}

4. 111

5. V.V.. Sharko: a) The functions on manifolds (The problem of minimizations of
number of critica1 points of the Morse functions on maniColds, The Morse mapping

. of manifolds into cirele, Manyvalued Morse-Novikov theory, family of funetions on
manifo.lds, connections with pseudoisotopy, thehomotopy type of the general Morse
functions, the Morse inequality with degenerated critical points, the Bott functions,
equivariant Morse theory,.eonnections with dynamical and Hamiltonian systems) (5
signatures).

b) Homotopy type of nonsimplyconnectcd cellular complexes (screwed modules, ho
motopical systems by Whitehead, the invariants of 2:"'dimensional CW-eomplexes,
classification of 2-dimensio~alcomplexes with abelian fundamental group, the Wall
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obstruction for dominating of cellular eomplexes, homotopy type and simple ho
motopy type of complexes, the problems of Endruce-Kertise, Whitehead, Kerver
Laudenbaeh, Ziman, connection with Poincare conjecture (3,~ signatures).

6. M. Farber (together with J. Levine) about multidimensional knots and links~

7. W. Lück ?

8. A.S. Mishchenko, Ju.P. Solov'ev: On topological ](-theory.

9. T.Friedrieh: a) Dirae operators in Riemannian manifolds,

b) Twistor theory and field equations.

10. J.Peter May: Homotopy and homology theories.

11. A. Ranieki, S. Ferry: The finiteness obstruetion. "Geometrie aspects arising from
compact ANR spaces and non-compact manifolds, and the algebraic aspects" arising
from finite group actions on spheres an~codimension 1 splittings.

L. Hesselholt:Topological cyclic homology of dual numbers over finitefields

Let F[f] =F[t]/(t2) be the ring of"dual numbers over a finite field of ~haracteristic p,
and let .

Wn(F) = (1 + XF[X))X 1(1 +Xn+1F[X])X

be the (hig) ring of Witt vectors of length n. The involution T: Wn(F) ~ Wn(F) which
maps X 1-+ -X has a (-I)-eigenspace which we denote Wn (F)(-l).

Theorem.TC(F[t:]) is a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum whose non-zero homo
topy groups are
i) p odd: TC2n":"1(F[t:]) ~ Wn(F)(-l) and TCo(F[t:)) ~ lp.
ii) p = 2: TC2n- 1 (F[f]) ~ FSn and TCo(F[f)) ~ l2."

The ring F[fl.is an example where the conjecture presented by Ib Madsen in his talk •
applies. In other words, one expects that "

The calc:ulation of TC(F(f)) uses a result for topological Hochs~hild homology. A
pointed monoid is a hased space n with a multiplication and unit

J.l: rr 1\ n~ n, 1: SO -+ fl.

If R is a ring and n is a discrete poiuted monoid, then R[n] = R(fl)1 R(*) is a. new ring
wi th multiplication

R(I1] ® R[n] ~ R[ß 1\ n] ...... R[n].

Let fl2 = {O, 1, f} with 0 a.s basepoint and f2 = 0; then F[n2l = F[f]. The cyclic bar
construction of n is the cyclic space (Connes) wiihk-simplices the (k + 1)-fold smash
product N~~k(n) = nl\(k+l} alld Hochschild-type structure luaps.
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Theorem. THH(R(IT]) ~Sl THH(R) 1\ 1~(rr)I, where the smash product on the right
hand side is that of· an (equivariant) spectrum and aspace.

Another ingredience in the calculation of TC(F[e]) is the following diagram in which
the rows are cofibration sequences, valid for any cyclotomic spectrum T, and thus in
particular when T = THH(F);

e Thcp" N TC",. ~
I rc".-I

r t

N" •T"Cp,.---.L..H(C",.; T).
.:

ThCp"

'.

The terms in the lower sequence are all approximated by spectral sequenees and in
favorable cases one may salve these and compute the terms in the upper sequence by an
inductive procedure starting from a proof that

f:T ~ H(C,,;T)

indutes an isomorphism on 1I"i(-) for i ~ o. This is the case when T = THH(F).

-e

J .-P. Otal:Hyperbolisation of surface bundles over 51 ....
. .

We describ~ the proof of Thurston's hyperbolisation theorem for surface bwuUes with
Pseudo Anosov monodromy. A new proof of the double limit theorem is given which
can be applied for proving other versions of the double limit th~rem, for iriStance, to
the case of Schottky groups. The proof uses R·trees, and the characterisation by Skona
of surface group a.ctions on R-trees with small edge stabilizer as those which are dual
to' a. measured lamination. The notion of realisation of a measured lamination in an
R-tree is introduced. Hy using the Hausdorff-Gromov topology, one shows that when
t~e lamination ..\ is realized in an R-tree which is a limit of representations of 1rl(S) in
PSL2 (C), there is a uniform control on the growth rates of closed curves near to ..\ in the
spa.ce of measured laminations.

M. Heusener:About trace-free representations of knot groups

Let k c 53 be a knot and G = 1r\(S3 - k) its group. Moreover, let m E G be a
meridian of the knot.

A representation p : G -+ SU2 (C) is called trace-free iff trp(m) = O. Analogous to
Casson's original construction Xiao-Song Lin [J.Diff.Geo.35, (92)] defined an intersection
number of the representation spaces corresponding to a braid representative of the knot
k. This intersecÜon number turns out to be an integer knat invariant denoted by h(k).

Roughly speaking: h(k) is the number of conjugacy classes of non-abelian traee-free
representations of G counted with signs. Moreover, the equation h(k) = ~O'( 11:) holds,
where u(k) is the signature of the knot.. .
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It seems to be mysterious why these two quantities with apparently different algebraic~
geometrie contents should ever be the same.

The aim of the talk was to use the S03(R)-representation curves 'of 2-bridge knot
groups in order to explain the relation between the invariants h(k) and 0'( k).

R. Jung:Elliptic homotopy theories

Elliptic homotopy theories are constructed by tri vializing certain fibre bundles in bor
dism groups. One chooses a bordism theory n and a category of fibrebundies with fibre
Fand structure group G. Then the elliptie funetor ell.(X) is defined as th~ .quotient
of n.(X) by the relations that [E, f] E n.(X) is identified with [B x F,l 0 prl],where
F ~ E ~ B is a fibre bundle of the chosen type and the map f : E ~ X is constant
along the fibre inducing a map 7 : B ~_x.

In all cases where one eould prove th~t ell.(X) is ~ homology theory (sometimes after
inverting some elements) the chosen types of bordism and fibre bundles are related to
classical invariants (genera) of manifolds. .

The fi~st elliptic theory of this kind was constructed by M. Kreck and St. Stolz in 1989
using spin bordism aild Hp2 bundles. This theory was constructed away from 2 earlier
by Landweber, Ravenel and Stong. Now there exist several of these theories, e.g. using
unoriented bordism and Rp2-bundles or using oriented bordism and Cp2-bundles. These
could be related to the classical homology theories. They are also connected by natural
transformations whi~h up to now do not have a geometrie explanation. One can also start
with stably almost complex bordism and use Cpl- and Cp2-bundles. Then one· gets a
new homology theory that is related to /(-theory. The corresponding cohomology theory
should have a good construction in terms of tuples of bundles with symmetries, such that
complex manifolds are oriented via the symbol of the Dolbeault complex.

There are applications of elliptic theories to the problem of the existence of a metric
of positive scalar curvature on amanifold and relations to the Novikov Conjecture.

D.Kotschick:4-manifold invariants of groups

In the talk I discussed properties and examples of calculations of the invariants p(r)
and q(r) defined below. See [I] for details and a survey of results.

Definition. Let r be a finitely presentable group. Define

p(f) =inf {X(.~) - a(.X')}

and
q(r) = inf{x(.\)},

with the infima taken over a11 closed oriented 4-lllanifolds X with fundamental group r.
In all the examples we know, the invariants do not depend on the category one works in:
TOP or DIFF. It would be important to know how general this phenomenon iso

These invariants are related to the splitting problem for the fundamental group in
dimension 4. If the fundamental group of a. 4-manifoltl splits as a free product, thcn this

e-
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.splitting. cannot always be realized topologically at the level of manifolds (Kreck-Lück),
although it can be realized alter stabilizing with k(S'l x 52) (Hillmann).

We also discussed relations. of the invariants and the splitting problem with Kähler
geometry and gauge theory, cf [2].

References

[1J D. Kotschick, Four-manifold invarianls 0/ finitely presentable groups, to appear in
"Topology, Geometry, and Field Theory", Proc. of the 31st International Taniguchi
Symposium, ed. K. Fukaya et. al., World Scientific.

[2] D. K~t'schick, On connected s~m decompositions 0/ algebraic sur/aces and their fun
dame~tal groups, Intern. Math. Res. Notices (Duke Journal) 1993, 17~J:~2.
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Participants of this fourth meeting on Mathematical Game Theory in Oberwol

fach carne from various countries of Europe, the United States, India, Japan, and

the Middle East..Similar to the previous conferences lectures dealing with pro

gress in many areas of game theory research were dominating t~s meeting.

Moreover, informal research groups formed and the traditional nOpen Problem

Session" took place on Thursday afternoon.

Almost tbe same emphasis was put upon' cooperative and noncooperative game

theory. In the' first area topics were ranging !rom the discussion. of Nash equili

bria in general for certain classes of games, e.g. for repeated games with absorb

ing states, to the selection of equilibria together with the corresponding defi

nitions of new kinds of equilibria, characterizations, and axiomatizations.

In the cooperative context both games with and without side-payments wele

considered. Prop~rties of classical solution concepts for certain families of games

were presented as weH as new solution concepts - related, e.g., to the Shapley

value or to the nucleolus - and their axiomatizations. Further topics were cover

ing algorithms for the computation of the nucleolus for families of transferable

utility games and "coalition formation".

Common knowledge and information problems as weH as game theoretical

questions in biology, social choice correspondences for noncooperative game

forms, incentive compatible mechanisms and their implementation, and limit

theorems for bargaining sets of economies have also been treated in some,detail.
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Questions arising from probiems in üptimization and ana.lysis in their relation

ship to game theory were dealt with in different lectures. Moreover, the appli

cation of game theoretical methods in economically motivated models, like ex

change economies, played an importan t role.

Combining cooperative and noncooperative aspects is, nowadays, accepted as a

main aim of game theory. This combination reflects the subordinate interest cf

the whole meeting. Several talks showed that, indeed, cooperation and strategie

behavior are strongly related. Additionally, it turned out that the equilibrium •

concept for several classes of noncooperative games can be axiomatized via

well-known properties introduced i~ the cooperative theory.

•
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Vortragsauszüge

S.Sorin

On the Impact of an Event

Given an information strueture we define a function that measures how the

information spreads by specifying for each event its impact at each state.

Formally in (Q,Ol,P) let Oll i = 1,2 be the private u-algebra and assume they are

generated by finite partitions Xl and X2• Let F= {f : X = Xl x X-2 -+ IR+} and
define for any fE F, x EX cAx,f,J) =- max T Af(x) where J stands for the informat-

A

ion structure -and where Ais apermutation (UI...Um) of Xl U X2 and TA =T 0
Um

..• 0 T with finally
0'1

{

f(x) if Xi f Xi
T f(x) =

Xi E( f IXÜ y f(x) otherwise

tp is the Iocal impact and t = E(cA:. ,f,J)) the global impact. The impact of the

event A is ~x, llA,J). One proves that rp is monotonie in A, subadditive, and

expensive. We introduce the notion of exposed component Ax and useful states

Cx and prove that we can replace A by Ax and P by 'its restriction to Cx. Ana

logous properties of t areestablished. We firially show how this ID:easures the

"lack cf common knowledge fl of an event.

F.Thuijsman

Automata, Matching and ForagingBehavior of Bees

In .this paper we diseuss two types of foraging strategies for bees. Eachof these

explicit strategies explains that in the environment af a- monomorphie bee

cammunity the bees will distribute themselves over the available homogeneous

nectar sources according to the Ideal Free Distribution. At the same time these

strategies explain that in single-bee experimental settings a bee ~ill match, by

its number of visits, the nectar supply from the available saurces (tbe Matching



Law). ~1orcover, both strategies explain that in certain situations the bees may

behave as if they are risk averse.

(pint work with B.Pcleg, M.Amitai, A.Shmida)

O.J.Vrieze
The Strudnre of the Set of Stationary Equilibria in Repeated Games with Ab-

sorbing States

For bimatrix games the set of equilibria can elegantly be characterized by the e
use of maximal Nash subsets. An essential property that enables this characteri-

zation is the fact that (X,Y1) and (X,Y2) e.p. then also (x,"\ Y1 + (1-"\)Y2) e.p. for

each ,.\ ~ [0,1] .

For repeated games with absorbing states this is no langer the case, even for the

simple 2 x 2 case. This faHnre is due to the fact that for a fixed pure strategy of

one player the discounted payoff is in general not linear in the components of the

other player. For instance in the 2 x 2 case these functions are hyperbolic in

nature.

In order to find all possible structures for 2 x 2 repeated games with absorbing

states, one can investigate the intersection of the graphs (x, B2(X)) and (B 1(y),y)

in the (x,y) plane. HeIe B2{X) is the set of all best replies of player 2 against x

and B l(Y) has similar meaning. It turns out that every player ha~ best reply

structures and that there are 55 different equivalence classes of repeated games

with absorbing states (for the 2 • 2 case).

Extensions to more action cases or to stochastic games lead to systems of poly- •

nomial equations in many variables, the solution of which give rise to analytic

varieties. One can proof that for these games the set of stationary equilibria

consists of finitely many connected components.
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S.Muto
Alternating-Move Preplays and vN-M Stable Sets in Two Person Strategie

Form games

Analternating-move preplay negotiation procedure for two-person games was

proposed by Bhaskar [1989] in the context of a price--5etting duopoly. The pre

play proceeds as follows. One of the players, s~y player 1, first announces the

price that he intends to take; and then player 2 announces his price. Player 1 is

now given the option ofchanging his price. If he does so,· player 2 can change bis

price. The process continues in tms manner; and it comes to an end when one of

the two players chooses not to change hisprice. Bhaskar succeeded in showing

that t~rough this proeess only the monopoly priee p~r can be attaine4 i~ equili-

. brium where the equilibrium is the subgame perfect equilibrium with lfndomi

nated strategies.

One of the aims cf t~s paper is to examine the validity of the alternatin~-:-move

prep~ay proeess in other two-person games. In· addition to the conditions that

·Bhaskar imposed on equilibria, we require that..strategies in equillbrium be

Markov (or stationary). It will be shown that the preplay process works .weil in

typieal 2 Je 2 games such as the prisoner's dilemma and a pure coordi.~ation

game. The pair of (Cooperation, CooperatiC?n) and a Pareto optimal str~iegy
pair are obtained as the unique equilibriumouteome, respectively. Further !n the

price-setting duopoly it will be shown that the monopoly price pair ~~ be

reached even if the preplay starts from any priee pair. The preplay, h6;ever,

does not always work weH. In faet, a sort of the Folk theorem is shown to hold in

'the prisoner's dilemma with continuous strategy spaces: in the game every indi

vidual rational outcorne ean be attained as an equilibrium outcome.

Another objeetive of this paper is to study the von Neurnann and Morgenstern

(vN - M) stable sets in two-person strategie form 'games. Recently Gr~enberg

[1990] proposed a way to apply vN - M stable sets, or at least its spirit, to stra

tegie form games by appropriately introducing a dominanee relation on the space

of strategy eombinations. Later studies, Chwe [1992] and Muto and Okada

[1992], however, revealed' that a modification of the dominance relation is

desirable as Harsanyi [1974] already pointed out in his study of the vN - M
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stable set in characteristic function form games. Following Harsanyi 's discussion,

we will study relations between vN - M stahle sets in strategie form games and

equilibria in their extended games with preplays.

J. AM Potters

r-Component Additive Games

Let (N,LI) be a superadditive game and let fbe a tree on the set N. The game (N,

RfI) is defined by Rr-{S) ; = 4-ES/r v(T) wherein sIr is the set of the connec- e
ted components of S. The map Rr is alinear projection from SAN, the cone of

superadditive games to SAN. The main result of the leeture is the following

theorem:

Theorem: If (N,lI) is a r-eomponent additive game, the following properties

hold:

(1) The eore is not empty

(2) The bargaining set and the eore are the same set,

(3) The kernel consists of one point, the nucleolus,

(4) The nucleolus is relatively easy to compute.

The proofs of (1) - (3) have been provided as weH as an algorithm for the nuc-

leolus.

J.Abdou

Nash and Strongly Consistent TwcrPlayer Game Fonns

A two-player game form is Nash~onsistent if and only if it is tight (Gurvieh). •

Therefore Nash-eonsistency of two-player game forms depends only on the effec-

tivity structure. This fact is no Ionger true far strong consistency. In this paper

we introduce a new object called joint effectivity set. These notions are similar

though more sophisticated than the usual effectivity funetions. We prove that a

two-player game form is strongly consistent if and only if it is tight and jointly

exact. Joint exactness is a property of the ex'act joint effectivity set which
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basically requires that the joint exact effectivity set coincides with the classical

effectivity function. As a corollary we have a characterization of two-player

strongly implementable social choice correspondences.

R.Selten

An Axiomatic Theory of a Risk Dominance Measure for Bipolar Games· with

Linear Incentives

Bipolar games are normal form .games with two pure strategies for each player

and with two strict equilibrium points without common equilibrium strategies.

A normal form game has linear incentives, if for each playee the difference

between the payolfs for pure strategies depend linearly on the probabilities~:in the

mixed strategies used by the other players. A measure of risk dominance

between two strict equilibrium points of a bipolar game with linear incentives is

characterized by eleven axioms. The measure has the purpose to serve as a

structural element of a not yet fully specified equilibrium selection theory for

games with linear incentives. This dass contains an two-~rson normal· form

games but also n-person normal form games which arise from two-person

normal form' games with incomplete information bylooking at tli~types ~ se-
... J~ :.

parateplayers. The measure is a weighted average of deviation 10ss ratio 16gar-
ithms, with weights derived from influence matrices whose elements describe one

. .

playerJs relative influence on another playerJs payoff difference. An application

to 2-person unanimity games with incomplete information shows that' risk

dominance in the sense of the measure goes in the direction of the higher genera

lized Nash-pro'duct.

P .Sudhölter

Tbe Modified Nucleolus of a Cooperative Game

A new solution 'concept for cooperative side payment games is introduced, which

is strongly related to the nucleolus and therefore called modified nucleolus. This

solution constitutes an attempt to treat all coalitions equally with respect to

excesses as far as this is possible. Therefore it is natural to regard the differences



oi excesses a.s ~ ffi€asüie of diss~tisfa.ction !eading to the following intuitive defi

nition. A pre-imputation belangs to the modified nucleolus of agame, if it

successively minimizes the maximal differences of excess and the number of

coalition pairs attaining them. Alike the pre-nucl~lus, the modified nucleolus is

a singleton. It has many properties in cammon with tbe pre-nucleolus and can

be considered as the canonical restriction of the pre-nucleolus of a certain repli

cated game, called dual cover. An axiomatization provides a thearetical justifi

cation of this solution concept, which often reßects parts of the structure of the

game. For weighted majority games and for homogeneous games the modified

nucleolus generates a representation and the unique minimal integer one respec- •

tively. Moreover, this solution concept is characterized by coincidence with the

nucleolus for constant-sum games, Pareto optimality, and a further property in

the weighted majority tase. A dynamica1 approach shows the stability of th~

modified nucleolus.

E. van Damme

Endogenous Timing and Strategie Commitment

Say that a player has an ineentive to move first at a Nash equilibrium if this

player has a higher payoff when she is allowed to act as a Stackelberg leader, Le.

when the payoff of this player in the subgame perfect equilibrium of the game in

which this player moves first is larger than this playerJs payoff in the Nash

equilibrium. In the literature one finds claims that a Nash equilibrium is viable

only if no player has an incentive to rnove first at it. We investigate the validity

of this claim by using the following 2.'itage model (for 2-person games):

Stage 1: Simultaneously the players choose between taking an action or waiting.

Stage 2a: Each player is informed about what the other has done. •

Stage 2b: A player who chooses to wait in stage 1 now chooses an action, with

different players choosing simultaneously.

We derive the following results.

Prop 1: Let g be a generic game (satisfying the Lemke/Howson condition).

A (strictiy) mixed equal of g can be obtained as a Nash equal outcorne of the

timing game i( and only if no player has an incentive to move first at it.

,..
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Prop 2: A (striet) pure equilibrium s· of agame g can be obtained as aperfeet

equilibrium outcorne of the timing game if Ui{S*) > min Ui{st, Sj) for i = 1,2.
. s j -

Prop 3: Let s· be a pure equilibrium of· g and force players to play s· in the

second period of·the timing game if they hoth still have to choose. Denote this

redueed game by g2(S*). Then s· is a perfect equilibrium outcorne of g2(S*) if and

only if no player has an incentive to move first at it.

Prop 4: Assume s* is the only equilibrium of g at which no player has' an incen

tive to move first. Then s* is the unique persistent (resp. primitive, resp. curb,

resp. eurb*) equilibrium outcorne of the timing game.

These results show how the claims from the literature are incorreet, resp. how

they can be made correet.

" T.E.S.Raghavan
. - 'The Nucleolus for Assignment Games

Assignment games with side payments are models of certain two-sidedmarkets.

It is known that priees whieh competitively balance supply and demand corres

pond to elements in the eore. An algorithm is presented that determi~es the

nucleolus that lies in the eore. It generates ~ finite number of payoff veetors,

monotone inereasing on orie side, and decreasing on the other. The deeompo

sition of the payoff space and the ··la.~tiee-typestruetureof the feasible:, set are

utilized in associating a directed graph. Finding the next payoff is translated

into determining the length of longest paths to the nades, if the graph is acyclic,

or otherwise, detecting the eycles. In an (m,n) person assignment game wiih

m = min (m,n), the nueleolus is found in at most ~. m {m+3} steps, each one

requiring at most O(m· n} elementary operations.

Essentially the algorithm eould start at the special corner in the core favoring all

sellers by giving the fruit of cooperation of eoalitions (i,a(i)) to seller i for an

optimal assignment (1. Starting with the partition ß ~ {(i,a(i)); i :::= 1,2...m} we

can consider the so called settled two person coalitions that have eonstant satis

faction on the polyhedra whieh is the eore. The partition (6, ßC = 11 of two

person eoalitions induee an equivalenee class 0t:l seIlers. A certain associated

graph induces a direetion to move inside the eore with one end at the seller



favoring corner. The speed is determined by the new payoff that brings yet an

other eoalition of two players that has the same satisfaetion as the current one

with the new payoff. A new iteration begins once a. cyele is found in an adjoining

graph. Deleting cycles from furt her consideration lead to effieient computation of

the nucleolus for these special games.

A.S.Nowak

Solidarity Values and Weighted Shapley Values

We introduce axiomatically a new value far cooperative transferable utility

games which satisfies the efficiency, additivity and symmetry axioms of Shapley

and same new postulate concerning the average marginal contributions of the

members of coalitions which can form. Our solution is referred to as the solida

rity value. The reason is that it is based on some "solidarity beliefs" of the

players. The formula defining the solidari ty value is as follows

1/Ji(v) = E~ [1 E (v(Tl-v(T\k))]
T3i n. TTT kET

for any game v and every player i.

It is proved that the solidarity value is the unique value which satisfies the effi

ciency, additivity, symmetry axioms of Shapley and the follawing assumptions

(A):

(A) Ir for each S 3 i, we have J,- ~ [v(S) - v((S-k)] = 0, then the value cf
1.,)1 kES

player i in the game v is equal to zero.

Our second result concerns the family of weighted Shapley values. We provide

an axiomatic characterization of the weighted Shapley value far exogenously

given weights of the players. Next, we give a new eharacterization of the family

of weighted Shapley values which includes the strong monotonicity property of

Young and does not use the partnership axiom of Kalai and Samet.

The results mentioned above are contained in papers written jointly with

T.Radzik.

•

•
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S.H.Ti}1

Axiomatic Characterizations of Nash Equilibria

For closed families of strategie games we characterize the N~orrespondenceas

th~ unique solution satisfying consistency, eonverse eonsistency and one-person

ratianality. We also eonsider the question whether we ean replace the ~onverse

eonsistency property be the non-emptiness property. Here we obtain positive

and negative answers depending on the properties of the considered clas~ of

games. Special attention is paid to classes of potential games. Also axiomati

zations of other strategie solutions will be diseussed shortly.

References:

[1] B.Peleg and S.Tijs. The- consistency pririciple for games in strategje ~orm.

Discussion Paper, Center for Rationality and Interactive Decision~.::rheory,

The Hebrew University of Je~usalem, 1992. ~~
[2] B.Peleg, J.Potters and S.Tijs. Minimality of consistent solutions for strategie

games with a special application to potential games. Warking paper, 1993.

W.Güt.h and B.Peleg

Format.ion of Rings in Auctions

We investigate a two-stage model of ring formation in auctions. It is assumed

that first ring members bid in a preauction or knockout and that then ~_nly the

ring's representati ve repeats his bid in the subsequent main auction. Th~ rules

mnst specify for every vector ?f bids who represents the eutel in the main au.c

tion, which transfers he has to pay to other ring members to eompensate them

for abstaining from bidding in the main auction, who wins the main auction, and

finally whieh price has to be paid.- Most of the rnles can be derived instead of

being imposed by requiring envy-free riet trades with respect to bids. We ana

lyze all symmetrie envy-free auction mechariisms using the following steps.

(1) For eaeh possible ring we find the differential equation for the ring's

(symmetrie) bidding st~ategy.

(2) Salve the differential equation (ir possible)

(3) Prove that the solution of (2) is a bidding strategy for the ring.
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(4) Proyc tha:t the foregoing strategy is more profitable (for the members of the

ring) than competitive bidding.

(5) Prove that the ring's strategy cannot be improved upon by subrings (when

also subrings are restricted to symmetrie strategies).

A.Ostmann

Coalition formation in Simple Games

Observed behavior in multilateral bargaining in conflicts induced by monotone

superadditive simple games can be rather complex and not easy to describe.

More formal statements like proposals, saying yes or uo make up only a small

part of the bargaining. Nevertheless in many tases abstracting from socio-emo

tional processes and ass~ng identical subjects is adequate {or the central phase

of the bargaining process. Here it can be assumed that actual aspirations

Y = (YlJ···,Yn) are more or less adapted to the system ~ of minimal-winning

coalitions S : i.e., y(5) ~ l+f or in matrix notation My ~ l(l+f), f smalI,

M =[ ~s ] . An important consequence is that the bargaining process can be
· sE""

identified with a sequence of minimal-winning coalitions. A family of processes

governed by a transition matrix P = (~ ?), D = diag (l-g), g = (gs) > 0 was

introduced and analyzed. gs is the pr~bability of canceling a proposal S. Let W

be the stochastic normalization of Athen a canonic process is derived for

W = (non M)' (MT), (J denotes the stochastic normalization). .

THEOREM: For # .it #2 Wn, converges to ( ~ ), y! being the unique stochastic

left Eigenvector of W for Eigenvalue 1 (unique, maximal, multiplicity 1) and the

process (Po,P) can be approximated by a companion process (Po,Q),

[
gSYLT D ]

Q = 0 I ; essentials of Q are easy to compute.

In a further part a theory for determining g was derived, resulting in

gs = 1 - (~=~)-l (Proof by induction). Finally examples far different games

have been discussed.

•
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E.Einy

CoalitiOD-Proof Communication Equilibria

We offer adefinition of coalition-proof communication equilibria. Theuse of

games of incomplete information is essential to our approach. Deviations of

coalitions are introduced after their players are informed of the aetions they

should follow. Therefore, imprövem~nts by coalitions on a given correlated stra

tegy should always be made when their players have private information.

Coalition-proof communication equilihria of two-person games are eharacterized

. by "informational efficiency". Several examples are ariaiyzed J incl:uding the

Voting Paradox.

(joint work with B'. Peleg)

B.Allen

Cooperative Games and Super Implementation with Asymmetrie Information

We examine the cooperative games w~th nontransferable utility that result when

the state-dependent allocations thatagents can achieve in·an exchange economy

must satisfy an implementation requirement. Both Bayesian and full impJemen

tation concepts are considered, but the important distinetion compared to the

literature is that I do not restriet myself to ,a single mechanism becau~(~ there

may be Da relation between a mechanism for the grand coalition and orie for a

subeoalition. To begin, I study the sets of state-dependent allocations that can

be implemented by some mechanism. The meehanism can possibly depend on

the alloeatian, although I show that this generalization doesn't enlarge the set

beyond the implementable allocations for same "super mechanisin" with suffi

cientlylarge message spaee. Under a nonatamicity assumption, the sefof super

implementable -imputations is convex. Moreover, if an allocation is (super)

implementable for a submarket, then it forms part of at least one (super) imple

mentable alloeation for th~ entire economy. The resulting game is superadditive.

Existence of the superimplementable (NTU) value is shown. Implicitly, this

provides.a cooperative selection of mechanisms based on agent's marginal contri

butions with (noneooperative) strategie use of information.
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T.ichiishi

Cooperative Processing of Information

The Nash. equilibrium concept of a normal-form game has been extended in

several directions in the past: One direction is to introduce asymmetrie infor

mation explicitly into the normal-form game. The resulting model is Harsanyi's

(1967/1968) Bayesian game. His Bayesian equilibrium concept extends the Nash

equilibrium eancept to this new framework. Another direction is to introduce the

possibility of coordination of strategies by several players. For this purpose, the

model of society was proposed as a synthesis of the normal-form game and the e
non-side-payment game, and the soda! coalitional equilibrium eoncept for a

society was proposed as a synthesis of the Nash equilibrium and the eore.

A new model of the Bayesian society is formulated here, both as a cooperative

extension of the Bayesian game and as a Bayesian extension of the society. A

new solution concept of the Bayesian strang equilibrium is proposed for a Baye

sian society, which extends both the Bayesian equilibrium and the social coali

tional equilibrium. There anse new issues intrinsic to this extension, so there are

actually several versions of the Bayesian strang equilibrium concept. Three

situations are discussed, each givi~g rise to the associated specifie equilibrium

concept.

The first situation, ealled the I-P case (information pooling case) , postulates

that coalition S can pool its members' private information, so a strategy bundle

(eontract) for S can be designed so as to take advantage of the pooled infor

mation. Bayesianstrong equilibrium existenee theorems are established for this

case.

The second situation, called the I-NP case (information non-pooling case),

postulates that nobody in coalition S can use the others' private information at

the time of contract-execution. The members of S can design only strategy

bundles such that player j's strategy is based solelyon his own private infor

mation. In this case, j knows that the others do not have his private information

at the time of contract-execution, so he may take a false action in bis own inter

est by misrepresenting his private information; no strategy bundle leaving this

•
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possibility open can be agreed upon at the outset. Thus, the Bayesian incentive

compatible strong equilibriurn concept is introduced in this case, and its exist

ence theorems are established.

The third situation is based on a specific structure added to the model of Baye-

.sian society. Due to this structure, one can analyze how player j, in pursuit of bis

own interest, passes on to the other members of S some of ·his private infor

mation. The associated (more -involved) concept of Bayesi~n.incentive c?mpa

tible strong equilibrium is proposed. The pseudo-m~tricspace (SPACE, d) of all

logically conceivable Bayesian societies having this· additionalstructure is con

structed, and it iso established that there exists an open anddense subset

SP ACEo of SP ACE so that every Bayesian society in SPACEo po~sesses a Baye

sian incentive compatible strang equilibrium.

R.Harstad

Auctions with Endogenous Bidder Participation

In many economic mar~ets of interest, the number of competing bidders re

sponds endogenously to profitability. Yet mainstream models of auetions have

always assumed a fixed number of bidders. This considers the following eXtensive

form:

1. A seiler of an indivisible asset announces an auctian mechanism, speCifying

rules and information fl"ow, in particular, areserve price, a royaity ra.t~;!~d a

positive or negative entry fee.

2. Each of N potential bidders simultaneously. selects a probability of partici

pation. Participation incurs a resouree cost and obtains private information, an

estimate of asset value.

3. Each participant simultaneously decides whether to become an aetual bidder.

Each actual bidder pays the entry fee.

4. Each .aetual bidder sele~ts a bidding stra~egy.

The assumptions are general; all extant symmetrie models are ·special cases.

Behavior is supposed to be asymmetrie Bayesian equilibrium. Participation is

typieally a mixed strategy.

The equilibrium probability equates expected profitability to participation cost.
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This yields the fundamental identity that expected revenue equals expected asset

value less expected aggregate participation costs, ior any aüction mechanism,

Thus, DO separate revenue formula is needed for 1st price, 2nd price or English

auctions, nor do reserve prices, entry fees or royalty rates enter into the formula.

Seller's preferences are then coincident with t~ose of a soda! efficiency calcu

lation.

Ir negative entry fees are possible, any participation probability can be obtained

as an equilibrium for a 2nd-price auction without reserve price. A corollary is

that a nontrivial reserve price is a revenue-inferior strategy.

Equilibrium revenue can be expressed solely as a function of the participation

probability. Under a mild asymptotic linearity assumption, that function is

. strictly concave.

Underlying parameters divide into two regions. In the overattractive region, all

extant expected revenue comparisons' are generalized, as seiler wishes to reduce

the equilibrium participation probability. In the underattractive region, all

extant revenue comparisons are reversed. Any given auction in any given envi

ronment can be brought into the overattractive region by a sufficient decrease in

the participation cost or by a sufficient decrease in the precision of private

information.

T .Parthasarathy

A Solution to an Old Problem of Samuelson

Paul Samuelson, the we11-known economist suggested a condition for univalence

of differentiable self-maps of Rn in a semina.l paper on the theory of general

equilibrium in economies. His goal was to provide a sufficient condition for tlfull

factor price equalization". In this talk we present a contribution to this problem

when the determinant of the Jacobian is positive (negative) and other principal

minors are negative (positive). Proof of tms result depends on an oid result of

Kaplansky on completely mixed games and on a well-known result of Knaster

Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz (lemma). We will also discuss the case when the

maps are polynomials.

•
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U.Krengel

Minimax Strategies Ccr the Best Choice Problem with Full Information and

Order Selection

Gilbert and Mosteller (1966) distinguished two forms of the best choice problem

(= secretary problem). In the rank problem only the relative ranks of the items

arriving in random order can be observed, and the aim is to stop so as to maxi

mize the probability of stopping when the best item is shown. In the full infor-

. mation case the value of the items is given by independent random variables

with known continuous distri bution, and these random variables can be ob

served.

Gilbert and Mosteller also studied a game variant of the rank problem:~Player1

presents the items in an order which he selects. (Trus is the worst case:.~ituation

when the assumption of arrival in random order is violated.) The solution of the

game variant in the full information case will be presented.

(joint work with A.Gnedin)

T.Radzik

Generalized Shapley Values in Cooperative TU-Games with Ditected Graphs

We consider cooperative TU-games with graphs described by <N,v,A>, where

N is the set of players, v: 2
N

---i R, and A is a directed graph descrioing the

possible communication paths between the players. We study the following two

problems:

(1) How to construct the "real worth" VA (N) of the grand coalition, and

(2) How to divide this amount vA(N) among the players.

We find three very natural constructions of the function v(S), S ( N, and, nen,

three corresponding values· t (v ,A) are discussed.

It is shown that one of these values cao be axiomatized in a very similar way

given by Myerson (1977) for games <N,v,A> with undirected graphs. That

value coincides with the so-called generalized Shapley value (A.S.Nowak,
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T.Radzik, 1992) defined on the set of generalized cooperative TU-games (the

new concept for cooperative games, where coalitions are considered to be sequen

ces of the players - instead of subsets of N, as in the classical approach).

J .R.osenmiiller

Bargaining with Incompiete Information

. In a Nash bargaining situation with incompiete information we parametrize a

system of feasible sets in a "canonical" way; in particular the "fee-game" repre- e
sents the (complete information) analogue to the side payment game. Let us

introduce Bayesian incentive compatible mechanisms. Then for two persons and

arbitrarily many types a mechanism is globally efficient only if it is constant.

Also, in a. nonconstant ex ante P .E. mechanism, given the situation of incom-

plete information' on one side, the informed player obtains zero utility in his

worse situation.

Next, it is shown that such a nonconstant mechanism yields as for player 1 (the

informed one) a worse utility payoff as compared to the expected contract utili

ty. Therefore, the Axiom of the Expected Contract states that whenever this

contract is in mediis Lr. and BIC, a bargaining solution should choose it. Final

Iy, we propose aversion of the IIA Axiom and show that (including the traditio

na! invariance and efficieney axioms) thereis a unique solution satisfying the

axioms. This value also satisfies the E.C. Axiom.

W.Trockel

On the Bargaining Set of Luge Exchange Economies

Mas-Colell (1989) has proved that in a non-atomic continuum economy the

competitive allocations coineide with those in the Bargaining Set. His concept of

the bargaining set modifies older ones used in TU-games. Gur problem is it to

check whether, analogosly to equivalence between competitive and eore alloca

tions, also a limit theorem is true, which gives approximate equivalence for large

finite economies. It is shown that no analog of the Debreu-Scarf Theorem exists

for the Mas-Colell bargaining set. A modification of the bargaining set following
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Geanokoplos who explicitly considers leaders of objecting coalitions is introduced

for exchange economies. Two limit theorems are proved yielding approximate

equivalence of this bargaining set with the set of competitive allocations. The

proof is based 'on that of Mas-Colell (1989), substituting Lyapunow-Richter's

Theorem by Shapley~Folkman's Theorem to get convexifying effects, and on CL

former wark by Anderson (1978).

(joint work with R.Anderson)

Berichterstatter: P. SudhöUer
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Tag u n g s b e rch"t

Diophantische Approximationen
26.09. his 02.10.1993

Die diesjährige Tagung wurde von P. Bundschuh (Köln), R. Tijdeman (Leiden)
und M. Waldschmidt (Paris) geleitet. Insgesamt konnten 44 Wissenschaft-
lerinnen und "W'issenschaftler aus 17 verschiedenen Ländern der Einladung Folge
leisten. Sie hielten 40 Vorträge über ihre neueren Forschungsergebnisse auf dem
Gebiet der diophantischen Approximationen. Schwerpunktmäßig gruppierten sich
die Themen um Irrationalität und lineare Unabhängigkeit, Transzendenz und
algebraische Unabhängigkeit, diophantische Gleichungen und Ungleichungen
sowie Gleichverteilungstheorie.

Auf die Durchführung einer "Problem Session lt wurde diesmal im Hinblick auf
das dichtgedrängte Vortragsprogramm verzichtet. Stattdessen enthält der vor
liegende Bericht im Anschluß an die Vortragsauszüge eine Sammlung offener
Probleme. die den Tagungsleitem von verschiedenen Teilnehmern eingereicht
wurden.



Vortragsausziit~f-!..''';

H.P. SCHUKEWEI :
Multipljcjtjes of recurrences
We consider sequences

Um+n ~ Vn-1Um+n-l + Vn-2Um+n-2 +"'+VOU m

where the Vi are complex numbers and where Va ~ 0 . We call n
the order of the sequence {um}' and we suppose that the initial
values have (un-1 •••• , uo) ~ (0•...•0) .

In 1934. M. Ward conjectured that for non-degenerate binary
sequence Le. for sequences of order n-2 with um E Z , the
equation
(1) Um a a ,
where a is a given number, has not more than 5 solutions m.
This conjecture has been proved to be true by Kubota in 1977. In
fact he proved that (1) has at most 4 solutions m provided that
{Um} is of order 2, non..degenerate and provided that UmE Z for
all m. Kubota's result has been sharpened by Beukers (1980) .
Here we prove the truth of the generalization of Ward's
conjecture to sequences of arbitrary order.
Theorem Given n~, there exists a constant c=c(n) with the
following property. Let {um} be a linear recurrence sequence of

order n whose elements lie in OJ . Assume that the sequence is
non-degenerate. Then the equation (1) has not more than c(n)

solutions m. We may take c(n) =- 2226(n+1)! .

The proaf relies on my p-adic generalization of the W. Schmidt's
subspace theorem.

J.F. TI-iUNDER :
On Tbue Inegyaljtjes
Let F(X.V) be a form of degrae d ~ 3 irreducible over IJ . Let m >

o and let NF(m) denote the number of solutions to the Thue
inequality

I F(X,Y) I s m
in integer pairs (x,y) e Z 2. Let AF be the area of the region

{ (x,y) E 1R 2 }. We prove

I NF(m) - m2/d AF I ~ c(d)m2/d fern)

tor explicit functions c(d) and f(m) where f tands to 0 as m
tends to 00 • We show

2
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NF(m) « dm2/d

tor I D(F) I ~ (LogLog(m))d(d.t) or it LogLog(m) ~ (d(d-l )4(1 +E) for

same E > O. In the case d = 3 we show
I NF(m) - m2/3 AF I = O( 1 + m29/44 )

where the implicit constant is absolute.

KGYORY
Besultants and thejr applicatjoos to jrreducjble polynomjal
Let P E Z [Xl be a polynomial of degree m with leading

coefficient 3 0 and without multiple zeros. let Pt •... 'Ps be
distinct primas, and denote by S the set of non-zero integers not
divisible by primes different tram P1' ... 'Ps' Consider the

resultant equation
(*) Res{P,Q) e S in Q e Z[X). ~.

Theorem 1. Let n be a positive integer with 2n < m . Apart'~from

proportional factors fram S, the number of solutions Q(X) of (*)

with degQ = n is at most Cl (m, n, s+w(aa)). where Cl can be
given explicitly.

Here w(ao) denotes the number of distinct prime factors of ao .

As an application, we get
Theorem 2. The number of reducible polynornials of the form P(X)
+ b with b E S is at most C2(m, s+w(ao)), where C2 can be

given explicitly.

Ihis implies that if P(X) is an arbitrary polynomial with
coefficient in Z then P(X) + b is irreducible over lD for some b

e Z with Ibl S C3 (m) • where C3 can be given explicitly.
For manie polynomials this gives an affirmative answer to a
problem of M. Szegedy.
The proof of theorem 1 depends on some results of Evertse and
Gyary on decomposable form equations and a quantitative version
01 the Subspace Theorem.

A. SCHINZEL
A refjnement 01 Hilbert's jrreducjbjlity theorem jn the function
field case

Theorem 1 Let Fj(x, .....x r • t, •... , ts) (1 SjSk) be polynomials

defined and irreducible over a field K. but not in K[t, .... , tsl .

3



There exists a polynomial tb e K[z, , ... ,zs-1' w1,... , ws_,]-{O} with
the lollowing property.

11 ai' ßi e K (lSiss) and tb(a1 , ••• ,as-1 ' 13, •... , ßs -1) "* 0 then all

Fj(x"""x rl Ql t+P1 1 •• " aS-lt+~S-1' t) are irreducible ovar K.

As a consequence the following extension of the author's recent
result on trinomials is obtained.

Thegrem 1 Let K be a field of characteristic p ~ 0 I·K its

algebraic closure, n and m be positive integers n > m • nm(n-m)
not divisible by p, "1·n/(n,OO) I m1 • m/(n,m) I

L be a finite extension of K(t1 , ... I ts )' There exists a number c(L)
with the following property.

11 A, B e L* , A-nsn-m ~ K then the trinomial x" + Axm + 8 is

reducible over L il and only if at least ane of the following
conditions is satisfied

(i) X"1 + Axm,+ B has a proper linear or quadratic factar;
(ii) n:a 2m and there exists a prime q such that q/m and

A _ uq (1 +y'1':4'V) q- (1 -y'1':4'V) q • B _ U2qy 2q • U • Y E L

2~
(iii) there exists an integer I such that (nil, rn/I) == (v, J.1) E (Z+)2

, v < c(L) and XV + Ax~ + B is reducible over L.

C.ELSNER
On arjthmetjc proQertjes of rational approximations to real
algebra;c numbers

Let p be areal algebraic number of degree ~ 2. Moreover, let
(vm/qm) m~1 ' be any sequence of rational numbers such that

lim Vm _ p, Ip _vm I ~.-C..,
qm qm qi

for same constants C > 0, 0 < ~ < 1. Let E > 0 . An integer b is
said to represent a small residue class modulo Q if it is

congruent to an integer b , where ..Ql-612+e SbS 01-6/2+E .

Theorem Let 0< E < ö/4. There is a positive number mo depending

on p, C, ö and E such that tor all integers m ~ mo there is an

integer s satisfying the tollowing conditions

(i) (qn)6/2-E < 5 < qn

(ii) the number of integers a with vm -(qm) 1-6 S a ~ Vm +(qm) 1-5

4
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such that as represents a small residue class with respect to

the modulus qm is »(qm) 1-ö (Logqm)-2.

The number mo is ineffective. Note that on average (ii) ane

expect :« (Qm) 1-3/26 .. E numbers aso

The main tool in proving this theorem are smalI, odd solutions to
a linear congruence with about Log(qm) terms and with certain

integral coefficients from the interval [ vm -(qm) '-&, vm +(qm) 1-& ].

Sy this solution a rational approximation to p is constructed
which is inconsistent with Roth's theorem provided that (ii) does
oot hold for any s.

Y. NESlERENKO
Effective coostructions of Pad8-Hermjte approximations tor the
generalized hypergeometric functions
We present an exact formula for the remainders and the
coefficients of Pade-Hermite approximations of generalized
hypergeometries functions.
Let p = q+1 , q ;:= 0 , q ~ Z , a, ,... , a p' ß1 ,••• , ßq E [ , ßi ' CXj ,ß i - aj * 0,

-1, -2... and the sequences {Cln} n~" {ßn} n~l be defined by the

formulas a n+p =an + 1 , J3n+q =ßn + 1 . For N ~ 0 ,define :

fN (z) = pFq ( aN+" ON+p / Z ) , RN (z) = TI cxk zt fN (z)~ , t = [(N-1 )/2] .

ßN+', ßN+q ,skSN ßk

Theorem 1 Let N 2: 1, there exists PNo' ... ,PNq E I[ [z] such that

1) RN(z) = PNo(z) fo(z) + ...+ PNq fq(z) '.~:::

2) deg PNi(z} S [(N-1 )/2] - [(N+q-i)/p] , i = 0, ... , q .

Theorem 2 Under the assumptions of theorem 1, let O:s; n = "0 ~

n1 ~ •.• ~nq S n+1 , ni E Z . Then the set of polynomials po.... ,Pq E a: [z]

form a Hermite-Pade approximation system of the first kind ,
correspooding to the numbers ~o.", ,... '"q if and only if there
exist Cl *" 0 and naturals integers N, q 1 N • such that PK =

c 1 PNK fo r K = 0, .. ., q .

Theorem 3 Let us denote a1 = ... = aq =1 t let also

an+p = z«(an+,/ßn+1- 1)(an+2/ß n+2 ) (cxn+p/ßn+p)' n ~ 0, and define the

sequence of vectors AN = (AN(O) t ••• ,AN(q)) by the recurrence

relation :

5



where A-q - (O!1.0.....0) t •••• A_ 1 =- (0, ...•0.1) • AO - (1,0•... ,0) .

Then AN(j) e [[z] ,N~-q t and

1) deg AN ü) S [(N-j}/p]

2) ordzao(AN(O)fj(z) - AN(i) fa(z)) ~ [Nlq] .

Theorem 4 The set of polynomiaJs Ao,"" Aq e t[z] form a
Hermite-Pade approximation system of the second kind.
corresponding to the numbers n. 0 0 S "1 ~... snq S n+1 if and only
if thera exist C2 ~ 0 and naturals integers N t q/N, such that AK

= ~AN(K) for K ~ 0•... , q .

G.LARCHER
Kronecker-tvpe seguences and oon-archimedean djophantjne
approximation
Let q be a prime and f1, .•• , fs be s laureat series over Zq. For

fez) - L akz-k ; aw *" 0 ,let {f}= L akz-k .
k.w kamax( 1.w)

For n:8 byqV+ ...+bO ; bi e {Q, ... ,q-1} let n(z) =- byzv+...+bo
considered as polynomial in Zq[X] .
The following sequence may be regarded as a non-archimedean
analog to the classical Kronecker sequence :
x n • ({ n(x) f1 (x)}/ x=q ,... , ( n(x) fs(x)}/ xaq) t n ~ 0 .

The sequence is uniformy distributed in [0, 11s iff 1,11 , ••. ,1s are

linearly independent over lIJ. Estimates for the usual discrepancy
of the sequence with respect to the simultannous approximabifity
of 11 , ••• , fs by rational functions are given.

F.BEUKERS
On a cgnjectyre of Qwork on G·functjoos (Bepart on wark dane
wjth Daan Krammer)
Since Siegal's time the nature of G-function has remained an
open question. Thera exist some general conjectures but they are
far from beeing proved. Around 1988 B. Dwork formulated a
conjecture which might characterise G-functions satisfying a
second order linear differential equation.
Coojecture lQwock) A second order linear differential equation
(irreducible) having a G-function solutioo is equivalent to an
algebraic pullback of a second order hypergeometrie equation.

r. I
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In this talk we presant a counterexample,

P(z} y" + (1/2)P'(z) y' + (z-18) Y == 0 t

9
where P(z) =- z(z-1 )(z-81) .
This is the Picard-Fuchs equation carrespanding to the Shimura
family of abelian surtaces having multiplication by an order in a
quaternion algebra over aJ of discriminant 15. We show that it
has monodromy not commensurable with a trfangle group, hence
the equation cannat be equivalent to an algebraic pullback of a
hypergeometrie equation. Since the equatian comes from
algebraic geometry it has a G-function solution.

T. TÖPFER
Linear independence of values of certain fuoctjoos
Investigations of the linear independence of numbers w11 ..• '~m

are usually based upon an old idea of Siegel involviog a set af"rn
linearly independent linear tarms in w, I ••• , W m with suitable

properties. Recently another method due to Nesterenko was
developped, where the linear independence is replaced by a
different candition. As an application of Siegel's method we
derive a quantitative version of the Lindemann-Weierstrass
Theorem, and via Nesterenko's approach we prove the tollowing
theorem about functions that satisfy q-difference equations :

Theorem Suppose f is an entire transcendental function, which
satisties the functional equation t(qz) = Ro(z) fez) with q E Z-

{O,1,-1} , t E Z[X] , deg Ra = m, and b1, ... ,bm are the zeros of '·Ra .

Further assume that a e lIJ -(O} satisties a * bjqn tor j=1 ,... , m

and ne Z+. Then forke Z+:

dimQJspanlD (f(a), ... ,f(k-l}{a)) ~ k (k+m) [m «m+1)k+6(k-1)/1t2]-1.

If k 2= m then:
dimlD span(J(f(a), ... ,t(k-l)(a)) ~ k (k-m) (m (k+6(k-1 )/1t2]-1.

Co(ollary : if a E [* and k ~ 5 for m =- 2, k ~ (2+6IJc2)m for

m~ 3 I then not all numbers a, f(a), ... ,f(k*1)(a) are rational.

C.L. STEWART
Power tree vahJes ot bjnary torms

Let F(X,Y) =- arXr + ar-1 Xr*ly + ...+ aa yr be a binary form with

integer coefficients, degrae r ~ 3 and non-zero discriminant. Let
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k be a positive integer. We say that an integer is k-free if it is
not divisible by the k-th power of a prime. Let w be the largest

positive integer such that wk divides F(a,b) for all integers a
and b.
Let Rk(x) denote the number of k-free integers t with Itl s x

for which there exist integers a and b with F(a,b) - t wk .
Theorem 1 (Stewart and Topl Let k ~ 2 anf F as above. Let m be
the largest degrae of an irreducible factor of F over aJ . Suppose
that m S 2k + 1 or that k =- 2 and m D 6 . There are positive
numbers C1 and C2 , which depend on k and F, such that if x

exceeds C1 then

Rk(x) > C2 x2JR .

Theorem is used in the proef of the following result.

Theorem 2 lStewart and Top) Let b E ttl with b ~ 0,1 ,-1 . Put a

=- (b2+1)2/(2b) . There exist positive numbers C3 and C4 ' which
depend on b, such that if T is areal number larger than C3

then the number of square free integers d with Id IsT for
which the curve given by

dy2 • x(x...1)(x-a)

has rank at least 3 is at least C41 116 •

A.J. VAN DER P<X>RTEN
Effectjve guadratjc recjprocjty

FoJlowing a talk of mine ' Halfway to a solution of X2 - D y2 ' at
MSRI in May, Yuri Nesterenko asked me about the relationship
between solutions (X,V) of X2 - 0 y2 =- d and solutions (P,Q) to
p2 .. d Q2 _ D , assuming both equations have solutions. In fact
there is a tenuous connection in that each equation signals the
'halfway point' to the other in the following sense :

On expanding ro as a continued fraction

YD - [aa, ... , a", (Pn+1 + ro)/On+,] one has (xn)2 - D(yn)2 - ±On+1

where [aa, ... , an] - xn/Yn . The algorithm entails 0 - (Pn+1)2 + an

0n+1 so on writing Pn+1 - t A ane may find integers b, C so that

an - bA + C 0n+1 yielding a representation 0 - t2A2 + bAQn+1 +

C(Qn+l)2 as a form of discriminant L1 - t>2 - 4t2c . Put d - d or

0/4 (according as 4 does not cr daes divide ß). Then such a
representation entails the existence 01 a solution of X2 - Dy2 - d .

8
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One constructs the solution by observing that if for example 0 =
p2 _ d Q2 then W- (P-1, 1. {P -dQ2 + W)/dQ2] . Now compute,
correspondingly

(; ~y)( ~ ~r(; ~y) ~ ( ~ ~)
observing that cleverly -this is the point of course - X, Y are

integers. The upshot is that given p2 - d Q2 = 0 one must
'discover' x, y by finding the string 3 0 , .. " an -in effect by

"red).Jcing" {P + W)/Q . Then X, Y so that X2 - 0 y2 = d is

obtained as described. Conversely given d = X2 - 0 y2 one

"reduces" (X + W)/Y to obtain .fd = [ba, ... , bm, (X + W)/Y]

whence, say, p2 - dq2 = ±Y . Now a 'duplication' yields p2 - d Q2 =
D . One certainly saves the effert involved in finding a solution

for X2 - 0 y2 = d when d is not lass than W.

Y. BILU
Effectiye analysis of integral points on algebraic cyrves
Let C/K be a non-singular prejective algebraic curve defined on
a number field K, x e C(K) non-constant and S a finite set of
valuations of K containing Soo' Consider the set of S-integral

points C(x,K,S) = { P E eCK) / x(P) is S-integer}. Consider also x

as a ramified covering x: C -+ IP 1 . For a E IP 1 denote ea =
gcd(e 1 , ... ,er)' where e1 = e, (aL ... , er = ar(a)(n) are ramification

indices above a.
Theorem 1 (8 19a6) Assume that Ld~00(1-ea-1) > 1. Then C(x:K,S)
is effectively bounded in terms of C, x, K and S.
Theorem 2 (8 19aB) Assume that x is aGaleis covering and g(C)
~1 . Then C(x,K,S) is effectively beunded in terms of C, x, K and
S.
Let L be the set of poles of x in the field K(C) . Consider the

group Ut of 1:-units of the field K(C). We have Ul: == j(-EB IP ,
where 0 S P ::s p(L) siLl - 1.

Theorem 3 (6 1989) Let p(L) ~ 2 . Then C(x,K,S) is effectively
bounded in terms of C, x, K and S.
Theorem 4 (8 1989) Assurne that thera exists a covering ~: C ~ C

unramified_ outside L with tha following property : pet) ~ 2

where p(1:) :::I ,-1 (t) . Then C(x,K,S) is effectively bounded in
terms of C, x, K, 5 and deg ~ .
The last theorem covers most classical results on effective
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solution 01 Diophantine equations. Almost all effective bound are
written explicitly.

M.MlGNOlTE
On Catalan 9Quatjoo

Up to now the only -non-trivial- solution of Catalan's equation xP

- ~ • 1 which is known is 9 - 8 - 1 . When pq is even it was
proved by K. Chao that this is the only non trivial solution (La
with xy ~ 0 ). We suppose pq odd. The following three results
have been obtainad this year :
1) suppose that p and q are primas then

q < 11 P Log P (Log pq)2 ,
this is a consequence of a new tower bouod of linear forms in two
logarithms of algebraic numbers obtained by Laurent-Nesterenko
Mignotte.
2) suppose that p and q are primas and that bath
pq.';1t 1 (mod q2) and q do not divides hp •

where hp is the class-number of the sufieid of lIJ (e2ht/p) of

degrae ~,with 2k D (p-1) , then Catalan's equation has 00 non..

trivial solution.
3) Working module some prime I 51 1(mod pq ) one can sometimes
prove that Catalan's equation has 00 non-trivial solution.
Combining these results one can prove that min{p,q} ~ 113.
Moreover 1) and some linear form of three logarithms imply

max{p,q} < 1024 .

R.T1JDEMAN
Arjthmetjc progressions wjth egual prgducts
The proof is sketched of the following rasult. If two arithmetic
progression x, x+d1 ..... x+ (k-1 )d1 and y. y+d2•..• , Y+ (k-1 )d2 in
positive integers x, y, k>2, d1 < d2 have equal products, then
either max(x, y, k) is bounded by a functioo of d1 and d2 or d1

- 1 ,~ - 4 , x is about k and y is small. For every k there is a
solution :

(k+1)(k+2) .....(2k) - 2. 6. 10..... (4k-2).

D.MASSER
Argyod tbe Tate coojecture
Let A be an abelian variety defined over a number field k. and
let EndkA be the ring of endomorphism defined over k. Far a

10
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prime number l let At be the kernel of multiplication by l t

and let EndrA, be the ring of f-endomorphisms of Al for r ~

Gal(klk) . In 1985 Zarhin showed that

(i) the natural map IF l ~ EndkA ~ EndrA l is an isomorphism.

(ii) A, is r-semi-simple.

provided , is sufficiently large. My work on unpolarized isogeny

and discriminant estimates with G. Wüstholz, together with an
effective version of Jordan-Zassenhaus, implies that it suffices

to take any , not dividing a certain positive integer T ~ c M t

here M = max { d, h} tor d = [k:lD] . h = h(A) = Faltings height, and

c. 't depend only on the dimension of A. Further there are
examples to show that 't > 0 and even 't ~ 1 . ..;.....~.

D.BEATRAND
Height functions on semi-abelian yarieties
Let G be a semi-abelian variety of dimension g, defined over a
number field k, and let G be a Chow-Serre compactification of

G . Let further P be a point in G(k). not contained in any proper

algebraic subgroup of G. Ta any element A of the cone Pic+( G )
of ample symmetric line bundle on G. we associate a cano~ical

height hl on G(k). in a manner similar to the construction of the
Neron-Tate heights, and show :
Theorem 1 if G is an isotrivial extension of an abelian variety A
by a torus, then

inf( hA,(P)g I(Ag)) ; A. e Pic+( G) ) > 0 (*)

Theorem 2 if G is an non-isotrivial extension, and if A admits
antisymmetrie endomorphisms, there exist points P as above
which da oot satisfy (*).
Theorem 2 relies on a construetion of Aibet, yielding peintsen
G(k) with degenerate Galois properties, and on an explieit loeal
decomposition of the caoonical height hA,.

L.DENIS
Multipljcjty estimates and intersectjon theory
Let G be the smooth compactification of an algebraic
commutatif group G associated to the compactification (rP 1y+m

of its maximal linear part H =- Ga'xG mm and L the very ample

divisor of G associated with the Serre-compactification chosen.

11



Denotes by t<; the tangent space at 0, by W a subspace. by r a

finite subset of G' containing 0 and by r(g) the set of sums öi
9 - dimG elements in G. We prove the following estimates :

Theorem let P be a homogenous polynomial of degras 0 t which
is zero at each point of f(g) with multiplicity ~ gT+1 along W
but P is not identicaHy zero on G. Then there exists a subgroup
G' strictly included in G whose tangent space is tat such that :

(
T + dim(WIWf"'\G'») Card(r+G'/G') G'. (DL)dimG' S G. (DL)dimG .

dim(W/Wf"'\G')

The usa of intersection theory enables us to avoid a factor 2g in
the R.H.S. which appeared in the previous result of P. Philippon.
As a first step one represents the derivatives of P by
polynomials of degree S 0 + gT , one obtains D+gT in the R.H.s.
Then wa use properties of multiplication by n on G and a
Landau's trick to replace the term 0+ g1 obtained in the first
part of the proof just by D.

J. WOLFART
Transcendental yalues pt modular functjons
(report on a joint paper with Paula Beuzley echen and Hironori
Shiga)
An old theorem of Th. Schneider (1937) says : at every algebraic
point t e i of degree [43 (t) :tD] > 2 the elliptic modular function

takes a transcendental value j(t) t! ii" . In other words : if the

elliptic curve E.r == [/(Z+Zt) is defined over ii" and has algebraic

period quotient t e ii ,then Er has complex multiplication. This

transcendental counterpart of the classical theory of complex
multiplication extends now to arbitrary analytic families of
abelian varieties (as defined by Shimura and Siegel). The main
tools of the praof are :
-the theory of canonical models for Shimura varieties,
-arithmetic properties of modular embeddings, and
-linear independence theorems tor periods of abelian varieties
coming from the Wüstholz algebraic subgroup theorem.
Far the Hilbert modular case we obtain :
Theorem 1 let F be a totally real number field of degrae n and
z - (t, , ... , t n) e G n a point with some algebraic component t v . If
the correspending abelian variety Az with dimAz - n and real

multiplication by F is defined over i (in ether words if the

12
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canonical map J: G n ~ Sl:zO \ G n :a V takes an algebraic value

J(z} e V(lo) in the Shimura variety V in IP N(lI:) defined ovar ij")
then z must be a CM point ((::) Az is of CM type).

The proaf is reduced to the following eriterion for complex
multiplication which has other niee applications tao :

Theorem 2 let A be asimple abelian variety defined over OJ, let

W E HO(A,!1) be defined over OJ with the property that all

periods . Jy w , y e H, (A.Z) are algebraic multiples of each ether.

Then A has complex multiplication.

P. PHILIPPON
Mahler spaces

Let KM be the set of algebraically elosed subfields of a: -of.~"
finite transcendance degrees over (fJ. Let L, . ~ E KM and -:-:a. =

(a" ...• ak) (resp. 11 = (ß" ... ,ßk)) be such that L, (resp. L2) is the

aJgebraic closure of lD(a, , ... ,ak) (resp. OJ(ß, ,...•ßk) ) . Consider the
mutual approximation order function

Q(L,.L2/i, j) = maxp{ LogLogll P(a. ß)II·'-Log T(P}} : Z+2 ~ IR+U {oo}

where the maximum is taken over all prime ideals P in (fJ [x, , ... ,xk

: y" ... 'Yk] of degrae S; i , size T(P) S; i+j and defining a
"correspondence" between the balls of radius exp(-(i+j)
centered at SI. and ß. respectively. We derive from this function
an element mad(L,.~) in same totally ordered group r, via
non-standard methods. This map "mad" happens to be a locar:r:"

distance (Le. mad(L,,~) = 0 (::) L, = ~; mad(L,,~) = mad(L2,

L1) and mad(L1, L3) S max(mad(L,. L2) • mad(L2, L3» as soon as

mad(Ll'~) and mad(L2 , L3) are small enough. Consequently, we

can endow KM with a Hausdorff topalogy. totally dicontinous.
non·discete. paracompact (but not compact) of zero covering
dimension. One can then reinterpret measures of algebraic
independence. and Mahler classificatien in terms of this distance
"mad".

M.AMOU
A classjfjcatjoo of transcendental numbers by Sorjndzyk
We give a rasult on the existence of real numbers with certain
properties related to a classification of transcendental numbers

by Sprindzuk. This implies the existence of S numbers with any
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given order v > 1 , that of T-numbers and that of U-numbers
with any given height H E Z + • all cf which have baen open

questions. In the praof we employ a method similar to a method of
Schmidt to construct Mahler's T-numbers. Also we usa a result
on distribution of real algebraic numbers with a given height
which can be deduced fram an effective version of a theorem of
Kornblum on the polynomial analogue of Oirichlet's theorem on
primas in arithmetic progressions.

F.AMOROSO
polyoomjals wjth prescrjbed yanjshjng at roots pt ynjty
Let P be a polynomial with integer coefficients, low degrae and
prascribed vanishing at 1 . How small can its height be ? This
problem was first considered by M. Mignotte who found in 1980
the lower bound :

2
h(P} ~ ~.fl - Log N

4 N
(N - deg P , e - multiplicity of P at 1 , h =- logarithmie height).
In 1984 , E. Bombieri and J. Vaaler gave a new proof of a similar
inequality, using the fact that such a polynomial must also vanish
at p·th raots of unity 10r small primes p. We generalize this
argument, showing that automatie vanishing must also oecur at
generic roots of unity. This allow us to improve the eonstant 1/4
in Mignotte·Bombieri-Vaaler bound to-.

r. sI - 0, 69422...
8.1 (2s·1)!

We hops that a more care1ul analysis can lead to better results.
We are also abis to give a new upper bound 10r the minimal height
01 polynomials with given degrae and vanishing at 1 .

A.B. SHIDLOVSKII
On linear jndependence g1 tho yalues gf E-fynctjoos at algebrajc

~
The report present theorems and conjectures on linear
independenc9 over the field of algebraic numbers of the values at
algebraic points of a set of E-functions forming a solution of a
system of linear differential equations with coefficients from
the field of rational functions. One of the proved theorem is :

Thegrem let E-functions f1 (z), ... ,fm(z) , m ~ 2, with power series

coefficients from algebraic number field Ko form a solution of a

system of linear differentiel equations .

14
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m

(1) Y'k 3 Qk,O + .L, Qk.i Yi ' k = 1,... , m , 0k,i E a:(z) ,
I-

~ E öl . ~ ~ 0 and distinet from the singular points of the system

(1). K :a OJ (a) an arbitary algebraie number field containing Ko
and l; E K . h = [K:lll]. Further assume that for any k, 1 ~ k ~ m . the

function fk(z) is not algebraic of degrae ~ h (of degrae ~ [h/2]

if a ~ IR ) over the field generated by the functions fi(z) , i = 1, ... ,

m. i "*- k • over ([ (z) .

Then the numbers t, (~). ... ,fm(~) are linearly independent together

with the number 1 over K hanee each of the numbers fi(~) daes

not belang to K.

K.VÄÄNÄNEN
On the approximation ot certain infinite products
The q-exponential function

"f(z) = rr (1rZ--) = 1 + L z"/ n (qk-1) , Iql>1 ,
"=1 q" "=1 k= 1

is an antire funetion satisfying the functional equation f(qz) =
(1 +z) f(z) . Let K be an algebraie, number field of degrae d over
lIJ. We normalize I Iy in K by Iply = 1/p ,if v/p, and Ixly = lxi,

if v/co. For a. = (al' ... ,ak) e Kk we define 1ß.ly = maxj{lajly} and

h{a.) = n max{ 1, 1ß.I~y/d} • dy = [Ky:lDyl .
v

Suppose that q E K , and let A =A(V,q) = d Log h(q)/dy LoglqlY.r

Theorem 1 let a E K, a *Ü, _qn, n = 1, 2.... If A < 7/4 , then there

exists 11 = 11 (q, a, v) > 0 and h1 = h1(q, a, v) > 0 such that for any

9 E K
- 7 d .11 (Log Hr1

/
2

I f(a) - B 'v > H (7-4Ä-)d v , H = max{h(9), h1}.

Theorem 2 let a be as in th1. Suppose that Iq1w"# 1 tor all w/oo

, A + 8 -A A > 0 ,where A = k + 3(k-1 )1[2 , 8 = (k-1 )(k/2 - 3/1[2) ,

k E Z + ' k ~ 2. Then there exist positive constants Y2 =12(Q, a, v)

and h2 = h2(q, a. v) such that tor any ~ = (8, ,... , Bk _,) E Kk-1

'I t(i)(a) I} ·(A+B)d -'Y2(LogLogH)(Log Hr'l2
max --- - 9 i > H (A+B-Ä-A)dv

1s i S k·l \ f (a )

15



where H - max( h(~, h2} .

K. NISHIOKA
Algebrajc jndependence by Mahler's method and Eyertse's theorem
Foe a natural number r ~ 2 , put

fr(z) a r. z~ .
k-O

For areal quadratic irrational number w, put

Fw(z) :a L [kw]zk .
kal

Let {wj} be a set of real quadratic irrational numbers such that

tD (w i) ~ 10 (wj) for all any distinct i, j .

Theorem if a e dJ , 0 < lai< 1 , then

fr(a) , r ~ 2, FWi(a) , i~1

are algebraically independent.
Corollary the functions fr(~)' r ~ 2, FWi(z) ,j~1 are

algebraically independent ovar I: (z) .

P.G.BECKER
Transcendency by Mahler's metbad
We report on applications of Mahler's original work and of
Nishioka's recent generalization of the method. Furthermore, we
discuss another extension of Mahler's results and apply it to
deduce transcendency results for numbers arising in the context
of complex dynamical systems.
1) (with T. Töpfer) let {Rn} E Si IN be a linear recursive sequence

and let m ~1 • d ~ 2 and l be integer. We study the arithmetic
properties of series of the type

1:-1-.
n2:1 Rl+mtf

2) Allouche and Shallit introduced the nation of k-regular power
series l(z) , thus generalizing the concept of k-automaticity.
They posed the problem of deducing transcendency results for the
values of such series f(z) e IJ [[z]] at the point 1/k. It can be

shown that such power series satisfy Mahler type functional
equations of a type studied by Nishioka. The result can be applied
to derive transcendency results of the above described type.
3) Let f(z) be a analytic function satisfying a functional
equation of the type P(z, f(z), f(Tz)) • 0 , where P is a

16
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polynomial and T is an algebraic tunetion. We can show that tor
algebraic (J. the value f(a) has to be transcendental (provided
same technical hypotheses are also fulfilled).
(with W. Bergweiler) It was possible to determine all algebraic
conjugacy functions Le. functions analytic in a neighborhood of 00

and satisfying the equation f(P(z)) = Q(f(z)) tor same P(z). Q(z)
e lI:[z] • having the same degree d ~ 2 . As a consequence one gets

the corresponding transcendency result for the values of
transcendental conjugacy functions at algebraic points.
Corollaries of that result deal with the values of the Douady
Hubbard functions at algebraic points and lead also to the
solution of a transcendency problem posed by Golomb in 1963.

J.H. EVERTSE
The nymber of algebrajc nymbers of gjven degrae aoproxjmatjng a
giveo algebraic number
In 1988, Bombieri and van der Paarten proved that Roth's
inequality

I a - xly I < (1/64) y-2-Ö in x, y E Z with y > 0

has at most
(1) 21S LogLog 4 M(a) + 3000S-S(Log r)2 Log(SO r/S2)

solutions, where a ~s an algebraic number of degree r, and M(a)
is the Mahler measure of a, and 0 < S < Öo = absolute constant.
Bombieri and van der Paarten used instead of Roth's original oon
vanishing result, known as Roth's lemma, a purely algebraic
result of Esnault and Viehweg. Sy an explicit version of Falting's
product theorem instead of the lemma of Esnault and Viehweg one
can derive the same bound (1)
We consider the inequality

(2) I a - ~ I < M(~)-K

in algebraic numbers ~ of degree d. Wirsing showed in 1970
that (2) has only finitely many solutions if K > 2d . Schmidt
improved this to 1C > d+1. This result of Schmidt can be derived
from his subspace theorem. As yet for 1C > d+1 it is only possible
to derive an upper bound tor the number of subspaces of lIJn

containing the vector A of coefficients of the minimal
palynomial of ;. However, by using Wirsinges method of praaf.
the product theorem above and the gap principle

M(~l) ~ 2·d M(~2) far salutions ~·1 t ~2 of (2) with M(~l) > M(~2)

ane can show the following
Theorem let K = 2d + S t with 0 < Ö < 1 . Then (2) has at most

17



2(d+3)2 5-1 Log(2ö) + 7/ö Loglog 4M(a) +
2143 d40 ö· 19 (Log 4r)2(LogLog 4r)

solutions.

S.DAVID
Linear fonns jn elljptjc Iggarjthms
We give an explicit version of N. Hirata's theorem on linear ferms
in elliptic logarithms. We also explain how this lower bound can
be used to salve an elliptic equation in integers provided one
knows a set of generators of the Mordell-Weil group of the curve.
This procedure has been used by N. Tzanakis. In addition our result
leads to an explicit bound on the degree of a minimal isogeny
linking two isogenous elliptic curves defined over same number
field. This precises a result of Masser and Wüstholz, and it can be
applied to study the Galois representation (mod , ) of the ,
torsion group on an elliptic curve. It gives abound (explicit) fram
which the Galois group fulls up the whole of G12 {1F ,) (on non-CM

curves defined over totally real fields).

R.TUBBS
An jntroductjoo to t-modules

Let A. f q[1] , k a IF q(T) I koo =- f q(1/T» and koo be a fixed
algebraic closure of koo • Our long-term goal is to study the

transcendence (and algebraic independence) of elements of k_

ovar k. However in order to utilize the techniques of modern
transcendence theory we must first establish certain basic
properties of objects in the category of t-rnodules.

De1: let Ga/kao denote the additive group af kog. At-module G

is a non-trivial homomorphism cI»: f q[t] -+ End(Ga"/koo ) satisfying

(i) for a E f q ,~(a) is scalar multiplication by a.

(ii)(dcl>(t) - T In)N Lie G - 0 for same N ~ 0 .

Further G is said to be abelian if the k_[t]-module MG 

Hom(G a"(k ao ). Ga(kao)) • upon which t acts by 1.t =- f 0 4>(t) f is

finitely generated.
Associated with G is a canonical exponential mapping, eXPG I

which is an entire, Fq.linear mapping satisfying : eXPG{dCl>(t) ~ 

~(t) 0 eXPG(z.) . This mapping is surjective only when MG is "rigid

18
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anaJytically trivial".
Theorem Suppose that MG is rigid analytically trivial. Then any

sub-t-module or quotient-t-module of G has a surjective
exponential mapping.

W.D. BROWNAWELl..
pependance in Drjnfeld Quasj-perjodjc Modules
Let A be the lattice of periods of a Drinteld module
<1l : A -+ k:o{ F} , k the fields of quotients of A I RA ={C E k:o: cA

C J\ } . Let r = A-rank A , r2 = RA-rank A. Let F2(z), ... , Fr(z) be the

quasi-periodic functions arising trom linearly independent
strictJy reduced <t>-biderivations and e4>(z) be the exponential

function correspondind to <1>:
94>(Z) = Z n (1 - ~) .

AE A· A-

Then the elements Fj(A} are called quasi-periods of <1>. Now <1>

extends to a homomorphism <1>: RA --+ koo{F} . Let L be the

extension of k such that all elements of cl> (R A) belong to L{F}.

Proposition the rank of the L-module generated by the quasi
period of <I> is bounded by r2r .

In the case r = 2 and r2 = 1 , A. Thiery has established th~

anaJogue of a theorem of G.V. Chudnovsky to show that equality
holds. It seems very difficult to establish equality in gener-al. Far
functions, we have the ~ollowing.

Theorem if u1 , ••. , Us E kao with RA - rank RAu,+... + RAUS .equal

to p then

W.M. SCHMIDT
Bemarks on Both's theorem and on Thue jnegualjtjes
1) New bounds are given for the number of solutians of the
inequality

I a - xly I < y-.S
where a is a given algebraic number, and ö > 2 . Such baunds had
baen given when ö is smalI, La. ö =- 2 + E with 0 < E < 1 I by
Bambieri and van der Paarten. We now give bounds tor ö in the
range 3:5 Ö S d where d:::a deg Cl : naturally these bounds become
smaller as ö increases.

2) The Thue inequality I F(x,y) I s h has only finitely many
solutions; hare F is an irreducible form of degrae d ~ 3 . In tact
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the generalized Thue inequality

I F(x,y) I S h I X. 11

where I X I • max(lxl, Iyl) and where y < d-2 has only finitely
many solutions. Recently J. Mueller and I derived bounds B(d, y, h)
for the number of solutions in the case of "sparse- torms F, La.,
forms with few non-zero coefficients as compared to their
degree.

A. GALOCHKIN
On some eguatjoos cQonected wjth E-function
Let K be an algebraic number field. For a algebraic ~enote by
h(a) the height and by K(a) the degree of a. Let f1(z), ... , 15 (z)

be .a set of E-functions, forming a solution of a system of
differential equations

s

Y'j == Ci o(z) + 1: 0i J.(Z) YJ· , j a 1,... , 5 ,
, j a 1 I

Qi,j(Z) e K(z) , T(z)Qj,j(z) E K(z) , T(z) E K[z]-{O} , i=1... ,s : j=O, ... ,5 .

Theorem 1 (1992) let ~ e l[ a solution 01 an equation

P(z, f1 (~), ••• , f5 (z)) = 0 ,

P(Xo ' X1, ... , ~) E K[Xo, X1,.··, XJ and P(z, 11(2), ... , fs{z)) ;# 0 .

Then for any positive e and Je the system

I ~ - a I < exp( -(h(9»E), K(9) < Je

has a finita number of solutions in algebraic a.
Theorem 2 let i l:II deg transcC(Z)(f1(Z},,,,, fs(z}) (1S iSs) , a e tIJ ,

aT(a) ~ 0 . Then if for some P(X" ...,~) E Z[X1 , ... , XJ the

inequality P(f1(a), ... , fs(a)) ~ 0 is fulfilled then

IP(f1(a), ... , fs(a))1 > H -Yd' ,

where y - 1(11 (z) •...• fs{z), a) > 0, d • deg P ,H is a height of P.

N. HIRATA-KOHNO
An appljcatjoo pt Quantitative subspac9 theorems
Let K be an algebraic number field. Let k, n. q E Z ,with 0 S k ~

n, q ~ 2n - k +1 . For X· (xo"'·' xn) put

lx.I - (Xo
2+ ... +Xn

2)1/2 . For a linear form L(x) - Cloxo+···+ anxn we

note ILI - (302+ ... +an2)1'2 .

20



Thegrem Let L, •... , Lq be linear torms detined over K. in n+1

variables in general position. Let E > 0 and consider the inequality
q

n IL;(x'>1 < ~ -2n..k-l-€

i= 1 ILJ lxJ
Then there exist subspaces 51 ,...• St of dimension s k and a

finite set A such that every solution X. E Z n+1 wich is not zero

of L1, ...• Lq fie in L:J Si UA ,where A = { X. E zn.l I lAI < Y} and
lSlst

t ~ T with· y ,T explicitely written in terms of k, n. q. [K:lD] and

the coefficients of L1 •...• Lq .

This result corresponds to a quantitative version of Ru and Wong's
result.

D.ROY
Points whose coordinates are logarjthms ot algebraic numbers on
algebraic varieties
Schanuel's conjecture for logarithms can be interpreted by saying

that, for each algebraic variaty V ~ a: n detined over lö. the

points of V with coordinates in the set L of logarithms of

algebraic numbers are contained in the vector subspaces of a: n

defined over aJ and contained in V. In this context, Baker's
theorem shows that the conjecture is true when V is a linear
variety defined over äJ. A rasult of D. Brownawell and M.

Walschmidt shows that it holds also when V is a curve defined
over äJ, contained in the variety Mdl(1) of dxJ matrices of rank

S 1 , but not contained in a subspace of Mdl(1). FinaUy, the linear

subspace theorem of M. Waldschmidt shows that each dxl matrix
of rank s r with coefficients in L is contained in a subspace
defined over lIJ of the variety Mdl (2r) of dxJ matrices of rank s
2r . In this taJk, we consider the affine cone G{k, ([ m) over the

Grassmannian of K-dimensionaJ subspaces of ([m:

G(k, ([m) = {V1" ... A vk ; v1.... , vk E [m} ~ Ak[m ,

and show that, i1 the conjecture is true tor G(2. a: 4) , then it is

true tor G(k. [m) tor any choice of K and m.
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The proof goe5 by embedding G(k. (rn) in Mdl(k) with d _ (_.rn. )
,,, .. ,

via some linear map defined over (I, and then by applying the

linear subspace theorem. We also show that. if the conjecture is
true for Mdl(r) tor all values of d, I, and r, then it is true tor

any homogenous algebraic variety V defined over IJ.

J.D. VAALER
Same approximations to the characteristic functjon 01 a sghere in
Eycljdean space
We prove the following generalization of an unpublishad result of
A. Beurting : let 0 Sr, 0 < Ö and -1 < v and assume that b(z)
and B(z) are entire functions of exponential type at most 21ts.
Assume also that b(x) s sgn(x) S Sex) for all real x. Then

(CO 2v + 1
(*) I v(5. r) :;; L- (B(x) - b(x) } I x - r I dx ,

where

Iv(s, r) a 4r2Vl(ns)2 [ J v (nsr)2 + J v+ 1(xsr)2 -(2v+ 1 )(nsr)-'

J v (1tsr)Jv+1(nsr)]-1

Moreover the lower bound on the left of (*) is sharp : tor each
choice of r, 5 and v there exists a unique pair (b, B) satisfying
the hypotheses and for which equality occurs in (*). (Note that

Iv(s, r) • 25·1,-2v+1 + 0v(S-2r2V) for 1 S r, 1 S 5 )

As a corollary we generalize a rasult of A. Selberg (who proved
the special case N - 1) : let 0< r, 0 < 5, and let N ~ 1 be an
integer. Write (3(r) a { Xe RN : IxI :s; r} and X~(r)(X) tor the

characteristic function of ~(r). Then there exist integrable

functions f, F : IRN ~ IR , such that

(i) f(x) S Xp(r)(x) S F(x) tor all x E IRN ,

(ii) the Fourier transforms

f ~) -1 f(X) e -2ni t .i dx
RN

..

and similarly

(iii)

- -F (t) are supported on ß(s) ,

1{F(x) -f(i)} dx ~~ I (N.2)/2(S, r)
~N 2
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where WN-1 =- 2 nN/2 r(N/2)-' is the surface area of ß(1) .

N. TZANAKIS
Solyjog elljptjc eguatjoos by estjmating linear forms in ellictjc
logarjthms
Given the Weierstraß equation of an elliptic curve E/tQ, we are

interested in camputing explicitly all rational integral points P
on E (with respect to the given equation) . Combining ideas of S.
Lang, J. Silverman and D. Zagier we are led to a linear form L in
elliptic logarithms, in which the unknowns are the integers m, ,
m 2, ... which appear when we express P a5 a linear combination of

the generators of the Mordell-Weil group of E/QJ. We estimate L
fram above in terms of M = maxj{x j} • Then, using S. David's

explicit version of aracent theorem by N. Hirata-Kohno on i6wer
bounds of linear farms of elliptic logarithms, we estimate L
tram below. The combination of the two bounds of L implies an
upper bound for M. This "very big" upper bound is then reduced
using the LLL basis reduction atgorithm. Two specific examples

are salved in detail : 6y2 = (x+1)(x2 - X + 6) (rank = 2, X = -1, 0, 2,

7, 15, 74, 767) and y2 = (x+p)(x2 + p2) I P = 337 (rank = 3 , x =
337, -287, 2113, 56784).

W.W.LCHEN
Irregularities of distribution
(joint wark with J.Beck)
We discuss same questions raised by the discovery a few years
aga that the square lattice plays an important role in many
questions in irregularities of distribution. We also explained the
significance of diaphantine approximation in such question.

J. BECK
probabilistjc diophantine approximations

We study first the Kronecker sequence na. mod 1 , n = 1 t 2, 3..
from a metrical point of view. Oefine the discrepancy function

~ ( a.: N) = L 1 - N vol(B) I
8: all boxes 1snsN.ng E 8

Theorem 1 (8 93) : for almast every a E IR d , 4»(x) increasing

arbitrary
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~ ( a; N) « (Log N)d t)(LogLog N) (::)J -d.x- < 00

4-(X)
1

The d - 1 case was solved by Khintchine (1923) who used
continued fractions. Our proof heavily uses Fourier analysis. This
global criterion is the perfect analogue of well-known loeal
criterion of Khintchine and Gallagher. Next we study both the

loeal and the global properties n12 mod 1. Here we formulate
two central limit theorems.
Local case 11 nf2 - All < ~ (*) and f),,(c; N) denote the number

n
of integralsolutions of (*) up to N.

Mean value f h'<c: N) dA. .. 2c Log N

the variance comes from the following proposition

f (h.(c: N) - 2c Log N ]2 dÄ

lim N~ 0 ::z (a(c))2 > 0
-yOO LogN

Thegrem 2 (6) ws have

length 1Ä E (O,1] : fl(C; N) - 2c Log N <!: t\ -- .-L- (00 e· u2
/ 2 du

\ s(c) .JLog N / N -+ 00 (2; }t

Glocal case 11 n12 - ÄII <.c. (**) and g(A., c; N) denote the
2

number of integralsolutions of (**) up to N. We study the
fluctuation of the "errar· : E(Ä., c; N) - g(1, c; N) - Ne .

Observation: if c =- 12 , or 212 or...mod 1 then E(A., c; N) - 0(1)

if N. qi where P/qi is a convergent of f2 then E()", c; N) 
0(1) . So the best that we can achieve is a 3-parameter central
limit theorem.
Theorem 3 (8) we have

val (A. E [0,113 : E(A. c; N) ~1-- _1_ (- e·
u2

/ 2 du
./ LogN N-+oo(2;}t

'V 12 f2 Log(1+ (2)

N.I. FELDMAN
Transcendence measyre tor the "umber 1t.

let P e Z [X] , d • deg P • H - H{P) then there exist a natural
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integer da t such that tor d ~ da we have :
IP(n)1 ~ e-c(d Log d + Log H) d (1 + Log d)

where c. 151. This improve previous results C::I 240

(Waldschmidt 1978) and C::I 389 (1985).

P. BUNDSCHUH
On jntegral-yalued entjre functjoos

If f: lt --+ lt is entire we define

p·(f) = lim r.-+ oo Log M(r, f) : with M(r,f): = maxlzlS r If(z)1 .
Log2r

Solutions of certain q-difference equations have been studied in
the past quite extensively trom the arithmetical point of view,
see 8.g. Töpfer's or Väänänen's talk during this conference. ,~ere

we studied functions of this type from a slightly different '-'but
related point of view. We explained the praaf of the follawing
Theorem ( with I. Shiokawa) for any given q, 5 E Z with Iql > 1 ,

s > 0 there exists an antire function f = fq,s satisfying

(i) f(G)(qm) e Z for a = 0, ... , s-1; m E Z+, and

(ii) p ·(f) = 5 (and then t i5 transcendental).
4 Log q

Gelfond (1967) had shown that an antire function f J satisfying
the same conditions but with (ii) replaced by

~
3(5-1»)-1p*(f) < 1 +--- ,must be a polynomial.

4 Log q S 1t2

We conjecture that the same will be true if we replace (....,-1 in
the la5t inequality by 1, and because of our theorem this should
be best passible.(This conjecture is known to be true for s = 1
only.) We generalize aur theorem to entire functions of several
variables, and thus sharpening a result of the speaker (ereile J.
313, 1980). We also mentioned applications of aur method to
estimate the growth of entire functions f : a: ~ a: satistying

t(O')(t) e Z for all a E Z. and t E { 0•... , t-1 ) where t E Z+ is

fixed .

M. LAURENT
An arithmetjc analogue of Hilbert golyoomial ?

Let Z be an algebraic subset of IP N (a:) , whose irreducible

component5 have all the same dimension d. and which is
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supposed rational over 11. Let I. Iz be the associated

homogenaus polynomial ideal in [[Xo'... ' Xn] . For any homogenaus

polynomial p. 1: P A.o••••lnXO Ac... Xn An of degree L t define
A.o +•.•+A.n - L

the norm I PI by the formula

I p 12 • 1: I P lot...An f

(~..\J
whare the denominators denote the usual multinomial coetficient.

Far each integer L, equip SLIR = ~[Xo, .. ·, X,JL/(I (1 IR (Xo, ... , XJl)
with the quotient metric (subscript L denotes homogenous part

of degrae L). Let SLZ be the lattice in SL IR which is the image

of Z[Xe' ... ' Xn]L by the canonical map. Define X(L) =- - Logvol{SLZ ).

We conjecture that for large L t we have an asymptotic expansion
of the shape

X(L) = h(Z) Ld+1 + O(Ld log L)
(d+1)1

where h(Z) denote the Falting's height of Z. We can prove
estimation of the shape

c (Z) Ld+1 + O(Ld log L) S X(L) s h(Z) Ld+1 + Q(Ld log L)
1 (d+1)1

in some particular cases (points and same curves) the conjecture
can be checked.

M. WALDSCHMIDT
Extragolatjng wjth interpolation determjnants
The introduction of interpolation determinants (also called
alternants when no derivative is involved) by M. Laurent enables
on8 to avoid the construction of an auxiliary function by means of
Siegel's lemma for the praof of classical transcendence results
Hermite-Lindemann, Gel'fond-Schneider, Baker, ....Up to now it
was necessary to usa a zero estimate in order to bound trom
below the rank of a matrix and to extract a non-zero determinant.
In the present lecture ws show how to avoid completely such zero
estimates. The example which is discussed is Polya's theorem.
The same idea yields new proofs of the transcendence criteria of
Schneider, Lang, Ramachandra and others. It should also enable
Philippon to omit an assumption of loeal compactness in his
theory of diophantine rings.
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PROBLEMS

1. Does there exist an irrational real algebraic number x such

that a X + bX =- 1 tor some positive rational numbers a, b ?

2. Da there exist arbitrarily lang sequences of positive integers
with bounded gaps such that the product of the integers is a k
power ,where k is a natural integer ~ 2 .

(P. Erdös)
As remarked by A. Schinzel t tor k = 2 the answar is yes.

3. A sequence n1 , n2 , ... is called sum-free if nj+n j '* nk for'.·~.11 I, J,
k. I proved that if 3 1 < a2 < ... < 3 m is a sequence of integer, Ulan it

always contains a sum-tree subsequence of at least m/3 terms.
In the proof I use that there is an a tor which the number of
indices i with 1/3 < aja - [~a] < 2/3 is at least m/3.

A. Give a proof tor the result with (1 +c)m/3 in place of m/3 for
some c > 0 .
B. Give corresponding results tor sequences satisfying nh + "i2 + ...

+ "ip *- nik tor all i1 , i2 , ... , ip' k with p tixed.

(P. Erdös)

4. A sequence is called a Sidon sequence it the sums of two terms
are all distinct. I asked lang aga : Is it true that every sequence of
integers 1 S u1 < u2 < ... < un contains a Sidon sequence'of

(1 +0(1 ))n 1/2 terms. If true it is best possible. Turan and I proved

(1+0(1))n 112 (if uj = i). Kornlos, Sulyok and Szemeredi showed

that every sequence contains a Sidon sequence ot cn1/2 terms
tor some 0 < C < 1 .

(P. Erdös)

5. We know eight solutions to the Diophantine equation
xr + yS :::I Zl

in integers x > 1, Y > 1, Z > 1, r > 1, s > 1, t > 1 subject to
gcd(x,y)= 1 , x ~ y and 1/r+1/s+1/t < 1 t namely

25 + 72 = 34
t 73 + 132

:a 29
t

2 7 + 173
:a 71 2 , 35 + 11 4 =- 1222

I
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(0. Brownawell).

177 + 76271 3 _ 210639282 • 14143 + 22134592 • 657
•

333 + 15490342 _ 156133 • 438 + 952223 .. 300429072
.

If tha abc-conjacture holds, there are only finitely many
solutions. Are there any more solutions ?

(F. Beukers and R. Tijdeman)

6. Is it true that the greatest common factar of every twa
trinomials has at most five non-zero coefficients ?

(A. Schinzel)

7. Let char K - o. Is it truB that every polynomial P in K[X]
dividing infinitely many manie polynomials over K with n non
zero coeffieients including the constant term either divides a
polynomial Q in K[X] with at most [(n+1)/2] non-zero

caefficients or it divides Q(Xf). where a in K[X] is of degree <
n and r is an integer. The answer is yes for n:a 3 .

(A. Schinzel)

8. Let C!) be a Drinfeld A-module defined over the algebraic
closure k of the field of quotients k of A. Let raA-rank A ,

where A is the lattice of periods of the exponential function
ecz-(z) . Let RA - { c / cA cA} and r2 = RA-rank A . Let F2(z). ... ,

Fr{z) be the quasi-periodic functions arising from linearly

independent strictly reduced cI>-biderivatians.
A) If Ä1, ••• , A.r e A are RA-linearly independent then show that

A.i' F2(Ä i), ... , Fr(Äi) (i-1, ... ,r) are algebraically independent over k.

B) If a, •... , an E k are RA-linearly independent. are the rn

numbers :
eeJ)(ai), F2(aj) •...• Fr(aj) ,(i-.1 ,... ,n)

algebraically independent ovar k?

9. let x, y, m, n, a, b be naturals integers with a, b ~ 2 has the
following system of equations a solution different from (m, n, a,
b) • (11. 4, 2, 3) ?

ma + n • xb

na + m _ yb .

(it is easy to see there is no solution for a· b).

10. Let x, m, n, a, b, c be naturals integers with a. b, C 2= 2 find
all the solutions of the following system of equations (there is

28
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(mt n, a) - (5, 3t 3) and (2, 5, 2) ).

ma+n==xb

na + m ::I XC .

Comments on problems

1. Does there exist an irrational real algebraic number x such

that aX + bX
::I 1 for same positive rational numbers a, b ?

One shows that Schanuel's conjecture implies that the answer is
no.Take Xl == Log a . x2 ::: xLog a , x3 ::: Log b , x4 = xLog b .

Let Ö::I dimlQ(OJx 1+aJx2 +OJx3+aJx 4 ) ,then Ö = 2 if there exist

integer r,s such that r Log a = 5 Log band if it is not the case Ö

=4 .If Ö = 4 then Schanuel says that degtr lIJ (x 1• x2 • x3 • x4 • eX1.

eX2. eX3, eX4) ~ 4 and we get a contradiction with aX + bX
=z 1:~~

If l) ::: 2 then there is c E OJ+ such that a = er , b = eS but ci E äJ
if ~1 50 aX + bX

;t 1 . Now if c = 1 I a = b = 1 is not a solution.

Berichterstatter: L. Den is
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.-\rbeitsgelneinschaft "Nichtabplsche Ho( l~(l-TIH\()rif'"

3.10. - a.10. 1093

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von h:. Corlette (Chicago) und:\1. Lübke (Leiden) ~r.atr:

es nahmen 43 ~\'Iathematikerinnen und :Nlathematikt:'r aus Frankreich. den :\Tiederlanct-"Il.

der Schweiz. den USA und Deutschland teil. Der Gegenstand der Arbeitsgelneinschaft. die

nichtabelsche Hodge-Theorie, ist der Ansatz. den lvlodulrawn der Darstellungen der Fun

damentalgruppe einer kompakten I<ählermannigfaltigkeit in eine komplexe halbei~ache

Liegruppe mit einem nichtlinearen Analogon der Hodgestruktur zu versehen. Dies erreicht

man, indem man den ~Iodulraum der Darstellungen mit dem wlodulraum sogenannter

Higgs-Bündel identifiziert und die dort vorhandene natürliche C*-Operation benutzt.

Behandelt wurden in 18 Vorträgen insbesondere die grundlegenden Arbeiten von N. Hi tchin

und C.T. Simpson zu diesem Thema, sowie Anwendungen, z.b. die Nichtrealisierbarkeit

ge\visser Gruppen als Fundamentalgruppe einer kompakten J\:ählermannigfaltigkeit.

Vortragsauszüge

T. NÜSSLER:

Harmonie metric:s: D~finition and existcnce

Giv~n i~ a fIat v(~ctor hundle (E. D) or rank n on a cOIllpac:t anel r.onnec:tp.d IliplIH111IÜi1Il

tnculifold AI. The hnncllf~ (E. D) is callc'<! stahle if thl."l'f- f~xist llO D-iuvariallt Sl1hlH1l1dlf~s.



In t,hi::i caSt' w(' pr()Vt~ du.' ltuique c~xistcllce of a hanllonic luetric h. so (E~ D, 11.) hC'C.Olll(-~S a.

harnlouir IHtIldh~. Ht'rt';" is eaiied hannonic, if the indnccd lunp frorn dlt:, ttniversai ("on'r of

.Y t.n tht~ tipac(' of aU tllt't.rics in Cu is hannonic a..,;; a llHl.p het.wf'cn njt~I11a.llllia.1l lllilUifolds.

It is c.'qnivalcllt. t.o fix du' (·onut."ctiou D Hud to look for a harnlonic Ilu't.ri<.: h. Ol" t,o fix toh('

lllct.ric h anti t.() look fOT' iL "ltllir,ary" orbit in the 9-orbit of D (9 is t,he .~rOllp of p;aup;c

t.ransfonnatioIls) for which h is harnll)uic. In fact, what WP. nre looking for is a c:ritical

point of Cl certain fUllctioll on this 9-orbit. cmd using this interpretation thc existcnce CUll

he proven by solving; t.lu~ parabolic nonlinear equation

BA.
8t = -D.-\«!».-l)

for a time-dependent f<lmilie .-l of connections. Stability assures that such a solutione
unique.

D. FULEA.:

The Hennitian-Einstein-Higgs eQuation I

The main goal of this and the oext talk was to prove the following

Theoreln: Let (...Y ~ 1.4.') be a compact, complex !(äWer manifold, and (E, 8, ]{) astahle

holomorphic Hermitian-Higgs bundle over _\, \vith the action of a group .4. Then there

exists a Hermitian metric H (with the same detenninant as I<, also invariant under .4.)
\vhich is Yang-Mills. i.e. such that the contraction by W of the tracefree part of the

curvature associated to H and 8 vanishes.

A Higgs bundle is a holomorphic buodle E together with a bundle map 8: E ---t E044 iO .
In the presence of ametrie !{ in E one can define new operators, and for these some iden

tities corresponding to the usual !(ähler identities \vere proved. and also technical formulas

and estimates. One can giye adefinition of the degree of a saturated sub-Higgs sheaf in

E, \vhich generalizes easily to "Li -sub-Higgs sheaves". We discussed the follo\ving facts'

(1) The Yang-Mills property implies semi-stability. (2) In the integrable Higgs-case. r,l_
Bogomolov-Gieseker inequality gives a \vay tu get Bat connections iff c}(E) = r.2(E) = {).
Using fuoctional calcullls in the space uf selfadjoint endomorphisms, which can be iden

tified with the space of a11 Inetrics, wc defined Cl Donaldson functional. These are t}1f:

in.17edients to be used in the proof of the main theorem.



:\ ..1. OE .I0NG:

.Thp Henllit.ian-Einst."in- Hig"-s f't!l1nt.ion 1I

The Illaill iIl.~r('dic'Ilt for t he proof of t,he luain thnr~nl (SP(' a,hovf') is a. hOHnt! for DOll;11dsoll':,

fllnct.ional. This funct.ional is dpfincd a.s folIows:

M(H./\):= i J tr(.sAF/\) + J(W(.sHDII.s).DII.;k .

x x

where I{ and H are hermitian mer.rics in E related by the formula H == [\p . f'.:t for :,orl1t'

selfadjoint endornorphism .~ of E. The bound alluded to i::i (here (E. H) is a. stable Higgs

bundle):

Proposition: Für any B > 0 , there exist constants CI ~ C·! > 0 with the following;

praperty:

Suppose tha.t for ametrie H with detH = detI{ . H = [\p . e:1 \ve have sup.\ 1·\Ff[ I SB.
Then it holds

sup Isl $ Cl + C2 . JI/(I(, H) .
X

During the lecture we sketched the praof of this proposition. Finally, \Ve gave a sketch cf

\vhy this bound implies that the solution H = H t of the heat equation

H- I . dH = -iAFJi
dt

converges to a Hermitian-Yang-Mills metric H oo for t -+ 00.

A.. WERNER:

Nonabelian Dolbeault and de Rham cohomolo~y= construction I

For .J'C/5 smooth and projective we construct a projective scheme M( 0 x,!') universally

corepresenting the functor A1b( Ox, P) \vhich maps an 5-scheme 5' to the set of isomor

phism classes of p-semistable sheaves & on .~' = )( X 85' with Hilbert polynomial P.

Let Z he a projective completion of Spec(SymTx / s ). aod put D = Z \ Spec(SymTx / s } .

There is an equivalenc~ of categories between Hi~gs sheaves on .Y', and coherent sheav~s Oll

Z whose support does not meet D. Thc ahove connection enn thus be used to universally

corcpresent the functor ;\t[~i~gs(.\/ S, P), which maps S' to t~e set of iso~orphismcla.$ses of

ppsemistable Hi~~s sheaves on _\' with Hilb~rt POlYllolllial P, ny a ~chemc ;\;1 ffi~gs(.\ / S. pO).

A union of SOln(~ connected components uf :\A lli~g!6(.\ / S. nPo ) \vill universally cor('pres(~llt

3



Jl~JJ .Y/S, n) which is (h'hned hy adding the condition that t.he ehern da.sses of a11 tibrcH

v:.uü::;!l t.u t.lle ddluit.ion nf AlitJl,'ll.s(_Y/S. nPn); here -R} de!lote~ thc Hilben polynotniö'\l of

tohe struc.t llrp. s!lc'af.

\v. PUSCH:

Nonahelian Dolhealllt. and de nham cohomologv: constnlction 11

V.Je introduce t.he concept of ,:\-modules: A is a sheaf of Ox-algebras for _\ --+ S of

finite type~ \vhich fullfills valious conditions corresponding to the \vell-known sheaf 'Os /s
of differential op~rators. A A-1l1~dule is a coherent O.:-module~ \vhich i~ also a Inodule fa
the sheaf '1\. An unportant case IS the eoncept of a spht almost polynomJal A. A5 exampi~

we eonsider A DR = V X / s and AHiggs = Gr(A DR ) . We give a simple characterisation of

A-modules. and recover Hat bWldles (in the case ADR) and Higgs bundles (in the case
AHiggs).

In the follo\ving a eonstruction of moduli spaees of A-modules is given along the lines of

the previous lecture, und the results are used to construct ..I\.1Higgs(~Y,n) and ..t\ltDR(X, n),

which universally corepresent the corresponding functors, and whose geometrie points rep

resent the semisimple objeets of the eorresponding eategories of Hat respectively Higgs

bundles.

C. DENINGER:

The Hodge strueture

Using the results of earlier lectures we described the canonical ]oplus-equivalence of the

category of Higgs bundles admitting ametrie with zero curvature, and the category of flat

bundles which admit a harmonie metric. As a corollary one obtains a natural bijection

<P : }v'tD~l( _Y, n)~ MOR.("y, n) (of C-valued points).

In particular, the natural Gm-operation on .,A1DodX,n) via t· (E,O):= (E,t· 9) indu.

a C·-action on ..I'v10n
R ( ..\:", n).

After discussing the example \vhere n = 1 we sketehed the proof of the following result:

Theorem: The bijection (I>: :'v1 0
o
o1 ("Jl'. n) ---+ :\AD~t(.\'11) is a homeomorphism.

The Inain ingredients are a characterizatioll of convergence in the spaces ROnol(_Y' x, n)

alu.! 'Röh.(.\. x. n) in tenns of the differcntinl-g~()metricstructures on the Higgs resp. Hat

hlllldl(~s. anti a c:ompac:tness result of 'R.i)~I' 'Rl'>lt which is ha~ed on a weak compaetness

n~stllt of Uhlenbeck.

4
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.I. STIENSTRA:

Thp llhiqllitv of variations ur Hoclge st.rllctllre

The dr. Ilham c:ohorn()l()~yof a sruoot.h falnily ()f \Oari(~t.if's comes P(l'tippc'd wir.h du' Gauß

~vIaIlin c.onnection v . v anu the Hodp;e filtration are c.onr.rollt~d hy Gritfit.hs traus,oprsality:

thus \l induces ~ special Hi~s hundle. a system of Hodge hundlt's . .-\ cOlnplex vilriatioll

of Hodge structures (VHS) on a compact I~ähler manifnld (.\....... ) is a C·"':O huudlc \-" with

a decomposi tion and Hat connection satisfying Griffi ths t rn Ilsvr.rsali r.y. anti with a c:Prt ;,jn

hermitiall form: this also defines a system of Honge bundl~s. This way 011(' gets an t·'qtÜ\·

alence of the category of complex VHS's. and the cnte~ory of sy:.;t.eU1S of Hodge buudlt's E
such that c.(E) = 0 . c'2{E)(w]n-'! = 0 , and E is a direct :::;um of ::itable systenlS of Hodgf'

bundles of degree O. The Inoduli space of Higgs bundles has a C*-action (see above).

Theoreln: The fixed points of this action are precisely the isomorphisnl classes of systeIl1S

of Hodge bundles. :.

Transporting the C*-action from ..'vtHiggs to ....\.1 Betti = Hom( ITd-\'). G)/C . on"e finos that

rigid representations are monodromy representations of complex \iHS·s. A conjecture by

Simpson says that a rigid representation is motivic, i.e. a direct factor of the monodromy

representation associated to an algebraic family of algebraic varieties.

S. SCHRÖER:

The topology of moduli soaces associated with curves

Let M be a compact Riemann surface, and P a SO(3)-bundle on AI. We study~pairs (A~ rf»~

\vhere A E A is a connection in P and tP E n1.O(M, adP'C) , satisfying the selfduality con

ditions F(A) = -(q;, 4>*] and äA 4> = 0 . Let P be a lift of P to U(2), and V the associated

complex vector bundle: we fix a holomorhic structure in detV. Then pairs (A~ if» correspond

bijectively to holomorphic structures in V and holomorphic d> E 0 1 (lv.!, EndoV) .

Theorem: An irreducible pair (A. </» gives rise to a stable pair (V, r/J). Given'a pair ( A. rj).

not necessarily selfdual, such that the corresponding (V', cf» is stable, then there exists an

automorphism I of V with detr = id, such that )'( V, ci» comes from a selfdual pair.

Theorem: Ir degV is odd, then the moduli space J\.If of selfdual pairs modulo U(2)-gau~{~

equivalence is a smooth manifold of dimension 12(g - 1), where 9 is the genus of A1.

Usin~ t.he hyperkähler strncture in J\If. the Inornent znap It of a Si -action ~ivr.s a. P(~rfcr.t

Morse function IIJl1l2 on .:\.1. whose c:ritical manifolds arp. the tixed manifolds of thf' action.

5
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Theoreln: The critical vall1cs of IIJllI~ are 0 and (d - 1)7T' ~ 0 < d < f). 1~-t(O) is th(~

1110duli spacp of stahle' ~-I)Hndk:s with fixed determinant. JL-1((d - t )rr) 15 the t.otal spacr:

uf a (Z/2)~9_prillcjpal hUll<il{-~ on t.he sYlnmetric product S'J.!l-1.d-1 AI with index 2y -2d-1.

'Thns r.ht' kll()wl(~d.~c~ of du' P(}in(~an~ polynolllia.l of t.he critical Inallifolds providt.'s 115 with

the Poincan~ polyuotllial of .Ivt

s. HELNII(E:

Lie ~roups and Tt~ichlniiHer spaces

Let S be ~\. corupact fi.ielnann sunace of genus g, Ge a siInple complex Lie group of adjoie
type~ and ar c Ge Cl. split real form of Ge, Denote by Hom+(rrt{S), Gr) the space of

homomorphisms \vhich aet completely reducible on the Lie algebra of er, and set

\vhere Gr acts by conjugation. If er = PSL(2, lR) , then it is known that the Teichmüller

space of S is a connected component of M r . In particular, M r has a connected component

homeomorphic to IR6g-6 ,

In the general case Hitchin proved that M r has a cOIUlected component homeomorphic to

.IR(2g-2).dim Gr'. In the case Gr = PSL(n, lR) he also calculates all the other connected

components of J\lt r • If.n is add, there are 2 compact components, and 1 homeomorphic

to jR(2g-2).(n
2
-I). If n is even, there are 4 compact components, and 2 homeomorphic to

R(2g-2).(n 2 -l) .

D. HUYBRECHTS:

Inte~rable systems

Let .lA(r.d) be the moduli space of semistable Higgs bundles (E,8) with rkE.= r an_
r

degE = cl on a smooth projective curve C. If H: M(r,d)~ E9 HO(C,Ub) denotes
i=]

the Hitchin map (E!9) l-i' (( -l)i+ltrA i f}) , then:

Theorenl (Hitchin): The natural symplectic ~tructure on T·U( r, d):J (the cotangent

buudle of the moduli space of stable \"p.ctor hnllcllcs) extcnds to a symplectic stnlcture

on .vt (r. tlr' which dcfines to~ethcr \Vi th H the structurp. of an algehraically cOlnplet(~ly

illtc,e;rnblc system. In particular. thc ~elleri<: fibre of H is an abelian variety.

G



Corollary: In ,·:l.~P ,. = :! . cl = 1 une ha:-ö

;lud

These infonnations wprc used hy Hitchin to construct a Hat C()Illlf~<:ti()n Oll t.hl~ prnjt'cr.i n~

bundle IP'( Vi:) ---+ T 9 ovcr the Tciehmiiller space with fibre I?( H U (5[:"( r. Q). (1( ktl))) d\"er

C~ \vhere 0(8) is the an1ple generator of the Picard grollp of S[flr. Q).

• 1L SCH()TTENLOHER:

Noneompact curves I

The correspondence het\veen loeal systems and Riggs hundles described in e~rlier lecrnres

is generalized to noncon1pact curves ...Y. i.e. ~y = .Y \ S with a. compact RieI;lann surface

5{ and a finite set S c ~t . In order to da this one neerls the concept of a filtered vector

bundle E on .Y' or, equivalently, a parabolic structure on a suitable extension E of E to

}(, \vhieh is given by flags and weights at the marked points .s ES. Then one can define

filtered regular Higgs bundles, filtered regular Dx-modules, and filtered loeal systems on

~\. As an important additional tool Simpson introduces the concept of a tanle harmonie

vector bundle on ..Y.

•

Theorem (Simpson): The three categories of stable filtered regular Higgs bti·ndles~ stable

filtered regular 'Dx-modules, and stahle filtered loeal systems (cf degree 0 and fixed rank

n) are equivalent to the category of irreducible tarne hannonic vector bundles of rank n.

An alternative possibility to prove the main part of the theorem is indicated: It uses

sui table elliptic surfaces Y ---+ ..Y over _t .

M. LEHN:

Noncompact curves 11

Some technical details for the praof of the main theorem of Sirnpson of the previol1S Ieet 111'('

are presented. If E is a holomorphic vector hundlc on _\ (notations as above), 1\ a nletric:.

then for (l,ny 0': S ---+ IR an extension to ~y is defin(~d hy

7



Theorel11 (Sianpsoll'1 (Corll~lba, Griffiths)): If (E. D, D", 1\.) iti a t,ctlll(' harlllOnic

j,llndie (i.t:'. du- ..~i~(,llvi\.it1c~s oi fj are houlldcd by CIr nenr (~vr.ry pllIletl1re ..; ES), t.hen

(=(E. ä)~ H) is a. r(,~lliar tiltcr(~d Hi~gs handle, (:=:(E. cl"), fi') is a rf'~l1Iar tilterccl E's-lnodulc.

·'rep;1.11ar·· n'f('l's t.o t.ht' fa.ct t.hat that t.hc Higgs neId H iUHI t.he holoillorphie ("ollllection d'

extend t,o o}lt\rat.ors H: E o ---+ Eo ~~ D( log 5) and d': ~('f ---+ Sr') (-fj n( log S) .

Theorelll: Thc flll1ct.ors :=:001 resp. =:DR from ta.nle harnlonic bundles to Higgs bundles

resp. 'Dx-modnles COllstnlcted a.bo\~e are fully faithful.

The filtration {Eo } retiects the gro\vth of the metric !( eorrectly. Conversely, for any

gi\·en pnra.bolic structllre an explicit loeal model of a tarne harnlonic vector bandie that

realizes t.h.is fil trcttion ("an he givpn. The final and nlost. difficult part of the proof had •

be omitted. (In Silupson's paper it is a.n exercise for the reader, any\vny.)

.1. HILGERT:

The Carlson-Toledo C'onjectllre

Carlson andToledo have eonjectured that a coeompact lattice in a simple Lie group is the

fundamental group of a compact I{ähler manifold if and only if the group is up to covering

the isometry group of a Hermitian symmetrie domain. Whereas it is easy to find the I{ähler

manifold for such a He~itian group, there are only partial results for the converse. Using

methods developed in the context of non-abelian Hodge theory, Simpson proved that the

group has to be of Hodge type, i.e. contains a compactly embedded Cartan subalgebra

- a weaker condition than being Hermitian. Carlson and Toledo showed that lattices in

SO( 1, q) for q > 2 cannot be fundamental groups of eompaet !(ähler manifolds. For

even q this group is of Hodge type (hut not Hermitian). Thus this result presents further

evidence for the conjeeture, and is not covered by Simpsons result.

S. NIÜLLER-STACH:

Homomorphisms to SL( 2. C)

Let .'( be a projeetive variety, and ..."-'trep(~\) thc affine variety consisting of conjugacy classes

of representations of iid.Y) into SL(2.C). \Ve prove the following result of Simpson:

Theorean: Let p E ..Vf rep (-'{) he Ci. represcntatiun with Zariski dense image in SL(2, C).

Thcn therr. are t\VO pO::isibilities:

,·it.lWl" fJ is rigid. and hen~e conl~S frenn a ('orllplt~x variation of H()d~e structures:

s



ill p fac:turs t,hrollg;h a n'prt'~t"lltati()n or an ··orhicllrVp.··. i.c'. a ("OlIlpact prnjPc-ti\"C" ,'1U'\'('

wir.h a. s('t, of luarkC'd points and a.~S()riatf~d Inllltiplicit.it~s.

As a Corollary We' oht.aill a t·rit.f!riol1 for t.ht" t'xistcncc of a Inorphislll fronl .\- ,u\to a ,"U'\'I'

in t.('rtllS tlf :rl (.\).

H. KUnI~E:

The Hvperkählee stenetnre on t.he moduli snace

Let (.\~i,L.' ') bp. a I~~i.hlcr Inanifold. Consider vector bundles E of rank n with C~l = c',.! = il .

;)IH1 denote by JA 001 resp...·vtOR the luoduli space of stable Riggs bnndles resp. u1' irredll

cible representations of ;rI(' _Y) in G L( n. C). \~Te explain the follo\ving; result. which goe~

back to N. Hitchin (I-dimensional case), and A. Fujiki and P. Scheinost (general case).

Theorelll: There exists a hyperkähler manifold ~VI such that

..·\AOol \ J\A~:r = Ali , JvtOR \ )\If~~~ = Alq • q =j; ±i ,

The talk explains the following topics:

1. Moment map and Marsden-Weinstein quotient.

11. Hyperkähler manifolds.

111. The hyperkähler structure on th~ space of connections, the moment maps for the
unitary and fuH gauge group, and Fujiki!s construction.

B. KREUSSLER:

The twistor space

1. The twistor construction:

Let (M, 9, I, J) be a hyperkähler manifold, and !( = I . J . 1t's twistor space Z is the

bundle of unit spheres in the subbundle of End(TM) generated by I, J, !(.. Hence a point

(m, q) E Z corresponds to a complex structure I q in Tmlvf. Together \vith the usual COffi

plex structure on 52 we obtain a complex structure on Z, and by projection a holomorphic

map p: Z ---. PI . The antiholomorphic involution on Z together with seme additional
data allows to reconstruct the hyperkabler structure on ~\1.

In the second part we gave a description (due to P. Dp.li~ne) of the hvistor space of t.lw

hyperkähler manifold A1 introduced in thc previous talk. A Hat r-connection in a. \'(~<:te)l'

bundle E over Cl smooth projective variety .'(je is an operator \l: E --.. n\-. :) E :'il1dl

t. hat \11 = 0 and \l(a . e) = tl. . \7( (~) + r ' tl( tL) (:J t? • Ir T::j:. 0 , t. hp.n T- I . \7 isa 11 S 11 al

- ..... ·'.i



int(".~ra.blt~ c.O(l1u'c·tion. anel if T = 0 . then V is a Higgs ti(~ld. Prorn gent.~ral t.hl"ory (sc~c'

tlle talk nf \V. Poseh) ......~~ oht;un n. iilodnli space Z+ --+ C of na.t T-c~onllection~( TEe ).

which ~ll1es wit.h it. 's ccllupkx cnnju.~Cl.t~ t.o a. morphism Z --+ IP I . This is isolllorphic t.o

thc t.\vist.or spac'c' c)f 1\ I.

U. .JA.NNSEN:

Hodge t.heorv of t, he fllnclet1nental gronp

Let .Y be a. C0111pact I~iihlcr mallifold. and x E ..'{ . The algebraic cOlnpletion of irl(.\, :r)

i~ the pro-al~ebrnil~ .<;rollp w d X, ,c) = l~ 9 , \~here the_limit is over all nlgebrnic groue

y over <C WhlCh are the target of a homomorphlsm rrd.\ ~ x) --+ GL( C) . vVe reported on

the follo\ving results of Simpson.

Theoreln A: There is a.n equiyalence of 0-categories behveen representations of 1rd ..Y. :rL

and algebraic representations of WI (.\, .x).

Theorem B: There is an action of C* on Wl (~Y, x) such that for a representation p of

WI (.Y, x) corresponding to a Higgs bundle (E, f), ß : Ex ~ Cn ), the representation pot
corresponds to (E, t . f), ß).

Theoreln C: The action of U(l), together with the group im ('Jrl("X"' x) ----+ Wl(.}{, x)(C)) ,

gives the maximal pro-reductive quotient w~ed()(, x) a pure non-abelian Hodge structure.

Theorelu 0: Let w~ed()[,x) be the maximal pro-nilpotent quotient, HP the subspace of

Lieu;fil(..-\", x) where t E C* acts as multiplication, and let FP = E9r~p Hr . Then this is

the Hodge filtration of the mixed Hodge structure on Li6.AJril ()(, x) as defined by Morgan

and Hain.

P. SCHNEIDER;

A conjecture of Bloch

Let .\. be a smooth complex projective variety, nnd !(o(){) the Grothendieck group of

vector bundles on )(. A nat.ural question is ho\v the Bat vector bundles are located in this

~roup; this problem is approached by studying varions Chern classes. The Chern classes

of a Hat vector bundle in rational Betti coholnology vanish; the next finer invariants are

thc ehern dasses ep (E) in the Deilinson·D(~li~neCOhOITIology Hi,i( _\, Q( i)), which nlaps

naturally to ßetti ~ohomCJlo~y, respcctin,~ eheru da.:'5se~.

Conjecture of Bloch: Ir E is a Hat vc~ct.()r hlludlc. then cf( E) = 0 for i ~ :2 .

10



In this lec.tlln~ t.lle f()llowill~ n~snlt elf Rt~7.nikov wa_~ prOVt'tl. Lt·t. I): lfll.\) - SL·.!(C) hc'

a rcprcsentatioll wit.h COITPSpOllcliu,t!; local syst.t~m, resp. al~chrail' vc'ct.or huudlc. E,l' rC':-\p.

For this one first. l)hst'r\'(~s t.hat it s\lffices to show 1)"( b~) := () ft)r t.hc lllap

induced by p, where BGL( .V, C) is t.he classifying space. and h."!. fhe ilnage of t.he Ulü,oer

sal ehern class c·f E H.1,( BGL N / C • Q(2)) in HJ(DGL.vt Cl, CiQ( 1)). ()ne deconlpo~c~

b~ = h;/Q + h~ , and next sho,ves that p.(l)~) = 0 . The second conlponent. is trcatt'd hy

defonning p.

Berichterstatter: J\1. Lübke
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Tagungsber cht 45/1993

Invariant ordering in geometry and algebra

10.-16.10.1993

Die Tagung fand statt unter der Leitung
von KARL HEINRICH HOFMANN, Darm
stadt, JIMMIE D. LAWSON, Baton
Rouge, and ERNEST B. VINBERG, Mos
kau. Die Tagung behandelte vornehm
lich Themen aus dem Bereich der Geo
metrie und Analysis, die mit Halbgrup
pen in der Theorie der LIE-schen Grup
pen und ihrer Darstellungstheorie in Hil
berträumen verbunden sind.

Jeden Tag wurden drei einstündige Vor
träge gehalten, die in einen größeren
Themenkreis einfUhrten und bis zu den
neuesten Entwicklungen überleitete, da
von zwei am Morgen, einer am Nachmit
tag. Dazwischen wurden kürzere Fach
vorträge von etwa vierzigminütiger Dau
er angesetzt, welche Spezialthemen in
ihrer Tiefe behandelten. Es wurde genü
gend Zeit für Diskussionen veranschlagt,
die in kleinen Gruppen und informell
auch außerhalb des geplanten Progratnms
weiterliefen. Die unten wiedergegebenen
Vortragsauszüge sind entsprechend dem
Programm wiedergegeben.

The conference was organized by KA RL

HEINRICH HOFMANN, Darmstadt Insti
tute of Technology, JIMMIE D. LAW

SON, Lousiana State University at Baton
Rouge, and ERNEST B. VINBERG, the
Chair of Algebra~ Moscow University.
It priinarily concemed the occurence of
semigroups in the theory of LIE groups
and their representation theory in Hil
bert space, and is also covered their ap
plications in geometry and analysis.

Three one hour lectures were
scheduled for every day, two in the morn·
ing and one in the aftemoon. They in
troduced the audience to one particular
subject matter area and led up to latest
developments. These were interspersed
by lectures of about 40 minutes dura
tion which covered technical matters in
depth. There was enough time for dis
cussions which were continued in small
groups outside the formal program. The
abstracts presented below are arranged
according to the program.



Als besonders erfreulich wurde es P'lllp

funden, daß nmd ein 'Drittel der Teil
nehmer aus Rußland kamen und über
den hohen Stand der tnathematischen
Forschung in ihrem Land im Bereich des
Themas der Tagung berichteten. Es ist
geplant, in einem Sammelband die wich
tigsten Themen in einer unabhängig les
baren Darstellung zu veröffentlichen. Es
ist dabei nicht an einen Tagungsband im
üblichen Sinne gedacht. Für die Veröf
fentlichung technischer Beiträge in Zeit
schriften \vurde andenve~tig gesorgt, in
soweit Herausgeber solcher Zeitschriften
an der Tagung teilnahmen.

Alle Teilnehmer waren einhellig begeis
tert von der Infrastruktur des Instituts
und der ausgezeichneten OrganisationS
arbeit der Verwaltung und der Beleg
schaft.

It was considered fortuitous that about
a third of the entire group oi partici
pallts caUle froll1 Russin and reported on
recent research in their country in the
dOluaill of the conference. This research
has a traditionally high standard \vell
known to people in the area.. There are
plans to publish a collection of surveys,
each independently readable. This pub
lieation \vill not he a proceedings volume
in the usual sense hut hopefully \vill be
of the character of a Inonograph in the
area covered by the conference. Techni
ca! contributions \vill appear elsewhere.
Such publications may be expedited by
the presence of editors of relevant jour
nals among the participants of the meet
ing.

The participants expressed unanimously
their enthusiasm about the infrastruc
ture of the Mathematische Forschungs
institut and the efficieney and dedica
tion of the technical administrators and
their support staff.

•

Invariant order in geometry..and algebra:
The topics of the conlcrence

The conference focussed on recent developments relating ordered structures and Lie
theory. At the Lie algebra level, a eoncept of order is expressed by a convex cone of
positive elements, at the Lie group level by a semigroup of positive elements, and
at the level of homogeneous spaces by a partial order invariant under the action of
a Lie group. These orders are frequently called homogeneous causal orders. The
development of a substantial mathematical theory of such interrelated structures as
invariant cones, Lie semigroups, and ordered homogeneoU3 spaces seems to be "an
idea \vhose time has eome" since prominent researchers from such diverse areas as
mathematical physics (e.g. relativity theory), representation of groups, geometrie
control theory, probability, harmonic analysis, and topological semigroups reported
on developments and applications of these ideas in their respective disciplines. This
confluence of themes from varying viewpoints in diverse contexts provided a bro~d

perspective that conference partieipants found most stimulating , and which will
undoubtedly have a positive impact on future research in the area.

Noncommutative complex analysis

Classieally, domains ·for Hardy spncc~ and representation theory have been con
structed from a closed conVf~X eone e in IR. n by fonninJ; thc wedge IR + EBi·e ~ C" .
As an appropriate nonCOffiluutativr. analog, GEL 'FAND a.nu GINOIKIN proposed in

•
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the late sevpnties thc consideration of certain complex domains D in the complex
ification Ge of a Lie group G such that G is contained in the boundary of D.
It was the ilnportiUlt insight of G. 1. OL 'SHANSKIT (who participated in this con
fe rt..uce) in the parly ei~hties that if G is a simple hermitian Lie group, then its
Lie algebra g contains an invariant cone C. and the sought-aIter domains are the
interiors of semigroups S of the form G exp i·C in Ge. The presence of such semi
groups S, no\v generally called Ol',shanskir semigroups, has stimulateda substantial
research effort that has resulted in major developments in the fields of noncommu
tative hannonic analysis, invariant cones and Lie semigroups, and the development
of appropriate taols for handling such theories, e.g. linear and nonlinear convexity
theorems, generalizing earlier results by KOSTANT and ATIVAH.

Harmonie Analysis on causa! symmetrie spaces

In recent years a thorough structure theory of symmetrie spaces endowed with
a causa! order has been developed and some of the basic results were presented
at the conference. This has laid the foundations for new undertakiugs for the
hannonic analysis on such spaces such as generalisations of spherical functions,
Laplace transfonns, Volterra kerneis, and Volterra algebras.

Geometrie control theory

Other significant impul~~ and appropriate mathematical tools for the development
of the theory have arisen from geometrie control theory. The concern with the
future reachable set gives a certain asymmetry to the theory, which translates in the
context of Lie theory to notions of cona! (sometimes invariant) sets of controls and
semigroups (namely, the reachable set from the identity). Ofpartieular interest were
reports at the conference on the reformulation of problems in classical mechanies
and optimisation as control problems on Lie groups and tbe development of a
sophistieated theory of control sets in Hag manifolds of semisimple Lie groups for
the study of the control semigroup.

••
Causality and relativity

The future set on a Lorentzian manifold (or, more generally, a manifold endowed
with a cone field) and the resulting causa! order structure provide tbe motivation
for another synthesis of order theory and manifold geometry. Three lectures at the
conference discussed relativity theory from this viewpoint. Again transitive actions
of Lie groups on mänifolds endowed with invariant cone fields played a fundamental
role in the theory.

Semigroups enveloping groups

Surprisingly, one has made the discovery in recent years that certain semigroup
completions and compactifications of groups in a variety of different contexts fur
nish important tools for understanuing the structure of the groups and their cor
responding representations. Lectures demonstrated how this principle applies to
the creation of the enveloping semigroup of a reductive algebraic group, of "big"
groups (e.g. the infinite dimensional classical groups), and how certain notions
from category theory and multilinear al~ebra contribute to concrete constructions
of enveloping semigroups.
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Lie semigroup theory

New developments in the Lie theory of semigroups permit sharp existence theoreU1S
for 01'shanskir seoligroups and heighten our knowledge of their :strnctnre and repr~

sentation theory. Progress was reported on the globality of Lie wedges and and an
outlinc was given of a final characterisation of divisible senligrollps. a project that
has stretched over the past ten years of Lie semigroup theory. As an application it
was pointed out it was pointed out how nations of Lie semigroups and Lie wedges
aceur naturally in certain aspects af prabability theory.

:7'
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Abstracts

J. D. LAWSON:

Polar decompositions of Ol'shanski), semigroups

In a semigroups with involution. polar decompositions are defined. Exam
pIes illustrate how this relates to the classical si tuation of matrices. A basic example
arises from considering an invariant cone C in the Lie algebra 9 of a a hermitean
Lie algebra. The involution is given by g. = (9)-1. In the complexification Ge of
a suitable Lie group for 9 the set S = (exp(i·C))G is a closd subsemigroup called
the complez Ol'shanskii semigroup. It admits polar decompositions. This concept
applies to contraction semigroups with respect to nondegenerate sequilinear forms
on Cn , where the 01'shanskir semigroup is constructed from the minimal invariant
cone, and to compression semigroups in wruch the maximal invariant cone plays
this role.

K.-H. NEEB:

Holomorphic extension of unitary representations

The problem of extending a continuous unitary representation 7r: G -4 U(ll)
of a eonneeted Lie group to a holomorphic representation of a suitable "complex"
semigroup. The domains of such holomorphic extensions a covering semigroups
f(g, W) of 01'shanskir semigroups constructed from an invariant not neeessarily
pointed cone in g. (1) The unitary representation which extend holomorphically
to r(g, W) are charaeterized. (2) Holomorphic representations are highest weight
representations in a general sense. (3) The corresponding highest weights are
described. (4)The holomorphie representations separate the points iff W n -w
is a compaet Lie algebra and g ffi IR contains a pointed generating invariant cone.

V. JURDJEVIC:

Variational problems on Lie groups

Optimal geometrie control theory, through Pontryagin's Maximum Princi
pie, liberates geometry and mechanics from its Riemannian and holonomic context.
Kirchhoff's Theorem on the equilibrium configurations of an elastic rod illustrates
this point weIl. Here each configuration (appropriately defined) yields a curve
t ~ g( t) = (x (t ), R( t ) ) in the group of motions of Euclidean 3-space such that
~: = Rel for an orthonormal basis el, e2, e3. One considers a first order system
for the curve R in SQ( 3) and the total energy funetional of the strain curve u(. )
which enters the differential equation for R.The basic principle which governs the
equilibrium configurations is that they minimize the total elastic energy over all
possible eonfigurations with the prescribed boundary conditions. The Lie theoretic
treatment of this optimisation problem is described in detail.
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"y" •.A. l"ERETIN:

The oscillator semigroup

Let F(e") denote Foch: space 11.11<1 let (i~ Jt) be 11. symmetrie hlock

matrix S. The we get an operator B(S): F(C") -+ F(cn) defined by

(B(S)f)(z) = f exp {~(=,ü) (i~ ~) (~:)}!(u)e-1ul' du du.

According to OL 'SHANSK IT, the operator B( S) is bounded iff 11 S 11 ::; 1 and
11/\'11, IIMII ~ 1. Also, the product of t\VO composable operators B(S2 )B(Sl) is
of the form J\·B(T) with a nonzero J\ E C. One no\v defines a category K, \vhose
objects are the Fock spaces F(Cn ) and the morphisms are the operators B(S) up to
scalar nonzero factors. Next one defines a category Sp of finite dimensional vector
spaces V2n = C" ffiCn equipped with t\VO nondegenerate forms~ one skew symmetrie,
one skew hermitean. Morphisms V2n -+ V2m are suitably selected binary relations
p ~ V2n ffi V2m . Composition of morphisms is the composition of binary relations.
A basic result is that the categories K, and Sp are equivalent. Aut(V2n } ~ Sp(2n, IR)
and r n = End(V2 n) contains an Ol'shanskir semigroup hut is not itself one such.
(See Compt. Rend. (Paris) 309 (1989), and Funct. Anal. Appl. 24:2 (1990).

A. K. GUTS:

Topoi, ordering and the theory of relativity

A topos-theoretic approach is described for a unified ~xiomatic description
of special and general theories of relativity, i.e., a categoi :al causa! theory of
Lorentzian manifolds is constructed.- An affine ohject in an elementary topos
containing a STOUT real number object IR is defined in which a conal order is
introduced. Now a Lorentz object is an affine object with a conal order satisfying
certain additional conditions. Various topoi are relevant: In the topos of sets a
Lorentzian ohject is indeed an affine space with a pseudo-euclidean structure; in
the topos of sheaves over aspace I a Lorentz-object is a fiber bundle with base
space / and with tibers endowed with an affine structure and a Lorentzian form.

A. K. STROPPEL:

Ordered projective planes

Ordered projective planes whose order on a coordinate line is archimedean
and complete, then each line is homeomorphic to a cirde and the plane is home
omorphic to P2lR (SALZMANN). Same of the earliest known examples of non
Desarguesian planes are of this type. Using only general order properties a proof is
given that the examples by HILßERT (1899) and MOHRMANN (l!J22) yield projec
tive planes. The procedure is uescribed. It is observcd that the construction yields
planes with large enuoffiorphism senligrollps and slnall il.utomorphisrn groups.

f
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A. LEVICHEV:

Invariant elliptic cones in chronogeometry and I. Segal's chonom-
etry

There are nnly four 4-dilnensional Lie groups with a.n invariant Lorentzian
cone: the abelian one~ IR t:B sl(2~ IR), u(2), and osc (GUTS and LEVICHEV, 1984;
LEVICHEV, 1985). The according simply connected Lie groups yield the ~worldsn

of relativity: Alo is the worlu of special relativity, U(2) is the compact cosmos of
chronometry, the oscillator Lie group ltV is one of the interesting solutions of the
Einstein equations in general relativity. The fourth one does not satsify the energy
condition. The universal covering M ~ IR x SU(2) of l.l(2) is the cosmos of SEGAL'S

Achronometry (SEGAL 1976). The action of the conformal group on Al is discussed_as weIl as the correspondillg representations Cl, in particular those for which the
.invariant cone Cu of all .\ E 9 for which i·dlI(.\) is a nonnegative self-adjoint
operator, is nonzero and pointed.

F. COLONIUS:

The spectrum of linear differential equations

The Lyapunov spectrum of families of linear ordinary differential equations
indexed by time varying coefficient functions and the associated generalized versions
of eigenspaces can be approximated from the interior by the Floquet spectrom and
the exterior by the Morse spectrum. The Floquet spectrum is obtained from the
periodie solutions in the control sets of the corresponding semigroup in the Lie
group acting on projective space. The Morse spectrum is constructed over the chain
recurrent components of an associated skew product flow. These components can
be described since the base fiow is chain recurrent. Under an inner pair condition,
both generalized versions of eigenspace--control sets and projected chain recurrent
components-coincide up to closure and the corresponding spectra coincide. Hence
in this case, the Lyapunov spectrum which lies in between coincides with the Floq~e.t

spectrum. -

E. B. VINBERG:

The envetoping and asymptotic semigroups of a semisimple alge
ebraic group

Any connected semisimple algebraic group G over an algebraically closed
field k is canonically embedded ioto a reductive algebraic semigroup E(G), called
the enveloping semigroup 0/ G with the following properties: (1) The group of
invertibleelements of E(G) is (GxT)jZ where T ~ (k·)n is a maximal torus and Z
the diagonally embedded center of G. (2) E(C) has a zero. (3) Any linear algebraic
representation of G can be canonically extended to a linear representation of E(G) .
(4) There is an algebraic surjective homomorphism from E(G) onto k n mapping
T auto (k·)n such that the inverse image of the idelltity is exactly G, and that all
point inverses of this homomorphism have the same dimension (namely, dimG).
The inverse image As( G) of zero in E( G) is called the asypmtotic semigroup of G.
The enveloping semigroup together with this homonlorphism Inay be regarded as a
contraction of G to the asypmtotic semi~rotlp. Further cletails of the asymptotic
selni~r()\lp anel the construction of E( C) are given.
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G. I. OL'SIIANSKIT:

Enveloping semigroups of big groups

The tenn ··big" groups is a nontechnical (~ollllllon nanlC far nlany infini te
dimensional groups whieh are not locally COlnpaet. Amollg these, the infinite
dimensional m.atrix groUp:1 are defined as direet limits linl G(n), where {G( n) }

-t>

stands for a natural sequence of classical grOtlps or finite symmetrie groups or
else some wreath products. Examples: 0(00) = limO(n), U(oo) = liroU(n),

-t> -t>

GI( (0) = 1~1 GI(11), S((0) =l~ S(n), where S(n) denotes tbe symmetrie group on

n elements. In such a group one can choose (in several ways) a eertain subgroup
!( and a ehaill of subgroups K 2 1(1 2 /(2 2 ... such that nn [(n = {e} and that
for each n the group G(n) eommutes with !\n. Any such chain {/{n} defines a
totally disconneeted group topology on the group G. For a \vide class of examples
the following theorem" holds: Let G, !(, [\-nbe as above and let r(n) stand
for the space of double eosets !{n\ GI[(n. Set r = lirp. r{n) . Then there is a

+- .

natural semigroup structure on r(n) and r. There exist idempotents €n E r
and bijections between r(n) and E:nicn such that the natural projection r ~ r n

corresponds to i t--t EnTe. With respect to the projeetive limit topology, r is a
semitopological semigroup and G is dense in r. For eertain groups G of classical
type, the semigroups r(n) are Lie semigroups, locally. Further details are given.

D. MITTENHUBER:

Globality of Lie wedges

A Lie wedge W in the Lie algebra 9 of a simply connected Lie group G
is called global if W = L( (exp W}). A classification of all global Lie wedges of all
solvable Lie algebras of dimension up to 3 is given. The theorems on which this
classification is based are explained.

B.0RSTED:

Reproducing kerneis and composition series

Let G be a simple Lie group and !( a maximal compact subgroup such
that the symmetrie spaee G/ K is a bounded Hennitian domain of the tube type,
e.g. G = SU(2,2) or G = 0·(8). Let S be the Shilov boundary of GIK. Now S
is asymmetrie spaee K / L which is also a homogeneous space GI P for a maximal
parabolic subgroup P = MAN. In the first example S = U( 2), the conformal
compactification of Minkowski space, and in the second S = U(4)/Sp(2). For a
complex linear functional v on Cl the generalized spherical principal series repre
sentation I(v) = Ind~(l ~ eV 01) is considered. The general problem is addressed
of giving the explieit expansions of reproducing kernels for unitary representations
in terms of the ]( -types in the representation. We determine the composition series
of the (g, !() - module I(v)K, the vector space of !( -finite elements of !(v). The
details are discussed and explicit formulae involving the spherical polynomials on
S are presented.
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Y. A. NERETIN:

Universal completions of complex classical groups

For finite dilnensional vector spaces V and W a vector subspace of P ~

\: cl:) J,V is called a linear relation P: V => W For and such one defined kernei,
iInage~ domain and indefinity (the latter is P n l-V). A 3imple hinge is a sequence
P = (P1, ... ,Pn ) of linear relations P:C n ~ C" such that dOmPj+l ~ kerPj
and im Pj ~ indefPj+l. If equality holds always, and if further indefPl = {O}
and ker Pm = 0, then the hinge is called exact. The language of hinges gives
and elementary description of some classical objects such as complete quadrics,
complete symmetrie varieties, Satake-FÜTstenberg compactifications of symmetrie

a?aces. One succeeds to define a semigroup multiplication on the set of hinges in
~n and obtains a semigroup PGln • It acts naturally in the set of all irredueible

representations of SIR. For each irreducible representation p of SIR the closure of
the set C· p(Sln ) in the set of all endomorphisms of the representation space is the
image of PGln . Hinge completions exist for all classical groups. (See Funct. Anal.
Appl. 26:4 (1992)).

A. K. GUTS:

Left invariant conal ordering in afftne 3-space

Let G be a simply connected solvable 3-dimensional Lie group which acts
on simply transitivelyon fR3 by an affine action. The action is said to be normal
is a maximal abelian subgroup acts by translation.-THEOREM 1~ (Guts) Suppose
that At, A2 are two affine structures on 1R3 induced by two actions of G. Suppose
there exists an elliptic cona! ordering with respect to Al and A2 which is left in
variant under both actions. Hone of the actions is by parallel translations, then
the two affine structures are affinely equivalent.-THEOREM 2. (Shalamova) If an
elliptie conal ordering is invariant under a normal action, then every order eontin
uous automorphism is an affine transfonnation.-Another theorem of Shalamova's
is presented which says that for a Donna! action on an elliptic cona! ordering not
invariant under all translations, the group cannot act homogeneously on the inte
rior, exterior, or boundary of a future set. These results are used for axiomatic
descriptions of Pseudo-Euclidean geometry on lR3 .

z. JUREK:

Probability and semigroups
The Central Limit Problem in probability theory on vector spaces is the

characterization of all limit distributions in the following scheme:

(1)

Q

where e., e2, ... are independent random variables ioto a Banach space X, where
an E )(, and An E Aut( ..X), and where the following conditions are satisfied:
The triangular array Anej, 1 ~ j $ n, n ~ 1 is unifonnly infinitesimal, and
the semigroup generated by all ARA;l is compact in the semigroup End(X) of
all bounded linear operators of X equipped with the norm topology. (This last
condition is automatically satisfied if .X: is finite dimensional). We note that it is
crucial to consider only full measures, i.e., those whose support is not contained in
any hyperplane. The decomposability semigroup D(JJ) of a probability measure J.l
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is defined by

D(JJ} = {A E End{~Y) : (existsv.·d J.l = AjJ * V.4}.

where * is ordinary convolution of measures and AJ.t is the imag~ of JI. uutler thc
mapping ..4. If the probability measure V ..\ may be chosen to he a point nleasure,
then A is said to belang to the :iymmetry semigroup A.{J.I.}. The latter turns out to
be the group of units in D(JJ). The two are compact if and only if J.t is fuH, in the
case ~Y = IR". A theorem of URBANIK asserts that a measure J.l is a liluit of equation
(1) above if and onIy if there exists Q E Aut( ...Y) such that (i) exp( -tQ) E D(J.l) for
all t ~ 0, and (ii) limt-++oo exp( -tQ) = O. Such measures are said to be operator
sel/decomposable. Let Q be called aU-exponent of J.l if exp( -tQ) t: D(p) for all
t ~ O. Then from definition the set E(Il) of U -exponents of J.l it follo\vs that E(J.l)
is (the negative of) the tangent wedge of the closed semigroup D(J,J). and thus is
a Lie wedge. One can average any member of this wedge over the adjoint action
of the compact group A(J.t) and obtain members of the wedge comnluting \vith the
symmetry group A(IJ). These concepts are illustrated for a fuH Gaussian measure
on IRn.

L. SAN MARTIN:

Control sets and semigroups in semisimple Lie groups

Let G be a semisimple Lie group with finite center, S a subsemigroup with
interior, and M a Hag manifold of G on which G and hence S operate. There is a
natural relation defined on M by x ~ y if y E xS , and the level sets of this relation
are called control sets. They can be characterized by means f Weyl chambers in G
meeting int (S), and hence the Weyl group can be exploitet. in the study of these
control sets. With this machinery, it can be shown that there is a unique invariant
control set, and that in any Hag. manifold this control set is proper if and onIy if
S is proper in G. Thus maximal semigroups must be compression semigroups of
subsets with dense interior in the minimal boundaries.

v. GICHEV:

Invariant algebras on Lie groups

Certain invariant subalgebras A of the algebra of continuous complex
valued functions vanishing at 00 on a Lie group Gare considered. The maximal
ideal space M A of such a subalgebra admi ts in a natural way the structure of
a locally compact semigroup. It is possible to show that the Lie algebra g of G
contains an invariant cone when the algebra A contains an approximate identity
and to characterize this cone in tenns of A. Various results about the idempotents
in the maximal idealspace are given, an<! their structure is linke<! to that of the
group G. It is also to be observed that the semigronp contains a dense Ol'shanskir
semigroup.
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G. 'OLAFSSON:

Causal homogeneous spaces
Let 1\1 =GI H be ;Ul irreducible semisimple symmetrie space corresponding

to an involution r cOlnll1uting with a Cartan involution 8. The Lie algebra 9
de"Composes ioto eigenspac('s f)+q, where q nlay be identified \vith thc tangent space
of Al at 0 = eH. The manifold lvI is causal if there exists an invariant (pointed)
cone field m ....-+ C m on Al. The causa! structures may be naturally identified with
H -invariant cones in q. This is the case if and only if H n K fixes a non-zero vector
in q. A different analysis results according to whether l'tl is compactly causal (the
interior of the invariant cone meets q ne) or is non-compactly causal (the interior of

ehe cone meets q n p l. where e and p arise from the Cartan involution. There is a
duality between the two notions arising from the dual Lie algebra, gC = ~ + i·q that
makes possible the classification of both cases, the compactly causa! spaces being
classified from the known classifications of anti-holomorphic involutions on G/ K .
The invariant cones in q are uniquely determined by intersections with maxiUi~
abelian subalgebras. In the case of a non-compactly causal cone C, there is' a
corresponding Ol'shanskir semigroup H(exp C), and a corresponding ordering of
M that is globally hyperbolic.

J. FARAUT:

Analysis on causal symmetrie spaces

An extension of two topics from classical analysis, Hardy spaces and the
Laplaee transfonn, to noncommutative analysis on complex Ol'shansku semigroups
is considered. The appropriately square integrable holomorphic functions on the

interior of r(C) = Gexp(i·C) are taken as the Hardy space H2(C), this embeds via
tbe boundary value operator ioto L2(G), and the image can be decomposed using
irreducible representations of G belonging to the holomorphic discrete series. Next a
Volterra algebra V(M) consisting of causa! kerneis is considered on a noncompactly
causa! symmetrie space M = G/ H. The subalgebra of invariant causa! kemels is
commutative, and the spherical Laplace transform performs in the appropriate way
with respect to composition on these invariant causa! kemels.

V. MOLCHANOV:e Holomorphic discrete series for hyperboloids of Hermitian type

The hyperboloid G/ H where G = SOo(p, 2), H = SOo(p, 1) is a causa!
semisimple symmetrie space of Hermitian type. The quasiregular representation of
G on L2(G/ H) contains holomorphic discrete series, which can be realized on Hardy
spaces on appropriate complex manifolds. Explicit expressions for the corresponding
Cauchy-Szegä kemels have been obtained, for the projections of L2 (G/ H) onto the
subspaces of the discrete series representations. The difFerence of the projections for
the holomorphic and antiholomorphic representations is an analogue of the Hilbert
transfonn and various of its properties can be described.
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J. HILGERT:

Convexity theorems and Lie selnigroups

In the classification of invariant convex cones, an iluportClllt qllestioll is to
determine thc projection of a groul> orbit to certain ~l1bspaces. I~ostallt's linear
convexity throrenl gives t.he answer for compact groups. und Paneitz proved a cor
responding non-compact linear theorem appropriate for classifying invariant cones.
A general theorem which generalizes the result of Paneitz to proper Inoment map
pings for Hamiltonian torus actions on non-compact symmetrie spaces is presented~

much as the Atiyah-Guillemin-Sternberg theorem in the COrhpact c.ase generalizes
the result of I(onstant. Gther applications and corresponding non-linear theorems
are discussed.

I{. H. HOFMANN:

The divisibility problem

The follo\ving problem is discussed: Let G be a connected real Lie group.
Classify all closed subsemigroups S ~ Gwhich are divisible. i.e., have roots of all
positive integral orders. It has been known for 10 years that each element in such
a semigroup must Lie on a one parameter subsemigroup of S. The outstanding
conjecture to establish has been that the tangent wedge L(S) is a semialgebra,
i.e., that S is locally divisible near the identity. A proof of this conjecture would
make the known classification of Lie semialgebras available to complete a solution
of the classification problem. The lecture contains vari9us instructive examples,
motivation and history of the problem, and some hints toward the final solution,
which are more fully discussed in the presentation of W. Ruppert.

M. ZELlKIN:

Synthesis of optimal trajectories on representation spaces of Lie
groups

Let X be a representation space of a Lie group G, w a differential form
of the first degree on X, and K(x) a field of closed convex cones on X. The
main problem considered is the minimization of the integral of the differential
form w along curves which satisfy certain boundary conditions and are solutions
of x(t). E K(x(t)). This problem is assumed to be appropriately equivariant with
respect to the action of G. For this problem the concept of a totally extremal space,
an analogue of a totally geodesie submanifold, is introduced, and same theorems
about the existence of totally extremal manifolds in the Lie group setting are given.
These theorems are used to construct a synthesis of optimal trajectories for certain
multidimensional equivariant p~oblems. The totally extremal manifolds exhibit
properties akin to Cartan subalgebras.

W. RUPPERT:

The solution of the divisibility problem

Let S = exp L( S) be a closeu subselnigroup of a c011uected Lie group G,
such that W = L(S) has interior points in 9 = L(G) and such that ~V n -W
is ideal fcee. Then S = exp ~v and thc followi11~ a..'isertions hold: (i) 9 is the
ideal direct SUIn ~ fBl) q, e, where 5 is a dirf"ct S\lln of (~opies of sI (2~ IR), Cl is
<iiagonalizahle metabelian, and e is a r.onlpact Lie al~(~hra. ~1oreover, l) is r.enter
free. anti the ~enter of g is contnincd in e. (ii) I-V (:a11 he writ ten as a direct

•
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sum (J-vn ~) tB (ltV n (n (.I) !), where the first sununand again decomposes over the
sI (2.. IR) factors in an explic.it fashion. while tlt"o is the intersection of half~spaces

and an invariant (~one. (iii) enH(lV) = O. further H(~V)ncompg= 0, and finally
H (lF) is lnetabelian.

V. GICHEV:

Cauchy kerneis for Hardy spaces on oscillator groups

The problem of describing the bounded rational inner functions on a Ol'shan
ski! semigroup 5 = Gexp(i·C) is considered, where the inner functions are those
\vhich are smooth up to the Shilov boundary and satisfy -i·df(.Y:) > 0 for all
.'\:" E C, and -i·dlog flG > O. The particular case considered is that where G

_s a solvable Lie group admitting an invariant cone in its Lie algebra, i.e., the Lie
algebra is a generalized oscillator algebra. An appropriate Hardy space H2 (S) ,
which can then be realized L2 (C), is defined and the problem is analyzed by pass
ing to the Lie algebra endowed with the transfer of Haar measure. An appropriate
division operator then clefines an isometry between the corresponding Hardy spaces
on 9 and G. The problem is also raised of relating Cauchy kerneis on 9 equipped
with the usual Lesbegue measure and the Cauchy kerneis of 9 with respect to the
transfer of Haar measure.

Karl H. Hofmann, Jimmie D. Lawson
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACß

Tagungsber cht 46/1993

.e
i\daptive Methoden für partielle Differentialgleichungen

10. - 16. Oktober 1993

The conference was organized by R.E. Bank (San Diego), G. Wittum (Heidelberg) and
H. Yserentant (Tübingen).

The topic of tbe conference was the construction and a.nalysis of numerical methods
for partial differential equations with singularities or boundary- and interior layers in
the solution. Sueh differential equations cannot be successfully treated with the usual
uniform or quasiuniform meshes. Nonuniform grids adapted to the loeal behaviour of
the particular solution are essential to resolve the singularities. A lot of mathematical
questions arise in this context. Refinement schemes for finite element subdivisions have
to be found, which is still a difficult problem for three space dimensions. Reliable error
estimators to control the refinement process are needed. Fast iterative methods for the
solution of the resulting equations which do not degenerate for highly nonunifonn meshes
have to be constructed. Also, the implementation is a much more complicated issue than
for uniform grids, especially on advanced parallel computers. Numerical methods have
to be adapted to fi11 these needs.

Despite the fact that only slightly more than 20 participants could be invited; all relevant
topics were discussed by the speakers who were, by a large part, leading experts in
the field. Tbe talks demonstrated that the theory for tbe case of selfadjoint coercive
elliptic boundary value problems has reached a fairly mature state, and is now flexible
enougb to treat more difficult problems and to adapt the algorithms to specific computer
architectures. On tbe other hand, it became dear that the really reliable treatment of
problems in computational fluid dynamics is still in its infancy, whereas in continuum
mechanics remarkable progress has been made during the last few years. Overall, the
conference covered most of the current development and gave a good overview of the
present state of the art.



Randoiph E. Bank:
Some Nuts and Bolts of Adaptive Methods

In this lcctlln~. W(~ disCHS:; SOllle practical ~pects of the implementation or adaptive finite
clcnlt.~nt lnethocls. First, we consider a. strategy for local refinenlcnt anti unretinement
or thc rncsh. rrlw ccntral issue is to develop a procedure which can create a sequence of
good, but not nccessarily optimal. Ineshes in which the number of degrees of freedorn
is growing geolnetrically. Second, we consider an algorithm for adaptively adjusting the
placelnent of nades in the mesh. We assume the mesh retains a fixed topology, and
that second (in general order p + 1) derivatives of the solution are locally constaut. The
algorithm itself is based on a nonlinear Gauss-Seidel iteration.

Peter Bastian:
Parallel adaptive multigrid methods

The parallel implementation of a fully unstructured locally refining multigrid code for
MIrvlD computers with message passing and distributed memory is discussed. Multi
plicative anti additive ~1G methods as stand-alone iterations and preconditioners are
cODsidered in combination with several different smoothers. The parallelization uses the
data partitioning approach and the problem of dynamic load balancing is discussed in
detail. Two heuristic procedures have been developed - one for additive MG and one
for multiplicative MG - and are compared for several examples.

Dietrich Braess:
Towards algebraic multigrid

There are finite element problems which are too large to be efficiently solved by pcg
methods and which have so unstructured grids such that classical multigrid methods
cannot be easily applied. Here, efficient algorithms are desired which require only the
matrix of tbe linear system. We construct coarse grids by using the graph which is gen
erated from the nonzero entries of tbe matrix. Variables, which are strongly connected,
are put ioto groups (which contain 2 to 4 elements). The coarse grid functions are those
which are constant on the elements of each group. The corresponding multigrid cycle
is used as a preconditioner for a cg-method. We report on numerical results for the
Poisson equation. for a membrane problem and for a problem of groundwater research.•

Peter Deuflhard:
Cascadic conjugate gradient methods for elliptic partial differential equations

Cascadic conjugate gradient methods for the numerical solution of elliptic partial dif
ferential equations consist of Galerkin finite element methods as outer iteration and
(possibly preconditioned) conjugate gradient methods as inner iteration. 80th itera
tions a.re known to minimize the energy norm of the arising iteration errors. A simple
hllt cfficient strategy to control the disc:retization crrors versus the PCG iteration cr
rurs in terms uf cnergy crror norms is dcrived a.nd workcd out in algorithmic detail.
111 iL Ilnificd setting, the relative Incrit~ of different preconditioners versus the case of
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no precondilioning are c:omparcd. Surprisingly, the cascadic conjugatt~ gradient method
without any preconditioning (t.o be callcd CCG method) appears to be not only sitnplest
hut also fastest. The computational results clearly indicate that the cascade principle
in itself alrcady realizcs some kind of preconditioning. Upon carcful cxaluination or the
numericalobservations, the usual Chebyshev convergence estimates appear to be unsat
isfactory. A new thcory in terms of an ~etfective candition number~ is presenteti, which
retlects the structure of the iterative errors. On this basis the observed CCC iteration
patterns can be interpreted in detail.

Michael Griebel:
Adaptive point-block multilevel methods

Instead of tJf usual basis, we use a generating system for the discretization of PDEs
that contains not only the basis functions of the finest level of discretization but addi
tionally the basis functions of all coarse levels oe discretization. The Galerkin-approach
now results in a semidefinite system of linear equations to be solved. Standard iterative
GS-methods for the system turn out to be equivalent to elaborated multigrid methods
for the fine grid system. r~~-'.~

Beside GS-methods for the level-wise ordered semidefinite system, we also co·Q~lder b~ock
GS-methods for the point-wise ordered semidefinite system. These new algorithms s~ow
the same properties as conventional multigrid methods with respect to conve~gence'and
efficiency. Additionally, they possess interesting properties like host-parallelization on
workstation networks.
Furthermore, using a tensor-product-type hierarchical basis so called sparse grid meth
ods can be gained. In contrast to regular shell gfids, the number of grid points is
substantially reduced from Q(h-d) to O(h-1 (log(h-1))d-l) where d denotes the dimen
sion of the problem. The accuracy, however, deteriorates ooly slightly from O( h2

) to
O(h2(log h)d-l) in the L2-norm and even remains O(h) in the E-norm, provided that the
solution is sufficiently smooth. .
The two major drawbacks of the sparse grids, namely the sffioothness requirement and
the simple quadrilateral shape of the domain can be overcome by adaptive re~nem~ntof
the grid. We demonstrate that adaptively refined grids possess sparse grid properties on
regions of the domain where the solution is smooth and show how adaptive refinement
can be used to reduce the shape of domains with more general boundaries.

Wolfgang Hackbusch:
On the cutting of cycles in a graph

A discretization of a convection dominated problem in 2D leads to a certain graph. If
the graph could be cycle-free, a suitable numbering of the unknowns can be determined.
For this purpose, a minimal number of knots has to be taken out to avoid cycles. A
corresponding algorithm is described requiring only linear time.
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Jiirgcn Jäger;
Parallelization between Data Decomposition and Overlapping Domain De
composition for a tensor product grid with refinement

For a realistic Itluclcl prohlenl (hcating of a. concrete beam) sOlne para.llelization methods
are investi~at(~d: Data. J)eeonlposition, oon and Data. Deconlposition preconditioned
hy ODD. E\'(~ry rnelhod hO,$ spccific auvantages. OaOe: 00 additional arithmetical costs,
good loa.J hC\lal\cin~; ()OD: luw graunlarity, specific treatment of subregions. Further
loore ODO is a parallelization approach independent of loeal solvers (e.g. multigrid).
The efficiency of (high gra.nular) DaDe depends on hardware and communication soft
ware. In 000 losses arise by additional gridpoints and, using iterative methods, gain
by saving iterations in most of the subdomains, 30% - 50% of overlap can be saved by
an extrapolation approach.

Ralf Kornhuber:
Monotone multigrid methods far variational inequalities

Extending well-known linear concepts of successive subspace correction, we arrive at
extended relaxation luethods for elliptic variational inequalities. Extended underrelax
ations are called monotone multigrid methods, if they are quasioptimal in a certain
sense. By construction, all monotone multigrid methods are globally convergent. We
take a eloser look at two natural variants, which are called symmetrie and unsymmetric
multigrid methods, respectively. While the asymptotie convergence rates of the symmet
rie method suffer from unsufficient coarse-grid transport, it turns out in our numerieal
experiments that suitable applieation of the unsymmetric monotone multigrid method
may lead to the same effieieney as in the linear, unconstrained case.

Ulrich Langer:
Laad-balanced parallel DD solvers for F .E. equations on graded meshes

Domain Decomposition (DO) techniques are not only the basic too18 for data partition-
ing but also methods for constructing new parallel pde solvers. Domain Decomposition,
mesh adaptation, and load balance seem to be in contradietion to the efficient use of
massively parallel computers with several hundred, or even several thousand powerful,
distributed memory processors. In the case of plane boundary value problems pro
ducing solutions with fixed singularities caused by corner points at the boundary, by
changing boundary conditions, or nonsmooth interfaces, it is possible to construct highly
efficient, load balanced solvers based on non-overlapping OD techniques. The finite el-&
ernent discretization uses Courant's element on graded triangular meshes adapted to.
the singularities arising. The finite element equations are solved by the conjugate gra
dient method parallelized and preconditioned by OD techniques. The use o{ modified
BPS preeonditioners on the coupling boundaries and loeal multigrid methods with zero
and specially chosen non-zero initial guesses in various Dirichlet DD preconditioners
is studied. The numerical experiments carricd out on transputer systems eonfirm the
thcoretical results obtaillcd.
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\rViIß Lcnfcrink. Jus ~\'tal1hac.:h:

Global state-space parameter-space finite element methods rar strongly mono-
tone continuation problems

A new finite element scheme for numerical continuation or paranleter tlcpendent bound
ary value problems is proposec.1. It is aglobai discretization scheme in that it is ba.sed
on triangulating thc proJuct of the state-variable domain anti the parameter domain.
[n coutrast with standard schemes. the prescnt scheme allows loea.l refinement in the
product domain. Moreovcr. a. discretization or Inultiparameter problems is possible.
The new method is proved to be convergent. [t is shown to he Inore efficient in soine
examples where the solution has steep gradients only locally.

Rolf rvlahnken:
Parameteridentification with finite-element methods

The development materiallaws for modelling elasto/visco plastic deformations consist of
hath development of a mathematical model and the determination of material dependent
constants. Tbe identificatioo of these parameters from experimental data requires the
solution of inverse problems. So far only uniaxial experiments were considered for ~his

task. For minimization of tbe corresponding objective function stochastic methods such
as the evolution strategy are usual. The approach in my talk is twofold:-Firstly complex
structures such as a plate with a hole are taken ioto account ror det~rmination of tbe
material parameters. Secoodly, for minimization of the objective function af least-square
type a method based. 00 gradient evaluations is applied. Tbe specific algorithms ar~ an
SQP-method or, alternatively, a projection algorithm due to Betsekas. In orde~ to
determine the gradient of the objective function a sensitivity analysis has to be carried
out.

Jos Maubach:
Adaptive local bisection refinement Cor n-dimensional simplicial grids

Grids of n-simplices have frequently been used for the computation of approximate solu
tions to various mathematical problems. In two and three space-dimeosions, such grids
of triangles (respectively tetrahedrons) are used for the finite element approximation
of solutions of partial differential equations. In more dimensions, n-simplices are used
to approximate solution manifolds of parametrized. equations, for the approximation of
fixed points of functions f : IR" ~ IR", or to manage graphical data for post processing.
This lecture presents a bisection type refinement method which can be applied to grids
of n·simplices such that the number of similarity classes is bounded above, independent
of the level of refinement.

-~'!
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Peter l)sw td('t:
Stable subspace splittings of Sobolev spaces and adaptivity

An additive' splitting

Ur<L lIilllt-rt sptLn~ V with scalar product «1(.,.) into subspaces vj (with Lheirown sealar
proJucts bj ( •• • ) is ("a.lle<! sta.ble if a. two-sided inequality

a(u, u) ~ inf L bj(uj, Uj)
UjEVj:Lj Uj=U i

holds for all u E V. The condition '" of such a splitting is basic for the convergence
theory of a.dditive and multiplicative subspace correction schemes.
We discuss stahle splittings of Sobolev spaces and techniques to modify them. Applica-a
tions are given to adaptive multilevel finite element solvers for elliptic boundary value.
problems.

Joe Pasciak:
Theory of multilevel methods on problems with mesh refinement

In this talk, I described recent results on additive and multiplicative multilevel methods
and their a.pplication to problems on refined meshes. The canonical example of an addi
tive method is the so-called BPX (Bramble, Pasciak, Xu) method, while multiplicative
methods encompass variational multigrid algorithms. By the construction of an appro
priate approximation operator, the analysis in the case of the refinement application
can be reduced to that of the unrefined case. Recent advances by many researchers
both here and abroad were surveyed. A comprehensive understanding of the multilevel
technique must now been achieved.

Heiko Schulz, Wolfgang Wendland:
The problem of adaptivity ror the boundary element method

After a short introduction ioto the model problem and its discretization some approaches
for aposteriori error estimations are presented. The starting point for all approaches
is the residual, which gives naturally a lower and an upper bound for the error in the
energy norm. But there are three problems: The first one is the practical computation
of the residual and of the used norms, the second one is the localization of the residual_
and the third one is thc computation of the constants in the error estimation. •
The first idea was to use Ioeal projections of the errar, see the works of Rank 1984,
Wendland, Yu, Göhner 1988 and the very new work of Foremann 1993. This approach
works for operators of positive order, but for operators with negative order difficulties
arise. Another approach is to start with aglobai projection of the error and to localize
the result. This can be done in an efficient way by using an hierarchical ansatz. In
that way it is possible to get s~arp lower and upper bounds for the error and error
indications. The third approach is to Ilse ideas from Johnson and Eriksson. This was
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done by Carstcllscn and Stephan, they proved an aposteriori error c.astiI11at.ion wilh iL

stcp size function and the residual on thc right side. Hut Da lower bound for the crror
is given anel the constants in the estimations are unknown. in general. At the end sonle
results for local error estimation using pseudolocal propertics a.re presented. This results

were obtaincd together with Mr. Saranen.

Erwin Stein:
Adaptive finite-element-methods in structural engineering, esp. geometrical
non-linearities and model adaptivity

Nested mesh refinement is used throughout for 2D- and 3D-problems. Diagonal colour
ing preserves symmetry conditions in the refinement process. Elastic shells with finite
rotations are treated in a new methodology using rotated base vectors and direet analy
sis of strains. :\. non-~inear extension of the aposteriori Babuska-rvfill.er error indieator.
proposed by Rheinboldt, is analyzed, and restrietion for its applicability - esp. in bifur·
cation points - are derived. Examples of computer postcritical loading paths of shells
with automatie loeal mesh refinement iota the buekles show the power of the method.
Furthermore, new concepts for model adaptivity of this structures in disturbed layers
are shown, both with reduction fram complete 3D-elasticity theory and expansion from
2D·theory, using apriori error analysis. Problems of mesh generation anel computed
examples, comparing reduction- and expansion-method, elose the lecture. .~

Rüdiger Verfürth:
Aposteriori error estimates for non-linear problems

We consider non·linear problems of the form F(u) = 0 with F E C 1(X, Y*) and ap
proximations there of the form F,,(u,,) = 0 with Fh E C(X", Y,,-), X" C X, Yla C Y. In a
first step, we show that undel mild assumptions on F in a neighbourhood of a solution
Uo the error lIu - Uollx is equivalent to the residualIlF(u)lIy·. Next we consteuet finite
dimensional spaces Y" such that IIF(u,,)!Iy. can be estimated by the finite dimensional
quantity 11 F(Uh) !I 9',: which in turn can easily he evaluated since the functions in Via have
a 10eal support. The derived results are applied to scalar quasilinear elliptic .equations
of second order and yield residual error estimators which are upper and lo"';~r bounds
for the error lIu - ulallx.

Roland Vilsmeier:
Adaptive solutions of fluid flows on unstructured grids

The Euler and Navier-Stokes equations are solved on unstructured, anisotropically
adapted meshes. The finite volume method is used for the discretizations. Time stepping
is earried out with an explicit Runge.. Kutta scheme. On unsteady problems, remark
ahle CPU-time saving is achieved using multiple time levels according to loeal stability
eonditions. This modification of the basic Runge.. Kutta scheme is based on a grouping
concept. Nodes and edges are grouped according to local stability limits. The time
integrations for different groups, although running a different integration cycle, a.re syn
chronized to allow a proper discretization with neighbouring nodes on time.
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Fllrthcr a.ttt~ntioll is paitl Lo t.he generation of triangular (20) or tctra.hedral (:lD) meshcs.
First stt~P or the ~(~nt~ra.ti(Jn is to close thc triangulation wilhin the boundarics. Thc mesh
i5 LLfinishcd" llsing scveral tools, aB of those working on a closed, dcvcloping triangu
lation. Adaptivity is introducca via virtual stretching. This approach ~J!OW8 to create
strongly anisotropie triangulations, essential for high Re-numbers. The a.daptivity is to
be seen (LS a. continned mesh generation, where more information is availaole. In ;JO
however, this adapt.ion concept is not yet implementcd.

Bruno Wclfert:
Towards adaptive (pseudo- )spectral methods?

The nonlocality of basis functions used in spectral and collocation methods seems at first
sight to prevent any possibility for adaptivity. On the pseudospectral side, basic results
from interpolation theory show that the intuitive idea of adding collocation points where
gradients in the solution are large, as is usually done in the finite element context, doesn'te
wock. Nevertheless, assuming a set of collocation points has been chosen, it is interesting
to find out how the matrix representation of basic operators such as differentiation
operators can be determined numerically. In this talk we present a method which does
so for particular (yet still quite general) basis functions. The compiexity of the resuiting
algorithm for the p-th differentiation operator, based on a vansive computation of the
matrix coefficients and a method by Fornberg to derive finite difference {ormulas, is
O(pn2 ). The update of tbe resulting matrices upon changes in tbe colloca~ion points is
investigated. Results show that the modifications become rapidly global as the number
of modified points is increased, especially for higher order matrices. Thus there is little
hope for a general adapted collocation methode
On the other hand, wavelet basis functions appear to be suitable candidates to be used
in an adaptive spectraI method, due to their regularity (as high as desired), localization
in space and frequency, and relations to hierarchical decomposition of the solution space.

Jlarry Yserentant, Ralf Kornhuber:
Multigrid methods for elliptic problems on domains with complicated bound
aries

By definition, a multilevel method for finite element equations is based on a sequence of
refined triangulations. One starts with a coarse initial triangulation crudely reflecting
the properties of the boundary value problem under consideration. For the usual math-_
ematical test problems like the solution of the Laplace equation on the unit square or on__
an L·shaped domain, this initial triangulation consists of onIy very few elements. Real·
lire problems, on the other hand, are orten posed on very complicated regions which can
only be described by hundreds or thousands of finite elements. This is probably one of
the main reasons why multilevel algorithms are not widely accepted in the engineering
community.
In the talk, a technique has been described which partly resolves these problems. We
r.ol1sidcr complicated subdomains fl' of simple domains fl and finite element spaces con·



sistillg ,)f functiulls detincd on n and vanishing outside the subdonlain {l'. Beginning
with a. Inultil~vcl splitling or the space associaterl with the whole domaio n1 we construct
stable splittings of the space of functions vanishing outside {l'. Then ODe can derive a.

large dass of multilevel algorithms following thc ideas of Bramble1 Pasciak and Xu. far

example.

Berichterstatter: .losef Steinebach

! ..~"'-.•
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht

Geometrie
17. 10. - 23. 10. 1993

47/1993

'.<t.

Die Tag1 19 stand unter der Leitung von
V Bangert (Freiburg) ~nd

u. Pinkall (Berlin).

In 30 Vorträgen wurde ein weites Spektrum von differentialgeometrischen Themen
behandelt. Schwerpunkte waren

• Untermannigfaltigkeiten konstanter mittlerer Krümmung

• Mannigfalt"igkeiten nicht-positiver Krümmung

• Geometrische Methoden beim Studium hamiltonscher Systeme

Großes Interesse fand eine Demonstration der Software GRAPE am Dienstagabend.
Die Pausen zwischen den Vorträgen und die Abende wurden zu intensiver Dis

kussion genützt. Mehrere der Vortragenden wiesen darauf hin, daß sie durch solche
. Gespräche auf vorange~angenen Geometrie-Ta~ungenzu ihren neuen Ergebnissen
angeregt worden wareil.
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ABSTRACTS

c. Bär
Elliptic operators and representation theory
of compact groups

Atiyah and Singer solved the problem to calculate the index of an elliptic operator
over a compact manifold in topological terms. There have been numerous applica
tions~ e.g. integrality theorems. For instance; spin manifolds care)' the Dirac operator
and the A-genus is its index, hence an integer. In general; the .4-genus is only A
rational, e.g. A(CP2) = -~. To apply the Atiyah-Singer index theorem it is impor- •
tant to know how to consteuet interesting elliptic operators. In this talk I describe
how homotopy elasses of elliptic operators correspond to elements of a eertain ideal
in the representation ring of the structure group of the manifold. This ideal is
finitely generated and its generators correspond to fundamental operators. Using this
method one obtains easily new integrality results for example for almost quaternionie
manifolds. Moreover, .immersions lead to interesting strueture groups whose elliptic
operators can be determined by the above method. Caleulation of their indices yields
lower bounds on the codimension of such immersions.

H. Reckziegel
. Hypersurfaces with harmonie curvature in spaces of con-
stant curvature

Let M be a hypersurfaee of a standard space lV of constant curvature X, suppose
that M has harmonie eurvature, i.e., that the divergenee of the curvature tensor
vanishes, and let A· denote the set of a11 "completely smooth" principal curvatures
of M such that the trace of the shape operator of M is constant in the direction of the
corresponding principal directions. M. Meumertzheim and the speaker could show:
Ir A• has k elements, then there exists an open neighbourhood U of M in N which
"is" a warped product with k spherical factors and which gives M loeally also the
structure of a warped product; the induced spherical leaves of J\1 are open parts of
the (complete) sphericalleaves of the warped product U and simultaneously integral
manifolds of the principal distributions corresponding to the principal curvatures
.A E A·. For X ?: 0 we can prove k ~ 2. Examples are given by hypersurfaces of
revolution in N whose profile curve satisfies a special ODE of seeond order.
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H.C. Im Hof (joint work with J. Böhm):
Complex volume of orthosehemes

[n order to study hyperoolic polytapes, it is most c.onvenient t.o lIse the projective
model of hyperholic g("Olllctry. It then hecolnes natural to cOllsidcr polytopes in
projec:tive spa.C(' anti to study t.heir geolnetry witlt respect to the hyperbolic rnetrie.
For distances ant.l angles, this has been done by Cayley and Klein. Our purpose is
to define volunles of polytopes.

The length of CL seglnent and the area of a triangle, defined by the defect formula,
turn out to be complex numbers. Thus we have to setUe for complex volumes.

An orthoschelne is a simplex with "mostly" right angles; its Coxeter diagram is
linear. The volulne of a reducible orthoscheme 1S defined inductively a.s the produet
of the volumes of its components. With an irredueible orthoseheme (of dimension
n) we associate a. connguration of n + 3 hyperplanes, which in turn defines a set of
2n + 7 polytopes. One of these i5 hyperbolic, it therefore has positive real volume. It
differs from the given orthoscheme by an algebraie SUffi of redueible orthoschemes.
This allows us to assign a complex volume to any orthoscheme. ---:-.

The Schläfti differential formula, holding for hyperbolie polytopes and.· being
eompatible with products and disseetions, continues to hold in our more·"general .
eontext.

M. Min-Oo (joint work with E. Ruh):
A geometrie model of the space of normal distributions

We will introduce a new Riemannian metric on the space of normal distributions
(Gaussians) on Rn. This metrie is different from the usual Fisher information metrie
that is used by statistieians. In fact, it i5 a Riemannian symmetrie metric and has a
larger group of isometries. The metrie will also give us new formules for the m~imum
likelihood estimator used in parametric statistieal inferenee.

J. Berndt
(joint work with F. Prüfer, F. Trieerri, L. Vanhecke):
Geometry of generalized Heisenberg groups and their
Damek-Ricei harmonie extensions

The purpose of the talk i5 to treat the Riemannian geometry of generalized Heisen
berg groups and their Dalnek-Ricci harmonie extensions. The latter ones provide
thc first counterexamples to the Lichnerowicz c:onjeeture on harmonie manifolds.
In the first part we give a survey about the known relations between the following
dasses of Riemannian manifolds: Riemannian symmetrie spaees, naturally reductive
Rienlannian homogeneous spaces, Ricmalluian g.o. spaces. weakly symmetrie spaees,
ray synunctric spaees. C:OIIlITlulative spaccs, (!·spa(:e~, 6[-spaccs, harmonie spaces~

1)' :\lri spao:s. \V(~ also disc:llSS t.ht' cast'S wlwre gClleraliz(:d lIeisenb~r~ ~r()llps and

.,



their Damek- Ric.ci harnlonic extensions provide examplcs for thc strictness of several
inciusions hetween these da.sses. In the secünd part we concr:ntrö.tc on spectra.!
properties or the Jacobi operators on the above two dasses or Lie groups. In parti
cular, we prove t.hat the p.igenvalues of the .Jacobi operator are constant along each
geodesie for any gcneralized Heisenberg group, hut for the Dam~k-Ricci cxalnplcs
this property characterizes the symmetrie ones. Further, we also consider speetral
properties for the shape operators of geodesie spheres and prove that the generalized
Heisenberg groups provide examples of spaces where the principal curvatures of small
geodesie spheres are invariant under geodesie symmetries.

P. Kohlmann:
A new characterization of cylinders

The following theorem ist proved.
L~t x : M --+ IRn+ 1 be a hypersurface immersion of a complete manifold Al with

I< ~ 0 and L arEr = const. =I 0 for some fixed al,.'" an ~ O.Then x(lvf) is a right
spherical cylinder (i.e. x(M) congruent So X an

-
o) or a sphere.

The praof ist based on a technique developed by Walter and makes use of the
ellipticity and selfadjointness of mean curvature associated differential operators
introdueed by Voss. x(1\1) is the boundary of a eonvex body C. The assumption
that the recession cone of C ist not a linear subspace leads to a contradiction by two
argumentation strings. The first is based on an eigenvalue inequality dedueed from
a theorem of Barta, the seeond on volume estimates for suitable compact slices of
C. The ease Er =const. was already proved by Hartman in 1978.

•

B. Leeb (joint work with M. Kapovieh):
Gromov's asymptotic cone and quasi-isometry invariants of
3-manifold groups

Let r be a finitely generated group. We can associate to r its Cayley graph which is •
ametrie space well-defined up to quasi-isometry. (A quasi-isometrie embedding is a
map of metric spaces that distorts sufficiently large distanees by a bounded factor.)
We are interested in geometrie properties of r i.e. quasi-isometry invariants of ats
Cayley graph Cayley(r). Wellknown examples of geometrie properties of groups
are "virtually nilpotent" (Gromov), "virtually abelian" and "virtually polyeyclie"
(Bridson, Gersten), "word-hyperbolic" (Gromov) ..

Quasi-isometries ignore small distanees. Looking for quasi- isometry invariants we
are thus Jed to understand the a:;ytnptotic large-scale geometry of ametrie space ..X'.
An aspect of it, namely the asymptolic geometry of finite subsets of distant points
in .'(, is encoded in the geometry of the asymplotic conc Conew "'(. This concept has
hf~en illtroduced hy Grornov in his paper" Asymptotic propf~rti(~s of infinite discCf~te

groups" (1 !J91). Bi- Lipschitz invariants uf CotH\.,.\' a.re qlJa.si-isomf~try invariants of
.\.



•

If A·/ is a closed non·positively curved Riemannian nlanifold. then

_ Bi-Lip.
Cone..... Jll 3! COIlP.wiTt J\'1

reflccts t.he lUlt·rplay ur totally-geodesic flat subspaces in J~l. The following theorem
illustrates t.hat the asYlnptotic cone is a non·trivial invariant:
Theorem: The qua.si-isometry dass oe the fundamental group of an irredllcible
Haken 3-tnanifold M 3 detects whether in the topological splitting of M3 ioto hyper
bolic and Seifert eomponents a Seifert piece occurs.

The link with non-positive curvature is established by
Theorem: The fundamental groups of all non-Seifert graph-maniColds (i.e. irredu
cible 3-maniColds built from Seifert components only) are quasi-isometrie to each
other.

This implies combined with a result in my thesis, saying that in presence of a
hyperbolic piece a.n irreducible Haken 3-manifold carries ametrie of non-positive
curvature, the
Corollary: For every irreducible Haken 3-manifold MI, there is a. non-po.~itively
curved irreducible Haken 3-manifold M2, s.t. 7r I M l and 7r2M2 are quasi-iSo~Ttric.

E. Leuzinger:
An exhaustion of loeally symmetrie spaees

Let X be a Riemannian symmetrie space of noncompact type and rank ~ 2 and let r
be a nonuniform irreducible (arithmetic) lattice. On the locally symmetrie quotient
V = r\X we construct a function h : V -+ "(O, 00) such that the sets {h ~ s}
(s ~ 0) exhaust V. The boundaries {h = s}( for s > 0) are parallel hypersurfaces
consisting of pieces of horospheres which meet in corners. Moreover, {h ::; s} is
diffeomorphic (as a manifold with corners) to the Borel-Serre compactification of
V. As an immediate application we also obtain a. simple proof of the Gauss-Bonnet
formula for V.

""

• S. Buyalo (joint work with W. Ballmann):
Nonpositively eurved metries on 2-polyhedra

Research was motivated by the question of Gromov whether a. word hyperbolic
group admits a eocompact. discrete action on some space with ametrie of negative
curvature. We obtain some results in this direction; namely non-existence of a r
invariant metries of negative curvature on certain spaces .t (2-polyhedra) with a
given cocompact and discrete action of a group r, even if r is hyperbolic. The
Gauss-ßonnet formula involving the labelings of links of vertices turns out to be an
essential tool. The not ions of a minimallabeling of a graph and a tight metric on a 2
f>olyhedron is introduced. This leads to investigation of the space of tight metries on
;l ~iv«~n 2· polyhedra which particular case is Theidllniillcr space of 2-torus. Examplcs
ur a lotally rigid 2·polyhedra are fOHnd. C(unpletious ur sOlne spaces of li~ht nletrics
;UO(O ("()lIsid(~red.



H.-B. Rademacher:
Twistor spinors with zeros

This is a repürt on joint work with Wolfgang Kühnel. The conformally invariant
concept of a twi~tor spinor was introduced by R. Penrose in genera.l relativity. \Ve
consider Rienlannian spin manifolds carrying (\ twistor spinar<;; i.e.

v x<;; + .!..\' . Drp = 0 .
n

for every vector field "l:'. Here V is the spinor derivative, D the Dirac operator
and "." the Clifford multiplication. \Ve show that in dimension n ~ 4 Cl manifold
carrying a twistor spinor with zeros and with non-trivial associated conformal vector
field is conformally Aat.

J. Heber:
N oncompact homogeneous Einstein spaces

Bounded homogeneous domains constitute one of the most prominent of many
known classes of noncompaet homogeneous Einstein spaees ("NHES"l Most strue·
tural results for NHES require additional geometrie assumptions (e.g.: Kähler NHES
= bounded domains; quaternionie Kähler NHES: elassified by D. V. Alekseevskii).

We present uniqueness and further struetural results for NHES under rather mild
algebraic assumptions: .

Up to isometry, all known NHES are of the form (solvable Lie group S, left
invariant < ., . », such that the Killing form B on the Lie algebra ~ satisfies

•

for an X E 2. .

For arbitrary solvable S which satisfies (*), we show

(i) S admits at most one left invariant Einstein metric modulo Aut(S) and scaling
(quite in contrast with the eompact homogeneous ease).

(ii) If S admits an Einstein metric < .,. >, then g := [§., ~]l. is abelian and all adA1

A E g, are normal operators on ([§.,§.], < .,. ». Consequently, •

(iii) if ~ =!!+ [~,~] and some adA1 A E g, is not semisimple, then S does not admit
left invariant Einstein metries (general nonexistence results in the compaet
case were obtained by Wang-Ziller).

The proofs involve a modification msc of the scalar eurvature functional sc on the
space J\-1 of left invariant metries on S. One has to investigate the geometnJ 01 msc
on ;\1( as asymmetrie space instcad of its Morse theory, sincc in this setting, Einstein
met ries are not the critical points of msc (or .sc).



P. Ghanaat:
Nilpotent structures on framed manifolds

Nilp()t.{~nt strnctllrc's a.rc~ (given hy) systenlS of locally defined fibrations of a franled
tnanifold A·/ into a.llllost fla.t nilsnanifolds. satisfying <.:ompatibility conditions Oll t.he
uverlaps uf Iilu'red dOlllains. The talk gives a. description of these structures a.nd
applications t.o disc.ret.t~ groups of isonlctries of Rielnannian manifolds and finiteness
theorems. This unifies idcas and work of Cheeger, Fukaya, Gromov, r..1in-Oo, Ruh
and myself.

G. "Wiegmink:
Total bending of vector fields on Riemannian manifolds

The total bending of globally defined unit vector fields on a Riemannian manifold
1\1 is a functional which is devised to measure to what extent such a vector field X
fails to be parallel. The total bending of X is defined as the integral over M of the
squared norm of the Levi-Civita covariant differential of X. Many manifolds do not
allow parallel vector fields.

Aiming at finding vector fields of minimal total bending, some general variational
results are presented and the situation on 2-dimensional tori is discussed. For these
tori rather complete results have been achieved, in particular the vector fields of
minimal total bending have been determined for tori of revolution with arbitrary
profile curve.

J. Cao:
Rigidity far non-compact surfaces of finite area

In this talk, we consider the rigidity of marked length-spectrum (and geodesie flows)
for non- compact surfaces of finite area.

The speaker will discuss the following ~ew rigidity result for non-compact sur
faces: "Let M and LV be two non-compact and complete Riemannian surfaces with
finite area and strjctly negative curvature. Suppose that M and N have the same
Inarked length-spectrum (or have time-preserving conjugate geodesie flows). Then
the two surfaces 1\4 and jV must be isometrie".

In addition, the rigidity of compact harmonie Kähler manifolds of negative
curvature will be adclressed.

(;



L. Polterovich:
Unknottedness of Lagrangian surfaces

The talk which is based on a joint work with Yakov Eliashberg is dcvoted to the
so called Lagrallgian knots problem. The nlain result can be formlIlated as folIows.
Denote by ~ either torus 1'2 or sphere S2.
Theorem: Let f : ~ --+ T·~ be a Lagrangiall embedding which is homologous to
the zero section. Then f is isotopic to the zero section.

The proof is based on Gromov's theory of pseudo-holomorphic curves in sym
plectic manifolds.

N.Innami:
Natural Lagrangian systems without conjugate points

The variation vector fields through extremals of the variational principles of natural
Lagrangian functions satisfy the equation of Jacobi type. By making use of Jacobi
equation, we obtain the estimate of measure-theoretic entropy for natural Lagrangian
systems without conjugate points. The estimates of the measure-theoretic entropy
for geodesie flows were obtained by Pesin, Ossermann-Sarnak, Ballmann-Wojtkowski,
Foulon, (Finsler case) and so on. The measure-theoretic entropy plays an important
role in the classification problem of dynamical systems because it is a measure
theoretic conjugacy invariant.

Let M be a manifold with dimension n and TM the tangent bundle of M with
natural projection 1r : T M ~ M. Let L : T M ~ IR be a Lagrangian function given
by

1
L(y) = 2g(1f'(Y))(~,y) - U(1r(Y)) ,

where 9 is a: Riemannian metric of M and U is a function on M. Let S be an energy
surface in TM with total energy e > sup{U(p)lp E M}. Then, the solutions of the
Euler-Lagrange equation yield a ßow ft : S --+ S preserving the Liouville measure
w.
We prove the following estimate of the measure-theoretic entropy.
Theorem: Suppose M is compact. If the sectional curvature [( with respect to the
Jacobi metric 9 = (e - U)g satisfies _b2 ~ K ~ _a2 < 0 (a, b > 0), then the
measure theoretic entropy hlot/( f') of the flow ft satisfies the inequality

V2( n - 1)b f e _ U 0 1r dw > h
w
(/') > J2(n - 1)0 ( e _ () 0 1r dJ.,.; •

voL(S) 1s - - voL(S) 1s

K. Leichtweiß:
Affine evolutions of hypersurfaces

At t.11t~ last ()h(~rwolfa(h Ine(~ljllg ~~C(~olllt.·lry~1 the qUt."slioll ilr()S(~ if t.he affine (~v()lu-



tion or C\ slric.tly COI1V{~X hypersurrace, givcn hy the nonlinear parabolic differential
equation 7ff = y (y = a.lfine normal veclor) ma.kes this hypersurface more and luore
"ellipsoidal" . Tltis is t.he affine analogue of weil known results in euclidean evolution
theory. Il lUflUi out t.hat the answer to the question is positive. The praof of this
fact lIses t.he 1l1ouoLOilicity of the a.ffine isoperiructric quotient combined witlt a
fundanlcllta.1 t.heorenl of A.D. Alcksandrow on Inixed volumes.

R. Kusner:
Conformally invariant energies of knots, links and embedded
submanifolds

Following work of Michael Freedman and his collaborators we have defined a Möbius
invariant energy for embedded n·dimensianal submanifolds of IRn+k U {oo} = sn+k,
with an infinite barrier to self-intersection. \Ve shall discuss results on critical points
for knots and links (n = 1) obtained jointly with Denise Kim, as weIl as an eXl's'tence
and regularity theory for higher dimensional (which represents joint work with'\John
Sullivan) Mn C sn+k. Experimental results ma.y also be presented.

F. Pedit (joint work with J. ·Dorfmeister and H. 'Wu):
Constant mean curvature surfaces with prescribed umbilic
points

To unterstand the structure of cmc·surfaces oi higher genus ~ 2 it is preliminary to
understand cmc-surfaces with umbilic points. Using an Iwasawa-type decomposition
oi the loop group of SL(2, C) we discuss how every simply connected cmc-sudace
is obtained from certain holomorphic data. Moreover we show tha.t "locally" those
holomorphic data are described by a holomorphic function f : D ~ C , where D is
ei ther C or the uni t disco Thus provides a Weierstrass type representation of cmc
surfaces (where H =f:. 0).

u. Pinkall:
Fast factorization in loop groups and the multiheaded Mr.
Bubble

Dorfmeister, Pedit and \Vn have given a rnethotl to construct all constant mean
curvature surfaces in IRJ

, where the hasic choice to hc rnade in order to construct
a specific surface is to pick a holomorphic fUllction f of one variable. For example,
the weil known surface tlsually c:alled "Mr. Ruohle" arises from the choice f(z) =
("OI1St. . :.

I (..re we gi \'P. a. fast anel t'fficient IIIl1llerical all!;oriUuu Ln i rll pl{~rncnt the construc~



tion mentioncd above. The two rnain ingredients are:

(1) A fast algorithm to factor elements of the polynolnialloop group "ooISL(2, C)
according to the Iwasawa decomposition. .

(2) A modified Euler rnethod to solve linear ODE's with values in ASL(2. Cl·
Using this algorithm large pieces of cmc-surfaces with several uOlbilic points ("tllltl
tiheaded Mr. Bubbles~) can be computed even I' .: .g Mathematica on a ~lacintosh

pe.

M. Bialy:
Convex billiards and a theorem by E. Hopf

A theorem by E. Hopf states that the only Riemannian metries without conjugate
points on two-dimensional torus are Aat ODes. We define the notion of conjugate
points for convex plane billiards and prove that tbe onIy billiards without conjugate
points are circular billiards. Dynamical version of this result can be formulated as
folIows. The only billiards whose phase space is foliated everywhere by not null
homotopic invariant curves are circular billiards. This result solves in part the old
conjecture by Birkhoff that the onIy integrable billiards are cirdes and ellipses.

M. Kotani:
The spaee of harmonie maps from 2-sphere into the unit
sphere of. degree d

Let us define the spaee Harmd(SN) of all harmonie maps from 2~sphere ioto the
unit N-sphere SN of degree d. In the case of N = 2, this space has two connected
components. One component is identified with the spaee of aB meromorphic func
tions of degree d and the other is its conjugate. We can see the space is path
connected if N is greater than 2 by using adeformation method. More preciseIy,
for an arbitrary element 9 E Harmd(SN), we construct a smooth family gt of •
Harmd(SN) such that 90 = 9 and 900 E Harmd(SN-2). By inductive arguments, 9
can be eonnected to an element in Harmd(S3), which space is connected.

s. Redjel:
Metric constructions with controlled curvature

Let (M, 8M, g) be a Riemannian manifold with c:ompact houndary fJM and a.

"curvature assumption".
Problem: Can one deror"1 !J near the houndary Lo a. rnelri(; 9, which has the saute
., nlr\'alun~ assllnlptiou" and at least ca. prc·sr.riIH~d 2-j(~t on the houlldary '!



•

We present hC~f(! sorne responses to this problem whcre the n t:llrvatnrc asstllnp
tion" c.;onsidcrcd is an Ilpper and lower hound for the different notions of c.lIfvatllrc
(i.c. w(~ consi<lcr scc.tional, Ricei and sealar curvature). For negative flic<'i Cllrvatllre
a. sinlilar prohl<~ln is t.n!ated by Cao- Yau and Lokhamp.

[n part.icular. this givcs suflicicnt geometrie cOllditions on the hOlludary, dep(~n

ding on thc chosen c-urvature. for these classes of olanifolds for which the c.lIfvalure
bounds are not disturbed hy a doubling process.

P. Dombrowski:
Remarks on the GAUSS equation of an isometrie immersion
of a 'ln-dimensional riemannian manifold M (m ~ 2) inta
spaees of eonstant eurvature and the curvature operator of
1\11

Examples and exercises concerning the GAUSS equation (originally prep~~d for
teaching students on that topic) were presented, e.g.:

(i) If the eurvature operator 'R.~2) : A2Tp1\1 -+ A2TpM of M for some p E M has
an eigenvalue. whieh does not occur as a sectional curvature value of M at
p, then 1\1 does not admit an isometrie im!TIersion in any spaee of eonstant
curvature with eodimension ~ 1 and Hat normal bundle.

(ii) Ifthere exists pE M, such that 'R.~2) has an eigenvalue C of multiplieity k E N+

with (r;) - k not being of the form (;) with n E N, then M does not admit
an isometrie immersion in aspace of constant eurvature C.

(iii) If A1 is the riemannian product of two non·flat 2-dimensional riemannian
manifolds, then M does not admit an isometrie immersion in ES. ·":l1

(iv) If 1\1 is the riemannian produet ot two hypersurfaees Ni of En i+1, so that at
some point Pi E Ni the shape operator of Ni has rank Ti (i E {I, 2, 3}) with

2 ~ Tl, r2 and Tl ~ J2( T2 + 1), then M does not admit an isometrie immersion
in Ent +n,+l .

(v) If m = dimM == 3 mod 4 and if C is any real number greater than the
maximum of the seetional curvatures of M at some point p E M, then M does
not admit an isometrie immersion in a (m+l)-dimensional space of constant
curvature C.

Specifie examples (e.g. homogeneous spaces) illustrated these results.

E. Heintze:
Polar actions and s-representations

S-re'pn'S(mliltioIlS an' r.h(~ isotropy J"(~pn'sc~uliLtions ur sYJllltwtl'ic spaces. Tlwy a.n'

10



E exp( -L\" )/L"
v~1

polar in thc sense that there exists a linear subspace which meets every orbit
and is perpendicular to every orbit at each point of intersection. A t.heorem of
J. Dadok statcs a.n almost converse: every polar action is orbit equivalent to a.n s
representation. A geonletric proof is given using recent results of C. Olmos. As a hy
product we obt.ain a silnplc classification of certain isotropy irreducible homogeneous .
spaces.

G. Knieper:
Asymptotic geometry on manifolds of negative curvature

In this talk we considered eompaet Riemannian manifolds (lvI, 9) of negative sectio- •
nal curvature. Those manifolds can be written as MIr, where M is diffeomorphic
to an and r is the discrete group of covering transformation. The objective of this
Iecture was to study the asymptotie geometry of M. The main motivation for that
is the following question: does the asymptotic geometry of ;.i1 determine the Ioeal
geometry?

As an example we studied the counting function for Iattiee points on 1\1 whieh
is defined as folIows. For two points p, q E AI let

lVr (p,q,t) =eard{, E rld(p,j'(q)) ~ t} .

If h(g) is the exponential volume growth of g,

1. Nr(p, q, t) ( )
1m h()t = C p, q .

t-oo e 9

In dimension 2 we obtained: c(p, q) is constant if and ooly if the surface has
constant negative curvature.

u. Simon (joint work with N. Bokan, P. Gilkey):
Applications of spectral geometry to affine and projective •
geometry

Let M be a conneeted, oriented Coo-manifold, m =dimM, 9 a Riemannian metric
and 'V a torsionsfree, Rieci-symmetrie affine eonnection. Consider the seeond order
p.d. operator of Laplace type for c1esed M

D := -traceg (Hessv + _l-Rie(V)) .
n-l

Wc investigate the asymptotic expansion of the Dirichlet se-ri~s for t 10

f tl n( [J)t(k-m)-t .

k=1)

~rheoreln: Lc~l .\1 ht~ dost'd, fI' ~ 2. Tlwn

11



2. tlk{ I)) is locally C0l11plltable.

:1. lId I)) i~ iIHlf~ptln.l(~IlLof projectivc changcs of \7 .

.1. tl na { I)) is illdep(~ndcllt o[ conformal changes of g.

.Corollary: II rn (D) is confonnally and projectively invariant.
Applications in a.ffine and Euclidean hypersurface theory (Pick functional, Will

more functional etc.).

"W. KühneI:
Ovaloids with second fundamental form of constant curva
ture: The non-rigidity of the sphere

We eall two ovaloids M, M- ~ IEn +1 I-isometrie or lI-isometrie if 1=1- or 11=11*,
respectively (up to a diffeomorphism of elass Cl). It is weIl known that two 1
isometrie ovaloids are congruE''1t to each other. A theorem of R. Schneider 1972 says
that an ovaloid of class C 4

W I h constant inner curvature of 11 is congruent to the
standard sphere:
The sphere sn is lI-rigid in the class C 4

•

Based on results by Erard (Thesis ETH Zürich 1968), we show the following:
The sphere sn is not lI-rigid in the class C 2 •

More precisely: There exists al-parameter family Mt ~ IEn +1 of ovaloids of class
C2 , pieeewise analytie, such that the following holds:

• Mo ist the unit sphere sn( 1),

• Mt, Mo are lI-isometrie for all t,

• Mt is not eongruent to the unit sphere if t =I O.

This family sweeps out the whole space between the unit sphere and the circum
scribed unit eylinder.

K. Polthier:
Apriori estimates for hyperbolic mininal surfases

'vVe presented a pro~raln t.o constrllct Ininimal surfaces in hyperbolie space with
c~nds. The main reslllts consider four topics.

l. ßy using geometrie argurnents Wp t1eriv~ apriori gradient estinlates ror hyper
holie minimal surfaces.

:!. These a~e uSf~d t.o prOVf~ an f~xisleI1Cf~ t.heof(~(Jl ror bOlludary contours lyin~ in
part in a-n~J illlri in part in r.hf" ;L'iylllpt.oti(" sptwn" .'-,''":10.

I:!

''Iij.•



3. A lIew (~t comparison theorem for planar hyperboli(: curves is tleriveJ with
which lohe conjugate surface construction for minimal surfaces can be COI1

trolled.

4. We applied thc previous results ta prove cxistence of new non·periodic~ 1- and
2-periodic complete embedded minimal surfaccs.

G. Huisken:
Mean curvature evolution of surfaces
with prescribed volume

Let Fo ; !v!" '--+ N"+l be a smooth embedding of a closed surface in a Riemannian
manifold N"+l. We evolve the surface according to the equation

d
diF=(H-h)v,

where H is the mean curvature of the surface, h = h( t) = I H dp./ I djj the average
of the mean curvature and v is the unit normal. This ßow decreases the area of the
evolving surfaces, but maintains a constant enclosed volume.

It is shown that for sufficiently convex initial data a solution exists for all time
and converges to a constant mean curvature surface. General properties of this
gradient ßow for the isoperimetric problem and uniqueness of the limit surface are
also discussed.

Berichterstatter: A. Hornecker

•
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Vortragsauszüge

Consequences of adding one random real

T. Bartoszynski

Let cov(N) be the least size of a family of measure zero sets covering the realline. We shoa

thal the value of cov(N) is undetermined when one random real is added. This is a joint wor"

with Andrzej Roslanowski and Saharon Shelah.

J. Baumgartner

Given an ideal I on the set of reals (ar on Oll), we define the notion of an I-ultrafilter on 00•. U

is an I-ultrafilter if for any funetion f: CI) ~ UI there is A in u such that f(A) is in I. For

exampl~, ü I is the collection of nowhere dense sets we refer to u as a nowhere dense

,ultraitlrer. Similar definitions may also be made for the sets of reals that are discrete or scattered

or whose closures have measure zero. On 001 a natural ideal to coDsider is the collection of al1

sets or order type less than a given indecomposable ordinal tt. We describe the provable

inclusion relations between these families of ultrafilters, and raise the question whether

elements of these families must necessarily exist. For example, the P-point. ultrafilters form a

tiny portion of the class of nowhere dense ultrafilters9 so a consistency result that nowhere

dense ultrafilters need not exist would gready improve the famous P-point Jesuit of Shelah.

Remarks on Cardinal Characteristics of the Contiunuum

An4reas Blass

Inequalities between cardinal characteristics of the continuum become trivial in the presence of

CH~ yet their proofs (in ZFC) still contain non-trivial combinatorial infonnation. As a fIrst

attempt to formulate this infonnation~ I used Vojtß ..s notion of generaJized Galois-Tukey

connections. But my student Olga Yiparaki showed. thaI the existence of such a connection also

becomes trivial in the presence of eH. An appropriate fonnulation of the desired combinatorial
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infonnation seems to be the existence of a generalized GaJois-Tukey connection consisting of

Borel maps; I showed that eH does not uivialize this.

I also described a (Borel version of a) sequential composition operation that underlies most of

the known proofs that one cardinal characteristic equals the minimum (or maximum) of two

other~ e.g. add (category) = min (cov(category),b). Results about inner models M relevant to

(the Galois-Tukey formulation of) this equation include that there is a meager set covering all

M-coded meager Borel sets if and only if there is a Cohen real cover M "and thete is a real

dominating (in CIltJ) al1 reals of M[c]. (By a result of Pawlikowski, it is not equivalent to require

a dominating real g over M and a eohen real over M[gJ.)

The Effect of Adding a Real on Cardinal Invariants of the Contiunuum

J. Brendle

I shall discuss the effect of adding a single real (for various forcing nations adding rea1s) on

cardinal invariants associated with the continuum (like the unbounding or the dominating number

or the cardinal related to meas~ and category on the realline). For random and Cohen forcing,

this question was investigated by Cich6n and Pawlikowsld.; for Hechler foreing, by Judah, Shelah

and myself. I shall concentate on other forcing notions (like eventually different reals. forcing,

Laver forcing, Miller's rational petfect set fareing ete.). One of the results is that Laver forcing

(as weH as Mathias forcing) collapses the.dominaling number d to 001. A consequence of this

is that two Laver (Mathias) reals added iteratively always force eH.

Thin Sets in Real Analysis

L. Bukovsky

Thin sets defined by the scheme "there is a sequence of type (i) with convergence property (j)

on X" are investigated. All considered sets are classica11y kJ:lown. Each class is invariant for

shift and adding a fmite seL

Trying to explain the role of "countableU in same relationships we show: the union of a pseudo

Dirichlet set and a set of power <c is a pseudo Dirichlet.
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From sets to braids

P.Dehomoy

Assume that j is an elementary embeddiog of a rank ioto itself. Let Clj be the closure of (j)

under the binary operation (k,l) 1-+ U k(l t Va). R. Laver has proved that Cl
J
· is a free left

a.<A.

destributive algebra (with ODe generator). We show that the algebraic content of this result is

essentially the following.

Theorem: Let Boa be Artin's braid group and 0'1,0'2,." be the usual generators of Boa. Tbeo

every braid admits a decomposition where either O'I,or 0(1, or both 0'1 and 0'1-1, do not

appear, and the three cases exclude one each other.

On Subalgebras of P(C01) mod countable

A.Dow

E. van Douwen proved that if CH falls then there is a Boolean algebra of cardinality ~ which

does not embed in P(CIll)/ctble. He asked about the situation when CH is assumed to hold. 0
implies that al1 algebras of cardinality ~ are embeddable, and this is consistent with ...,0, but

if GCH holds then this is equivalent to o. In fact, 0 is equivalent to the statement that the

campiete binary tree of height Ol· 0)1.+ 1 embeds into P(col)/ctble. The technique we use is to

note that 0 is equivalent to the existence of an order-reversing tree embedding of the camplete

binary tree of height CJ)t + 1 with the propeny that the enumerating functions of the image sets

do not fonn a dominating family modulo the non-stationary sets. Let (*) denote the statement

that the complete .CI>2 branching ttee of height Cl) + 1 embeds. CH plus the failure of (*) _'

implies that C.Il2 is inaccessible in L. With B. Veliekovi~ we have thal (*) implies that the

non-stationary ideal on (&)t is saturated.

Projective Stationary Sets and Strong Reflection Principle

Q. Feng

In this talk, we present arefleetion principle: Projective Stationary Reflection, which says that

for every regular Je ~ 0>2, if S ~ [HlC1Cl) is a projective stationary subset, then there exists an



increasing continuous e-chain <Na la < 0),> of length Oll such that each

Na e S. (S ~ [H1dW is projective stationary if for every stationary T ~ 0)1 f

(N e S I N r. Oll e T) is stationary in [HdCll.)

We show that the Projective Stationary Reflection follows from the Manin"s Maximum [1]. In

fact, it is equivalent to the Strong Reflection Principle of Todorcevic [2l.

Also we repon a joint work with T. lech that the saturation of the nonstationary ideal on .001 is

in fact equivalent to a type of reflection principle which is related to the Projective Stationary

Reflection.

References

[I] M. Foreman, M. Magidor and S. Shelah. Martin's Maximum, Saturated Ideais, and

Nonregular Ultrafilters, Pan I. Ann. Math. 127 (1988) 1-47.

[2] S. Todorcevic.. Strong Reflections, Handwrinen Notes 1987.

The complexity of measure distal systems

M. Foreman

On real compactness of LOO(J.1)

R. Frankiewicz

Iterated Class Forcing

·s. Friedman

I show thal there is a propeny of many weU-known class forcings, Sttatification, which implies

cofina1ity-p~servertionand is preserved by iterations "with the appropriate suppon. Examples

include Easton and Reverse Easton forcings as weil as same Modified lensen Codings.. There is

a similar nation appropriatc 10 (Unmodified) lensen Coding as weU as fully supponed Easton

forcing, a -Saatification, which is prescrved by itcratiODs using the appropriate (larger) suppen.
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Such iterations will be needed to resolve consistency questions in Descriptive Set Theory such

as the reiation between measurc and categöry in the pfüjective hieraI'chy.

Set theoretic aspects of openly generated Boolean algebras

s. Fuchino

Let A be a subalgebra of a Boolean algebra B (A SB). A is a relatiyely compiete subalgeb~

of B (A Src.B) if, for every b EI Bt the set {a EI A : a Sb} has the greatest element. A •

Boolean algebra B is said to be projective if B EB Fr 1C (tbe free product of B and Fr lC) for

Je ~ IBI is free~

Theorem 0.1 (Axiom R) The following are equivalent:

a) B is openly generated:

b) FOT every countable A S B there exists a countable C Sn: B such that ASe and every

A Sn: B with lAI SKI is projective.

A Boole~ algebra B is said to be Lc.olC""projective if B 5L_
K

P holds for same projective

Boolean algebra P.

Corollary 0.2 (Axiom R) Every LaaK2-projective Boolean algebra is openly generatec!.

Let us call a Boolean algebra K-projective if far any K-closed partial ordering P such that

11- p"IBI S KU we have that

11- p ttthere. exists a fIltration of B consisting of projective Boolean algebras".

Corollary 0.3 (Axiom R) A Boolean algebra B is openly generated iff B is K 2-projective.

In contrast (0 these results we have:

Proposition 0.4 (V =L) For any K, there is a Loarprojective lC-projective Boolean algebra B

satisfying the condition b) of Theorem 0.1 hut which is not openly generaled.

Theorem 0.1, Corollary 0.2 and Corollary 0.3 wen: originally proved under MA+(a--closed). Qi

Feng pointed out that almost the same proof works already under Aeissner"s Axiom R.
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References
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On hidden extenders

M. Gitik

• Starting with a cardinal " which is a limit of "n's (n < Cl) S.L o("n) = "n+n we construet a

model with an Cl>-sequence of indiscemibles having·assignments depending on precov~g sets.

A principal point for equiconsisteDcy results 00 the Singular Cardinal Hypothesis was

iodependence of indiscemible sequenccs on a particular precovering set ~";"

It is shown that this breaks down if far every n < co (a < 1C I 0(a) ~ a+n} is cofinal in lC.

Forciog axioms for families of small anticbains

M. Goldstern

The bounded proper forcing axiom.BPFA is the statement that for any familly of Nl' many

maximal antichains of a proper forcing notion, each of sinZe K1, there is a dUeeted set meeting

alt these antichains.

'.A regular cardinal 1C is called l:t-reflecting, iffor any regular cardinal X, far al1 f~ulas cp,
"H(X) t= '«p' n implies n3~ < 1(, H(S) t= '«p.....

In a recent joint paper with Saharon She1ah wc showed that BPFA is equivalent 10 the
statement that two DOnisomorphic models of size K1 cannot be made isomorphie by a proper

forcing noti~ ud we showed that the consistency strength of the boundcd proper forcing axiom
is exacdy the existence of a l:l-reflecting cardinal (which is less than the existence of a Mahlo

cardinal).
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Core Model Theory and the last Delfino Problem

K. Hauser

I will sketch some of the main ideas needed for showing that in the absence of inner models with

Woodin cardinaJs, for eaeh n EI (l,...,m), I~+n absoluteness (Le., the stability of the I~+n

theory cf the reals under set forcing in a strang sense) irnplies there are n streng cardinals in K

(where this denotes a suitably defined global version of the eore model for one Woodin cardinal

as exposed by J. Steel [St 1]). Combined with a forcing argument of Hugh Woodin [Wo 2], this

establishes that the consistency sttength of :t~.... absoluteness is exactly that of n strong •

carc;iinals so that in panicular projective absoluteness is equiconsistent with the existence of

inimitely many streng cardinals. The aim of the talk is to argue how the above theorem is to be

considered as the' fIrSt step in the long range pro~ of showing thal projective determinacy is

equivalent to its analytical consequences for the projective sets which would settle positively a

conjecture of Woodin [Wo 1]- and salve the last Delfmo problem [KeMaSt].

References

[KeMaSt] A.S. Kechris, D.A. Manin and J.R. Steel (eds), Appendix: Victoria Delfmo

Problems fi, in Cabal Seminar 81-85, Springer LeclUre Notes in Math. 1333
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W.H. Woodin, On the Consistency Strength Of Projective Uniformization, in

Logic Colloquium '81, J. Stern (ed.), Nonh-Holland (1982), pp. 365-383.

W.H.Woodin, unpublished.

The structure of stationary sets

T. lech

For a regular uncountable cardinal 1(, if A,B are stationary subsets of lC, let

A < B if Trace(A):2 B mod clubfilter

where Trace(A) is the set of all ß at which Arefleets, i.c. A n ß is stationary in ß.
Theorem 1; < is a wellfounded panial ordering

Let o(A) denote the rank of A in <.

We investigate the structure of (Stat.<).

;P.



Theorem 2: (Magidor). It is equiconsistent with a weakly compact cardinal mal every

A C E~ reflects fully in E~.

We observe thal fuH reflection is impossible at K3' and in genera! for sets B ~ Sing.

Theorem 3: (Jech-Shelah) It is consisterit, relative to tJ) many supercompacts, to have a

maximal amount of reflection at the K D' s.

I&f.;, Full Reflection at Regulars (FRR):

- VA,B c: Reg, if o(A) < o(B) then A < B.

Theorem 4:· (Jech-Shelah) "FRR & 1C is Tl-Mahlo" is equiconsistent with "K is

n;-indescribable" (11 Sr).

Theorem ,. (Jech-Witzany) Ir is consisten~ relative to a repeat point, that FRR holds at a

measurable cardinaL

[We conjecture that the repeat point is necessary]. _;j.~;5:;. _"

Theorem 6" (Witzany) If (W,<) is a wellfounded p.o. of size SJe+' then thete is .~~~ode~

(relative 10 p2(K)-strong)"in which (W,<) is realized as the refleeting order of ~ts>.c:Reg.

On the structure of CCC partial orders

I. Juhasz

If " is a hypergraph on V let Q(") denate thc partial order of finite "-independent subsets

cf V. If " satisfies property (*) below then Q(%) is CCC, in faet has property K:
(*) Hl.H2. %, Hl ~ H2 and 1Hl1 =IH2' = k then IHt rtH21 < kI2..
Theorem I: (Hajnal- J.. - Szentmiklossy) If Je> Q) is regular and Je carries a 16nsson algebra

then there is a hypergraph "on 1C x 21C satisfying (*) and cent(") =ehr(% ) =1C:. (Heree cent(") = cent(Q("» and cent(p) is the smallest Ä s.L P ist Ä-centered). .

Comllaa: If 1C = p+ witb P regular or Je ist any limit cardinal thCD therc is a CCC partial

order P with cent(p) = Je (equivalendy, a CCC compact spacc X with d(X) = Je).

Theoncm 2: (H.:I-Sz) If Je =JC<O and P is a CCC partial order with Ipt S 21C then P is

Je-~ provided thal (+) below holds:

(+) Ir Je< J1 < 1ft and cf{J.L) =m then J1Q} = IJ.+ and OIJ. are auc..

Note thal (+) is vacuously ttue if IPI S ~CI). There is an example (from a supercompact) which

shows that (+) cannot be dropped.·
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Embedding Normal Forms and the Martin-Steel-Theorem

P. Koepke

We considered the föllowing nonnal fonn for sets of reals:

a system (Ms I s EI <(1)00), (7tst IsS: t e <0)00), (ws I s Ei <00(0) is an embedding DOnnal fOnD

with witnesses (ENFW) for the set A ~ IR, if: -

(a) (Ms),(1tsJ is a commutative system of elementary maps 1tS1 : Ms -+ Mt (s ~ t), Ms
·is transitive (s EI <0>(0), Mo =V;

(b) For a eR, a e A ~ the direet limit of (Ma t m), (xa t m,a t n) is wellfounded. •

(c) Ws 61 ~s (s & <00(0), and for s ~ t s: a, a e R \ A: 1tst(ws)(a) > wt(a).

ENFWs can take over-the role·of homogeneous trees in the proofs by Manin and Steel of

projective determinacy under the assumption of infmitely many Woodin cardinals. In my talk, I

indicated same aspects of the proofs of the following theorems:

1. If Apossesses an ENFW then A is determined.

2. If A is U~ and 1C is measurable then Apossesses an ENFW with critical point

(= sInallest ordinal moved in the system) equal to Je.

3. If A s: lR x R possesses a (2-dimensional) ENFW with critical point >Ö, where Ö

is a Woodin cardinal, and if " < S, then -,pA:= (x I -ay(x,y) Ei A} has an ENFW

with critical point >11.

On uncountably chromatic graphs

P. Komjath

This is a common work with A. Hajnal. In 1973, P. Erdös, A. Hajnal und F. Galvin raised the

following question. Assume that some graph (V,E) has chromatic number 1C > (a) and

tC ~ Ä :2: 2. Does there exist an edge colouring f: E ~ A. such that whenever V is decomposed

into <K classes some class gets all values of f?
Theorem Tbe answer is "yes lt if Je': A. = Oll and a Cohen real is added.

Theorem The answer is consistently false for some Je> A. = (J)t module the existence of a

measurable.
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Theorem ,0*) If (V,E) is an Oll.chromatic graph with lVI =0)1 then there is a colouring of E

with 0)1 colours such that every A ~ V that spans an wl-chromatic subgraph meers all the

colours.
Theorem The negation of the above statement is consistent with 200 = 002·

An ,invariant related to the lattice of partitions

A. Krawczyk

The set of partitions of Cl) forms a lattice with 1t S a iff every class of 7t is an union of classes

of 0. 1t and 0 are almost orthogonal' iff 1t 1\ (J has finitely many classes.

(Denote: 1t 1\ ,0 =* 0)

A is mao family if it is a maXimal Set of pairwise onhogonal partitions.

Theorem 1: The minimal cardinality of a ma.o family is 2M0 •

Theorem 2: Assume 1 t:* 1t~ O. Theo there exists F a family of partitions of size

that

(i) Va e F 1t" Cf = 0

(ii) VOtt02. F va;t.* 81 SO'l "10~ &2 S G2 (al - 0'2~ 1t 1\ (GI v 0'2)~ 0)

Partitions from a Souslin Tree

I.A. Larson

The partition relation u ~ <P;y)2 means that far any graph V =(u,E) on u, either tbere is a

set X· with order type otOO =a which has no edges of the graph er there is a set Y with

ot(y) =P so thal 80y pair from Y is joincd in the graph.

THM: If lC is a regular cardinal and 1C has a Souslin tree, then lC".J.+ (1(2,2141)2 for al1 n ~ 1.
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Measures ergodie with respect to an analytic equivalence relation

A. Louveau

(Joint work with G. Mokobodzki) We show that if E is an analytic equivalence relation on a

compact meaic space X, the set E(E) of ergcxlic probability measures w.r.t. E (Le. IJ.(B) =

0,1 Car all Borel

E-invariant sets B) fonns an anlaytic set. which is moreover Borel when E is Kc,. This

improves earlier work of A. Ditzen, and is used to give a proof, without additional set

theorerlcal hypotheses, of a result of Kechris about ergodic decompositions of measures w.r.t.E.

Tbc main ingredient in the proof is an "approximationtt result of an analytic equivaIence relatio.

by a positive contraction T of LI(J1) in such a way that J.1.a.e. Borel E-invariant sets

correspond to T-invariant sets.

J6nsson cardinals, Erdös cardinals & Covering

w. Mitehell

Conjectyre Every inaccessible I6nsson cardinal is Ramsey. We have two partial results

showing thaI this is tlUe in K below a Woodin cardinal.

Theorem If there is DO model with a Woodin cardinal and the 5teel core model K exists, and

there are Da extenders in K with critical point below the ttue 0>2, then every J6nsson cardinal is

Ramsey in K.

~ 1C is properly J6nsson if for each sttucture Cl on 1C there is an elementary substI'Ucture

ClI of Cl such tha~ whenever y is the least ordinal S.L y e 0. 1 but yer. Cl I, if yl< Y then the

Skolem Hull of O"u ~( is bounded in y.

~ Ramsey ~ properly J6nsson ~ J6nsson. e'
Theorem· If there is 00 model with a Woodin cardinal and the Steel core model exists then

every properly J6nsson cardinal is Ramsey in K.
If there is a Woodin cardinal, but -."Vx xl, then a theorem of Woodin asserts that there is no

eore model. Precisely, there is no ordina! defmable L(E) model which is preserved by

reasonable forcing extensions. The following is a possible covering Lemma.
Conjecmre For any L(E) model, if the successor in L(E) of a cardinal 1'\ > C.Il2 is singular then

every successor up to the frrst Woodin cardinal of L(E) is collapsed, and every true cardinal in

this interval is appropriately J6nsson in L(E).
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Strong measure zero sets

J. Pawlikowski

A set. X of reaJs has sU'Ong measure zero iff for any sequence of En > 0 (0 e N) there exists a

sequence of interVals In (0 &I N) such that the lenght of In is ~n and

X~ U In. We prove:
n

TIlEOREM: A set X has strang measure zero iff far every closed set D of measure zero thee complex sum X + D has measure zero.

Doing Without Square

E. Schimmerling

Mitehell and Steel exposed the basic theory of inner model of the fonn L[E]. I prove that

various sttengthenings of Jensen's weak square principle hold in L[E], and hence in the Steel

core model below ODe Woodin cardinal. Lower bounds on the large cardinal consistency ~trength

of weak square, stationary reflection, and the proper forcing axiom follow via thew~ covering
principle. Extensions 10 more Woodin cardinals are anticipated. '':~;~

On powers of.. cardinals of uncountable cofinality

e M. Segal

We present tbe following theorem and its background:

Theorem 1 (Magidor, Segal) Let V be a model of GOI, 1C a strong cardinal then for every a

such that ef(a) > Je+ there is a cardinal preserving, generic extension V[G] so thal

1. 2" = a
2. cf(lC) = CJ)t (or any other regular cardinaJ below Je)

3. The continuum funetion below Je behaves according to the minimal values obtained by

the Galvin and Hajnal bounds. For example if y< Je is a singular eardinal that

violates GOI then there is y'> y so that y' is regular and 2y =2y' .
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The techniquc we use is a hybrid betwcen Magidor"'s method of changing cofinality of cardinals.

and [he Gitik and Magidor technique for vioiating SeH. FlOm this by coHapsing methods that

were introduced before. we can relativise this result to N0)1. when a < 002, namely to obtain a

model in which 2 Je (01 = N0)1+a, and the behaviour of the continuum function below K (J)1 is

similar to clause 3 of the theorem.

Consistent Extensions of the Erdös-Dushnik-Miller Theorem

LJ. Stanley
.e

(Joint work with S. Shelah.)

Dushnik and Miller proved

(1) For regular (inimite) cardinals, K, lC -+ (K,co)2.

Erdös supplied the singular case

(2) For singular cardinals, lC, 1C -+ (1(,0l)2.

Tbc proof of (1) actually yields a strenger conclusion when 1C is uncountable:

(1+) Fo~ regular uncountable cardinals, lC,lC -+ (lC,0l+1)2.

It is easy'to see that lC ~ (lC,CO+ 1)2 fails Ü cf(lC) = 00, and that if ef(lC) > Cl) and " is strong

limit, then K -+ (lC,m+l)2.

Galvin and Laverasked if this is true without the assumption that 1C is strang limiL We provide

two types cf models where there are instances of this behaviour. For concreteness, we

concenttate on lC = K COl' but there are generalizations.

Theorem 1; If 2K 1 < N0)1 and there is a "niee" (see [Sh 386]) ideal on (1)1, then

N CI) 1 -+ (N (I)1 ' CI) + 1)2.

Theorem 2· Suppose that, in V, N lDl is strong limit. Let lP be the panial ordering for adding.

<a pJ.1 Cohen subsets of a, where J.L 2: KCDl and a =(J < K(1)1. Theo, in V ,

N(I)I ~ (K W1 ' 00+ 1)2.
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Hausdorff versus Lebesgue measure

J. S~eprans

Some preservation techniques for iterations of (J-centred forcing and ror
random real forcing

F. D. Tall

1. We provide a simple sufficient condidon far preservation of properties by iterations of (1

centred posets.

2. To each real-valued bounded function f on V in a random real extension, we associate in a

natural way a"real-valued bounded funetion f fi V such that f has many of the saitie properties
.~ ...: ...

as f.

Reals aud analytic sets

B. Velickovic

On the Galois-Tukey Lattice

P. Vojtü

In this lecture we consider the notion of Galois-Tukey connections between binary relatio~s and

its study from the point of view of set theory (cardinal characteJ'istics), forcing, algebraic theory

of categories and of lattice theory.

A pair of mappings (E,F) is called a Galois-Tukcy connection from R to S (denoted

R S S) ü E: dom(R) -+ domeS), F: mg(S) -+ mg(R) and E(x)Sv implies xRF(v). For

corresponding cardinal characteristics from this follows that b(S) S b(R) and

~(S) ~ ~(R). We show how generic objects are nalUraJy related to"and preserved under

connections. Results of S. TodorCevic, ABlass and O. Yiparaki, A. Louveau and B. VeJickovic

shows mal the structure of Borel connections is apropriate and rieh. S is a lattiee type ordering

on binary relations (the corresponding. category admits produets and coproducts) with natural
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greatest and smallest elements, but there are many (nonequivalent) relations having same b
und b (as a image of accvariant functcr tc Cardop x Card).

Doing without measurables

w. Woodin

Berichterstatter: M. Huberich

•

•
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINS-T-lTJjT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsbericht 49/1993

Aigorithm~he Methoden der Diskreten ~athematik

'31.10. bis 6.11.1993

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Professoren Martin Golumbic (Ramat Gan, Israel),
Rolf Möhring (Technische Universität Berlin) und Raimund Seidel (University of California
at Berkeley) statt.

An der Tagung nahmen 39 Wissenschaftler aus 8 Ländern teil (Deutschland, Frankreicta, Is
rael, Japan; Canada, Niederlande, Österreich, Vereinigte Staaten), die in 37 Vorträgen über
neueste Forschungsergebnisse berichteten und in einer Abendsitzung ungelöste aktuelle Pr<r
bleme vorstellten. Die Tagung hatte sich bewußt zum Ziel gesetzt, algroithmi.sch orientierte
WisSenschaftler aus verschiedenen Disziplinen, insbesondere der Graphentheorie, der Kombi
natorik und der Geometrie zusammenzubringen und mögliche Querverbindungen aufzuzeigen
und zu diskutieren.

Diese Zielsetzung spiegelte sich wieder in den Vortragsthemen der Teilnehmer, die das Gebiet
in seiner ganzen Bandbreite abdeckten: von "reinen" t innermathematischen Fragestell~ngen

über mathematische Fragestellungen, die durch anwendungsorientierte Probleme aufgeworfen
wurden, bis hin zu Anwendungen der Mathematik in Industrieprojekten; von originär d~kre
ten Fragestellungen bis hin zur Anwendung diskreter Techniken in Logik und Geometri~; von
rein strukturellen Einsichten über das Wechselspiel von Struktur und Algorithmus bis hin zu
"HochleistungslÖ8ern" für diskrete Probleme.

In einer Reihe von Vorträgen wurden überraschende und aussichtSreiche neue Anwendungs
möglichkeiten der algorithmischen diskreten Mathematik angesprochen, so etwa in der sy
stematischen Paläontologie, der künstlichen Intelligenz und im computergestützten Design.
Neue Querverbindungen ergaben sich unter anderem zwischen strukturellen Resultaten und
Fragen der effizienten Lösbarkeit, zwischen linearen und diskreten Modellen sowie zwj.schen
Computergeometrie und kombinatorischer Optimierung.

Die zahlreichen Diskussionen zwischen Wissenschaftler verschiedener Ausrichtungen zeigten,
daß die Tagung für alle Teilnehmer neue Einsichten und Erfahrungen mit sich brachte und
sicher ein Gewinn Wal'. Das zeigte sich auch an den regen Diskussionen und der Anba.hnung
von Zusammenarbeit, gerade zwischen den aJgorithmischen Graphentheoretikern und den
aIgorithmischen Geometern.

Wie immer ermöglichte es die bewährte Konzeption des Hauses, in den Pa.usen oder 30m Abend
die in den Vorträgen und in den Diskussionen angesprochenen Themen zu vertiefen und sich
nä.her kennenzulernen. Dies war angesichts der Tatsache, daß verschiedene Richtungen und
sehr viele "Erstbesucher" von Oberwolfach teilgenomm'en haben, sehr rruchbar.
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Die Veranstalter und Teilnehmer danken dem Foschungsinstitut Oberwolrach rür die hervor
ragende ßetreuung während der Tagung.
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Vortragsauszüge

Aui Berman

Completely positive matrices, graphs and ranks

An n x n matrix A is completely positioe if it can be decomposed as A = BBT, where B is
an n x k nonnegative matrix. The smallest Je for which such a decomposition exists is called
the cp-ranJ: of A.

Clearly CL completely positive matrix must be doubly nonnegative: positive semidefinite and
elementwise nonnegative. We say that a graph G is completely positive if every doubly non'n~

gative matrix realization of G is completely positive. We show that G is completely positive
iff it does not contain an odd cyde of length greater than 4 (i.e. G is lin~perfect) and sUf:vey
sorne results on completely positive matrices and cp-ranks.

Marsholl Bem (tDith Soott Mitchell, SanditJ lAbs, end Jim Ruppert)

Non-obtuse triangulation

Given a polygon P (with holes), we would like to triangulate P, adding extra. vertices interior
or on the boundary as necessary, using only triangles with alt angles less than 90 degrees.
This problem arises in finite element methods.

In this talk I present an algorithm for this problem that uses ooly O(n) extra vertices,· im
proving a previous result of 0(n2). The new algorithm crucially reHes on a lovely geom~tric

fact: any four circles, tangent in a cycle, have cO<ircular points of tangency.

&1/ Bomdör/er (tDith Martin Grätschel, Frid~lin Klostermeier, arad Christian KüttnerJ

An applicatioD of Set Partitioning in handicapped people'8 transport

Telebus is a dial-a-ride transport system for handicapped people in Berlin. Given the han
dicapped people's requests for a particular day, the problem of scheduling and routing the
special busses used in the system "in the best posaible way" arises. This problem ~n be
modelIed as a Set Partitioning problem. In addition to different kinds of heuristic procedures
this mode! allows a. polyhedral approach. Facet defining inequalities ß.amely of Set pa;cking
Polyhedra can be used in a branch & cut aJgorithm for the solution of the problem. .

In this talk we present handicapped people's transport in Berlin and the TelebU&-system. We
describe a Set Partitioning Model of the associated optimization problem. We discuss both
our heuristics and the branch "cut aJgorithm and give computationaJ results for them. These
indicate that ~ubstantia1 improvements to both quality of transport and reductioD of C08ts

are possible.
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Endre Boros (with Peter Hammer)

How to find the optimal values of some of the variables in a SAT or MAX-SAT
Problem

Weak and strong persistency are considered, Le. properties that ensure a given partial 0-1
assignment can be extended to an (optimal) solution of a MAX-SAT or SAT problem. A po-
lytope is associated to any SAT or MAX-SAT problem and is shown to have half-integral ver
tices. Furthermore, the non-fractional components of any of the vertices of this polytope are
shown to have the weak persistency (generali~ing a result about vertex packing by Nemhau
ser and Trotter, 1975). If applied to a MAX-2-SAT problem together with a network-flow
based proof-duaJ computation (Hammer, Hansen, and Simeone, 1984) this technique yields
a 3/4-~pproximation for MAX-2-SAT. •

Rainer E. Burkard (with V. Deineka)

Traveling salesman problems in permuted.Monge arrays .

In this joint work with V. Deineko (Dnepropetrovsk) we address the following problem: An .
(n x n) matrix A = (ai;) is called a Mange matm, if ai; +a,d :$ 4i' +alc; for aJll :$ i < k :$ n,
1 ~ j < I :$ n. Considering A as distance matrix of a TSP an optimal tour can be faund in
the dass of pyramidal tours of the form <1, i}, i2,... , i r , n, i1, i2, ... ,i.> with 1 < i 1 < i 2 <
... < i r < n and n > i1 > i2 > ... > j•. The optimal pyramidal tour cao be determined by
dynamic programming. Pank ('91) gave a recursion which uses the search in Monge arrays
and finds in 0 (n) time the optimal pyramidal tour.

A matrix A is ca.lled a permuted Mange matriz, if (aiT(i» is a Monge matrix.. The problem
of finding a shortest Hamiltonian tour in a permuted Monge matrix is NP-hard (Sarvanov,
'80)~ If T, however, has a special form, the corresponding TSP can be solved polynomially.
Let Tt, T2, ••• , Tm be the subcycles of T. We define the graph G.,. in the foUowing way: The
vertices orG.,. correspond to thesubcycles Tl,T2, ••• ,Tm • There is an edge between Ti and Tj,

if city k lies in Ti and city k + 1 lies in Tj. Gaikov showed that the problem can be solved
in O(nm) time, if G.,. is a multipath and in O(n7 ) time, if G.,. is a multitree. We reduce
the complexity for the multipath case to O(n). Deineko ('93) showed recently that also the
multitree case an be solved in O(n 2 ) time.

Derel: Cameil (with Stephan Dla"u and Lomo Stewart)

On the linear structure of graphs

A graph is AT-free if it contains no Asteroidal Tripie (an independent tripie {x, y, z} where
between any pair of vertices there exists a path that avoids the neighbourhood of the third
vertex). AT-free graphs contain many well-known families of graphs such as co-comparability,
trapezoid, intervaI, permutation and cographs. All of these families have a certain "linear
structure" and the thesis of this work is that this linea.rity is captured by the property of
being AT-free.

To support this thesis, we demonstrate various characterizations and properties of AT-free
graphs. These include a forbidden subgraph characterization, a characterization with respect

4
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to dominating pairs (30 pair of vertices such that every path between them dominates the
graph) and a way of constructing new AT-free graphs from two given anes.

These structural results lead to new algorithmic results. For example, we present a. simple
linear time algorithm for the problem of finding a dominating path in an AT-free graph. No
such algorithm was known for the subfamilies of co-comparability or trapezoid.

e

e

Brano Courcelle

ConstructioD of graph aJgorithms by algebraic and Iogieal methods

Many graph problems expressible in mooadic second-order logic (including NP<omp~ete

ones) a.re solvable in linear time on graphs of bounded tree-width.

AJgorithms can be obtained in two ways:

1. by inductive computations on decomposition trees,

2. by construction of reduction rules that can be implemented in linear time. :..c!!~~:.'

The first technique extends to functions on graphs defined in mona,(lic second-order..·.J~c.

Bemd Gärtner (UJith Emo Welzl)

A new approach to characterizing arrangements

An arrangement of oriented pseudohyperplanes in Euclidean cl-space defines 00 the set X
of pseudohyperplanes a set system (or range space) (X, R), R ~ 2x of VC-dimeosion -d'in 30
natural way: to every cell c in the arrangement assign the subset of pseudohyperplanes having
c on their positive side, and let R be the collection of a1l these subsets. We investigate- and
characterize the range spaces corresponding to simple arrangements of pseudohyperplanes in
this way; such range spaces are calJed pseudogeometrie, and they have the property thai the
cardinality of R is maximum for the given VC-dimension. In general, such range 8P~~ are
called complete, and we show that the number of ranges r E R for which also X'-';"'" .E R,
determines whether a complete range space is pseudogeometrie. Two other characterizatioDS
go via a simple duaJity concept and 'small' subspaces. The correspondence to arrangements
is obtained indirectly via a new characterization of uniform oriented matroids: a range space
(X, R) naturally correspoods to a uniform oriented matroid of rank IXI- d if and only if its
VC-dimension is d, r e R implies X - r E Rand IRI is maximum under these cooditions.

Morlin C. Golumbic (unlh Ron Shamir)

. Complexity and aJgorithms for reaaoning about time: a graph-theoretic approach

Temporal events are regarded here aB intervaJs 00 a time line. This paper deals witb problems
in reasoning about such intervaJs when the precise topological relationship between them is
unknown or only partiaJly specified. This work unifies notions of intervaI algebras in artificial
intelligence with thoee of intervaJ orders a.nd interva.l graphs in combinatorics.

The satisfiability, minimal labeling, all solutions, and an realizations problems are co~idered

for temporal (intervaJ) data.. Several versions are investigated by restricting the ~ible
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intervai reiationships yieiding different comp!exity resu!ts. We show th~t even when the
temporal data compriSes of subsets of relations based on intersection and precedence only,
the satisfiability question is NP-complete. On the positive side, we give efficient algorithms
for several restrietions of the problem. In the process, the intervaI graph sandwich problem
is introduced, and is shown to be NP-complete. This problem is also important in molecular
biology, where it arises in physical mapping of DNA material.

Michel Habib (with Alain Coumier)

Another linear substitution decomposition algorithm

Substitution decomposition has many applications and appears in many fields uoder variOus.
names such as: modular decomposition, X-join decomposition ..., and cao be defioed for many
discrete structures such as: graphs, directed graphs, hypergraphs, ... We present an aJ.gorithm
for undirected graphs. Prime graphs are those which have 00 non-trivial decomposition.

Following same nice idea. or conjecture of Schmerl, it is possible to find in any prime graph
G (with more than 3 vertices) a sequence of prime graphs Go ~ G l ••. ~ G such that: Go is
a P4 (path of leogth 3), from Gi 10 Gi+l ODe may add one or two vertices.

Our algorithm searches for such a sequence of prime subgraphs.

To abtain a. linear time algorithm we merge this idea with the cograph recognition a1gorithm
(COrneil, Perl and Stewart 1985) and avoid the neighbour of a vertex to be visited more than
three times.

Another a1gorithm due to R. McConneU and J. Spinrad (93) runs also in linear time, but
seems to be more complicated.

Peter Hammer (UJith Alezonder Kogan)

Horn functions: structure and minimization

A Boolean function f is ca1led Hom if f (ZU) ~.I (z) V f (y) for any z, y E ~; aHorn
function is ca11ed definite Hom if I (1) = o. The definite Horn component 6 (I) of aHorn
function 1 is defined aB a definite Horn minorant of I, such that

(i) there exists a monotone nondecreasing function p with I = 6 (I) V p

(ii) if 6' :5 6 has the above properties, then II == 6.

It is shown tha.t 6 (f) exists and is unique, and that in every prime irredundant decomposi
tion (*) the disjuDctive normal forms of a11 the functioDs p have the same Bumber of prime
implicants. On this basis it is shown that finding a DNF of aHorn functioD, having a mi
nimum number of literals, is N'P-complete. A polynomial time heuristic provides a solution
within a guaranteed range from the optimum. A quadratic time algorithm is given for logie
minimization of the special class of acyclic Horn functions - a dass of problems playing a
major role in expert systems/artificial intelligence.
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Pouol Hell (UJiIh J. HUGng, X. Deng, J. Bang-Jensen, and 8. Bhattocharya.)

Local tournaments and proper cireular are graphs

Characterizing a dass of undirected graphs by the existence of a suitable orientation can
be useful Cor the design of efficient recognition and optimization algorithms for that dass of
graphs. I iUustrated this for the dass of proper circular arc graphs, obtaining O(m+n) algo
rithms for their recognition (and representation by circular arcs), finding a maximum cl~que,

etc. (When the graphs are represented a.lready, and the endpoints of the ares sorted, the ~pti

mization algorithms are 0(0).] These a.lgorithms rely on a structural characterization of the
relevant orientations, due to J. Huang. I also described a recent orientation characteriz~tion

• of intervaI grapbs. '

Robert E. Jemison

Antimatroids end DisjuDctive Products ,"', .' - .

Antimatroids are c108ure systems which satisfy an änti-exchangelaw. They mod~l~~ny ~itua
tion in which the relevant structure is given by "shellings" - e. g., assembly o'i"d~mbly
of machinery. .

The disjunctive product, introduced by Strahringer and Wl1le, for relationa.l struct'ur~, was
the first product of cl08ures which preserved the antimatroid property.

The diSjunctive product of lines provides a notion of "betweenness" for ordinal data in ~veral
variables. This nation ofbetweenness leads to a new and rather strange notion of conve~tyon
euclidean 8pace. The embedding ofgraphs inta this structure represents an attempt to ~pture
the I-skeleta of polytopes in this convexity. I will discuss several Steinitz type theorems ~a.bout

the kinds of graphs which can occur aB polyhedrall-skeleta. I will also indicate the rel~va.nce

of disjunctive products to certain optimization problems over disassembly antimatroi~.

DatJid Kir*potrick

Computing flxed-pointa ofthe composition ofmoDotone functions, with goemetric
applications

Many problems involving convex polygons, such aB funding the separation of a pair of poly
gons or finding the Voronoi vertex associated with a tripIe of polygons, have straightforward
solutions using rested binary search (on the lists of polygon vertices). We describe a unifying
framework for the development and explanation of optimal algorithrns for these and ~elated
problems. This fr~ework involves the computation of a fixed point of the composition of
one or more monotone continuous functions that are piecewise simple (wbere simple implies
that the composition of two or more simple functions has a fixed point that can be computed
in 0(1) time). Some cases can be shown to require e(l0g2 n) time (where n describes the
number of pieces in the description of the participating funetions), and others have E)(log n)
solutions using conventional prune-and-search. .
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Ton Kloks (with !l. Bodlaender, H. Müller and D. Kratsch)

Separators in graphs

Given nonadjacent vertices a and b. An a, b-separator is a set S of vertices such that if S is
removed from the graph, a and bare left in distinct connected components. The a, b--separator
is caJled minimal, if no proper subset of 5 is also an a, b-separator.

A subset S is called a minimal separator if there exist nonadja.cent vertices a and b such that
S is a minimal a, b-separator.

In the first part of my talk I illustrate how to use minimal separators to obtain polynomial
algorithms to compute the treewidth and pathwidth of permutation graphs, a.nd the treewidth
of circl~ graphs. •

In the second part I describe an algorithm which computes alI minimal separators of a graph.
The algorithm can be implemented to run in time polynomial times the number of minimal
sepa.rators.

Dieter K ratsch

Rankings of graphs

A vertex (edge) coloring c : V ~ {I, 2 ... , Je} (c: E ~ {I, 2, ... , Je}) of a graph G = (V, E) is
a vertex (edge) k-ranking if for any two vertices (edges) of the same color every path between
them contains avertex (edge) oflarger color. The vertez ranking number Xr(G) (edge ranking
number x'r(G» is the smallest value of k such that G has a vertex (edge) k-ranking.

. .-
We show how 10 use a minimal separator approach for designing vertex ranking a1gorithms on
interval graphs [0(n3)], cireular are graphs [0 (n3)] , permutation graphs [O(n6)], trapezoid
gra.phs [0(n6 )], cireular permutation graphs (0(n6)], and cocomparability graphs of dimension
at most d [O(n3d )]. We show that the problem 'Given a graph G = (V, E) and an integer
k, is Xr(G) ~ k?' is NP-complete, even when restricted to cobipartite or bipartite graphs.
On the other hand, this problem is linear time solvable for every fixed k. We characterize
those graphs where the vertex ranking number Xr and the chromatie number X coincide on
all induced subgraphs, and show that Xr =X(G) implies that X(G) is equal 10 the largest size
of a clique in G.

Renu Laskar

Cyclic g08siping in graphs

Let G be a finite, connected, undirected graph. G088iping is the total exchange of information
between vertices in the graph. G088iping in G occurs when the information of each vertex
has been sent 10 all other vertices of G. The minimum time required to complete gossipiog
in a graph will be ca.lled the gossiping time of the graph. The color classes of a proper edge
coloring define matchings that can be used to gossip in G. Cyclic gossiping is gossiping that
occurs by using these matchings in a cyclic manner.

Some theoretical and algorithmic aspects of cyclic gossiping will be discussed for certain
classes of graphs.

8
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Ulrich lAuther

Scheduling aDd routing oC cargo trains

Management of railroad trains includes the subtasks of net management (emphasis on capacity
considerations and routing), line management (emphasis on scheduling) and node m~age

ment (asaignment and routing of incoming trains to platforms and tracks). All these ~asks

come in on-line and off-Une versions and are traditionally handled. manually and separately.

Modeling the topologica1 and temporal restrictions by an intervaJ graph leads to simple ~go

rithms for integrated net- and line management which are optimal for one train and c~n be
used to build efficient heuristics for multi-train situations. Comparisoo to human-generated
solutions is very encourageing. "A prototype system for scheduling and routing of cargo t'rains
(no predefined time-table) has been implemented and was demonstrated during the tal~.

Ros8 McConnell

Substitution decompositioD and transitive orientation

A module of an undirected graph is a set X of nodes such that for each node z not in X,
either every element of X is adjacent 10 % or DO element of X is adjacent to %. .

There is a. canonica1 Unear-space representation of the modules of a. graph, called Sub8tit~Jtion,

or modular, decomposition. The substitution decomposition facilitates solution of a ntimber
of combinatorial problems on certain classes of graphs. . :

We give a linear-time algorithm for substitution decomposition, and a new bound of O(n +
m log n) on transitive orientation of comparability graphs and recognition of permutation
graphs. Previous bounds were O(n + ma(m, n» for substitution decomposition, aod 0(n2)

for transitive orientation and permutation-graph recognition. .

Kurt MeAlhom (UJith Volker Priebe)

All-pair shoriest path in expected time O(n2 }og n)

We show how to solve the all-pair shortest path problem in expected time O(n2 log n). The
time bound holds for a wide dass of probability distributions on graphs. We also show that
O(n log n) edges have 10 be inspected on average 10 verify a. single shortest path tree. This
suggests that the upper bound is optimal. "

Roll H. Möhring

TrianguJating grapha without asteroidal tripies

A trionguuJtion of a graph G is a. chorda! graph H on the same vertex set that contains G
as a subgraph, i.e., V(G) = V(H) and E(G) ~ E(H). An asteroidtJI t"ple is a. tripie %, y, z
of independent vertices such that, between any two of them, there exists a path that avoids
the neigbbourhood of the third. We show that every ~-minimal triangulation of a graph
G without asteroidal tripies is aJready an interool graph. This implies that the treetDidth of
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a graph G withollt asteroidal tripies equals its pathwidth. Another consequence is that the
minimum number of additional edges of a. triangulation of G (fill-in) equaJs the minimum
number of edges needed to embed G ioto an intervaJ graph (intenJal completion number).
The proof ia based on the interesting property that a. minimal cover of 3011 induced cycles
of a graph G without asteroidal tripies by chords does not introduce new asteroidaI tripIes.
These results complement recent results by Corneil et al. about the linear structure of graphs
without asteroidal tripies.

RudolJ Müller

On polyhedral descriptions of partially ordered sets •

Aposet polyhedron is defined as the convex hull of incidence vectors of those subsets of the
arcs of a digraph that induce a. partial ordering on the nodes of the digraph. Poset polybedra
have applications aB basis for linear programming models of many NP-bard combinatorial
optimization problems, e.g., minimum interoal graph comp(~tion and the pathtoidth of a graph.
Our a.im is to describ~ c1a.sses of valid inequalities of such polyhedra. that have a polynomial
time separation algorithm.

-For tbe general case, where tbe partial ordering· may be any partial ordering, we introduce
odd-cycle inequalities. The separation problem for these inequalities ean be solved by solving
a shortest path problem in an auxiliary graph. We then restriet the posets to interval orders
and to linear orders. Using a eharacterization of interval orders by forbidden 2+2 we obtain
a generalization of odd-cycle inequalities, called odd-2+2-cycle inequalities. It turns out that
several well-known classes of valid inequalities of the linear ordering polytope are equivaJent
to odd-2+2-cycle inequalities, and thus can be separated in polynomial time as weil.

Takao Nishizeki (toith Jun-yo Takahashi and Hitoshi Suzuki)

Finding shortest non-crossing rectiliDear Paths in plane regions

Let A t>e a plane region whieh is bounded by an outer rectangle and an inner one and
has r rectangular obstacles inside tbe region. Let k terminal pairs lie on the outer and
inner rectangular boundaries. This paper presents an eflicient algorithm which finds k "non
crossing" rectilinear paths in the plane region A, each eonnecting a terminal pair without_
passing through any obstacles, whose totallength is minimum. Non-crossing paths may share.
common points or line segments but da not cross each other in the plane. The algorithm runs
in time O(n log n) where n = r + k.

William R. Pulleyblank (1Dith Michael Jünger and Stindor Fekete)

Sounds Cor geometrie optimizatioo problems aod avoidance of coallitions

For same geometrie optimization problems (min cost perfeet matching, minimum spanning
tree etc.) there are natural dual problems whose optimum value provides (usually good)
bounds on the vaJue of an optimum solution to the original problem. We describe a bubble
blowing variant of the min-cost-spanning-tree a.1gorithm and discuss what must be done to
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extend this bound 10 the minimum Steiner tree problem in the plane.

We also show that the following problem is polynomial: Given r points in the plane, assign
costs W,. to the points so that E W,. is maximized, but for every proper subset S of the points,
the solution to the travelling saJesman problem is at most E (Wr : t1 E S).

Edgar A. Ramos

EquipartitioD of Dl88S distributions by hyperplanes

The equipartition problem is the following: Characterize the tripies (d, Je, j) such that for any
i mass distributions in gJ, there are k hyperplanes so that each orthant cootains a fraA;:tion
1/21c of each of the masses. The case (2,2,1) is very weil known. The case Je = 1 is aDswered by
the ham sandtDich cut theorem with the condition d ~ j(21c -l)/Je. We believe that this is also
sufficient. However, the ooly general (aoy Je and j) sufficient condition we know is d ~ 121:-1
(which is somewhat trivial). We are able to prove that d ~ ;(2' -l)/Je is 30 sufficie~~condition
for a few values of j and Je; for example, k =2, j = 2" (any integer n ~ 0) and Je~:f:;3, i;= 2.

AB an intermediate result we prove a Borsuk-Ulam type theorem on a product ofliaUs (and,
hence, spheres). The following is 30 particular case of the theorem (in which all the balls in
the product are l-dimensional): Let I = (/1, ... , In) : (BI)" -. R", where BI = (-1,1), be
such that for each i and i t either

(1) for all (%lt ..• , Zj-b I , %;+1,· .. , Zn), fi(Zl, , 1, , %n) =li(Zlt , -1, .. ~,zni, or

. (2) for all (Zlt ... , %;-1,1, %;+1,.;., Zn), fi(Zl, ' 1, , zn) =-/i(ZI, , -1, ... , Zn).

The antipodality matrix A(/) of I is an n x n matrix where [A(/)]ij is 0 ifcase(l) applies
and 1 if case (2) app6es. The parity QI of I is defined as QI = (permaneotA(/» mod 2~ The
theorem asserts that if QI =1 then I has a zero. This is a generalization of the interm~idte

umue~~~m. .

The motivation for this work. was to resolve the case (4,4,1) (the ooly case ope~ ..Jor ~ = d
and i = 1). Unfortunately the approach fa.i1s to give an answer in this ca.se. ""M~_ i

MoniktJ Rauch

FuUy dynamic graph algorithms and their data structures

Adynamie graph aJgorithm allow8 modifications of a" graph by inserting and deleting edges
and isolated vertices. In my "talk I will present three general techniques that are used in
dynamic graph algorithms. To iUustrate each technique I will give a solution for dynamic
connectivity in general graphs in time O(,fii) per operation, for dynamic 2-edge conoectivity
in plane graphs in time O(log2n) per operation, and for dynamic 2-vertex connectivity in
general graphs in time O(m2

/
3

) per operation, where n is the Dumber of vertices and m is the
Bumber of edges in the graph. These are the best known aJgorithms for these proble~s.
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Bruce Reed

Hamiltonian paths in interval graphs

We give an O(nQ(n» algorithm for finding a Hamiltonian path within an interval graph which
is presented a.s a sorted list of end points. We discuss a related UNION-FIND problem which
may cr may not be solvable in linear time.

Alezander Schrijver

Applications of cohomology to disjoint paths and time-tabling

We describe two applications of the following problem: Let D = (V, Al be 30 directed graph •
a.nd let G be a group. Let cp : A -+ G and H : A -*' 2°. Find a fuoction t/J : A -+ G such
that t/J is cohomologian to <p and "'(0.) E H(o) Va E A. There is a polyoomial-time a.lgorithm
for this problem if G is a: free partially commuta.tive group and H(a) is hereditary for ea.ch
a E A.· As application we show tha~ for ea.chfixed k there is a polynomial-time algorithm for
the k-disjoint paths problem for directed planar graphs. We give some other applications.
Moreover, we give some applications of the cohomology principie to finding the time-table for
the Dutch Railways.

Otfried Schwarzkopl (with Mark de Berg and Katrin Dobrindt)

Lazy randomized incremental construction

We introduce a new type of randomized iocremental algorithms, suited for computing struc
tures that have a 'non-Ioca.l' definition. We generalize traditional resuits 00 random sampling
to analyze these "lazy" rc:u'domized incrementaJ algorithms.

We apply our scheme to obtain new and efficient algorithms for the computation ofsingle cells
in arrangements ofsegments in the plane or triangles in three-space, and zones in arra.ngements
of hyperplanes.

Ron Shamir (UJith M. Golumbic and H. Kaplan)

Sandwich and pathwidth probleDlll in grapbs e
Let GI = (V, EI) and let G2 = (V, E2) be a. supergraph of GI, i. e. E2 dEI. The sandwich
problem for property TI is to decide if there exists a "sandwich" graph G = (V, E) such that
EI ~ E ~ E 2 and G satisfies the desired property n. We investigate the compiexity of the
problem for various properties n. In particular, the problem is NP-hard for interval, unit
interval, comparability and permutation graph, but easy for n being 30 cograph, 30 threshold
graph and a split graph.

Motivated by computational biology we study the sandwich problem with the property n
being a unit-interval graph with clique size at most k. We prove it is polynomial for fixed
k, but the parametric problem is W[l]-hard. In the process, we define a. new graph-theoretic
parameter which we call "proper pathwidth", and prove a somewhat surprising equiva.lence
to bandwid th.
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Micho Shorir

Recent results on arrangements of surfaces in bigher dimensions

Let E be a collection of n algebraic surfaces (ar surface patches) in R cI
, of constant maximum

degree. The arrangement A(E) ofE is the decomposition orRd into maximal connected cel~ of
various dimensions, indueed by the surfaces of E (each cell is contained in the intersection of a
fixed subset of the surfaces ). We study the combinatorial complexity of various substruet~res

of such an arrangement. We show:

1) Tbe complexity of the lotDer envelope of the surfaces of E (Le., pointwise minimum of
the surfaces, each viewed as the graph of some (partial) funetion %cI =I(z" ... , Xci-I»,

is O(ncl-l+a), where the constant of proportionality depends on E, d, and themaximum
degree of thesurfaces, for a.ny E > O. Tbis is alm08t tight in the worst case and solves
a l-year-old open problem.

2) The complexity of a. single cell of A(E), in d = 3 dimensions, is O(n2+c
), for~~y e > o.

Again, this also salves a major open problem, is alm08t tight in the warst ~~~and has
applications 10 robot motion planning. ~ :'::/' .

3) The complexity of the union of k eonvex prolyhedra iJ;l R3 , having a total ot n faas, is
O(A:3 + kn log 21;), and in the worst case can be n(k' +kna(k».

4) In the previous problem, if the given polyhedra are Minkowski sums of the form Ai E9
B, i = 1, ... , k, where At, ... , Ale a.re pairwise-disjoint eonvex polyhedra and B is
another eonvex polyhedron, then the complexity of their union is O(kn log2 k),: and
n(kna(k» in the worst C3Se. . .

:~

5) We also develop a1gorithms for eomputing same of the above struetures, and present
many applications of these results to motion planning, visibiüty, Voronoi diagrams; and
~~ -

Jach Snoeyini (tDith Michael McAllister Gnd Dof?id Kirkpatrick)

A compact piecewise-linear Voronoi diagram for CODVex sites in the plane

In the plane, the post-office problem, which asks far the closest site to a query point, and
retroction motion planning, which asks for a one-dimensional retract of the free space of a
robat t are both clasaical1y 80lved by computing a Voronoi diagram. When the sites are k
disjoint convex sets, we give a eompact representation of the Voronoi diagram, using O(k)
line segments, that is sufficient for logarithmic time post-office location queries and motion
planning. Ir these sets a.re polygons with n total vertices given in standard representations, we
eompute this diagram optimally in O(A: log 11) deterministic time for the Euclidean metrie and
in O(A: log n log m) detenninistic time for the eonvex distance funetion defined by a eonvex
rn-gon.
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Jerry Spinmd

Optimization and representation

This talk deals with optimization problems on classes of graphs which have special repre
sentations, usually but not always intersection graphs. Most work in this area uses the
representation in order to salve the optimization problem. There is an implicit assumption
that if the graph is given in standard adjacency list form, a first step will be finding the
representation . .

We will look a.t exam pies for which the optimization problem can be solved more efficiently
than the recognition or representation problems, and new issues which arise in such Case3. A
number of open problems dealing with the interplay of optimization and representation will ..
be disclissed.. For exam pie, can you find a problem on a natural representation of a dass of •
graphs which is NP-complete if the representation is not given, but becomes polynomial if
the representation is given.

Eva Tonlos (with Bruce Hoppe)

Flow algorithms roi' dynamic graphs

Adynamie network is defined by a graph, so with a capacity u (uw) and an integral transit
time T (uw) on every edge uw. If a unit of ßow is entered on edge UtD at time T it arrives to 10

at time T + T (v1O), and the edge can be used to send u (vw) units of ftow pipelined at every
unit of time.

We consider the evaeuation problem no dynamic networks, in which each source 8 is given
a flow amount Va that needs to rea.ch the sink in time T. We give the first polynomial time
algorithm for the multisource evaeuation problem.

Single source dynamic ftow problems were considered by Ford and Fulkersoo, and can be
solved by a simple min-cost ftow computation. All dynamic flow problems are simple ftow
problems 00 an exponentially large "time expanded graph". Most of the difficulties in solviog
dynamic ftow.problems arise from the size of this graph. E.g. in doing flow augmentations we
need to do exponential number of them all at onee.

DorothetJ Wagner (with H. Ripphausen-Lipa and K. Weihe) _

A linear-time algorithm ror the vertex~disjoiDtMenger problem in planar graphs

We consider the problem of finding a maximum set of internally vertex-disjoint paths between
two vertices 8 and t in planar graphs. Usua11y, this problem is solved by ftow methods, which
ends up with a runDing time of OCn· y'n) resp. O(n· k) where k is the number of paths. The
best previously known algorithm has time complexity O(n logn) [Suzuki, Akama, Nishizeki
91] and is based on div-ide-and-eonquer. In this talk a new aJgorithm is presented that has
only linear running time. It js based on "right-first-search".
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Karsten Weihe (with Matthio.s Müller.Hannemann)

Using network ftows ror nicer surface approximations

Input of our problem is the surface of a body in the thr~imensionaJ space, represented
by a "tiling" with sphericaJ triangJes and quadrangles. The problem is to refine the t~ling

appropriately so as 10 make a numerical analysis possible. This is one of the cruciaJ tasks in
the computer aided 'design of bodyworks of car8, trains, planes, machines, etc.

Surprisingly, one may disregard all geometrical and topologica1 properties and yields, thus, a
purelycombinatoriaJ problem. We show that this problem has a rieh network strueture, give
a heuristic approach based on network flow techniques, and discuss its (eneouraging) results.
We also show how to incorporate the intuitive optimization criterion stated. by the engin~rs:

The result should look as "nice" as possible.

In cooperation with the Dr. Krause Software GmbH, Berlin.

Emo Welzl (toith B. Chazelle, J. Matouset and L. Wemisch)

Geometrie graphs witb small stabbing numbers

A geometrie graph is a gra.ph with a straight line embedding. (vertices ...... points in the plane,
edges ...... line segments connecting their endpoints.) The stabbing number of a. '>geometrie
gra.ph is the maximal number of edges intersected by a line. Every set of n points allQws a
spanning path with stabbing number O(v'fi) (whieh is tight). We review the proof of this
result and indicate appüca.tions to range searching and (combinatorial) discrepancy. The
result follows from a theorem on set systems of finite VC-dimension. . ,~~, -.
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Ungelöste Probleme

MarshaJl Bern

Given a plane graph G (Le., an embedded planar graph) we would like to draw its planar dual
G' in a. compatible way. Within each face of G (except the exterior face) we must choose a
location for the vertex of G' so that each ed.ge of G' may be drawn as a. straight line segment
that crosses only the edge to which it is dual. (Let's say we are allowed to place dual vertices
even on the boundary of the face, and "crosses" means intersects at relative interiors.)

Deciding whether such locations exist is NP-hard for G with convex faces with at most five
sides. It's linear-time solvable Cor G with convex Caces with at most Cour sides. (M. Bern and e
J. R. Gilbert, Drawing the planar dual, Inr. Proc. Lett. 43 (1992) 7-13.)

The question is: .what if G may include non-convex four-sided faces? (We know that the
problem is not always solvable, but we don't know an algorithm to decide.) Also open are
variations such as: what if G includes ooly a bounded number of faces with more than four
sides?

Derek Corneil

Fast recognition of AT-free graphs.

There is a straightforward AT-free graph recognition algorithm that achieves time O(n3 ).

Can ooe get an aigorithm in time of boolean matrix multiplieation or better? (That's the
current best time for recognition of an independent tripie.)

Bernd Gä.rtner

An Abstract Optimization Problem (AOP) is a. tripIe (H, <,~) where H is a finite set, < a total
order on 2H and 4) an oracle that, for givenF. ~ G ~ H, either reports that F =min<fF'.~

G} or returns a. set F' ~ G with F' < F. To salve the problem means to find the minimum
set in H. There is a randomized aJgorithm that solves any AOP with an expected number of
at most e2.Jii+O( ~Inn) oracle calls, n = IBI. In contrast, any deterministic algorithm needs
to make 2n - 1 oracle eaUs in the worst ease.

Question: can one find non-trivial tower or improved upper bounds for the problem in the
randomized setting? Better upper bounds would imply a. new eombinatorial bound for Linear
Programming and related problems. .

Martin C. Golumbic

In [1] we defined a. strang matching to be an induced subgraph of an undirected graph whose
connected components are disjoint edges. Let pe (G) denote the maximum number of edges in
a. strongmatching in G. We are able to calculate pe and find astrang matching for circular
are graphs and for chorda! graphs in polynomiaJ time [1]. In general, this problem would be
NP-complete for arbitrary graphs.
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1. Are other results known about strong matchings?

2. What other ramilies of graphs admit polynomial time solutions?

[1] Martin C. Golumbic and Renu C. Laskar: Irredunooncy in cin:ular arc graphs. Discrete
Applied Mathematics 44 (1993),19-89.

Ton Kloks

A graph is dominotype if each vertex is contained in 30t most two maximal diques. Recognition
of these graphs can be done in linear time. We know that pathwidth of these graphs is NP
complete, even wben restricted to chorda! graphs whieh are dominoty·pe.

Question: What about treewidth?

Rolf Möhring

When does pathwidth equal treewidth?

Chara.cterize (or establish classes of) graphs G for which pathwidth (G) = treewidth (G).
Known such classes are graphs without asteroidal tripies (i.e., without three indepen4ent
vertices such that, between any two of them, there exists a. path that avoids the neighbor~ood

of the third), and grid graphs G m •n • [G2;s = []] ]

William R. PuUeyblank

Three tree traversal problems.

Let T = (V, E) be a. tree rooted at anode r. We are interested in three tree traversal problems,
all ofwhich require a tour which starts at r and"visits the other nodes ofthe tree by.~tr3ovelling

along tree edges.In the unweighted problem, each edge is assumed to have unit;~l~'ngth. In
the weighted version, each edge has a weight which is 30 nonnegative integer.

The distGnce from r 10 anode t1 is the surn of the lengths of the edges traversed until the
first time node u is rea.ched. .

Problem I A team 0/ Bruces deports the root lote at night, trying to find 0 node 01 which
the proprietor is tDilling to seil 0 case 0/ Banb. By tradition, this person is normally colled
"Rocky". For eoeh node u they mOtD a. priori the probtJbility Po 0/ being saccess/ul al that
node. Their tour ends tohen either they haue made their purchtJM or e~e oll nodes haue been
visited. In toMI order should they visit the nodes so aB 10 minimize the ezpecled length 0/
their toarf a

This is a specialisation of a problem told to me by Robert Cahn oe IBM Research. He was
interested in solving the problem for more general graphs and distance functions.

Problem II For this problem toe haue no node probabilities. What order 0/ troversal 0/
T minimizes the auerage distonce to every nooe v? Eqaiuolently, what order 0/ troversal
minimizes the sam 0/ the distances to all nades 11 f

This problem was told to me by Steve Hedetniemi 30t Clemson University. Robert Reynolds,
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a student of his, had obtained a "somewhat long" solution to the unweighted case. Reynolds
showed that a traversal was optimum if and only if it was a depth-first traversal of the tree.
Can you find a short proof of this?

Problem 111 How do you solve the weighted case 0/ the above 'I

Remarks. Considering a path with four edges, having costs 1000, 1, 1, 1000and the root in
the center, you can see that depth-first traversal is not optimum. Beth Novick has produced a
solution to Problem 11 and conjectures Problem III to be NP-hard (see ahead). Bruce Reed
(a.s weil as others not at the workshop) notOO that for the case that T is a path, Problems I
and III can be solved using dynamic programming. The.key observation is that at each stage,
the set of visited nodes will consist of a subpath containing rand we can assume we are at A
one of the two ends. The number of such subpaths is O(IVI2) and each one cao be evaluated •
by considering at most O(IVI) alternatives.

Bruce Reed also showed that for Problem I he could obtain in polynomial time a feasible
solution whose value was no worse than eight times the optimum.

For Problem I, with weights, the case of a star seems particularly interesting, and is unsolved,
to the best of my knowledge.

Ron Shamir

Define a mixed graph to b~ a partial intenJol order (PIO) if ODe can complete the orientation,
i.e. sets a direction on each of the undirected edges, to form an interval order.

Given a complete mixed graph, can one delete auy subset of the directed edges only (keeping
alt undirected ones) and obtain a. PIO?

The problem is currently open. An NP--completeness proof will resolve four open problems
in the paper by M.C. Golumbic and R. Shamir, "Complexity and algorithms for reasoning
about time: a graph-theoretic approach" (to appear in JACM).

Jerry Spinrad

Decomposition with forbidden subgraphs.

For any bipartite graph F = (X, Y, E), we cao define a. decomposition which asks whether A.
vertices of an arbitrary graph G can be partitioned ioto VI, V2 such that •

1. lVII, IV21 ~ min {lXI, IYI},

2. the graph formed by taking only edges between VI and V2 contains no induced copy
of F.

Either show that for every F, one cao find the decomposition in polynomial time, or show
that it is NP-cornplete Cor sorne F. '
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c...) •

Emo Welz!

Visibility in permutations.

Let 7t' be apermutation of {I, ... , n}, 8 ~ {I, ... , nJ. We call i, 1 ~ i ~ n, B-visible in tr, if
no element preceding i in 7t' is an element of 8. For example, if 8 = {2, 4}, then 1 and 3 are

the 8-visible elements in 1 3 2 4 5.

Proveor disprove: For every set trlt ••• , 7t'n ofpermutations of {I, ... , n}, and for k, 1 S k ~ n,
there is a set 8 ~ {I, ... J n} with 181 =O(n/k) such that no i, 1 ~ i S n is B-visible in more

than k of the permutations. (I can prove that 181 = o(~) suffices.) .

Berichterstatter: Karsten Weihe
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Tag u n 9 s be r ich t 50/1993

Lehrplankonferenz

14.11. bis 20.11.1993

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung von Prof. Dr. Rudolf Fritsch (München) und Dr. Uwe Feiste
(Greifswald) statt, teilgenommen haben Gäste aus Ungarn und der Schweiz sowie Vertreter
aus 13 Bundesländern Deutschlands. Der Teilnehmer1<reis rekrutierte sich aus Hochschul
lehrern, deren Aufgabenfeld die fachliche bzw. fachdidaktische Ausbildung von künftigen
Mathematiklehrem umfaßt. Mathematiklehrem sowie Vertretern von Kultusbehörden, die mit
der Entwicklung, Evaluation und Qualifikation von Lehrplänen und Rahmenrichtlinien für das
Fach Mathematik befaßt sind. Als ein Resultat der Lehrplankonferenz wurde von den
Teilnehmern folgendes Resumee verabschiedet:

Auf der Tagung, die dankenswertefWeise in ObelWolfach stattfinden konnte. wurde ein umfas
sender Überblick über Stand und Probleme bei der Entwicklung von Richtlinien und LehrpltJ
nen gegeben. Für die Teilnehmer war die Tagung auf Grund des offenen Informations
austausches sehr erfolgreich.

Weitgehende Obereinstimmung wurde in folgenden Punkten erzielt:

Empfehlenswert ist die Beschrankung des Stoffes derart, daß dieser höchstens zwei
Drittel der zur Vetfügung stehenden Zeit beansprucht. Der Freiraum sollte nicht für monotones
Oben verwendet werden, sondern dazu, Probleme aus dem Umfeld des Schülers - möglichst
auch in Verbindung mit anderen Schulfachem - aufzugreifen, um mathematisches Denken als
Mittel der Strukturierung zur Geltung zu bringen. .

Aufallen SchuJstufen sollte ausgewogen anschaulich-geometrisches, funktionales,
algebraisches, stochastisches und algorithmisches Denken geschult werden.

Mathematik sollte durchgehend von Klasse 5 bis Klasse 10/11 mindestens vierstDndig
unterrichtet werden. Ein eventuell neu einzuführendes Unterrichtsfach ·/nformationstechnische
Grondbildung" sollte nicht zu Lasten der Unterrichtszeit in Mathematik gehen.

Lehrplane bzw. Rahmenrichtlinien haben eine wichtige Funktion für eine Weiterentwick
lung des Mathematikunterrichts: Sie sollen den Rahmen bilden. in dem Lehrerinnen und Leh
rer ihre Verantwortung und padagogische Freiheit in Eigeninitiative wahrnehmen können. Die
nauen Intentionen der Lehrplane erfordern eine intensive und weitreichende Fortbildung der
Lehrer.

Der Lehrplankonferenz lag die Stellungnahme der Fachgruppe Mathematik der KMK
"Vergleichbarkeit der Bedingungen zum Erwerb der allgemeinen Hochschulreife in den alten
und nauen Bundes/andem, Schwerpunkt 2: Auswertung der Lehrplane für die Gymnasiale
Oberstufe- vor. Das vorliegende Zahlenmaterial ist nur sehr begrenzt aussagekrtJftig; die
derzeit gültigen Richtlinien und Lehrplane ktJnnen nicht ohne Ben1cksichtigung der besonde
ren Situation in dem jeweiligen Bundesland miteinander verglichen werden.

Das fiJderaJistische Bildungswesen unseres Landes ist dringend darauf angewiesen. daß ein
vertrauensvoller Erfahrungsaustausch regelmaßig stattfindet. Die Teilnehmer schlagen vor,
daß alle zwei bis drei Jahre ein entsprechendes Treffen in der spezifischen AtmosphtJre von
Oberwolfach stattfindet.

Einstimmig angenommen. am 19. 11. 1993



Vortragsauszüge

G. FRENZEL

Vorläufige Rahmenrichtlinien Mathematik am Gymnasium in
Mecklenburg..Vorpommem

Die Entstehungsgeschichte der Rahmenrichtlinien (Dez. 90 - Mai 91) einschließlich der Vor-
gabe des Kultusministeriums und die Schwerpunktsetzung durch die Lehrplankommission
(Prioritäten I auch Linien) wurden vorgestellt. Bei der Darstellung der Realisierbarkeit erfolgte _
die besondere Beleuchtung von Bedingungen verschiedenster Ebenen und Ausprägungen. ..

Es wurden Vorstellung einer möglichen Modifizierung von Abituranforderungen C'Vision 2000")
mit den Blickrichtungen

Öffnung von Anforderungen (und Bewertungen),
Prüfung der Vorstellungen der Schüler,
Kreativität auch in Bewäh.rungssituationen

diskutiert. Daraus wurden relativ allgemeine Folgerungen abgeleitet, z. B. sollte im
Mathematikunterricht mehr lIModelIbau" und weniger "Apparatebau" realisiert werden.

M. FEISTE

Erfahrungen zur Arbeit mit dem neuen Mathematiklehrplan im
Haupt.. und Realschulbereich in Mecklenburg..Vorpommem

Rahmenrichtlinien in Mecklenburg-Vorpommem I ihre Entstehung - eine Neuerung oder
Ergänzung zum alten Lehrplan?

Welche Fragestellungen sind wichtig zu bedenken?
Stellung des Mathematikunterrichts im allgemeinen.

Rahmenrichtlinien - Wenn in Lehremand so in Lehrerkopf?
Gründe für diese und jene Antworten.

Wie ist in neuen Rahmenrichtlinien. in Fortbildungen oder durch andere Maßnahmen auf
Praxiswünsche einzugehen. damit auch Mathematik-Lehremerz(blut) an (auf) Schüler
versprüht werden kann?
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J. FLACHSMEYER

Gehören Graphen in den Schulunterricht?

Im Plädoyer tÜ( eine positive Beanmortung der F~gewurden u. a. folgende Aspekte
genannt:

Förderung der Anschauung im Mathematikunterricht,
Betonung von Schüleraktivitäten als bedeutsame Bildungskomponente.

Der Einsatz der Graphen sollte die Fachsprache unterstützen und den algorithmischen
Aspekt hervorheben. die Vennittlung der Graphentheorie im Schulunterricht ist dabei nicht
vorgesehen.

Es wurden Schulbücher aus der Schweiz und aus Österreich mit Graphenfragestellung~n
angeführt, und es wurden einige mathematisch weiterführende Fragestellungen diskutiert,
z. B. Binärbäume und n-dimen.sionale Wurfelgraphen.

In den 70er Jahren haben z. B. H. G. BIGULKE aus Hannover und M. JEGER aus der
Schweiz die Graphen in schulischer Situation bereits propagiert. ...::

W. VAN BRIEl

Stochastik in der Sekundarstufe I in Nordrhein-Westfalen

Im Mittelpunkt der Jahrgangsstufen 7/8 steht eine hinreichend tragfähige Bildung des
Wahrscheinlichkeitsbegriffes. Pfad- und Summenregel schließen sich an. Experimente
bekommen einen hohen Stellenwert: es werden vorher gestellte Fragen beantwortet.
Zentrales Anliegen ist die Überbrückung der Kluft zwischen Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung
und Statistik. Dies wird insbesondere in den Jahrgangsstufen 9/10 angestrebt. Ein
wesentliches Hilfsmittel ist dabei eine propädeutische Verwendung der Regel von BAYES.
Es wird eine breite Palette von Anwendungen ennöglichl ~;.

P.BUNGARTZ

• Bericht über nationale und internationale Aktivitäten zum Mathematikunterricht

Berichtet wurde über:

Inhalte der Arbeitstagungen des Arbeitskreises "Stochastik in der Schulen der
Gesellschaft für Didaktik der Mathematik (GDM) seit 1990. hingewiesen wurde auf die
Herbsttagung 1993 mit dem Thema: Fächerübergreifender Stochastikunterricht,
Modellbildung. offene Aufgaben.
Ergebnisse einer Podiumsdiskussion""'e role of mathematics in educational policiesll

auf dem European Congress of Mathematics (ECM 1) 1990 in Paris (vgl. Occ. paper
No. 138, 10M Bielefeld) im Hinblick auf Schulausbildung und Lehrerbildung in den
europäischen Nachbariändem.
Conference sur I'enseignement des mathematiques du Afrique pour le 21e siede,
organisiert von African Mathematical Union (AMU) 1992 in Cairo mit dem Ziel:
Erstellung von Minimalanforderungen in Mathematik für die Ausbildung von
Grundschul-, Mittelschul- und Gymnasiallehrem an den afrikanischen Universitäten.



•

Colloque: Vingt ans da didactique des mathematiques en France, veranstaltet von
Association pour la Recherche en üidactique des iv1athematiqües (A.R.D.~.1.) 1993 in
Paris, Didaktik der Mathematik- und Lehrerausbildung in Frankreich.

Insbesondere wurde auf die kurze Scl:1ulzeit und die kurze Ausbildungszeit der Lehrer in
den europäischen Nachbar1ändern hingewiesen.

H. WALSER

Die ItAngewandte Mathematik" als zankapfel im schweizerischen
Rahmenlehrplanprojekt

Es geht um die Frage, ob das 1986 im Fächerkanon der schweizerischen Maturitätsschulen
eingeführte eigenständige Fach ItAngewandte Mathematik" beibehalten oder aber mit der
allgemeinen Mathematik vereinigt werden soll. Gegen die Separierung spricht die "Einheit der
Mathematik". dafür sprechen pragmatische Gründe: das nicht näher definierte Fach
UAngewandte Mathematik"·gibt didaktische. und inhaltliche Freiräume: darin werden
Erfahrungen gesammelt, welche auch auf den übrigen Mathematikunterricht bereichernd
einwirken.

G. ZIEBEGK

Rahmenpläne des Landes Berlin für das Fach Mathematik in der Sekundarstufe I

Die integriert für alle Schulzweige geschriebenen Rahmenpläne gelten seit 1987. Sie be
schränken sich auf den üblichen inhaltlichen Kanon und geben vielfach der Stoffbeschrän
kung dienende Hinweise. Kennzeichnend ist ein Zurückdrängen der mit der Welle des
Bourbakismus eingeflossenen fonnalen Elemente. Charakteristika des Plans: Umfangrei
ches Sachrechnen (ca. 25 % in KI. 7 und 8); verhältnismäßig umfangreiche Geometrie (ca.
35 0/0 ); Sachbindung bei der Einführung von Funktionen in KI. 8 unter Venneidung stati
scher Auffassungen und fonnaler Schreibweisen; nur sehr knappe Einführung der reellen
Zahlen: in der Trigonometrie Betonung des Funktionscharakters ohne goniometrische
Elemente; keine Verwendung von Vektoren; seit der Stundentafelkürzung auf 3 Std. in Kr. 9
und 10 keine Stochastik, um Zusammendrängen der anderen Inhalte zu venneiden.

Es wurden im Zusammenhang mit der Umsetzung der Rahmenpläne auch in Ost-Ber1in •
didaktisch-methodische Probleme des Zusammenwachsens des Schulwesens in Ost- und
West-Bertin dargestellt, und 'lYIar unter folgenden Aspekten:

Lemdisziplin der Schüler. Anleitung zu selbständigem Arbeiten und argumentativem
Umgehen mit den Inhalten, Nutzung der didaktischen Vielfalt, Art des Schulbucheinsatzes,
Anteil reproduktiver Elemente bei Überprüfungen, Kenntnissicherung und Pflege des
Verständnisses.

-'.



I. KASTEN, G. STARKE

Lehrplanarbeit in Schieswig-Hoistein

Leitgedanken für die Lehrplanarbeit aller Fächer in der Primar- und Sekundarstufe I sind die

Auseinandersetzung mit Kemproblemen,
Sicherung einer gemeinsamen Grundbildung,
Verflechtung von Lemerfahrungen,
Stärkung fächerubergreifender Zusammenarbeit,
Entlastung des Unterrichts,
Stärkung von Profil und Zusammenarbeit der Fächer, Schulstufen und Schularten.

Die Kemprobleme ("Friedenn
, "Umwelr' t "Strukturwandel", -Gleichstellungn

, "Partizipation")
sind in Anlehnung an W. KlAFKls "Schlüsselprobleme" (Neue Studien zur Bildungstheorie
und Didaktik, Weinheim 1991) zu sehen. .

Es wurden 46 Lehrplankommissionen mit insgesamt 400 Mitgliedern aus Schule,
Hochschule sowie Eltem und Schülem berufen. In jeder Fachkommission sind aUe
Schularten vertreten. Die Lehrplankommission Mathematik hat ihre Arbeit im Februar 1992
aufgenommen. Die Mathematik scheint zunächst keinen direkten Bezug zu den oben
genannten Kemproblemen zu haben. Durch den Mathematikunterricht sollen die Schüler
durch schrittweise Erweiterung der mathematischen Methoden und Verfahren lernen, inner
und außermathematische Probleme und Fragestellungen zu bewältigen.
Grundlage für die Lehrplanarbeit sind die Stundentafel (5/513/4/4/3) und 13jährige
Schulzeit Im Fach Mathematik haben wir uns einen Umfang von 25 Wochen verbindlicher
Unterrichtsinhalte und 3 Wochen für projektorientierten Unterricht gesetzt. Als Beispiel Wird
die Einheit "Zuordnungen" für die Klasse 7 vorgestellt

G. KA1.MBACH, H.-S. BRINKMANN, L. KAup

Bericht zum Tag der Mathematik und Intensivkurs Mathematik Kons~nz·Ulm

Der Tag der Mathematik ist ein eintägiger Schülerwettbewerb an den Universitäten Kar1sruhe,
Konstanz, Tübingen und Ulm. an dem durchschnitUich 600 Schüler aus Baden-Württemberg
teilnehmen. Der Intensivkurs Mathematik Konstanz-Ulm ist ein 14tägiger Universitätskurs für 30
mathematisch begabte und motivierte Schüler der zwölften Jahrgangsstufe des Gymnasiums. die
sich am Tag der Mathematik qualifIZieren oder auf dem Wege von Lehrermeldungen ausgewählt
werden. Seide Veranstaltungen finden einmal im Jahr statt. Zur Unterstützung dieses Programms
wurde der Verein zur FOrderung mathematisch begabter Jugendlicher e. V. gegründet, dem
Mitarbeiter, Lehrer und fördemde Mitglieder angehören. Seit Anfang 1985 sind 6 040 Schüler
(270 beim Intensivkurs) gefördert worden. Unsere Ziele bestehen darin, hochmotivierte und
mathematisch talentierte Schüler mit mathematisch Forschenden in einer wissenschaftlich
anregenden Atmosphäre zusammenzubringen und sie in mathematisch·abstraktem Denken zu
fördern. Die Schüler sollen sich überregional in ihrer Leistungsfähigkeit mit anderen Schülern
vergleichen können. miteinander mathematisch arbeiten lemen und einen realistischen Eindruck
eines Universitätsstudiums in Mathematik erhalten.

Beim Intensivkurs werden Universitätsvonesungen über Themen aus der Algebra. der diskreten
Mathematik oder Geometrie und aus der Analysis gehalten. Präsenzübungen, Computerunter
"cht in Pascal und Unterricht in Textverarbeitung mit TEX werden durchgeführt Zusätzlich findet
ein Seminar statt, zu dem die Schüler am Anfang des Kurses ein Referatsthema erhalten und
über das sie an den letzten beiden Kurstagen berichten. Die Referate werden schriftlich ausgear
beitet und den Schülern in einem Sammelband übergeben.

-------------------------------_._--



w. MOLDENHAUER. U. WENZEL

Über die Mathematiklehrpläne in Thüringen

Das Thüringer Schulsystem wurde vereinfacht dargestellt (Schularten. zwölfjähriges Abitur.
Zentralabitur). Beginnend mit dem Vorläufigen Bildungsgesetz 1991 wurden die Lehrpläne
in Mathematik in drei Stufen entwickelt:

Die VLPH und die VLP wurden auf Basis der Einheitlichen Prüfungsanforderungen erstellt
Sie sind auf 25 Wochen ausgelegt, und sie enthalten damit den notwendigen Freiraum für
die eigenverantwortliche Unterrichtsgestaltung. Die Lehrplankommissionen bestanden
vorwiegend aus in der Praxis tätigen Lehrern.

1991/92
1993/94
1996

Vorläufige Lehrplanhinweise (VLPH)
Vortäufige Lehrpläne (VLP) und nach Evaluation
Lehrpläne (geplant).

•
Die Probleme beim Aufbau des Thüringer Schulsystems wurden am Beispiel der
Regelschule diskutiert. Speziell wurde dabei auf die inhaltiche Gestaltung der Freiräume am
Beispiel flSachrechnen" im Kurs I (Hauptschulabschluß) der Klasse 9 eingegangen.

Die Übertritt~problematik von der Regelschule zum Gymnasium und umgekehrt und ihre
Konsequenzen für die Lehrplangestaltung wurden erläutert.

G. BIEBER

Mathematik-Curriculumentwicklung in Brandenburg
Stand und Perspektiven

Ausgehend von den veränderten Rahmenbedingungen für den Mathematikunterricht auf
der Grundlage der Ausbildungsordnungen der Schulstufen des Landes Brandenburg
werden grundsätzliche Positionen der Rahmenplanarbeit dargestellt. Der Stand der
Einlösung dieser Grundpositionen wird an den Rahmenplänen Mathematik für die
Sekundarstufe I und die gymnasiale Oberstufe erläutert.

Erste Erfahrungen zur Arbeit mit den Rahmenplänen sollen das Verhältnis von innovativen
Ideen von Rahmenplankommissionen und unterrichtlicher Realität illustrieren.

Vorstellungen zur Evaluation. Weiterentwicklung bzw. Fortschreibung dieser Pläne werden
im Kontext des Aufgabenbereiches des Pädagogischen Landesinstitutes Brandenburg
ent\vickelt.

H. UMLA

Stand der Mathematiklehrpläne im Saarland

Die lehrpläne für die Sekundarstufe I aus den Jahren 1983-85 und für die Sekundarstufe 11
aus den Jahren 1979-80 wurden vorgestellt (Entstehungsgeschichte, Aufbau, Inhalt). Die
zwischenzeitlich erfolgten Veränderungen in den Plänen wurden beschrieben und
begründet, Schwerpunkte und Besonderheiten vorgestellt.

•



Ein Vergleich mit den Richtlinien anderer Bundesländer zeigte. daß die curriculare lem
zielorientierte Struktur der saar1ändischen Pläne nicht mehr zeitgemäß ist. Der Vortrag endete
mit Überiegungen darüber. wie die Pläne fortzuentwickeln und welche Anpassungen aufgrund
neuer Herausforderungen geboten sind.

H. RÜCKER

Der neue Lehrplan Mathematik für die Sekundarstufe I der Gymnasien in
Nordrhein-Westfalen

Der Lehrplan wurde in den Jahren von 1988 bis 1993 von einer 11 köpfigen Kommission im
Auftrag des Kultusministers erstellt.

Zielvorgaben waren: Anschluß an die geltenden Richtlinien für die Grundschule und die
gymnasiale Oberstufe sowie Berücksichtigung der veränderten Schulwirklichkeit.

Der Lehrplan beschreibt einen Beitrag des Mathematikunterrichts zu einer zeitgemäßen
Allgemeinbildung. Die Schüler sollen sicheres Fachwissen erwerben. und zugleiCh soll~n

sie lernen, mit diesem Wissen kritisch und verantwortlich umzugehen.

Der Lehrstoff wurde in die Lembereiche Algebra, Geometrie und Stochastik gegliedert. Es
wurde der Versuch gemacht, die obligatorischen Inhalte so zu beschränken, daß die Lehrer
über hinreichende Freiräume rur geeignete Schwerpunktsetzungen, Übungen und .
Vertiefungen verfügen. Fonnuliert wurden zudem Grundsätze, die einen motivierenden< und
ertragreichen Unterricht gewährleisten.

w. LICHTENBERG

Stand und Entwicklung der Rahmenrichtlinien für Mathematik .
in sachsen-Anhalt .~:~ .

Aufgrund von Veränderungen und Präzisierungen bei der Gestaltung des Schulsystems in
Sachsen-Anhalt. SO\VOhl im Gymnasium als auch in der Sekundarschule, hatte sich die
Überarbeitung der Vorläufigen Rahmenrichtlinien von 1991 notwendig gemacht.
Gegenwärtig ist diese Überarbeitung in vollem Gange, vorgesehen ist die Inkraftsetzung im
Sommer 1994.

Für die Arbeit an den Vorläufigen Rahmenrichtlinien Mathematik zeichneten sich im
wesentlichen Stoffkurzungen, Venagerungen einzelner Untenichtsinhalte zur gleichmäßigeren
Verteilung der Stofftast und das stärkere Einfließen von Aspekten des numerischen und
algorithmischen Arbeitens einschließlich des Umgangs mit Taschenrechner und Computer ab.
Erwähnt sei hier ein Modellversuch über die Konsequenzen des Einsatzes eines grafikfähigen
Taschenrechners im Mathematikunterricht. Fester Bestandteil des Mathematikunterrichts in
Sachsen-Anhalt bleiben in der Sekundarstufe I die Schwerpunkte Zahlen und Größen,
Gleichungen, Zuordnungen, Geometrie und Stochastik. In der Sekundarstufe 11 sind für den
Grund- und Leistungskurs die Kurse Analysis I und I1 und Analytische Geometrie I Pflicht,
Analysis 111, Analytische Geometrie II oder Stochastik können als vierter Kurs im Kurshalbjahr
1212 gewählt werden.



G. BIELlO-SCHULZ

Zum Verhältnis von Mathematik und Informatik in der Schule

Anhand der Forderungen von KLAFKJ an Allgemeinbildung werden Richtzielet allgemeine
Lernziele und Beispiele genannt, die zu einer Legitimation von informatorischen Inhalten
und eines eigenständigen Faches Informatik in der Schule beitragen. Hierbei nimmt der
Gedanke, daß Information neben Materie und Energie die dritte fundamentale Kategorie
der realen Welt sei, eine besondere Stellung ein.

Mathematik und Informatik begegnen sich in der Schule auf verschiedene Weise:

als informatorisches Werkzeug im Mathematikuntericht mit allen Problemen,
die Werkzeuge an sich haben (verstärkt durch die Mächtigkeit des Werkzeuges) und
möglichen weitreichenden Auswirkungen auf Fachinhalt und Methoden

als eigenständige Fächer (9/10 und S 11) mit thematischen Berührungen, z. B.
numerische Fragen, Rekursion und vollständige Induktion (Beweisbedürfnis), 3D
Graphik, algorithmische Geometrie, Effektivitätsfragen und Grenzen der
Berechenbarkeit

als Partner im Bereich der infonnations- und kommunikationstechnischen
Grundbildung. realisiert in einem eigenen Fach oder mit Mathematik als einem der
Leitfächer mit der jeweiligen Verantwortung. die Lernziele des anderen angemessen
mit einzubeziehen.

W. FINDEIS

Der Lehrplan für das bayerische Gymnasium

Im ersten Teil des Referates werden die Grunde für die Erstellung eines neuen Lehrplanes für
das bayerische Gymnasium dargelegt und die Bildungsziele beschrieben, welche mit dem
neuen Lehrplan angestrebt werden. Aufbau und Hierarchie der verschiedenen Lehrplan
ebenen werden er1äutert und an ausgewählten Beispielen verdeutlicht.

Im zweiten Teil des Referates wird anhand ausgewählter Beiträge aus einer Handreichung des
Staatsinstitutes aufgezeigt, wie anwendungsorientiertes und fächerübergreifendes
Untenichten im Rahmen des bestehenden Lehrplanes unter schulüblichen Bedingungen •
praktiziert werden kann. Die Beiträge betreffen die Jahrgangsstufen 5 mit 10 und beschäftigen
sich u. a. mit

Möglichkeiten zur Einführung und Anwendung des Zweiersystems.
Rechteckpar1<etten und ihrer Erzeugung mit dem Computer,
der Verwendung von Rechenblättem im Zusammenhang mit der Schluß- und
Prozentrechnung.
Anwendungen der Elementargeometrie in der terrestrischen Navigation.
Parketten aus regulären Vielecken.

tl



G. TORNER

Mathematische Weltbilder

Die individuellen Vorstellungen über Mathematik (engi.: mathematical beliets) werden in
vielen amerikanischen Studien als beeinflussender Faktor für mathematische Lehr- und
Lernprozesse herausgestellt Ausgangspunkt für die Untersuchung der "mathematischen
Weltbilder" ist also die These. daß diesen für das individuelle Betreiben von Mathematik
eine zentrale Bedeutung zukommt. Wir übersetzen den Begriff "mathematical beliefs" durch
die umfassendere Bezeichnung "mathematisches Weltbild". zumal auch SCHOENFELD
den Tenninus ''wertd view" stellenweise benutzt Unter dem "mathematischen Weltbild"
eines Individuums wollen wir dessen subjektiv implizites Wissen über Mathematik
verstehen. das ein weites Spektrum von Vorstellungen umfaßt

die Vorstellungen über das Wesen der Mathematik als solche wie auch
über das (Schul- bzw. Hochschul-) Fach Mathematik im besonderen.

Weiterhin subsumieren wir unter diesen Begriff auch

Vorstellungen über die Natur mathematischer Aufgaben bzw. Probleme,
Vorstellungen über den Ursprung mathematischen Wissens und
Vorstellungen über sich selbst (und andere) als Betreiber von Mathematik' ,
(Fähigkeiten zu Mathematik).

Erste Ergebnisse einer umfangreichen Testserie werden vorgestellt.

w. LOOING

Kann sinnerfüllte, beziehungshaltige Mathematik über Lehrpläne in die Schule
getragen werden?

Es wird berichtet aus der Diskussion um neue Mathematik-Lehrpläne in Hamburg., in denen
versucht wird. mathematische Inhalte nicht über die Fachsystematik, sondern über allge
meine Bildungsziele abzuleiten: Die Schülerinnen und Schüler sollen sichere mathemati
sche Fähigkeiten erwerben und zugleich in der Lage sein, mit diesen Fähigkeiten inhaltsbe
zogen und eigenverantworUich umzugehen. Dies setzt voraus. daß mathematische Begriffe
und Ergebnisse für die Schüler den Charakter von Werkzeugen bekommen. die sie eigen
ständig handhaben können und deren Vemetztheit und Universalität ihnen in einigen
wesentlichen Aspekten im Laufe ihrer Schulzeit deutlich wird. Mathematik sollte dazu eher
als Tätigkeit denn als Sammlung fertiger Ergebnisse begriffen und im Lehrplan auch be
schrieben werden. Es wurde deshalb in Hamburg u. a. versucht, nAspekte mathematischer
Tätigkeit' zu formulieren und zu einem wesentlichen Beschreibungsrnittel von Untemcht
und erwarteten Schüler1eistungen zu machen.

Die exemplarische Auseinandersetzung mit "offenen Fragestellungen" im Gegensatz zu
einer Aufgabendidaktik steht als eine weitere Anforderung im Zentrum. Ob ein Lehrplan und
der in Hamburg eingeschlagene Weg das geeignete Mittel sind, Veränderungen in der
angedeuteten Richtung zu bewir1<en, muß diskutiert werden.

')
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H. MARTINI

Elementargeometrie

In einer Zeit der Rückbesinnung auf Werte der Geometrie (aufgefaßt als Methode oder
Teilgebiet der Mathematik im umfassendsten Sinne) scheint es auch angemessen zu sein.
neuere Entwicklungen in der Elementargeometrie zu verfolgen.

Unter Umgehung der Schwierigkeiten einer exakten inhaltlichen Festlegung (hervorgerufen
durch den homonymen Gebrauch des Wortes tlElementargeometrie" wird der Bericht über
Entwicklungstrends in den letzten ca. 25 Jahren an allgemein bekannten Sätzen über
Polygone und Kreiskonfigurationen in der euklidischen Ebene (gelegentlich mit Blick auf
höherdimensionale oder nichteuklidische Verallgemeinerungen) festgemacht. Anhand des •
aufgezeigten Materials werden Methoden verglichen und Anstöße zur Revitalisierung
geometrischer Denkweisen diskutiert.

D. KOLLER, H. OETTINGER

Die aktuelle Lehrplananpassung in Baden-Württemberg

Ausgangspunkt der aktuellen Lehrplananpassung in Baden-Württemberg ist die Kürzung der
Wochenstundenzahlen in Klasse 7 und in Klasse 8 (wegen ITG) um jeweils eine Stunde sowie
die Berücksichtigung aktueller didaktischer Entwicklungen. Dazu gehören bestimmte Schlüs
selqualifikationen wie das Denken in Zusammenhängen, soziales Engagement Umweltbe
wußtsein USW. Wesentliche Akzentsetzungen sind damit begründet: Aufnahme von Lehrplan
einheiten "Mathematik in der Praxis'" "Simulation dynamischer Systeme'" "Entdecken und
Beweisen" sowie von Hinweisen für Gruppen-, Team- und Freiarbeillnhaltlich neu ist: Die
starke Fonnalisierung der Proportionalität wird aufgegeben, Stochastik wird aus Jahrgangsstu
fe 12/13 nach 10/11 verschoben und damit verbindlich für alle, die Analysis führt in die Diffe
rentialrechnung auf der Grundlage eines propädeutischen Grenzwertbegriffs ein, die Themati
sierung des Grenzwertes erfolgt im Leistungskurs im Zusammenhang mit den zugehörigen
Anwendungen.

P. BORNELEIT1 J. WAGNER

Zum sächsischen Lehrplan Mathematik •Im Zuge der Einführung des gegliederten Schulsystems in Sachsen traten 1991 neue Lehrpläne
für das allgemeinbildende Schulwesen in Kraft. Diese sind gekennzeichnet durch die Vorgabe
verbindlicher Ziele und Inhalte sowie Empfehlungen hinsichtlich der zeitlichen Strukturierung und
der methodischen Umsetzung. Die Pläne der Mittelschule und des Gymnasiums sind jeweils nach
gleichen Leitbereichen strukturiert, die Differenzierung bezieht sich auf die Tiefe der Behandlung.
In der Mittelschule erfolgt eine zusätzliche abschlußbezogene Differenzierung nach angestrebtem
Haupt- bzw. Realschulabschluß, dabei wird der Forderung nach Durchlässigkeit entsprochen. In
dem zum Realschulabschluß der Mittelschule führenden Plan und dem des Gymnasiums wurde
Stochastik als durchgängiger Leitbereich neu aufgenommen. Der Leitbereich Geometrie nimmt
etwa 30 % der Unterrichtszeit ein und ist mit Ausnahme der Jahrgangsstufe 11 in jedem Schul
jahr vertreten. Der Lehrplan ·enthält Hinweise für Zusatzstoffe und zur Computemutzung.
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C. LENCK-AcKERMANN

Zukunftsvisionen - Das Jahr 2011

Ausgangspunkt des Referates war eine historische Betrachtung zur Veränderung von Inhalten
des Mathematikunterrichts durch den Einsatz des elektronischen Taschenrechners bezüglich

des schriftliches Radizierens.
des Einsatzes von Zahlentafeln (z. B. Logarithmentafel),
der unterrichtlichen Behandlung und des Einsatzes des Rechenstabes.

Die z. Z. angestellten Über1egungen über bevorstehende Veränderungen der Methoden und
Inhalte des Mathematikuntenichtes durch die Möglichkeit der Nutzung von Computern wurden in
die nähere Zukunft projiziert durch die Annahme der Einsatzfähigkeit von künftigen Taschen
computem (schnelle graphikfähige Taschenrechner mit Fonnelmanipulationsprogramm), dabei
wurden u. a. folgende Inhalte betrachtet

Bruchrechnung. Tennumformung und Lösen von Gleichungen,
Ableitungs- und Integrationsregeln,
Kurvendiskussionen.

Als Themenkreise für mögliche Inhaltsveränderungen bzw. neue Inhalte wurden u. a. genannt:

Modellbildung, Simulation, Prognose, dynamische Systeme,
Rechnen auf endlichen Mengen und numerische Mathematik,
sprachbildende Funtion von Mathematik und fächerübergreifende Themen.

Im anschließenden Meinungsaustausch wurden Fragen nach unverzichtbaren und
überflüssigen Inhalten, dem Anspruchsniveau des Mathematikunterrichts und Anspruche an
den "Lehrer von morgen" in den Mittelpunkt gestellt

H.-J. STOß

Steht die "richtige" Geometrie im Lehrplan?

Die Behandlung der projektiven Ebene kann die Brücke schlagen, von der in der Schule
schon immer gelehrten EJementargeometrie zu beispielsweise nichteuklidischer Geometrie,
geometrischen Aspekten der Relativitätstheorie, Raumvorstellungen der Astronomie.

Es wird in groben Zügen geschildert, wie man auf phänomenologischer Basis einen solchen
Weg mit Schülern gehen kann.

u. FEISTE

Staatsprüfungen Mathematik aus der Sicht des Lehrerprüfungsamtes
Mecklenburg-Vorpommem

Mit der Einführung des neuen Schulsystems war es notwendig. die Lehrerausbildung neu zu
strukturieren. Erstmals wurden die Lehramter für Grund-/Hauptschule. Haupt-/Realschule und
Gymnasium geschaffen. Über dabei entstandene Probleme bei den ersten und zweiten
Staatsprüfungen im allgemeinen und speziell für die Mathematik wurde aus der Sicht des
Landes Mecklenburg-Vorpommem berichtet.

I I



H. WUTTKE

Stiefkind Geometrie - Vergleich der Geometrie-Lehrpläne für Gymnasien
in Nordrhein-Westfalen für die Klassen 5 bis 10 von 1963 bis 1993

Ein Vergleich der Geometrie-Lehrpläne für die Klassen 5 bis 10 in NRW zeigt, daß die
verbindlichen Inhalte einerseits hinter den Anforderungen an einen angemessen
erscheinenden Gehalt (hinsichtlich Inhalten, Sprachkompetenz und "Metamathematik")
zurückbleiben.

Andererseits ist die real verbleibende Zeit so knapp bemessen, daß sie nicht einmal zur
Behandlung der verbindlichen Inhalte voll ausreicht.

Selbst dieses Minimum ist noch bedroht, wenn die Lehrerin bzw. der Lehrer die •
algebraischen Ziele - nicht zuletzt wegen des heute nicht mehr zu vernachlässigenden
erzieherischen Aufwands - nicht erreicht.

Eine weitere Kürzung des verbindlichen Stoffes in den Mathematikrichtlinien erscheint nicht
mehr möglich. 22 Jahreswochenstunden für den Mathematikunterricht in den Klassen 5 bis 10
reichen nicht aus.

R. FRITSCH

Zum Satz von BODENMILLER

Der Satz von BODENMILLER besagt, daß die Thaleskreise über den drei Diagonalen eines
vollständigen Vierseits zu einem Kreisbüschel gehören. Er läßt sich analytisch und
synthetisch, also sowohl in der Oberstufe als auch in der Mittelstufe des Gymnasiums
behandeln. Die Erweiterung um den Satz von STEINER (Steinergerade eines Vierseits =
Büschelgerade der Bodenmillerkreise) ist in der Schule leicht möglich. Diese Überlegungen
führen zur uAchtpunktegeradenueines Vierseits, die als geometrischer Ort charakterisiert
werden kann.

Berichterstatter: J. Wagner

---
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht 51/1993

-e

Mathematische Modelle in der Biologie

21.11. - 27.11.1993

This meeting on Mathematical Biology (now an established field on an interna
tional scale) has brougnt together a reasonably small· group of scientists from
many countries whose donlains of research cover a large portion of the field. Quite
a number of young scientists have presented their results.

The meeting has been organized by P. Maini (Oxford), L.Segel (Reho:vot),. K.P.
Hadeler (Tübingen). Major topics were morphogenesis and immunology, along
with neurobiology, population dynamics, epidemiology and other fields.
From the mathematical point of view various areas have been covered, in partic
tJar ordinary and partial differential equations and stochastic processes. It could
be observed that some problems of Mathematical Biology use most recent aIid ad-.
vanced tools and results from rather distant mathematical fi~lds, e.g. the effective
investigation of certain pattern formation systems uses results on curvature flows
from differential geometry. .

We shall not review the contributions in detail hut rather refer to the abstra~ts.
. We just list some of the topics covered: Pattern formation, aggregation, motion
of cells and microorganisms, chemotaxis, foraging and search strategies, growth
of tissues, skin morphogenesis and wound healing, cell biology, immunology, sur
face receptors and binding, structured population models, with applications to
epidemiology, optimal vaccination strategies, sexually transmitted and parasitoid
diseases, neural networks and discrete dynamical systems, population genetics,

evolution and toxonomy.

T-he facilities of the Institute have been great as ever and the assistance of the
staff has made this conference not only scientifically effective but also a pleasant

event.
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Vortragsauszüge

Wolfgang Alt:

Stochastic modeling of search behavior and homing strategies

General aspects of search behavior are envisaged: locomotion itself, capability
of orientation and possible storage of information about "goals" of search. The
importance of stochasticity in these processes is· briefly discussed. In particular,
experimental findings and theoretical concepts on the homing search of desert
isopods (Hemilepistus reaumuri) are presented. Using the general framework of
stochastic differential equations for the angular turning rate of a migrating indi
vidual, search paths with characteristic loops and meanders can be modelled and
simulated. Search success is quantified by measuring t-he degree of path overlap
and by computing an index of area search intensity. Quantities are plotted versus
path le~gth, both for observed isopod data and for typical simulated search paths.
Certain elements of a systematic search are described and explained by a hypoth
esis about temporal lo~omotion control, based on the isopods' ability for path
integration anddirectional compensation. Finally, possible effects of orientational
cues are mentioned.

Viggo Andreasen:

Genotype proportions in hybrid zones

A hybriq zone between two populations that differ at one locus is st~died for a
diploid organism. The heterozygote fitness is reduced by (ß + 8) (ß is the birth
rate deviation and 8 is the death rate deviation). The population extends along
a one dimensional continuous habitat and migration occurs by simple diffusion of
individuals. A simple continuous time model without age-structure models the
demographie process for each genotype and the system is transformed into three
new variables, the total population size N, the gene frequency p and the deviation
!rom Hardy-Weinberg proportions F. The gene frequency in the steady state cline
always follows closely a hyperbolic tangens. Analysis of the asymptotic behavior
of the cline far from the hybrid zone suggests a qualitative prediction of the shape
of N,p, and F over the zone. For slow selection the,shape is determined by a
central steepness of V(ß + 6)/4q as observecl by Bazykin in 1969, where (j is the
diffusion coefficient. For strang selection the cline is less steep than the Bazykin
cline and_ the form is dominated by the migration process. The steepness at the
center of the cline is close to Jb/4q where b is the birth rate of homozygotes.

Nicola Bellomo:

Kinetic models in biology and immunology

The physical system to model consists in tumor cells which grow in vivo and
interact with the hast and the immune system. The immune system has the po
tential capability of producing same significant anti-tumor reactions. It recognizes
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tUlnor-associated luelubrane antigenes or mutuated peptides presented by the his
tocompatibility complex. Tbe ensuing reaction can affect tumor growth, both by
impairing or enhancing it. In natural conditions, however, the progressive tumor
growth suppresses the immune reaction, induces host cachexia, and eventually
results in host death.
The research line developed in collaboration with the Center of Immunogenetics
of the National Research Council Italy, Torino University, attempts to develop a
mathematical model, based on the methods of non equilibrium statistical mechan
ics, suitable to predict the tumor evolution starting from interactions, at a cellular
level, of tumor cells and host system cells.
Th"e final objective is to obtain a prediction of the evolution ef the tumor focusing
the activities of the immune system towards the inhibition of certain tumors.
The model consists in a set ef integrodifferential equations which are studied at
a. qualitative and quantitative level having in mind the objective stated in the
preceding item.

VincenzoCapasso:'~'~~:o:':

Modelling HIV transmission via sh~red drug equipment in gröups of
injecting drug users

Notification data in Italy show that about 70% of reported cases of AIDS are re
lated to drug addiction. Kaplan in 1989 has proposed a mathematical model of
transmission of HIV via shared drug injection equipment in "shooting galleriesn

•

Actually in Italy injection equipment is not difficult to acquire, so that interac
tion among drug users occurs more likely because of sharing the equipme~t in a
friendship group of drug users. . :
By importing same of the basic ideas of Kaplan's model we propose here'amod
ification which takes into account grouping of drug users as the main mec;hanism
of transmission. A mathematical model based on a system of ODE's ia th~s pro
posed in which the force of infection ia obtained via a stochastic model offri~ndship
grouping and sharing of infecting equipment. The 'qualitative analysis iJ~~arried
out showing the role of Ro, the reproduction ratio, as a threshold parameter for a
globally asymptotically stahle nontrivial endemie state.
Extensions to structured populations are also pursued together with computer
simulations of the solutions. A sensitivity analysis of the parameters has also been
shown.

Carlos Castillo-Chavez:

Demographie pair formation models Cor heterogeneously mixing popu
lations

We consider a heterosexually mixing population where m = [mI, ... , mn]i and
f = [tl, . .. ,t,,]t denote the single male and female populations, respectively. Let
Qij denote the number of pairs with type i-male and type j female; M m and M,
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the per capita removal rates for male and fen1ales resp.; Ai and :\( the rec.ruitment
rates - assumed constant - of single male and females for type -i~ resp; Ci(m, f)
and Bi(m, f) the per eapita pair formation rates of type i singles, lnaie and fernale
resp.; pij(m, I)[qij(m, 1)1 the probability that an i-male pairs with a j-female [i
male with a j-male] given that he [sheJ pairs with somebody. "The dynamics enn
then be described (Ti; denotes the pair dissolution rate) by the following .ODE
system:

.i=l, ... ,n;· j=l, ... ,n
n

'where LCi(m,/)mi ='LBi(m,f)fi'

LPi;(m,!) = Lqi;(m,!) = 1,
j

miCi(m,f)Pi~m.J) = IjBj(m, f)qji(m, f)·

We further assume that

. If (jij = (j Vi, j then the following results where established:

Rl If (*) has ooly one equilibrium then it is aglobaI attractor and

1· Qi;(t) (. f.)
1m " Q () = Pij m ,

1-00 Li; i; t

1• Qi;(t) (. f·)
1m " Q ( ) = q;i m ,

t-oo ~i ji t

.-
R2 If

C,(rn, f) = o.i LkßIc!1c ,
I: Qkmle + L:ßlcflc
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Bi(1n,f) =ßi J

Ci(m, f) = 0i .

Oi and ßi are constants, then (*) has ~ unique positive equilibrium which
is globally asymptotically stable.

Joint work with Wenzhang Huang (Cornell University), Jia Li (Univ. of Alabama,
Huntsville).

J. Demongeot:

Dependence of the asymptotic behavior of neural networks on:
a) the mode of updating the state of the neurons taking into account

the state' of their neighbours
b) the boundary conditions

A real neural network, partially or fully connected, presents different J:?ps.sible
characteristics for its asymptotic behavior. The richness of this behavior (in terms
of number or complexity of attractors (resp. eonfiners) incase of a deterministic
(resp. stoehasÜc) transition rule) is directly related to gl~bal properties 'of the
network like:

• memory capacity
- speed of convergence
- entrainability, ...

The complexity of the asymptotic behavior is highly depending on structuralprop·
erties.of the network such as:

- connectivity
. mode of updating the neurons (sequentially, block· sequentially or massively

parallelly) ...~.

boundary conditions (active or silent behavior on the frontiers of the nei;'ork)
- form of the input signal (more or less correelated, second order stationary or

not, ... )
degree of additional noise, ...

We will foeus on the dependence on the mode of updating and on the boundary
condidtions and we will give examples of applicating these theoretical results.

Odo Diekmann:

Reft~ctions on structured population models

It is argu~d that a convenient (both from a biological and from a mathemati<;al
point of view) formulation of structured population' ":110dels is given by t~e system
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of integral equations

~t

B(t) - B(s) = 1-00(Ke(t, T) - Ke(s, r»B(d.)

E(t) ~ loo Qe(t,T)B(dT)

where E is the environmental state and B the cumulative number of birth (as a
measure on·the space of individual birth states) and where K E describes cumula
tive offspring production in the time interval specified by the arguments and QE

the contribution to the environmental state. Two concrete examples were intended
to be presented (but shortage of time reduced this to one). The talk is based on
joint work with Mats Gyllenberg, Hans Metz and Horst Thieme. •

Stephen Dunbar:

Models of saltatory seareh in optimal foraging

Many searching animals move in a jerky, or "saltatory" fashion: they move for
ward, pause briefly, and move forward again. Modelling this foraging movement
views scanning-search and body-forward-movement as interdependent time-distan
ce functions to allow not only for the possibility of oscillations implied by saltatory
search, but other movement patterns as well, including cruise search. The mod
elling elements are:

1. Movement reduces the acuity of prey detection so animals must stop or slow
down to detect prey successfully.

2. Animals must stop c;>r slow down to minimize the cost of moving.
These assumptions are eombined in an energy functional. Some simplifying a5

sumptions make analy~is possible. ·The existenee of an oscillation solution imposes
some necessary conditions on the eonvexity of the acuity and cost of movement
functions. The Euler-Lagrange equations ereate a piece-wise linear system which
can have a periodic or oscillating solution. The necessary conditions for a periodic
solution imply parameter inequalities which can be experimentally tested.

Edith Geigant:

A differential-integral equation with applieation to anisotropie distri- •
butions of F ...actin

The cytoskeleton of a cell contains many actin proteins which form orthogonal
meshworks or parallel.bundles under the influence of actin-binding proteins. To
explain these structures we present a model consisting of a nonlinear ordinary
differential-integral equation for the anisotropie directional distribution of aetin
filaments. .
In the mathematical part of the talk we derive



1) properties of the discretization for 2 directions or the ditferential-integral
equation, e.g. bifurcation of stationary solutions fronl .constant solutions, and

2) the behaviour of solutions with small/big masses t the stability of constant
501utions and the long-time behaviour of solutions.

Then we are interested in stationary solutions and symmetries. The mathematieal
analysis as weIl as the numerical simulations show, that the ~odel is weH apt to
explain the formation of orthogonal and parallel struetures. "

Byron Goldstein:

The kinetics of ligand binding and dissociation with cell surface recep
tors

In biological systems ehemical reaetions often oecur between reactants that are
not weH mixed. In many cases one of the reactants is confined to a surface while
the other is distributed ,?ver a volume. Here we consider a simple example, the
reversible binding of ligands in solution to receptors on cell surfaces. For a ligand
to bind it must diffuse· to the vicinity of the cell surface and then react."with
a "receptor. To predict the binding kinetics requires solving a diffusion-ie1iction
probl~ni. Surp~isingly, this ia rarely clone when ligand-cell surtace receptor:-ltinetic
binding studies are analyzed. Rather a chemical rate equation (an ODE) is 'solved
that has the same form as for a wen mixed system except tha.t the fundamental
rate constants kq and k r which are functions of the free receptor concentrations,
i.e.

(1)

where B is the bound ligand concentration, L the bulk ligand concentration and
R = RT"_B the free receptor concentration. We show how, starting from the diffu
sion equation and .appropriate boundary conditions, using the Method of Weighted
Residuals, one c~ obtain Eq. (1) with the usual forms ~or k f and kr , i.e.

where k+ is the diffusion limited forward rate constant, i.e. for a ligand· with
diffusion coefficient D diffusing to a sphere of radius a, k+ = 41r Da. We also show
how Eq. (1) can be generalized to the case when there ia more than one ~eceptor
population on' the cell surface that binds the ligand or (2) when the cell rele~es a
ligand that i~ can also bind. Finally, we look at biriding studies that test .Eq. (1).

K.P. Hadeler:

Reaction telegraph equations

In the classical models for particles that move and multiply (kpP'~Fisher'sequa
tion) Brownian motion is replaced by a correlated random walk. Then one arrives
(in one space dimension) at hyperbolic systems. For these scaling properties,
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stationary solutions on bounded interval~, the spectruln of generators t and. 111

particular 1 the problem of travelling fronts has been investigated~

Hans Heesterbeek:

Threshold quantities ror hehninth illfections

For parasitic worms we give threshold quantities for inv~ion inta virgin popu
lations in autollomous and periodic environments for models that are described
in terms of mean parasite burdens. The theory for the periodic case holds, with
suitable reinterpretations of ingredient, also for invasion by micro-organisms. The
mathematical view point leads naturally to a dominant Floquet multiplyer as
candidate for the threshold quantity in the periodic case. A more "biologieal"
approach leads to two additional quantities Qo and P, and one can show that all
three have the same threshold behaviour. Qo has the interpretation: expected e
number of adult worms produced per adult worm is the absence of density depen-
dent constraints. P has the interpretation: expected number years of adult life
produced per year of adult life. On1y when the environment is constant do P and
Qo coincide and are·the equalto what one would call Ro for macro-parasites~ In
general all are different hut Plends itself best to the developmel1t ofapproximation
formulae.

Uwe an der Heiden:

Higher order delay...differential equations and hormonal contral

We study feedback systems of the form of the differential-difference equation

n d'
Lai dx~ (t) = f(x(t - r»
,=0

(1)

with constants ai E IR, T > 0, and a nonlinear function f : IR --+ IR. Applications
arise in hormonal systems, population dynamies, neurophysiology, servodevices,
and economics.
For n = 0 Eq. (1) corresponds to a difference equation with continuous time:

x(t + 1) = f(x(t)).

Note that e.g. for f(~) = 4~(l-~) this equation has a chotic attractor of Hausdorff
dimension 00. n = 1 gives the Mackey-Glass equation

dx(t)jdt +ax(t) = f(x(t - T))

which, as we conjecture, has a chotic attracors of arbitrary finite dimension de
pending on the fonn of f. Existence of chaos (with dimension between 1 and 2)
has been proved earlier (an der Heiden & Walther: J.Diff. Eqs. 47,273-295(1983),
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an der Heiden & Mackey: J. Math. Biol. 16, 75-101( IDS2). Recently for the case
n = :2 Wolfdietrich Bayer and I could prove theexistence of chaos in the equation

d2 x(t)/dt2 + x(t) = f(x(t - T))

when f is piecewise constant (f({) = 1/2 if 0 ~ 1/2, !({) = -1/2 otherwise).

Mike Hendy:

Which method should I use to build an evolutionary tree from my
sequence data? (joint work with M.A.Charleston)

Biologists have more than 100 different methods available to reconstruct evolution
ary trees from genetic sequence data. Advice on their relative performance is not
generally available and can be limited to superficiat evidence. In our simulation
study we tested the performance of a number of methods:

CO (Compatibility analysis), CT (closest tree), Li (Li's method), NJ (neighbour
joining), MP (maximum parsimony), ST (neighbourliness), and UPMGA, t9gether
with same variations. ".;,~

Given (T, P), where T ia a phylogenetic tree for n sequences, and P is a set of
probabilities describing the evolution of (2 or 4-state) character sequences on T,
we can use Hadamard conjugation to calculate the expected frequency of each
possible site pattern among the sequences. For each n, 4 :5 n ~ 10, and for
each tree "shape", we generated sampie sequences (randomly selected using the
expected frequencies) for many variations of P. We tested the accuracy of each of
the tree building methods on each sampie sequence.

The results presented are fram more than 1200 combinations of the initial pa
rameters, each trial being the average performance on 1000 sampie sequences, the
same set for each method. With one exception (UPGMA) the accuracy of meth
ods were not greatly dissimilar. Sequence length and the lengths of short internat
edges appear to be the most critical parameters affecting accuracy. . '.

Pauline Hogeweg:

Pattern formation and multilevel evolution

We investigate pattern formation as a side effect of evolutionary dynamies. This
pattern formation influences the evolutionary fate cif the entities profoundly. For
exarnple there will be positive selection for early death if spiral wave patterns are
formed. We investigate the attractors found dependent on the occurence of pattern
formation or its absence. We conclude that evolution ulives" by side effects.

9



Frank Hoppensteadt: .

VCON Networks

Oscillatory neural network models can process information in stable ways similar
to same physiological networks. This is illustrated by various VCON" networks
which have the form .

"N

d~j = Wj +O<j COSXj+ S{L Cij(t)V(x;)} for j = 1, ... ,N
i=l

where V is a voltage wave form (e.g. V( x) = cost x ),5 is a sigmoidal func
tion (e.g. S(u) = tan ha), C is a matrix of connection strengths (e.g. Cij(t) =
Co + 1- J; V(XdV(Xi)) and"Qj and Wj are characteristic parameters. [see FCH, a
An Introduction to the Mathematics of Neurons, Camb.U.Press, 1986]. Six net- •
works'are presented that describe recent work: The attention model [FCH, SIAM
Review 34 (1992) 426-444]; The pencil column model [FeH and R.Borisyuk, in
progress]; The thin pencil model; Periodic Array of pencils; The atoll oscillator;
and a storage network. Analysis of these networks. in noisy environments [FeH,
H.Salehi; A.Skorok.hod, Randomly perturbed integral equations and some of their
applications] and computer simulations of them are presented.
Putting these networks together gives a. circuit analogous to the brain circuit.

Stimulus -+ Thalamus;= Roeticu1ltlr ~ Neocortex --+ Memory -+ Response
omp ez:

Volker Lendowski:

A deterministic model rar the motion of Li3teria

Li.,teria monocytogene., is a bacterium living inside human host cells. It uses the
host cell actin to form a long "tail" that seems to push the bacterium forward. We
applied a deterministic'actin phase/solution phase flow model by Dembo, Harlow,
Alt to calculate concentration and velocity of actin as a function of space and
time. Three different approaches for a pushing force that determines the speed cf
the bacterium have been considered:
(i) polymerization in a neighbourhood of listeria and pushing by the totalamount

of stress leads to small effects because of a low concentration of actin at the
surface.

(ii) Polymerization at the surface as a source term improves the results. •
~iii) Polymerization at the sunace as the source of the pushing force (an idea of

G.Oster et al.) also seems to give reasonable results.
To each of these approaches numerical calculations in one space dimension have
been presented.:
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Markus Löffler:

Stochastic branching processes in the intestinal epitheliulll

We provide arguments that the intestinal crypt epithelium is organized in the
following way
(1) stochastic cellular branching process of stern cells with. state dependent tran

sition probabilities
(2) threshold dependent .fission process of crypts if the number of stern cells ex

ceeds a. critical value
(3) pedigree concept of cellular development of transient proliferating cells
(4) cell displacement organized by Iocal cell-cell-interactions acting on pedigree

properties.
This concept is supported by simulation studies using stochastic cellular automata
and iterative renormalisation procedures on the branching processes.

Dimitri O.Logofet:
~ .. • -... a

When growing ftowers is a matter of mathematics -'"~~

In a varieiy of possible answers to the question there is a particular one that~treats
the "flower" as a visible form for a diagram of logical relations among vari~1i"s 00

tions of matrix stability which occur in application areas like e.g. multi- s·pecies
community dynamics. Under a few simple and natural conventions it turns out to
be possible to construct a "flower" of relations, with the "petals" corresponding
to particular subsets of real stable matrices n x n (community matrices). Mutual
allocation of petals has required a certain number of statements conceming matri
ces to be either fouod in the literature or proved anew, especially those with the
n~w class of "quasi-recessive" matrices. Each of the petals has its o~n meaning in
terms of stability behavior in the corresponding class of dynamic models, yet the
hierarchy is valuable in itself as a convenient framework to study new classes of
matrices or/ and to search for their characterizations· in terms of matrix.entries.

Mich~l C. Mackey:

Multistability in a population of replicating and maturing cells

If'a population of cells has maturation x E [0,1] with maturation velocity V(x)
and is simultaneously proliferating with cell cycle time 'T > 0, then the evolution
equation for the number u(t, x) of cells at time t -and maturation level x is given by
a nonlinear transport equation with both temporal ~d maturation nonlocality:

8u(t,x) + 8(V(x)u(t, x)) =L( (t _ -g(V(:z:)}-r))
fit 8x u , 'T, e x

with initial function f(t'.'x), (t',x) E [O,T] X [0,1].
Depending on f, the solution u may displaya variety of limiting (t >> 0) spati<r
temporal (ST) patterns ranging from ST constant solutions through ones in which
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the ST pattern is highly irregular. A correspondence is drawn between the va
riety of these patterns and certain idiopathic hematological diseases a.s weH as
patient response following whole body irradiations and subsequent bone marr~w

transplant .

Philip K. Maini:

Sequential pattern formation in a model for skin morphogenesis

During morphogenesis regular patterns often develop behind a frontier of pattern
formation which propagates across the domain. Here we consider the propagating
patterns exhibited in two dimensions by a tissue-tissue interaction mechanochem
ical model for skin pattern formation.. We show that the model can exhibit trav-

. elling waves of complex spatial pattern formation. We present two alternative ..
mechanisms that can produce such sequential patterning. In. particular, we show __
that the specification of a simple quasi-one-dimensional pattern is all that is re-
quired to determine a complex two-dimensional pattern. We relate our model
solutions to pattern propagation during chick feather primordia morphogenesis.

Stephen Merrill:

Modeling the early stages of HIV infection

The biology of the stages of HIV infection prior to "full blown AIDS" is described.
Features of mathematical descriptions are argued to need a description of C D4'
T ·cell and macrophage infection, a description of the development of new strains
and the decline of the immune response, ~d stochastic methods.
Abranching process with immigration is suggested.

JaXoslav Milota:

Sexually transmitted disease with a high risk group

A model which could partly describe the transmission of sexually transmitted
diseases by uncontrolled prostitution near the Czech-German border is presented.
This is expressed by a system of four ODEs for susceptible and infective customers
and for positive and negative prostitutes according to the following diagram:

J.l.~ ~+-- •T ! T
a --+ S I ----. jJ.I

T 1
T ! m

TD(P) ! G(N) T
m+~ p+ p- - f(N,P}
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where JV = [ + S, P = p+ + p- I t.he functions C, D, E are increasing, and f(-, P)
is increasing, l(N, .) is decreasing.

It is shown that the Inodel is epidemiologically well-posed and there is a threshold
number R( # of new cases/infective} with the properties:

R < 1 ::} 3! (disease free) equilibrium which is locally asymptotically
stahle

R > 1 => (i) disease free equilihrium is unstahle
(ii) 3! endemie equilibiium, which is globally asymptotically

stahle provided
m_ = m+,JJ- = JJ+

(iii) disease is uniformely persistent, i.e. 3e > O.
such that limI(t) ~ e,limP+(t) ~ e (if I(O),p+(O), > 0).

Masayasu Mimura:

Aggregating pattern formations in a chemotaxis model

A populati~n model wÜh diffusion, chemotaxis and growth is eonsidered- from
the aggregating pattern formation view point. Assuming that the' diffusion and"
chemotaxis rates of individuals are very small compared with the diffusion rate of
the chemotactic substance, we discuss the pattern dynamics of localized solutions
which biologically indicates the aggregation of individuals. For the study of such
p~ttern formation, we derive a new equation which describes t.he boundary of
aggregating region and study theoretically and complementarily numerically the
dynamies of the aggregating patterns. '

Johannes Müller:

Optimal vaccination strategies in age-structured pop~lations

Within the framework of homogeneous age structured demographie mod~ls an
optimization problem for vaccination strategies is considered. "~;";~~.
In the model every pe"rson has a -vaccination certificate: ',In this 'certificate the
birthdate, the number of vaccinations applied to the person and the date of the
last vaccination are written. Thus the population ia structured by age, number of
vaccinations and time since the last vaccination.
The reproduction number and the costs are introdueed for a fixed VacCination
strategy. Two problems, to get at given costs a strategy with minimal reproduetion
number or to get at given reproduction number a strategy with minimal ~osts,a.re

defined. An existence theorem is proved. In special cases the form of optimal
strategies is detennined. '
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Hans G. Othmer:

Aggregation, blowup and co!!apse; The ABC's of taxis in reinforced
random walks

Biological and probabilistic motivation is given to formulate the following question:
Is aggregation in a pop~lation of motile individuals possible in the absence of
longrange signaling? Beginning with a mast~r equation for a randorn walk, we
derive a number of taxis equations that differ in how the loeal environment is
sensed. Computational results show that aggregation, blowup and collapse, are all
po~sible, depending on the initial data, the chemotactic sensitivity function, and
th~ local dynamies for the production of a non-diffusible substance that confronts
transition rates.

Birgitt Schönfisch: •

Differential equations and cellular automata as models ror epidemics

On the one side we consider the Kermack-McKendrick model of differential equa-
tions. On the other side we define a cellular automaton (G C 'Tl 2 , U, E, 10) where
U is the Moore neighb~rhood,E is a set ofelementary states E = {O, ... , e} with
a infectious and 9 recovered states and 0 as the susceptible state. Tw.o loeal func-
tions are investigated "a susceptible cell is infeet,ed. with p(s) = p. s neighbors are
infectious" (where s is the number of infectious neighbors) and "a susceptible"cell
is infected if at least s neighbors are infectious". A quasi-stationary distribution
,(5, i, R) is defined and it is shown that ~i = ik (as required from the DGL
model) is satisfied. Computer simulations imply that the same automata, with
high migration introduced, correspond to the Kermack-McKendrick model with
an infection term ß S I for the stochastic rule and a term including the binomial
distribution in the deterministic case. At most parameter sets the trajectories, the
equilibrium and even the stability are apparently similar.

Lee Segel:

Honorable discharge of segnalling moleeules from vesicles to gra~ules

Here "honorable discharge" means discharge of (i) neurotransmitter from vesicles,
and (ii) of hist~ineof most cell granules, that is in accord with key experimental
observations. These observations include the facts that (i) is fast (almost com-
plete discharge occurs in 0.1 msec), and that in (i) and (ii) the resides (granules) •
contain negative fixed changes to which positive transmitter and cations can bind.
It is shown that diffusion cannot be responsible for (i), mainly because Ais· too
slow. Futhermore it is demonstrated (via space-averaged Nernst-Planck + bind-
ing ODE's) that cation exchange can set up elective fields to provide honorable
dischange of signalling molecules, both in cases (i) and (ii).
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Hironli Sena:

On dynalllies of group formation and the cOlnlnunity structure

The group size is determined, following same rules related to the fitness of the
members within groups and the newcomers. Without any conflict, the group
size continues to grow. However, once the gap between the benefits· of group
member and another (immigrant, subordinate member, member of other group)
appears, the conflict in terms of the benefits validated by the fitness occurs. In
this case, the cost for the conflict taken intö account, the compromised resolution
of the conflict can be formulated, which gives the rule to determine the final
group size. The group size cailnot grow beyond the final size. Since the final size
is identified distinctly for each of inter-group processes: immigration; ostracism;
fusion; decomposition, the ultimately approached size is determined depending
on which inter-group process is relevant compared to the ethers. Indeed, with a
simple numerica! calculation, oscillation of the group size can occur for a set of
parameters.
As for the structure of the community constructed by a number of groups, a
mathematical modelling approach with a type of von Foerster equation is p4~sible.
For the stationary distribution of group size, assumed that the logistically ~9wing
groups make the community and reproduce the new group with the fixed alimmal
size No, it is shown th~t the rank-size relation for the community could appe~ as
Zipf-Pareto law for sufficiently small size, that is, for sufficiently high rank.
The full scope for these topics is to give some mathematical modelling, with bi
ologically significant sense, for the inter-group dynamies within the community.
The next stage will be to consider the inter-groüp reaction dynamies which affect
t~e structure of the community.

Jonathan' A.Sherratt:

Spatiotemporal oscillations and chaos behind invading predators
Spatially homogeneous populations of predators and prey can coexist either at con
stant population densities or at densities that vary periodically in time. A~uch
wider range of behaviours occurs in the spatially inhomogeneous case, including
the invasion of a. prey population by predators, leaving behind stable coexisting
population densities. I use a reaction-diffusion model to consider the pr~blem of
invasion by predators when thi,s coexisting steady state is unstable, so that homo
geoeous oscillations would evolve ioto, periodically oscillating population densities.
Intuitively, one might expect that the invading predators would simply leave be
hind homogeneous oscillations, hut I show that the model I use predicts that this
does not occur, and that rather the invading predators leave behind spatiotem
pora! oscillations. These oscillations can be regul~ or chaotic, depencling on the
parameter values. I will show that the regular oscillation are periodie plane waves,
and that irregular oscillations arise when these solutions are unstable. Biologically,
these results suggests a novel way in which spatiotemporal oscillations and chaos
can arise in predator-prey interactions. .
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J ames Sneyd:

l",,1odels cf c~!ciurn wave propagation

I present models of propagating calcium waves in two experimental systems: in
t~acellular waves in the Xenopus oocyte, and intercellular waves in epithelial ceH
cultures.
Intracellular spiral waves of calcium in Xenopus may be modelIed by a reaction
diffusion system, iovolving only a single intraeellular calcium pool, and modulation
of the I P3 receptor by calcium in a biphasic fashion. The model gives specific
experimental predictions which are in the process of being investigated.
The model for iotereellular wave propagation uses a similar reaction-diffusion sys
tem aod predicts that the observed intercellular wave may be the result of p'assive
diffusion cf I P3 from the stimulated ceIl, ooly if the intercellular permeabili ty is
approximately 2,..ms- 1 • e
Horst R. Thieme:

An alternative explanation of sustained.oscillations i.D childhood disease
models (thesis of Zhilan Feng)

The multi-annual outbreaks of measles and other childhood diseases have pre
viouslyheen explained by an interaction of intrinsie epidemiologie forces which
generate dampened oscillations and of seasonal or/ and stochastic excitation. We
show that isolati'on (i.e., sick individuals stay at horne and have a reduced infec
tive impact) can create self-sustained oscillations provided that the number of per
capita contacts is largely independent of the numher of individuals present whieh
seems realistie as long as this number is sufficiently large. This means that the
bilinear roass action term for disease incidence is modified by dividing it by the
number of non-isolated individuals.

Carla Wofsy:

Modeling receptor aggregation

The aggregation of ceU surface receptors, induced by the binding of hormones,
interleukins, antigens and other extracellular signaling molecules, is essential for
triggering diverse cellular responses. Mathematical models that include aggre
gation are required for the accurate interpretation of binding and dose-response
data. Further , predietions of models reflecting different possible mechanisms of •
receptor aggregation and signal transduction suggest new ways to distinguish the
mechanisms experimentally. We develop a model to analyze binding and aggre-
gation kinetics when bivalent ligands aggregate cell surface antihodies i~to chains
and small rings. We also model aod analyze spatial point patterns from electron
micrographs reflecting stages in the aggregation process.

Berichterstatter: Johannes Müller
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Nonlinear Equations in Many-Particle SystemS

28. 11. - 4. 12. 93

Organizers: Jürgen Batt (Munieh)

earlo Cercignani (Milano)

48 scientists from 13 countries participated in this conference, which covered
the following three main topics in many-particle systems: the theory and
applications of the Boltzmann equation, the nonlinear systems connected
with the Vlasov equation (such' as the Vlasov-Poisson and Vlasov-Maxwell
systems), and the quantum mechanical counterparts of the above (such as .
the quantum Boltzmann equation, Wigner-Poisson and Schrödinger-Poisson
systems). The 43 half-hour talks.and the 2 20-minute-talks represented lat
est developments in the following p&rticular research a.reas: Discrete velocity
models. and the hydrodynamic limit of the Boltzmann equation, existence
'theory (witb particu1ar emphasis laid on suitable boundary conditions), sta-
bility, numerical analysis and modelling, and the diffusion limit of kinetic
equations. There were two lect~lI'eS in the new area of the Vlasov-Einst~in
equations.
The conference was lively and reftected the vivid activity of research being
carried out in important mathematical aspects of many-particle systems.
The following abstracts a.re given in chronological order of the talks given.
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Abstracts

H. CABANNES:
Review of exact solutions in discrete kinetic theory
For the simpleat discrete model of the Boltzmann equation, the Broadwell
model,

Du Ou av fJv 8w 2
-+-=---=-2-=uv-w
8t 8z f)t 8z 8t

an exact solution has been found by Cornille in 1986:

= i+ Q cosh(2t)+cos(2CTX) .

sinh(2t) +CT sin{2uz)
= a+1 cosh{2t)+cos(2ax) 'v(t,z)=u(t,-z)

sinh(2t)

u(t,x)

w(t,x)

After Cornille we have extended the results 1) to models with 14 velocities
with binary collisions, 2) to 'some models with tripie collisions alld 3), last
year, to the following two-dimensional semi~continuous model

aN aN c 12
11'

7it+ccos(J a%~.=211' 0 [N(cp)N(~+r) -N(8)N(8+?r)]dcp.

M. SLEMROD:
S~lf similar hydrodynamic limits
We will consider the resolution of the hydrodynamic limit problem for the
Broadwell system. The hy~odynamiclimit is obtained for the system when
the Knudsen number e i~ replaced by d and E -+ O. •
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R.ILLNER:
The asymptotic behaviour of on~dimensional discrete velocity models in a
stab
We prove results on the asymptotic behaviour of solutions to discrete ve
locity models of the Boltzmann equation in the slab 0< x< 1 with general
stochastic boundary conditions. Assuming that there is a constant " wall"
Maxwellian M =(Mi) compatible with tbe boundary conditions, it' follows
under physically reasonable assump'tions on the models that

!im L f' lJi(z,t)-M;jdz=O.
t-oo i 10

Under weaker assumptions on tbe model, a weaker type of convergence can
be proved. We also notice tbat in tbe absence of collision terms (but with
the same boundary conditions), renewal theory is applicable to prove~,similar

convergence results. -"'.

G. GIROUX:
Idealized interacting particle systems leading to 'some nonlinear equations
&kin to the Boltzmann equation; LLN and CLT
I will present results about idealized models of many-particle systems. In,
such a framework, recent results about tightness of sequences of probability
measures lead to functional Law of Large Numbers and Central Limit Theo
rems. In .other words, the evolution of a particle, in a many-particle system,
is wen approximated by the evolution of a fictitious particle; this fictitious
p&rticle obeys & nonlinear equation &kin to the Boltzmann equation. Hope
fuUy, some links will be presented with more realistic models.

M. PULVIRENTI:
Boltzmann-Grad limit for one-dimensional particle systems
We consider N particles on the line with velocity v = ± 1, ±2 and suppose
that they collide (each pair) with probability e whenever they met,. In the
limit N -+ 00, e -+ 0, Ne ~ A we- prove that the empirical distribution

1 N
N Lc5(z'-Xj)b(V-Vj)

;=1
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converges weakly to f = f(x, v,t), where f solves the one-dinlensional Boltz
mann equation

(at +vaz)f(t,x, v)= 3'\(f(t,x,v')f(t,x, v~) - f(t,x, v)f(t,x,VI))

with Iv - vII =3; v', v~ are the post-collisional velocities and x j,Vi are dis
tributed, initially, independently according to the distribution Jo(x, v) =
f(x, v,O). Ree.: S. Caprino, M. Pulvirenti: A cluster expansion approach
to a one-dimensional Boltzmann equation, preprint 1993

G. RUSSO:
.Kinetic theory for bubbly fiow
A kinetic theory for incompressible dilute bubbly ftow is presented. The
Hamiltonian fonnulation for a collection of bubbles is outüned. A Vlasov
equation is derived for the one-particle distribution function with a self
consistent field starting from the Liouville equation for the N-particle dis
tribution function and using the point-bubble approximation. Astability
condition which depends on the variance of tbe bl:lbbles momenta and the
void fraction ia derived." H the variance ia amall then the linearized initial
value problem is ill-posed. H it is sufficiently Iarge, then the initial value
problem is weIl-posed and a phenomenon similar to tbe Landau damping is
observed. Numerical simulations of the Vlasov equation in 1-D are performed
using a particle method. Some eviden~of clustering is observed for initial
data with small variance in momentum.
Tbe Vlasov equation for bubbly ftow is mQdified to account for local interac
tions between bubbles. Fluid equations are deduced in the limit where local
interactions cause tbe system to become locally Maxwellian. Tbe resulting
fluid equations Are well-posed for sufficiently large temperature. Tbe' com
puted void wave speeds are found to be in agreement with experiments. In
the limit when the temperature is zero, ßuid equations previously derived
by other investigators are recovered. In this linut there are solutions of the _
equations that blow up in finite time. •
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M. R. FEIX:
Self similarity and rescaling
Equations invariant under similarity transformations (a subset of Lie groups)
can be partially integrated. For ODE the order (and consequently the phase
space dimension) is lowered by ODe. For PDE, the number of independent
variables is decreased by one, leading in evolution problems, to an absorbtion
and formal elimination of time; but this simplification has a heavy price: ooly
special initial eonditions (I. C. ) can be treated with 00 way to precise the
status of these I. C. and what happens for other I. C. . Rescaling provides
an answer. Time varying scales are introduced for dependant and indepen
dant variables and a new time}=f( t) is introduced. The seales and f( t) are
selected on physical grounds in order to allow an easy guess on the asymp
totic solution in the new rescaled space. For problems underlying particle (oe
fluid) motion we introduce: (a) a rescaled physical force (b) a transfor~~tion

potential (c) a frictioo·. Often this friction drives the system to a statiqnary
state providing a natural, asymptotic elimination of i. In many cases'~' the
stationary equation is identical to the one obtained by the self similar tech
nique pointing out their asymptotic, attracting character. Examples will be
provided for Vlasov beam evolution and nonlinear heat diffusion.

R. ESPOSITO:
Stationary solutions of tbe Boltzmann equation in a slab in tbc hydrodynamic
limit
The limit of low Knudsen nUinbers is discussed in the case of the stationary
Boltzmann equation in a slab with Maxwell boundary conditions (complete .
accomo~ation). The two sides of tbe slab are at different temperatures and
may translate, with velocities parallel to the planes. An extemal coristant
force, proportional to the Knudsen number and parallel to the slab, is also
considered. Tbe scattering cross section is assumed to be the one correspond...
ing to hald spheres. If the force, the relative velocities of the planes ~d the
difference of temperatures are small enough, it is proven that there is.& solu
tion to the stationary boundary value problem for the Boltzmann equation..
Moreover the limit of vanishing Knudsen numbers does exist and is given by
a local Maxwellian with parameters satisfying the stationary compressible
Navier-Stokes boundary value problem with no slip conditions. The result
ia consequence of the proof of the validity of a truncated bulk & boundary
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layer expansion. In fact the Loo~norm of the remainder of the expansion is
extimated in terms of a suitable power of the Knudsen number. The result
shows that the Navier-Stokes corrections are erucial for establishing asta
tionary solution. The details are in two joint works with J. L. Lebowitz and
R. Marra, one in press, [Commun. Math. Phys. (1993)], and the other in
preparation.

M. KUNZE:
Plasma. corners and a nonlinear integral equation
The equations

6",+J=0 in Dp ,

6tiJ=O in Dv ,

1/J=t/J=O on 8Dp ,

lJt/J a~
8D",an = on on

tP-+t/Jext" I(t,y)l-+ 00, (1)

are thought of to describe the free-boundary problem of a plasma-vacuum
interface in plan.e geometry with constant current profile J ~ O. Here t/J =
"'(t,,) and t/J.= t/J(t,y) denote the Bux functions in D" and Du, the domain
occupied by plasma and by vacuum, respectively, and tben is a prescribed
extemal field. The fiux functions t/J and ;p are assumed to be symmetrie to
the t-axis and to have a stagnation point (a "plasma cOrner") 80t the origin.
8y 80 suitable ansatz for t/J and tb by means of Green's funetion for ß in lR2,
the free.boundary problem (1) can be reduced to solving a certain nonlinear
integral equation of non-standard-type

. J {I
x2(t)_t2+ 41r 10 k(t,s,x(t),x(s»ds=O

for the function % =x(t),t E [0,1], describing the upper boundary of the
plasma cut off at t =1.

6
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L. TRIOLO:
A generalisation of the "-theorem in kinetic theory; non-uniform steady
states
Consider the Boltzmann equation in a bounded domain nC IRJ with stochas-
tic boundary conditions, and the associated stationary problem.
Let f be the solution to the time dependent problem and J the steady solu
tion (with the same mass) to the stationary problem. Define the generalized
relative ·entropy functional

~[flf]:=J f dzdvf\P(//f)
lnxR3

where W is a convex function. We find the decomposition

d -di~[fl /] = 0'8dr7 +O'Bulk

where 0'Bdry:5 0 for all q, and O'BuIk $ 0 in the special case of a linear Boltz
mann equation (for any \If) and, for the nonlinear· case, in the special case
of '11(z) =h(z) := z Inz and J is a global Maxwellian. These results may be
interesting for tbe asymptotic (in time) analysis of thc. solutions.

J. BATT:
Stability for the Vlasov-Poisson system
The use of the word "stability" in papers on the Vlasov-Poisson system or
related. systems (such as the Vlasov-Maxwell system) is critically reviewed.
In fact,. in most of the work this concept is not even precisely defined. :Ac
cording to its use in tbe contextof dynamical systems, a stationary sol~tion
/0 of tbe Vlasov-Poisson system is defined to be nonlinearly (linearly) stahle
(with respect to a normed funetion space X) if a solution of the nonlinear
(linearized) system exists in X for alt t ~ 0 and stays elose to 10 if i t ~stayed
sufficiently elose to 10 at t =o. In this sense rigorous results seem to have
been proven only by J. Batt and G. Rein, [Annali di Mat. pura ed applicata
(1993)], K. O. Kruse and G. Rein [Archive 0/ Rat. Mech. Anal. (1992)] and
G. Rein [Math. Meth. in the Appl. Sei. (1993)].
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H. ZIECLER:
Applications oe multiconstrained energy minimization techniques to the
modelling of relaxation by mixing in Vlasov-Poisson and Vlasov-Maxwell
systems
Minimum energy states are caIculated under constraints of incompressible
flow in (x,V) phase-space for Vlasov-Poisson systems. Reducing the infor
maiion contained in tbe constraints in a way consistent with an averaging
process by filamentation and averaging of j can be modelIed. Starting with" a
given non-equilibium f(i,'Ü,t) of energy Eowe can calculate a corresponding .A
minimum energy state f- where the phase space constraints are reduced to ...
such an extend that the energy of f- equals Eo. Using e. g. the assumption of
strong and uniform filamentation of f for the reduction of the constraints f-
roughly corresponds to the week limit (j(i,'Ü,t-+oo») for some cases, which
is shown by performing numerical simulations of the actual dynamies.

A. SINITSYN:
Some Iamilies of solutions oI the Vlasov-Maxwell system and their stability
We consider a collisionless plasma described by the Vlasov-Maxwell system
in a bounded domain. The theorems on existence and uniqueness of solutions
to the boundary-value problem for tbe nonlinear elliptic system are proved by
techniques using lower and upper solutions. The cases are considered where
the electromagnetic fields and the distribution functions can be constructed
in an explicit form.

P. A. RAVIART:
A free boundary problem for the Vlasov-Poisson equations
We consider tbe problem of extracting an ion beam from a neutral plasma. A
physically relevant model is obtained. by assuming that the electrons behave
as an isothermal fluid a.nd the ions are cold and monokinetic. Using an _
appropriate scaling, the equations may be written as follows: ,.

ne =exp( - ~)

V·(n,u,)=O

V· (niui~ui)- ~niVt=O

8
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In the above dimensionless equations, e and 11 are small parameters and
Q > 0 is a parameter of order o( 1). In tbe one-dimensional case, this problem
reduces to the nonlinear elliptic boundary value problem

d2ct" ~ -1/2 t
-=-[(1+0-) -exp(--)], ne]O,I(
dn2 e2 '7 11

~(o) =0, ~(1)=1.

In the physically interesting case where e2 =0(,,3/2), we give an asymptotic
analysis of (1) as Tl -+ o. In particular, we characterize the limit solution of
(1) as the solution of a lreeboundary problem. We present a multidimen
sional extension of this free boundary problem whieh provides a eonvenient
model for ion extraction' which may be used in realistic numerical simula
tions. Ref.: N. Ben Abdallah, S. Mas-Gallic, P. A. Raviart: Analysi~ an4
asymptotics of a one-dimensional ion extraction, preprint 1993, and S. Mas
Galie, P. A. Raviart: Mathematical models of ion extraction and plasma
diseharge, preprint 1993.

G. REIN:
The spherically symmetrie Vlasov-Einstein system
The Vlasov-Einstein system deseribes a large, selC-gravitating, collisionless'
ensemble of mass points (e. g. a galaxy). We study the system in a spherically
symmetrie setting, where in appropriate coordinates it takes the following
form:

Ot" +e"-.\ ~. a~f - (~of'\+v'1 +v2el'-.\ä,.~):' ·8v!=O
vl+v2 r r

. e-2.\(2rar~ - 1) + 1=81l'r2q, e-2.\(2ro,. IJ + 1) - 1=81rr2p

lJ(t,Z)=!v'I+v2f(t,z,v)dv, p(t,z)=f(~)2f(t,x,v)~
r vI +v2

where tE IR, x, v E IR3
, r ='x r. For small data we prove existence and unique

ness of global, geodesica11y complete, asymptotically Ba.t solutions. This is
the first global existence result for the Einstein equation coupled to mat
ter, and is in sharp contrast to dust, where even for small data. singularities

9



develop which are naked, i. e. violate cosmic censorship. Besides that we
have results on the localisation of p05sible singularities for large data, on the
Newtonian limit, and on the existence of static solutions. (Joint work with
A. D. Rendall and in part wi th J. Scbaeffer)

A. D. RENDALL:
The Newtonian limit of the Vlasov-Einstein system
Tbe Vlasov-Einstein system provides a fully relativistic description of self
gravitating collisionless matter. On pbysical grounds one expects that it
would reduce to the Vlasov-Poisson system in the Newtonian limit where the
speed of light c tends to infinity. I have shown that for appropriate families
of initial data for the Vlasov-Einstein system depending on an parameter
,x = c-2 the corresponding family of solutions converges, locally in time, to a
solution of the Vlasov-Poisson system. This limit is a singular one, where a
hyperbolic equation degenerates to an elliptic one as ,X~ o. A central ele
ment of the proof is a ,x-independent energy estimate.

J. J. DORNING:
Plasma wave solutions that bifurcate !rom Vlasov equilibria; periodic waves,
solitary waves and nonlinear superposition
Recent results on exact solutions to' the nonlinear Vlasov-Poisson-Ampere
equations will be summarized. First, a brief review will be given of ex
act undamped periodie travelling wave solutions obtained using classical
bifurcation theory in a. not-so-conventiona.l wa.y, see Holloway/Dorning,
[Phys. Rev. (1991)] and [Operator Theory: Advances and Applications,
Birkhäuser 1991]. Then, a summary will be given of related periodie wave so
lutions, solitary wave solutions, and travelling double-Iayer solutions arrived
at using simple techniques base on nonlinear dynamical systems and classical
mechanics see Buchanan/Dorning, (Phys. Lett. A (1993)]. Like the original
periodic wave solutions, all these solutions also bifurcate from the infinite
manifold of spatially-uniform equilibrium solutions (Vlasov equilibria) of the
V-P-A equations. Finally, details will be presented of very recent results,
see Buchan~/Dorning (Phys. Rev. Lett. (1993)], on the use of Hamiltonian
pertubation· theory and approximate time-dependent invariants introduced
to avoid singularities associated with nonlinear resonances and to accomo-
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date stochastic layers. and thereby develop a nonlinear superposition prin
ciple Cor superimposed BGK plasma waves, see Bernstein/Green/Kruskal~

[Phys. Rev. (1957)], observed as final states in recent numerical simulations,
see Demeio/Zweifel, [Phys. Fluid8 (1990)], of nonlinear Landau damping.

P. J. MORRISON:
A new energy expression for the linear Vlasov·Poisson equation: a
transformation to action·angle variables in an infinite dimensional
Hamiltonian system
Tbe energy content of an electrostatic pertubation about an bomogeneous
Vlasov-Poisson equilibrium was discussed. The calculation leading to the
well·known dielectric energy was briefly revisited and interpreted in light of
Vlasov theory. It was argued that the dielectric energy is deficierit because
resonant particles are not treated correctly in tbe derivation of thisquan
tity. A new class of linear integral transforms was presented and important
identies were derived [Morrison and Shadwick (1993)]. It was shown that
an element of this elass solves tbe linear V1~ov-Poisson system. This is a
generalization of the method of Van Kampen (19.55). Tbe solution obtained
by tbe integral transform was then substituted into the Kruskal-Oberman
(1958) energy expression and a new expression in terms of the electrie field
&lone was obtained (Monison and Piirsch (1992)]. It was d~cribed how the
integral transform amounts to a change to normal or action·angle variables in
the infinite dimensional Hamiltonian description of tbe Vlasov·Poisson sys
tem [Morrison (1980)). Ref. : P. J. Morrison and B. Shadwick, [Acta Physica
Polonica (1999)], to appear; N. G. Van Kampen, [Physica 21, 949 (1955)];
M. Kruskal and C. Oberman, (Physics 01 Fluids 1, 275 (1958)); P. J..Mor
rison and D. Piirsch, (Physics 01 Fluids 84, 3038 (1992)); P. J. Mornson,
[Physics Letters SOA, 383 (1980)].

H. D. VICTORY, JR.:
Particle methods for periodie Vlasov-Poisson systems
We have extended and refined the theory obtained in [SIAM J. Nu·
meT. Anal. 26 (1989), pp. 249-288] for the Vlasov-Poisson Cauchy problem to
include multidimensional periodic systems. This work directly generalizes the
analysis by G. H. Cottet and P. A. Raviart [SIAM J. Numer. Anal. 21 (1984),
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pp. ,52~ 76] and earlier work by H. Neunzert and J. Wiek [Numer. Math. 21
'(1973), pp. 234~243) on one-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson systems. We have
also relaxed the requirement that the problem data possess eompact support
with respeet to velocity. This is accomplished by the use of a .weighted dis
crete LP-Norm which involves discrete velocity moments of the errors in the
Hamiltonian trajectories. Such an idea was motivated by the clever analysis
by P. L. Lions and B. Perthame [lnvent. Math. 105 (1991), 415-430] treating
global existence of solutions to the three-dimensional Vlasov-Poisson sys
tems. These authors have shown that control of certain velocity moments
of the distribution for all time leads to the existence of global classical solu- e
tion. Analogously, we can show that if we can control tbe weighted discrete
LP-errors in tbe partiele trajectories with respect to time, then we ean get
globally uniform estimates for the errors.

J. WECKLER;
The Vlasov-Poisson system on a bounded domain
The initial-boundary value problem for the Vlasov-Poisson system in 3 di
mensions is investigated. To get strong solutions of tbe linear Vlasov equation
it is first shown that reflected cbaracteristics do generically exist. Existence
of strong solutions of the mollified Vlasov-Poisson system is proved. H the
mollifying parameter tends to zero, a weak solution of the Vlasov-Poisson
system is obtained as a weak limit of strang solutions of the mollified prob
lem.

Y.GUO:
Singular solutions of tbe Vlasov-Maxwell system on half-line
We study the Vlasov-Maxwell system in a half line with initial-boundary
conditions. It is shown that if the signs of eharges of the particles are dif
ferent, DO classical solution exists unless a. neutral plasma specularly reftects
at the boundary. These weak solutions are generally functions of bounded e
variation. Therefore they are uniquely determined by the initial-boundary
conditions. On the other hand, solutions are classicaI, if the particles have
one sign of charge.
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P.DEGOND:
Kinetic equations for plasmas and semiconductdrs
Plasmas and semiconductors are subject to various transport phenomena
which do not occur in the dynamics of neutral fluids. Some of these phe·
nomena can be explained by asymptotic pertubations in the basic kinetic
equations, the Vlasov or the Boltzmann equation, depending on the physics
involved. In this talk, we shall try to show how a mathematical analysis of
these pertubation problems can provide relevant physical information.

H. LANGE:
Periodic Schrödinger-Poisson equations
We consider the periodic Schrödinger-Poisson system

i8t \l1m=-!ßwm+V(\II)'li"" xEm.3,telR
-ßV =n(z,t) -q(z); 'l'm(x,O) =e,?",(x)

where the density n(z,t) is given by

00

n(z,t)= L"lrl'lfA:(x,t)1 2

k=1

(1)

with occupation probabilities Air. (1) is considered with space-periodic
boundary conditions on the unit cube Q = [0,1]3. We can prove global (in
time) existence of unique strong solutions and error estimates for the ap
proximating Galerkin sequence of l-periodic functions in L2

( Q). Also we
can prove that there is an infinity of stationary solutions (bound states) for
(1) of type

\l1(z,t) =etwt.(z) , wElR,

with areal function ~. These results transfer to the Wigner-Poisson system
by using tbe Wigner-Weyl transform.

A.ARNOLD:
Absorbing boundary conditions for the Wigner (-Poisson) equation
Recently C. Ringhofer et. al. derived a hierarchy of absorbing boundary con
ditions (ABC) for the Wigner equation (WE), a kinetic pseudo-differential
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equation in quantum mechanlcs. These ABC relate the time derivative of
the Wigner function on the inflow boundary to tbe outflow data.
In this talk, we first show the strong well-posedness of the resulting IBVP
on a one-dimensional interval in tbe positon variable, when using 1st and
2nd order ABC. Tbe proof reHes on a contractive iteration Cor the inßow
data. This approach is tben extended to the relaxation-time WE and to a
(simplified) first order ABC for 2 spacial dimensions.
When using the 1st order ABC in conjunction with the quasi-linear Wigner
Poisson system, only local-in-time existence and uniqueness of the resulting
IBVP have been obtained so far. In this case, the lack of a (for the WE e
usual) L2 apriori estimate complicates the analysis. Re!.: A. Amold: On
absorbing boundary conditions for quaritum transport equations, submitted
1993.

F.POUPAUD:
Energy transport equations for thc Maxwell system in periodic structures
The behaviour of weak limits of the electromagnetic fields in periodic struc
tures is well-known when the typical length of periodicity tends to zero.
However, the weak limit of the energy density is not the energy of the weak
limit of the electromagnetic field. Using Bloch's decomposition of Maxwell's
system and Wigner series we prove that the limit energy is given by the sum
of the densities of distribution functions whichsolve transport equations.
The velocities of these transport equations are given by the gradients with
respect to k eigenvalues of Maxwell's system with k-quasiperiodic conditions.

P. A. MARKOWICH:
Boltzmann equations and drift-diffusion models for phonon scattering
This talk is concerned with recent results on the Boltzmann equation of solid
state physics and its drift-diffusion limit, obtained jointly with C. Schmeiser
and F. Poupaud. ..
The phonon scattering Boltzmann operator hasan infinite dimensional ker- ..
neI. A precise analysis of this kernel in combination with the entropy in
equalityare used to prove the convergence of a solutionto a steady state.
Also, it can be shown that the scattering operator is compact in the angular
direction but non-compact in the energy direction. This fact is used explic-
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itly to diagonalize the collision operator in a spherical harnlonics basis and
to determine the drift-diffusion limit by taking the particle mean free path
to zero. The main ingredient for the proof is a precise control of the range of
the collision operator and a coercivity inequality. The resulting drift-diffusion
equation is parabolic in the time-position space and degenerates to a hyper
boHc equation in the time-energy direction.

C.TOEPFFER:
Analytical methods ror tbc semiconductor Boltzmann equation
Tbe manifold of solutions of tbe Boltzmann equation in the relaxation time
approximations for particles under a constant external force is obtained in
closed form. The Green's function for the infinite domain and all moments
of the probability distribution are calculated explicitely. The second moment
accounts for the Joule heating due to collision processes. In submicron semi
conduetor devices the mean free path of the electrons beeomes eomparable
to the dimension of the device. One observes, in particular, a failure of the
eurrent-voltage (J-V) characteristic given by t.he conventional drift-diffusion
equation assuming &. velocity distribution according to the lattice temper-

.ature. Ineluding a position-dependent Joule heating according to the local
self-consistent second moment of the velocity distribution leads to an agree
ment with the J..V results of a numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation.

C. BARDOS,F. GOLSE:
Diffusive limits of kinetic equations
The purpose of this talk was to show an example of a lOnetie equation gener
ating a transformation group on the phase spare that preserves the Liouville
measure, hut converges in tbe long-time/ small-scale limit, to the heat equa
tion (which plays here no other role then that of an irreversible dYDamic~).

The example is as follows: consider two parallel plates and consider the flow
of particles between the plates with velocity parametrized by the. 2-torus
a: n2

--+ IR. At each collision with one of the plates, the velocity is changed
according to the roJe a(w) --+a(Tw) where T is the hyperbolic automorphism
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of the torus known as Arnold'5 Cat Map

T= (~ ~) mod21T.

Assume a is smooth and has mean zero, i.. e. (a) =0. Let f±(t,x,z,w) be the
particle densities. Set

F;(t,x,z,w) = f*(t/h,x,hz,w).

Aa h -+ 0, F: converges to the solution of a heat equation in the weak-*-Loo •
topology. The diffusion coeffieient is

1
D(a) = 21a1h +L{aoTka).

k2:1

H is > 0 unless a is a coboundary, i. e.

3tp: n2
-+ 1R/(tpOT-tp=O).

The proof is based on the mixing properties of the map T that are analyzed
with the Fourier transform on rr2•

s. UKAI:
Global weak solutions of the compressible Euler equation with spherieal
symmetry
There are two kinds of solutions known so far for the compressible Euler
equation: 1) local classical solutions for any space dimension n ~ 1, and 2)
global weak solutions for n =1 .
1) Lax and Kato proved the local existence, applying the theory of quasilin-
ear symmetrie systems with a symmetrizer which gives solutions such that ..
the density is bounded from below. We will show that there is another sym- .,
metrizer which allows the density to tend to zero as Ix I~ 00 or to have a
compact support.
2) There are many works on this subject, using Glimm's method (Nishida,
Smoller-Nishida, Liu, ...), or the method of compensated compactness
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(Di Perna, ehen, Takeno, Lions·Perthame, ... ). However, no global soht
tions have been known in the case n 2: 2. Applying Glimm's method with
a non·uniform mesh, we will construet spherically symmetrie weak global
solutions for a dass of initial data which includes trivial (i. e. constant) sta·
tionary solutions.

K. ASANO:
Fluid dynamicallimit of the Boltzmann equation with an external force
We consider the Boitzmann equation with a small external force. We study
the behaviour oI the solution of the initial value problem when the mean free
path tends to zero. If we assume the analyticity of tbe external potential
force, the analyticity of the initial data in both space and velocity variables,
and Grad's angular cut·off bard scattering potential condition, then the solu·
tion of the Boltzmann equation exists in a uniform time interval independent
of tbe small mean free patb, wben tbe initial data are sufficiently close to an
equilibrium state. As the mean free path tends to zero, the solution tends to
a local Maxwellian with the macroscopic fluid dynamical quantities (mass,
velocity and temperature), which solves the compressible Euter equation.

B. PERTHAME:
A N-particle system approximating scalar conservation laws
In this joint work with M. Pulvirenti, we prove the convergence of the N
particles density function associated witb a random process. Particles move
with free transport and, according to a Poisson stopping time with int~nsity

A, tbe velocity jumps to sampie uniformly on [O,U~(Z,Xn)] where x i~ the
position of the particle at the jumping time. {J~{X,Xn) is tbe density of parti.
eIes in the same cell ~ than x, where the subdivision of the domain z e (0, l)d
in cells ~ is apriori given. As N -+00, 161-+0, NI61--+ 00 we prove that
the N -particle density function tensorized to the solution of kinetic equation.
As ;\ --+ 00 additionally (and slowly enough) the N·particle density function
tensorized to an equilibrium associated with the solution of a conservation
law related to the dynamics of particles. This proves also the convergence of
a Monte-Carlo procedure.
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H. NEUNZERT:
Numerical matching of Boltzmann and Euter codes
In many fields of applications as spaceflight, semiconductors etc. kinetic
equations are only necessary in rather small regions, while in rest limit equa
tions (like Euler equations) are sufficient and much cheaper to salve nu
merically. A simple one-dimensional example may illustrate the problems:
consider the slab 1= [-L,L] and an Xo E [O,L[. Imagine that we have to
solve "aerodynamic equations" in A=[-L,xol and a Boltzmann equation in
B= [-zo,L]. We need therefore influx conditions at -Xo for B and boundary
conditions at Xo for A. They have to be chosen such that the overall picture
is near to tbe "truth" (i. e. tbe Boltzmann solution) in [-L,L]. We call these
conditions "coupling boundary". There are at Xo 3 cboices: eontinuity of
moments, Marshak conditions and jump conditions from a layer analysis. Ta
realize these coupling conditions one has two possibilities: Schwarz iteration
or direct coupling. A. Klor showed tbat the Sehwartz iteration converges
for linearized Boltzmann with lineanzed Euler and Marshak couplingj for a
simple linear transport equation with diffusion and Marshak he proofs more
over, that the coupled solution converges (for mean free path g tending to
zero) to the solution of the [-L,L] diffusion only if %0 > 0, i. e. for matching.
For palding Zo = 0 he gives a counterexample. This shows that an additional
condition is needed if one wants to pald. This additional condition seem to
be the closure relation for the kinetic density at Xo = 0, whieh was proposed
together with the direct coupling in a paper by R. lliner and H. Neunzert.

E. PRESUTTI:
Non local, nonlinear equations ansing from spin systems with Kac potentials
Tbe equation

~7=-m+ta.nh(P[T.m+hJ) ,

(where m =m(v,t): lRd
X II4 -+ [-1,1], ß>0, h;::: 0 and Te C2(lRd

) spher
ical symmetrie and compactly supported as weil as !Tdv=l, T.m de
Dotes the convolution of T and m) exhibits phenomena of phase separation,
development of interface dynamics when ß> 1 and h ~ 0 is small enough.
These results have been proven in several papers by different authors, namely
P. Butta., A. Oe Masi, T. Gobzon, M. A. Katsoulakis, E. Orla.ndi, E. Presutti,
P. E. Souganidis and L. Triolo.
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P. VAUTERIN, H. DEJONGHE:
Nonlinear solutions of tbe collisionless Boltzmann equation for stellar
systems
We present a theory for bars in stellar disks, which we consider as pertuba
tions of an axisymmetric basis distribution. Observations suggest that these
pertubations are nonlinear. We eonstruct them in tbe form cf aserieS, based
on a harmonie expansion of the angular coordinate and the time, power ex
pansion of tbe radius and power expansion of the velocity coordinates. In the
linear regime, this senes can be determined recursively, and we took .care in
checking that this series is corisistent with the direct numerical integration of
the PDE. In tbe nonlinear regime, it is still possibleto obtain the series, with
comparably small extra effort. We use our method to assess the limitation~
cf the linear approach by combining the power of the linear mode ~~ysi~

and the extra informatio~provided by nonlineari ty. -

G. TOSCANI:
Lyapunov fuctionals and the centrallimit theorem
In a recent series of papers, we investigated the convergence towards equi
librium of the solutiton to the Boltzmann equation for Maxwell pseud<r
molecules. Tbe results were based on tbe monotonicity properties of differ
ent Lyapunov functionals, including Boltzmann's H-functional and Fisher's
measure of information. Here we apply this physical idea to give a proof
of the centrallimit theorem of probability theory. By means of new convex
Lyapunov functionals, we prove convergence to Gaussian density in various
Dorms. The results are easily extended to investigate convergence to~ards

equilibrium for Kac's caricature of a Maxwell gas. ._~.

B. GUO:
Global smooth solutions and its asymptotic behaviour of tbe Cauchy
problem for Benjamin-Ono type equatioDs
The purpose of this work is to establish the solutions for the Cauchy problem
for tbe general equatioil

u, +2uuz +QHu~ - ßHu% +7(z,t)Hu +b(x,t)uz +c(x,t)u = /(%,t) (1)
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of Benjamin-Ono type, where a >0 and ß~ 0 are constants. This is a nonlin
ear partial differential equation with singular integral operators. The solu
tion~ of the problem for the above equation Me approximated by the solutions
of the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear parabolic equation

u, -euzz +2uuz +0: Huzz - {JHu~+"'Y(x,t)Hu+b(x,t)u:s:+c(x,t)~ = f(x,t}.

with Hilbert transform terms, which is obtained by addition of a diffusion
term '::Uz:s:· with small coefficient e> 0 intbe equation (1). The solutions of
the Cauchy problem for tbe nonlinear equation (1) are obtained by tbe lim
iting process of tbe vanishing of the diffusion coefficient c~ o. In addition,
we are going to consider the large-time behaviour of the global solutions
of the Cauchy problem for the equation of Benjamin-Ono type. Aseries of
large-time global estimates for tbe solutions of the problems for the nonlinear
parabolic equations with Hilbert operators and the corresponding nonlinear
equations of Benja.D)in-Ono type are construeted. By means of these global
estimates, the attractors of the Cauchy problems for the mentioned nonlinear
equations are eonsidered. Furthermore~ the dimensions of the global attrac
tor are estimated.

C. CERCIGNANI:
Some new inequalities for tbe solutions of the Boltzmann equation
A few years ago, R. Di Pema and J. P. Lions provided an existence theorem
(witbout uniqueness) for the Boltzmann equation in the case of rather gen
eral inbomogeneous data. Their solutions are rather weak and it is difficult
to handle them for further developments. Thus it appears desirable to have
stronger solutions even if these may be proved to exist under more restric
tive conditions. A case which appears to be promising is that of solutions
depending on just one space variable, say %. Here we want to prove that
in this case an inequality holds, which guarantees that both the gain and
the loss term in the collision integral are in LI, under a truncation which
amounts to an acceptable assumption on the collision kernel B(6, tv - v.D.
As a corollary we shall prove that the solutions of Di Pema and Lions do not
require nonnalization under the stated assumptions. We shall also diseuss
other interesting inequalities for the solution of the Boltzmann equation in
both 1- and 3-d.
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L. ARKERYD:
Diffusion reftection Cor the BGK equation (in memoriam Nina Maslova)
The talk discusses the BCK equation

Here /\11./ is the Maxwellian with the same first moment a.s /. The initial
value is 10 with

/0(1 +le I)ß E LOO(O x JR3)

for some ß> 5, and the boundary condition is (ingoing density)

')'+ !(z,e) =L.S0Ü'3 82(271r
2 exp(- ~leI2)le·n(z)h- !(zle)d{'~~

It is proved that if the initial value is such that the equation with no".'gain
--' tenn has strictly positive velocity integral (a condition easily checked as

described), then th~re is exactly one solution with

/,(1 +lel)ß E LOO(O x m.3 ).

Moreover,

IIfIlL~(nxR3X(O,T»+11,- fIlLf(80XR3 X(0,T)):5 C(T).

Tbe proof employs some new LI and LOO estimates of the boundary terms.

R. PETTERSSON:
On the solution of thc linear Boltzmann equation (with general boundary
conditions, extemaI forces and illfiDite range collisions)
1) First.mild Ll_solutions are constructed by iterates 11&+1 ~ In using .the ex-

.ponential form of the equation in the cut-off case.
2) On collision invariants: There are DO other measurable functions than the
Maxwellians satisfying detailed balance relation.
3) A general H-theorem for convex functions is proved (giving an estimate
for the collision integral).
4) Strang L.p-convergence to a Maxwellian ia proved for both hard and soft
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potentials in the cut-off case.
5) In the case of infinite range forces the equation is studied in a weak form.
Existence of solutions is proved (a. e. ) by a eompaetness lemma, and then
strang LP-convergence to a unique Maxwellian function is proved.
Ref. : R. Petterson: On weak and strong convergence to equilibrium solutions
to the linear Boltzmann equation, [J. Stat. Phys. 12 (1993), pp. 355-380]

M. L. EKIEL-JEZEWSKA:
Global existence proof for the relativistic Boltzmann equation e
Consider the Cauchy problem for the Boltzmann equation with the relativis-
tic kinematics of particles. A set of relativistic collisional invariants related
to conservation laws does not contain an analogue of (i - vt)2

• This lack
does not allow us to apply directly techniques developed by Di Pema and
Lions for the nonrelativistie Boltzmann equation. However, we constructed
a relativistic modification of their method, based on a causality proof for
the existence of solutions. Finally, we proved global existence in Lloc 'and LI
and also local-in-time existence for systems elose to equilibrium. Physically
natural (time-independent) apriori bounds in LI of the solutions are given.
Ref. : M. Dudynski, M. L. Ekiel-Jezewska, [J. Stat. Phys. 66 (1992)]

M. DUDYNSKI:
Existence of solutions to the quantum Boltzmann equation
Global existence of solutions to the quantum Boltzmann equation for
fermions is proved for a wide class of pbysical cross-sections·. The partial
regularity of solutions is shown. Extensions of these results to relativistic
quantum Boltzmann equations as well as to systems of equations describing
many particles are also considered.

R. GATIGNOL: e
Boundary conditions in discrete kinetic theory and applications
Tbe discretization method of the velocities allow to replace the UBual Boltz
mann equation by a system of partial differential equations which is more
tractable. By using simple models without spurlous invariants, we specify the
boundary conditions in two cases: first on an impermeable wall, and second
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on an interface with the condensation and evaporation phenomena. As ap
plications, we consider the Couette ftows between two parallel infinite plates.
and the evapuatioD and condensation problems between two interfaces. \Vith
some particular models, we observe the phenomenon of temperature inver
sion: the temperature is strictly increasing from the hot interface to the cold
interface.

G. WOLANSKY:
Weak nonlinear stability of the Vlasov-Poisson equation
The mass distributions of a large class of stationary solutions of the Vlasov
Poisson equation can be considered as functions of the energy and, under
certain symmetry assumptions, of the angular momentum as weil. Because
of the Hamiltonian structure of the dynamics, linear stability analysis ~fsuch

stationary solutions is not sufficient to guarantee genuine stability. in" this
research the stability problem of stationary solutions of the VP equation with
Newtonian interactions is approached by introducing Lyapunov functionals
over the space of mus distributions on the phase space. These functionals
admit non-quadratic leading order terms, an thus cannot be imbedded in a
proper functional spare as C'-functionals. The study and the application
of these functionaJs in order to obtain non-linear stability criteria is carried
out by convexity arguments and dual fonnulation of the variational problem.
Some apriori estimates on time-dependent solutions of the VP equation are
obtained as well,ousing the same methods.

N. MAUSER:
(Semi-) classica.llimit of the quantum Vlasov equation
We present the Wigner-Poisson equation modelling quantum transport both
for vacuum electrons and electrons in a periodical potential. Dur main goal is
a mathematically strict limit for vanishing Planck's constant which yi~lds the
classical Vlasov equation. For the crystal case this gives a strict deriv~tionof
the semiclassieal equation as it is used for semiconductor modelling. Witho~t
any mathematical details we present the main features of this (weak) limit.
One of the techniques is the use of a Husimi function, i. e. a smoothing of the
Wigner function in order to get a. nonnegative classical distribution function
as the limit of the oscillatory real-valued quantum mechanical funetion.

Berichterstatter: M. Kunze
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tagungsber cht 53/1993

Organlzers:

Introductlon:

Dynamtcal Zeta Functlons

5.-11.12.1993

Dleter Mayer. Clausthal-Zellerfeld

Samuel J. Patteraan. GöttIngen

Davld Ruelle. Bures-sur-Yvette

Glven a dynamlcal system (M.n and a functfon g:M-t C. a typical

dynamlcaJ zeta functlon 18

Over the last 15 years a large number of IntereBting mathematlcalproperltles of

such functlons have been dlscovered. and relations wlth varlou8 parts of mathematlcs

(not to mentlon physlcs) have been establlshed. Thla conferenee was devoted to a

8urvey of the present state of thl8 theory. The major groups of lectures were the

followln;: hyperbollc systems. ane-dlmenslonal systems. connexlons wlth automorphlc

forms, countlng problems. and also relations to physlcs.
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And~ea6.~JuhJ,.·Ber.lln:
Abstracts

Zeta functlon. and Index theory

'f' 1

We disCUS6 part of the recent progress In understandlng the ana~ytlcal properltles of

dynamlcal zeta functlons of the geodesie flow .t of locally symmetrie spaces (rom

the point of vtew of Index theory. - Let X= r\Y be a compact quotient of a Rlemannlan

symmetrie space of noneompaet type and rank 1. Of eentral Intersat, for Instanee, Is

the Ruelle zeta funetlon

ZR(S)= n (l-exp(-s Icl))-I. Re(s»h=topologlcaJ entropy
c .

of .t on sex). ZR 1& a meromorphlc functlon on C. In the first part the functlonal

equatlon of ZR Is presented. It Involves. roughly speaklng. only lhe period spectrum e
of .t for tc IR and a eartaln eanonlcal seeondary charaeterlstle class of the flow

invariant follatlons (Anoaov folfatlons) of the unlt sphere bundle of X (generallzed

Godblllon-Vey Invariant). It is natural to regard the functlonal equatfon of ZR 8S an

analogue of the theorem of Polncarlt- Hopf (relaUng the Euler charaeterlstle of a

manlfold to the "umber of fhced points of Isometries) . In the second part we

eharacterlze all the slngularftles of ZR by the non-vanlshlng of twisted Euler

eharacter fstles of some canonlcal complex on S(X). For the topologlea! slngularltles

of ZR thl6 Ja most naturally regarded a8 an Index theorem for the r-actlon on the

blpolarlzed apaee of all geodeslcs In Y.

H~ctor S'nchez-Morgado. Unlv. ~~aclona1 de M6xlco:

Lefechetz formulu and Anoacw fl0W8. on 3-manlfolda

Let M be an anaJytlc closed 3-manlfold. let tp be an Ansov flow on M wlth analytlc

stable follatlon. Let p: .,(MJ-.U(nJ be a representatlon. We conslder the torsion

functlon

where the product 16 taken over the prime perlodlc orbits y of fP and ä(y)= 1 If the

unstable manlfold WU(y) Is orlentable. ~(y)= -1 If It 16 not. We also conslder the

Reldemelster torsion ~p(M) deflned aB folJows. Take a cell deeomposltlon of M and

the eorrespondlng cell decomposltlon of the universal coverlng M. Let Ck be the set

of k-cochalns ~ In Mwlth values In C" that are equlvarlant. I.e. ~og= p(g) ~ Vge s I(M).

d d d
We get a eochaln complex C°-'CI-'C2-'C3 . If It8 cohomology H-CM:p) vanishes

we say that p 15 acyclle. In such eBse there Is a retractlon 0: Ck + l .. Ck • La. dD+Dd= Id.

USlng a geometrie basis we deflne 'tpO.A)= IdetCD+d)l.

Theorem (Erg. Th. and Dyn. 6YS. 13 (1993), p. 335-347):

Let M.'P be as above, p be acyclle. Then R,.,.p has meromorphic contlnuatlon

and IR•.p(OH= 'tp(ML

•
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Rlchard HIlI.80nn:

An explanation of the raUanallt, of tha Reldemerater zeta functlan

If cp:X .... X Is a self-map of a connected compact polyhedron then the Reldemelster

number Rlep) of cp Is deffned to be the number of equlvalence classes of liftings of cp to

the universal cover of X. If all the "umbers Rlep") are finite then one may conslder

the Reldemeister zeta functlon Rcp(zJ= exp (1:.. ~nR(epn)). Thls zeta functlon has been

Investlgated by Fel'shtyn, Ptlyuglna and Hili. and varlaus crlterla (or the ratlonallty of

Rcp have been obtalned. These phenomena will be explalned via the representatlon

.heory of _,(X) and Its profInite completlon. In partlcular It will be shown that If -t(X)

.ontalns an abellan subgroup of finite Index then R(q») 18 preclsely the number of flxed

points of the Induced map on the unltary dual of -1 (X) ·
In the case that -t(X) Is a dJrect sum of a ffnlte group an an abelJan group the unltary

dual 18 a finite union of tori and the Induced map 16 linear. so there la ,~~'1 Mar~ov

partition of the unltary dual t whlch Impllea that R. Is rational. The reBul t gen~rallzes

the prevlouB results on R•.

Alexander Fel'shtyn. Greifswald:

Trace farmulu arid dJnamlcai zeta functlon In N....... theory

We prove the trace formulas for the Reldemelster "umbers of group endomorphlsma

In the followlng casea: the group 18 flnltely generated and an endomorphlsm 18 eventually
commutatlve; the group 16 finite; the group la a dlrect sum of a finite group and a free

abellan group; the group Is flnltely generated, nIlpotent and torsion free. These results

had prevlously been known only for the free abella" group. As a consequence we obtaln

under the same condltlons on the fundamental group of a compacl polyhedron the

trace formula for the Reldemelster numbers of a contlnuOU8 map and under ,Bultable

•

condltiOnS the trace formulas for the Nlels8n numbers of a contlnuau& map•. The trace

rmula for the Reldemelster numbers ImplIes the ratlonallty of the Reldemelater zeta

functlon. We prove the ratlonallty and functlonal equatlon for the Reldemelster ~eta

functlon of an endomorphJsm of a flnltely generated toralon free nIlpotent grou~ and of

a dlrect Bum of a finite group and a free abellan group. We glve a new praof of the

ratlonallty of the Reldeme'ster zeta functlon In the eBse when the group 18 flnltely

ganerated and the endomorphlsm 18 eventual1y commutatlve and In the ease whe" the

group la finite. We glve also anothar proof for the posltlvlty of the radius· of

convergence of the Nlel8en zeta functlon and propos8 an exacl algebralc lower bound

8stlmatlon (or the radius. We connect the Reldemelster zeta functlon of an endo

morphlsm of a dJrect sum of a finite group and a (ree abellan group wlth the Lefschetz

zeta functlon of the unltary dual rnap, and as a consequence obtaln a connectIon of the

Reldemelster zeta funetlon wlth the Reldemelster torsion. We eonJecture that If the

fundamental group of a compact polyhedron has polynomlai growth then some power

of the Reldemel8ter zeta functJon 18 a rational functlon.
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Nlcolal Haydn. Los Angeles:

Tra..'!f!v4tr.ü ",...ur•• and the dynamlcal zeta functlon

Glven an Axiom A (low and' a Hölder contrnous funcUon on Its basic set. we Introduce

transversal measures on the stable and unstable follatlon8. Thelr pull-backs under

the action of the f10w and the homotopy of ··slldlng·· along the transversal folIatrans

are transformed accordlng to smooth Margulls type cocycle equatlons. In the special

ease when the potential 18 the zero functlon we recover the tradltlonal Margulls

measure. Wlth these measures ane obtalns a canonlcal factorlsatlon of the equlllbrium

state for the glven potential.

In a slmllar way we find transversal functlonals whlch are determlned by the poles of

the dynamlcal zeta functlon. These functlonals determlne the singular parts (reson

ances) In the' partfal fractlon expansion of the Fourier transform of the correlatlon

functlon.

Gerhard Keller. Erlangen:

Zeta functlone lor Col1et-Eckmann map.

Let T:[O,1]-+[O.1] be unlmodal wlth negative Schwarzlan derivate (and satlsfylng same

additional regularlty asumptlons near the crltlcal point c). Typlcal examples are the

maps T(x)=a-(1-12x-111) for 1>1 and ac[j ,1]. We study dynamlcal zeta functlons

tg(z)=exp f Z; 1: gm(x)
..,.... x-T-x

.-t exp(t-F(x))
where 9m(X)= Ir~O g(Tkx) and g(x)= IT'(x)ll+, wlth F: [O.1]~C of bounded variation

and P .t complex parameters_ In order to prove analytJclty properltles of Ce. we need

the followlng (hlghly non-unlforml) expansion condltlon (due to Collet and Eckmann):

(CE) ~ =11m Inf urn )'(Tc)fl/n > 1.
C "-t>CD

Nowlckl proved that maps satlsfylng (CE) also have

~p.r= Inf ( UT") '(pH,,In: Tn p= p} >1

and ~ = 11m Inf {1111-11'": 1'1 a maximal monotonicity Interval of T"} > 1-
11 ""CD

Let ~E=mln{~ 1/1.~ 1/1.~.,J. Then >-E>1 and we have:
c per ".

Theorem (Keller. Nowlckl: Com. Math. Phy. 149 (1992). p. 31-69):

For 8> ~E -1 and t and ts sufflclently elose to 0 (dependlng on 8), (a{Z) 16

meromorphlc and nonzero in Uzi <8-'}. The Inverses of the poles of Cg are the

Isolated elgenvalues of a suitable transfer operator 8S6oclated wJth T and g.
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Davld RueHe. Bures-sur Yvette:

FunctlaMl equatlon In Olle clJn.-alan

The Mllnor-Thurston formula expresses the Lefschetz zeta functlon

86 a "kneadlng determlnant" when f 16 a plecewlse monotone map of the Interval

[0.1]. Thls (ormula has been extended by Baladl & RueHe to functlons of the type

t(z)=exp f· zmm I L(x.fm ) -Ö' g(fkx) .
..1 xe Flx(f·) k-O

whe" 9 Is plecewlse eonstant.
A further generalJsatfon 18 to the CBse when f 18 multlvaJued. One Ca" then remark
that the perlodlc points for f are the same aa those for (-I. and thls ylelds a functlonaJ
equaUon of the form C(z)t(z)= 1 (generlcaJly).

Thls equatlon relates the zeros of ane zeta functlon and the poles of another ~ne,

whlch the (geMrallseef) Mllnor-Thurston formula relates to the elgenvalu8s of a

certaln transfer operator.

Genadl Levln, JerusaJem:

Dletrlbutlon of elgenval... of the tranafer operator

We eons'der transfer operators on the repeller of a holomorphlc map In the eomplex

plane. I' the welght Is a smooth functlon, 'we dlscU68 a crlterlon for a holomorphlc

funetlon outside the repeller to be a Cauchy transform of an elgenvector of the adJolnt
operator. The example correspondlng to the map f(z)=z2- c wlth Cantorlan repeller

(c>2J and the real-anaJytlc welght If'(z)l-2 la consldered In details .. The distribution

~l the elgenvaJues a8 c~ 2 18 de8crlbed. Different parts of thls work were dpne Jolntly

.'th A. Eremenko, M. Jodl" and P. Judltskl.. .

Vlvla"e BaJadl. ZUrich:

Kneadlng matr.cee and z" functlone for ..Ighta GI bounded variation

We conslder a plecewlse contlnuouB. pieeewls8 montane Interval map and a welght of

bounded variation satlsfylng mUd technlcal assumptIons .. Wlth t~ese data we assoelate

a sequence of wlghted (finite) Mllnor-Thurston kneadlng matrlees converglng to a

countable matrix (whose coefflclents are analytlc functlons). Uslng prevlous resul ts

of Bal~dl & Ruelle In the case of locany constant welghts ("An extension of the
theorem of Mllnor and Thurston on the zeta funetlonB of Interval maps.... to appear In
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Ergodie Theory & Dynamlcal Systems), we show that the determlnant of lhls Infinite

tllitrlx Is the Inverse of the correspondlngly reduced welghted zeta functlon far th..
map. (The matrix when evaluated at a point aetlng to the rlght on 11 lN), or to the left

on )eD(N) 16 a Fredholm operator In the sense of Grothendleek.) As a consequence, we

abtain convergence of t~e dlscrete part of the spectra of the Perron-Frobenlus

operators of the pfecewlse affine approximations of Markovlan, pieeewise expandlng

and plecewlse C1+BV Interval maps.

Siman Waddington, GöttIngen:

Luge deviation ••ymptotlc. for Anaaov flowe

We repart o.n recent results concernlng asymptatlc formulae far large deVlatlon_,

probabflltles of Anosov nows. ..

Let M be a CCD compact Rlemannlan manlfold and let 'Pt: M~M be a Cl transitive Anosov

flow. Let m be the equlllbrium state of G.cmCM;R), 0<(1<1. We conslder the ergodie

process, I.e. for m a.e. YIM

T
-i= f FCtptY) dt ~ JF dm

o

We glve condltlons under whlch there la an asymptotlc formula for large deviation

probabllities of the form

T -TUa)
m{ycM: t ~ F("ty)dhJ}-KCa)~ as T.... ClD.

f'l

Here J 16 a compaet Interval In R wlth /Fdm. J, aeJ, I: R~[O,m] 18 the entropy

functlon, whlch 16 real analytlc and strlctly convex, and KCa) 16 a eonsta"t dependlng

only on a. Our methods also yleld more reflned "medium deviation·· results, whlch

Include the Central Limit Theorem of Ratner (lsr. J. Math. (1973», as a special eBse.

The proofs are based on the analysis of a comp)ex functlon. Thls 18 the Laplace

transform of the moment generatIng (unctlon of the ergodie process deflned above.

It 18 deflned formally by CD T

ZCs,w)= f e-eT E( exp f FCq)ty)dt)dT
o 0

for s,we C. where E Is the expectatlon operator wlth respect to m.

Hans Henrlk Rugh, Bures-sur-Yvette:

Gener~'MdFredho1m determinante and Selberg zeta
functlona lor axiom Adynamlcal .J.t."..

•

We conslder a generallzed Fredholm determlnant der) and a generallzed Selberg zeta

funetlon (Cw)-t for an axiom A dlffeomorphlsm on a 2-dlmenslona) Rlemannla" manl(old

and an axiom A flow on a 3-dlmenslonal Rlemannlan manlfold respectlvely.

We show that der) and C(w)-' 8xtend to entlre functlons In the eomplex plane. That the

functlons are entlre and not only meromorphlc Is proved by a new method. Identlfylng I

removable slngularltles. by a change of Msrkov partItIons. ~
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Davld Frled. B06ton:

Asymtotlc _pan.Ion. and zeta functlone

Tangerman gaY8 a meromorphlc contlnuatfon (or the zeta functlons of a CCD contractlng

self-correspondance C on a compact manlfold M. later reflned by RueHe. Thls

contlnuatlon Is based on an asymptotlc expansion for the Atlyah-Bott flat-traces of
the powers of the operator Fe· on CCD seetIons of a vector bundle E over M. where

F: C·E .... E Is a C· bundle map:

~ere AIIF)~O. Beyond a certaln modulus. the AI are the large elgenvalues of the
completlon I. of FC· on Cr •1 s8ctlons of E. r»O. The praof campares a spectral

proJection of J." wlthe a spatlal approxlamatlon to J,. n beseel on Taylor approxlma~lon

at a large number of. points •.
Far a hyperbolle flow «Pt on M wlth CCD Invariant splitting we get a slmllar 8symptotlc

expansion. It follows that all zeta functlons aS80clated to CCD liftings .t:E~ E are
meromorphlc on C. Followl"g work of Rugh. thle ca" be shown (or all CGl) hyperb~lIc

nows. In partlcular. If T runs over the orlented closed prime geodesles of a negatlvely
curved manlfold M then the Euler product ß y (1-e-z1 (y» bunt from the lengths I(y)

extends from Rez»O to a meromorphlc functlon on C. Thls was shown by Ruelle for
locally symmetrie M. \.

Samuel J. Patteraan:

The dlvlaar 01 the RuelI. ata functlon GI a Klelnlan graup

Let G=SOO(n+1.1); let MAN, In the usual notations. be a proper parabolle subgroup of

G. Let Mdenote the set of Irreduclble representatlon clas8es of the eompa~t group

M. As A ~R: we ean Identlfy the Irrec:tuclble representatlona of A wlth C via a"'lal-
ehere lalls deflned by Ad(a)ln=laHd. We now conalder the spaces

V(s,p)= {f: G...Wp If(mang)= lai- p(m)f(g)}

where p.~ and Wp 18 the space reallslng p. We ehell CORBlder the feV(s.p) to be

generallzed functlons (distributions).

Let r be a geometrlcally finite subgroup of G. Ta r ws can aS80clate a RueUe-Selberg

zeta functlon Zr(s.p) whlch. whe" p= I. colncldes wlth the uBual Selberg zeta functlon.

The problem Is to understand the analytlc properltles of Zr(s.p). If r 18 convex

coeompact then Ruelles argument shows that Zr(s.p) can be contlnued to a

meromorphlc funetlon. One therefore 8sks about the divisor of Zr. Ta express the

conJeetures one Introduces V(s.Pirl=(feV(s.p)I Supp(f)cL(rl} where L(r) 1& the limit

set of r (In Sn ~ MAN\GL Then the conJecture& are
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a) HJ(f .V(s.p;r)) 15 fInite dimensional.

b) tt (-UJ dirn HJer,Ves,p;r»=o,
J.O

c) the order of Zr at (s,p) 18
•• t J+1I (-1) J•dIrn H1(r,V(s.p;r».

J.O

Note that r haB vlrtual cohomologlcal dimension :'"+1 so that all hlgher cohomology

group8 are trivial. The meanlng of, and evldence for these conJectures was dlscusaed.

Peter Perry. Lexlngton:

Dlvlaor of tIMt Selber" zeta functlon for Klelnlan graupe

We report Joint work wlth' S.J. Patterson. Let r be a geometrleally finite, torslon-free

dlacrete group of IBornetrles of real hyperbolle apaee H 2m
, and suppose further that

r has Infinite volume and 16 convex eocompact. On the one hand. reaults of RueHe and

Frled Imply that the Selberg zeta functlon Zr(s) for r 18 the quotient of entlre functlons

of order· s:2m. On the ather hand. scatterlng theory for the Laplace-Beltraml operator

~r on M=H2m/r can be used to prove a functlonal equatlon for Zrl(s)/ZrCs). Thls

functlonal equatlon shows that the divisor of Zr(s) conslsts of topologleal zeros at

8= -k. k.{O.l,2 •..•}. m odd. Cor poles If m Is even) , and spectral zeroes at I) Yalues of s

wlth Re(s»n/2 and s(n-8) an elgenvalue of ~r' and 11) values of s whlch are poles of

the seatterlng operator Sr(s) (ar Re(s)<n/2. Together these results .glve a Hadamard

product representatlon (or Z res).•: a Selberg trace formula. and an optimal saUmste

on the distribution of scatterlng poles for Sr(s).

Anton Deltmar. Heldelberg:

Higher tarslon zeta functlona

In 1986 D. Frled proved the followlng
Theorem: Let X denote a compact .hyperbollc apace. p an acyellc representatlon of

_,(X). Defl"e Rp(s)= ß
T

det (1- p(y).-_l(Y» where the product 16 taken over

all prime geodeslc8. then Rp haB a meromorphlc contlnuatlon to C, Batlsfles a
functlonal equatlon and ws baye Rp(O)= T(p)2 where t 18 the analytlc torsion.

Far X= r\GlK a locally symmetrie space of hlgher rank every homotopy ciaBB y contalns

a whole manlfold X
T

of closed geodeslcs. If the fundamental rankCG)= 1 we have

Theorem (Moscovlcl.Stanton 1991): The functlon

e-- llT)
Zp(s)=exp-~trp(y)xleXT/CP) ~

has a meromorphlc contlnuatlon, functlonal equatlon a8 8"'-8 and Zp(O)= T(p)2.

Here X· is the orblfold Euler characterlstlc and tp the geodesie flow.

•
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For r nlee in the sense of Borei, Xf(Xy/cp)= X(Xy/"P). and thls Euler characterlstlc can

be calculated (rom the de Rham complex of Xy . In the same manner we Iterate and

get aseries (X"),, of Euler characterlstlcs as weil as a sarles (t"),,. N of hlgher

torsions.

Theorem: Let r=(undamental rank of G then to(p)= ...= t,.-1 (p)= 1 and I

_ e-aHT)

Zp(s)=exp- !tr per) X"CXy/cp)LCs.y) -",--
y y

has meromorphlc continuaUon. functlonal equaUon and Zp (0)=t,. Cp) 2.

laaae Efrat. Unlv. of Maryland:

e
Multlfraetals are selt-slmllar sets whleh. unllke the elasslcal Cantor set. da not

admlt uniform BeaUng, but Instead exhibit an entlre speetrum of BeaIlng para'!'eters.

Invoklng a Legendre transform. thls ls eaptured by a funetlon analogou6 .to t~e free

energy funetlon In statlstlcal meehanlcs. To study thls functlon we show that 1\ ean

be expressed as the logarlthm of the largest elgenvaiue of the approprlate transfer

operator. When the multlfraetal conslsta of the Irratlonals. we obtal" the spectral

equatlon A4J(x)=cII(x+l)+x-2.$t1.-t)

We show that automorphle functlons on the modular group SlC2.Z) can be charaeterlzed

In terms of thls equatlona. In partlcular. for Maass forms the work of lewls glves such
cIJ wlth c1J(CD)=O=cIJ(1). We prove that the converse la also true. appeallng to work of

Mayer and ourselves whlch relate Selberg zeta functlons to determlnants of transfer
operators.

Dleter Mayer, Clausthal-ZeJlerfeld:

• The DrOH of SeI....g·. zeta funetlon Md the tran.f.,. operator for PSL(2,z)

Since the Selberg functlon zsun for PSLt2,Z) can be expressed through Fredholm

determlnants of the transfer operator '.:B(D)~B(O),deflned for Rets>-1/2,1=0.1.2 •••

CD ( 1 )2. [ ( 1 ) I ~ ( 1 )kJ t ~a8 ~8f(z)= ~t z;m f z;m -,~o~ z;m + II~O --,u- Clz+1,21S+k) te)

aa Z.(~)=det(l- l.e-)det(l.'e). It shouJd be po861ble to determlne the divisor of

z.un from the operator 1.. whlch Is meromorphlc In the ~-plane wlth simple poles

at the points t'= i (l-k). k=O.1.2•.... The zeroes Just correspond to t'-values wlth
det(l:t~.)=O. that means La has elgenvalue A= .t1. Any elgen"functton of La In ~(D)
wlth elgenvalue AJ' fulfl1a lewls' equatlon: .

~afe(Z)=A8fa(Z+1)+(Z~1)2' fa(z~l).
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It 15 shown that the condltlon 11m If(-1+ell<M ensures that any solution of the above
."'0+

equatlon (or O<Re~s:1 18 also a solution of !.t) f l' = AI't (I!t. For Rets>j ona needs Just
iirn ((2+Ni; =0.
M~CD

To Investlgate the trivial 'zeroes of Zs (ts) at the points ~= -N, N= 1.2•... ons has to
B (z+1)

conslder the operator t.fS a8 in (-) wlth 1= 2N+l. Since C(z+l,-n)= - n~+1 wlth Sn

the BernoulJl polynomlaI. the second term In the aboye representatlon of 1._ has Its

rang"e In the space of polynomlais Ir f l2N+1)(O)=O. The Lewls equatlon admlts for

~= -N polynomfal solutIons. The one to the elgenvalues ~=:*1 are Just the per Iod

polynomlais for PSL(2,Z) aa shown recently by D. Zagler. We show that these

polynomlai solutIons determlne also polynomial solutIons of the equatlon f= J._
N

fand

henee eontrlbute to det(1.:tL .. ) In an essential way. Simple arguments show that

det(1z L fS ) ca.n have for p... -N only simple poles. The residu8S at these poles contain ~
as one faetor det(1- ~!~N+1» where .L~~N+1) 18 Just the first sum In the aboye .,

formula for l..a.

Uslng the formula (d~)2N+1L~~N+1)=I-LN+1+AN+1)(d~)2N+1

wlth LNflz) ~1(z1m)N f(z~m) and ANflz)=flOltlz+1,2NI

one shows that det(1- J. (2N+1J)=det(1+ ~ -A )=0
-N ""N+1 N+1 •

Frank Steiner, Hamburg:

Dynamlca1 zeta f..,.ctlona arid the quantl••tlon of c:haoa

In the quantum theory of ehaoUe systems one 18 lookl"g for quantleaUon rules whleh

replace the famllar WKB or EBK quantIsatIon rules, slnce the latter are not appllcable

In the ease of ehaotlc systems. Based on dynamleal zeta funetlons, Z(s), one can

formutate exact (or semlclasstcal) quantIsatIon condltlons In the simple form Z(s)= 0,

where s= i +IIE and E denotes the energy. An evaluation requlres, however. an analytle

contlnuatlon Into the crltlcal strip, where the deflnlng Euler products for Z(8) over the

lengths of the claaslea} perlodlc orbits are In general not convergent. Rewrltlng the

Euler products aa generallzed Dlrlehlet s8rl8S (over 80 called pseudo-orblts), lt is

Illustrated that a numerlcal evaluation on the crltlca1l1ne 18 feaslble. The convergence

propertles of the DIrichlet sertes Inside the crftlcal strip are dlscussed. As an example

Artln's bl1l1ard 18 dlscuBsed (geodesie flow on the modular domaln). From Selberg's

trace formula one dertves the factorlsatlon formula Z(s)= Z+(s)·Z- (s) for the odd/even
" +

eigenfunctlons and separate functlonal equatlons for Z-(s). Flnally, a conJecture la

stated (and' numerleally shown to hold true for saveral chaotle systems) whlch

concerns the extstenee and propertles of a IImltlng distribution of the error term In

Weyl's law (.-v i arg Z( j +IIEJ - approprlately normallzed - generallzlng a result of

Sei berg on the probabIlIty distribution

arg (Ci +IU
11 (log log t) j of Rlemann's zeta functlon on the crltlcal I1ne.

e
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Stefano 1501a. Bologna:

How numbertheoretlc zeta functlona can be uaed to prove strong cI•••leal .nd

quantum equldlatrlbutlon reaulta

Uslng deep results from "umber theory, such as the Rlemann hypothesis for curves

over finite ftelds, we are able to prove some strang reaults on the distribution of

perlodlc orbits IJvlng on same prime lattlces for the hyperbolle automorphlsm of the

2-torus. Furthermore. the canonlcal quantlzatlon of such dynamleal systems ylelds a
perlodfc unltary operator on aN-dimensional Hllbert space, where h= 1/N. We then

prove that thls quantum system becomes ergodie and mlxlng In the cl asslcal limit

(N-t CD). The recovery of the stochasUe behavlour out of a perlodlc one 18 based malnly

~ the fact that the Wigner funetlona of the elgenstatea. supported on the elaasleal

perlodlc orbits, are proved to become unlformly spread In phase space. Thls turns out

to be the first example of a system whleh exhibits "unlque quantum ergodlclty" - I.e.

for any observable f whose classleal symbol 16 f:n2~R and any sequenee of elgen-

vectors 'PN of the quantum propagator the followlng limit holds: -. :_~.

where 11 Is the Lebesgue measure on the torus and the limit 18 taken over the primes.

Rlehard Sharp, Landon:

Orbit count,,,, for ..... group. actlng on negatIvI, curved manlfolcla

We refer Joint work wlth Mark Pollicott. .
Let Xbe a 61mply connected complete Rleman"lan manlfold wlth 811 sectlonal curvatures

Iylng between two negative constants and let r be a group aetlng dl8contlnuously and

180metrlcally on X. Far x,y. X (and T>O) deflne the.2d111.ll coyntlnq fyactlon
Nr(x,y,T)= • {ger: d(x,gy)~T}

Ahere d 18 dlstance on X. One would IIke to underatand the behavlour of Nr'(x,y,T) a8

~~CD for as large a clas6 of groups r a8 posslble. In 1969, Margulls showed that If

x/r 18 a compact manlfold then 3CX •Y>0 such that

Nr(x,y,T)'W Cx •y e hT a8 T-t.,

wher. h=h(X»O denote. the exponentlal growth rate of the volume of balls In X. We

show that If r 18 as above and r' anormal 8ubgroup In r wlth rIf' ~Zk, k~1 then

3C~.y>O such that N... (x,y,T),ov C~.Y r-k
/

2 ehT a8 T~CD.

The praof Involves reduclng the questlon to one about the geodeslc flow over X/f.
symbollc dynamlcs and the analy.'s of 8 ··symbollc Polncartl serles".

8erlcht...tatter: Volker Schubert, GöttIngen.
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH.

Tagungsbericht

Model Sdection

s. - 11.12.1993

54/1993

;.

. Die Tagung fand unt:er der Leitung von R. Dahlha~ (Heidelberg) und C. Z. Wei

(Taipei) statt.

Ziel der Tagung war es, die verschiedenen Ansitze in der Modellwahl sichtbar zu

machen, und den Meinungsaustausch zwischen den einzelnen Wissenschaftlern zu

fördern. An der Tagung nahmen 23 Wissenschaftler teil. Es wurden 20 Vorträge

gehalten.

Geg~tandder Tagung waren Modellwahlverfahren, wie Ale, BIe, <; und minimum

descriptiOD length" Bootstrap-Methoden bei der Modellwahl, die Beziehungen zwischen

Modellwahl und Parametersehltzung, konkrete Anwendungen in der Regressions- und

Zeitreihenanalyse, sowie alternative Methoden der Modellbildung.

Die Tagung war für alle Teilnehmer sehr anregend, Wld die Vielfalt der Vorträge fllhrte

zu einem intensiven Gedankenaustausch über die Probleme des Fachgebietes.
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VortrnwmuszÜge

Modelling of Nonstationary Time Series

Rainer Dahlhaus

Institut filr Angewandte ~athematik.Universität Heidelberg

A general procedure is presented for modelling nonstationary time series by

parametric models. The parameters are estimated by a minimum distance procedure.

Mo~ preci~ly we consider the Kullback-Leibler distance between two stoehastic •

processes tbat have a time dependent speettal representation. It is shown tbat this

theoretieal distance ean be written in tenns of the time varying spectral densities of the

p~s:-:TC? ge,t an. empirieal distance function we replace the spectral density of the

obServed process hy the local periodogram. Minimizing the resulting distance leads 10

the 'estimator. We prove·asymptotic nonnalit)' of the estimator. Of particular interest is

the case where a stationary model is fiited to a nonstationary process. The result gives

the estimated value. the theoretically optimal fit and the asymptotic distribution iil this

eISe. As a model selection CriteriOD we suggest an AIC-like criterion.. Tbe results are

demonstrated in a simulation study.

Data Features

Laurie Davies

Fachbereich für MatJumatilc und InformtJti/c, Univemtilt Essen

Let X be a sampie space and Pa class of distributions on the Borel sets of X A data

feature ~is a mapping of Xx Pinto the two point set (0.1 t.1l ~(xJ») = 1 with xe X an_

Pe Pthen the daUl x exhibit the feature 1"with res~t to the model Pe P. Given a number

a, 0 < a < I, a feature ~is called an a-feature' if P{!T(X{P),P)'= 1) ~ a for all Pe P.

X{P) denotes a random sampie in Xwith disuibution P and it is assumed thal the random

variables.are defined on a com~on probabilily space (Q.9'p). Given a feature 1" the

adequacy region ,based on the data x is defmed by ~x.7',P) =(P: Pe Pt~(x,P) = I}. If

H: P -. R t is same funetional then the adequacy region for the values cf H(P), Pe~ is

given by H(JI (x.1'.P» = (H(P): Pe P • .1(x.P) = I}. Examples of features based on

weaker metrics, order statistics. runs.. loc:uion and scale functionals and deviations from

spectr3l density functions were given.
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Assessment and Propagation or Model Uncertainty

David Drnper

School 0/Mathematical Sciences, University 0/Bath

In most examples of inference and prediCtiOD. the expression of uncertainty about

unknown qwintities y on the basis of known quantities' x is based on a model M that

fonnalizes assumptions about how x and y are related. M will typically have two. parts;

structural asslimplions 5. such as the fonn of the link ~~ctiOD and choice of en1?r

distribution in a generalized.linear model, and. parameters 8 whose meaniDg ~~

specific 10 a given choice of S. It is c'ommon in s~tica1 theory and practise 10

a.ck:Dowledge parametric unceI'Iainty about 9 giyen a particular assumed strueture S; it ~

less commOD 10 acknowledge struClura! uncertainty about S itself. A widely used
approach", in fact., involves enlistiDg the aid of x to specify" a single "best" cho~- S· cir
S. and then proceeding as ifS· wen: knOWD to be conecL In general Ws aPP~hf$
to fully assess and propaga~ structural uncenainty, and ~ay lead to misc&libra~~

uncenainty assessments about y given L When miscalibratiOD occurs it is offen in~

directiOD of understatement of uncertainty about y';~leading 10 inaccurate scientiflc

summaries and ovetWnfident decisions that do not incorporate sufficient hed~g
against uncenainty. In this talk I disc~ a Bayesian approach 10 solving this proj)lem,

based on integrating over struetmal tineenainty as in the expression

J.l{y Ix) = IJ1(y Ix,S) J.l(S Ix)dS, which has long been 'available in principle but is onJy

now becoming routinely feasible by virtue of recent computational advances, and

illustrate im application in several examples.

On Finite-Sample Propertfes 01 M~el SelectioD Proc:edilres

BemdDroge

Institut filr Stoeha.rtik, Humboldt-UmwmliU zu Berlin

We derive finite-sample propenies of proc:edures for the selectioD of linear

regression models under the assumption of nonnally disaibuted errors. Tbe seJection of

an uappmpriate" model may be regarded as a smoothing problem, and will usually be

done in a data-dependent way. A straightforward application of a result by P.J.

Kempthome provides thal. under a normalized squared errar loss, alt selection

procedures (data-dependent or not) are admissible. Funhennore. the minimax approach

provides an interpolating estimalor of the regression function, which is often
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impractical. Thcrefore. within a certain class of selection procedures an optimal ~ne is

determined usi"g the min,imaÄ i'Cg&~t principle. This optima! procedure depends on the

degree of freedom" for estimating the unknown e~r variance, and behaveS similar to

the minimum-Cp·procedure.

Graphical Methods ror ·Applicadons.- Dependent Model Selection

David Fmdley

U.S. Buretm 0/ the Census, Washington

. In practice, statistical models, at their bes~ oo1y capture same of the features of the

data 10 which they are fit~ limitation mearis that düferent uses of the same da~

suCh as long-term" fo'recas~g versos short-term forecasting, often require different
I

models. H an app~cation ~ appropriate CriteriOD can be fauod, such as mean square

forecast error, which can be shown to cODverge appropriately as the data set is

expanded, then by observing the relative movements of this statistic for [Wo competing

models fit 10 a subsef of the data which' is expanded one point at a time 10 the full~

se~ one can often demonstrate the persistent superiority of one model. In the

forecastjng situations we discussed, both empirically and theoretically, this superiority

is demonstrated by basically linear movement, \Vith non-zero shape, in the graph of the

"accumulating sums of differences of squared forecast elTOrs. We presented a uniform

almost Sure convergence result for sample-size normalized sums ofsquared errors aver
.compact families of invertible ARMA models to provide theoretical support for the

method. The data were only required to have second order'moments which can be

estimated LS., so they can be. far removed from ARMA data.

On the Identificatio" 01 a Bilinear System

JUrgen Franke

Fachbereich Mathematik,.Univenitill Kaiserslautem

We discuss the problem of identifying "Iarge'" bilinear systems (i.e. high

dimension. very large sampies) with, e.g., state space representation:

x(t + 1) =Fx(t) + OU(l) + Nu(t)f8x(t) + t(l),

y(t) = Hx(t) + [(tl.
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We describe a simple procedure inspired by Guidorzrs algorithm ro'r linear systems

which basically is a stepwise regression (backwards) procedure for a ulinearized" input

output representation of the system. We illustrate the ability of the procedure to cope

with large systems by applying it 10 data from a leSt rig for car5.

Predictive Stoc.hasdc Complexity

Uszl6 Gerencs6r

Computer tmdAuto~nInstitute, HU1Igarian AciJMmy 0/Scimce, BUdoput

Predictive stoehastic complexity is defined for Gaussian ARMA-processes as

I.~.l ~(iO-l).where ta(9) is the recO~eted innovation process, assuming~that~e
true ARMA parameter vector is 9, and' 9 0 is the maximum-likelihood estimatO~of~

true parameter vector, say 9·. One of the main results that was. presented.is that

tim I.~al (~(iO-l) - ci) I a2(e) log N = p + q almost surely, where (eu) is the
~vatioD process, ~d PA Ire the ARMA orders. .. "'_

This result can be extended to the case when estimation with forgetting is applied.

Let the forgetting rate be~ 0 < A< 1. A typica1 result is tben tbat

E<ea<8.-1) - ei) = a2(e) ~P +q) (1 + Q(l."». c > O.

Bow Many Terms Sbould be Addecl into 8D Additive Model

Wolfgang Hlrdle· and A. B. Tsybakov

Fachbereich Wirtschajtswi.rsen.schafte1'l, Humboldt-Univemt/ll BerU!a

Institute for Probknu o/lnfomuJtion TrtulSmissio1l, Academy 0/SciellCu, Moskow

Smoothing in high dimensions faces the problem of data sparseness. Additive

regression models alleviate this problem by fitting a sum of one-dimensional smooth

functions. Given a set of predictor variables, some of these funetiODS could actua1ly be

zero, so that a further simplification of high dimensional data analysis occurs. A tltree·

stage procedure is proposed here 10 decide how many and which components should be

added into such an additive model. In a first step the predictor variables are made

orthogonal by a principal component transfonnation. After the second step, detennining
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lhe number and scqucncc 01" componenls, thc model is tit by the kernel method. Tbe

asymptotic distribution of ihis regression ~stimate is givcn. Thc practical pertbrmunce i5

investigated via a simulation study.

On the Extended Information Criterion DIe and its Use

Makio Ishiguro*, Y. Sakamoto and G. Kitagawa

The Institute 0/Statistical Mathematics, Tokyo

Akaike proposed Ale as an estimate of the expected log likelihood to evaluate the e
goodness of models fitted to a given set of data. The introduction of Ale has.greatly

widened the range of applications of statistical methods. However, its limit lies in the

point that it can be. applied ooly to· the cases where the parameter estimation is

performed by the maximum likelihood method. .

'Ale was derived performing necessary integration utilizing the as~ptotic

nonnality of M.L.E..

Using bootstmp technique to perfonn the integration, we can extend Ale 10 EIe

which can be used to ev~uate the goodness of models whose parameters are not

.necessarily estimated with maximwn likelihood procedures..

Bootst~p Autoregressive Order Selection

Jens·Peter Kreiss

Institut für Mathematische Stochastik, Technische UniversitIJt Braunschweig

It is dealt with theo problem of ~tting an autoregression of finite order p 10 given data

Xl' ... , Xn generated by a stltionary autoregressive process (Xt: te Z) with infmi~

order. i.e. e
X t = L 3y X t- v +Et forall teZ = {O, ± 1, ±2•... }.

v=l

The white noise process <e.: te Z) consists of i.i.d. random variables with zero mean

and fmite variance cI'.
On the basis <;Jf the tinal prediction errar (FPE) an order selection procedure is

proposed in which ODe relevant ternt can be approxim3ted using the bootstrap. The

advantage of the proposal is, that the boolStrap order selection allows for different kinds

of parameter estimates and is not restricted to Yule-Walker parameter estimates, as, Cor
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example. the Akaike information crilerion (Ale) is.

The proposed procedure has the wanted propeny. mal the more precise ODe can

estimate the unknown par:uneters the higher one probably wants to choose the order p

of the fit
Some asymptotic results are proved and also simulations were shown. which

demonsttate'the behaviour of the proposal. The researcb is joindy with Jilrgen Franke.

Kaiserslautern..

More Comments on Cp

Colin·Mallows

AT&TBeU Labs, Mu"DY HilI .

A very common contiguration on a Cp·plot (when the number of ind,l?pendent

variables is large) is as shOWIC '

!

," "", .. ":; L~l:
···V I

. ".:,/1 I
')0"

/"/ . J,

with Da single subset being stl'Ongly indicated as iabest". A simple mecbanlsm that

generates such a configuration is the following: assume .tbe~re~on coefftCients

are spread out approximately uniformly near the origin. with k-local density )., . In the

case of a standardized orthogonal design,' the minimum-Cp-values will then be

approximately

min<;=k+..L - 2q (q =ko-p)
121.1
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and the average preuiciive mean sqU~i"e t:rror of the "mi.'1 Cp' !~t-squa..re~s" rnle will be

3
k+-

q
-

12A?

i.e. > k for all q > O. Simul~tions show that .similar results hold for' correlated

regressors, and demonstrate that when such a configuration is seen, prediction using a

subset-LS estimate is not a good idea. Same kind of shrinkage is esssential. A pseudo

Bayesian method based on a "spike + slabu prior is suggested.

Optimal. Smoofhing in Adaptive Location Esdmation.

EnnoMammen

Institut für Stochastik, Humboldt-UniversitIJt1Jl BeTlin

The problem of estimating the location parameter ~f an i.i.d. sampie is considered

for th~ case that the location derisity is symmetrie and UDknown. This is a classical

problem going back (0 the tifties and some estimation procedures have been proposed

over the years which at~~ the same asymptotic' efficiency as for the loeation model

with known density f. Typlcally, the procedures are based on two steps. In the first

step tlu~ efficient score function f Ir is estimated. Then a linear estimate using this

estimate of r'/f and a preliminary estimate'of 9. In this ta1k some higber order analysis

is preSe~ted for (wo step procedures based on keine! estimation of"(If. We show that .

higber order optimality for estimating' the loeation parameter will not be reached by

optimal estimation of C'/f. Suboptimal estimates of (,r will give smaller asY,IDptotic

variances. The influence of the preliminary estimate on the operation characteristics of a
lbe adaptive estimate is also discussed. •

"Random-Sets"·Procedures

D.W. MUller

Institut für Angewllndte Mathematik, Univenit/lt Heidelberg

This talk presenlS the exccss muss approach in Stltistics. The basic idea of this

approach is 10 measure the amount of probahility mass not fitting a" given statistical

J'
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model. It came up in lhe context of modality testing (Müller & Sawitzki 1987, 1991),

was later applied to density estimation (Polonik 1992) and even extended to regression

(Müller 1992). Müller & Sawitzki proposed the excess mass difference s~tistic Cor

testing unimodality (mentioned already in an Oberwolfach conference 1981). The

asymptotics of this statistic for regularly unimodal and unifonn distributions is

described. Polonik (1992) has extended these results (using different methods) 10 th~

higher dimensional case. He applied empirical proeess methods. According 10 Polonik

the density estimator of Müller & Sawitzki ("tbe silhouetten) is a generalization of the

Grenander estimator. The ideas ean be carried over per analogiam to quantile

regression. Here they lead to minimax correlation procedures. The talk presents

simulation results and asymptotic statements explaining the remarkably weak

dependencc of these procedures on the underlying probability stmCtul'e.

Consistency Properties 01 Model SelectioD entena in
Multiple Linear Regression

Marlene Müller

Fachbereich Wirtschaftswissensc1u:Jften, HUl1I1Mldt-Universiti1t ZU Berlin

The talk concems consistency properties for a class of model selec:tiOD criteria in

multiple linear regression. This class covers wellknown criteria as e.g. Mallows' Cp,

'CV (cross-validation), GCV (generalized cross-validation), Akaike's AlC and FPB as

weil as Schwarz' BIC. All these criteria are shown to be consistent in the sense~

the probability of selecting the true or larger models converges to 1 if the sample:size ~

growing 10 infinity. The proofs assume Li.d. errors with ~ = 0 and Dei = (12 and

allow a possible inadequacy of the linear model For a subclass of these criteria (DIe
type criteria. suitable corrected Cp-crlteria) a sb'Onger consistency propeny is pioved
(asymptotic choice of the true model in probability). Upper bounds for the speed of
cODvergence are obtained for some more assumptions on the errar diStribution
(existence of higher order moments or Donna! errors). Convergence results for loss and
risk ofthe regression fit using the selected model cOmplete these investigations.



, A Generalized Final Prediction Error ror Robust Regression

Debomh Noian

Depanment {}/Statistics, University 0/CaJijornia, Berkeley

Akaike's Final Prediction Error (FPE) minimizes an estimate of the expected

squared error in predicting new, independeilt observations. lbis criterion was designed

for models fit by least squares. A modifieation of FPE is required formodels fit by

other loss funetioDS, such as least absolute 'deviation regression. It is shown bere one

can mimic the form of FPE for a general p funetion, provided: p is eonve~ has a

unique minimum at 0, Ep(e + t) is twice differentiable in t, and Ept(e) = 0 wh~ PI is

an aPproximative derivative for p and eisthe errar in the true model. The m~ified FPE

for pis
n' - 2L P(Yi - x~ß) + ka IR where

i:l:l

-2 1 - 2' - 1 . -"
a = --'-k l:f=t Pl(Yi - xfP) , R = --'--k :Lf=l R(Yi - xIP), R is the second derivative

·n- D-

of Ep(e + t), pisthe minimizer of I P(Yi - xIP> .
The proposed generalization is the result of joint work with Prabir Bunnan at the

University of Califomia at Davis.

Asympt~dc Equivalence 01 Disaete And Continuous Models

Michael Nussbaum

Institut für Angewandte Analysis und Stochastik, Berlin

We investigate the relati9nships of discrete and continuous versions of same

stalistical models, in terms of their deficiency distance ~ (Le Cam's distance between e
experiments). Tbe first example is the asympt~tic equivalence between the signal..in..

white noise problem and GausSian nonparametric regression, whieh was found by

Brown and Low (1992). The second example is the problem ofdensity estimarion from

an Ud. sample, whieh is asymptotically equivalent to a white noise model witb a signal

which is the root of the density. The third example is a nonparametric stoehastic

differential equation model. i. e. a model of small diffusion type where the funetion

which govems. the drift term varies in a nonparametric set. It is shown thal an Euler

difference scheme as a discrete v~rsion of the stochasl~c differential equation is

asymptotically c:quivalent in the senSt:of ~ Cam's deticiency' disiance, when the
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discretization step decreases with the noise intensity. We thus obtain a nonparametric

version of diffusion limit results for autoregression. It follows that in the continuous

diffusion model, discrete sampling on a uniform grid is asymptotically sufficienL The

key teehnical step utilizes the nation of Hellinger prOcess from semimartinga1e theory.

Model SeiecdoD and Inlerence

Benedikt M. Pötseher .

InstitLllfür Statistik und Informatik, UnivenitJJt Wien

Frequently, when fitting a model "to data. the choice of the model itself is based on

the same data seL As a consequcnce, ehe standard distributional results for the

parameter estimators da DO langer appl~. If inference is nevenheless f)ued on~
distributional results, then this infmce becomes invalid. For example, ~nfiden~

intervals will typicallybe 100 shorL In tbis ta1k we derive the correct asympto~~

distribution of M-estimators when the model isse~ from a set of nested Models ~Y

a multiple testing procedure. A numerical example illustrates that the differeDce betweei1
the correctasymptotic distribution and the "naive" asymptotic disttibutiOD (i.e~,

ignoring the model selection process) ean be substantial. Some results co~ming the

coDSttuction of asymptoti~ycorrect confidence setS from me asympto~c distribUtit!D
are also given.

Rounding Probabilldes

Friedrich Pukelsheim

Institut für Mathemat:i.k. Uiuversitilt Augsburg

Let the weights Wl' ... , Wc be unifonnly distributed on the probability simplex of

RC
• Given a multiplier v ~ 0, the q-stalionary roundings are defined by

We show that the multiplier va =n + (q _1 )c is unbiased for n up 10 an errar tenn
c . 2

of order 0-
1
• E [ L, Rq(v Will = n + 0(0-1).

i-i
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Minimum Description Length and Model Selection

Bin Yu

Depanmenl 0/Statistics, Un;vers;ty 01 Califomia, Berkeley

Rissanen's description length of d~ta based on a model class has three standard

fonns: predictive~ two-stage, and mixture fonn. These three fonns can be used in

regression variable selection. In the nonnal regression context when the ttue model is

assumed fmite-dim, these three fonns are compared with other criteria in terms ef

overfitting and underfitting probabilities and in terms of two prediction errors. (cf.
Speed and .Yu. nSM. 1993). These three fonns are seen to be asymptolically equivalent _)

in this model and other nice parametric models. They are optimal in tenn of prediction

aswell.

The same three fonns of MDL can be studied in the context of nonparametric

density estimation. The model class is smooth bounded densities on [0.. 1] witb bounded

derivatives and the approximating classes are histograms with equal binwidths. Yu and

Speed (P'IRF, 1993) gives a predictive coding scheme which achieves the lower bound

given in the same paper. Tbe work in p~gress with Barren shows that a smart two

stage coding has the same optimalityand gives op~al histograin density estimatoc.

Choia;.ot Penalty Term in FPE Criterion

Ping Zhang

Department 0/StlJtistics, University 0/Pennsylvania

ne talk summarizes some receot workef mine in an effon of ttying to unify the

practice of model selection using the generalized final prediction e~r criterion. We

establish a natu~ connection bet~een FPE and random walk.. Using the classical

results of Frank Spitzer on randomw~ we suggest the use of a penalty tenn between

3 and 4-for the FPE criterion. Applications of our results to multifold cross validation

method is also discussed. The talk concludes with brief review of progresses we have

made in decision theoretic approacbes ofmodel selection.

Berichterstatter: R. Dahlhaus
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General Principles of Discretization Methods, Theory and Applications

Dec 12 to Dec 18, 1993

The meeting was organized by Philip M. Anselone (Corvallis, Oregon) and Rainer Ansorge
(Hamburg).

From the beginning of the 70's on, a general theory of discretization methods has been
developed. The aim of this theory is to prove theorems for a very wide range of problems
under minimal conditions, to generalize them and to present results from different areas
of applications of dicretization methods in a general setting.

The intention of this meeting was to bring together ·specialists from this field as weil
as scientists who are working on applications of this theory and to exchange new ideas.
A variety of subjects containing, e.g., integral and differential equations and eigenvalue
problems, were discussed, mostly on an abstract and general level, hut applications were
also treated. Many interesting talks led to a lot of interaction between the participants of
the meeting.

At tbe same time another conference, "Methoden und Verfahren der Mathematischen
Physik" organized by R.E. Kleinman (Newark), R. Kreß (Göttingen)and E. Martensen
(Karlsruhe), took place at Oberwolfach. Since the contents of both meetings were ratber
elose to each other, most of the people participated in parallellectures as weIl.

The harmonie atmosphere in the OberwoJfach-Institute (which has orten been described
and is weil known among mathematicians) was one of the reasons for the great suecess
of the conference, especially for the numerous discussions and for private and scientific
contacts.



..'-\bstracts

P.M. ANSELONE AND M.L. TREUDEN:

Spectral Analysis of Asymptotically Compact Strongly Convergent
Operator Sequenced

Asymptotically compact operator sequences arise from the approximate solution of various
integral equations. A sequence of bounded linear operators Kn on a Banach space .X" is
asymptotically compact if, for any bounded sequence {Xn } in X, every subsequence of
{Kn X,,} has a convergent subsequence. We write Kn ~ K if {Kn } is asymptotically
compact and K n ---+ K strongly. Then K is compact. We compare the spectra of J{

and K" as n~ 00. The results closely parallel the more completely studied case with e
{Kn } collectively compact. This is not surprising since, in all common spaces, {Kn }

asymp. compact implies that Kn = Ln + Tn for some Ln and Tn with {Ln} coll.
compact and IITn ll --+ o.

R. ANSORGE:

Iterated Discretization

During the past 11 years, the idea of an improvement of projection methods - used
for the numerical treatment of integral equations - by implementation of an additional
iteration step was developed and 100 to very satisfactory results. Particularly,supercoo
vergence of these "iterated projection methods" could be ShOWD under certain conditions.
In this talk, the idea is extended to more general discretization procedures (not only
projection methods) and to more general classes of problems. So, the idea of a general
"iterated discretization" is presented, and also in this more general setting, sometimes
superconvergence OCCllrS.

eHR. T .H. BAKER:

Discretization of certain evolutionary problems

We discuss two aspects of the question "How robust are discretizations based on linear
multistep and Runge-Kutta fonnulae?" In the first we consider the applicationoffortnulae
to nonlinear differential equations, point out that convergence cannot be uniform with
restart to y(O), that spurious steady states and chaos can arise and (significantly)
that true steady states may be associates with the 'wrong' (non-convergent) branch of a
multivalued flow until the step is sufficiently smalI. In the second we discuss stability of
extensions of LMFs to delay and Volterra integro differential equations and the role of

cl(A) = in! Is(A; Jl)) ,
1,,1=1

where s(A; p) =p(p) - Ao(p) and ,\ E S. => {s(A~ iJ) = 0 => Ipl < l}



Ha-:RM/\NN ßIlI1NNEll:

Opt'n problems in the discretizaLioll of Volterra integral equat.ions

In this talk I shall disctlss a number of upen problems in the Jiscretization of Volterra
type integral equations of the first and second kind. The discretization methods underlying
these problems include certain classes of eollocation methods as weil as continuous (impli·
eit and explicit) Volterra-Runge-Kuttamethods. In addition, I shall touch upon Volterra
equations with various types of delay arguments.

IVAN G. GRAHAM:

eParametrization methods for first-kind integral equations on pol~ons
We discuss the convergence of the collocation method for first kind integral equations'
with logarithmic kerneis using splines of any order k on polygons in m? Before
discretization the equation is transformed to an equivalent equation on [-11",1("] using
a nonlinear parametriza.tion of the polygon which varies more slowly than arc-Iength
near each corner. This produces a transformed equation with a smooth solution which is
shown to be well-posed on appropriate Sobolev spaces. We are then ahle to show that
the collocation method using splines of order k (degree k - 1) converges with optimal
order hk . The collocation points are the mid points of subintervals when k is odd and
the break-points when k is even and stability is shown under the assumption that the
method may be modified slightly.

R.D. GRIEGORIEFF AND I. SLOAN:

Spline Petrov Galerkin Methods with Quadrature

A spline method for linear rn-th order multipoint integro-differential equations is ana
lyzed. The method is a Petrov-Galerkin method using smoothest splines of order m + 2
resp. m +3 as trialspace and piecewise linear resp. quadratic splines as test space combi
ned with quadrature rules for approximating the integrals. Optimal order convergence of

,... .the approximate solutions and its derivatives up to order m and also supraconvergence
at the breakpoints is proved. The grids can be arbitrarily nonuniform. Similar results are
obtained for the corresponding eigenvalue problem.



STEFAN HEINRICII:

Complexity oe approximatc solution oe Fredholm integral equations

The numerical solution of Fredholrn integral equations is analyzed from the point of view
of information-based complexity theory. A survey of recent results in this direction is
given. These results allow to compare complexities of:

- using function values in the discretization vs. using Fourier coefficients
- seeking the full solution of the equation vs. seeking the value of the

solution in one point
- using deterministic VB. using stochastic (Monte Carlo) methods.

LEI JINGAN:

Finite dimensional approximate theory for bifurcation of obstacle problems

In this work we are concerned with approximate theory of the bifurcation for obstacle pro
blems. The existence theorems of bifurcation points and approximate bifurcation points
are given. Moreover the convergence of approximate method is discussed, and numerical
results are presented.

The idea of this paper depends on the Lagrange multiplier rule and compactness principles,
as well as the set convergence.

OTTO KARMA:

On Regular Approximation in Eigenvalue ProblemS

Let the eigenvalue problem A(Ao) UO = 0, UO I- 0 be given, for the linear Fredholm
operators A(A) depending analytically on the complex parameter A (A( A) = A - AI
is a particular care).

We consider the convergence of the eigenvalues An of tbe approximating problems
B,,(An ) x~ = 0, x~ =F 0 to the eigenvalues Ao of the original problem. (In applica.
tions, Bn (A) are operators on fini te-dimensional spaces. )

Let Cn be the approximation error on the generalized eigenspace of A at Ao, and let
" be the order of the pole Ao of A-1. Then tbe rollowing asymptotic estimations hold:

1) for individual eigenvalues An converging to AO:

1.

.~

_.1.
~ CE n ",



:!) far t.hc arithnwt.ic I1Il'afl Ir. ur a.1I i.h(~ C"i~en\"allies '\n cOllvp.r~ill~ 1.0 '\0:

:3) for eigenvectors J;~ E IV (Bn(A n», "zOll = 1:

dist (x~, N (A(Ao)) ) $ c ( 1'\" - '\01 + €n ) .

~IARIAN KWAPISZ:e General priciples or con~ergenceor discretization methods ror dilferential-delay,
differential-functional equations

In the talk it will be shown that rather simple facts such as comparison theorems for
discrete inequalities are very usefull in applied mathematics especially in the th~ry of
discrete dynamical systems, theory of convergence of iterative methods of solviD:~ fixed
points equations and the cODvergence of finite-difference methods for solving problems
for ODE's, PDE's, IDE's, FDE's and others~

An abstract result involving partially ordered spaces will be formulated and it will be
shown the error estimations for approximate solutions of corresponding discrete equations.
The convergence results can be obtained as consequences of these estimations.

WILLIAM McLEAN:

Fully-discrete spline methods for boundary integral equations of the first kind

The talk deals with a class of numerical methods that can be viewed as pertur~bations

of Petrov-Galerkin schemes using splines as trial and test functions. The method;:"apply
to periodic pseudodifferential equations such as anse from reformulating two-dimensional
elliptic boundary value problems as boundary integral equations of the first kind. By
emploiting translation-invariance of the singular term in the kernel, one can characterizee the stability and convergence properties of the method in terms of the behaviour of a
certain function D, whose definition depends on the particular method. The anaylsis
yields· a means of designing special, very simple numerical intergration techniques that
take care of the non-smoothness in the kerne!.
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HANS JOACIIIM ÜRERLE:

Numerical Treatnlent oe Optimai Controi Probiems with :\pplicatiün Co the
Optimal Control of CO2-Emissions

In this lecture a simplified model is considered which describes the interaction of climate
changes (represented by the infiuences due to the enhanced emission of CO'}. and the
resulting increase of the averaged surface air temperature) on one side, and the economy
(i.e. the abatement costs for reduction of emissions and the damage costs due to the
increased temperatur) on the other side.

The model is formulated as a linear-quadratic optimal control problem with a compact
control region. Applying the standard necessary conditions a multipoint-boundary-value
problem is derived and it's numerical solutions obtained by multiple-shooting techniques ..
are presented. Special attention is paid to the computation of the reachable region of the ..
system and to the dependence of the control structure on the final state prescribed.

This talk is based on joint work with H. and J. von Storch and O. Tahvonen.

ECKEHARD PFEIFER:

Verallgemeinerte Taylorformeln in der Numerischen Mathematik

Polynome spielen in der Numerischen Mathematik wegen ihrer Abgeschlossenheit hinsicht
lich verschiedenster mathematischer Operationen und dem Vorhandensein der klassische~

Taylorentwicklung eine herausgehobene Rolle.

Ersetzt man den Begriff der Ableitung durch einen linearen Operator S, so läßt sich die
Taylorentwicklung zu

% s% + TsSx + ... + T"ssn x + T"+l S"+l X

verallgemeinern. Dabei ist Teine Rechtsinverse zu Sund s bezeichnet die Differenz
zwischen Einheitsoperator und T S. Die Rolle der Polynome wird also durch Elemente
des Nullraums von sn+l übernommen.

Im Vortrag wird die Anwendung dieser Idee auf

- die Lösung von gewöhnlichen Anfangs- und Randwertaufgaben,
- die Interpolation mit verallgemeinerten quadratischen und

kubischen Splinefunktionen,
- den Einsatz verallgemeinerter Newtonverfahren zur Nullstellen

bestimmung

skizziert.

•
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FLORIAN A.. POTRA:

A Geometrie Theory or Oiscretiza.tion Aigoritlulls for Differential-Algebraic Equation

Following same ideas developed in joint work wit,h Werner C. Rheinboldt we view diJferen
tial-algebraie equations as differential equations on manifolds and we use Iocal charts to
reduce the differential-algebraie system to a system of ordinary differential equations in
the local, uneonstrained. coordinates. The numerieal solution of the latter system is then
mapped via the Ioeal parametrization into a new point on the manifold which provides a
numerical solution of the initial differential-algebraic system. As shown in a joint paper
with Linda R. Petzold this numerical solution can be interpreted as a generalized solution
of the nonlinear system obtained by discretizing an overdetennined differential algebraic
system.

SIEGFRIED PRÖSSDORF:

Wavelets methods for pseudodifferential equations

The talk is concerned with generalized Petrov-Galerkin schemes for elliptic periodic pseu
dodifferential equations in IRn

• This setting covers clas~ical Galerkin methods, colloca
tion, and quasi-interpolation. Tbe numerical methods are based on a general framework
of multiresolution analysis. In the first part we give neeessary and sufficient stability
conditions in terms of the "symbol" of the methods under consideration and establish
error estimates in the scale of Sobolev spaces. In the second part we analyse compression
techniques for the resulting stiffness matrices relative to wavelet-type bases. It will be
shown that, although these stiffness matrices are generally not sparse, the order of the
overall comptuational work which is needed to realizea certain accuracy ia of the form
O(N(log N)b), where N is the number of unknowns and b;::: 0 is some real number.
The theoretical results are confirmed by numerieal experiments for the double layer po
tential integral equation over the surface of the cube. The talk is based on a joint work
with W. Dahmen and R. Schneider.

_ J. SARANEN AND G. VAINIKKO:

Fast solution of boundary integral equations

We propose two-grid iteration methods for a large dass of the boundary integral equations
on closed smooth curves. The equation is given in the form Au + Eu = f such that the
main part A is a convolutional integral operator and B has better smoothing property
than A. Our basic method is the trigonometrie collocation such that the perturbation
B is discretized by applying the product integration. Ir B has a smooth kerneI our
methods include variants where already the first iteration is of the optimal order "and
requires O( iV log IV) arithmetic operations. In the general case ouc schemes need work
of the order O( lV2).
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BERND SILßERMANN:

Aigebraic Techniques in Stability Analysis ror Spline Approximation Methods

The main aim of my talk is to present how one can apply some ideas from algebra in
order to study the following invertibility problem:

Let (für simplicity) 'H be a Hilbert space and {?-ln} be a sequence of closed subspaces
of 'H. Denote by 1)00 the collection of all operator sequences

VOO actually farms a Banach algebra (with componentwise algebraic operations). In VOO ..
there is a closed two-sided ideal g, _

{ {An} E 1)00 : 11 An 11 -+ 0 as n -+ oo} .

Given a sequence {An} E 1)00 we ask the following question: 15 there a sequence
{Bn } E 1)00 such that

(1)

and {e,,}, {D,,} E g?

This invertibility problem is of great interest since such operator sequenees oeeur in
diseretizing proeesses and tbe invertibility problem (1) is eompletely equivalent to
the well-known stability problem, one of the corner stones in Numerical analysis.

IAN H. SLOAN:

A marriage of boundary integrals and finite elements

In this talk (whieb describes joint work with D.W. Kellyand S. Wang) boundary integral
and finite element techniques are combined, to study 2-dimensional Neumann problems
for the Laplace equation. The aim is to compute reliable first derivatives, together with
error bounds that are both useful and rigorous. The first step is a finite element solution.
The derivatives are then recovered by a boundary integral technique, and error bounds
then detennined by the solution of an auxiliary problem and a complementary analysis.
Numerical results confirm that very satisfactory results can he ohtained, for hoth deriva·
tives and their error bounds, even when the derivatives are sought elose to the boundary,
and even when the boundary is curved, provided it is 10eally smooth.



EUNST P. STEPIIAN:

Tlte hp-version 01' the hOl1ndary t'hnent lllethod

'vVe investigatc the hl~ver~i()nof the houudary element nlethod for strongly elliptic bOlln
dary integral eqllations on polygonal and polyhedral domains where hoth the mesh size
hand the polynomial degree p are changed to improve the aecuracy of the Galerkin
solution. Using precise results for the singular behaviour of the solution of the integral
equations near corners and edges of the domain we find that the rate of convergence
for the p-version (h fixed) is twice that of the h-version (p fixed) for most problems. In
the hp-version one combines both approaches. With a geometrie mesh refinement near
corners/edges we obtain exponentially fast convergence for the Galerkin solution. Our
numerical results for first kind integral equations with weakly singular and hypersingular
kernels underline our theoretical results. We present also adative algorithms for the hp
version where the refinement process is steered by loeal error indieators.

G. VAINIKKO:

Collective spectrum of disretely converging operators

Let E and En (n E IN) be complex Banach spaces, Pn E r,(E, En) and P'n E r,(E·, E:)
satisfy IIPn ull -+ lI u ll, lIP'n u·1I ~ lIu·lI, n ~ 00, 't:fu E E, u· E E·. Let operators

T E r,(E, E) and Tn E r,(En., En ), nEIN, be given such that Tn ~ T, T: ~ T·, i.e.
'P l' 'P' 'P' P

U n -+ U => Tn Uno -+ Tu, u: -+ u· => T: u: -+ T* u· where En 3 U n -+ U E E means that
lIun - Pn ullEn -+ 0, n -+ 00. Elementary examples show that the convergence properties
of the spectra u(Tn ) may be rather poor even if the stability condition 11("\ - Tn)-lll ~ c"
(n ;::: n,,) is fulfilled for any A E p(T) = C\u(T). On the other hand, we show a natural
way how to define the collective spectrum E( (Tn)nEN) of the sequence (Tn)nE.... so
that, under conditions introduced above, it occurs that E«(Tn )) = u(T). Applications
to Krylov subspaces methods to find cr(T) are discussed.

The talk is based on joint work with O. Nevanlinna.

Reported by: S. Fellehner
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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag U D g 8 b e r ich t 56/1993

(letzter Bericht 1993)

Methoden und Verfahren der mathematischen Physik

12.12. bis 18.12. 1993

Die 13. Tagung über Methoden und Verfahren der mathematischen Physik
wurde von R.E. KLEINMAN (Newark), R. KRESS (Göttingen) und E. MARTENSEN
(Karlsruhe) geleitet. Von den 25 Teilnehmern aus 9 Ländern (Deutschland 13, Finn
land 1, Frankreich 1, Griechenland 1, Großbrit&DDien 1, Niederlande 1, Schweden 1,
Tscheclrlen 1, USA 5) wurden 21 Vorträge gehalten.

Es wurden vor allem Themen aus der klassischen Streutheorie akustischer und elektro
magnetischer Wellen sowie aus der Strömungslehre, der Magnetohydrodynamik, der
Potentialtheorie und der Elastizitätstheorie diskutiert. Im Mittelpunkt des Interesses
standen dabei die sogenannten inversen Probleme, bei denen aus den bekannten ein
fallenden und reflektierten Feldem die Geometrie bzw. die Materialeigenschaften des
Streukörpers bestimmt werden. Die Tagung spiegelte die Dynamik dieses Forschungs
gebietes wider, deren wesentliche Ursache die große praktische Relevanz der inversen
Probleme ist. So wurden u.&. Aufgabenstellungen und Lösungsverfahren aus eier zer
störungsfreien Materialprüfung und der medizinischen Diagnostik vorgestellt.

Das Hauptziel der Tagung war die Förderung des interdisziplinären wissenschaftlichen
Austausches, insbesondere zwischen Arbeitsgruppen der angewandten Analysis und
der Physik. Wie die regen Diskussionen über die vorgestellten Probleme und Lösungs
methoden zeigten, konnte dieses Ziel voll erreicht werden.
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Vortragsauszüge

.~

M. FEISTAUER, G. HSIAO, R.E. KLEINMAN

Analysis and numeric&! realization of eoupled SEM and FEM
for nonlinear exterior problems

The paper presents the analysis of the coupled BEM and FEM to a nonlinear gen
erally nonmonotone exterior boundary value problem. The problem consists of a
nonlinear differential equation cODsidered in an annular bounded domain and the
Lapla.ce equation outside. These equations are equipped with boundary and trans-
mission oonditions. The problem is reformulated in a weak sense and combined with e
~ integral equation on the outer part of the boundary. The discretization is carried
out by the eoupled finite element - boundary element method. We prove the exis-
tence of the solution and the convergence of the method and discuss the solution of
the nonlinear discrete problem.

A. KIRSCH

Scattering problems for periodie structures

The first part of the talk summanzes results for direct and inverse scattering prob
lems by periodic boundaries under Dirichlet boundary conditions. It is shown that
the full knowledge of the scattered waves above the structure for a1l incident waves is
sufficient to determine the shape of the scatterer. Honly the components of the scat
tered plane waves are known then - for the case of small perturbations of the plane
only the slow variations can be recovered. In the second part of the talk results of the
same kind are derived for the case when the scattering structure is described by an
inhomogeneous (with respect to the horizontal coordinate only) layer on a perfectly
reflecting plane.

P. HÄHNER

Reconstruetion of an inhomogeneous density in inverse elastie seattering

I consider time harmonie elastie waves in an isotropie elastie medium in m.3 which has
an inhomogeneous density. I state existence and uniqueness for the direct scattering
problem.
Then I reconstruct the density from the knowledge of the scattered waves on a large
sphere for all incoming waves at a fixed frequency. To this end I need special solutions
of the elasticity equation which were obtained for other equations by Sylvester and
Uhlmann.

2
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G. DASSlOS

Index weaving and generation of semiseparable solutions

Let E 2 denote the second order elliptic operator that determines the vortici ty field in
spheroidal coordinates for the Stokes ftow problem in axisymmetric geometry. This
ßow problem has the unique property of separating variables for the equation E'Jt/J =0
and not separating variables for the equation E4 t/J = o. Generalized eigenspace
theory is used to obtain the complete set of solutions for the nonseparable equation
E41/J = O. It is shown that the solutions of E2t/J = 0 are products of Gegenbauer
functions and that an appropriate weaving of their indices taken among 3-0 subspaces
of either even or odd order provide the generalized eigenIDodes thai belong to the
ker E4 • A spectral investigaiion of the weaving pattern reveals that the ordinary
eigenmodes of E21/J = 0 provide the complete set of zero vorticity ftow fields while
the generalized eigenmodes generated by the index weaving are rotaiional fields with
irrotational vorticities. This unique phenomenon of semiseparable behavior generated
by the weaving of the index gives rise to theoretica1 investigations concerniJ}g the
characterization of partial differential operators that possess semiseparable sohitions.

w. BORCHERS, W. VARNHORN

On the boundedness of the Stokes semigroup in two dimensional exterior domains

We prove that the semigroup associated with the nonstationary Stokes equations
in the exterior domains of ]R2 is uniformly bounded. That is, we show that the'
solution U of the nonstationary Stokes initial boundary value problem is bounded on
the semi&xis [0, (0) as an Lr(S1)-valued function, where 1 < r < 00 and n c ]R2 is an
extenor domain with a smooth boundary. Up to now, this property was known for
bounded domains, in the Hilbert space case (r = 2), and also for exterior domains
n c R" with n ~ 3, the two dimensional case was excluded, however. .
We prove our result using potential theory for the Stokes resolvent equation and the
method of boundary integral equations.

B.R. VAINBERG

On asymptotic stability of solutions cf a nonlinear wave equation

We consider the nonlinear wave equation

Utt =ßu + f(%,u) ,% e lR3 (1)

in the whole space with a nonlinear tenn which is localized in %. Let v = Sex)

J



be a stationary solution Qf the cquation 0 ~ .6.S(x) + f(x~ S). We find eonditions
when auy solution U of (1) with initial data elose enough to the initial data of the
solution v = Sex) tends (in same sense) to the solution v as t ~ 00. This property
(asymptotie stability) is very unusual for problems of wave propagation because we
do not have here any dissipation of energy which is a. standard requirement for this
property. In problems under consideration the scattering of waves plays the role of a
dissipation of energy.
An asymptotic expansion for u(x, t) - v as t ~ 00 is found. This expansion is ex

. pressed through exponential functions containing "seattering frequeneies", which are
independent of initial data and depend only on medium and obstacles. These fre
quencies were studied earlier only for linear problems. •
D. COLTON

Spectral theory Gf the far field operator

It is shown that there exist an infinite number of eigenvalues of the far field operator
corresponding to the scattering of a time harmonie plane wave by either an imper
fectly conducting obstacle or an absorbing inhomogeneous medium. Regions in the
complex plane are found where these eigenvalues must lie and, in the case of obstacle
scatterlng, numerical examples are given showing how precise these regions are. An
application is discussed showing how leukemia. can potentially be detected through
the use of electromagnetic imaging.

L. PÄIVÄRINTA

Inverse problems for systems

Same recent methods for solving inverse problems in two body Schrödinger satter
ing were discussed. It was emphasized that these methods, ineluding non-physical
exponentia.lly growing solutions, can be useful also in solving inverse problems for sys-
tems, as for Maxwell's systems. However there are major differences between scalar A.
and vector problems due to the first order terms. These diffieulties can be handled •
by careful analysis as is done in recent joint works with D. Colton, P. Ola and E.
Somersalo.

4
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P.M. VAN DEN BERG, R.E. KLEINMAN

Reconstruction of the location, the shape and the compositiOD

of a scattering object

The location, the shape and the composition of a penetrable scattering object is char·
acterized by a complex contrast. A method for the reconstructioD of this contrast
from measured scattered field data is discussed. The method consists of casting the
inverse problem as an optimization problem in which the cast functional is the sum
of two terms, one is the defect in matching measured field data with the field seat·
tered by a body with a particular contrast ud the second is the errar in satisfying
the equations of state, integral equations for the field produced in the body by each
excitation. The contrast and the fields are each updated by an iterative method in
which the updating directions are weighted by parameters which are determined by
minimizing the cast funetional. Some numerical examples are given indicating the
limits to the contrasts which an be reconstructed.
The method is then modified to reeonstruct the location and the shape of an impene
trable object. It ia based on the fact that for high imagin&ry contrast the penetration
depth of the scatterer is small, in which case the only meaningful information pro
duced by the algorithm is the boundary of the satterer. There are no other implicit
assumptions about the location, connectivity, convexity or boundary conditions. Re
sults of a number of numerical examples are presented which demonstrate the effec
tiveness of the location and shape reconstruction algorithm.

w. RUNDELL, B. LOWE

The determination of coefficients in elliptie and pa.rabolic equatioDs

from multiple input sources

The simplest model problem ia to determine the potential function q(z) in

-u;" + q(z)Uj = fj ,Uj(O) =uj(l) =0

from ameasurement ofthe boundary values {u/(O)},i = 1, .... Here {/j} is &Ssumed
to be a complete family of source terms. Higher dimensioned analogues and time
dependent problems will be discussed. Uniqueness and continuous dependence results
will be obtained.

5



F. BaOUAYE, B. DUCHENE, M. LEFEBURE: D. LESSELIER, R. OE OLIVIERA
BOHBOT, eH. ROZIER

Eddy current imaging cf defects in a conductive half-space

as an inverse wave scattering problem

With adequate corrections and extensions, solution methods of inverse scattering
problems can be used for low-frequency nondestructive testing of damaged metallic
struetures where eddy currents are the sources of the anomalous fields observed out
side the structure under testing. When successful, inversion of such anomalous fields
provides images of the defects.
Hut there is one severe challenge: the problem is strongly ill-posed due to exponen-
tial decay of the probing field in metal (skin effect) and corresponding evanescence A
of fields outside. In mathematical terms, an integral operator with damped kemel •
has to be dealt with. Also, at least in the first step, we are restricted to linearized
solutions based on the Born approximation (which means testing of small defects
at low frequency), the inverse problem being nonlinear with respect to the defects'
conductivity.
Key aspects of the research carried out on the subject, mostly in cooperation with
departments of Electricite de France, Direction des Etudes et Recherches, will be in
troduced during the talk, with attempting to point out open questions in both theory
and numerieal practice.

P. WERNER

Resonance phenomena in periodie structures

We study the propagation of linear waves, generated by a compact1y supported time
harmonie force· distribution, in an infinite string under the assumption that the ma
terial properties are Pt-periodie for z > a and P2-periodic for x < -a. As pointed
out in a previous paper devoted to the special case of a purely periodic string (Math.
Meth. Appl. Sei. 14, 227·263 (1991», the combination of a time-periodie force and
aperiodie spatial structure ma.y lead to resonance phenomena. We show that also
the present configuration permits resonances of orders t and tt for a discrete set of
freq~encies. The occurrence of resonances is closely related to the presence of non
trivial solutions of the corresponding time-independent homogeneous problem with
certain asymptotic properties ("standing waves").

6
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M. PETRY

Acoustic scattering in a layered medium

The direct transmission problem for the scalar Helmholtz equation in a three di
mensional horizontally layered medium containing a bounded obstacle is analyzed.
Uniqueness is proved with the help of Green's theorem. A system of Green's functions
is constructed, which allows the transformation of the given transmission problem in
to an integral equation of the second kind. By application of Riesz's theory the
existence of a solution follows.

e P.A. MARTIN

Asymptotic' approximations of functioDS defined by senes

Mellin transforms are used to find asymptotic approximations for functions 4efined
by series. The simplest cases are those of the form . - ~~.

00

E'ftu{nx) ,
n.=1

where u is a given function. We call these sepGf'Gble series, because u is sampled
at points whose variation .with n and :t is separated. Examples of this type were
considered by Rama.nujan. Non-separable series are analyzed by first approximating
them by separable series. Several examples are given.

G. KRISTENSSON

Energy inequalities and constramts for the time-dependent electromagnetic fields

The definition of electromagnetic dissipative (passive) media was introduced, and its
consequences on the material parameters in complex (chiral) media were discussed.
The motivation of this work is to obtain constraints on the material parameters in
the time domain, since Fourier tra.nsformation of data is not possible due tq time
limited· data. The material parameters consist in the time-damain setting of time
conwlutio~ between four susceptibility keme1s and the electric and magnetic fields.
The definition of dissipation implies an inequality of the type

fL (J(t), A(t - t')f(t» dtdt' ~ 0 for an f e C:,

where A(t) ia a two by two matrix-valued function (ar distribution) and (.,.) is
the scalar product in lR'. A generalization of a theorem by Mercer connects this

7



inequality with matrix-valued functions of positive type, which implies restrietions
on the components of the matrix A(t), which contains the material parameters. The
first simple inequalities were shown explicitly. The distribution case was also brießy
analyzed. The connections to Bochner's theorem were discussed.

s. RITTER

Dipole distributions in equilibrium and the electrostatic integral operator

for an ellipsoid

A model for permanent magnetization using dipole distributions in a compact domain
D C m.3 'with boundary S is discussed. The determination of a dipole distribution in
equilibrium turns out as an eigenvalue problem for the electrostatic integral operator.
The least eigenvalue that is bigger than -1 is of interest. The case of an ellipsoid
with three different axes is discussed and explicit fonnulas for the eigenvalues are
given. For the case that the far-field is of dipole type, bounds for the axes' ratio are
computed.

E. MARTENSEN

On the magnetostatic integral operator

Let D C IR.3 be a compact domain with continuously curved boundary S, then the
magnetostatic integral operator Lm with values

Lmi =--2
1 f [n, [grad~,i']] df'
1r 15 r

n being the exterior normal of S, is considered in the function space of current
distributions on S

F(S) ={j E [C(S)]3((n,j) = O,Divj =O}

It is shown that if A E (-1,1)\{O} is an eigenvalue of the electrostatic integral
operator, then -,\ and Aboth are eigenvalues of Lm hut that the converse of this is

not valid.

8



F. HETTLICH

The domain derivative cf the far-field pattern for a transmission problem

In recent work of A. Kirsch the use of the domain derivative of the far-field pattern
for the inverse scattering problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions is discussed.
It is ShOWD that a. similar result of existence and a characterizatioD can be derived
also for penetrable obstacles, which leads to a. transmission problem. The character
ization of the domain derivative is a first theoreticai step in the implementation of
Newton type methods for the inverse scattering problem for penetrable obstacles and
in establishing sensitivity results.

M. HANKE

Iterative regularization methods for ill-posed problems

In this paper we present our results on the regularizing properties of Hestenes-S~i~e1
conjugate gradients and King's minimal error method for linear ill-posed problems
with perturbed data. Because of their well-known optimality properties for exact da
ta, these Krylov subspace methods can be expected to achieve good approximations
of the exad solution with fewer iterations than, e.g., the minimal residual methods
investigated by Nemirovskii and others. Our ma.in result states that the above meth
ods are order-optimal regularization methods provided the iteration is terminated
according to a very simple stopping rule. Opposed to this, the discrepancy principle
ia not regularlzing.

J. GOTrLIEB

Some problems in tomography using potential fields

Tomographical methods usmg elliptic or parabolic potential fields are related to the
identification of spatially distributed coefficients in corresponding partial differential
equations. These problems are characterized by a linear input-output operator and
a nonlinear relation between data and solution. This strueture leads to nonlinear
moment problems.
We diSCUS8 some aspects of teCOnstruetion, resolution, optimal experimental design
and data redundancy.
Finally we give a new uniqueness result for a parabolic problem.

9



T.S. ANGELL, R.E. KLEINMAN, B.R. VAINBERG

Asymptotic approximation of optimal solutions of an acoustic radiation problem

We have presented, elsewhere, the problem of choosing Neumann data for the exte
ricr Helmholtz equation in order to optimize a functional of the radiated far field. In
this paper we use asymptotic methods to determine an approximate optimal solution,
for high frequency, whose support is in a prescribed region of the boundary. This
solution is given entirely in terms of geometrie properties of the boundary.

Berichterstatter: M. PETRY
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